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Important Notice
Chemistry in the Community (ChemCom) is intended for use by high school 
students in the classroom laboratory under the direct supervision of a quali-
fied chemistry teacher. The experiments described in this book involve sub-
stances that may be harmful if they are misused or if the procedures described 
are not followed. Read cautions carefully and follow all directions. Do not 
use or combine any substances or materials not specifically called for in car-
rying out investigations. Other substances are mentioned for educational 
purposes only and should not be used by students unless the instructions 
specifically so indicate.

The materials, safety information, and procedures contained in this book 
are believed to be reliable. This information and these procedures should 
serve only as a starting point for good laboratory practices, and they do not 
purport to specify minimal legal standards or to represent the policy of the 
American Chemical Society. No warranty, guarantee, or representation is 
made by the American Chemical Society as to the accuracy or specificity of 
the information contained herein, and the American Chemical Society 
assumes no responsibility in connection therewith. The added safety infor-
mation is intended to provide basic guidelines for safe practices. It cannot be 
assumed that all necessary warnings and precautionary measures are con-
tained in the document or that other additional information and measures 
may not be required.

Safety and Laboratory Activity
In ChemCom, you will frequently complete laboratory investigations. While 
no human activity is completely risk free, if you use common sense, as well 
as chemical sense, and follow the rules of laboratory safety, you should 
encounter no problems. Chemical sense is just an extension of common 
sense. Sensible laboratory conduct won’t happen by memorizing a list of 
rules, any more than a perfect score on a written driver’s test ensures an 
excellent driving record. The true “driver’s test” of chemical sense is your 
actual conduct in the laboratory.

You will find Rules of Laboratory Conduct on pages 8–10 in Unit 0. 

  Preface xv
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PREFACE
It is appropriate that the publication of the sixth edition of Chemistry in the 
Community (ChemCom) coincides with the International Year of Chemistry 
(IYC) 2011, which is a global celebration of chemistry and its contributions 
to the world around us. The theme chosen for IYC 2011 has been central to 
ChemCom for more than 25 years: Chemistry–our life, our future.   

ChemCom is written for high school students taking their first chemistry 
course. ChemCom aims to develop chemistry-literate and science-literate 
citizens by focusing on chemistry for life and citizenship. Each unit is  
centered on a chemistry-related societal issue or challenge, which provides 
a “need-to-know” for learning chemical principles. Laboratory, skill-building, 
modeling, and decision-making activities are integrated into the text as  
students progress toward a culminating project that addresses the unit’s 
societal issue or challenge.

ABOUT CHEMCOM  
Developed by the American Chemical Society (ACS) with funding from the 
National Science Foundation and input from hundreds of teachers, univer-
sity educators, scientists, and social-science consultants, ChemCom has been 
used successfully by more than 2.2 million students and teachers through-
out the United States and the world.

The world’s largest scientific society, ACS is a congressionally chartered 
independent membership organization that represents professionals at all 
degree levels and in all fields of chemistry and related sciences. Since its 
founding in 1876, ACS has promoted excellence in science education and 
community outreach.

The original eight ChemCom units were developed by teams of professors 
and high school teachers. The topics included water, mineral resources, 
petroleum, food, nuclear chemistry, air and climate, health, and the chemi-
cal industry. Over the past thirty years, ChemCom has continued to develop 
to meet the needs of students and teachers. One constant has been its organi-
zation around real-world issues, particularly issues of sustainability. 

Development of the sixth edition of ChemCom was influenced by feed-
back from teachers and students, as well as a comprehensive review by BSCS 
using the Analyzing Instructional Materials (AIM) process. Starting from this 
information, the revision team—comprised of high school and university 
educators—drew upon their own experiences in classrooms and chemical 
education research, as well as those of the sixth edition ChemCom Editorial 
Advisory Board, to create a text designed for twenty-first-century learners. 
Beyond the BSCS review, significant influences on this edition include  
Wiggins and McTighe’s Understanding by Design, The National Research 
Council’s How People Learn, and Hand and Greenbowe’s Science Writing 
Heuristic.

  Preface xxiii
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xiv               Preface 

NEW TO THE SIXTH EDITION
The most apparent changes in this edition are the reordering of units and the 
addition of Unit 0. Unit 0 offers a brief introduction to the study of chemis-
try, the idea of community, safety in the laboratory, and ChemCom itself. 

Units 1 through 4, designed to be studied in order and thus sometimes 
referred to as the sequential units, have been reorganized and reordered. 
ChemCom now begins with the study of metals, which allows for early intro-
duction of key chemistry topics including atomic structure, the periodic 
table and periodicity, the mole concept, and chemical equations. Unit 2 
addresses gases and the atmosphere; explicitly introduces ideas about scien-
tific inquiry; and challenges students to design their own investigations, 
building skills and knowledge that will be beneficial throughout the rest of 
the course. Unit 3 on petroleum maintains its position, but the water unit is 
now the final unit in this sequence, allowing students to use all the concepts 
and skills they have developed to understand ideas about solution chemis-
try and solve the fish-kill mystery.

A new feature in this edition is the Concept Check. Concept Checks serve 
as a formative assessment tool by eliciting student ideas to make them more 
apparent both to students and to teachers. In each set of questions, the initial 
queries probe concepts or skills that students have just learned to help both 
students and teachers monitor progress. At least one question in each Con-
cept Check asks students about their ideas on a topic they are about  
to encounter. This allows students to articulate their existing ideas from  
everyday experiences and provides important information about students’ 
prior knowledge.

The final key change in this edition involves the Investigating Matter 
activities. In each unit, and in several sections, an introductory investigation 
was added to provide students with hands-on experience before they tackle 
a new topic. Even more critically, each Investigating Matter activity was 
revised to more clearly reflect the components of scientific inquiry. Students 
begin by asking questions and preparing to investigate, then gather evidence, 
analyze and interpret that evidence to make scientific claims, and finally 
reflect upon what they did and what they learned.

xiv Preface
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The following table shows how each key revision goal was accomplished.

 Key Goals  How CHEMCOM 6e Accomplishes These Goals

Make interaction with 
phenomena central

of experiences as a basis 
for student construction 
of understanding 

consistent with the 
nature of science

knowing

 
data, such as Investigating Matter or Developing Skills activities.

sequential units of the text to emphasize characteristics  
of matter, scientific inquiry, and building problem-solving skills.

Unit 0 to help students develop their ideas about chemistry  
and community and become familiar with the format and features of  
the text.

Emphasize scientific 
inquiry 

skills necessary for 
scientific investigation

understandings about 
inquiry

Investigating Matter activities to more explicitly reflect an 
inquiry focus.

students, including: Asking Questions, Preparing to Investigate, Making 
Predictions, Gathering Evidence, Analyzing Evidence, Interpreting 
Evidence, Making Claims, and Reflecting on the Investigation.

from proscriptive to open-ended throughout the text.

culminating projects that include opportunities to share and refine 
claims and construct scientific explanations.

Enhance student 
construction of 
understanding

of concepts and skills 
within each unit and 
throughout the 
sequential units

learning and cognitive 
science, including the  
importance of prior 
conceptions and 
metacognition

Unit 0 and reorders the sequential units so that they build on each 
other and provide the foundation necessary for understanding and extending 
challenging concepts in the Water unit, now Unit 4.

section question to focus student attention on the essential concept 
or “big idea” to be learned in that section. 

learning goals at the beginning of each section.

Section Summary to correspond with the stated learning goals 
and prompts students to summarize their understanding of the section’s 
essential ideas in a written response to the section question.

Concept Checks so students can make connections to prior learning 
as well as express initial ideas about concepts they are about to learn. They are 
designed to be formative assessment tools for students and teachers.

Making Decisions activities as regular checkpoints for applying 
chemistry principles to the unit’s central issue or challenge as presented in the 
unit opener. This allows students to make consistent progress toward the 
unit’s culminating activity, Putting It All Together. 

sample problem in every Developing Skills activity.

Modeling Matter activities to build more connections between 
particulate models and macroscopic phenomena, especially those phenomena 
encountered in previous Investigating Matter activities.
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1 How do chemists describe 
matter?

SECTION A
Building Blocks of Chemistry  
(page 24)

?

What is the role of  
chemistry in the life cycle  
of metals?

SECTION C 
Minerals and Moles  
(page 82)

The U.S. Mint is promoting the use of dollar coins 
instead of dollar bills. In what ways might coins be 
superior to bills? How do the properties of each form 
of currency depend upon their composition? 
Turn the page to start learning how to answer these 
questions—and consider the future of the U.S. dollar.

SECTION D 
Conservation and Chemical 
Equations  (page 116)

How is conservation of 
matter demonstrated in  
the use of resources?

How can the periodic 
table be used to help 
explain and predict the 
properties of chemical 
elements?

SECTION B 
Periodic Trends  (page 50)MATERIALS: 

FORMULATING 
MATTER

Have You Seen the U.S. One-Dollar Coin? 

Are you collecting the Presidential or Native American $1 coins? Have you actu-
ally used a $1 coin? It turns out that the U.S. Mint hopes that citizens will start 
using the coins in place of the dollar bill. Although dollar coins have been tried 

before (with the Susan B. Anthony dollar 
in 1979 and the Sacagawea dollar in 2000) 
the mint has a new strategy this time—
thinking green. It turns out that a dollar 
coin lasts about 30 years, while a dollar 
bill lasts (on average) just 18 months. In 
addition, used coins can be completely 
recycled into new coins, while most used 
currency (bills) ends up in a landfill. But 
will consumers use the dollar coin, even if 
they believe that it is more sustainable 
than the dollar bill?

I challenge you, as fellow citizens concerned about the planet, to tackle the 
following questions:

 (a) more acceptable to consumers and
 (b) even more earth-friendly?

 
to use dollar coins?

Look for the best submitted answers to appear on  
these pages soon!

HOME

|||
||

PROJECTS LINKS

GREENER THAN GREENBACKS?
by Lakesha Harris   Riverwood, USA

The United States $1 Coin

Green but are they green?

What is  
the cost of  
going green?

Riding the  
green wave

Our neighbors in Canada use  
one-dollar and two-dollar coins.

Student Voices for Change

Recycle

MAKING THE CASE FOR CURRENCY
You probably realize that new products are not easily created and that even 
the design process requires multiple stages. One common step in designing 
a new product is soliciting proposals from several individuals or 
teams. Once the proposals are submitted, a panel of experts or 
consumers evaluates them to choose the best design. You will 
follow a similar process in selecting the best “dollar recom-
mendation” from the proposals submitted by your classmates. 
Each team will present its recommendations to the class, 
which will also serve as the selection committee. Here is a 
summary of essential features expected of your proposal:

PRESENTATION

Recommendation
Clearly outline your recommendations for printing and minting dollars in 
the United States.

Rationale
Support your recommendations with evidence, including:

they are important.

 
of currency that you recommend.

 
the currency, including

a. for metals:

 ° Where major deposits are located. 

 ° Important ores of the chosen raw materials.

b. for all materials:

 ° How the materials are mined, collected, or harvested.

 ° How the materials are processed for use or production.

 ° Your rationale for choosing the selected materials. 

 °  An analysis of both necessary and desirable properties of the 
selected materials.

143

HOW TO GET THE MOST FROM CHEMCOM 6e

The unit opener showcases the 
questions that drive each section 
and provides a quick reference to 
the section titles and locations.

The “teaser” question box introduces an 
issue that ties chemistry to daily life and  
previews the unit challenge.

The unit challenge invites students  
to address an interesting real-world 
problem. Making an informed decision 
about the problem will require chemistry 
concepts and scientific inquiry, providing 
a “need-to-know” that propels the unit.

The Putting It All Together feature 
appears at the end of each unit and 
provides a framework for students’ 
completion of the unit challenge.
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SECTION
PERIODIC TRENDS 
How can the periodic table be used to 
help explain and predict the properties of 
chemical elements? 

More than 100 chemical elements have been discovered and explored. 
Of those, a small number are considered highly prized and used for 
coins, jewelry, and art. Why are some more valuable than others? How 
do scientists classify and organize the characteristics of the elements? 
In this section, you will examine properties of some elements and con-
struct statements about groups of elements and their reactivity. You will 
also be introduced to the periodic table, one of a chemist’s most impor-
tant tools. As you study the ideas in this section, think about how this 
tool could help you to choose or explain the use of certain elements in 
forms of currency.

GOALS

a. predict physical and chemical properties of an element,

b. identify elements by their atomic numbers, and

c. locate periods and groups (families) of elements. 

subatomic particles: protons, neutrons, and electrons.

of an ion containing a specified number of protons and 
electrons. 

of the periodic table.

compound’s anion and cation names and electrical charges.

B

P1.  How can you distinguish between chemical and physical  
properties?

2.  What information does a chemical formula contain about a  
compound?

3.  Draw and label a diagram that illustrates the structure of an atom.

50 Unit 1 Materials: Formulating Matter
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Elements are arranged in the periodic 
table based on their properties. Elements 
with similar chemical properties are placed 
in the same columns. Physical properties 
vary in predictable patterns across rows 
and down columns.

 9. Give another term for these features of the 
periodic table:

a. Row b. Column

 10. Give the names and symbols of two 
elements other than lithium in the alkali 
metal family.

 11. Consider the noble gas family.

a. Where are they located on the periodic 
table?

b. Name one physical property that  
they share.

c.  Name one chemical property that they 
share.

 12. Given a periodic table and the  
formulas BeCl2 and AlN, predict  
the formula for a compound containing

a.  Mg and F b.  Ga and P 

 13. The melting points of sulfur (S) and 
tellurium (Te) are 115 °C and 450 °C, 
respectively. Estimate the melting point  
of selenium (Se).

 14. Would you expect the boiling point  
of chlorine to be higher or lower than  
that of iodine? Explain.

The properties of an element are 
determined largely by the number and 
arrangement of electrons in its atoms.

 15. Are atoms of metallic or non-metallic 
elements more likely to lose one or  
more electrons?

 16. Predict whether each element would be 
more likely to form an anion or a cation. 
(Note that anions are negatively charged; 
cations are positively charged.)

a. sodium d. copper g. tin

b. calcium e. oxygen h. iodine

c. fluorine f. lithium

 17. Noble gas elements rarely lose or gain 
electrons. What does this indicate about 
their chemical reactivity?

Ionic compounds are composed of  
positively and negatively charged ions 
(atoms that have lost or gained  
electrons), combined so that the  
compound has no net electrical charge.

 18. Classify each of these as an electrically 
neutral atom, an anion, or a cation.

a. O2–    b.  Li    c.  Cl    d.  Ag+    e.  Hg2+

 19. For each particle in Question 18, indicate 
whether the electrical charge or lack of 
electrical charge resulted from an atom 
gaining electrons, losing electrons, or 
neither.

 20. Write the symbol and show the electrical 
charge (if any) on the following atoms or ions:

a. hydrogen with 1 proton and 1 electron

b. sodium with 11 protons and 10 electrons

c. chlorine with 17 protons and 18 electrons

d. aluminum with 13 protons and  
10 electrons

 21. Write the name and formula for the ionic 
compound that can be formed from these 
cations and anions:

a. K+ and I– d. Ba2+ and OH–

b. Ca2+ and S2– e. NH4
+ and PO4

3–

c. Fe3+ and Br– f. Al3+ and O2–

Tables, graphs, and models are all used  
to represent scientific data and illustrate 
scientific ideas so that they are easier to 
analyze, interpret, and understand.

 22. Why was the periodic table created?

 23. What type of graph should be used 
to represent discontinuous data?  
Why?

 24. How is a data table helpful

a. before an investigation?

b. during an investigation?

c. after an investigation?

 25. Think about the ion cards you used in 
Modeling Matter B.11. 

a. How are they helpful in learning about 
ions and ionic compounds?

b. How are they imperfect models of ions?

Metals react with one another in 
predictable patterns according to their 
reactivities.

 26. Which of these reactions is more likely to 
occur? Why? (Refer to Table 1.3, page 75.)

a. Calcium metal with chromium(III) 
chloride solution.

b. Chromium metal with calcium chloride 
solution.

 27. Consider these two equations. Which 
represents a reaction that is more likely to 
occur? Why?

a. Zn2+(aq)  2 Ag(s)  Zn(s)  2 Ag+(aq)

b. 2 Ag+(aq)  Zn(s)  2 Ag(s)  Zn2+(aq)

 28.  a.  Why would it be a poor idea to stir a 
    solution of lead(II) nitrate with an iron 

spoon? (See Table 1.3, page 75.)

b. Write a chemical equation to support  
your answer.

Connecting the Concepts
 29. Which pair is more similar chemically? 

Defend your choice. 

a.  copper metal and copper(II) ions 
 or
b. oxygen with mass number 16 and oxygen 

with mass number 18

 30. The diameter of a magnesium ion (Mg2+) is 
156 pm (picometers, where 1 pm = 10–12 m); 
the diameter of a strontium ion (Sr2+) is  
254 pm. Estimate the diameter of a calcium 
ion (Ca2+).

 31. Identify each element in the periodic table 
described by the statements below:

a. This element is a nonmetal. It forms  
anions with a 1– charge. It is in the same 
period as the metals used in a penny.

b. This element is a metalloid. It is in the 
same period as the elements found in  
table salt.

 32. Mendeleev arranged elements in his  
periodic table in order of their atomic  
masses. In the modern periodic table, 
however, elements are arranged in order of 
their atomic numbers. Cite two examples 
from the periodic table for which these  
two schemes would produce a different 
ordering of adjacent elements.

 33. In building ships, common practice is to 
attach a piece of magnesium to the hull to  
act as a “sacrificial anode.” In terms of metal 
activity, explain how this helps to prevent  
the corrosion of other metal parts of the ship.

Extending the Concepts
 34. Construct a graph of the price per gram of  

an element versus its atomic number for  
each of the first 20 elements. Can the  
current cost of those elements be regarded  
as a periodic property? Explain. (Hint: Use  
a chemical supply catalog or the Web to  
locate the current price of each element.)

 35. Although aluminum is a more reactive 
metal than is iron, it is often used for 
outdoor products. Investigate why this 
makes sense.

How can the periodic table 
be used to help explain  
and predict the properties 
of chemical elements?
Throughout Section B, you have 
observed and studied elements  
and the periodic table. Think about 
what you have learned, then answer 
the question in your own words  
in organized paragraphs. Your  
answer should demonstrate your 
understanding of the key ideas in  
this section. 

Be sure to consider the following  
in your response: properties of 
elements, subatomic particles, 
periodicity and trends, and reactivity.

Concept Checks elicit student ideas 
to make them more apparent to 
students and teachers. Some 
questions relate to concepts or  
skills that students have previously 
encountered and help students to 
monitor their own progress. At least 
one question addresses a topic 
students are about to encounter.

Each section opener highlights a 
question designed to stimulate and 
guide students’ learning within that 
section.

The section question is revisited in 
the Section Summary to provide 
students an opportunity to recap 
the section, pull together the 
important ideas, and demonstrate 
their understanding of the 
chemistry they have learned.

Connecting the Concepts 
encourages students to 
synthesize ideas from one 
or more sections or units.

The boxes within Reviewing the  
Concepts highlight key ideas—linked 
to the learning goals at the beginning 
of the section—and organize the  
end-of-section questions.

Extending the Concepts provides 
opportunities for more in-depth 
exploration of related chemistry  
and science concepts.

Goals are provided at the start of 
each section to highlight key skills 
and ideas that students should 
know, understand, or be able to 
do by the end of the section.
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It is clear that one way to modify the properties of a particular metal is to 
form it into an alloy, just as you did when you produced a gold-colored 
penny. Often the results of alloying metals are unexpected, as you are about 
to discover.

134 Unit 1 Materials: Formulating Matter

Figure 1.60  The steps to 
forming a brass layer onto a 
penny (a-c). Unlike a metal or  
a chemical compound with 
a specific formula, an alloy’s 
composition can vary. Brass 
samples contain from 10 to 
40% zinc (by mass). What is  
the remaining material?

CHEMQUANDARY

A U.S. nickel is composed of an alloy of nickel and copper. Based on  
your familiarity with the appearance of that common five-cent coin, you 

might be surprised to learn it is composed of more copper 
than nickel! Specifically, each U.S. five-cent coin  

contains only 25% nickel and 75% copper by mass.
    What does this suggest about the difference 
between an alloy and a simple mixture of powdered 
copper and powdered nickel?

FIVE CENTS’ WORTH

(a)

(c)

(b)

(a)

(c)

(b)(a)

(c)

(b)

D.8  COMBINING ATOMS: ALLOYS
The investigation you just completed demonstrated how metallic properties 
can be modified by creating an alloy, a solid combination of atoms of  
two or more metals. The immersion of a penny in hot zinc chloride solution 
produced a silvery alloy of zinc and copper called brass. When you heated the 
penny on the hot plate, the zinc and copper atoms mixed more completely. 
The overall mixing of zinc and copper atoms to form brass is depicted in Fig-
ure 1.60. The resulting solid solution has a different concentration of zinc and 
copper and is known as one form of brass. Most brass materials have a golden 
color, unlike either copper or zinc. Brass is also harder than copper metal. 
Some other common alloys with familiar names are listed in Table 1.9.

SECTION B  Periodic Trends 71

 11. Sort the ion cards representing monatomic (one-atom) ions into 
groups according to their charges.

 12. Locate the elements corresponding to your ions on the periodic table. 
What patterns do you notice?

 13. Which ions do not fit a pattern?

 14. Write a statement that makes a claim about arrangements of electrons 
and properties within a family of elements.

Understanding properties of atoms is the key to predicting and even 
manipulating the chemical behavior of materials. Combined with a bit of 
imagination, this information allows chemists to find new uses for materials 
and to create new compounds to meet specific needs. In the next few sec-
tions, you will look closely at a subset of elements—metals.

A major difference between atoms of metals and nonmetals is that metal 
atoms lose electrons much more easily than do nonmetal atoms. Under suit-
able conditions, one or more electrons may be removed from a metal atom. 
This results in metallic elements forming positive ions (cations), because the 
number of positively charged protons remains unchanged, while the total 
number of negatively charged electrons has been decreased. The tendency of 
a metal to lose electrons affects its reactivity. You will explore trends in this 
property in the next investigation.

 INVESTIGATING MATTER
B.12  RELATIVE REACTIVITIES  

OF METALS

Preparing to Investigate
In this investigation, you will observe the reactions of the metals copper, 
magnesium, and zinc with four different solutions. Each solution contains a 
particular cation. The solutions you will use are copper(II) 
nitrate, Cu(NO3)2 (containing Cu2+); magnesium nitrate, 
Mg(NO3)2 (containing Mg2+); zinc nitrate, Zn(NO3)2 (containing 
Zn2+); and silver nitrate, AgNO3 (containing Ag+). 

Before you begin, read Gathering Evidence to learn what you 
will need to do and note safety precautions. Devise a system-
atic procedure that allows you to observe the reaction (if any) 
between each metal and each of the four ionic solutions. You 
will conduct each reaction in a separate well of your well plate 
using 10 drops of the specified solution and a small strip of 
metal (see Figure 1.28). How many different combinations of 
metals and solutions will you need to observe? How will you 
arrange things so you can complete your observations efficiently, 
yet know which metal and which solution are in each well? 

Figure 1.28  Metal strips and metal nitrate  
solutions should be arranged in an orderly  
manner in the 24-well plate.

SECTION B  Periodic Trends 55

Figure 1.20  Model of a lithium (Li) atom. Each electrically neutral lithium atom contains three protons, 
three electrons, and either three or four neutrons. In this model, the protons and three neutrons reside in the 
Li nucleus (center). Electrons are not depicted as individual particles; they occupy “electron clouds” around 
the nucleus. Two electrons (yellow cloud) remain close to the nucleus; the third electron (fainter cloud) is 
relatively farther away. Electron clouds occupy most of an atom’s volume; the nucleus accounts for nearly 
all the atom’s mass. Note that an atom does not have a distinctly defined “outer edge,” but, instead, has a 
rather fuzzy outer region.

Each Investigating Matter activity has been reframed 
to provide explicit instruction in the concepts and 
skills of scientific inquiry. The new subheadings reflect 
the process of scientific investigation as it is actually 
conducted by scientists. 

Scientific American Illustrations are information-rich 
visuals intended to help students deepen their 
conceptual understanding of an idea or develop  
a working knowledge of a device related to the  
unit concept.

A ChemQuandary is a puzzling chemistry-
related question or situation that is designed 
to stimulate thinking and decision making. It 
can be used as a think-pair-share, to begin a 
discussion, or as a prompt for a journal entry.
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SECTION C  Minerals and Moles 111

The next activity will allow you to model this process for a familiar  
product—a dollar coin.

 MAKING DECISIONS
C.15   LIFE CYCLE OF A COIN
So far in this unit you have considered properties that are necessary and 
desirable for coins and bank notes. You have also learned about the sources, 
uses, and properties of metals, and have begun to explore the life cycles of 
products and materials. Now you will use this knowledge to consider the 
life cycle of a particular metal product, the current U.S. dollar coin. Use Fig-
ure 1.35 (page 88) and Figure 1.49 to answer the following questions and 
continue to evaluate the statements in the unit-opening Web page.

 1. In Making Decisions A.11, you found the composition of the U.S. 
one-dollar coin, and in Making Decisions C.1 you and your 
classmates gathered information about several metals. Construct a 
table similar to the one below to organize information about the 
metals that compose the dollar coin. For each metal, enter the 
following information into the table:  

  (Note: With the exception of cost, this informa-
tion was collected in Making Decisions C.1.)

 2. Referring to Figures 1.35 and 1.49, make a list  
of the steps involved in the life cycle of the U.S. one-dollar coin.

 3.  Which steps in the life cycle of dollar coins consume energy? For 
each, explain the particular energy needs.

 4.  Which steps (such as the reduction of a mineral in an ore to produce 
the metal) require the use of other materials?

 5.  Which steps generate wastes or emissions? Explain.

 6.  How does the location or identity of the ore deposits affect the life 
cycle of the coins?

 7.  As you know, coins have a limited lifespan.

a.  How long do you expect each coin to stay in circulation?

b.  What will happen to the materials when used coins are removed 
from circulation?

 8.  Consider the cost of producing materials in the dollar coin. What 
might happen if the materials in the coin were worth more than the 
face value of the coin?

Metals
 I II III IV

Origin

Mining type 
Processing type

Cost
Competing uses
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Oxygen and chlorine are two examples of diatomic molecules. Table 1.8 
(page 117) lists all the elements that exist as diatomic molecules at normal con-
ditions. It will be helpful for you to remember these elements. Take a moment 
to find the diatomic elements in the periodic table. Where are they located? 

In the next activity, you will practice representing diatomic molecules, as 
well as other reactants and products, as you increase your fluency in the 
language of chemistry.

 MODELING MATTER
D.2  REPRESENTING REACTIONS
In Modeling Matter A.8 (page 38), you saw how chemical compounds  
can be represented with formulas and pictures. As you move through  
Section D, you will again be asked to model elements, compounds, and equa-
tions, and translate among symbolic, particulate, and macroscopic represen-
tations of substances.

Until now, we have focused on illustrating simple molecular compounds, 
such as water and carbon dioxide. As you learned in Section B (page 66), rep-
resenting ionic compounds is more complex, since ionic compounds are found 
in large crystals. Although the formula for sodium iodide, which you used in 
Investigating Matter B.9, is written NaI, it is not made up of individual NaI 
units. See Figure 1.50. The formula NaI indicates the relative number of atoms 
in the larger crystal structure and represents a formula unit of sodium iodide.

Figure 1.50  Sodium iodide, 
which is sometimes used to treat 
iodine deficiency, is shown here 
in a particulate representation.

Na+

I–

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6E
Perm Fig.: 1082b      New Fig.: 1-50b
First Pass: 2010-06-25

SECTION B  Periodic Trends 75

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
B.14 TRENDS IN METAL REACTIVITY

Use Table 1.3 and the periodic table (page 60) to answer these questions. 

 1. a.  What trend in metallic reactivity is found as you move from left 
to right across a horizontal row (period) of the periodic table? 
(Hint: Compare the reactivity of sodium with magnesium and 
aluminum.)

b. In which part of the periodic table are the most-reactive metals 
found?

c. Which part of the periodic table contains the least-reactive metals?

Sample Problem: Will Pb metal react with Ag+ ions?

Yes; according to Table 1.3, lead is a more reactive metal than  
silver, so lead metal will cause silver ions to change to silver metal.

Table 1.3

 

Elements  
(in order of 

decreasing reactivity)
Metal ion(s) found  

in minerals
Process used to 
obtain the metal Metal 

Lithium (Li) Li+

Pass direct electric 
current through the 
molten mineral salt 
(electrometallurgy)

Li(s)

Potassium (K) K+ K(s)

Calcium (Ca) Ca2+ Ca(s)

Sodium (Na) Na+ Na(s)

Magnesium (Mg) Mg2+ Mg(s)

Aluminum (Al) Al3+ Al(s)

Manganese (Mn) Mn2+, Mn3+
Heat mineral with  
coke (C) or carbon 

monoxide (CO) 
(pyrometallurgy)

Mn(s)

Zinc (Zn) Zn2+ Zn(s)

Chromium (Cr) Cr3+, Cr2+ Cr(s)

Iron (Fe) Fe3+, Fe2+ Fe(s)

Lead (Pb) Pb2+

Heat (roast)  
mineral in air 

(pyrometallurgy)  
or find the metal 

 free (uncombined) 

Pb(s)

Copper (Cu) Cu2+, Cu+ Cu(s)

Mercury (Hg) Hg2+ Hg(l)

Silver (Ag) Ag+ Ag(s)

Platinum (Pt) Pt2+, Pt4+ Pt(s)

Gold (Au) Au3+, Au+ Au(s)

Metal Activity Series

Preface xix

Q&A
CHEMISTRY AT WORK

Q. What is pyrotechnic chemistry? 

A. Pyrotechnic chemistry is the chemistry of producing heat 
from chemical reactions and using that heat to produce color 
and light and audible effects. We use pyrotechnic chemistry 
not only for entertainment, but also for practical purposes 
like emergency signaling and military applications. 

Q. How did you get into this �eld?

A. While I was teaching undergraduate chemistry, I was 
approached by a fireworks company that wanted to hire me 
for a side project developing chemical compositions for fire-

works that made them safe to transport and store. I got really interested in the chemistry of fireworks, 
so I wrote some articles about it. One ended up being the cover story for a chemistry magazine! Once 
that published, the army called and wanted to work with me on some military pyrotechnic applica-
tions, and my pyrotechnic chemistry career really shot off. Nowadays, I do training seminars for peo-
ple interested in anything that explodes: from people who design and manufacture fireworks to people 
who dispose of bombs.  

Q. How do �reworks work?

A. Every fireworks mixture needs at least one chemi-
cal that’s oxygen rich and one chemical that acts as a 
fuel. By choosing these compounds carefully, we can 
determine how much heat will be produced once a  
firework’s fuse is lit, how fast a reaction will take place, 
and what solid and gas products will be produced. To 
make fireworks more attractive, we include compounds 
that color the flames produced when they explode. Dif-
ferent elements produce different colors when they 
burn. For example, strontium compounds burn bright 
red. Barium compounds produce a green light. Sodium 
compounds have a yellow-orange flame.  

Fireworks are one of the most striking parts of every Indepen-
dence Day. But have you ever wondered how fireworks, well, 
work? Pyrotechnic chemists are experts on how these and other 
types of explosives function. They study how to make fireworks 
and other pyrotechnic devices safe to use and better for the envi-
ronment. Have a blast reading about one pyrotechnic chemist and 
his work! 

John Conkling, Pyrotechnic  
Chemist at Washington College  

in Chestertown, Maryland

80 Unit 1 Materials: Formulating Matter

Developing Skills activities focus on problem-solving skills, 
including real-world situations and practice problems. One 
or more sample problems are provided at the beginning of 
each Developing Skills section to model how to reason 
through, set up, and solve similar problems. Making Decisions activities guide students in 

applying their understanding of chemical principles 
to real-life situations. Students collect and/or  
analyze data for underlying patterns, identify and 
assess benefits and risks of particular decisions, and 
evaluate claims. Most activities relate to the unit’s 
organizing theme and help students progress 
toward the Putting It All Together activity.

Thousands of people use chemistry every day. 
Chemistry at Work interviews introduce 
students to some of these individuals and 
show how they apply chemical processes and 
principles in their careers.

In Modeling Matter activities, students create and 
critique visual representations of matter, often  
making connections between what they sense at  
the macroscopic level and what happens at the 
molecular level. Students also engage in formulating 
and revising scientific explanations, proposing and 
evaluating analogies, and using physical molecular 
models to better understand connections between 
molecular structure and physical and chemical  
properties of substances.

  Preface xxix
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Dear Learners and Educators, 

It is my pleasure to welcome you to the Chemistry in the Community (ChemCom) family. First 
published in 1988, this innovative text introduces high school students to chemistry on a 
“need-to-know” basis in the context of real-world issues. ChemCom was developed with initial 
funding from the National Science Foundation and has received ongoing support from the 
American Chemical Society (ACS) and its publisher, W.H. Freeman. 

The goals of Chemistry in the Community have remained constant throughout all six editions. 
ChemCom is designed to help students 

• Develop an understanding of chemistry 

• Cultivate problem-solving and critical-thinking skills related to chemistry 

• Apply chemistry knowledge to decision-making about scientific and technological issues 

• Recognize the importance of chemistry in daily life 

• Understand benefits, as well as limitations, of science and technology 

The writing team, led by Editor-in-Chief Angela Powers, has drawn upon the expertise of 
ChemCom teachers, insights gained through education research, and advances in new areas  
of chemistry in revising the text. The sixth edition of ChemCom features a stronger emphasis 
on sustainability and green chemistry, topics of increasing importance in applying scientific 
solutions to global challenges. This focus aligns with the mission of the American Chemical 
Society, which is “To advance the broader chemistry enterprise and its practitioners for the 
benefit of Earth and its people.” 

I am confident that Chemistry in the Community will provide you with an exceptional 
foundation in chemistry, one that will increase your appreciation for and understanding of  
the role of chemistry in everyday life, while preparing you for further study in the chemical 
sciences. ChemCom truly embodies the vision of the ACS, “Improving people’s lives through  
the transforming power of chemistry,” and I am pleased that your introduction to high school 
chemistry begins with Chemistry in the Community. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Kirchhoff 
Education Division 
American Chemical Society

  Preface xxxi
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0
GETTING TO 
KNOW  
CHEMISTRY  
IN THE 
COMMUNITY
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Unit Introduction
Unit 0 introduces students to the phi-
losophy and organization of Chemistry 
in the Community, as well as the study 
of chemistry. It is appropriate for the 
first several days of school, even if class 
rosters have not stabilized or attendance 
is poor. Students who miss portions of 
Unit 0 may be assigned to read and com-
plete them on their own or simply join 
the class in progress. Students should, at 
least, read Section C.1 before performing 
any investigations in the laboratory.

The purpose of the activities in this 
unit is to start thinking about chemis-
try—and how it applies to their lives—
as they prepare to begin this new course.

In Sections A and B, students build 
on their existing ideas about chemistry 
and community and the connections 
between them. They preview the sce-
narios within the text and consider how 
knowledge of chemistry can inform their 
everyday and lifelong choices. The first 
opportunity to link ChemCom to their 
everyday lives also occurs in Unit 0, as 
students interview family members and 
friends about the role of chemistry in 
their lives.
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You are about to begin the study of chemistry, which 
may change the way you look at the world around 
you, including the products and resources you use, 
the food you eat, and the air you breathe. What is 
chemistry? How is it important in your life and in  
your community? 
Turn the page to begin your exploration of  
Chemistry in the Community. 

?

What is chemistry?

SECTION A
The Central Science (page 4)

How do chemists  
investigate?

SECTION C 
Inquiry and Investigation 
(page 8) How is ChemCom  

designed to help you learn 
and apply chemistry?

SECTION D 
Learning and Applying  
Chemistry (page 15)

What is community?

SECTION B 
Living Within Communities  
(page 7)

U
n

it
 0 

3

Section C contains an initial investiga-
tion designed to introduce the compo-
nents of ChemCom investigations and 
allow students to learn about safety and 
basic laboratory skills. 

Section D invites students to explore the 
features of ChemCom and how they sup-
port learning. This explicit instruction 
in textbook features helps students to 
monitor their own learning and use the 
text more effectively.

Unit 0 concludes with a brief Putting It 
All Together. In this first culminating 
activity, students combine what they 
learned in Unit 0 to write a letter wel-
coming themselves to chemistry. This 
will allow each student to set goals and 
show what they have learned, as well as 
provide an avenue for you to learn more 
about each student as you begin the 
course.  
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GOALS
Goals highlight important skills and concepts that you should master 
while studying each section of the text. (In other units, you will find 
goals for each section. The goals here are for all of Unit 0.) Content and 
activities within each section support and lead to the section goals. 
Goals can also help you to organize and monitor your learning as you 
progress through the course.

ChemCom

ChemCom

SECTION
What is chemistry?
THE CENTRAL SCIENCEA

PConcept Checks will help you draw out knowledge you already 
have about a topic. You may be asked to refer to topics that you 
studied in previous courses or in previous units. At least one  
question in each Concept Check will ask about something you  
have not yet studied in this course, but about which you may  
have some initial ideas.

1.  What motivated you to study chemistry?
2.  What topics did you expect to study when you enrolled in  

this course?
3.  How do you use chemistry in your daily life?
4.  How would you define chemistry?

4 Unit 0 Getting to Know Chemistry in the Community

4
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Goals
Goals for Unit 0 are threefold: to develop 
ideas about chemistry and community; 
to begin to learn skills that will support 
learning chemistry; and to understand 
and effectively use the structure of 
ChemCom. You may decide to discuss 
goals to preview Unit 0. 

Pconcept check 1
The book’s first Concept Check is an 
opportunity to introduce and emphasize 
writing practices you plan to imple-
ment in your classroom throughout the 
course. Since students encounter many 
sets of requirements during the first 
weeks of school, you may wish to rein-
force your specific writing expectations 
throughout Unit 0 and into Unit 1. 

The first Concept Check asks students 
to articulate why they are taking this 
course and what they think “chemistry” 
is. Every student has valid initial ideas 
that relate to each of these Concept 
Check questions. Most students have 
likely taken a physical-science course 
and will bring that prior knowledge to 
bear. They will use a variety of technical 
and nontechnical language. 

A note of caution: Students who 
use technical language may have a 
stronger background in science, or they 
may be using words they have encoun-
tered without knowing their meaning. 
Throughout the course, it is important 
to ask students, “What do you mean by 

? Can you give me an example?” as 
a way to gauge their understanding.

implementation  
Suggestions
Write these four questions on the board, 
and as students enter the classroom, 
instruct them to write their answers in 
a journal or on a piece of paper to be 
turned in to you. Emphasize that there 
are no “right or wrong” answers; you 
should also be explicit about what you 
expect from their writing. Are two-word 
answers acceptable? Do you expect 
complete, grammatically correct sen-
tences? Should the question be copied 
or restated within the answer?

Once students have had enough time 
to answer each question, collect their 
responses. Let students know what you 
will do with their responses. Some  
suggestions:
• Read through student responses and 
choose to discuss some of them (anony-
mously) the following day. 
• Section A.1 uses images to solicit 
student thinking about these same ideas, 
and the text suggests that students talk 
to each other in small groups about the 

questions presented. If you plan to do 
this, let students know that the individ-
ual thinking they just did will help them 
contribute to these discussions. 
• Retain students’ initial responses to 
these questions for now. Return them 
to students at the end of Unit 0 or later 
in the course and ask them to evaluate 
their initial thinking and to modify their 
answers to match their current thinking. 
This provides an explicit opportunity 
for students to reflect on their experi-
ences and what they have learned and to 
realize that their responses are becoming 

more sophisticated and informed. Engag-
ing students in reflecting on past work 
and thinking provides them with con-
crete opportunities to develop their own 
self-monitoring skills (metacognition).

Possible Responses
1. Expect a variety of answers, ranging 

from an innate interest in chemistry 
or science to a requirement for 
graduation or getting into college. At 
this point, it is useful for you to know 
each student’s individual motivation 
in order to target instruction, includ-
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SECTION A  The Central Science 5

A.1  WHAT IN THE WORLD IS 
CHEMISTRY?

-

-

-
-

Figure 0.1   How do 
these seemingly unrelated 
images—canyons, fabric, 
bacteria, people—relate 
to the study of chemistry?
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3. Expect a variety of answers, including 
“I don’t know.” If students don’t have 
a strong concept of what chemistry is, 
it will be difficult for them to specify 
how it might be used in their daily 
lives. However, most students should 
be able to give two or three examples, 
which may be framed within the 
following contexts: cooking, cleaning, 
burning gasoline or other fuels, 
cleaning contact lenses, medicine, 
drinking sports drinks or energy 
drinks, eating or nutrition, or bathing 
or washing hair.

4. Again, responses will vary. Encourage 
students to write at least two or three 
well-constructed sentences to address 
this question even if they think that 
they cannot yet define chemistry.

 This section highlights the idea that 
chemistry accounts for everything in 
the natural and human-created world. 
Chemical reactions are mentioned, 
and chemistry is defined as the study 
of matter and its changes. There is no 
need to define these terms in more 
detail at this point. 

A.1 WhAt in the World is 
Chemistry?

S
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 A

ing using and developing examples 
that will be of interest to students.

2. Expect a variety of answers. This is a 
question that may be influenced by a 
student’s previous science course 
experiences. Students may mention 
topics such as the periodic table, how 
chemicals react, what chemicals are, 
atoms, molecules, or calculations. 
Implementation suggestion: Pick a 
particular topic that shows up in 
many students’ responses (perhaps 
“atoms” or “periodic table”). Use the 
Teacher’s Edition to trace where these 

ideas will be developed, then discuss 
this briefly with students. This allows 
you to see how one important topic is 
developed according to the “spiral 
approach” within ChemCom, and it 
also communicates to students that 
you are reading and reacting to their 
Concept Check responses.

a

 Using the Figures
Figure 0.1 Students are asked to 
consider the montage of photos in 
Figure 0.1. You might ask students 
to write down some of their own im-
pressions before sharing their ideas 
with a partner or small group. You 
could also use this activity as a way 
for students to meet one another, 
perhaps by introducing themselves 
to the person next to them before 
sharing their notes about the photos. 
To stay within planning-guide recom-
mendations, try to keep whole-class 
discussion of the photos and their 
connection to chemistry fairly short. 
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6 Unit 0 Getting to Know Chemistry in the Community

 MAKING DECISIONS
A.2   WHY STUDY CHEMISTRY?
Making Decisions activities give you experience with real-life decision- 
making strategies—many related to the unit challenge. Each Making Deci-
sions activity asks you to gather and analyze data, then propose a solution, 
ask further questions, or make a supported claim.

Part I:

 1. 

 2. 

 3. 

Part II:

6
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MD   A.2 Why study  
Chemistry? 

This initial Making Decisions activity 
asks students to consider the benefits 
of knowing chemistry in their own 
lives and then to extend this question 
to their friends, families, or community 
members. Encourage students to talk to 
as diverse a sample of people as pos-
sible in completing Part II. For instance, 
students should talk to a grandparent 
or other community elder whenever 
possible. Support for discussing stu-
dent answers to Part II is included on 
the next page in the annotations to the 
ChemQuandary.

Answers 
Student and community answers will 
vary, but may resemble the following.
1. Physician or nurse: must understand 

biochemistry and how medications 
work.

 Hairdresser: must understand how 
hair treatments and products affect 
human hair.

 Mechanic: should understand how 
lubricants and fuels work as well as 
which materials are compatible.

 Architect or contractor: should 
understand the composition of 
building materials and which  
materials are compatible.

 Chef: should understand the chemis-
try of foods and food additives.

2. Having an understanding of chemistry 
would help you know whether the 
byproducts of incineration were 
harmful, whether the air or water 
quality would be impacted, how 
transportation of garbage would affect 
your community, and what alterna-
tives were available for garbage 
disposal.

3. Examples of chemistry’s usefulness  
to consumers would likely fall into 
the following categories: cooking, 
cleaning (self, hair, household, 
clothing, contact lenses, and so on), 
cosmetics, burning gasoline and other 
fuels, medicine and pharmaceuticals, 
drinking sports drinks and other 
artificial beverages, and eating or 
nutrition.  
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community

SECTIONB LIVING WITHIN  
COMMUNITIES
What is community?

SECTION B  Living Within Communities 7

 MAKING DECISIONS
A.2   WHY STUDY CHEMISTRY?
Making Decisions activities give you experience with real-life decision- 
making strategies—many related to the unit challenge. Each Making Deci-
sions activity asks you to gather and analyze data, then propose a solution, 
ask further questions, or make a supported claim.

Part I:

 1. 

 2. 

 3. 

Part II:

A ChemQuandary is a puzzling, chemistry-related question or situation 
designed to stimulate your thinking. A ChemQuandary often results in 
more questions than answers and rarely has a single “correct” answer.

VISIONS OF COMMUNITY

CHEMQUANDARY
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CHEMQUANDARY
Visions of Community
This ChemQuandary differs somewhat 
from those in later units in that it ex-
plores students’ definition of a concept. 
A typical ChemQuandary will tackle 
puzzling questions, apparent contradic-
tions, or unusual situations. 

You may choose to introduce this 
activity after students complete Making 
Decisions A.2 and report to the class  
on their homework answers. This strat-
egy will help students tie chemistry in  
Section A to community in Section B. 

You might say, for example, “You went 
to your ‘communities’ to gather answers 
to Making Decisions A.2. What were 
those communities and how did the 
responses differ among and within  
communities?” 

Then let students know that they will 
engage in a silent activity to define what 
the term community means in the con-
text of this course. During the activity, 
no one may talk at all, but anyone may 
add to the “discussion.”

This activity is based upon the  
chalk-talk protocol, modified from  
the National School Reform Faculty 
(http://www.nsrfharmony.org/protocol/
doc/chalk_talk.pdf).

Materials Chalk and chalkboard, 
whiteboard and markers, or chart paper 
and markers

instructions In the chalk talk, you 
will serve only as a facilitator. You will 
give a brief explanation of the student 
expectations and the time limit. To 
stay within planning-guide constraints, 
a time limit of 20–25 minutes is 
appropriate.

Tell the students that you will be 
doing a chalk talk as a brainstorming 
activity. This will be conducted in com-
plete silence. Anyone may add ideas as 
they please. They can connect to another 
person’s ideas by drawing a connecting 
line. They can show disagreement with 
an idea by drawing a connecting line 
and crossing through it.

Write the question “What is com-
munity?” on the board and then give 
students the markers, or leave the mark-
ers by the questions and hand out a few 
markers to students to get started.
There are several ways to act as  
facilitator.
1. Stand back and observe without 

adding any comments or ideas to the 
board. 

2. Circle ideas as a way of soliciting 
more information.

3. Write questions about comments 
students have made.

How you act will influence the outcome. 
(This is not a caution, merely a  
commentary.)

Once the allotted time is up, lead a 
short class discussion about the role and 
definition of community for this course. 
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8 Unit 0 Getting to Know Chemistry in the Community

INQUIRY AND  
INVESTIGATION
How do chemists investigate? 

-

-

-

Chemistry in the Community 

-

C.1 INVESTIGATING SAFELY

-

-

SECTIONC

8
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C.1 inVestigAting sAfely 
Section C provides an introduction to 
investigation and inquiry in chemistry. 
This section presents ChemCom’s safety 
icons and lists nineteen rules of labora-
tory conduct. To ensure that students 
read and understand these rules, they 
should complete Developing Skills 
C.2 on page 10. Also, an assessment of 
students’ understanding of safety rules 
and proper laboratory behavior is an 
important component of a comprehen-
sive laboratory safety program. Another 
component of a good safety program is 
a safety contract signed by students and 
their parents or guardians and retained 
at the school throughout the academic 
year. A sample safety contract is pro-
vided on the TRM.

Emphasize the importance of safety, 
including always properly wearing 
safety goggles while in the chemistry 
laboratory. Point out, or ask students to 
find, the location of safety equipment 
in your classroom or laboratory, includ-
ing a safety shower, eye wash, and fire 
extinguishers. Stress that the first step to 
take in the event of a laboratory acci-
dent or incident—no matter how minor 
it seems—is to inform the teacher. You 
may also choose to discuss disposal 
procedures for your school or district, or 
simply let students know that laboratory 
waste (except water) is not to be dis-
posed of in sinks.
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SECTION C  Inquiry and Investigation 9

Rules of Laboratory Conduct
 1. 

 2. 

 3. 

 4. 

 5. 

 6. 

 7. 

 8. 

 9. 

Figure 0.2  These students are  
wearing appropriate clothing for  
laboratory work. Note that the lab 
bench is clear of miscellaneous clutter.
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 Using the Figures 
Figure 0.2 Question 3 in  
Developing Skills C.2 (page 11)  
asks students to identify specific 
safety rules illustrated in this image. 
An alternative to asking students  
to submit individual written answers 
is to engage in a class discussion.
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10 Unit 0 Getting to Know Chemistry in the Community

 10. 

 11. 

 12. 

 13. 

 14. 

 15. 

 16. 

 17. 

 18. 

 19. 

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
C.2  SAFETY IN THE LABORATORY 

AND EVERYDAY LIFE
Developing Skills activities reinforce the skills, concepts, and processes  
discussed and demonstrated in the preceding section. Each question has a 
specific answer or set of answers. Developing Skills activities usually begin 
with a sample question to model expected responses.

10
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DS   C.2 sAfety in the 
lAborAtory And  
eVerydAy life

Answers
1. Answers will vary, but may resemble 

the following.
 Rule 2: When planning a long road 

trip, you must service your car and 
think about your route before you 
begin driving to prevent potential 
problems.

 Rule 3: Flight attendants always give 
a safety briefing that includes pointing 
out emergency exits and describing 
how to use the oxygen masks, how to 
hook your seat belt, and what to do in 
case of a water landing.

 Rule 4: While inline skating, many 
people wear helmets and knee- and 
elbow-pads.

 Rule 5: Most chefs will tell you that it 
is important to clear all surfaces 
before beginning to cook.

 Rule 6: It is easy to mix up baking 
powder and baking soda, which 
results in an inedible biscuit.

 Rule 7: “Double dipping” (re-dipping 
a chip you have put in your mouth) is 
discouraged when sharing chip dip 
with others. No one wants your germs 
or the debris from broken chips to 
contaminate the rest of the dip.

 Rule 8: Horsing around in the art 
studio can create havoc and you could 
ruin someone else’s masterpiece.

 Rule 9: While antifreeze is brightly 
colored and sweet-tasting, it is toxic 
and should never be tasted.

 Rule 10: There are correct techniques 
for smelling everything from coffee 
and perfume to wine. Directly sniffing 
condiments such as horseradish, 
vinegar, or hot mustard can be an 
unpleasant experience.

2. Answers will vary, but may resemble 
the following.

 Rule 11: Contents could be super-
heated and splatter into your face or 
the face of a classmate.

 Rule 12: A small chemical spill on 
the skin could become a more serious 
problem if not treated properly.

 Rule 13: The surface of the eyes is 
very delicate and could be seriously 
damaged. 

 Rule 14: Skin that is not immediately 
cooled by running water could swell 
and be more seriously burned
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10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19.

DEVELOPING SKILLS
C.2  SAFETY IN THE LABORATORY 

AND EVERYDAY LIFE
Developing Skills activities reinforce the skills, concepts, and processes 
discussed and demonstrated in the preceding section. Each question has a 
specific answer or set of answers. Developing Skills activities usually begin 
with a sample question to model expected responses.

Sample Problem: Identify a rule similar to Safety Rule #1
that applies in everyday life.

SECTION C  Inquiry and Investigation 11

1.

2.

3.

 INVESTIGATING MATTER
C.3  DENSITY OF SOLIDS AND LIQUIDS

Asking Questions
Scientific investigations usually begin with a question to be answered through 
data gathering and experimentation. Sometimes this question will be pro-
vided, while other times you will be asked to develop the question with your 
laboratory partners or classmates.

Preparing to Investigate
Before you begin experiments, it is important to clearly outline a procedure 
for gathering evidence that includes identifying the data to be collected and 
the steps to be followed. In some cases, a complete or partial procedure will 
be included in the investigation, but many times you will devise all or part of 
the procedure with your laboratory partners or classmates
 Whether the procedure is provided or devised, you will need to study it 
completely before beginning. You will also need to create a system—usually a 
data table—for recording the observations and measurements you will make 
during the investigation.
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Rule 15: Many municipalities have 
limited capacities for removing 
harmful materials from the sewage 
system. Some chemicals can damage 
the bacterial balance in waste-water 
treatment facilities, which may be 
costly to repair or affect water quality.
Rule 16: If materials are not properly 
replaced, they may be broken or 
misplaced.
Rule 17: Running water is wasteful, 
but open gas lines can result in gas 
leakage and the potential for fire or 
explosion.

Rule 18: You may have small 
amounts of dangerous chemicals on 
your hands. These chemicals could 
cause sickness or injury if ingested or 
transferred to your eyes or nose.
Rule 19: Confusion can lead to 
accidents and injury.

3. Rules 4 and 5 are illustrated in
Figure 0.2.

IM   C.3 density of solids
And liquids

In this investigation, students will cal-
culate the density of a variety of materi-
als and determine the effect of density 
on sinking and floating behavior. This 
will be the students’ first experience in 
the chemistry laboratory, so it is impor-
tant to set expectations for acceptable 
behavior, productive discussion, and 
proper clean-up. It is also important to 
demonstrate using and reading balances 
and graduated cylinders with accuracy 
and precision.
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12 Unit 0 Getting to Know Chemistry in the Community

Gathering Evidence
Gathering Evidence

-

Making Predictions
In some investigations, you will predict what you think will happen as you 
gather evidence. These predictions should be based on your prior experience 
and will not be evaluated for correctness, but you may be asked to reflect 
upon them after the investigation.

-

Gathering Evidence
Gathering Evidence is the core of the investigation. It contains directions, 
steps, or guidance for collecting data and observations.

Part I: Investigating Liquids
 1. 

 2. 

 3. 

 4. 

 5. 

 6. 

 7. 

Heikkenen/Chemistry in the Community
ID#111.Heik 105/H002

HRS  8/26/99 revised 10/4/99, 10/28/99,11/14/99, 11/23/99, 
12/16/99, 1/12/00, 1/27/00

Meniscus
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Figure 0.3  To find the volume of liquid in a  
graduated cylinder, read the scale at the bottom  
of the curved part of the liquid (meniscus).
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time 50 minutes
Materials (for 24 students working  
in pairs)

• 12 10-mL graduated cylinders
• 12 250-mL beakers
• 12 rulers
• 4 balances
• 120 mL of 2 liquid samples, such as: 

° dishwashing liquid

° glycerin

° honey

° lamp oil

° light mineral oil (or baby oil)

° light Karo syrup

° vegetable oil

• 24 solid samples (right rectangular 
prisms with no dimension larger than  
4 cm), such as:

° Metals: Aluminum, brass, copper, 
iron (steel), lead, nickel, or zinc

° Woods: Balsa, bamboo, cork, ebony, 
oak, or pine (Note: Ebony is more dif-
ficult to find, but has a density that is 
greater than water, so it will sink.)

Safety
Generally, the suggested materials are 
safe. This is the first experience in the 
chemistry lab, so it is important to set 
and enforce the rules of appropriate 
clothing, goggle wear, and behavior. 
Follow local guidelines for disposal of 
liquids.

Pre-Lab Discussion
Before the investigation begins, do the 
following:
a. Discuss the role of planning in a 

successful investigation.
b. Emphasize the critical role of investi-

gations in learning and reinforcing 
content.

c. Demonstrate the behavior of solids 
and liquids in water as described in 
Asking Questions on page 11.

d. Lead a preliminary discussion about 
how to ask questions. Students will 
learn much more about asking 
questions in Units 1 and 2, so limit 
this discussion to what students will 
do for this investigation.

e. Help students develop a data table.
f.  Point out to students that they will be 

expected to read the lab and make a 
prediction as part of their preparation 
for the investigation (homework). 
(Some possible student answers for 
predictions include: Flat things will 
float and irregular things will sink or 
heavy things will sink and light things 
will float.)

g. Emphasize safety! Whatever assess-
ment you use to evaluate safety must 
be signed, along with the student/
parent safety contract, and kept by the 
teacher. This will be a legal acknowl-
edgment that the student understands 
and agrees to abide by the safety rules.

Lab tips
Specific gravity sets could be borrowed 
from physics teachers. They generally 
have aluminum, brass, copper, and steel, 
although some sets substitute lead for 
steel. Other suppliers have density sets 
that include a variety of plastics and 

wood and metal samples. Wood samples 
can often be obtained from a woodwork-
ing company as part of their waste, 
and employees will often cut them into 
small rectangular shapes as a courtesy. 
Once the solid samples are obtained, 
they can be reused from year to year. 
Ebony is difficult to find, but it has a 
density greater than water, so it will 
sink in water. Cylindrical solid samples 
may be used, but students will have to 
calculate volume using the formula for 
volume of a cylinder, r2h.
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 8. 

 9. 

 10. 

 11. 

Part II: Investigating Solids
 12. 

 13. 

 14. 

 15. 

 16. 

 17. 

 18. 

 19. 

Analyzing Evidence
The evidence gathered in some investigations requires further processing 
before it is useful in answering questions. Guidance is often provided to 
facilitate calculations and other analysis. 

 1. 

 2. 

 3. 

Figure 0.4  Pouring a liquid onto water.

SECTION C  Inquiry and Investigation 13
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Material Density (g/mL)
Aluminum
Brass
Copper
Iron
Lead
Nickel
Zinc

2.70
8.40
7.10
7.80
11.30
8.80
6.90
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Answers
Analyzing Evidence
1. (Mass of the sample and graduated 

cylinder) – Mass of graduated cylinder 
5 Mass of sample

2. Volume of sample = l . w . h (right 
rectangular prism) or p.  . r2 . h  
(cylinder) 

 (Note: 1 cubic centimeter (cm3)   
1 mL)

3. Density 5 mass/volume

expected Results
Some common liquids and their respec-
tive densities include:

Material Density (g/mL)
Honey 
Karo syrup, light 
Glycerin 
Dishwashing liquid  
 (ultra or concentrated)
Water 
Oil, corn 
Alcohol, rubbing 
Oil, light mineral (or baby) 
Oil, lamp

1.37 
1.32 
1.26 

 
1.05 
1.00 
0.91 
0.87 
0.82  
0.80

Common Woods Density (g/mL)
Balsa
Bamboo
Cork
Ebony
Oak
Pine

0.12
0.33
0.25
1.20
0.85
0.45

Some common solids and their 
respective densities include: 

One method of completing this 
investigation would be to ask each pair 
of students to evaluate one liquid and 
one solid and combine their results with 
another pair of students, who evaluated 
a second liquid and second solid, 
thereby saving some time. 
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14 Unit 0 Getting to Know Chemistry in the Community

(Note: The Interpreting Evidence, Making Claims, and Reflecting on the 
Investigation sections contain the results of your investigation and the con-
clusions you draw about the results. The questions in these sections are 
numbered sequentially to indicate that answers build on each other as you 
think about what you observed in the investigation.)

Interpreting Evidence
The next step after analyzing evidence is to ask, “What does the evidence 
mean?” Answering this question allows you to propose explanations for sci-
entific phenomena. Questions within this section are designed to help you 
think about implications of the evidence and connect it to the purpose of the 
investigation.

 1. 

Making Claims
Once data have been analyzed and interpreted, an answer to the initial ques-
tion can be proposed. This answer often comes in the form of a scientific 
claim. Such claims must be supported by evidence from the investigation. 

 2. 
Note:

 3. 

 4. 

Reflecting on the Investigation
The final task in most investigations is to reflect on what was done, think 
about how your understanding has developed, and apply what was deter-
mined to other situations.

 5. 

 6. 

 7. 

 8. 
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Answers
Interpreting Evidence
1. Answers will vary but should have 

some logical pattern like “Most metals 
have a density greater than 1.00 g/
mL” or “The density of solids is 
generally greater than the density of 
liquids.”

Making Claims
2. Answers should refer to the need to 

know an object’s density to predict 
whether it will sink or float.

3. All materials that have a density 
greater than 1.0 g/mL (the density of 
water) will sink and vice versa.

4. Olive oil’s density is less than that of 
vinegar.

Reflecting on the Investigation 
5. a.  Answers should accurately reflect 

students’ predictions and results.
b. The explanation should include a 

reasonable justification that 
matches students’ results.

6. It will still sink. Cutting an object  
in half does not change its density.

7. Answer should indicate that solid 
samples denser than rubbing alcohol 
will sink, so the densities of the solids 
and rubbing alcohol would need to be 
measured or known.

8. Answer should indicate that one 
would need to calculate the density  
of the object using the formula for the 
volume of a sphere, 4/3  . r3. Since it 
is difficult to measure the radius of a 
spherical object, students might 
indicate that they would calculate by 
measuring the distance around the 
widest part of the sphere or find the 
volume using liquid displacement. 
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SECTION D  Learning and Applying Chemistry 15

SECTIOND LEARNING AND  
APPLYING CHEMISTRY
How is ChemCom designed to help  
you learn and apply chemistry? 

P1.  Why is it important to study chemistry?
2. What is the purpose of laboratory investigations?
3.  Reflect on your past learning experiences. Describe three  

activities or strategies that seem to really help you learn. 
4. Describe how you use textbooks to help you learn.
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Pconcept check 2
The first two questions in this Concept 
Check are designed to encourage stu-
dents to reflect on what they have just 
learned through reading, discussing, and 
investigating. The last two questions ask 
students to express their current knowl-
edge about their own strategies for learn-
ing before engaging in activities in  
Section D that will formally introduce 
them to how ChemCom is designed  
to help them learn. Thus, the first few  
questions “look back” and the last  
few questions “look ahead.” This is how 
most Concept Checks throughout the 
text are designed.

Possible Responses
1. (Concepts developed in Sections A 

and B.) By now, students have dis-
cussed and thought about why it is 
important to study chemistry. Al-
though they still have the rest of the 
year to learn more chemistry and to 
more fully develop their understand-
ing of chemistry’s importance, they 
should be able to connect their answer 
here to some of the societal contexts 
and personal reasons explored in 
Concept Check 1, Making Decisions 
A.1, and the ChemQuandary in  
Section B. One important theme is that 
studying chemistry allows students to 
make better-informed decisions that 
affect their own lives as well as those 
in their community.

2. (Concepts developed in Section C.) The 
purpose of laboratory investigations is 
to collect data systematically to allow 
you to make claims that answer a 
scientific question.

3. (Looking ahead; student answers  
will be based on their own previous 
experiences.) Responses will vary.  
Use this as an opportunity to discuss 
students’ concept of “learning” and 
why they think particular strategies 
help them. 

4. (Looking ahead; student answers  
will be based on their own previous 
experiences.) Responses will vary. 
Encourage students to identify specific 
strategies if they can.
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16 Unit 0 Getting to Know Chemistry in the Community

D.1  LEARNING ACTIVITIES IN A  
CHEMCOM UNIT

ChemCom -

-
ChemCom 

ChemCom

The bread: ChemCom
chemistry-

related issues or problems

-

The meat, cheese, and veggies: -

Developing Skills

Investigating Matter -

Modeling Matter

Making Decisions

Section Summary

The condiments: Goals, Concept Check
Chemistry at Work

ChemQuandary

Figure 0.5  A club sandwich 
analogy for the structure of a 
ChemCom unit.
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d.1 leArning ACtiVities in 
A ChemCom unit
This brief section is anchored by  
Figure 0.5, addressed in Using the Fig-
ures below. Spend some time exploring 
Figure 0.5 and what it means to look at 
complex, information-rich figures. Doing 
so will prepare students for Developing 
Skills D.2.

a Using the Figures
Figure 0.5 Discuss with students 
how to view and use figures and 
how they can use information in 
figures to help their own learning. 
All numbered figures in ChemCom 
are called out in a similar manner 
within the text, so when students 
see a figure reference, they should 
either pause to look at the figure  
or note to come back to it when 
they get to a good stopping place. 

 Questions that students should 
ask when they look at figures are: 
What is this? What relationships 
are being depicted? How does this 
relate to what I’m reading? If there 
are more than two ways of show-
ing what’s going on (for instance, a 
photo of a chemical reaction occur-
ring, along with a chemical reaction 
and a particulate-level representa-
tion), how do those representations 
relate to each other? What ques-
tions do I still have about what this 
figure is trying to convey, and what 
do I need to do or know to answer 
those questions? 
 Developing Skills D.2 provides 
an explicit opportunity to connect 
to this figure in Question 1e on 
page 17 and Questions 2d and 4 
on page 18. Question 4 focuses on 
analogies.

DS   d.2 exploring the 
struCture of A  
ChemCom unit

The final Developing Skills section 
challenges students to think about the 
features of the ChemCom text. Review 
the Sample Problem with students, then 
create six groups and assign each group 
to a ChemCom unit, beginning with  
Unit 2. Students should then answer 
the questions within their groups and 

prepare to share their answers with 
the class. This is a good opportunity to 
practice using roles within cooperative 
learning. For instance, in a group of four, 
one student could be responsible for 
locating items within the text, another 
could be the scribe (writing answers to 
questions), another the reporter (verbally 
sharing results with the class), and the 
fourth could be in charge of reading the 
questions and keeping the group on task.
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 DEVELOPING SKILLS
D.2  EXPLORING THE STRUCTURE OF 

A CHEMCOM UNIT

ChemCom

ChemCom

 1. 

Sample Problem: What is the challenge that you will address 
in Unit 1? What key chemistry ideas will you need to learn more 
about to complete this challenge? What is the final product that 
you will be expected to create to demonstrate your knowledge of 
chemistry and your solution to the problem?

SECTION D  Learning and Applying Chemistry 17
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Answers
Answers will vary, but may resemble the 
following.
1. a.  Unit 2: Designing an investigation  

to evaluate an air-quality claim.
 Unit 3: Creating an advertisement  

for an alternative energy vehicle.
 Unit 4: Determining the cause of  

the fish kill.
 Unit 5: Deciding which company 

should develop a factory in town.
 Unit 6: Informing senior citizens 

about radiation.

 Unit 7: Making recommendations  
for nutritious vending-machine food.

b. Unit 2: Experimental design, gas 
laws, atmospheric composition, 
stoichiometry.

 Unit 3: Petroleum composition and 
use, chemical bonding.

 Unit 4: Water characteristics, water 
quality, solutions and solubility.

 Unit 5: Electrochemistry, nitrogen-
fixation, equilibrium.

 Unit 6: Nuclear structure, types of 
radioactive decay, balancing nuclear 
reactions.

 Unit 7: Carbohydrates, fats, 
proteins, vitamins, minerals, 
limiting reactants.

c. Unit 2: Students will be able to 
evaluate claims about data collected 
related to environmental problems 
and, therefore, will make better 
decisions.

 Unit 3: Students or their friends or 
families may choose alternative fuel 
vehicles, which could lead the 
United States to decrease use of 
foreign oil and limit CO2 emissions.

 Unit 4: Students will be better able 
to use data to make claims and 
formulate arguments. Students will 
be familiar with many of the 
activities that affect water quality 
and make more informed decisions 
about their own water uses and 
those in their community.

 Unit 5: Students will understand 
the benefits and burdens of chemi-
cal industry and be able to make 
better decisions.

 Unit 6: Friends and relatives may 
be more informed about uses and 
safety of nuclear chemistry and be 
able to make better decisions.

 Unit 7: Students may change their 
attitudes and habits regarding snack 
foods.

d. Unit 2: A letter to concerned 
parties and a scientific poster.

 Unit 3: A technical brief and a car 
commercial.

 Unit 4: Participation in a town 
meeting.

 Unit 5: A letter to the editor.
 Unit 6: A pamphlet and an oral 

presentation designed for senior 
citizens.

 Unit 7: A report to the PTSA.
e. The bread surrounds the sandwich 

contents and is distributed through-
out the sandwich as well, much as 
the challenge starts and ends the 
unit and appears (often in the final 
Making Decisions activity) within 
each section. 
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18 Unit 0 Getting to Know Chemistry in the Community

 2. ChemCom

  

 3. 

Note: 

ChemCom

 4. ChemCom

ChemCom
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2. a.  Answers will vary, but may 
resemble the following.

 i.  Developing Skills: Activities to 
practice important chemistry 
calculations or other skills.

 ii.  Investigating Matter: Laboratory 
activities to explore chemistry 
concepts and learn about  
“doing” science.

 iii.  Modeling Matter: Drawing and 
modeling activities to visualize 
atoms and molecules.

 iv.  Making Decisions: Questions 
that require applying chemistry 
to issues or problems.

b. Answers will vary, but may 
resemble the following: Investigat-
ing Matter activities will help me to 
connect ideas to actual matter and 
think like a scientist.

c. Answers will vary, but may 
resemble the following: Modeling 
Matter activities will help me to 
understand particles that I cannot 
see by representing these particles 
in other ways.

d. All of these activities are repre-
sented by edible parts of the 
sandwich. The sandwich parts 
make it appealing and healthful, as 
the activities make the unit interest-
ing and effective.

3. a.  Students may say that they could 
review the goals regularly to see 
which goals they have addressed 
and which goals remain to be 
addressed.

b. Students may indicate that they 
could use the list to make sure that 
they understand each goal.

c. Students should recognize that 
Section Summary questions are 
organized around statements that 
relate to the goals and that Concept 
Checks assess their understanding 
of goals before and after studying 
the ideas.

d. Students may note that all of these 
features (i) lead up to the unit 
project and address important unit 
concepts and (ii) allow them to 
check their progress and learn how 
chemistry is relevant to their lives. 

4. a.  Students may describe an analogy 
as something familiar that repre-
sents something more complex.

b. Analogies help us to relate a new 
idea to something we already know, 
making it easier to understand.

c. No analogy corresponds perfectly, 
so parts of an analogy may not 
reflect the original exactly. 

d. Student answers will vary, but 
could include a layer cake; or ice 
cream with many ingredients mixed 
in; or a song with identifiable 
segments, some of which are 
repeated.
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WELCOME TO CHEMISTRY
A Putting It All Together activity concludes each of the seven units in  

. In these culminating activities, you will sum up, review, and 
apply knowledge gained through your study of the unit. In each case, you 
will produce a performance and a product to communicate and defend a 
position on a science-related community issue.

A LETTER TO YOURSELF

ChemCom -
-
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PUttinG it ALL  
toGetheR 
This introductory Putting It All Together 
(PIAT) differs from later PIATs in that it 
is not introduced or addressed earlier in 
the Unit. It shares with later PIATs the 
goal of bringing together the ideas in the 
unit to connect to a real-life situation. 
Here, the situation is one of immediate 
concern to students: How will I succeed 
in chemistry? 

Students are asked to consider what 
success means for them and for their 
communities and to communicate, in 
a letter to themselves, how this will be 
achieved. These letters should be kept 
confidential, so that students may feel 
free to share their hopes and fears for the 
course. Their answers may be helpful to 
you as you plan for upcoming units.

You may decide to develop a simple 
rubric for this letter, or just to clarify 
your expectations for students’ writing 
before they begin. In either case, be sure 
to let students know how they will be 
evaluated and what key characteristics 
should be part of the letter.

P
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MATERIALS: 
FORMULATING 
MATTER

20

Unit Introduction
In Unit 0, students developed ideas 
about chemistry and community and the 
connections between them. In Unit 1, 
they apply chemistry to a choice they 
make each day in the community—the 
types of currency to use in transactions. 
In the context of this daily choice, 
fundamental chemistry concepts and 
skills, including chemical formulas, 
nomenclature, chemical and physical 
properties, balancing equations, the 
mole concept, and the periodic table,  
are introduced, developed, and applied.

The opening web page in Unit 1 asks 
students to consider the sustainability  
of the bills and coins that they use as 
currency and to begin to develop a 
position on the future production and 
use of United States dollar bills and 
coins. This exemplifies the ChemCom 
approach: Create a “need to know” in the 
minds of students through a chemistry- 
related societal problem or issue, then 
introduce and develop chemical 
concepts that allow students to knowl-
edgeably address the issue. One aspect 
of this approach is that when a concept 
is first introduced, only the information 
necessary to understand the issue or 
problem at hand is developed. For 
example, the mole concept and balanc-
ing equations are introduced in this 
unit. However, only a small portion of 
what students will ultimately learn 
about these topics is introduced and 
developed in Unit 1. It is unnecessary to 
present more information or to further 
develop these concepts now; all of these 
topics are revisited in subsequent units. 
Students “need to know” just the 
aspects presented in Unit 1 to address 
the sustainability of currency.

u
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?
The U.S. Mint is promoting the use of dollar coins 
instead of dollar bills. In what ways might coins be 
superior to bills? How do the properties of each form 
of currency depend upon their composition? 
Turn the page to start learning how to answer these 
questions—and consider the future of the U.S. dollar.

SECTION D 
Conservation and Chemical 
Equations  (page 116)

How is conservation of 
matter demonstrated in  
the use of resources?

SECTION C 
Minerals and Moles  
(page 82)

What is the role of  
chemistry in the life cycle  
of metals?

SECTION B 
Periodic Trends  (page 50)

How can the periodic 
table be used to help 
explain and predict the 
properties of chemical 
elements?

SECTION A
Building Blocks of Chemistry  
(page 24)

How do chemists describe 
matter?

After the unit context is presented in 
the opening web page, goals for Section A 
are outlined, followed by a Concept 
Check activity in which students 
consider what they already know about 
these goals. The purpose of Concept 
Checks is to provide the instructor with 
an opportunity to find out what students 
have learned about recent topics and 
what they know about upcoming topics. 
In addition, Concept Checks encourage 
student monitoring of their own learning 
and progress towards unit goals. 

After the Concept Check, students 
begin their first investigation. In line 
with inquiry ideas, most topics and 
concepts in the text are first explored in 
the laboratory. As the topic is developed, 
students then have a concrete frame of 
reference around which they can 
construct their knowledge. Within  
the rest of Unit 1, topics are similarly 
introduced. These topics include matter 
and its properties; molecular and atomic 
structure; chemical formulas; nomen- 
clature; ionic bonding; chemical and 
physical properties and changes; chemi-
cal symbols and formulas; periodicity 
and the periodic table; metal reactivity; 
oxidation–reduction reactions; conserva-
tion of matter and energy; and writing 
and balancing chemical equations. 
Students also learn to calculate molar 
mass and percent composition. 

Investigations include exploring  
the properties of metals and nonmetals, 
comparing metal reactivities, transform-
ing metals into compounds and alloys, 
separating the metals in a coin, and 
exploring periodic properties of halo-
gens and halides. The unit culminates 
with student presentations, in which 
students make a recommendation about 
U.S. dollar use, based on scientific data 
and knowledge of materials properties, and 
including considerations of responsibil-
ity and sustainability.  

21
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Have You Seen the U.S. One-Dollar Coin? 

Are you collecting the Presidential or Native American $1 coins? Have you actu-
ally used a $1 coin? It turns out that the U.S. Mint hopes that citizens will start 
using the coins in place of the dollar bill. Although dollar coins have been tried 

before (with the Susan B. Anthony dollar 
in 1979 and the Sacagawea dollar in 2000) 
the mint has a new strategy this time—
thinking green. It turns out that a dollar 
coin lasts about 30 years, while a dollar 
bill lasts (on average) just 18 months. In 
addition, used coins can be completely 
recycled into new coins, while most used 
currency (bills) ends up in a landfill. But 
will consumers use the dollar coin, even if 
they believe that it is more sustainable 
than the dollar bill?

I challenge you, as fellow citizens concerned about the planet, to tackle the 
following questions:

 (a) more acceptable to consumers and
 (b) even more earth-friendly?

 
to use dollar coins?

Look for the best submitted answers to appear on  
these pages soon!

GREENER THAN GREENBACKS?
by Lakesha Harris   Riverwood, USA

The United States $1 Coin

Green but are they green?

What is  
the cost of  
going green?

Riding the  
green wave

Our neighbors in Canada use  
one-dollar and two-dollar coins.

Student Voices for Change

Recycle

22
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Connecting to the 
Unit’s Context and 
Challenge
The ChemCom approach relies upon the 
context of a societal problem or issue, 
with an associated challenge to students, 
to establish a “need to know” chemistry 
concepts and skills. Students will apply 
knowledge gained in Unit 1 to decide 
whether the United States should 
continue to mint dollar coins or print 
dollar bills (or both) and support their 
conclusion with evidence. You can read 
about procedures at the U.S. Mint at 
http://www.usmint.gov and the Bureau 
of Engraving and Printing at http://www 
.bep.treas.gov/ for more information on 
how money is produced in the United 
States.

Before you introduce students to the 
challenge of deciding which form of the 
dollar is superior, decide whether you 
would like students to work individu-
ally or in small groups. Outline your 
expectations for the challenge (see the 
Putting It All Together section for 
guidance). Knowing the expectations  
for the culminating project helps to 
establish a “need to know” learning  
environment. 

The initial introduction to the 
challenge comes in the opening web 
page “Greener than Greenbacks?” which 
you may decide to read as a class to  
help students become engaged with  
the storyline. It is important to capture 
students’ attention at this juncture, as 
the context and challenge serve as the 
“need to know” for the entire unit. After 
reading, you may decide to ask students 
to distinguish factual statements from 
opinions in the web page, either in small 
groups or as a class discussion. 

If you ask students to read the 
opening web page on their own, provide 
focus questions or reading goals to direct 
their attention and be certain they com- 
prehend important points raised in this 
introduction to the Unit 1 challenge. 
Some of the important points include  
the useful life of dollar coins and bills, 
the economic and environmental costs  
of producing and disposing of coins and 
bills, and the resistance of U.S. consum-
ers to dollar coins. 
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Nearly every choice that you make affects other people, and many 
choices impact Earth and our environment—even selection of the form 
of money that you use. How can you become well informed when mak-
ing these choices? What role does chemistry play in making everyday 
decisions?

In this unit, you will consider the benefits and drawbacks of using a 
dollar coin. You will gather information on the opinions of others and 
evaluate claims made in the opening Web page. Your final products will 
include recommendations for dollar production and use, as well as strat-
egies to convince U.S. consumers to adopt your choice of currency. 

As you consider the pros and cons of coins and bills, you will learn 
about Earth’s mineral resources and how nations use those resources. 
You will learn why certain materials are used for particular new prod-
ucts, including currency, and how those materials are developed from 
available resources. Your decisions and recommendations will be guided 
by chemistry concepts and knowledge you will learn through this unit, 
including chemical and physical properties of substances, relationships 
among structure and properties of materials, and how to account for 
atoms as they are transferred from one substance to another. In order to 
successfully communicate your conclusions, you will learn how to use 
representations of atoms and molecules to describe the chemical compo-
sition of your chosen materials. Throughout this unit, keep in mind how 
such chemical knowledge can help guide your decision making.

The “Context Connections” table, found 
in the grid on page Unit 1-x of this 
Teacher’s Edition, provides an overview 
of the content and activities in the unit 
that connect directly with the unit 
challenge. It will help to reinforce the 
“need to know” chemistry content and 
skills if you refer explicitly to each of 
these connections as students encounter 
them in the text. Particularly important 
are the Making Decisions activities near 
the end of each section, in which 
students revisit the dollar evaluation 
scenario. You may ask students (or 
groups of students) to create a folder  
to keep results of the Making Decisions 
activities and any brainstorming 
sessions. This approach gives students a 
handy resource (of their own creation) to 
consult when they begin work develop-
ing and justifying their own dollar 
recommendations. 
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SECTION
BUILDING BLOCKS OF  
CHEMISTRY 
How do chemists describe matter? 

Every human-produced object, old or new, is made of materials selected 
for their specific properties. What makes a particular material best for a 
particular use? You can begin to answer this question by exploring some 
properties of materials.

In this unit, you will be considering the design of something that you 
use every day—money. Throughout history, people have used many dif-
ferent items as money: beads, stones, printed paper, and precious met-
als, to name a few (see Figure 1.1). What characteristics make a material 
suitable (useful) as money? How important is appearance? Cost? Sus-
tainability? What other characteristics or properties can you suggest?

As you examine designs and properties of currency, you will gather 
information as scientists do in order to consider properties that make 
materials appropriate for specific applications. You will also begin to 
describe matter using a language shared by chemists and other scien-
tists around the world. Think about the ways in which chemists describe 
matter as you investigate the money that you use and make recommen-
dations for the currency of the future.

GOALS

changes. Record observations in organized data tables.

between chemical and physical changes.

properties. Classify specific examples as either chemical or 
physical changes.

elements and compounds. Use chemical symbols and formulas 
to describe the composition of materials.

compounds at the particulate level.

 
metalloids based on observations of chemical and  
physical properties.

A
24 Unit 1 Materials: Formulating Matter

Figure 1.1  What properties should be 
considered when designing currency?
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Section A introduces students to 
chemical and physical properties and 
the language of chemistry. Students 
identify chemical and physical proper-
ties and changes; write formulas and 
draw models of chemical compounds; 
distinguish between metals and nonmet-
als; and consider using materials based 
on their properties.

using the section 
Question
Each section question is designed to be a 
topic-specific essential question. These 
questions provide an additional “need to 
know” from a chemistry perspective that 
is distinct from, but complementary to, 
the unit context and challenge. Students 
should be introduced to the question at 
the beginning of the section and re-
minded of it as they progress through 
the section. At the beginning of the 
section, you may choose to have 
students discuss the question, construct 
preliminary answers, or identify things 
that they will need to know to answer 
the question. Everything that students 
learn in the section should help them  
to construct an answer to the section 
question, which they will be asked to  
do in the Section Summary.

aUsing the Figures
Figure 1.1 Ask students to compare 
the international coins in this photo. For 
instance, all of these coins are made of 
metal. What properties of metals make 
them good materials for coins? Do all 
metals have these properties? What 
other materials might be considered 
when designing coins or other forms  
of currency? 

 
goals 
The goals for each section are designed 
to highlight the important skills and 
concepts that the students should master 
while studying the section. The content 
and activities of the section are designed 
to support these goals. Section goals also 
provide a map for possible assessments. 
The goals are provided to students as 
well, so that they can monitor their  
own learning as they progress though 
the section. You may decide to discuss 
section goals to preview each section 
and/or after each section is completed  
to review and check understanding.

While the skills and understandings 
listed in the Unit 1 Section A goals 
reflect familiar chemistry topics, these 
skills and understandings are intro-
duced, developed, and applied within 

Pconcept check 1
In general, Concept Check questions will 
ask students to consider what they have 
already learned as well as elicit student 
ideas about concepts they are about to 
learn. For more information on the 
purposes of the Concept Check feature 
and general suggestions for its use, refer 
to the description in Unit 0 (page 4). 
Here are some specific suggestions for 
using Concept Check 1.
1. (Looking ahead; answers will be  

based on students’ prior knowledge.) 
Students enter this course with ideas 

the context of the design of currency. 
This first section introduces students to 
the foundations of chemistry. Students 
are expected to distinguish between 
physical and chemical properties and 
changes; begin to use chemical symbols 
and formulas; and start interpreting and 
creating models of chemical substances. 
Inquiry skills are highlighted as students 
practice making predictions and 
recording observations in organized data 
tables. Also, students will classify 
selected elements based upon an 
investigation as a prelude to learning 
about the periodic table in Section B.
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SECTION A  Building Blocks of Chemistry 25

 INVESTIGATING MATTER
A.1  EXPLORING PROPERTIES 

OF MATTER
Preparing to Investigate
One of the most important decisions that designers of coins and bills must 
make is the choice of material (or materials) that will make up the currency. 
In order to select or evaluate currency materials, they must investigate and 
predict properties of many different materials. In this investigation, you  
will predict and observe properties and changes of several materials (most of 
which will already be familiar to you). Focus on making careful observa-
tions; even if you have not practiced this skill in the laboratory before, you 
have already developed a sense for properties of some materials and have 
encountered hundreds of chemical reactions in your daily life. You will refer 
back to the observations you make within this investigation as you develop 
your understanding of chemistry ideas throughout this unit. 

Before you begin, read Gathering Evidence to learn what you will need to 
do and note safety precautions. Gathering Evidence also provides guidance 
about when you should collect and record data. 

Making Predictions
Predict what you think will happen in each of the activities, and write down 
your predictions. A sample data table is provided here.

P1.  Based on what you already know, how would you describe  
matter?

2.  Read the Section A Goals. You may already be familiar with the 
concepts and terminology in some of the goals; others might be 
less familiar to you. (Don’t worry—you’re not expected to be able 
to achieve the goals at this point.) 

 a.  For those concepts or terms that seem familiar to you, write 
down what you think they mean at this point. Give a specific 
example to illustrate your understanding. 

 b.  Identify concepts and terms that you do not know. You will 
learn more about these ideas in Section A.

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6E
Perm Fig.: 1010     New Fig.: 1AUN02
First Pass: 2010-06-25

DATA TABLE
Predictions ObservationsInvestigation number
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about what matter is, based on a 
combination of their own experiences 
and previous courses in science. 
Students may focus on these kinds  
of ideas:

• Chemists might describe certain 
properties of matter, like whether it is a 
solid, liquid, or gas or whether it is hard 
or conducts electricity or reacts with 
other matter. If students describe these 
kinds of properties, they may not yet 
call them properties, nor distinguish 
them as either physical or chemical 
properties. At this point, simply gather 
their responses. You can refer back to 

their specific examples of properties  
of matter when you reach Developing 
Skills A.3, asking students to identify 
each of these as either a physical or 
chemical property.

• Chemists might describe matter by 
using chemical symbols or some other 
way of specifying what the matter is 
comprised of. 
2. (Looking ahead; answers will be based 

on students’ prior knowledge.) This 
question is designed to:

• Prompt students to read the Section 
Goals, and to help students to begin to 

develop strategies for monitoring their 
learning. 
• Help students realize they already 
know some chemistry-related concepts. 
Requiring students to write down what 
they know and to provide specific 
examples helps to activate their thinking 
and to connect new ideas to current 
understanding.
• Help students identify terms and 
concepts that are less familiar (or 
unfamiliar) to them. For example, they 
may wonder what “particulate” means. 
Now is not the time to discuss each of 
these unfamiliar terms in detail; they 
will be developed in more detail 
throughout Section A. However, a brief 
discussion about a few terms may be 
appropriate. For “particulate,” this 
might involve associating that term with 
“particle,” and asking students whether 
this means chemistry at the “big level” 
(what they can sense) or at the “small 
level” (too small for humans to sense on 
their own). A quick discussion may help 
students anticipate concepts and model 
a strategy to help students monitor their 
own learning.
• Help teachers to identify students’ 
prior knowledge, and then to use this 
information in designing instruction for 
the rest of the section. For instance, if 
students are comfortable distinguishing 
physical from chemical properties, you 
might choose to spend less time on 
those sections and to devote additional 
instruction to areas about which 
students know less. 
• Help teachers to monitor student 
learning throughout the unit. This first 
Concept Check provides a baseline of 
student knowledge. Continuing to use 
formative assessment allows teachers to 
track development of students’ concep-
tual understanding.

IM   A.1 Exploring  
propErtiEs of MAttEr 

In this investigation, students will 
interact with changes in matter. They 
should begin to construct an under-
standing of chemical and physical 
changes. Evidence of chemical reactions 
includes production of heat, light 
emission, unexpected color change, 
formation of a precipitate, and gas 
production. Students should begin to 
understand the structure of a useful data 
table and should focus on making and 
recording accurate and appropriate 
observations.

TRM  
 
HanDout
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26 Unit 1 Materials: Formulating Matter

Gathering Evidence
Before you begin, put on your goggles, and wear them properly throughout 
the investigation.

Six stations, A through F, have been set up around the laboratory. At each 
station, you will complete the investigations indicated for that station. The 

completed before Station B activities, and so on. When working at a particu-
lar station, you must complete the investigations at that station in order.  
Follow these general instructions:

will be expected to reset it after you are finished.

  °  Record your complete data and observations. Quantitative data 
may include masses or volumes measured using tools such as a 
balance or graduated cylinder. Observations refer to data you can 
collect using your senses. Thus record what you see, hear, feel, or 
smell. (Caution: Never taste anything in the laboratory.) 

  °  At this point, do not try to go beyond observations to infer what is 
happening. For instance, suppose you add two liquids together 
and a solid forms. Your observation would be, “When I poured 
liquid A into liquid B, it became cloudy. After a few minutes, I 
saw some white powder on the bottom of the test tube, with clear, 
colorless liquid on top.” Later you may decide that the 
observation is evidence that a chemical reaction occurred; 
however, your conclusion about the reaction is an inference about 
what happened, not an observation. While you are engaged in the 
investigations, simply focus on making accurate, detailed 
observations. 

When you have completed your work at all six stations, answer the ques-
tions that follow Investigation 13 to analyze and interpret evidence, and 
reflect upon the investigation.

Station A: Paper

Investigation 1
 1. Tear a small piece of paper into smaller pieces and place the pieces 

on a watch glass.

 2. Record your observations.

Investigation 2
 1. Place the watch glass and pieces of paper on a heat-resistant  

ceramic pad.

26
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time 2 50-minute periods
Materials (for 24 students working in 
pairs and moving from station to station 
with two set-ups for Stations A, B, C, D, 
and E and additional density set-ups for 
Station F):

Station A 
2 watch glasses
2 ceramic (or heat resistant) pads
matches
paper

Station B 
test tube rack
2 test tubes
2 pipets or dropper bottles for 

universal indicator solution
2 pipets or dropper bottles for 

ammonia solution 
2 pipets or dropper bottles for 

vinegar solution
25 mL universal indicator solution
25 mL household ammonia 
25 mL household vinegar

Station C
2 spatulas
2 mortars
2 pestles
2 crucibles
2 crucible tongs
2 hot plates
2 stirring rods
 25 g copper(II) sulfate pentahydrate, 

CuSO45 H2O

Station D 
24 tea lights (It will take time for the 

melted paraffin to harden, so each 
team will need a set of 2.)

matches
2 hot plates

Station E
2 24-well plate (12-well plates are 

acceptable)
2 spatulas
2 pipets or dropper bottles for baking 

soda solution
2 pipets or dropper bottles for 

vinegar solution
2 pipets or dropper bottles for silver 

nitrate solution
10 g household baking soda, NaHCO3

50 mL baking soda solution (4.2 g 
NaHCO3/50 mL)

25 mL household vinegar
2 mL, 0.1 M AgNO3 (1.7 g 

AgNO3/100 mL)

Station F
4 100-mL graduated cylinders
2 balances
2 test tube racks
2 test tubes
40 post-1982 pennies
2 iron nails

Other metal samples could include:
10 pre-1982 pennies
10 nails
10 aluminum pellets
10 large stainless steel ball  

bearings
50 mL 1 M CuSO4(Dissolve 12.5 

g of CuSO45 H2O in enough 
distilled water to make 50 mL.)

safety
• Students should wear safety goggles 
and aprons throughout the activity.
• Hot plate surfaces do not change color 
when hot. Make sure students use 

caution when heating blue powder (in 
crucibles) and tea lights.
• Wax from the melting tea light will  
be hot. Make sure students use caution 
when removing the melted tea light from 
the hot plate. 

Pre-lab Discussion
• After students have read Gathering 
Evidence, ask them to identify cautions 
and safety concerns in the investigation. 
Highlight the concerns outlined in Safety 
above. 
• Students should construct a preliminary 
data table and write predictions before 
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SECTION A  Building Blocks of Chemistry 27

 2. Light the pieces of paper with a match and allow them to burn 
completely.

 3. Record your observations.

 4. 
watch glass, and reset the station. 

Station B: Solutions

Investigation 3
 1. Place two clean, dry test tubes into a test tube rack. 

 2. 
test tubes. 

 3. Add 10 drops of ammonia solution to the test tube containing the 
Universal Indicator.

 4. Record your observations. Keep the test tube and its contents for 
Investigation 4.

 5.  
test tube. 

 6. Add 10 drops of vinegar to the second test tube.

 7. Record your observations. Keep the test tube and its contents for 
Investigation 4. 

Investigation 4
 1. Carefully pour the contents of the test tube containing ammonia 

solution from Investigation 3 into the test tube containing vinegar 
from Investigation 3. 

 2. Touch the outside of the test tube at the level of the combined 
solutions. 

 3. Record your complete observations.

 4.  
both test tubes, and reset the station. 

Station C: Blue Crystals

Investigation 5
 1. Use a spatula to place a blue crystal into 

the mortar. See Figure 1.2.

  2. Use the pestle to grind the blue crystal.

 3. Record your observations.

 4. Put the powder into a crucible to use for 
Investigation 6.

 5. Clean and reset the station as instructed 
by your teacher.

Figure 1.2  A blue crystal is transferred into a  
mortar. Note the pestle, which will be used to  
grind the crystal in Step 2.

beginning the investigation. Provide 
some in-class time for these activities in 
order to offer guidance to students who 
may not be comfortable with laboratory 
and inquiry skills. Time may be avail-
able for this after a pre-laboratory 
discussion. You may choose to require 
that students present the partially 
completed data table as an “entry ticket” 
to class on the day of the investigation. 
Encourage students to be specific and 
detailed in their observations through-
out the investigation.

lab tips
Setting this up as stations will allow the 
teacher to monitor progress and safety 
concerns.
• Stations A–E each require about 10 
minutes for students to complete. You 
may choose to use an egg (or other) 
timer to indicate when students should 
change stations.
• Station F requires more time than 
other stations.
• Placing the candle in a 250-mL beaker 
during heating will prevent melted wax 
from spilling on hot plate.
• Students are often intrigued by melted 
wax and should be monitored carefully 
to see that they are handling it  
appropriately.
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28 Unit 1 Materials: Formulating Matter

Investigation 6
 1. Turn on the hot plate to a setting of “high.” (Caution: Do not touch 

the hot plate surface. It may already be hot.) 

 2. 
Investigation 5.

 3. Place the crucible on the hot plate and heat for 3 minutes, stirring 
gently with the glass stirring rod. Use tongs to hold the crucible as 
you stir. See Figure 1.3.

 4. Use tongs to remove the crucible from the hot plate and allow it to 
cool for several minutes.

 5. 

 6. Record your data and observations.

 7. Put the powder into a waste container as directed by your teacher.

 8. Turn off the hot plate and reset the station.

Station D: Tea lights

Investigation 7
 1. Turn on the hot plate to a setting of “high.” (Caution: Do not touch 

the hot plate surface. It may already be hot.) 

 2. Use tongs to place the tea light (in the metal holder, without a wick) 
on the hot plate. 

 3. Observe for three to five minutes.

 4. Use tongs to carefully remove the tea light and place it on a heat-
resistant ceramic pad.

 5. Turn off the hot plate.

 6. Record your observations.

Investigation 8
 1. Light the wick on the second tea light with a match.

 2. Observe for three to five minutes.

 3. Carefully extinguish the flame.

 4. Record your observations.

 5. Reset the station.

Figure 1.3  Heating 
and stirring blue powder 
in Investigation 6.
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expected results

DATA TABLE

Investigation  
Number

Observation

1 Paper has jagged edges.
2 Volume reduces.

Light and heat produced.
Remaining material black or gray

3 UI+Ammonia – bluish purple
UI+Vinegar – red

4 NH3 + vinegar – green
5 Crystals get smaller and light blue.
6 Light blue powder turns white.
7 Wax becomes liquid (melts).
8 Light and heat are produced  

and wax melts.
9 Bubbles form (substance fizzes).

10 Bubbles form (slower than Inv. 9)
11 Bubbles form (slower than Inv. 9).
12 10 post-1982 – 25.0 g

10 pre-1982 – 30.9 g
Other metals vary depending  
on what is used.

13 Nail turns black, brown, or orange  
depending upon how long nail is 
left in solution. 
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SECTION A  Building Blocks of Chemistry 29

Station E: Baking soda

Investigation 9
 1. Place a small amount of solid baking soda into a clean well in a 

24-well plate (see Figure 1.4).

 2. Add 5 drops of vinegar to the baking soda in the well.

 3. 

Investigation 10
 1. 

pipet into a clean well.

 2. Add 5 drops of vinegar to the baking soda solution in the well.

 3. 

Investigation 11
 1. 

pipet into a clean well.

 2. Add 1 drop of silver nitrate solution to the baking soda solution in 
the well. (Caution: Silver nitrate solution can stain your skin or 
clothing. Handle with care.)

 3. 

 4. 
well plate, and reset the station.

Station F: Metals

Investigation 12
 1. Count and use 10 post-1982 pennies to make  

the measurements that follow. 

 2. 
Then measure and record the mass of the 
10-penny sample.

 3. Pour ~50 mL of water into a 100-mL graduated 
cylinder. Accurately measure and record the 
volume of water in the cylinder. See Figure 1.5, 
which demonstrates how to use a graduated 
cylinder to measure volume.

 4. Carefully place your 10 pennies into the 
graduated cylinder. Accurately measure and  
record the volume of water (plus objects).

 5. Remove the pennies from the cylinder and dry them.

 6. Repeat steps 1–5 using a different set of metal objects (10 nails, 10 
pre-1982 pennies, or other available metal samples). 

 7. When you have completed this procedure for at least two metal 
samples, reset the station.

Figure 1.4  A spatula is used 
to transfer baking soda into a  
24-well plate in Investigation 9.

Figure 1.5  To find the 
volume of a liquid in a 
graduated cylinder, read 
the scale at the bottom 
of the curved part of the 
liquid (meniscus). 
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30 Unit 1 Materials: Formulating Matter

Investigation 13
 1. Fill a clean test tube to a height of 2 to 3 cm with blue solution.

 2. Use forceps to carefully place an iron nail into the test tube so that it 
is partially, but not totally, immersed in the blue solution.

 3. Record your observations over several minutes.

 4. Remove the nail from the solution and record any additional 
observations you have.

 5. 
the test tube, and reset the station.

Analyzing Evidence 
 1. In which investigations did you collect 

quantitative data?

 2. The density of solid objects is often reported 
using units of g/cm3. A cubic centimeter (cm3)  
is equal to 1 milliliter (mL). See Figure 1.6. How 
can you use your data from Investigation 12 to 
determine the density of post-1982 pennies?

a. Calculate the density of post-1982 pennies. 

b.   Calculate the density of the other metal  
object(s) you tested in Investigation 12.

Interpreting Evidence and Making Claims 
 1. 

How do your observations support your thinking?

 2. When you added the ammonia and vinegar solutions together in 
Investigation 4, did you form a new substance? How do you know?

 3. 
material? Why do you think that?

 4. Was the burning tea light different from the melting tea light at 

 5. 
material? How do your observations support your thinking?

Reflecting on the Investigation
 6. Identify one investigation in which your observations closely 

matched your predictions. Why do you think your prediction was so 
accurate?

 7. Identify one investigation in which your observations were different 
from your predictions.

b. Write one question you have about the investigation now that 
your observations did not match your prediction.  

Figure 1.6  One  
cubic centimeter  
(shown actual size). 
1 cm3 = 1 mL.
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Analyzing Evidence
1. Investigations 6 and 12.
2. To determine density, divide the 

measured mass by the volume 
displaced by the objects.
a. Density of post-1982 pennies:  

~7.1 g/cm3.
b. Density of other metals samples  

(in g/cm3) Fe, 7.5; Al, 3.90; Sn, 7.80.

Interpreting Evidence and Making 
Claims
1. Burning created a new material, 

evidenced by a color change, mass 
change, and production of heat and 
light.

2. Yes, there was a color change and the 
temperature changed.

3. The heating produced a new sub-
stance, because the mass changed. 
The color also changed, which can 
indicate a chemical change.

4. Yes, they were different. The burning 
tea light produced heat and light and 
the wick turned black.

5. When baking soda and vinegar mixed 
there were bubbles. When silver 
nitrate was added the mixture was 
cloudy. Both of these observations 
indicate that new substances were 
formed.

Reflecting on the Investigation 
6. Answers vary–but most likely would 

include stations A and D.
7. Answers vary–but most likely would 

include stations B, C, and E
8. a.  The answer should include sensory 

data as well as quantitative data 
that are specific and repeatable.

b. Students should include unexpect-
ed color change, precipitation (or 
solid produced from clear, colorless 
materials), gas produced, heat, and 
light.

A.2 propErtiEs MAkE tHE 
DiffErEncE 
This section introduces chemical and 
physical properties and changes. 
Examples include connections to 
activities from Investigating Matter A.1 
and to the common coinage metal, 
copper. Emphasize that physical 
changes affect the form of a substance 
without changing its identity, while 
chemical changes result in the transfor-
mation of a substance into one or more 
different substances. 

Demonstration ideas
To clarify the differences between 
physical and chemical properties and 
changes, choose some of the following 
demonstrations and ask students to 
observe carefully and record evidence 
before deciding whether the change is 
chemical or physical. 

Physical Properties and Changes 
Sublimation
1. Place a peanut-sized piece of dry ice 

(CO2) in an uninflated balloon and tie 
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SECTION A  Building Blocks of Chemistry 31

 8. In your own words, 

a. describe what it means to make observations during investigations 
in the laboratory.

b. identify types of evidence you will look for as you make 
observations in future investigations. 

A.2  PROPERTIES MAKE THE 
DIFFERENCE

Every substance has characteristic properties that distinguish it from other 
substances, thus allowing it to be identified. These characteristic properties 
include physical properties such as color, density, and odor—properties that 
can be determined without altering the chemical makeup of the material. 
Physical properties and the ability (or inability) of a material to undergo 
physical changes, such as melting, boiling, and bending, influence whether 
and how a material is used. In a physical change, the material remains the 
same, even though its form appears to have changed. A simple example of a 
physical change is the tearing of paper in Investigation 1 of Investigating 

clearly the same material.
When a substance changes into one or more new substances, it has under-

gone a chemical change. A substance’s chemical properties, which relate to 
any kind of chemical changes it undergoes, often determine its usefulness. 
Consider the common chemical change of iron rusting. The tendency of a 
metal to combine with oxygen, such as when iron rusts, is the chemical 
property that accounts for this chemical change. You can often detect a 
chemical change by observing one or 
more indications of a change, such as the 
formation of a gas or solid, a permanent 
color change, or a temperature change, 
which indicates that thermal energy has 
been absorbed or given off. For instance, 
you observed the formation of bubbles  

A.1. This is a good indication that mix-
ing vinegar and baking soda results in a 
chemical change. Figure 1.7 illustrates 
some physical and chemical changes of 
copper.

Both chemical and physical proper-
ties are important when choosing materi-
als for particular applications, such as 
coin-making. In the following activity, 
you will classify some characteristics of 
common materials as either physical or 
chemical properties.

Figure 1.7  Examples of physical and chemical 
changes involving copper. Bending does not al-
ter the chemical identity of the copper (above), 
but allowing the copper to react with nitric acid 
(right) does. What evidence can you find in the 
photos to support these conclusions?

strips are used in some refrigerators 
and thermostats. Some demonstra-
tions are also available online, such as 
http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/
hbase/thermo/bimetal.html. 

 Safety precautions: Use tongs to hold 
the strip.

Release from solution 
4. Shake and then open a warm can or 

bottle of soft drink. The carbon 
dioxide dissolved in the soda will be 
released with the change in pressure. 

 Safety precautions: Point the opening 
of the can or bottle away from 
students and yourself. 

Chemical Properties and 
Changes
1. Place a few calcium turnings (Ca 

metal) in 200 mL of water in a 400-mL 
beaker. Hydrogen gas is evolved, 
which is more noticeable if you place 
the beaker on an overhead projector. 
For added effect, place a few drops of 
phenolphthalein in the water. The 
phenolphthalein will cause the 
solution to turn pink as the reaction 
progresses. The reaction taking place 
is Ca  2 H2O ∫B Ca(OH)2  H2. 
Video clips are also available online, 
including at http://www.angelo.edu/
faculty/kboudrea/demos/calcium_
H2O/calcium_H2O.htm. 

 Safety precautions: There should be no 
open flames in the room during this 
demonstration.

2. Set several candles of varying height 
in an aquarium and light them before 
placing dry ice in the aquarium. As 
the dry ice sublimes, the candles will 
be extinguished in order of height. 

 Safety precautions: Be aware of long 
hair and loose clothing around open 
flames. Direct contact with dry ice 
will cause frostbite. Do not allow 
students to handle the dry ice  
without appropriate precautions  
and supervision.

3. Crack a raw egg into a beaker of 
boiling water or into 100 mL of 
concentrated HCl. In either demon-
stration, the egg “cooks.” Its proteins 
are denatured (unraveled) then 
tangled with other proteins and 
components of the egg to form a 
gel-like product (the cooked egg). 

 Safety precautions: Concentrated HCl 
is corrosive. In this demonstration, 
only the instructor should handle it.

the opening. As the dry ice warms, the 
balloon will expand. 

 Safety precautions: Be careful not to let 
the balloon explode. Direct contact with 
dry ice will cause frostbite. Do not allow 
students to handle dry ice without 
appropriate precautions and supervision.

Density
2. Allow several egg-sized chunks of dry ice 

to sublime in an aquarium or other large 
transparent container. Blow soap bubbles 
into the tank. The air-filled bubbles will 
float on the layer of gaseous carbon 
dioxide in the aquarium. 

 Safety precautions: Direct contact 
with dry ice will cause frostbite. Do 
not allow students to handle the dry 
ice without appropriate precautions 
and supervision.

Expansion
3. Heat a bimetallic strip (thin strips of 

two metals bonded together) in a 
burner flame. Be sure that the strip is 
at least 20 cm long. Because the 
metals have different rates of expan-
sion/contraction with temperature, 
the strip will bend when exposed to 
changes in temperature. Bimetallic 
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32 Unit 1 Materials: Formulating Matter

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
A.3  PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL 

PROPERTIES

Sample Problem 1: Consider this statement: Substances  
containing copper are often blue in color. Does the statement 
describe a physical or chemical property?

To answer this, first ask yourself a question: Was the substance 
chemically changed for its color to be observed? If the answer is  
no, then the statement describes a physical property; if the answer 
is yes, then the statement describes a chemical property. You can  
observe this property—color—without changing the chemical 
makeup of the copper-containing substance. Color is a characteris-
tic physical property of many substances. 

Sample Problem 2: Consider this statement: Oxygen gas  
supports the burning of wood. Does the statement refer to a  
physical or chemical property of oxygen gas?

If you apply the same key question—is there a change in the  
identity of the wood and the oxygen?—you will arrive at the  
correct answer. As you have no doubt noted, the ash left over from 
a campfire looks nothing like the original wood that was burned. 
In fact, the burning—or combustion—of wood involves chemical 
reactions between the wood and oxygen that change both materials. 
The reaction products of ash, carbon dioxide, and water vapor are 
very different from wood and oxygen. Thus, the statement refers to 
a chemical property of oxygen (as well as of wood). 

Wood burning
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DS   A.3 pHysicAl AnD 
cHEMicAl propErtiEs

In this activity, students practice 
identifying physical and chemical 
properties. Remind students that 
chemical properties are observed when 
one substance is transformed into a new 
substance, whereas physical properties 
(such as melting point, boiling point, 
thermal and electrical conductivity, 
density, color, and hardness) are 
observed without a change in the 
substance’s identity. Remind students 
that physical and chemical properties 
help identify the best substance for a 
particular use. Cost and availability are 
also factors. 

TRM  
 
eXtra PraCtiCe
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SECTION A  Building Blocks of Chemistry 33

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
A.3  PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL 

PROPERTIES

Sample Problem 3: Consider the activities you completed in 
Investigating Matter A.1. Write a statement similar to those in  
Questions 1–9 based on one of your observations. Then identify 
whether your statement describes a physical or chemical property.

It may be easiest to first identify a particular observation that you 
think illustrates either a chemical or physical property. Then write 
the statement. For instance, you might be relatively certain that 
burning paper in Investigation 2 resulted in a chemical change. You 
could then write “Paper turns black and curls up when burned” as 
your statement and identify it as a chemical change.

Now it’s your turn. Classify each statement as describing 
either a physical property or a chemical property. (Hint: 

or does not change when the property is observed.)

 1. Pure metals have a high luster (are shiny and reflect 
light).

 2. The surfaces of some metals become dull when 
exposed to air.

 3. Nitrogen gas, a relatively nonreactive material at 
room temperature, can form nitrogen oxides at the 
high temperatures of an operating automobile engine.

 4. 

 5. 

 6. ductile (can be drawn into wires).

 7. Leavened bread dough increases in volume if it is allowed  
to “rise” before baking.

 8. Unreactive argon gas, rather 
than air, is used to fill many 
light bulbs to prevent the metal 
filament wire inside the bulb 
from being destroyed through 
chemical reactions.

 9. Generally, metals are better  
conductors of heat and 
electricity than are nonmetals.

 10. For each of the following settings or situations, write a statement 
similar to those in Questions 1–9 and then identify whether your 
statement describes a physical or chemical property. 

 
refer to Investigation 2, which was used in Sample Problem 3.)

b. Your everyday experiences.

c. One desirable property of a dollar coin.

Metallic luster

Bread rising

answers 
 1. Physical
 2. Chemical
 3. Chemical
 4. Chemical
 5. Physical
 6. Physical
 7. Chemical
 8. Chemical
 9. Physical
 10. Answers will vary by investigation. 

Possible examples follow.
a. Investigation
•  Tearing the paper in Investigation 1 

into tiny pieces: Physical
•   Crushing the blue crystal in Investi-

gation 5: Physical
•  Bubbles are produced when vinegar 

and baking soda are mixed in Inves-
tigation 10: Chemical

b. Everyday experiences
•  Bread turns brown in the toaster: 

Chemical
•  Ice melts in a glass of water:  

Physical
•  Thermochromic paper changes 

color when heated: Chemical
c. The dollar coin should be made of 

something that does not undergo 
chemical changes: Chemical
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A.4  PROPERTIES MATTER:  
DESIGNING THE PENNY

As you might imagine, you need to consider many factors when selecting 
materials for a specific use. A material with properties well suited to a pur-
pose may be either unavailable in sufficient quantity or too expensive. Alter-
natively, a material may have undesirable physical or chemical properties 
that limit its use. In these and other situations, you can often find another 
material with most of the sought-after properties and use it instead.

The cost of a material is an issue when manufacturing coins and paper 
money, for example. Just imagine what would happen if the declared value 
of a coin were less than the cost of its component metals. How would this 
affect the production and circulation of the coin? This situation nearly 
occurred in the United States about one-quarter century ago. In the early 
1980s, copper became too expensive to be used as the primary metal in  
pennies. In other words, the cost of the copper composing a penny was 
becoming just about as great as the face value of the penny. Zinc, another 
metallic element, was chosen to replace most of the copper in all post-1982 
pennies. Zinc is about as hard as copper and has a density (7.14 g/cm3) quite 
close to the density of copper metal (8.94 g/cm3). Zinc is also readily available 
and is less expensive than copper.

War II, copper metal was in short supply. To conserve that resource, zinc-
plated steel pennies—known to coin collectors as “white cents” or “steel 
cents”—were created in 1943. The new pennies quickly corroded. As you 
can see in Figure 1.8, these pennies also looked considerably different from 
traditional copper pennies. Production of zinc-plated pennies ended within 
a year.

34 Unit 1 Materials: Formulating Matter

Figure 1.8  Zinc-copper and 
copper pennies (top); “new” 
and corroded zinc-plated 
steel pennies (bottom).
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A.4 propErtiEs MAttEr: 
DEsigning tHE pEnny 
This section introduces challenges 
presented by materials in coin produc-
tion. Designers must consider a mate-
rial’s cost as well as its physical and 
chemical properties. Challenges sur-
rounding the composition of the U.S. 
penny shape the students’ process of 
evaluating the dollar. Consider includ-
ing a discussion of the current costs 
versus face value of coins. See http://
www.coinflation.com/ for up-to-date 
values.

Historical information about coins 
and materials used to produce them can 
be found at the American Numismatic 
Association Web site www.money.org 
and the National Numismatic Collection 
of the Smithsonian Institution site  
http://americanhistory.si.edu/collec-
tions/numismatics/.
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SECTION A  Building Blocks of Chemistry 35

The problems associated with using zinc in pennies were solved in the 
early 1980s. In the new fabrication, the properties of copper were used where 
they were most needed—on the coin’s surface—and the properties of zinc, 
where they were useful—within the coin’s body. Current pennies are com-
posed of a zinc core surrounded by a thin layer of copper metal, added to 
increase the coin’s durability and maintain its familiar appearance. Figure 
1.9 shows a cross-section of a post-1982 penny. 

The story of the penny highlights some important physical and chemical 
properties that will be important for you to consider as you evaluate the use of 
dollar coins. To be able to identify the benefits and drawbacks of different forms 
of currency, you need to learn more about the building blocks of all materials—
the atoms of the chemical elements. As you do so, you will also begin to learn 
and practice a new “language,” using symbols and chemical formulas to repre-
sent the elements and compounds that make up all materials.

A.5  THE PARTICULATE VIEW  
OF MATTER

So far in this investigation of materials, you have focused on properties that 
are observable with your senses and simple instruments. Have you won-
dered why metals are shiny or why mixing vinegar and baking soda solu-
tions produces bubbles? To understand why materials have specific proper-
ties, you must investigate them at the particulate level—that is, at the level 
of their atoms and molecules.

A.1, and indeed all materials around you, are examples of matter. As you 
may recall from previous science courses, matter is anything that occupies 
space and has mass. All matter is composed of atoms. Atoms are often called 

atom is known as an element. For example, oxygen is considered an element 
because it is composed of only oxygen atoms. Because hydrogen gas con-
tains no atoms other than hydrogen atoms, it too is an element. Approxi-
mately 90 different elements are found in nature, each having its own type of 
atom and identifying properties.

Figure 1.9  Cross-section 
showing the structure  
and composition of a  
post-1982 penny.PYou determined the density of post-1982 pennies in Investigating 

Matter A.1. 
1.  Compare your experimentally determined coin density to that  

of pure copper (8.94 g/cm3) and pure zinc (7.14 g/cm3). 
2.  Based on this comparison, estimate the relative quantities of zinc 

and copper in post-1982 pennies. (For instance, do you think 
pennies are composed of equal quantities of zinc and copper?) 

3.  Briefly describe your reasoning, or show mathematically how  
you arrived at your estimation. 

Thin copper 
outer layer

Zinc core

penny. (Post-1982 pennies consist  
of 97.5% zinc and 2.5% copper.)

3. (Looking ahead; answers will be  
based on students’ prior knowledge.) 
Students might represent their 
reasoning in several ways. Some may 
include a calculation that shows they 
know how to use a weighted average. 
Some may simply describe their value 
as much closer to the density of zinc, 
for instance, so they know that at least 
90% of the penny must be zinc. 
Students could also draw a line with 
the density of zinc on the left, the 
density of copper on the right, and 
then mark the density that they 
determined experimentally some-
where between the two.

A.5 tHE pArticulAtE ViEW 
of MAttEr 
One goal of introductory chemistry as 
developed by ChemCom is that students 
interrelate and move among three 
representations of chemistry—macro-
scopic, particulate, and symbolic. This 
section helps students make the transi-
tion from observable properties of 
materials to a particulate model of 
matter and consideration of atoms and 
molecules. The Teacher’s Resource 
Materials (TRM) contain simulations 
that can help support this transition.

The term matter is presented with  
the assumption that students have prior 
knowledge of its meaning. Remind 
students that everything (every thing) 
around us is made of matter and that 
matter has mass and occupies space 
(volume). Other terms that are intro-
duced include: atom, element, com-
pound, substance, molecule, and 
chemical bond. You may choose to ask 
students to create a graphic organizer 
incorporating their knowledge of these 
terms or to add the terms to a class word 
wall. English-language learners may 
need additional support, such as models 
or a vocabulary notebook, to understand 
these key chemistry terms.

Students are also introduced in this 
section to the type of molecular models 
that are used throughout the book. You 
may choose to use Figure 1.10 to check 
students’ understanding of the terms 
introduced in this section. For instance, 
ask students which of the drawings 
represent substances (all of them), or 
atoms (top row), or have chemical bonds 
(bottom row).

The purpose of this section is to 
introduce ideas about atoms and mol-
ecules. It is not necessary for students to 
understand the nuances and details of 
atomic and molecular structure at this 

Pconcept check 2
This Concept Check is designed to help 
students make connections among 
concepts with which they are familiar 
(density) and previous experiences in 
Investigating Matter A.1. 
1. (Concept developed in Sections A.1 

and A.4.) Students should simply 
compare their data to the densities of 
copper and zinc.

2. (Looking ahead; answers will be based 
on students’ prior knowledge.) 
Students should make a reasonable 

estimate based on their data—even if 
their data are flawed. For instance, 
suppose a student determined the 
density of post-1982 pennies to be 
above that of pure copper. Based on 
their data, the student might conclude 
that the pennies consist of copper and 
a metal of greater density, and not of a 
combination of zinc and copper. 
However, most students will have a 
value between that of copper and 
zinc, and they should use their 
intuition to reason whether there is 
more zinc or more copper in the 
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36 Unit 1 Materials: Formulating Matter

Consider one of the most common examples of matter—the water that  
you drink everyday. What type of matter is a sample of liquid water? Is it an 
element? As you probably know already, water contains atoms of two ele-
ments—oxygen and hydrogen. Thus, water is not an element. Instead, water 
is an example of a compound—a substance composed of atoms of two or 
more elements linked together chemically in certain fixed proportions. To 
date, chemists have identified more than 30 million compounds.

Compounds and elements are represented by chemical formulas. Although 
you will learn more about chemical symbols and formulas in the next sec-
tion, you are probably familiar with some already. In addition to water (H2O), 
some other compounds and formulas with which you may be familiar 
include table salt (NaCl), ammonia (NH3), baking soda (NaHCO3), chalk 
(CaCO3), table sugar (C12H22O11), and octane (C8H18).  

Each element and compound is considered a substance because each has 
a uniform and definite composition as well as distinct properties. The small-
est unit of a molecular compound is a molecule, a collection of atoms that 
move and act together as a single entity. Atoms of a molecule are held 
together by chemical bonds. You can think of chemical bonds as the “glue” 
that holds atoms of a molecule together. Oxygen is an example of an  
element typically found in molecular form—two oxygen atoms bonded to 
one another—whereas water is a molecular compound. One molecule of 
water is composed of two hydrogen atoms bonded to one oxygen atom, hence 
H2O. An ammonia molecule (NH3) contains three hydrogen atoms bonded  
to a nitrogen atom. Figure 1.10 shows representations of some atoms and 
molecules.

A.6  SYMBOLS, FORMULAS,  
AND EQUATIONS

An international “chemical language” for use in oral and written communi-
cation has been developed to represent atoms, elements, and compounds. 
The “letters” in this language’s alphabet are chemical symbols, which are 
used and understood by scientists throughout the world. Each element is 
assigned a chemical symbol. Only the first letter of the symbol is capitalized; 
all other letters are lowercase. For example, C is the symbol for the element 
carbon and Ca is the symbol for the element calcium. Symbols for some com-
mon elements are listed in Table 1.1 (page 38).

“Words” in the language of chemistry are composed of “letters” (symbols 
representing elements). Each “word” is a chemical formula, which repre-

Figure 1.10  Top row: hydrogen 
(H), oxygen (O), and nitrogen (N) 
atoms. Bottom row: hydrogen (H2), 
water (H2O), and ammonia (NH3) 
molecules. Models similar to these 
are used throughout this book to 
depict atoms and molecules. NH3

NO

H2OH2

H

ATOMS

MOLECULES
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A.6 syMbols, forMulAs, 
AnD EquAtions
This section introduces the language of 
chemistry, including chemical symbols, 
formulas, and equations. Highlight that 
this common, worldwide language 
allows chemists and other scientists to 
communicate consistently with one 
another. 

Another term introduced in this 
section is subscript, which literally 
means “written under.” Emphasize that 
subscripts indicate the number of atoms 

point. Although chemical bonds are 
introduced, it is not yet appropriate to 
discuss different types of chemical 
bonds. These topics will be revisited 
later in this and other units. 

Differentiation
TRM  

 
reaDing guiDe 

A reading guide is available to help 
students organize the information in this 
section and distinguish between 
elements and compounds. The reading 
guide is particularly appropriate for 
students who have learning differences, 
experience difficulty reading and 
comprehending, or speak English as a 
second language.

additional  
CHeMQuanDarY 1 
(Note: See Unit 0 for a description of 
ChemQuandary activities and how they 
can be used.)

Could there be an impure substance? 
Could there be a pure material that is 
not a substance?

Discussion: Pure substance is a 
redundant term. A substance contains 
only one type of smallest unit (atom or 
molecule) and is pure by definition. Ask 
students why people often use both 
parts of the term. An impure substance 
would, in reality, be a mixture. 
(Note: Students will learn more about 
mixtures in Unit 2.)

additional  
CHeMQuanDarY 2 
The world is made of many different 
kinds of stuff. How many basic kinds of 
“stuff” do you think there are in the 
world?

Chemists use the word matter to 
describe the “stuff” that makes up 
everything in the world. Which of the 
following are examples of matter? Which 
ones are not?
• Air
• Electricity
• Corn
• Steel
• Wind

Discussion: Students should be able 
to give the definition for matter, but may 
not really know what they are describ-
ing. Some will say that lightning can be 
seen, is electricity, and, therefore, is 
matter. Students will learn more about 
air and wind as matter through the 
initial investigation in Unit 2. Do not 
address these ideas at length at this 
point.
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SECTION A  Building Blocks of Chemistry 37

sents a different chemical compound. In the chemical formula of a com-
pound, a chemical symbol represents each element present. A subscript  
(a small number written below the normal line of letters) indicates how 
many atoms of the element just to the left of the subscript are in one unit of 
the compound.

contains ammonia, whose chemical formula is NH3. See Figure 1.11. The 
subscript 3 indicates that each ammonia molecule contains three hydrogen 
atoms. Each ammonia molecule also contains one nitrogen atom. However, 
the subscript 1 is understood in the absence of any subscript and is therefore 
not included in chemical formulas. 

If formulas are words in the language of chemistry, then chemical equations 
can be regarded as chemical “sentences.” Each chemical equation summa-
rizes the details of a particular chemical reaction. Chemical reactions entail 
the breaking and forming of chemical bonds, causing atoms to become rear-
ranged into new substances. These new substances have different properties 
from those of the original materials.

which is made by dissolving gaseous ammonia, NH3, in water. Gaseous 
ammonia is produced by the reaction of hydrogen gas with nitrogen gas. 
This reaction can be represented by the following chemical equation:

3 H2    +    N2        2 NH3
 Hydrogen gas  Nitrogen gas Ammonia
  Reactants   Product

The equation shows that three hydrogen molecules (H2) and one nitrogen 
molecule (N2) react to produce ( ) two molecules of ammonia (NH3). The 
original (starting) substances in a chemical reaction are called reactants; 
their formulas are always written on the left side of the arrow. The new sub-
stance or substances formed from the rearrangement of the reactant atoms 
are called products; their formulas are always written on the right side of the 
arrow. Note that this equation, like all chemical equations, is balanced—the 
total number of each type of atom (six H atoms and two N atoms) is the same 
for both reactants and products.

Figure 1.11  Nitrogen is added to crops as ammonia fertilizer.

the terms reactant and product are 
introduced. Again, you may choose to 
ask students to create a graphic orga-
nizer incorporating their knowledge of 
these terms or to add the terms to a class 
word wall. English-language learners 
may need additional support, such as 
models or a vocabulary notebook, to 
understand these key chemistry terms.

These concepts and skills are further 
developed later in this unit and beyond. 
It is not necessary for students to 
memorize any symbols or learn to 
balance equations now.

Differentiation 
TRM 

 
reaDing guiDe 

A reading guide is available to help 
students organize the information in this 
section. The reading guide is particu-
larly appropriate for students who have 
learning differences, experience diffi-
culty reading and comprehending, or 
speak English as a second language.

extension 
During discussion of symbols and 
chemical names, students may wonder 
why some elements have symbols that 
differ greatly from their names. The 
symbols for many elements are derived 
from their names in other languages. 
You may point out elements with 
symbols that derive from languages 
other than English, such as sodium  
(Na, Latin, natrium), potassium (K, 
Latin, kalium), iron (Fe, Latin, ferrum), 
copper (Cu, Latin, cuprum), silver  
(Ag, Latin, argentum), tin (Sn, Latin, 
stannum), antimony (Sb, Latin, stibium), 
tungsten (W, German, wolfram), gold 
(Au, Latin, aurum), mercury (Hg,  
Latin, hydragyrum), and lead (Pb,  
Latin, plumbum). Extending the  
Concepts questions 31 and 32 in  
Section Summary A explore this issue 
and can be used to provide additional 
research opportunities for honors or 
gifted students.

in a molecule and, therefore, cannot be 
changed without specifying a different 
molecule. The formula of ammonia, a 
substance that students used in Investi-
gating Matter A.1, is shown as an 
example of a chemical formula. Other 
simple formulas that could be used to 
provide additional practice in interpret-
ing subscripts include carbon dioxide 
(CO2), ozone (O3), and any of the 
formulas shown in A.5.

The synthesis of ammonia is used to 
illustrate a chemical equation represent-
ing a chemical reaction. In this context, 
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38 Unit 1 Materials: Formulating Matter

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
A.7  CHEMICAL SYMBOLS  

AND FORMULAS

 1. Using Table 1.1, name the element represented by each of these 
symbols.

a. P d. Co  g. Na

b. Ni e. Br h. Fe

c. Cu f. K

 2. Which elements in Question 1 have symbols corresponding to their 
English names?

 3. Which is more likely to be the same throughout the world—an 
element’s symbol or its name? Explain.

 4. For each formula, name the elements and give the number of atoms 
of each element in each compound.

a. H2O2 Hydrogen peroxide Antiseptic

b. CaCl2 Calcium chloride Winter deicer for sidewalks

c. NaHCO3 Sodium hydrogen Baking soda 
 carbonate

d. H2SO4 Sulfuric acid  Battery acid

 5. Translate this written description into a chemical equation: Two 
molecules of hydrogen (H2) react with one molecule of oxygen (O2) to 
form two molecules of water (H2O).

 MODELING MATTER
A.8 PICTURES IN THE MIND
You live in a macroscopic world—a world filled with large-scale (“macro”), 
readily observed things. As you experience the properties and behavior of 
bulk materials, you probably give little thought to the particulate world of 
atoms and molecules. If you wrap leftover cake in aluminum foil, it is 

Sample Problem: The chemical formula for propane, a  
compound commonly used as a fuel, is C3H8. What elements are 
present in propane, and how many atoms of each are there in one 
molecule of propane? 

You are correct if you said each propane molecule consists of three 
carbon atoms and eight hydrogen atoms.Table 1.1

 

Name Symbol

Aluminum Al

Bromine Br

Calcium Ca

Carbon C

Chlorine Cl

Cobalt Co

Copper Cu

Gold Au

Hydrogen H

Iodine I

Iron Fe

Lead Pb

Magnesium Mg

Mercury Hg

Nickel Ni

Nitrogen N

Oxygen O

Phosphorus P

Potassium K

Silver Ag

Sodium Na

Sulfur S

Tin Sn

Common Elements
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DS   A.7 cHEMicAl  
syMbols AnD  
forMulAs

This activity reinforces concepts and 
skills by giving students opportunities  
to practice recognizing and interpreting 
symbols, formulas, and equations. The 
equations are intended to introduce 
students to the skill of an “atom inven-
tory” before balancing chemical equa-
tions. It is unnecessary to discuss types 
of chemical reactions/equations or to 
balance these equations. Students will 
learn more about chemical equations—
including how to balance them—in 
Section D.

answers
1. a. Phosphorus e. Bromine 

b. Nickel f. Potassium
c. Copper g. Sodium
d. Cobalt h. Iron

2. a, b, d, and e
3. The element’s symbol. Names are 

specific to the language, but a consis-
tent system of symbols has been 
established.

4. a. 2 hydrogen atoms, 2 oxygen atoms
b. 1 calcium atom, 2 chlorine atoms
c. 1 sodium atom, 1 hydrogen atom,  

1 carbon atom, and 3 oxygen atoms
d. 2 hydrogen atoms, 1 sulfur atom,  

4 oxygen atoms
5. 2 H2  O2 ∫B 2 H2O

TRM  
 
eXtra PraCtiCe
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SECTION A  Building Blocks of Chemistry 39

unlikely that you think about how the individual aluminum atoms are 
arranged in the wrapping material (see Figure 1.12). It is also unlikely that 
you consider what the mixture of molecules making up 
air looks like as you breathe. And you probably seldom 
wonder about atomic and molecular behavior when 
you observe water boiling or a rusted iron nail.

Nevertheless, having a sense of how atoms and 
molecules might look in elements and compounds 
and behave in reactions is a useful tool for under-
standing the chemistry that is occurring. To develop 
this sense, it is useful to construct and evaluate  
models, or representations, of atoms and molecules. 
This activity will give you practice in observing, interpret-
ing, evaluating, and creating visual models of matter, “pictures in 
the mind,” at the particulate (atomic and molecular) level. You will also 
practice using and interpreting chemical symbols and formulas that make 
up the language of chemistry.

Use the following key to draw and interpret models of elements and  
compounds containing hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, and chlorine:

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
A.7  CHEMICAL SYMBOLS  

AND FORMULAS

 1. Using Table 1.1, name the element represented by each of these 
symbols.

a. P d. Co  g. Na

b. Ni e. Br h. Fe

c. Cu f. K

 2. Which elements in Question 1 have symbols corresponding to their 
English names?

 3. Which is more likely to be the same throughout the world—an 
element’s symbol or its name? Explain.

 4. For each formula, name the elements and give the number of atoms 
of each element in each compound.

a. H2O2 Hydrogen peroxide Antiseptic

b. CaCl2 Calcium chloride Winter deicer for sidewalks

c. NaHCO3 Sodium hydrogen Baking soda 
 carbonate

d. H2SO4 Sulfuric acid  Battery acid

 5. Translate this written description into a chemical equation: Two 
molecules of hydrogen (H2) react with one molecule of oxygen (O2) to 
form two molecules of water (H2O).

 MODELING MATTER
A.8 PICTURES IN THE MIND
You live in a macroscopic world—a world filled with large-scale (“macro”), 
readily observed things. As you experience the properties and behavior of 
bulk materials, you probably give little thought to the particulate world of 
atoms and molecules. If you wrap leftover cake in aluminum foil, it is 

Figure 1.12  One 
common use of 
aluminum foil is to  
wrap food.

Sample Problem 1: Draw a particulate level model of carbon 
dioxide (CO2). (Hint: Carbon is in the center of the molecule.)

The chemical formula CO2 shows that carbon dioxide contains one 
carbon atom and two oxygen atoms. We’re told that carbon is in the 
middle, so we’ll draw a model that looks like this:
 

Sample Problem 2: Write the chemical formula for the  
element represented by this particulate-level model:

Using the key above, we identify the atoms as nitrogen. Two  
nitrogen atoms make up the molecule, so the chemical formula for 
elemental nitrogen must be N2.
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MM    A.8: picturEs in tHE 
MinD

Modeling Matter activities provide 
opportunities to explore chemistry using 
a variety of visual representations that 
may be two- or three-dimensional. 
Students’ sketches and physical models 
are also a powerful source of formative 
assessment. These models help teachers 
to identify students’ ideas about matter 
that may not be evident in verbal 
answers. Students need considerable 
practice recognizing, describing,  
and creating good particulate-level  
models. Modeling Matter activities and  
particulate-level figures throughout the 
text help students develop their ability 
to “think molecularly.”

In this initial Modeling Matter 
activity, students practice using the 
language of chemistry while developing 
their abilities to interpret and create 
pictorial representations of elements and 
compounds. The activity draws on 
concepts and skills developed in 
Sections A.5 through A.7 in particular. It 
also connects back to students’ encoun-
ters with phenomena in Investigating 
Matter A.1. Whenever possible, explic-
itly point out the connection between 
symbolic representations (formulas such 
as H2O, C3H8, H2, and O2) and particu-
late-level representations.

TRM  
 
HanDout
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40 Unit 1 Materials: Formulating Matter

Now it’s your turn to create and interpret particulate-level models of ele-
ments and compounds.

 1. 
solution.

formula NH3.

b. The substance in vinegar that reacted with the ammonia is called 
acetic acid. Below is a molecular-level model of acetic acid. Write 
its chemical formula. (Hint: Write the symbol for carbon first.)

 2. 

4): The primary component of natural gas. (Hint: 
Carbon is in the center of the molecule.)

b. Water (H2O): The most abundant substance on Earth.  
(Hint: Oxygen is in the center of the molecule.)

c. Elemental chlorine (Cl2): Poisonous gas used to make plastics  
and disinfect water.

d. Hydrogen chloride (HCl): Important industrial chemical also 
sometimes used in pure form to etch semiconductor crystals.

e. Carbon monoxide (CO): Toxic gas used in many industrial 
processes, including purifying nickel.

 3. 
(page 28). Write the chemical formula of paraffin wax given its model 
below. (Note: The carbon and hydrogen atoms are smaller than in the 
key so that this molecule can fit on the page.)

 

So far, none of the models you have drawn or interpreted are of metals.  
How can you visualize solid metals? Figure 1.12 (page 39) contains a photo-
graph of aluminum foil. Although we use the chemical symbol “Al” to rep-
resent aluminum, what we visualize is actually a large collection of alumi-
num atoms, like this:
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answers
1. a.  At this point, students do not know 

about how atoms bond to one 
another. You may want to allow 
students to connect the atoms 
however they see fit, or you may 
want to provide an additional hint 
that molecules often have a “central 
atom” to which the other atoms are 
bonded, and that the central atom is 
usually the single atom (no sub-
script) in the molecule. Possible 
student answers include:

b. C2H4O2 and C2O2H4 are likely answers. 
If students are familiar with another 
common way to write the formula for 
acetic acid—CH3COOH—they may 
write that as well. Regardless, 
students should account for the 
number of C, H, and O atoms and  
use subscripts accordingly.

2. a.   b. 

 Students may also draw H—O—H  
in a linear arrangement. They do  
not know about molecular geometry 
at this point.

 c.  d.

 e. 

3. C25H52
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SECTION A  Building Blocks of Chemistry 41

This model, like all models, has some limitations. It is really only showing 
one small segment of the aluminum foil; the atoms extend outward from 
what is shown. The main point, though, is that we still only use a single 
symbol, Al, without any subscripts, to represent an entire collection of alu-
minum atoms. Think about how that is different from the molecular com-
pounds you worked with in Questions 1–3.

 4. In Section A.4, you learned about the composition of current 
pennies. Re-examine Figure 1.9 (page 35), which shows a cross-
section of a penny.

a. What chemical symbols represent copper and zinc?

particulate-level model of what you think the copper and zinc 
atoms look like in that small area.

 5. In chemistry, we often try to relate the atomic and molecular 
structure of materials to their properties. One property of metals is 
that they can be pounded into thin sheets. 

  a.  Consider the particulate-level model of aluminum foil and other 

pounded into thin sheets?

and its changes on a large scale. In fact, you observe every phenomenon you 
encounter using your senses of sight, touch, smell, and hearing. One of the 
most important ways of thinking like a chemist is to take in what you observe 
and visualize what is happening at a level you cannot see—the level of atoms 
and molecules. Another skill is using chemical symbols and formulas to rep-
resent matter and its changes. As you continue to read, challenge yourself to 
visualize what the atoms and molecules might look like when you encounter 

these ways of thinking are often taken for granted by experienced chemists, 
they are difficult to develop. You will have opportunities to practice these 
skills throughout this course, but you will become even more skilled if you 
challenge yourself to think this way any time you are making an observation 
in everyday life. 

A.9 THE ELEMENTS
You know that all matter is composed of atoms. One element differs from 
another because its atoms have properties that differ from those of other  

now known. Table 1.1 (page 38) lists some common elements and their sym-
bols. An alphabetical list of all elements (names and symbols) can be found 
inside the back cover, or on pages 96–97.
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4. a.  Cu represents copper. Zn represents 
zinc.

b. A possible representation:  

c. Students’ written descriptions 
should be consistent with their 
drawings.

5. Answers for both questions will vary 
depending on whether students find 
the representation useful. If students 
see the atoms within aluminum as 
being hard and immovable, this model 
may not be useful. If students can 
visualize that the atoms can spread 
and flatten out (still being bonded) 
when a hammer hits it, then this 
model might help them to  
visualize that.

A.9 tHE ElEMEnts
This section provides introductory 
information about grouping elements 
into three major classes—metals, 
nonmetals, and metalloids—based on 
their properties. This information is 
helpful for students as they complete 
Investigating Matter A.10. Do not 
provide information on the actual 
properties that distinguish metals and 
nonmetals, students will encounter these 
properties directly in the investigation.

Remind students that all substances 
on Earth are composed of chemical 
elements. Although over 100 elements 
are known, only a small proportion 
make up humans and the materials that 
surround us. You may choose to provide 
some samples of elements (other than 
the ones that will be investigated in 
Investigating Matter A.10) for students to 
view or pass around in class. Table 1.1 on 
page 38 gives the names and symbols of 
some common elements.

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 1008     New Fig.: 1AUN08
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42 Unit 1 Materials: Formulating Matter

Elements can be classified in several ways according to similarities and 
differences in their properties. Two major classes are metals and nonmetals. 
Metals include such elements as iron (Fe), tin (Sn), zinc (Zn), and copper 
(Cu). Carbon (C) and oxygen (O) are examples of nonmetals. Everyday expe-
rience has given you some awareness of metallic and nonmetallic proper-
ties. The upcoming investigation will let you further explore the properties 
of metals and nonmetals.

Several elements called metalloids have properties that are intermediate 
to those of metals and nonmetals. That is, they exhibit both metallic and 
nonmetallic properties. Examples of metalloids include silicon (Si) and ger-
manium (Ge), both commonly used in the computer industry.

What properties of matter can we use to distinguish metals, nonmetals, 
and metalloids? The next activity will help you find out.

 INVESTIGATING MATTER
A.10  METAL OR NONMETAL
Preparing to Investigate
In this investigation, you will explore several properties of seven elements 
and then decide whether each element is a metal, nonmetal, or metalloid. 
You will examine the color, luster, and form of each element, and you  
will also attempt to crush each sample with a hammer. In addition, you or 

Figure 1.13  Each of these elements (clockwise from top right: sulfur,  
antimony, iodine, phosphorus, copper, and bismuth) is composed of  
chemically identical atoms. Which elements appear metallic? Which  
appear nonmetallic?
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Code C: 5 g silicon (Si), 12 small 
lumps

Code D: 5 g tin (Sn), 12 small 
pieces tin wire or tin foil  
[Note: Can substitute small 
pieces of copper (Cu) wire or 
foil]

Code E: 5 g sulfur (S), 12 small 
lumps

Code F: 5 g iron (Fe), 1-cm pieces 
of thin wire (for conductivity)

Code G: 15 g zinc (Zn), 12 small 
pieces mossy zinc or 12 1-cm 
pieces wire (for conductivity)

safety
• Students should wear safety goggles 
and aprons throughout the activity.
• Some people have allergies to sulfur. 
Check with students to see if any have 
known sulfur allergies. If so, either 
eliminate the sulfur for all or excuse the 
allergic students from this investigation. 
• Caution students to handle the 
element samples using forceps rather 
than their hands. 
• Review the procedures for using acids 
safely.

Differentiation
extension
Element(al) Activities 
A popular activity for making elements 
more familiar to students is selecting an 
Element of the Week, so that each day 
has a brief activity pertaining to that 
week’s element. In a variation, each 
student “adopts” an element, prepares  
a report on it, and serves as the class 
expert on this element for the rest of the 
school year. You may have students 
prepare large-scale periodic tables: Ask 
each student (several sections may be 
needed) to construct a block for an 
element on notebook-sized colored 
paper. A useful site for finding chemical 
and physical data about elements is 
http://www.webelements.com. 

Tom Lehrer’s “The Elements” 
Available at http://www.privatehand.
com/flash/elements.html, this clever ani-
mation is done to Lehrer’s classic tune 
about the elements. 

IM   A.10 MEtAl or  
nonMEtAl

In this investigation, students examine 
and test the appearance, conductivity, 
malleability, reactivity with hydrochloric 
acid, and reactivity with copper(II) 
chloride solution of seven elements. 
Students then group the elements based 
on similarities and differences in their 
properties and use these results to 
classify them as metals, nonmetals,  
and metalloids.

time 50 minutes
Materials (for 24 students working in 
pairs)

several hammers
several conductivity testers
12 pipets or dropper bottles for HCl 
12 pipets or dropper bottles for CuCl2

12 12-well plates
12 forceps
25 mL 0.5 M hydrochloric acid 

solution (1 mL conc. HCl/25 mL)
25 mL 0.1 M copper(II) chloride 

solution (0.43 g CuCl22 H2O/25 
mL)

Coded samples of seven elements:
Code A: 5 g carbon (C) pencil lead
Code B: 12 cm magnesium (Mg)
ribbon, cut to 1-cm lengths
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SECTION A  Building Blocks of Chemistry 43

your teacher (as a demonstration) will test each substance’s ability to con-
duct electricity. Finally, you will determine the reactivity of each element 
with two solutions: hydrochloric acid, HCl(aq), and copper(II) chloride, 
CuCl2(aq). 

Before you begin, read Gathering Evidence to learn what you will need to 
do and note safety precautions. Gathering Evidence also provides guidance 
about when you should collect and record data. Construct a data table appro-
priate for recording the data you will collect. In your data table, create six 
columns: one column will be used to list the elements tested, and the other 
five columns will be used to record each result for appearance, conductivity, 
crushing, reactivity with copper(II) chloride solution, and reactivity with 
hydrochloric acid (HCl).

Gathering Evidence
 1. Before you begin, put on your goggles, and wear them properly 

throughout the investigation.

 2. Appearance: Observe and record the appearance of each element, 
including physical properties such as color, luster, and form. You can 
record the form as nonmetallic (like table salt, NaCl, or baking soda, 
NaHCO3), or metallic (like iron, Fe). 

 3. Conductivity: If an electrical conductivity apparatus is available, use 
it to test each sample. (Caution: Avoid touching the bare electrode 
tips with your hands; some may deliver an uncomfortable electric 
shock.) Touch both electrodes to the element sample, but do not 
allow the electrodes to touch each other. See Figure 1.14. If the bulb 
lights, even dimly, electricity is flowing through the sample. Such a 
material is called a conductor. If the bulb fails to light, the material is 
a nonconductor.

Elements can be classified in several ways according to similarities and 
differences in their properties. Two major classes are metals and nonmetals. 
Metals include such elements as iron (Fe), tin (Sn), zinc (Zn), and copper 
(Cu). Carbon (C) and oxygen (O) are examples of nonmetals. Everyday expe-
rience has given you some awareness of metallic and nonmetallic proper-
ties. The upcoming investigation will let you further explore the properties 
of metals and nonmetals.

Several elements called metalloids have properties that are intermediate 
to those of metals and nonmetals. That is, they exhibit both metallic and 
nonmetallic properties. Examples of metalloids include silicon (Si) and ger-
manium (Ge), both commonly used in the computer industry.

What properties of matter can we use to distinguish metals, nonmetals, 
and metalloids? The next activity will help you find out.

 INVESTIGATING MATTER
A.10  METAL OR NONMETAL
Preparing to Investigate
In this investigation, you will explore several properties of seven elements 
and then decide whether each element is a metal, nonmetal, or metalloid. 
You will examine the color, luster, and form of each element, and you  
will also attempt to crush each sample with a hammer. In addition, you or Figure 1.14  Testing a sample for electrical conductivity.
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Pre-lab Discussion
• Require that students draft a data table 
before beginning the investigation. Either 
review their data tables individually, or 
allow them to critique each other’s tables 
before your evaluation. 
• Review the differences between 
physical and chemical properties by 
referring to Investigating Matter A.1. 
Depending on the quality of the metal 
samples, the reactions with HCl and CuCl2 
may be slow to occur. Encourage students 
to record their immediate observations 
and then to record further observations 
after a few minutes have passed.

lab tips
• Setting this up as stations can keep 
some of the materials (and debris from 
crushing) contained in a small area.
• Do not allow students access to larger 
amounts than specified samples of 
active metals such as Mg. Be sure that 
students do not collect and/or remove 
larger quantities of magnesium ribbon 
for unauthorized and highly dangerous 
“experimentation” outside of class.
• A 9-V conductivity tester with 
light-emitting diodes is recommended. 
These testers are considered safe for 
student use. Instructions for construct-

ing a safe student conductivity appara-
tus from a 9-V battery, resistors, and 
LEDs available from electronic supply 
stores are found in Katz, D. and Willis, 
C., Journal of Chemical Education, 1994, 
p. 330. A commercial version is also 
available from Flinn Scientific.
• If a 110-V conductivity apparatus is 
used, it should be handled only by the 
instructor as a demonstration.
• Consider having students “hammer” 
their samples on their metallic ring-
stand base with a metal support ring. 
This spares the lab countertop and does 
not require hammers. Another option is 
to place laboratory paper towels under 
the sample to be hammered to contain 
fragments and powders.
• If there are fewer hammers than 
groups, students can take turns or you 
can demonstrate this part of the activity 
to the class.

TRM  
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 4. Crushing: Gently tap each element sample with a hammer as shown 
in Figure 1.15. Based on the results, decide whether the sample is 
malleable, which means it flattens without shattering when struck, or 
brittle, which means it shatters into pieces.

 5. Reactivity with copper(II) chloride.

a. Label seven wells of a clean 24-well plate A through G.

b. Place a sample of each element in its well. The ribbon or solid 
wire samples provided by your teacher will be < 1 cm in length. 
Other samples should be no larger than the size of a match head.

c. Add 15 to 20 drops of copper(II) chloride (CuCl2) solution to each 
sample.

d. Observe each well for three to five minutes—changes may  

solution and which did not. Record these results.

  6. Reactivity with acid.

a. Repeat Steps 5a and 5b.

b. Add 15 to 20 drops of hydrochloric acid (HCl) to each well  
that contains a sample. (Caution: 0.5 M hydrochloric acid (HCl) 
can chemically attack skin if allowed to remain in contact for a 
long time. If any hydrochloric acid accidentally spills on you,  
ask a classmate to notify your teacher immediately. Wash the 
affected area immediately with tap water and continue rinsing  
for several minutes.)

c. Observe and record each result. Remember that the formation of 
gas bubbles or a change in a sample’s appearance may indicate 

reacted with hydrochloric acid and which did not. Record these 
results.

 7. Wash your hands thoroughly before leaving the laboratory.

44 Unit 1 Materials: Formulating Matter 

Figure 1.15  Testing a 
sample for malleability.
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expected results

Sample Code Element Appearance Crushing Conductivity
Reactivity with  
CuCl2 (aq) Reactivity with Acid

A
B
C
D
D (alt)
E
F
G

C
Mg
Si
Sn
Cu
S
Fe
Zn

Gray, dull
Shiny, silver
Gray, shiny
Shiny, silver
Shiny, orange-brown
Yellow, dull
Gray, shiny
Shiny, silver

Brittle
Malleable
Brittle
Malleable
Malleable
Brittle
Malleable
Malleable

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

No
Yes, darkens
No
Yes, darkens
No
No
Yes, darkens
Yes, darkens

No
Yes, bubbles
No
Yes, bubbles
Yes, bubbles
No
Yes, bubbles
Yes, bubbles
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SECTION A  Building Blocks of Chemistry 45

Interpreting Evidence
 1. Classify each property tested in this activity as either a physical 

property or a chemical property.

 2. Sort the seven coded elements into two groups based on similarities 
in their physical and chemical properties.

 3. Which element or elements could fit into either group? Why?

 4. Using the following information, classify each tested element as a 
metal, a nonmetal, or a metalloid:

and conduct electricity.

copper(II) chloride solution.

conduct electricity.

You have been introduced to one classification scheme for elements: met-
als, nonmetals, and metalloids. However, the quantity of detailed informa-
tion that is available about all the elements is enormous. When you are 
selecting or designing materials for particular uses, the more information 
you have about the materials (including similarities and differences among 
them), the better your decisions will be. 

 MAKING DECISIONS
A.11 IT’S ONLY MONEY
Based on what you have learned so far, you can begin to consider the ques-
tions posed in the unit-opening Web page. A good first step is to specify 
some properties that are necessary or desirable in currency. For example, a 
high-melting point material is required for coins; after all, who would want 
their money to melt in hot sunlight? However, a metallic luster is only a 
desirable coin property. 

Part I:
Apply your knowledge of existing currency, as well as what you have learned 
about properties of materials, to answer the following questions.

 1. For a suitable coin:

a.  What physical properties must the material have?

b.  What other physical properties are desirable?

c.  What chemical properties are required of the material?

d.  What other chemical properties are desirable?

45
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Interpreting Evidence 
1. Physical: appearance, crushing/

malleability, conductivity
Chemical: reaction with acid, reaction 
with CuCl2(aq)

2. Group 1: Elements B, D, F, and G (Mg, 
Sn/Cu, Fe, Zn).
Group 2: Elements A, C, and E  
(C, Si, S).

3. Element C (Si). It is shiny and 
conductive but brittle.

4. Metals—Elements B, D, F, and G (Mg, 
Sn/Cu, Fe, Zn); nonmetals—Elements 
A and E (C, S); metalloids—Element C 
(Si). Students may also classify carbon 
as a metalloid based on its conductiv-
ity. Because carbon lacks the charac-
teristic luster and reactivity with 
acids and copper(II) chloride solution, 
it is not classified as a metal.

MD   
A.11 it’s only MonEy

Refer to Unit 0 (page 6) for a description 
of the role and structure of Making 
Decisions activities.

Students should work in small 
groups to begin applying their knowl-
edge of chemistry to evaluation of the 
unit-opening web page and development 
of recommendations for U.S. dollar 
production and use. You may decide to 
require that each student (or group) 
maintain a folder for Making Decisions 
activities (including this one) that lead 
up to the final Putting It All Together.

answers 
Part I:
1. Coin considerations (Note: Student 

answers will vary.)
a. High melting point, conductivity, 

malleability, and an identifiable 
color.

b. An appropriate size and shape 
(relatively round) to work in 
coin-operated machines and a 
pleasing design.

c.  Resistance to corrosion, or the 
ability to form alloys.

d. Nonreactivity with metals (and 
other materials) used in other coins 
and machine parts and compatibil-
ity with potential coatings. 

additional information
Some everyday uses of the elements in 
this investigation:
• Carbon as graphite—steel making, 
lubricant, brake linings, pencils
• Carbon as diamond—gemstone, 
abrasives
• Carbon as activated carbon—decoloriz-
ing and purifying agent
• Magnesium—high-strength/low-weight 
alloys, flares, fireworks
• Silicon—transistors, semiconductors, 
solar cells

• Tin—coating alloys (solder, bronze, 
and pewter)
• Sulfur—producing sulfuric acid (#1 
industrial chemical), matches, gunpow-
der, vulcanized rubber
• Iron—structural metal (steel)
• Zinc—coating (galvanizing), alloys 
(brass), dry-cell batteries
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46 Unit 1 Materials: Formulating Matter

 2. For a suitable banknote (bill):

a. What physical properties must the material have?

b. What other physical properties are desirable?

c. What chemical properties are required of the material?

d. What other chemical properties are desirable?

 3. Which would make the best primary material for a new coin: a metal, 
nonmetal, or metalloid? Explain.

 4. What factors or desirable coin characteristics did you consider when 
you answered Question 3? 

Part II:
To make knowledgeable decisions, it is useful to collect information from 
several reliable sources. As you consider the use and sustainability of U.S. 
currency, it will be helpful to find the composition of dollar coins and bills 
now in circulation.

 5. How will you find the composition of current U.S. dollar bills and 
coins? (Hint: Think about the organizations that are responsible for 
producing money in the U.S.)

 6. How will you decide whether the information you find is reliable?

 7. What materials are found in the U.S. one-dollar coin? Write the name 
and symbol of each element in this coin.

 8. What materials compose the U.S. dollar bill?

Save your answers to these questions—they will help guide your decision-
making later in this unit. 
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2. Banknote (bill) considerations (Note: 
Student answers will vary.)
a. Durability, conductivity or magne-

tism (for vending use), ability to be 
printed with ink.

b. An appropriate size and shape, an 
attractive color, resistance to tearing 
and cutting.

c.  Resistance to acids and other 
corrosive agents, resistance to 
combustion.

d. Compatibility with potential 
coatings, antiviral or antibacterial 
properties.

3. Answers should favor metals. Gaseous 
nonmetals are not feasible, and other 
nonmetals tend to lack the appropri-
ate physical properties. Metalloids 
tend to have at least one poor prop-
erty for use as primary substance in a 
coin, such as reactivity, brittleness, or 
lack of conductivity.

4. Answers may include durability, lack 
of reactivity, ease of production, 
sustainability, or use in coin-operated 
machines.

Part II:
5. Students should indicate that they 

will search for information from 
organizations including the U.S. Mint 
(http://www.usmint.gov/), the Bureau 
of Engraving and Printing (http://
www.moneyfactory.gov/), and/or the 
Federal Reserve (http://www.federal-
reserve.gov/). They may also indicate 
that they will use an Internet search 
engine to find this information.

6. Students may assert that they will 
trust a site if it is part of the govern-
ment or that they will trust sites that 
“look professional” or do not have 
obvious errors. This is a good oppor-
tunity to begin a class discussion 
about the reliability of information on 
the Internet and in popular media.

7. Copper, Cu; Zinc, Zn; Manganese, Mn; 
Nickel, Ni.

8. Linen and cotton with red and blue 
synthetic fibers. A polymer strip that 
acts as a security thread may also be 
mentioned.
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SECTION A  Section Summary 47

Reviewing the Concepts

SUMMARYA SECTION

The physical properties of a material  
can be determined without altering the 
material’s chemical makeup; physical 
changes alter a material’s physical 
properties. Chemical properties describe 
how a material reacts chemically through 
its transformation into one or more  
different materials.

 1. Classify each as a chemical or a physical 
property:

a. Copper has a reddish brown color.

b. Propane burns readily.

c. Carbon dioxide gas extinguishes  
a candle flame.

d. Honey pours more slowly than does 
water.

 2. Classify each as a chemical or a physical 
property:

b. Ice floats in water.

c. Paper is flammable.

d. Sugar is soluble in water.

 3. Classify each as a chemical or a physical 
change:

a. A candle burns.

b. An opened carbonated beverage  
fizzes.

c. Hair curls as a result of a “perm.”

d. As shoes wear out, holes appear in  
the soles.

 4. Classify each as a chemical or a physical 
change:

a. A cut apple left out in the air turns brown.

b. Flashlight batteries lose their “charge” 
after extended use.

d. Italian salad dressing separates into 
layers over time.

 5. For each of your answers in Question 4,  
give evidence for your classification as a 
chemical or physical change. 

 6. a.  List steps involved in making chocolate-
chip cookies from scratch. 

b. Classify each step in Question 6a as 
involving either a chemical change or a 
physical change.

An element is composed of only one type 
of atom; compounds consist of two or 
more types of atoms. Both elements and 
compounds are considered substances.

 7. 

 8. Classify each of these substances as an 
element or a compound.

a. CO c.  HCl e.  NaHCO3 g.  I2

 9. Look at these models. 

(ii)(i) (v)(iv) (vi)(iii)

a. Which represent elements?

b. Which represent compounds?
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reviewing the Concepts 
1.  Chemical: b, c Physical: a, d
2.  Chemical: c Physical: a, b, d
3.  Chemical: a, c Physical: b, d
4.  Chemical: a, b Physical: c, d
5. a. The color change 

b. Energy has been produced by the 
system. Note: Students may have 
difficulty with this, because 
although new substances have been 
formed within the battery, they are 
not evident.

c.  No new substances are formed.
d. No new substances are formed.

6. Step 1: Measure and mix sugars, oils, 
and eggs; Step 2: Stir in dry ingredi-
ents (flour, baking soda, salt); Step 3: 
Stir in chocolate chips; Step 4: Drop 
onto cookie sheet; Step 5: Bake 8–10 
minutes until light brown. Steps 1–4 
are physical changes; Step 5 is a 
chemical change.

7. A substance is a sample of matter that 
has a uniform and definite composi-
tion, as well as distinct properties. 
Both elements and compounds are 
examples of substances. (Students 
may give more specific examples, 
such as sodium chloride or water. 
Either type of example is acceptable.)

8. Elements:  b, d, g;  Compounds:  a, c, 
e, f

9. a. i, ii, iv, and vi represent elements
b. iii and v represent compounds
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48 Unit 1 Materials: Formulating Matter

A chemical formula indicates the  
composition of a substance. 

 10. What two pieces of information does a 
chemical formula provide?

 11. 
chemical formulas. 

 12. Name the elements and list the number of 
each atom in the following formulas for 
substances:

  a.  phosphoric acid, H3PO4 (used in soft 
drinks and fertilizers)

b. sodium hydroxide, NaOH (found in some 
drain cleaners)

c. sulfur dioxide, SO2 (a by-product of coal 
combustion)

Elements can be classified as metals,  
nonmetals, or metalloids, according to 
their physical and chemical properties.

 13. Classify each property as characteristic of 
metals or nonmetals:

a. shiny in appearance

b. does not react with acids

c. shatters easily

d. electrically conductive

 14. List the names and symbols of two elements 
that are metalloids.

 15. What would you expect to happen if you 
tapped a sample of nickel with a hammer?

 16. List two properties that make nonmetals 
unsuitable for electric wiring.

 17. List three properties that make metals 
suitable for coins.

Scientific investigations often involve 
making accurate observations of  
phenomena and collecting these  
observations as organized data. These 
data can be used to draw inferences  
and as evidence in proposing and  
supporting scientific explanations.

 18. What is an inference?

 19. Classify each of the following as an 
observation or an inference:

a. Bubbles are produced when baking soda 
solution and vinegar are mixed.

b. Baking soda solution and vinegar react 
when mixed.

c. The dog with muddy paws has been 
digging in the garden.

d. Katie was late to chemistry class on 
Wednesday.

e. Universal indicator turned red when 
added to hydrochloric acid.

f. Universal indicator showed that 
hydrochloric acid is acidic.

 20. Why is it important to organize laboratory 
observations?

 21. Why is it necessary to read an entire 
investigation before beginning laboratory 
work?

Models help in visualizing and 
understanding particles and phenomena 
that cannot be directly observed.

 22. 2).

 23. 
tetrachloride (CCl4), a toxic compound once 
used in the production of refrigerants.

 24. Write the formula of the compound 
represented by this model:  

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6E
Perm Fig.: 1035     New Fig.: 1AUN06
First Pass: 2010-06-25

 25. 
copper can be drawn into a wire.

 26. What is meant by the statement “All models 
have some limitations”?
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 10. The identity and number of each 
type of element in a substance

 11. Chemical symbols represent ele-
ments and have an upper case letter 
or one upper and one lower case 
letter. Chemical formulas represent 
the identity and number of elements 
in a substance.

 12. a.  3 hydrogen atoms, 1 phosphorus 
atom, and 4 oxygen atoms

b. 1 sodium atom, 1 oxygen atom, 
and 1 hydrogen atom

c. 1 sulfur atom and 2 oxygen atoms
 13. Metal: a, d; nonmetal: b, c
 14. Metalloids include boron (B), silicon 

(Si), germanium (Ge), arsenic (As), 
antimony (Sb), tellurium (Te), and 
polonium (Po).

 15. It would flatten.
 16. Brittleness and nonconductivity
 17. Malleability, conductivity, luster, and 

lack of reactivity
 18. An inference is a conclusion drawn 

from observations or data. 
 19. Inference: b, c, f; observation:  a, d, e
 20. Organization makes it easier to draw 

conclusions or make claims based 
upon data.

 21. Student answers should mention 
 the needs to develop a plan or know 
what they will be doing in the 
laboratory, create a useful data table, 
and be aware of all safety concerns.

 22. Students should draw two identical 
atoms connected together, similar to 
this: 

 23. Students should draw one atom of 
one type and 4 of another shape, 
similar to this:  

 24. C2H6

 25. Students’ drawings should have 
several atoms of the same type in a 
row or column.

 26. Answers should include some 
limitations discussed in Modeling 
Matter A.8 such as: Models are 
simplistic, show only part of what 
may be occurring in a system, and 
have some bias.

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 1009     New Fig.: 1AUN09
First Pass: 2010-08-09

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 1010     New Fig.: 1AUN10
First Pass: 2010-08-09

How do chemists 
describe matter? 
Student answers should include:
• Chemists describe matter using 
symbols, models and words. (Sym-
bolic, particulate and macroscopic 
representations.)
• Chemists use investigations to 
gather information and create 
descriptions of properties of matter. 
(Chemical and physical properties 
and changes)

• Ideal student answers will include 
drawings and formulas describing 
some of the substances studied.
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SECTION A  Section Summary 49

Connecting the Concepts
 27. Three kinds of observations that may 

indicate a chemical change are listed below. 
However, a physical change may also result 

chemical cause and a possible physical 
cause for each observation:

a. change in color

b. change in temperature

c. formation of a gas

 28. 
outside of chemistry class—in the last week.

 29. 
chemistry class to visualize or understand 
phenomena.

 30. Which is more clearly represented by 
models, a molecular compound or a metal? 
Explain your reasoning.

Extending the Concepts
 31. Some elements in Table 1.1 (page 38) have 

symbols that are not based on their modern 
names (such as K for potassium). Look up 
their historical names and explain the origin 
of their symbols.

 32. The symbols of elements are accepted and 
used by chemists in all nations, regardless 
of their country’s official language. 
However, the name of an element often 
depends on language. For example, the 
element N is nitrogen in English but azote 
in French. The element H is hydrogen in 
English but Wasserstoff in German. 
Investigate the names of some common 
elements in a foreign language of your 
choice. What are the meanings or origins of 
the foreign element names that you find? 
How do those meanings or origins compare 
with those for the corresponding English 
element names? 

 33. How is mercury different from most other 
metallic elements? Using outside resources, 
describe some applications that take 
advantage of the properties of metallic 
mercury.

 34. 
heated and cooled, it can either be hard and 
brittle or malleable. Explain how the same 
metal can have both characteristics.

 35. Classify the components of one or more 
pieces of jewelry you might possibly wear 
as being composed of metals, nonmetals,  
or metalloids.

How do chemists describe 
matter?
Now that you have begun your  
study of chemistry, it is time to  
tackle the question that opened 
Section A. Think about what you 
have learned, then answer the 
question in your own words in 
organized paragraphs. Your answer 
should demonstrate (and perhaps 
clarify!) your understanding of the 
key ideas in this section. 

Be sure to consider the following  
in your response: properties of 
substances, the particulate view of 
matter, the language of chemistry, 
models, and the role of observation 
and investigation.
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Connecting the Concepts
 27. Answers will vary; everyday exam-

ples include: 
a. chemical: red litmus turns blue; 

physical: a wire becomes red hot
b. chemical: burning candle; physi-

cal: cooling due to evaporation of a 
liquid 

c. chemical: production of gas when 
baking soda and vinegar react; 
physical: carbon dioxide coming 
out of solution when a carbonated 
beverage is opened

 28. Students’ answers may include 
statements such as: 
• We inferred that the traffic acci-

dent caused everyone to be late to 
school.

• I inferred from my friend’s expres-
sion that she did not feel well.

 29. Students’ answers could include 
financial/investment models, 
weather models, aging programs 
used by forensics experts, model cars 
or airplanes, or flight simulators.

3 0. Students could choose either answer, 
as long as they support their choice. 

For instance, molecular compounds 
can be readily modeled because they 
are made up of a specific number of 
atoms per molecule. Or, models of 
metals are able to represent the 
properties and behavior of metals.

extending the Concepts 
 31. Symbols for some elements are derived 

from the Latin name for the element.

 32. Student answers will vary. Web 
elements (www.webelements.com)  
is a useful resource. Some examples: 
Copper (Cu) in Latin is cyprium and 
in Late Latin is cuprum. Chlorine (Cl) 
in Spanish is cloro, in Greek is 
chlòros, in French is chlore, and in 
German is Chlor.

 33. Answers will vary, but should 
indicate that mercury is extremely 
dense and is the only metal that is a 
liquid at room temperature. It is used 
in mercury barometers, thermom-
eters, manometers, electric relays, 
electrodes for some batteries, and 
dental amalgams. Mercury is very 
toxic as a vapor and in many com-
pounds, especially organomercury 
compounds.

 34. The rate of heating and cooling 
determines the arrangement of atoms. 
This, in turn, determines brittleness 
or malleability.

 35. Jewelry is made primarily of metals 
—they can be drawn into wire and 
hammered into shape. Alloys of 
metals are also useful because they 
are resistant to corrosion. Jewelry 
may also contain nonmetals such as 
carbon (diamonds); and compounds 
of nonmetals and metals, such as 
calcium carbonate (pearls), and 
aluminum oxide (ruby and sapphire).

Element Symbol
Latin Origin 
of Symbol

Gold Au aurum; “shining 
dawn”

Iron Fe ferrum: “iron”
Lead Pb plumbum; “lead”
Mercury Hg hydrargentum; 

“liquid silver”
Potassium K kalium; “alkali”
Silver Ag argentum; “silver”  

or “money”
Sodium Na natrium; “soda”
Tin Sn stannum; meant 

“silver/lead alloy” 
before tin was 
recognized as an 
element
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SECTION
PERIODIC TRENDS 
How can the periodic table be used to 
help explain and predict the properties of 
chemical elements? 

More than 100 chemical elements have been discovered and explored. 
Of those, a small number are considered highly prized and used for 
coins, jewelry, and art. Why are some more valuable than others? How 
do scientists classify and organize the characteristics of the elements? 
In this section, you will examine properties of some elements and con-
struct statements about groups of elements and their reactivity. You will 
also be introduced to the periodic table, one of a chemist’s most impor-
tant tools. As you study the ideas in this section, think about how this 
tool could help you to choose or explain the use of certain elements in 
forms of currency.

GOALS

a. predict physical and chemical properties of an element,

b. identify elements by their atomic numbers, and

c. locate periods and groups (families) of elements. 

subatomic particles: protons, neutrons, and electrons.

of an ion containing a specified number of protons and 
electrons. 

of the periodic table.

compound’s anion and cation names and electrical charges.

B

P1.  How can you distinguish between chemical and physical  
properties?

2.  What information does a chemical formula contain about a  
compound?

3.  Draw and label a diagram that illustrates the structure of an atom.

50 Unit 1 Materials: Formulating Matter
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2. (Concept developed in Sections 
A.5–A.8.) Students should state that 
chemical formulas specify which 
chemical elements are in the com-
pound, as well as the number of atoms 
of each type of element. Clicker 
Question Idea: How many atoms are 
in each formula unit of the compound 
CuSO4? A. 3 B. 6 C. 9 D. 12  
  (Correct answer: B)

3. (Looking ahead; answers will be based 
on students’ prior knowledge.) 
Suggest to students that they both 
draw a picture and describe in words 
their model of an atom. Students 
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Section B introduces students to the 
periodic table and related topics, includ-
ing atomic structure, formation of ions, 
and reactivity of metals. Students organize 
elements according to their properties; 
account for subatomic particles; use 
periodicity to investigate, analyze and 
predict properties of elements; model and 
predict formulas of ionic compounds;  
and explore the reactivity of metals.

using the section 
Question 
This question explores the essence of the 
periodic table and its power as a tool for 
chemists and materials designers. By the 
end of the section, students should be 
able to link both observable properties 
and atomic structure to the periodic 
table. They should also be able to explain 
the processes that led to the development 
of the modern periodic table, with 
special emphasis on collecting and 
organizing data and observations about 
the natural world.

goals 
This section’s goals center on the 
periodic table, properties of elements, 
atomic structure, and the connections 
among these topics. Students are also 
expected to identify and write formulas 
of ionic compounds and collect and 
organize experimental data.

Pconcept check 3
As alternatives to asking students to 
complete the questions individually, 
consider these approaches to using the 
Concept Check feature:

• Use the questions to frame a class 
discussion. Solicit ideas from students 
and ask other students to add to or 
comment on each others’ ideas before 
jumping into the discussion yourself. 
Ask students to give an example or to 
defend their reasoning.
• If you use clicker technology in your 
classroom, write clicker questions to 
address one or more Concept Check 
questions. Clickers are most effective 
when used in combination with class 
discussions. In some cases, you may ask 
students to answer individually. In 
others, you may prompt students to 
“discuss with your neighbor” before 
responding. Tips for effective use of 
clicker technology in classrooms can be 
found here: http://www.cwsei.ubc.ca/
resources/clickers.htm

Possible responses
1. (Concept developed in Sections 

A.2–A.4.) The “big idea” that students 
should have by this point is that 

chemical properties describe the 
tendency for a substance to chemi-
cally react and to be transformed into 
one or more new substances. Physical 
properties describe physical features 
that are observed or measured for a 
particular substance, such as density, 
luster, and melting point. Clicker 
Question Idea: Which of the following 
is an example of a chemical property? 
A. Copper is shiny. B. Aluminum can 
be pounded into thin sheets. C. Iron 
rusts when exposed to oxygen and 
water. D. Water changes from a liquid 
to a gas at 100 °C. (Correct answer: C)
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SECTION B  Periodic Trends 51

 MAKING DECISIONS 
B.1  GROUPING THE ELEMENTS
By the mid-1800s, chemists had identified about 60 elements. Five of these 
elements were nonmetals that are gases at room temperature: hydrogen (H), 

were also known, the metal mercury (Hg) and the nonmetal bromine (Br). 

to place elements with similar properties near one another in a chart. Such 
an arrangement is called a periodic table
chemist, published a periodic table in 1869. We use such a table today.  
In some respects, the periodic table has a pattern that resembles a monthly 
calendar, in which weeks repeat in a regular (periodic) 
seven-day cycle. Figure 1.16 shows a moon chart, which is 
another type of periodic chart. 

card lists some properties of a particular element.

 1. Arrange the cards in order of increasing atomic 
mass. 

 2. 

properties. You might need to  
try several methods of grouping according to 
properties before you find one that makes sense to 
you.

 3. 
patterns. Arrange the cards within each group  

be a useful method for accomplishing  
this task.

 4. Observe how particular element properties vary 

well as any inferences that you make.

 5. Arrange all the card groups into some logical 

 6. Select the most reasonable and useful patterns 

onto a sheet of paper to preserve your pattern for 
later classroom discussion.

 7. Write an explanation that summarizes how and 
why you (1) grouped the elements, (2) arranged the 
elements within groups, and (3) arranged the 
groups. Support your explanation with evidence 
from the data cards.

Figure 1.16   This chart of the moon shows 
that the phases repeat at regular intervals or 
periods. Scientists use the term periodicity to 
describe trends such as this. Can you think of 
other common periodic examples?

Sun Mon Tue Wed

February

Thu Fri Sat
1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10 11 12

13 14 15 16 17 18 19

20 21 22 23 24 25 26

27 28

Sun Mon Tue Wed

January

Thu Fri Sat
1

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15

16 17 18 19 20 21 22

23 24 25 26 27 28 29

30 31
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 MD   b.1 grouping tHE  
ElEMEnts

Data cards (available in the TRM) 
containing selected chemical and 
physical properties of 20 elements are 
used to classify the elements according 
to similarities in their properties, an 
approach employed by Mendeleev (who 
worked with 63 elements and similar 
data). You may duplicate the cards to 
make a copy for each student or small 
group. This activity works well as a 
group project in class. Groups can 
display their “periodic tables” and be 
ready to describe how patterns they 
used are useful in organizing and 
predicting. Tell students that their 
arrangement must make sense in more 
than one direction, that is, that columns 
and rows must both have a pattern. 
Allow students to use arrangements of 
the elements that differ from the modern 
periodic table as long as they can 
explain and justify their arrangements. 

Ensure that students know that a 
dash on a data card should be inter-
preted as a “zero.” This indicates that 
the element does not combine with the 
specified substance to form a compound. 

If students have difficulty arranging 
the data cards, consider giving them 
hints such as “mass must increase going 
across” or “chemical properties must 
remain the same going down.” Refrain 
from giving hints unless students are 
clearly unable to proceed after encour-
agement and more subtle guidance—the 
activity is most useful when students 
arrange the elements according to their 
own patterns.

Students will use these cards again in 
Developing Skills B.6. In that activity, 
they will graph some of these data and 
determine whether observed patterns are 
consistent with how they organized 
cards in this activity.

Differentiation
extension
Provide an additional card and ask 
students to figure out where it would  
be placed in their arrangement. 

An example (the data for a card for 
Germanium):

Atomic Mass 72
Melting Point 938˚C
Boiling Point 5131˚C
O in oxide 2
Cl in chloride 4

TRM  
 
eleMent Data CarDs
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should already know about subatomic 
particles (electrons, protons, and 
neutrons) and the nucleus. As 
students learn more about atomic 
structure, ask them to refer to these 
original drawings and descriptions 
and reflect on how their ideas are 
being refined. Reflect again in Unit 3, 
when electron shells are introduced. 
Atomic structure is an example of a 
key chemistry concept that students 
will develop and refine throughout 
the year. Helping students to monitor 
their previous and current ideas helps 
them to track their conceptual growth.

a Using the Figures
Figure 1.16 The caption asks students 
to think of other common periodic 
examples. These could include school 
class schedules, a woman’s menstrual 
cycle, and appearances of Halley’s 
Comet, to name a few.
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52 Unit 1 Materials: Formulating Matter

B.2  EARLY PERIODIC TABLES
-

tics of elements, one physical and one chemical. First, chemists knew that 
atoms of different elements have different masses. For example, hydrogen 

atoms have the lowest mass, oxygen atoms are about 16 
times more massive than hydrogen atoms, and sulfur atoms 
are about twice as massive as oxygen atoms (making them 
about 32 times more massive than hydrogen atoms). Based 
on such comparisons, an average atomic mass was assigned 

mass then became one of the two criteria for arranging ele-
ments. See Figures 1.17 and 1.18.

respective “combining capacity” with other elements, 

Atoms of various elements differ in the way that they 
combine with another element. For example, one atom of 

2 2.
In the first periodic tables, elements with similar chemical properties were 

placed in vertical columns. Horizontal arrangements were based on increas-

a classification scheme for some elements in much the same way Mendeleev 

properties found among neighboring elements. We know now that all ele-
ments in the leftmost column of the periodic table are very reactive metals. 
All elements listed in the rightmost column are unreactive (noble) gases. 

Figure 1.18  This periodic 
table (rotated 90 degrees from 
Mendeleev’s first version) was 
created before Marie Curie’s 
discovery of radium in 1898. 
Note that the periodic table on 
the stamp shows radium in col-
umn II below Ba (barium). What 
other differences do you note 
between those two versions of 
Mendeleev’s periodic table? 
What differences exist between 
those periodic tables and the 
modern version on page 60?

Figure 1.17  Dimitri  
Mendeleev (1834–1907) 
studied trends in the 
physical and chemical 
properties of elements. 
This stamp shows a version 
of Mendeleev’s periodic 
table and some laboratory 
equipment that may have 
been used to gather evi-
dence to construct it.
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b.2 EArly pErioDic tAblEs
This section describes the development 
of the periodic table as a search for 
patterns and regularities. You may wish 
to highlight the fact that the same 
properties used by students in Making 
Decisions B.1—atomic mass and 
combining capacity—were used by 
designers of early periodic tables.

Differentiation
TRM  

 
reaDing guiDe 

A reading guide is available to help 
students organize the information in 
Sections B.2–B.4. While designed to 
improve learning for all students, the 
reading guide is particularly appropriate 
for students who have learning differ-
ences, experience difficulty reading and 
comprehending, or speak English as a 
second language.
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a Using the Figures
Figures 1.17 and 1.18 

•  The stamp in Figure 1.17 was 
issued in 2009, commemorating 
the 175th anniversary of Mende-
leev’s birth. It may be useful to 
view a larger image, which can 
be found here: http://images-00.
delcampe-static.net/img_large/auc-
tion/000/085/766/324_001.jpg?v=1. 
Note that the design takes some 
artistic license in depicting Mende-
leev’s 1871 periodic table (shown in 
Figure 1.18). The overall organization 
is nearly identical, but in the stamp, 
atomic numbers accompany each 
chemical symbol, not atomic masses 
as in Figure 1.18. In fact, Henry Mose-
ley (1887–1915) was the first scientist 
to use atomic numbers to organize 
the periodic table, in 1914. Doing so 
helped to eliminate some inconsis-
tencies in Mendeleev’s table.
•  An online database of known peri-
odic tables exists, and you may want 
to direct students to explore this site: 
http://www.meta-synthesis.com/web-
book/35_pt/pt_database.php. This 
site links to Mendeleev’s handwritten 
draft of his first periodic table (1868), 
his first table, vertical table, second 
table (that shown in Figure 1.18), and 
Mendeleev’s predictions for not-yet-
discovered elements. Viewing his 
handwritten draft, in particular, helps 
to make the point that constructing 
the periodic table wasn’t automatic 
and obvious, and required a lot of 
sense-making and false-starts. 
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SECTION B  Periodic Trends 53

Mendeleev’s work, serves as the basis for the modern periodic table.

B.3  THE ELECTRICAL NATURE  
OF MATTER

Section A introduced the concept of elements and compounds. How do the 
atoms in compounds “stick” together to form molecules? Are atoms made up 

-
standing the electrical properties of matter.

You have already experienced 
the electrical nature of matter, most 
probably without realizing it. 

pieces of fabric stick firmly together 
and can be separated only with 

-
times receive after walking across a 
rug and touching a metal doorknob 
is another reminder of matter’s 
electrical nature. And if you rub 
two inflated balloons against your 
hair, both balloons will attract your 
hair but repel each other, a phe-
nomenon best observed when the 
humidity is low. See Figure 1.19.

-
ter can be summarized as follows:

What are these positive and negative charges? How do they relate to the 

protons and 
negatively charged particles called electrons. For instance, an electrically 
neutral sodium atom contains 11 protons and 11 electrons. An electrically 
neutral chlorine atom contains 17 protons and 17 electrons. Knowing the 
total protons and electrons within an atom, you can determine its overall 
electrical charge. For example, a potassium atom with 19 protons and 18 
electrons would be an ion with a 1+ charge, or K+. 

Figure 1.19  Rubbing 
a balloon against your 
hair results in static  
electricity. The balloon 
attracts your hair, even 
when you hold it away 
from your head.

Heikkenen/Chemistry in the Community
ID#111.Heik 1036/H083 

HRS  12/9/99  Revised 1/12/00

Like charges repel or

Unlike charges attract

+ + –

+ –

–
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b.3 tHE ElEctricAl nAturE 
of MAttEr
This section provides a brief introduc-
tion to several concepts that will be 
revisited later: interactions among 
charges, specifically the attraction of 
opposite charges and repulsion of like 
charges; protons and electrons as 
sources of electrical charges within 
atoms; and the role of attractions 
between the protons and electrons  
in holding molecules together.

Terms introduced in this section 
include protons, electrons, and neu-
trons. Although most students will be 
familiar with these terms from previous 
science courses, you may choose to add 
the terms to a class word wall or provide 
additional support for English-language 
learners, such as models or a vocabulary 
notebook, to understand these key 
chemistry terms.

To be successful with upcoming 
ideas, at this point students will need to 
know that atoms contain positively 
charged protons and negatively charged 
electrons, and that electrically neutral 
atoms have equal numbers of protons 
and electrons. The purpose of this 
section is to introduce ideas about the 
structure of atoms. Do not discuss or 
drill these concepts in great detail now, 
as students will learn more about 
subatomic particles later. 

Demonstration ideas
Rub two inflated balloons with a dry 
wool cloth. The balloons will acquire 
extra electrons and repel one another. It 
may be easiest to show this by attaching 
each balloon to a string.

Alternately, rub an inflated balloon 
on your hair and then use the balloon to 
make your hair stand up. In this demon-
stration, the hair transfers electrons to 
the balloon, so the hair and balloon 
become oppositely charged and attract 
one another.
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54 Unit 1 Materials: Formulating Matter

In addition to protons and electrons, most atoms contain one or more elec-
trically neutral particles called neutrons. Positive–negative attractions 
between protons in one atom and electrons in another atom provide the 

You will use these ideas in later sections and in future units to learn about 
and explain the properties of materials (and why they are useful in currency 
and other applications), the process of dissolving, and chemical bonding. 
Now you will combine these ideas with your knowledge of atoms to explain 
the organization of the modern periodic table.

B.4  THE MODERN PERIODIC TABLE

according to their increasing atomic number (number of protons). Because 

contained in neutral atoms of each element.
 

average atomic masses to organize the elements. Although this method pro-
duces reasonable results for elements with relatively small atomic masses,  

-
tence of another small particle that also contributes to the atomic mass,  

 
determined by the combined mass of protons and neutrons in its nucleus. 

nucleus is a concentrated region of positive charge (due to protons) in 
the center of an atom. See Figure 1.20.

 
is called the mass number
each electron is about 1/2000th the mass of a proton or neutron, the  
total mass of the electrons does not contribute significantly to the mass of  
an atom.

While all atoms of a particular element have the same number of protons, 
the number of neutrons can differ from atom to atom of an element. For 
example, carbon atoms always contain 6 protons, but they may contain 6, 7, 

13, or 14. For example, 6 protons + 7 neutrons = mass number 13. Atoms 
with the same number of protons but different numbers of neutrons, such as 
these carbon atoms, are called isotopes. In other words, isotopes are atoms of 
the same element with different mass numbers. 

Is there a connection between the atomic numbers used to organize the 
modern periodic table and the properties of elements used by 19th-century 
chemists to create their periodic tables? If there is, what is that connection? 

the properties of elements.

54

b.4 tHE MoDErn pErioDic 
tAblE
This section continues the discussion  
of subatomic particles (considered in 
greater detail in Unit 6) and relates the 
number of protons in an atom of an 
element to that element’s placement on 
the periodic table. Emphasize that the 
atomic number (number of protons) 
determines the identity of the element 
and its position on the table. Distinguish 
atomic number and atomic mass—used 
to organize early periodic tables— 
stressing that atomic mass also includes 
neutrons and the negligible mass added 
by electrons. 

To highlight the limitation of organiz-
ing the periodic table by atomic mass, 
direct students to the element cards they 
arranged in Making Decisions B.1. Ask 
them whether atomic mass is unique for 
each card/element. They should notice 
that two elements have atomic weight 
40. You may wish to ask students to 
explain how this is possible or remind 
them that neutrons also contribute to 
atomic mass. Subatomic particles, 
including the proton, were not known 
when early periodic tables were devel-
oped but now provide a more consistent 
basis for organizing the periodic table.

This section introduces the concept 
of isotopes. Isotopes are revisited in 
greater detail in Unit 6. You may wish to 
briefly discuss how isotopes lead to the 
values for atomic mass on the periodic 
table, which are weighted averages of 
the natural distribution of isotopes of 
each element. Throughout the text, the 
term average atomic mass is used for the 
values. Although the term atomic weight 
is still used and even preferred in some 
contexts, it is not used here because it is 
not actually a weight (with units of 
force) and could cause further confusion 
between weight and mass. More infor-
mation about this terminology can be 
found at http://www.avogadro.co.uk/
definitions/ar.htm, http://www.iupac.
org/publications/pac/1992/
pdf/6410x1535.pdf, and http://www.rsc.
org/education/teachers/learnnet/
periodictable/pre16/develop/index.htm. 

Differentiation
extension
Students who plan further study of 
chemistry may be interested in knowing 
that (unlike the atomic mass scale of the 
1800s) the modern atomic mass scale of 
the elements is based on a particular 
kind of carbon atom (the isotope 
carbon-12), which is defined as having 
an atomic mass of exactly 12. You could 
also consider introducing or asking 
students to research the units associated 

with atomic mass, relative atomic mass, 
and atomic “weight” using some of the 
links cited above.
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SECTION B  Periodic Trends 55

Figure 1.20  Model of a lithium (Li) atom. Each electrically neutral lithium atom contains three protons, 
three electrons, and either three or four neutrons. In this model, the protons and three neutrons reside in the 
Li nucleus (center). Electrons are not depicted as individual particles; they occupy “electron clouds” around 
the nucleus. Two electrons (yellow cloud) remain close to the nucleus; the third electron (fainter cloud) is 
relatively farther away. Electron clouds occupy most of an atom’s volume; the nucleus accounts for nearly 
all the atom’s mass. Note that an atom does not have a distinctly defined “outer edge,” but, instead, has a 
rather fuzzy outer region.

55
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 Using the Figures
Figure 1.20 Use this figure to  
tie back to students’ responses to 
Concept Check 3, Question 4 
(Describe your understanding of the 
structure of an atom). It is common 
for students to visualize an atom as 
electrons orbiting the nucleus like 
planets orbiting the Sun. This is no 
longer an accepted model. A better 
model is of electron “clouds” sur- 
rounding the nucleus. You may want 
to point out some limitations of this 
particular representation to your 
students. For instance, “edges” on 
atoms are fuzzier than depicted here. 
Also, the nucleus as drawn is much 
too large (which allows students to 
identify and count protons and 
neutrons). In reality, an atom’s dia- 
meter is about 10,000 times the 
diameter of its nucleus. 
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56 Unit 1 Materials: Formulating Matter

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
B.5  COUNTING SUBATOMIC 

PARTICLES

  1. 

Sample Problem 2: Determine whether an atom of scandium 
with 21 protons and 18 electrons is electrically neutral or has a net 
charge. If it is charged, calculate the net charge.

With 21 positively charged protons and only 18 negatively charged 
electrons, the scandium atom would have an excess charge of 3+ 
and would not be electrically neutral.

Sample Problem 1: Write the symbol, number of protons, 
number of neutrons, and number of electrons for the hydrogen  
isotope with mass number 1. See table below.

You can find element symbols on the periodic table (page 60). 
Hydrogen’s symbol is H. An element’s identity specifies its atomic 

that element. Hydrogen’s atomic number is one, so it contains one 
proton. If the atom is a neutral atom, then the number of electrons 

the sum of the protons and neutrons, so the number of neutrons can 
be determined by subtracting the number of protons from the mass 

there are no neutrons in this hydrogen isotope.

Element 
Name

Element 
Symbol

Number of 
protons

Number of 
neutrons

Number of 
electrons 

Hydrogen H 1 0 1
Sodium 12
Boron 5

B 6
115 77

Pa 140

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

56

DS    b.5 counting  
subAtoMic pArticlEs

This activity allows students to practice 
applying the ideas they learned in 
Section B.4. Extra Practice is available in 
the TRM, but students need not master 
these skills at this point, as they will be 
revisited in later units.

TRM  
 
eXtra PraCtiCe

answers

1.   2. a. Neutral?   no   Charge: 1
b. Neutral?   no   Charge: 3
c.  Neutral?   no   Charge: 3
d. Neutral?   no   Charge: 2
e.  Neutral?  yes   Charge: 0
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Element 
Name

Element  
symbol

Number  
of protons

Number  
of neutrons

Number of  
electrons

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Hydrogen
Sodium
Boron
Boron
Iridium
Protactinium

 H
 Na
 B
 B
 Ir
 Pa

1
11
5
5

77
91

0
12

5
6

115
140

1 
11
5
5

77
91
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SECTION B  Periodic Trends 57

 2. 
calculate the net charge.     

a. chlorine: 17 protons 18 electrons Neutral?   

b. cobalt: 27 protons 24 electrons Neutral?  

c. gold: 79 protons 76 electrons Neutral?  

d. strontium: 38 protons 36 electrons Neutral?  

e. argon: 18 protons 18 electrons Neutral?  

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
B.6  PERIODIC VARIATION IN 

PROPERTIES
Your teacher will assist you in identifying the atomic numbers of the 20 ele-

information about each element’s properties from the element data cards 

Look for patterns between atomic numbers and element properties as you 
construct the graphs. 

Graphing Guidelines
 

and informed citizens! Whether you are looking at environmental data  
to determine trends or organizing data that will allow you to see a predict-
able relationship, you will be looking for regularities or patterns among  

such graphs.

available space on the graph paper.

awkward values such as 6, 7, 9, or 14.

values cluster in a range far from zero.  

this: . If you plot more than one set of data on the same graph, 
distinguish each by using a different color or small geometric shape 
to enclose the points, such as: , . , or .

purpose to readers.

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
B.5  COUNTING SUBATOMIC 

PARTICLES

57

DS   b.6 pErioDic  
VAriAtions in  
propErtiEs

In this activity, students produce graphs 
illustrating the periodic relationships of 
elemental properties. After discovering 
the cyclic (periodic) trends, students 
relate their interpretations to the modern 
periodic table. 

To begin the activity, students should 
label each element card from Making 
Decisions B.1 with the appropriate 
atomic number, using the periodic 
table’s average atomic masses for 
guidance. You may choose to review  
the term mass number—the sum of the 
protons and neutrons in an atom. Mass 
number can be loosely estimated by 
rounding atomic weight to the nearest 
whole number. The numbers labeled 
“atomic mass” on the element cards are 
more accurately called mass numbers.

Students often have difficulty with 
the two cards that show a mass number 
of 40. Students should use properties of 
the elements to decide which is argon 
(18, an inert gas) and which is calcium 
(20, a reactive solid). 

Students will need to convert boiling 
points on each card from degrees Celsius 
to kelvins. The resulting bar graph is 
easier to interpret, since all boiling 
points will be above zero.

Depending on student skills and 
abilities, you may wish to discuss the 
reasons for using bar graphs in this 
activity. In general, line graphs are used 
for continuous data, so even if data are 
available only for discrete points, the 
assumption is that intermediate points 
would have intermediate values. When 
plotting atomic numbers, there are no 
intermediate points—an element is, for 
instance, nitrogen (7) or oxygen (8), not 
atomic number 7.5. Thus, it is not 
appropriate to use a graph that suggests 
data are continuous. 
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58 Unit 1 Materials: Formulating Matter

scatter plot or bar graph) for your data.

Graph 1: Trends in a chemical property
 1. On a sheet of graph paper, draw a set of axes and title the graph 

Trends in a Chemical Property.

 2. Label the x-axis Atomic Number
determine the range of possible numbers that you will need to 
display on your graph. Mark your x-axis with these values in mind.

 3. Label the y-axis Number of Oxygen Atoms (per Atom) in Oxide.  
What is the range of possible numbers that you will have to display 
on your graph? Mark your y-axis with these values in mind.

 4. 
oxide data from the element cards. 

 5. Label each bar with the actual symbol of the element involved in  
that compound.

Graph 2: Trends in a physical property
 6. On a separate sheet of graph paper, draw a set of axes, and title the 

plot Trends in a Physical Property.

 7. Label the x-axis Atomic Number. What range of possible numbers 
will you have to display on your graph? Mark your x-axis with these 
values in mind.

 8. Label the y-axis Boiling Point (K). What range of possible numbers 

element cards. (Hint:
number 6. Including the boiling point of this element (carbon) would 

Figure 1.21  Sample bar graph for oxide data.

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6E
Perm Fig.: 1043     New Fig.: 1-21
First Pass: 2010-06-25
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Variations and extensions
• Use a spreadsheet or graphing calcula-
tor to complete this activity.
• Plot the Number of Chlorine Atoms 
per Atom or the melting point versus 
atomic number instead of, or in addition 
to, the specified graphs.
• Use the American Chemical Society’s 
animated periodic table at http://
acswebcontent.acs.org/games/pt.html to 
further investigate periodic trends. This 
site lets users generate graphs for a wide 
range of properties including melting 
point, boiling point, and atomic radius. 
A note of caution, however: This web 
site uses line graphs instead of bar 
graphs (see discussion above).
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Mass number Atomic number Element Symbol Boiling Point (K)
1
4
7
9
10
12
14
16
19
20

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Hydrogen
Helium
Lithium
Beryllium
Boron
Carbon
Nitrogen
Oxygen
Fluorine
Neon

H
He
Li
Be
B
C
N
O
F
Ne

21
4
1600
2780
2800
4620
77
90
85 
27
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SECTION B  Periodic Trends 59

distort the graph.) Mark your y-axis with these values in mind, as 

plot these kelvin temperatures. (Hint: See the margin note on this 

to kelvins.) 

 9. 
data from the element cards, as shown in Figure 1.22.

 10. Label each constructed bar with the actual symbol of the element it 
represents.

Questions
 1. Hint: 

Focus on elements represented by very large or very small values.) 

 2. Are these graphs consistent with patterns found in your earlier 

 3. Based on these two bar graphs, why is the chemist’s organization of 
elements called a periodic table? (Hint: Look up the meaning of 
periodic in the dictionary.)

 4. Where are elements with the highest proportion of oxygen in their 
oxides located on the periodic table?

 5. Where are elements with the highest boiling points located on the 
periodic table?

 6. 

Figure 1.22  Sample bar graph 
for boiling point data.
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American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6E
Perm Fig.: 1044     New Fig.: 1-22
First Pass: 2010-06-25

59

answers
1. Both graphs show repeating patterns. 

Minimum values appear at the noble 
gases for both. Numbers of O in oxide 
are maximized for column 15 (nitrogen 
family) elements. Carbon family 
elements (column 14) have highest 
boiling points. 

2. Answers will vary. If student group-
ings were similar to the periodic table, 
they will find high correlations 
between the patterns in these graphs 
and their groupings. If their groupings 
did not correlate well to the graphs, 
they should try to explain why their 
observations differ.

3. Physical characteristics of the ele-
ments tend to repeat after a certain 
number of elements, forming an 
interval or period.

4. Toward the right side of the periodic 
table, in the carbon and nitrogen 
families

5. Toward the left side of the periodic 
table, in the beryllium, boron, and 
carbon families

6. Answers will vary and may include 
that O in oxide increases across the 
period, then decreases and/or that 
boiling point increases on the left side 
of the periodic table, then decreases on 
the right side.
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Mass number Atomic number Element Symbol Boiling Point (K)
23
24
27
28
31
32
36
40
39
40

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Sodium
Magnesium
Aluminum
Silicon
Phosphorus
Sulfur
Chlorine
Argon
Potassium
Calcium

Na
Mg
Al
Si
P
S
Cl
Ar
K
Ca

1162
1390
2600
2950
553
718
239
87
1030
1760

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 1011     New Fig.: 1BUN01
First Pass: 2010-08-09
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SECTION B  Periodic Trends 61

 7. Predict which element should have the lowest boiling point: 

graphs to explain how you decided.

 8. 
oxide numbers for the next five to eight elements, starting with 

B.7  ORGANIZATION OF THE  
PERIODIC TABLE

When the first 20 elements are listed in order of increasing atomic numbers 
and grouped according to similar properties, they form horizontal rows called 
periods periodic relationship among elements is summarized in the 
modern periodic table, which you can see 

the periodic table, locate the 20 elements 
you grouped earlier. How do their relative 
positions compare with those shown in the 
arrangement you constructed in Making 

table contains elements with similar prop-
group  

or family of elements. For example, the 
alkali metal family consists of the six ele-
ments (starting with lithium) in the first 
column at the left of the table. See Figure 

highly reactive metal that forms a chloride 
compound with a 1:1 alkali metal atom to 
chlorine atom ratio and an oxide with a 
2:1 (alkali metal atom to oxygen atom) 
ratio. By contrast, at the right of the table,  
the noble gas family consists of very unre-
active (or even chemically inert) elements; 
only xenon (Xe) and krypton (Kr) are 
known to form compounds under normal 

halogen family. 
Halogens are highly reactive and readily form binary compounds with  
hydrogen. 

summary of key characteristics of each element. By knowing the major prop-
erties of a certain chemical family, you can predict some properties of any 

-
ments for possible uses.

Figure 1.23  Sodium is an alkali metal. 
All alkali metals have similar physical and 
chemical properties, so they are placed  
in the same column (family) in the  
periodic table.

61

You may choose to ask advanced 
students to investigate the properties of 
these and other (http://www.rsc.org/
chemsoc/visualelements/pages/pert-
able_int.htm) chemical families and 
summarize the information for a class 
presentation, bulletin board, or web page. 
(Note: Although these pages include 
electron configurations, it is not appropri-
ate to introduce these at this point.)

extension
Detailed information about the chemical 
families referenced in this section is 
available at http://www.rsc.org/chem-
soc/visualelements/pages/data/intro_
groupi_data.html, http://www.rsc.org/
chemsoc/visualelements/pages/data/
intro groupviii_data.html, and http://
www.rsc.org/chemsoc/visualelements/
pages/data/intro groupvii_data.html. 

7. Krypton: Boiling points decrease on 
the right side of the periodic table and 
krypton is the rightmost of these three 
elements.

8. Beginning with gallium, boiling 
points and oxide numbers should 
increase for one to three elements, 
then decrease precipitously, then 
increase again. 

b.7 orgAnizAtion of tHE 
pErioDic tAblE
This section formalizes some of the 
features of the periodic table that 
students observed in their graphs in 
Developing Skills B.6. Vocabulary 
related to the periodic table is also 
introduced in this section including 
periods, periodic relationship, group, 
family, alkali metal family, noble gas 
family, and halogen family. After 
discussion, you may choose to ask 
students to create a graphic organizer 
incorporating their knowledge of these 
terms or to add the terms to a class word 
wall. English-language learners may 
need additional support, such as models 
or a vocabulary notebook, to understand 
these terms. In this case, knowing the 
terms is not as critical as understanding 
that properties of elements on the 
periodic table vary in predictable ways 
across periods (rows) and that properties 
of elements within groups or families 
(columns) tend to be similar.

Be sure to use the periodic table, 
either in the classroom or on page 60, as 
you discuss this section. Pointing out 
groups and periods on the table as they 
are described will help students to 
remember the terms and understand 
concepts introduced later in Section B.10 
(such as ionization). 
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62 Unit 1 Materials: Formulating Matter

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
B.8  PREDICTING PROPERTIES
Some chemical or physical properties, including those you graphed in  

periodic properties. Such properties vary 
among elements according to trends that repeat as atomic number increases. 
Because of these trends, some element properties can be estimated by aver-
aging the respective properties of the elements located just above and just 

the properties of several elements unknown in his time. He was so convinced 
these elements existed that he purposely left gaps for them in his periodic 
table, along with a prediction of some of their properties. When those ele-
ments were discovered shortly thereafter, they fit into the gaps as expected. 
Mendeleev’s fame rests largely on the accuracy of these predictions.

his periodic table. However, in 1871 he predicted the existence of germa-
nium, calling it ekasilicon. Not only did Mendeleev predict germanium’s 
existence, he also accurately predicted many of its chemical and physical 
properties, based on known properties of other elements in its same family. 

Formulas for chemical compounds can also be predicted from relation-
ships established in the periodic table. For example, carbon and oxygen form 

2). What formula would be predicted for a compound of 

2, a 

2 (carbon disulfide). Now 
it’s your turn.

 1. 

Sample Problem: Given that the density of silicon (Si) is 2.3  
g/cm3 and the density of tin (Sn) is 7.3 g/cm3, estimate the density 
of germanium (Ge).

 

density of germanium can be estimated by averaging the densities 
of silicon and tin, arriving at a calculated value of 4.8 g/cm3. 
 When germanium was discovered in 1886, its density was found 

3, which is within ~10% of the earlier estimated  

too) to make a useful prediction.

62

DS   b.8 prEDicting  
propErtiEs

Dmitri Mendeleev’s unique contribution 
was in declaring that discontinuities in 
the patterns of the known elements 
indicated the existence of elements yet 
to be discovered. This activity allows 
students to practice using the periodic 
table to estimate properties of elements, 
much as Mendeleev did. 

Suggest that students review Figure 
1.17 (the Mendeleev postage stamp,  
page 52). If you have not already 
discussed some of the details in Figure 
1.17, this is a good opportunity to do so.

Some additional resources on 
Mendeleev and his ideas about the 
periodic table include http://www.
woodrow.org/teachers/ci/1992/Mende-
leev.html, http://www.aip.org/history/
curie/periodic.htm, and http://chemher-
itage.org/classroom/chemach/periodic/
meyer-mendeleev.html. 

answers
1. Krypton should have a boiling point 

between that of argon (186 °C) and 
xenon (107 °C) of about 146 °C 
(actual is 152 °C).

2. a.  Rubidium should have a melting 
point between that of potassium 
(337 K) and cesium (302 K) of about 
320 K (actual is 312 K).

b. Higher, because melting points 
decrease within the family from top 
to bottom (actual is 370.8 K). 

The card-organizing activities provide 
data that show this trend. 

3. GeCl4

4. (a) CF4 (b) Al2S3 (c) KCl  (d) CaBr2  
(e) SrO

5. Platinum because it is in the same 
family as nickel.

6. The melting point of element 43 
(technetium, Tc) should be approxi-
mately 2489 K (the average of Mn  
and Re). The actual melting point  
is 2477 K.

Differentiation
extension
Students could investigate and compare 
the known properties of scandium and 
gallium to the predictions Mendeleev 
made of these properties. 

TRM  
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SECTION B  Periodic Trends 63

 2. 

you base your answer?   

 3. 4

periodic table, he correctly predicted the existence of ekasilicon, 
which we now know as germanium. Predict the formula for the 
compound formed by germanium and chlorine.

 4. 2

Al2O3 4

compound formed from:  

 5. 
lustrous, and resistant to tarnish. Which other element would  

 
your choice.

 6.  
metals used in the Presidential dollar coin, was the only known 

predict about the melting point of element 43 (which was still 
unknown at the time)?

 INVESTIGATING MATTER
B.9  PERIODIC TRENDS

Preparing to Investigate
As you learned earlier, elements were placed in columns on the periodic 
table because they had similar chemical and physical properties. In this 
investigation, you will examine some characteristics of elements from  

bromine, iodine and astatine, is called the halogen group. When elements in 
this group form compounds, those compounds are known as halide com-
pounds. In this investigation, you will determine which halogens and halide  
compounds react with one another and develop a rule to summarize those 
interactions.  

Before you begin, read Gathering Evidence to learn what you will need to 
do and note safety precautions. Gathering Evidence provides a procedure for 
systematically combining the substances. As you read Gathering Evidence, 
make a chart or diagram of the solutions that will be added to each test tube.

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
B.8  PREDICTING PROPERTIES
Some chemical or physical properties, including those you graphed in  

periodic properties. Such properties vary 
among elements according to trends that repeat as atomic number increases. 
Because of these trends, some element properties can be estimated by aver-
aging the respective properties of the elements located just above and just 

the properties of several elements unknown in his time. He was so convinced 
these elements existed that he purposely left gaps for them in his periodic 
table, along with a prediction of some of their properties. When those ele-
ments were discovered shortly thereafter, they fit into the gaps as expected. 
Mendeleev’s fame rests largely on the accuracy of these predictions.

his periodic table. However, in 1871 he predicted the existence of germa-
nium, calling it ekasilicon. Not only did Mendeleev predict germanium’s 
existence, he also accurately predicted many of its chemical and physical 
properties, based on known properties of other elements in its same family. 

Formulas for chemical compounds can also be predicted from relation-
ships established in the periodic table. For example, carbon and oxygen form 

2). What formula would be predicted for a compound of 

2, a 

2 (carbon disulfide). Now 
it’s your turn.

 1. 

63

IM  
 b.9 pErioDic trEnDs

In this investigation, students examine 
characteristics of halogens and their 
reactions with halides. They will begin  
to use the evidence they gather to make 
claims and construct a trend of reactivity.

time 20 minutes
Materials (for 24 students working in 
pairs) 

72 test tubes (13  100)
12 test tube racks
12 pipets or dropper bottles for 

chlorine water
12 pipets or dropper bottles for 

bromine water
12 pipets or dropper bottles for 

iodine water
12 pipets or dropper bottles for 

hexane
12 pipets or dropper bottles for NaBr
12 pipets or dropper bottles for NaCl
12 pipets or dropper bottles for NaI

(Note: Halogen waters must be made 
fresh on the day that the lab will be 
performed. You will only need 30 mL 
but are making 50 mL in several situa-
tions due to the small amount of 
material used. Prepare halogen waters in 
a fume hood.) 

30 mL chlorine water: Mix 5 mL of 
5% NaOCl (fresh household 
bleach) with 10 mL of 1 M HCl 
then dilute to 30 mL with distilled 
water.

30 mL of bromine water: Mix 10 mL 
of 1 M NaBr and 10 mL of HCl. 
Add 5 mL of 5% NaOCl (fresh 
household bleach) and dilute to 30 
mL with distilled water.   

50 mL of iodine water: Dissolve 1 g 
KI in 30 mL of distilled water, add 
0.65 g iodine and mix to dissolve. 
Dilute to 50 mL with distilled 
water.

90 mL hexane
50 mL of 1 M NaBr: Dissolve 5.2 g 

NaBr in 30 mL of distilled water.  
Dilute to 50 mL with distilled 
water.

50 mL of 0.1 M NaBr: Dilute 10 mL 
of 1 M NaBr to 100 mL with 
distilled water.

50 mL of 0.1 M NaCl: Dissolve 0.3 g 
NaCl in 30 mL of distilled water. 
Dilute to 50 mL with distilled 
water.

50 mL of 0.1 M NaI: Dissolve 0.75 g 
NaI in 30 mL distilled water. Dilute 
to 50 mL with distilled water.

TRM  
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64 Unit 1 Materials: Formulating Matter

and a halide. After reading Gathering Evidence, construct a data table that 
clearly indicates the substances that will be added to each test tube and pro-
vides space to record observations after each addition.

Gathering Evidence
 1. Before you begin, put on your goggles, and wear them properly 

throughout the investigation.

 2. Place six clean, dry test tubes in a test tube rack. Mark the test 
tubes A–F. 

 3. 2

your observations. (Caution: The liquids used in this investigation 
are toxic and irritating to skin. If you spill any liquid on yourself or 
others, wash it off thoroughly and ask a classmate to inform your 
teacher immediately. Avoid inhaling any fumes.)

 4. Add 10 drops of bromine water (Br2  

 5. Add 10 drops of iodine water (I2  

 6. Add 20 drops of hexane to each test tube A–F.

 7. Place a rubber stopper on each test tube. Holding the stopper in 

 8.  
the color of each layer. See Figure 1.24.

  9. Add 10 drops of 0.1 M NaBr to test tube A. Mix the solutions  
 

of your results.

 10. Add 10 drops of 0.1 M NaI to tube B and mix.

 11. 

 12. 

 13. Add 10 drops of 0.1 M NaBr to tube F.

 14. 

 15. 

Interpreting Evidence
 1. What did you observe about halogens by themselves? 

 2.  
How do you know?

 3. Look at your results for tubes A and B.

 i. with NaBr?

 ii. with NaI?

Figure 1.24  Which 
of these layers contains 
hexane? How do you 
know? What caused the 
color in the hexane layer?

64
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safety
• Conduct this experiment in a well-
ventilated space. If possible use the hood 
to dispense halogen water solutions. 
• Bromine water and iodine water are 
skin and eye irritants. Hexane is flam-
mable. Do not allow flames in the 
laboratory while hexane is present.
• Students should wear safety goggles 
and aprons throughout the activity.

Pre-lab Discussion
Require that students draft a data table 
before beginning the investigation. 
Either review their data tables individu-
ally, or allow them to critique one 
another’s tables prior to your evaluation. 
Review the evidence for chemical 
changes (like gas produced, precipita-
tion, or color change). This is a good 
time to discuss laboratory techniques 
including making drop size consistent 
and counting carefully.

lab tips
• This investigation works best when 
halogen waters are freshly prepared.
• Mineral oil can be substituted for 
hexane but is difficult to completely 
clean out of test tubes.
• Cyclohexane can be substituted for 
hexane but is more expensive and 
slightly toxic.

Interpreting Evidence
1. I2 and Br2 produce colored solutions.
2. Halogens are more soluble in hexane, 

because the hexane layer changed 
color with each one.

3. a. 
 i. Chlorine reacted with NaBr
 ii. Chlorine reacted with NaI

b. Color changes were the indication 
that a chemical reaction occurred. 

Making Claims
4. Cl2. It reacted with both NaBr and NaI.
5. I2. It did not react with either NaCl or 

NaBr.
6. Halogens are less reactive as you 

move down the family.

Tube Halogen Initial Observation Observation with Hexane NaI NaBr NaCl
1 Cl2 Colorless  

solution
Two liquid layers. Both layers 
are clear and colorless. 

Top layer is 
purple

2 Cl2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Top layer is orange
3 Br2 Light orange/yellow  

solution
Two liquid layers. Top layer is 
orange, bottom layer is yellow.

Top layer is 
purple

4 Br2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  No change in colors of 
top and bottom layers.

5 I2 Dark orange/brown  
solution

Two liquid layers. Top layer is 
purple, bottom layer is orange. 

No change in colors of  
top and bottom layers

6 I2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - No change in colors of 
top and bottom layers.

expected results  
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SECTION B  Periodic Trends 65

 
that a chemical reaction did or did not take place?

Making Claims 
 4. 

 5. 

 6. 
reactivity.

B.10  IONS AND IONIC COMPOUNDS 

-

6H14, is a 
molecular compound. By contrast, the sodium halide compounds (sodium 
chloride, sodium bromide, and sodium iodide) in Investigating Matter B.9 are 

an ionic compound. Ionic compounds are substances that are composed of 
positive and negative ions, which are electrically charged atoms or groups of 
atoms. 

Atoms gain or lose electrons to form negative or positive ions, respectively. 
For instance, a sodium atom can easily lose one electron, resulting in an ion 
containing 11 protons and 10 electrons. A chlorine atom readily gains one 
electron. Summing protons and electrons reveals the resulting electrical 
charge for these two ions:

 Sodium ion:  11 protons (11+ charge) 
  + 10 electrons (10– charge) 
   Sodium ion (  1+ charge), thus Na+

  + 18 electrons (18– charge) 
– – 

P1.   a. How are elements arranged in the periodic table? 
 b. What is periodic about this arrangement?     
2.   Where are metals that are used to make coins generally  

found on the periodic table?
3. What changes in an atom when it becomes an ion? 

65

Pconcept check 4
1. a.  (Concept developed in Sections 

B.1–B.4.) Elements are arranged by 
increasing atomic number (number 
of protons in the nucleus). This 
distinguishes one element from 
another. This question ties back to 
Concept Check 3 (Question 3); at 
this point, students should know  
the answer.

b. (Concept developed in Sections 
B.1–B.9.) Properties of the elements 
are periodic in the periodic table. 
That is, similar properties repeat  
in a predictable way such that 
elements in the same column (group/
family) have similar properties.

2. (Concept developed in Section B.7.) 
These metals are all found in the 
middle of the periodic table, many 
(Zn, Cu, Ni) in the same group.

3. (Looking ahead; answers will be  
based on students’ prior knowledge.) 
Students may not know what the  
term ion is, although they have likely 
encountered it either formally or in 
their everyday lives before. If students 
know that an ion is a charged particle, 
they may reason that it becomes 
charged either through gain or loss  
of either an electron or proton (they 
may refer to what they learned about 
subatomic particles in Section B.3). 
Clicker Question Idea: Which of the 
following is an example of an ion?  
A. Na+ B. Na C. Cl D. H2O (The point 
of this question is to familiarize 
students with the basic definition of  
an ion as a charged particle, before 
students answer the Concept Check 
question itself. Both “A” and “C” are 
correct. As long as students don’t 
receive a grade for a correct response, 
asking a question with two correct 
answers can generate discussion. It  
also presents an opportunity to review 
“atom” versus “molecule.”)

b.10 ions AnD ionic 
coMpounDs
This section introduces ions and ionic 
compounds and related concepts 
including anions, cations, and formula 
units. Emphasize that ions are formed 
when the positive charge of an atom’s 
protons is not balanced by the negative 
charge of its electrons. Connect the 
charges of common ions to the periodic 
table by asking students to look at Table 
1.2 (page 70) and the periodic table. Point 
out or ask students to identify where the 
single-atom ions that have a 1 charge 
are located on the periodic table. They 
should be able to readily locate the 
halogen family. 
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66 Unit 1 Materials: Formulating Matter

How readily an atom gains or loses electrons to form ions is another example 

periodic table. What do you notice? Would you expect potassium to readily 
form ions? What about iodine?

An ionic compound has no net electrical charge; it is neutral because pos-

(s)
(Na+ –

crystal. In solid ionic compounds, such as table salt, the ions are held 
together in crystals by attractions among the negative and positive charges. 

anion, and a positively 
charged ion is called a cation. 

2, presents a picture similar 
2+) each have a 

charge of 2+. Since ionic compounds are not found as individual molecules, 
chemists use the term formula unit when referring to the simplest unit of an 

2 ?
Because ionic compounds consist of 

charged particles, they can often be dis-
solved in substances that have an uneven 
distribution of electrical charge. Water is 
such a compound. You will learn more 
about water in a later unit, but for now you 
should know that a water molecule has 
regions that tend to be positively charged 
around each of its hydrogen atoms and a 
region that tends to be negatively charged 
around the oxygen atom. See Figure 1.26.

-
tively and negatively charged regions. See 
Figure 1.27. Substances that do not contain 
ions (or uneven charge) tend to be more sol-
uble in this kind of substance. You probably 

Figure 1.25  You probably 
use sodium chloride, NaCl,  
to salt your food (far right). A  
scanning electron micrograph 
shows the cubic structure 
of NaCl crystals (center). A 
space-filling model of NaCl 
(left) provides information 
about how the individual 
chloride ions (Cl–) and  
sodium ions (Na+) are  
arranged within the salt 
crystal. What else does this 
model suggest about  
sodium and chloride ions?

O

H H

d–

d+ d+

Partial positive
charge

Partial negative
charge

Figure 1.26  Regions of charge 
on a water molecule. The + and –

indicate partial electrical charges.

Na+

Cl–
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(Note: It is not important for students  
to understand why halogen atoms are 
likely to gain an electron and form 
halide ions, only that they do and that 
this behavior can be predicted by the 
periodic table.)

Although students may be familiar 
with the terms anion and cation, 
formula unit may be a new and chal-
lenging term. You may choose to add 
these terms to your class word wall or 
students’ notebooks, particularly if 
many students are English-language 
learners. Ensure that all students 

understand that ionic compounds are 
composed of crystals with regular 
arrangements of anions and cations. 
They should be able to explain that  
the formula NaCl represents an ionic 
substance with a one-to-one ratio of 
cations to anions in its structure, while 
CaCl2 represents a one-to-two ratio of 
cations to anions. It is also important 
that students realize that the smallest 
unit of an ionic compound is a formula 
unit, not a molecule.

The solubility of ionic compounds in 
water is briefly addressed in this section 
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a Using the Figures
Figure 1.25 Emphasize relationships 
among representations of sodium 
chloride in this figure. Students are 
most familiar with the photo at the 
right. Get them to think about what 
they know about properties of table 
salt. Ask: What happens if you crush 
salt crystals with the back of a spoon? 
What happens when you add salt to 
water? What do you see? How can 
you confirm that the salt is still there? 
How would you recover the salt?

The middle photograph is a scan-
ning electron micrograph (SEM) of 
pure salt recrystallized in the process 
of distilling water. The magnification 
is 70 of its 35-mm size (zoomed in 
from the photo to its right). Despite 
some irregularities, this SEM clearly 
shows the cubic crystal structure of 
NaCl(s).

To zoom in even further (to the 
point of visualizing individual ions 
that make up NaCl crystals), one must 
draw a particulate-level sketch that 
depicts the arrangement of Na+ and 
Cl– ions (at left). This model suggests 
some features: Sodium and chloride 
ions are arranged in an alternating 
pattern. Na+ ions are smaller than Cl– 
ions. Ions pack closely together (in 
all ionic solids). Ions are arranged in 
a large crystal, not as individual units 
like H2 or H2O molecules. 

Students may also state that the 
model suggests that Cl– ions are 
green and Na+ ions are gray. This is 
a limitation of such models. Color is 
used only to help distinguish types of 
atoms—individual atoms and ions are 
not colored. (Color is a property of 
bulk matter, not of individual atoms 
that make up the material.) The 
model also suggests that ions have 
a hard surface, like a billiard ball. In 
reality, boundaries are much fuzzier, 
as they consist of electron clouds. 
Discussing these limitations explicitly 
with your students may help them 
develop their ability to critique and 
create particulate-level models. It 
can also serve as a way to talk about 
characteristics of models in general.
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SECTION B  Periodic Trends 67

noticed that the hexane changed color when it was added to halogen water 

2, Br2, or I2

molecules, like hexane, have an even distribution of electrical charge. Since 
halogen molecules and hexane molecules have similar electrical properties, 
they tend to dissolve in one another.

When you added a solution containing a halide compound to a hexane/
halogen solution and shook it, a reaction took place only when a more reac-
tive halogen was added to a less
color when a reaction took place because a different halogen was then dis-

single 
replacement reaction

2(aq)    2 NaI(aq)  (aq)    I2(aq)

In the next activity, you will use what you have learned about ions to con-
struct models of several ionic compounds that you have used in investiga-
tions, as well as some other important ionic substances.

 MODELING MATTER
B.11 IONIC COMPOUNDS
In Modeling Matter A.8 (page 38), you saw that it can be helpful to use mod-
els to translate between real-world (macroscopic) and particulate representa-
tions of matter. In this activity, you will use cards to represent ions as you 
practice writing ionic formulas. Keep in mind that each formula and set of 
cards represents a formula unit of that ionic compound, while the compound 
itself always exists in a much larger crystal containing many ions.

simple rules.

needed to make the total electrical charge zero.

2)? In sodium chloride, the ion charges are  
1+ and 1–. Because one cation and one anion results in a total charge of zero, 

charges do not add up to zero, ions of either type must be added until the 
2+) has a charge 

– – ions are needed to 
–) are needed for each 

2+

2. 

Figure 1.27  Hexane molecule. 
Electrical charge is evenly dis-
tributed within this molecule.
American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6E
Perm Fig.: 1052     New Fig.: 1-27
First Pass: 2010-06-25
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Differentiation
TRM  

 
reaDing guiDe 

A reading guide is available to help 
students organize the information in 
Section B.10. 

 

 

MM    b.11 ionic  
coMpounDs

This activity provides practice in 
recognizing, naming, and writing 
formulas for ionic compounds. Poly-
atomic (many-atom) ions are introduced 
here. Table 1.2 (page 70) provides the 
names and symbols for several common 
polyatomic ions. It may be useful for 
students to bookmark this page for 
future reference. Students need not 
memorize the ions in this table, as they 
will become familiar with them through 
repeated use. Point out that there are 
two types of copper and iron ions in this 
table and that they (and many other 
metal ions) must always be distin-
guished by their Roman numerals, 
indicating their ionic charge.

A “crisscross method” can be used  
to write formulas of ionic compounds:  
The charge from the cation becomes the 
subscript of the anion, and the charge of 
the anion becomes the subscript of the 
cation. This produces an electrically 
neutral formula unit. Caution students 
about mindlessly applying the crisscross 
method without remembering the goal  
of identifying the simplest ratio of ions 
in an overall electrically neutral com-
pound. Remind students to treat 
polyatomic ions as a single unit and to 
enclose them within parentheses when 
applying a subscript.

TRM  
 
HanDout

TRM  
 
eXtra PraCtiCe

to explain the results of Investigating 
Matter B.9. In this investigation, halo-
gens, which have distinctive colors, 
dissolve in hexane, but halide ions do 
not. This allows identification of the 
halogen and halide that are present at 
the end of each experiment and thus 
makes it possible to identify which 
element is more reactive. Use solubility 
only to explain the investigation, as it is 
studied in far more detail in Unit 4. 
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68 Unit 1 Materials: Formulating Matter

Some ions, called polyatomic (many atom) ions, consist of a group of 
-

eral common polyatomic ions, as well as formulas and names of common 
monatomic (one atom) ions. Formulas for compounds containing polyatomic 
ions follow the same rules for writing formulas. However, if more than one 
polyatomic ion is needed to bring the total charge of the compound to zero, 
the formula for the polyatomic ion is enclosed in parentheses before the 
needed subscript is written. For instance, calcium nitrate is composed of 

2+ ions and NO3
– ions. Its correct formula, written to balance electrical 

3)2. Ammonium sulfate is composed of ammonium (NH4
+) 

and sulfate (SO4
2–) ions. Two ammonium cations with a total charge of 2+ are 

needed to match the 2– charge of one
ammonium sulfate is (NH4)2SO4. Note that the entire ammonium ion symbol 
is enclosed in parentheses; the subscript 2 indicates that two cations are 
needed to complete the formula of ammonium sulfate. 

Part I:
 

have the same name as their original elements. Anions composed of a single 
atom, however, have the last few letters of the element’s name changed to the 
suffix -ide. For example, the anion formed from fluorine (F) is fluoride (F–). 

ide
practice in expressing names and writing formulas for ionic compounds, 
according to the universal language of chemistry.

 
calcium ion, with a 2+ charge, is twice the height of chloride ion, with a  
1– charge, as shown in the margin.

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6E
Perm Fig.: 1053     New Fig.: 1-BUN04
First Pass: 2010-06-25

Ca2+

Cl–

Cl–

Sample Problem: Using models, determine the composition of 
potassium chloride, the primary ingredient in table-salt substitutes 
used by people on low-sodium diets. Place your models and 
answers in a table similar to the one shown below.

Potassium chloride has been done as an example in the following 
sample data table.

68
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Cation Anion Model Formula Name

Sample Problem K+ Cl–  KCl potassium chloride

1. Na+ I– NaI sodium iodide

2. Cu2+ Cl– CuCl2 copper(II) chloride

3. Na+ HCO3
 NaHCO3 sodium hydrogen carbonate

K+     Cl

Na+    I

Na+    HCO3


       ClCa2+

    Cl

see page unit 1-xiv for the full answer table.
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SECTION B  Periodic Trends 69

Prepare a table similar to the one shown here that includes a model, and the 

to complete this activity.

1. Sodium iodide was one of the sources of halide ions used in 
Investigating Matter B.9.

2.
copper(II) chloride.

3. Baking soda, also used in Investigating Matter A.1, is sodium
hydrogen carbonate.

4. 4 is a component of plaster.

5. 2+ and PO3
4 
 - -  ions is found in some brands 

of phosphorus-containing fertilizer.

6. Ammonium nitrate, a rich source of nitrogen, is often used in
fertilizer mixtures.

7. Aluminum sulfate is a compound sometimes used to help purify
water.

8. Magnesium hydroxide is called milk of magnesia when it is mixed
with water.

9. Limestone and marble are two common forms of the compound
calcium carbonate.

 10. Silver nitrate, a compound used to make photographic film, will also
be used in an upcoming investigation.

Cation Anion Model Formula Name

Sample 
Problem

K+ Cl– KCl
potassium 
chloride

1

2

K+ Cl–

69
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Part II:

thus, different atomic numbers. Similarly, neutral (uncharged) atoms of differ-
ent elements have different numbers of electrons. Although any atom is 

physical and particularly the chemical properties of that atom (how it interacts 
with other atoms) are governed largely by the number and arrangement of the 
atom’s electrons. How is arrangement of electrons related to the structure of the 

70 Unit 1 Materials: Formulating Matter

Table 1.2

 

Cations

1+  Charge 2+  Charge 3+  Charge
Formula Name Formula Name Formula Name

H+ hydrogen Mg 2+ magnesium Al 3+ aluminum

Na+ sodium Ca 2+ calcium Fe 3+ iron(III)*

K+ potassium Ba 2+ barium

Cu+ copper(I)* Zn 2+ zinc  

Ag+ silver Cd 2+ cadmium

NH4
+ ammonium Hg 2+ mercury(II)*

Cu 2+ copper(II)*

Pb 2+ lead(II)*

Fe 2+ iron(II)*

Anions
1– Charge 2– Charge 3– Charge

Formula Name Formula Name Formula Name

F– fluoride O 2– oxide         PO phosphate

Cl– chloride S 2– sulfide

Br– bromide         SO sulfate

I– iodide         SO sulfite

NO3
– nitrate         CO carbonate

NO2
– nitrite

OH– hydroxide

HCO3
–

hydrogen 
carbonate 

(bicarbonate)

OCl– hypochlorite

CH3COO– acetate

3—
4

2—
4
2—
3
2—
3

Common Ions

70
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answers
Part II:
 11. Students should place ions into these 

groups: (Na+, K+, Ag+), (Ca2+, Mg2+, 
Cu2+), (Cl–, I–).

 12. Na+ and K+ are in the same group (the 
first column on the left); Ca2+ and 
Mg2+ are in the same group (and in 
the second column); Cl– and I– are in 
the same group (and in the second-
to-right column). Elements that form 
ions with positive charges are on the 
left side of the periodic table; 
elements that form negative ions are 
on the right side.

 13. Cu2+ and Ag+ don’t fit this pattern of 
being in the first two columns of the 
periodic table.

 14. Statements will vary, but should 
include claims about metals (elements 
on the left side of the periodic table) 
losing electrons to become positively 
charged ions and nonmetals (elements 
on the right side of the periodic table) 
gaining electrons to become negatively 
charged ions.
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SECTION B  Periodic Trends 71

 11. Sort the ion cards representing monatomic (one-atom) ions into 
groups according to their charges.

 12. Locate the elements corresponding to your ions on the periodic table. 
What patterns do you notice?

 13. Which ions do not fit a pattern?

 14. Write a statement that makes a claim about arrangements of electrons 
and properties within a family of elements.

imagination, this information allows chemists to find new uses for materials 
and to create new compounds to meet specific needs. In the next few sec-

A major difference between atoms of metals and nonmetals is that metal 
-

able conditions, one or more electrons may be removed from a metal atom. 

number of positively charged protons remains unchanged, while the total 

a metal to lose electrons affects its reactivity. You will explore trends in this 
property in the next investigation.

 INVESTIGATING MATTER
B.12  RELATIVE REACTIVITIES  

OF METALS

Preparing to Investigate
In this investigation, you will observe the reactions of the metals copper, 

3)2
2+); magnesium nitrate, 

Mg(NO3)2 (containing Mg2+); zinc nitrate, Zn(NO3)2 (containing 
Zn2+); and silver nitrate, AgNO3 (containing Ag+). 

Before you begin, read Gathering Evidence to learn what you 
-

atic procedure that allows you to observe the reaction (if any) 
between each metal and each of the four ionic solutions. You 
will conduct each reaction in a separate well of your well plate 
using 10 drops of the specified solution and a small strip of 
metal (see Figure 1.28). How many different combinations of 
metals and solutions will you need to observe? How will you 
arrange things so you can complete your observations efficiently, 
yet know which metal and which solution are in each well? 

Figure 1.28  Metal strips and metal nitrate  
solutions should be arranged in an orderly  
manner in the 24-well plate.

71
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IM   b.12 rElAtiVE  
rEActiVitiEs of MEtAls

This activity demonstrates the relative 
reactivities of copper, magnesium, zinc, 
and silver metals. Emphasize that, in 
these reactions, the more reactive metal 
is the one that forms ions and thus goes 
into solution. A more reactive metal will 
replace a less reactive metal in a 
compound. In this case, the compounds 
are all aqueous, so the more reactive 
metal forms dissolved ions.

time 50 minutes

Materials (for 24 students working in 
pairs)

12 24-well well plates
48 labeled pipets (or dropper bottles) 

for dispensing metal nitrate 
solutions 

36 cm magnesium ribbon cut into 
1-cm lengths

36 cm zinc wire cut into 1-cm 
lengths

36 cm copper wire cut into 1-cm 
lengths

Silver metal (optional)
12 small pieces of sandpaper
10 mL 0.2 M Mg(NO3)2 solution  

(5.1 g Mg(NO3)2  6 H2O/100 mL 
solution)

10 mL 0.2 M Cu(NO3)2 solution  
(4.8 g Cu(NO3)2  3 H2O/100 mL 
solution)

10 mL 0.2 M Zn(NO3)2 solution  
(6.0 g Zn(NO3)2  6 H2O/100 mL

10 mL 0.2 M AgNO3 solution  
(3.4 g AgNO3/100 mL solution)

TRM  
 
HanDout
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72 Unit 1 Materials: Formulating Matter

Write a procedure to guide your investigation and construct a data table 
that clearly indicates which metals and solutions will be combined and pro-
vides a place to record results and observations. Your teacher will review 
and approve your procedure and data table before you begin.

Gathering Evidence
 1. Before you begin, put on your goggles, and wear them properly 

throughout the investigation.

 2. Obtain 1-cm strips of each of 

the surface of each metal 
strip by rubbing it with 
sandpaper or emery paper. 

observations of each metal’s 
appearance.

 3. Begin your planned 
procedure. If no reaction is 

data table. If a reaction 
occurs, record the changes 
you observe. (Caution: Don’t 
allow the AgNO3 solution to 
come in contact with skin or 
clothing; it causes dark, 
unwashable stains.)

 4. 
and solutions as directed by 
your teacher.

 5. Wash your hands thoroughly before leaving the laboratory.

Interpreting Evidence
 1. Which metal reacted with the most solutions?

 2. Which metal reacted with the fewest solutions?

Making Claims 
 3. With which solutions (if any) would you expect silver metal to react? 

observations.

 4. List the metals (including silver) in order, placing the most reactive 
metal first (the one reacting with the most solutions) and the least 
reactive metal last (the one reacting with the fewest solutions).

Figure 1.29  Clean each metal strip with 
sandpaper or emery paper.
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safety
Students should wear safety goggles  
and aprons throughout the laboratory 
activity. Silver nitrate solution stains 
skin (and clothing). Students should 
avoid direct contact with it. (Keep a 
bottle of Spray & Wash in the lab to help 
remove any Ag+ that may accidentally 
contact students’ hands.)

Pre-lab Discussion
Observing reactions of metals with 
solutions of metal ions permits compari-
son of relative reactivity. The more 
reactive the metal, the more likely it is 
to react with the solutions. Evidence for 
reaction includes formation of a solid, 
appearance or disappearance of the 
solution color, formation of a gas, or 
changes in temperature.

It is important for students to clean 
the surface of each metal to be tested 
with sandpaper or emery paper. Surfaces 
of all metals should have luster before 
the investigation begins. Remind 
students to record initial appearances of 
the metal samples (after Step 2) in their 
data tables. Encourage students to make 
observations immediately after the metal 
is added to the solution and a few 
minutes later. Some reactions, particu-
larly that of magnesium metal and zinc 
nitrate solution, are difficult to detect. 

lab tips
• Record-keeping is easier if combina-
tions in the well plate correspond to 
those in the data table.
• If you have dissecting microscopes or 
can borrow them from a biology teacher, 
they are very useful in making some 
hard-to-detect reactions visible. Alterna-
tively, use a video microscope to observe 
and project images of these reactions.
• The sample data table shows the 
possibility of 16 (4  4) combinations  
of metals and solutions to investigate. 
Consider:

 Results for reaction of silver metal, 
Ag, can be provided if silver is 
unavailable. Small pieces of Ag can 
often be obtained from flea markets 
or jewelers at low cost. One benefit 
of silver’s inactivity is that the silver 
metal can be reused from year to year.

 Interactions involving a metal with 
its own metal-ion solution—such as 
Cu(s) with Cu(NO3)2(aq)—have inten-
tionally been left open for investiga-
tion by students. You can either say 
nothing about these interactions,  
or ask students in your pre-lab  
discussion whether all combinations 
need to be investigated.

Metal Appearance Cu(NO3)2 Mg(NO3)2 Zn(NO3)2 AgNO3

Cu
Mg
Zn
Ag

Shiny, copper
Shiny, silver
Shiny, silver
Shiny, silver

—
Darkens
Darkens
NR

NR
—
NR
NR

NR
Flaky coating
—
NR

Becomes silvery
Becomes silvery
Becomes silvery
—

NR = no reaction

expected results 
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SECTION B  Periodic Trends 73

 5. 

a. Write a brief explanation of why the outside surface of a penny is 
made of copper instead of zinc.

b. Which of the four metals mentioned in this investigation might be 
an even better choice than copper for the outside surface of a 
penny? What observational evidence supports your conclusion?

for the outside surface of a penny?

 6. 
these four metals,

a. which metal is most likely to be found in an uncombined, or 
“free,” (metallic) state in nature?

b. which metal is most likely to be found combined with other 
elements?

Reflecting on the Investigation
 7. 

a. Would it have been possible to eliminate one or more of the 
metal–solution combinations and still obtain all information 
needed to complete chemical activity comparisons for the metals?

b. If so, which combination(s) could have been eliminated? Why?

B.13 METAL REACTIVITY
When copper metal is heated, it gradually reacts 
with oxygen gas in the air to produce a black sub-
stance:

(s) + O2(g) (s)

Although it reacts to form black copper(II) oxide 
when heated, at room temperature the metal 
remains relatively unreactive in air. You are prob-
ably familiar with this fact from observing that cop-
per wire and the copper surface on pennies do not 
turn black under normal conditions.

Magnesium metal also reacts with oxygen gas. 
But unlike copper metal, magnesium heated in air 

 2 Mg(s) + O2(g)  2 MgO(s)
 Magnesium  Oxygen  Magnesium oxide

Figure 1.30  Magnesium and oxygen react so 
spectacularly that small samples of magnesium 
are used in some fireworks.
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b.13 MEtAl rEActiVity
The text uses verbal descriptions of 
reactions of copper, magnesium, and 
gold with oxygen to illustrate ideas 
encountered in Investigating Matter B.12. 
Based on the reaction descriptions, 
students should be able to rank the three 
metals in terms of their reactivity (Mg, 
Cu, Au). Explain the activity series as a 
way to organize metals according to how 
readily they react and connect the idea 
of metal reactivity to Investigating Matter 
B.12. Ask students how they knew 
whether a metal was more reactive than 
another metal in the investigation and/or 
what happened to the more reactive 
metal. They should report that the more 
reactive metal was the one that trans-
formed from its neutral metal to ions in 
solutions. From this basis of experience, 
remind students of the final sentence in 
the section, which students may find 
challenging to comprehend.

Use Table 1.3 (page 75) to illustrate the 
idea that more reactive metals are more 
difficult to release from their compounds. 
Thus, alkali and alkaline earth metals 
(Groups I and II) must be melted and then 
subjected to electric current to form pure 
metal, while other, less reactive metals 
may require only heating in air, or may  
be found in nature in their uncombined 
state. The discovery that fire could be 
used to extract a metal from its ore led  
to the transformation of metals into 
useful materials. Students should 
understand that although most elements 
are found in nature, many are not  
found in the uncombined metallic state. 
(See the ChemQuandary on next page.)  

answers
Interpreting Evidence
1. Magnesium
2. Silver (or copper if silver is not used) 

Making Claims
3. None. Silver nitrate reacted with all of 

the metals in the investigation, so 
silver would not react with solutions 
of any of these metals.

4. Magnesium, zinc, copper, silver

5. a.  Because it reacts with fewer 
substances than zinc

b. Silver, because of its lower chemi-
cal reactivity.

c. Silver is much more expensive than 
copper. 

6. a. Silver
b. Magnesium

Reflecting on the Investigation
7. a. Yes

b. The metal in a solution of its ions: 
Cu in Cu(NO3)2(aq), Mg in 
Mg(NO3)2(aq), etc. Also, reaction of 
metal 1 with a solution of metal 2 
gives the same information as 
reaction of metal 2 with a solution 
of metal 1.

Post-lab Discussion
Resolve differences in results among 
groups. When students disagree, ask 
them for evidence supporting their 
claims. If necessary, repeat a reaction as 
a demonstration (using a video micro-
scope if possible) to show the differ-
ences. Results that differ from those 
expected results are often the result of 
failing to remove oxide coatings from the 
surfaces of the metal strips. Any linger-
ing oxide coating can interfere with the 
ability of a metal to react with the metal 
ion solutions
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74 Unit 1 Materials: Formulating Matter

By contrast, gold (Au) does not react with any components in air, includ-
-

used in automobile air-bag circuitry and audio cable connectors, perform 
reliably because nonconducting oxides do not form on the gold-plated con-
tact surfaces.

Observing how readily a certain metal reacts with oxygen provides infor-
mation about the metal’s chemical reactivity. In Investigating Matter B.12 
(page 71), you ranked elements in relative order of their chemical reactivi-
ties; such a ranking is called an activity series. Based on what you have just 
read about gold and magnesium and what you already know about copper, 
how would you rank the three metals in terms of their relative chemical 
reactivity? What evidence supports your ranking?

You have explored some chemistry of metals and know, for example, that 
copper metal is more reactive than silver but less reactive than magnesium. 

brief descriptions of common methods for retrieving each metal from its 
ore. 

You can use such an activity series to predict whether certain reactions 
may occur. For example, you observed in Investigating Matter B.12 that  
zinc metal, which is more reactive than copper, reacted with copper ions  
in solution. However, zinc metal did not react with magnesium ions in  
solution. Why? Zinc is less reactive than magnesium. In general, a more reac-
tive metallic element (higher in the activity series) will cause ions of a less 
reactive metallic element (lower in the activity series) to change to neutral 
metal atoms. 

calcium, for example, are all much more plentiful. 
Why, then, were copper, gold, and silver among 
the first metallic elements discovered?
 

CHEMQUANDARY
DISCOVERY OF METALS 
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Metals are usually found in the form of a 
metallic ore, also known as a mineral— 
a compound of the metal. If you have 
access to samples of both ores and 
metals, let students see a sample of an 
ore as it is found in nature along with a 
sample of the element in its metallic 
state. 

CHEMQUANDARY
DiscoVEry of MEtAls
Due to their low chemical activity, 
copper, silver, and gold are often found 
uncombined in nature. People discov-
ered them before aluminum, iron, and 
calcium, which, though more plentiful, 
are almost always combined with  
other elements in nature. Use this 
ChemQuandary to reinforce the idea  
that more reactive metals are more  
likely to form compounds.
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SECTION B  Periodic Trends 75

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
B.14 TRENDS IN METAL REACTIVITY

 1. a.  What trend in metallic reactivity is found as you move from left 
to right across a horizontal row (period) of the periodic table? 
(Hint:
aluminum.)

b. In which part of the periodic table are the most-reactive metals 
found?

c. Which part of the periodic table contains the least-reactive metals?

Sample Problem: Will Pb metal react with Ag+ ions?

 
silver, so lead metal will cause silver ions to change to silver metal.

Table 1.3

 

Elements  
(in order of 

decreasing reactivity)
Metal ion(s) found  

in minerals
Process used to 
obtain the metal Metal 

Lithium (Li) Li+

Pass direct electric 
current through the 
molten mineral salt 
(electrometallurgy)

Li(s)

Potassium (K) K+ K(s)

Calcium (Ca) Ca2+ Ca(s)

Sodium (Na) Na+ Na(s)

Magnesium (Mg) Mg2+ Mg(s)

Aluminum (Al) Al3+ Al(s)

Manganese (Mn) Mn2+, Mn3+
Heat mineral with  
coke (C) or carbon 

monoxide (CO) 
(pyrometallurgy)

Mn(s)

Zinc (Zn) Zn2+ Zn(s)

Chromium (Cr) Cr3+, Cr2+ Cr(s)

Iron (Fe) Fe3+, Fe2+ Fe(s)

Lead (Pb) Pb2+

Heat (roast)  
mineral in air 

(pyrometallurgy)  
or find the metal 

 free (uncombined) 

Pb(s)

Copper (Cu) Cu2+, Cu+ Cu(s)

Mercury (Hg) Hg2+ Hg(l)

Silver (Ag) Ag+ Ag(s)

Platinum (Pt) Pt2+, Pt4+ Pt(s)

Gold (Au) Au3+, Au+ Au(s)

Metal Activity Series
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DS   b.14 trEnDs in MEtAl 
rEActiVity

This section familiarizes students with 
the activity series of metals and relates 
the activity series to the periodic table. It 
also helps students relate activity-series 
concepts to metal values. After students 
complete the activity, you may choose  
to use Table 1.3 as a launching point to 
discuss why particular metals are 
chosen for particular purposes (plumb-
ing, jewelry, coinage, etc.).

answers 
1. a. It generally decreases.

b. On the left side
c.  In the middle 
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76 Unit 1 Materials: Formulating Matter

 2. a.  Will iron (Fe) metal react with a solution of lead(II) nitrate, Pb(NO3)2?

b. Will platinum (Pt) metal react with a lead(II) nitrate solution?

 3.  

a. Are the least-reactive metals also the least expensive metals?

b. If not, what other factor(s) might influence the market value of a metal?

 MAKING DECISIONS
B.15   CHARACTERISTICS OF CURRENCY

 
 

and ideas you learned in this section, including periodic trends and 
characteristics of metals, as you complete the following activities.

Part I:
 1.  

dollar coin.

a Which elements compose these coins?

b. Where are these elements located on the periodic table?

 2. 

a.  Which metals would be unsuitable for use in coins? Why?

b.  Would you eliminate the other metals in that family? Why or why not?

 3.   
make changes or additions as needed.

Part II:
-
-

familiar with arguments that groups and individuals make for use of particular 
forms of currency.

 4. How will you find information about support for or resistance to dollar 
coins and bills?

 5. List several objections to dollar coins, as well as the source for each 
objection.

 6. What objections to, or support for, dollar bills were you able to find?  
List the source of each item.

 7. After completing this task, how would you modify your information-
gathering strategy?

76

6. Objections to the dollar bill may 
include: a short lifespan, minimal 
buying power, germ-carrying poten-
tial, difficulty of use in vending, and 
high resource requirements.

7. Student answers will vary, but might 
indicate that they would try addition-
al search engines or news sources, or 
interview individuals, or call financial 
institutions.
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2. a. Yes 
b. No
c.  Iron is more reactive than lead, 

according to the metal activity 
series, and will displace lead ions 
from a solution. Platinum is less 
reactive than lead and cannot 
displace lead from solution.

3. a. The least-reactive metals—includ-
ing silver, platinum, and gold—are 
not the cheapest, despite having the 
lowest production costs.
b.  Overall availability of the metal (for 

instance gold, silver, and platinum 
are much less abundant on Earth 
than aluminum and iron), demand 
for the metal due to its desirable 
properties (low reactivity is one  
of the attractive features of gold, 
silver, and platinum), and ease  
of retrieval. 

MD   b.15 cHArActEristics 
of currEncy

As they complete Section B, students 
link their new knowledge of the periodic 
table to their consideration of currency 
materials, particularly for coins. They 
also gather information about public 
opinion regarding dollar coins and 
dollar bills.

answers
Part I:
1. a.  Elements in current U.S. coins 

include: copper, zinc, manganese, 
and nickel.

b. All of the elements used in coins 
are found in the “center” of the 
periodic table.

2. a.  Students should mention metals 
such as sodium or magnesium, 
which would be too reactive for  
use in coins.

b. Yes. Metals in the same family 
would have similar properties.

3. Students should review and revise the 
lists they created in Making Decisions 
A.11.

Part II:
4. Students should report that they will 

use search engines or news Web sites 
or archives to find this information.

5. Objections to the dollar coin may 
include: too heavy to carry, may not 
yet work in some vending machines, 
can be confused with other coins, 
might cause inflation, too easy to lose, 
and readily fall out of pockets.
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SECTION B  Section Summary 77

Reviewing the Concepts

SUMMARYBSECTION

 2. a.  Will iron (Fe) metal react with a solution of lead(II) nitrate, Pb(NO3)2?

b. Will platinum (Pt) metal react with a lead(II) nitrate solution?

 3.  

a. Are the least-reactive metals also the least expensive metals?

b. If not, what other factor(s) might influence the market value of a metal?

 MAKING DECISIONS
B.15   CHARACTERISTICS OF CURRENCY

 
 

and ideas you learned in this section, including periodic trends and 
characteristics of metals, as you complete the following activities.

Part I:
 1.  

dollar coin.

a Which elements compose these coins?

b. Where are these elements located on the periodic table?

 2. 

a.  Which metals would be unsuitable for use in coins? Why?

b.  Would you eliminate the other metals in that family? Why or why not?

 3.   
make changes or additions as needed.

Part II:
-
-

familiar with arguments that groups and individuals make for use of particular 
forms of currency.

 4. How will you find information about support for or resistance to dollar 
coins and bills?

 5. List several objections to dollar coins, as well as the source for each 
objection.

 6. What objections to, or support for, dollar bills were you able to find?  
List the source of each item.

 7. After completing this task, how would you modify your information-
gathering strategy?

An atom is composed of smaller partcles 
(protons, neutrons, and electrons), each 
possessing a characteristic mass and 
electrical charge. The number of  
protons in an atom of a given element 
distinguishes it from atoms of all other 
elements. Atoms containing the same 
number of protons but different numbers 
of neutrons are considered isotopes.

 1. For each of these elements, identify the 
number of protons or electrons needed for 
an electrically neutral atom.

a. carbon:   6 protons __ electrons

b. aluminum: __ protons 13 electrons

c. lead: 82 protons __ electrons

d. chlorine: __ protons 17 electrons

 2. 
electrically neutral.

a. sulfur: 16 protons 18 electrons

b. iron: 26 protons 24 electrons

c. silver: 47 protons 47 electrons

 3. 
for each electrically neutral atom. 

 

4.  A student is asked to explain the formation 
of a lead(II) ion (Pb2+) from an electrically 

 
says that a lead atom must have gained 
two protons to make the ion. How would 
you correct this student’s explanation?

5.   

element in the table.

b. Which element has two isotopes in  
the table?

 6. How many protons and neutrons are  
needed for each of the isotopes in the  
table above?

 7. How does the mass of the electron  
compare to the masses of the proton  
and neutron?

 8.  A scientist announces the discovery of  
 

given in the report is the element’s mass 
number of 266. Is this information 
sufficient, by itself, to justify the claim  
of the discovery of a new element?  

Isotopes of Magnesium
Isotope  
Symbol

Mass  
Number

Number  
of Protons

Number  
of Neutrons

Mg-24 24 a b
Mg-25 25 c d
Mg-26 26 e f

Element  
Symbol

Number  
of Protons

Number  
of Neutrons

Number  
of Electrons

 6 6 6
6 7 6

Ca 21
 117 78
U 146
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reviewing the Concepts
1. a. 6 b. 13 c. 82 d. 17
2. a.  Not electrically neutral  

(2 charge)
b. Not electrically neutral  

(2 charge)
c. Electrically neutral
d. Not electrically neutral  

(1 charge)
3. 

4. If a neutral lead atom (atomic number 
82) gained two protons, it would 
become an atom of polonium (atomic 
number 84). To form a lead(II) ion,  
the neutral lead atom must lose two 
electrons, resulting in a net positive 
charge.

5. a.  Row 1 C: 6 + 6 = 12;  
Row 2 C: 6 + 7 = 13;  
Row 3 Ca: 20 + 21 = 41;  
Row 4 Pt: 78 + 117 = 195;  
Row 5 U: 92 + 146 = 238

b. Carbon
6.   

7. It is about 1/2000 as large.
8. No. A mass number does not define 

an element. Different elements can 
have the same mass number. A new 
element would be defined by its 
atomic number.

Element 
Symbol

Number of 
Protons

Number of 
Neutrons

Number of  
Electrons

a. C
b.  C 

Ca
e.  Pt 

U

6
6

c. 20
f. 78

g. 92

6
7

21
117
146

6
6

d. 20
78

h. 92

Element Mass 
Number

Number of 
Protons

Number of  
Neutrons

Mg
Mg
Mg

24
25
26

a. 12
c. 12
e. 12

b. 12
d. 13
 f. 14
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78 Unit 1 Materials: Formulating Matter

Elements are arranged in the periodic 
table based on their properties. Elements 
with similar chemical properties are placed 
in the same columns. Physical properties 
vary in predictable patterns across rows 
and down columns.

 9. 
periodic table:

 10. 
elements other than lithium in the alkali 
metal family.

 11. 

a. Where are they located on the periodic 
table?

b. Name one physical property that  
they share.

c.  Name one chemical property that they 
share.

 12.  

2 and AlN, predict  
the formula for a compound containing

 13. 

 
of selenium (Se).

 14. Would you expect the boiling point  
of chlorine to be higher or lower than  

The properties of an element are 
determined largely by the number and 
arrangement of electrons in its atoms.

 15. Are atoms of metallic or non-metallic 
elements more likely to lose one or  
more electrons?

 16. Predict whether each element would be 
more likely to form an anion or a cation. 
(Note that anions are negatively charged; 
cations are positively charged.)

a. sodium d. copper g. tin

b. calcium e. oxygen h. iodine

c. fluorine f. lithium

 17. Noble gas elements rarely lose or gain 
electrons. What does this indicate about 
their chemical reactivity?

Ionic compounds are composed of  
positively and negatively charged ions 
(atoms that have lost or gained  
electrons), combined so that the  
compound has no net electrical charge.

 18. 
neutral atom, an anion, or a cation.

a. O2–    b.  Li        d.  Ag+    e.  Hg2+

 19. 
whether the electrical charge or lack of 
electrical charge resulted from an atom 
gaining electrons, losing electrons, or 
neither.

 20. Write the symbol and show the electrical 
charge (if any) on the following atoms or ions:

a. hydrogen with 1 proton and 1 electron

b. sodium with 11 protons and 10 electrons

c. chlorine with 17 protons and 18 electrons

d. aluminum with 13 protons and  
10 electrons

 21. Write the name and formula for the ionic 
compound that can be formed from these 
cations and anions:

a. K+ and I– d. Ba2+ and OH–

2+ and S2– e. NH4
+ and PO4

3–

c. Fe3+ and Br– f. Al3+ and O2–

Tables, graphs, and models are all used  
to represent scientific data and illustrate 
scientific ideas so that they are easier to 
analyze, interpret, and understand.

 22. Why was the periodic table created?

 23. What type of graph should be used 
to represent discontinuous data?  
Why?

 24. How is a data table helpful

a. before an investigation?

b. during an investigation?

c. after an investigation?
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 9. a. Period
b. Family or group

 10. Elements, other than lithium, in the 
alkali metal family include: sodium 
(Na), potassium (K), rubidium (Rb), 
cesium (Cs), and francium (Fr).

 11. a. On the right-hand side 
b. All are gases at normal tempera-

tures.
c. All are chemically inert.

 12. a. MgF2

b. GaP
 13. (115 °C  450 °C)/2  282.5 °C 

(actual melting point is 221 °C)
 14. Looking at the trends in the halogen 

family, boiling points tend to 
increase moving down the column. 
(At room temperature fluorine and 
chlorine are gases, bromine is a 
liquid, and iodine is a solid.) Since 
chlorine is above iodine in the 
column, its boiling point would be 
lower.

 15. Metallic elements 
 16. a. cation d. cation g. cation

b. cation e. anion h. anion
c. anion f. cation

 17. They are highly unreactive.
 18. a. anion d. cation

b. neutral atom e. cation
c. neutral atom 

 19. a. gaining c. neither e. losing
b. neither d. losing 

 20. a. H b. Na+ c. Cl– d. Al3+

 21. a. Potassium iodide, KI
b. Calcium sulfide, CaS
c. Iron(III) bromide, FeBr3

d. Barium hydroxide, Ba(OH)2

e. Ammonium phosphate, (NH4)3PO4

f. Aluminum oxide, Al2O3

 22. The periodic table was created as a 
way to organize the information 
known about elements and to be able 
to predict properties of unknown 
elements.

 23. Bar graph because data in between 
points either does not exist or cannot 
be interpolated.

 24. a.  To think about how you will be 
collecting data and conducting 
your investigation

b. To keep track of data being 
collected and to record all  
observations.

c. To provide data for calculations 
and to support the claims that will 
be made. 

 25. a.  The cards help to represent the 
relative charges of different ions 
and reinforce the concept of 
balancing charges. 

b. The cards are different sizes based 
on the charge, but ion sizes don’t 
work that way. They in no way 
show relative sizes or the three-
dimensional shape of the com-
pounds represented.

 26. a is more likely to occur because 
calcium is more reactive than 
chromium and will displace it from 
its compounds.

 27. b is more likely to occur. Zinc is 
more reactive than silver so it tends 
to form compounds and cations.

 28. a. Iron is more reactive than lead. 
Iron will give up electrons forming 
Fe2+ or Fe3+, so the spoon will 
dissolve. Lead(II) will gain electrons 
forming Pb.

b. Pb2+(aq)  Fe(s) ∫B Pb(s)  Fe2+(aq) 
OR 
3 Pb2+(aq)  2 Fe(s) ∫B 3 Pb(s)   
2 Fe3+(aq)
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SECTION B  Section Summary 79

 25. 
Modeling Matter B.11. 

a. How are they helpful in learning about 
ions and ionic compounds?

b. How are they imperfect models of ions?

Metals react with one another in 
predictable patterns according to their 
reactivities.

 26. Which of these reactions is more likely to 

chloride solution.

solution.

 27. 
represents a reaction that is more likely to 
occur? Why?

a. Zn2+(aq)  2 Ag(s)  Zn(s)  2 Ag+(aq)

b. 2 Ag+(aq)  Zn(s)  2 Ag(s)  Zn2+(aq)

 28.  a.  Why would it be a poor idea to stir a 
    solution of lead(II) nitrate with an iron 

 
your answer.

Connecting the Concepts
 29. Which pair is more similar chemically? 

a.  copper metal and copper(II) ions 
 or
b. oxygen with mass number 16 and oxygen 

with mass number 18

 30. 2+) is 
–12 m); 

the diameter of a strontium ion (Sr2+) is  

2+).

 31. Identify each element in the periodic table 
described by the statements below:

 
anions with a 1– charge. It is in the same 
period as the metals used in a penny.

same period as the elements found in  
table salt.

 32. Mendeleev arranged elements in his  
periodic table in order of their atomic  
masses. In the modern periodic table, 
however, elements are arranged in order of 

from the periodic table for which these  
two schemes would produce a different 
ordering of adjacent elements.

 33. In building ships, common practice is to 
attach a piece of magnesium to the hull to  
act as a “sacrificial anode.” In terms of metal 
activity, explain how this helps to prevent  
the corrosion of other metal parts of the ship.

Extending the Concepts
 34.  

an element versus its atomic number for  
 

current cost of those elements be regarded  
Hint:  

a chemical supply catalog or the Web to  
locate the current price of each element.)

 35. Although aluminum is a more reactive 
metal than is iron, it is often used for 
outdoor products. Investigate why this 
makes sense.

How can the periodic table 
be used to help explain  
and predict the properties 
of chemical elements?
Throughout Section B, you have 
observed and studied elements  
and the periodic table. Think about 
what you have learned, then answer 
the question in your own words  
in organized paragraphs. Your  
answer should demonstrate your 
understanding of the key ideas in  
this section. 

Be sure to consider the following  
in your response: properties of 
elements, subatomic particles, 
periodicity and trends, and reactivity.
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How can the periodic 
table be used to help 
explain and predict the 
properties of chemical 
elements? 
Student answers should include:

• Chemists use the periodic table  
as a way to organize the information 
about elements. The periodic table 
can be used to predict properties  
of elements and is organized by 
increasing atomic number. 
• Atoms have subatomic particles  
of protons and neutrons (in the 
nucleus) and electrons (in the outer 
region). Atoms become ions when 
they gain or lose electrons. Isotopes 
are atoms that have the same  
number of protons but different 
number of neutrons. 

Connecting the Concepts
 29. b. Oxygen with mass number 16 and 

oxygen with mass number 18 are 
more chemically similar. Though 
they have different numbers of 
neutrons, they have the same number 
of electrons and behave identically 
in chemical reactions. (Note: You 
may want to show students a 
solution containing Cu2+ ions and a 
piece of copper metal and ask them 
to compare the physical and chemi-
cal properties of the two.)

 30. 205 picometers (the average of the 
diameters of Mg2+ and Sr2+; the  
actual diameter of Ca2+ is 187.6 pm)

 31. a. bromine  b. silicon
 32. Ar(18/39.95) and K(19/39.10); 

Co(27/58.69) and Ni(28/58.69); 
Te(52/127.60) and I(53/126.90); 
Th(90/232.0) and Pa(91/231.0); 
U(92/238.0) and Np(93/237.0);  
Pu(94/(244)) and Am(95/(243))

 33. The magnesium is more reactive so  
it will oxidize preventing the other 
metals (in the ship’s hull) from 
giving up their electrons.

extending the Concepts
 34. Answers will vary with current 

market conditions. 
 35. Aluminum reacts readily with 

oxygen to form a thin but impervious 
layer of aluminum oxide preventing 
further corrosion.
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Q&A
CHEMISTRY AT WORK

Q. What is pyrotechnic chemistry? 

A. Pyrotechnic chemistry is the chemistry of producing heat 
from chemical reactions and using that heat to produce color 
and light and audible effects. We use pyrotechnic chemistry 
not only for entertainment, but also for practical purposes 
like emergency signaling and military applications. 

Q. How did you get into this �eld?

A. While I was teaching undergraduate chemistry, I was 
approached by a fireworks company that wanted to hire me 
for a side project developing chemical compositions for fire-

works that made them safe to transport and store. I got really interested in the chemistry of fireworks, 
so I wrote some articles about it. One ended up being the cover story for a chemistry magazine! Once 
that published, the army called and wanted to work with me on some military pyrotechnic applica-
tions, and my pyrotechnic chemistry career really shot off. Nowadays, I do training seminars for peo-
ple interested in anything that explodes: from people who design and manufacture fireworks to people 
who dispose of bombs.  

Q. How do �reworks work?

A. Every fireworks mixture needs at least one chemi-
cal that’s oxygen rich and one chemical that acts as a 
fuel. By choosing these compounds carefully, we can 
determine how much heat will be produced once a  
firework’s fuse is lit, how fast a reaction will take place, 
and what solid and gas products will be produced. To 
make fireworks more attractive, we include compounds 
that color the flames produced when they explode. Dif-
ferent elements produce different colors when they 
burn. For example, strontium compounds burn bright 
red. Barium compounds produce a green light. Sodium 
compounds have a yellow-orange flame.  

Fireworks are one of the most striking parts of every Indepen-
dence Day. But have you ever wondered how fireworks, well, 
work? Pyrotechnic chemists are experts on how these and other 
types of explosives function. They study how to make fireworks 
and other pyrotechnic devices safe to use and better for the envi-
ronment. Have a blast reading about one pyrotechnic chemist and 
his work! 

John Conkling, Pyrotechnic  
Chemist at Washington College  

in Chestertown, Maryland

80 Unit 1 Materials: Formulating Matter
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cHEMistry At Work 
The Chemistry at Work feature intro-
duces a professional in an area of 
chemistry linked to the content of the 
current ChemCom unit. Written as 
interviews, these two-page articles are 
designed to provide in-depth informa-
tion about a career that uses the chemis-
try developed within the unit. Many 
Chemistry at Work interviews contain 
information that will be useful to students 
as they prepare their final unit project.  
As a result of engaging with the feature, 
students are exposed to a career area  
that may be new to them; develop their 
ability to recognize connections between 
classroom knowledge and situations 
outside the classroom; and access infor- 
mation that may be applicable to the unit 
project in an engaging way. 

Background 
This interview with Dr. Conkling  
comes after students have studied metal 
reactivity. Dr. Conkling describes some 
of the basic components of fireworks. 
Pyrotechnics involve understanding 
characteristics of metals to produce the 
beautiful colorations described. Dr. 
Conkling mentions the colors that are 
produced by various elements when 
they are heated. While the investigations 
that students complete in Unit 1 do not 
include flame tests, students are asked  
to use them as part of an investigation  
in Unit 5. You could do a flame test 
demonstration by making 1 M solutions 
of sodium chloride (2.922g/50mL), 
lithium chloride (2.12 g/50 mL),  
calcium chloride (5.59g/50mL), 
copper(II) chloride (6.722g/50mL), 
barium chloride (10.41g/50mL); soaking 
wood splints in the solutions; and 
passing the wood splints through a 
Bunsen burner flame. This will give 
yellow-orange, red, red-orange, tur-
quoise, and yellow-green flame colors, 
respectively.

resources 
Additional information about fireworks 
and how they work can be found in: 

John A. Conkling: Pyrotechnics.  
 Scientific American, July 1990, 96
http://science.howstuffworks.com/ 
 innovation/everyday-innovations/ 
 fireworks1.htm
http://scifun.chem.wisc.edu/chem 
 week/fireworks/fireworks.htm  
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Q. How do you create a firework’s looks, patterns, and sounds?

A. This is where chemistry and artistry intersect. To create beautiful pyrotechnic effects, we 
work with an artist. Based on the colors and effects we want to produce, we prepare a mixture 
of compounds, which is usually in a powder form. This powder is packed into pellets that we 

call “stars,” which are placed 
around an explosive material 
that we call the “charge.” The 
size of these stars determines 
the duration of the light you 
see once the charge ignites. 
For example, if the stars are 
small, like peppercorns, you 
get an explosion of short 
duration. If you have bigger 
stars, from the size of peas to 
sugar cubes, the burn lasts 
longer. If you paste these stars 
into a geometric figure onto 
stiff paper, you can make 
them explode into patterns 
like an expanding heart or 
circle. All fireworks are 
packaged into a cardboard 
casing that’s wrapped in lay-
ers of papier mâché to make 

a hard exterior surface. When the firework is lit, 
the resulting combustion reaction produces hot gas that makes the casing expand, then shat-
ter. A canister that’s tightly wrapped will hold the pressure of a gas longer, then explode 
with a big bang. A canister that’s more loosely wrapped will explode with less energy, pro-
ducing a softer sound.   

Q.  How do you make fireworks safe?

A. Although the artistic effect is important, we also have to keep other considerations in 
mind when we design new fireworks. One very important consideration is safety: You don’t 
want compositions that explode if you drop them on the floor. It’s important to develop sta-
ble compositions that ignite only when desired. Fireworks were invented hundreds of years 
ago, and we’ve learned over the centuries to avoid certain chemicals and compositions that 
are too easy to ignite accidentally. There is also a big push now to make fireworks as “green” 
as possible—I’m not talking about those with a beautiful green flame, but those that don’t 
pose a hazard to the environment.  

Q.  How do I become a pyrotechnic chemist?

A. It’s an explosive field and one that is a lot of fun! You should take as 
many chemistry and physics classes as you can while you’re in school. 
These classes will give you the background you need to understand the 
reactions that take place in pyrotechnic devices. Also, don’t experiment 
on your own with pyrotechnics! There are a lot of formulas for explo-
sives that are easy to obtain, but it’s important to stay safe.

Chemistry at Work 81
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implementation
The Chemistry at Work feature can be 
used in many ways in the classroom. 
One activity would be to ask students  
to read the article and write down a 
specific number of facts or ideas (say, 
10) that are interesting or new to them. 
Then ask all students to stand up and 
take turns sharing one of the items from 
their list. If an item on a student’s list is 
shared by someone else, they should 
cross it off. After a student has crossed 
off every item from his or her list, he or 
she can sit down. 

Another activity might be to lead a 
discussion about why students think 
this topic was included at this time. 
Start with the prompt “You read the 
piece about Dr. Conkling. Why do you 
think the authors included that article 
here?” Doing it this way should elicit 
responses about metals and metal 
reactivity.

Another strategy would focus on 
connecting the topic to students’ lives. 
Prompts such as: “How many of you saw 
a pyrotechnics show live this past 
summer? How do they differ from those 
you see on television? Which do you 
prefer and why?” should elicit com-
ments about the general size of cascad-
ing color, the three-dimensional nature 
of the design produced, and the delay 
between the flash and the sound. You 
might also ask what courses one would 
have to take to be a successful pyrotech-
nician. Students would need to study 
chemistry (for the effects from reac-
tions), physics (for the rocketry), and 
have some artistic interest (to achieve a 
compelling show). Pyrotechnics are also 
used on stage in theatre and music 
productions.

a Using the Figures
Ask students to examine the diagram of the cross-section of a firework shell on the 
second page of the article. This diagram has two separate types of shells merged 
together, the Italian style and the Oriental style. Ask students if they can identify the 
differences in the contents of the left side of the shell and the right. (Oriental-style 
stars are round and necessary for the traditional symmetrical “chrysanthemum” 
displays, whereas Italian-style stars are cylindrical and will allow for multiple splits  
or fires from a single star.) 
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SECTION
MINERALS AND MOLES 
What is the role of chemistry in the life 
cycle of metals? 

Among Earth’s resources, metals—and the minerals from which they 
are extracted—have long been used by humans. Those uses have ranged 
from tool making, energy transmission, and construction to works of 
art, decoration, and coin making. In this section, you will explore the 
properties and uses of minerals and metals. You will also learn about 
Earth’s mineral resources and how some are converted to pure metals. 
This will allow you to begin to consider the life cycles of materials and 
products that you use. A life cycle is the sequence of steps that a mate-
rial or product undergoes from raw materials to product to final dis-
posal. In the opening Web page, Ms. Harris hints at the life cycles of 
various U.S. dollars when she discusses time of use and recycling 
options. Studying the topics in this section will help you to assess the 
statements in the Web page.

GOALS

mining an ore at a specific site.

including the distribution of resources among them.

molar mass of a compound given its formula and average 
atomic masses of its elements.

element in a given compound.

Identify and distinguish between oxidation and reduction 
processes.

equations and electron-dot structures.

to refine and process than are minerals of less reactive metals.

C
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Section C begins by highlighting Earth’s 
metals and minerals as students explore 
the sources, properties, processing, and 
uses of metals. To consider the practical-
ity of mining and refining, students 
calculate percent composition of 
materials and then of substances, while 
also learning about the chemist’s mole. 
Finally, oxidation–reduction reactions 
(redox) are introduced to explain the 
behavior of metals and their reduction 
from ores.

using the section 
Question
This question delves into the life cycle 
of metals from mining to disposal. By 
the end of the section, students should 
be able to explain why chemistry is 
important at each stage in the life cycle 
of metals. They should also be able to 
calculate and define percent composi-
tion and begin to use the mole concept, 
as well as link these ideas to profitability 
and practicality of mining.

goals
Section C’s goals focus on mining and 
mineral resources, applying the mole 
concept and percent composition, and 
oxidation–reduction processes.

Pconcept check 5
 1. (Concept developed in Section 

A.5.) A substance is material that has 
a definite composition and is uniform 
throughout. It has distinct chemical 
and physical properties. Substances 
can either be elements or compounds.

 2. (Concepts developed in Sections 
A.1–A.4; A.9–A.10; B.6; B.12–B.14) 
Answers will vary, but encourage 
students to draw upon evidence from 
their investigations thus far. Students 
may first suggest examining and 

measuring physical properties such as 
luster, ductility, and density. They 
should also suggest testing some 
chemical properties. Investigation A.10 
Metal or Nonmetal is especially useful 
for students to recall.

 3. (Looking ahead; answers will be 
based on students’ prior knowledge.) 
Answers will vary and may depend 
on how students interpret the ques-
tion. Some may know that gold and 
silver are often found in their metallic 
form but may not know whether they 
are found as chunks of pure gold or as 

chunks of gold embedded within 
rock. Some students may know that 
other metals are found as ionic 
compounds or in ores.
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SECTION C  Minerals and Moles 83

 MAKING DECISIONS
C.1  METAL RESOURCES, PRODUCTION, 

AND USE
The extraction and processing of coinage metals (see Figure 1.31) can serve as 
a model for the life cycle of metals in general. Over the centuries, many metal-
lic elements have been used in coins, including the following: aluminum, 
antimony, chromium, cobalt, copper, gold, iron, lead, magnesium, manga-
nese, molybdenum, nickel, niobium, platinum, rhenium, selenium, silver, 
tin, titanium, tungsten, vanadium, zinc, and zirconium.

Figure 1.31  Gold miners in Indonesia use a high-pressure water jet to blast through soil at a mine.

P1. What is a substance? 
2.  Given a sample of a material, how could you determine whether 

or not it is a metal?
3. Are naturally occurring metals usually pure? Explain.
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MD   c.1 MEtAl rEsourcEs, 
proDuction, AnD usE

In this activity, students begin to develop 
an understanding of the life cycle of a 
resource as they investigate the sources, 
production, properties, and uses of 
coinage metals. You may choose to assign 
students or groups to particular metals or 
allow them to choose the metal that they 
investigate. However, for reference later 
in the unit, ensure that the components 
of the dollar coin (copper, zinc, manga-
nese, and nickel) are investigated by at 
least one student or group. Some web 
sites that may be helpful to students as 
they complete their research include:

All metals:   http://minerals.usgs.gov/
minerals/pubs/commodity/  
or http://minerals.usgs.gov/
minerals/
http://www.mii.org/ 
http://periodic.lanl.gov/
default.htm 
http://education.jlab.org/
itselemental/index.html
http://www.webelements.
com/ 
http://pubs.acs.org/cen/80th/
elements.html  

Aluminum:  www.aluminum.org
Chromium:  http://www.icdachromium.

com/home.php
Copper:  www.copper.org
Gold: http://www.gold.org/
Lead:  num: http://www.imoa.info/
Nickel:  www.nickelinstitute.org 
Niobium:   http://www.niocan.com/

intro.asp
Rhenium: http://rhenium.com/ 
Silver:   http://www.silverinstitute.

org/index.php 
Vanadium:  http://www.vanitec.org/

pages/en/information/index.
php

Zinc:  www.zincworld.org

You may choose to have students briefly 
share the results of their research with the 
class or post their results in the classroom 
or online for reference.

answers 

Metal 1. 
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2. 
De

po
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s

3. 
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4. 
Mi
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5. 
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8. 
*

9. 
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10
.  P
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r 
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 **
**

11
. D

em
an

d 
Me

t?

Aluminum Very China
Russia
Canada

Bauxite Strip or open-pit Electrometallurgy Electrical Alumina Auto bodies
Packaging
Construction  

Yes

Antimony China
Thailand
Russia

Stibnite Smelting Mechanical
Thermal

Flame retardant
Auto Batteries
Chemicals

Yes

see page unit 1-xv for the full answer table.
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84 Unit 1 Materials: Formulating Matter

Table 1.4 provides information on worldwide production of several metals. 
Note that the quantity of each metal produced varies. For example, nearly 
100 times more aluminum is produced worldwide than tin. Why is this? Is 
aluminum more abundant than tin? Or are there more uses and demand for 
aluminum than for tin? How do the physical and chemical properties of 
these metals affect their production and eventual use?

With your teacher’s assistance, decide which metal you will investigate. 
Each individual or group will share their results with the rest of the class. 
You will need these answers at the end of this section, so be sure to keep 
them for future reference.

Use library and Internet resources to answer the following questions  
about your selected metal. 

Resources and Distribution
 1. How abundant is it?

 2.  What is its origin; that is, on what continents and in which countries 
is your metal commonly found?

 3.  In what form(s) is it most likely to exist in nature?

 4. What types of mining are used to remove it from the Earth?

Production
 5.  How is it processed?

 6.  What forms of energy are needed for this processing?

 7.  In what form is the metal transported for further processing or  
final use?

Properties and Uses
 8. Investigate your metal’s properties (both physical and chemical). 

 9.  List at least three important current uses for your metal. 

 10.  
properties that make the metal an appropriate choice for this 
application.

 11.  Are the uses and demand for the metal adequately met by its 
production?
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SECTION C  Minerals and Moles 85

Table 1.4
 

Metal Country
Percent  

Production
Actual Production 
(1000 metric tons)

World Total Production 
(1000 metric tons)

Aluminum

China  34%  13 500

 39 700

 

Russia  11%  4200
Canada  8%  3100

United States  7%  2640
Australia  5%  1960

Copper

Chile  36%  5600

 15 700

United States  8%  1310
Peru  8%  1220
China  6%  1000

Australia  5%  850

Iron ores

China  35%  770 000

 2 200 000

Brazil  18%  390 000
Australia  15%  330 000

India  9%  200 000
Russia  5%  100 000

Lead

China  41%  1540

 3 800

Australia  15%  576
United States  12%  440

Peru  9%  335
Mexico  4%  145

Nickel

Russia  17%  276

 1 610

Canada  16%  250
Indonesia  13%  211
Australia  11%  180

New Caledonia  6%  92.6

Silver

Peru  17%  3.6

 21

Mexico  14%  3.0
China  12%  2.6
Chile  10%  2.0

Australia  9%  1.8

Tin

China  45%  150

 333

Indonesia  30%  100
Peru  11%  38

Bolivia  5%  16
Brazil  4%  12

Zinc

China  28%  3200

 11 300

Australia  13%  1510
Peru  13%  1450

United States  7%  770
Canada  6%  660

Production of Selected Metals Worldwide, 2008
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86 Unit 1 Materials: Formulating Matter

C.2  SOURCES AND USES OF METALS
Human needs for resources—whether to create a new coin, make clothing, 
construct a space-vehicle rocket engine, or fertilize food crops—must all be 
met by chemical supplies currently present on Earth. These supplies of 
resources are often cataloged by where they are found. The table in Figure 
1.32 indicates the chemical composition of Earth. 

Earth’s atmosphere, hydrosphere, and outer layer of the lithosphere supply 
resources for all human activities. The atmosphere provides nitrogen, oxy-
gen, neon, and argon. From the hydrosphere come water and some dissolved 
minerals. The lithosphere, which is the solid part of Earth, provides the 
greatest variety of chemical resources. For example, petroleum and metal-
bearing ores are found in the lithosphere. An ore is a naturally occurring 
rock or mineral that can be mined, and from which it is profitable to extract 
a metal or other material. Naturally occurring collections of ores in the litho-
sphere are known as deposits. An ore deposit contains several components. 
Of these, minerals are the most important. They are naturally occurring solid 
compounds containing the element or group of elements of interest.

The deepest mines on Earth barely scratch the surface of its crust. If Earth 
were the size of an apple, all accessible resources of the lithosphere would 
be located within the apple’s skin. From this thin band of soil and rock, we 
obtain the major raw materials needed to build homes, automobiles, appli-
ances, computers, DVDs, and sports equipment—in fact, all manufactured 
objects.

As you can see from Table 1.4 (page 85), many of Earth’s resources are not 
uniformly distributed. There is no relationship between a nation’s supply of 

Figure 1.32  Earth’s 
composition. From what 
layer do most resources 
come that support  
human activities?

Earth's Composition

Layer
of Planet

Atmosphere N2 (78%), O2 (21%), Ar (0.9%), He + Ne
    (<0.01%), variable amounts of H2O,
    CO2, etc.

100 km

Hydrosphere H2O, and in ocean water approximately
    3.5% NaCl and smaller amounts of Mg,
    S, Ca, and other elements as ions

5 km

Mantle Silicates of Mg and Fe40–2900 km

Core Fe and Ni2900 km to
Earth's
center

Lithosphere: 6400 km:
Crust Silicates (compounds of metals, Si, and

    O atoms); metals include Al, Na, Fe, Ca,
    Mg, K, and others

Coal, oil, and natural gas
Carbonates, such as CaCO3

Oxides, such as Fe2O3

Sulfides, such as PbS

Top 40 km

Thickness
(average)

Composition
(decreasing order of abundance)

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6E
Perm Fig.: 1060     New Fig.: 1-32
First Pass: 2010-06-25
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c.2 sourcEs AnD usEs of 
MEtAls
This section introduces the Earth’s 
stores of resources—the atmosphere, 
hydrosphere, and lithosphere. Figure 1.32 
shows these reservoirs graphically and 
identifies some resources found in each. 
Terms introduced include atmosphere, 
hydrosphere, lithosphere, ore, deposits, 
and minerals. Connect these terms to the 
research students completed in Making 
Decisions C.1. For instance, remind 
them that metals are found in deposits, 
most of which are located within the 
lithosphere. 

One concept to emphasize in this 
section (and again connect to Making 
Decisions C.1) is that mineral resources 
are widely distributed among the 
world’s nations, without regard to land 
area or population. Thus, most nations, 
including the United States, must 
import many mineral resources. For a 
social-science connection, use this idea 
and Table 1.4 (page 85) to discuss the 
need for trade among nations. 

Using copper as an example, the 
section also considers the advisability of 
mining an ore at a particular site, given 
that Earth’s resources are limited. 
Factors to consider in determining 
whether to mine a particular metallic 
ore at a particular site include quantity 
of useful ore, metal content of the ore, 
types of mining and processing required 
(and their environmental impact), the 
mine’s location relative to refining and 
markets, and market demand for the 
metal.

Emphasize that a site where mining is 
not profitable today may become a 
feasible site later, as supply and demand 
fluctuate. Students may have insights to 
add to a discussion of mining based upon 
their research in Making Decisions C.1.

additional activity
Students can use Table 1.4 (page 85)  
to answer these questions:
1. What metal might Australia wish to 

obtain from the United States?
2. What metal could Australia trade to 

the United States to obtain the metal 
in Question 1?

3. From which nation would you expect 
the United States to obtain nickel? 
Why?

4. Give examples of two trade agree-
ments by which China could obtain 
nickel in exchange for a metal it has 
in abundance.

5. What metals might Canada seek to 
obtain through trade?

answers
1. Aluminum or copper
2. Nickel, iron, lead, or zinc
3. Canada, because it is the closest large 

producer of nickel.
4. China could trade lead or iron ore to 

Russia for nickel, or tin to Canada for 
nickel. (Other relationships are 
possible—see Table 1.4, page 85)

5. Copper, lead, silver, iron, or tin

Differentiation
TRM  

 
reaDing guiDe 

A reading guide is available to help 
students organize the information in 
Section C.2. 
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SECTION C  Minerals and Moles 87

these resources and either its land area or its population. A particular region 
may be the predominant supplier of certain metals to industry. For example, 
South Africa supplies more manganese and platinum-group metals than any 

The growth of the United States as a major industrial nation has been 
facilitated, in part, by the quantity and diversity of its mineral resources. 
Yet, in recent years, the United States has imported increasing quantities of 

imported. See Figures 1.33 and 1.34 for examples of minerals and mining.
The greatest challenge regarding mineral resources is deciding on the wis-

est uses of available supplies. Making these decisions involves weighing 
alternatives and considering consequences at every step in a metal’s life 
cycle. For example, is it worthwhile to mine a certain metallic ore at a par-
ticular site? The answer to this depends on several considerations:

 
from its ore,

Figure 1.34  Some miner-
als among these samples are 
mined and processed to yield 
useful metals.

Figure 1.33  Mining metal ores has economic and  
environmental consequences. What impact might mining 
have on a local community?
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88 Unit 1 Materials: Formulating Matter

-
 

in modern society. Among all the elements, it is second only to silver in elec-
trical conductivity. This property and its relatively low cost, corrosion resis-

tance, and ductility (ease of being drawn into 
thin wires) make copper the world’s most 

 
is also used to produce brass, bronze, and 
other alloys; a variety of copper-based com-
pounds; jewelry; and works of art. Table 1.5 
summarizes copper’s physical and chemical 
properties.

The first copper ores mined were relatively 

Such rich ores are no longer available, but 
ores containing less copper can be used. In 

which is then transformed into a variety of useful products. Figure 1.35 sum-
marizes the copper cycle from sources to common uses to waste products.

How do we determine the quantity of useful ore at a site? How does this 
relate to the profitability of mining at that site? What roles do processing  
and demand play in making resource use decisions? How do all of these  
considerations affect your choice of a coin material? The following activity 
will help you begin to address these questions.

Table 1.5 

Figure 1.35  The life cycle of copper includes mining copper ores, reducing the ore to 
obtain the metal, fashioning the metal for final use, and then either recycling the metal or 
discarding it. What effect does recycling have on the energy these processes require?

 

Malleability and ductility High

Electrical conductivity High

Thermal conductivity High

Chemical reactivity Relatively low

Resistance to corrosion High

Useful alloys formed Bronze, brass, etc.

Color and luster Reddish, shiny

Properties of Copper 

Recycled copper
Supplies 21% of

U.S. copper needs

Scattered throughout
country; much remains 
in fairly permanent use,

some discarded

Molding,
casting, etc.Reduction

Copper ore

Copper  metal
(molten)

Copper ores
ides such as chalcocite, Cu2S

as cuprite, Cu2
as malachite,

  Cu2 3 2

Uses
trical: 60% of total use

    Motors, generators, power
communication

    equipment, house wiring
ctrical: 40% of total use

g, roofing, coins, jewelry,
    pots and pans, shell casings, food
    preparation machinery, auto
    radiators

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community
Perm Fig .: 1-35
First Pass: 2010-06-25
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a Using the Figures
Figure 1.35 Ask students to trace 
the life cycle of copper in this figure 
and to answer the question posed. 
Recycling metals that have already 
been refined greatly reduces the 
energy that would have otherwise 
been required to mine and refine ore 
to produce that same mass of metal.
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SECTION C  Minerals and Moles 89

 INVESTIGATING MATTER
C.3  EXTRACTING ZINC

Preparing to Investigate
Early in this unit, you investigated some characteristic properties of matter. 
In that investigation, you learned that the inner core of modern pennies is 
made from a different substance than its exterior. In this investigation, you 
will extract that core material, zinc.

Before you begin, read Gathering Evidence to learn what you will need to 
do and note safety precautions. Gathering Evidence outlines a procedure  

space to record observations and measurements. You will record several 
masses (in grams) throughout this investigation; it will be important to dis-
tinguish among them. It may be helpful to use the left column of your data 
table to identify the objects for which mass is determined (e.g., clean, nicked 
penny before reaction) and the right column or columns for measured masses  
and observations.

Gathering Evidence
 1.  Before you begin, put on your goggles, and wear them properly 

throughout the investigation.

 2.   
U.S. penny.

 3.  Notch the edge of the penny using a metal file. Ensure that you nick 
the penny deep enough so that its inner zinc core is visible.

 4.  Measure and record the mass of your clean, nicked penny.

 5.  
(Caution: 3.0 M hydrochloric acid (HCl) may irritate or damage  
your skin. If any hydrochloric acid accidentally spills on you, ask  
a classmate to notify your teacher immediately. Wash the affected  
area immediately with tap water and continue rinsing for several 
minutes.)

 6.  Using tongs, gently place the clean, nicked penny into the beaker 
(Caution: Do not look directly down into the beaker 

or place your face directly above the beaker.)

 7.  Observe the interactions between the penny and the solution.  
What happens to the penny? What happens to the solution? Does 

 
your observations. 

 8. Store your beaker in the place indicated by your teacher so that the 
system can continue to react overnight.

 9. 
weighed paper towel or weighing boat. Allow to dry overnight.

 10. 
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IM   
c.3 ExtrActing zinc

In this investigation, students will 
extract zinc from the core of a post-1982 
penny and determine the composition of 
the penny. In the reflection they will use 
their knowledge of the metal activity 
series to determine which metals could 
be used to recover the zinc from solution. 

time 3 class periods of varying length
Day 1—20 minutes: Nick penny, 

measure its mass, and place it in  
3 M HCl to sit overnight. 

Day 2—10 minutes: Find the mass  
of weighing paper/boat and filter, 
remove penny shell to weighing 
paper/boat to dry overnight.

Day 3—15 minutes: Measure mass  
of penny shell on weighing paper.

Materials (for 24 students working in 
pairs)

12 100-mL beakers
12 triangle files
12 forceps
weighing paper
4 balances 
600 mL 3 M HCl: 149 mL conc.  

HCl (12.1 M) added to 451 mL of 
distilled water and mixed well.

safety
3 M HCl is very corrosive and can cause 
skin burns. Keep baking soda available 
to neutralize spills. Remind students to 
wash their hands prior to leaving the 
lab.

Pre-lab Discussion
This investigation is both a real world 
exploration of the concept of percent 
composition and a thought experiment 
that applies the metal activity series to 
recovering zinc. It is important to talk to 
students about the flow of the lab. Each 
day’s activities will take only a portion 
of the class period, leaving time for 
other instructional activities. 

lab tips
This lab will take place over three days. 
The planning guide gives suggestions for 
how to spend the additional class time.

expected results
Mass of notched penny: less than 2.5 g
Mass of penny shell: less than 0.06 g

TRM  
 
HanDout
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90 Unit 1 Materials: Formulating Matter

Analyzing Evidence
 1.  

determining the mass of the pieces of penny that remained after 

 2.  
“copper remaining from penny” from mass of “clean, nicked penny 
before reaction.”

Interpreting Evidence
 1. What observations indicate that a chemical reaction took place?

 2. Do you think that all of the zinc was extracted from the penny? 
Explain.

Reflecting on the Investigation
 3.  Think about a procedure that could recover the extracted zinc from 

solution. To do this, consider what you learned about metal reactivity 
in Section B (pages 71–76). 

a. Which metals can release zinc from its compounds? 

right column “Suitability for This Investigation,” as shown below: 

column. For instance, sodium, as an alkali metal, is very reactive 
and not suitable for use in this investigation. 

c. After completing your table, draft a procedure that could recover 
zinc from your solution and determine the mass recovered. 

the metal that you would choose.

 4. Would it be easier or more difficult (compared to zinc) to recover 
silver from solution? Explain your reasoning.

 5. Would it be feasible to remove the copper outer layer and recover it 
from solution instead of the zinc core? Why or why not?

Metal Suitability for This 
Investigation

Sodium
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Analyzing Evidence
1. Mass of penny pieces and weighing 

paper – Mass of weighing paper  
Mass of copper penny pieces

2. Mass of penny – Mass of copper 
penny pieces  Mass of zinc in 
solution

Interpreting Evidence
1. Gas produced, core of penny disap-

pears, mass was lost, temperature 
change

2. Answers vary but should be support-
ed by evidence. For example: Yes, the 
mass decreased significantly; or no, 
there was obviously some zinc left 
inside.

Reflecting on the Investigation 
3. a.  Any metals that are more reactive 

than zinc would be able to release 
zinc from its compound.

b. 

c.  One possible procedure: Add a 
stoichiometric amount of a more 
reactive metal, allow it to react 
completely, filter the zinc recov-
ered, allow the metal to dry, and 
determine its mass. Another 
possible procedure: Add a large 
amount of a more reactive metal, 
allow the reaction to proceed until 
there is no visible reaction occur-
ring (or overnight), remove the 
excess metal, wash the zinc, filter 
the recovered zinc, allow the zinc 
to dry, and determine its mass.

4. It should be easier to recover silver 
because you have more choices of 
metals for extraction.

5. No, copper is less reactive than zinc, 
so anything that would react with 
copper would also react with zinc. 

Metal Suitability for This Investigation
Lithium Not suitable—the metal is toxic and 

too reactive with water to be safe
Potassium Not suitable—the metal is too 

reactive with water to be safe
Calcium Suitable—but be careful. It can 

react with water.
Sodium Not suitable—the metal is too 

reactive with water to be safe
Magnesium Suitable 
Aluminum Suitable
Manganese Not suitable—solutions of this metal 

ion are difficult to dispose of
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SECTION C  Minerals and Moles 91

C.4  COMPOSITION OF MATERIALS
One decision coin designers must make is whether to use only one material 
or a combination of materials. If the design uses more than one material, 
designers must decide how much of each material to use in the coin. The 
percent by mass of each component found in a sample such as a coin is 
called its percent composition.

In Section A, you learned that the composition of the U.S. penny has 

with a mass of 2.500 g is composed of 2.4375 g zinc and 0.0625 g copper. The 
percent composition of the penny can be found by dividing the mass of each 

  
 

2.4375 g zinc

2.500 g total   

 
0.0625 g copper

2.500 g total   

Figure 1.36  Zinc, shown here, and other metals are commercially available in 
many forms, including sheets, shot, granules, wire, and powder. Why are different 
forms needed for different applications? Which forms would work best for this 
investigation?
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c.4: coMposition of 
MAtEriAls
This short section introduces the idea of 
percent composition by mass using the 
composition of the post-1982 U.S. penny 
as an example. You may choose to work 
through this calculation as an example 
before students begin Developing Skills 
C.5.

a

 Using the Figures
Figure 1.36  Most metals can be pur-
chased in various forms. Ask students 
to consider when a wire form might 
be desired? A sheet form? What 
about powders? Ask students to 
identify which forms of metal would 
be most useful for recovering zinc 
from a solution (see IM C.3 Reflect-
ing on the Investigation #3). (For 
instance, large surface area is desir-
able, so sheets or mossy forms might 
work. Gram for gram, powders have 
the largest surface area; however, it 
would be difficult to remove all of the 
powder from the solution and would 
thus be undesirable.)
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92 Unit 1 Materials: Formulating Matter

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
C.5  APPLICATIONS OF PERCENT  

COMPOSITION
Percent composition helps geologists to describe how much metal or min-
eral is present in a particular ore and to evaluate whether the ore should be 
mined. Percent composition is also commonly used in describing contents 
of foods and other products, as well as the composition of the human body.

 1. 

 2.  The bodies of elite distance runners are often composed of far less 

of body fat.

b. The lean body mass (body mass–body fat) of a 67-kg male 

 3. 

compared to a gallon of reduced-fat milk?

 4.  Strict guidelines apply to the labeling of coffee produced from 

50% MOLOKAI COFFEE ALL HAWAIIAN
Contains: 25% Kauai Coffee, 15% Kona Coffee, 10% Maui Coffee

a. What mass of coffee beans from Kauai would be contained in 1 lb 
(454 g) of this coffee?

b. What mass of Kona coffee beans would be contained in 62 kg of 
Molokai coffee?

Sample Problem: A Roosevelt dime, the U.S. 10-cent coin 
since 1946, has a mass of 2.268 g. It is composed of 8.33% nickel 
and 91.67% copper. Calculate the mass of each metal present.

 
calculated by multiplying the mass of the coin by the percent of 
that metal.

2.268 g  
2.268 g  
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DS   c.5 ApplicAtions of 
pErcEnt coMposition

answers
1. Answers will vary based on student 

data. They could calculate this using 
the mass of recovered copper and the 
original mass of the notched penny.
mass of recovered copper

mass of penny   100% 

 percent copper
percent zinc  100  percent copper

2. a. 9.1 kg
58 kg

  100  16%

b. 67 kg  (0.048  67 kg)  64 kg
3. 0.0125  3.9 kg  0.049 kg  

(Students may also say 1.25%)
4. a. 0.25  454 g  113.5 g

b. 0.15  62 kg  9.3 kg
5. Zinc: 0.060  8.100 g  0.486 g

Manganese: 0.035  8.100 g  0.28 g
Nickel: 0.0200  8.100 g  0.16 g
Copper  100%  (6.0  3.5  2.0)% 

 88.5%
0.885  8.100 g  7.2 g

TRM  
 
eXtra PraCtiCe
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SECTION C  Minerals and Moles 93

 5. 
Sacagawea golden dollar) are composed of a manganese–brass 

each of the four metal constituents in the dollar coin.

C.6  INTRODUCTION TO THE MOLE 
CONCEPT

As you know, metals are most often found 
in nature as minerals contained in ores. 

ores include sulfide and oxide com-

2, 
is currently the most abundant mineral 
source of copper. See Figure 1.37. To deter-
mine the profitability of mining a certain 
deposit, geologists first need to be able to  
calculate the copper content of the mineral.

You learned earlier in this unit that the for-

2 means that a formula unit of 
chalcopyrite contains one atom of copper, one 
atom of iron, and two atoms of sulfur. Although 
correct, this interpretation involves very small 
quantities of material. Also, we still cannot 
calculate the copper content of the mineral 
without more information.

The Mole
mole (symbolized mol) 

that is useful in calculating the metal content of ores and solving similar 
problems. You are familiar with other common counting units such as “pair” 
and “dozen.” The mole can be thought of as the chemist’s “dozen.”

A pair of water molecules is two water molecules. One dozen water mol-
ecules is the same as 12 water molecules. One mole of water molecules is 
602 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 water molecules. This special number—
the number of particles (or “things”) in one mole—is more conveniently 
written as 6.02  1023. Either way, this is a very large number! 

To help you get a better idea of the size of a mole, consider this analogy: 
Imagine stringing a mole of paper clips (6.02  1023 paper clips) together 
and wrapping the paper-clip string around the world. It would circle the 
world about 400 trillion (4  1014) times! And even if you connected a mil-

-
ish stringing together one mole of paper clips.

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
C.5  APPLICATIONS OF PERCENT  

COMPOSITION
Percent composition helps geologists to describe how much metal or min-
eral is present in a particular ore and to evaluate whether the ore should be 
mined. Percent composition is also commonly used in describing contents 
of foods and other products, as well as the composition of the human body.

 1. 

 2.  The bodies of elite distance runners are often composed of far less 

of body fat.

b. The lean body mass (body mass–body fat) of a 67-kg male 

 3. 

compared to a gallon of reduced-fat milk?

 4.  Strict guidelines apply to the labeling of coffee produced from 

50% MOLOKAI COFFEE ALL HAWAIIAN
Contains: 25% Kauai Coffee, 15% Kona Coffee, 10% Maui Coffee

a. What mass of coffee beans from Kauai would be contained in 1 lb 
(454 g) of this coffee?

b. What mass of Kona coffee beans would be contained in 62 kg of 
Molokai coffee?

  

Figure 1.37  Chalcopyrite 
(pronounced "kal-ko-pie-rite") 
is found in many ore deposits, 
including the Olympic Dam  
deposit in Australia.
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c.6 An introDuction to 
tHE MolE concEpt
Emphasize that the mole is a counting 
unit, similar to but much larger than the 
dozen. Other common counting units 
include pair, ream, and gross. The concept 
of a mole may be elusive for students. 
Concrete activities often help them to 
develop a thorough understanding.

Students readily grasp the concept  
of a dozen. Access this prior knowledge 
by asking students to define dozen. 
Follow this by asking them to identify 
the number of atoms in a dozen atoms, 
the number of cars in a dozen cars, the 
number of bottles in a dozen bottles. 
Elicit from students similarities in a 
dozen of any item. Also elicit differ-
ences in a dozen of any item. Answers 
should include mass, weight, volume, 
and appearance. At this point, you may 
introduce the definition of a mole and 
pose the same series of questions. Start 
from where students are (with the 
concept of a dozen) and lead them to 
this new concept (the mole). 

Remind students that Avogadro’s 
number is large because the units being 
counted (atoms and molecules) are so 
small. Approximations that emphasize 
the enormity of 6.02  1023 include that 
it is approximately the number of grains 
of sand on all the beaches of the world 
or the number of glasses of water in all 
the oceans. 

The mole concept is based on the 
idea that if the mass of one particle is 
known, then we can calculate the mass 
of a thousand, million, or billion 
particles. Conversely, if the mass of a 
collection of these particles is known, 
we can calculate the number of par-
ticles. Thus, knowing the mass of one 
unit enables us to “count by weighing.” 
Students may be able to think of some 
everyday examples of this method. For 
instance, award tickets in arcades and 
beverage containers returned for refund 
may sometimes be weighed instead of 
counted.

Similarly, chemists “count” the 
number of particles in macroscopic 
samples of matter by weighing them, 
rather than actually counting the 
number of atoms, molecules, or ions. 
Display one mole of a variety of sub-
stances—sugar, salt, aluminum, copper, 
water—to reinforce the idea that the 
mass of one mole varies with the 
substance. 

 The average atomic masses on the 
periodic table are equal to the molar 
masses of each element in grams. The 
mole is formally defined as the amount 
of substance that contains as many 
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As large as one mole seems, however, drinking only one mole of water 
molecules would leave you quite thirsty on a hot day. One mole of water is 

less than one-tenth of a cup of water—
only 18 g (or 18 mL) of water. Because 
atoms and molecules are so very small, 
the number of those tiny building blocks 
needed to make up the “stuff” we see is 
nearly countless.

That is the reason the mole is so use-
ful for work in chemistry. It represents a 
number of atoms, molecules, or formula 
units large enough to be conveniently 
weighed or measured in the laboratory. 
Furthermore, the average atomic masses 
of elements can be used to find the mass 
of one mole of any substance, a value 
known as the molar mass of a substance. 
Figure 1.38 shows a mole of several 
familiar substances.

Molar Mass
Because mass is a readily measured quantity, the molar mass can be used to 
count particles by simply measuring the mass of material. Specific examples 

-
 

In other words, you want to know the mass of one mole of carbon atoms  
(6.02  1023 atoms) and the mass of one mole of copper atoms (6.02  1023 

-
ance, you can quickly get the correct answers from average atomic mass data. 
The average atomic mass of each element is found on the periodic table. 

-

94 Unit 1 Materials: Formulating Matter

Figure 1.38  One mole 
each of copper, table salt, 
and water. If these samples 
each represent one mole  
of substance, why do they  
occupy different volumes?

Figure 1.39  One mole of carbon (left) and copper (right). What do the different 
samples have in common?
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elementary entities as there are atoms in 
exactly 0.012 kg carbon-12—Avogadro’s 
number of atoms. Tell students that they 
can calculate the molar mass of any 
compound if they know its formula and 
sum each element’s molar mass multi-
plied by the total atoms of that element 
in the formula.

a Using the Figures
Figure 1.38 There are many 
reasons why one mole of each of 
these substances occupies a different 
volume, such as the type of bonding 
interactions involved and packing of 
the atoms/molecules. Ask students to 
discuss whether the difference in 
volume is related to the molar mass 
of each substance. (It appears that 
molar mass is not necessarily directly 
related to volume. For instance, 
copper has the greatest molar mass 
of these three substances, yet it 
seems to occupy less volume. How 
tightly the atoms pack within the 
substance must affect its density and, 
thus, its total volume.)

a Using the Figures
Figure 1.39 The main commonality 
is that each contains the same 
number of atoms. Both also are 
elements and substances. It may also 
be useful to discuss differences 
between the two samples. This line of 
discussion provides another opportu-
nity to emphasize that moles are a 
counting unit and not a unit of mass 
or volume.
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SECTION C  Minerals and Moles 95

-
per’s is 63.55. If the unit grams is attached to these numbers, the resulting 
values represent their molar masses:

In summary, the mass (in grams) of one mole of an element’s atoms equals 
the numerical value of that element’s average atomic mass. Any element’s 
molar mass can be easily found from the periodic table. The molar mass of a 
diatomic element, such as O2, is twice the mass given in the periodic table. 

The molar mass of a compound is simply the sum of the molar masses of  its 
component atoms. For example, consider two copper-containing minerals—

2 2 3(OH)2. 

2O contains two 

2O, we add twice the molar mass of copper to the molar mass of oxygen 
giving   

    

1 mol O  
16.00 g O
1 mol O   

16.00 g O

2 2O

The molar mass of malachite is found in a similar way. However, we must 
carefully count the total atoms of each element in more complex compounds 
such as this.

2 3(OH)2

O, and 2 mol H.

    

    

5 mol O  
16.00 g O
1 mol O   

80.00 g O

2 mol H  
1.008 g H
1 mol H   

2.016 g H

2 3(OH)2 2 3(OH)2

Thus, the molar mass of a compound is found by first multiplying the 
moles of each element represented in the formula by the molar mass of that 
element. Then all of the element masses are added. 
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96 Unit 1 Materials: Formulating Matter

Table 1.6 

 

Element Symbol Atomic 
Number

Average 
Atomic 
Mass

Element Symbol Atomic 
Number

Average 
Atomic 
Mass

Actinium Ac 89 [227] Erbium Er 68 167.26

Aluminum Al 13 26.98 Europium Eu 63 151.96

Americium Am 95 [243] Fermium Fm 100 [257]

Antimony Sb 51 121.76 Fluorine F 9 19.00

Argon Ar 18 39.95 Francium Fr 87 [223]

Arsenic As 33 74.92 Gadolinium Gd 64 157.25

Astatine At 85 [210] Gallium Ga 31 69.72

Barium Ba 56 137.33 Germanium Ge 32 72.64

Berkelium Bk 97 [247] Gold Au 79 196.97

Beryllium Be 4 9.01 Hafnium Hf 72 178.49

Bismuth Bi 83 208.98 Hassium Hs 108  [277]

Bohrium Bh 107 [272] Helium He 2 4.003

Boron B 5 10.81 Holmium Ho 67 164.93

Bromine Br 35 79.90 Hydrogen H 1 1.008

Cadmium Cd 48 112.41 Indium In 49 114.82

Calcium Ca 20 40.08 Iodine I 53 126.90

Californium Cf 98 [251] Iridium Ir 77 192.22

Carbon C 6 12.01 Iron Fe 26 55.85

Cerium Ce 58 140.12 Krypton Kr 36 83.80

Cesium Cs 55 132.91 Lanthanum La 57 138.91

Chlorine Cl 17 35.45 Lawrencium Lr 103 [262]

Chromium Cr 24 52.00 Lead Pb 82 207.2

Cobalt Co 27 58.93 Lithium Li 3 6.94

Copernicium Cn 112 [285] Lutetium Lu 71 174.97

Copper Cu 29 63.55 Magnesium Mg 12 24.31

Curium Cm 96 [247] Manganese Mn 25 54.94

Darmstadtium Ds 110 [281] Meitnerium Mt 109 [276]

Dubnium Db 105 [268] Mendelevium Md 101 [258]

Dysprosium Dy 66 162.50 Mercury Hg 80 200.59

Einsteinium Es 99 [252] Molybdenum Mo 42 95.96

Chart of the Elements 
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SECTION C  Minerals and Moles 97

 

Element Symbol Atomic 
Number

Average 
Atomic 
Mass

Element Symbol Atomic 
Number

Average 
Atomic 
Mass

Neodymium Nd 60 144.24 Silicon Si 14 28.09

Neon Ne 10 20.18 Silver Ag 47 107.87

Neptunium Np 93 [237] Sodium Na 11 22.99

Nickel Ni 28 58.69 Strontium Sr 38 87.62

Niobium Nb 41 92.91 Sulfur S 16 32.07

Nitrogen N 7 14.01 Tantalum Ta 73 180.95

Nobelium No 102 [259] Technetium Tc 43 [98]

Osmium Os 76 190.23 Tellurium Te 52 127.60

Oxygen O 8 16.00 Terbium Tb 65 158.93

Palladium Pd 46 106.42 Thallium Tl 81 204.38

Phosphorus P 15 30.97 Thorium Th 90 232.04

Platinum Pt 78 195.08 Thulium Tm 69 168.93

Plutonium Pu 94 [244] Tin Sn 50 118.71

Polonium Po 84 [209] Titanium Ti 22 47.87

Potassium K 19 39.10 Tungsten W 74 183.84

Praseodymium Pr 59 140.91 Ununhexium Uuh 116 [293]

Promethium Pm 61 [145] Ununoctium Uuo 118 [294]

Protactinium Pa 91 231.04 Ununpentium Uup 115 [288]

Radium Ra 88 [226] Ununquadium Uuq 114 [289]

Radon Rn 86 [222] Ununtrium Uut 113 [284]

Rhenium Re 75 186.21 Uranium U 92 238.03

Rhodium Rh 45 102.91 Vanadium V 23 50.94

Roentgenium Rg 111 [280] Xenon Xe 54 131.29

Rubidium Rb 37 85.47 Ytterbium Yb 70 173.05

Ruthenium Ru 44 101.07 Yttrium Y 39 88.91

Rutherfordium Rf 104 [265] Zinc Zn 30 65.38

Samarium Sm 62 150.36 Zirconium Zr 40 91.22

Scandium Sc 21 44.96

Seaborgium Sg 106 [271]

Selenium Se 34 78.96

Chart of the Elements    
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98 Unit 1 Materials: Formulating Matter

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
C.7 MOLAR MASSES

Draw a molecular-level model and find the molar mass of each substance:

 1. Nitrogen atoms: N

 2. Nitrogen molecules: N2  

 3. 4

Find the molar mass of each substance: 

 4.  

 5.  2

 6.  12H22O11

 7. Magnesium phosphate: Mg3(PO4)2

 8. 8H10N4O2

 9. 10(PO4)6(OH)2

 10. Alunite (an aluminum mineral): KAl3(SO4)2(OH)6  
(Hint: Verify that this formula includes 14 oxygen atoms.)

Sample Problem: Draw a molecular-level model  
and find the molar mass of carbon dioxide, CO2

The chemical formula and drawing show that one mole of  
carbon dioxide molecules contains one mole of carbon atoms  
and two moles of oxygen atoms. Adding the molar mass of carbon 
and twice the molar mass of oxygen gives

    

2 mol O  
16.00 g O
1 mol O   32.00 g O

2 2

P1. Describe the relationship between a mineral and an ore.
2. How is a mole like a dozen? How is it different from a dozen?
3.  Why is the molar mass of a diatomic element twice the average 

atomic mass value found on the periodic table?
4.  How does the distributive property of mathematics apply to 

chemical formulas?

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6E
Perm Fig.: 1068     New Fig.: 1CUN01
First Pass: 2010-06-25
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DS   
c.7 MolAr MAssEs

When students understand the mole 
concept, ask them to complete these 
calculations. Caution students about the 
implications of parentheses in counting 
atoms and in calculating molar mass. 
Consider discussing rules for rounding 
and significant figures, depending on 
your state or local standards. Resources 
for these topics can be found in the 
Student Edition appendices and in the 
TRM. You may also remind students of 
the importance of units as they complete 
these calculations and prepare to use 
their skills to perform calculations based 
on molar relationships in equations and 
percent composition.

answers
 1. 14.01 g/mol 

 2. 14.01 g/mol  2   
28.02 g/mol  

 3. 12.01 g/mol   
(1.008 g/mol  
 4) 16.04 g/mol  

 4. 22.99 g/mol  35.45 g/mol  58.44 
g/mol

 5. 63.55 g/mol  55.85 g/mol  (32.07 
g/mol  2)  183.54 g/mol 

 6. (12.01 g/mol  12)  (1.008 g/mol  
 22)  (16.00 g/mol  11)  342.30  
g/mol 

 7. (24.31 g/mol  3)  (30.97 g/mol  2) 
 (16.00 g/mol  8)  262.87 g/mol

 8. (12.01 g/mol  8)  (1.008 g/mol  
10)  (14.01 g/mol  4)  (16.00 g/
mol  2)  194.20 g/mol

 9. (40.08 g/mol  10)  (30.97 g/mol  
6)  (16.00 g/mol  26)  (1.008 g/
mol  2)  1004.64 g/mol

 10. 39.10 g/mol  (26.98 g/mol  3)  
(32.07 g/mol  2)  (16.00 g/mol  
14)  (1.008 g/mol  6)  414.23 g/mol

TRM  
 
eXtra PraCtiCe

Pconcept check 6
1. (Concepts developed in Section C.2.) 

An ore is a chunk of rock or mineral 
that is mined to extract a useful metal 
or material. Often, the mineral is a 
part of the ore that is mined. Minerals 
are compounds that contain the 
desired element or group of elements. 
Students may find it easier to illus-
trate with a drawing—the ore is the 
larger chunk that contains the mineral 
(a compound that contains the 
element of interest).

2. (Concepts developed in Section C.6.) 
A mole and a dozen are both “count-
ing units.” However, a mole is much 
larger—6.02  1023, compared to 12.

3. (Concepts developed in Sections A.5, 
A.6, and C.6.) Diatomic elements  
exist as units that contain two atoms 
together. Thus, to calculate the molar 
mass of a diatomic element, you 
would multiply the average atomic 
mass by two. If students struggle with 
interpreting “diatomic,” help them to 
unpack the term. “What do you think 
‘di’ means?” (two) “So, ‘di-atomic’ 

might mean . . .” (two atoms). “And if 
it is an element, then must the atoms 
all be the same?” (Yes.) Section C.6 
shows oxygen as an example of a 
diatomic element. Students will learn 
more about diatomic elements in 
Section D.1.

4. (Concepts developed in Sections C.6 
and C.7; tie into mathematics con-
cepts.) The distributive property is 
used in algebra to multiply a single 
term and two or more terms inside a 
set of parentheses. This is what you 
must do when calculating the molar 

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 1013     New Fig.: 1CUN01
First Pass: 2010-08-09

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 1014     New Fig.: 1CUN02
First Pass: 2010-08-09

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 1015     New Fig.: 1CUN03
First Pass: 2010-08-09
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SECTION C  Minerals and Moles 99

C.8  MOLES AND PERCENT 
COMPOSITION

A compound’s formula indicates the relative number of atoms of each ele-
ment present in the substance. For example, one common commercial source 

2S). Its for-
mula indicates that the mineral contains twice as many copper atoms as 
sulfur atoms. The formula also reveals how much copper can be extracted 
from a certain mass of the mineral—an important consideration in copper 
mining and production.

in determining how much copper can be obtained from copper-containing 
minerals and ores. Some copper-containing minerals are listed in Table 1.7 
and shown in Figure 1.40. The percent of copper in chalcocite can be calcu-
lated, based on what you know about molar masses.

2S contains two 

2S is (2  

2S   

 
2S  

2

Knowing the percent composition of metal in a particular mineral helps 
us decide whether a particular ore should be mined; however, it is not the 
sole criterion. What else do we need to consider?

2S. Because nearly 

worth mining for copper. However, we must also consider the quantity of 
mineral actually contained in the ore. All other factors being equal, an ore 

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
C.7 MOLAR MASSES

Figure 1.40  Ores of copper 
include (top to bottom) chalcocite, 
bornite, and malachite.

 

Common Name Formula
Bornite Cu5FeS4

Chalcocite Cu2S

Chalcopyrite CuFeS2

Malachite Cu2CO3(OH)2

Some Copper-Containing Minerals   
Table 1.7 
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c.8 MolEs AnD pErcEnt 
coMposition
In considering whether an ore is a useful 
source of a metal, the percent composi-
tion of the ore is a key factor. Since sepa-
rating a metal from its ore can be costly 
(both energetically and financially), it is 
desirable to identify ores with the 
highest percent of metal for mining and 
processing. 

Remind students that, in the context 
of metal ores, percent composition is 
usually based on mass. To find the 
percent composition of a mineral, 
students must first find the molar mass 
of the compound, then determine what 
percent of this total mass is comprised 
by each constituent. For instance, 
cassiterite (SnO2), an important ore of 
tin, has a molar mass of [118.71 g/mol  
(2  16.00 g/mol)]  150.71 g/mol. Of 
this total, 118.71 g/mol are tin; 
118.71/150.71  100%  78.77% tin. 
Oxygen makes up 32.00/150.71  100% 
 21.23% of the mass of cassiterite. 
Note that the percent values total 100%. 
Remind students that a total of 100% 
represents a good check of their calcula-
tions, yet rounding the percent values of 
each component may skew this total 
slightly from 100%. Hint: If students 
have difficulty calculating percent 
composition, you might also express it 
as parts per hundred. Remind students 
to set up percent problems as “part over 
whole times 100%.”

This section provides an opportunity 
to distinguish a mineral from an ore. A 
mineral has a specific chemical compo-
sition, including the metal of interest, 
while an ore is a type of rock that 
contains a mineral or minerals. For 
profitable mining, the percent composi-
tion of both the mineral and the ore 
must be considered. The diagrams in 
this section are useful in clarifying this 
idea.

mass of some compounds such as 
KAl3(SO4)2(OH)6. You would use the 
distributive property to find the total 
mass of SO4 and OH like this: 2(S  
4O) and 6(O  H). Find the mass 
inside the parentheses first, and then 
multiply by subscript to the right of 
the parentheses.
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100 Unit 1 Materials: Formulating Matter

account when deciding on the quality of a particular ore source: (1) the  
percent mineral in the ore and (2) the percent metal in the mineral.

Diagrams may be useful in understanding how these two percentage val-
-

composed of the mineral chalcocite. (Ten squares are shaded to show this.). 

is enlarged to show detail). This representation may help estimate visually 
how much copper is in this particular ore. 

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
C.9 PERCENT COMPOSITION

Figure 1.41  The large square represents  
the total ore sample. (left) Each square  
within the large square represents 1% of the  
sample. The 10 colored squares indicate an 
ore that contains 10% chalcocite. (right) Eighty 
percent of each chalcocite square is colored to 
show the percent copper in chalcocite. Over-
all, only 8% of the total ore sample is copper. 
How would the diagram differ for an ore that is 
50% chalcocite?

Sample Problem: One source of manganese is the mineral  
rhodochrosite, MnCO3. Calculate the percent manganese in  
rhodochrosite.

The percent manganese can be calculated by dividing the molar 
mass of manganese by the molar mass of rhodochrosite:

Mass of Mn

3
 

3

3

3
 

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 5E
Perm Fig.: 2066     New Fig.: 02-33
File Name: CC_02-33
New Draft: 2005-03-09
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DS   c.9 pErcEnt  
coMposition

TRM  
 
eXtra PraCtiCe

Students calculate the percent composi-
tion of some metal ores. You may wish 
to review some simple percent composi-
tion problems before asking students to 
complete this activity.

answers
1. a.  Cu3(CO3)2(OH)2 contains (per 

formula unit) 3 Cu atoms, 2 C 
atoms, 8 O atoms, and 2 H atoms.

b. (63.55 g/mol  3)  (12.01 g/mol  
2)  (16.00 g/mol  8)  (1.008 g/
mol  2)  344.69 g/mol

2. a. The molar mass of bornite, Cu5FeS4, 
is (5  63.55 g)  55.85 g  (4  
32.07 g)  501.88 g 

%Cu  Mass Cu
Mass FeS4

  100%  

(5  63.55 g)
501.88 g   100%  63.31%

b. The molar mass of malachite, 
Cu2CO3(OH)2  (2   63.55 g)  
12.01 g  (5  16.00 g)  (2  1.008 
g)  221.13 g

%Cu  Mass Cu
Mass Cu2CO3(OH)2

  100% 

(2  63.55 g) 
221.13 g   100%  57.48%

c. Chalcocite has the highest percent 
copper and would be the most 
profitable.

3. Calculate (for simplicity) based on a 
100.0-g sample of ore.

For 20% chalcocite: 100.0 g  20 g
100 g

  

0.7984  15.97 g Cu 

The molar mass of chalcopyrite, CuFeS2, 
is 63.55 g  55.85 g  (2  32.07 g)  
183.54 g 

%Cu  
Mass Cu

Mass CuFeS2

  100   63.55 g
183.54 g

 

 100  34.62%

For 30% chalcopyrite: 100.0 g  30 g
100 g

 

 0.3462  10.39 g Cu 

An ore of 20% chalcocite contains more 
copper per 100 g than an ore of 30% 
chalcopyrite and would be a better choice. 
Drawings should show that students 
understand the two-step calculations. For 
each ore, they should draw a 10  10 grid 
to indicate the percent Cu in the mineral.

4. Magnetite contains the greater mass of 
iron. Assume a 1.0-kg sample of each. 

% Fe in hematite  

% Fe  
Mass Fe

Mass Fe2O3
  100%  

(2  55.85 g) 
[(2  55.85 g)  (3  16.00 g)]   100% 

a Using the Figures
Figure 1.41 The final paragraphs 
of Section C.8 highlight two levels of 
percent composition in the context of 
mining—the percent composition of 
metal in the mineral and the percent 
composition of mineral in the ore. 
Help students to keep these ideas 
distinct. Students will be asked to 
draw similar diagrams in Question 3 
of Developing Skills C.9.
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SECTION C  Minerals and Moles 101

 1. The formula for azurite, a copper-containing mineral, is 

3 3)2(OH)2. 

 2. 
assume that each mineral is present at the same concentration in an 
ore. Also assume that copper metal can be extracted from a given mass 
of any ore at the same cost. (Note that the percent copper in chalcocite 

c. Which of these minerals—chalcocite, bornite, or malachite—could 
be mined most profitably?  

 3. 2S) or ore 

2). Assuming all other factors are 
equal, which would you choose? Draw diagrams similar to those in 
Figure 1.41 on page 100 to support your answer.

 4. Two common iron-containing minerals are hematite (Fe2O3) and 
magnetite (Fe3O4). See Figure 1.42. If you had the same mass of each, 
which sample would contain the larger mass of iron? Support your 
answer with calculations.

C.10  MINING AND REFINING
Knowing the percent composition of metal in a mineral and the percent com-
position of the mineral within an ore provides geologists and engineers  
valuable information as they determine the feasibility and profitability of 
mining a particular ore. However, once these ores are mined from the litho-
sphere, they must be refined
the removal of impurities from a desired material. In metallurgy, refining 
means to use various methods to produce the free metal from an ore or ores. 
The process of converting a combined metal (usually a metal ion) in a min-
eral to a free metal involves a particular kind of chemical change. 

Figure 1.42  Hematite 
(Fe2O3, left) and  
magnetite (Fe3O4,  
right) are two  
iron-containing ores.  
If all other factors were 
equal, which ore would 
you mine for iron? Why?
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c.10 Mining AnD rEfining
This section defines and explains 
oxidation and reduction in the context 
of refining ores to obtain free metals.  
At the start of the discussion, remind 
students that they learned about some 
methods of refining as they compiled 
information about their assigned metals 
in Making Decisions C.1.

Oxidation and reduction tend to be 
challenging topics for beginning chemis-
try students. Clearly define oxidation as 
a loss of electrons and reduction as a 
gain of electrons. Two mnemonics for 
oxidation–reduction are “LEO (the lion) 
says GER” for “Lose Electrons Oxida-
tion—Gain Electrons Reduction” and 
“OIL RIG” for “Oxidation is Loss—Re-
duction is Gain” (as in the text’s margin 
note). Encourage students to choose a 
mnemonic that works for them.

If “reduction is gain” is counterintui-
tive to students, you may choose to 
explain that the terms developed in the 
context of oxygen compounds, before 
atomic structure was well understood. 
Originally, reduction referred to the 
partial or complete removal of oxygen 
from a compound—a pile of metal ore 
would be “reduced” to a smaller amount 
of the pure metal.

111.7 g
159.7 g

  100%  69.94%  1.0 kg  

699.4 g

% Fe in magnatite  

% Fe  
Mass Fe

Mass Fe3O4
  100  

(3  55.85 g) 
[(3  55.85 g)  (4  16.00 g)]

  100 

167.55 g
231.55 g  

 100  72.36%  1.0 kg

 723.6 g

a

 Using the Figures
Figure 1.42 Magnetite contains 
72.4% iron by mass; hematite 
contains 69.9%. Magnetite would be 
the more profitable of the two.
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102 Unit 1 Materials: Formulating Matter

Formation of Copper Metal (Reduction)
In general, for metallic cations to be converted to atoms of the pure metal, 
each cation must gain a particular number of electrons: 

      2e–   

-
ered to gain one or more electrons as a reduction. Thus the conversion  
of copper(II) cations to copper metal is a reduction reaction, and we say that 
copper(II) cations were reduced. You can convince yourself that this is a 
reduction reaction by examining the preceding equation.

Formation of Copper(II) Ions (Oxidation)

be considered to lose one or more electrons, as an oxidation:

      2e–

 
  metal ion

Any reactant that appears to lose one or more electrons is said to be oxi-
dized. In this case, a copper atom is oxidized to a copper(II) ion by removal 
of two electrons.

Oxidation–Reduction Reactions
Whenever one reactant loses electrons, another reactant must simultane-
ously gain them. In other words, oxidation and reduction reactions never 
occur separately. Oxidation and reduction occur together in what chemists 
call oxidation–reduction reactions or, to use a common chemical nickname, 
redox reactions. 

You have already observed redox reactions in the laboratory. During  
Investigating Matter B.12 (pages 71 –73), copper metal reacted with silver ions. 
The following equation shows the oxidation–reduction reaction you observed:

(s)      2 Ag (aq)   (aq)      2 Ag(s)

  metal (colorless) (blue) metal

 ion by  
losing two electrons), and each silver ion (Ag  from AgNO3 solution) was 
reduced (converted to an Ag atom by gaining one electron). What you  
actually observed in Investigating Matter B.12 was the formation of a solid 
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Another confusing point for students 
is the idea of oxidizing and reducing 
agents. Reinforce the idea that an agent 
does the oxidizing (or reducing) and 
thus is itself reduced (or oxidized). 

Connect the idea of redox reactions to 
metal reactivities using Table 1.3, 
Investigating Matter B.12, and Investi-
gating Matter C.3. Guide students to see 
that the metal with the most attraction 
(pull) for electrons is the least reactive. 
In general, a more reactive metal can 
reduce a less reactive metal. Silver 
“holds tightly” to its electrons and does 
not react easily. Likewise, elemental 
gold is sometimes found in streams but 
elemental sodium is never found in 
nature. 

Remind students that electrons are 
negatively charged particles. This often 
helps them process the changes in 
charge that result from the gain or loss of 
electrons.

 Emphasize that oxidation and 
reduction always go together—electrons, 
like all matter, cannot be created or 
destroyed and must “come from some-
where” and “end up somewhere” in 
each reaction system. The loss of 
electrons (oxidation) cannot occur 
without a simultaneous gain of electrons 
(reduction). 

Use the connection of oxidation with 
reduction to point out that the three 
reduction processes for obtaining a 
metal from its ore all require some sort 
of electron source—either electricity or a 
substance (reducing agent) that will lose 
electrons easily—and are technically 
redox processes. Although it is not 
critical for students to memorize the 
names of the refining processes, you 
may choose to point out that each name 
refers to the source of electrons (electro-
metallurgy) or the medium through 
which the electrons are delivered (by 
“fire” in pyrometallurgy or “water” in 
hydrometallurgy).

Differentiation
TRM  

 
reaDing guiDe 

A reading guide is available to help 
students organize the information in 
Section C.10. 
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SECTION C  Minerals and Moles 103

 
ions; these observable changes indicated that a redox reaction was occurring, 
even though you did not actually see the transfer of electrons.

In the same investigation, you found that copper(II) ions could be recov-
ered from solution as metallic copper by allowing the copper(II) ions to react 
with magnesium metal, an element more active than copper. Magnesium 
atoms were oxidized; copper(II) ions were reduced. Do you see why?

(aq)        Mg(s)   (s)        Mg (aq)

  (blue) metal metal (colorless)

Note that the total electrical charge on 
both sides of this equation is the same. 
Electrical charges—as well as atoms—
must balance within a correctly written 
chemical equation. For instance, the net 
charge on both the reactant side and 

In some circumstances, this reaction 
might be a useful way to obtain copper 
metal. However, as is often the situation, 
the desired copper metal would be 
obtained at the expense of “using up” 
another highly valuable material—in this 
case, magnesium metal. See Figure 1.43.

Many metallic elements are found in 
minerals in the form of cations because 
they combine readily with other ele-
ments to form ionic compounds. Obtain-
ing a metal from its mineral requires 
energy and a source of electrons. A reac-
tant that provides electrons is known as 
a reducing agent. 

Figure 1.43  Another application of redox 
reactions that “uses up” a more reactive metal 
is shown at right. Sacrificial anodes are installed 
on the hulls of ships, as well as on bridges and 
offshore drilling platforms. These anodes are 
constructed of more reactive metals than the 
structure or hull, and thus corrode in sea water 
first, protecting the structure or ship.
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Using Redox Reactions to Obtain Pure Metal 
Look again at Table 1.3 (page 75). The table lists several techniques that met-
allurgists use to reduce metal cations or, in other words, to supply one or 
more electrons to each cation. The specific technique chosen depends on the 
metal’s reactivity and the availability of inexpensive reducing agents and 
energy sources.

Two approaches summarized in the table are electrometallurgy and pyro-
metallurgy. As the table suggests, electrometallurgy involves using an elec-
tric current to supply electrons to metal ions, thus reducing them (see Figure 
1.44). This process is used when no adequate chemical reducing agents are 
available or when very high-purity metal is sought. Pyrometallurgy, the old-
est ore-processing method, involves treating metals and their ores with ther-

carbon monoxide are common reducing agents in pyrometallurgy: They pro-
vide electrons; metal ions are thus reduced to form metal atoms. A more 

reactive metal can be used if neither of these reduc-
ing agents will do the job.

A third approach to obtaining metals from their 
ions is the process called hydrometallurgy, which 
involves treating ores and other metal-containing 
materials with reactants in water solution. You used 
such a procedure when you investigated the reactiv-
ity of different metals in Investigating Matter B.12. 

104 Unit 1 Materials: Formulating Matter

Figure 1.45  Iron is extracted from iron ore in 
a huge container called a blast furnace. Minerals 
containing iron, such as hematite (iron(III) oxide), 
are reduced to iron metal in the blast furnace. 
Other impurities are burned away or converted into 
a material that can be easily removed, leaving the 
iron behind. 

Figure 1.44  Electrometallurgy is used to 
reduce copper ions to copper metal. Starter 
sheets (also made of copper) are hung from 
anodes and inserted into a solution containing 
copper ions.
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SECTION C  Minerals and Moles 105

Hydrometallurgy is used to recover silver and gold from old mine tailings 
(the mined rock left after most of the sought mineral is removed) by a pro-
cess known as leaching. As higher-grade ores become scarcer, it will become 
economically feasible to use hydrometallurgy and other “wet processes” on 
metal-bearing minerals that can dissolve in water.

 MODELING MATTER
C.11  ELECTRONS AND REDOX 

PROCESSES
The processes of oxidation (apparent or actual loss of one or more electrons) 
and reduction (gain of one or more electrons) can be clarified by visual rep-
resentations of these events. To develop such representations, you will con-
sider atoms of each of the metals you encountered during Investigating Mat-
ter B.12 (page 71).

First, however, here is a review of some key details about an atom’s com-
position. Magnesium (Mg), a reactive metal, changed into Mg  ions in sev-
eral reactions you observed during Investigating Matter B.12. The atomic 
number of Mg is 12, indicating that an electrically neutral atom of magne-

 
protons and electrons must be equal for a neutral atom.

If magnesium is to form a Mg  ion, two negatively charged electrons must 
be removed from each magnesium atom. The bookkeeping involved can be 
summarized this way:

Mg            Mg             2e–

  12 electrons (–) 10 electrons (–) 2 electrons (–)

To build a useful picture of this process in your mind, it is necessary to 
keep track of only the two electrons released by each magnesium atom, 
rather than monitoring all 12 of the atom’s electrons. (In fact, in any normal 
chemical reaction, a magnesium atom is not observed to release any of its 
other 10 electrons.)

Thus, for bookkeeping purposes, an atom of Mg will be depicted this way: 
Mg: (the element symbol with two dots attached). Each dot represents one of 
magnesium’s two readily removable electrons. The symbol Mg represents 
the remaining parts of a magnesium atom, including its remaining ten elec-
trons. The resulting expression for Mg is called an electron-dot structure, or 
just a dot structure. The equation for oxidation of Mg atoms can be repre-
sented this way in electron-dot terms:

Mg       Mg       2e–..
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MM    c.11 ElEctrons AnD 
rEDox procEssEs

Point out that in the chemical reactions 
depicted here, it is possible to find 
copper (metallic Cu atoms) being 
oxidized, as well as copper (Cu2+ ions) 
being reduced.

Remind students (again) that a more 
reactive metal has a greater tendency 
than a less reactive metal to give up 
electrons. 

Electron-dot structures are intro-
duced to illustrate redox processes.  
Help students realize, as they use these 
structures, that there is a relationship 
between electronic structure and 
chemical and physical properties.

This is a challenging activity for 
students, since they have not used 
electron-dot structures previously and 
are just considering redox reactions. 
Working in small groups under teacher 
guidance promotes student confidence 
and success.

TRM  
 
HanDout

TRM  
 
eXtra PraCtiCe
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106 Unit 1 Materials: Formulating Matter

 1. 
occurred during Investigating Matter B.12 (page 71) when each of 
these events took place:  

a. An atom of zinc, Zn, was converted to a Zn  ion. (Hint: Zn has 
two readily removable electrons.)

b. A silver ion, Ag , was converted to a metallic silver atom, Ag(s). 

 2. Apply the definitions of oxidation and reduction to your two 

Now consider one of the complete reactions you observed during Investigat-

nitrate solution, AgNO3  formed, as well as 
crystals of solid Ag. The redox reaction that occurred is

(s)  2 Ag (aq) (aq)  2 Ag(s)

This redox reaction can be represented through the use of dot structures: 

..   Ag   Ag    Ag.  Ag.

 3.  ) is reduced?

 4.   ions that react? 

Each copper atom involved in this reaction loses two electrons. Thus, cop-
per atoms must be oxidized in the transfer process. It is clear from the dot 
structures that the two electrons lost by copper are gained by two Ag  ions. 
So, Ag  is the agent

the oxidized reactant is called the oxidizing agent—in this case, Ag  ions.

 5. 
define a reducing agent?

(s) 
and Ag  ions?

 6. Now consider another reaction you observed during Investigating 
Matter B.12:

Zn(s)  (aq)  Zn (aq)  (s)

a. Draw an electron-dot representation of this reaction.

b. Which reactant is oxidized?

c. Which is reduced?

 7. 

a. the oxidizing agent

b. the reducing agent

 8. 
this exercise. What general features of an oxidation–reduction 

drawing electron-dot representations?

106

answers
 1. a. Zn: ∫B Zn2+  2 e– (oxidation)

b. Ag+  e– ∫B Ag (reduction)
 2. a.  Zn metal (Zn:) was oxidized to the 

Zn2+ ion (oxidation is a loss of 
electrons).

b. Ag+ ion was reduced to Ag metal 
(Ag) (reduction is a gain of 
electrons).

 3. Ag+ is reduced.
 4. Cu gives up two electrons; each Ag+ 

can accept only one electron.
 5. a.  A reducing agent is involved in 

supplying electrons to the reactant 
that is reduced.

b. Copper
 6. a. Zn:  Cu2+ ∫B Zn2+  Cu:

b. Zinc
c. Copper ion

 7. a. Copper ion is the oxidizing agent.
b. Zinc is the reducing agent.

 8. The substance that loses electrons is 
oxidized and ends with a more 
positive charge. The substance that  
is oxidized is the reducing agent.

 9. Zn2+  Mg:  ∫B Zn:  Mg2+ ; Zn2+ is 
reduced (oxidizing agent); Mg is 
oxidized (reducing agent)

 10. Mg:  Ag+ Ag+ ∫B Mg2+ Ag   Ag
Mg is oxidized (reducing agent).
Ag+ is reduced (oxidizing agent).
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SECTION C  Minerals and Moles 107

 9. Now consider a new oxidation–reduction reaction. Answer 

Zn (aq)  Mg(s)  Zn(s)  Mg (aq)

 10. 
equation for the reaction of silver ions with magnesium atoms. 

We have now considered key factors influencing whether a particular ore 
is mined, as well as the chemical processes involved in releasing the metal 
from its ores and minerals through refining. We will next consider what hap-
pens to the metal after refining and to its products after their use and begin 
to develop the idea of material life cycles.

 INVESTIGATING MATTER
C.12 COPPER PLATING

Preparing to Investigate

covers the coin’s surface. This copper exterior not only preserves the tradi-
tional appearance of the coin, it protects the coin from corrosion. Using one 
material to protect the surface of another, less durable, material is by no 
means new or unusual. A layer of protective material can enhance the per-
formance or appearance of a manufactured product while allowing a less 
expensive or more available material to be used for most of the item. 

In this investigation, you will use electricity to plate copper onto graphite 
(carbon) rods. Before you begin, read Gathering Evidence to learn what you 
will need to do and note safety precautions.

Gathering Evidence 
 1. Before you begin, put on your goggles, and wear them properly 

throughout the investigation.

 2. Obtain two graphite (carbon) rods in the form of pencil lead. 
(Depending upon the size of the electrolysis apparatus you will use, 
the graphite rods may still be encased inside two wooden pencils. If 
so, just be sure graphite protrudes from both ends so electrical 
contact can be made.) These rods will serve as the terminals or 
electrodes for the electrolysis process.
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IM   
c.12 coppEr plAting

In this investigation, students use a 
9-volt battery to plate copper on a 
carbon electrode. This simple cell 
demonstrates non-spontaneous oxida-
tion and reduction. Using carbon 
electrodes makes discussion of relative 
metal activities unnecessary. The 
investigation is quick to set up and 
perform, allowing for post-lab discus-
sion of redox concepts and industrial 
applications. For instance, electroplating 
can modify the surface of materials and 
may also help reduce metal from ores. 
Emphasize that this process is endother-
mic, which contributes to the higher 
cost of producing some metals.

time 15 min
40 min to set up including preparing  
the copper plating solution and putting 
alligator clips on 9-V battery connectors 
(see Figure 1.46)

Materials (for 24 students working in 
pairs)

500 mL 1 M CuCl2 (Dissolve 76.18 g 
of CuCl2 2H2O in enough distilled 
water to make 500 mL of solution)

12 U-tubes (clear Tygon tubing will 
work also)

12 beakers or other containers to 
hold U-tubes

12 9-V batteries
12 9-V battery connectors with wire 

leads and alligator clips
24 carbon electrodes (9 mm mechan-

ical pencil lead)

safety
• Students should wear protective 
goggles, gloves, and aprons throughout 
the investigation. 
• CuCl2 can be a skin, eye and respira-
tory irritant. It is very toxic to aquatic 
organisms and may cause long-term 
damage in the environment. Follow 
local guidelines for disposal.
• Always be careful when working with 
electricity, especially with high-voltage 
power supplies.

Caution: Do not allow any student 
activity (such as plating unauthorized 
objects) without prior teacher approval.

TRM  
 
HanDout
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108 Unit 1 Materials: Formulating Matter

 3. Set up the apparatus shown in Figure 1.46. 

 4. do not connect 
the wire leads to the electrodes or allow the two wires to touch each 
other.

 5. 2) solution into the U-tube so 
that the graphite electrodes can be partially immersed in the solution.

 6. After your teacher approves your apparatus, attach wires to the two 
graphite terminals.

 7. 

 8. 

 9. 

 10. Wash your hands thoroughly before leaving the laboratory.

Interpreting Evidence and Making Claims
 1.  Describe changes observed during the electrolysis.

 2.  Were you successful in plating copper onto the graphite rod? What 
evidence supports your claim?

 3.  The cathode is the terminal (electrode) at which reduction occurs.

a. To which terminal of the battery was the cathode connected in the 
electrolysis?

b. What change did you observe at the cathode?

c. Write a representation, similar to those you used in Modeling 

 4. The other electrode, the anode, is where oxidation occurs. 

a. Which electrode was the anode in the electrolysis?

b.  What change did you observe at the anode?

c.  Write a representation, similar to those you used in Modeling 

Reflecting on the Investigation
 5.  Draw and label a diagram of the system that you used to deposit 

copper.

 6.  Do you think that a metal could be substituted for one of the graphite 
rods? Explain. 

 7. Do you think this method would be useful for large-scale copper 
plating? Why?

C.13 ELECTROPLATING
The process you just used to cover graphite with copper involves using 

general process is known as electroplating. As you have already learned, 

Figure 1.46  Apparatus 
for plating copper onto  
graphite electrodes.
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advance Preparation/lab tips
• You can purchase U-tubes or bend 
25-cm lengths of clear plastic tubing to 
use as reaction vessels. You can buy the 
batteries, connectors, and small alligator 
clips from local electronics supply 
stores.
• Fresh batteries give the best results. 
Rechargeable batteries can be economi-
cal if you have time to recharge them 
between uses.
• The volume of CuCl2 required will 
depend upon the size of the U-tubes. 
The CuCl2 solution may be used for 
multiple classes. If there is a qualitative 
change in color, you may need to replace 
the solution. 
• Students should see plating almost 
immediately. Allowing the plating to 
continue for 5 minutes ensures that the 
carbon rod will appear copper-colored. 

Differentiation
extension
If balances with sufficient precision 
are available, students can determine 
the mass of an object before and after 
electroplating to find the mass of the 
copper plate. They could then be asked 
to calculate how many moles and/or 
atoms of copper were plated onto the 
object.

expected results
Copper will form on the carbon rod 
connected to the positive post. When the 
electrodes are reversed, the copper will 
“disappear” from the first carbon rod 
and form on the opposite one. Bubbles 
will form along the carbon rod con-
nected to the negative post. Students 
may be able to smell chlorine at the site 
of bubbling.

Pre-lab Discussion—Preparing 
to investigate
Stress the connection between this 
investigation and previous experiences 
and concepts of oxidation and reduc-
tion. Review the terms anode and 
cathode and ask students to predict the 
direction of electron flow from the 
battery based on the terminal labels.

Interpreting Evidence and Making 
Claims
1. Observations may include:

• The carbon electrode connected to 
the positive post appears to get larger 
and turn orange-brown.
• The carbon electrode connected to 
the negative post has bubbles forming 
along its surface.
• A faint odor of chlorine is evident 
above the negatively connected car-
bon rod.

2. Yes, the rod is covered with some-
thing that is copper-colored.

3. a.  Cu2+  2 e– ∫B Cu reaction occurs 
at the electrode connected to the 
positive post.

b. It got larger and turned copper-
color.

c. Cu2+  2 e– ∫B Cu: 
4. a.  The bubbles occurred at the 

electrode connected to the negative 
post.

b. There were bubbles that smelled 
like chlorine.

c. 2 2e–Cl Cl Cl 

Reflecting on the Investigation
5. Students’ drawings should be similar 

to Figure 1.48 with parts labeled 
including cathode, anode, and copper-
plating solution.

6. Yes, a metal could be substituted. 
Because the battery supplies energy, 
even a less reactive metal could be 
plated. If the metal were more 
reactive, then there would be a 
spontaneous reaction.

7. Large-scale plating would require a 
more powerful source of electrons 
than the 9-V battery.
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SECTION C  Minerals and Moles 109

cations of most metallic elements can be reduced. This fact is exploited in 
electroplating. For example, metal bumpers on trucks are often made of steel. 
In wet or snowy climates, the exposed steel would quickly corrode, or rust. 
Manufacturers protect the steel by coating it with chromium and nickel. See 

to resist corrosion.
Writing half-reactions, which separately represent the reduction and oxi-

dation parts of a redox process, can be helpful in understanding the plating 
process. The reduction half-reaction for plating nickel metal on steel can be 
written this way:

Ni (aq)  2 e–  Ni(s)

Where do the electrons in this reduction reaction come from? Electroplat-
ing requires a power source, usually a battery or power supply when this 
reaction occurs in the laboratory. The power source transports electrons to 
the cathode (where reduction occurs). The ultimate source of electrons in 
any electrochemical process is the anode. In electroplating, the anode is usu-
ally made of the metal to be plated onto the object. As metal cations are 
reduced (removed from the solution) and deposited on the object attached to 
the cathode, metal atoms at the anode are oxidized and dissolve into the 
plating solution. Figure 1.48 illustrates this process.

Thus, the other half-reaction for the plating system is an oxidation, the 
reverse of the reaction shown above. Based on what you know about metal 
reactivities, would you expect this oxidation–reduction process to proceed 
on its own, without any external power source? Although systems that can 
plate metals without applied electric current have been developed, they 
must include a chemical reducing agent, which is sometimes more expen-
sive than electric current.

Platings are usually bonded to the surface of the electroplated object. This 
is desirable because it keeps the metal finish firmly attached to the object. 
After several layers of atoms have been deposited, the plating has the prop-
erties of the plating metal; therefore, it can impart the properties for which it 
was selected. Electroplating is one 
of many ways in which chemists 
can modify materials to meet spe-
cific needs. Keep this idea in mind 
as you continue to consider the 
composition and use of currency.

Figure 1.47  Chrome  
plating can protect  
exposed steel surfaces.
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American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6E
Perm Fig.: 1079     New Fig.: 1-48
First Pass: 2010-06-25

Figure 1.48  Electroplating is caused by an  
oxidation–reduction process. The new coating is a  
layer of metal atoms deposited by reducing metal  
ions from the electroplating solution. Rhodium is  
sometimes plated onto jewelry to increase shine  
and protect against wear.
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c.13 ElEctroplAting
Plating, or electroplating, is a method of 
applying a layer of metal atoms to a 
metal surface. It usually requires an 
electrical power source to provide 
electrons for the redox reaction. Stu-
dents may be confused by seeing the 
terms anode and cathode in relation to 
this process. The anode is often a piece 
of the metal that will be applied as a 
plating/coating. It is separated from the 
object to which the plating is to be 
applied, but both are immersed in 
(usually) an aqueous solution of a salt of 
the metal to be plated or (sometimes) a 
molten salt. As metal ions are reduced at 
the cathode (the object to be plated), 
metal atoms at the anode (with the 
plating material) are oxidized and enter 
the solution as ions. Plated metals 
attached to surfaces they coat through 
metallic bonding. For further informa-
tion on electroplating, see http://
electrochem.cwru.edu/encycl/art-e01-
electroplat.htm or http://www.finishing.
com/faqs/howworks.html.

Post-lab Discussion
Review oxidation–reduction terminol-
ogy and address any student problems 
with the questions. A memory device is 
Red Cat (reduction occurs at the 
cathode). Remind students of the energy 
cost of electrolysis. Point out that the 
more active elements of Groups I and II 
on the periodic table, as well as alumi-
num, are commercially produced by 
electrolysis. Students should be able to 
explain that reversing the leads reverses 
the anode and cathode, resulting in 
deposition on the opposite electrode.
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110 Unit 1 Materials: Formulating Matter

C.14  THE LIFE CYCLE OF A MATERIAL
In designing a new product for human use, engineers and analysts consider 
the full life cycle of the materials involved. A material's life cycle has sev-

synthesized into the desired material (materials acquisition). That material 
is then used to make the product designed for a particular use (manufactur-
ing). The product is transferred to the consumer, used, and, depending upon 
the product and circumstances, maintained or reused (use/reuse/mainte-
nance). When the product is no longer useful, the materials may be recov-
ered and recycled, or they may end up scattered in landfills (recycle/waste 
management

In every stage of the cycle, energy and resources are used. Wastes and 
emissions are also produced and must be included in assessing the overall 
impact of the process. Because energy, resource use, and waste management 
affect economics as well as the environment, each step in the life cycle of a 
material becomes a factor to consider when chemists and engineers design a 
new product.

Recycle/Reuse

Applications
agriculture, construction,
environmental, defense,

information/communications,
transportation, energy, health,

extraction/production

Raw
materials

Synthesis
and

processing

oduct design
facture

ssembly

Engineered
materials

Waste

Figure 1.49  A material’s life cycle. Paper, for example, 
has a life cycle with several distinct stages.
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c.14 tHE lifE cyclE of A 
MAtEriAl
In assessing the sustainability of a new 
product or choosing which product to 
purchase, engineers and consumers 
must think through the full life cycle of 
the material, from mining to refining, 
designing a useful material, then 
recovering and reusing the material. 
Final stages may also include disposal 
or recycling.

NSTA Press (www.nsta.org) publishes 
a book, The Life Cycle of Everyday Stuff 
by Mike Reeske and Shirley Watt Ireton 
(Product Number: PB154X, ISBN: 
9780873551878, Copyright: 2001), that 
may be useful in conjunction with this 
discussion.

Some additional resources include 
http://www.gdrc.org/uem/lca/lca-for-
cities.html, http://www.epa.gov/nrmrl/
lcaccess/, http://pubs.usgs.gov/
gip/2005/17/, and http://lcinitiative.
unep.fr/.

 Metals
Cu Zn Mn Ni

Origin
North and South  
America

Australia 
China

South Africa 
Ukraine

Australia 
Cuba

Mining type Open-pit
Underground or 
open-pit Open-pit

Open-pit or 
underground

Processing type
Leaching/Smelting/ 
Electrolysis

Roasting/Leaching/ 
Electrolysis Smelting

Smelting/Roasting/ 
Chemical Reduction

Cost * $2.50/lb $0.76/lb $1.19/lb $7.31/lb

Competing uses

Construction (pipes  
and wiring), Electronics, 
Transportation

Construction, 
Transportation, 
Electronics

Steel, Batteries, 
Packaging

Stainless steel, 
Superalloys, Batteries

  *Prices will vary.
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SECTION C  Minerals and Moles 111

The next activity will allow you to model this process for a familiar  
product—a dollar coin.

 MAKING DECISIONS
C.15   LIFE CYCLE OF A COIN
So far in this unit you have considered properties that are necessary and 
desirable for coins and bank notes. You have also learned about the sources, 
uses, and properties of metals, and have begun to explore the life cycles of 
products and materials. Now you will use this knowledge to consider the 
life cycle of a particular metal product, the current U.S. dollar coin. Use Fig-

continue to evaluate the statements in the unit-opening Web page.

 1. In Making Decisions A.11, you found the composition of the U.S. 

table similar to the one below to organize information about the 
metals that compose the dollar coin. For each metal, enter the 
following information into the table:  

  (Note: With the exception of cost, this informa-

 2.  
of the steps involved in the life cycle of the U.S. one-dollar coin.

Using your table and the list you just created, answer the following questions:

 3.  Which steps in the life cycle of dollar coins consume energy? For 
each, explain the particular energy needs.

 4.  Which steps (such as the reduction of a mineral in an ore to produce 
the metal) require the use of other materials?

 5.  Which steps generate wastes or emissions? Explain.

 6.  How does the location or identity of the ore deposits affect the life 
cycle of the coins?

 7.  As you know, coins have a limited lifespan.

a.  How long do you expect each coin to stay in circulation?

b.  What will happen to the materials when used coins are removed 
from circulation?

 8.  
might happen if the materials in the coin were worth more than the 
face value of the coin?

Metals
 I II III IV

Origin

Mining type 
Processing type

Cost
Competing uses
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MD   c.15 lifE cyclE of  
A coin

This activity lends itself well to small 
group work. Assign student groups to 
discuss the questions and record their 
answers, then gather for a full-class 
discussion. Information from Making 
Decisions C.1 will be helpful in com-
pleting the table for Question 1.

answers
1. See the table at left. 
2. Steps in the life cycle of dollar coins 

include: 

a. mining copper, zinc, manganese, 
and nickel ores

b. refining copper, zinc, manganese, 
and nickel ores

c. transporting processed metals
d. combining the metals into manga-

nese-brass
e. minting coins
f. delivery of coins to Federal Reserve 

and other banks
g. circulation and use
h. recycling of worn coins

3. Nearly all steps in the life cycle of 
coins require energy, as follows:
a. Mining: for removal and transporta-

tion (mechanical and chemical)
b. Refining: for separation and 

reduction (mechanical, thermal, 
electrical, and chemical)

c. Transporting: (chemical and  
  mechanical)

d. Combining: for melting or fusing 
(thermal)

e. Minting: for blanking, annealing, 
washing, drying, upsetting, and 
striking (mechanical and thermal)

f. Delivery: for transportation (chemi-
cal and mechanical)

g. N/A
h. Recycling: for transportation and 

processing (mechanical, thermal, 
and chemical)

4. Some of the refining processes require 
reducing agents. Washing requires 
detergent or soap and transportation 
(in several steps) requires fuel.

5. Mining and refining produce by-prod-
ucts, tailings, or wastes. Transporta-
tion and any other process that uses 
fuel (including mechanical or thermal 
processes such as melting or blanking) 
produce emissions. 

6. Ore deposits that are far from the 
United States would result in added 
emissions due to transportation. 
Processes and pollution controls in 
other nations might also not be as 
advanced as those in the United 
States, again leading to added emis-
sions and wastes. The identity of the 
ore would also affect the mining and 
processing used to obtain the metal. 
These processes vary in the quantities 
of energy and materials required, as 
well as wastes produced.

7. a. About 30 years.
b. The used coins will be melted and 

recycled into new coins.
8. If the cost of materials exceeded the 

face value of the coin, the government 
would lose money on each coin 
produced and consumers might try  
to melt coins to recover the metals 
within.
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112 Unit 1 Materials: Formulating Matter

The resources for all human activities must 
be obtained from Earth’s atmosphere, 
hydrosphere, and outer layer of its 
lithosphere. These resources are not 
uniformly distributed.

 1. List two resources typically found in each 
of the three major “spheres” of Earth.

 2. a.  List and briefly describe three major parts 
of the lithosphere.

b. Which layer serves as the main 
storehouse of chemical resources used in 
manufacturing consumer products?

 3. Using Table 1.4 (page 85), identify the 
nation that produces the most

a.  silver.   b.  copper.  c.  tin.

 4. According to information in Table 1.4 on 
page 85, which of these four nations—the 

produces the largest masses of the eight 
listed resources in the table? 

The feasibility of mining and extracting  
a mineral resource depends, in part, on 
how easily a particular metal can be  
processed and used, which largely 
depends on its chemical reactivity.

 5. How do minerals differ from ores?

 6. What factors determine the feasibility of 
mining a particular metallic ore at a certain 
site?

 7. 
100 years, has recently reopened for further 
mining. What factors may have influenced 
the decision to reopen the mine?

 8.  What is meant by the quantity of “useful 
ore” at a particular site?

 9.  Why are active metals more difficult to 
process and refine than are less active 
metals?

 10.  Based on your results from Investigating 
Matter B.12 (page 71), which metals 
involved in that investigation would be the 
easiest to process? Why?

 11.  Why do most metals exist in nature as 
minerals rather than as pure metallic 
elements?

Gathering information is a form of data 
collection. Sources of information vary in 
their reliability.

 12. 

a.  What sources did you use?

b.  How did you determine whether a source 
provided accurate information?

c.  Did you note bias in any of the sources 
that you encountered? (A bias is a 
tendency toward a particular belief or 
perspective.) Did you choose to use these 
sources? Explain. 

 13. What sources of information do you 
consider to be consistently reliable? Why?

 14. What are some potential consequences of 
collecting inaccurate data or information?

One mole of substance contains  
6.02  1023 particles. The molar mass  
of a substance can be calculated from 
average atomic masses of the  
component elements.

 15. If you could spend a billion dollars (1  10  
dollars) per second, how many years would 
it take to spend one mole of dollars?

SUMMARYCSECTION

Reviewing the Concepts
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reviewing the Concepts
 1. Answers may include:  

Atmosphere: nitrogen, oxygen, neon, 
argon
Hydrosphere: water, sodium, sulfur, 

calcium, magnesium
Lithosphere: petroleum, silicates, and 

ores containing minerals and 
metals

 2. a.  The lithosphere consists of the 
crust, the top 40 km composed of 
silicates, metals, and other 
compounds; the mantle, from 
40–2900 km and composed of 
silicates of Mg and Fe; and the 
core, 2900 km to the Earth’s center, 
composed of Fe and Ni.

b. The crust
 3. a. Peru b. Chile c. China
 4. China, 13 500  5600  770 000   

1540  2.6  150  3200  793 993 
thousand metric tons 
Australia, 1960  850  330 000  

576 180 1.8 1510  335 078 
thousand metric tons

United States, 2640 1310 440  
770 = 5160 thousand metric tons

Peru, 1220 335  3.6 38 1450  
3047 thousand metric tons

 5. A mineral is the substance that 
contains a metal of interest in a 
combined state. An ore is the rock 
throughout which the mineral is 
distributed. 

 6. Factors include percent of metal in 
the ore, the type of mining and 
processing required, the quantity of 
useful ore at the site, the distance of 
the mine to processing facilities, and 
the metal’s supply and demand.

 7. New technology may allow a more 
economical method of extracting the 
metal from its ore, or demand for the 
metal may have increased enough to 
make its mining profitable. 

 8. It is ore that can be removed and has 
a percent metal high enough to make 
mining and refining profitable.

 9. Because they require more energy to 
become released from their com-
pounds.

 10. Copper and silver, because they are 
less reactive than zinc and magne-
sium.

 11. Most metals are chemically reactive 
and combine with other elements in 
minerals.

 12. a. Internet; World Almanac
b. Answers could include how data 

is collected, the purpose of the 
site, or whether the site seems to 
be free from bias.

c. Answers will vary, but may 
include commercial sites that 
produce or sell metals.

 13. Government sites (like www.usgs.
gov) and educational sources (like 
Colorado School of Mines: www.
mines.edu). Sources that have no 
commercial interest and show how 
the data was collected are more 
likely to be reliable.

 14. Claims are made based on data 
collected or information gathered. 
Inaccurate data or biased information 
can affect the validity of these 
claims.

 15. 1 mol dollars  
6.02  1023 dollars

1 mol dollars  
 

1s

1  109 dollars  
 

1 min
60 s  

 
1 hr

60 min 

 
1 day
24 hr  

 
1 year

365.25 days

 1.91  107 years  19.1 million 
years
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 16.  Find the molar mass of each substance:

a.  oxygen gas, O2

b.  ozone, O3

3

d.  a typical antacid, Mg(OH)2

H8O4

 17.  How is it that samples of 63.6 g copper 
metal and 23.0 g sodium metal, with 
different masses, volumes, and densities, 
both correctly represent 1.00 mol of 
substance?

 18.  A major advantage of the mole concept is 
that it enables a chemist to “count by 
weighing.” If one mole of potassium metal 

The percent composition of a material can 
be calculated by determining the  
proportion by mass of each constituent. 
The percent composition of a substance 
can be calculated from the relative  
number of atoms of each element in  
the substance’s formula.

 19.  
U.S. quarter, which has a mass of 5.670 g 

 20.  Find the percent metal (by mass) in each 
compound:

a.  Ag2S

b.  Al2O3

3

 21.  A 50.0-g sample of ore contains 5.00 g 
lead(II) sulfate, PbSO4.

a.  What is the percent by mass:

 i. lead (Pb) in PbSO4?

 ii.  PbSO4 in the ore sample?

 iii. Pb in the total ore sample?  

b. Use a diagram to represent the proportions 
of lead and lead(II) sulfate in the ore 

 22.  In carbon dioxide, two-thirds of the atoms 
are oxygen atoms; however, the percent 

The processes of oxidation and reduction 
occur together, resulting in oxidation–
reduction (redox) reactions.

 23.  Define oxidation and reduction in terms 
of electron transfer.

 24.  Write an equation for each of the 
following processes:

a.  the reduction of gold(III) ions to gold  

b. the oxidation of elemental vanadium to 
vanadium(IV) ions 

 ions

 25.  Identify each of the following equations 
as representing either an oxidation reaction 
or a reduction reaction.

a. Fe   2e–  Fe

  3e–

c.  Al   3e–  Al

 26.  

Zn(s)  Ni (aq)  Zn (aq)  Ni(s)

a.  Which reactant has been oxidized? 
Explain your choice.

b.  Which reactant has been reduced? 
Explain your choice.

c.  What is the reducing agent in this 
reaction?

 27.  

2 K(s)  Hg (aq)  2 K (aq)  Hg(s)

a.  Which reactant has been oxidized? 
Explain your choice.

b.  Which reactant has been reduced? 
Explain your choice. 

c.  What is the oxidizing agent in this reaction?

 28.  Write an equation for

 ions.

b. the reduction of Mn  ions by Mg metal.

sample.

metal

SECTION C  Section Summary 113
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 16. a. 32.00 g/mol d. 58.33 g/mol
b. 48.00 g/mol e. 180.15 g/mol
c. 100.09 g/mol

 17. Both contain Avogadro’s number, 
6.02  1023, of particles. The par-
ticles differ in size, but the number is 
the same.

 18. a. 6.02  1023 atoms

b. 19.55 g K  
6.02  1023 atoms

39.1 g K
 

  3.01  1023 atoms

c. 3.91 g K  
6.02  1023 atoms

39.1 g K
  

  6.02  1022 atoms

 19. Percent Cu  (5.198 g Cu/5.670 g 
quarter)  100  91.68% Cu
Percent Ni  (0.472 g Ni/5.670 g 
quarter)  100  8.32% Ni 

 20. a.  Molar mass Ag2S  (2  107.9 g) 
 32.06 g  247.9 g
% Ag  (2  107.9 g)/(247.9 g)  
100%  87.1%

b. Molar mass Al2O3  (2  26.98 g) 
 (3  16.00 g)  101.96 g
% Al  (2  26.98 g)/(101.96 g)  
100%  52.9%

c. Molar mass CaCO3  40.08 g  
12.01 g  (3  16.00 g)  100.09 g
% Ca  (40.08 g)/(100.09 g)  
100%  40.0%

 21. a.  Molar mass PbSO4  207.2 g   
32.07 g  (4  16.00 g)  303.3 g

 i.  % Pb  (207.2 g)/(303.27 g)  
100%  68.3%

 ii.  % PbSO4  (5.00 g)/(50.0 g)  
100%  10.0%

 iii.  % Pb  68.3%  10.0 %  
6.83% 

b. 

 22. Carbon and oxygen atoms do not 
have the same mass. A mole of 
oxygen atoms has a mass of 16.0 g, 
while a mole of carbon atoms has a 
mass of only 12.0 g. 

The molar mass of carbon dioxide  
is 44.0 g, of which 32.0 g, or 73%  
(by mass), is oxygen.

 23. Oxidation is the loss of electrons, and 
reduction is the gain of electrons.

 24. a. Au3+  3 e– ∫B Au
b. V ∫B V4+  4 e–

c. Cu+ ∫B Cu2+  e–

 25. Reduction: a, c Oxidation: b
 26. a.  Zn: Each zinc metal atom lost two 

electrons.
b. Ni2+: Each nickel ion gained two 

electrons.
c. Zinc metal.

 27. a.  K: Each potassium metal atom lost 
one electron.

b. Hg2+ ion: Each mercury ion gained 
two electrons.

c. Mercury ion.
 28. a.  Al(s)  Cr3+(aq) ∫B Al3+(aq)  Cr(s)

b. Mn2+(aq)  Mg(s) ∫B Mn(s)  
Mg2+(aq)

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 1017     New Fig.: 1CUN05
First Pass: 2010-08-09
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114 Unit 1 Materials: Formulating Matter

Metal cations can be converted to  
metal atoms by electrometallurgy, 
pyrometallurgy, or hydrometallurgy, 
depending upon the metal’s reactivity.

 29.  Explain how each of the following 
processes converts metal cations to metal 
atoms:

a.  electrometallurgy

b.  pyrometallurgy

c.  hydrometallurgy

 30. What processes would be most useful in 
obtaining the following elements from their 
ores?

a.  magnesium

b.  lead

Connecting the Concepts
 31.  Describe two ways in which 

electroplating is used in industry.

 32. 
 ions to 

(s). 

a.  Was this chemical change an oxidation or 
a reduction?

electricity, you could use another metal 
to provide electrons. Based on the metal 
activity series (Table 1.3, page 75), name 
two metals that could be used for this 
purpose.

 33.  
protect it from further rusting? Explain.

 34.  How does access to mineral resources 
contribute to a nation’s economic success? 

 35. There are thousands of tons of gold in sea 
water. Explain why it is unlikely that ocean 
water will ever be “mined” for gold.

 36. What information would you need to be 
able to “count” exactly 1000 nails of the 
same size by weighing them?

 37. 
different mine sites in these forms:

2O4

4

2O3

  Based only on percent composition of the 
minerals, at which site would chromium 
mining be most feasible? 

 38. Is there any connection between the process 
used to reduce a metal cation and the 
position of that element on the periodic 
table?

 39. 
Investigating Matter B.12 dealt with 
reactivity series. In each case, the more 
reactive substance replaced the less reactive 
substance in a compound. Explain this 
behavior in terms of oxidation and reduction.

What is the role of 
chemistry in the life cycle  
of metals?
As you conclude your study of this 
section, look back on the essential 
ideas. You have encountered life 
cycles, moles, and metals, within the 
context of Earth’s mineral resources. 
How are these ideas connected? 
Think about what you have learned, 
then answer the question in your own 
words in organized paragraphs. Your 
answer should demonstrate your 
understanding of the key ideas in  
this section. 

Be sure to consider the following  
in your response: metal sources, 
metal processing, metal recycling, 
“counting by weighing,” and  
percent composition.
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 29. a.  Metal cations gain electrons from  
a cathode.

b. Coke or carbon monoxide acts as a 
reducing agent to reduce metal 
cations.

c. Metal cations are treated in 
solution with a more active metal, 
which reduces metal cations.

 30. a. electrometallurgy
b. pyrometallurgy

What is the role of 
chemistry in the life 
cycle of metals? 
Student answers should include:

• Life-cycle analysis examines the 
sources, processes, uses, and dis-
posal of materials and products and 
their effect on Earth’s environment.
• Metal life cycles are intimately 
connected with oxidation–reduction 
reactions, particularly loss and gain 
of electrons by metal atoms and ions. 
• Some atoms lose electrons more 
easily and are commonly found 
combined in nature, whereas others 
are found as pure metals. Methods 
for refining metals are related to 
metal reactivity. 
• The mole concept is a way that 
chemists can “count” atoms using 
mass rather than counting individual 
atoms. Percent composition is a 
useful tool for describing the makeup 
of a material or substance. 

Connecting the Concepts
 31. To improve the appearance of a 

product and to protect a reactive 
substance from the atmosphere.

 32. a. Reduction
b. Any metal above copper in Table 

1.3 would be acceptable: Li, K, Ca, 
Na, Mg, Al, Mn, Zn, Cr, Fe, or Pb

 33. In theory this would work. However, 
any defect in the plating would allow 
oxygen to continue to attack the metal.

 34. A nation’s wealth depends on 
availability of raw materials and 
resources that have economic value 
at that time. For example, nations in 
the Middle East enjoy tremendous 
income from selling petroleum. 
Mineral resources can contribute to 
this wealth. Mineral resources also 
allow a nation flexibility to produce 
many products from these resources.

 35. Gold occurs at a concentration of 0.1 
to 2 mg/ton sea water. To extract it, 
sea water would be pumped and gold 
selectively separated from the water. 
Both processes require energy and 
other resources that are worth much 

more than the value of gold extracted.
 36. The average mass of one nail (or any 

known number of nails, from which 
to calculate the average mass of one 
nail)

 37. Molar mass FeCr2O4  55.85 g  (2  
52.00 g)  (4  16.00 g)  223.85 g
% Cr  (2  52.00 g)/(223.85 g)  

100%  46.46%
Molar mass PbCrO4  207.2 g  

52.00 g  (4  16.00 g)  323.2 g
% Cr  (52.00 g)/(323.2 g)  100%  

16.09%
Molar mass Cr2O3  (2  52.00 g)   

(3  16.00 g)  152.00 g

% Cr  (2  52.00 g)/(152.00 g)  
100%  68.42%

Site 3 has the highest percentage of 
chromium and would be most feasible.

 38. Metals that are on the left side of the 
table tend to require a greater amount 
of energy to be reduced to their 
elemental forms.

 39. More reactive metals lose electrons 
more readily and form cations (oxida-
tion). More reactive halogens gain 
electrons to form anions (reduction).

 40. Student questions could include:
What is the source of each raw 
material? Is the iron reclaimed from
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 40. Suppose that you are serving on a 
committee seeking to make your school 
more “green.” The worn cafeteria tables 
must be replaced and the committee has 
been asked to choose between new tables 
with steel (mostly iron) or aluminum 
frames. Assuming performance is similar, 
what life cycle questions would you ask to 
determine which choice is “greener”?  

 41. A 10.0-g sample of sports drink powder 

12H22O11), 2.8 g 

6H12O6), and 0.20 g sodium 

composition (by mass) of

a. sucrose

b. glucose

Extending the Concepts
 42. Using the composition of the sports drink  

composition (by mass) of

a.  sodium

b.  carbon

 43.  Find and describe a historical example of 
uneven distribution of mineral resources 
and its impact on relations among nations.

 44.  History documents that copper has been 
used by humans for 10 000 years, whereas 
aluminum has been used for only about 100 
years. Suggest and explain some reasons for 
this difference.

 45.  The reactive metal aluminum is often 
used in containers for acidic beverages. 
Investigate and describe the technology that 
makes this possible.

 46.  What is a patina? Explain its value both 
aesthetically and chemically.

 47. In your laboratory experiences, you may 
encounter some compounds called  
hydrates. Examples of hydrates include  
(i) Na2S2O3

.5H2 4
.2H2O, and  

(iii) Na2 3
.10H2O.

a.  Why are these compounds called 
“hydrates”?

hydrate.

hydrate.

d.  Although hydrates contain significant 
amounts of water, they are found as dry 
solid substances at room temperature. 
How is this possible?

SECTION C  Section Summary 115
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scrap metal? Is the aluminum from 
recycled cans? If it is newly-mined 
metal, where did it originate? Is it 
being shipped? Where are the tables 
manufactured? How are they 
shipped from the manufacturer? Is 
there a significant difference in the 
weight of the tables? Will there be 
any long-term effect of the weight of 
the tables on the floor? On workers? 
What is the maintenance required 
and what types of resources are 
consumed in maintenance? What is 
the expected useful life of each type 
of table and how will it be recycled 
or disposed after use?

 41. a.  7.0 g /10.0 g  100%  70% sucrose
b. 2.8 g/10.0 g  100%  28% glucose
c. 0.20 g/10.0 g  100%  2.0% NaCl

extending the Concepts
 42. a.  0.20 g  (22.99 g/58.44 g)   

0.079 g; 0.079 g/10.0 g  100%  
0.79% sodium

b. [7.0 g  (144.12 g/ 342.34 g)]  
[2.8 g  (72.06 g/180.18 g)]   
2.95 g  1.12 g  4.1 g;

4.1 g/10.0 g  100%  41% carbon
 43. Answers will vary. Some examples 

include the following:

• Shortages of iron and steel were 
partially responsible for Germany’s 
participation in World War I.

• Japan’s participation in World  
War II related to seeking rich 
mineral resources of East and 
Southeast Asia to support  
industrial expansion.

• Japan and the Philippines had a 
major trade crisis in 1974 over 
Japan’s cutback in purchase of 
Philippine copper.

• Congo has experienced continual 
conflict over its resources with 
Angola, Namibia, Zimbabwe, 
Uganda, and Rwanda. 

• Diamonds in Sierra Leone and 
Angola are a continuing source of 
conflict.

 44. An inexpensive method of extracting 
aluminum by electrolysis from its 
ore, bauxite, was not devised until 
1886 (by Hall and Heroult). Alumi-
num is usually found in combination 
with other elements and was not 
separable before this development. 
Copper is less reactive and some-
times found uncombined. Copper 
can also be refined by simply heating 
its ore in air (pyrometallurgy).

 45. Aluminum cans are coated on the 
inside by a thin layer of plastic or 
lacquer.

 46. A patina is a product of corrosion, 
forming a crust or film, usually on 
bronze or copper. The green-blue 
color is often aesthetically valued  
as an ornamental enhancement. The 
patina also protects the metal 
underneath from further corrosion.  

 47. a.  Because they incorporate water 
molecules into their crystal 
structures

b. Na2S2O3  5 H2O  (2  22.99 g)  
(2  32.07 g)  (3  16.00 g)   
(5  (16.00 g  2.016 g))  248.20 
g/mol; CaSO4  2 H2O  40.08 g  
32.07 g  (4  16.00 g)  (2  
18.016 g)  172.18 g/mol;

Na2CO310 H2O  (2  22.99 g)  
12.01 g  (3  16.00 g)  (10  
18.016 g)  286.15 g/mol

c. Na2S2O35 H2O  (5  18.016 g)/
(248.20 g)  100%  36.293%; 

CaSO42 H2O  (2  18.016 g)/
(172.18 g)  100%  20.927%; 

Na2CO310 H2O  (10  18.016 g)/
(286.15 g)  100%  62.960%

d. They retain a stable crystalline 
structure with the attached water 
molecules.
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SECTION
CONSERVATION AND 
CHEMICAL EQUATIONS 
How is conservation of matter  
demonstrated in the use of resources?

In some chemical reactions, matter seems to be created—as a nail rusts, 
a new material appears. In other reactions, matter seems to disappear—
a sheet of paper burns and apparently vanishes. In terms of fundamen-
tal particles, neither creation nor destruction of matter actually occurs. 
In this section, you will learn what happens to atoms in chemical reac-
tions and how the atoms can be tracked through the use of chemical 
equations. This information will help you consider the fate of Earth’s 
resources as well as the materials and products developed from them.

GOALS

of matter.

their chemical and physical properties.

D

P1.  What information about a compound is contained in its  
chemical formula?

2. What does it mean to “count by weighing”?
3.  You have observed changes in matter as a result of chemical 

reactions. What do you think happens at the particulate level 
during these changes?

116 Unit 1 Materials: Formulating Matter
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This section uses the law of conserva-
tion of matter to introduce the skills of 
tracking atoms and balancing chemical 
equations. Conservation is then applied 
to Earth’s resources and the unit’s 
featured problem of the dollar coin 
versus the dollar bill.

using the section 
Question
This question considers the connection 
between conservation in chemistry and 
conservation of Earth’s resources. By the 
end of this section, students should be 
able to discuss this connection, as well 
as balance equations and give examples 
of sustainability and renewability in 
everyday life.

goals
The goals for Section D target the 
balancing of chemical equations, along 
with conservation of matter and re-
sources.

Pconcept check 7
1. (Concepts developed in several 

previous sections, but especially 
A.6–A.8 and C.6.) Chemical formulas 
tell you (a) what elements make up 
the compound and (b) how many 
atoms of each element are in one unit. 
You can use the chemical formula to 
calculate molar masses.

2. (Concepts developed in Section C.6.) 
Atoms are too small to count, and 
there are too many of them in any 
volume that we can see. Thus, we 
weigh a substance and use its molar 
mass to determine how many moles 
we have. Then we can use Avogadro’s 
number to determine the number of 
atoms or molecules in the sample.

3. (Some concepts developed in previ-
ous sections; some yet to come in 
Section D.) At this point, expect 
students to say something like, 
“Substances change into other 
substances,” or “Atoms rearrange.” 
Students have now encountered a lot 
of chemical reactions and have seen 
chemical changes. However, they 
have not yet fully developed the idea 
that mass (and atoms) is conserved 
during chemical reactions. This idea 
will be developed in the next few 
sections.
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SECTION D  Conservation and Chemical Equations 117

D.1  EXAMINING CHEMICAL 
EQUATIONS

Throughout this unit, you have seen and used several chemical equations. 

results of chemical reactions and can be regarded as chemical sentences in 

one of this unit’s investigations.
In Investigating Matter B.9, you observed the reaction of chlorine with 

sodium bromide solution. This reaction can be represented with the follow-
ing chemical equation:

Cl2        2 NaBr        Br2        2 NaCl

   solution  solution

The reactants are chlorine and sodium bromide, written on the left side of 

are written on the right side of the equation. You already know that sodium, 
chlorine, and bromine readily form ions and that sodium bromide and 

2

 

2

You may have noticed that the subscript 2 is included every time that the 

2 and O2

diatomic molecules
bonded atoms of the same element. 

Table 1.8 

 

Element Formula

Hydrogen H2

Nitrogen N2

Oxygen O2

Fluorine F2

Chlorine Cl2
Bromine Br2

Iodine I2

Elements That Normally  
Occur as Diatomic Molecules 
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D.1 ExAMining cHEMicAl 
EquAtions
This section reminds students that 
chemical equations are “sentences” in 
the language of chemistry and illustrates 
the components of a chemical equation 
using a reaction from Investigating 
Matter B.9. This is a good opportunity  
to review several terms that students 
should have learned earlier in this unit, 
including the following: reactant, 
product, molecule, and formula unit.

Diatomic molecules are also intro-
duced in this section. Help students to 
remember which elements occur as 
diatomic molecules by locating them  
on the periodic table or using the 
mnemonic in the text.
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118 Unit 1 Materials: Formulating Matter

-
ditions. It will be helpful for you to remember these elements. Take a moment 

well as other reactants and products, as you increase your fluency in the 
language of chemistry.

 MODELING MATTER
D.2  REPRESENTING REACTIONS

 
 

-
tions, and translate among symbolic, particulate, and macroscopic represen-
tations of substances.

Until now, we have focused on illustrating simple molecular compounds, 
-

Investigating Matter B.9, is written NaI, it is not made up of individual NaI 

in the larger crystal structure and represents a formula unit of sodium iodide.

Figure 1.50  Sodium iodide, 
which is sometimes used to treat 
iodine deficiency, is shown here 
in a particulate representation.

Na+

I–

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6E
Perm Fig.: 1082b      New Fig.: 1-50b
First Pass: 2010-06-25

118

MM    D.2 rEprEsEnting  
rEActions

This activity provides a pictorial way  
 to think about ionic versus molecular 
compounds. In addition, it introduces 
students to balanced chemical reactions. 
Question 3 provides them with a 
balanced equation and then asks 
students to draw particulate-level 
representations of it. Thinking about it 
in these concrete terms should help 
students in Sections D.3 through D.6 as 
they learn how to balance equations.

Highlight the limitations of drawing 
particulate-level representations of ionic 
compounds. A formula unit simply 
represents the ratio of positive to 
negative ions within the substance.  
All ionic compounds are solids at  
room temperature; they all have crystal 
structures with a 3-dimensional array  
of cations and anions.

TRM  
 
HanDout

TRM  
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a Using the Figures
Figure 1.50 The particulate 
representation shows the crystal 
structure for sodium iodide. Have 
students look at this representation 
and then discuss how it relates to the 
particulate drawing of NaI in Sample 
Problem 1. What is the same about 
each? (They both convey the 1:1 ratio 
of sodium and iodide ions.) Why 
might the simpler representation be 
preferable when trying to represent 
what happens in a chemical reaction? 
How might the simpler representation 
lead to confusion about the structure 
of the ionic compound? (Students 
may interpret it as discrete molecules, 
forgetting that it represents a 
3-dimensional array of ions.) Encour-
age students to visualize the 3-dimen-
sional solid when interpreting or 
producing particulate-level represen-
tations of ionic compounds. 
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SECTION D  Conservation and Chemical Equations 119

-
ditions. It will be helpful for you to remember these elements. Take a moment 

well as other reactants and products, as you increase your fluency in the 
language of chemistry.

 MODELING MATTER
D.2  REPRESENTING REACTIONS

 
 

-
tions, and translate among symbolic, particulate, and macroscopic represen-
tations of substances.

Until now, we have focused on illustrating simple molecular compounds, 
-

Investigating Matter B.9, is written NaI, it is not made up of individual NaI 

in the larger crystal structure and represents a formula unit of sodium iodide.

Consider the substances you have used in investigations throughout this 

+, and a polyatomic nitrate ion, NO –. Baking 

and individual drawings—as with any ionic compound—we can construct 
simple drawings to represent compounds containing polyatomic ions. 

Sample Problem 1: Consider one of the reactions you  
observed in Investigating Matter B.9. Sodium iodide and bromine 
react to form sodium bromide and iodine. The equation for this  
reaction can be written as follows:

Br2    2 NaI    I2    2 NaBr

How can we represent this equation using particulate models? 

 

 

The complete equation is represented as:  

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6E
Perm Fig.: 1083a, 1084b, 1085c, 1086d     New Fig.: 1DUN01abcd
First Pass: 2010-06-25

BrAtom:a

Model:

Na I

CAtom:c

d

Model:

O Ca

Br2b 2 NaI 2 NaBrI2 

 

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6E
Perm Fig.: 1083a, 1084b, 1085c, 1086d     New Fig.: 1DUN01abcd
First Pass: 2010-06-25

BrAtom:a

Model:

Na I

CAtom:c

d

Model:

O Ca

Br2b 2 NaI 2 NaBrI2 
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120 Unit 1 Materials: Formulating Matter

Sample Problem 2: Draw a particulate model for calcium  
carbonate, CaCO3, the primary mineral in limestone. 

we have the following:

  

 can be represented as:

 

Now it is your turn to represent substances and reactions.

 1.  
using particulate models. Include a key.

a.  MgO, substance created when magnesium burns

b.  CO2, product of combustion and respiration

chemicals

h.  MnCO , the main component in the mineral rhodochrosite  

Figure 1.51  Large red crystals of pure  
rhodochrosite are found in only a few  
places on Earth, including Colorado, where 
it is the official state mineral. Impure  
rhodochrosite ranges in color from pink  
to brown and is found worldwide.

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6E
Perm Fig.: 1083a, 1084b, 1085c, 1086d     New Fig.: 1DUN01abcd
First Pass: 2010-06-25

BrAtom:a

Model:

Na I

CAtom:c

d

Model:

O Ca

Br2b 2 NaI 2 NaBrI2 

 

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6E
Perm Fig.: 1083a, 1084b, 1085c, 1086d     New Fig.: 1DUN01abcd
First Pass: 2010-06-25

BrAtom:a

Model:

Na I

CAtom:c

d

Model:

O Ca

Br2b 2 NaI 2 NaBrI2 
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answers
A note about answers presented here. 
Instead of providing a key and a model, 
each atom or ion is simply labeled 
within the model. A formula unit of  
an ionic compound is designated by 
drawing a dashed oval around the 
formula unit itself (to distinguish it from 
a molecular species). Also, individual 
ions do not touch in these drawings 
(again, to signify that they are not 
covalently bonded within a molecule). 
Polyatomic ions are placed in grayed 
boxes with the charge of the ion in the 
box. You may choose to encourage your 
students to create similar models. 

1.  
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American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 1026     New Fig.: 1DUN09
First Pass: 2010-08-09

Mg2+
Cl

Mg

H

H H

ClH

Cl–

Cl–
+ +∫B 

2. a.  The polyatomic ions are carbonate 
(CO3

2–) and hydroxide (OH–).
b. One formula unit of azurite 

contains two carbonate ions and 
two hydroxide ions.

c. You would need three copper 
atoms, two carbon atoms, eight  
oxygen atoms, and two hydrogen 
atoms, so a total of 15 atoms.

3. a.  Two molecules of hydrochloric acid 
react with one atom of magnesium 
to form one molecule of hydrogen 
gas and one formula unit of 
magnesium chloride.

b. HCl and MgCl2 are both com-
pounds. Mg and H2 are both 
elements.

c. 2 HCl  Mg ∫B H2  MgCl2

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 1020     New Fig.: 1DUN03
First Pass: 2010-08-09

Cl–K+

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 1021     New Fig.: 1DUN04
First Pass: 2010-08-09

Na+
–

O H

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 1022     New Fig.: 1DUN05
First Pass: 2010-08-09

O2– O2– O2–

Fe3+ Fe3+

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 1023     New Fig.: 1DUN06
First Pass: 2010-08-09

–Ag+ N

O

O

O

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 1024     New Fig.: 1DUN07
First Pass: 2010-08-09

O O

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 1025     New Fig.: 1DUN08
First Pass: 2010-08-09

Mn2+ 2–C

O

O

O

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 1019     New Fig.: 1DUN02
First Pass: 2010-08-09

O OCAmerican Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 1018     New Fig.: 1DUN01
First Pass: 2010-08-09

Mg2+ O2–

a.  

b.

c.

d.

e. Fe2O3

f. AgNO3

g. O2

h.
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SECTION D  Conservation and Chemical Equations 121

 2.  

Cu 2 2.

Hint: 

 

Note: You do not need to 

 3.  
reacts with an active metal, hydrogen gas and an ionic compound are  
often formed. The following equation shows the reaction of 

  Mg  2    MgCl2

b.  Identify each reactant and product as either a compound  
or an element.

D.3  KEEPING TRACK OF ATOMS 
Think for a moment about what happens to molecules of gasoline as they 

 

2

2

atmosphere. Thus, atoms of car-
-

nally present in the gasoline and 
air have not been destroyed; 
rather, they have become rear-
ranged into different molecules.

Figure 1.52  Where do the atoms in the 
gasoline go as a car’s gas tank empties?

121

D.3 kEEping trAck of 
AtoMs
The burning of coal and copper’s 
reaction with oxygen illustrate the law 
of conservation of matter and its 
representation through correctly written 
chemical equations. Emphasize that the 
law of conservation of matter requires 
that chemical equations be correctly 
balanced. The law of conservation of 
matter is a generalization that arose from 
observations of materials undergoing 
chemical or physical change. In count-
less such changes, it was noted that 
atoms could be rearranged, but never 
destroyed, so the law is understood to 
mean that atoms must be conserved in 
chemical equations. Note that this 
conclusion is specific to chemical and 
physical changes—nuclear changes lead 
to different results and will be consid-
ered in Unit 6, but there is no need to 
address nuclear changes at this point 
unless students ask.

Students may need clarification on 
differences between coefficients and 
subscripts. Coefficients are used to 
balance equations, consistent with the 
law of conservation of matter. Subscripts 
indicate the total atoms present in a 
given compound or formula unit. 
Coefficients are written in front of 
symbols and formulas. Coefficients of 
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a Using the Figures
Figures 1.52 and 1.53 Gasoline burning in an automobile engine (or coal 
burning) is converted to colorless, odorless gaseous substances, rather than simply 
“disappearing.” Students often have difficulty recognizing that substances may be 
present when they are not visible (such as dissolved substances in water or mol-
ecules in air). Ask students to share evidence that verifies new products form as a 
result of gasoline or coal combustion. For instance, some students probably know 
that a car engine should not run in a closed garage, because it produces toxic 
carbon monoxide gas. 

Differentiation
extension
For students who would benefit from 
additional challenge, ask these questions 
(extensions of Question 2):

d. One formula unit of any ionic 
compound is neutral overall. Use 
what you know about the charges  
on the polyatomic ions and the 
numbers of each ion in one formula 
unit to determine the charge on each 
copper ion in azurite.

Answer: Each copper ion is 2 in charge. 
(2(2)  2(1)  3(charge on each 
copper)  0)

e.  Now that you know the charge on 
each copper ion, draw a model of 
one formula unit of azurite.

Answer: 

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 1027     New Fig.: 1DUN10
First Pass: 2010-08-09

O OH H

O C

O

O

O C

O

O

Cu2+

Cu2+

Cu2+

2– 2–

––
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122 Unit 1 Materials: Formulating Matter

In short, “using things up” means materials are chemically 
changed, not destroyed. The law of conservation of matter, like 

observation of nature: In a chemical reaction, matter is neither 
created nor destroyed. Molecules can be converted and decom-
posed by chemical processes, but atoms are forever. In a chemi-
cal reaction, matter—at the level of individual atoms—is always 
fully accounted for.

Because chemical reactions cannot create or destroy atoms, 
chemical equations representing such reactions must always be 

formulas for the reactants are placed on the left of the arrow; 
symbols or formulas for the products are placed on the right. In 
a balanced chemical equation, the number of atoms of each ele-
ment is the same on the reactant and product sides.

2 2

in this reaction:

2 2

that the equation is balanced.
The representation of the coal-burning reaction shows that one carbon 

 C(s)  O2(g)  CO2(g)

Consider the reaction that occurs when copper is heated in air, discussed 

2

Figure 1.53  When a pile of coal 
burns, what becomes of the atoms 
that made up the coal?

1 Oxygen
molecule (O2)

1 Carbon dioxide
molecule (CO2)

1 Carbon
atom (C)

+ O2 CO2C

122

“1” are not written—in the absence  
of any coefficient, a value of “1” is  
understood.

The symbols (s) for solid, (aq) for 
aqueous, (l) for liquid, and (g) for gas  
are also introduced in this section as a 
simple way to specify physical states  
of reactants and products. 

Differentiation
TRM  

 
reaDing guiDe 

A reading guide is available to help 
students organize the information in 
Section D.3. 
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SECTION D  Conservation and Chemical Equations 123

Solid copper Solid copper(II) oxide

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 5E
Perm Fig.: 2038a,b,c     New Fig.: 02-32
File Name: CC_02-25
New Draft: 2005-03-07
First Cx.: 2005-04-28
Second Cx.: 2005-06-07
Third Cx.: 2005-06-10

2 Cu(s) + O2(g)             2 CuO(s)

Symbolic level

Particulate level

Oxygen gas

Macroscopic
level

Copper(II) oxide

 

 

2

-

 2 Cu(s)  O2(g)  2 CuO(s)

You may have noticed that numbers have been placed in front of the cop-

2. These 
numbers are called coefficients. Coefficients indicate the relative number of 

-
tion from left to right, you would say, “Two copper atoms react with one 
oxygen molecule to produce two formula units of copper(II) oxide.”

 

The particulate-level drawings model individual atoms and molecules  
for the reactants, and formula units within the ionic crystal of the product. 
The chemical equation represents this reaction symbolically. The ability to 
think about particles involved in chemical reactions and to repre-
sent reactions with symbols will help you link your observations 

interpreting chemical equations.

Figure 1.54  Chemists describe the reaction between copper and oxygen in several ways: 
through symbolic equations, through models of what occurs at the particulate level, and 
through macroscopic descriptions of the observed properties of reactants and products.

1 Oxygen
molecule (O2)

2 Copper(II) oxide
formula units (CuO)

2 Copper
atoms (Cu)
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a Using the Figures
Figure 1.54 One challenge in teaching chemistry involves encouraging students 
to connect what they observe on the macroscopic level with atoms and molecules. 
Chemical reactions are recognized as changes in mass, volume, color, and tempera-
ture. Even carefully describing such changes cannot account for what occurs at the 
particle level, however, so chemists devise symbolic representations and models. In 
this figure, the reaction that produces copper(II) oxide is shown on all three levels. 
Encourage students to discuss how each corner of the triangle is linked to the other 
two. Also, remind students that chemists constantly think about and describe unseen 
phenomena they infer from what they observe. As George Pimentel once noted, 
chemists see one thing and think another.
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124 Unit 1 Materials: Formulating Matter

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
D.4  ACCOUNTING FOR ATOMS

Sample Problem: The combustion reaction between propane 
(C3H8) and oxygen gas (O2) is a common source of thermal energy 
for campers, recreational-vehicle users, and others. See Figure 1.55. 
A chemical statement showing the reactants and products is

C (g)    O2(g)    CO2(g)  2O(g)

Interpret this reaction in terms of (a) words, (b) molecular models, 
and (c) an atom inventory. (d) Is this a balanced chemical equation?

and water vapor.” 

b. Using to represent a propane 

 molecule, the chemical statement can be represented as:

c. Counting the atoms on each side of the equation gives this 
atom inventory:

  Reactant side Product side

atoms are different in reactants and products. The original 
statement is not a balanced chemical equation.

1 Oxygen
molecule

 

1 Carbon dioxide
molecule

1 Propane
 molecule

 

1 Water
molecule

O2 CO2  H2OC3H8

 

 

124

DS   D.4 Accounting for 
AtoMs

In this activity, students learn how to 
recognize a balanced equation. Learning 
to account for all atoms represented in a 
symbolic expression for a reaction is a 
key skill to master before balancing 
equations. Reinforce the idea that each 
balanced equation represents a chemical 
reaction. Using the first example, it may 
be helpful to model the thinking 
involved in (1) writing the chemical 
statement in words, (2) drawing a 
representation of the chemical state-
ment, and, finally, (3) completing an 
atom inventory. You may ask students  
to model the equations using model kits, 
colored paper clips, or gumdrops and 
toothpicks as well as drawings. Some 
students may benefit from using the ion 
cards from Modeling Matter B.11 or 
colored pencils to differentiate among 
and count atoms and determine whether 
the chemical statement is balanced. 
Remind students that they have drawn 
representations of some of these sub-
stances in Modeling Matter D.2.

answers
1. a.  Methane gas reacts with oxygen gas 

to produce carbon dioxide gas and 
water vapor.

b.   

c. Reactants Products
1 carbon atom 1 carbon atom
4 hydrogen atoms 4 hydrogen atoms 
4 oxygen atoms 4 oxygen atoms

d. The respective numbers of carbon, 
hydrogen, and oxygen atoms are the 
same in the reactants and the 
products. The original statement is 
balanced.

2. a.  Hydrobromic acid reacts with 
magnesium to produce hydrogen 
gas and magnesium bromide.

b. 

c.  Reactants Products
1 hydrogen atom 2 hydrogen atoms
1 bromine atom 2 bromine atoms
1 magnesium 1 magnesium  
atom atom

d. The respective numbers of hydro-
gen and bromine atoms are differ-
ent in reactants and products. The 
original statement is not properly 
written. It is not balanced.

TRM  
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American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 1028     New Fig.: 1DUN11
First Pass: 2010-08-09

CH4 + +2 O2 2 H2OCO2

+ +

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 1029     New Fig.: 1DUN12
First Pass: 2010-08-09

HBr + +Mg MgBr2H2

+ +
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SECTION D  Conservation and Chemical Equations 125

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
D.4  ACCOUNTING FOR ATOMS

a. write an interpretation of the statement in words,

c. complete an atom inventory of the reactants and products, and

d. decide whether the chemical statement, as written, is balanced.

 1. Many people use natural gas as a source of household heat. Natural 

2

according to the equation

    2 O2    CO2  2O

 Use to represent a methane molecule. 

 2. 

2

  Mg  2    MgBr2

Let represent a formula unit of magnesium bromide 

2

under ordinary circumstances, ionic compounds are not found as 
individual units, such as molecules, but as large crystals made up of 
many ions. Thus this and similar representations of ionic compounds 
are technically inaccurate; however, for an atom inventory, they will 

Figure 1.55  In what ways could  
you describe the reaction of propane 
with oxygen?

125
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a

 Using the Figures
Figure 1.55 This figure depicts  
the combustion of propane at the 
macroscopic level. The Sample 
Problem in Developing Skills D.4 
describes that same reaction at 
symbolic and particulate levels. You 
may want to use Figure 1.55 as a 
lead-in to the Sample Problem. Then, 
it may be helpful to use demonstra-
tions or graphics to illustrate each 
reaction in Developing Skills D.4  
on the macroscopic level before 
students practice communicating and 
visualizing reactions at the particulate 
level with models and symbols.
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 3. 2  

2

2 2   2 2O

 4. 2O  
 

the equation.

2O    2 

 5. 

hydrochloric acid as follows:

   2  

 6. O , can burn in air, 

C O    2   2   2O

 7. Nitroglycerin, C , the active constituent of dynamite, 

2, O2, CO2, and water.  

2 C    2      O2   2   2O

D.5  NATURE’S CONSERVATION: 
BALANCED CHEMICAL EQUATIONS

The law of conservation of matter is based on the notion that atoms are  
-

balanced chemical equations. Now you will learn how to write them.
 
 

or formulas to the left of the arrow and the product formula or formulas to 
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O2(g) H2O(g)H2(g)
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3. a.  Solid silver reacts with hydrogen 
sulfide gas and oxygen gas to form 
solid silver sulfide and liquid water. 
(This is the reaction responsible for 
silver tarnishing and explains why 
silver bowls should not be used to 
heat sulfur-containing foods, such  
as eggs.)

b. 

c. Reactants Products
4 silver atoms 4 silver atoms
8 hydrogen atoms 8 hydrogen atoms
4 sulfur atoms 2 sulfur atoms
2 oxygen atoms 4 oxygen atoms

d. The respective numbers of sulfur and 
oxygen atoms are different in reactants 
and products. The expression is not 
balanced.

4. a.  Solid hematite reacts with carbon 
monoxide to form iron and carbon 
dioxide.

b. Fe2O3  3 CO ∫B 2 Fe  3 CO2 

c. Reactants Products
 2 iron atoms 2 iron atoms
 6 oxygen atoms 6 oxygen atoms
 3 carbon atoms 3 carbon atoms

d. This is a correctly balanced equation.
5. a.  Solid aluminum reacts with hydro-

chloric acid to produce aluminum 
chloride and hydrogen gas.

b. 2 Al  6 HCl ∫B 2 AlCl3  3 H2

c. Reactants Products
2 aluminum atoms 2 aluminum 
 atoms
6 hydrogen atoms 6 hydrogen 
 atoms
6 chlorine atoms 6 chlorine  
 atoms

d. This is a correctly balanced equation.
6. a.  Cellulose reacts with oxygen gas to 

form carbon dioxide gas and water.
b. Drawing not required
c. Reactants Products

6 carbon atoms 6 carbon atoms
10 hydrogen atoms 10 hydrogen 
 atoms
17 oxygen atoms 17 oxygen atoms

d. This is a correctly balanced equation.

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 1030     New Fig.: 1DUN13
First Pass: 2010-08-09

4 Ag 4 H2S 2 Ag2S 4 H2OO2 ∫B 
∫B 

+ + +

+ + +

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 1031     New Fig.: 1DUN14
First Pass: 2010-08-09

∫B ++

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 1032     New Fig.: 1DUN15
First Pass: 2010-08-09

∫B + +

7. a.   Nitroglycerin decomposes to form 
nitrogen gas, oxygen gas, carbon 
dioxide gas, and water.

b. Drawing not required.
c. Reactants Products

6 carbon atoms 6 carbon atoms
10 hydrogen atoms 10 hydrogen  
 atoms
6 nitrogen atoms 6 nitrogen  
 atoms
18 oxygen atoms 19 oxygen  
 atoms

d. The expression is not balanced. 
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SECTION D  Conservation and Chemical Equations 127

hydrogen atoms appear on the left side and two on the right. Thus, hydrogen 

additional work. 
incorrect way to complete the equation:

-
sion is quite wrong -

2 -

2O2

equations, subscripts remain unchanged once correct formulas have been 
written for reactants and products. Coefficients

-
cule is added:

-
tunately, hydrogen atoms are no longer balanced: Now there are two  

adding one hydrogen molecule to the left side:

The atoms are now balanced. Count them to verify that!

Figure 1.56  Some 
rockets are propelled 
by the thrust generated 
when liquid hydrogen 
and liquid oxygen react 
to form gaseous water 
and considerable  
thermal energy.

H2(g) O2(g) H2O2(g)

1 Hydrogen 
molecule

1 Oxygen 
molecule

1 Hydrogen 
peroxide molecule

Incorrect!

O2 H2OH2 H2O

1 Oxygen 
molecule

2 Water molecules1 Hydrogen 
molecule

O2 H2OH2 H2O

1 Oxygen 
molecule

2 Water molecules

H2

2 Hydrogen 
molecules
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D.5 nAturE’s 
consErVAtion: bAlAncED 
cHEMicAl EquAtions
In this section, attention shifts from 
recognizing to writing balanced chemi-
cal equations. The law of conservation 
of matter is applied to develop a 
stepwise procedure for balancing 
chemical equations. This section views 
balancing from particulate and symbolic 
perspectives. 

Some points to emphasize when 
balancing equations include:
• Once a formula is written correctly, do 
not change its subscripts. For instance, 
NaCl is the correct formula for sodium 
chloride. Do not write NaCl2 to balance 
an equation.  
• Use coefficients to balance the number 
of atoms of an element on both sides of 
the equation.
• Coefficients affect every atom in the 
substance that they precede. A subscript 
only affects the atom (or polyatomic ion 
in parentheses) to its immediate left.
• Polyatomic ions (when they appear in 
both reactants and products) can often 
be treated as intact units rather than 
separate atoms when balancing equa-
tions—this simplifies procedures.
• Hydrogen and oxygen should be 
balanced last in any equation including 
water.
• It is often easiest to balance com-
pounds first, leaving elements (not in 
compounds) for balancing last, because 
changing an element’s coefficient affects 
the atom inventory for only one element.
• Always double-check atom counts 
after balancing.
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128 Unit 1 Materials: Formulating Matter

It is neither convenient nor efficient to draw representations for every 
reactant and product in every chemical reaction. Thus this information is 

2(g)      O2(g)   2O(g)

This equation can be “read” as indicating, “Two molecules of hydrogen gas 
react with one molecule of oxygen gas to produce two molecules of water 
vapor.” 

The following additional suggestions may help you as you write correctly 
balanced chemical equations:

– and CO 2–, appear as both reactants 
and products, treat them as units, rather than balancing their atoms 
individually.

atoms last.

be sure!

Figure 1.57  The primary reaction powering this hydrogen fuel cell vehicle 
is 2 H2 + O2. You will learn more about hydrogen fuel cells in Unit 3.

128
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SECTION D  Conservation and Chemical Equations 129

Sample Problem: The reaction of methane gas (CH4) with 
chlorine gas (Cl2) occurs in sewage treatment plants and often in 
chlorinated water supplies (Figure 1.58). Common products are  
liquid chloroform (CHCl3) and hydrogen chloride gas (HCl). Write  
a balanced chemical equation for this reaction.

see from a quick glance, the equation is not balanced.

To complete this chemical equation, you can follow this line of  
reasoning: One carbon atom appears on each side of the arrow, so 

 and 
 

from the final equation.

 

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
D.6  WRITING CHEMICAL EQUATIONS

Figure 1.58  A water-treatment 
plant, a portion of which is 
shown here, often uses chlorine 
to purify municipal water.

Cl2(g)CH4(g) CHCl3(l) HCl(g)

ChlorineMethane Chloroform Hydrogen
chloride

Cl21 CH4 1 CHCl3 HCl

ChlorineMethane Chloroform Hydrogen
chloride

129

DS   D.6 Writing cHEMicAl 
EquAtions

This activity provides practice for 
students in balancing equations. The 
sample equations represent actual 
reactions in resource processing or 
chemical manufacturing. 

Reinforce the need to count atoms  
on both sides of the equation. Consider 
using physical models such as paper 
clips or molecular models in addition to 
the drawings. When learning to balance 
equations, students typically progress at 
different speeds. Providing class time for 
students to work through balancing 
equations with instructor assistance  
can contribute to student confidence. 
Although students who grasp the 
balancing concept more quickly may 
recognize shortcuts in the balancing 
process, remind students that taking 
accurate atom inventories is the best 
way to ensure success.
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130 Unit 1 Materials: Formulating Matter

number of hydrogen atoms on the product side, the coefficient of 

2

coefficient of Cl2.

verifies that the equation is complete and correct as written. 

 Reactant side Product side

2

will be provided.

Cl21 CH4 1 CHCl3 3 HCl
ChlorineMethane Chloroform Hydrogen

chloride

 

 CH       4(g) CHCl3(l) 3 HCl(g)

ChlorineMethane Chloroform Hydrogen
chloride

3 Cl2(g)

130
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SECTION D  Conservation and Chemical Equations 131

 1. Two blast furnace reactions are used to obtain iron from its ore:

a. C(s)  O2(g)    2 CO(g) 

2O (s)  CO(g) (l) 2(g)

 Let  
  

2O .

 Let    represent a molecule of CO2.

  2. The final step in the refining of a copper ore is:

CuO(s)  C(s)  Cu(s)  CO2(g)

 Let    represent a formula unit of CuO.

 3. 2

O (g)  O2(g)

 Let  

 4. 2

(g)  O2(g)  NO2(g) 2O(l)

 5. 

silver metal:

Cu(s) (aq) 2(aq) (s)

Hint: 2. The sub-
script of two outside the parentheses indicates that this formula con-

–
2 con-

 6. Combustion of gasoline in an automobile engine can be represented 

C (l)  O2(g)   CO2(g) 2O(g)

P1.  Why must chemical equations always be balanced?
2.  Is it possible to balance a chemical equation by changing  

subscripts? Explain.
3. What does it mean for a resource to be renewable?

131

answers
1. a. 2 C(s)  O2(g) ∫B 2 CO(g)

b. Fe2O3(s)  3 CO(g) ∫B 2 Fe(l)   
3 CO2(g) 

2. 2 CuO(s) C(s) ∫B 2 Cu(s)  CO2(g) 

3. 2 O3(g) ∫B 3 O2(g)  

4. 4 NH3(g)  7 O2(g) ∫B 4 NO2(g)   
6 H2O(l)   

5. Cu(s)  2 AgNO3(aq) ∫B Cu(NO3)2 (aq) 
 2 Ag(s)

6. 2 C8H18(l)  25 O2(g) ∫B 16 CO2(g)  
18 H2O(g)

Pconcept check 8
1. (Concepts developed in Sections 

D.3–D.6.) Matter is conserved in chem-
ical reactions. Atoms can rearrange to 
form new substances, but no atoms are 
lost or created as a result.

2. (Concepts developed in Sections 
D.3–D.6.) No. Changing the subscripts 
changes the identity of the substance.

3. (Looking ahead; answers will be based 
on students’ prior knowledge.) 
Answers will vary, but students 
should have heard about renewable 
and nonrenewable resources, espe-

cially within the context of energy. In 
some contexts, materials are classified 
as “sustainable,” instead of “renew-
able.” One such context is building 
materials. A person may choose to 
install bamboo flooring because 
bamboo can be quickly re-grown, 
versus oak or some other slow-growing 
source of wood. The context students 
will consider in upcoming sections is 
the use of metals to produce goods. 
Are the metals themselves renewable? 
If not, what can be done to conserve 
and recycle them?
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Perm Fig.: 1033     New Fig.: 1DUN16
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American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 1034     New Fig.: 1DUN17
First Pass: 2010-08-09

+ +

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 1035     New Fig.: 1DUN18
First Pass: 2010-08-09
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American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 1036     New Fig.: 1DUN19
First Pass: 2010-08-09

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 1037     New Fig.: 1DUN20
First Pass: 2010-08-09
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132 Unit 1 Materials: Formulating Matter

 INVESTIGATING MATTER
D.7 STRIKING IT RICH

Preparing to Investigate

mind what you have learned about chemical and physical changes and con-

Before you begin, read Gathering Evidence to learn what you will need to 
do and note safety precautions. Gathering Evidence also provides guidance 
about when you should collect and record data. Construct a data table appro-
priate for recording the data you will collect.

Gathering Evidence
 1.  Before you begin, put on your goggles, and wear them properly 

throughout the investigation.

 2.  Obtain three pennies. Use steel wool to clean each penny until it is 

 3.  control.

 4.  

 5. 2

(Caution: 1 M zinc chloride solution can damage skin. If any 
accidentally spills on you, ask a classmate to notify your teacher 
immediately, and wash the affected area with tap water immediately.)

 6.  Cover the beaker with a watch glass and place it on a hot plate. Gently 

boil vigorously or heat to dryness. (Caution: Note the warning in Step 
5 about zinc chloride solution.)

 7.  Carefully remove the watch glass, then use forceps or tongs to 
carefully lower two clean pennies into the solution in the beaker. To 

watch glass on the beaker and boil gently for two to three minutes.

 8.  Carefully remove the watch glass, then use forceps or tongs to remove 

132

IM   
D.7 striking it ricH

This investigation is designed to 
generate student interest in the chemis-
try involved in the transformation of 
metals into alloys. Students produce 
 two types of brass, an alloy of zinc  
and copper. The final brass color may 
remind students of “gold,” and an 
intermediate brass type suggests the 
appearance of a “silver” coating on the 
penny. Do not disclose these anticipated 
results—allow students to make their 
own observations and enjoy discovering 
changes in the pennies.

time 30 min
Materials (for a class of 24 working  
in pairs)

24 250-mL beakers
12 25-mL graduated cylinders
12 crucible tongs
12 watch glasses
12 electric hot plates
36 pennies 
36 g granulated zinc (Zn) or zinc foil
350 mL 1 M ZnCl2 (136 g ZnCl2/1 L 

solution)
2 L distilled water
100 g steel wool

safety
Students must wear protective goggles 
and aprons throughout the investigation.

advance Preparation/lab tips
• Use caution when disposing of zinc. 
Moist zinc can cause paper in trash cans 
to spontaneously combust. Do not 
substitute powdered zinc, as the danger 
of fire is much greater.
• Demonstrate how to place the watch 
glass on the beaker, resting on the rim 
with the dome extending slightly into 
the beaker. Often, students try to place 
the watch glass dome-side up, which is 
unstable.
• Success in this investigation depends, 
in part, on the type and condition of 
pennies you use. Clean them before use 
either with steel wool or by soaking 
them in a solution of vinegar and salt  
(5 g NaCl per 250 mL vinegar). You can 
use pre- or post-1982 pennies. Post-1982 
pennies contain much higher percent 
zinc than pre-1982 pennies (97.6% vs. 
5%), so they are more likely to warp if 
overheated (melting point of copper  
1083 °C, vs. zinc  420 °C). Post-1982 
pennies give good results, especially if 
you use a hot plate for prudent tempera-
ture control.
• When drying their coins, students 
should very gently rub (or lightly dab) 
the coin surfaces with a paper towel. 
Aggressive drying may loosen the brass 
surface layer.

• Granulated zinc works best in this 
investigation. You may prepare the zinc/
zinc chloride mixtures in advance. You 
can use the same mixtures for several 
classes by replenishing the solution as it 
evaporates and, less frequently, the zinc 
as it is depleted. This also streamlines 
the lab for students.
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SECTION D  Conservation and Chemical Equations 133

 INVESTIGATING MATTER
D.7 STRIKING IT RICH

Preparing to Investigate

mind what you have learned about chemical and physical changes and con-

Before you begin, read Gathering Evidence to learn what you will need to 
do and note safety precautions. Gathering Evidence also provides guidance 
about when you should collect and record data. Construct a data table appro-
priate for recording the data you will collect.

Gathering Evidence
 1.  Before you begin, put on your goggles, and wear them properly 

throughout the investigation.

 2.  Obtain three pennies. Use steel wool to clean each penny until it is 

 3.  control.

 4.  

 5. 2

(Caution: 1 M zinc chloride solution can damage skin. If any 
accidentally spills on you, ask a classmate to notify your teacher 
immediately, and wash the affected area with tap water immediately.)

 6.  Cover the beaker with a watch glass and place it on a hot plate. Gently 

boil vigorously or heat to dryness. (Caution: Note the warning in Step 
5 about zinc chloride solution.)

 7.  Carefully remove the watch glass, then use forceps or tongs to 
carefully lower two clean pennies into the solution in the beaker. To 

watch glass on the beaker and boil gently for two to three minutes.

 8.  Carefully remove the watch glass, then use forceps or tongs to remove 

 9.  
second treated penny on the hotplate and count to five. Use the  
tongs to flip the coin and count to 

 10. 
surface with the tongs, rinse the 
heated coin under running tap 
water, and gently dry it with a paper 

 11.  Observe and compare the 
appearances of all three pennies. 

 12.  
 

by your teacher.

 13.  
leaving the laboratory. 

Interpreting Evidence
 1.   

solution and then on a hot plate.

 2.  

Making Claims
 3.  If someone claimed that a precious metal was produced in this 

investigation, how would you decide whether the claim was  

 4.  

Reflecting on the Investigation
 5. Identify at least two practical uses for metallic changes similar to 

those you observed in this investigation.

 6. 

(Caution: Do not perform any laboratory work without your teacher’s 
approval and direct supervision.)

Figure 1.59  Heating the treated penny on a hot plate.

133

Interpreting Evidence
1. Untreated—copper; heated in Zn and 

ZnCl2 solution—shiny “silver”; heated 
in Zn and ZnCl2 solution and by hot 
plate—“gold.” 

2. They resemble silver and gold.

Making Claims
3. Compare the physical and chemical 

properties of the treated coins with 
known properties of the precious 
metals such as density (Zn  7.1 g/
mL, Cu  9.0 g/mL, Ag  10.5 g/mL, 
Au  19.3 g/mL), melting point (Zn  
420 °C, Cu  1083 °C, Ag  962 °C, 
Au  1064 °C), and chemical reactiv-
ity. (Zinc, copper, and silver all react, 
for example, with nitric acid, while 
gold does not.)

4. Student answers should include some 
statement about the copper atoms 
remaining unchanged. They may go 
on to state that the atoms are covered 
with a layer of zinc atoms in the first 
transformation and then alloyed with 
the zinc to produce the gold color in 
the second.

Reflecting on the Investigation
5. Producing inexpensive substitutes for 

silver or gold jewelry and changing 
the heat-conducting properties of 
cookware.

6. Student answers may include remov-
ing the brass layer by rubbing or 
scratching it off OR they may state that 
allowing Zn to react with an acid such 
as HCl would remove Zn and leave the 
Cu layer untouched. (You may direct 
them to think about the extracting zinc 
lab that students completed in 
Investigating Matter C.3.)
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It is clear that one way to modify the properties of a particular metal is to 

to discover.

134 Unit 1 Materials: Formulating Matter

Figure 1.60  The steps to 
forming a brass layer onto a 
penny (a-c). Unlike a metal or  
a chemical compound with 
a specific formula, an alloy’s 
composition can vary. Brass 
samples contain from 10 to 
40% zinc (by mass). What is  
the remaining material?

CHEMQUANDARY

 
your familiarity with the appearance of that common five-cent coin, you 

might be surprised to learn it is composed of more copper 
 

between an alloy and a simple mixture of powdered 

FIVE CENTS’ WORTH

(a)

(c)

(b)

(a)

(c)

(b)(a)

(c)

(b)

D.8  COMBINING ATOMS: ALLOYS

can be modified by creating an alloy, a solid combination of atoms of  

brass

-

copper and is known as one form of brass. Most brass materials have a golden 

134

D.8 coMbining AtoMs: 
Alloys
As a follow-up to Investigating Matter 
D.7, students encounter the concept of 
an alloy. The properties of an alloy—a 
solid solution of two or more metals—
are different from those of the pure 
metals and can be difficult to predict. 
Table 1.9 gives names, compositions, 
properties, and uses of some common 
alloys. You may ask students to think  
of alloys used in everyday applications 
before discussing the alloys in the table. 
Emphasize that the goal in making an 
alloy is to change the physical and/or 
chemical properties of a metal. Despite 
such change in properties, the formation 
of the alloy is not a chemical change. It 
is a physical change.

Certain alloys (and other specialized 
materials) display superconductivity. 
This means that at low temperatures 
(and for some, at higher temperatures) 
the material displays no electrical 
resistance. The free flow of electricity 
through a superconductor has led to 
advances in digital circuitry, electric 
power transmission, particle accelera-
tors, and magnetic resonance imaging. 
For an overview, see http://science.
howstuffworks.com/question610.htm or 
http://superconductors.org/. 

CHEMQUANDARY
fiVE cEnts’ WortH
Prompt students to imagine a powdered 
mixture of copper and nickel. What 
color would it be? Students should 
realize it would probably be mainly a 
coppery color. (Demonstrate if materials 
are available.) Solid solutions such as 
alloys, however, often possess character-
istics quite distinct from those of their 
components or of a mixture. Though 
counterintuitive, it is not unusual  
that the five-cent coin does not look  
as though it contains 75% copper. 
Solutions and mixtures will be dis-
cussed in upcoming units, so do not 
define or discuss them here beyond 
what is necessary to understand the 
ChemQuandary.

Differentiation
TRM  

 
reaDing guiDe 

A reading guide is available to help 
students organize the information in 
Section D.8. 
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SECTION D  Conservation and Chemical Equations 135

Table 1.9 

 

Alloy and Composition
Examples (composition  

in mass percent) Comments

Brass 

Copper and zinc

Red brass  
(90% Cu, 10% Zn)

Yellow brass  
(67% Cu, 33% Zn)

Naval brass 
(60% Cu, 39% Zn, 1% Sn)

Properties of brass vary with 
the proportion of copper and 
zinc used and with addition 
of small amounts of other 
elements. 

Brass is used in plumbing 
and lighting fixtures, rivets, 
screws, and ships.

Bronze 

Primarily copper with tin, 
zinc, and other elements

Coinage bronze  
(95% Cu, 4% Sn, 1% Zn)

Aluminum bronze  
(90% Cu, 10% Al)

Hardware bronze  
(89% Cu, 9% Zn, 2% Pb)

Bronze is harder than brass.  
Its properties depend on the 
proportions of its 
components.

Bronze is used in bearings, 
machine parts, telegraph 
wires, gunmetal, coins, 
medals, artwork, and bells.

Steel  

Primarily iron with carbon 
and small amounts of other 
elements

Steel  
(99% Fe, 1% C)

Nickel steel  
(96.5% Fe, 3.5% Ni)

Stainless steel  
(90–92% Fe, 0.4% Mn,  
<0.12% C, Cr (trace))

Properties of steel are often 
determined by carbon 
content. High-carbon steel is 
hard and brittle; low- or 
medium-carbon steel can be 
welded and shaped.

Steel is used in automobile 
and airplane parts, kitchen 
utensils, plumbing fixtures, 
and architectural decoration.

Other common  alloys

Pewter  
(85% Sn, 6.8% Cu,  
6% Bi, 1.7% Sb) 

Pewter is often used for 
figurines and other 
decorative objects.

Mercury amalgams 

(50% Hg, 20% Ag, 16% Sn, 
12% Cu, 2% Zn)

Mercury amalgams  
have often been used  
for dental fillings.

14 Carat gold  
(58% Au, 14–28% Cu,  
4–28% Ag)

14-carat gold is  
popular in jewelry.

White gold (90% Au, 10% Pd)
White gold is also  
principally used  
for jewelry.

Common Alloy Compositions and Uses

135
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136 Unit 1 Materials: Formulating Matter

-

platinum alloy, Cr

displays superconductivity—the ability to conduct an electric current with-
out any electrical resistance—if cooled to a sufficiently low temperature.

D.9  CONSERVATION IN THE 
COMMUNITY

Now that you have seen how conservation works at the particulate level, and 

is time to think about conservation at the macroscopic level. The law of con-
servation of matter applies at all levels, a fact you will need to take into 
account as you consider the implications for resources in your choices about 
currency. 

idea you may have heard about—sustainability
processes are those present-day activities that preserve the ability of future 
generations to thrive and meet their resource needs on a habitable Earth.

Depleting Resources
In some ways, Earth is like a spaceship. The resources “on board” are all 

water, air, fertile soil, plants, and animals—can eventually be replenished 
by natural processes. These are called renewable resources -
ural cycles are not disturbed too much, supplies of renewable resources can 
be maintained indefinitely. Other materials—such as metals, natural gas, 
coal, and petroleum—are considered nonrenewable resources because they 
cannot be readily replenished. If atoms are always conserved, why do some 

The answer can be found by first remembering that atoms are conserved in 

production of new petroleum molecules in nature is much, much slower 
than the current rate at which petroleum molecules are being burned to pro-

total inventory of petroleum on Earth is declining, but the total number of 
carbon and hydrogen atoms on Earth remains constant.

136

D.9 consErVAtion in tHE 
coMMunity
This section defines sustainability and 
links it to conservation of matter and 
resources. Renewable and nonrenewable 
resources are defined as resources that 
can and cannot be readily replenished, 
respectively. Although atoms are always 
conserved, elements and compounds 
can be transformed into other substances 
that may be less useful to humans. 
“Running out” of a resource can mean 
either that it has been transformed into  
a less useful substance or that it has 
become too dispersed for economical 
recovery and use.

Ask students to explain how changes 
in composition of post-1982 U.S. 
pennies relate to the idea of depleted 
resources. They should be able to 
explain that high rates of use of copper 
in areas such as construction and 
electronics mean that much of the 
available supply is in use and demand 
for remaining copper is high. This also 
results in higher prices for copper and 
makes the mining of lower-grade ores 
feasible. However, it means that a less 
expensive metal must be used for coins 
with low face value, especially the 
penny.

Conservation is framed in this section 
as the management of resources. The 
four Rs—reducing, reusing, recycling, 
and rethinking—are introduced as 
conservation options aimed at reducing 
resource demand. It is more important 
that students understand the ideas of 
resource conservation than that they 
memorize these terms. You may choose 
to ask students to relate the 4 Rs and the 
idea of renewability to the life cycle of  
a material. Rethinking can affect any 
aspect of a product’s life cycle, while 
reusing and recycling are important  
after the product’s initial use. Reducing, 
especially source reduction, affects the 
beginning of the life cycle. Renewable 
resources are those that can either go 
through the life cycle indefinitely 
without dispersion or degradation, or 
those that are continually replenished  
at the source.
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SECTION D  Conservation and Chemical Equations 137

have learned, profitable mining depends on finding an ore with at least some 
minimum metal content. This minimum level depends on the metal and its 

aluminum.
 Once ores with high metal content are depleted, lower-grade ores with 

less metal content are processed. Meanwhile, atoms of the metal that were 
previously concentrated in rich deposits in limited parts of the world gradu-

-
sion makes the used metal far less useful for new applications. Eventually, 

-
-

cal purposes, the supply of that resource can be considered depleted.

Conserving Resources

rethinking, 
reusing, reducing, and recycling. 

rethinking personal and societal habits and 
-

ing old assumptions, identifying resource-saving strategies, and, perhaps, 

such as whether it is better to choose paper or plastic bags in grocery stores, 
or, as is becoming more common, if it is even better to consider reusing gro-
cery bags or bringing your own cloth bags.

reducing the use of a resource by finding substitute 
materials with similar properties, preferably from renewable resources, or 
simply using less of the resource. In addition, some manufactured items can 
be refurbished or repaired for reuse rather than sent to a landfill. Common 

resource conservation and management is to consider the most direct 
option—source reduction. That simply means decreasing the amount of 
resources used. The fewer resources used now, the more remain available for 
future generations.

recycling

topic you will now consider as you continue to evaluate how “green” the 

137
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138 Unit 1 Materials: Formulating Matter

Figure 1.61  Why does 
recycling aluminum require 
less energy than producing 
aluminum from its ore?

Collect used
aluminum cans

Deliver to
aluminum

recycling center

Use aluminum cans
for beverages and

other products

Process cans at
recycling center

remove nonaluminum materials
red aluminum into chips

furnace
to

  ingot molds

Manufacture new
aluminum cans

Deliver aluminum
ingots for

aluminum-can
manufacture

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6E
Perm Fig.: 10117     New Fig.: 1-61
First Pass: 2010-06-25
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a Using the Figures
Figure 1.61 To answer the ques-
tion in the caption, students may 
have to create a similar diagram of 
steps in producing cans starting from 
aluminum ore. Figure 1.35 (in Section 
C.2, page 88) may also help students 
create a diagram of the aluminum 
ore-to-aluminum can process. An 
additional question you might ask 
students is, “How does throwing 
aluminum cans into the trash (to go 
to the landfill) affect efforts to reduce 
the energy requirements of produc-
ing aluminum products?”
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SECTION D  Conservation and Chemical Equations 139

 MAKING DECISIONS
D.10  RETHINKING, REUSING, 

REDUCING, AND RECYCLING

-
ing questions.

 1.  

 2. Think about all of the materials and energy that are required to 
produce dollar bills.

dollar bills meet criteria for 

 3. 

activities and the questions in this 
activity to sketch and label a life 
cycle diagram for dollar bills. Be 
sure to include all raw materials 
and their sources, production,  
use, and final disposition.  
Hint:

Figure 1.62  Recycled-
content shingles can be made 
from materials such as milk 
jugs, used carpet, recycled 
tires and reclaimed wood. 
They are fire and impact  
resistant, look like traditional 
shingles, and last as long as 
or longer than shingles made 
from new materials.

139

MD   D.10 rEtHinking,  
rEusing, rEDucing, 
AnD rEcycling

This activity allows students to start 
considering the sustainability of dollar 
bills. Students may complete the activity 
in small groups. They should keep their 
notes and answers to help them as they 
prepare for the unit project. 

answers
1. a.  They are circulated among indi-

viduals and businesses.
b. Possible answers include: make 

fewer bills, have more white space 
(less ink) on the bills, make bills  
thinner, make bills smaller.

c. Yes. (i) Roofing shingles, mulch, 
souvenirs (ii) A very small fraction. 
(Actual data may be difficult to 
locate.)

2. a. Cotton and linen
b. Ink, polymer strips, agricultural 

chemicals for growing and process-
ing cotton and flax (for linen).

c. Renewable energy sources include 
wind and solar.

d. Nonrenewable energy sources 
include coal and other hydrocar-
bon-based fuels.

e. Students may respond either yes  
or no, but they should defend their 
answer with reasoning to explain 
how the ability of future genera-
tions to thrive and meet resource 
needs is or is not preserved.

3. Student drawings will vary, but 
should show raw materials of cotton, 
linen, ink, and polymers along with 
resources required for each; process-
ing including making paper and 
printing bills; use in transactions;  
and disposal in landfills or recycling 
into shingles with eventual disposal 
in landfills. 
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140 Unit 1 Materials: Formulating Matter

A chemical equation represents a  
reaction of one or more substances  
to form one or more new substances.

 1. 
drawing particulate-level models of the 
reactants and products. Use circles of 

element. 

2(g)  Cl2(g) (g)

2O2(aq) 2O(l)  O2(g)

Let  
2O2.

c. Using complete sentences, write word 
equations for the chemical equations 

numbers of molecules involved.

 2. 
these word equations:

sodium chloride, water, and carbon 

O
 

molecules of water.

The atoms that compose matter are 
neither created nor destroyed in a 
chemical reaction.

 3. 

 4. 

 5. Complete atom inventories to decide 
whether each of the following equations is 
balanced:

stannous fluoride

(s)   (aq)   2(aq)   2(g)

 metal acid fluoride gas

b. The synthesis of carborundum for 
sandpaper:

2(s)    C(s)   (s)    CO(g)

c. The reaction of an antacid with stomach 

(s) (aq) (aq) 2O(l)

 6. 
“throwing away” misleading, considering 

Reviewing the Concepts

SUMMARYDSECTION

140

reviewing the Concepts
1. a.  

b.  

c. 
a.  1 molecule of hydrogen gas re-

acts with 1 molecule of chlorine 
to produce 2 molecules of hydro-
gen chloride.

b.  2 molecules of hydrogen perox-
ide form 2 molecules of water 
and 1 molecule of oxygen gas.

2. a.  NaHCO3  HCl ∫B NaCl  H2O  
CO2

b. C6H12O6  6 O2 ∫B 6 CO2  6 H2O
3. Matter can neither be created nor 

destroyed, only changed in form. 
4. A generalization about the behavior of 

nature based on repeated observations.
5. a. Reactants Products

1 tin atom 1 tin atom
1 hydrogen atom 2 hydrogen atoms
1  fluorine atom 2 fluorine atoms 
 Not balanced

b. Reactants Products
1 silicon atom 1 silicon atom
1 carbon atom 1 carbon atom 
2  oxygen atoms 1 oxygen atom 

Not balanced
c. Reactants Products

1 aluminum 1  aluminum atom
 atom 
6 hydrogen  6 hydrogen atoms 
 atoms  
3  oxygen atoms 3 oxygen atoms
3 chlorine 3 chlorine atoms 
 atoms   
 Balanced

6. Atoms of elements are not destroyed or 
used up during chemical reactions— 
they are rearranged. It is impossible  
to throw anything away because Earth 
is self-contained; materials do not 
escape into space (except for materials 
in space probes).
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American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 1038     New Fig.: 1DUN21
First Pass: 2010-08-09

++

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 1039     New Fig.: 1DUN22
First Pass: 2010-08-09

+++
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Coefficients in a chemical equation 
indicate the relative number of units of 
each reactant and product involved. 
Subscripts in a substance’s formula may 
not be changed to balance an equation.

 7. Consider this equation: 

 N2(g) 2(g) (g)

 8. 
representation of the chemical statement, 
balance the representation, and verify your 
answer.

minerals:

 2 2O

__O2 2

__O2 2O

 9. 

making soft drinks, detergents, and other 

sulfuric acid:

__Ca 2 2   

b. Completely burning octane, C , a 
component of gasoline:

 __C  __O2  __CO2 2O

 10. 

 Na2  KCl  NaCl K2

The student decides to balance it this way:

Na2  K2Cl  Na2Cl K2

a. Complete an atom inventory of the 

write a correctly balanced equation.

An alloy possesses properties that  
differ, sometimes significantly, from the 
properties of its constituent elements.

 11. 

 12. 
Hint:

 13. 
Hint:

 14. Give the formula, application, and 
important physical property of an alloy that 
is also a well-defined compound.

Resources are either renewable or 
nonrenewable. Resources can be 
conserved by recycling, reducing 
(controlling rate of use), or replacing  
them with substitute resources.

 15. 

 16. 

 17. 

a. renewable resources.

b. nonrenewable resources.

SECTION D  Section Summary 141

141

 7. a. 3 b. 2 c. 1
 8. a. 1 WO3(s)  3 H2(g) ∫B 1 W(s)   

3 H2O(l)

b. 2 PbS(s)  3 O2(g) ∫B 2 PbO(s)   
2 SO2(g) 

c. 4 Fe(s)  3 O2(g) ∫B 2 Fe2O3(s)

 9. a.   1 Ca3(PO4)2(s)  3 H2SO4(aq) ∫B 
2 H3PO4(aq)  3 CaSO4(aq)

b. 2 C8H18(g)  25 O2(g) ∫B  
16 CO2(g)  18 H2O(g)

10. a. Reactants Products
2 sodium atoms 2  sodium  

 atoms 
1 sulfur atom 1 sulfur atom
4 oxygen atoms 4 oxygen atoms
2 potassium atoms 2  potassium  

atoms 
1 chlorine atom 1 chlorine atom
Atoms are conserved.

b. No. The student changed the 
formulas of the reactants and 
products, inventing formulas for 
substances that do not exist. In 
properly balancing an equation, 
only coefficients are manipulated.

c. Na2SO4  2 KCl ∫B 2 NaCl  
K2SO4

 11. A solid solution of two or more 
different metals.

 12. Examples include stainless steel, 
brass, bronze, mercury amalgams, 
and 12-karat gold.

 13. Carbon
 14. Examples are Ni3Al, a strong, 

low-density alloy used in aircraft 
engines, and Cr3Pt, a very hard alloy 
used in razor blades.

 15. The use of practices and processes 
that will allow future generations  
to continue to thrive and meet their 
resource needs on Earth.

16. a.  When a material is reused, it is 
used again in its original form. In 
recycling, an item is reprocessed  
to allow resources in it to be used 
again in another form.

b. Reusing: Answers will vary. 
Possibilities include using plastic 
grocery bags to carry lunch, using 
the back sides of waste office 
paper as scratch paper, washing 
and reusing plastic cutlery, and 
using plastic food containers as 
planters. Recycling: reprocessing 
old fabric and clothing to make 
fiber for paper, reprocessing rubber 
tires into material for flooring or 
construction material, recycling 
aluminum soda cans, newspapers, 
and plastics. 

 17. a.  Biomass; plant and animal 
products like wood, paper, and 
food; ethanol; water; and soil

b. Metals; natural diamonds and 
other precious stones; building 
stones such as marble and granite; 
and petroleum
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American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 1040     New Fig.: 1DUN23
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142 Unit 1 Materials: Formulating Matter

 18. Classify each use as either recycling or 
reusing:

emergency.

b. converting plastic milk containers into 
fibers used to weave clothing fabric.

c. packing breakable items with shredded 
newspapers.

 19. 

material sources and disposal/recycling.

Connecting the Concepts
 20. 

conservation of matter, different from a law 

 21. Earth has been compared to a space station.

 22. 
conservation of matter.

 23. 
less waste material and recycling more of it.

Extending the Concepts
 24. 

may have once been part of the body of a 

possible.

 25. Investigate recent advances and potential 
applications in the field of 
superconductivity.

 26. 
drawn from a study of substances used for 

 27. 
produced from recycled aluminum cans 
than from aluminum contained in clay, 

How is conservation of 
matter demonstrated  
in the use of resources?
In this section, you balanced 
chemical statements and then, once 
again, considered Earth’s resources. 
Think about how these ideas are 
connected, then answer the question 
in your own words in organized 
paragraphs. Your answer should 
demonstrate your understanding  
of the key ideas in this section. 

Be sure to consider the following  
in your response: conservation of 
matter, what it means to have a 
balanced chemical equation, 
sustainability, renewability, and 
resource depletion.

142

 18. Reusing: a, c  Recycling: b
 19. Answers will vary, but should 

consider materials needed for light 
bulbs (glass, metals) and newspapers 
(paper, ink); how energy is used in 
processing and using each item; and 
ultimate disposal options for each. 
These links may be helpful:

http://www.need.org/needpdf/infobook   
activities/SecInfo/LightS.pdf

http://www1.umn.edu/humanrts/
edumat/sustecon/activities/4-1.htm

http://www1.umn.edu/humanrts/
edumat/sustecon/stuff%20article.htm

How is conservation of 
matter demonstrated 
in the use of resources?
Student answers should:
• Connect the Law of Conservation 
of Matter to balancing equations. 
(Ideally, referring to the mole 
concept from Section C as well.)
• Discuss the difference between 
renewable and nonrenewable 
resources as well as conservation 
from a community perspective in 
terms of usable resources and 
compare that idea to conservation 
from a chemistry point of view.

Connecting the Concepts
 20. Scientific laws describe relationships 

among natural phenomena, while 
laws created by the government 
regulate behavior and specify 
penalties for misconduct. 

 21. a.  Earth and its atmosphere essen-
tially represent a closed system. 
The quantity of resources is 
limited because matter can be 
neither lost nor gained. The 
analogy is useful in understanding 
that there is a finite supply of 
resources.

b. Earth continually gains useful 
radiant energy from the Sun,  
while a space station more closely 
resembles a closed system. A  
truly closed system exchanges 
neither mass nor energy with its 
surroundings.

 22. Any of the chemical reactions 
students have seen in this unit could 
be used to demonstrate conservation 
of mass.

 23. It decreases the waste-storage 
problem and may lower demand  
for resources, resulting in a lower 
price. Other proven benefits include 
pollution reduction, energy savings, 
and creation of new jobs.

extending the Concepts
 24. Atoms are never destroyed under 

ordinary chemical conditions. Atoms 
in living organisms are recycled 
when they die and decay. Students 
may also make connections to the 
carbon, hydrologic, or nitrogen 
cycles in explaining their answers.

 25. Answers will vary but may include 
advances such as designing high- 
temperature superconductors. 
Potential applications include 
increasing energy efficiency, energy 
storage, and uses in MRI scanners.

 26. Answers will vary widely but should 
cite ancient coins that are dug up 
and evidence of other items being 
used for trade.

 27. Because aluminum is a reactive metal, 
it is very difficult to reduce metal ions 
to elemental aluminum. The process 
of electrometallurgy requires a great 
deal of energy. An electric current 
must be passed through the molten 
aluminum ore to remove the alumi-
num. In cans, only the impurities 
must be removed, which takes place 
when the can is melted. 
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MAKING THE CASE FOR CURRENCY

the design process requires multiple stages. One common step in designing 
a new product is soliciting proposals from several individuals or 

consumers evaluates them to choose the best design. You will 
follow a similar process in selecting the best “dollar recom-
mendation” from the proposals submitted by your classmates. 
Each team will present its recommendations to the class, 

PRESENTATION

Recommendation
Clearly outline your recommendations for printing and minting dollars in 

Rationale

they are important.

 
of currency that you recommend.

 
the currency, including

a. for metals:

 °
 ° Important ores of the chosen raw materials.

b. for all materials:

 °
 °
 ° Your rationale for choosing the selected materials. 

 °
selected materials.

143

143

Putting it all 
togetHer

MAking tHE cAsE for 
currEncy
This culminating activity challenges 
students to apply what they have 
learned about properties of materials to 
a personal and national decision about 
currency use.

prEsEntAtion 
Using concepts developed in this unit, 
each student or group develops a 
recommendation for the printing and 
minting of dollars in the United States 
and shares it with the class. If available, 
students can use technology to present 
their recommendations.

Presentations should include the 
recommendation, rationale, environ-
mental implications, and an advocacy 
plan. Specific requirements are outlined 
in the student text. Encourage students 
to apply the terminology and science 
concepts learned in the unit. Proposals 
should reflect comprehension of 
concepts such as physical and chemical 
properties, periodic trends, reactivity, 
conservation, and percent composition. 

A rubric provided in the TRM may be 
distributed to students to guide their 
work on the project and then used to 
assess performance. You may choose to 
use the rubric as provided or modify it 
to meet your own expectations.

P
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Environmental Implications
 

in your recommendation, including:

environments.

what wastes will be generated in production of the currency. 

general circulation.

suggested material modifications. 

Advocacy Plan
Include a discussion that addresses how the general public and Congress 
would be encouraged to support your recommendations. Be sure to address:

recommendations.

currency, if applicable.

Publication
-

mendations and persuade them to adopt your plan. Include portions of your 
presentation that are appropriate for the general public and that support 
your conclusions.

144 Unit 1 Materials: Formulating Matter

144

publicAtion
Students are also directed to construct a 
brochure or Web page that outlines the 
key points of their presentation. This is 
particularly useful as an individual 
activity if students complete the presen-
tations in groups. The publication 
should also persuade the reader to adopt 
the student’s recommendations.
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LOOKING BACK AND LOOKING AHEAD

learned so far. You have learned some of the working language of chemistry, 

conservation of matter, and the structure of atoms.

This knowledge can help you better understand some societal issues. Cen-
tral among these are the use and management of Earth’s chemical resources, 
including water, metals, petroleum, food, and air. 

-

with issues that require some scientific understanding. Tough decisions may 
be needed. The remaining chemistry units that you study will continue to 
prepare you for that responsibility.

Unit 2 addresses gases, focusing on air in the atmosphere that surrounds and 

atmosphere, you will also have the opportunity to design a scientific inves-
tigation to study an air-quality issue of your choice. 

145

145

looking bAck AnD 
looking AHEAD
In this unit, students encountered 
chemical language (symbols, formulas, 
and equations), laboratory techniques, 
and basic chemical concepts that relate 
to societal problems and decisions 
associated with resource use. Chemical 
insight can help citizens identify and 
rationally address many complex 
problems associated with use of chemi-
cal resources. 

In the next unit, students will explore 
a resource that surrounds them—air. 
They will also delve deeper into the 
skills and understandings of inquiry as 
they design an air-quality investigation.
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2
AIR: DESIGNING 
SCIENTIFIC 
INVESTIGATIONS

146

Unit Introduction
Unit 2 introduces students to gases, 
particularly those in Earth’s atmosphere, 
and their physical and chemical proper-
ties. Students consider gas behavior on 
the macroscopic level by exploring 
changes and relationships among 
volume, pressure, and temperature. 
They have opportunities to build 
connections between their macroscopic 
observations and the particulate descrip-
tions of gases provided by the kinetic 
molecular theory (KMT). Key skills for 
scientific inquiry, such as asking 
questions as well as making and sup-
porting claims based upon evidence, are 
also featured in this unit.
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AIR: DESIGNING 
SCIENTIFIC 
INVESTIGATIONS

What information can 
investigations provide 
about gas behavior?

What does evidence 
reveal about properties  
of Earth’s atmosphere?

SECTION C 
Interactions of Matter and  
Energy in Atmospheres  
(page 202)

SECTION B 
Physical Behavior of Gases   
(page 180)

How are models and  
theories useful in 
explaining and predicting 
behavior of gases?

SECTION D 
Human Impact on Air Quality   
(page 234)

How are claims about air 
quality supported by 
experimental evidence 
and chemistry concepts?

SECTION A
Properties of Gases  (page 151)

As you read news online or in the local newspaper, 
you probably notice that there are many stories 
about the environment. One common theme that 
you have almost certainly observed is Earth’s air 
quality. Do air-quality articles trigger your concerns? 
How does local and global air quality affect you?
Turn the page to begin exploring and investigating 
air-quality issues.

?

In addition to learning about pressure 
and physical properties of gases in 
Section A, students begin thinking  
about the questions that guide scientific 
investigations. Section B explores 
kinetic molecular theory (KMT) and the 
behavior of ideal and non-ideal gases,  
as well as the phenomenon of phase 
changes. Students also consider the 
usefulness of and distinctions among 
scientific theories, models, and laws.  
In Section C, students learn how gases 
interact with each other and with solar 
radiation (energy) in Earth’s atmosphere. 
Finally, Section D focuses on the 
chemistry of several different human-
generated pollutants, including those 
responsible for smog and acid rain, and 
their effects on air quality.

The organizing issue for this unit is 
the design of an air-quality investigation. 
In the culminating activity, students 
prepare a scientific poster to present 
their investigation design.

147147
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The oil rig explosion and resulting oil spill in the 
Gulf of Mexico in 2010 caused great concern 
about how this oil would impact marine life. 
One way to get rid of the oil (and thus reduce 
its concentration in the ocean) was to burn it 
off when it reached the surface of the water, 
as shown here. What are some possible envi-
ronmental consequences of burning the oil? 
Should we only be concerned with what we see 
in the black smoke, or are there other, less  
visible effects of this burning? 

148 

In most areas of the United States, this motorcycle 
would be exempt from emissions testing. Is this a 
reasonable exemption? Why could some counties 
and states consider testing motorcycle exhaust? 
What substances could be released from the  
tailpipe above? Should we be concerned about 
the nature or quantity of these emissions? 

No, this isn’t a foggy day . . . it’s a smoggy day. 
What conditions are necessary to create smog? 
What could be done to clean up this air? In 
cities where smog is a daily concern, many resi-
dents wear masks or bandanas over their mouth 
and nose in order to breathe. How well does 
this protect them against breathing in harmful 
substances found in smog?

148

Connecting to the 
Unit’s Context and 
Challenge
Earth’s air quality serves as the organiz-
ing issue for Unit 2. Students are 
challenged to use what they are learning 
about inquiry to design an investigation 
to study an air-quality issue of their 
choice. The opening spread refers to 
several air-quality issues. Key issues 
include acid rain, particulate pollution, 
smog, hazardous air pollutants (air 
toxics), and ground-level ozone. Al-
though CO2 emissions and carbon 
footprint issues are not explicitly 
mentioned here, they should be discour-
aged as investigation topics, since CO2 
emissions from combustion are a major 
focus of Unit 3. Student investigation 
designs are presented in the form of 
scientific posters at the end of the unit, 
as well as summarized in a letter to 
stakeholders.

Before you introduce students to the 
challenge of designing their air-quality 
investigation, decide whether you 
would like students to work individu-
ally or in small groups. Outline your 
expectations for the challenge (see the 
Putting It All Together section for 
guidance). Knowing the expectations for 
the culminating project helps to estab-
lish a “need to know” learning environ-
ment. 

Students may require assistance in 
preparing their posters and letters. You 
may also ask students to complete 
pre-writing activities such as creating 
outlines or using graphic organizers to 
establish the structure and main compo-
nents of their posters and letters.

The initial introduction to the 
challenge comes in the photos and 
captions on the opening pages of the 
unit, which you may decide to review 
and discuss as a class to help students 
become engaged with the challenge. If 
you ask students to read the opening 
pages on their own, provide focus 
questions or reading goals to direct their 
attention and be certain they compre-
hend important points raised in the 
introduction to the Unit 2 challenge. 
You may also choose to let students 
know that they will be learning about 
scientific inquiry and how to design 
investigations as they progress through 
this unit, which may help to allay some 
students’ apprehension about the scope 
of the challenge.
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In June 2010, the U.S. Environmental  
Protection Agency issued a one-hour health 
standard for sulfur dioxide (SO2). Why would 
the EPA be concerned about the quantity of a 
pollutant emitted in a one-hour period rather 
than over the course of a year? What other 
emissions might be of concern if you lived 
within sight of these smokestacks?

Community celebrations and special events 
often include a spectacular fireworks display. To 
get the brilliant colors, makers of the fireworks 
pack stars with compounds that include metals 
such as barium, strontium, aluminum, and mag-
nesium. The pack must also include an oxidizer 
and a source of chlorine. Why might these 
components be of concern to workers, observ-
ers, and people living down-wind? What other 
air-quality issues should be considered when a 
fireworks display is proposed?  

The plants in this photograph have been  
adequately fertilized and watered, yet they are 
failing to thrive. Could overall plant health be 
related to the composition of the surrounding 
air? How might plants be used as indicators  
of air quality? 

149 The “Context Connections” table, found 
in the grid on page Unit 2-x of this 
Teacher’s Edition, provides an overview 
of the content and activities in the unit 
that connect directly with the unit 
challenge. It will help to reinforce the 
“need to know” chemistry content and 
skills if you refer explicitly to each of 
these connections as students encounter 
them in the text. Particularly important 
are the Making Decisions activities near 
the end of each section, in which 
students develop and revise their 
air-quality investigation. You may ask 
students (or groups of students) to create 
a folder to keep results of the Making 
Decisions activities and any brainstorm-
ing sessions. This approach gives 
students a handy resource (of their own 
creation) to consult when they begin 
work preparing their posters and letters.

149
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150 Unit 2 Air: Designing Scientific Investigations

What questions came to mind as you looked at the images and read the 
captions on the previous pages? Did you wonder whether your air is safe to 
breathe or if you should exercise outdoors? Did you think about effects on 
wildlife? Perhaps you wondered whether emissions tests are useful or what 
you can really do to help prevent air pollution. 

Did you find any of the ideas unlikely, or did you ask yourself, “How do 
they know?” If you did, you are already starting to think like a scientist. As 
you learn about Earth’s atmosphere and the gases that make it up, you will 
also be developing the skills of scientific inquiry.

At the end of this unit, you will report on an investigation that you have 
designed to test an air-quality claim or product. As you progress through this 
unit, you will develop a scientific question to guide your investigation, out-
line a procedure, and give and receive feedback on proposals within your 
class. Your final report will include both a poster outlining your planned 
investigation and a letter to those who would be interested in or affected by 
the results of your investigation. As you begin studying gases, keep in mind 
the thoughts you had as you viewed the opening photo essay and consider 
which air-qualilty questions and issues make a difference to you.

150
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SECTION

SECTION A  Properties of Gases 151

PROPERTIES OF GASES 
What information can investigations  
provide about gas behavior?

The air that surrounds and sustains us—Earth’s atmosphere—is com-
posed of several gases. Any air-quality investigation, including the one 
you will develop in this unit, must account for the behavior of gases in 
the atmosphere. This section addresses the properties and behavior of 
gases in general; other sections in this unit will focus on particular 
gases, interactions among gases, and the structure of Earth’s atmo-
sphere.

In addition to considering the properties of gases, an air-quality 
investigation must ask an answerable scientific question and gather 
meaningful and reliable information. In this section, you will practice 
developing good scientific questions and identifying the information 
that investigations can provide. As you learn about gases and investiga-
tions, continue to think about an air-quality question that affects or 
intrigues you. How might you address that question through scientific 
investigation? In this section, you will apply knowledge of gas behavior 
to help develop a question to guide your investigation. In later sections, 
you will design procedures to gather evidence that could support an 
answer to your question, and then refine these procedures before pre-
paring a scientific poster to describe your proposed investigation in 
Putting It All Together.

GOALS

volume of a gas sample at constant temperature.

temperature and volume of a gas sample at constant pressure.

kelvin temperature of a gas sample at constant volume.

investigations.

A
This section explores gas behavior 
through several activities that encourage 
students to investigate relationships 
among pressure, volume, and tempera-
ture. These relationships are then 
represented mathematically in the form 
of gas laws. The concepts of pressure, 
the units of pressure, absolute zero, 
standard temperature, and the kelvin 
temperature scale are also introduced. 
Students begin learning to design 
investigations by developing scientific 
(beginning) questions and planning to 
gather evidence.

Using the section 
Question
Both investigations in this section 
provide information about gas behavior, 
so you may choose to ask students to 
reflect on the section question as they 
complete each investigation. The roles 
of pressure, volume, and temperature in 
gas behavior are well defined by 
experimental results, which can be 
addressed in the form of gas laws and 
within historical context (see individual 
sections in this TE for more informa-
tion). Finally, students should be asked 
to consider the goal of providing 
information about gases when they 
begin designing investigations and 
developing scientific questions.

goals
Goals in Section A include defining 
pressure, describing gas behavior, and 
applying gas laws. Inquiry skills include 
describing and constructing good 
scientific questions and explaining how 
evidence will be collected. 

151
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152 Unit 2 Air: Designing Scientific Investigations

 INVESTIGATING MATTER 
A.1  PROPERTIES OF GASES

Preparing to Investigate
Before you begin, read Gathering Evidence to learn what you will need to do 
and note safety precautions. Predict what you think will happen in each  
of the nine investigations; write down your predictions. Plan for data collec-
tion and construct an appropriate data table.

Gathering Evidence
Five stations, A through E, have been set up around the laboratory. At each 
station, you will complete the investigations indicated for that station. These 
investigations can be done in any order; that is, work at Station D can be 
completed before Station B investigations, and so on. 

Before you begin, put on your goggles, and wear them properly through-
out the investigation.

Follow this general procedure:

Station A

Investigation 1
 1. Draw some air into a syringe.

 2. Seal the tip by placing the cap on the open end.

PIn this unit, you will be designing an investigation to test an air-quality 
claim or product. As a first step, take a few minutes to observe the  
atmosphere that surrounds you. Can you see, smell, or taste the  
gases that make up the atmosphere? Is there anything that makes  
you wonder whether gases are forms of matter? 
1. What is “matter”?
2.  What observations have you made in your daily life that suggest  

that atmospheric gases are a form of matter? Explain. 

152
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Pconcept check 1
The concept of “matter” was developed 
throughout Unit 1. However, most of the 
examples that students encountered in 
Unit 1 were solids or liquids. Because 
gases are often invisible and undetect-
able using our senses, it is easy to forget 
(or not realize) that gases are also a form 
of matter, with mass and volume, and 
possessing chemical and physical 
properties.
1. (Concept developed throughout Unit 1. 

“Matter” first defined in Unit 1, Sec- 
tion A.5.) By now, students should 
have a sense that matter is anything 
that has mass and occupies space.

2. (Looking ahead; answers will be  
based on students’ prior knowledge.) 
Possible responses include seeing 
smoke from a fire (which may actually 
be solid particulate matter), noticing 
that a water bottle has “collapsed” or 
“expanded” due to temperature or 
pressure changes, tornadoes, wind, 
and water vapor in the form of clouds 
or steam. Student explanations should 
tie back to their definition of matter  
in Question 1. This question is meant 
to activate student thinking before 
exploring this concept in Investigating 
Matter A.1.

IM   A.1 ProPErtiEs of 
GAsEs

These investigations explore and build 
understanding of properties of gases. 
Since atmospheric gases are colorless, 
odorless, and tasteless, students tend to 
think of them as “nothing.” After com-
pleting this investigation, they should 
conclude that gases, like solids and 
liquids, are not only matter but have 
definite physical and chemical properties.

• Students should write their predic-
tions before the investigation. This helps 
identify their preconceptions.
• Encourage students to visualize and 
write what may happen at the particu-
late level. Some students may have 
difficulty explaining gas behavior from  
a particulate perspective at this point in 
the course. 
• Students may record their observa-
tions in a table similar to this one. 

TRM  
 
hANDoUT

Activity Number Prediction Observation
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 3. Holding the cap in place, gently push the 
plunger down with your thumb, as shown 
in Figure 2.1.

 4. 

 5. 

Investigation 2 
 1. Inflate and tie off two new balloons so 

that they are approximately the same size, 
about the size of a grapefruit.

 2. Use tongs to submerge one inflated balloon 
in an ice–salt water bath.

 3. Use tongs to submerge the other inflated 
balloon in a container of hot tap water.

 4. 

Station B

Investigation 3
 1. Inflate a balloon to approximately the size of a grapefruit and  

tie off the end.

 2. Place the inflated balloon on a balance, using a piece of tape to  
hold it in place.

 3. 

 4. 
the balloon near the neck and release most of the gas within  
the balloon.

 5. 

 6. 

Investigation 4
 1. As shown in Figure 2.2, insert  

the rounded end of a new, 
uninflated balloon part way  
into an empty soft-drink bottle, 
stretching the balloon’s neck  
over the mouth of the bottle.

 2. Try to blow up the balloon so  
that it fills the bottle.

 3. 
balloon.

 4. 

 INVESTIGATING MATTER 
A.1  PROPERTIES OF GASES

Preparing to Investigate
Before you begin, read Gathering Evidence to learn what you will need to do 
and note safety precautions. Predict what you think will happen in each  
of the nine investigations; write down your predictions. Plan for data collec-
tion and construct an appropriate data table.

Gathering Evidence
Five stations, A through E, have been set up around the laboratory. At each 
station, you will complete the investigations indicated for that station. These 
investigations can be done in any order; that is, work at Station D can be 
completed before Station B investigations, and so on. 

Before you begin, put on your goggles, and wear them properly through-
out the investigation.

Follow this general procedure:

Station A

Investigation 1
 1. Draw some air into a syringe.

 2. Seal the tip by placing the cap on the open end.

SECTION A  Properties of Gases 153

Figure 2.1  Manipulating a sealed 
syringe (Investigation 1).

Figure 2.2  Placement of a balloon in a bottle (Investigation 4).

Time 50 min

Materials (for 24 students working in 
pairs and moving from station to station 
with one set-up for each station)

Station A
Syringe (Luer-tip barrel syringe with 

cap, between 25 and 500 mL)
24 medium to large balloons*
Beaker tongs
Ice
Rock salt
2 Containers for water

Station B
Laboratory balance (accurate to  

0.01 g)
Transparent or masking tape
Pin
24 medium to large balloons*
Soft-drink bottle, empty, plastic,  

1- to 2-L

Station C
Drinking glass
Test tube
Stiff plastic (such as a coffee-can lid)
2 Containers for water

Station D
Test tube
Plastic wrap
Clean plastic bottle with lid (soda or 

detergent bottle, 1- to 2-L in size)
2 Containers for water

Station E
Hot plate
12 Empty aluminum soft-drink cans
Beaker tongs
Container for water

Pre-Lab Discussion
Before students start, ensure that they 
have written predictions about the 
outcomes. Encourage them to observe 
carefully and to identify the particular 
gas property involved.

safety
Students should wear protective goggles 
and aprons throughout the investigation. 
Remind them to exercise care when 
using hot plates.
*Caution: Students with latex allergies 
should not do Activities 2, 3, and 4 with 
latex balloons. Depending on allergy 
severity, all students may refrain from 
using latex balloons. Alternatives 
include: 

Activity 2: Use small Mylar balloons 
or use the first follow-up demon-
stration on page 155.

Activity 3: Use small Mylar balloons 
or small plastic bags secured by a 
rubber band.

Activity 4: Omit for latex-allergic 
students.

Lab Tips
• Stations A–E are designed to facilitate 
flow of activities in the laboratory. You 
can regroup activities to work for your 
lab setting.
• You may decide to limit student time; 
4 to 5 min per station should be suffi-
cient. Ask students to rotate among 
stations based on allotted time.
• Pairing students typically works best 
for this investigation; when groups are 
larger, some students may not be 
engaged. With more groups, setting up 
duplicate stations facilitates student 
movement.
• Many types of containers, such as 
plastic storage boxes or dishpans, can be 
used as water containers in this investi-
gation.
• Activity 2: Use ice–salt water bath for 
lowest temperature.
• Activity 9: You can do this as a 
demonstration if time and/or supplies 
are limited. You may choose to ask 
students to collect and bring in empty 
aluminum soda cans prior to the 
investigation.
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154 Unit 2 Air: Designing Scientific Investigations

Station C

Investigation 5
 1. Lower an empty drinking glass, with its open end facing downward, 

into a larger container of water.

 2. With the open end still under water, slowly tilt the glass.

 3. 

Investigation 6 
 1. Fill a test tube to the rim with water.

 2. 

 3. Press down the plastic to make a tight seal with the mouth of the test 
tube.

 4. While continuing to press the plastic to the test tube, invert the test 
tube above a sink or a pan.

 5. Without causing any jarring, gently remove your hand from the piece 
of plastic.

 6. 

 7. 

Station D

Investigation 7
 1. Fill a test tube to the rim with water.

 2. 

 3. While continuing to press the plastic wrap to the test tube opening, 
invert the test tube and partially immerse it in a container of water.

 4. 

 5. 
water.

 6. 

 7. 

Investigation 8 
 1. Locate the plastic bottle with a small hole in its side.

 2. 

 3. Fill the bottle with water.

 4. 

 5. Holding the bottle over a sink, remove your finger  
from the hole.

 6. Still holding the bottle over a sink, remove the cap.

 7. 
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expected observations and 
conclusions
Investigation 1 (Station A): P and V are 
inversely related. There’s resistance to 
pushing the plunger, thus demonstrating 
Boyle’s law and gas compressibility.
Investigation 2 (Station A): T and V are 
directly related. The balloon submerged 
in ice–salt water bath shrinks, while the 
one submerged in hot tap water ex-
pands, thus demonstrating Charles’ law.
Investigation 3 (Station B): Air has 
mass. The balance reveals a difference  
of about 0.2 g between filled and empty 
balloons, demonstrating that “invisible” 
gases have mass, like other forms of 
matter. (This procedure doesn’t allow for 
buoyant effect of surrounding air.)
Investigation 4 (Station B): Air occupies 
space and exerts pressure. P and V are 
inversely related. The balloon can be 
slightly inflated inside bottle; it becomes 
more difficult to blow up as it enlarges—
air initially in bottle is trapped by the 
expanding balloon. As the balloon 
inflates, air in the bottle has less volume, 
and thus exerts more pressure on the 
balloon. Eventually, pressure exerted by 
blowing into the balloon is unable to 
exceed pressure exerted by trapped air.
Investigation 5 (Station C): Air occupies 
space. Students should observe that 
water does not initially enter the glass, 
showing that air occupies that space. 
With the glass tilted, water should enter 
the glass as air is allowed to escape. The 
rising bubbles also suggest that air is less 
dense than water.
Investigation 6 (Station C): Air exerts 
pressure in all directions. The plastic 
cover stays on the inverted test tube, 
suggesting that air exerts pressure in all 
directions (upward against the cover) 
and supports water’s weight. As a 
demonstration, repeat without filling the 
test tube completely. Ask students to 
account for observed differences.
Investigation 7 (Station D): Air (and 
water) exert pressure in all directions. 
Water level in the test tube does not 
change. First part: water in test tube is 
pushed up by a force equal to the gravita-
tional pull down. Second part: air in the 
test tube above the water must push 
down on the water, since water below it 
exerts an upward force (first part).
Investigation 8 (Station D): Air exerts 
pressure in all directions. No water 
escapes the bottle hole until its cap is 
removed. Then, water in the bottle 
experiences atmospheric pressure from 
above, which overcomes atmospheric 
pressure from the side, allowing water to 
escape.

Investigation 9 (Station E): Air exerts 
pressure in all directions. Warn stu-
dents—the can is hot; don’t boil its 
contents to dryness. The inverted can is 
crushed in cold water. Water vapor 
generated by boiling displaces most air 
in the can. Upon cooling, water vapor 
condenses, producing a partial vacuum 
in the can. External pressure crushes it.

Interpreting Evidence
1. Investigations 3, 4, and 5. The balloon 

inflated weighed more than it did 
deflated (Activity 3), showing that air 
has mass (and thus contains matter). 
Activities 4 and 5 showed that air 
occupies volume. Otherwise, we could 
blow up the balloon inside the bottle. 
Tilting the glass (Activity 5) allowed 
water to displace trapped air.

2. Answers are based on what students 
expected and observed. While students 
may have made a correct prediction, 
the explanation may show some 
misconceptions.
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SECTION A  Properties of Gases 155

Figure 2.3  Use tongs to quickly  
invert a can containing boiling  
water into a container of ice water  
(Investigation 9).

Figure 2.4  What  
will happen when  
you try to drink water 
through the straw  
inside the glass?

Station E

Investigation 9
 1. Place ~10 mL of water in a clean, empty aluminum  

soft-drink can.

 2. Place the can on a hot plate and bring the water to a  
rapid boil.

 3. Using tongs to handle the soft-drink can, quickly remove  
the can from the heat and immediately invert it into a 
container of ice-cold water, as shown in Figure 2.3.

 4. 

Interpreting Evidence
 1. Which of the previous investigations suggest that air is 

composed of matter? Explain your choices, using 
observational evidence to support your answer.

 2. For each investigation, briefly describe how well your results 
corresponded with your predictions and propose  
explanations for any differences between your predictions  
and the observed results of the investigations.

Making Claims
 3. For any three investigations,

a. describe your observations in detail.

b. explain the role of air in the investigation.

 4. Describe another investigation or experience  
you have had that suggests that

a. air is matter.

b. air exerts pressure.

 5. 

of a straw in a glass of water. Hold 
another straw outside the glass. Place 
the ends of both straws in your mouth 
and try to drink the water through the 
straw in the glass. See Figure 2.4.

a. Describe what you observed when 
you tried this activity.

b. Based on your observations, what 
makes it possible to drink liquid 
through a straw?

Making Claims
3.  Refer to “Observations.” Answers will 

vary based on student choices. Particle 
models should depict gas particles 
farther apart than solid or liquid 
particles. The motion of particles in 
each activity should account for gas P, 
V, and T.

4. Answers will vary. Possibilities 
include the following.
a. Breath is fogging in the cold; air  

is attracted by gravity (Earth’s 
atmosphere).

b. Leaning into the wind; headwinds 
or crosswinds experienced in 

moving vehicles; ears “popping”  
on airplanes or subway trains.

5. a.  Liquid rises in a single straw. No 
liquids move in two straws (unless 
the tongue closes the end of one 
straw).

b. When one draws on a single straw, 
pressure is decreased within the 
straw. Atmospheric pressure on the 
fluid surface is then greater than the 
pressure inside the straw; liquid is 
pushed (not drawn) up through the 
straw. With two straws and one not 
immersed in liquid, pressure 
cannot be decreased inside the 

straws; air is continually drawn in. 
With no pressure difference 
between the atmospheric pressure 
and the inside of the straw, fluid 
cannot rise. 

Note: Students are not yet expected to  
be able to construct correct molecular 
models for their observations. After 
learning about KMT and gas laws, they 
will better understand intermolecular 
interactions. For now, they can evaluate 
their previous ideas and reflect on gas 
properties.

follow-Up Demonstrations
Challenge students to link the principle 
demonstrated with one or more of the 
investigations that they completed. 
• Attach enough weight (using paper 
clips or staples) to a string tied to a 
partially filled Mylar helium balloon so 
it is neutrally buoyant. Heat the balloon 
gently with a hair dryer. As its volume 
increases, the balloon puffs out, its 
density decreases, and it rises until it 
cools down and descends. This corre-
sponds to Investigation 2. You can use 
the balloon for several days; change the 
weights as necessary to make it neutrally 
buoyant. 
• Add 20 mL water to a 1-L Florence 
flask. Heat the water to boiling on a hot 
plate. Remove the flask from the hot 
plate and quickly seal its top with a 
balloon. Caution: The flask and water 
are hot. Larger balloons with more 
elastic openings make it easier to secure 
the balloon. Hold the flask with a ring 
stand and clamp if needed. Water vapor 
inside the flask cools and condenses. 
Fewer total gas particles collide with the 
inside of the balloon than with the 
outside of the balloon. The balloon is 
pushed (not sucked) into the flask.

This illustrates two points: (1) Gas P 
and T are directly related (Investigation 
9). The pressure exerted by water vapor 
decreases rapidly as it condenses, 
resulting in its container (either can or 
balloon) being crushed by external 
pressure. (2) Water vapor is a non-ideal 
gas. Its condensation is due to particle 
“stickiness.” Repeat the demonstration 
without water in the flask: Only a small 
balloon depression is noted; air does not 
condense to liquid. To introduce this 
demonstration, display a flask with an 
inverted balloon already prepared, then 
ask how the balloon got that way. 
Students should realize that inflating the 
balloon inside the flask will not work 
(Investigation 4).
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156 Unit 2 Air: Designing Scientific Investigations

A.2  PRESSURE
In everyday language, the word pressure can have many meanings. Perhaps 
you use it to mean that you feel too busy or that you feel forced to behave in 
certain ways. The greater the pressure, the more “boxed in” you feel. To sci-
entists, pressure also refers to force and space, but in quite different ways.

In science, pressure refers to the force applied divided by the surface 
area:

Pressure  
Force
Area

The force
attraction. Area refers to the total surface of an object. For a square or a rect-
angular surface, area is calculated by multiplying the lengths of its two adja-
cent sides. The unit of length is the meter (m). Area is expressed as m  m, 

2

pressure also increases. Thus we can say that pressure is directly propor-
tional to the force applied. By contrast, as area increases, the pressure 
decreases. This means that pressure is inversely proportional to the area 
upon which the force acts.

To illustrate these relationships, think back to a common experience: 

depends on the two variables involved in the equation above—force and 
area. You surely can feel the difference between a 120-pound person or a 

180-pound person stepping on your foot, assuming that both people 
have the same size foot and wear similar shoes. The larger the force, 

in this case weight, the more pressure that is exerted. To illustrate 
the inverse relationship between area and pressure, suppose the 

same person stepped on your foot two different times. The first 
time, she wears sneakers; the second time, she is wearing high 

but the area over which the force is applied differs. As the 
area of the shoe decreases, the pressure exerted on your foot 

the concepts of force, area, and pressure. 

Figure 2.5  If someone were 
to accidentally step on your 
foot, which “shoes” would 
you prefer that person wore? 
Explain your choice in terms of 
the concept of pressure.
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A.2 PrEssurE
The scientific meaning of pressure is 
developed with several common 
examples. The relationship among 
pressure, force, and area is expressed 
mathematically. Ensure that students 
understand the difference between 
direct and inverse relationships.

A brief discussion of base units and 
derived units in the modernized metric 
system (SI) may benefit students. The 
authoritative references on SI are http://
www1.bipm.org/en/si/ (internationally) 
and http://ts.nist.gov/WeightsAnd 
Measures/Metric/mpo_home.cfm (in the 
United States). The TRM have supple-
mentary information and practice 
problems using SI units in Skill Build-
ing Topics 1 and 2.

This section introduces the SI units 
of force and pressure. Pressure is 
expressed in both U.S. customary and SI 
units, but students should use pascals or 
kilopascals in their calculations. 

1 atm  760 mmHg  29.92 inHg  
101.3 kPa

a Using the Figures
figure 2.5 Ask students to con-
sider which shoe they’d prefer their 
friend to wear when stepping on their 
foot—the scuba fins or inline skates. 
How does their choice relate to pres-
sure (force/area)?
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SECTION A  Properties of Gases 157

In the same way that someone exerts pressure on your foot, gas molecules 
exert pressure on the walls of their container and on other objects. You 
observed this in Investigating Matter A.1. For instance, in Investigation 6 

plastic against the water in an inverted test tube. How much pressure did the 
air exert on the piece of plastic, and how could you measure this pressure?

You probably are familiar with several units used to report pressure. For 
example, U.S. weather forecasters report barometric air pressure in inches  
of mercury. When you check air pressure in car or bicycle tires, most likely 
your tire gauge reads pounds per square inch, or psi. Other pressure units 
you may have already heard of are millimeters of mercury
atmospheres
reporting pressure, how do scientists communicate with one another? 

Scientists have agreed to use certain units when communicating results. 
This system of units, called the International System of Units (SI), allows 
scientists from around the world to communicate clearly with each other. 

mass and 
length, are base units; they express the fundamental physical quantities of 
the modernized metric system. Others, such as area, force, volume, and pres-
sure, are derived units; they are formed by mathematically combining two or 
more base units. 

force per area. It is useful to 
understand the SI units of force and area before learning about the SI derived 
unit for pressure. The SI derived unit for force is the newton (N). To visual-

“pushes” downward on your open hand with a force of about one newton  

newton of force.

Figure 2.6  A wireless mouse, a  
medium-sized apple, and a stick of  
butter each exert about 1 N of force.
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158 Unit 2 Air: Designing Scientific Investigations

2 pascal (Pa)

roughly the pressure exerted downward on a slice of bread by a thin layer of 
soft butter spread on its top surface. Because a pascal is so small, the kilo-
pascal (kPa), a unit 1000 times larger than the pascal, is commonly used. 

 

Table 2.1

PFigure 2.7 shows two bricks of the same mass lying on the ground.
1.  Is each brick exerting the same total force on the ground? 

Explain.
2.  Is each brick exerting the same pressure on the ground?  

Explain.

 

The Seven Base  
Quantities of SI Name Symbol

Length meter m

Mass kilogram kg

Time second s

Electric current ampere A

Thermodynamic temperature kelvin K

Amount of substance mole mol

Luminous intensity candela Cd

Some Derived Quantities

Area
square meter m2

square centimeter cm2

Volume
cubic meter m3

cubic centimeter cm3 

Force newton 2)

Pressure pascal 2)

SI Units for Selected Physical Quantities
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Pconcept check 2
1. (Concept developed in Section A.2.) 

The force exerted by each brick is the 
same, because both bricks weigh the 
same.

2. (Concept developed in Section A.2.) 
The area over which the (equivalent) 
force is applied is different, so the 
pressure applied is not the same. The 
brick on its end exerts more pressure 
because it has less surface area in 
contact with the ground.
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SECTION A  Properties of Gases 159

 DEVELOPING SKILLS

A.3 APPLICATIONS OF PRESSURE

Using what you have learned about pressure, answer the following  
questions.

 1. The brick on the right side of the photo in Figure 2.7 is exerting a 
Sample Problem to calculate the 

pressure, expressed in pascals, that this brick exerts on the ground. 

 2. The brick on the left side of the photo weighs the same as the brick 

expressed in pascals, that the brick on the left 
side of the photo exerts on the ground. The 
dimensions of the brick surface touching the 
ground are 9.3 cm  21.3 cm.

 3. 
for each brick. Do your results make sense in 

Explain.

 4. You need to chop some wood to build a fire. 
You—quite obviously—reach for an axe 
rather than a hammer to complete this task. 
Explain your choice in terms of the concept 
of pressure.

Sample Problem: As a preliminary step in calculating the  
pressure (in pascals) exerted on the ground by the brick on the right 
side of the photo in Figure 2.7, determine the area of the brick that 
is in contact with the ground. The dimensions of the brick surface 
touching the ground are 9.3 cm  5.5 cm.

2. 

area must be expressed in square meters. First, convert each length 
from cm to m:

9.3 cm 

Multiply these lengths together to get area in square meters:

0.093 m 2  10–3 m2

Figure 2.7  Two similar bricks lie on the ground. Are  
they exerting the same pressure upon the ground?

DS   A.3 APPlicAtions of 
PrEssurE

In this activity, students analyze and 
calculate pressure in realistic situations.

Answers 
1. Pressure  force/area   

18 N/0.0051 m2  3500 Pa
2. Area  0.093 m  0.213 m  0.019 m2

 Pressure  force/area   
18 N/0.019 m2  950 Pa

3. The brick on its end exerts more 
pressure because it has less surface 
area in contact with the ground.

4. The cutting edge of an axe has a much 
smaller surface area. Pressure equals 
force/area, so a smaller area results in 
greater pressure when the same force 
is applied.
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A.4  ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE
You have just learned what pressure means to a scientist, and how it can be 
expressed in quantitative units. On a typical day at sea level, air in the atmo-

resulting in air pressure of about 
100 kPa. This pressure is also 
roughly equal to one atmosphere 

commonly used by scientists and 
one with which you will become 
familiar. One atmosphere is equal 
to 101.3 kPa. You observed the 
effects of atmospheric pressure 

Investigating Matter A.1. For 
instance, atmospheric pressure 
caused water to remain in the 
sealed 2-L bottle despite the hole 
in its side.

Matter A.1, you covered a test 
tube filled with water and 
inverted it into a container of 
water. You then uncovered the 
test tube. What did you notice 
about the level of water in the 
tube? What force supported the 
weight of the column of water in 

taller test tubes. If the test tube were tall enough, water would no longer 
remain at its initial level when inverted in a container of water. This puz-
zling effect was first observed in the mid-1600s. Scientists discovered that  
1 atm of air pressure could support a column of water only as tall as about  

water column still would reach only the 10.3-m level.
A barometer

Therefore, scientists replaced the water with mercury, a liquid 13.6 times 
denser than water. The resulting mercury column, illustrated by the barom-
eter depicted in Figure 2.9b, is shorter than the water column by a factor  
of 13.6.
At one atmosphere of pressure, the mercury column has a height of 760 mm: 

of mmHg, or inches of mercury, corresponding to the height of a column of 
mercury supported by that pressure.

160 Unit 2 Air: Designing Scientific Investigations

Figure 2.8  Tornados 
are powerful reminders of 
atmospheric pressure.
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A.4 AtmosPHEric PrEssurE
If a barometer is installed in your 
classroom or laboratory, you may point 
it out to students when you explain 
atmospheric pressure and its measure-
ment. For several days you could 
regularly post daily atmospheric 
pressures (displayed in several units) 
from the National Weather Service.  
Keep in mind that those values are 
altitude corrected and may not match 
the absolute atmospheric pressure in 
your area. Also, point out that the 
atmospheric pressure reported by TV 
meteorologists is often expressed in 
inches of mercury. 
(Note: Do not construct a mercury 
barometer—it is both hazardous and 
prohibited in many cities and states.)

You may choose to connect this topic 
to students’ experience by asking them 
which investigations in Investigating 
Matter A.1 illustrated the effects of 
atmospheric pressure. Investigations 5–9 
involve atmospheric pressure, as 
follows:

• Investigation 5: Atmospheric pressure 
on the surface of the water pushes it into 
the glass.
• Investigation 6: Atmospheric pressure 
holds the plastic on the test tube.
• Investigation 7: Pressure of the air 
inside the test tube is equivalent to 
atmospheric pressure on the surface of 
the water in the container, so the level 
does not change.
• Investigation 8: Same explanation as 
Investigation 7, until the cap is removed, 
at which point the atmospheric pressure 
on the water in the bottle causes it to 
escape.
• Investigation 9: Atmospheric pressure 
on the can crushes it when the pressure 
within the can decreases suddenly.

Consider mentioning historical issues 
surrounding the removal of water from 
mines. Until the 1700s, this was an 
ongoing problem for mines that were 
more than 10.3 m deep: Water could not 

be removed with a simple surface pump 
because atmospheric pressure could not 
push water up that high. This led to 
development of the steam engine. Early 
steam engines used condensation of 
steam (similar to Investigation 9 in 
Investigating Matter A.1) to create a 
low-pressure area beneath a piston. 
Atmospheric pressure then pushed the 
piston down, and the piston moved a 
beam that drove a water pump. A good 
summary and diagrams are available at 
http://www.egr.msu.edu/~lira/supp/
steam. 

Differentiation
enrichment
Some students may be interested in 
comparing pressure expressed in inches 
of mercury to pressure expressed in 
mmHg or kPa (units they will use in this 
course). You may decide to perform a 
sample pressure conversion.

Demonstration Ideas
Place an expandable meter stick on a 
table so that approximately one-third of 
the meter stick extends over the table 

a Using the Figures
figure 2.8 A tornado represents a 
spinning column (vortex) of rapidly 
rising air (a miniature low-pressure 
system). Ask students to visualize this 
phenomenon, and invite them to pre-
dict how a tornado affects the pres-
sure of air beneath it. They should 
indicate that the tornado creates an 
area of low pressure beneath it as 
well, since air rises into the spinning 
low-pressure system.
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SECTION A  Properties of Gases 161

A.5  PRESSURE–VOLUME 
BEHAVIOR OF GASES

When you pushed down on a sealed syringe filled with air in 
Investigating Matter A.1, you observed that a gas sample can easily 
be compressed. A gas can be compressed much more easily than a 
liquid or solid; that is, the volume of a gas sample easily changes 
when an external pressure is applied to it. See Figure 2.10.

Figure 2.9a  Visualize the height of a column of water that can 
be supported by 1 atm of air pressure. For instance, think of the 
average height of your friends. If they stood on each others’ 
shoulders, how many people would be needed in order to hold 
the top of the tube? Would you need to stand on a two-story 
house or a three-story house to hold the top of the tube?  
Describe or draw your mental picture. Pictured here is the  
world’s largest barometer, the Bert Bolle Barometer in the  
Denmark Visitor Center in Denmark, Western Australia.

Figure 2.10  A student pushes a plunger into a closed syringe. What’s 
keeping him from pushing it in all the way?

Height
of column
proportional
to external
pressure

Mercury

Pressure of
atmosphere

Figure 2.9b  A mercury barometer. On 
a typical day at sea level, the atmosphere 
will support a column of mercury 760 mm 
high. The pressure unit of atmospheres 
is related to pressure expressed in mil-
limeters of mercury: 1 atm = 760 mmHg. 
What common object could represent 
the height of a column of mercury that is 
supported by 1 atm of air?

A.5 PrEssurE–VolumE 
BEHAVior of GAsEs
When the volume of a gas sample is 
reduced while its temperature is held 
constant, the gas pressure will increase. 
If gas volume increases at constant 
temperature, gas pressure will decrease. 
Conversely, if pressure increases on the 
outer walls of a flexible container of gas, 
the volume of that container (at constant 
temperature) will decrease. Similarly, a 
decrease of pressure on a flexible 
container results in increased gas 
volume.

Thus, gas pressure and volume at 
constant temperature are inversely 
related—if one increases, the other 
decreases, and their product is a 
constant. The formal statement of this 
relationship is Boyle’s law, which can  
be written P  V  k or P  k/V or P1V1 
 P2V2. 

Students may experience difficulty 
reasoning using inverse relationships. 
Invite them to think through a problem 
and predict whether the answer should 
be larger or smaller—before they set up a 
ratio or start their calculations. For 
instance, if the problem asks what the 
pressure inside a syringe will be if its 
volume is reduced from 6.0 mL to 5.0 
mL and the initial pressure is 2.0 atm, 
students should first consider whether 
the final pressure would be greater or 
less than 2.0 atm. They should reason 
that the gas pressure increases as the 
volume decreases. They then select the 
ratio by which they will multiply 2.0 
atm. The options are 6.0/5.0 and 5.0/6.0. 
Since the final value should be greater, 
students should choose to multiply 2.0 
atm by 6.0/5.0 to obtain a final gas 
pressure of 2.4 atm.

You may also use the example within 
the text to help students understand the 
nature of this inverse relationship. 

edge. Then place 2 or 3 sheets of 
unfolded newspaper on the table, 
covering the stick. Smooth the newspa-
per sheets as flat and as close to the table 
(and meter stick) as possible. The 
newspaper sheets may overlap (depend-
ing on the table size). Ask students to 
predict what would happen if you hit 
the protruding end of the meter stick as 
hard as possible. Then hit the hanging 
end of the stick with a fast, downward 
chop. If done correctly, the paper will 
not move. In fact, when hit hard and  
fast enough, the stick will break and the 

paper will remain relatively undis-
turbed. This effect is a consequence of 
atmospheric pressure acting over the 
large surface area of the newspaper.  
This demonstration both reinforces the 
concept of atmospheric pressure and 
illustrates the magnitude of the pressure 
exerted by the atmosphere. If you do not 
have expendable meter sticks, videos are 
available at http://sln.fi.edu/qanda/
amy8-9/amy8-9.html and http://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=Z5x5BLzQKZI. 
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to the plunger, the smaller the volume of gas held inside the syringe became. 

increased. Think of it this way: as the syringe volume within which the par-
ticles are confined continues to become smaller, the particles of gas collide 
with each other and with the syringe walls more frequently. The net force 
exerted by all those collisions across the interior walls of the syringe, or 

pressure, increases. 
Assume that the pressure of gas inside the syringe was 1 atm 

-
-

ing on the plunger, the volume of gas in the syringe were then low-
ered to one-half of its original volume, the pressure of the gas 
sample would be doubled. If the gas volume in the syringe were 
reduced to one-fourth of its original value, the gas pressure would 
become four times larger. In each case, the gas pressure inside the 
syringe increases as the gas volume decreases. Figure 2.11 illus-
trates this relationship between gas pressure and its volume.

The Pressure–Volume Relationship 
How can we visualize this relationship at the molecular level? Gas molecules 
are in constant, random motion; gas pressure is caused by molecules collid-
ing with the walls of their container. 

The relationship between the volume and 
pressure of a gas sample at constant tempera-
ture can be described in several ways. The 
changes in volume and pressure for a partic-
ular gas sample at constant temperature can 
be described with words or pictures, such as 
those in Figures 2.11 and 2.12. These changes 
can also be described graphically, as shown 

This shape indicates that gas pressure is 
inversely proportional to volume.

 This relationship is useful for predicting 
the new gas pressure or volume resulting 
from a change in one of these two variables. 

162 Unit 2 Air: Designing Scientific Investigations

Figure 2.11  
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4Figure 2.12  As the volume of a sample of gas is reduced, the total number 
of molecular collisions with the container wall—and thus the gas pressure—
increases proportionally. The gas molecules in each syringe have been greatly 
magnified to depict the relative distances among them, and thus to account 
for the more frequent collisions with the container wall (and, thus, higher gas 
pressure) in the syringe on the right.
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Robert Boyle is credited with the idea 
for the experiments that led to Boyle’s 
law, though many of the experiments 
were actually performed by his assistant 
Robert Hooke. Working in the 17th 
century, they were among the earliest 
scientists to employ experimental 
methods rather than just logic. As one of 
the first prominent scientists to conduct 
controlled experiments and publish the 
details of his investigations, Boyle is an 
important figure in the development of 
modern chemistry. 

Differentiation
TRM 

 
ReADINg gUIDe  

A reading guide is available to help 
students organize the information in 
Section A.5. While designed to improve 
learning for all students, the reading 
guide is particularly appropriate for 
students who have learning differences, 
experience difficulty reading and 
comprehending, or speak English as  
a second language.

a Using the Figures
figure 2.11 Students can use data 
in this figure to confirm P1V1  P2V2, 
because (1 atm)  (8 mL)  (2 atm)  
(4 mL)  (4 atm)  (2 mL). Challenge 
students to draw a syringe that shows 
the predicted volume when 1.5 atm is 
applied to the plunger. (The resulting 
volume would be about 5.3 mL.)
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SECTION A  Properties of Gases 163

Again, consider the syringe in Figure 2.11. If 
initially a gas sample occupies a volume of 
8.0 mL and exerts a pressure of 1.0 atm, how 
would the pressure of the gas sample change 
if its volume were increased to 10.0 mL? Take 
a few moments to think about this question, 
using your own experiences with the syringe 
and the illustrations in Figure 2.11 to guide 
your thinking. If you increase the volume of 
the syringe by pulling out on the plunger, 
what will happen to the gas pressure within 
the syringe? Will the new pressure be less 
than or greater than the initial pressure?

Did you reason that the new pressure 
would be lower than 1.0 atm? That is the correct conclusion. By now, you 
probably have gained an understanding of the relationship between gas vol-
ume and pressure that can guide you in predicting the general results of 

quantitative predic-
tions of this type of gas behavior.

Boyle’s Law

a quantitative law based upon the volume–pressure relationship for gases. 
He found that, for a sample of gas at constant temperature, the product of its 

P V P  V = k. This 
relationship is known as Boyle’s law. When either the pressure or volume of 
that same sample of gas is changed, the product of pressure multiplied by 

k
amount of gas are kept constant:

P2  V2  k

Boyle’s law expresses an inverse relationship. When changes in volume 
and pressure are made to a gas sample at constant temperature, a relation-
ship can be expressed between the initial and final conditions of the gas 
sample. If P1 and V1 represent the initial pressure and volume of a sample  
of gas, and P2 and V2 represent its final values, then this equation can be 
written:

P1  V1  P2  V2

Or, simply,

P1V1  P2V2

This equation, which is an expanded expression of Boyle’s law, can be 
used to analyze the gas sample problem you considered earlier.

Figure 2.13  The volume (V) 
of a gas sample, maintained 
at constant temperature and 
amount, is inversely pro-
portional to its pressure (P).
Therefore P x V is constant. A 
plot of pressure versus volume 
for any gas sample at constant 
temperature and amount will 
be similar to this one.

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6E
Perm Fig.: 2028     New Fig.: 2-13
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Demonstration Ideas
• Review Investigating Matter A.1 
Investigation 1: Use a plastic syringe to 
illustrate the relationship between gas 
pressure and volume. This is particu-
larly effective if you have pressure 
sensors available that can be connected 
to the syringe.
• Connect a eudiometer tube (or stop-
pered buret) partly filled with water to a 
leveling bulb (or large funnel) via plastic 
tubing. When the leveling bulb is raised 
or lowered, the volume of trapped gas in 
the tube changes: The gas volume in the 
tube decreases as the bulb is raised 
(increased pressure) and increases when 
the bulb is lowered (decreased pressure).
• Many physics departments have a 
vacuum pump and a bell jar. See if you 
can borrow these, obtain operating 
instructions, and then demonstrate 
gradually evacuating the bell jar with a 
marshmallow or marshmallow Peeps® 
held inside—a dramatic P–V demonstra-
tion! During this demonstration, develop 
the idea that marshmallows contain 
many pockets of air and ask students to 
explain how this accounts for what 
happens in the bell jar. For more 
information and a video see http://phun 
.physics.virginia.edu/demos/marshmal-
low.html and http://www.youtube.com/
watch?vlfNJJEdKgLU&featurerelated. 

a

 Using the Figures
figure 2.13 When asked to predict 
the shape of a graph of P versus V, 
many students draw a straight line 
with negative slope. Students may 
be surprised by the shape of this 
graph. Have students find points 
that represent doubling or tripling of 
volume and confirm that those points 
correspond to pressures that are half 
or one-third the original values. For 
instance, two such data pairs are: 
(0.020 mL, 200 mmHg) and (0.040 mL, 
100 mmHg).
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164 Unit 2 Air: Designing Scientific Investigations

   P1  1.0 atm  P2  ? atm
V1  8.0 mL  V2  10.0 mL

P1V1  P2V2

P2

P2  10.0 mL  

P2  0.80 atm  

volume of the syringe in Figure 2.11 increases, the gas pressure decreases. 
Does that match your original prediction?

In the following activity, you will explain several common observations 
based on what you know about the relationship between gas pressure and 
volume. You will also have the opportunity to apply Boyle’s law to solve 
several pressure–volume problems.

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
A.6  PREDICTING GAS BEHAVIOR: 

PRESSURE–VOLUME

 1.  Explain each of the following observations:

a. Even if they have ample supplies of oxygen gas, airplane 
passengers experience discomfort when the cabin undergoes a 
drop in air pressure.

Sample Problem: A weather balloon with a volume of 4200 L at 
1.0 atm is tested by placing it in a chamber and decreasing external 
pressure to 0.72 atm. What will be the final volume of the balloon?

In this case, we know the initial volume, V1, and pressure, P1, as 
well as the final pressure, P2. Applying Boyle’s law:

P1  1.0 atm  P2  0.72 atm

V1  4200 L  V2  ?? 

P1V1  P2V2

V2

V2  0.72 atm  

V2 
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DS   A.6 PrEdictinG GAs 
BEHAVior: PrEssurE–
VolumE

In this activity, students practice 
applying Boyle’s law to everyday and 
laboratory situations.

Answers
1. a.  When air pressure outside one’s 

body decreases, gases in the lungs, 
stomach, and sinuses, as well as 
those dissolved in blood expand, 
which can cause discomfort.

b. New tennis balls have an internal 
pressure that is slightly greater than 
atmospheric pressure. The cans/
tubes in which they are sold are 
pressurized to the same pressure as 
the gas in the tennis balls, so gas does 
not leak into or out of the tennis 
balls. If tennis balls lose pressure 
through gas leakage, they will also 
lose some of their “bounce.”

c. At the mountain top, gas pressures 
inside and outside the bottle were 
equalized. As you descended, the 
pressure outside the bottle increased 
as the altitude decreased. The 
pressure inside the bottle does not 
change. Since the applied (atmo-
spheric) pressure on the bottle has 
increased, its volume decreased. 

2. a.  Because 7100 mL of gas is com-
pressed into a 492-mL can, pressure 
on the inside of the can must be 
greater than 100.0 kPa.

b. P1V1  P2V2

  7100 mL  100 kPa  492 mL  P2

  P2  1440 kPa 
c. Students should indicate whether 

or not their answers to Question 2a 
and 2b were consistent.

3. a.  The gas will expand to occupy the 
total volume of both bulbs. 

b. The total pressure will decrease. 
The same number of gas molecules 
now has a much larger surface area 
with which to collide, so the 
number of collisions per unit area 
(pressure) will decrease. 
(Note: Student explanations may be 
less detailed, since they have not 
yet been introduced to kinetic 
molecular theory.)

c. 0.50 L  6.0 atm  2.2 L  P2

 P2  1.4 atm

TRM  
 
eXTRA PRAcTIce
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SECTION A  Properties of Gases 165

c. After descending from a high mountain, the capped, half-filled 
plastic water bottle from which you drank while standing at the 
summit now appears dented or slightly crushed. 

 2. You buy helium gas in small pressurized cans to inflate party 
balloons. The can label indicates that the container delivers 7100 mL 
of helium gas at 100.0-kPa pressure. The volume of the gas container 
is 492 mL. 

a. Do you think that the initial pressure of helium gas inside the can 
before use is greater or less than 100.0 kPa? Explain. 

c. Was your prediction in Question 2a correct?

 3. 

The 1.7-L bulb on the right is evacuated; it contains no gas:

a. Predict, in general, what will happen to the total volume of the 
gas sample if you open the middle valve. Explain.

b. Predict, in general, what will happen to the total pressure of the 
gas sample if you open the middle valve. Explain.

 
is opened.

A.7  DESIGNING SCIENTIFIC  
INVESTIGATIONS: GETTING 
STARTED 

The predictions you just made about pressures and volumes of gases are pos-
sible because scientists have investigated these relationships. Why do scien-
tists conduct investigations? How do they design and carry out investiga-
tions? These questions will be addressed throughout this unit, as you develop 
and practice the skills necessary for designing scientific investigations.

   P1  1.0 atm  P2  ? atm
V1  8.0 mL  V2  10.0 mL

P1V1  P2V2

P2

P2   

P2  0.80 atm  

volume of the syringe in Figure 2.11 increases, the gas pressure decreases. 
Does that match your original prediction?

In the following activity, you will explain several common observations 
based on what you know about the relationship between gas pressure and 
volume. You will also have the opportunity to apply Boyle’s law to solve 
several pressure–volume problems.

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
A.6  PREDICTING GAS BEHAVIOR: 

PRESSURE–VOLUME

 1.  Explain each of the following observations:

a. Even if they have ample supplies of oxygen gas, airplane 
passengers experience discomfort when the cabin undergoes a 
drop in air pressure.

Figure 2.14  What will  
happen to the gas pressure if 
someone opens the middle 
valve?

EmptyFilled with gas
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A.7 dEsiGninG sciEntific 
inVEstiGAtions: GEttinG 
stArtEd
The principles of scientific inquiry 
provide a second focus (in addition to 
air quality) for this unit. This section 
helps students to start designing their 
own scientific investigations. The first 
step is to ask an appropriate beginning 
or guiding question. Help students to 
distinguish between scientific and 
non-scientific questions. You may 
choose to ask students to write some 
questions of each type and discuss them. 

The next step students take in 
designing their experiments is to think 
about collecting evidence in the form of 
data (measurements) and observations. 
Emphasize that both are important 
sources of evidence.

 You may decide to review the idea of 
experimental design. Students will be 
asked to identify dependent and 
independent variables in the next 
activity and later in Section A.

Differentiation
TRM 

 
ReADINg gUIDe

A reading guide is available to help 
students organize the information in 
Section A.7. While designed to improve 
learning for all students, the reading 
guide is particularly appropriate for 
students who have learning differences, 
experience difficulty reading and 
comprehending, or speak English as  
a second language.
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166 Unit 2 Air: Designing Scientific Investigations

Asking Good Scientific Questions 
Scientists conduct investigations for many reasons. They may wish to make 
new discoveries about the natural world, such as new life forms on this and 
other planets. They may hope to explain a wide range of phenomena or to 
develop a model that accounts for a set of observations. Scientific investiga-
tions are also conducted to test ideas, hypotheses, or claims, such as those 
featured in the unit-opening photo essay.

Often, an investigation begins with a question that is meaningful to a sci-
entist or group of scientists. Questions can arise from analyzing results of 
prior or current investigations, making an unexpected observation, or sim-
ply by thinking, “What if we tried this? How would changing that variable 
affect our results?” While writing a scientific question may seem like a triv-
ial task, writing a “good scientific question” can be quite challenging. To 
begin to pose “good scientific questions,” we need to focus on what it means 
for a question to be “scientific” and then what it means to be “good.”

We ask a lot of important questions during our lifetime, but not all of them 
can be addressed by science. For instance, you may wonder, “What is my 
purpose in life?” or “Why is green my favorite color?” Those types of ques-
tions may be fundamental or interesting, but they cannot be answered 
through scientific investigation. Instead, scientific questions focus on the 
natural world and often target organisms, processes, events, objects, and 
structures. Such questions provide a framework for gathering and analyzing 
data that will ultimately result in being able to describe, explain, or predict 
natural phenomena.

testable and answerable using current scientific knowledge and evidence 
from investigations. Some questions are too broad to be answered with only 
one or even several investigations. An example in chemistry might be, “How 
do gases behave?” A more focused question, and thus a better question for 
framing an individual investigation, would be, “What relationship exists 
between volume and pressure of a gas?” Scientific questions help the 
researcher to focus on the variables involved, and suggest a design for col-
lecting and analyzing data.

Gathering Evidence: Collecting Data and  
Making Observations 
Developing a good scientific question often coincides with designing an 
investigation to address that question. The goal of the investigation design  
is to produce the best possible evidence to support claims based upon the 
investigation. Evidence includes qualitative observations or quantitative 
data, and its quality depends on how carefully and systematically observa-
tions are made, the tools and instruments available for making measure-
ments, and whether the investigation can be repeated with similar results.

Investigations in chemistry often use an experimental design; that is,  
they rely on making measurements on one variable while changing another 
variable. An example of a question that implies an experimental design is 
“How does change in pressure of a gas affect its volume?” This question sug-
gests that pressure will be the independent variable, which is manipulated 
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SECTION A  Properties of Gases 167

by the investigator, and that volume will be the response or dependent vari-
able. The dependent variable in an experiment is measured or observed in 
order to draw conclusions about effects of changes to the independent vari-
able. Through analysis and interpretation of collected evidence, good scien-
tific questions can be answered and scientific claims can be supported. 

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
A.8  DESIGNING AN EXPERIMENT TO 

INVESTIGATE TEMPERATURE–
VOLUME RELATIONSHIPS

Preparing to Investigate and Gathering Evidence in Investigating 

to apply what you have learned about experimental design to this upcoming 
investigation by answering the following questions:

 1. Write a good scientific question that frames the investigation in 
Investigating Matter A.9.

 2. 
by your laboratory partner or group.

a. How are your questions similar?

b. How do your questions differ?

c. Write a consensus scientific question for your laboratory group.

 3. Which variables must be held constant? How do you know?

 4. Describe how each variable will be measured. For each:

a. Identify the variable.

b. Describe whether the variable is a dependent or independent 
variable.

c. Describe how the variable will be measured or manipulated,  
and in what units it will be recorded and reported.

 5. Why do you think that a hot oil bath will be used instead of a hot 
water bath? 

Sample Problem: What are the variables in Investigating  
Matter A.9?

Gathering Evidence indicates that temperature and air-
column length will be measured. Thus, temperature and air-column 
length are the variables in this investigation.
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DS   A.8 dEsiGninG An  
ExPErimEnt to  
inVEstiGAtE  
tEmPErAturE–VolumE 
rElAtionsHiPs

Answers
1. Possible questions include:
 How does the volume of a gas vary as 

its temperature changes?
 How does changing the temperature 

of a gas affect its volume?
 Is there an observable relationship 

between gas temperature and volume?
 What mathematical relationship exists 

between gas temperature and volume 
at constant pressure and amount  
of gas?

2. Answers will vary depending upon 
students’ questions, but should note 
some similarities (a) and differences 
(b). The consensus question (c) should 
be similar to the answers listed for 
Question 1.

3. Pressure and amount of gas need  
to be held constant. This is stated  
in Preparing to Investigate and these 
are not variables that are being 
investigated.

4. 

5. The hot oil bath allows the sample to 
be heated to a temperature above  
100 °C.

a Volume Temperature
b Dependent Variable Independent 

Variable
c Measured by height 

of the column of  
trapped air. 
Measured in mm.

Manipulated by 
allowing the sample 
to cool after being  
in an oil bath. 
Measured in 
degrees Celsius.
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 6. The procedure calls for measurement of the length of the air bubble 
within the tube, not the volume of the bubble.

a. Why do you think that length will be measured instead  
of volume?

b. Will measuring length instead of volume provide adequate  
data to address the investigation question? Explain.

 7. Do you think the tests you will perform will provide enough 
evidence to answer the question you posed in #1? Explain. 

 INVESTIGATING MATTER
A.9  EXPLORING TEMPERATURE–

VOLUME RELATIONSHIPS

Preparing to Investigate
Most matter is observed to expand when heated and contract when cooled. 
As you observed in Investigating Matter A.1, gas samples expand and shrink 
to a much greater extent than either solids or liquids. In this investigation, 
you will study how temperature changes influence the volume of a gas sam-
ple, assuming pressure and amount of gas remain unchanged. To do this, 
you will heat a thin glass tube containing a trapped air sample and record 
changes in volume as the air sample cools.

Before you begin, read Gathering Evidence again to review what you will 
need to do and note safety precautions. 

Gathering Evidence
 1. Before you begin, put on your goggles, and wear them properly 

throughout the investigation.

 2. Using two small rubber bands, fasten a capillary tube to the lower 

 3. Immerse the tube and thermometer in a hot oil bath that has been 
prepared by your teacher. Be sure the entire capillary tube is 
immersed in oil. Wait for your tube and thermometer to reach the 

 4. After your tube and thermometer have reached a steady temperature, 
lift them up until only about one quarter of the capillary tube is still 
in the oil bath. Pause for ~3 seconds to allow some oil to rise into the 

168 Unit 2 Air: Designing Scientific Investigations

Figure 2.15  Apparatus for studying how gas volume changes with temperature.

Reference line
marked on paper
for top of air sample

Oil plug

Trapped air

Lengths and
corresponding
temperatures
marked on
paper as
tube cools
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6. a.  The measurement of length is easier 
to do than the volume of the small 
capillary tube.

b. Yes, the length of the air bubble is 
proportional to the volume of the 
air in the tube.

7. Students should justify their answers 
and directly address their scientific 
question. 

IM   A.9 ExPlorinG 
tEmPErAturE–VolumE 
rElAtionsHiPs

This investigation introduces students to 
the T–V relationship for a gas sample at 
constant P. Students observe the volume 
of a trapped air column at different 
temperatures. After constructing a graph 
of their T–V data, students predict the 
temperature corresponding to zero gas 
volume. Results are used to introduce 
kelvin temperatures. (You may wish  
to specify that 273 K is pronounced  
273 kelvins.)

Time 50 min

Materials (for 12 student pairs)
Beaker, 600-mL, and a hot plate or a 

small deep-fry appliance
300 mL yellow corn oil (to fill 

heating container deep enough for 
capillary tube immersion; the 
yellow will help students see oil in 
the tubes)

24 small rubber bands, orthodontist 
type, or rings cut from rubber 
tubing (2 bands per team)

12 capillary melting-point tubes
12 non-mercury thermometers 

(readable to 150 °C) OR tempera-
ture probes

Paper towels
12 millimeter rulers

safety
Students must wear protective goggles 
and aprons throughout the investigation. 
Be especially careful with hot oil, as it 
can cause serious burns. Do not heat the 
oil with a Bunsen burner. A hot plate is 
the safest method. Maintain oil tempera-
ture below 130 °C to prevent smoking. 
Use a ring stand and ring to support the 
beaker of oil so that it doesn’t get 
knocked off the hot plate.

Pre-Lab Discussion
This investigation explores the relation-
ship between gas V and T at constant P. 
The gas is trapped by an oil droplet 
inside a capillary tube. Point out that 
measuring the length of trapped air is 
valid. Tube length is proportional to gas 
volume.

Students construct their own data 
tables. Point out that the first data point 
is at the hot-oil temperature at the full 
length of the capillary tube; students 
will measure the distance from the 
closed end of the tube to the oil plug. 
Check student data tables before the 
investigation. 

Lab Tips
• Obtain the rubber bands or prepare 
from rubber tubing in advance.
• Yellow corn oil has produced consis-
tently satisfactory results. Results have 
been less satisfactory, for example, with 

mineral oil. If you use a different oil, be 
sure to test it before students do the 
investigation. 
• Heat corn oil to 130 °C (not higher) in 
a small deep-fry appliance or in a beaker 
on a hot plate. Only use a deep-fry appli-
ance dedicated to non-food laboratory 
settings. Since hot oil can be hazardous, 
use one oil bath (under your personal 
control) for the entire class. Maintain oil 
temperature as close to 130 °C as 
possible. Remind students to read and 
follow the investigation’s procedure and 
cautions carefully to avoid burns from 
hot oil.
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SECTION A  Properties of Gases 169

tube. Then quickly place the tube and thermometer on a paper towel 
(Caution: Be 

careful not to touch the hot end of the thermometer or the drips of 
hot oil.)

 5. Lay the tube and thermometer on a clean piece of paper towel on the 
desk. Make a reference line on the paper at the sealed end of the 
capillary tube. Also mark the upper end of the oil plug, as shown in 

mark was made corresponding to that air-column length.

 6. As the temperature of the gas sample drops, make at least six marks 
to represent the length of the air column trapped above the oil plug at 
various temperatures. Write the corresponding temperature next to 

 

 7. 

Discard the tube and the rubber bands according to your teacher’s 
instructions. Wipe the thermometer clean.

 8. 

sample. Ask your teacher to check your data before you discard your 
paper towel. Your teacher may ask you to submit your paper towel 
along with your report, so be sure to get specific instructions before 
disposing of the towel.

 9. Wash your hands thoroughly before leaving the laboratory.

Analyzing Evidence
 1. Plot the length–temperature data for your air sample with length on 

the vertical axis and temperature on the horizontal axis. The y-axis 
x

arrange the scales so the graph nearly fills the space available.

 2. Draw the best straight line through your plotted points with a  
ruler. Using a dashed line, extend this straight graph line so that it 
intersects the x-axis. Use your completed graph to help you answer 
the following questions.

 3. 
“zero” to the temperature at which your plotted graph line intersects 
the x-axis. The new scale now expresses temperature in kelvins
the Kelvin temperature scale. One kelvin is the same size as one 

 
is the lowest temperature theoretically possible. It is called absolute 
zero.

 6. The procedure calls for measurement of the length of the air bubble 
within the tube, not the volume of the bubble.

a. Why do you think that length will be measured instead  
of volume?

b. Will measuring length instead of volume provide adequate  
data to address the investigation question? Explain.

 7. Do you think the tests you will perform will provide enough 
evidence to answer the question you posed in #1? Explain. 

 INVESTIGATING MATTER
A.9  EXPLORING TEMPERATURE–

VOLUME RELATIONSHIPS

Preparing to Investigate
Most matter is observed to expand when heated and contract when cooled. 
As you observed in Investigating Matter A.1, gas samples expand and shrink 
to a much greater extent than either solids or liquids. In this investigation, 
you will study how temperature changes influence the volume of a gas sam-
ple, assuming pressure and amount of gas remain unchanged. To do this, 
you will heat a thin glass tube containing a trapped air sample and record 
changes in volume as the air sample cools.

Before you begin, read Gathering Evidence again to review what you will 
need to do and note safety precautions. 

Gathering Evidence
 1. Before you begin, put on your goggles, and wear them properly 

throughout the investigation.

 2. Using two small rubber bands, fasten a capillary tube to the lower 

 3. Immerse the tube and thermometer in a hot oil bath that has been 
prepared by your teacher. Be sure the entire capillary tube is 
immersed in oil. Wait for your tube and thermometer to reach the 

 4. After your tube and thermometer have reached a steady temperature, 
lift them up until only about one quarter of the capillary tube is still 
in the oil bath. Pause for ~3 seconds to allow some oil to rise into the 
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expected Results
Temperature–length data will yield 
reasonably linear graphs. Laboratory 
data have led to a median extrapolated 
temperature of –280 °C at zero volume, 
compared to an “expected” value of 
–273 °C.

Analyzing Evidence
1. Students should make an x-y scatter 

plot with axes properly incremented 
and labeled.

2. Students should draw a visual trend 
line that extends beyond plotted data 
to intercept the x-axis.

3. Student graphs should have a second 
set of numbers on the x-axis.
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• Capillary tubes should be fully 
immersed in oil for optimal results.
• If they follow the procedure, students 
will record temperature–length data over 
at least a 90 °C to 100 °C range. This is 
necessary to provide good data points 
for extrapolation to zero volume. 
• Remind students that the full length of 
the capillary tube and the temperature of 
the oil bath is a reliable data point and 
should be included in their table.
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Interpreting Evidence
 1. Locate the intersection of your extended graph line with the x-axis.

a. At what temperature does the line intersect the x-axis?

b. What would be the volume of your gas sample at that 
temperature?

Explain.

 2. 

freezing point of water?

 
the normal boiling point of water?

Making Claims
 3. Describe the relationship between gas volume and temperature at 

constant pressure. Support your answer with evidence from this 
investigation.

 4. 

a. What was your question?

gathered in this investigation?

c. If yes, provide an answer to the question and support it with 
evidence. If no, what additional evidence is required to answer 
the question?

A.10  TEMPERATURE–VOLUME  
BEHAVIOR OF GASES

Your plotted data from Investigating Matter A.9 should indicate a relation-
ship between volume and temperature for a sample of gas at constant pres-
sure. The volume–temperature relationship for gases was also demonstrated 

two balloons of equal size into water baths of differing temperatures. As you 
observed, increasing or decreasing the temperature of a gas sample results in 

 
temperature changes at constant pressure. Data for oxygen gas and nitrogen  
gas are shown in Figure 2.17. The plots for different gases and different  
sample sizes have different appearances. However, if all the graph lines are 

170 Unit 2 Air: Designing Scientific Investigations
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Interpreting Evidence
1.  a.  Answers will vary, but will be close 

to –273 °C.
b Zero milliliters (0 mL)
c. No. The answer was obtained by 

extrapolation. We assume that the 
gas behaves consistently as tem-
perature decreases. Real gases 
condense to liquids before reaching 
absolute zero.

2.  a. 273 K
b. 373 K. Answers may vary based on 

student graphs, but will be close to 
these values.

Making Claims
3. As the temperature decreases the 

volume decreases. This statement is 
supported by the data collected.

4.  a.  The question should have included 
temperature change and volume 
change.

b. If the question included tempera-
ture and volume it should have 
been answerable. 

c. Answer should be clear and 
supported by evidence from the 
investigation. If the question also 
included pressure they might have 
needed to collect more information.

Post-Lab Discussion
Focus on student results. Use lab data  
to discuss the kelvin temperature scale. 
Students may have heard of absolute 
zero. Explore the meaning of absolute 
zero in terms of molecular motion and 
the volume of a sample of ideal gas at 
that temperature.

This may be a good time to introduce 
percent error calculations. Percent error 
 [|experimental value  actual value| 
/actual value]  100. Generally, students 
are within 10% of 273 °C or can 
account for data-gathering errors. You 
may decide to pool class data to illus-
trate “improving” results by averaging 
several trials.

If students have graphing calculators, 
they may be able to use the linear 
regression function to determine the 
extrapolated value for x  0. Math 
teachers are great resources for learning 
how to do this using the most common 
or required calculator in your school.

A.10 tEmPErAturE–VolumE 
BEHAVior of GAsEs
Students’ data from Investigating Matter 
A.9 help establish the relationship 
between gas volume and kelvin tempera-
ture at constant pressure. When the 
absolute (kelvin) temperature of a gas 
sample increases, its volume will 
increase by the same proportion, if 
pressure is constant. This relationship is 
Charles’ law, V/T  k or V1/T1  V2/T2, 
where gas temperatures are expressed in 
kelvins.

Take time to review and compare 
graphs of Charles’ law (direct relationship) 
and Boyle’s law (inverse relationship).

Jacques Charles, after whom Charles’ 
law is named, was a French chemist and 
also an avid hot-air balloonist. Charles 
invented and launched the first hydro-
gen balloon in 1783. Peasants attacked 
one of Charles’ balloons as it landed 
because they did not know what it was.
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SECTION A  Properties of Gases 171

smoothly extended down to the x

own new temperature scale on this relationship.
Doubling the kelvin temper-

ature of a gas sample doubles 
its volume at constant pressure 

the kelvin temperature by one 
half causes the gas volume to 
decrease by one half, and so on. 
These relationships are sum-
marized in Charles’ law. At 
constant pressure and amount 

V
sample divided by its tempera-

T
constant value:

V
T  = k

Figure 2.16  The gas held in hot-air balloons expands when heated.

Figure 2.17   
Temperature–volume 
measurements of  
various gas samples  
at 1.0 atm pressure.  
Extrapolation has  
been made for  
temperatures below  
liquefaction.

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6E
Perm Fig.: 2032     New Fig.: 2-17
First Pass: 2010-07-02
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Demonstration Ideas
• Measure the circumference (and 
calculate the volume, if desired) of an 
inflated balloon at hot, cold, and room 
temperatures to provide additional data 
to verify the T–V relationship for gases. 
(Note: Remind students that they 
observed, but did not quantify,  
this behavior in Investigation 2 of 
Investigating Matter A.1.) 
• Explore the relationship between gas 
temperature and volume using the gas 
properties simulation at http://phet 
.colorado.edu/simulations/sims.
php?simGas_Properties.
• The April 2002 issue of ACS’s Chem-
Matters magazine for high school 
students provides directions for building 
a hot-air balloon from tissue paper. 
Allowing students to build their own 
balloon is time consuming; however, 
you can build one for demonstration in 
several hours and use it for years with 
minor maintenance. Alternatively, you 
may invite students to build hot-air 
balloons as a project outside of class and 
conduct a launch during class. 
Caution: Only launch balloons outdoors 
in calm conditions and tether them 
securely with string.

a

 Using the Figures
figure 2.16 Ask students to ex-
plain why a hot-air balloon rises. The 
caption suggests that T and V both 
play roles. One less obvious aspect 
of hot-air balloons is that they are not 
closed systems. The total number 
of gas molecules inside a balloon 
varies over its flight. As air is heated, 
the balloon volume expands (as 
mentioned in the caption); some gas 
molecules exit the balloon. The gas 
density inside the balloon thus be-
comes lower than air density outside 
the balloon, and the balloon rises.

Once students understand why bal-
loons rise, ask them to explain what 
happens when gas inside the bal-
loon is allowed to cool. Specifically, 
consider how or why pressures inside 
and outside of a hot-air balloon 
remain equalized, while temperatures 
change and molecules are lost and 
gained within the balloon. 
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172 Unit 2 Air: Designing Scientific Investigations

where k is a constant. This is true even when the temperature and volume of 
that same sample of gas are changed, as long as pressure and amount of gas 
are kept constant:

V2

T2
  k

k
volume relationship can be expressed between the initial and final state of 
the gas sample: 

V1

T1
  

V2

T2
 

-
ume and temperature at constant pressure and amount of gas.

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
A.11  PREDICTING GAS BEHAVIOR: 

TEMPERATURE–VOLUME

Sample Problem: Since temperature will affect weather  
balloons, consider the same weather balloon you investigated in 
Developing Skills A.6 (page 164). At constant pressure, this weather 
balloon, with an initial volume of 4200 L, is tested by placing it in a 
chamber and decreasing temperature from 20  to –60 °C. What will 
be the final volume of the balloon?

In this case, we know the initial volume, V1, and temperature, T1, 
as well as the final temperature, T2. First, convert both 
temperatures to kelvins by adding 273 to the temperatures 

T1  20  273  
T2  –60  273 

T1  T2 

V1  4200 L  V2  ?? 

V1

T1
  

V2

T2

4200 L
  

V2

V2   

V2  3100 L  
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DS   A.11 PrEdictinG  
GAs BEHAVior:  
tEmPErAturE–VolumE

Remind students to use kelvin tempera-
tures in their calculations. You may 
discuss implications of using very low 
(negative) Celsius temperatures in these 
calculations (“negative” volumes can 
arise). Remind them that these exercises 
assume constant pressure. You may 
choose to work through the sample 
problem or other examples before 
assigning questions to students or 
student groups. 

TRM  
 
eXTRA PRAcTIce
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SECTION A  Properties of Gases 173

may be necessary to convert temperatures to kelvins.

 1. What will happen to the volume of an inflated balloon, originally at 
 

Assume that pressure is constant and no gas escapes from  
the balloon.

 2. In planning to administer a gaseous anesthetic to a patient, 

a. why must the anesthesiologist take into account the fact that 
during surgery the gaseous anesthetic is used both at room 

b. what problems might arise if the anesthesiologist did not allow for 
the patient’s higher body temperature?

 3. 
 

a. Predict whether the air-bubble volume will increase or decrease  
as the bread bakes.

Hint:

 4. You buy a 3.0-L helium balloon in a mall and place it in a car  
sitting in hot summer sunlight. The temperature in the air-

 

a. What will you observe happening to the balloon as it sits in the 
warm car?

b. What will be the new volume of the balloon? 

c. What do you think is happening to gas atoms within the balloon 
as it warms?

where k is a constant. This is true even when the temperature and volume of 
that same sample of gas are changed, as long as pressure and amount of gas 
are kept constant:

  k

k
volume relationship can be expressed between the initial and final state of 
the gas sample: 

   

-
ume and temperature at constant pressure and amount of gas.

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
A.11  PREDICTING GAS BEHAVIOR: 

TEMPERATURE–VOLUME

PUse your own words to describe each of the following:
1.  The relationship between temperature and volume of a  

sample of gas at constant pressure.
2.  The relationship between pressure and volume of a sample  

of gas at constant temperature.
3.  How the relationships described in your answers to Questions 1 

and 2 differ.
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Pconcept check 3
Since students are asked to use their 
own words to describe these concepts 
and relationships, you may want to 
simply ask students to put their books 
away and to take 5–10 minutes to write 
answers to these questions. This will 
avoid students simply using textbook 
language and will let you know the 
extent to which students have made 
enough sense of these concepts to put 
them into their own words. Use their 
responses as formative assessment, 
allowing you to see which concepts you 

may want to review or provide more 
opportunities for development. As an 
extension, ask students to provide an 
example to illustrate each description 
they write. 
1. (Concept developed in Sections A.9 

and A.10.) As temperature of a gas 
increases at constant pressure, so does 
the volume.

2. (Concept developed in Sections A.5 
and A.6.) As volume of a gas increases 
at constant temperature, its pressure 
decreases.

3. (Concepts developed in Sections A.5 
and A.9.) This question asks students 

to recognize the difference between 
direct and inverse relationships, 
although they may not use those 
terms. Section A.5 explicitly develops 
the idea of inverse relationships; 
students were asked to describe direct 
relationships in Investigating Matter 
A.9 (see “Making Claims” questions).
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Answers
1. Gas V, and thus balloon V, will 

increase by 313 K/293 K, indicating a 
direct relationship.  

2. a.  Due to the direct relationship of gas 
V and T, the anesthetic gas volume 
would be greater inside the patient’s 
body at the higher temperature. 
When the gas enters the body, its 
volume will increase by 310 K/291 K. 

b. This could change the rate of 
anesthesia flow into the lungs and 
could result in an incorrect patient 
dose.

3. a.  The volume will increase. An 
increase in T causes a correspond-
ing increase in volume. 

b. V2  1.0 mL  623 K/291 K   
2.1 mL.

4. a.  The volume of the balloon in-
creases; the air temperature in the 
car is greater than the air tempera-
ture in the mall. The balloon may 
burst.

b. V1/V2  T1/T2

  V2  V1  T2/T1   
 3.0 L  318 K/295 K  3.2 L
c. Student answers will vary as the 

kinetic molecular theory has not  
yet been introduced. Students may 
indicate that gas atoms move more 
quickly and collide with the 
balloon walls more often as 
temperature increases, resulting in 
an increase in the balloon’s volume.
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174 Unit 2 Air: Designing Scientific Investigations

A.12  TEMPERATURE–PRESSURE 
BEHAVIOR OF GASES

Picture a closed cylinder of gas, such as a deep-sea scuba tank 
where volume is constant. See Figure 2.18. What would  

happen to the motion of gas molecules in the cylinder if  
you were to heat the tank? How would this affect the gas 
pressure?

If you concluded that raising the temperature of the  
gas at constant volume should cause an increase in gas 
pressure, you are correct. Increasing temperature increases 

gas molecules. Because the molecules, on average, are 
traveling faster, the number of molecular collisions with 

the container walls increases, and the energy involved with 
each collision also increases. These effects cause a correspond-

ing increase in gas pressure. The mathematical expression for this  
relationship is:

 
P
T   k

where k is a constant. Particular changes in gas pressure and temperature  
at constant volume can be found, using this equation:

 

P1

T1
  

P2

T2

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
A.13 USING GAS RELATIONSHIPS

Figure 2.18  Scuba divers 
in the Arctic ocean (top) 
and in the tropics (bottom). 
Assuming the cylinders  
are of equal volume and  
contain the same amount  
of gas, which of the cylinder 
pressure-gauge readings 
will be higher?

Sample Problem: As you drive up a mountain pass, you hear  
a loud “pop” from the rear of the car. Later, you discover that your 
previously unopened bag of potato chips is now open. You have 
maintained a constant, comfortable temperature in the vehicle, so 
what happened?

As you ascend, the atmospheric pressure within and outside of the 
vehicle decreases, while the pressure within the potato-chip bag 
remains constant. As a result, the volume of the bag increases until 
the strength of the seal is exceeded and the bag “pops” open.
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A.12 tEmPErAturE–
PrEssurE BEHAVior of 
GAsEs
Students are challenged to use their 
knowledge of Boyle’s law and Charles’ 
law to predict the relationship between 
gas temperature and pressure. Ask 
students to consider a balloon (and what 
they have learned so far) and imagine 
that the balloon’s volume was con-
strained by a rigid container. What would 
be the effect of increased gas tempera-
ture? Students should reason that since 
the volume could not increase, the gas 
pressure within the balloon and con-
tainer would increase. 

If volume is held constant, gas 
pressure increases with increasing 
temperature. The pressure of a gas 
sample is directly proportional to its 
kelvin temperature. This relationship is 
called Gay-Lussac’s law and can be 
expressed as P/T  k or P1/T1  P2/T2. 
French scientist Joseph Gay-Lussac 
developed this and the law of com- 
bining volumes (see Section C) in the 
early 19th century. He also published 
Charles’ work on which Charles’ law is 
based. Interestingly, he never accepted 
Avogadro’s law (see Section B), which  
is closely related to his own law of 
combining volumes.

Encourage students to reason through 
the exercises qualitatively before they 
apply the gas law formulas. 

DS   A.13 usinG GAs  
rElAtionsHiPs

In this activity, students apply the gas laws 
studied so far to the behavior of gases.

Answers
1. Gas pressure will increase by a factor 

of 3.
2. The absolute temperature (in kelvins) 

must decrease by a factor of four to 
cause a fourfold decrease in volume. 
The absolute temperature will be 
one-fourth its original value.

3. Car owners add air to their tires in 
winter because lower temperatures 
decrease the pressure of the enclosed 
air. More air molecules are needed  
to ensure proper tire pressure. Air  

is released when summer arrives 
because the pressure from the en-
closed air increases as temperature 
increases. Both underinflation and 
overinflation cause improper tire wear 
and contribute to decreased fuel 
efficiency.

4. The temperature will rise, and 
therefore, the pressure will increase.

5. When the balloon rises, the external 
pressure decreases, which causes the 
volume to increase. Temperature also 
decreases, which should cause the 
volume to decrease. Pressure changes 
are larger than the temperature 

changes, so pressure changes (Boyle’s 
law) predominate. The balloon’s 
volume increases.

6. As the gas temperature in the can 
increases, the gas pressure will also 
increase, possibly causing the can to 
explode. (There is more to this story: 
At higher temperatures, more liquid 
propellant in the can vaporizes, 
causing major buildup of vapor 
pressure inside the can, well beyond 
what gas law calculations would 
predict.)

TRM  
 
eXTRA PRAcTIce

a Using the Figures
figure 2.18 Students can answer 
the question in the caption based on 
their understanding of the relation-
ship between gas temperature and 
pressure. In the tropics, the gas will 
be at a higher temperature, and exert 
more pressure than in the Arctic. 
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SECTION A  Properties of Gases 175

Solve the following problems using appropriate gas relationships:

 1. If the kelvin temperature of a gas sample held in a steel tank 
increases to three times its original value, predict what will 
happen to the pressure of the gas. Will it increase or decrease?  
By what factor do you expect the gas pressure to change?

 2. A gas sample at a constant pressure shrinks to one-fourth its 
initial volume. What must have happened to its temperature? Did 
it increase or decrease? By what factor did the kelvin temperature 
of the gas change?

 3. Explain why automobile owners in severe northern climates often 
add air to their tires in wintertime and release some air from the 
same tires in the summertime.

 4. 
When the light is turned on, what will happen to the gas pressure 
inside the bulb? Why? 

 5. Use gas laws to explain why a weather balloon expands in size as 
it rises from Earth’s surface.

 6. Why does the label on an aerosol container caution you not to 
dispose of the container in a fire?

 MAKING DECISIONS
A.14  ASKING QUESTIONS AND 

GATHERING EVIDENCE

Part I:
Suppose that you wished to design an investigation to test the relationship 
between the temperature of a gas and its pressure. 

 1. Write a scientific question that frames the investigation.

 2. Identify the variables of interest.

 3. a. What conditions must be held constant? 

b. How would you design your investigation so that these conditions 
remain constant?

 4. 

a. Identify the variable.

b. State whether the variable is a dependent or independent variable.

c. Describe how the variable will be measured or manipulated, and 
what units will be reported.
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MD   A.14 AskinG 
QuEstions And 
GAtHErinG EVidEncE

In this activity, students consider the 
design of two scientific investigations. 
First, they describe how they would 
determine the nature of the relationship 
between gas temperature and pressure. 
Next, they begin the design of their own 
air quality investigation for the unit 
project. Here they look at issues and 
beginning questions and get feedback 
from their peers. 

You may decide to review with 
students how to give and receive 
constructive feedback. In addition, 
remind students to save their work from 
Part II of this activity, as they will need 
to refer back to it throughout the unit.

Answers
Part I
1. Possible questions include:
 What happens to gas pressure when 

gas temperature is decreased?
 How is gas pressure affected by  

increases in gas temperature?
 Will an increase in gas pressure affect 

gas temperature?
2. Variables of interest are gas tempera-

ture and pressure.
3. a.  Volume and amount of gas must be 

held constant.
b. This would require a closed, rigid 

container.
4.  
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a Pressure Temperature
b Dependent Independent
c Difficult to man-

ipulate (much better 
as a dependent or 
response variable)
Could be measured 
with a pressure  
gauge or sensor  

Units of Pa or atm

Could be man-
ipulated with a hot 
plate, burner, or  
ice bath 
Could be measured 
with a thermometer 
or temperature 
sensor 
Units of K or ºC
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176 Unit 2 Air: Designing Scientific Investigations

Part II:
-

tigations, it is time to begin developing your own air-quality investigation. In 
this activity, you will think about scientific questions that could guide your 
investigation, sometimes called “beginning questions” or “guiding questions.” 

test an air-quality claim or product. Although you probably will not actually 
conduct experiments and gather evidence, you will create a scientific poster 
to report on the investigation and its design at the end of the unit.

 5. 
claims highlighted there interest you or are important in your 
community?

 6. 

 7. 
For each issue or claim, write a good, scientific, testable question.

 8. Share your questions with a partner or group as directed by your 
teacher.

a. What common features do these questions have?

b. On the basis of constructive feedback from your peers, refine and 
rewrite each question.
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Part II
5. Student answers will vary, but should 

include issues referred to in the 
opener.

6. Student answers will vary, but should 
be relevant and thoughtful.

7. Answers will vary.  Questions should 
be testable and answerable.

8. a.  Common features include being 
testable, answerable, scientific, and 
related to air quality.

b. Questions should differ from those 
written in Question 7.
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Pressure involves a force applied over  
a particular area. Air pressure is often 
expressed in units of atmospheres (atm), 
kilopascals (kPa), or millimeters of mercury 
(mmHg).

 1. It is much easier to slice a piece of pie with 
the edge of a sharp knife than with the edge 
of a pencil. Explain this in terms of applied 
pressure.

 2. Heavy vehicles that must move easily over 
loose sand are often equipped with special 
tires. 

a. Would you expect these tires to be wide 
or narrow? 

b. Explain your answer using the concept of 
pressure.

 3. U.S. weather reports generally express air 
pressure in units of inches of mercury. 
During a severe storm, the barometric 
pressure can drop as low as 27.2 inches of 

 
Hint:

 4. Which is more likely to cause damage to a 

2

2

your answer with suitable pressure 
calculations.

The volume of a sample of gas in a 
flexible, impermeable container will 
increase if external pressure is reduced, 
and decrease if external pressure is 
increased.

 5. Explain why a sealed bag of potato chips 

carried from sea level up to a high mountain 
pass.

 6. 
were carried under water by a scuba diver, 
what would happen to its volume as the 
sealed bag descended into deep water?

 7. 
is added to incandescent light bulbs to 

from the solid filament. What volume of 
argon gas measured at 760 mmHg is needed 
to fill a 0.21-L light bulb at a pressure of 
1.30 mmHg? Assume the argon gas 
temperature remains constant.

 8. A party-supply store sells a helium-gas 
–2 m3. If 

the cylinder provides 1.81 m3 of helium for 

what must be the pressure inside the 
cylinder?

ASECTION SUMMARY
Reviewing the Concepts

SECTION A  Section Summary 177
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Reviewing the concepts
1. The applied force is exerted over a 

smaller area when using the knife, so 
pressure on the pie is greater (more 
focused) with the sharp knife. Pressure 
 force/area.

2. a. Wide
b. For a given force (the weight of the 

vehicle), a larger area will result in 
a smaller applied pressure. (The 
low pressure prevents the vehicle’s 
wide tires from sinking into the 
sand.)

3. a.  27.2 in Hg  
24 mmHg

1 inHg   

 691 mmHg 

b. 691 mmHg  
1atm

760 mmHg   

 0.910 atm

c. 0.910 atm  
101.325 kPa

1 atm   

 92.1 kPa
4. Pressure  force/area. For the 

basketball player, pressure   
1068 N/420 cm2  2.54 N/cm2. For the 
sports reporter, pressure  534 N/24 
cm2  22 N/cm2. The sports reporter 
in high heels will cause more damage.

5. The bag of chips inflates while it 
moves upward from sea level because 
the pressure on the inside of the bag 
remains constant, while atmospheric 
pressure on the outside decreases.

6. The bag would collapse (assuming T 
is constant).

7. V2  0.21 L, P2  1.30 mmHg,  
P1  760 mmHg

 V1  (P2V2)/P1  (1.30 mmHg   
0.21 L)/760 mmHg  0.00036 L   
0.36 mL

8. V1  1.55  10–2 m3, V2  1.81 m3,  
P1  ??, P2  1.00 atm

 P1  (P2V2)/V1  (1.00 atm  1.81 m3)/ 
1.55  10–2 m3  117 atm
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178 Unit 2 Air: Designing Scientific Investigations

Scientific investigations are conducted for 
many reasons, including explaining natural 
phenomena, developing models, and 
testing hypotheses or claims. Most 
scientific investigations are based upon  
a testable scientific question.

 9. List at least three sources of questions for 
beginning a scientific investigation.

 10. Identify each of the following questions as 
scientific or not scientific.

a. Why is my favorite color blue?

b. Why is the sky blue?

c. How should this new organism be 
classified?

d. Why did this new organism evolve?

e. Are gases matter?

f.  Are there gases on Mars?

g. Which gas is most important?

1 1. List two “good scientific questions” 
regarding physical properties of gases.

Scientific investigations are designed  
to produce evidence that will support 
claims or conclusions, using observations, 
data, or both.

1 2. What is evidence?

1 3. List three factors that affect the quality of 
evidence obtained in a scientific 
investigation.

1 4. Explain the role of each of the following in 
an experimental investigation:

a. independent variable

b. dependent variable

c. testable question

The volume of a sample of gas in a  
flexible, impermeable container at  
constant pressure will increase if its  
temperature is increased and decrease  
if its temperature is decreased.

1 5. 
helium. At constant pressure, the 
temperature of the balloon is then lowered 

at this new temperature?

1 6. What do you think a marshmallow, 
composed mainly of small pockets of air, 
would look like at temperatures close to 
absolute zero? Explain your answer.

The pressure exerted by a sample of gas 
in a rigid, impermeable container will 
increase if its temperature is increased, 
and decrease if its temperature is 
decreased.

1 7. Experts recommend measuring automobile 
tire pressure when the tires are cold rather 
than just after driving for several hours. 
Why?

1 8. Soccer players often notice that kicking the 
ball feels different on cold days compared to 
warm days. Explain why this might be so.

 19. 
nitrogen gas at 1.92-atm pressure. The tank 
is capable of withstanding a maximum 
pressure of 7.34 atm. At what temperature 
will the tank burst?

 20. An oxygen gas sample in a rigid container is 

the oxygen gas pressure increase?
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 9. Analyzing results of previous 
investigations, making an unexpect-
ed observation, or asking “what if?”

 10. a. not scientific
b. scientific
c. not scientific
d. scientific
e. scientific
f. scientific
g. not scientific

 11. Questions will vary but should be 
testable, answerable, and suggest 
appropriate (pressure, temperature, 
volume) variables to be measured.

 12. Evidence is the basis for scientific 
claims. It can consist of qualitative 
observations, quantitative data, or 
both.

 13. How carefully and systematically 
observations are made, the tools and 
instruments used for making the 
measurements, and whether the 
results are repeatable.

 14. a.  This variable is manipulated by 
the scientists to see how the 
dependent variable changes. 

b. Changes in this variable are 
measured to draw conclusions 
about the effects of changes in the 
independent variable.

c.  The question frames the investiga-
tion. It provides the guidance for 
the design of the experiment.

 15. V1  2.50 L, T1  25  273  298 K,  
T2  5  273  268 K
V2  V1T2/T1   
(2.50 L  268 K)/298 K  2.25 L

 16. According to Charles’ law, tempera-
ture and volume are directly related. 
At a temperature close to absolute 
zero, the volume of the gas will 
approach zero. A marshmallow, 
therefore, would look shrunken and 
wrinkled.

 17. Temperature and pressure are 
directly related. After driving for 
several hours, the temperature of  
the air in the tire will increase from 
tire friction and flexing, resulting  
in an increase in pressure, since  
the volume of the tire remained  
constant.

 18. Temperature and pressure are 
directly related. On cold days, the 
pressure of the air inside the ball will 
be less than it would be on warm 
days, if ball volume remains con-
stant.

 19. (Volume remains constant)
T1  299 K, P1  1.92 atm,  
P2  7.34 atm
T2  299 K  7.34 atm/1.92 atm  
1140 K

 20. If the temperatures are converted to 
kelvins, the change in volume would 
be by the factor 303 K/288 K, or 

about 1.05 times the original volume. 
Students may make the mistake of 
saying that the Celsius temperature 
doubles and therefore, the pressure 
should also double. (Any gas under 
the stated conditions would demon-
strate the same relationship.)
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SECTION A  Section Summary 179

Connecting the Concepts
 21. If the temperature of one mole of gas 

increases while its volume decreases, would 
you expect the gas pressure to increase, 
decrease, or remain the same? Explain your 
answer in terms of the gas laws.

 22. The volume of a hot-air balloon remains 
constant, while the temperature of the gas 
in the balloon changes. How is this 
possible? 

Extending the Concepts
 23. Some people suggest that they could dive to 

the bottom of a swimming pool and stay 
there, breathing through an empty garden 
hose that extends above the water surface.         
 (Caution! Do not try this!) How would you 
argue against this plan?

 24. The gas behavior described by Boyle’s law 
is a matter of life and death to scuba divers. 
On the water surface, the diver’s lungs, tank, 
and body are at atmospheric pressure. 
However, under water, a diver’s body 
experiences the combined pressures of the 
atmosphere and the water.

a. Why do scuba divers need to use 
pressurized tanks?

b. What would happen to the tank volume 
if it were not strong enough to withstand 
the pressure of the outside water?

c. How do the problems of a diver compare 
with those of a pilot climbing in an 
unpressurized airplane to a higher 
altitude?

What information can 
investigations provide 
about gas behavior?
In this section, you have been 
introduced to experimental design, 
as well as the behavior of gases in 
several contexts. Think about what 
you have learned and how these 
ideas are related, then answer the 
question in your own words in 
organized paragraphs. Your  
answer should demonstrate your 
understanding of the key ideas in  
this section. 

Be sure to consider the following in 
your response: properties of gases, 
pressure (including atmospheric 
pressure), scientific questions, and 
relationships among temperature, 
pressure, and volume of a gas.
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connecting the concepts
 21. According to Boyle’s law, gas 

pressure and volume are inversely 
proportional, so pressure should 
increase as volume decreases. 
According to Charles’ law, gas 
pressure and temperature are directly 
proportional, so pressure should 
increase as temperature increases. 
Since both effects are the same, the 
gas pressure will increase.

 22. According to Charles’ law, gas 
temperature and volume are inversely 
proportional as long as pressure 
remains constant. There are two ways 
to keep the volume constant under 
conditions of changing temperature in 
light of Charles’ law. First, if the 
pressure is allowed to change (to 
increase or decrease) it would be 
possible for the volume to stay 
constant as the temperature changes. 
Second (but more relevant to the 
operation of hot-air balloons), if gas is 
allowed to escape (decreasing the 
amount—moles—of gas) as the 
temperature increases, the volume will 
remain roughly constant. 

extending the concepts 
 23. The mass of water pressing on the 

diver’s lungs becomes so great, even 
in shallow water, that it quickly 
becomes impossible for the diver to 
draw air into the hose. The pressure 
exerted by the water is greater than 
the force human lungs can develop 
to draw in the air.

 24.  a.  To withstand the increased 
external pressure without being 
crushed, to enable enough air to  
be transported in a reasonable 
volume, and to deliver air at the 
higher pressures required by the 
water depth.

b. The volume would decrease  
(the tank would be crushed).

c. Divers experience increased 
pressures during the descent and, 
like pilots, experience reduced 
pressures during the ascent. In 
both cases, Boyle’s law applies. 
Pressurized tanks and regulators 
deliver air at appropriate pres-
sures, regardless of the outside 
pressure.

What information can 
investigations provide 
about gas behavior?
Student answers should include:
• Matter includes gases.
• Pressure is exerted by gases, 
including gases in Earth’s atmosphere.
• Scientific investigations begin with 
scientific questions and result in data 
and observations.

• Investigations of gases have led  
to gas laws such as Boyle’s  
(P  V  k), Charles’ (V/T  k),  
and Gay-Lussac’s (P/T  k).
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P1.  Using what you learned about pressure in Section A,  
explain how you are able to draw soda up a straw.

2. Why does every tea kettle have a vent? 
3.  What happens to the molecules in a sample of gas  

as it is heated? 

PHYSICAL BEHAVIOR  
OF GASES
How are models and theories useful in 
explaining and predicting behavior of 
gases?

Throughout the 17th and 18th centuries, scientists conducted investi-
gations that provided important information about the properties and 
behavior of gases. This behavior was summarized in scientific laws that 
mathematically described the results of changing gas pressure, temper-
ature, and volume. Laws and observations, however, provide only some 
of the answers that scientists seek. To predict novel behavior and design 
new investigations, scientific explanations are needed. This section 
introduces some of these explanations, including the kinetic molecular 
theory. 

As you explore these theories and models, think about how they help to 
explain the behavior of gases in Earth’s atmosphere. Stay focused as well 
on the air-quality investigation that you began to design in Section A.  
The models and theories you will encounter in this section can help 
you refine your guiding question and start to construct a procedure for 
collecting evidence to support an answer to that question.

GOALS

gas law are not valid.

removed.

theories, and models.

SECTION

180 Unit 2 Air: Designing Scientific Investigations

180

In Section B, students learn about 
kinetic molecular theory (KMT) and the 
ideal gas law. They also apply the ideal 
gas law and consider conditions under 
which non-ideal gases deviate from the 
postulates of KMT. As they continue 
their study of inquiry, students now 
consider the ways in which scientists 
seek to describe and explain the natural 
world using theories, models, and laws. 
This section also includes Avogadro’s 
law and connects the gas laws studied in 
Section A to the ideal gas law. Finally, 
phase changes are introduced within the 
context of energy and KMT.

Using the section 
Question
This section introduces both KMT and 
the ideal gas law. Remind students as 
they study these concepts that the main 
purpose in doing so is to be able to 
understand and explain gas behavior. By 
the end of this section, students should 
be able to interpret the gas laws intro-
duced in Section A in terms of KMT and 
discuss the usefulness and limitations of 
the ideal gas law.

goals
Goals in Section B target KMT; the ideal 
gas law; heat, temperature, and phase 
changes; and scientific laws, theories, 
and models. Use the section question to 
help keep students focused on these 
goals and their application to Earth’s air 
quality.

Pconcept check 4
1. (Concepts developed in Sections A.1, 

A.2, and A.4.) The atmosphere is 
made up of gases that exert pressure. 
To draw liquid up a straw, you use 
your mouth to create lower pressure 
in the straw, then atmospheric 
pressure on the liquid’s surface in the 
cup pushes the liquid up the straw.

Differentiation
extension
Ask students to draw a sketch of  
a person drinking a soda through a 
straw. Use arrows to show the 
pressure on the liquid surface in  
the cup and inside the straw as it 
moves upward. Use a bigger arrow  
for more pressure and a smaller  
arrow for less pressure.

2. (Concepts developed in Sections 
A.12–A.13.) A tea kettle has a fixed 
volume. If there were no way for the 
steam to escape as the water is heated, 
the pressure would build up to the 
point where it would become  
dangerous.

3. (Looking ahead; answers will be based 
on students’ prior knowledge.) 
Students may know or reason that gas 
molecules move faster as they are 
heated, resulting in expansion or 
increased pressure.
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SECTION B  Physical Behavior of Gases 181

B.1  ATOMS AND MOLECULES  
IN MOTION

As you get up on a cold winter morning, you look out your window to see 
clouds of exhaust coming from cars, trucks, and buses driving past your 
home. Your hand recoils from hot spray coming from the shower head; it is 
too uncomfortable for you to enjoy your morning shower. Turning on too 
much cold water, however, leads to a chilling experience.

Your experiences with gases, liquids, and solids are all at a sensory level; 
that is, you observe matter and its changes through your senses of sight, 
smell, touch, taste, and hearing. In so doing, you arrive at some generaliza-
tions about the world around you. Making observations is the first step in 
“doing science.” A more difficult task is crafting a theory that explains all 
observations and that also can be used to predict outcomes of experiments 
yet to be completed. Scientific theories and models attempt to offer “how”-
type explanations of phenomena in the natural world.

One such theory concerns the motion of atoms and molecules within all 
states of matter. What do you already know about the three states of matter 
from observing them? You know that a solid has a definite shape and that its 
structure is rigid. Experience also tells you that a liquid flows and, unlike a 
solid, depends on a container to define its shape. A sample of gas, likewise, 
does not have a definite shape. If you have blown up a balloon and then let 
go of it without tying it off, you also know that air rapidly leaves the balloon 
and the balloon changes shape.

The atoms, molecules, or ions that make up solids are held tightly to  
one another. Although the particles in solids vibrate about a position, they 
are tightly packed and cannot move past one another. The molecules and 
ions within liquids are more mobile. They can move past each other, but 
intermolecular attractive forces prevent them from moving too far apart. The 
arrangement and motion of particles in solids and liquids are depicted in 
Figure 2.19. 

Figure 2.19  You can observe the  
properties of solids (zinc, left) and  
liquids (mercury, right) using your senses. 
Models help explain how atoms interact 
with each other and their surroundings.

181

B.1 Atoms And molEculEs 
in motion
The differences among relative motions 
of molecules in solid, liquid, and 
gaseous states are discussed, with 
emphasis on the average kinetic energy 
of gas molecules. Kinetic molecular 
theory (KMT) is described and devel-
oped and the concept of an ideal gas is 
introduced.

KMT was developed from observa-
tions and explains gas behavior. The 
postulates of KMT were very successful 
in accounting for empirical gas laws 
(including those studied in Section A) 
that describe gas behavior under varying 
conditions of temperature, pressure, and 
volume. In Section B.8, students will 
explore some of the limitations of KMT. 
For now, emphasize that the postulates 
of KMT can be considered approxima-
tions or simplifications, but apply to 
most gases under many conditions.
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 Using the Figures
figures 2.19 and 2.20 Challenge 
students to build connections be-
tween their experiences with macro-
scopic properties of solids, liquids, 
and gases and these molecular-level 
depictions (models). For example, 
what do these models imply about 
compressibility (squeezing a rock 
compared to squeezing liquid water 
or a balloon)?
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Most molecules in the gaseous state are not strongly attracted to each 
other. In contrast to particles in solids and liquids, particles in gases are very 
far apart. In fact, their size is negligible compared to the great distances that 
separate them. Gas molecules move in straight-line paths at very high speeds 
and change direction only when they collide with each other or with another 
object. Collisions of gaseous particles with container walls produce gas pres-
sure in the container. Figure 2.20 illustrates the motion of particles in a gas 
sample. Compare this model of gases to the models of solids and liquids in 
Figure 2.19.

Gas molecules move at average speeds that depend on how much kinetic 
energy they possess. Kinetic energy, sometimes called energy of motion,  
is the energy associated with any moving object. Its value depends on both 
the mass of the moving object and its velocity. Traveling at the same velocity,  
a more massive object has greater kinetic energy than does a less massive 
object. Thus, a baseball has much greater kinetic energy than a ping-pong 
ball when both are traveling at the same speed. If two moving objects  
have equal mass, the object moving faster has greater kinetic energy. This 
helps explain the difference in damage to a car bumper when it taps the wall 
of a parking garage at 10 km/h compared to colliding with the same wall at 
30 km/h. 

The behavior of moving gas molecules can be explained by the idea of 
kinetic energy. This explanation is based on several postulates, some of 
which you have just considered. A postulate, also called an axiom, is an 
accepted statement used as the basis for developing an argument or explana-
tion. Many scientific and mathematical theories begin with postulates. Since 
postulates may be approximations or simplifications, their validity is some-
times tested through experiments.

The following list summarizes these postulates:

compared with the great distances that separate them from each 
other. On average, the separation between gaseous particles at 1-atm 

of the particles.

each other and with the walls of their container or surrounding 
objects. Gas pressure is caused by molecular collisions with 
container walls.

elastic. This means that although individual 
molecules in a gas sample may gain or lose kinetic energy, there is 
no gain or loss in total kinetic energy from all of these collisions.

However, the average kinetic energy of the molecules is constant and 
depends only on the temperature of the gas sample. Therefore, 
molecules of different gases at the same temperature have equal 
average kinetic energies. As gas temperature increases, the average 
velocity and kinetic energy of the gas molecules also increase.

182
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SECTION B  Physical Behavior of Gases 183

forces among gas particles are negligible.

These postulates serve as the basis of kinetic molecular theory
gases, which can be used to explain the gas behaviors you investigated in 
Section A. It is useful to describe a gas sample that follows all of these pos-
tulates as an ideal gas. In the next few sections, you will learn more about 
both ideal gas behavior and conditions under which these postulates are no 
longer valid.

Figure 2.20  Particulate-level model of gases. A helium-filled balloon soars above the landscape. In magnification, 
helium atoms are depicted within the balloon, He(g). Nitrogen molecules (N2, blue) and oxygen molecules, (O2, red), 
representing 98% of air, are shown outside the balloon. What does this model suggest about spacing and movement 
of gas particles compared to those in liquids and solids

183
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 Using the Figures
figure 2.20 As students become fa-
miliar with postulates associated with 
KMT, they can identify features of this 
illustration corresponding with each 
postulate. While doing so, they can 
assess how well this illustration models 
the postulates. For instance, the first 
KMT postulate deals with the size of 
gas particles relative to the great dis-
tances that separate them. Although 
more “distance” is correctly depicted 
among gas particles in Figure 2.20 
than among liquid or solid particles in 
Figure 2.19, the gas particles in this 
figure are, for artistic convenience, 
depicted as too close together. Ad-
ditional questions to ask students (and 
possible answers) include: 

1. How is the second postulate, that 
gas molecules are in constant 
random motion and collide with 
each other or walls of their container, 
modeled in this figure? What 
limitations do you see in the figure? 
(Little lines depict “trails” of gas 
particle motion. You can see where 
at least one helium atom has 
bounced off the inside of the 
balloon. The illustration doesn’t 
depict any gas particles colliding 
with each other.)

2. To what extent is the elasticity of the 
collisions depicted in this figure?  
Can you tell whether overall kinetic 
energy is conserved? (No, you can’t 
tell that from the figure itself.)

3. How can you tell that the gas 
particles have a range of kinetic 
energies from the figure? (The size  
of the “trail lines” depicts the speed 
and, thus, the kinetic energy of the 
particle. Some appear to be moving 
faster and others appear to be 
moving slowly.) 
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184 Unit 2 Air: Designing Scientific Investigations

 MODELING MATTER
B.2  UNDERSTANDING KINETIC 

MOLECULAR THEORY
Previously, you modeled the structure of matter and changes in matter using 
pictures and symbols. Another way that matter can be modeled is through 
the use of analogies. An analogy can help you relate certain features of an 
abstract idea or theory to a situation that is familiar to you. Read the analogy 
provided in the next paragraph and answer the questions that follow con-
cerning the kinetic molecular theory of gases.

Imagine that you cause several highly elastic, small “super-bounce balls” 

shake; this serves as an analogy for gas molecules randomly bouncing around 
inside a sealed container. See Figure 2.22.

 1. volume, temperature, 
pressure, and number of molecules
following, and explain each choice.

a. the number of super-bounce balls in the box

b. the size of the box

c. the vigor with which you shake the box

d. the number and force of collisions with the box walls of the 
randomly moving super-bounce balls

 2. How does each of the following changes relate to what you have 
learned about gas behavior?

a. The vigor of shaking and the number of super-bounce balls remain 
the same, but the size of the box is decreased.

Figure 2.22  Super-bounce balls moving 
about randomly in a box.

Figure 2.21  Super-bounce balls 
can model gas-molecule behavior.

184

MM    B.2 undErstAndinG 
kinEtic molEculAr 
tHEory

Students answer questions comparing a 
box of “super-bounce balls” to gas 
molecules in order to model KMT in this 
activity.

Answers 
1. a. Number of molecules

b. Volume
c. Temperature
d. Pressure

2. a.  This is similar to Boyle’s law—at 
constant temperature (speed of 
shaking) and number of particles 
(super-bounce balls) if the volume 
(box size) decreases, the pressure 
(total ball collisions) increases.

b. This situation illustrates Gay-Lus-
sac’s law (pressure and temperature 
are directly related). If the volume 
(box size) and the number of 
particles (super-bounce balls) 
remain constant, while the tem-
perature (speed of shaking) in-
creases, pressure (ball collisions) 
increases.

c. If volume (box size) and tempera-
ture (speed of shaking) are constant, 
but the number of molecules 
(super-bounce balls) increases, the 
pressure (ball collisions) increases.

3. As the box gets very small, the space 
between each gas particle also 
decreases. Thus, we can no longer 
assume that the size of the gas 
particles is negligible compared to the 
distances between them. As a conse-
quence, another postulate that may no 
longer be valid is the one that states 
that gas molecules only interact 
during collisions so attractive forces 
among them may be neglected. As the 
gas particles move closer together, any 
attractive forces among them will be 
more difficult to overcome.

4. Answers will vary. Example: The size 
of the box (volume) and the number  
of super-bounce balls (number of 
particles) remain the same, but the 
speed of shaking (temperature) 
decreases. This models the relation-
ship between temperature and 
pressure. (Many other answers are 
possible.)

5. Answers will vary. Example: the 
extremely small size of gas molecules 
relative to the total volume of the gas 
sample and the relative sizes of 
molecules and the space between 
them. Also, the bouncy balls have 
“stuff” between them (gas molecules 
that make up air), whereas there is 
only empty space between any two 
nearest gas particles.

6. a.  Analogies and answers will vary. 
Other analogies may include people 
dancing on a dance floor (dancers  
gas molecules, beat of music  
temperature, collisions of dancers  
pressure, size of dance floor  
volume).

b. Limitations of proposed analogies 
will probably be similar to those 
listed in answers to Question 5.

TRM  
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SECTION B  Physical Behavior of Gases 185

b. The size of the box and the number of super-bounce balls remain 
the same, but the shaking becomes more vigorous.

c. The size of the box and the vigor of shaking are kept the same, but 
the number of super-bounce balls is increased.

 3. Imagine that you make the box smaller, and smaller, and smaller. 

by this analogy? Explain.

 4. Suggest another situation similar to those in Question 2 that can 
serve as an analogy for the behavior of gases. Explain how the 
situation is analogous.

 5. All analogies have limitations. For example, the super-bounce ball 
analogy fails to represent some characteristics of gases. Gas 

that are not properly represented by this super-bounce ball analogy. 

 6. 
behavior.

and T-V-P

b. Point out some key limitations of your analogy.

B.3  SCIENTIFIC THEORIES, MODELS, 
AND LAWS

In Section A, you learned about scientific questions and some of the reasons 
that scientists conduct investigations. A primary goal of science is to under-
stand how the natural world works. When a coherent set of ideas explains 
many related observations or events within the natural world, it is known as 
a scientific theory
observations and data and can be used to predict results of investigations. 
Explanations are regarded as theories once they are widely accepted among 
scientists as a result of their predictive ability, agreement with experimental 
data, and consistency with other accepted theories and knowledge. 

The opening question for this section asks you to consider the role of  
scientific models and theories in predicting and explaining gas behavior. 
Scientists and philosophers of science do not all agree on the distinctions 
between scientific models and scientific theories. For our purposes, a scien-
tific model is a representation of either a part of the natural world or of a 
scientific theory. Scientific models are developed either from observations 
and data or from the formal statements and postulates of a scientific theory. 
In a sense, models provide a bridge between theory or data and the observ-
able, testable world. 

185
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B.3 sciEntific tHEoriEs, 
modEls, And lAWs
This section is designed to facilitate 
student development of an understand-
ing of the roles of theories, models,  
and laws in science. Help students to 
distinguish between theories, which 
have the power to explain and predict, 
and models, which are used primarily as 
representations. Note that some models 
are representations that can be manipu-
lated either mathematically or physically.

Be sure to address a common miscon-
ception—that theories “become” laws 
when adequate evidence is accumulated 
or enough scientists accept them. Laws 
and theories are distinct. Neither 
develops into the other, though laws 
may be used in the formulation of 
theories. You may also choose to address 
the differences among the ways that the 
word theory is used by scientists as 
opposed to everyday conversation. 
While an everyday use of theory may 
mean a guess or conjecture, scientific 
theories are supported by ample 
evidence and consistency with other 
established knowledge. Thus, the phrase 
“just a theory” is not appropriate when 
referring to any scientific theory. 
(Note: If you have not led similar 
discussions before, you may wish to 
have a discussion with an experienced 
biology or earth-science teacher who is 
familiar with the level of concern 
associated with such discussion.)
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186 Unit 2 Air: Designing Scientific Investigations

Scientific theories and models not only explain the results of past  
investigations, they are important guides for designing future investigations.
Models may influence the types of questions investigators ask or the forms 
of evidence they seek. All theories and models are dynamic or fluid; that is, 
they are subject to revision or rejection based upon further investigation. 
Later in this unit, you will think about how the theories and models you have 
encountered in this section will influence your air-quality investigation.

You might wonder how the visualizations you have constructed in Model-
ing Matter activities relate to scientific models as discussed here. Although 
physical replicas and drawings are types of models, they cannot themselves 
explain phenomena.  Such simple models are, however, powerful tools for 
learning and constructing your own understanding of natural phenomena.

for observed behavior. Laws, like Boyle’s law, describe the behavior of mat-
ter in nature, sometimes expressed as a single mathematical expression. 
Statements are usually considered scientific laws only after they are con-
firmed by many investigations. Boyle’s law holds only under the conditions 
of constant temperature within a closed system; such restrictions are com-
mon for scientific laws.

B.4 THE IDEAL GAS LAW
So far, you have considered gas behavior under differing conditions of vol-
ume, pressure, and temperature. Another variable that must be included in a 
comprehensive model of gas behavior is the actual amount of the gas sample; 
that is, the number of gas molecules contained in a particular gas sample. If 
you have the same volumes of oxygen gas, nitrogen gas, and carbon dioxide 
gas in three different balloons at the same temperature and pressure, how do 
the numbers of gas molecules compare? See Figure 2.23.

Figure 2.23  These three  
equally sized balloons contain 
three different gases at the same  
temperature and pressure. Are 
the total gas molecules in each 
balloon the same or different?

186

B.4 tHE idEAl GAs lAW
Based upon experimental work, includ-
ing that of Gay-Lussac, whose Law of 
Combining Volumes states that gaseous 
substances react with each other in very 
simple ratios by volume, Amedeo 
Avogadro concluded that equal volumes 
of different gases at the same tempera-
ture and pressure contain the same 
number of molecules. This idea was 
very controversial at the time—not even 
accepted by Gay-Lussac himself. 
Avogadro’s statement was later accepted 
and became known as Avogadro’s law 
during the development of the modern 
understanding of gases—more than  
50 years after Avogadro’s initial conclu-
sion! Avogadro’s law is introduced to 
account for the amount (moles) of gas in 
a given sample. 
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a Using the Figures
figure 2.23 You could use this 
figure to solicit student ideas before 
beginning Section B.4. For instance, 
project this figure and pose this 
question to students (this would work 
well as a clicker question): These 
three equally sized balloons contain 
three different gases at the same 
temperature and pressure. What do 
you predict about the number of 
gas molecules in each balloon? Use 
what you know about gas laws and 
kinetic molecular theory to make your 
prediction.

A.  The O2 balloon contains the most 
molecules.  

B.   The CO2 balloon contains the most 
molecules.  

C.  The N2 balloon contains the most 
molecules. 

D.  They all contain the same number  
of molecules.   

(Correct answer is “D,” but students’ 
reasoning about other choices may 
reveal alternative conceptions. For 
instance, some students may choose 
N2 (answer C), because its molar 
mass is the smallest, and thus the 
molecules are smaller and more of 
them can fit into the same volume. 
If students offer such reasoning, ask 
how it fits into their understanding 
of KMT, which states that the size of 
gas particles is much smaller than 
the space between them, and that 
it shouldn’t matter whether some 
gas molecules are slightly smaller or 
slightly larger.)
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SECTION B  Physical Behavior of Gases 187

That same question was investigated in the early 1800s by the Italian law-
yer and mathematical physics professor Amedeo Avogadro. By making care-
ful observations of gas samples like those you have worked with, he pro-
posed: Equal volumes of all gases at the same temperature and pressure 
contain the same number of molecules. This important statement is com-
monly known as Avogadro’s law.

-
sure and volume of an ideal gas sample, if its temperature is held constant 

ideal gas law
the experimentally based laws of researchers such as Boyle and Charles. All 
of the variables represented in the laws of Boyle, Charles, and Avogadro are 
included in the ideal gas law: 

P  V  n  R  T

or

PV  nRT

where P = pressure, V = volume, n R = a constant, 
and T = temperature.

R
order to apply this equation, the value of the constant, R, must be known. 
This value depends on the units in which pressure, volume, temperature, 
and amount of gas are expressed. The value of R given below is used when 
pressure is expressed in atmospheres, volume is measured in liters, tempera-
ture is given in kelvins, and amount of gas is expressed in moles. Several 
values of R

R  0.0821
 

atm  L
mol 

the gas laws upon which it is based. Boyle discovered that for a gas sample 
P -

V

P  V  k  

In this case, a relationship between pressure and volume is apparent when 
both the temperature and the amount of gas are kept constant. Consider these 
variables as you reexamine the ideal gas law:

P  V  n  R  T

If n and T are both held constant, then the product n  R  T must also be 
equal to a constant value. In other words, the equation could be rewritten as 
Boyle’s law:

P  V  k

187

Next, the gas laws introduced in Sec- 
tion A—Boyle’s, Charles’, and Gay- 
Lussac’s—along with Avogadro’s, are 
combined to derive the Ideal Gas Law, 
the familiar PV  nRT. This encourages 
students to consider the role of amount 
(moles) of gas in predictions and 
calculations of ideal gas behavior. The 
value of the gas constant, R, is calcu-
lated from standard conditions as  
0.0821 atm  L/(mol  K). The student 
text provides a table of R values using 
different units of pressure.

Remind students that the ideal gas 
law (equation) applies to any gas sample, 
as long as the postulates of KMT apply. 
Non-ideal conditions and behavior will 
be considered in Section B.8. You may 
also choose to emphasize that the ideal 
gas law can be simplified to each of  
the gas laws if appropriate variables  
are held constant.

Demonstration Ideas
Construct a box 28.2 cm  28.2 cm  
28.2 cm, or purchase a beach ball (or 
other ball with a radius of 17.5 cm),  
and label it “1 mole of any gas at STP   
22.4 L.” As a project, you could ask 
students to design, create, and decorate 
their own “molar volume” gas containers.
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188 Unit 2 Air: Designing Scientific Investigations

The ideal gas law can be similarly simplified to Charles’ law when P and 
n are held constant and to Avogadro’s law when P and T are held constant 

-
all ideal gases have equal molar volumes if they are mea-

sured at the same temperature and pressure. The molar volume is the vol-
ume occupied by one mole of a substance. To see this, calculate the volume 
of 1 mole of gas at 0 °C and 1 atmosphere; these conditions are commonly 

V 
 
n  R  T

P

V  1.00 mol  0.0821 
L  atm
mol  

1.00 atm 

V  22.4 L

Thus, at conditions of 0 °C and 1 atm, the ideal gas law predicts that the 

corresponding simple relationship between moles of various solids or liquids 
and their corresponding volumes.

 

Pressure Unit R Value and Units

mmHg (torr) 62.4 
mmHg  L

mol  K

atmosphere 0.0821 
atm  L
mol  K

inHg 2.455 
inHg  L
mol  K

pounds per square inch 1.206 
psi  L
mol  K

bar 0.0831 
bar  L
mol  K

pascal 8311.8 
Pa  L

mol  K

Table 2.2 Values of the Ideal Gas Constant, R,  
in Common Units

Figure 2.25  If these 11 2-L bottles 
were filled with air, they would contain 
approximately 1 mole of gas.

Figure 2.24  What would you 
need to know to estimate the 
number of molecules of gas 
inside this basketball?
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a Using the Figures
figure 2.24 The question posed in 
the caption is a good exercise in syn-
thesizing everything students have 
learned in this section. Among other 
variables that they may identify, ask 
them if the type (identity) of the gas 
is important for solving this quantita-
tive question. Remind them of what 
they learned in B.4.

a Using the Figures
figure 2.25 Challenge students to 
find another example of an everyday 
object or objects with a volume of 
22.4 L. This may be difficult for them 
to do on the spot, so you may want 
to assign it as a homework task to 
share with the class on the following 
day. To make it even more concrete, 
ask student to bring the example   
to class. 
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SECTION B  Physical Behavior of Gases 189

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
B.5  USING THE IDEAL GAS LAW

Solve the following problems using the ideal gas law.

 1. 
abandoned military installation. To properly dispose of this gas, 
technicians must know how much gas is held in the canister. The gas 

many moles of sarin are held inside the canister?

 2. What volume will 2.0 mol H2(g)
pressure?

 3. When the volume of a gas sample is measured, its pressure and 
temperature must also be specified.

a. Why?

b. That practice is normally not necessary for measuring  
the volumes of liquids or solids. Why?

 4. What volume would be occupied by  
a. 1.0 mol of CO2(g) at STP? 

4(g) at STP?

Sample Problem: What pressure would be exerted by  
2.5 moles of nitrogen gas in a 3.5-L tank at 25 °C?

Because this problem is not about changes in conditions, it is 
appropriate to use the ideal gas law.

Rearranging the ideal gas law to solve for pressure gives:

P 
 
n  R  T

V

Substituting the given values we obtain:

P  
L  atm
mol  

 
  

P  17 atm

189

DS   B.5 usinG tHE idEAl 
GAs lAW

This activity gives students practice 
using the ideal gas law. Remind students 
to use temperatures in kelvins.
(Note: The TRM provide an extra practice 
supplement with problems similar to 
those in this activity.)

Answers
1. V  0.50 L, P  10.0 atm, T  298 K

n  PV/RT  
10.0 atm  0.50 L

(0.0821
 L  atm
mol  K)

 

 298 L
 

 20 mol

2. V  nRT/P 

  
2.0 mol  (0.0821 

L  atm
mol  K)  313 K

0.50 atm
 

 100 L
3. a.  The amount of gas cannot be 

calculated from its volume without 
knowing its temperature and 
pressure.

b. Liquids and solids are almost 
incompressible and do not expand/
contract much on heating/cooling, 
so temperature and pressure do not 
have much effect on their volume.

4. a. 22.4 L
b. 3.5 mol  22.4 L/mol  78.4 L

TRM  
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B.6  NON-IDEAL GAS BEHAVIOR
All gas relationships considered up to now have related to ideal gases.  
As you know, a gas sample that behaves under all conditions as the kinetic 
molecular theory predicts is called an ideal gas. Most gas behavior approxi-
mates that of an ideal gas and is satisfactorily explained by the kinetic  
molecular theory. However, at very high gas pressures or very low gas  
temperatures, real gases do not behave ideally. That is, the gas laws  
you have considered do not accurately describe gas behavior under all  
conditions. 

Why do some gases behave in ways that seem to “violate” the ideal gas 
law? You learned earlier that the following two postulates of the kinetic 
molecular theory are assumptions that are not always valid: 

compared with the great distances that separate them from each 
other. 

forces among gas particles are negligible.

Can you think of conditions that could cause these assumptions to be 
invalid? Consider a situation of very high gas pressure. At very high pres-
sures, gas particles are very close together. Thus, the volume of a gas particle 
may no longer be negligible compared to the empty space around it. Also, 
the weak attractive or repulsive forces between gas molecules may no longer 
be negligible. 

Now think about decreasing the temperature of a gas sample. As the  
gas cools, the average kinetic energy of the gas molecules decreases. If  
gas molecules move very slowly, the weak attractive forces between the  
particles may again become important. These attractions cause non-ideal  
gas behavior. 

190 Unit 2 Air: Designing Scientific Investigations

P1. What makes Charles’ law a scientific law?
2.  Why does the pressure of a gas sample in a closed container 

increase as its temperature is increased?
3.  What would happen to the pressure exerted by a gas sample  

if both the temperature of the gas and the volume occupied  
by the gas were doubled, while holding the amount of gas  
constant? 

4.  What can cause a gas to transform into a liquid? 

190

Pconcept check 5
1. (Concepts developed in Sections A.10 

and B.3.) Scientific laws describe 
behavior of matter in nature, have 
been confirmed with extremely large 
numbers of investigations, and can 
often be summarized with a math-
ematical equation. Charles’ law, 
which describes the relationships 
between volume and temperature of 
gases (keeping other variables con-
stant), fits these criteria. It doesn’t 
necessarily explain why volume 
increases as temperature increases, 
but it does describe and predict this 
behavior.

2. (Concepts developed in Sections A.12, 
B.1, and B.2.) KMT is useful in 
explaining why pressure exerted by a 
gas sample increases in this situation. 
As temperature increases, the kinetic 
energy of the gaseous atoms or 
molecules increases. The atoms or 
molecules move more quickly and 
strike the sides of the container more 
often and with more force, and thus 
exert more pressure.

3. (Concepts developed in Sections B.4 
and B.5.) The pressure would remain 
the same. Doubling the volume 
compensates for doubling the tem-
perature, leading to no net increase 
nor decrease in pressure.

 (Note: This can easily become a clicker 
question. Answer choices could be: A. 
Pressure would increase. B. Pressure 
would decrease. C. (correct answer) 
Pressure would remain the same.)

4. (Looking ahead; answers will be based 
on students’ prior knowledge.) If 
students are thinking about the 
assumptions of KMT, they may reason 
this out. Under extreme conditions of 
high pressures or low temperatures, 
the attractive forces among gas 
molecules become great enough that 
the gas condenses into a liquid. These 
ideas will be developed in Sections 
B.7 and B.8.

B.6 non-idEAl GAs 
BEHAVior
This section considers conditions under 
which gases fail to behave ideally, such 
as high pressure and low temperature. 
The text analyzes reasons for non-ideal 
gas behavior. Emphasize that real gases 
are never ideal, yet their behavior under 
most normal conditions approximates 
ideal behavior. Therefore, we can 

confidently apply the ideal gas law and 
KMT. Remind students that an ideal gas 
is one in which molecules occupy no 
volume, and no attraction among 
molecules exists. Real gases at STP can 
behave nearly ideally because their 
molecules are relatively far apart. When 
gases are under high pressure or low 
temperature, their molecules approach 
each other and no longer act ideally.
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SECTION B  Physical Behavior of Gases 191

Finally, for most substances that are gases at room temperature and pres-
sure, the assumptions of the kinetic molecular theory are valid and we can 
apply the ideal gas law. However, some gases, such as carbon tetrachloride 

4

predictions when applying the ideal gas law.

B.7  TEMPERATURE, HEAT, AND  
PHASE CHANGES

In everyday conversation, the words heat and temperature are commonly 
interchanged, even though they mean different things. A similar mistake  
is to use the terms weight and mass

Think about these two terms. What differences can you identify between 
temperature and heat? 

One difference you may have noted is that temperature can be easily  
measured. As you know, atoms and molecules in all states of matter  
are constantly moving. Temperature is a 
measure of the average kinetic energy 
associated with this molecular motion. 

temperature. Temperature is often mea-
sured with a thermometer, which relies 
on the change of a physical property in 
response to temperatures. Mercury and 

with temperature. By constrast, electronic 
thermometers usually rely on a change in 
electrical resistance with temperature.

Figure 2.26  Bulb thermometers filled with 
mercury (left) and colored alcohol (right).  
The liquid in a bulb thermometer expands as  
external temperature increases, causing it to 
move up the tube within the thermometer.  
The height of the liquid column can then be 
marked at known temperatures (such as the 
freezing and boiling points of water) to calibrate  
the thermometer. 

191

B.7 tEmPErAturE, HEAt, 
And PHAsE cHAnGEs
The distinctions between heat and 
temperature are clarified in this section. 
Emphasize that heat is energy in the 
process of flowing from hotter to colder 
objects, while temperature is a measure 
of average kinetic energy associated  
with molecular motion in an object or 
substance. Students may recall from 
physical science courses that heat can be 
transferred through conduction, convec-
tion, or radiation. In contrast to heat, 
thermal energy refers to the total energy 
of the particles within an object (due to 
molecular motion and potential energy).

Phase changes are also addressed in 
the context of energy. To prepare 
students for Investigating Matter B.8, 
you may decide to mention that phase 
changes either require (e.g., vaporiza-
tion) or release (e.g., condensation) 
energy.
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192 Unit 2 Air: Designing Scientific Investigations

 How is temperature different from heat? To answer this, we first need to 
develop some ideas about heat. Consider what happens if you let two objects 

in a swimming pool. The water feels cold on your hand. At the molecular 
level, the average kinetic energy of the molecules in the cold water is lower 
than the average kinetic energy of the molecules in your skin. When the two 
meet, some energy from the molecules in your hand is transferred and mol-
ecules in the water then move faster. As a result, the molecules in your hand 
have less energy than before the interaction, and the molecules in the water 
have a little more energy. This transferred energy from one object to another 
due to temperature difference is called heat. The definition of heat implies 
the flow of energy from a warmer object to a cooler object. 

Think about what happens when you hold something hot. Which way is 
the energy moving? The difference between heat and temperature may seem 
subtle or not all that important. However, it is always important to be as 
clear as possible and to use accurate language when describing the natural 
world or scientific investigations.

Now that you can distinguish heat from temperature, consider one of the 
potential outcomes of non-ideal gas behavior. Think about what happens as 
a gas is cooled. As energy is transferred away from the gas, the gas particles 

enough kinetic energy to overcome the attractive forces among themselves 
and begin to “stick together.” Once the molecules are no longer moving  
rapidly and independently, they cannot be considered to be in the gas phase. 
Cooling a gas such that it turns into a liquid in this way is called condensa-
tion. The reverse of this process, heating a liquid until it turns into a gas,  
is called vaporization  
the substance is not altered, so they are physical changes. Physical changes 
that alter the state of a substance are known as phase changes. Common 
phase changes are illustrated in Figure 2.27.

Figure 2.27  Phases and transitions between them are identified in this illustration.
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SECTION B  Physical Behavior of Gases 193

 INVESTIGATING MATTER
B.8 PHASE CHANGES

Preparing to Investigate
In this investigation, you will observe the effects of adding energy, in the 
form of heat, to a sample of ice. Before reading Gathering Evidence, think 
about how you might carry out this investigation. What would you need to 
measure and record? Record your thinking before continuing.

Now read Gathering Evidence carefully. Also, note safety precautions and 
plan necessary data collecting and observations.

Making Predictions 
Predict what you think will happen as you gather evidence and write down 
your predictions. 

Gathering Evidence
 1. Before you begin, put on your goggles, and wear them properly 

throughout the investigation.

 2. Fill a 100-mL beaker about 2/3 full with crushed ice. Put as much ice 

 3. Place the beaker on a 
hot plate.

 4. Insert a thermometer or 
temperature probe into 
the ice and clamp it in 
place as shown in 
Figure 2.28. Make sure 
the thermometer is not 
touching the sides or 
bottom of the beaker.

Figure 2.28  Secure the  
beaker of ice on a hot plate 
using a ring stand.

193

IM   
B.8 PHAsE cHAnGEs

In this investigation, students collect 
data to create a phase change graph for 
water. Some students may previously 
have completed a similar activity in 
another course. In addition to enhancing 
the investigation with technology, you 
can make it unique to this chemistry 
course by asking students to draw 
representations of the molecules at five 
points: 
1. at the beginning of the investigation
2. when ice is melting but temperature  

is stable
3. when ice is melted and temperature 

climbs
4. when water is boiling
5. inside the bubbles of gas in the 

boiling water. 
Students may record their observations 
in a table like this one. 

Time 30 min

Materials (for 12 student pairs)
12 100-mL beaker
12 beaker tongs
12 stirring rods
12 hot plates 
(Note: Student groups may share hot 

plates, but it is difficult to secure 
two beakers with ring stands in 
this situation.)

12 ring stands and rings (to secure 
100-mL beakers)

12 thermometers, or optional 
technology: temperature probe and 
computer or calculator interface

Ice

Pre-Lab Discussion
Before students start, ask them to 
visualize what happens to the molecules 
in the system as heat transfers from the 
hot plate to the beaker to the molecules.

safety
Students should wear protective goggles 
throughout the investigation. Remind 
them to exercise care when using hot 
plates and that hot glass looks like cold 
glass.

Lab Tips
• It is best to use crushed ice that has 
been stored in the freezer so that it is 
below 0 °C.
• Preview this investigation using the 
equipment that your students will use so 
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Time (s) Temperature (ºC)
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194 Unit 2 Air: Designing Scientific Investigations

 5. Turn the hot plate on and record the temperature. 

 6. Record the temperature of the sample and the time as well as a 
description of the contents of the beaker at regular time intervals.

 7. Continue to make measurements until the water has been boiling for 
four measurements. Be careful to not boil all the water from the 
beaker. 

 8. Remove the beaker from the hot plate and turn off the hot plate.

 9. Wash your hands thoroughly before leaving the laboratory.

Analyzing Evidence
 1. Plot the time–temperature data for your investigation with time  

on the horizontal axis and temperature on the vertical axis. Label 
your axes, and arrange the scales so the graph nearly fills the space 
available.

 2.  

 3. Indicate the point on your graph at which water began to boil.

 4. 

Interpreting Evidence
Refer to your completed graph as you answer the following questions.

 1. What do you notice about the graph?

 2. How well did your actual results correspond with your  
predictions? Propose explanations for any differences between  
your predictions and observed results.

Making Claims 
 3. What scientific claims can you make as a result of this investigation?

 4. For each claim listed in your answer to Question 3, cite evidence 
from the investigation to support your claim.

 5. Consider the phase change from ice to water:

a. What is the name of this phase change?

b. What do the data, that is, temperature measurements, tell  
you about energy required or released by this phase change?

c. What do your observations tell you about this phase change?

 6. Specific heat capacity is a characteristic property of a material.  
It is defined as the quantity of heat needed to raise the temperature  
of one gram of the substance by one degree Celsius.

a. What feature of your graph would provide information about the 
specific heat capacity of water?

194

4. Exemplary: Identifies specific regions 
of the graph and the intermolecular 
forces that are being overcome.

 Proficient: Identifies specific regions 
of the graph and relates regions to the 
phase of the water.

 Not yet: The claims and the evidence 
do not match.

5. a. melting
b. During melting, the temperature 

does not change.
c. The appearance of the substance 

changes from one with a fixed 
volume and shape to one with a 
fixed volume but changing shape.

Making Claims
3. Exemplary answer: Intermolecular 

forces are broken by different amounts 
of energy.

 Proficient: Water absorbs heat but 
temperature does not change when a 
phase change occurs. 

 Progressing: Graph has flat regions 
and places where the temperature 
rises even though there was a constant 
amount of energy added.

 Not Yet: A description of the curve that 
does not reference heat or intermolecu-
lar forces or molecular motion.

that you can recommend an appropriate 
time interval for data collection. If 
students take data too seldom, the graph 
will appear to be a straight line with no 
plateau.
• If the equipment is available, this 
activity works best when you can 
sample frequently using a temperature 
probe and then generate the graph 
electronically.
• The focus of this investigation should 
be to help students develop a particulate 
view of molecular motion during energy 
transfer. A common misconception is 
that when water boils, the gas bubbles 
contain hydrogen and oxygen. It is 
important to reinforce that boiling is a 
physical change, so chemical bonds are 
not affected. The substance in the 
bubbles is gaseous water (H2O).

TRM  
 
hANDoUT

Analyzing Evidence
1. Time–temperature plot should look 

like the following: 

2. The points labeled should identify the 
first plateau.

3. The point labeled should identify the 
second plateau.

4. The curve should not be a best fit line 
but should be several curves making a 
composite graph. 

Interpreting Evidence
1. Students should notice that there are 

areas where the temperature does not 
change even though heat is being 
added.

2. Many students will draw a curve 
without any “flat” areas in their initial 
sketch. The explanation for the 
difference should demonstrate some 
understanding of the intermolecular 
forces that must be overcome for 
phase change to occur.
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SECTION B  Physical Behavior of Gases 195

 
to calculate this value from your graph?

c. Is the specific heat capacity for ice the same as the specific heat 
capacity for liquid water? How do you know?

Reflecting on the Investigation
 7. Why is it important that the temperature probe or thermometer not 

touch the sides or bottom of the beaker?

 8. Why is it important to make both measurements and observations 
Hint: What could happen if you made only 

 MAKING DECISIONS
B.9  USING KMT TO REFINE YOUR  

AIR-QUALITY INVESTIGATION
In Section A, you began developing an air-quality investigation by writing 
beginning questions. Since then you have learned more about gases and their 
behavior, and about a model used to explain gas behavior. You also have 

-

answer the following questions:

 1. 
enough to serve as the basis for your unit project? If not, draft new 
questions and get feedback from your group members to improve 

 2. a.  How could knowledge of kinetic molecular theory improve  
your questions? 

 3. Think about the gases that you would study in your investigation. 
Are those gases well-represented by an ideal gas model or would  
you need to use a real/non-ideal gas model to represent them? 
Explain.

 4. Would you be able to make measurements on the actual system  
or phenomenon of interest in your investigation? If not, could a 
model be used to represent the system of interest? Explain.

 5. Could your investigation be helpful in constructing a scientific  
model of an air-quality phenomenon? Explain.

195

6. a.  Any place on the graph where the 
temperature is increasing would 
show places where additional 
energy added would change the 
temperature of the substance.

b. You would need the mass of the 
water and the energy added so that 
you could convert time to energy.

c. No, the slope is different.  

Reflecting on the Investigation
7. The sides of the beaker may be 

warmer (or cooler) than the water 
inside due to the air temperature. The 
bottom will be hotter because it is in 
direct contact with the hotplate.

8. If you only took measurements but 
made no observations, it will be 
difficult to explain the different 
regions of the graph.

Differentiation
extension
Challenge students to draw representa-
tions of the molecules for each region.

MD   B.9 usinG kmt 
to rEfinE your 
Air-QuAlity 
inVEstiGAtion

In this activity, students continue the 
design of their air quality investigation 
for their culminating project by incorpo-
rating the ideas of KMT.

Answers
1. Answers will vary. Students should 

either affirm their questions from 
Section A or formulate and state new 
questions.

2. The questions presented here should 
clearly address molecular motion.

3. Answers will vary but should state 
whether non-ideal conditions will be 
included in the student’s investigation.

4. Students should state whether they 
will measure the actual system or use 
a model and give at least one reason 
for their choice.

5. Students may identify one or more  
of the models and describe why it is 
useful for their investigation. They 
may also state that the models would 
not be useful.
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196 Unit 2 Air: Designing Scientific Investigations

SUMMARY
Reviewing the Concepts

BSECTION

The kinetic molecular theory states that 
gases are composed of particles of 
negligible size that are in constant motion 
and that undergo elastic collisions. The 
average kinetic energy of a gas sample is 
directly related to its kelvin temperature.

 1. 
observations:

constant temperature causes the gas 
pressure to increase.

b. At constant volume and constant amount 
of gas, the pressure of a gas sample 
changes if its temperature is changed.

 2. 
for gas behavior.

a. How would you use pool balls to 
demonstrate the effect of an increase in 
the temperature of a gas sample?

b. How would you use this model to 
demonstrate the effect of adding more gas 
molecules to the sample?

c. In what ways is the pool-table model 
unsuccessful and misleading in modeling 
gas behavior?

 3. Sketch the gas particles in

a. a balloon submerged in hot water. 

b. a balloon submerged in ice water.

For a given gas sample, the ideal gas law 
expresses the relationship among its  
volume, pressure, temperature, and 
amount of gas present.

 4. 

 5. 
gas exert a pressure of 10.0 atm in a 2.0-L 
container?

 6. How many moles of gas are contained in a 
 

 7. What volume will be occupied by a balloon 

2

pressure?

Equal numbers of gas molecules at the 
same temperature and pressure occupy 
the same total volume. One mole of a gas 
sample at 0 °C and 1 atm occupies a 
volume of 22.4 L.

 8. 
occupy at 0.0 °C and 1.0 atm?

 9. How many moles of gas molecules would be 
in a 2.0-L bottle of air at 0.0 °C and 1.0 atm?

10. a.  How many moles of oxygen gas would be in 
a 1.0-mL gas sample at 0.0 °C and 1.0 atm?

b. Express your answer to Question 10a in 
molecules.

 11. What would be the mass of gas inside a 
3.0-L balloon at 0 °C and 1.0 atm filled with

a. He(g)? b.  CO2(g)?  c. CH4(g)?

 12. If the three filled, tied-off balloons from 
Question 11 were released, would each 
balloon rise or fall? 

196

Reviewing the concepts
1. a.  Decreasing the volume means there 

is less space in which gas molecules 
can move. This will cause molecules 
to hit the walls more often per unit 
time, increasing gas pressure.

b. At higher temperatures, the average 
kinetic energy of the molecules is 
greater because of their higher 
average velocities. This increased 
kinetic energy causes more energetic 
and frequent collisions with the 
walls and thus higher gas pressure.

2. Each pool ball represents a molecule of 
gas; the volume (area) of the pool table 
remains constant.
a. The pool balls would move faster.
b. By increasing the number of pool 

balls on the table
c. Limitations include relatively 

inelastic collisions, large particles, 
particles stationary unless external 
force is applied, no random motion, 
particles move in only two dimen-
sions, relative “molecular” size 
compared to between-molecule 
spacing is unrealistic. 

3. Student sketches should indicate that 
the gas particles in (b) are moving more 
slowly than those in (a). (You may 
choose to offer students suggestions  
on how to represent moving particles 
on paper.)

4. n  0.122 mol, V  1.50 L, 

  T  25  273  298 K, P  
nRT

V  

 

0.122 mol  (0.0821
 
L  atm
mol  K)  298 K

1.50 L 

  1.99 atm
5. n  2.5 mol, V  2.0 L, P  10.0 atm

 T  
PV
nR   

10.0 atm  2.0 L

2.5 mol  (0.0821
 L  atm
mol  K)

 

 
 

  97 K  –180 °C 
 [Either answer is acceptable.]

6. n  
PV
RT  

 
 

(5.5 atm)  (4.6 L)

(0.0821
 L  atm
mol  K)

 

 300.0 K 

  1.0 mol

7. V  
nRT

P   

    

(0.65 atm)  (0.0821
 
L  atm
mol  K)  298 K

1.0 atm
 

  16 L

8. 8.0 g He  
1 mol He
4.0 g He  

 
22.4 L He
1 mol He

  

 45 L He

9. 2.0 L  (22.4 L/mol)  0.089 mol gas 
molecules

 10. a.  Total mol O2  1.0 mL  1 L/1000  
mL  1 mol/22.4 L  4.5  10–5  
mol O2

b. Total O2 molecules = 4.5  10–5  
mol  6.02  1023 molecules/ 
1 mol  2.7  1019 O2 molecules

 11. a. 3.0 L He  
1 mol He
22.4 L He 

 
4.003 g He
1 mol He

 

  0.54 g He

b. 3.0 L CO2  
1 mol CO2

22.4 L CO2
 

 
44.01 g CO2

1 mol CO2
  5.9 g CO2
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SECTION B  Section Summary 197

Scientific theories and models explain 
observations and data. Scientific laws 
describe, but do not explain, natural 
phenomena. 

 13. 

a. Give an example of a scientific law that 
describes this phenomenon.

phenomenon.

 14. You may have heard someone say, “It’s just 
a theory” in an everyday conversation.

a. What does this phrase imply about the 
person’s understanding or definition of a 
theory?

b. How does this everyday use of the term 
theory differ from the definition of a 
scientific theory?

 15. Some people perceive scientific theories as 
“immature laws,” meaning that theories will 
eventually develop into laws if adequate 
evidence is provided.

a. Comment on the validity of this view.

b. Why might this perception perpetuate the 
“it’s only a theory” sentiment in everyday 
conversation?

 16. In Modeling Matter B.2, you used an 

understand kinetic molecular theory. Why  
is it useful to construct models to represent 
theories?

 17. In your own words, explain why the ideal 
gas law is an example of a scientific law 
rather than a scientific theory.

Under certain conditions, real gases do 
not behave as predicted by the kinetic 
molecular theory.

 18. Referring to postulates of the kinetic 
molecular theory, explain why gases do not 
behave ideally under each of the following 
conditions:

a. very high gas pressure

b. very low gas temperature

 19. 
as a gas is cooled.

 20.  Why is the ideal gas law so widely used 
when it is not always valid?

Temperature is a measure of the average 
kinetic energy of a sample of matter, while 
heat is a form of energy that transfers from 
one “object” to another due to a 
difference in temperature.

 21. Explain how temperature is measured.

 22. Will heat transfer between two objects with 
the same temperature? Explain.

 23. Consider the statement, “The hot rock 
contains a lot of heat.”

a. Is this an accurate statement?

b. What would be a better way to describe 
the hot rock?

Transitions among the physical states of  
a substance, called phase changes, 
require the addition or release of energy.

 24. Indicate whether energy is required for or 
released by each of the following phase 
changes:

a. vaporization  d. melting

b. sublimation e. deposition

c. condensation f. freezing

 25. Why are phase changes considered physical 
changes?

 26. What happens to the temperature of a 
substance as it undergoes a phase change? 
Explain.

197

 13. a.  The volume of a gas is proportion-
al to its temperature. (Charles’ law)

b. As the temperature of a gas is 
increased, the average velocity of 
the gas molecules increases and 
they tend to spread out.

 14. a.  The person is confusing the 
scientific term theory with 
hypothesis. They fail to realize 
that a scientific theory has with-
stood many tests and is accepted 
by the scientific community.

b. Scientific theories are developed 
after many careful investigations. 
The everyday meaning of theory is 
more like a guess.

 15. a.  Laws are summary statements of 
observations. They do not offer an  
explanation for the observations as 
theories do.

b. People might view theories as not 
fully tested or accepted, since they 
are “not yet” laws, which are seen 
as more absolute.

 16. Models provide a concrete way of 
exploring the limitations and 
implications of theories.

 17. The ideal gas law summarizes the 
relationship between temperature, 
pressure, volume, and amount of gas. 
It does not offer an explanation of 
this relationship.

 18. a.  At very high pressures, the size  
of gas particles is no longer 
negligible, because particles are 
much closer together than they are 
at lower pressures.

b. At very low temperatures, attrac-
tive forces among the gas particles 
are no longer negligible, because 
particles are moving very slowly, 
giving them more time to interact.

 19. As a gas is cooled, the molecular 
motion decreases.

 20. It is a very simple relationship and 
works in a large number of situations.

 21. Using a thermometer or temperature 
sensor that allows measurement of a 
change in a physical property that 
depends on temperature (such as 
density or resistance).

 22.  When two objects are at the same 
temperature, no heat is transferred.

 23. a. No
b. The hot rock contains a lot of 

thermal energy (the energy is not 
being transferred).

 24. a. required
b. required
c. released
d. required
e. released
f. released

 25. The chemical composition (identity) 
of the substance does not change 
during the process.

 26. The temperature remains constant.  
If energy is added during a phase 
change, it is used to overcome 
intermolecular forces. 

c. 3.0 L CH4  
1 mol CH4

22.4 L CH4  


 
16.042 g CH4

1 mol CH4  
 2.1 g CH4

 12. Balloons that are filled with gases 
more dense than air will sink, while 
those filled with less dense gases will 
rise, so:
a. rise
b. fall
c.  rise
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198 Unit 2 Air: Designing Scientific Investigations

Connecting the Concepts
 27. Locate three Modeling Matter activities you 

activities fit with your understanding of the 
use of models in science.

 28. 

 29. Based on your knowledge of gas properties, 
predict what will happen to the density of a 
100.0-g helium gas sample if you heat it 

pressure.

 30. 
your classroom has a volume of 2.0  10  L, 

a. what mass of air is contained in your 
classroom?

b. assume that the room temperature is 
increased. How would that affect the 
total mass of air contained in the room,

 i. if the room were tightly sealed?

 ii. if the room were not sealed?

 31. Heat is often described as “lost energy.” For 
instance, automobile engines release about 

combustion as heat. Explain this idea of 
energy loss in terms of your understanding 
of heat.

 32. Consider Investigating Matter B.8, Phase 
Changes.

a. What would be an appropriate beginning 
question for this investigation?

b. What are the variables of interest?

 33. Given what you now know about the  
ideal gas law, consider an investigation to 
determine the identity of an unknown  
pure gas.

a. What would be an appropriate beginning 
question for this investigation?

b. What variables would you need to 
measure?

c. What variables, if any, would you need to 
control?

d. How could you measure each of the 
variables you identified in Question 33b?

How are models and 
theories useful in 
explaining and predicting 
behavior of gases?
Section A introduced several gas 
laws that were discovered by 
scientific experimentation. This 
section introduced tools for 
explaining and extending these 
laws. Think about what you have 
learned and how these ideas are 
related, then answer the question  
in your own words in organized 
paragraphs. Your answer should 
demonstrate your understanding  
of the key ideas in this section. 

Be sure to consider the following in 
your response: the kinetic molecular 
theory of gases; scientific models, 
theories, and laws; non-ideal gas 
behavior; and phase changes.

198

30. a.  1.28 g/L  2.00  105 L  2.56  105 g
b.    i. Mass will remain constant.

 ii.  If the room is not sealed, the 
increased average molecular 

    motion would cause some  
air molecules to spread into 
adjacent rooms, so mass 
would go down in the  
original room.

 31. Once this energy has been transferred 
as heat to the surroundings it is not 
available to use for work.

 32. a.  What happens to the temperature 
of a substance as it undergoes a 
phase change?

b. Temperature

 33. a.  What is the identity of the un-
known gas? Or, what is this gas?

b. Temperature, pressure, volume, 
and mass of gas

c. The variables would all have to be 
controlled while the others are 
measured. 

d. Temperature—thermometer or 
temperature sensor

 Pressure—manometer or pressure 
sensor

 Volume—fill the flask with water 
and measure the volume of water 
with a graduated cylinder
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connecting the concepts
 27. 

 28. This molar mass corresponds to CO2.

  molar mass  
m  R  T

P  V  


  

6.7 g  (0.0821
 
L  atm
mol  K)  298 K

1.50 atm  2.5 L
 44 g/mole

 29. Density  mass/volume. As tempera-
ture increases, volume will also 
increase. The mass will remain 
constant. Therefore, the density  
will decrease.

MM 
Activity

What was 
represented?

How is this using 
models?

1A.8 Atoms, 
molecules, 
metals

Allows visualization 
and conceptualization 
of things that cannot  
be seen.

1B.11 Ionic 
compounds

Size represented 
charge, using 
something concrete to 
represent the abstract

1C.11 Redox  
reactions

Dots represented 
electrons, symbols 
represented atoms, 
electron transfer 
shown.

1D.2 Atoms, 
molecules, 
formula units, 
reactions

Allows visualization 
and conceptualization 
of things that cannot  
be seen.

2B.2 Gas particles Behavior of balls is 
analogous to gas 
behavior—concrete 
represents unseen.

how are models 
and theories useful 
in explaining and 
predicting behavior  
of gases?
Student answers should include:
• Both KMT and the ideal gas law can 
be considered models of gas behavior. 
KMT explains, and the ideal gas law 
is used to calculate, what happens 
when conditions under which a gas is 
observed are changed. The distinction 
between what KMT and the ideal gas 
law do typifies the difference between 
theories and laws. Phase changes and 
non-ideal behavior are examples of 
what happens at the boundaries of 
applicability of models and theories.
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Extending the Concepts
3 4. Consider the behavior of an ideal gas as 

described by the postulates of the kinetic 
molecular theory. For each postulate, 
predict how gas behavior might change if 
the postulate did not hold.

3 5. 
extensively in theoretical and applied 
chemistry work.

a. Find out how closely scientists have 
approached a temperature of zero kelvins 

b. Results from research in cryogenics  
have suggested intriguing applications  
of low-temperature chemistry and 
physics concepts. Report on activities  
in this field.

199

Gas molecules are in constant, 
random motion. They collide with 
each other and with the walls of their 
container or surrounding objects. 
Gas pressure is caused by molecular 
collisions with container walls.
 If the postulate did not hold, gas 
might not exert pressure, gas mol-
ecules could remain stationary or 
accumulate on the bottom or walls  
of a container, and gases would not 
diffuse. 
 Molecular collisions are elastic.  
This means that although individual 
molecules in a gas sample may gain 
or lose kinetic energy, there is no 
gain or loss in total kinetic energy 
from all of these collisions.
 If the postulate did not hold, gas 
particles could stick together when 
they collided or get hotter when 
some of the collision energy was 
transformed into heat. Also, particles 
might stick to the sides of containers 
rather than increasing pressure.
 At a given temperature, gas 
molecules have a range of kinetic 
energies. However, the average 
kinetic energy of the molecules is 
constant and depends only on the 
temperature of the gas sample. 
Therefore, molecules of different 
gases at the same temperature have 
equal average kinetic energies. As 
gas temperature increases, the 
average velocity and kinetic energy 
of the gas molecules also increase.
 If the postulate did not hold, the 
velocity and kinetic energy (and 
pressure) of a gas would be unpre-
dictable. Pressure would depend on 
the identity of the gas. Kinetic energy 
might be affected by pressure.

35. a.  Students will learn that physicists 
have approached absolute zero 
(zero kelvins) to within a tiny 
fraction of one kelvin. For exam-
ple, in 2000, scientists in the  
Low Temperature Lab, Helsinki 
University of Technology,  
cooled a piece of rhodium  
metal to 0.000 000 000 1 K  
(100 picokelvins).

b. Cryogenic temperatures are cust- 
omarily regarded as below –150 °C 
(123 K). Cryogenic applications 
include superconducting electro-
magnets, food preservation, 
cryogenic fuels, cryosurgery, metal 
tempering, and liquefied gases. 
(Cryogenics is sometimes confused 
with cryonics—controversial 
attempts at cryopreservation of the 
human body, viewed with skepti-
cism by most scientists and 
physicians.)

 mass of gas—determine the mass 
of the flask with air. Determine the 
mass of the flask with the un-
known gas. Find the mass of the 
empty flask by subtracting the 
mass of air (mass of air  volume 
of air  density of air). Calculate 
the mass of the gas by subtract- 
ing the mass of the empty flask 
from the mass of the flask and gas.

extending the concepts 
 34. Gases consist of tiny particles 

(molecules) whose size is negligible 
compared with the great distances 
that separate them. 
 If the postulate did not hold,  
forces among particles would be 
more important, so the identity of  
the gas would affect gas-behavior 
calculations. Gases could be much 
more dense and pressure could 
increase accordingly.
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200 Unit 2 Air: Designing Scientific Investigations

CHEMISTRY AT WORK
Q&A

History isn’t just a class you take in school. It’s all around us! 
Almost every city in the United States is loaded with places and 
objects much older than you and your classmates—combined. 
Every day, these historical artifacts and buildings are under pres-
sure from chemical forces that threaten to age them. Read on to 
see how one chemist is working to save history by stopping time 
in its tracks.  

Q.  What is historic preservation, and how does 
chemistry �t in?

A. Historic preservation is the process of preserving,  
conserving, or protecting historic sites or buildings, statues, 
or monuments. Materials constantly undergo chemical reac-
tions with surrounding air and precipitation that cause them 
to deteriorate, stain, or age. Using chemistry, we can slow 
these changes.

Q.  How did you get interested in chemistry?

A. Both my parents were scientists. My mom was a chemist, 
and my dad was a biologist, so science runs in the family. I 
started off thinking I’d be a chemist, but I also wanted to 
spend time outdoors doing field work. In college, I 

did an independent study project with a geochemist, a scien-
tist who combines the study of chemistry with geology. I 
learned that I could study chemistry at sea. I worked for a 
year at an oil field research company, then got my master’s 
degree in marine chemistry. This field studies how ocean 
water is affected by natural processes, such as what rivers 
add, or human activities, such as agricultural and industrial 
runoff. I got my doctoral degree in marine geology. 

Q.  How did you get involved in historic 
preservation?

A. While in graduate school, I started making personal 
choices about how to minimize my impact on the environ-
ment. I decided that if I lived in an old house instead of a new 
house made of new materials, I could greatly reduce the effect 
I have on the environment. Later, in an effort to save a neigh-
borhood landmark from demolition, I got to know other com-
munity members who were involved in historic preservation.  
I began looking for ways that my scientific degree could make  
a difference in the historic preservation field. 

Carol Chin, Preservation Scientist  
at the National Center for  

Preservation Technology and  
Training in Natchitoches, Louisiana

200

cHEmistry At Work
This Chemistry at Work feature about  
Dr. Carol Chin appears after the basic gas 
laws are introduced and before students 
begin to study environmental chemistry. 
It comes as students are being asked to 
refine their questions for the unit project 
designing air-quality investigations. But 
most importantly, it sets a background 
for the gas chemistry and air pollution 
topics to come in Sections C and D. 
Students will investigate acid rain in 
Section D, observing the effects of an 
acidic atmosphere on a variety of 
substances including metals, minerals, 
plants, and indicator. Discussion of Dr. 
Chin’s work can be a great way to set  
the stage for this topic. It would also be 
useful in broadening students’ thinking 
about investigation topics for their final 
project.

Implementation
Start the discussion by asking students 
why it might be important to preserve 
historic buildings. Are there any local 
buildings that have been restored or are 
in the process of being restored? Your 
local historical society (or school’s 
history department) may be able to help. 

Demonstration Ideas
You can demonstrate the reaction 
between marble chips and acid by 
placing 1 M HCl on marble chips. 
Remember to wear goggles and protec-
tive clothing. 

U
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Q. What does your job entail?

A. I work for the National Center for Preservation Technology and Training (NCPTT),  
a part of the National Park Service. NCPTT does research to develop preservation tech-
nologies. My group is mostly involved with finding new ways to preserve monuments 
and structures made of marble or limestone. These materials are especially susceptible  
to acid rain.

Q.  What is acid rain, and how does it affect these 
stones?

A. Carbon dioxide and sulfur dioxide, which mostly come from 
burning fossil fuels, produce acid when they combine with water. 
Marble and limestone are made of calcium carbonate. When acid 
rain interacts with calcium carbonate, an acid-base reaction takes 
place that deteriorates the stone. Want to see how acid affects cal-
cium carbonate? Try putting an antacid tablet in a glass of vinegar. 
The vinegar breaks down the antacid. We want to protect monu-
ments from the same fate. 

Q.  How do you protect these monuments?

A. One way is by using consolidants, such as synthetic sealants, 
to strengthen the surfaces of stones. There’s a fine line between 
sealing a surface and protecting it, though. You don’t want to 
create an impermeable surface that traps moisture that can cause 
further degradation. Some consolidants work by chemically bind-

ing with the surface and helping to strengthen it, the way fluoride in toothpaste protects 
your teeth. Others provide a protective coating on the surface, which limits the effects of 
the environment on the surface of 
the stone. Since every historic 
object is different, we evaluate  
different consolidants to see 
which works best in each  
situation.

Q.  How do I become a 
preservation chemist?

A. It is important to have a strong 
background in chemistry.  Some 
people in this field have degrees 
in historic preservation, materials 
science, or art conservation. But 
there are lots of unconventional 
paths to this kind of job, like mine! 
I got here because I was looking for a way to use my scientific background to make a 
more direct difference in environmental issues. If we learn how to preserve and continue 
to use sites, objects, and structures, then we won’t have to use as many new resources 
and materials and ultimately we will have less of an effect on the environment. I think 
you have to do what you enjoy—otherwise, why do it? 

Chemistry at Work 201

201
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 Using the Figures
Ask the students to describe what 
the man in the photo appears to be 
doing. If students look closely, they 
should see that he has a paintbrush 
and may suggest that he is painting 
or cleaning the surface of the build-
ing. He is actually applying a sealant 
to the surface of the building. Seal-
ants like this, called consolidants, are 
used for two main reasons. The first is 
to strengthen the surface by binding 
the stones together. The second is to 
provide a coating that protects the 
surface from further damage. Details 
about how such consolidants work 
are described on the blog at: http://
blog.conservation-us.org/blogpost 
.cfm?threadid=3608&catid=174

a

 Using the Figures
The photo shows a calcium  
carbonate-based antacid tablet in 
vinegar. You could demonstrate this 
reaction so that students can see 
how it progresses over time. Be sure 
to find antacid tablets that contain 
calcium carbonate, not aluminum or 
magnesium hydroxide.
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INTERACTIONS OF 
MATTER AND ENERGY 
IN ATMOSPHERES
What does evidence reveal about  
properties of Earth’s atmosphere?

As you posed and refined the guiding question for your air-quality 
investigation, you may have noted that the study of Earth’s atmosphere 
is quite complex. You have begun to understand some of the variables 
in this complex system by collecting evidence about gas behavior in 
Sections A and B. To be able to make specific claims about air-quality 
issues, however, one must often study and collect evidence about inter-
actions among variables within the system. In Earth’s atmosphere, this 
means considering mixtures and reactions of atmospheric gases, as well 
as the role of solar radiation. 

As you explore the complexity of Earth’s atmosphere in this section, 
start to decide which components and interactions you will need to 
include in your air-quality investigation. Remember that you will design 
procedures to gather evidence that could support an answer to your 
question, and then refine these procedures before preparing a scientific 
poster to describe your proposed investigation in Putting It All 
Together.

GOALS

energy, frequency, and wavelength and identify types of 
electromagnetic radiation.

including how the greenhouse effect works.

problems.

theory.

is used to make claims about the natural world. 

202 Unit 2 Air: Designing Scientific Investigations

SECTIONC

202

The first part of Section C introduces  
the structure of Earth’s atmosphere and 
common atmospheric gases, including 
carbon dioxide. The remainder of the 
section focuses on the interaction of 
radiation and matter in the atmosphere. 
This begins with a discussion of the 
electromagnetic spectrum and the nature 
of energy input from the sun to earth, 
then introduces the greenhouse effect, 
including the role of CO2. Students  
also continue to develop their own air- 
quality investigations by considering the 
roles of claims and evidence in scientific 
investigations.

Using the section 
Question
As the section begins, students graph 
data (evidence) regarding conditions 
within Earth’s atmosphere. Later, they 
consider the behavior of gases in 
mixtures and reactions. They also 
generate and collect evidence about the 
behavior of CO2. Finally, students gain 
knowledge about radiation in Earth’s 
atmosphere. At the end of the section, 
students should be able to combine what 
they have learned to describe Earth’s 
atmosphere using scientific evidence.

goals
Goals in Section C include describing 
and explaining solar radiation, compo-
nents of the atmosphere, and gaseous 
reactions. These ideas are used to help 
students build an evidence-based 
understanding of Earth’s atmosphere.
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SECTION C  Interactions of Matter and Energy in Atmospheres 203

C.1  GASES IN OUR ATMOSPHERE
Throughout this unit, you have studied gases and their behavior, often within 
closed or controlled systems. In fact, most of Earth’s gaseous substances are 

sphere, an atmosphere is the collection of gases held by a planet or other 
astronomical body through gravitational attraction. Although many planets 
and some moons are known to have atmospheres, far more is known about 
Earth’s atmosphere than any others. Scientists study atmospheres for varied 
reasons: geologists can learn about the geological history of a planet from  
its atmosphere; meteorologists can understand its climate; and biologists  
can evaluate the likelihood of past, present, or future life. Chemists study 
atmospheres primarily to understand interactions of substances within atmo-
spheres. On Earth, these interactions are affected significantly by the actions 
of living organisms, particularly human beings.

P1.  According to the ideal gas law, which of the properties of gases—
pressure, volume, temperature, and number of moles—are directly 
proportional?

2.  What does Avogadro’s law state regarding equal volumes of gases?
3.  Use KMT to explain why 
 a. gases expand to fill the space available.
 b.  gas pressure is proportional to temperature at constant volume.

4. What are the key components of Earth’s atmosphere?

CHEMQUANDARY

Suppose it were possible for you to fly from Earth’s surface up to  
the farthest regions of the atmosphere (see Figure 2.29 on page 204). 
What do you think you would encounter as you traveled 5, 10, or  
50 km away from Earth? Would the air temperature change? Would 
you be surrounded by the same mixture of gas molecules as your  
altitude increased?

TRAVELING THE ATMOSPHERE 

203

Pconcept check 6
1. (Concepts developed in Sections 

B.4–B.6.) Pressure and volume are 
both directly proportional to tempera-
ture and moles of gas in the sample.

2. (Concepts developed in Sections 
B.4–B.7.) Avogadro’s law states that at 
the same temperature and pressure, 
equal volumes of gases contain the 
same number of moles of gas.

3. (Concepts developed in Sections B.1, 
B.2, and B.4.) 
a. The kinetic molecular theory states 

that gas particles are in constant, 
random motion and experience 
elastic collisions with other 
particles and the walls of their 
container. This constant motion 
(and large space between particles) 
means that the gas particles will 
spread out to whatever volume is 
available to them.

b. The kinetic molecular theory states 
that as the temperature increases, 
the average molecular speed of the 
gas particles increases. This 
increase in speed results in a 
greater number of more forceful col-
lisions with the walls of the 
container. Thus pressure increases.

4. (Looking ahead; answers will be based 
on students’ prior knowledge.) 
Students will likely know at least 2–3 
gases that make up the Earth’s 
atmosphere, such as oxygen, nitrogen, 
carbon dioxide, and water vapor. 

c.1 GAsEs in our 
AtmosPHErE
This brief section defines the term 
atmosphere and discusses some reasons 
that scientists study atmospheres 
(Earth’s and others). This provides an 
opportunity to connect to other science 
disciplines and find out what students 
already know about Earth’s atmosphere. 
The ChemQuandary then asks students 
to take an imaginary flight upward to 
predict atmospheric conditions at 
various altitudes. This leads to the 
Developing Skills activity that follows.

CHEMQUANDARY
trAVElinG tHE 
AtmosPHErE
Unless students have studied earth- 
system science or look at the table on 
the adjacent page, their answers would 
reasonably be that the amount of oxygen 
decreases, the temperature drops, and 
the pressure drops as one travels upward 
in the atmosphere. Leading an open-
ended discussion without giving them 
answers will set the stage for the 
graphing activity in Section C.2. 
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204 Unit 2 Air: Designing Scientific Investigations

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
C.2  GRAPHING ATMOSPHERIC DATA

Sample Problem: Predict the shape of the graph for a y versus x 
plot of air temperature versus altitude.

With increasing altitude, air temperature decreases, then increases, 
then decreases again. The graph will not be linear or regular; it will 
go down, then up, then down again.

Figure 2.29  Just how thin is the atmosphere that surrounds us?  
Looking up from Earth, the skies can seem endless. This view  
highlights the narrow strip of atmosphere that separates Earth  
from space.

Although you cannot take a trip such as the one described in the ChemQuan-
dary right now, you can find answers to many questions about the atmo-
sphere. Technology allows scientists to measure a range of air characteristics 
at different altitudes. In the following activity, you will analyze atmospheric 
data collected at altitudes up to 80 km. As you do so, think about how these 
data are used to describe the properties of Earth’s atmosphere.

Table 2.3 summarizes atmospheric data gathered at various altitudes. Use 
the information to answer the questions that follow:

 1. Predict the shape of the graph for a y versus x plot of air pressure 
versus altitude.

204

a Using the Figures
figure 2.29 Estimating the thick-
ness of Earth’s atmosphere is trickier 
than one might think. The notion—
“the higher the elevation, the less 
dense the atmosphere, but it never 
quite goes to zero”—is an example 
of asymptotic behavior (like the 
concept of half-life). If you visualize a 
boundary containing 99% of the at-
mosphere, it would be located 31 km 
above Earth’s surface. Invite students 
to compare that distance with earth’s 
diameter, 12 742 km.

  

DS   c.2 GrAPHinG 
AtmosPHEric dAtA

By graphing atmospheric data, students 
can identify the effect of increasing 
altitude on temperature and air pressure. 
Encourage students to use their best 
techniques to construct their graphs and 
to draw their best fit lines. (Graphs may 
also be computer generated.) Advise 
students that a warming trend exists from 
83 km (the start of the thermosphere) to 
700 km that is not reflected in the data 
in Table 2.3.

Answers
1. Predictions will vary, but should 

indicate that with increasing altitude,  
air temperature will first decrease, 
then increase, then decrease again (a) 
and air pressure will decrease (b).
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SECTION C  Interactions of Matter and Energy in Atmospheres 205

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
C.2  GRAPHING ATMOSPHERIC DATA

 2. Prepare graphs according to the following instructions:

a. Plot air temperature versus altitude data.

b. Plot pressure versus altitude data.

Note: The 
graph line may be straight or curved.)

 3. Consider your graphs.

b. Which graph follows a more regular pattern? Why?

c. Explain the trend of your air pressure versus altitude graph using KMT.

 4. Based on the data in Table 2.3, would you expect air pressure to rise or fall if 
you traveled from sea level (0 km) to

a. Pike’s Peak (4301 m above sea level)?

 5. Suppose you gathered 1-L samples of air at several altitudes. 

a. How would the following values change with altitude?

  i. mass of the air sample

  ii. total molecules in the air sample

b. If you were to plot air-sample mass versus the number of molecules 
contained in the sample, what would the graph look like? Why?

c. If you were to plot air pressure versus the number of molecules contained 
in the sample, what would the graph look like? Why?

d. Would each sample have the same composition? How do you know?

Table 2.3

 

Altitude (km)

Air  
Temperature 

(°C)
Air Pressure 

(mmHg)
Mass (g) of  

1-L Air Sample
Molecules in 

1-L Air Sample

 0  20  760  1.20 250  1020

 5  –12  407  0.73 150  1020

 10  –45  218  0.41   90  1020

 12  –60  170  0.37   77  1020

 20  –53  62  0.13   27  1020

 30  –38  18  0.035     7  1020

 40  –18  5.1  0.009     2  1020

 50  2  1.5  0.003  0.5  1020

 60  –26  0.42  0.0007  0.2  1020

 80  –87  0.03  0.00007     0.02  1020

Atmospheric Data 
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2. Graphs should resemble those below. 
a.

b. 

c. The best fit line for (a) is made of 
three straight lines through plotted 
data. An exponential curve is the 
best line for (b).

3. a.  Answers will vary, depending on 
students’ predictions in Answer 1. 
Responses should address inconsis-
tencies between those predictions 
and the graphs.

b. Pressure, because temperature 
changes direction more than once. 

c. The number of gas molecules 
decreases fairly regularly with 
altitude, and thus pressure also 
decreases.

4. a.  Fall. Increased altitude means 
fewer gas molecules, which reduces 
pressure.

b. Rise. Decreased altitude means 
more gas molecules, which  
increases pressure.

5. a.  i.  Mass would decrease with  
increasing altitude.

  ii.  The number of molecules would 
decrease with increasing altitude.

b. A straight line. As long as relative 
composition is consistent, air- 
sample mass depends only on the 
number of gas molecules, so they 
are directly related.

c. A straight line. As long as tempera-
ture is constant, pressure depends 
on the number of gas molecules, so 
they are directly related.

d. No. Samples would contain fewer 
molecules at higher altitudes.
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206 Unit 2 Air: Designing Scientific Investigations

 6. Scientists often characterize Earth’s atmosphere as being composed of 
four general layers. 

a. Mark the graphs you prepared in Question 2 with lines at 
appropriate altitudes to indicate where you think the general 
transitions between atmospheric layers might be.

b. How confident are you in marking these transitions on your 
graph? Explain.

c. Which of these layers will your planned experiment investigate?

C.3  STRUCTURE OF EARTH’S  
ATMOSPHERE

-
tinct layers of Earth’s atmosphere. In order, the four layers are the tropo-
sphere (nearest Earth’s surface), the stratosphere, the mesosphere, and the 
thermosphere (outermost layer). Trends in measurements of atmospheric 

C.2), chemical composition, density, and patterns of movement allow the 
layers to be distinguished from one another. Most of the atmosphere’s mass 
and all of its weather are located within 10 to 15 km of Earth’s surface in the 
layer known as the troposphere. This is a very small distance compared to 
the size of Earth. If Earth were roughly the size of a softball, the troposphere 
would be about the thickness of a coat of varnish or paint applied to the ball. 
Put another way, the highest point on Earth, Mt. Everest, is 8.8 km high. If it 
were only twice as tall, it would reach the top of the troposphere. 

-
ably uniform around the world. This mixture is what we commonly refer to 
as air. Table 2.4 lists the main components of the troposphere. The relative 
abundance of a component in a mixture is described by its concentration, 
which expresses the quantity of a substance in a specified quantity of mix-
ture or other substance. In gaseous mixtures, concentration is often mea-
sured in terms of percent by volume.  For example, if a sample of natural gas 
(a common fuel) contains 700 cubic meters (m3) of methane (CH4) in 1000 m3 
of gas, it has a methane concentration of 70%. Smaller concentrations may 
be expressed in parts per million (ppm), which for gases means 1 cm3 (1 mL) 
of substance in 1 m3 (1000 L) of gaseous mixture.

In the mixture of gases we call air, nitrogen is the most abundant compo-
nent, followed by oxygen and substantially lower amounts of argon and car-
bon dioxide. In addition to the gases listed in Table 2.4, air samples can 
contain up to 5% water vapor; in most locations the water vapor range is 
from 1 to 3%. Other gases naturally present in air at concentrations below 
0.0001% (1 ppm) include hydrogen gas (H2), xenon (Xe), ozone (O3), nitro-
gen oxides (NO and NO2), carbon monoxide (CO), and sulfur dioxide (SO2). 
Chemical analysis reveals that ancient air trapped in glacial ice has about 
the same chemical makeup as does our current atmosphere (Figure 2.30). 

206

6. a.  Students should identify layers 
with about these thicknesses: 
troposphere 0–12 km, stratosphere 
12–50 km, mesosphere 50–83 km, 
and thermosphere 83–700 km.

b. Answers will vary, but students 
may express low confidence in 
marking this transition, because 
they did not graph data for the 
thermosphere and the data are 
collected at large intervals.

c. Most students will indicate that 
they will study the troposphere 
(since it is most accessible), but 
some may choose the stratosphere. 

c.3 structurE of EArtH’s 
AtmosPHErE
Students examine the composition of the 
first 10 to 15 km of Earth’s atmosphere. 
The composition of the troposphere has 
remained constant over time, except for 
CO2 concentration. Gaseous components 
are discussed in terms of their percent 
abundances and, in some cases, parts 
per million (ppm). This leads to the 
introduction of concentration, which 
will be revisited in more detail in Unit 4.

A brief review of ppm and ppb may 
help students visualize the minute 
concentrations of some air components. 
Some useful analogies include: one part 
per million (ppm) is one penny out of 
$10 000; one second in 11.7 days; a 
pitcher of tea in an Olympic-size 
swimming pool; or one pinch of salt on 
20 pounds of potato chips! 

One part per billion (ppb) is one  
step on a journey 19 times around  
Earth (at the equator); one penny out  
of $10 000 000; one second in 32 years;  
a marble in a football field filled with 
marbles 1 ft deep; one drop in a full rail- 
road tank car; one drop in a full Olympic- 
size swimming pool; or one pinch of salt 
on 10 tons of potato chips! 

Other analogies for parts per million 
can be found at the following sites:
http://www.nesc.wvu.edu/ndwc/
articles/OT/FA04/Q&A.pdf
http://waterontheweb.org/resources/
conversiontables.html
http://www.vanishingzero.org/ 
vanishingzero/Measurement_Analogies 
.html
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SECTION C  Interactions of Matter and Energy in Atmospheres 207

This finding suggests that there has been little change, except for carbon 
dioxide concentrations, in tropospheric air over a very long time.

Human activity and natural phenomena such as volcanic eruptions can 
alter the concentrations of some trace gases and add other substances to air. 
This may lead to decreased air quality, as you will learn later in this unit. In 
the next activity, you will construct models of gaseous mixtures in order to 
make a macroscopic substance (air) that is usually invisible a little easier  
to imagine.

Figure 2.30  Analysis of gases  
trapped in glacial ice shows that the 
composition of the atmosphere has not 
changed much since ancient times.

Table 2.4

 

Substance Formula
Percent of All Gas 

Molecules

Major components

Nitrogen  N2  78.08

Oxygen  O2  20.95

Minor components

Argon  Ar  0.93

Carbon dioxide  CO2  0.033

Trace components

Neon  Ne  0.0018

Ammonia  NH3  0.0010

Helium  He  0.0005

Methane  CH4  0.0002

Krypton  Kr  0.0001

Gaseous Components of Dry Tropospheric Air
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 Using the Figures
figure 2.30 Researchers use ice 
cores, cylinders of ice drilled out of 
polar ice sheets or glaciers, to inves-
tigate the history of Earth’s climate. 
When snow falls, it carries substances 
that are in the air at the time, and 
(in places where temperatures are 
rarely above freezing, such as in polar 
regions or at high altitude) the snow 
from one year piles onto previous 
years’ snowfall. As each year’s snow- 
fall is buried by successive years’ 
snowfall, the substances it carried are 
buried with it. By drilling down from 
the surface of an ice sheet and ana-
lyzing snow from greater and greater 
depths, scientists obtain a history of 
the substances in the air.

Further, deeper snow traps small 
pockets of air as it turns into ice from 
the pressure of snow above it. Thus, 
ice sheets trap air itself. Analyzing 
this trapped air provides information 
about the composition of the atmo-
sphere at the time the ice formed. 
Typically, analysis involves isotopic 
dating techniques, calculating the 
ratio of O-18 to O-16. This isotopic 
ratio provides information about an-
cient climates because it is influenced 
by atmospheric temperature fluctua-
tions. Ice cores also provide informa-
tion about historical CO2 levels in the 
environment.

The National Ice Core Laboratory 
in Lakewood, Colorado, is dedicated 
to examining, sampling, and analyz-
ing ice cores. For more information 
about ice cores and the NICL, visit 
http://nicl.usgs.gov/who.htm.
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208 Unit 2 Air: Designing Scientific Investigations

 MODELING MATTER
C.4  MIXTURES OF GASES
Think back to the models that you have constructed so far in this course. 
You have drawn atoms and molecules, modeled the movement of electrons, 
represented reactions, and illustrated movements of gas molecules. In this 
activity, you will combine the skills and concepts you have learned in ear-
lier activities with some ideas about mixtures to draw models of gaseous 
mixtures that might be found in the laboratory or in the atmosphere.

To begin, consider this example: Suppose you want to draw a model of 
two gaseous compounds in a homogenous mixture. We first need to look 
closely at this description. You know that compounds are composed of atoms 
of two or more different elements linked together by chemical bonds. The 
fact that the compounds are in the gaseous state tells us that the molecules 
are relatively far apart and moving rapidly. A mixture is created when two or 
more substances combine, yet each retains its individual properties. A homo-
geneous mixture is uniform throughout, so the two compounds in this exam-
ple should be intermingled and evenly distributed. 

Suppose a molecule of one of these gaseous compounds contains two dif-
ferent atoms. To represent this molecule, you could draw two differently 
shaded or labeled circles to denote atoms of the two elements and a line con-
necting the atoms to indicate a bond, like this:

 
Suppose the other compound is composed of molecules made up of three 

atoms, and that two atoms are of the same element. You now need to decide 
on the order that the atoms should be connected: the unique atom (Y) could 
be in the middle, X–Y–X, or on the end, X–X–Y. As long as you draw this 
imaginary compound in the same way every time, it doesn’t matter which 
way you do it for this activity. However, the way in which atoms are con-
nected in real compounds does, in fact, make a difference; X–Y–X would be 
quite a different molecule from X–X–Y.

a b c
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MM    c.4 mixturEs of 
GAsEs

In this activity, students represent a 
variety of gaseous mixtures. This helps 
to conceptualize the terms heteroge-
neous and homogeneous, and reviews 
ideas about compounds, elements,  
and diatomic molecules. Students  
also consider the limitations of two-
dimensional, static models in the 
context of gas behavior with reference  
to KMT.

TRM  
 
hANDoUT
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SECTION C  Interactions of Matter and Energy in Atmospheres 209

Examine the three models (a, b, and c) in the illustration on page 208. 
Which best represents a homogeneous mixture of the two compounds just 
described? You are correct if you said that b is the best visual model. The 
two types of molecules are uniformly mixed, and the atoms are shaded to 
indicate that they represent different elements. In a the mixture is not homo-
geneous because the molecules are not uniformly mixed. Model c contains 
three different compounds instead of two. Notice that in a, bonded atoms in 
each molecule are connected by lines. In b and c, bonded atoms just touch 
each other. Both representations are used by chemists; either one is accept-
able in this activity. Note that it was the key features of each model pro-
vided—the number of distinct substances and their distribution in the con-
tainer—that allowed you to choose the best representation. 

Now it is your turn to create and evaluate visual models of gaseous matter.

 1.  
different gaseous elements. 

 2. What kind of matter does the following model represent?  
Explain your answer.

  3. 

a. a mixture of gaseous elements X and Z

b. a two-atom gaseous compound of X and Z

c. a four-atom gaseous compound of X and Z

 4. Compare each visual representation that you created in Question 3 
with those of your classmates.

a. What are the key features of the models?

b. Although the models may look a little different, does each set 
depict the same type of sample? Comment on any similarities and 
differences.

of matter being depicted? Explain.

 MODELING MATTER
C.4  MIXTURES OF GASES
Think back to the models that you have constructed so far in this course. 
You have drawn atoms and molecules, modeled the movement of electrons, 
represented reactions, and illustrated movements of gas molecules. In this 
activity, you will combine the skills and concepts you have learned in ear-
lier activities with some ideas about mixtures to draw models of gaseous 
mixtures that might be found in the laboratory or in the atmosphere.

To begin, consider this example: Suppose you want to draw a model of 
two gaseous compounds in a homogenous mixture. We first need to look 
closely at this description. You know that compounds are composed of atoms 
of two or more different elements linked together by chemical bonds. The 
fact that the compounds are in the gaseous state tells us that the molecules 
are relatively far apart and moving rapidly. A mixture is created when two or 
more substances combine, yet each retains its individual properties. A homo-
geneous mixture is uniform throughout, so the two compounds in this exam-
ple should be intermingled and evenly distributed. 

Suppose a molecule of one of these gaseous compounds contains two dif-
ferent atoms. To represent this molecule, you could draw two differently 
shaded or labeled circles to denote atoms of the two elements and a line con-
necting the atoms to indicate a bond, like this:

 
Suppose the other compound is composed of molecules made up of three 

atoms, and that two atoms are of the same element. You now need to decide 
on the order that the atoms should be connected: the unique atom (Y) could 
be in the middle, X–Y–X, or on the end, X–X–Y. As long as you draw this 
imaginary compound in the same way every time, it doesn’t matter which 
way you do it for this activity. However, the way in which atoms are con-
nected in real compounds does, in fact, make a difference; X–Y–X would be 
quite a different molecule from X–X–Y.
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3. a.  The particles should be spread far 
apart and mixed uniformly 
throughout the space available, 
with several atoms or molecules of 
each of two gases. The gases could 
each be either monatomic or 
diatomic, as discussed in Answer 1. 
For example:

x

x

x

x
x

x
z

z

z

z

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 2006     New Fig.: 2CUN04
First Pass: 2010-09-06

b. The atoms should be depicted as 
distinctly different and bonded 
together. For example:

x x

x x

z z

z

z

x z

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 2007     New Fig.: 2CUN05
First Pass: 2010-09-06

c. There are many ways to connect the 
atoms. Any combination that 
connects four atoms with at least 
one atom each of X and Z is 
acceptable. The essential idea for 
students to depict is that every 
molecule has the same number of 
each kind of atom connected in 
exactly the same way. An example 
(X and Z are not labeled):

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 2008     New Fig.: 2CUN06
First Pass: 2010-09-06

4. a.  Student answers will vary. Key 
features identified may include that 
the molecules are far apart (as in a 
gas) and that atoms of different 
elements are depicted differently. 

b. Student answers will vary. Most 
will find that their models are 
similar but differ in size, color,  
and number of atoms/molecules 
depicted. The three- and four-atom 
molecules may differ in the order 
that the atoms are connected.

c. Student answers will vary, but they 
may indicate that the differences 
helped them identify any errors  
and recognize underlying concepts 
(especially differences between 
elements and compounds).

Answers
1. This drawing should depict three 

different gaseous elements. Gaseous 
elements can be monatomic (single 
atom), such as the noble gases, or 
diatomic (two bonded atoms), like 
oxygen and chlorine. Diatomic 
sketches should clearly indicate that 
the two atoms are identical. The 
molecules should be separated and 
uniformly distributed to indicate the 
gaseous state. For example: 

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 2005     New Fig.: 2CUN03
First Pass: 2010-09-06

2. This model represents a gaseous, 
heterogeneous mixture of two molecu-
lar substances, each consisting of two 
types of atoms.
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210 Unit 2 Air: Designing Scientific Investigations

 5. 
molecules. Refer to Table 2.4 (page 207) for appropriate proportions 
of substances. Remember that you cannot draw partial molecules, so 
some trace components may have to be omitted from your drawing. 
Also, recall that some elements in air are diatomic, meaning that they 
normally exist as a two-atom molecule.

 6. Another student was asked to draw a model of a mixture composed 
of an element and a compound: 

  Comment on the usefulness of the student’s drawing.

 7. 
molecules.

b. What particular difficulties are involved in representing gases?

c. What are some characteristics that good models of matter should 
have?

d. How do these models help you understand the behavior of gases 
in the laboratory and the atmosphere?

e. How could models be helpful as you design your investigation?

f. How could you use models to help others understand your 
investigation?

As you continue studying chemistry, you will encounter visual models of 
matter similar to those in this activity. When you see them, think about their 
usefulness as well as their possible limitations.

P1. How do scientists distinguish the layers of the atmosphere?
2.  Would you consider the atmosphere a heterogeneous or  

homogeneous mixture? Explain.
3.  Do gases in the atmosphere ever react with one another?  

How do you know?
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5. Student answers will vary, but should 
depict mostly nitrogen (~80%) and 
oxygen (~20%). For 20 molecules, 
students would draw 16 N2 molecules 
and 4 O2 molecules. Some students 
may draw a single argon atom (if they 
draw 100 total particles).

6. It is a reasonable model of a mixture 
of an element and a compound, 
representing the element as a di-
atomic molecule (as in H2 or O2). It 
would also be acceptable to have the 
element as single free atoms (as in He 
or Ne). This student has represented 
the compound with two atoms. Other 
structures are possible so long as the 
compound is always represented in 
the same way and is clearly composed 
of at least two different elements. This 
model shows a gaseous mixture. 
Other states might be represented 
with the molecules/atoms closer 
together.

7. a.  Two-dimensional models can be 
misleading. For example, it is 
difficult to depict three-dimen-
sional shapes. One example is 
ammonia, which has molecules 
shaped like pyramids with triangu-
lar bases. Drawings often suggest a 
more planar arrangement of the 
atoms. Another limitation of 
two-dimensional representations is 
the difficulty of showing vibrations 
and movements of molecules. We 
know from KMT that molecules are 
always in motion. Two-dimensional 
representations do not depict these 
dynamics. 

b. The second limitation stated in (a) 
particularly applies when trying to 
represent gases. The gas particles 
are constantly moving randomly 
and collide frequently with each 
other and with the walls of their 
container. Drawing a static repre-
sentation might be considered a 
“snapshot” of what’s happening 
with the gaseous molecules, but it 
does not capture the various speeds 
and collisions that the particles are 
experiencing. In addition, these 
representations are not often drawn 
to scale, which would require about 
10 times more space between 
molecules than the size of the 
actual gaseous molecules.

c.  Good models reflect the nature of  
the concept they represent. Models 
should be clear and easy to visual-
ize and understand. Good models 
extend understanding by revealing 
interactions and relationships.

d. These models help to visualize 
gases filling up their containers (in 
the lab) and as mixtures in the 
atmosphere. It helps to remind us 

that gases are matter, with mass and 
volume, even if we can’t see gases 
with our unaided senses.

e.  Models can help to visualize 
important variables that need to be 
considered and to evaluate whether 
a particular procedure will be 
reasonable. For instance, suppose 
an investigation calls for heating a 
closed volume of gas. Being able to 
visualize and draw models of what 
will happen to the gases in the 
container may allow students to 
realize this could be a safety issue, 
because the gases will move more 

quickly and cause more pressure 
inside the container. Models can 
also be useful in predicting out-
comes of the proposed investigation.

f. Drawing models helps to share 
“mental images” of what is likely  
to happen in the investigation. This 
may help students not involved  
in the investigation to better under-
stand the scientific question being 
addressed as well as any explanations 
of results from the investigation.
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SECTION C  Interactions of Matter and Energy in Atmospheres 211

C.5  COLLISION THEORY
In Section B, you were introduced to the kinetic molecular theory (KMT) as 
a way to explain gas behavior. One postulate of KMT includes the idea that 
atoms and molecules collide with one another and with the container  
in which they are stored. When a gas behaves ideally, all such collisions are 
elastic; that is, a molecule bounces away from the container wall or other 
molecule with no loss of energy. Experience tells us, however, that under 
some conditions gas molecules do not just “bounce off,” but react to form 
different substances. For instance, methane gas burns in oxygen to produce 
carbon dioxide and water, and nitrogen gas can combine with hydrogen  
gas to produce ammonia. In each of these processes, gas molecules collide 
with enough energy and at an angle that results in bond-breaking in the  
starting substances. The “released” atoms can form new bonds, making  
different compounds. Energy is required to break the bonds between two 
atoms, whereas energy is released when bonds are formed. This exchange  
of energy can be illustrated using a potential energy diagram, as shown in 
Figure 2.31.

Because gas molecules must have a certain energy and orientation to react 
upon collision, reactive collisions tend to be rare under standard conditions. 
This results in a very slow rate of reaction or product formation. Industrial 
chemists are concerned about controlling the rate of chemical reactions—
often in order to make more product in less time—and thus may introduce a 
catalyst into a reaction between gases. A catalyst is a material that speeds up 
a chemical reaction that would otherwise proceed far more slowly. Enzymes 
that aid in digesting food and in promoting other bodily functions are organic 
catalysts. Although a catalyst participates in the chemical reaction, it is not 
considered a reactant because it emerges unchanged when the reaction is 
complete.

How can a catalyst speed up a reaction and remain unchanged? Collision 
theory states that reactions can occur only if molecules collide with  
sufficient energy and with suitable orientation to disrupt chemical bonds. 

Figure 2.31  Potential energy 
diagram for a typical chemical 
reaction. The activation energy 
represents the minimum energy 
needed to start the reaction.

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6E
Perm Fig.: 2054     New Fig.: 2-31
First Pass: 2010-07-02
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c.5 collision tHEory
Now that students know the atmosphere 
is a mixture of gases, they consider gas 
molecule collisions that result in 
reactions. The potential energy diagram 
(see Figure 2.31) may be new to stu-
dents, and the ideas of bonding and 
energy will be explored more deeply in 
Unit 3. Here, emphasize that for gas 
molecules to react, they must have 
appropriate energy and orientation to 
break and re-form bonds. Point out the 
energy barrier (activation energy) in 
Figure 2.32 and highlight the fact that a 
lower barrier “applies” when using a 
catalyst. Students may be familiar with 
enzymatic catalysts from biology 
courses. Note that surface catalysts, such 
as those in automobile catalytic convert-
ers, work similarly by helping to provide 
an appropriate orientation or energy. 
Some helpful links about catalysts 
include: 
http://resources.schoolscience.co.uk/
JohnsonMatthey/index.htm
http://www.chemistry-react.org/go/
Tutorial/Tutorial_4388.html

Differentiation
TRM 

 
ReADINg gUIDe 

A reading guide is available to help 
students organize the information in 
Section C.5. 

Pconcept check 7
1. (Concepts developed in Sections 

C.1–C.3.) Scientists interpret data 
about pressure and (particularly) 
temperature at different altitudes to 
identify layers in the atmosphere.

2. (Concepts developed in Sections 
C.1–C.4.) Student answers may vary, 
depending on the scale in which they 
view “the atmosphere.” Students may 
say “heterogeneous mixture” if they 
take a large view through all the layers 
of the atmosphere and defend their 
response with such reasoning as, 

“Human-caused pollutants are more 
concentrated in the troposphere than 
in other layers.” If students use a 
smaller volume of the atmosphere as 
their sample, they may be able to 
justify it being a homogeneous 
mixture.

3. (Looking ahead; answers will be  
based on students’ prior knowledge.) 
Students may know about acid rain 
and other atmospheric phenomena 
where gases do react, and they may 
just have some intuition that they  
do. Students who live in smoggy  

areas may use the “brown cloud” as 
evidence that gases must react. Student 
answers to “How do you know?” will 
provide insights into their prior 
knowledge and experiences.
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The minimum energy required for such effective collisions is called the  
activation energy. You can think of the activation energy as an energy bar-
rier that stands between the reactants and the products. See Figure 2.32. 
Reactants must have enough energy to get over the barrier before a reaction 
can occur. That is, the reactants must have sufficient kinetic energy to par-
ticipate in effective molecular collisions. When the energy barrier is high, 
few molecules will have sufficient energy to get over it and the overall reac-
tion will proceed slowly. A catalyst works by providing a different reaction 

pathway, one with lower activation energy. In effect, the catalyst lowers 
the energy barrier. The result is that more molecules have sufficient 
energy to react and form products within a given period of time.

Since the Clean Air Act of 1970 was passed, the Environmental Pro-
tection Agency (EPA) has set emissions standards for automobiles. The 
EPA sets allowable limits for hydrocarbons, nitrogen oxides, and carbon  

monoxide emissions. One major contribution toward meeting 
those standards was the development of the catalytic  

converter, which is a reaction chamber built 
into the exhaust system of motor vehicles, as 
shown in Figure 2.33. In automotive catalytic 
converters, a few grams of platinum, palla-
dium, or rhodium embedded in a noncatalytic 
material such as aluminum oxide (Al2O3) act 
as the catalyst.

In the catalytic converter, exhaust gases and  
outside air pass over several solid catalysts  

that help speed the conversion of potentially 
harmful gases to harmless products—nitrogen 

oxides to nitrogen gas, carbon monoxide to carbon dioxide, and hydrocar-
bons to carbon dioxide and water. Exhaust gases enter the catalytic converter, 

212 Unit 2 Air: Designing Scientific Investigations

Figure 2.32  The catalyst provides an alternative pathway with lower activation energy.

Figure 2.33  A catalytic converter 
(top) is installed in an automobile’s 
exhaust system (bottom).

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6E
Perm Fig.: 2055     New Fig.: 2-32
First Pass: 2010-07-02
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SECTION C  Interactions of Matter and Energy in Atmospheres 213

where, for example, nitrogen oxides and carbon monoxide are removed as 
shown below:

2 NO(g)  2 CO(g) Catalyst  N2(g)  2 CO2(g)

major air-pollution source in many states (see Figure 2.34).

C.6 REACTIONS OF GASES
In order for automobile companies to evaluate the success of a catalytic con-
verter, they must be able to measure the amount of gases produced from the 
reactions within the engine of the car. You may also need to measure the 
amount of gas produced by a gaseous reaction in your air-quality investiga-
tion. Recall from your study of Avogadro’s law (page 187) that all gases have 
the same molar volume under the same conditions. This realization greatly 
simplifies our thinking about chemical reactions involving gases and allows 
industrial chemists to measure the emissions from the tailpipe. For example, 
consider the following chemical equations that involve gaseous reactions:

  N2(g)  O2(g)  2 NO(g)

2 H2(g)  O2(g)  2 H2O(g)

You have learned that coefficients in chemical equations indicate the  
relative numbers of molecules or moles of reactants and products. Based on 
Avogadro’s law, similar calculations also involve volumes of gaseous reac-
tants and products.

Figure 2.34  Many cities and 
towns, and some states, require 
annual testing of exhaust  
emissions.
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c.6 rEActions of GAsEs
Avogadro’s law, that equal volumes  
of gases at the same temperature and 
pressure contain the same number of 
molecules, permits direct calculation  
of gas stoichiometry using gas volumes. 
Because any gas will have the same 
number of molecules in a given volume, 
liters or other volume measurements can 
be substituted for the stoichiometric 
coefficients in a chemical equation. 
Given that 2 H2(g)  O2(g) ∫B 2 H2O(g), 
possible interpretations include:

2 molecules H2 and 1 molecule O2 
react to form 2 molecules H2O.

2 moles H2 and 1 mole O2 react to 
form 2 moles H2O.

2 L H2 and 1 L O2 react to form 2 L 
H2O (all measured at the same  
T and P).

2 mL H2 and 1 mL O2 react to form  
2 mL H2O (all measured at the 
same T and P).

Avogadro’s law and molar volume 
simplify monitoring gaseous reactions 
by measuring the volumes of gases 
involved. This simplification is based  
on the fact that (at constant T and P) gas 
volume is directly proportional to the 
amount of gas (in moles). Thus, volumes 
of gaseous reactants and products can be 
used in place of moles in problems, if T 
and P remain constant.
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214 Unit 2 Air: Designing Scientific Investigations

Hence, the equation representing the reaction between nitrogen and oxy-
gen gases can now be interpreted: 1 volume of N2(g) and 1 volume of O2(g) 
combine to form 2 volumes of NO(g), assuming all gases were measured at 
the same conditions of temperature and pressure. 

Similar relationships hold for the volumes of all gaseous reactants and 
products: Using Avogadro’s law, you can interpret the coefficients in terms 
of gas volumes.

1 volume N2(g)  1 volume O2(g)    2 volumes NO(g)

2 volumes H2(g)  1 volume O2(g)    2 volumes H2O(g)

The measured volumes could be expressed in any convenient units,  
such as liters (L) or cubic centimeters (cm3). In the second equation, which 
represents the formation of water, you could combine 200.0 L H2(g) and 
100.0 L O2(g) and expect to produce 200.0 L H2O(g), if all gases were mea-
sured at the same conditions. Note that, unlike mass, gas volumes are not 
necessarily conserved in a chemical reaction—using the second reaction, 
note that 200 L + 100 L of reactants generates 200 L of product and not  
300 L. See Figure 2.35.

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
C.7  STOICHIOMETRY IN REACTIONS 

OF GASES

Figure 2.35  Two volumes 
of H2(g) combine with one 
volume O2(g) to form two 
volumes H2O(g).

Sample Problem 1: In the following equation, what volume of 
C2H6(g) is needed to produce 12 L CO2(g)? (All measurements are 
made at the same temperature.)

2 C2H (g)  7 O2(g)  4 CO2(g) 2O(g)

From the chemical equation, we know that 2 L C2H (g) will produce 
4 L CO2(g). If we want to produce 12 L of CO2(g), which is three 
times more than is represented in the equation, then we must start 
with three times as much C2H (g) 2H (g).
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DS   c.7 stoicHiomEtry in 
rEActions of GAsEs

In this activity, students apply 
Avogadro’s law to calculations concern-
ing common gaseous reactions.

TRM  
 
eXTRA PRAcTIce
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SECTION C  Interactions of Matter and Energy in Atmospheres 215

Now it is your turn to check your understanding of this concept.

 1. In a gaseous reaction, 2 mol NO react with 1 mol O2:

2 NO(g)  O2(g)  2 NO2(g)

volume of O2(g) would react with 4 L NO gas?

b. How might chemists use their knowledge of molar volumes to 
monitor the progress of this reaction?

 2. Toxic carbon monoxide (CO) gas is produced when fossil fuels, such 
as gasoline, burn without sufficient oxygen gas. The CO can 
eventually be converted to CO2 in the atmosphere. Automobile 
catalytic converters are designed to speed up this conversion:

Carbon monoxide gas  Oxygen gas  Carbon dioxide gas

a. Write the balanced equation for this conversion.

b. How many moles of oxygen gas would be needed to convert  
50.0 mol carbon monoxide to carbon dioxide?

carbon monoxide? (Assume both gases are at the same 
temperature and pressure.)

 3. A common way to produce ammonia (NH3) is by the catalyzed 
reaction:

Hydrogen gas  Nitrogen gas  Catalyst  Ammonia gas

a. Write the balanced equation for this conversion.

b. How many moles of hydrogen gas would be needed to convert 
20.0 mol nitrogen to ammonia?

c. What volume of hydrogen gas would be needed to react with  
182 L nitrogen gas? (Assume both gases are at the same 
temperature and pressure.)

Hence, the equation representing the reaction between nitrogen and oxy-
gen gases can now be interpreted: 1 volume of N2(g) and 1 volume of O2(g) 
combine to form 2 volumes of NO(g), assuming all gases were measured at 
the same conditions of temperature and pressure. 

Similar relationships hold for the volumes of all gaseous reactants and 
products: Using Avogadro’s law, you can interpret the coefficients in terms 
of gas volumes.

1 volume N2(g)  1 volume O2(g)    2 volumes NO(g)

2 volumes H2(g)  1 volume O2(g)    2 volumes H2O(g)

The measured volumes could be expressed in any convenient units,  
such as liters (L) or cubic centimeters (cm3). In the second equation, which 
represents the formation of water, you could combine 200.0 L H2(g) and 
100.0 L O2(g) and expect to produce 200.0 L H2O(g), if all gases were mea-
sured at the same conditions. Note that, unlike mass, gas volumes are not 
necessarily conserved in a chemical reaction—using the second reaction, 
note that 200 L + 100 L of reactants generates 200 L of product and not  
300 L. See Figure 2.35.

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
C.7  STOICHIOMETRY IN REACTIONS 

OF GASES

Sample Problem 2: Using the same scenario as Sample  
Problem 1, how many liters of O2(g) would be needed to produce  
12 L CO2(g)? Think through this question and make a prediction.

Problems such as this can also be solved using ratios made from 
coefficients from the balanced equation. If we know from the  
previous equation that

7 L O2(g)  4 L CO2(g)

and we want to know how many liters O2(g) are needed to produce 
12 L CO2(g), we can set up a ratio to solve for the answer:

? L O2  12 L CO2  
7 L O2

4 L CO2
  21 L O2  

According to this calculation, 21 L O2(g) are needed to produce  
12 L CO2(g). Was your prediction correct?
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Answers
1. a.  The ratio of moles NO to moles O2 

is 2:1. Therefore, the ratio of liters 
NO to liters O2 is also 2:1, so 2 L O2 
would react with 4 L NO. 

  vol O2  4 L NO  1 L O2

2 L NO   2 L O2

b. In the given system, there are 2 mol 
total products for every 3 mol total 
reactants. Thus, for every 3 L 
reactants, 2 L products result. As 
the reaction progresses, the volume 
of the system should decrease 
according to this relationship.

2. a. 2 CO(g)  O2(g) ∫B 2 CO2(g)

b. 50.0 mol CO  
1 mol O2

2 mol CO  

 25 mol O2

c. 986 L CO  
1 L O2

2 L CO   493 L O2

3. a. 3 H2(g)  N2(g) ∫B 2 NH3(g)

b. 20.0 mol N2  
3 mol H2

1 mol N2

  

 60.0 mol N2

c. 182 L N2  
3 L H2

1 L N2

  546 L N2
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216 Unit 2 Air: Designing Scientific Investigations

 INVESTIGATING MATTER
C.8 GENERATING AND ANALYZING 

Preparing to Investigate
As you have learned, air is a mixture of nitrogen gas (N2) and oxygen gas (O2) 
together with much smaller amounts of carbon dioxide and other gases (see 

properties. 

In this investigation, you will generate carbon dioxide and explore some 
of its properties. To generate carbon dioxide, you will use the same reaction 
that you observed in Investigating Matter A.1 in Unit 1:

NaHCO3(s)  HC2H3O2(aq)  NaC2H3O2(aq)  H2O(l)  CO2(g)

Before you begin, read Gathering Evidence to learn what you will need to do 
and note safety precautions. Plan for data collection, and construct an appro-
priate data table.

Making Predictions 
Predict what you think will happen in each of the tests in Part II and write 
down your predictions. 

Gathering Evidence
Part I: Generating Carbon Dioxide 

 1. Before you begin, put on your goggles, and wear them properly 
throughout the investigation.

CO2

Figure 2.36  This chart 
shows the composition 
of the gases in the  
atmosphere. Notice 
that carbon dioxide is a 
very small component 
of the air we breathe.

CO2, 0.033%

N2, 78.08%

O2, 20.95%

Ar , 0.93%

Ne, 0.0018%

He, 0.0005%

CH4, 0.0002%

Kr , 0.0001%

NH3, 0.001%

Trace components ,
0.0036%

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6E
Perm Fig.: 2059     New Fig.: 2-36
First Pass: 2010-07-02
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IM   c.8 GEnErAtinG And 
AnAlyzinG co2

In this investigation, students generate 
CO2 in a 60-cc syringe and then use that 
sample to investigate the properties of 
CO2. 

Time 2 50-min class periods—one for 
practice generating CO2 and one for 
testing

Materials (for 24 students working  
in pairs)

15 g NaHCO3

300 mL vinegar (or 1 M acetic acid)
120 mL calcium hydroxide solution 

(limewater) – Place 0.2 g Ca(OH)2 
into 1 liter of distilled water. Shake 
well and allow precipitate to settle. 
Decant the saturated Ca(OH)2 into 
another bottle and store tightly 
capped.

100 mL universal indicator solution 
[Dilute universal indicator in 
distilled water (if using deionized 
water you may have to add a drop 
or two of ammonia to make the 
solution slightly basic)]

100 mL 6 M NaOH (24 g NaOH/ 
100 mL solution)

12 60-cc syringes
12 LuerLok caps
12 vial caps (to float the sodium 

bicarbonate in the syringe)
12 50-mL beakers
12 12-in pieces of latex tubing  

(3-mm ID)
12 stirring rods
12 birthday candles
matches
transparent tape

safety
6 M NaOH is very corrosive and can 
cause skin burns. Have a squeeze bottle 
with vinegar available to neutralize 
spills. Remind students to wash their 
hands before leaving the lab.

Pre-Lab Discussion
Remind students of activities they may 
have completed in elementary or middle 
school that generated CO2 gas. Ask 
students why it is important to under-
stand the properties of particular gases 
in Earth’s atmosphere. You may also 
choose to discuss the idea of synthesis 
(in this case, of a gas).

Lab Tips
• Students will generate CO2 gas. 
Emphasize that when washing the gas, 
students should keep as much of the gas 
in the syringe as possible. Modeling the 
generation and washing, and then 

having students repeat the procedure 
with you step by step, will help them 
understand the process.
• The limewater for student use must be 
clear. They should obtain it just before 
doing the limewater test. Allowing the 
limewater to sit out allows it to dissolve 
CO2 from the atmosphere, which will 
affect results.
• Videos of gas collection are available 
at: http://mattson.creighton.edu/
Microscale_Gas_Chemistry.html.

TRM  
 
hANDoUT
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SECTION C  Interactions of Matter and Energy in Atmospheres 217

 2. Use a balance to measure a 0.22-g sample of sodium hydrogen 
carbonate (baking soda), NaHCO3. Place the sample into a vial cap.

 3. Obtain a syringe and remove the plunger and syringe cap. Hold 
your finger over the tip of the syringe and fill the syringe with 
water.

 4. Float the vial cap containing the NaHCO3 on top of the water in  
the syringe. See Figure 2.37.

 5. While holding the syringe over a sink or a beaker, remove your 
finger from the syringe tip, allowing the vial cap to lower into  
the syringe. See Figure 2.38.

 6. Replace the plunger in the syringe and lower until the vial cap sits 
firmly in the depression at the base of the syringe.

 7. 2H3O2(aq), 
into a small beaker or other container.

 8. 
to tip the vial cap, as that may cause the reaction to 
begin before you are ready. See Figure 2.39.

 9. Securely place the syringe cap on the tip of the 
syringe.

 10. Shake the syringe vigorously. The reactants will 
mix, causing the reaction to proceed.

 11. Observe the reaction until no more bubbles are 
formed.

 12. Tip the syringe up, remove the syringe cap, then tip 
the syringe down and discharge the liquid into the 
sink or a beaker by pressing gently on the plunger. 
(Note: 
as this will discharge the CO2 along with the liquid.)

 INVESTIGATING MATTER
C.8 GENERATING AND ANALYZING 

Preparing to Investigate
As you have learned, air is a mixture of nitrogen gas (N2) and oxygen gas (O2) 
together with much smaller amounts of carbon dioxide and other gases (see 

properties. 

In this investigation, you will generate carbon dioxide and explore some 
of its properties. To generate carbon dioxide, you will use the same reaction 
that you observed in Investigating Matter A.1 in Unit 1:

NaHCO3(s)  HC2H3O2(aq)  NaC2H3O2(aq)  H2O(l)  CO2(g)

Before you begin, read Gathering Evidence to learn what you will need to do 
and note safety precautions. Plan for data collection, and construct an appro-
priate data table.

Making Predictions 
Predict what you think will happen in each of the tests in Part II and write 
down your predictions. 

Gathering Evidence
Part I: Generating Carbon Dioxide 

 1. Before you begin, put on your goggles, and wear them properly 
throughout the investigation.

Figure 2.37  A vial cap floating on 
top of water in a syringe barrel.

Figure 2.38  The vial cap (left) is lowered by allowing the water to drain out of the syringe 
(center) leaving it seated at the base of the syringe barrel (right). 

Figure 2.39  
Draw 5 mL 
acetic acid into 
the syringe and 
then attach the 
syringe cap.
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218 Unit 2 Air: Designing Scientific Investigations

 13. Wash the CO2 by drawing 5 mL of water into the syringe, replacing 

liquid as in Step 12. Repeat the washing process.

 14. Replace the syringe cap. Label the syringe as “CO2 gas” and store it 
until you are ready to perform investigations in Part II.

Part II: Analyzing Carbon Dioxide

Investigation 1
 1. Obtain or generate a syringe of CO2 as described in Part I.

 2. 
Ca(OH)2(aq), into a small beaker.

 3. Remove the syringe cap from 
your CO2 gas sample and attach 
a 5 to 10 cm piece of rubber 
tubing to the syringe.

 4. Bubble a small amount (<5 mL) 
of gas from the syringe into the 
limewater. See Figure 2.40.

 5. Record your observations.

 6. Bubble an additional 5 mL  
of gas from the syringe and  
observe the results.

 7. Record your observations.

Investigation 2
 1. Obtain or generate a syringe of CO2 as described in Part I.

 2. Place ~30 mL of pH indicator solution (prepared by your teacher) 
into a small beaker.

 3. Record the color and the pH of the solution.

 4. 2 gas onto the surface of the solution in 
the beaker.

 5. Record the color and the pH of the solution.

Investigation 3
 1. Obtain or generate a syringe of CO2 as described in Part I.

 2. (aq), into a small 
beaker.

 3. Remove the syringe cap and draw 5 mL of NaOH solution into the 
syringe.

 4. Securely place the syringe cap on the tip of the syringe.

Figure 2.40 After attaching the tubing, 
bubble CO2 through the Ca(OH)2 solution.
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SECTION C  Interactions of Matter and Energy in Atmospheres 219

 5. Shake the syringe.

 6. Record your observations.

Investigation 4 
 1. Obtain or generate a syringe of CO2 as described in Part I.

 2. Tape a candle to a glass  
stirring rod.

 3. Hold the syringe upright with  
cap in place and plunger up.

 4. Ignite the candle.

 5. Remove the plunger from the  
syringe and carefully lower  
the lit candle into the  
syringe. See Figure 2.41.

 6. Record your observations. 

Interpreting Evidence and Making Claims
 1. A precipitate is an insoluble solid that separates from a liquid 

mixture. Was a precipitate formed in any of these investigations? How 
do you know?

 2. Consider your results in Investigation 1.

a. What do you think caused the changes that you observed?

b. If the products formed in this investigation are calcium carbonate, 
CaCO3(s), and water, write a balanced equation for the reaction that 
takes place.

c. The procedure in Investigation 1 is commonly used as a test for the 
presence of CO2 gas. If a gas is bubbled through limewater and no 
cloudiness is apparent, would it be reasonable to claim that the gas 
is not CO2? Explain.

 3. Consider your observations during Investigation 2.

2 dissolve in the indicator solution? How do you know?

b. How does CO2 affect the pH of the solution?

 4. Think about your results in Investigation 3.

a. What claim could you make about the interaction of CO2 and NaOH?

b. What evidence supports your claim?

 5. Compare your observations to your predictions for each investigation. 
For each prediction, explain why your reasoning was correct or 
incorrect. Be sure to address the property responsible for the 
experimental results.

Figure 2.41 A candle is  
attached to the base of a  
stirring rod and lowered into 
the syringe. (An unlit candle is 
shown here for illustration only.)
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expected Results
Investigation 1 
Limewater should turn cloudy.

Investigation 2 
Universal indicator will turn red (to the 
acid side of the scale).

Investigation 3 
CO2 will dissolve rapidly in NaOH (but 
students may have difficulty “seeing” 
that).

Investigation 4 
The candle will be extinguished.

Interpreting Evidence and Making 
Claims
1. Yes, a precipitate formed. The 

solution turned cloudy.
2. a.  Calcium ions combined with 

carbon dioxide to produce an 
insoluble product.

b. Ca(OH)2  CO2 ∫B CaCO3  H2O
c. The justification is the most 

important part of this answer. A 
student should state that if there 
was not enough CO2 or Ca(OH)2 
then the reaction would not take 
place to a large enough degree to  
be seen.

3. a.  Yes, the indicator solution changed 
color when the gas bubbled 
through.

b. The pH drops indicating the 
solution is acidic.

4. a.  Students may say that CO2 disap-
pears when reacting with NaOH. 
Encourage them to say that it 
dissolves or reacts.

b. The volume of gas in the syringe 
decreases.

5. Answers will vary. Most students 
should address the reactivity of 
NaOH, as they would be unlikely to 
correctly predict this.
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220 Unit 2 Air: Designing Scientific Investigations

Reflecting on the Investigation
 6. Why was it important to remove excess acetic acid from the CO2 you 

generated?

 7. If Earth’s atmosphere contained a higher concentration of CO2, what 
might be some consequences?

 8. Carbon dioxide is used in some types of fire extinguishers. Explain.

 9. You may have learned that human lungs expel carbon dioxide. 
 

this claim.

 10. What do you think would happen if you repeated the investigations 
in Part II using O2 instead of CO2? Explain.

 11. Now consider the design of your air-quality experiment.

a. Will it be necessary to generate a gas in your investigation?

b. Which, if any, gases will you study in your investigation?

c. How are the properties of the gases you identified in b similar to 
the properties of CO2? How are they different?

d. How will the properties of the gases you plan to study affect the 
design of your experiment?

e. Will any of the procedures used in this investigation be  
necessary or applicable to your experimental design? Explain.

 

C.9  THE ELECTROMAGNETIC 
SPECTRUM AND SOLAR 
RADIATION

-
ture versus altitude. As you know, the temperature of a substance or mixture 
depends upon the average kinetic energy of its molecules. What is the  
source of energy for air molecules? Why does this energy vary with altitude?  
How do energy and matter—specifically air pollutants—interact within 
Earth’s atmosphere? To answer these questions, and gain additional tools for 
posing your own questions, read on. 

P1.  How does Avogadro’s law help to interpret chemical equations 
involving gases?

2.  What two requirements for the reaction of gas molecules are 
identified by collision theory?

3. What is a greenhouse gas?
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Reflecting on the Investigation
 6. If acetic acid was present you could 

not determine whether the results 
were from the CO2 or the acid.

 7. The pH of rain water could be lower 
causing more acid rain and detrimen-
tal effects.

 8. The candle flame was extinguished. 
CO2 does not support combustion.

 9. Students should suggest investigations 
similar to 1 and 2 using exhalation air.

 10. Investigations 1, 2 and 3 would show 
no change. Investigation 4: the 
candle would flare up.

 11. a-e.  All of these answers will be 
based on the student’s proposed 
investigation. 

Pconcept check 8
 1. (Concepts developed in Sections 

B.4–B.6 and C.6–C.7.) Balanced 
chemical equations communicate the 
ratio of moles of each reactant and 
product. With gases, one mole of any 
gas occupies the same volume. Thus, 
coefficients in chemical equations 
involving gases also represent 
volumes.

 2. (Concepts developed in Section C.5.) 
Collision theory states that gas 
molecules must collide with enough 
energy and at the proper orientation 
in order to react.

 3. (Looking ahead; answers will be 
based on students’ prior knowledge.) 
Students have likely heard about 
greenhouse gases, and may be able to 
identify a few (especially carbon 
dioxide). Students are less likely at 
this point to be able to explain what 
makes something a greenhouse gas or 
the model for the greenhouse effect.

c.9 tHE ElEctromAGnEtic 
sPEctrum And solAr 
rAdiAtion
This section focuses on the nature of 
solar radiation and the fate of various 
types of electromagnetic radiation in 
Earth’s atmosphere. Energy liberated by 
solar fusion is transferred to Earth as 
electromagnetic radiation. All electro-
magnetic radiation
• travels at the speed of light (3.0   
108 m/s). 
• does not require a medium through 
which to travel.
• moves through space as bundles of 
energy (photons).
• has effects on living things related to 
the energy of the radiation.

If students have not recently studied 
light/radiation in physics or physical 
science, you may choose to spend time 
reviewing relationships among fre-

quency, wavelength, and energy. This 
will help students to understand why 
ultraviolet radiation is more damaging 
than infrared or visible radiation. The 
energy of electromagnetic radiation is 
related to its frequency by the equation:

E  h

where  is frequency and h is Planck’s 
constant  6.6  10–34 J s. Thus, energy 
is directly proportional to frequency, and 
(as mentioned in the text) high-frequency 
radiation is high-energy radiation.

Frequency and wavelength are related 
by the expression

Speed (c)  

where   frequency,   wavelength, 
and speed  c (the speed of light)   
3.0  108 m/s. Frequency and wave-
length are inversely proportional. Com- 
bing the equations above,   c/, so

E  hc
  

Therefore, energy and wavelength are 
also inversely proportional—long- 
wavelength radiation is low-energy 
radiation.
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The Sun’s radiant energy and the gases that 
make up Earth’s atmosphere combine to main-
tain a hospitable climate for life on this planet. 
Without Earth’s atmosphere, midday sunshine 
would heat a rock hot enough to fry an egg and 
the Sun’s ultraviolet rays would burn exposed 
skin quickly; nights would be so cold that car-
bon dioxide gas would become solid.  

Along with its vital role in storing the gases 
necessary for life, Earth’s atmosphere provides 
protection from some of the Sun’s ultraviolet 
radiation. Additionally, the atmosphere helps 
moderate Earth’s temperature by controlling 
how much solar radiation is trapped close to 
Earth’s surface (see Figure 2.42).

The enormous quantity of energy produced 
by the Sun, which is Earth’s main external source of energy, is a result of the 
fusion of hydrogen nuclei into helium. Nuclear fusion
is the combining of two nuclei to form a new, heavier nucleus, with the 
accompanying release of energy. Nuclear fusion occurs at high temperature 
and pressure, powering the Sun and other stars (see Figure 2.43). 

Electromagnetic Radiation
Some energy liberated through nuclear fusion in the Sun travels to Earth  
as electromagnetic radiation. Electromagnetic radiation is composed  
of photons, or bundles of energy. Photons travel as waves and, as you might 
expect, move at the speed of light. Unlike sound waves or ocean waves,  
electromagnetic waves do not require a medium, or substance, to support 
their movement. Electromagnetic radiation can move through a vacuum as 
well as through air and other media (Figure 2.44).

Figure 2.43  The Sun is  
powered by nuclear fusion—
a process that releases huge 
quantities of energy. This energy 
is used by growing plants, drives 
the hydrologic cycle, and warms 
Earth’s atmosphere.

Figure 2.44  Electromagnetic radiation is useful in a wide variety of applications including operation of household  
appliances and computers, collection of satellite data using radio telescopes, and chemiluminescent detection of  
forensic evidence. 

Figure 2.42  Because the 
Moon lacks an atmosphere, it 
has very different temperatures 
on its Sun-facing side than it 
does on its other side.
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Help students to distinguish among 
the three major regions of the solar 
spectrum: infrared, visible, and ultravio-
let radiation. UV, with the highest 
energy, is the most damaging, but solar 
UV radiation is largely absorbed in the 
stratosphere instead of reaching Earth’s 
surface. Visible radiation allows for 
vision and provides the energy for 
photosynthesis. IR radiation causes 
increases in temperature through 
molecular vibrations. It is absorbed by 
CO2 and H2O in the atmosphere. This 
process will be discussed again as 
students consider Earth’s Energy 
Balance (C.10) later in this section and 
their own carbon footprints in Unit 3.

Differentiation
TRM 

 
ReADINg gUIDe  

A reading guide is available to help 
students organize the information in 
Section C.9. 
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Several types of electromagnetic radiation make up the electromagnetic 
spectrum, with each type representing a particular energy range. Figure 2.45 
shows major types of electromagnetic radiation. Radio waves and micro-
waves are at the low-energy end of the spectrum; X-rays and gamma rays are 
at the high-energy end of the spectrum. Between these extremes are infrared 
and ultraviolet radiation and the familiar visible spectrum, which is the only 
type of electromagnetic radiation that the unaided human eye can see.

Photons in each of these types of electromagnetic radiation have charac-
teristic energy ranges related to their wave properties. All waves, including 
photon waves, involve oscillation. The rate of oscillation, or the number of 
waves that pass a given reference point per second, is called frequency. The 
frequency of a wave is directly proportional to its energy; high-frequency 
radiation is also high-energy radiation.

Another characteristic of waves is wavelength
distance between the tops (or any corresponding parts) of successive waves 

222 Unit 2 Air: Designing Scientific Investigations 

Figure 2.46  Parts of a wave.

Figure 2.45  The electromagnetic spectrum.
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American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6E
Perm Fig.: 2072     New Fig.: 2-45
First Pass: 2010-07-02

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6E
Perm Fig.: 2073     New Fig.: 2-46
First Pass: 2010-07-02
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a Using the Figures
figure 2.45 Encourage students to 
spend time examining the relation-
ships among frequency, wavelength, 
and energy. Prompt them to consider 
their experiences with different types 
of electromagnetic radiation and 
how those experiences relate to the 
relative energies of the radiation. For 
instance, people wear lead aprons 
when receiving dental X-rays, which 
protect tissues and organs from 
high-energy X-rays. Sunburn is due 
to overexposure to ultraviolet light, 
which is energetic enough to break 
covalent bonds in skin. Radio waves 
that carry FM stations have long 
wavelengths and are low in energy. 
Also point out that visible light—our 
most apparent and continual encoun-
ter with electromagnetic radiation—
makes up just a small slice of the 
spectrum.
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How accurate is the following  
statement: “All radiation is harmful  
and should be avoided”?

ALWAYS HARMFUL

is the wavelength. The wavelength and energy of a photon are inversely  
proportional; radiation with longer wavelengths is less energetic than is 
radiation with shorter wavelengths.  

Photons can transfer their energy as they collide and interact with matter. 
The photon’s energy, and thus its wavelength or frequency, largely deter-
mines its effect on living things and other types of matter.

The complete solar spectrum is shown in Figure 2.47. Most of the radiant 
energy emitted by the Sun is spread over a large portion of the electromag-

-

following paragraphs, you will consider these three regions of the solar spec-
trum in more detail. Less than 1% of solar radiation falls outside of these 
three regions.

Figure 2.47  The solar spectrum. Intensity, plotted on the y-axis, is an expression of the 
quantity of radiation at a given wavelength.
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CHEMQUANDARY
AlWAys HArmful
“All radiation” includes the entire 
electromagnetic spectrum. It includes 
visible light, which allows human vision 
and is not considered harmful. Avoiding 
all radiation would mean isolation from 
radio waves, microwave equipment, all 
lighting sources, and infrared heaters, 
something neither practical nor possible. 
This statement is obviously wrong-
headed.

Differentiation
extension
Invite advanced or interested students  
to look for and evaluate “radiation-free” 
processes or communities on the 
Internet.
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Infrared Radiation
Electromagnetic radiation with a frequency slightly lower than that of red 
visible light is called infrared (IR) radiation. Infrared radiation causes some 
bonded atoms to vibrate more energetically, causing an increase in the mate-
rial’s temperature. For this reason, infrared heat lamps are sometimes used 
to keep cooked food warm before serving. Most of the infrared radiation from 
the Sun cannot reach Earth’s surface because it is absorbed by CO2 and gas-
eous H2O molecules in Earth’s atmosphere. However, some of the shorter-
wavelength (higher-energy) solar radiation absorbed by Earth is transformed 
and reradiated as infrared energy. This re-radiated energy is reflected back 
and retained by the atmosphere, a fact that will be important later when we 
consider the role of CO2 in the atmosphere.

Visible Radiation
On a clear day, more than 90% of the visible portion of solar radiation 
directed toward Earth travels down to Earth’s surface. The scattering of this 
portion of the Sun’s radiation by water, air, and dust is the cause of red sun-
sets and blue skies, such as those depicted in Figure 2.48.

-
ple of this is the interaction of visible light with electrons in chlorophyll 
molecules, which provides the energy needed for photosynthesis reactions. 

Ultraviolet Radiation
-

sess greater energy than does visible light. Of the three, UV-A radiation has 
the longest wavelengths and, thus, the lowest energy. UV-B radiation has 
more energy; it can cause sunburn, and with long-term exposure it is linked 
to skin cancer. UV-C radiation, the most energetic form of ultraviolet radia-
tion, is useful for sterilizing materials because it can kill bacteria and destroy 

break chemical bonds. As a result, chemi-
cal changes, including damage to liv-

ing tissue, can occur in materials 
exposed to ultraviolet radiation. 

Figure 2.48  Some visible radiation 
from the Sun is scattered by Earth’s  
atmosphere. This scattering creates 
the colors we see in the sky.
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-
lengths longer than 320 nm.

-

radiation reaching the atmosphere actually reached Earth’s surface, it is 
likely that most life on Earth would be destroyed. Ultraviolet radiation, how-
ever, is not all bad. Humans and animals must have some exposure to it 

ultraviolet radiation included in sunlight. 

C.10  EARTH’S ENERGY BALANCE
The mild average temperature (15 °C, or 59 °F) at Earth’s surface is deter-
mined partly by a balance between the inward flow to Earth of the Sun’s 
energy and the outward flow into space of solar energy following its interac-
tion with Earth and its atmosphere. Properties of Earth’s surface and atmo-
sphere help determine how much thermal energy our planet can hold  
near its surface—where, of course, terrestrial life resides—and how much 
energy Earth radiates back into space. The combination of these two factors 
helps establish a balanced energy flow, leading to a hospitable climate here  
on Earth.

About 30% of incoming solar radiation never reaches Earth’s surface, but 
is reflected directly back into space by clouds and atmospheric particles. 
Solar radiation is also reflected when it strikes mate-
rials such as snow, sand, or concrete on Earth’s sur-
face. In fact, visible light reflected in this way allows 
Earth’s illuminated surface to be seen from space. 

Of the remaining 70% of incoming solar radia-
tion that actually reaches Earth’s surface, about two-
thirds is absorbed, warming the atmosphere, oceans, 
and continents. The other one-third of this energy 
powers the hydrologic cycle, which is the continu-
ous cycling of water into and out of the atmosphere 
by evaporation and condensation. Solar energy 
causes water to evaporate from the oceans and land 
masses. The water condenses to form clouds, which 
then release water back to Earth as precipitation 
(see Figure 2.49). 

Figure 2.49  One-third of the solar energy that reaches Earth 
powers the hydrologic cycle. Imagine how much thermal  
energy was generated as water vapor condensed in this  
developing thunderhead.
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c.10 EArtH’s EnErGy 
BAlAncE
This section explains Earth’s relatively 
stable temperature as a balance between 
solar radiation entering Earth’s atmo-
sphere and the outward flow of energy 
from Earth into space. The re-radiation 
of visible light at lower-energy infrared 
frequencies not only warms the atmo-
sphere but also drives Earth’s water 
cycle.

Be sure to distinguish the green- 
house effect from global warming. The 
greenhouse effect is a natural process. 
Molecules in the atmosphere, mainly 
water, carbon dioxide, and methane, 
absorb infrared radiation. They then 
emit radiation in all directions. (Although 
the text calls this process re-radiation 
for simplicity, the emitted radiation is 
not the same radiation that was absorbed.) 
Because these molecules prevent some 
radiation from leaving the atmosphere 
and return radiation to Earth’s surface, 
the effect is likened to a greenhouse 
trapping thermal energy on a sunny day. 
The greenhouse effect is necessary for 
life on Earth as we know it. The text 
uses the average surface temperatures of 
Mars and Venus to illustrate this idea.

By contrast, global warming is an 
increase in the magnitude of the green-
house effect, leading to higher tempera-
tures at Earth’s surface. Most climate 
scientists agree that human-caused 
emissions of greenhouse gases contrib-
ute to global warming. This issue is 
addressed in detail in Unit 3. For now, 
students should understand how the 
natural greenhouse effect works.

Earth’s climate and weather are 
influenced by (a) the interaction of solar 
radiation with the atmosphere, (b) the 
rotation of Earth on its axis, (c) the 
revolution of Earth around the Sun,  
(d) the tilt of Earth on its axis, and  
(e) the differing thermal properties  
of materials on Earth’s surface.

The final topic in this section is 
reflectivity, a property that explains why 
some objects “heat up” in sunshine and 
others do not.

a Using the Figures
figure 2.49 Students often have 
difficulty grasping the concept that 
energy is released in freezing or con-
densation. Encourage them to think 
about their own experiences with 
melting ice or boiling water (where 
energy must be put into the system). 
Remind them that the opposite 
processes, therefore, involve release 
of energy.
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226 Unit 2 Air: Designing Scientific Investigations

Greenhouse Gases
All objects with temperatures above zero kelvins (0 K) radiate energy. The 
quantity of this radiated energy is directly related to an object’s kelvin tem-
perature. Specifically, Earth’s surface re-radiates most absorbed solar radia-
tion, but usually at longer wavelengths (lower energy) than that of the origi-
nal incoming radiation. This re-radiated energy plays a major role in Earth’s 
energy balance. Some types of molecules in the air do not absorb the Sun’s 

do 
absorb any infrared radiation that is re-radiated from Earth’s surface, thus 
holding warmth in the atmosphere.

Carbon dioxide and water readily absorb infrared radiation, as do meth-
ane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O), and halogenated hydrocarbons such as CF3Cl 
and other chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs). Because clouds are composed of 
droplets of water or ice, they absorb infrared radiation. Energy absorbed by 
these molecules in the atmosphere is re-radiated in all directions. Thus, 
energy can pass back and forth between Earth’s surface and molecules in the 
atmosphere many times before it finally escapes to outer space.

This trapping and returning of infrared radiation by carbon dioxide, water, 
and other atmospheric substances is known as the greenhouse effect, because 
this process resembles, to some extent, the way thermal energy is held in a 
greenhouse (or in a closed car) on a sunny day. (See Figure 2.50.) Atmo-
spheric gas molecules that effectively absorb infrared radiation are classified 
as greenhouse gases.

Figure 2.50  When solar energy strikes Earth, clouds reflect about 30% back into space, 
and 70% moves through the atmosphere to reach Earth’s surface. Energy that reaches the 
surface can be reflected or absorbed. Objects that absorb the Sun’s UV and visible light 
reradiate it at lower-energy wavelengths such as infrared (IR) radiation, which is absorbed 
by atmospheric gases such as water, carbon dioxide, and methane (CH4). IR radiation can 
be absorbed and re-radiated by atmospheric gases and Earth’s surface several times  
before escaping into space. This “greenhouse effect” helps maintain warm temperatures 
on Earth.

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 5E
Perm Fig .: 4085     New Fig .: 04-38
File Name: CC_04-38
New Draft: 2005-04-05
First Cx.: 2005-05-11
Second Cx.: 2005-06-08

original smaller size

increased by 138 % 
but text stays 

same size
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SECTION C  Interactions of Matter and Energy in Atmospheres 227

Without water and carbon dioxide molecules in the atmosphere to absorb 
and re-radiate thermal energy back to Earth, scientists estimate that our planet 
would have an average temperature of a frigid –18 °C (0 °F). At the other ther-

clouds made of sulfuric acid), which prevents the escape of most infrared 

much higher than that on Earth (15 °C). Although some of this difference is 

the Sun) is actually hotter than Mercury (the planet nearest the Sun).

Climate Connections
The interaction of solar radiation with Earth’s atmosphere is a major factor 
in determining climates and weather. Radiant energy from the Sun warms 
Earth’s land and water surfaces. Earth’s warm surfaces, in turn, warm the air 
above them. As warmer air expands, its density decreases. This warmer air 
becomes displaced by colder, denser air, causing the 
warmer air to rise. These movements of warm and cold 
air masses help create continuous air currents that drive 
the world’s weather (see Figure 2.51).

Climate, which refers to the average or prevailing 
weather conditions in a region, is influenced by other 
factors. One factor is Earth’s rotation on its axis, which 
causes day and night and influences wind patterns. 
Other significant factors are Earth’s revolution around 
the Sun and tilt on its axis. The combination of these 
factors causes uneven distribution of solar radiation, 
which results in four distinct seasons in Earth’s mid- 
latitudes, a climatic pattern.

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
C.11  SOLAR RADIATION

Sample Problem: What type of electromagnetic radiation—
ultraviolet, visible, or infrared radiation—is likely to be used in a 
sterilizing cabinet for safety goggles? Why?

Specially designed ultraviolet light bulbs are used in goggle 
sterilizing cabinets. The high-energy photons in ultraviolet 
radiation can kill bacteria and viruses.

Figure 2.51  This hang glider depends on strong 
air currents as it is launched.
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DS  
 c.11 solAr rAdiAtion

The questions that follow on page 228 
focus attention on radiation from the 
Sun and factors that determine the 
temperature of the atmosphere.

a

 Using the Figures
figure 2.51 Ask students to pre-
dict how pressure gradients create 
winds (which are really just the move-
ment of atmospheric gases). Winds 
occur when a pressure gradient ex-
ists. They move from areas of higher 
pressure to areas of lower pressure. 
Differences in temperature also affect 
formation of winds, since warmer air 
is less dense (contains fewer mol-
ecules per liter than colder air), and 
therefore exerts less pressure than 
does cooler air. An overview of these 
concepts is found at http://ww2010.
atmos.uiuc.edu/(Gh)/guides/mtr/fw/
home.rxml. 
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Check your understanding of the interaction of radiation with matter and of 
radiation’s role in controlling Earth’s surface temperature by answering the 
following questions:

 1. Why is human exposure to ultraviolet radiation potentially more 
harmful than exposure to infrared radiation?

 2. 

 3. Explain why arid states, such as New Mexico and Arizona, 
experience wider air-temperature fluctuations from night to day than 
do states with more humid conditions, such as Florida.

 4. Suppose Earth had a less dense atmosphere (fewer gas molecules) 
than it does now.

a. How would average daytime temperatures be affected? Why?

b. How would average nighttime temperatures be affected? Why?

 5. Think about the air-quality issue that you plan to investigate in your 
unit project.

a. What role does radiation play in this issue?

b. Will radiation be controlled or variable in your experiment? 
Explain.

 MAKING DECISIONS
C.12  MAKING CLAIMS AND 

PROVIDING EVIDENCE
You have now read about greenhouse gases and global warming and graphed 
the pressure and temperature of the atmosphere. You have also begun to 
plan a scientific study that would help advance atmospheric science. How 
do scientists draw conclusions from data gathered in investigations? How do 
they choose to organize and share those conclusions in a way that is compel-
ling to the audience? Often, answering these questions requires re-examining 
the initial question, then deciding what claims can be made based upon the 
evidence collected in the investigation. A claim is a one- or two-sentence 
statement summarizing an important result of your investigation. Recall 
Investigating Matter A.9, in which you measured the change in volume as a 
result of the change in temperature. A claim made from the results of this 
investigation could be: If the temperature of a gas increases, then the volume 
of that gas increases. An unacceptable or inappropriate claim would be: The 
volume of gas was 4.5 cm3.

To support your claims, it is critical that you provide evidence. Evidence 
is experimental support for claims. Evidence should be used to answer the 
questions, “How do I know what I know?” and “Why am I making this 
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Answers
1. Ultraviolet radiation has shorter wave-

lengths than infrared radiation. 
Short-wavelength radiation has more 
energy than long-wavelength radia-
tion. Ultraviolet radiation has enough 
energy to break chemical bonds and 
harm living systems.

2. Visible light activates photoreceptors 
in eyes, making sight possible, and 
provides energy for photosynthetic 
reactions.

3. Water molecules in the air continue to 
trap and re-radiate infrared radiation 
even at night, so temperature fluctua-
tions between day and night in humid 
areas are less drastic than in a dry 
climate. Very few water molecules 
trap the infrared radiation in dry 
climates, so the nighttime lack of 
incoming solar radiation has a more 
drastic effect.

4. a.  Temperatures would be higher 
because there would be fewer 
molecules to absorb incoming 
radiation.

b. Temperatures would be lower 
because there would be fewer 
molecules to radiate infrared energy 
that was trapped during the day.

5. a.  and b. Answers will vary depend-
ing on the students’ questions but 
should indicate whether radiation 
is a variable, how it affects the issue 
and the investigation, and how they 
will control it if necessary.

MD   c.12 mAkinG clAims 
And ProVidinG 
EVidEncE

Students will again consider principles 
of inquiry as they relate to their air- 
quality investigations. The focus here is 
on making and supporting scientific 
claims. In Part I, students do this for 
activities they have completed in 
Section C, and Part II asks them to apply 
this thinking to their own air-quality 
investigations.
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claim?” It should be presented in a usable format along with an explanation. 
Again recalling Investigating Matter A.9, your evidence would include a 
graph of length versus temperature and an explanation that the length of the 
air column represents (and is directly proportional to) the volume of gas 
trapped in the tube. The accompanying explanation should consist not only 
of balanced equations or mathematical calculations, but should also include 
interpretations of equations, data, and calculations. As you answer the fol-
lowing questions, focus on supporting, explaining, and interpreting claims, 
rather than listing or restating results.

Part I: Thinking about Claims
 1. 

 2. What evidence supports your claim in Question 1?

 3. 
on the evidence you provided? Explain.

 4. Look at your results from Investigating Matter C.8.

a. What are some claims that you could make?

b. What evidence would you use to support those claims?

Part II: Claims and Your Air-Quality Investigation
You have now developed and refined your initial question and considered 
the roles of KMT, models, and radiation in your air-quality investigation. At 
this point, it is important to think about possible answers to your initial 
questions, the evidence you would need to answer the initial question, and 
the methods that you would use to collect this evidence. Although you prob-
ably will not collect this evidence yourself, your procedure should be 
designed so that someone with access to the materials and equipment 
required could do so. 

Remember that your final report will include both a poster outlining your 
planned investigation and a letter to those who would be interested in or 
affected by the results of your investigation. Keep these expectations in mind 
as you answer the following based upon your guiding question:

 5. What claims do you anticipate being able to make?

 6. What evidence would you need to be able to make those claims? 

 7. If you have not already done so, begin thinking about how you would 
gather evidence to answer your guiding questions.

a. Write out a preliminary procedure for your investigation.

b. Note any questions you have about developing the procedure or 
about planned steps. Save your procedures, notes, and questions.

c. Will your planned investigation collect adequate and appropriate 
data to serve as evidence to make the claims you identified in 
Question 5? Explain.

Check your understanding of the interaction of radiation with matter and of 
radiation’s role in controlling Earth’s surface temperature by answering the 
following questions:

 1. Why is human exposure to ultraviolet radiation potentially more 
harmful than exposure to infrared radiation?

 2. 

 3. Explain why arid states, such as New Mexico and Arizona, 
experience wider air-temperature fluctuations from night to day than 
do states with more humid conditions, such as Florida.

 4. Suppose Earth had a less dense atmosphere (fewer gas molecules) 
than it does now.

a. How would average daytime temperatures be affected? Why?

b. How would average nighttime temperatures be affected? Why?

 5. Think about the air-quality issue that you plan to investigate in your 
unit project.

a. What role does radiation play in this issue?

b. Will radiation be controlled or variable in your experiment? 
Explain.

 MAKING DECISIONS
C.12  MAKING CLAIMS AND 

PROVIDING EVIDENCE
You have now read about greenhouse gases and global warming and graphed 
the pressure and temperature of the atmosphere. You have also begun to 
plan a scientific study that would help advance atmospheric science. How 
do scientists draw conclusions from data gathered in investigations? How do 
they choose to organize and share those conclusions in a way that is compel-
ling to the audience? Often, answering these questions requires re-examining 
the initial question, then deciding what claims can be made based upon the 
evidence collected in the investigation. A claim is a one- or two-sentence 
statement summarizing an important result of your investigation. Recall 
Investigating Matter A.9, in which you measured the change in volume as a 
result of the change in temperature. A claim made from the results of this 
investigation could be: If the temperature of a gas increases, then the volume 
of that gas increases. An unacceptable or inappropriate claim would be: The 
volume of gas was 4.5 cm3.

To support your claims, it is critical that you provide evidence. Evidence 
is experimental support for claims. Evidence should be used to answer the 
questions, “How do I know what I know?” and “Why am I making this 
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Answers
Part I
1. Possible claims include:

Air pressure decreases with increas-
ing altitude.

Air temperature decreases with 
increasing altitude then increases 
again between 12 and 20 km.

The number of molecules in 1 L of air 
decreases with increasing altitude.

2. The data in Table 2.3 support the 
claims in Question 1.

3. Another student would probably make 
a slightly different claim. The data 
lead to many possible conclusions.

4. a. Possible claims include:
 i.  Carbon dioxide can be gener-

ated from sodium hydrogen 
carbonate and acetic acid.

 ii.  Carbon dioxide reacts with 
limewater.

  iii.  Carbon dioxide forms an acidic 
solution with water.

b. Evidence includes:
 i.  A gas with properties character-

istic of CO2 was formed when 
NaHCO3 and HC2H3O2 were 
mixed.

 ii.  A precipitate formed when CO2 
was mixed with limewater.

  iii.  pH indicator solution turned 
red, indicating an acidic solu-
tion, when CO2 was mixed  
with water.

Part II 
5. Answers will vary. Students should 

list claims that are appropriate for 
their beginning questions.

6. Evidence should be appropriate to  
the claims listed in Question 5.

7. a.  Procedure should match the 
evidence and claims listed in 
Questions 5 & 6.

b. Answers will vary.
c. Students should explain how their 

investigation will collect appropri-
ate data.
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Earth’s atmosphere is composed of a 
mixture of gases.

 1. List the percent values of the four most 
plentiful gases found in the atmosphere.

 2. List three changes in the atmosphere as the 
altitude increases from sea level to high 
altitude.

 3. a.  Has the atmosphere’s composition 
changed significantly throughout human 
history?

b. What evidence can you cite to support 
your claim?

 4. Sketch and label the four layers of the 
atmosphere.

Molecules can break bonds and form  
new substances when they collide with 
sufficient energy and suitable orientation. 

 5. 
energy?

 6. Examine Figure 2.31 on page 211. 

a. Which have more potential energy, the 
reactants or the products?

b. What does the activation energy barrier 
represent?

 7. What is a catalyst?

 8. 
chemical reaction.

The coefficients in a balanced chemical 
equation that involves gases indicate the 
relative volumes of gaseous reactants or 
products.

 9. This equation represents the production of 
ammonia (NH3) by the reaction of nitrogen 
gas with hydrogen gas 

N2(g)  3 H2(g)  2 NH3(g)

a. If 1 mol N2(g) reacts with 3 mol H2(g) in a 
flexible container at constant temperature 
and pressure, would you expect the total 
gas volume to increase or decrease? Why?

b. How many moles of NH3 would form if 
2.0 mol N2 react completely with 
hydrogen gas?

c. How many grams of hydrogen gas would 
be needed to react completely with  
2.0 mol N2?

 10. In a chemical reaction, 1 L hydrogen gas (H2) 
reacts with 1 L chlorine gas (Cl2) to produce 
2 L hydrogen chloride gas (HCl). All 
volumes are measured at the same 
temperature and pressure. Create a 
depiction of that chemical reaction, using

a. a sketch involving molecular models.

b. a balanced chemical equation.

SUMMARYCSECTION

Reviewing the Concepts
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Reviewing the concepts
 1. N2, 78.08%; O2, 20.95%; Ar, 0.93%; 

CO2, 0.033%
 2. Answers may include: Temperature 

decreases, increases, and then 
decreases again. Pressure decreases. 
The mass of a 1-L sample decreases. 
The number of molecules in a 1-L 
sample decreases. (Composition 
generally remains constant. Students 
should not indicate a change in 
composition.)

 3. a. No
b. The chemical composition of 

Earth’s atmosphere is about the 
same today as ancient air trapped 
in glacial ice. Many types of 
preserved samples indicate that air 
composition has not changed 
significantly.

 4. Sketches should show the tropo-
sphere, stratosphere, mesosphere, 
and thermosphere in order from 
Earth’s surface.

 5. Breaking bonds requires energy. 
Bonds form to lower the energy of 
the system so to reverse this process 
requires the input of energy.

 6. a. Reactants
b. The activation or minimum energy 

needed for the reaction to proceed.
 7. A catalyst is a substance that speeds 

up a chemical reaction.
 8. The catalyst provides an alternative 

reaction pathway with a lower 
activation energy.

 9. a.  Decrease. This can be inferred 
from the sum of the reactant 
coefficients (4) compared to the 
product coefficient (2). Unlike 
mass, gas volume is not conserved 
in a chemical reaction.

b. According to the equation, 4 mol 
NH3(g) would be produced when  
2 mol N2(g) reacts completely with 
H2(g).

c. 2 mol N2(g) requires 6 mol H2(g) to 
react completely. 

 6 mol H2  
2.0 g H2

1 mol H2  
 12 g H2

 10. a. 

b. H2(g)  Cl2(g) ∫B 2 HCl(g)

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 2009     New Fig.: 2CUN07
First Pass: 2010-09-06

+ ++
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Electromagnetic radiation includes X-rays; 
gamma rays; ultraviolet (UV), visible, and 
infrared (IR) radiation; radio waves; and 
microwaves. The energy transmitted  
by radiation varies according to its 
wavelength—the shorter the wavelength, 
the higher the energy.

 11. List the main types of electromagnetic 
radiation in order of increasing energy.

 12. 
in your answer to Question 11 affects living 
things.

 13. Write an equation or a sentence describing 
the relationship between the frequency of 
electromagnetic radiation and its energy.

 14. Why is the word spectrum a good descriptor 
of the types of energy found in 
electromagnetic radiation?

 15. Why is visible light useful in plant 
photosynthesis, while other forms of 
electromagnetic radiation are not?

 16. Ultraviolet light is often used to sterilize 
chemistry-laboratory protective goggles. 
Why is ultraviolet light effective for this use, 
while visible light is not effective?

Some atmospheric gases, such as carbon 
dioxide, methane, and water vapor, 
absorb infrared radiation.

 17. 2 and water 
help maintain moderate temperatures at 
Earth’s surface.

 18. Identify both a natural process and a human 
activity that can increase the amount of 

a. CO2 in the atmosphere.

b. CH4 in the atmosphere.

 19.  What changes in the composition of the 
atmosphere would cause the average surface 
temperature of the Earth to

a. increase?

b. decrease?

 20.  Explain why, on a sunny winter day, a 
greenhouse with transparent glass walls is 
much warmer than is a structure with 
opaque wooden walls.

2 1. 

a. a greenhouse works. 

b. the global greenhouse effect works. 

Earth’s atmosphere protects living 
organisms by absorbing and distributing 
solar energy. 

 22. Compare infrared, visible, and ultraviolet 
radiation in terms of how well they are 
absorbed by the atmosphere.

 23. 
radiation that reaches Earth’s surface.

Scientific investigations are designed to 
collect evidence to make and support 
claims about the natural world. 

 24. What is a scientific claim?

 25. Which of the following are stated as 
appropriate scientific claims?

a. CO2 is formed in the reaction of sodium 
hydrogen carbonate and acetic acid.

b. 5.5 mL of CO2 are formed.

c. CO2 is the heaviest gas.

d. CO2 dissolves in water. 

e. Spilled baking soda caused the 
experiment to fail.

 26. Why is simply displaying or restating data 
inadequate to support a scientific claim?

 27. List at least three types of evidence that can 
be used to support a scientific claim.
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 17. CO2 and H2O trap IR that is re- 
emitted by Earth (the greenhouse 
effect). This “insulation” maintains 
Earth’s average temperature at a 
higher level than would otherwise be 
the case.

 18. a.  Natural processes include respira-
tion, bacterial decay, and volcanic 
eruptions. Human activities 
include burning fossil and other 
fuels (such as wood) and removing 
green plants from Earth’s surface.

b. Natural processes include decom-
position and termite emissions. 
Human activities include refining 
fossil fuels, raising livestock, and 
growing rice.

 19. a.  Increased concentrations of CO2 
and water vapor

b. Decreased concentrations of CO2 
and water vapor

 20. The greenhouse allows light to enter 
but traps resulting IR inside. The 
walls of the opaque structure block 
most incoming radiation.

 21. Sketches should show the glass in a 
greenhouse allowing light to enter, 
but IR not passing back out. In the 
global system, the upper atmosphere 
takes the role of the greenhouse 
glass.

 22. Most infrared, UV-C, UV-B, and 
much UV-A radiation are absorbed in 
the atmosphere, while more than 
90% of visible radiation reaches 
Earth’s surface.

 23. Warming the planet and energizing 
the water cycle and photosynthesis 
reactions.

 24. A one- or two-sentence testable 
statement that summarizes an impor-
tant result of an investigation  
or investigations.

 25. a. Appropriate
b. Not appropriate
c. Not appropriate
d. Appropriate
e. Not appropriate

 26. The data must be interpreted and/or 
put into context to assess a claim.

 27. Graphs, equations, data, calculations, 
observations.

 11. Infrared (least), visible (intermedi-
ate), and ultraviolet (highest).

 12. Infrared radiation heats the atmo-
sphere, visible radiation provides 
energy for photosynthesis, and 
exposure to ultraviolet radiation is 
required for vitamin D production.

 13. The wavelength of radiation is 
inversely proportional to its energy. 
The shorter the wavelength, the 
higher the energy.

 14. It implies a range. Each type of 
electromagnetic radiation covers a 
specific range of frequencies and wave-
length.

 15. Only visible light interacts with 
chlorophyll molecules in green 
plants.

 16. The photons in UV-C have sufficient 
energy to break single covalent 
bonds, which kills bacteria and 
viruses. This same chemical  
change can damage tissues of other 
organisms.
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232 Unit 2 Air: Designing Scientific Investigations

Connecting the Concepts
 28. What would be the effect on the average 

global temperature if significant 
atmospheric increases occurred in 

a. carbon dioxide?

b. methane?

c. water vapor?

d. How would such global temperature 
changes, in turn, affect Earth’s 
atmosphere? Explain.

 29. Many inexpensive sunglasses block visible 
light, but not ultraviolet radiation. Explain 
the hazards of wearing such sunglasses at 
the beach or on a ski slope during a bright, 
sunny day.

 30. Consider the data you graphed in 

a. List two scientific claims you could make 
based on the data or the graph.

b. For each claim, cite evidence for making 
that claim.

3 1. Collision theory states that molecules can 
break bonds and form new substances when 
they collide with sufficient energy and 
suitable orientation. What types of evidence 
could support each of the following aspects 
of collision theory?

a. Formation of new substances.

b. Requirement for sufficient energy.

c. Requirement for suitable orientation.

Extending the Concepts
 32. What evidence would be needed to support 

a claim that human activity has not 
influenced global climate?

 33. In what ways is an analogy involving an 
“ocean of gases” 

a. useful in thinking about the atmosphere? 

b. not an accurate representation of the 
atmosphere’s observed behavior?

 34. Scientists use deep-ice samples from the 
Antarctic to estimate the atmospheric 
carbon dioxide concentrations many 
thousands of years ago. Research and 
prepare a report on how such ice samples 
are analyzed to obtain this information.

What does evidence reveal  
about the properties of 
Earth’s atmosphere?
In this section, you have encountered 
data collected in Earth’s atmosphere 
and studied conclusions based upon 
these data. You have also considered 
processes and components of 
atmospheres, including mixtures and 
reactions of gases and the role of 
radiation. Think about what you have 
learned and how these ideas are 
related, then answer the question  
in your own words in organized 
paragraphs. Your answer should 
demonstrate your understanding of 
the key ideas in this section. 

Be sure to consider the following in 
your response: structure (layers and 
composition) of the atmosphere, 
collision theory, Avogadro’s law, 
properties of CO2 and other gases, 
solar radiation, and energy processes/
balance.
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What does evidence 
reveal about the 
properties of earth’s 
atmosphere?
Student answers should include:
• Layers of the atmosphere as 
determined by temperature gradients 
include troposphere, stratosphere, 
mesosphere, and thermosphere.
• Types of radiation that comprise 
solar radiation include infrared, 
visible, and ultraviolet radiation.
• Interactions between radiation and 
matter (including H2O and CO2 gases) 
in Earth’s atmosphere result in a 
habitable temperature on the planet’s 
surface.
• The composition of Earth’s atmo-
sphere has remained consistent over 
centuries (as evidenced by ice cores).
• Gaseous equations can be inter-
preted in terms of moles (amount)  
or volume of gas.
• Gases only react, in the atmosphere 
or elsewhere, when they collide with 
proper orientation and appropriate 
energy.

connecting the concepts
 28. a.  An increase in surface  

temperature
b. An increase in surface  

temperature
c. An increase in surface  

temperature
d. It could cause CO2 gas stored in 

ice, water, and frozen floors of 
northern forests to be released, 
increasing its concentration in the 
atmosphere. The result could be 
an even greater increase in surface 
temperature.

 29. The lenses have a dark filter that 
causes the iris to open wide, allow-
ing harmful UV light to enter.

 30. a.  Answers will vary but should 
follow the guidelines of a good 
scientific claim.

b. Student evidence must be valid 
and match the claims they identi-
fied.

 31. a.  Experimental results indicating 
the presence of a new chemical 
compound. 

b. Measuring the presence of the 
chemical compound as the 
temperature of the reaction 
mixture is varied. At lower 
temperatures, the reaction should 
proceed much more slowly.

c. Evaluations of the function of 
catalysts, specifically enzymes and 
surfaces.

extending the concepts
 32. Data that show no increase in global 

temperatures since the advent of 
industrial production or data that 
clearly show temperature changes 
are due to natural sources or events.

 33. a.  There are different environments 
at different heights. Pressure and 
temperature change with depth 
and height. They are both solu-
tions. Composition remains 
relatively constant over time.

b. In some ways, the atmosphere is 
more complex than the ocean:  
(1) pressure changes exponentially, 
not linearly; (2) the temperature 
profile creates fairly permanent 
strata; and (3) its chemical compo-
sition varies with height and 
depth. 

 34. Tiny bubbles of ancient atmospheric 
gas are locked in the samples. Look 
for students to discuss analysis 
techniques. The U.S. National Ice 
Core Laboratory is a useful source of 
information on this topic: http://nicl 
.usgs.gov/.
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SECTION C  Section Summary 233

 35. Oxygen gas is essential to life as we know it. 
Earth’s atmosphere contains approximately 
21% oxygen gas. Would a higher 
concentration of atmospheric oxygen gas be 
desirable? Explain.

 36. Investigate and describe how night-vision 
goggles allow objects to become visible in 
low-light conditions.

 37. Some animals “see” a portion of the 
electromagnetic spectrum other than the 
wavelengths to which human eyes respond. 
Investigate some examples and speculate on 
the benefit of these abilities to the animal(s) 
you research.

 38. In terms of the kinetic molecular theory, 
describe changes in the behavior of gas 
molecules as they absorb electromagnetic 
radiation.

 39. Investigate and describe characteristics of 
molecules that allow them to absorb various 
types of radiation.
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 35. A higher atmospheric concentration 
of O2 would cause more rapid 
corrosion (oxidation) of metals.  
Fires would be more common and 
difficult to control.

 36. One type of goggles transforms 
infrared radiation into an image and 
is sensitive to a broad spectrum of 
light from visible light to IR. Other 
night-vision devices use an image-
intensifier tube to amplify amounts 
of IR and visible radiation not 
usually visible to the human eye.

 37. Example: Bees are sensitive to 
ultraviolet radiation, which may  
help them locate flowers.

 38. As they absorb energy, their energy 
increases. Depending on the type of 
radiation absorbed and the type of 
molecule doing the absorbing, (1) the 
molecule’s bonds may stretch and 
contract more vigorously, (2) the 
molecules might spin more rapidly, 
or (3) the molecules might move 
(translationally) faster.

 39. Most interactions between matter 
and radiation depend on interactions 
between radiation and electrons. 
Depending on how electrons are 
arranged, different absorptions are 
possible. For example, certain 
arrangements of double bonds allow 
for absorption of UV or visible light, 
whereas other arrangements make  
a particular chemical bond vibra-
tionally sensitive to IR radiation.
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HUMAN IMPACT ON AIR 
QUALITY
How are claims about air quality  
supported by experimental evidence  
and chemistry concepts?

In the introduction to this unit, you read many claims about air quality. 
You may have seen similar claims in your local news or advertisements. 
How do you know whether an air-quality claim is accurate? What types 
of evidence and explanation are needed to support such claims? 

So far in this unit, you have learned about the behavior of gases and 
interactions in Earth’s atmosphere. In this section, you will analyze the 
effects of human activity on Earth’s atmosphere. You will also consider 
how air-quality data are collected and decisions are made, particularly 
in the context of current problems such as smog and acid rain. 

As you gain knowledge of air pollution and its consequences, criti-
cally examine the evidence and explanations you have proposed col-
lecting and constructing for your own air-quality investigation. Are 
they adequate to answer your guiding questions? Do they support the 
production of an exemplary poster presentation? Would they be com-
pelling to an audience outside of your class or school? 

GOALS

photochemical smog.

pollution.

more acidic due to atmospheric contaminants.

changes on natural systems.

P1. What is air?
2.  What are some common sources of air pollution near  

where you live? 
3. What causes acid rain?

SECTION

234 Unit 2 Air: Designing Scientific Investigations

D
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Section D explores how pollution, 
particularly that caused by humans, 
affects air quality. The text considers 
pollutant sources, control and prevention 
of air pollution, and the importance of 
clean air. Section D also explores the 
issues of acidic precipitation and smog. 
Students consider the sources of acid 
rain and smog precursors, conditions and 
mechanisms of formation, and deleteri-
ous effects. They also investigate the 
effects of acid rain experimentally. The 
text introduces Arrhenius definitions of 
acid and bases, along with equations 
representing ion formation in each.

As you begin Section D, ask students 
what they already know about air 
quality and air pollution. Students will 
probably be aware of many issues but 
may not fully understand the science 
behind their causes and control.

At the end of this section, students 
will finish preparing posters showcasing 
their air quality investigations. You may 
choose to allow students one class day 
to exchange draft poster materials with 
at least two classmates. You may wish to 
identify criteria by which students judge 
each other’s posters, depending on 
student experience with peer editing 
and peer reviewing. If you have not 
already done so, make the rubric for the 
culminating activity available at the 
beginning of Section D.

Using the section 
Question
This section brings to completion 
students’ initial exploration of inquiry 
and the design of their air quality 
experiments. As they finish their 
projects, they should use what they have 
learned about inquiry, gases, and air 
quality to answer the section question. 
Continue to remind students to look for 
evidence and chemistry-based explana-
tions as they learn about air pollution.

goals
The goals in Section D center on 
human-produced air pollutants, particu-
larly those that lead to smog and acid 
rain. Strategies for reducing air pollution 
are also addressed.

Pconcept check 9
1. (Concepts developed in Sections 

C.1–C.4.) Air is a mixture of gases that 
make up the atmosphere in which we 
live. Air is composed mainly of 
nitrogen gas (about 78%) and oxygen 
gas (about 20%) with smaller amounts 
of other gases such as carbon dioxide, 
water vapor, and argon.

2. (Looking forward; answers will be 
based on students’ prior knowledge.) 
Students may know that cars (trans-
portation) and coal-burning power 
plants are common sources of air 
pollution. Additional sources are 
volatile organic compounds that  
come from activities such as refueling 
vehicles or painting. Other answers 
are possible.

3. (Looking forward; answers will be 
based on students’ prior knowledge.) 
Students may not know specific 
substances or classes of compounds 

that cause acid rain (such as sulfur 
oxides and nitrogen oxides). You may 
want to ask students if they can name 
some acids. If they recall acids such 
as sulfuric and nitric acid, help them 
to make the connection that gases 
containing sulfur and nitrogen might 
contribute to forming acid rain.
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D.1  SOURCES OF AIR POLLUTANTS
-

spheric air has not changed significantly in thousands of years. The concen-
trations of nitrogen, oxygen, and trace gases remain essentially the same as 

local changes to air do take place on a regular basis. Such changes can impact 
the environment and human health. Some of these changes are natural, such 
as the emission of volcanic gases, while others result from human activity, 
often the burning of fuels. In either case, substances found in air that are not 
normal components of the atmosphere or that are present at elevated con-
centrations are considered pollutants. In the United States, polluted air is so 
common that weather reports for some cities include the levels of some con-

SECTION D  Human Impact on Air Quality 235

Figure 2.52  The down-
town Denver skyline on a 
clear morning (top) and, 
two days later, shrouded 
in smog (bottom).
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d.1 sourcEs of Air 
PollutAnts
This section points out that air contami-
nation can result from human and 
natural causes. When air contamination 
happens faster than natural processes 
can dispose of it, air pollution becomes 
a problem. Air pollutants, as the text 
notes, can be classified as primary and 
secondary. Primary pollutants are 
contaminants as emitted. Secondary 
pollutants form in the atmosphere from 
components that may not be hazardous 
before reacting. Emphasize that this 
distinction is based on the origin of the 
pollutant, not the severity of its effects. 
Also, some pollutants can be both 
primary and secondary under different 
circumstances.

Other terms introduced here include 
volatile organic compounds, particulate 
pollutants, criteria pollutants, and 
hazardous air pollutants (air toxics). 
You may choose to ask students to add 
these terms to their vocabulary note-
books or a class word wall. 

Helpful Web sites for understanding 
air-pollutant categories include:
http://www.epa.gov/air/urbanair/
http://www.epa.gov/air/airpollutants 

.html
http://www.epa.gov/ttn/atw/pollsour 

.html
http://www.who.int/mediacentre/

factsheets/fs313/en/index.html
You might decide to introduce or 

review (based on students’ knowledge  
of air pollutants) some effects of air 
pollution. Examples include: 
• Minor nuisance: slight odor and 
reduced visibility.
• Property damage: building discolor-
ation, accelerated weathering, metal 
corrosion.
• Damage to crops: lower crop yield, 
plants killed.
• Damage to animals: eye and respira-
tory irritation among humans, dead 
wildlife.

The images on pages 235–237 help 
students to visualize air pollution and 
its effects. Using the Figures provides 
suggestions for discussing and connect-
ing to these images.
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236 Unit 2 Air: Designing Scientific Investigations

Most human-generated air pollutants result from fossil-fuel-based energy 
production, including gasoline-powered vehicles and coal-based electricity 
generation. Depending on where you live, motor vehicles, power plants, 

Contaminated air often smells unpleasant and looks unsightly. Even when 
it cannot be smelled or seen, air pollution can be harmful. Air pollution 
causes billions of dollars of damage every year. It can corrode buildings and 
machines, and it can stunt the growth of agricultural crops and weaken live-
stock. Air pollution has been associated with diseases such as bronchitis, 

lung cancer, adding to human suffering 
and hospital costs worldwide.

Natural sources produce more of 
almost every major air contaminant 

most cases, natural air contamination 
occurs over wide regions and is seldom 

may dilute, transform, or disperse such 
naturally emitted substances before they 
accumulate to harmful levels in the air.

By contrast, air pollutants from 
human activities are usually generated 
within localized areas, such as near 
smokestacks, exhaust pipes, or large 
population centers. When the amount of 
an air contaminant overwhelms the abil-
ity of natural processes to disperse or 
dispose of it, air quality can become a serious problem. Many large cities 
are prone to high concentrations of air pollutants. If air pollutants generated 
by activity in large U.S. cities were evenly spread over the entire nation, they 
would have substantially lower concentrations and be much less noticeable. 
Unfortunately, weather-related air movement does not produce such even 
spreading.

Contaminants in air can be categorized as either primary or secondary air 
pollutants. Primary air pollutants directly enter the atmosphere, either as a 

-
ponent of natural gas. Methane is also produced naturally in large quantities 
by anaerobic bacteria as they break down organic matter, a process that 
occurs in wetlands, landfills, and within the digestive systems of animals 
such as cows and sheep. 

Another primary air pollutant is actually a class of compounds known  
as volatile organic compounds
evaporate or are gaseous at room temperature. As their name indicates, 

atmosphere are unburned fuel molecules, but release of these compounds 
 

Figure 2.53  Small-scale,  
individual activities (such as  
mowing a lawn) can lead to  
buildup of air pollution in  
densely populated cities  
and towns.

Figure 2.54  Air pollution can 
exacerbate asthma symptoms.
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a Using the Figures
figures 2.52, 2.53, 2.54, 2.55, 
and 2.56 Use these photographs 
to discuss students’ experiences 
with air pollution. Some students 
may suffer from asthma or know 
someone who does and can speak 
to air-quality conditions that exac-
erbate symptoms. Depending on 
where students live or have trav-
eled, they may have seen a “brown 
cloud” like that in Figure 2.52. The 
cloud is due to photochemical smog. 
Ask students for ideas about how 
photochemical smog forms. At this 
point, their answers will probably 
be general. You can point out that 
photochemical smog often poses 
problems in densely populated areas 
that receive considerable sunshine, 
thus beginning to establish con-
nections between photochemical 
smog, daylight, and human activities 
(specifically, operating vehicles and 
other engines that burn fossil fuels as 
in Figure 2.53). Students may mention 
ground-level ozone (a component 
of photochemical smog), depending 
on how “in tune” they are to daily air 
quality forecasts. Cautions: Air does 
not have to be colored or smell bad 
to be considered polluted, and not 
all air pollutants are generated by 
human activities. Remind students of 
this as they examine Figure 2.52. 
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SECTION D  Human Impact on Air Quality 237

are involved in smog formation. 
Secondary air pollutants are formed in the atmosphere when 

primary air components react either with each other or with 
-
 

a secondary air pollutant. Reactions with water in the atmo-

acid rain.
Particulate pollutants

microscopic particles that enter the air from either human 
-

particulate pollution includes emissions from smokestacks and 
vehicle tailpipes, which occasionally are observed as “smoke” 
but may not always be visible. In fact, virtually undetectable 
smaller particles that commonly are emitted from diesel-burn-
ing vehicles are more dangerous to human health because they 
can penetrate deep into the lungs. 

hazardous air pollutants or criteria 
pollutants. Criteria pollutants
throughout the United States and detrimental to human health or the envi-
ronment. Hazardous air pollutants, sometimes called air toxics, are known 
or suspected to cause cancer or other serious health effects or adverse envi-
ronmental effects. Although some are far more dangerous than criteria pol-
lutants, they are generally much less common. 

Figure 2.55  Urban planners need to balance  
the aesthetic and environmental benefits of  
planting trees with the quantity of VOCs  
released by trees, which varies widely from  
species to species.

Figure 2.56  Particulate contaminants found in air may include dust, 
pollen, and soot, all shown here under magnification.

Table 2.5 

 

Carbon monoxide (CO)

Sulfur oxides (SOx)

Nitrogen oxides (NOx)

Ozone (O3)

Lead (Pb)

Particulate matter (PM)

U.S. EPA Criteria 
Pollutants
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238 Unit 2 Air: Designing Scientific Investigations

 INVESTIGATING MATTER
D.2  DETECTING POLLUTANTS  

IN AIR

Asking Questions

In order to enforce these regulations, the presence and concentration of air 
pollutants must be detected and measured. In this investigation, you will 
detect pollutants using chemical and physical measurements with tools pre-
pared in the laboratory. 

As you read Gathering Evidence, develop one or more scientific questions 
that you can answer in this investigation.

Preparing to Investigate
Before you begin, read Gathering Evidence to learn what you will need to do 

-
tion or questions you developed and construct an appropriate data table.

Gathering Evidence
Part I: Detecting Ozone

 1. Identify at least three outdoor locations and a control location to 

in direct sunlight. What is your independent variable? What other 
variables must you control? What variables are essentially the same 
for all sites? 

 2. goggles, and wear them properly throughout the rest of 
Part I.

 3. 

 4. 

 5. Heat the beaker containing the mixture on a hot plate. Stir with a 
glass stirring rod and heat until the mixture gels; that is, it becomes 
thick and translucent.

 6. 
potassium iodide. Stir well.

 7. 

 8. 
large watch glass.

 9. Use a small paint brush to uniformly apply the gelled solution to  
 

of the filter paper and for each piece.
Figure 2.57  Painting gel onto 
filter paper for ozone test strips.
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IM   d.2 dEtEctinG 
PollutAnts in Air

In this investigation, students construct 
detectors, determine sampling locations, 
and analyze ozone and particulate 
pollution in local ambient air. 

Time
• 2 class periods
• Day 1–30 minutes: Make ozone and 
particulate detectors and place particu-
late collectors.
• Day 2–50 minutes: Set out ozone 
detectors, collect and analyze particulate 
collectors, collect (and analyze if time 
remains) ozone detectors.

Materials (for 24 students working in 
pairs) 

48 3  5 index cards
Paper punch or scissors
Transparent packaging tape (not 

translucent or “invisible” tape)
Microscope, 40 or better (if no 

other options exist, hand lenses 
may be used)

60 g cornstarch
18 g potassium iodide
1 L distilled water
12 150-mL beakers
12 stirring rods
12 small foam paintbrushes (1 inch 

wide)
  6 hot plates
12 beaker tongs or hot pads
12 large watch glasses
48 pieces of filter paper (or enough 

to make 48 strips)
Wire and/or masking tape for 

mounting cards and strips
Clock or stopwatches

safety
KI can stain the skin. Make sure stu-
dents wash hands before leaving the lab. 
Make sure gel is allowed to cool slightly 
before painting on the filter paper.

Pre-Lab Discussion
Discuss beginning questions and help 
students to consider how their begin-
ning questions affect their choice of 
sampling locations. Review the meaning 
of and need for a control in this type of 
investigation.
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SECTION D  Human Impact on Air Quality 239

 10. Devise methods for labeling and mounting your test strips.  
Note: 

 11. Spray each strip with distilled water and install at ozone test sites 
and control site.

 12. 

 13. Collect the papers and store in a sealed plastic bag or glass jar out of 
direct light if results are not to be immediately observed.

 14. 
comparing the strips to one another and the control strip. Record 
your results.

 15. Wash your hands thoroughly before leaving the laboratory.

Part II: Detecting Particulates
 16. 

particulate pollution. Make sure that the sites are chosen to design an 
investigation with an independent variable. What is that independent 
variable? What other variables must you control? What variables are 
essentially the same for all sites? What other factors determine 
whether a location is a good test site?

 17. 

of each card.

 18. Determine how you will mount your cards for sample collection. 
Again, consider the variables that you must control. Make any 
necessary alterations to the card for mounting without altering the 

 19. 

 20. Mount the cards in the test sites with the sticky side facing outward.

 INVESTIGATING MATTER
D.2  DETECTING POLLUTANTS  

IN AIR

Asking Questions

In order to enforce these regulations, the presence and concentration of air 
pollutants must be detected and measured. In this investigation, you will 
detect pollutants using chemical and physical measurements with tools pre-
pared in the laboratory. 

As you read Gathering Evidence, develop one or more scientific questions 
that you can answer in this investigation.

Preparing to Investigate
Before you begin, read Gathering Evidence to learn what you will need to do 

-
tion or questions you developed and construct an appropriate data table.

Gathering Evidence
Part I: Detecting Ozone

 1. Identify at least three outdoor locations and a control location to 

in direct sunlight. What is your independent variable? What other 
variables must you control? What variables are essentially the same 
for all sites? 

 2. goggles, and wear them properly throughout the rest of 
Part I.

 3. 

 4. 

 5. Heat the beaker containing the mixture on a hot plate. Stir with a 
glass stirring rod and heat until the mixture gels; that is, it becomes 
thick and translucent.

 6. 
potassium iodide. Stir well.

 7. 

 8. 
large watch glass.

 9. Use a small paint brush to uniformly apply the gelled solution to  
 

of the filter paper and for each piece.

Figure 2.58  Apply tape to the 
underside of an index card with 
a 3 x 3 cm square opening.

239

Lab Tips
• This investigation is designed to 
collect qualitative data. If more quantita-
tive data are desired, ozone detectors are 
available for purchase from Vistanomics, 
Inc. at http://www.ecobadge.com/ or 
other sources including: http://www 
.ozoneservices.com/pricing/pricelists/
OLM.htm.
• If ozone test strips will be made on  
a day when they will not be placed 
outside, they will have to be dried. If 
your school has desiccators, you can use 
them to dry the papers overnight. Do not 
use fans or fume hoods because they 
generate ozone. The papers can also be 
dried in a dedicated laboratory micro-
wave oven for 40 seconds on high.

expected Results
Particles will vary depending upon 
where the cards are placed by students. 
They may include road dust (from tires), 
dust, spores and pollen. Rarely, students 
may find a micrometeorite, which is a 
smooth, spherical particle.

Ozone readings will also vary. 
Students should be able to distinguish 
between ozone detectors placed near 
traffic, electrical equipment, or UV 
radiation, and those placed away from 
such sources.
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240 Unit 2 Air: Designing Scientific Investigations

 21.  
Note: Cards can stay out several days, but should not be exposed  

to rain or snow. Temporarily retrieve the cards and store them  

 22. Collect the cards, taking care not to touch the sticky side of the tape. 
Cover the sticky portion with transparent packaging tape to seal 
particles between the two pieces of tape.

 23. 
for quantifying and qualitatively describing the particles collected. 
Record your data.

Analyzing and Interpreting Evidence
 1. Consider your ozone test strips:

a. Which test site had the greatest concentration of ozone? 

b. Were there large differences in ozone concentration among the 
strips? Describe any differences you observed.

 2. Explain your ozone test results in terms of possible sources of 
pollution.

 3. Consider your particulate test cards:

a. Which test site produced the card with the largest number of 
particulates? 

b. Were there large differences in particle density among the cards? 
Describe any differences you observed.

 4. Explain your particulate test results in terms of possible sources of 
pollution.

Making Claims
 5. 

beginning the investigation. 

b. What evidence supports each claim you made in part a?

Reflecting on the Investigation
 6. Which of these methods used a chemical change to indicate the 

presence of a pollutant? Explain.

 7. What factors, other than pollution, may have affected your results?

 8. Based upon your experiences in this investigation, write a beginning 
question for another investigation using some of these materials and 
briefly describe how you would proceed.

 9. Think about the air-quality investigation that you are designing.

a. Would you need to detect or measure air pollutants? Explain.

b. What procedures will you propose for detection or measurement?

240

Analyzing and Interpreting Evidence
1. a.  Greatest concentrations of ozone 

are likely to occur in strong 
sunlight, in high traffic areas, or  
by an electric motor.

b. Test strips placed in strong sun-
light, in high traffic areas, or by an 
electric motor will have higher 
readings than test strips collected 
in the shade, early in the day, or 
away from traffic.

2. Students will learn more specifics 
about smog formation in Sections D.5 
and D.6. You may want to alert 
students to the graph in Figure 2.64 
(page 247) to help them make connec-
tions here. Otherwise, students 
should be able to at least speculate 
about some sources of pollution based 
on their observations reported in 
Question 1. 

3. a.  Areas where there was a wind or a 
breeze or obvious sources of dust  
or smoke should show more 
particulates. 

b. There are likely to be large varia-
tions based on the location of the 
card. In protected areas there may 
be fewer particles and areas where 
there was a wind or a breeze or 
obvious sources of dust or smoke 
should show more particulates.

4. Students should identify the possible 
sources of particulates on the more 
concentrated cards, such as dust, 
vehicle exhaust, wood burning, or 
plants.

Making Claims
5. a.  Student answers should relate 

directly to their beginning question.
b. Evidence could include number of 

particles or concentration of ozone 
in a particular site or relative to 
other sites.

Reflecting on the Investigation
6. The ozone test strip uses a chemical 

change. Ozone reacts with the gelled 
coating, and the extent of reaction is 
revealed through a further reaction 
with water.

7. Wind and other weather conditions 
could affect the results.

8. Student answers will vary, but could 
include comparing ozone indoors and 
outdoors, or measuring particles over 
a weekend day instead of a weekday.

9. a.  Student answers will vary, but 
should indicate whether they need 
to know that a contaminant is 
present (detect) or whether they 
need to know its concentration 
(measure).

b. Student answers will vary depend-
ing upon the air component that 
they propose to measure or detect.
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SECTION D  Human Impact on Air Quality 241

D.3  MONITORING AND IDENTIFYING 
AIR POLLUTANTS

similar to methods scientists still use to monitor air quality. The treated filter 
paper that you prepared is known as Schoenbein paper. The potassium iodide 
applied to the paper reacts with ozone in the troposphere according to the 
following equation:

    H   I   
 potassium ozone water potassium iodine oxygen
 iodide   hydroxide

When you add distilled water after exposure, iodine reacts with starch in the 
-

cates that a larger amount of ozone was present.
Scientists use both simple chemical and physical methods, like the ones you 

used, and more sophisticated techniques. Methods of measuring air pollution 
can be divided into four categories: passive sampling, active sampling, automatic 

Table 2.6 

 

Method Analysis site Description Advantages
Common materials 

measured 

Passive sampling Laboratory

Collects pollutants 
through diffusion 
onto a filter or 
membrane; 
samples are 
sealed in the field

Reliable and  
cost-effective

Nitrogen dioxide,  
benzene

Active sampling Laboratory

Collects samples 
by pumping air 
through a 
collector in the 
field for a known 
period of time

Allows for 
frequent sample 
collection; less 
expensive than 
automatic 
methods

Many particulate 
and gaseous 
pollutants

Automatic 
monitoring Test site

Uses analytical 
methods to 
measure hourly 
pollutant 
concentrations at 
a single point

Continuous 
monitoring  
(real-time 
measurements); 
high-resolution

Ozone, nitrogen 
oxides, sulfur 
dioxide, carbon 
monoxide, 
particulates

Remote open path 
monitoring Test site

Uses light waves 
to make 
concentration 
measurements of 
several pollutants 
at once

Continuous 
monitoring  
(real-time 
measurements); 
measures multiple 
pollutants

Sulfur dioxide, 
methane, ozone, 
nitrogen oxides

Methods of Measuring Air Pollution

241

IM   d.3 monitorinG 
And idEntifyinG Air 
PollutAnts

Now that students have some experi-
ence detecting air pollutants, they are 
introduced to methods used by scientists 
and regulatory agencies (such as the 
EPA) to measure and record pollutant 
concentrations. Sampling methods 
(passive and active) and monitoring 
methods (automatic and remote open 
path) and their applications are de-
scribed. Gathering data at different 
heights from the Earth’s surface to  
space is also discussed.

Accuracy and precision are also 
introduced in the context of providing 
useful and valid air quality data. Skill 
Building Topic 3 provides additional 
practice and instruction regarding 
accuracy and precision.

Differentiation
TRM  

 
ReADINg gUIDe 

A reading guide is available to help 
students organize the information in 
Section D.3. 
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242 Unit 2 Air: Designing Scientific Investigations

The current air-quality monitoring networks in the United States focus on 
the criteria pollutants, as well as visibility measurements and detection of 
acid rain precursors. There is currently no national air toxic monitoring net-

Ground-level sampling, as described above and practiced in Investigating 
-

tudes is necessary to model atmospheric processes and determine the fate of 
pollutants after emission. To accomplish this, 
collection devices and monitoring systems 
must be transported to high altitude and must 
be designed to work under harsh conditions 
found there. Transportation options include 
specially designed balloons, retrofitted air-

Atmospheres of other planets may also help 
scientists to understand changes in Earth’s 

planetary atmospheres.

Figure 2.60  Aircraft designed to sample air quality 
have sampling and data analysis instruments on board.

Figure 2.59  The National Air Monitoring Stations network emphasizes urban and  
multisource areas in placements of its 1080 stations.

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6E
Perm Fig.: 2087     New Fig.: 2-59
First Pass: 2010-07-02
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SECTION D  Human Impact on Air Quality 243

All sampling and analysis procedures, including air-quality monitoring, 
seek to provide useful and valid data. In many cases, quantitative data are 
needed to track pollutant levels over time, compare sites, or provide inputs 
for computer modeling. The validity of the data depends on the accuracy 
and precision of the methods used to collect and analyze the samples and 
generate the data. Accuracy is the extent to which a measurement represents 
its corresponding actual values. That is, a measurement is accurate if a read-

ppm. Precision, on the other hand, describes how closely repeated measure-
ments cluster around the same value. Measurements are valid only if they 
are both accurate and precise. 

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
D.4  DRAWING CONCLUSIONS FROM 

AIR POLLUTION DATA
What proportion of total air contamination does human activity produce? 
Automobile use alone contributes about half the total mass of human-gener-
ated air contaminants. However, air is also contaminated each time we heat 
or cool a building, when we use fossil-fuel-based electricity, or when food 
and other products are delivered to retail stores.

Now that you have some ideas about the origins of air-quality data, this 
activity provides an opportunity to evaluate some of those data as well as 

sources of some major U.S. air contaminants. Use information provided in 

 1. 

a. What do all of these substances have in common? 

b. Which criteria pollutant is omitted?

c. Why do you think it was omitted?

 2. 
in the United States?

Figure 2.61  Venus  
Express, launched in  
November 2005, is among 
the spacecraft designed  
to study extraterrestrial  
atmospheres. The data 
collected by such  
missions help scientists  
to understand the  
evolution of planets,  
atmospheres, and weather.

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6E
Perm Fig.: 20104     New Fig.: 2-DUN03
First Pass: 2010-07-02

Accurate and
precise

Accurate but
not precise

Precise but not
accurate

Not accurate
or precise

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6E
Perm Fig.: 20104     New Fig.: 2-DUN03
First Pass: 2010-07-02

Accurate and
precise

Accurate but
not precise

Precise but not
accurate

Not accurate
or precise

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6E
Perm Fig.: 20104     New Fig.: 2-DUN03
First Pass: 2010-07-02

Accurate and
precise

Accurate but
not precise

Precise but not
accurate

Not accurate
or precise

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6E
Perm Fig.: 20104     New Fig.: 2-DUN03
First Pass: 2010-07-02

Accurate and
precise

Accurate but
not precise

Precise but not
accurate

Not accurate
or precise

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6E
Perm Fig.: 20104     New Fig.: 2-DUN03
First Pass: 2010-07-02

Accurate and
precise

Accurate but
not precise

Precise but not
accurate

Not accurate
or precise
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DS   d.4 drAWinG 
conclusions from 
Air Pollution dAtA

Students analyze data from Table 2.7 
(comparing quantities of pollutants from 
various human and natural sources). 
This is a good opportunity to practice 
interpreting data from a table. Review 
this table and ask students some 
introductory questions before asking 
them to complete the activity. Help 
students realize that choices regarding 
energy consumption and use of indus-
trial products affect pollution problems. 

Answers
1. a.  They can all be produced by human 

activity OR they are all primary air 
pollutants.

b. O3 
c. Ground level ozone is produced 

locally through photochemical 
reactions rather than emitted. Also 
acceptable: ozone is a secondary 
pollutant.

2. Transportation
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 3. 

a. industry?    b. transportation?    c. fuel combustion?

 4. 

If air-quality decisions are to be made based upon measurements, it is impor-
tant to have confidence in the validity of those data.

 5. 
data are valid? Explain.

 6. 

a. How confident are you in the validity of the data you collected? 
Why?

244 Unit 2 Air: Designing Scientific Investigations

Table 2.7

 

Source CO NOx VOCs PM10 SO2 PM2.5 Pb* Totals**

Transportation  62 620  9807  6292  450  601  380  0.513  80 150

Fuel combustion

 Electric utilities  594  3498  44  567  9 497  461  0.065  14 661

 Industrial  1150  1853  138  308  1 619  161  0.015  5229

 Other 
  (residential, commercial, 

institutional)

 3035  665  1 248  420  525  382  0.374  6275

Industrial processes  3475  960  6800  1342  986  683  2.869  14 246

Miscellaneous 
  (fires, agriculture and  

forestry, fugitive dust)

 16 777  191  3602  16 223  122  2954 —  39 869

Totals**  87 651  16 975  18 124  19 309  13 350  5021  3.559

Key  CO Carbon monoxide PM2.5 Particulate matter (<2.5 µm diam)

 NOx Nitrogen oxides VOCs Volatile organic compounds

 PM10 Particulate matter (<10 µm diam) SO  Sulfur dioxide

Selected U.S. Air Pollutants, 2005 (in 103 metric tons per year)

244

3. a.  Pb, VOCs
b. CO, NOx, VOCs
c. NOx, SO2

4. No. Although hybrid vehicles reduce 
SO2 emissions from transportation, 
diesel-burning vehicles would still 
contribute to SO2 emissions. Also, 
hybrid vehicles still burn gasoline and 
thus produce some SO2. Pure electric 
or rechargeable hybrid vehicles would 
require electricity, the production of 
which also results in SO2 emissions.

5. Students will probably say yes. Make 
sure they explain, for example, they 
trust the scientists or the EPA/
government.

6. a.  Students may or may not be 
confident in the validity of their 
data, depending upon their materi-
als, conditions, and results.

b. Students will probably indicate that 
they cannot be sure that their data 
were accurate, since they have no 
standards for comparison.

c. Students should be able to say 
whether their results are precise 
based upon how close the results of 
separate trials were to one another.

d. Students will probably say no, 
since their methods were somewhat 
simple.

7. Answers will vary, but students 
should address both accuracy and 
precision.
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SECTION D  Human Impact on Air Quality 245

b. Were the data you collected accurate? How do you know?

c. Were the data you collected precise? Explain.

d. Would you feel comfortable using your data to make a decision 
about regulating pollutants? Why or why not?

 7. How will you ensure that any data collected in the air-quality 
investigation you are designing will be valid?

D.5  SMOG: HAZARDOUS TO  
YOUR HEALTH

in the coal-mining town of Donora, pollutant- 

though less deadly, episodes have occurred historically in other cities. In 
each case, the culprit was a potentially hazardous condition called smog. 
Smog forms when large quantities of air pollutants are released into a con-
centrated area, usually a city, and meteorological conditions do not allow 
the pollutants to disperse. Indicators of smog include reduced visibility, irri-

predicted from known hazards of sulfur oxides or particulates alone. Accord-
ing to some researchers, this increase may be due to synergistic interactions, 
where the combined effect of several substances is greater than the sum of 
their separate effects alone.

A brownish haze that irritated the eyes, nose, and throat and also dam-
-
-

les has no significant industrial or heating activities, which were the primary 
pollutant sources in prior smog episodes. However, the city did have many 
motor vehicles and abundant sunshine. These factors contributed to the  
formation of photochemical smog
by mountains on three sides, was another factor. Although its valley location 

than seemed reasonable. There had to be more to this story. 

Figure 2.62  Donora, 
Pennsylvania, at midday 
in late October, 1948.

P1.  Why is the EPA more concerned about some air pollutants  
than about others?

2.  Why are both accuracy and precision necessary for valid  
measurements?

3. How is air pollution influenced by weather and climate?

245

Pconcept check 10
1. (Concepts developed in Section D.1.) 

Some air pollutants are known to be 
detrimental to human health or to the 
environment. Thus the EPA is more 
concerned with monitoring and 
regulating these pollutants than those 
that are known to be less harmful.

2. (Concepts developed in Sections D.3 
and D.4.) To have confidence in 
measurements, one must be able to 
reproduce the same results (precision) 
and to take measurements that are 
close to actual values (accuracy). Both 
low-stakes and high-stakes decisions 
are made based on measurements (for 
instance, whether to fine a municipal-
ity for not complying with EPA 
regulations). Therefore, one must have 
confidence in the measurements that 
influence such decisions.

3. (Looking ahead; answers will be based 
on students’ prior knowledge.) Expect 
a range of ideas, including that clouds 
trap air pollution. Students who live 
in sunny places may note smog 
around them, but they probably don’t 
yet know that sun is a key component 
in smog formation.

d.5 smoG: HAzArdous to 
your HEAltH
Smog is generally defined as a reduction 
in air clarity resulting from elevated 
airborne pollutant levels. Photochemical 
smog refers specifically to polluted air 
found over cities resulting from interac-
tion of industrial emissions and automo-
tive exhaust with solar radiation. The 
major substances involved in forming 
photochemical smog include hydrocar-
bons, nitrogen oxides, and ozone. As the 
text explains, temperature inversions 
also affect the severity of photochemical 
smog.

As an introduction to this topic, you 
may choose to view part of the Weather 
Channel’s program on the Donora smog 
incident (an episode of When Weather 
Changed History), available at http://
www.weather.com/outlook/videos/
todays-top-forecast-4276#12599.
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a Using the Figures
figure 2.62 You can find more information about the Donora smog disaster at: 
http://www.pbs.org/now/science/smog.html. The smog consisted of SO2, CO, and 
metal dust emissions (from plants and coal furnaces in the valley and town) that were 
trapped by a layer of warm air. During five days, 20 people died and more than 7000 
were sickened. Investigations into this disaster led to the first federal clean-air act, 
passed in 1955.
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246 Unit 2 Air: Designing Scientific Investigations

Normally, air at Earth’s surface is warmed by solar radiation and by re-
radiation from surface materials. This warmer, less dense air rises, carrying 
pollutants away with it. Cooler, less polluted air then moves in below. In a 
temperature inversion, a cool air mass is trapped beneath a less dense warm 

-
ture inversion, air pollutants cannot escape, so their concentrations may rise 
to dangerous levels. The production and severity of photochemical smog, 

that accumulation of pollutants. 
The simplified equation that follows represents the key ingredients and 

products of photochemical smog. Hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide, and 
nitrogen oxides from vehicle exhausts are irradiated by sunlight in the pres-
ence of oxygen gas. The resulting reactions produce a potentially dangerous 
mixture, including other nitrogen oxides, ozone, and irritating organic com-
pounds, as well as carbon dioxide and water vapor:

Figure 2.63  A temperature 
inversion. Unlike normal  
conditions (a), in a temperature 
inversion (b), a layer of cool 
air is trapped close to Earth’s 
surface below a warm layer, 
preventing air contaminants 
from escaping.
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American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6E
Perm Fig.: 2091     New Fig.: 2-63
First Pass: 2010-07-02
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a Using the Figures
figure 2.63 Ask students to iden-
tify some geographic locations that 
are prone to temperature inversion 
(coasts, valleys). Discuss whether 
these locations may also affect the 
impact of photochemical smog. (For 
instance, coastal areas tend to be 
densely populated.)
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SECTION D  Human Impact on Air Quality 247

 Nitrogen dioxide has a pungent, irritating odor at detectable concentra-

-
tory distress after an hour of exposure. 

throat irritation, and coughing; worsen chronic respiratory diseases such as 
asthma; and compromise the body’s ability to fight respiratory infections.   
 Because substances in smog can endanger health, their levels in the air are 
of major public interest; many weather forecasters report an air-quality rat-
ing

contributors to smog in metropolitan areas. The concentrations in air of sub-

period. In the following activity, you will consider factors that may influ-
ence such concentration changes.

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
D.6  VEHICLES AND SMOG

 1. Consider pollutant level patterns.

a. Between what hours do the concentrations of nitrogen oxides and 
hydrocarbons peak?

b. Account for this fact in terms of automobile use.

Figure 2.64  Photochemical smog formation.
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American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6E
Perm Fig.: 2092     New Fig.: 2-64
First Pass: 2010-07-02
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DS   d.6 VEHiclEs And 
smoG

In this activity, students analyze the 
graph in Figure 2.64 to determine why 
the concentration of certain air pollut-
ants varies over a 24-hour period.

Answers
1. a. About 6 a.m. and 9 a.m.

b. These times correspond to morning 
rush hours, when traffic peaks.
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248 Unit 2 Air: Designing Scientific Investigations

 2. 
over a period of several hours.

 3. Although ozone is necessary in the stratosphere to protect Earth from 
excessive ultraviolet light, at Earth’s surface it is a major component 
of photochemical smog.

 is at maximum concentration.

 in polluted 
tropospheric air?

 4. Some state and local agencies declare Air-Quality Action Days when 
the levels of ozone are expected to be unhealthy. Explain why each of 
the following recommendations is made for such days: 

a. Use public transportation.

b. Refuel vehicles only after dusk.

c. Avoid prolonged or strenuous exertion outdoors.

d. Do not burn leaves or other yard waste.

D.7  ACIDS, BASES, AND THE  
pH SCALE

unknown in the United States and Europe now. Industrial facilities still burn 
fuel, including coal, but emissions are regulated and many facilities are 
located outside of cities. However, pollutants resulting from the combustion 
of coal and other fossil fuels are still implicated in another environmental 

acid rain. The U.S. Geological Survey uses the term acid rain  
or acid precipitation 

 
pollution from all U.S. automobiles, recreational vehicles, buses, and 
trucks would be more difficult than controlling air pollution from  
U.S. power plants and industries.

CONTROLLING AIR POLLUTION

CHEMQUANDARY

248

2. Because it is being physically dis-
persed, adsorbed onto surfaces, or 
chemically converted to other 
substances.

3. a. NO. 
b. That nitrogen oxides may be related 

to ozone formation. (In fact, ground-
level ozone is formed by reaction of 
VOCs with nitrogen oxides in 
intense sunlight.)

4. a.  Reduces nitrogen oxide and 
hydrocarbon emissions.

b. Reduces VOC emissions.
c. Ozone and smog are hazardous to 

human health. Exertion increases 
the rate of breathing and can lead to 
respiratory problems.

d. Reduces hydrocarbon and particu-
late emissions. 

CHEMQUANDARY
controllinG Air 
Pollution
It is straightforward to install, maintain, 
and update control technologies when 
relatively few locations and organiza-
tions are involved. However, automo-
biles, buses, and trucks are widely 
dispersed and controlled by millions of 
individuals, which makes it difficult to 
ensure compliance with standards. 
Many states require motor vehicle 
owner/operators to have their vehicle 
emissions tested for compliance with 
standards before those vehicles can be 
registered or operated.

d.7 Acids, BAsEs, And tHE 
pH scAlE
This unit introduces students to the pH 
scale, some characteristic properties of 
acids and bases, and uses of some 
common acids and bases. The pH scale 
is presented as a way to distinguish 
acids from bases and express their 
relative acidity or alkalinity. Students 
may already have encountered these 
terms outside the classroom. You may 
wish to elicit and discuss their prior 
knowledge (perhaps including shampoo/
soap advertisements or hot tub/swim-
ming pool maintenance). 

Acids are defined as substances that 
easily release hydrogen atoms. Bases are 
described as substances that contain or 
produce hydroxide (OH–) ions in 
solution. Neutral substances are charac-
terized as those that display properties 
of neither acids nor bases.

The development of pH and acid–base 
concepts here illustrates the ChemCom 
philosophy—chemistry ideas are 
introduced only when (and to the 
appropriate depth!) required. This spiral 
curriculum strategy ensures that the text 
will revisit and extend introduced 
concepts later. Accordingly, students will 
learn more about acids and bases later in 
the course. Avoid introducing additional 
acid–base content at this point.
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SECTION D  Human Impact on Air Quality 249

You have probably heard the term pH used before, perhaps in connection 

is pH, and how is it related to air quality? The pH scale is a convenient way 
to measure and report the acidic, basic, or chemically neutral character of a 

extremely acidic or basic solutions may be outside this range. At room tem-

the pH, the more acidic the solution. Solutions with pH values greater than 

are also called alkaline solutions.
Quantitatively, a change of one pH unit indicates a tenfold difference  

-
ence in acidity or alkalinity.

example, basic solutions react with the vegetable dye litmus to turn it blue, 
whereas acidic solutions turn litmus red. Both acidic and basic solutions 
conduct electricity. Each type of solution has a distinctive taste and a dis-
tinctive feel on your skin. (Caution: Never test these sensory properties in 
the laboratory.) In addition, acids and bases are able to react chemically with 
many other substances. You are probably familiar with the ability of acids 
and bases to corrode materials, which is a type of chemical behavior.

Most acids are made up of molecules, including one or more hydrogen 
atoms that can be released rather eas-
ily in water solution. These “acidic” 
hydrogen atoms are usually written 
first in the formula for an acid. See 

Figure 2.66  Vinegar contains 
acetic acid, and some soft drinks 
contain both carbonic acid and 
phosphoric acid. Many fruits and 
vegetables also contain acids.

Figure 2.65  Use Table 2.8 (page 250) to 
identify the bases contained in this oven 
cleaner and other common household items.

249

Demonstration Ideas
Before conducting any demonstrations, 
you may wish to challenge students to 
classify common materials as acids or 
bases. This encourages students to 
access their prior knowledge and also 
provides opportunities for you to 
identify misconceptions. You can use 
demonstrations such as these to check 
their understandings (or guesses) about 
the acidic/basic nature of various 
substances. 
• Test the pH of common materials such 
as vinegar, citrus fruits, ammonia, 
baking soda, and antacids, using red and 
blue litmus paper, pH paper, and, if 
available, a pH meter. Relate the concept 
of pH to students’ everyday lives.
• Red cabbage juice contains a pigment 
you can use as an excellent pH indica-
tor. To prepare the indicator solution, 
add boiling water to chopped red 
cabbage, let it steep for 10 min, and then 
filter out the cabbage. For a dramatic 
demonstration, place the red cabbage 
juice into a 1000-mL graduated cylinder 
and add a few chunks of dry ice. As the 
dry ice liberates CO2(g), the pH of the 
indicator solution changes, producing  
a pleasing progression of colors.

Following these demonstrations, ask 
the class to create a list that compares 
acid properties and base properties, 
using their observations during the 
demonstrations and their prior knowl-
edge of similarities among the materials.
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brainstorm other household products 
they could categorize as acids or 
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250 Unit 2 Air: Designing Scientific Investigations

Many bases
, are two exam-

-
 ions but still produce basic solu-

ions, as illustrated by 
the following equation.

 

Name Formula Common Uses

Acids

Acetic acid HC2H3O2 In  vinegar (typically a 5% solution of acetic acid)

Carbonic acid H2CO3 In carbonated soft drinks

Hydrochloric acid HCl
Used in removing scale buildup from boilers and 
for cleaning materials

Nitric acid HNO3 Used in making fertilizers, dyes, and explosives

Phosphoric acid H3PO4
Added to some soft drinks to give a tart flavor; 
also used in making fertilizers and detergents

Sulfuric acid H2SO4

Largest-volume substance produced by the 
chemical industry; used in automobile  
battery fluid

Bases 

Calcium hydroxide Ca(OH)2

Present in mortar, plaster, and cement; used  
in paper pulping and removing hair from  
animal hides

Magnesium hydroxide Mg(OH)2 Active ingredient in milk of magnesia

Potassium hydroxide KOH Used in making some liquid soaps

Sodium hydroxide NaOH
A major industrial product; active ingredient in 
some drain and oven cleaners; used to convert 
animal fats into soap

Names, Formulas, and Common Uses of  
Some Acids and Bases

Table 2.8

250
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SECTION D  Human Impact on Air Quality 251

 NH   H  NH  

What about substances that display neither acidic nor basic characteris-
tics? Chemists classify these substances as chemically neutral. Water, sodium 

H

neutral solution. The pH values of some common materials are shown in 

D.8  ACID RAIN

produce acidic solutions when dissolved in water. The acidic pH of natural 
precipitation is mainly due to reaction of carbon dioxide with water in the 
atmosphere, forming carbonic acid, H :

(g)    H (l)  H (aq)

This dilute solution of carbonic acid then falls to Earth as rain, snow,  
or sleet. 

 

then react with atmospheric water in much the same way that carbon diox-
ide does:

(g)    H (l)  H (aq)
 Sulfurous acid

(g)    H (l)  H (aq)
 Sulfuric acid

Figure 2.67  The pH values of some common materials.
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d.8 Acid rAin
Rainfall is naturally acidic (pH ~ 5.6) 
because atmospheric CO2 dissolves in 
water to form carbonic acid (H2CO3). 
Oxides of nitrogen and sulfur, including 
NO2 and SO2, also contribute to acid 
rain. When these gases are dissolved by 
water droplets in the atmosphere, acids 
form and the resulting precipitation is 
more acidic than that found naturally.

Use this section to help students 
prepare for Investigating Matter D.9, but 
refrain from extensive discussion of acid 
rain, and particularly its effects, until 
after the investigation.
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252 Unit 2 Air: Designing Scientific Investigations

(g)    H (l) (aq)  (aq)
 Nitric acid Nitrous acid

The result, as the previous equations suggest, is the formation of acidic  
precipitation. 

If rain customarily is acidic, why does acid rain pose a problem? The fact 
that this precipitation is more acidic than normal leads to the problems asso-
ciated with acid rain. In the following investigation, you will model the for-
mation of acid rain in order to consider its effects on a variety of materials.

 INVESTIGATING MATTER
D.9 EFFECTS OF ACID RAIN

Asking Questions
Have you seen any evidence of effects of acid rain near where you live? 
What types of materials are damaged by acid rain? In this investigation, you 
will model the effects of acid rain on plants, metals, and stones. To do this, 

sulfur dioxide and water according to the following equation:

Na       H

-
ment.

What materials can you use in the laboratory to model plants, metals, or 
stones? What characteristics must these materials have in order to be both 
useful in the investigation and adequate models of the materials that they 
represent? As you read Gathering Evidence, answer these questions and 
develop one or more scientific questions about the effects of acid rain that 
you can answer based upon this model. 

Preparing to Investigate
Before you begin, read Gathering Evidence to learn what you will need to do 

-
tion or questions you developed and construct an appropriate data table. In 
your data table, be sure to clearly identify the materials you have chosen to 
represent plants, metal, and stones.

Gathering Evidence
 1. Before you begin, put on your goggles, and wear them properly 

throughout the investigation.

252

IM   d.9 EffEcts of Acid 
rAin

In this investigation, students study the 
effects of simulated acid rain on rock 
and metal samples, fruit, and an acid-
base indicator.

Time 2 portions of 1 (50-min or longer) 
class period
• start of class: 10 minutes to set up the 
Petri dish and make initial observations
• end of class: 15 minutes to make final 
observations and clean up

Materials (for 24 students working in 
pairs)

Plant or fruit samples, ~1 cm  1 cm 
 12 cm (provide one or more):
flower petals
tree leaves
apple
pear
banana
potato

Metal samples (provide one or 
more): 
magnesium ribbon, 1-cm pieces
aluminum shot
zinc shot

Stone samples, ~1 cm  1 cm  12 cm 
(provide one or more):
marble
limestone
dolomite

10 mL phenol red in droppers or 
dropper bottles

3 grams Na2SO3

spatula
5 mL 1 M HCl in dropper bottles
droppers or dropper bottles for 

distilled water
12 Petri dishes with lids
12 forceps

safety
1 M HCl is corrosive and can cause skin 
burns. Have baking soda available to 
neutralize spills. Remind students to 
wash hands before leaving the lab. SO2 
will irritate the lungs if inhaled. Limit 
the amount of exposure by opening the 
Petri dishes in a fume hood or a well-
ventilated area.

Pre-Lab Discussion
The environment in the Petri dish 
simulates what happens when atmo-
spheric acid rain interacts with plants, 
buildings and metal structures. Point out 
the reaction that creates the SO2.

Lab Tips
• Set up a sample Petri dish without the 
SO2 reaction. This will allow students to 
compare samples before and after the 
reaction.
• Students can set the Petri dishes aside 
and work on something else during the 
middle part of the class.
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 2. 
a few drops of universal indicator and place a small quantity, 

inside a shallow weighing boat or vial cap in the center of the 

 3. 

 4. 

 5.  
the sodium sulfite in the weighing boat or vial cap. Replace  

 6. 
and record those observations.

 7. 

 8. 

 9. 
teacher.

 10. Wash your hands thoroughly before leaving the laboratory.

Interpreting Evidence
 1. 

a. What effect did this gas have on the universal indicator? 

b. What evidence supports your answer to part a? 

 2. 

Making Claims 
 3. 

dish have if it were to surround

a. steel girders?

b. a forest or field?

c. What evidence can you give for your answers to parts a and b?

 4. 
substance you may have chosen for the stone sample, marble chips 

Hint: Carbon dioxide and 

b. What conclusions can you draw about the effects of acid rain on 
marble statues and building materials from the reaction in part a? 

 5. Review the question or questions you developed before beginning  
the investigation. 

b. What evidence supports each claim you made in part a? 

(g)    H (l) (aq)  (aq)
 Nitric acid Nitrous acid

The result, as the previous equations suggest, is the formation of acidic  
precipitation. 

If rain customarily is acidic, why does acid rain pose a problem? The fact 
that this precipitation is more acidic than normal leads to the problems asso-
ciated with acid rain. In the following investigation, you will model the for-
mation of acid rain in order to consider its effects on a variety of materials.

 INVESTIGATING MATTER
D.9 EFFECTS OF ACID RAIN

Asking Questions
Have you seen any evidence of effects of acid rain near where you live? 
What types of materials are damaged by acid rain? In this investigation, you 
will model the effects of acid rain on plants, metals, and stones. To do this, 

sulfur dioxide and water according to the following equation:

Na       H

-
ment.

What materials can you use in the laboratory to model plants, metals, or 
stones? What characteristics must these materials have in order to be both 
useful in the investigation and adequate models of the materials that they 
represent? As you read Gathering Evidence, answer these questions and 
develop one or more scientific questions about the effects of acid rain that 
you can answer based upon this model. 

Preparing to Investigate
Before you begin, read Gathering Evidence to learn what you will need to do 

-
tion or questions you developed and construct an appropriate data table. In 
your data table, be sure to clearly identify the materials you have chosen to 
represent plants, metal, and stones.

Gathering Evidence
 1. Before you begin, put on your goggles, and wear them properly 

throughout the investigation.

Figure 2.68  Typical Petri dish setup.

253

expected Results
Students should see phenol red change 
color. When placed on the rock sample 
it will be red, the bubbles released from 
the rock will turn it to yellow.
The metal sample will turn from shiny 
to dull. 
The plant sample will produce a variety 
of results. If flower petals are used, 
students may see a color change.

Interpreting Evidence
1. a.  The SO2 gas acidified the universal 

indicator.
b. The universal indicator turned red; 

the chart suggests that red indicates 
an acid.

2. pH in the Petri dish will be between  
2 and 3, well below the pH 5.6 
guideline.

Making Claims
3. a. Steel girders would corrode.

b. Plants would be preserved or 
killed.

c. The metal sample produced gas and 
the plant sample either changed 
color (petals) or fruit flesh did not 
change color (unlike the untreated 
apple).

4. a.  H2SO3  CaCO3 ∫B  CaSO3  CO2 
 H2O

b. The stone would react to form 
carbon dioxide, so the statue would 
appear to disappear.

5. a.  Answers will vary depending upon 
the question. For instance:

 Q:  What effect does acid rain have 
on apples?

 C: Acid rain inhibits discoloration.
 Q: On metals?
 C:  Acid rain causes metals to 

corrode.
 Q: On acid–base indicators?
 C:  Acid rain has a pH that is less  

than 5.
b. Students should cite observations 

from the investigation to support 
each claim.
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Reflecting on the Investigation
 6. This investigation uses a model of acid rain production to investigate 

its effects. Describe, with both an equation and an explanation, how 
the production of acid rain is modeled.

 7. How would you design an experiment to determine whether the 

 gas?

 8. Is the short-term, intense production of acid in this investigation a 
reasonable model for long-term damage caused acid precipitation? 
Explain.

 9. Would it be useful to develop and use a small-scale model, similar to 

investigation? Explain.

D.10  CONSEQUENCES AND 
CONTROL OF ACID RAIN

in a closed system. What are the consequences of acid rain in Earth’s envi-
ronment? When sulfur oxides and nitrogen oxides are emitted from power 
plants, various industries, and fossil-fuel-burning vehicles, they can react 

-
ilar changes in pH have been observed for precipitation in Scandinavia, Cen-
tral Europe, and other areas downwind from large industrial centers and 
power plants.

You have observed that acid rain can directly damage plant material. Tree 
leaves and needles can be harmed when acid rain falls and when they are 
surrounded by acid clouds and fog that are even more acidic than rainfall. 
Acid rain also damages plants by leaching needed minerals from the soil and 

rain can also lower the pH of lakes and streams, enough to kill fish eggs and 
other aquatic life. 

rain is not limited to effects on natural ecosystems. Most buildings and other 
structures contain metal, limestone, or concrete, which are all materials sus-

damage, due, in part, to acid rain. Acid attacks calcium carbonate in lime-
stone, marble, and cement according to this equation:

H (aq)  (s)  (s)    H (l)  (g)
 Sulfuric acid Calcium  Calcium Water Carbon

254 Unit 2 Air: Designing Scientific Investigations
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Reflecting on the Investigation
6. 2 HCl  Na2SO3 ∫B  SO2  H2O   

2 NaCl, then SO2  H2O ∫B H2SO3 
(acid rain)

 The gas produced when the HCl is 
added is SO2 and that in turn creates 
the acidic environment.

7. Possible answer: I would use 3 other 
identical Petri dishes, one with 
Na2SO3 only, another with HCl only, 
and the third with neither Na2SO3 nor 
HCl. If the changes in the metals, 
plant samples, and indicators oc-
curred only in the Petri dish where 
HCl was added to Na2SO3, I could 
conclude that SO2 is the cause of the 
change.

8. Students answers will vary, but 
should consider that this experiment 
produces a large amount of SO2 for 
only a short period of time, while 
atmospheric acid rain is lower in 
concentration but for a longer period 
of time. They may conclude that total 
quantities of SO2 would be similar.

9. Student answers will vary according 
to their investigation’s design. A small 
model like this could help to examine 
long-term effects in a short period of 
time. That could make it easier to 
collect data in a meaningful way for 
some systems.

d.10 consEQuEncEs And 
control of Acid rAin
The term acid rain describes any type of 
precipitation that includes products of 
reactions between water and nonmetal-
lic oxides. These oxides are emitted 
from power plants, industries, vehicles, 
and other sources that burn fossil fuels 
or produce nonmetal oxides. 

Acid rain can damage natural ecosys-
tems, particularly lakes and trees and 
flora and fauna living in and around 
them. Buildings and structures made of 
metals, marble, and limestone are also 
damaged by acidic precipitation through 
reactions with acid rain. Help students to 
connect these effects to the results they 
observed in Investigating Matter D.9.

Problems related to acid rain are 
difficult to manage because pollutants 
produced in one part of the world may, 
through natural air circulation, affect 
structures and ecosystems in another 
region or political jurisdiction. The EPA 
has regulated the nitrogen and sulfur 
oxides that contribute to acid rain 
largely through how it issues permits to 
fossil-fuel-burning power plants. In the 
1990s, a system was instituted that 
allowed utility companies emissions 
quotas. Companies that reduced their 
emissions could sell or trade their 
“emissions credits.” You might discuss 

with students benefits and drawbacks of 
an emissions trading scheme such as this. 
(Note: A similar plan has been consid-
ered for “carbon emissions,” which 
students will study in Unit 3.) 

Consider, for instance, whether the 
system has reduced emissions, how it 
affects new construction, how power 
plants can reduce emissions, how each 
method affects costs, and who the 
“winners” and “losers” are in this 
scheme. For instance, power plants 
using high-sulfur coal when the scheme 
was instituted may have easily reduced 
emissions by switching to low-sulfur 

coal, resulting in job loss for miners and 
mine owners in high-sulfur coal areas. 
The EPA website provides much 
information related to emissions and 
emissions trading at http://www.epa.
gov/capandtrade/index.html. 
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Calcium sulfate is much more soluble in water than is calcium 
carbonate. Thus, as calcium sulfate forms, it washes away, 
uncovering fresh solid calcium carbonate that reacts further with 

Given these consequences, many nations, states, and commu-
nities have acted to limit emissions of gases that cause acid rain. 
Control of acid rain is difficult, however, because air pollution 

can be carried by air currents for 
several days, so acid rain often 
shows up hundreds of kilometers 
from the original sources of air 
contamination. 

Figure 2.69  pH of precipitation throughout the continental United States 
(National Atmospheric Deposition Program).

Figure 2.70  This forest in the 
Czech Republic has been badly 
damaged by acid rain. Several 
forests within the United States 
show similar damage.

Figure 2.71  Acid rain has disfigured 
these limestone gargoyles on the  
Cathedral of Notre Dame in Paris, 
France.

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6E
Perm Fig.: 2099     New Fig.: 2-69
First Pass: 2010-07-28

National Atmospheric Deposition Program/National Trends Network
http://nadp.sws.uiuc.edu

Sites not pictured:
AK01              5.2
AK03              5.3
PR20               5.2
VI01                5.3

Hydrogen ion concentration as pH from measurements
made at the Central Analytical Laboratory, 2008
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 Using the Figures
figure 2.69 Ask students to iden-
tify the pH of precipitation in your 
home region. They can compare this 
value to “normal” pH of precipitation 
(5.6). Ask them to describe any appar-
ent patterns in the data (for example, 
average precipitation along the  
U.S. East Coast is highly acidic, while 
average Midwestern and West Coast 
precipitation is closer to normal 
acidity). Once students have studied 
chemical reactions and sources that 
contribute to acid rain, they can for-
mulate explanations for such trends. 
(Figures 2.72 and 2.73 provide some 
relevant information.) 

a Using the Figures
figures 2.70 and 2.71 These two 
figures depict damage inflicted by 
acid rain involving nature (a conifer 
forest) and human-made objects 
(decorative architecture). Ask stu-
dents to discuss ramifications of both 
types of damage, whether one type 
is of more concern than the other, 
and which type might be easier to 
prevent.
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256 Unit 2 Air: Designing Scientific Investigations

Figure 2.73  NOX emissions by source, 2005. 
EPA National Emissions Inventory data.

issues of acid rain. The compliance plan created by these amendments 

 emissions have decreased 
 emissions, which are produced by 

x

by reaction of atmospheric nitrogen gas with oxygen gas at the high tempera-

including internal combustion engines. 

power plants is joined by transportation as major 

x

x emissions from 
fixed-location sources, such as power plants, is a 

x emis-
sions from mobile sources, such as automobiles and 
other modes of transportation, is much more compli-
cated.

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6E
Perm Fig.: 20103     New Fig.: 2-73
First Pass: 2010-07-02

Industrial processes 6%

Stationary fuel burning
(power plants, heating, etc.)
35%

Miscellaneous 1%

Transportation 58%

Stationary fuel burning
(power plants, heating, etc.)
85%

Miscellaneous 3%

Transportation 4%

Industrial processes 7%

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6E
Perm Fig.: 20102     New Fig.: 2-72
First Pass: 2010-07-02

Figure 2.72  SO2 emissions by source, 2005.  
EPA National Emissions Inventory data.
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SECTION D  Human Impact on Air Quality 257

  The state of Maine has no coal-fired power plants and relatively 

 
 

pH of precipitation in the state is lower than that of rainfall  

THE RAIN IN MAINE...

 MAKING DECISIONS
D.11  IMPROVING EARTH’S AIR 

QUALITY
As you have learned, human activity can create large-scale impact on gases 
surrounding our planet. Such impact may influence the world’s average tem-
perature or increase potential exposure of living systems to ultraviolet radia-
tion by thinning the protective stratospheric ozone layer. Air pollution can 
also lead to regional effects, such as acid rain and smog, or even to localized 
problems, such as the potential health hazards associated with elevated lev-
els of air pollutants.

Atmospheric chemistry is quite complex and difficult to study. However, 
increased knowledge of chemical and physical processes involved in the 
atmosphere, all gained by scientific research, already has helped guide deci-
sion making to protect and enhance the vital envelope of gases encircling 
Earth. 

After preparing a poster that describes the investigation you designed to 
investigate an air-quality issue or claim, you will write a letter to members of 
your local or national community summarizing your investigation. Think 
about this letter and your air-quality investigation as you answer the follow-
ing questions:

results of your investigation?

Earth’s air quality?

CHEMQUANDARY

257

CHEMQUANDARY
tHE rAin in mAinE…
Prevailing winds bring airborne pollut-
ants from power plants and industrial 
facilities (and large cities) in the central 
United States and the Great Lakes area 
to Maine. These pollutants combine 
with water and fall as acidic precipita-
tion in Maine.

MD   d.11 imProVinG 
EArtH’s Air QuAlity

1. Answers will vary but should be 
appropriate to the student’s investiga-
tion. Examples include U.S., state, or 
local EPA, historic-preservation 
groups, NASA, health-care providers 
or researchers (such as the AMA or 
NIH), athletes, senior citizens, or 
consumer and citizens groups.

2. For most groups, a professional letter 
would be appropriate. For citizens/
consumer groups, a newspaper article, 
Web page, or letter to the editor might 
be preferable.

3. Answers will vary but should clearly 
link the student’s question to improv-
ing air quality.
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258 Unit 2 Air: Designing Scientific Investigations

Air pollution results from contributions by 
both primary and secondary pollutants.

 1. What distinguishes a primary air pollutant 
from a secondary air pollutant?

 2. Characterize each of the following 
pollutants as primary or secondary and 
identify its major source.

x

b. CH  d. H S

 3. Write and balance the equation for 
 and oxygen.

 4. What are criteria pollutants?

Pollutant concentrations in ambient air are 
measured using various techniques in 
order to provide data for air-quality  
compliance and modeling. 

 5. Compare passive and active air-sampling 
methods.

 6. How are air-quality measurements made at 
high altitude?

 7. What features are required for valid 
measurements?

Photochemical smog can intensify due  
to temperature inversions and adverse 
wind patterns.

 8. What ingredients are needed to create 
photochemical smog?

 9. What conditions are shared by cities that 
suffer from photochemical smog? 

 10.  Are all cities subject to temperature 
inversions? Explain your answer.

 11. What are some ways that photochemical 
smog can be reduced?

Solutions can be characterized as acidic, 
basic, or chemically neutral on the basis of 
their observed properties. Water  
solutions with pH 7.0 at room temperature 
are neutral; those with lower pH are acidic 
and those with higher pH are basic.

 12. What ion is found in many bases?

 13. What element is found in most acids?

 14. Classify each sample as acidic, basic, or 
chemically neutral:

 15. 
which is more acidic:

a. a soft drink or a tomato.

b. coffee or seawater.

c. milk of magnesia or ammonia.

 16. 

coffee than pure water?

Rainwater is naturally acidic, due to 
dissolved CO2, but contaminants in the 
atmosphere can produce precipitation 
that is even more acidic than normal.

 17. What is the pH range of

a. typical rainwater?      b. acid rain?

 18. 

acidic.

 19. 

has a harmful effect on plant material.

SUMMARYDSECTION

Reviewing the Concepts

258

 21. Reducing fossil fuel burning and 
cleaning up industrial exhaust gases

 22. Nitrogen oxides, sulfur oxides, and 
carbon dioxide (and acids formed 
from them).

 23. SO3(g)  H2O(l) ∫B H2SO4(aq)
 24. Answers may include using electro-

static precipitators, scrubbing, 
mechanical filtering, using catalytic 
converters, driving less, decreasing 
industrial production, and modifying 
industrial processes using green 
chemistry concepts.

Reviewing the concepts
 1. Primary air pollutants enter the 

atmosphere directly. Secondary air 
pollutants are formed in the atmo-
sphere by a reaction between 
primary air pollutants and/or natural 
components of air.

 2. a.  Primary; burning wood and fossil 
fuels, decomposition

b. Primary; burning fossil fuels and 
natural gas, organic decomposition 

c. Primary and secondary; automo-
bile emissions

d. Primary; burning fossil fuels and 
organic decomposition

 3. 2 SO2  O2 ∫B 2 SO3

 4. Air pollutants damaging to human 
health or the environment and 
commonly found throughout the 
United States.

 5. Passive sampling methods collect 
pollutants on a membrane or other 
surface for analysis. Active sampling 
uses chemical or physical methods to 
collect samples of air that are then 
taken to the laboratory for analysis.

 6. The measuring devices are transport-
ed in the atmosphere using balloons, 
aircraft, or rockets.

 7. Valid measurements must be both 
accurate and precise.

 8. Nitrogen oxides, hydrocarbons, 
oxygen, and CO.

 9. Abundant sunny days in valleys or 
near mountains.

 10. No. Cities subjected to temperature 
inversions are generally located in 
valleys or near mountains.

 11. By using electrostatic precipitators, 
mechanical filtering, scrubbing, and 
source reduction. Also, by fueling 
vehicles at night and taking alternate 
transportation.

 12. Hydroxide ion (OH–)
 13. Hydrogen
14. a. basic

b. basic
c. acidic
d. neutral

 15. a.  soft drink
b. coffee
c. milk of magnesia

 16. 1000 times
 17. a.  5.6

b. less than 5.6
 18. Carbon dioxide reacts with water 

vapor in the atmosphere to form 
carbonic acid:

CO2(g)  H2O(l) ∫B H2CO3(aq)

 19. In Investigating Matter D.9, water 
containing dissolved sulfur dioxide 
(simulating acid rain) caused a plant 
sample to discolor. This demonstrat-
ed that the acid rain is harmful to 
plant material.

 20. Natural sources include volcanic 
eruptions and lightning. Human- 
generated sources include fossil fuel 
burning and industrial processes, 
such as metal smelting.
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SECTION D  Section Summary 259

Gaseous sulfur oxides and nitrogen oxides 
generated from natural and human 
sources contribute to acid rain. 

 20. 
nitrogen oxides and two human-generated 
sources of these two pollutants.

 21. What strategies can reduce emissions of 
sulfur oxides and nitrogen oxides to the 
atmosphere?

 22. Identify the major acidic components in 
acid rain.

 23. Write a balanced equation representing 
 gas dissolves in 

water.

Air pollution can be affected by everyday 
activities and changes in chemical  
technologies.

 24. 
vehicles and industries can be reduced.

 25. 
decisions that one might make to reduce 

each of these examples, identify the 

explain how their release will potentially be 
reduced.

restaurant, rather than waiting in a line of 
cars at the drive-up window.

b. Hanging wet laundry outside to dry.

c. Avoiding “topping off” a car’s gas tank by 
adding more gasoline once the pump has 
stopped automatically.

d. Buying locally grown groceries and other 
locally produced items.

 26. Green Chemistry seeks to prevent pollution 
before it starts. What are advantages of this 
strategy over combating existing air pollution?

Connecting the Concepts
 27. Explain why a substance that could be 

called “hydrogen hydroxide” has neither 
acidic nor basic properties. What is a more 
familiar name of this compound?

 28. How might monitoring practices be different 
for primary and secondary air pollutants? 

 29. What are advantages and disadvantages of 
scrubbing as a strategy for air-pollution 
reduction? 

 30. Why is the presence of ozone regarded as a 
problem at ground level, while the absence 
of ozone is regarded as a problem in the 
stratosphere?

 31. What pattern would you expect to find 
among pH readings taken of precipitation in 
the immediate vicinity of an acid-rain 
producing smokestack and at regular intervals 
downwind and upwind from the site? Sketch 
a graph of what you would expect to find.

How are claims about  
air quality supported by 
experimental conclusions 
and chemistry concepts?
In this section, you have examined 
air pollution data from a variety of 
investigations and sources. You  
have learned about some chemical 
reactions that take place in Earth’s 
atmosphere and the conditions  
that lead to these reactions. Think 
about what you have learned, then 
answer the question in your own 
words in organized paragraphs.  
Your answer should demonstrate 
your understanding of the key  
ideas in this section. 

Be sure to consider the following 
in your response: sources of air 
pollutants, validity of data, air 
monitoring and collection methods, 
smog, and acid rain.

259

 25. a.  Avoid NOx emissions generated 
while waiting in line by turning 
the car’s engine off and going 
inside the restaurant.

b. Avoid SO2 and NOx, or VOCs and 
CO emissions, depending on the 
dryer’s source of thermal energy 
(electrical or gas).

c. Reduce VOCs, volatile gasoline 
fumes from the gas tank or 
overfilling.

d. Reduce NOx and particulates 
emitted by trucks transporting 
goods from point of production to 
point of use.

e. Reduce SO2, NOx, and particulates 
emitted by electrical generating 
plants due to a decreased demand 
for electricity.

 26. Some advantages include eliminating 
production of additional wastes 
(such as scrubber sludge), requiring 
no additional energy (as do scrub-
bing and electrostatic precipitation), 
improved processing efficiency, and 
reduced processing costs.

how are claims about 
air quality supported by 
experimental conclusions 
and chemistry concepts?
Student answers should include:
• Air pollution results from both 
natural (e.g., volcanoes and wind-
storms) and human-produced (e.g., 
industry and transportation) causes.
• Scientists monitor air quality  
using a variety of active and passive 
methods. The data they collect must 
be both accurate and precise.
• Collecting data and modeling 
movement of weather systems and 
pollutants helped identify causes of 
smog and acid rain. Both are caused 
by interactions in the troposphere.

connecting the concepts
 27. Hydrogen hydroxide (HOH), or 

water, produces equal concentrations 
of hydronium and hydroxide ions, so 
does not exhibit properties of acids 
or bases.

 28. Primary air pollutants can be 
monitored near their sources and 
near the time of emission. Because 
they form in the atmosphere, 
secondary air pollutants would 
require measurement at some 
distance from their source or some 
time after their creation.

 29. Advantages include high-efficiency 
removal of particulate matter, the 
ability to collect both particulate 
matter and gaseous pollutants, and 
the ability to install it to existing 
plants. Disadvantages of scrubbing 
include the need for more water and 
energy and sludge (waste) creation.

 30. At ground level, ozone is a strong 
oxidant. At low concentrations, it  
can crack rubber, corrode metals, and 
damage plant and animal tissues. The 
absence of ozone allows UV radiation 
to penetrate the stratosphere, result-
ing in lower yields of some food 
crops, damage to some aquatic plants, 
and increased incidence of sunburn, 
skin cancer, and cataracts.

 31. Sketches will vary but should show 
pH near 5.6 upwind from the 
smokestack and lower pH values 
downwind from the smokestack. 
Distance from the smokestack is the 
independent variable (x-axis). pH 
values should be plotted on the 
y-axis.
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260 Unit 2 Air: Designing Scientific Investigations

 32. Considering the identity of the criteria 
pollutants and the sources of air pollutants 

where should air-quality monitoring devices 
be located? Explain.

 33. Think about the investigations you have 
completed throughout this unit. Why is it 
important to:

a. Compare your results to those of your 
classmates?

b. Compare your results to published data, 
when available?

c. Discuss your ideas with your classmates?

d. Reflect upon how your ideas have 
changed?

Extending the Concepts
 34. Consider these three air-pollutant control 

technologies: scrubbers, catalytic 
converters, and electrostatic precipitators. 
Which technique is most effective in 
combating each of these types of air 
pollutants?

a. sulfur oxides

b. particulates

c. hydrocarbons

 35. Use the Internet and library to research and 
report on serious acid rain effects over the 
past decade.

 36. 
flows into the ocean. The pH of ocean water, 

difference in pH.

 37. Why would scrubbing probably not be a 

x from 
exhaust gases?

 38. What advances have been recently 
accomplished in designing internal 
combustion engines to prevent pollution?

 39. Investigate the topic of diesel engines. Are 
catalytic converters used with diesel 
engines? If so, do they differ from catalytic 
converters used with gasoline engines?

260

 32. Student answers may vary. They 
should have sound reasons for their 
choices.

 33. a.  To provide additional data points 
or trials as well as to check 
precision.

b. To address both accuracy and 
precision.

c. In addition to checking results, 
discussion helps to construct 
understanding.

d. To construct understanding and be 
more prepared for future investiga-
tions.

extending the concepts
 34. a. scrubbers

b. electrostatic precipitators
c. catalytic converters

 35. Student research should reveal a  
number of well-reported effects, 
including acid-rain impact in 
southwestern China and on the Taj 
Mahal’s 17th-century white-marble 
façade in India.

 36. The rainwater originally interacts 
with gases in the atmosphere that 
make it slightly acidic. When 
rainwater reaches the ocean, it 
becomes quite diluted. The ocean 
contains basic solutes, which also 
neutralize acidic rainwater.

 37. There are several reasons: Not all the 
NOx formed is in exhaust gases (it 
forms on outer engine surfaces). 
Water, power, and chemicals are 
required (as well as a system for 
mixing them). Waste products are 
generated. While scrubbing is 
plausible for large-scale emissions,  
it is impractical for small systems.

 38. Students may examine automaker 
Web sites, in addition to general 
ones. They may mention catalytic 
converters, efficiency improvements, 
and alternate-fuel use.

 39. Catalytic converters are available for 
diesel engines. They differ somewhat 
from those used for gasoline engines, 
because diesel catalytic converters 
must remove larger amounts of 
particulates and unburned hydrocar-
bons as well as products of incom-
plete combustion.
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INVESTIGATING AIR-QUALITY CLAIMS
As you learned in this unit, Earth’s atmosphere is composed of various gases 
and particulates, some naturally occurring and others produced by human 
activities. Health and environmental concerns sometimes arise when these 
atmospheric components interact with one another and with solar radiation. 

Many suggestions and products have been put forth to improve air quality. 
How do we know if an air-cleaning product works or if a change in our behav-
ior will, in fact, decrease air pollution, acid rain, or global warming? How can 
we find out? At this point, you have designed an experiment to do just that. 

As you conclude this unit, you will present your design to your 
peers, much as scientists present research to their peers, using a 
poster session. Your classmates will evaluate your investigation 
and help find improvements. You will then write a letter sum-
marizing your proposed investigation to an organization or group 
of people who would be interested in or affected by its results.

As you prepare your poster and get ready to be a constructive 
contributor in your community, keep the following guidelines 
in mind.

Guidelines

Poster

attention. 

 At scientific meetings and science fairs, there are often hundreds 
of posters, and your title determines whether someone stops to 
look at yours.

 After all, this is why you planned the investigation. Make sure to 
present your question in clear language and an engaging format.

 Your classmates should be able to understand how one would 
perform the investigation and what materials would be needed.

261

261

PUTTINg IT ALL 
TogeTheR
inVEstiGAtinG Air-QuAlity 
clAims
This culminating activity challenges 
students to apply what they have 
learned about air quality and scientific 
inquiry to design and present a relevant 
air quality investigation.

PostEr PrEsEntAtion
Using concepts developed in this unit, 
each student or group develops a poster, 
similar to those used in science fairs and 
professional meetings of scientists, to 
communicate their ideas for and design 
of an air quality investigation.

Posters should include a title, 
beginning questions for the investiga-
tion, a description of the procedure, 
expected evidence and results, and at 
least one graphic element. Specific 
requirements are outlined in the student 
text. Encourage students to apply the 
terminology and science concepts 
learned in the unit. Posters should 
reflect comprehension of topics such  
as gas laws and behavior; mixtures  
and reactions of gases; composition of  
atmospheres; the roles of solar radiation; 
sources and fates of air pollutants; and 
scientific inquiry. 

Some helpful resources include: 
http://www.the-aps.org/careers/ 
careers1/GradProf/gposter.htm, http://
swarthmore.edu/NatSci/cpurrin1/
posteradvice.htm, http://www.writing.
engr.psu.edu/posters.html, and http://
www.ncsu.edu/project/posters/NewSite/. 

Once drafted or completed, student 
poster materials should be reviewed by 
other students. You may wish to develop 
a formal structure for this, so that 
students receive reviews that provide 
constructive feedback. If students review 
their classmates’ draft materials, you 
may also decide to require students to 
submit their reviewed materials to 
ensure that they completed this aspect 
of their assignment. 

A rubric provided in the TRM may  
be distributed to students to guide their 
work on the project and then used to 
assess performance. You may choose to 
use the rubric as provided or modify it 
to meet your own expectations.
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 Be sure the reader knows what data would be collected in your 
investigation to answer the guiding question. Point out how 
validity of the data will be ensured.

 Explain how the planned investigation provides evidence that 
addresses the initial air-quality claim.

 Again, draw readers in by using a graphic organizer, a chart, a 
data table, or a relevant photo or drawing. Also, be careful not to 
put too much text on your poster.

Providing and Using Feedback

 Aim for suggestions that will help your classmates improve their 
investigations or posters.

 If something is unclear to you, write a question for the poster’s 
author.

 Would this investigation make a difference to you in a way the 
author has not considered? Let the author know (constructively).

 When receiving feedback on your own poster, remember that your 
evaluators are not trying to attack your work; they are trying to 
help you create the best possible investigation and poster.

Letter

 Use the appropriate level of language and formality for the 
individuals who will be reading your letter.

 Explain why your proposed investigation is important and why 
you have chosen to communicate with this group.

 Support your claims with reasoning and evidence.

 Give your reader a reason to be involved with your letter and your 
project.

262 Unit 2 Air: Designing Scientific Investigations

262

lEttEr
Students are also directed to write a 
letter to an affected group that outlines 
the key points of their investigation. In 
some cases a letter to the editor of a local 
publication would also be appropriate. 
The letter-writing task is particularly 
useful as an individual activity (and 
assessment) if students complete the 
posters in groups. The letter should func-
tion to persuade the reader to support 
the student’s proposed investigation.

Differentiation
extension
If your students are advanced or 
motivated (or required to complete a 
science fair project), you may choose  
to require that they design air-quality 
investigations that can be conducted in 
your laboratory or in your community. 
The poster session can then be used to 
present the actual results and conclu-
sions from students’ investigations.
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LOOKING BACK AND LOOKING AHEAD
Throughout this unit, you have studied gases and their behavior, increased 
your knowledge of Earth’s atmosphere, and learned to design a scientific 
investigation. You have also begun to study energy, and continued to develop 
your fluency in the language of chemistry.

The knowledge you have gained in the first two units can help you better 
understand some societal issues. Central among these concerns are the use 
and management of Earth’s chemical resources, which include water, met-
als, petroleum, food, and air.

However, many problems are far too complex for a simple technological fix. 
Issues of policy are not usually “either/or” situations, but they often involve 
weighing many considerations. As a voting citizen, you will deal with issues 
that require some scientific understanding. Tough decisions may be needed. 
The remaining chemistry units that you study will continue to prepare you 
for those responsibilities.

consequences of human use of this resource.

263

263

lookinG BAck And 
lookinG AHEAd
In this unit, students encountered  
gas laws; mixtures; energy associated  
with bonds, reactions, and solar radia-
tion; laboratory techniques, including 
synthesis; and other chemical concepts 
that relate to societal problems and 
decisions associated with resource  
use and environmental quality. 

In the next unit, students will explore 
another key resource—petroleum. They 
will learn more about chemical bonds 
and energy, and consider the important 
chemistry of carbon-based compounds. 
They will also relate the use of petro-
leum to their own carbon footprint as 
they develop an understanding of that 
term and the benefits and consequences 
of fossil-fuel use.
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Unit Introduction
This unit explores petroleum and its use 
throughout the world, especially in the 
United States. It also probes some social 
and technological issues resulting from 
society’s heavy reliance on petroleum 
products. Students investigate petro-
leum’s properties, fractional distillation, 
energy, organic chemistry, and alterna-
tive fuels as they develop an advertise-
ment for an alternative-fuel powered 
vehicle. Consistent with an emphasis on 
inquiry, students initially encounter 
many of these ideas in the laboratory.

The chemistry “theme” of Unit 3 is 
bond breaking and making—the role of 
energy in chemical reactions. Emphasize 
from the beginning that much of 
petroleum’s usefulness is related to the 
energy produced in its reactions. You 
may also choose to focus on two main 
uses of petroleum introduced in Section 
A—building and burning—to organize 
the material in this unit. Section B 
addresses building applications, 
particularly polymers, while Section C 
focuses on burning petroleum as a fuel. 
Section D deals with alternatives for 
both uses, with emphasis on burning 
because it is the overwhelmingly 
predominant use.
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PETROLEUM: 
BREAKING  
AND MAKING 
BONDS

3
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PETROLEUM: 
BREAKING  
AND MAKING 
BONDS

What are the benefits and 
consequences of burning 
hydrocarbons?

SECTION C 
Petroleum: An Energy Source  
(page 330)

How can the physical  
properties of petroleum be 
explained by its molecules 
and their interactions?

SECTION A
Petroleum—What Is It?   
(page 268)

Why are carbon-based  
molecules so versatile as 
chemical building blocks?

SECTION B  
Petroleum: A Building-Material 
Source  (page 297)

Interest is growing in alternative-energy-powered 
transportation. Why? What advantages and  
disadvantages do petroleum alternatives offer? 
How can the global supply of petroleum best be 
used? How can knowledge of chemical bonds  
help consumers make informed choices about  
petroleum use?  
Turn the page to learn more about this energy- 
rich resource.

?

What alternatives to  
petroleum are available  
for burning and building?

SECTION D 
Alternatives to Petroleum   
(page 358)
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Connecting to the 
Unit’s Context and 
Challenge
Unit 3 opens with a script for a plug-in 
hybrid car advertisement. Several claims 
are made about the product, only some 
of which may be valid. As students learn 
about molecules that make up petroleum 
and their uses as both fuels and building 
blocks for materials and products, they 
will be able to analyze and evaluate the 
information in this advertisement. At 
the end of the unit, student teams will 
design and present their own advertise-
ments featuring an imaginary (but 
plausible) vehicle that uses a particular 
type of fuel (biodiesel, CNG, hybrid 
gasoline-electric, fuel cell, electricity,  
or other current fuel option). To ensure 
students’ exposure to a variety of 
alternative-fuel vehicles, you may 
choose to assign student groups to 
specific power/fuel systems. 

Several activities contribute to 
students’ evaluation of the advertise-
ment and completion of the final project. 
Section A.4 introduces students to the 
idea of a carbon footprint. In Making 
Decisions B.12, students analyze the role 
of petroleum in building the TLC-p. In 
Making Decisions C.12, students revisit 
the television ad to analyze ways that 
manufacturing and operating the TLC-p 
use petroleum for fuel. Also in Section 
C, the consequences of burning petro-
leum, specifically in terms of CO2 
emissions, are examined and the idea of 
a carbon footprint is extended. Section D 
focuses on alternative energy sources, 
and students evaluate alternative-fuel 
options in Making Decisions D.12 before 
engaging in the Putting it All Together 
culminating activity. You may decide to 
ask students to complete the Making 
Decisions activities in the same groups 
in which they will prepare the final 
project. This will help cultivate produc-
tive group dynamics and facilitate 
completion of the project.

266 

TLC PLUG-IN HYBRID VEHICLE TV COMMERCIAL— 
WORKING SCRIPT

Image/Sound

(Video image of luxurious setting, such as  
a “green” spa hotel room with big glass  
windows, a comfy couch and a bubble bath.)

 (Show an open road, perhaps along a coast.)

(Show a peaceful forest scene with nature 
sounds.)

(Show an open meadow with blue skies  
and fluffy, white clouds blowing by.)

(Show a scenic, but quiet park on  
a sunny day.)

(Show a gasoline station with a beach  
in the background.)

(Show beach-goers.) 

You already love the TLC, the most luxurious hybrid car 

on the market. Wait until you meet TLC-p, the first  

luxury plug-in hybrid.

What does the “p” stand for? Lots of things—plug-in, 

peppy, petroleum-free . . .

Unlike older petroleum-fueled vehicles, the TLC plug-

in hybrid automobile is virtually emission-free. It’s as 

close as you can get to “carbon-less transportation.” 

In fact, it is considered a Super Ultra Low Emission 

Vehicle by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. 

Why? Because the TLC-p uses an energetic electric 

motor combined with a gasoline engine for back-up to 

deliver maximum power and efficiency. The electric 

motor is powered by batteries that are recharged sim-

ply by plugging in the TLC-p when you go to sleep. In 

addition, any excess energy generated by the gasoline 

engine is stored to later power the electric motor. You 

can drive knowing that you’re helping, not hurting, the 

environment.

While you are decreasing your carbon footprint with 

the TLC-p, you’ll enjoy the comfort of organic leather 

seats and triple-filtered air. And—thanks to the electric 

motor that takes over in city driving—the ride can be 

so quiet that driving the TLC-p seems more like a walk 

in the park.

There will be fewer stops on your road to fun with the 

TLC-p. Because it is powered by your home outlets, 

the TLC-p uses almost no fuel and can extract nearly all 

the energy in each drop of gasoline. With averages of 

Text/Script
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Are the claims made in this advertisement for the new TLC-p accurate? 
Is it truly a “transformative” vehicle? Will it help reduce owners’ reli-
ance on petroleum and other carbon-based fuels? Do better transporta-
tion options exist? Could you produce an advertisement for a “greener” 
automobile?

To answer these questions, you will learn about petroleum and how 
it fuels our modern lives. You’ll consider the challenges of providing 
energy and building materials to an ever-increasing population, while 
protecting the planet we all share.

At the end of the unit, you will be challenged to create your own 
video advertisement for an alternative-fuel vehicle. Your ad will reflect 
what you have learned and make evidence-based claims, while reveal-
ing your vision for the future of automobile transportation.

Developing a vision of the future requires knowing something about 
the past, the present, and the possibilities. As you create your commer-
cial message, you will learn about the origin and structure of the hydro-
carbon compounds presently used to power most automobiles and why 
the molecules of these compounds are so useful as fuels and raw mate-
rials for the manufacture of important products. You will explore the 
consequences of using hydrocarbon fuels and investigate alternative 
sources of energy and matter. As you move toward understanding the 
role of petroleum, keep in mind the impact of decision-making at the 
personal, community, and global levels.

Text/Script

up to 100 miles per gallon, driving your plug-in hybrid 

automobile is easy on your pocketbook—as little as 

two cents per mile to operate. Compare that to more 

than 11 cents per mile for conventional gasoline-burning 

vehicles.

Not only will you transform your own life, you will  

transform the planet by slashing your fuel requirements 

and automobile emissions. Help conserve petroleum 

resources! Visit your TLC dealer today.

(View of a TLC-p, rear quarter panel with plug-in 
and logo. 

("TLC-p: Still the same great-looking hybrid, now 
available with plug-in power.” appears on the 
screen above.)

Image/Sound
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This section focuses on the composition, 
separation, and uses of major compo-
nents of petroleum. The section explores 
characteristics of some compounds in 
petroleum through a series of activities 
that emphasize structure and properties. 
Modeling Matter activities use molecular 
models to explore names and structures 
of alkanes and introduce the idea of 
structural isomers. The concept of 
intermolecular forces is introduced  
to explain the separation and distinct 
properties of the compounds within 
petroleum. The distribution and use  
of petroleum and the idea of a carbon 
footprint are considered to develop an 
understanding of the need for alterna-
tives to petroleum. 

Using the Section 
Question
The initial investigation in Section A 
allows students to explore some proper-
ties of petroleum fractions. Students then 
build models for and compare boiling 
points of various hydrocarbons and learn 
about intermolecular forces. After these 
activities, they should be able to discuss 
how molecular size and shape, along 
with intermolecular attractions, affect 
density, viscosity, and boiling point. 

Goals
Section A goals include describing 
petroleum and how it is separated; 
identifying, drawing, and writing 
formulas for alkanes and their isomers; 
and applying the concept of intermolecu-
lar forces to hydrocarbon properties. 

Pconcept check 1
1. (Concept developed throughout Unit 2. 

The opening commercial in this unit 
presents several claims, and students 
will need to be able to identify claims 
made by others, as well as present 
their own claims about an alternative 
energy vehicle in this Unit’s Putting it 
all Together.) Several claims are stated 
regarding this vehicle: it is virtually 
emission free, you will decrease your 
carbon footprint by driving it, this 
vehicle helps the environment, it 
extracts nearly all the energy in 
gasoline, costs as little as two cents  
per mile to operate, and so on.

2. (Concepts developed in Units 1 and 2.) 
Some physical properties that can be 
used to identify or distinguish substanc-
es are density, boiling point, melting 
point, hardness, and conductivity.

3. (Looking ahead to Section A.2. 
Answers will be based on students’ 
prior knowledge.) Help students to 
deconstruct the word “hydrocarbon.” 

Think about elements that you know; 
what two elements seem to be includ-
ed in the term “hydrocarbon”? 
(Hydrogen and carbon.)

4. (Looking ahead to Section A.2 and 
Figure 3.4; answers will be based on 
students’ prior knowledge.) Student 
answers will likely include plastic 
objects (comb, water bottle, CD cases, 
plates), as well as objects made from 
synthetic fibers. Students may not be 
aware that the raw components of 
pharmaceuticals largely come from 
petroleum as well. You may want to 
challenge students to include in their 

list both the everyday item they think 
most other students will also list, as 
well as a common object they think 
other students will overlook. 

Additional Concept Check 
Question
Alternative to Question 2: Petroleum is a 
mixture of substances. List one or two 
physical properties that might be useful 
in separating the components in petro-
leum. (Density, boiling point)

Additional question: You have 
probably heard the term “carbon 
footprint.” (It appears in the opening car 

SECTIONA PETROLEUM— 
WHAT IS IT? 
How can the physical properties of  
petroleum be explained by its molecules 
and their interactions?

You live in a world of newly developed products and materials. Whether 
on billboards, on radio, on television, on the Internet, or in magazines, 
each advertisement attempts to sell a product by educating its audience 
about the product’s unique features. The product may be faster, lighter, 
easier to use, newer, or better tasting—to sample a few of many com-
mon product claims. The advertisement for the TLC-p is no exception; 
it highlights several energy- and fuel-related features of the new vehicle 
that will (or so it is claimed) “help conserve petroleum resources.” In 
Unit 2, you started thinking about how scientists—and consumers—
evaluate claims. In this unit, you will continue to evaluate such claims, 
as well as make product claims of your own.

The word petroleum is quite familiar to you. But do you know what 
petroleum is or what it is made of? See Figure 3.1. Can you explain 
what properties make petroleum useful for both burning and building? 
In this section, you will explore characteristics of some key compounds 
found in petroleum. Specifically, you will focus on their physical prop-
erties, their molecular structures, and how these molecules interact 
with one another.

GOALS

refined. 

the application of fractional distillation to petroleum refining.

isomer and draw structural formulas for possible 
isomers of a particular hydrocarbon.

terms of their intermolecular forces.

Figure 3.1  Much time  
and energy will be expended 
to refine this mixture of  
petroleum before it is viable 
as a fuel or as a source of 
“builder molecules.” What 
about petroleum makes it 
such an attractive resource?

268 Unit 3 Petroleum: Breaking and Making Bonds
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150 g paraffin wax (bars)
150 g asphalt (pieces) from road 

surface
450 mL distilled water
Balances

Preparation
(Note: The preparation time for this 
activity is longer than usual; aides 
would be helpful if available.)
• Add a 7-mm bead to each of 72 culture 
tubes. 
• Prepare a set of 5 test tubes for each 
team by completely filling one tube 
containing a bead with each of the 
following materials: mineral oil, kero-
sene, motor oil, household lubricating 
oil, or water. Cap all tubes. Each team 
should also have one empty culture tube 
with a bead and cap in order to deter-
mine the mass of the empty apparatus.
• Determine the average mass of an 
empty culture tube plus cap and the 
average mass of a bead. (Weigh several 
tubes with caps and several beads to 
obtain a representative sampling.) You 
may decide to ask each team to record 
the mass of their empty apparatus and 
use that as the standard.
• Measure the total volume of water 
held by one culture tube. Then find the 
volume occupied by one bead, by 
measuring the water displaced by 
several beads and dividing by the 
number of beads. Finally, calculate the 
average volume of liquid held by each 
prepared test tube by subtracting  
the average volume of one bead from  
the average volume of a tube.
• Display the average values for mass  
of tube  cap, mass of bead, and volume  
of liquid in a tube on the chalkboard. 
(Students will use these values to 
complete the density portion of this 
activity.)

Pre-Lab Discussion
Review the water-displacement method 
for determining the volume of irregular 
solids (such as asphalt and paraffin).

Clarify the definition of viscosity as 
resistance to flow by having students 
estimate the relative viscosities of 
common materials such as honey and 
vinegar. Remind students to leave the 
sample tubes sealed at all times.

Safety
Students should wear protective goggles 
throughout the investigation.

TRM  
 
LAB HANDOUT

commercial.) What does that term mean 
to you? (This question looks ahead to 
Developing Skills A.4.)

IM   A.1 ProPerties of  
Petroleum

In this investigation, students observe 
selected physical properties of a number 
of petroleum fractions and determine 
their relative densities and viscosities. 
Students find the relationship between 
the viscosity of a sample and the average 
number of carbon atoms in its molecules.

Time 50 min (1 class period)
Materials (for 12 student pairs)

72 culture test tubes with caps  
(20  150 mm); 36 mL capacity  
(or if these are not available,  
use test tubes with corks)

100 7-mm beads
12 25-mL graduated cylinders
12 digital timers or stopwatches 
450 mL mineral oil (light)
450 mL household lubricating oil 

(light oil)
450 mL kerosene
450 mL automotive oil, 10W-40
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 INVESTIGATING MATTER
A.1  PROPERTIES OF PETROLEUM

Asking Questions
In this investigation, you will explore some of the physical properties of sev-
eral petroleum-based materials. In particular, you will measure the densities 
and relative viscosities of several materials separated from petroleum, as 
well as the same properties of water.

Viscosity is the term for resistance to flow. A material with high viscosity 
flows slowly and with difficulty, like honey. A material with low viscosity 
flows readily, like water. You will determine relative viscosities, which 
means ranking materials on a scale from most viscous to least viscous. 

As you look at Table 3.1 (page 270) and Gathering Evidence, develop one 
or more scientific questions that you can answer in this investigation.

Preparing to Investigate
Before you begin, read Gathering Evidence to learn what you will need to do 
and note safety precautions. Develop procedures to find the density of solid 
and liquid samples. Ask your teacher to approve your procedures before 
continuing. Finally, think about the data and observations you will need to 
record in each part of the investigation and prepare appropriate data tables. 

Gathering Evidence 
Appearance and State

 1. Before you begin, put on your goggles, and wear them properly 
throughout the investigation.

 2. Obtain the six materials listed in Table 3.1 (page 270).

 3. Record the physical state of each sample.

 4. Describe the appearance of each sample.

P1.  List three claims made in the TLC-p advertisement that opens 
this unit.

2.  Name some physical properties that can be used to identify  
or distinguish substances.

3.  Petroleum is composed of hydrocarbons. What elements make 
up hydrocarbons?

4.  List some items that you use every day that are made from  
petroleum.
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Lab Tips
• Some suggestions for the beads:  
(a) small glass beads from a craft store 
(b) un-popped popcorn kernels (you 
may need to change the popcorn each 
year). Do not use plastic beads as they 
will dissolve in the petroleum products 
in a short period of time.
• If available, eudiometers allow longer 
drop times and increased accuracy, but 
capping them and cleaning them is a 
problem. You may wish to do this as  
a post-lab demonstration.
• Asphalt can be found at the edge of  
a newly paved road; or, if you have a 
refinery close by, the testing facility  
may provide you with a sample.
• Student samples of solids should 
weigh about 10–20 g each and fit easily 
into the graduated cylinders you are 
using.
• It is possible to focus on different oil 
samples by purchasing motor oils of 
different ASTM ratings: 10W, 20W, etc. 
This might be an interesting follow-up 
demonstration to this activity as well.

Asking Questions
Students should write a testable  
question. Examples could include:
Does the number of carbons affect  

the density of a hydrocarbon?
Are viscosity and density directly 

related?
Does viscosity change with the  

number of carbons in the  
hydrocarbon chain?

Expected Results 

Material
Carbon Atoms  
per Molecule

State (room 
temperature) Appearance 

Density
(g/mL)

Relative Viscosity
(ranking/time in s)

Mineral oil 12–20 l colorless 0.90 4 (1.91)
Asphalt More than 34 s black 1.60
Kerosene 12–16 l slightly yellow 0.74 1 (0.35)
Paraffin wax More than 19 s white solid 0.70
Motor oil 15–18 l amber 0.88 5 (2.76)
Household 
lubricating oil 14–18 l light amber 0.91 3 (0.72)
Water 0 l colorless 1.01 2 (0.47)

270 Unit 3 Petroleum: Breaking and Making Bonds

Relative Viscosity
 1. Hold the capped tube containing water upside down until the bead 

inside is in the cap of the tube.

 2. Gently turn the tube horizontally (the bead will stay at one end).  
See Figure 3.2.

 3. Quickly turn the tube upright so that the bead is at the top and start 
the timer or stopwatch.

 4. Stop the timer when the bead reaches the bottom of the tube.

 5. Record the time needed for the bead to reach the bottom of the tube.

 6. Repeat three times and calculate the average time required for the 
bead to fall.

 7. Repeat Steps 1–6 for each liquid, petroleum-based sample.

 8. Rank your samples in order of relative viscosity, assigning number 1 
to the least-viscous material.

Density
 1. Develop procedures to find the density of solid and liquid samples. 

Get your teacher’s approval before conducting your investigation.

 2. Without opening any sealed tube, find the density of each liquid 
sample. Your teacher will provide a sealed tube containing only a 
bead, as well as a tube that you may open that contains only a bead.

 3. Record your data and calculations.

 4. Determine the density of each solid sample.

 5. Record your data and calculations.

 6. Wash your hands thoroughly before leaving the laboratory.

Interpreting Evidence
 1. Rank the materials (including water) from least to most viscous. 

 2. Create a graphic organizer that illustrates the differences in viscosity 
among the samples.

270 Unit 3 Petroleum: Breaking and Making Bonds

Table 3.1

Figure 3.2  Capped 
viscosity tube with bead.

 

Material
Carbon Atoms per 

Molecule
Physical State at 

Room Temperature  Appearance 

Mineral oil 12–20

Asphalt More than 34

Kerosene 12–16

Paraffin wax More than 19

Motor oil 15–18
Household  

lubricating oil 14–18

Physical Properties of Petroleum Samples
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4. Liquid petroleum products are less 
dense than liquid water and will float 
on its surface. Oil floating on water 
can catch fire and burn. This physical 
property also suggests ways to contain 
and clean up an oil spill. If oil were 
denser than water, it would sink and 
be out of sight, and the recovery of the 
oil would be even more difficult.

5. Burning oil will float on the surface  
of the water and spread out causing a 
larger fire. 

Reflecting on the Investigation
6. Answers will vary but should reflect 

that students had to find the mass of 
the petroleum sample without the 
tube, cap, and bead as well as the 
volume of the liquid in the tube.

7. a.  Students should disagree. To date, 
there is no practical procedure to 
separate miscible mixtures based 
on differences in viscosity.

b. If a procedure became available  
the amount of energy saved by not 
having to separate petroleum using 
fractional distillation would be 
enormous.

8. Students may indicate that tempera-
ture (or another condition) would 
change viscosity. (Students may 
reference syrup or honey or some 
other real world experience.) Experi-
ments should describe how the 
variable of interest would be changed 
and whether the viscosity procedure 
used here would still be applicable.

9. Student answers should be related  
to their questions. Answers to  
the sample questions (see Asking 
Questions) would be:
• Density does not appear to be 
related to the number of carbons in 
the hydrocarbon chain. Evidence to 
support this answer can be seen by 
comparing the density of paraffin 
(0.70 g/mL) with more than 19 
carbons to kerosene (0.74 g/mL)  
with 12–16 carbons.
• Density and viscosity do not appear  
to be linked at all.
• Viscosity seems to change with  
the number of carbons in the chain, 
although because many of the hydro-
carbons tested were mixtures, it was 
hard to make a definitive statement.

A.2 Petroleum: A 
source of energy And 
HydrocArbons
This section describes petroleum and its 
key uses. Important ideas include the 
following:
• In its natural state, crude oil is a 
complex mixture of hydrocarbons and 

Interpreting Evidence
1. Kerosene, water, household oil, 

mineral oil, motor oil (see table for 
representative data).

2. 

3. The more carbons there are in a 
hydrocarbon’s molecules, the more 
viscous it is.

271
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 3. 
the connection between number of carbon atoms in a substance’s 
molecules and the viscosity of that substance.

 4. In oil spills, the oil’s density plays a major role. Explain. 

 5. You should never use water to extinguish a gasoline or oil fire.  
Why not?

Reflecting on the Investigation
 6. Think about your experimental design for the density portion of the 

investigation. Did you need to make any modifications so that your 
data produced accurate results? Explain.

 7. Suppose a classmate suggests that the petroleum materials studied in 
this investigation can be separated at room temperature on the basis 
of their viscosities.

a. Do you agree? Explain your answer.

b. What would be some advantages of such a separation procedure?

 8. What conditions might change the viscosity of a substance? In one or 
two sentences, describe an experiment you could design to test this.

 9. In your own words and using evidence from the investigation, answer 
the scientific question or questions you posed at the beginning of the 
investigation.

A.2  PETROLEUM: A SOURCE OF 
ENERGY AND HYDROCARBONS

-
ground is called crude oil. This liquid varies from colorless to greenish-brown 
to black, and can be as fluid as water or as resistant to flow as soft tar. 

We cannot use crude oil commercially in its natural state. Instead, we 
transport it by pipeline, ocean tanker, train, or barge to oil refineries, where it 
is separated into simpler mixtures. See Figure 3.3. Some mixtures are ready 
to use, while others require further refinement. Refined petroleum is chiefly 

a mixture of various hydrocarbons—
molecular compounds that contain only 
atoms of the elements hydrogen and car-
bon. You can readily see how this class of 
compounds got its name.

Figure 3.3  The largest oil tanker in the world can 
carry up to 4.1 million barrels (over 150 billion gallons) 
of crude oil. Such ships are so big, onboard crew  
members often need a bicycle to travel from one  
point to another.
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other substances such as water, sulfides, 
basic amines, metals, and salts. 
• Petroleum is a mixture that must be 
refined before it can be used for building 
or burning. 
• A large fraction of refined petroleum 
(nearly 90%) is burned as fuel. 

You may choose to review the law  
of conservation of mass by first asking 
students what happens to the molecules 
in petroleum when it is burned and then 
briefly (this topic will be addressed in 
more detail later) discussing the fate of 
the CO2 and H2O formed.

Additional Activities
1. Use the “It’s a Petroleum World” 

supplement from the TRM.
2. Alternatively, ask students to answer 

the following questions: (This may be 
difficult for students, as they may not 
be aware of many uses of petroleum)
a. List 10 personally important items 

made from petroleum.
b. Suppose there were a severe 

petroleum shortage.
 i.  Which 5 products on your list 

would you be most willing to 
do without?

 ii.  Which 5 would you be least 
willing to give up?

c. List items in the classroom that are 
not made from any petroleum.

After completing either activity, 
discuss with students whether they were 
surprised by all the items that are made 
from petroleum. Petroleum is ubiqui-
tous in modern life, and for that reason, 
its role tends to go unnoticed. Empha-
size that petroleum is a nonrenewable 
resource and the world is rapidly using 
up its limited supply. Have students 
consider whether petroleum supplies 
can meet demands throughout their 
lifetimes.

272 Unit 3 Petroleum: Breaking and Making Bonds

Burning petroleum provides nearly half of the total annual U.S. energy 
needs. Most petroleum is used as a fuel. Converted to gasoline, petroleum 
powers millions of U.S. automobiles, each traveling an average of 14 000 
miles annually. Other petroleum-based fuels provide heat to homes and 
office buildings, deliver energy to generate electricity, and power diesel 
engines and jet aircraft.

array of familiar and useful products is manufactured—from CDs, sports 
equipment, clothing, automobile parts, plastic charge cards, and carpeting to 
prescription drugs and artificial limbs. Figure 3.4 (at right) shows some 
petroleum-based products.

Based on your experiences with petroleum fuels and products, what per-
cent of petroleum would you estimate is burned for energy? What percent of 
petroleum would you estimate is used for producing other useful substances? 
Can you identify other uses of petroleum? The answers in the next paragraph 
may surprise you.

What did you predict for the percent of petroleum burned for energy? Did 
you predict 50%? Was your prediction 60%? Astonishingly, 89% of all petro-
leum is burned as fuel. Only about 7% is used for producing new substances, 
such as medications and plastics. The remaining 4% is used as lubricants, 
road-paving materials, and an assortment of miscellaneous products. In fact, 
for every gallon of petroleum used to produce useful products, more than 
five gallons are burned for energy.

What happens to molecules contained in petroleum when they are burned 
or used in manufacturing? As in all chemical reactions, the atoms become 
rearranged to form new molecules. 

When hydrocarbons burn, they react with oxygen gas in the air to form 
carbon dioxide (CO2) gas and water vapor. (See equations below represent-
ing the burning of two typical hydrocarbons.) These gases then disperse in 
the air. The hydrocarbon fuel is used up; it will take millions of years for 
natural processes to replace it. Thus petroleum is a nonrenewable resource, 
as were the minerals you studied in Unit 1.

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 5E
Perm Fig.: 3005     New Fig.: 03-UN03
File Name: CC_03-UN03a
New Draft: 2005-03-24
First Cx.: 2005-05-11
Second Cx.: 2005-06-14

CH4(g) 2 O2(g) CO2(g) 2 H2O(g) energy
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2 C2H6(g) 7 O2(g) 4 CO2(g) 6 H2O(g)

2 7 4 6

energy
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A.3 origin And 
distribution of 
Petroleum
This section identifies the Sun as the 
primary source of energy on Earth and 
introduces the chemistry of energy 
storage and the energy release from 
petroleum molecules. Treat this briefly 
and as introductory material, as it will 
be discussed in more detail throughout 
the unit.

Point out that petroleum, like other 
natural resources, is distributed un-
equally among regions and countries  
of the world. Much commercial trade 
among nations results from this unequal 
distribution. Because petroleum is such 
a vital resource in modern society, 
petroleum reserves and consumption 
play a major role in world politics. 

Section A.3 also discusses how 
petroleum is collected from on- and 
off-shore wells. You may ask students  
to consider and discuss the risks and 
benefits of oil exploration and transpor-
tation in light of incidents such as the 
Deep Horizon spill in the Gulf of Mexico 
in May 2010. 

This introduction will help students 
as they complete Developing Skills A.4 
and, later, Making Decisions A.14.
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A.3  ORIGIN AND DISTRIBUTION  
OF PETROLEUM 

Fossil fuels are the products of geological heat and pressure acting on biomol-
ecules of prehistoric plants and animals (Figure 3.5). The energy released by 
burning these fuels represents energy originally captured from sunlight  
by prehistoric green plants during photosynthesis. Thus fossil fuels—petro-
leum, natural gas, and coal—can be thought of as forms of buried sunshine.

Most evidence indicates that fossil fuels originated 
from living matter in ancient seas some 500 million 
years ago. These organisms died and eventually became 

converted what was once living matter into petroleum, 
which became trapped in porous rocks. It is likely  
that some petroleum is still being formed from sedi-
ments of dead matter. How-
ever, such a process is far too 
slow to consider petroleum a 
renewable resource.

To use petroleum, it must 
be extracted from the ground 
in the form of crude oil. A 
drilling rig, as in Figure 3.6, 
bores into Earth’s crust to cre-
ate a well that is used to access 
the oil stored in the rock for-
mations below ground. Once 
the well has been drilled, the 
drilling rig is replaced with a 
pumping station. As of 2008, 
more than 363 000 oil wells 
were actively pumping oil in 
the United States alone.

Figure 3.5 (above) A few botanical gardens,  
including the Zilker Botanical Gardens shown here, 
have created “prehistoric gardens” containing 
plants similar to those that may have been decom-
posed by microorganisms to form petroleum. 

Figure 3.6 (left)  Oil rig drilling platform in Texas.

Figure 3.4  It is likely 
you use petroleum-
based products in  
almost every area of 
your life. How many 
can you identify?
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a Using the Figures
Figure 3.7 This is a photograph 
of BP’s Thunder Horse PDQ (which 
means that the platform is a pro-
duction drilling facility with crew 
quarters). The caption indicates that 
the platform is 6000 ft above the sea 
floor. Ask students for their ideas 
about the construction of such a plat-
form. Do they think it is connected to 
the sea floor (and if so, how)? Does 
it simply float? Then invite students 
to investigate the different ways that 
such oil platforms are constructed. 
(For instance, see: http://science 
.howstuffworks.com/environmental/
energy/offshore-drilling.htm and 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oil_ 
platform.) 

The BP Thunder Horse is an 
example of a semi-submersible 
platform, which has hulls of sufficient 
buoyancy to cause the structure to 
float but with enough weight to keep 
it upright. They are generally an-
chored during drilling or production 
operations. More information about 
the BP Thunder Horse can be found 
here: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Thunder_Horse_PDQ.

Figure 3.8 Ask students what they 
remember about the BP Deep Hori-
zon oil spill that occurred in  
May 2010 in the Gulf of Mexico. 
They may recall that lives were lost 
(11 men were killed from the explo-
sion; 17 were injured); images of 
the spill (ask them to find images 
in addition to this one); impacts on 
marine and wildlife (this continues to 
be monitored); closures of beaches; 
or impacts on industries and small 
businesses that rely on tourism and 
fishing. Engage students in a discus-
sion of risks and benefits of off-shore 
oil activities. Should the U.S. ban all 
off-shore drilling? What might be the 
consequences of doing so? [Possible 
answers include further reliance on 
foreign countries for our oil sup-
ply, higher costs of oil, and possible 
oil shortages during times of great 
demand or turmoil within oil-rich 
countries.]
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Oil exploration is not limited to drilling on land. More than 25% of the  
oil extracted in the United States in 2008 came from 4000 offshore oil plat-
forms, mostly in the Gulf of Mexico. Modern offshore oil platforms (see Fig-
ures 3.7 and 3.8) can operate in water up to 8000 feet deep and draw from 
wells that may extend another 6000 feet below the surface of the sea floor. 
Each oil platform collects crude oil from several wells, then pumps the oil to 
shore via underwater pipeline or transfers it to tankers for transportation 
and processing. 

Like other resources, petroleum is not evenly distributed around the 
world. The worldwide distributions are summarized in Figure 3.9. The  
North American petroleum reserves are only about 5% of the world’s known  
supply. Central Asia, the Far East, and Oceania account for 56% of the 

Figure 3.8  Oil from the leaking BP Deep Horizon oil rig is seen swirling 
through the currents in the Gulf of Mexico in May 2010. Large-scale spills like 
this one are among the risks posed by extraction of offshore oil.

Figure 3.7  This large oil 
platform is located about  
150 miles southeast of  
New Orleans. It is extracting 
oil from 6000 feet below the 
surface in the Gulf of Mexico. 
The drill ship shown in the 
background is working  
about five miles away from  
the platform.
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world’s population, but this region has only about 4% of the world’s petro-
leum reserves. 

By contrast, approximately 66% of the world’s known crude oil reserves 
are located in Middle Eastern nations. The consumption of petroleum is also 
not evenly distributed around the world, as you see in Figure 3.9. In the next 
activity, you will consider patterns of petroleum consumption and associ-
ated environmental impact.

Figure 3.9  Distribution of the world’s petroleum reserves, population, and consumption of petroleum.
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DS   A.4 your cArbon 
footPrint

In this activity, students analyze a  
graph of per capita CO2 emissions and 
population data to think about what  
a carbon footprint is and how their own 
carbon footprints compare to those of 
teenagers around the world.

Answers
1. Carbon dioxide is always produced  

by the combustion of fossil fuels. 
Because carbon dioxide is a green-
house gas, its production has the 
potential for environmental impact. 
The environment is affected by CO2 
production because CO2 traps and 
reradiates infrared radiation. Using 
amount or quantity of CO2 released as 
an indicator allows for comparisons 
among different fuels and applications.

2. a.   Larger
b. Larger
c. Smaller
d. Larger

3. The per capita emission for the 
United States in 2005 was 20.27 
metric tons. This number is larger 
than the value for China, Brazil, and 
Kenya and smaller than the value for 
Australia. Even though these data are 
from 2005, the relative quantities of 
emissions are probably still accurate.

4. The lowest values all come from poor 
countries that lack significant indus-
tries. Countries that produce petro-
leum (Saudi Arabia and Qatar) have 
higher per capita emissions due to 
emissions from petroleum extraction 
and processing, as well as widespread 
consumption as a fuel (since petro-
leum is readily available).

5. Answers will vary, but students may 
indicate that China’s large population 
results in a lower-than-expected per 
capita value, or that Qatar’s small 
population and easy access to petro-
leum results in a higher-than-expected 
value. Countries with large popula-
tions (China and India) have large total 
emissions when per capita emissions 
are converted to total emissions.
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 DEVELOPING SKILLS
A.4  YOUR CARBON FOOTPRINT
The quantity of greenhouse gases emitted based upon individual activities 
has been called a carbon footprint and is measured in kilograms (or some-
times tons) of carbon dioxide. This idea, which is related to the consump-
tion of petroleum, is used to connect individual choices to environmental 
effects. As you will learn later in this unit, there are many recommendations 
for how to measure and reduce your impact on nature’s balance by changing 
your carbon footprint. Use the graph and table below, as well as what you 
have already learned about petroleum, carbon dioxide, and combustion, to 
answer the following questions.

 1. How does carbon dioxide production serve as an indicator of the 
environmental impact of burning petroleum and other fossil fuels? 
(Hint: Look at the equations on page 272 for the combustion of 
petroleum-derived fuels and refer back to what you learned about 
carbon dioxide in Unit 2 to construct a scientific explanation.)

 2. Is your personal carbon footprint likely to be larger or smaller than 
that of a teenager living in each of the following countries?

a.  China     b.  Brazil     c.  Australia     d.  Kenya

 3. What evidence supports your answers to Question 2?

 4. Consider the variation in per capita CO2 emissions for countries 
around the world, as shown in Figure 3.10. How can you explain the 
differences that you observe? 

Figure 3.10   
Population and CO2 
emissions per capita.

Figure 3.10  Population and CO2 emissions by country.
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IM   A.5 sePArAtion by 
distillAtion

This investigation models techniques 
used in petroleum refineries to separate 
the many components of crude oil using 
a “simple” two component distillation 
to separate two liquids. If you have 
probe ware, this is a great opportunity  
to collect temperaturetime data. 

Time 50 min
Materials (for 12 student pairs)
(Note: Many of these items may vary 
depending on the available distillation 
equipment.)

24 100-mL beakers
12 100-mL graduated cylinders
12 125-mL Florence (or round-bottom, 

depending on your setup) flasks
12 thermometers (10 to 110 °C)
12 hot plates (do not substitute a 

burner)
12 stopwatches or timers
24 ring stands
24 clamps
12 rubber stoppers with 2 holes to  

fit tops of the flasks
12 condensers with appropriate 

connection to the distillation flask 
(exact tubing and stopper configu-
ration for connection to flask 
depends on style of condenser 
available)

12 wooden splints for adding iodine 
to distillates

600 mL distillation solution, pre-
pared by mixing 420 mL water and 
180 mL 2-propanol (isopropyl 
alcohol)

Boiling chips
Approximately 18 m rubber tubing 

to connect condenser to the water 
source and sink/drain

1 g iodine crystals

Pre-Lab Discussion
Students will need to create a data table 
appropriate for recording time and 
temperature observations. Remind them 
to include proper units for both time and 
temperature. You may choose to review 
data tables before the investigation to 
ensure proper data collection. At least 
one member of each group will need a 
timepiece (watch, stopwatch) if a 
classroom clock or individual timers  
are not available. 

Review graphing expectations and 
procedures. (You may invite students to 
make their graphs with a computer.)
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 DEVELOPING SKILLS
A.4  YOUR CARBON FOOTPRINT
The quantity of greenhouse gases emitted based upon individual activities 
has been called a carbon footprint and is measured in kilograms (or some-
times tons) of carbon dioxide. This idea, which is related to the consump-
tion of petroleum, is used to connect individual choices to environmental 
effects. As you will learn later in this unit, there are many recommendations 
for how to measure and reduce your impact on nature’s balance by changing 
your carbon footprint. Use the graph and table below, as well as what you 
have already learned about petroleum, carbon dioxide, and combustion, to 
answer the following questions.

 1. How does carbon dioxide production serve as an indicator of the 
environmental impact of burning petroleum and other fossil fuels? 
(Hint: Look at the equations on page 272 for the combustion of 
petroleum-derived fuels and refer back to what you learned about 
carbon dioxide in Unit 2 to construct a scientific explanation.)

 2. Is your personal carbon footprint likely to be larger or smaller than 
that of a teenager living in each of the following countries?

a.  China     b.  Brazil     c.  Australia     d.  Kenya

 3. What evidence supports your answers to Question 2?

 4. Consider the variation in per capita CO2 emissions for countries 
around the world, as shown in Figure 3.10. How can you explain the 
differences that you observe? 

 5. What roles do population and availability of fossil fuels play in a 
country’s average carbon footprint? 

You have now learned what petroleum is, how we use it, and where we 

or separated into simpler mixtures to become useful. In the following inves-
tigation, you will learn about this basic separation process as you study a 
mixture of two liquids.

 INVESTIGATING MATTER
A.5  SEPARATION BY DISTILLATION

Preparing to Investigate
You know that you can often separate substances 
by taking advantage of their different physical 
properties. One physical property commonly used 
to separate liquids is their density. However, den-
sity differences will work only if substances are 
insoluble (do not dissolve) in each other, which is 
not the case with petroleum; its components are 
soluble (can dissolve) in each other. Another phys-
ical property chemists often use to separate sub-
stances is boiling point. The separation of liquid 
substances according to their differing boiling 
points is called distillation.

As you heat a liquid mixture containing two 
components, the component with the lower boil-
ing point will vaporize first and leave the distilla-
tion flask. That component will then condense back to a liquid as it passes 
through a condenser—all before the second component begins to boil. See 
Figure 3.11. Each condensed liquid component, called the distillate, can 
thus be collected separately.

In this investigation, you will use distillation to separate a mixture of two 
liquids. Then you will identify the two substances in the mixture by compar-
ing the observed distillation temperatures with the boiling points of several 
possible compounds listed in Table 3.2.  

Table 3.2

Figure 3.11  
A simple 
distillation 
apparatus.

 

Substance Formula Boiling Pt. (°C)  Appearance with I2 
2-Propanol  

(rubbing alcohol) C3H8O  82.4 Bright yellow

Acetone C3H6O  56.5 Yellow to brown

Water H2O  100.0 Colorless to light yellow

Cyclohexane C6H12  80.7 Magenta

Possible Components of Distillation Mixture
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Discuss the role of the iodine, used only 
to distinguish the products. Only one or 
two crystals are used in each distillate. 
You may choose to demonstrate dissolv-
ing iodine in two liquids, since solubility 
has not yet been addressed in this course. 
(Interpreting Evidence question 1 asks 
students to distinguish their distillates 
based upon the extent of dissolving.)

Safety
• Students should wear goggles and 
aprons. 
• The unknown liquid (distillation 
mixture) is flammable. No flames should 
be allowed in the laboratory. Point out 
the hazards of heating unknown liquids 
that might be flammable.
• Never heat a distillation flask to 
dryness; there is always a risk of 
explosion.
• Remind students that iodine must be 
treated with special care. Skin contact 
with iodine crystals can cause lesions, 
and iodine vapor is intensely irritating 
to skin and lung tissue. 
• Use non-mercury thermometers. 
• It is best to pre-assemble the thermom-
eters and glass tubing into stoppers to 
minimize risk of accident. If this is not 
possible, demonstrate how to insert the 
thermometer and glass tube into the 
stopper, using glycerin or other lubricant 
and hand protection. Be sure to grasp 
the thermometer close to the stopper. 

TRM  
 
LAB HANDOUT

Lab Tips
• Table 3.2 lists four possible substances 
for students to consider as components 
of their original mixture. Use only a 
distillation solution that contains the 
2-propanol–water mixture (see Materi-
als). This system poses the least hazard 
and provides good results. Do not reveal 
the composition of the mixture. Let 
them use their observations to identify 
the mixture’s components.
• If you do not have adequate equip-
ment for all students to complete the 
distillation, consider doing this investi-
gation as a teacher demonstration, so 
that students can see distillation being 
performed before they discuss fractional 
distillation. Even as a demonstration, 
students can collect and analyze data. 
Consider having a student volunteer 
record time and temperature data on the 
chalkboard during the distillation. On 
completion of the separation, the entire 
class can create a single graph of the 
data. Alternatively, have students use 
the class data to complete the analysis 
individually. Analyzing Evidence 
question 3 can be omitted if you do a 
demonstration.

• Construct and display a distillation 
setup (see Figure 3.11) before students 
assemble their own, so that they have a 
model to copy. 
• If you choose to use probe-ware for the 
distillation, use the steel temperature 
probes and not the polymer-coated 
probes as the coating will break down 
after repeated exposure to organic 
substances.
• Check all connections and hose 
routing in each distillation apparatus 
before allowing students to begin work. 
Remind them to keep water pressure 

low to prevent the rubber tubing from 
separating from the condenser. Students 
should connect the incoming water to 
the lower connection of the condenser 
and outgoing water to the upper connec-
tion to completely fill the condenser and 
avoid putting too much pressure on the 
lower hose.
• To monitor the use of iodine, provide a 
central location, such as the fume hood, 
where students can add iodine crystals 
directly into the two distillate samples.
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Before you begin, read Gathering Evidence to learn what you will need to 
do and note safety precautions. Gathering Evidence also provides guidance 
about when you should collect and record data (see Step 8). Think about the 
data and observations you will need to record and create data tables to record 
your observations and measurements. Remember to include proper units for 
each data column. 

Gathering Evidence
(Caution: This distillation should only be completed with a hot plate or 
other electric heating source. The presence of open flames near the distilla-
tion apparatus represents a fire hazard.)

 1. Before you begin, put on your goggles, and wear them properly 
throughout the investigation.

 2. Assemble an apparatus similar to that shown in Figure 3.11 (page 
277). Label two beakers Distillate 1 and Distillate 2.

 3. Using a clean, dry, graduated cylinder, measure a 50-mL sample of 

and add a boiling chip.

 4. Record your observations of the starting mixture.

 5. Connect the flask to a condenser, as shown in Figure 3.11. Ensure that 
the hoses are attached to the condenser and to the water supply as 

so that it will catch the distillate, as shown in Figure 3.12.

 6. Ensure that all connections are tight and will not leak.

 7. Turn on the water to the condenser, and then turn on the hot plate to 
start gently heating the flask. (Caution: The substances, other than 
water, are volatile and highly flammable. Be sure that no flames or 
sparks are in the area.) 

 8. Record the temperature every minute until the first drop of distillate 
enters the beaker. Then continue to record the temperature every 30 
seconds. Continue to heat the flask and collect distillate until the 
temperature begins to rise again. At this point, replace the Distillate 1 
beaker with the Distillate 2 beaker.

 9. Continue heating and recording the 
temperature every 30 seconds until the 
second substance just begins to distill. Record 
the temperature at which the first drop of 
second distillate enters the beaker. Collect 1 
to 2 mL of the second distillate.  
(Caution: Do not allow all of the liquid to  
boil from the flask.)

Figure 3.12  This distillation apparatus is used to  
separate a mixture of two liquids. The component with 
the lowest boiling point vaporizes first, converts back to  
a liquid in the condenser, and collects (here) in a beaker.
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Expected Results
The time required will vary, but the 
boiling liquid should pass through or 
reach two temperature plateaus. The 
first plateau, representing the boiling 
point of 2-propanol, will be about 82° C; 
the second will be at about 100° C, the 
boiling point of water. At higher alti-
tudes, boiling-point plateaus will be 
lower. Iodine is more soluble in the first 
distillate (2-propanol) than in the 
second (water).

Interpreting Evidence
1. Iodine is more soluble in 2-propanol 

(the first distillate). Evidence for this 
finding is that the 2-propanol is more 
uniformly purple, indicating the 
iodine dissolved.

2. The first is 2-propanol; the second is 
water.

Reflecting on the Investigation
3. Possible sources of difference (error) 

include heating the mixture too 
rapidly and having poorly calibrated 
or improperly placed thermometers.

4. Several approaches could be used to 
answer this question:
a. Distill again the liquid left in the 

flask. If two plateaus occur, it is not 
a pure substance. 

b. Compare the liquid’s boiling point 
to that of the substances in Table 
3.2. 

c. Calculate the liquid’s density and 
compare it with the known densi-
ties of the substances (which would 
have to be looked up).

5. 2-propanol and cyclohexane, because 
their boiling points are similar.

6. a.  It would show an increase in 
temperature with time, with four 
plateaus, one for each liquid at its 
boiling point.

b. Graphs should be similar to the 
graph drawn in Analyzing Evi-
dence, but should have four 
plateaus at appropriate tempera-
tures (56.6, 80.7, 82.4, and 100 °C). 
(Note: the second and third plateaus 
might be difficult to tell apart.)

Post-Lab Discussion
Ask students to compare their conclu-
sions about the components of the 
mixture. The discussion may focus on 
the contrasting physical and chemical 
properties of water and 2-propanol. 
Discuss the properties used to separate 
the mixture, namely volatility and 
boiling points.

Compare the results of the investiga-
tion with petroleum distillation. In both, 
a mixture is separated by difference in 
boiling point. The laboratory sample 
involved two components, but crude oil 
contains countless compounds, many 
with similar boiling points. Use this fact 
to introduce the next material on 
fractional distillation.

Analyzing Evidence
1. Time is the independent variable and 

is graphed on the x-axis.
2. a.  Distillate one should be about 82° C. 

Distillate two should be about  
100° C. (Note: Temperatures will 
vary with altitude.)

b. The first drops will be collected 
slightly before the normal boiling 
point is reached, so plateaus will be 
slightly higher than the collection 
temperature.

3. a. & b. Data will vary, but should 
approximate the boiling point of each 
substance (adjusted for altitude).
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  10. Turn off the hot plate and allow the distillation apparatus to cool. 
While the apparatus is cooling, test to what extent solid iodine 
dissolves in each distillate by adding a few crystals of iodine to each 
beaker and stirring. Record your observations. (Caution: Iodine is 
corrosive on contact. It will stain skin and clothing.)

 11. Disassemble and clean the distillation apparatus and dispose of your 
distillates as directed by your teacher.

 12. Wash your hands thoroughly before leaving the laboratory.

Analyzing Evidence
 1. 

is the independent variable? That variable should be plotted on the 
x-axis. (Hint: Recall the graph that you constructed in Investigating 
Matter B.8 in Unit 2 on page 194.) 

 2. a.  Using your graph, identify the temperatures at which Distillate 1 
and Distillate 2 were collected.

b. How well do the horizontal plateaus in your graph match the 
temperatures at which you collected the first drops of each 
distillate?

 3. Combine your data with the data of other students who distilled the 
same mixture. Examine the combined data, and find 

a. the average temperature (mean) for each of the two plateaus you 
observed.

b. the most frequently observed temperature (mode) for each of the 
two plateaus you observed.

Interpreting Evidence
 1. In which of the distillates did solid iodine dissolve to a greater 

extent? What observational evidence leads you to that conclusion?

 2. Use data in Table 3.2 (page 277) to identify each distillate sample. 
Support your identification claims with evidence.

Reflecting on the Investigation
 3. All laboratory teams investigating the same mixture did not observe 

the same distillation temperatures. Describe some factors that may 
contribute to this inconsistency.

 4. What laboratory tests could you perform to decide whether the liquid 
left behind in the flask is a mixture or a pure substance?

 5. Of the substances listed in Table 3.2 (page 277), which two would be 
most difficult to separate from each other by distillation? Why?

 6. How would a graph of time versus temperature look for the 
distillation of a mixture of all four substances listed in Table 3.2 
(page 277)? Sketch the predicted graph and describe its features.
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A.6 Petroleum refining
Figures 3.13 and 3.14 can be used to 
clarify several aspects of fractional 
distillation. Fractional distillation works 
by heating petroleum in a furnace and 
allowing vaporized particles to rise up  
a fractioning tower. As molecules move 
up the tower, they lose kinetic energy: 
Their temperature (related to average 
kinetic energy) decreases. When tem-
perature falls to the boiling/condensing 
point of the substance, the molecules 
condense and are collected in trays. In 
contrast to simple distillation, the trays 
collect a variety of substances that have 
similar boiling points—a petroleum 
fraction. You may choose to display 
samples from Investigating Matter A.1 to 
remind students of the appearance and 
properties of the various petroleum 
fractions.

Two exceptions exist to the general 
behavior of molecules in the fractionat-
ing tower: (1) Substances that do not 
vaporize at the temperature of the 
furnace due to their strong intermolecu-
lar forces are collected as liquids and 
semisolids from the base of the tower 
and are known as bottoms or residues; 
(2) at the other extreme, some sub-
stances have such weak intermolecular 
attractions that they never lose enough 
energy to condense and be collected. 
These gases are collected from the top  
of the fractioning tower.

For additional information, see 
overviews at http://science.howstuff-
works.com/oil-refining.htm and http://
www.eia.gov/energyexplained/index 
.cfm?page=oil_refining.  

a Using the Figures
Figure 3.13 and 3.14 Use the 
images to describe a fractionating 
tower and to point out the fate of 
each type of molecule in the tower. 
Ask students to compare a fractionat-
ing tower to their simple distillation 
apparatus.
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A.6  PETROLEUM REFINING
In Investigating Matter A.1 (page 269), you examined a variety of compo-
nents of crude oil, while in Investigating Matter A.5 (page 277), you sepa-
rated a simple laboratory mixture using distillation. Crude oil, in its natural 
state, is a mixture of many compounds. Separating such a complex mixture 
requires applying distillation techniques to large-scale oil refining. The 
refining process does not separate each compound in crude oil. Rather, it 
produces several distinctive mixtures called fractions. This process is known 
as fractional distillation. See Figure 3.13. Compounds in each fraction have 
a particular range of boiling points and specific uses.

Figure 3.14 illustrates fractional distillation (fractionation) of crude oil. 
First, the crude oil is heated to about 400 °C in a furnace and then pumped 
into the base of a distilling column (fractionating tower), which is usually 
more than 30 m (100 ft) tall. Many components of the heated crude oil vapor-
ize. The temperature of the distilling column is highest at the bottom and 
decreases toward the top. Trays arranged at appropriate heights inside the 
column collect the various condensed fractions.

During distillation, the vaporized molecules move upward in the distill-
ing column. The smaller, lighter molecules have the lowest boiling points 
and either condense high in the column or are drawn off the top of the tower 
as gases. Fractions with larger molecules have higher boiling points and are 
more difficult to separate from one another and thus require more thermal 
energy (heat energy) to vaporize. These larger molecules condense back to 
liquid in trays lower in the column. Substances with the highest boiling 
points never do vaporize. Recall from Investigating Matter A.1 (page 269) 

Figure 3.13  These  
fractionating towers  
contain many different  
levels of condensers to  
cool the oil vapor as it rises.  
Temperatures range from 
~400 °C (at the base) to  
40 °C (at the top). 
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Pconcept check 2
1. (Concept developed in Section A.3.) 

Petroleum’s energy originates from 
biomolecules of prehistoric plants and 
animals. Ultimately, the sun’s energy 
allowed these prehistoric plants and 
animals to grow and reproduce.

2. (Concepts developed in Sections A.1, 
A.2, and A.5.) The components of 
petroleum are similar in that they are 
largely made up of hydrocarbons. 
They differ in the number of carbon 
atoms within each molecule, which 
leads to different physical properties. 
Some components are gases at room 
temperatures; others are liquids or 
solids.

3. (Concepts developed in Sections A.1 
and A.6.) As the number of carbon 
atoms within the molecules increases, 
so does the viscosity and boiling point 
of the particular petroleum compo-
nent. 

Additional Concept Check 
Question
Consider the relationship between the 
number of carbon atoms within a 
molecule and that substance’s boiling 
point. Which of the following explana-
tion is more likely (choose and defend 
one): (a) As the molecules get larger, 
there are more attractions among them 
and it takes more energy to overcome 
those attractions in order for the mol-
ecules to go from liquid to gas states.  
(b) As the molecules get larger, there  
are more carbon and hydrogen atoms 
bonded together within the molecules.  
It takes more energy to break apart the 
molecules into carbon and hydrogen 
atoms.

A common misconception is thinking 
that energy put into boiling a substance 
breaks the chemical bonds within 
molecules, rather than disrupting 
intermolecular forces among molecules 
(a physical change in which molecules 
stay intact.
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that petroleum components vary in viscosity. Which components would you 
expect to find in the lower trays? These components are called bottoms and 
drain from the column’s base. Each arrow in Figure 3.14 indicates the name 
of a particular fraction and its boiling-point range.

As you learn more about the characteristics of the fractions obtained from 
petroleum, think about how people use petroleum-based products in both 
traditional and hybrid vehicles. 

P1. Where did petroleum’s energy originate?
2. How are the components of petroleum
 a. similar to one another? 
 b. different from one another?
3.  For a given component of petroleum, how does the number  

of carbon atoms within its molecules relate to its viscosity and 
boiling point?

Figure 3.14  Fractional distillation (fractionation) of crude oil.
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282 Unit 3 Petroleum: Breaking and Making Bonds

 A.7  EXAMINING PETROLEUM’S 
MOLECULES

(less than 40 °C). These small hydrocarbon molecules, which contain from 
one to four carbon atoms, have low boiling points because they are only 
slightly attracted to each other or to other molecules in petroleum. Forces of 
attraction and repulsion between molecules are called intermolecular forces.

As a result of weak intermolecular attractive forces, these small hydrocar-
bon molecules readily separate from each other and rise through the distilla-
tion column as gases.

oils—consist of molecules having from 5 to about 20 carbon atoms. Mole-
cules with even more carbon atoms are found in the greasy fraction (the bot-
toms) that does not vaporize. These viscous compounds have the strongest 
intermolecular attractive forces among all substances found in petroleum. It 
is not surprising that they are solids at room temperature.

Now complete the following activity to learn more about physical proper-
ties of hydrocarbons.

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
A.8  HYDROCARBON BOILING POINTS
Chemists often gather and analyze data about the physical and chemical 
properties of substances. These data can be organized in many ways, but the 
most useful techniques are those that uncover trends or patterns among the 
data. The development of the periodic table is an example of this approach. 

You can examine patterns among boiling points of some hydrocarbons to 
make useful predictions. 

Use the data found in Table 3.3 to answer these questions.

 1. a. In what pattern or order are the data in Table 3.3 organized?

b. Is this a useful way to present the information? Explain.

 2. Suppose that you were searching for a trend or pattern among these 
boiling points.

b. Reorganize the data table based on your idea.

Now use your reorganized data table to answer the following questions:

 3. Which substance or substances are gases at room temperature  
(22 °C)?

 4. If a substance is a gas at 22 °C, what can you infer about the boiling 
point of that substance? 

A.7 exAmining 
Petroleum’s molecules
This material relates the properties of 
petroleum fractions, obtained through 
fractional distillation, to their molecular 
structures. Specifically, it relates a 
fraction’s boiling point and uses to the 
average number of carbon atoms of the 
fraction’s components. Prompt students 
to think about other instances where 
molecular size is a good predictor of 
properties. Intermolecular forces are also 
defined here, but will be addressed in 
more detail in Section A.11.

DS   A.8 HydrocArbon 
boiling Points

Chemists investigate substances’ 
physical and chemical properties and 
identify useful patterns among data, 
often stimulating efforts to explain such 
regularities.

Organic nomenclature will be intro-
duced in Section A.9. That scheme will 
relate to total carbon atoms, reinforcing 
ideas presented here.

Answers
1. a. Alphabetically

b. Only in a very limited context,  
such as in a handbook or chart for 
locating a hydrocarbon

2. a.   Arranged by boiling-point values or 
total carbons (or hydrogens)

b. With lowest boiling point first, the 
order is methane, ethane, propane, 
butane, pentane, hexane, heptane, 
octane, nonane, decane.

3. Methane, ethane, propane, butane
4. It must be less than 22 °C 
5. Pentane
6. Decane’s boiling point is higher, 

suggesting that decane’s intermolecu-
lar forces are greater than those among 
butane molecules.

Additional Activities—
ChemQuandaries
1. Why would butane be a poor sub- 

stitute for propane under some 
conditions in the tanks of portable 
camp stoves?

 Discussion: Butane’s boiling point  
(0.5 °C) is higher than that of propane 
(42.1 °C). At winter temperatures  
(or higher pressures), butane might 
liquefy. Since camp stoves are 
designed for pressurized gas, this is  
a poor fuel choice. A better substitute 
might be ethane or methane, since 
their boiling points are lower than 
that of propane.

2. A transparent butane lighter reveals 
that at least some butane is in the 

liquid state. Explain why this is 
possible if the lighter is at room 
temperature.

 Discussion: A liquid’s boiling point 
depends on pressure as well as 
temperature. Apparently, butane is 
under a pressure greater than 1 atm 
(where it boils at 0.5 °C); its boiling 
point at this pressure is greater than 
room temperature. Therefore, some  
is liquid.

Demonstration Ideas
1. Add a small volume of liquid butane 

from a lighter-refueling canister to a 

zip-seal bag and quickly seal it. The 
liquid butane vaporizes and fills the 
bag. Caution: Move bag into a fume 
hood before reopening it.

2. Light a candle and let it burn for 
about a minute. Have a lit match 
ready. Blow out the candle and 
immediately relight it by bringing the 
lit match into “smoke” just above 
wick. With practice, you can relight 
the candle several centimeters above 
the wick—as long as wick is warm. 
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MM    A.9 modeling  
AlkAnes

In this activity, students build three-
dimensional models of methane, ethane, 
and propane. The general formula for 
alkanes is then derived from these 
three-dimensional models. Constructing 
models and diagrams enables students 
to connect formulas to structures.

The enormous number and variety  
of hydrocarbons require an orderly, 
rational system of nomenclature. 
Learning prefixes of the first 10 alkanes 
allows students to name many com-
pounds. While students may be less 
familiar with the prefixes for hydrocar-
bons with 1 to 4 carbons, they may have 
prior knowledge and familiarity of 
prefixes for hydrocarbons containing  
5 to 10 carbons. Encourage students to 
draw on this previous knowledge as they 
name and draw organic compounds. 

Before they begin, show students how 
to draw a three-dimensional structure on 
a two-dimensional surface. The conven-
tion generally accepted by chemists is 
that any bond represented by the 
traditional solid line is in the plane of 
the paper. Any bond represented using  
a solid wedge is coming out toward the 
viewer; any bond represented using a 
dashed line is receding behind the plane 
of the paper. Owing to carbon’s tetrahe-
dral geometry when engaged in four 
single bonds, the most common repre-
sentation is to depict two of the four 
bonds in the plane of the paper, and one 
bond coming toward the viewer and  
one bond receding from the viewer. As 
students make their initial attempts at 
these representations, it can help for 
them to hold the molecules in front of 
them in the same orientation that they 
are trying to depict.

 Remind students that they can use 
models to assist with writing molecular 
formulas and drawing structural 
formulas for compounds. Stress the 
general formula for alkanes and alternate 
ways of writing formulas, as shown in 
Table 3.4 (page 286). Molecular formulas 
give information about the number and 
type of atoms in the molecule. Con-
densed formulas give information on the 
arrangement of the atoms in a molecule. 
Structural formulas provide information 
about both the arrangement and the 
orientation of atoms in a molecule.  
Tell students that they do not have to 
represent compounds in the same way 
each time. Each type of formula has 
advantages and appropriate uses. 
Depending on students’ abilities, you 
may elect to work through an example.

 Discussion: Ask students what part  
of the candle is actually burning. 
Students will often indicate that the 
wick is burning. Ignite a string to 
show that it burns quickly; doing so 
helps students realize something else 
must burn—the candle wax. The wick 
helps wax melt and vaporize under 
the hot flame. Thus, wax’s intermo-
lecular forces are stronger than similar 
forces among alkanes considered so 
far. Most wax molecules are long-
chain esters; similar alkane principles 
apply—more carbon atoms result in 
stronger intermolecular forces. If the 

wick cools, intermolecular forces 
prevent wax from vaporizing; its 
fumes are not available to ignite  
the wick.

TRM  
 
HANDOUT
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 5. Which substance or substances boil between 22 °C (room temperature) 
and 37 °C (body temperature)?

 6. What can you infer about intermolecular forces among decane 
molecules compared to intermolecular forces among butane molecules?

 MODELING MATTER
A.9  MODELING ALKANES
In this activity, you will assemble models of several simple hydrocarbons. 
See Figure 3.15. Your goal is to associate the 3-D shapes of these molecules 
with the names, formulas, and pictures used to represent them on paper.

 A.7  EXAMINING PETROLEUM’S 
MOLECULES

(less than 40 °C). These small hydrocarbon molecules, which contain from 
one to four carbon atoms, have low boiling points because they are only 
slightly attracted to each other or to other molecules in petroleum. Forces of 
attraction and repulsion between molecules are called intermolecular forces.

As a result of weak intermolecular attractive forces, these small hydrocar-
bon molecules readily separate from each other and rise through the distilla-
tion column as gases.

oils—consist of molecules having from 5 to about 20 carbon atoms. Mole-
cules with even more carbon atoms are found in the greasy fraction (the bot-
toms) that does not vaporize. These viscous compounds have the strongest 
intermolecular attractive forces among all substances found in petroleum. It 
is not surprising that they are solids at room temperature.

Now complete the following activity to learn more about physical proper-
ties of hydrocarbons.

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
A.8  HYDROCARBON BOILING POINTS
Chemists often gather and analyze data about the physical and chemical 
properties of substances. These data can be organized in many ways, but the 
most useful techniques are those that uncover trends or patterns among the 
data. The development of the periodic table is an example of this approach. 

You can examine patterns among boiling points of some hydrocarbons to 
make useful predictions. 

Use the data found in Table 3.3 to answer these questions.

 1. a. In what pattern or order are the data in Table 3.3 organized?

b. Is this a useful way to present the information? Explain.

 2. Suppose that you were searching for a trend or pattern among these 
boiling points.

b. Reorganize the data table based on your idea.

Now use your reorganized data table to answer the following questions:

 3. Which substance or substances are gases at room temperature  
(22 °C)?

 4. If a substance is a gas at 22 °C, what can you infer about the boiling 
point of that substance? 

Figure 3.15  Due to the extremely  
small size of atoms and molecules,  
people often use model kits to visualize 
the 3-D geometry of hydrocarbons and 
other molecular structures.

Table 3.3
  

Hydrocarbon Boiling Point (°C) Molecular Formula

Butane  –0.5  C4H10

Decane  174.0  C10H22

Ethane  –88.6  C2H6

Heptane  98.4  C7H16

Hexane  68.7  C6H14

Methane  –161.7  CH4

Nonane  150.8  C9H20

Octane  125.7  C8H18

Pentane  36.1  C5H12

Propane  –42.1  C3H8

Boiling Points of Selected Hydrocarbons
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284 Unit 3 Petroleum: Breaking and Making Bonds

There are several useful ways to construct models of molecules; there 
are advantages and disadvantages to each method of representing mole-
cules (Figure 3.16). Two common types of molecular models are shown in 
Figure 3.17. Most likely, you will use ball-and-stick models. Each ball 
represents an atom, and each stick represents a pair of shared electrons (a 
single covalent bond) connecting two atoms.

Of course, molecules are not composed of ball-like atoms located at the 
ends of stick-like bonds. Experimental evidence shows that atoms are in 
contact with each other. This is more closely represented by space-filling 
models. However, ball-and-stick models are still useful because they can 
clearly represent the bonding and geometry of molecules.

Methane, the simplest hydrocarbon, is the first member of a series of 
hydrocarbons known as alkanes. Each carbon atom in an alkane shares elec-
trons with four other atoms. You will explore alkanes in this activity.

 1. Assemble a 3-D model of a methane (CH4) molecule. Note that the 
angles defined by the bonds between atoms are not 90°, as you might 
have expected by looking at the structural formula. If you were to 
build a close-fitting box to surround a CH4 molecule, the box would 
be shaped like a pyramid with a triangle as its base. This 3-D shape is 
called a tetrahedron.

The tetrahedral geometry that you observe results from the fact that simi-
lar electrical charges repel. The four pairs of electrons in the bonds surround-
ing the carbon atom repel each other and arrange themselves to be as far 
away from one another as possible. In this spatial arrangement, they point to 
the corners of a tetrahedron. The angle formed between each pair of C—H 
bonds is 109.5°, a value that has been verified experimentally.

 2. Convert your 3-D model into a 2-D drawing (similar to the one shown 
in Figure 3.18) that conveys the tetrahedral structure of methane. 
Shade the carbon atom to distinguish it from the hydrogen atoms.

Figure 3.18  The 
tetrahedral shape of a 
methane molecule.

Figure 3.17  Three-dimensional CH4 models: ball-and-stick (left) and space-filling (right).

Figure 3.16  Scientists use 
many types of physical and 
mental models to better  
understand concepts related 
to atoms and molecules.
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Answers 
1. No question—students assemble 

models. 
2.  

3. a. 6 
b. 8
c. 

4. C3H8

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 3002     New Fig.: 3AUN02
First Pass: 2010-10-18

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 3003     New Fig.: 3AUN03
First Pass: 2010-10-18
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 3. Assemble models of a two-
carbon alkane molecule and a 
three-carbon alkane molecule. 
Recall that each carbon atom 
in an alkane is bonded to four 
other atoms.

a. How many hydrogen 
atoms are in a two-carbon 
alkane?

b. How many hydrogen 
atoms are in a three-carbon alkane?

c. Draw a ball-and-stick model, similar to the  
one shown in Figure 3.17, of the three-carbon 
alkane. Shade carbon atoms to distinguish them 
from hydrogen atoms.

 4. Molecular formulas specify the number of each 
atom type within a molecule. The molecular 
formulas of the first two alkanes are CH4 and C2H6. 
Identify the molecular formula for the third alkane.

Examine your three-carbon alkane model. Note that the 
middle carbon atom is attached to two hydrogen atoms, 
but the carbon atom at each end is attached to three hy- 
drogen atoms. This molecule can be represented as  
CH3—CH2—CH3, or CH3CH2CH3. Formulas such as these 
provide convenient information about how atoms are 
arranged in molecules. For many purposes, such con-
densed formulas are more useful than molecular formulas such as C3H8.

Consider the molecular formulas of the first few alkanes: CH4, C2H6, and 
C3H8. Given the pattern represented by that series, predict the formula of the 
four-carbon alkane.

The general molecular formula of all open-chain alkane molecules can be 
written as CnH2n+2, where n is the number of carbon atoms in the molecule. 
Therefore, even without assembling a model, you can predict the formula of 
a five-carbon alkane: If n  5, then 2n  2  12, and the resulting formula 
thus is C5H12. 

 The names of the first 10 alkanes are given in Table 3.4 (page 286) and 
some examples of uses of these compounds are shown in Figure 3.19 and 
Figure 3.20. As you can see, each name is composed of a prefix, followed by 
-ane (designating an alkane). The prefix indicates the number of carbon 
atoms in the backbone carbon chain. Meth- means one carbon atom, eth- 
means two, prop- means three, and but- means four. For alkanes with 5 to 10 
carbon atoms, the prefix is derived from Greek—pent- for five, hex- for six, 
and so on.

Figure 3.19 
Butane is a liquid 
commonly used  
as fuel in lighters.

Figure 3.20  Propane often 
serves as an emergency energy 
source during power outages. 
Here, workers weigh filled  
tanks to determine how much 
propane they contain.
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 5. No question—students disassemble 
models.

 6. 

 7. a. (i) heptane (ii) nonane
b. (i) C7H16 (ii) C9H20

 8. a. C25H52

b. Most students will write the 
molecular formula. This shorter 
version takes much less time  
and space; the condensed formula 
would not fit on this page.

 9. 5(12)  12(1)  72 g/mol
10. a.  ethane (C2H6: 2(12)  6(1)   

30 g/mol)
b. butane (C4H10: 4(12)  10(1)   

58 g/mol)
c. octane (C8H18: 8(12)  18(1)   

114 g/mol)

DS   A.10 trends in  
AlkAne boiling 
Points

This activity examines trends in alkane 
boiling points with respect to molecular 
size. Students plot the boiling-point 
values of the straight-chain alkanes from 
methane to decane (1-carbon through 
10-carbon straight-chain alkanes) and 
then predict boiling points of the next 
three straight-chain alkanes in the series.

Student prediction accuracy decreases 
as the number of carbons increases. 
Discuss the fact that data can be mod-
eled using different mathematical 
approaches, with the simplest—a linear 
model—often chosen for its simplicity. 
Ask students whether or not a linear 
model seems to be the best choice in this 
case. It does not. Close examination of 
the graphed data should reveal some 
curvature in the relationship between 
number of carbons and associated 
boiling point.

You may choose to remind students  
of your expectations for graphs.

FIGURE 3AUN04

C C C C HH

H H H H

H H H H

butane

FIGURE 3AUN05

C C C C C HH

H H H H H

H H H H H

pentane
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  5. Disassemble your molecular models and replace all parts in their 
container.

 6. Write structural formulas for butane and pentane.

 7. a. Name the alkanes with the following condensed formulas:

 i. CH3CH2CH2CH2CH2CH2CH3 

 ii. CH3CH2CH2CH2CH2CH2CH2CH2CH3 

b. Write molecular formulas for the two alkanes in Question 7a.

 8. a. Write the formula of an alkane containing 25 carbon atoms.

b. Did you decide to write the molecular formula or the condensed 
formula for this compound? Why?

 9. Find the molar mass of pentane. (Hint: Remember to take subscripts 
into account, as you first learned to do in Unit 1, page 95.)

 10. Name the alkane molecule that has a molar mass of

a. 30 g/mol.   b.  58 g/mol.   c.  114 g/mol.

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
A.10  TRENDS IN ALKANE  

BOILING POINTS
In Investigating Matter A.5, you used the technique known as distillation to 
separate liquid mixtures according to the boiling points of the components. 
You also learned that fractions of petroleum are separated based on  
their boiling points. Why do fractions with the largest molecules have the 
highest boiling points? Why are the smallest molecules found in fractions 

Table 3.4

 

 Alkane Formulas

Name

Total  
Carbon 
Atoms

Boiling  
Point (°C)

Molecular 
Formula

Condensed  
Formula

Methane 1  –161.7  CH4 CH4

Ethane 2  –88.6  C2H6 CH3CH3

Propane 3  –42.1  C3H8 CH3CH2CH3 

Butane 4  –0.5  C4H10 CH3CH2CH2CH3 

Pentane 5  36.1  C5H12 CH3CH2CH2CH2CH3 

Hexane 6  68.7  C6H14 CH3CH2CH2CH2CH2CH3 

Heptane 7  98.4  C7H16 CH3CH2CH2CH2CH2CH2CH3

Octane 8  125.7  C8H18 CH3CH2CH2CH2CH2CH2CH2CH3

Nonane 9  150.8  C9H20 CH3CH2CH2CH2CH2CH2CH2CH2CH3

Decane 10  174.0  C10H22 CH3CH2CH2CH2CH2CH2CH2CH2CH2CH3

Some Members of the Alkane Series
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Answers
1. Graphs should show a direct  

relationship. 
2. Approximately 30 °C. (The T as one 

—CH2— group is added is represented 
by the slope of the line).

3. a. & b. C11H24: ~204 °C (actual: 196 °C); 
C12H26: ~234 °C (actual: 216 °C); 

 C13H28: ~264 °C (actual: 235 °C)
c. Student answers should include 

justification. Many will say that it is a 
linear relationship because it extends 
the trend they were seeing in the 
earlier hydrocarbons. Some students 
will point out that the model gets less 
accurate as the number of carbon 
atoms increase.

4. Attractive forces increase in strength 
as the number of carbons in each 
alkane molecule increases. 
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with the lowest boiling points? In this activity, you will explore this trend in 
alkane boiling points.

Using data for the alkanes found in Table 3.4, prepare a graph of boiling 
points. The x-axis scale should range from 1 to 13 carbon atoms (even though 
you will initially plot data for 1 to 10 carbon atoms). The y-axis scale should 
extend from –200 °C to +250 °C.

 1. Label the axes appropriately and plot the data. Draw a best-fit line 
through your data points according to the following guidelines:

below the line.

  Figure 3.21 shows an example of a best-fit line.

 2. Estimate the average change in boiling point (in °C) when one carbon 
atom and two hydrogen atoms (—CH2—) are added to a particular 
alkane chain.

 3. The pattern of boiling points among the first 10 alkanes allows you to 
predict boiling points for other alkanes.

a. Using your graph, estimate the boiling points of undecane (C11H24), 
dodecane (C12H26), and tridecane (C13H28). To do this, follow the 
trend of your best-fit line by extending a dashed line from the 
best-fit line you drew for the first 10 alkanes. This procedure is 
called extrapolation. Then read your predicted boiling points for 
C11, C12, and C13 alkanes on the y-axis.

b. Compare your predicted boiling points to actual values provided 
by your teacher.

c. Is your extrapolated line a good model for the relationship 
between number of carbon atoms in an alkane molecule and the 
substance’s boiling point? Why or why not?

 4. You learned that a substance’s boiling point depends in part on its 
intermolecular forces, which are the attractions among its molecules. 
For the alkanes you have studied, what is the relationship between 
the strength of these attractions and the number of carbon atoms in 
each molecule?

Figure 3.21  An example of 
a best-fit line drawn through 
several data points.

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6E
Perm Fig.: 3035     New Fig.: 3-21
First Pass: 2010-07-27
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Pconcept check 3 
1. (Concepts developed in Modeling 

Matter A.9.) 
a. Carbon atoms will form four bonds 

in hydrocarbon molecules.
b. Hydrogen atoms form one bond.

2. (Concept developed in Modeling 
Matter A.9.) 
a. Scientists represent molecules by 

drawing “ball and stick” models as 
well as space-filling models, and  
by constructing physical models  
of molecules.

b. Ball and stick models clearly depict 
where the bonding electrons lie, but 
they suggest that atoms within a 
molecule are held far apart from 
each other. Space-filling models 
more closely depict how atoms con-
tact each other, but it can be more 
difficult to see all the atoms within a 
molecule in such a representation.

3. (Concepts developed throughout 
Section A.) As the number of carbon 
atoms in each molecule of an alkane 
increases, so do the intermolecular 
forces.

4. (Looking ahead; answers will be based 
on students’ prior knowledge.) Some 
students may have heard of isomers 
before. You may want to help students 
think about the term by asking them, 
“What does ‘iso’ mean?” (“same”). 
Isomers are substances that have the 
same chemical formula, but whose 
atoms are put together (bonded) in 
different arrangements within their 
molecules.

Additional Concept Check 
Question
Your teacher asks you to use the model 
kits to illustrate what happens when 
butane boils using five butane mol-
ecules. A couple of students offer their 
suggestions. Evaluate each of the 
suggestions below:
• Suggestion #1: Build five butane 
molecules. Show how they are close 
together in a liquid. Then to show what 
happens as you heat them up to boiling, 
move the molecules faster until a few of 
them leave the liquid and travel far from 
the other molecules, now as a gas. 
• Suggestion #2: Build five butane 
molecules. Show how they are close 
together in a liquid. Then to show what 
happens as you heat them up to boiling, 
start to take the models apart, showing 
carbon and hydrogen atoms leaving the 
molecules as a gas. 

Students should indicate that  
Suggestion #1 is better because boiling  
is a physical change that does not result 
in molecules breaking apart.

A.11 intermoleculAr 
forces
An overview of intermolecular forces is 
provided in this section. Intermolecular 
attractions are explained as the result of 
uneven distribution of electrons that can 
be either instantaneous (London 
dispersion forces) or permanent (dipole–
dipole interactions). Unless your state or 
local standards require the names of 
these intermolecular forces, there is no 
need to introduce them.

Increases in alkane boiling point due 
to intermolecular forces are explained 
here as the result of two factors: the 
increased number of electrons that can 
interact and the increased surface area 
over which they interact. Use this 
information to reflect upon the trends 
noted in Developing Skills A.10. 
Students should then be able to use their 
understanding of intermolecular forces 
to make predictions about boiling points 
of straight-chain alkanes.

Finally, hydrogen bonding is introdced, 
which will be revisited in Unit 4.
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A.11  INTERMOLECULAR FORCES
Throughout this section, you have considered the influence of intermolecu-
lar forces on physical properties of hydrocarbons in petroleum. Viscosity, 
boiling point, and physical state are all impacted by intermolecular forces. 
In fact, differences in these intermolecular forces are what make it possible 
to separate petroleum into useful fractions through fractional distillation. 

You already know that intermolecular forces are attractions and repul-
sions between and among molecules, but what causes these forces and 
determines their strength? The simple answer is that intermolecular forces 
are the result of uneven distribution of electrical charge within a molecule. 
Regions of charge in one molecule can then be attracted to (or repulsed by) 
regions of charge in other molecules. You may have noticed that so far we 
have only considered intermolecular forces of attraction. Intermolecular 
repulsions become important only when atoms and molecules are very close 
together. These intermolecular repulsive forces affect how much a substance 
can be compressed, but do not noticeably affect boiling points.

 There are two major ways that electrical charge can become unevenly 
distributed within a molecule. First, as you know, electrons are in constant 
motion in electron clouds surrounding atoms and molecules. Sometimes 
the electrons “gather” or “pile up” in certain regions of the molecule. Areas 
of instantaneous negative charge result near the electrons, while areas of 
instantaneous positive charge are created where atomic nuclei are partially 
exposed. This motion of electrons and the resulting intermolecular forces 
are present to some extent in all molecules.

In addition to uneven charge distribution due to electron motion, some 
molecules also have permanent partial charges resulting from differences in 
the ability of their atomic nuclei to attract electrons. Molecules that exhibit 
permanent partial charges are known as polar molecules. Opposite partial 
charges in neighboring polar molecules attract one another, resulting in 
intermolecular forces between the molecules.

P1.  In a hydrocarbon molecule, how many bonds will be formed  
by a

 a. carbon atom? 
 b. hydrogen atom?
2. a. List several ways that scientists represent molecules.
 b.  Identify at least one advantage and one disadvantage of  

each method.
3.  Describe the relationship between the number of carbon  

atoms in each molecule of an alkane and intermolecular  
attractive forces among those molecules.

4. What is an isomer?
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MM    A.12 AlkAnes  
revisited

In this activity, students build C4H10, 
C5H12, and C6H14 models. They find 
several possible atom arrangements  
for butane and hexane (two and five, 
respectively), introducing the idea of 
isomers. Isomers are compounds with 
the same molecular formula but differ-
ent structural formulas. Point out that 
isomers have differing physical proper-
ties due to their different atomic 
arrangements.

Each team (with one kit) may need to 
share kits with another team so they can 
build all hexane isomers. Students may 
have difficulty deciding if structures are 
identical, rather than isomers. Remind 
students that rotation occurs around 
single bonds. Practice rotating structures 
and viewing them from different angles 
to distinguish “isomers” from similar 
substances. Bonds need to be broken 
and reformed for two isomers to become 
the same substance.

Differentiation
TRM  

 
ENRICHMENT

An informative supplement and extra 
practice problems are available in the 
TRM for accelerated courses or students 
who wish to learn more about naming 
alkane isomers. 

TRM  
 
HANDOUT
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The trend towards stronger intermolecular forces, and thus higher boiling 
points, as alkane molecules increase in size (number of carbons atoms)  
can be explained by two factors. First, as the number of atoms in a molecule 
increases, so also does the number of electrons in that molecule. More  
electrons result in greater fluctuations in electron movement and distribu-
tion of electrical charge, giving rise to stronger intermolecular forces. Sec-
ond, larger molecules have a larger surface area along which they can inter-
act with other molecules. Thus, the increase in boiling point with number  
of carbon atoms among straight-chain alkanes is consistent with evidence-
based explanations of intermolecular forces caused by electron motion.

In the following activities, you will explore shapes of different alkane 
molecules and consider the influence of molecular shape on intermolecular 
forces. Keep the underlying causes of intermolecular forces in mind as you 
use modeling and data to further investigate the boiling points of alkanes.

 MODELING MATTER
A.12  ALKANE ISOMERS
The alkane molecules you have considered so far are straight-chain alkanes, 
where each carbon atom is only linked to one or two other carbon atoms. In 
alkanes with four or more carbon atoms, other arrangements of carbon atoms 
are possible. In branched-chain alkanes, one carbon atom can be linked to 
three or four other carbon atoms. An alkane composed of four or more car-
bon atoms can have either a straight-chain or a branched-chain structure. In 
this activity, you will use ball-and-stick molecular models (see Figure 3.22) 
to investigate such variations in alkane structures—variations that can lead 
to different properties.

Figure 3.22 Students  
working together to  
construct molecular models.
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Answers
1. Two isomers are possible.
2. a. 

b. 

3. Students build isomers of pentane 
(see Table 3.5).

4. a.  Students draw several hexane 
isomers:

b. Five. (Note: Students often “find” 
more than five isomers including 
some that are drawings of duplicate 
structures, not isomers. Draw 
various structural formulas on the 
board. Circle the longest continuous 
chains of carbon atoms to help 
students compare structures.)

5. a.  Models will vary; some may miss 
similar isomers due to twists and 
bends in their drawings.

b. 5 

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 3006     New Fig.: 3AUN06
First Pass: 2010-10-18

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 3007     New Fig.: 3AUN07
First Pass: 2010-10-18
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 1. Assemble a ball-and-stick model of a molecule with the formula 
C4H10. Compare your model with those built by others. How many 
different arrangements of atoms in the C4H10 molecule did your class 
construct?

Molecules that have identical molecular formulas but different arrangements 
of atoms are called structural isomers. By comparing models, convince your-
self that there are only two structural isomers of C4H10. The formation of 
isomers helps to explain the very large number of compounds composed of 
carbon chains or rings.

 2. a. Draw a sketch of each C4H10 isomer.

b. Write a structural formula for each C4H10 isomer.

 3. As you might expect, alkanes containing larger numbers of carbon 
atoms also have larger numbers of structural isomers. In fact, the 
number of different isomers increases rapidly as the number of 
carbon atoms increases. For example, chemists have identified three 
pentane (C5H12) isomers, as shown in Table 3.5. Try building these 
structural isomers. How might you convince a classmate that there 
exist only these three C5H12 isomers?

 4. Now consider possible structural isomers of C6H14, hexane.

a. Working with a partner, draw structural formulas for as many 
different C6H14 isomers as possible. Compare your structures with 
those drawn by other groups.

b. How many different C6H14 isomers were found by your class?

 5. Build models of one or more C6H14 isomers, as assigned by your 
teacher.

a. Compare the 3-D models built by your class with corresponding 
structures drawn on paper.

b. Based on your careful examination of the 3-D models, how many 
different C6H14 isomers are possible?

Table 3.5

 

Structural Formula Boiling Point (°C)

CH3—CH2—CH2—CH2—CH3 36.1

CH3—CH—CH2—CH3

                

                     CH3

27.8

                     CH3

 

 CH3—C—CH3

 

                    CH3

9.5

Pentane Isomers and Their Boiling Points 
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DS   A.13 boiling Points 
of AlkAne isomers

This activity further explores links 
between alkane structures and boiling 
points and the effect of molecular 
branching. Students will realize that 
increased alkane branching leads to a 
decrease in boiling point. Increased 
branching leads to molecules that are 
more spherical. This shape minimizes 
surface-area contacts between mol-
ecules, leading to weaker intermolecular 
attractions. 

Students are not asked to name 
isomers. Instead, emphasize carbon-
atom arrangements. Each isomer must 
have correct total carbon and hydrogen 
atoms. Check student models for their 
uniqueness.

Answers
1. Boiling points decrease as the extent 

of carbon-chain branching increases.
a. 98.4 °C (n-heptane)
b. 92.0 °C (3-methylhexane)
c. 79.2 °C (2,2-dimethylpentane)

SECTION A  Petroleum—What Is It? 291

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
A.13  BOILING POINTS OF  

ALKANE ISOMERS
You have already observed that boiling points of straight-chain alkanes are 
related to the number of carbon atoms in their molecules. Increased intermo-
lecular forces are associated with the greater molecule-to-molecule contact 
possible for larger alkanes. Now read on to analyze how the different shapes 
of alkane isomers affect boiling point.

 1. Boiling points for several isomers of pentane and octane are listed in 
Table 3.5 and Table 3.6. For each set of isomers, how does the boiling 
point change as the extent of carbon-chain branching increases? 
Based on your conclusions, assign each of these boiling points to one 
of the following C7H16 isomers: 98.4 °C, 92.0 °C, 79.2 °C.

a. CH3—CH2—CH2—CH2—CH2—CH2—CH3

b. CH3—CH2—CH—CH2—CH2—CH3 
                                                              

                          CH3

c.                                  CH3 
                                                                                  

  CH3—CH2—CH2—C—CH3

                                                                                  
                                      CH3

Table 3.6

 

Structural Formula Boiling Point (°C)

CH3—CH2—CH2—CH2—CH2—CH2—CH2—CH3 125.7

CH3—CH2—CH2—CH2—CH2—CH—CH3

                                                        

                                                                                       CH3

117.7

                       CH3

                                                                            

 CH3—CH—CH2—C—CH3

                                                                           

                               CH3            CH3

99.2

Some Octane Isomers and Their Boiling Points 
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2. a.  Students should predict a boiling 
point between 99.2 °C and 117.7 °C. 
The actual boiling point is 112 °C, 
lower than the two isomers with 
less branching and higher than the 
isomer with more branching.

b. One would expect it to have a 
higher boiling point than all C5H12 
isomers, due to larger size. Its 
boiling point is 112 °C, compared 
to 36.1 °C for pentane. Molecular 
weight is an important factor in 
determining boiling points, and in 
many cases more strongly influ-
ences boiling point than degree of 
branching.

3. Boiling point decreases as carbon 
side-chain total increases for isomers 
of a given alkane. The more compact 
shape affords fewer intermolecular 
contacts, which allows these mol-
ecules to separate more easily from 
one another.

CHEMQUANDARY
fuels And climAte
Gasoline composition differs across the 
United States based on variations in 
temperature and altitude. Also, the 
composition of gasoline mixtures within 
one geographic region can differ from 
season to season. Summer-blend 
gasoline, formulated to reduce smog, has 
fewer volatile hydrocarbons and is often 
more costly, due to additional process-
ing. Federal and local guidelines specify 
criteria for these gasoline blends.

Answers
1. Volatility affects performance under 

varying temperature and pressure (that 
is, altitude) conditions. In winter, fuel 
with more volatile components enables 
cold starts, while in summer, fuel with 
fewer volatile components prevents 
vapor lock, a condition in which fuel 
vaporizes, blocks the fuel line, and 
cannot be pumped into the engine. 
Warmer climates require a fuel that 
does not easily vaporize, while colder 
climates require a mixture that does 
not solidify or become too viscous  
to pump.

2. Maine’s winter fuel should have 
smaller-chain and/or more-branched 
hydrocarbon components than 
Arizona’s summer fuel.

MD   
A.14 WHo HAs tHe oil?

In the final activity of the section, 
students consider where petroleum is 
located and where it is used, along with 
the consequences of disparities in access 

to petroleum. This consideration can 
lead to further awareness of the need for 
alternatives to petroleum, particularly in 
transportation, the sector responsible for 
about 2/3 of U.S. oil use.

After they complete this activity, you 
may choose to invite students to discuss 
how the following might affect long-term 
regional petroleum availability, use, and 
trade relationships:
• Industrialization/modernization of 
developing nations
• Political unrest in the Middle East
• Population growth in China and India

• Depletion of Alaskan oil reserves (or 
consequences of drilling in the Arctic 
National Wildlife Refuge).
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 2. Here is the structural formula of a C8H18 isomer:

                                             CH3 
                                                                                 

   CH3—CH2—CH2—C—CH2—CH3

                                                                                 

                                     CH3

a. Compare this isomer to each C8H18 isomer listed in Table 3.6 

boiling point than each of the other listed C8H18 isomers.

b. Would the C8H18 isomer shown here have a higher or lower 
boiling point than each of the three C5H12 isomers depicted in 
Table 3.5 (page 290)? Why?

 3. How do you explain the boiling point trends that you investigated  
in this activity? Use pictures and words to support your claim.

 MAKING DECISIONS
A.14   WHO HAS THE OIL?
This unit opened with an advertisement for a plug-in hybrid automobile. In 
the past few years, hybrids and other alternative-fuel vehicles have become 
more common in the United States. Why do you think this is? Did you note 
that oil or petroleum has become more expensive or that the U.S. has limited 
supplies of petroleum? These answers highlight issues involved in dealing 
with resource distribution across the global community. 

Like many other chemical resources, Earth’s petroleum is unevenly dis-
tributed. Large amounts are concentrated in small areas. In addition, nations 
with large reserves do not necessarily consume large amounts of the resource. 
Regions with a high demand for petroleum may be far away from regions 

Different parts of the United States experience very different climates. 
Automobile fuel used in Maine during its cold winter months differs from 
fuel used, say, in Arizona during hot summer months (Figure 3.23).

What practical reasons are there (in terms of transport, storage, 
and transfer of fuel) for tailoring fuel to a specific climate?

would differ from the components of fuel used during a 
summer in Arizona?  (Hint: Think in terms of molecular 
structure.) 

FUELS AND CLIMATE

Figure 3.23 How would the 
properties of the gasoline 
being pumped in these two 
situations vary?

CHEMQUANDARY
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Answers
1. a. Middle East

b. Asia and Oceania
2. a.  North America, Europe, Asia and 

Oceania
b. Central and South America, 

Eurasia, Africa, Middle East
c.   i. Regions listed in 2b

 ii. Regions listed in 2a
3. North America and any of the follow-

ing (Central and South America, 
Middle East, Africa, Eurasia); Europe 
and any of the following (Central and 
South America, Middle East, Africa, 
Eurasia); Asia and Oceania and any  
of the following (Central and South 
America, Middle East, Africa, Eurasia)

4. Factors might include: geography, 
price, historical relationships, 
under-development of refining 
technologies, political unrest, envi-
ronmental or human rights concerns.

5. Answers will vary but may include 
conflict in the Middle East.

6. North America and Asia and Oceania
7. Reasons might include: high standard 

of living, high population density 
(causes higher transportation and 
energy needs), or industrialization 
(manufacturing).

8. a. Could increase
b. Could increase due to demand
c. Could increase due to demand or 

decrease when regions seek to 
retain and use their own reserves

d. Could increase due to competing 
demands

e. Could increase due to higher 
consumption

f. Could increase due to higher 
demand, conflict, and prices
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with high petroleum reserves. As a result, nations often make exporting and 
importing arrangements, known as trade agreements. Figure 3.9 (page 275) 
shows worldwide distribution of petroleum reserves, along with regional 
distribution of the world's population, and regional shares of petroleum con-
sumption. Use Figure 3.9 to help you think about and answer the following 
questions:

 1. Look at identified regional petroleum reserves.

a. Which region has the most petroleum reserves relative to its 
population?

b. Which region has the least petroleum reserves relative to its 
population?

 2. Consider the consumption of petroleum in each region.

a. Which regions consume a greater percent of the world's supply of 
petroleum than they possess?

b. Which regions consume a smaller percent of the world's supply of 
petroleum than they possess?

c. Given your answers to Questions 2a and 2b,

 i. Which regions are likely to export petroleum?

 ii. Which regions are likely to import petroleum?

 3. List several pairs of regions that might make petroleum trade 
agreements with each other. 

 4. Not all possible trade agreements are actually made. What factors 
might prevent trade relationships between regions?

 5. What current or recent world conflicts involve disagreements over or 
attempts to secure control of oil reserves?

 6. What two regions are the largest petroleum consumers?

 7. Why do these two regions consume such large quantities of 
petroleum?

 8. Some countries and regions have large populations, but relatively 
low petroleum consumption. As these areas strive to improve their 
standard of living, how could each of the following be impacted?

c. Trade agreements involving regions with significant reserves

d. Conflict over oil

e. Carbon dioxide emissions

f. Need for alternative-fuel technologies

Thus far, we have recognized how greatly we depend on petroleum. Soci-
ety’s increasing reliance on this nonrenewable, limited resource must be 
analyzed carefully. However, before we can address such issues, we need a 
better understanding of petroleum itself. What features make petroleum so 
valuable for both “building and burning”? How is this related to choices 
about alternative-fuel vehicles? In Section B, you will learn how chemical 
bonding helps explain the use of petroleum as a raw material for the manu-
facture of many useful products.

 2. Here is the structural formula of a C8H18 isomer:

                                             CH3 
                                                                                 

   CH3—CH2—CH2—C—CH2—CH3

                                                                                 

                                     CH3

a. Compare this isomer to each C8H18 isomer listed in Table 3.6 

boiling point than each of the other listed C8H18 isomers.

b. Would the C8H18 isomer shown here have a higher or lower 
boiling point than each of the three C5H12 isomers depicted in 
Table 3.5 (page 290)? Why?

 3. How do you explain the boiling point trends that you investigated  
in this activity? Use pictures and words to support your claim.

 MAKING DECISIONS
A.14   WHO HAS THE OIL?
This unit opened with an advertisement for a plug-in hybrid automobile. In 
the past few years, hybrids and other alternative-fuel vehicles have become 
more common in the United States. Why do you think this is? Did you note 
that oil or petroleum has become more expensive or that the U.S. has limited 
supplies of petroleum? These answers highlight issues involved in dealing 
with resource distribution across the global community. 

Like many other chemical resources, Earth’s petroleum is unevenly dis-
tributed. Large amounts are concentrated in small areas. In addition, nations 
with large reserves do not necessarily consume large amounts of the resource. 
Regions with a high demand for petroleum may be far away from regions 
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Reviewing the Concepts
 1. A molecular compound made of 

hydrogen and carbon
 2. To remove impurities from the raw 

material and/or separate the raw 
material into useful components

 3. It can provide large quantities of 
energy when burned and can be used 
to synthesize many items.

 4. In chemistry, pure implies a single 
substance of uniform composition. 
Petroleum is a complex mixture of 
many hydrocarbons with a wide 
range of boiling points, so it can never 
be pure. To be useful, petroleum must 
be separated into fractions. It would 
be highly unlikely to find crude oil 
that could be used directly.

 5. It contains many impurities and 
components; it must be refined to 
become useful.

 6. a. 11% or 2 million barrels 
b. 89% or 18 million barrels 

 7. Natural gas, gasoline, kerosene, fuel 
oil, diesel fuel

 8. a.  Answers will vary. Examples: 
plastic containers, fibers (cloth-
ing), medicines, detergents, 
adhesives, cosmetics

b. Answers will vary. Examples: 
plastic food containers—glass or 
cardboard; plastic film—aluminum 
foil; PVC pipe—copper pipe; 
plastic furniture—wood; plastic 
housing for computers, radios, 
TVs, stereos—wood; latex or 
acrylic paints—vegetable-oil-based 
paint; synthetic fibers—natural 
fibers such as wool, cotton, linen; 
medicines—vegetable or herbal 
remedies; detergents—soap; 
adhesives—natural adhesives such 
as pitch; laminated plastic coun-
tertops—granite, marble, wood; 
cosmetics—plants and minerals

 9. If they are immiscible—that is, if 
they do not form a solution when 
they are mixed.

 10. Water and acetone, because their 
boiling points are most different from 
each other.

 11. Sketches should include (at mini-
mum) a flask with the distillation 
mixture, a heat source, a thermom-
eter, a condenser, and a container for 
the distillate.

 12. Graphs should show a distillation 
curve (temperature vs. time) with 
two plateaus, at approximately  
56.5 and 100 ˚C.

 13. Simple distillation is a batch process 
that separates mixtures into indi-
vidual components. Fractional 
distillation is a continuous process 
that separates mixtures into frac-
tions, mixtures of hydrocarbons of 
similar boiling points.

 14. Answers will vary. Examples: light: 
gasoline, gasoline additives, solvents; 
intermediate: kerosene, jet fuel, 
solvents, alcohols, dyes; heavy: fuel 
oil, diesel oil, lubricants, heavy oil; 
residues: asphalt, paraffin, petroleum 
jelly, greases.

 15. At the bottom, because this fraction 
requires the most energy both to 
vaporize and to travel upward (due 
to the high molecular weight of its 
components).

 16. By another fractional or simple  
distillation

294 Unit 3 Petroleum: Breaking and Making Bonds

Reviewing the Concepts

SUMMARY

Petroleum (crude oil), a nonrenewable 
resource that must be refined prior to  
use, consists of a complex mixture of 
hydrocarbon molecules.

 1. What is a hydrocarbon?

 2. What does it mean to refine a natural 
resource?

 3. What characteristics of petroleum make it a 
valuable resource?

 4. What is the likelihood of discovering a pure 
form of petroleum that can be used directly 
as it is pumped from the ground? Explain 
your answer.

 5. What is meant by saying that oil is crude? 

Petroleum is a source of fuels that provide 
thermal energy. It is also a source of raw 
materials for the manufacture of many 
familiar and useful products. 

 6. On average, the United States uses  
~20 million barrels of petroleum daily:

a. What is the average number of barrels  
of petroleum used daily in the United 
States for building (nonfuel) purposes?

b. How many barrels of petroleum, on 
average, are burned as fuel daily in the 
United States?

 7. Name several fuels obtained from crude 
petroleum.

 8. a.  List four household items made from 
petroleum.

b. What materials could be substituted for 
each of these four items if petroleum 
were not available to make them?

Liquid substances can often be separated 
according to their differing boiling points 
in a process called distillation.

 9. Under what conditions could density be 
used to separate two different liquids? 

 10. Refer to Table 3.2 (page 277). Which 
possible mixture of two listed substances 
would be the easiest to separate by 
distillation? Explain your reasoning.

 11. Sketch the basic setup for a laboratory 
distillation. Label the key features of your 
sketch.

 12. Referring to Table 3.2 (page 277), sketch a 
graph of the distillation of a mixture of 
acetone and water. Label its key features.

Fractional distillation of crude oil  
produces several distinctive and usable 
mixtures (fractions). Each fraction  
contains molecules of similar sizes,  
boiling points, and intermolecular forces.

 13. How does fractional distillation differ from 
a simple distillation?

 14. 
intermediate, and heavy distillates and 
residues. List three useful products derived 
from each of these three fractions.

 15. Where in a distillation tower—top, middle, 
or bottom—would you expect the fraction 
with the highest boiling point range to be 
removed? Why?

 16. After fractional distillation, each fraction is 
still a mixture. Suggest a way to further 
separate the components of each fraction.

ASECTION
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 17. a. C9H20

b. C10H22

c. C16H34

d. C18H38

18. a. 9(12)  20(1)  128 g/mol
b. 10(12)  22(1)  142 g/mol 
c. 16(12)  34(1)  226 g/mol 
d. 18(12)  38(1)  254 g/mol

 19. a. propane, C3H8

b. pentane, C5H12

 20. No, these are representations of  
the same molecule. Each could be 
redrawn as a straight chain.

 21. 

 22. Butane, C4H10

 23. A linear chain correctly communi-
cates the connectivity of all carbon 
atoms, but does not imply anything 
about their three-dimensional 
arrangement. The three-dimensional 
geometry around a singly bonded 
carbon atom is tetrahedral. In the 
bonds between neighboring carbon 
atoms, this results in a zigzag 
arrangement along the carbon chain.

 24. (lowest BP) methane: 161.7 °C; 
pentane: 36.1 °C; hexane: 68.7 °C; 
octane: 125.7 °C

  The boiling points increase due to 
increased forces of attraction among 
molecules. These forces increase 
with increasing mass and surface 
area, so longer straight-chain hydro-
carbons have higher boiling points 
than shorter ones.

25. a.  Drawings should include the 
straight-chain isomer and one 
other hexane isomer.

b. The branched-chain isomer, 
because it has less surface area for 
intermolecular attractions, so the 
molecules separate and vaporize 
more readily.

 26. a. a short, straight chain
b. a short, branched chain
c. a short, branched chain

In each case, the hydrocarbon 
molecules with least surface  
area (either the shortest or most-
branched) will have the lower 
boiling point.

FIGURE 3AUN15 
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Alkane molecules, hydrocarbons linked by 
single covalent bonds, are represented  
by the general formula CnH2n+2.

 17. Use the general molecular formula to write 
the molecular formula for an alkane 
containing 

a. 9 carbons. c. 16 carbons.

b. 10 carbons. d. 18 carbons.

 18. Calculate the molar mass of each alkane 
listed in Question 17.

 19. Name and give the molecular formula for 
the alkane with a molar mass of

a. 44 g/mol.

b. 72 g/mol. 

Isomers are molecules with identical 
molecular formulas, but different 
arrangements of atoms. Each isomer  
is a distinct substance with its own  
characteristic properties.

 20. Are the following three molecules isomers 
of one another? Explain your answer.

         CH3                     CH3              CH3

                                                                                        

 CH2—CH2—CH2                    CH2

                                                                                        

                                         CH2 —CH2—CH3

 CH3—CH2—CH2—CH2—CH3

 21. Draw structural formulas for at least three 
structural isomers of C9H20.

 22. What is the shortest-chain alkane that can 
demonstrate isomerism?

 23. An unbranched hydrocarbon molecule can 
be represented as a linear chain or as a 
zigzag chain. Explain in what way both 
representations are correct.

The structures of hydrocarbons affect their 
intermolecular attractions and, thus, their 
boiling points.

 24. Rank the following straight-chain 
hydrocarbons from lowest boiling point  
to highest: hexane (C6H14), methane (CH4), 
pentane (C5H12), and octane (C8H18).  
Explain your rankings in terms of 
intermolecular forces.

 25. Consider hexane isomers.

a. Draw two hexane structural isomers, one 
a straight-chain molecule and the other a 
branched-chain molecule.

b. Which of the two isomers you drew 
would have the lower boiling point? 
Explain your choice.

 26. Which molecule in each of the following 
pairs of hydrocarbon molecules would have 
the lower boiling point? In each case, 
describe your reasoning.

a. a short, straight chain or a long,  
straight chain

b. a short, branched chain or a long, 
branched chain

c. a short, branched chain or a long,  
straight chain 

SECTION A  Section Summary 295
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How can the physical 
properties of petroleum 
be explained by its 
molecules and their 
interactions?
Student answers should include:
• Petroleum is a mixture of many 
compounds. 
• Hydrocarbons make up the bulk  
of petroleum’s molecules. 
• Variations in physical properties  
of hydrocarbons are due to arrange-
ments of atoms in the molecules, e.g., 
linear vs. branched chains, length of 
carbon chain. These variations cause 
variations in strength of intermolecu-
lar forces, resulting in variation of 
physical properties.

Connecting the Concepts
 27. The total inventory of available 

petroleum is decreasing, and is not 
able to be replenished on a human 
time scale.

 28. Students should draw a two-circle 
Venn diagram. The fractional 
distillation circle contains such 
entries as continuous, can separate 
more complex mixtures, and more 
complex. The simple distillation 
circle contains such entries as easy to 
set up and smaller scales and batch. 
The intersection of the two circles 
indicates that both separate mixtures 
using differences in boiling points.

 29. Some molecules of the higher-boiling 
component may vaporize before the 
other component has been complete-
ly condensed at its boiling point, so 
the first would be collected with the 
second.

 30. All hydrocarbons with boiling points 
above 300 °C would not vaporize and 
condense and would aggregate in the 
bottom residues.

 31. Water has stronger forces of attrac-
tion between its molecules.

 32. Pentane (36 °C) and straight-chain 
octane (126 °C), because they have a 
greater difference in boiling points 
(boiling point of isooctane is 116 °C).

 33. 10 000 mi  1 gal gasoline/27 mi  
1 barrel/21 gal gasoline  18 barrels

 34. Thermal energy must be added to 
vaporize the lower-boiling compo-
nent. The vapor must then be cooled 
to condense it into a liquid.

Extending the Concepts
 35. Compositions would differ, depend-

ing on the makeup of the living 

matter transformed into the crude oil 
as well as conditions under which 
the types of crude oil formed. 

 36. In cold, more highly volatile hydro-
carbon molecules are added to 
promote proper fuel vaporization in 
the engine. Under warmer condi-
tions, the blend contains more 
low-volatility hydrocarbon fractions, 
to avoid premature vaporization.

 37. North America obtains oil from the 
Middle East. As other nations 
increase their use of Middle-Eastern 
oil, this trade relationship will 
depend on price increases. If it 

becomes too expensive to import oil 
from the Middle East, North America 
may turn to other resources or 
substitutes. 

 38. They would increase with increased 
pressure. 

 39. In each isomer, the arrangement of 
atoms in space affects how it inter-
acts with other molecules in chemi-
cal reactions. For example, branched 
alkanes burn more evenly than 
straight-chained alkanes.

 40. It is a very slippery, viscous liquid  
at room temperature, insoluble in 
water, and relatively inert.

296 Unit 3 Petroleum: Breaking and Making Bonds

Connecting the Concepts
 27. Why is petroleum considered a non-

renewable resource?

 28. Using a Venn diagram, distinguish fractional 
distillation from simple distillation.

 29. Simple distillation is never sufficient to 
separate two liquids completely. Explain.

 30. In a fractionating tower, petroleum is 
generally heated to 400 °C. What would 
happen if it were heated to only 300 °C?

 31. The molar masses of methane (16 g/mol) 
and water (18 g/mol) are similar. At room 
temperature, methane is a gas and water is a 
liquid. Explain this difference in terms of 
intermolecular forces.

 32. Which mixture would be easier to separate 
by distillation—a mixture of pentane and 
straight-chain octane or a mixture of 
pentane and a branched-chain octane 
isomer? Explain the reasoning behind your 
choice.

 33. The traditional unit of volume for petroleum 
is the barrel, which contains 42 gallons. 
Assume that those 42 gallons provide  
21 gallons of gasoline. How many barrels  
of petroleum does it take to operate an 
automobile for one year, assuming the 
vehicle travels 10 000 miles and gets  
27 miles per gallon of gasoline?

 34. Explain why thermal energy is added at one 
point and removed at another point in the 
process of distillation.

Extending the Concepts 
 35. Is it likely that the composition of crude oil 

found in Texas is the same as that of crude 
oil found in Kuwait? Explain your answer.

 36. Gasoline’s composition is varied by oil 
companies for use in different parts of the 
nation and for use in different seasons. 
What factors help determine the 
composition of gasoline blended for 
different seasons?

 37. What kind of petroleum trade relationship 
would be expected between North America 
and the Middle East? If other world regions 
become more industrialized and global 
petroleum supplies decrease, how might the 
North America–Middle East trade 
relationship change?

 38. How would the hydrocarbon boiling points 
listed in Table 3.3 (page 283) change if they 
were measured under increased 
atmospheric pressure? (Hint: Although 
butane is stored as a liquid inside of a 
butane lighter, it escapes through the 
lighter’s nozzle as a gas.)

 39. The two isomers of butane have different 
physical properties, as illustrated by their 
different boiling points. They also have 
different chemical properties. Explain how 
isomerism may contribute to their 
differences in chemical behavior.

 40. What properties of petroleum make it an 
effective lubricant?

 41. One problem with diesel fuel is the fact that 
it solidifies at cold temperatures. How can 
its formulation be altered to prevent this 
problem?

How can the physical 
properties of petroleum be 
explained by its molecules 
and their interactions?
In this section, you have learned 
about petroleum, an important 
natural resource. You have explored 
its composition and physical 
properties and considered the 
interactions among its molecules. 
Think about what you have learned, 
then answer the question in your 
own words in organized paragraphs. 
Your answer should demonstrate 
your understanding of the key ideas 
in this section. 

Be sure to consider the following in 
your response: intermolecular forces, 
boiling points, viscosity, isomers,  
and fractions.
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 41. Add other hydrocarbons with lower 
melting points (while maintaining 
burning properties).

Pconcept check 4
1. (Concepts developed in Section A.9.) 

Each carbon atom forms four bonds in 
an alkane.

2. (Concepts developed in Section A.12.) 
One approach is to rotate (a mental or 
physical model of) one of the struc-
tures to see if it matches the structural 
formula of the other. If the two 
structures can’t be rotated so that the 

atoms are exactly in the same posi-
tions, then they are isomers of one 
another.

3. (Looking ahead; answers will be  
based on students’ prior knowledge.) 
Students may cite some of these 
properties (among others): plastics 
can be made to varying degrees of 
flexibility and rigidity depending on 
their purpose; plastics can be molded 
into various shapes; many plastics last 
a long time and can be reused; many 
plastics can be recycled.

Section B focuses on petroleum’s use as 
a starting material—its “building” role. 
Students explore the myriad of useful 
compounds and materials produced 
directly or indirectly from petroleum, 
collectively called petrochemicals. 
Bonding in hydrocarbons is used to 
explain covalent bonding and introduce 
students to electron shells and electron-
dot structures. Functional groups and 
multiple bonds, such as those in 
alkenes, alkynes and aromatic com-
pounds, are then introduced. Students 
use molecular models to visualize all 
these types of “builder” molecules. 
Polymerization processes are explored 
with models and by using condensation 
reactions to prepare esters.

The Macrogalleria Web site (http://
www.pslc.ws/macrog/index.htm) and 
the American Chemistry Council’s 
Plastics Learning Center (http://plastics.
americanchemistry.com/) are excellent 
sources of information about polymer 
structure, properties, and uses. 

Using the Section 
Question
In this section, students learn how 
covalent bonds are formed in hydrocar-
bon molecules and their derivatives. 
They also explore the wide variety of 
substances derived from these mol-
ecules. These two understandings 
combine to address the section question.

Goals
Goals in this section center on bonding, 
structure and functional groups in 
organic molecules, and polymer forma-
tion, properties, and applications.
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PETROLEUM: A  
BUILDING-MATERIAL 
SOURCE
Why are carbon-based molecules so  
versatile as chemical building blocks? 

Just as an architect uses knowledge of available construction materials 
in designing a building, a chemist—a “molecular architect”—uses 
knowledge of available molecules in designing new molecules (Figure 
3.24). Architects must know about the structures and properties of com-
mon building materials. Likewise, chemists must understand the struc-
tures and properties of their raw materials. The “builder molecules”—
that small portion of petroleum not used for energy, lubricants, or road 
tar—are available for building by molecular architects. In this section, 
you will explore the structures of common hydrocarbon builder mole-
cules and some materials made from them. As you do so, consider the 
properties that allow these carbon-based molecules to serve as the foun-
dation of so many different materials and products.

GOALS
 

items that are made from petroleum-based polymers.

monomer and polymer.

covalently bonded atoms.

 
a polymer.

multiple bonds, impart characteristic properties to organic 
compounds. 

reactions in polymerization.

B

Figure 3.24  This blue  
phosphorescent OLED  
(organic light emitting diode) 
is made from multiple layers  
of “designer molecules.”

P1.  How many bonds does each carbon atom form in an alkane?
2.  Describe how you would determine whether two structural  

formulas are isomers or simply different representations of  
the same molecule.

3. What are some useful physical properties of plastics?
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MD   b.1 life cycle of A 
Polymer

In this information-gathering activity, 
student groups consult sources to 
answer questions about an assigned 
group of polymer materials. The 
materials include the seven polymer 
resins designated by Society of Plastics 
Industry codes. Students then share 
their findings with the rest of the class. 
This activity helps students to under-
stand the extent that they use fossil-fuel-
based polymers in their everyday lives 
and the need to think about alternatives 
to polymers and ways to decrease 
dependence upon non-renewable 
resources.

You may choose to omit resin code 7 
from student consideration, because it 
includes everything that does not fit into 
one of the other six categories. You 
could then simply provide information 
to students (see table) about code 7 
materials.

Answers
1. Within a single group, the polymers 

are likely to have similar properties, 
such as rigidity or brittleness.

2. Different groups have different 
properties; some will return to their 
original shape if squeezed, some are 
more opaque than others, and so on. 

For answers to Questions 3–10, please 
see table on page Unit 3-xiv. A sample is 
shown below. 

TRM  
 
HANDOUT

See page Unit 3-xiv for the full table.

        
3.  Polymer  

Name
Polyethylene 

terephthalate
High-density 

polyethylene
Polyvinyl chloride Low-density 

polyethylene
Polypropylene Polystyrene Everything else

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 3016     New Fig.: 3BUN01
First Pass: 2010-10-18

PETE

1

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 3018     New Fig.: 3BUN03
First Pass: 2010-10-18

PVC

3

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 3020     New Fig.: 3BUN05
First Pass: 2010-10-18

PP

5

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 3019     New Fig.: 3BUN04
First Pass: 2010-10-18

LDPE

4

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 3021     New Fig.: 3BUN06
First Pass: 2010-10-18

PS

6

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 3022     New Fig.: 3BUN07
First Pass: 2010-10-18

OTHER

7

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 3017     New Fig.: 3BUN02
First Pass: 2010-10-18

HDPE

2
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 MAKING DECISIONS
B.1 LIFE CYCLE OF A POLYMER
Polymers are an important category of “designed molecules” in the 21st cen-
tury. You have undoubtedly heard the term polymer and may even know 
that it refers to a large molecule typically composed of 500 to 20 000 or more 
repeating units of simpler molecules known as monomers. But where do 
polymers originate, and what do they have to do with our study of petro-
leum? The following activity will help connect the dots—or the monomers.

Consider the household materials that your class has gathered. Look for 
the symbol (see Figure 3.25) on each item and group the items according to 
these symbols. 

Part I: Examining Household Polymers
 1. What similarities can you identify among items within a single group?

 2. What differences exist between items in different groups?

Part II: Considering a Polymer’s Life Cycle
Your teacher will assign each group to a plastics code. Use the Internet or 
other resources to answer the following questions about the polymer resin 
referred to by your code. Be prepared to share your results with the class.

 3. List your assigned code and the name of the polymer to which it 
refers.

 4. 

Uses
 5. List at least five common applications of your polymer.

 6. List the materials collected by the class that are made from your 
polymer.

Figure 3.25  Each recyclable 
symbol represents a type of  
polymer resin. Here, the symbol 
for polyvinylchloride is shown, 
along with examples of items 
made from this polymer resin.
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b.2 cHemicAl bonding
Carbon’s versatility in bonding with 
hydrogen, itself, and other elements 
accounts for the abundance of organic 
compounds. Carbon forms primarily 
covalent bonds. Covalently bonded 
carbon atoms provide support (back-
bones) for organic molecules.

 Carbon’s bonding versatility is tied to 
its four valence-shell electrons. Since this 
outer shell can hold eight electrons 
maximum—and attains stability (lowest 
energy) when it is filled—each of the four 
electrons can (and probably will) pair 
with an electron from another atom in 
covalent bonding. Electron sharing means 
that both bonding electrons are simulta-
neously attracted to nuclei of both atoms. 
Both electrons “belong” to both nuclei; 
atoms participating in covalent bonding 
gain filled valence shells.

Electron-dot formulas, also called 
Lewis structures after G. N. Lewis, are a 
convenient way to represent the outer-
shell electrons in a molecule. Each dot 
represents one electron. A bonding pair 
of electrons is situated between the 
bonding atoms. A bonding pair of 
electrons (also known as a shared pair) 
can be replaced in electron-dot formulas 
by a dash between the bonding atoms, 
which also represents a bonding pair of 
electrons. Remind students that the dash 
is used only as a symbol of a single  
covalent bond. Covalent bonds are not 
physical, tangible structures like sticks 
or rods. Rather, they arise from attrac-
tions between and among atoms result-
ing from shared pair(s) of electrons.

Point out that the number of outer-
shell electrons is significant in chemical 
reactivity and note that only the outer-
most electrons can easily form bonds 
with other atoms. The number of 
valence electrons in an atom—and thus 
its bonding behavior—is related to the 
element’s position on the periodic table. 
This idea, introduced in Unit 1, can be 
developed in more detail here. Elements 
in the first column/group of the periodic 
table (alkali metals) each have one 
valence electron. Elements in the second 
column (alkaline earth metals) each have 
two valence electrons. Transition metals 
behave differently due to their delocal-
ized electrons. Elements in column 13 of 
the periodic table (formerly called Group 
3A) have three valence electrons. This 
pattern continues through the noble 
gases (column 18), which have 8 valence 
electrons.

Emphasize that bonds do not form 
due to any so-called “desire” of an 
element to possess a filled electron shell 
(this is a misleading anthropomorphism) 
but rather because bonding produces a 
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Recycling and Disposal
 7. Is this material recycled in your community? If so, how?

 8. What products are made from your polymer after it is recycled?

 9. If it is not recycled, how is this material disposed?

Carbon Footprint
 10. How might use of this material impact your personal carbon 

footprint? Our national carbon footprint?

As you present your research and listen to your classmates, you may note 
that these polymers have many similarities. They are composed primarily of 
carbon and hydrogen atoms with a few other atoms. If their chemical compo-
sition is similar, how can their uses and properties be so different? To answer 
this question, we need to delve deeply into the structure of these hydrocarbon-
based compounds to learn how they are “put together.” In the next section, 
you will start this process at the most fundamental level, considering the 
bond between carbon and hydrogen.

B.2 CHEMICAL BONDING 
Hydrocarbons and their derivatives, including the polymers you investigated 

organic chemistry. These substances are called organic compounds because 
early chemists thought that living organisms—plants or animals—were 
needed to produce them. However, chemists have known for more than 150 
years how to make most organic compounds without any assistance from 
living systems. 

In hydrocarbon molecules, carbon atoms are joined to form a backbone 
called a carbon chain. Hydrogen atoms are attached to the carbon chain. 
Carbon’s versatility in forming bonds helps explain the abundance of differ-
ent hydrocarbon compounds. To illustrate this versatility, recall the large 
number of alkanes that could be made from six carbons in Modeling Matter 
A.12 (page 290). Hydrocarbons can be regarded as the starting point of an 
even larger number of compounds that contain atoms of other elements 
attached to a carbon chain.

Before learning more about hydrocarbon compounds, it will be helpful to 
understand how atoms are joined together to form molecules through chem-
ical bonding. You probably already learned in other science courses that 
electrons are involved in chemical bonding. In Unit 1, you learned about 
chemical bonds that are formed when atoms gain or lose electrons—ionic 

our study of chemical bonds by considering the role of electrons. 

 MAKING DECISIONS
B.1 LIFE CYCLE OF A POLYMER
Polymers are an important category of “designed molecules” in the 21st cen-
tury. You have undoubtedly heard the term polymer and may even know 
that it refers to a large molecule typically composed of 500 to 20 000 or more 
repeating units of simpler molecules known as monomers. But where do 
polymers originate, and what do they have to do with our study of petro-
leum? The following activity will help connect the dots—or the monomers.

Consider the household materials that your class has gathered. Look for 
the symbol (see Figure 3.25) on each item and group the items according to 
these symbols. 

Part I: Examining Household Polymers
 1. What similarities can you identify among items within a single group?

 2. What differences exist between items in different groups?

Part II: Considering a Polymer’s Life Cycle
Your teacher will assign each group to a plastics code. Use the Internet or 
other resources to answer the following questions about the polymer resin 
referred to by your code. Be prepared to share your results with the class.

 3. List your assigned code and the name of the polymer to which it 
refers.

 4. 

Uses
 5. List at least five common applications of your polymer.

 6. List the materials collected by the class that are made from your 
polymer.
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lower-energy condition compared to the 
unbonded state. The lower-energy 
condition is favorable; it indicates 
greater stability.

To help students visualize the role of 
electrons in covalent bonding, refer to 
Figures 3.26 and 3.28. Figure 3.26 shows 
electron clouds of isolated atoms. These 
models indicate areas of higher and 
lower electron density, not exact 
locations of individual electrons. Within 
isolated atoms, the electron density is 
higher near the nucleus and is symmet-
ric with respect to the nucleus (electron 
density is consistent within any given 
radius of the nucleus). Contrast this with 
the H2 molecule in Figure 3.28: Electron 
density is higher between the nuclei and 
lower toward the “ends” of the mol-
ecule. The shared electrons (negatively 
charged) are attracted to both nuclei 
(positively charged); this area of higher 
electron density between the nuclei 
constitutes the covalent bond. It may be 
useful to discuss limitations of this 
model (for instance, the protons occupy 
much less volume than shown) and 
compare it to the model of 2 H ∫B H2 
on the preceding page.

Differentiation
TRM  

 
READING GUIDE 

A reading guide is available to help 
students organize the information in 
Section B.2. 

TRM  
 
EXTRA PRACTICE

A supplement is available in the TRM to 
help students practice determining the 
number of valence electrons in an atom 
and writing electron-dot formulas.

a Using the Figures
Figure 3.26 Ask students to ex-
amine He and Ne atom models—He 
has one filled electron shell, which is 
larger than the first (inner) shell of Ne. 
Why? (A Ne nucleus has 10 protons, 
exerting stronger pull on electrons 
than can two He protons.) Ne is also 
the larger atom. Why? Moving down 
a group, atom size increases due to 
more electron shells and shielding 
effects (inner-shell electrons “shield” 
outer-shell electrons from full nuclear 
attraction).

300 Unit 3 Petroleum: Breaking and Making Bonds

Electron Shells
How are atoms of carbon or other elements held together in compounds? 
The answer is closely related to the arrangement of electrons in atoms. You 
already know that atoms are made up of neutrons, protons, and electrons. In 
addition, you know that neutrons and protons are located in the small, dense, 
central region of the atom, the nucleus. So where are electrons found within 
the atom and with respect to one another? 

In Unit 1 (page 63), you investigated the periodic properties of some  
elements. You also learned that the tendency of metals to lose electrons is an 

other periodic properties of the elements. The analysis of these experimental 
results has led scientists to suggest that electrons reside in separate energy 
levels in space surrounding the nucleus. Similar energy levels are grouped 
into shells, each of which can hold only a certain maximum number of elec-
trons. For example, the first shell surrounding the nucleus of an atom has a 
capacity of two electrons. The second shell can hold a maximum of eight 
electrons.

Consider an atom of helium (He), the first member of the noble-gas family. 
See Figure 3.26 (left image). A helium atom has two protons (and two neu-
trons) in its nucleus, and two electrons occupying the first, or innermost, 
shell. Because two is the maximum this shell can hold, the shell is com-
pletely filled.

The next noble gas, neon (Ne), has atomic number 10. See Figure 3.26 

10 electrons. Two electrons occupy and completely fill the first shell. The 
remaining eight electrons fill the second shell. In neon, each shell has 
reached its electron capacity.

Helium (He, atomic number 2) and neon (Ne, atomic number 10) are not 
chemically reactive; their atoms do not combine with each other or with 
atoms of other elements to form compounds. By contrast, sodium (Na) 

Figure 3.26  Atomic structure of helium (left). Note that the nucleus is composed of  
two protons and two neutrons. Two electrons are located within—and fill—the first  
electron shell, depicted here by an electron cloud. 
 Atomic structure of neon (right). Note that the nucleus is composed of 10 protons and 
10 neutrons. Two electrons are located—and fill—the first electron shell, and eight electrons 
are located within—and fill—the second electron shell.
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atoms—with atomic number 11 and one more electron than for neon atoms—
are extremely reactive (Figure 3.27). Chemists explain that sodium’s reactiv-
ity is due to its tendency to lose that one electron in its third, unfilled shell. 

as a neon atom. In Unit 1 Modeling Matter B.11, you sorted common mona-
tomic ions into groups that corresponded to the location of each element on 
the periodic table. Recall that lithium and potassium, found along with 
sodium in group 1 (the leftmost column of the periodic table), also form ions 
with a 1+ charge. You similarly observed that elements in group 2, such as 
magnesium and calcium, tend to form ions with a 2+ charge, or lose two 
electrons.

Fluorine (F) atoms each have nine electrons—one fewer than neon atoms—
and are also extremely reactive. Their reactivity is due to their tendency to 
gain an additional electron, achieving a filled outer shell of electrons. Other 
halogen (group 17) family elements, including chlorine and bromine, also 
tend to gain a single electron to form an ion with a 1– charge.

Noble-gas elements are essentially unreactive because their separate atoms 
have filled electron shells. All but helium have eight electrons in their outer 
shell; helium needs only two electrons to attain its first-shell maximum. A 
useful key to understanding the chemical behavior of many elements is to 
recognize that atoms and ions with filled electron shells are particularly sta-
ble; that is, they tend to be chemically unreactive.

Covalent Bonds
In most substances composed of nonmetals, atoms achieve filled electron 
shells by sharing electrons. Typically, only valence electrons, or those elec-
trons within an atom’s unfilled, outer shell, participate in bonding. As you 
will see, the sharing of two or more valence electrons between two atoms—
called a covalent bond—allows both atoms to fill their outer shells com-
pletely.

A hydrogen molecule (H2) provides a simple example of electron sharing. 

needed to fill the first shell. Two hydrogen atoms can accomplish this if they 

then formation of a hydrogen molecule can be depicted this way:

The chemical bond formed between two atoms that share a pair of elec-
trons is called a single covalent bond (see Figure 3.28, page 302). Through 
such sharing, both atoms achieve the stability associated with completely 
filled electron shells. A carbon atom, atomic number 6, has six electrons—
two in its first shell and four more in the second shell. To fill the second 
shell to its capacity of eight, four more electrons are needed. These electrons 
can be obtained through covalent bonding.

The number of valence electrons in an atom can often be predicted from 
the periodic table. For instance, sodium and potassium are found in group 1, 

 H. + .H   H:H

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 5E
Perm Fig.: 3016     New Fig.: 03-UN04
File Name: CC_03-UN04
New Draft: 2005-03-24
First Cx.: 2005-05-12
Second Cx.: 2005-06-14

H + H H H

Figure 3.27  One product  
of the reaction between  
sodium (Na) and water is  
hydrogen gas. So much  
heat is produced in this  
violent reaction that the  
hydrogen gas often  
undergoes combustion  
accompanied by flames.
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a Using the Figures 
Figure 3.28 Compare this figure 
to Figure 1.20, page 55, Figure 3.26, 
page 300, and the particulate-level 
representation of 2 H ∫B H2 on 
page 301. First, ask students how 
they know this is a hydrogen mol-
ecule (and not an oxygen or carbon 
dioxide molecule, for instance). They 
should recognize that hydrogen 
atoms only have one proton, and that 
these atoms only have one proton 
each. Other atoms would have more 
protons and neutrons in the nucleus. 
Also, this is a two-atom molecule.

302 Unit 3 Petroleum: Breaking and Making Bonds

and each has one electron in the outermost shell. Atoms of nitrogen family 
elements have five electrons in their outermost shells and are found in group 
15. As you know, halogen atoms need one electron to complete their outer-
most electron shells. This means that each halogen (group 17) atom has seven 
valence electrons. Can you identify a pattern that links an element’s group 
number to the number of valence electrons in its outer shell? Locate each 
family on the periodic table to confirm your pattern, then practice using this 
pattern to predict the number of valence electrons in sulfur and calcium.

Figure 3.28  Model of a hydrogen (H2) molecule. A hydrogen molecule is held together 
by a single covalent bond. Each hydrogen atom in the molecule shares two electrons,  
thereby filling each atom’s outer electron shell. Electrical attractions between shared  
electrons and each atom’s positively charged nucleus (depicted by the high cloud density 
between the two nuclei) hold the H2 molecule together.
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DS   b.3 Predicting  
And rePresenting  
cHemicAl bonds

Here students use the number of valence 
electrons in an atom to predict how 
many bonds it will form. The concept  
of structural isomers is addressed in 
question 3.

SECTION B  Petroleum: A Building-Material Source 303

Consider the simplest hydrocarbon molecule, methane (CH4). The formula 
for this molecule can be determined by evaluating the number of valence 

-
trons and thus needs four more to attain a completely filled second electron 

four hydrogen atoms are required to provide filled electron shells for one 
carbon atom. A representation of this arrangement is:

 
Other familiar molecules can be similarly explained. For instance, an oxy-

gen atom has eight electrons. Two of these electrons are in the first shell, and 
six are in the second, or valence, shell. Oxygen thus needs two more elec-
trons to fill its valence shell. Therefore one oxygen atom will combine with 
two hydrogen atoms to make a stable compound, H2O. 

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
B.3  PREDICTING AND REPRESENTING 

CHEMICAL BONDS
As in the formula for a hydrogen molecule, dots surrounding each element’s 
symbol represent the valence electrons for that atom. Structures such as 
these are called electron-dot formulas, also known as Lewis dot structures 
or, simply, Lewis structures. The two electrons in each covalent bond 

atoms represent electrons that are shared by those atoms.
When the electrons associated with each atom are determined, each shared 

electron in a covalent bond is “counted” twice, once for each element. For 
example, count the dots surrounding each atom in methane (see above). Note 
that each hydrogen atom has a filled outer electron shell with two electrons. 
The carbon atom also has a filled outer electron shell with eight electrons. 

has four pairs of electrons, or eight electrons.
For convenience, each pair of electrons in a covalent bond can be repre-

sented by a line drawn between the symbols of each atom. This yields 
another common representation of a covalently bonded substance called a 
structural formula.

4 H HHC C

H

H
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Answers
1. a.  Three; nitrogen has five electrons in 

its outer shell. So it needs to share 
three electrons to become more 
stable. Each hydrogen atom can 
share one electron so three hydro-
gen atoms are needed.

b. 

2. a.   Both halogens and hydrogen have 
one electron to share in the forma-
tion of a chemical bond.

b. 

3. a. C7H16 
b. 

HH N

H

¥

FIGURE 3BUN14

FIGURE 3BUN16
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-

structural formulas and molecular models to represent simple alkanes in 
Section A. Such models can help predict a molecule’s physical and chemi-
cal behavior. You will have an opportunity to build more of these models 
later in this section.

 1. Nitrogen forms a very stable compound with hydrogen. 

a. How many hydrogen atoms would be needed to combine with  

answer.

Question 1a.

 2. A common type of organic compound is an alkyl halide. These are 
hydrocarbon compounds in which a halogen atom replaces a 
hydrogen atom in the structure, such as C3H7Cl.

a. What similarity of halogen and hydrogen atoms allows the  
halogen to substitute for hydrogen in organic compounds?

3H7Cl.

 3. Consider an alkane with seven carbon atoms.

a. Write the formula of this hydrocarbon.

 
compound.

Sample Problem: The two-carbon alkane ethane has formula 
C2H6. To what combination of atoms is each carbon atom bonded? 
Draw a Lewis structure for this molecule.

To answer, consider the formula for ethane, C2H6  
must form four bonds; one to the other carbon atom and three to 
hydrogen atoms. The Lewis structure represents these bonds as 
shown:

  

H : C : C : H

H  H. .   . .

H  H
. .   . .

HH

Structural formula
of methane, CH4

C

H

H

Electron-dot formula
of methane, CH4

HH C

H

H
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Pconcept check 5
1. (Concepts developed in Section B.2.) 

Each column (group) in the periodic 
table contains elements with similar 
chemical properties. One reason they 
have the same chemical properties is 
that they also have the same number 
of valence electrons. Elements in the 
first (left-most) column of the periodic 
table have one valence electron. As 
you move to the right, you keep 
adding one valence electron to 
elements in that column (skipping the 
transition metals). So, elements in 
Group 2 have two valence electrons, 
and so on.

2. (Concepts developed in Sections B.2 
and B.3.) Atoms form covalent bonds 
to fill the outer electron shell (usually 
eight electrons). Thus, the number of 
bonds an atom forms is equal to eight 
minus the number of valence elec-
trons. For instance, chlorine has seven 
valence electrons. Adding only one 
more makes eight, so it forms one 
bond, allowing it to share the bonding 
atom’s electron.

3. (Looking ahead; answers will be based 
on students’ prior knowledge.) 
Students may know that polymers are 
made from lots of smaller building 
blocks and that a large array of these 
building blocks (monomers) exists. If 
students have studied biology, they 
may relate the versatility to the variety 
of proteins that exist.

b.4 creAting neW 
oPtions: PetrocHemicAls
Begin by pointing out the variety of 
petrochemicals highlighted in the text 
and ask students to think about the 
impact of these materials on their lives. 
You can also relate this variety of 
products to the important role of 
chemical industry in everyday life.

Ethene (C2H4), or ethylene, is intro-
duced as a representative builder mol-
ecule. It is also an unsaturated—not fully 
bonded with hydrogen—hydrocarbon 
molecule, an idea addressed in Modeling 

Matter B.7. Emphasize that alkenes are 
much more reactive than alkanes. Thus 
alkenes are good starting materials for 
making many new molecules. One way  
to form new molecules from alkenes  
(and other unsaturated hydrocarbons)  
is through addition reactions. In these 
reactions, the second bond between the 
carbons is broken (requiring energy) and 
new bonds are formed between the 
carbon atoms and added atoms (releasing 
energy). Addition reactions can only take 
place at a multiple bond. This enables 
formation of new bonds without cleaving 
the original molecule. 

a

 Using the Figures
Figure 3.29 Encourage students to 
examine these two photographs and 
to note similarities and differences 
in use of materials. The earlier photo 
shows wooden containers being 
used to display fruits and vegetables, 
whereas food in the newer photo 
is in plastic coolers and containers. 
Some clothing fibers (e.g., cotton) 
may be similar in the two photos, but 
the banner and tent materials in the 
modern photo are certainly synthetic. 
Using the photographs, discuss 
advantages and disadvantages of 
widespread use of plastics and other 
petrochemicals as replacements for 
wood and natural fibers.

SECTION B  Petroleum: A Building-Material Source 305

B.4  CREATING NEW OPTIONS:  
PETROCHEMICALS 

account for the basis of countless modern products. These synthetic poly-
mers are used in paints, fabrics, rubber, insulating materials, foams, adhe-
sives, molding, and structural materials. But how long have these polymers 
been part of people’s daily lives, and what led to their preponderance?

Until the early 1800s, all objects and materials used by humans were 
either created directly from wood or stone or crafted from met-
als, glass, and clays. Available fibers included cotton, wool, 
linen, and silk. All medicines and food additives came from 
natural sources. Celluloid (from wood) and shellac (from ani-
mal materials) were the only sources for commercially pro-
duced polymers. 

Today many common objects and materials created by the 
chemical industry are unlike anything seen or used by citi-
zens of the 1800s or even the mid-1900s. See Figure 3.29. 
Many of these differences are due to the use of compounds 
produced from oil or natural gas, called petrochemicals. Some 
petrochemicals, such as detergents, pesticides, pharmaceuti-
cals, and cosmetics, are used directly. Most petrochemicals, 
however, serve as raw materials in producing other synthetic 
substances, particularly a wide range of polymers. Worldwide 
production of these petroleum-based polymers is more than 
four times that of aluminum products.

The astonishing fact is that it takes relatively few builder 
molecules (small-molecule compounds) to make thousands of 
new substances, including many polymers. One builder mol-
ecule is ethene, C2H4, a hydrocarbon compound commonly 
called ethylene. The structural formula for ethene is shown in 
the equation on the next page. The two carbon atoms in an ethene molecule 
share two pairs of electrons. This produces an arrangement of electrons 
called a double covalent bond. Because of the high reactivity of its double 
bond, ethene is readily transformed into many useful products.  

Figure 3.29  Two street 
scenes—one from the early 
1900s (top), and one from the 
early 2000s (bottom). What 
similarities and differences 
do you notice in the use of 
materials?

P1.  In your own words, explain how the periodic table can be used 
to determine the number of valence electrons in an atom.

2.  How is the number of valence electrons in an atom related  
to the number of chemical bonds that atom will form?

3. Why are polymers so versatile?
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Alkenes (and other builder molecules) 
can often polymerize into macromol-
ecules through a series of self-addition 
reactions. When an ethene molecule—
the monomer—links to another ethene 
molecule, a dimer forms. As this process 
continues (without loss of any atoms), 
an addition polymer forms. These 
polymers may grow into chains contain-
ing 10 000 or more monomer units. 

At this point, emphasize the variety 
and usefulness of substances that can be 
created from petrochemicals, rather than 
focusing on names, formulas, or charac-
teristic reactions. 

Differentiation
TRM  

 
READING GUIDE

A reading guide is available to help 
students organize the information in 
Section B.4.

Demonstration Ideas
1. Students are often fascinated by the 

following demonstration, which 
illustrates some physical and  
chemical characteristics of polysty-
rene. The demonstration is based on 
the breakdown of polystyrene in 
acetone. Fill a transparent container, 
such as a large beaker or graduated 
cylinder, one-third full of acetone 
(Caution: Highly flammable acetone 
should be handled only by the 
instructor, preferably working in a 
fume hood.) Add Styrofoam pellets to 
the acetone. The Styrofoam will break 
down, appearing to “melt,” and 
release bubbles of air. A remarkably 
large quantity of Styrofoam can be 
broken down in this manner because 
the pellets are mostly air. The acetone 
destroys polymer cross-linking 
(cross-linking is addressed in Model-
ing Matter B.5) and allows air to 
escape, leaving the polystyrene 
behind. You may wish to do this 
demonstration after the Modeling 
Matter activity so that students can 
readily interpret it. 

2. Fill a gallon-sized zip-seal bag with 
water. Seal it tightly, then insert a 
sharpened pencil through both sides. 
The water does not leak out because 
of the elastic nature of the polymer  
in the bag (generally low-density 
polyethylene). You can poke many 
pencils into the bag at the same time, 
as long as they have smooth shafts.  
Do not try to use mechanical pencils 
or pens.

306 Unit 3 Petroleum: Breaking and Making Bonds

A simple example—the formation of ethanol (ethyl alcohol) from water 
and ethene—illustrates how ethene reacts:

In this reaction, the water molecule (HOH) “adds” to the double-bonded car-
bon atoms by adding an H to one carbon atom and an OH group to the other 
carbon atom. This type of chemical change is called an addition reaction.

added ethene molecule contains a double bond, another ethene molecule 
can be added, and so on. This creates a long-chain substance called poly-
ethene, commonly known as polyethylene, a polymer consisting of 500 to  
20 000 or more repeating units of ethene (ethylene) monomer. The chemical 
reaction that produces polyethene can be represented this way:

Polymers formed in reactions such as this are called—sensibly enough—
addition polymers. Polyethene is commonly used in grocery bags and pack-
aging. The United States produces millions of kilograms of polyethene  

We can make various addition polymers from monomers that closely resem-
ble ethene. The most common is to replace one or more hydrogen atoms in 
ethene with an atom or atoms of another element. In the following examples, 
note the replacements for hydrogen atoms in each monomer and polymer:

C

H H

H H

C H OH

Acid
Catalyst

H HC

OH

H

H

C

H

Ethene Water Ethanol

C

H H

H H

Cn C

H

H

C

H

H

C

H

H

C

H

H

C

H

H

C

H

H

C

H

H

C

H

H

n

Ethene (ethylene) The growing polymer chain Polyethene (polyethylene)

C

H

H

C

Cl Cl

C

Cl

H

C

H

H

C

H

C

H

H H

n

Polyvinyl chloride (PVC)

C

H H

H Cl

C

Vinyl chloride

C

H H

H CN

C

Acrylonitrile

C

H

H

C

CN CN

C

CN

H

C

H

H

C

H

C

H

H H

n

Polyacrylonitrile (PAN)

C

H H

H

C

Styrene

C

H

H

C C

H

C

H

H

C

H

C

H

H H

n

Polystyrene
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MM    b.5 Polymer 
structure And 
ProPerties

Students use paper and pencil to model 
types of polymer structures in this 
activity. Emphasize to students that  
their drawings in this activity can be 
very simple. The idea is to focus on 
macro-structures, not discrete atoms.

TRM  
 
HANDOUT

SECTION B  Petroleum: A Building-Material Source 307

The atoms that compose the monomers determine the properties of the 
resulting polymer. Thus polyethene and polyvinyl chloride are fundamen-
tally different materials. However, as with many modern materials, the  
properties of a polymer are often altered to meet a variety of needs and to 
produce many products. See Figure 3.30.

 MODELING MATTER
B.5  POLYMER STRUCTURE AND 

PROPERTIES
Unmodified, the arrangement of covalent bonds in long, stringlike polymer 
molecules causes the molecules to coil loosely. A collection of polymer mole-
cules (such as those in a sample of molten polymer) can intertwine, much like 
strands of cooked spaghetti. In this form, the polymer is flexible and soft.

Figure 3.30  Products commonly made from (a) polyvinyl chloride, (b) polypropylene,  
and (c) polystyrene.
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Answers
1. a.  The structure on the left identifies 

elements and how they are bonded.
b. The structure on the left—it shows 

the bonding within the molecule 
and represents bond angles.

c. The drawing on the right would be 
much faster and less complex if the 
point was to show relationships 
between many molecules.

2. 

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 3032     New Fig.: 3BUN17
First Pass: 2010-10-18

308 Unit 3 Petroleum: Breaking and Making Bonds

 1. 

a.  What information does the structure on the left provide that the 
structure on the right does not?

b.  Which drawing would be more helpful in explaining the bonding 
within a polymer?

c.  Which drawing would be more useful in representing many 
molecules and showing their general relationship to one another?

Throughout the rest of this activity, use simple drawings, similar to the 
drawing on the right above, to represent polymers. Ball-and-stick models are 
provided in the text so that you continue to gain experience interpreting 
multiple representations of molecules.

 2. Using a pencil line on paper to represent a linear polymer, draw a 
collection of loosely coiled polymer molecules.

Ductility refers to the ability of a material to be drawn out, as into thin 
strands. You used this term when learning about metals in Unit 1. We can 
use the same term when referring to polymers. For most polymers like the 
ones you just drew, flexibility and ductility depend on temperature. When 
the material is warm, the polymer chains can slide past one another easily. 
The polymer becomes more rigid when it cools. We use such polymers, clas-
sified as thermoplastics, in many everyday products, such as soft drink bot-
tles, milk bottles, and plastic grocery bags.

The flexibility of a polymer can also be enhanced by adding molecules 
that act as internal lubricants among the polymer chains. For example, 
untreated polyvinyl chloride (PVC) is used in rigid pipes and house siding. 
With added lubricant molecules, polyvinyl chloride becomes flexible enough 
for use in such consumer goods as raincoats and inflatable pool toys.

The reactions that form polymer chains can also take place perpendicular 
to the main chain, forming side chains. These polymers are called branched 
polymers. The branched form of polyethylene is shown in the following 
illustration. The extent of branching can be controlled by adjusting reaction 
conditions.

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6E
Perm Fig.: 3072, 3073     New Fig.: 3BUN08ab
First Pass: 2010-07-27

b

a

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6E
Perm Fig.: 3072, 3073     New Fig.: 3BUN08ab
First Pass: 2010-07-27

b

a
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3. 

4. The molecules on the left would have 
the higher boiling point, since their 
shorter side chains allow for more 
contact (and stronger intermolecular 
forces) among the main chains.

5. 

6. 

7. Cross-linked branched polymers 
would have lower density than 
cross-linked linear polymers.

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 3033     New Fig.: 3BUN18
First Pass: 2010-10-18

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 3034     New Fig.: 3BUN19
First Pass: 2010-10-18

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 3035     New Fig.: 3BUN20
First Pass: 2010-10-18
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 3. 
to vary the representations—the forms of branched polymers can 
differ greatly.

Branching changes the properties of a polymer by affecting the ability of 
chains to slide past one another and by altering intermolecular forces. Recall 
from Section A that the boiling points of branched alkanes were also affected 
by differences in intermolecular forces. 

 4. Which of the molecules in Step 3 would have the higher boiling 
point? Support your claim with reasoning.

Another way to alter the properties of polymers is through cross-linking. 
Polymer rigidity can be increased if the polymer chains are cross-linked so 
that they can no longer move or slide readily. You can see this for yourself if 
you compare the flexibility of a plastic soda bottle with that of its screw-on 
cap. Polymer cross-linking is much greater in the cap. The following illustra-
tion shows a cross-linked form of polyethene.

 5. 

 6. 

 7. 
linked, linear polymers.

Branch

Branch

Crosslink
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 8.  

 9.  

 10. The polymers in Step 9 would be 
stronger, more rigid, and less ductile.

 11. Anything that required ductility or 
strong fibers.

 12. HDPE has less branching, so that it 
can be packed more closely together, 
resulting in stronger intermolecular 
forces.

b.6 beyond AlkAnes
Alkenes, unsaturated hydrocarbons, 
contain at least one carbon–carbon 
double covalent bond. As noted in 
Section B.4, this makes alkenes (and 
other unsaturated hydrocarbons) much 
more reactive than alkanes. 

This section also introduces substi-
tuted hydrocarbons, compounds that 
include elements other than hydrogen 
and carbon. Emphasize that adding  
atoms such as nitrogen, oxygen, sulfur,  
or chlorine, as well as arrangement of 
atoms within a molecule, has a signifi-
cant impact on the chemical reactivity 
(and physical properties) of a compound.

At this point, students should be 
comfortable with names, suffixes, and 
identifying characteristics of alkanes 
(-ane, all single bonds, saturated) and 
alkenes (-ene, one or more double 
bonds). Students will review these 
structures and learn about alkynes by 
building molecular models in Modeling 
Matter B.7.

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 3036     New Fig.: 3BUN21
First Pass: 2010-10-18

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 3037     New Fig.: 3BUN22
First Pass: 2010-10-18
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Chemists can control polymer strength and toughness. To do this, the 
polymer chains are arranged so that they lie in the same general direction. 
The aligned chains are stretched until they uncoil. Polymers that remain 
uncoiled after this treatment make strong, tough films and fibers. Such mate-
rials include polyethene, which is used in everything from garbage bags to 
artificial ice rinks, and polypropylene, which is used in bottles and some 
carpeting.

 8. 

 9. 

 10. How would materials made from the polymers you drew in Step 8 be 
different from materials made from the polymers you drew in Step 9?

 11. For what types of  products could the materials made from the 
polymer you drew in Step 8 be used?

 12. Based on this activity and what you learned in Section B.4, how do 

B.6 BEYOND ALKANES 
Carbon atoms are versatile building blocks. Carbon can form bonds with 
other atoms in several different ways. As you learned in Section A, each car-
bon atom in an alkane molecule is bonded to four other atoms. Compounds 
such as alkanes are called saturated hydrocarbons because each carbon atom 
forms as many single covalent bonds as it can. In some hydrocarbon mole-
cules, carbon atoms bond to three other atoms, not four. Members of this 
series of hydrocarbons are called alkenes. The simplest alkene was briefly 
introduced earlier in this section—ethene, C2H4.

The carbon–carbon bonding that characterizes alkenes is a double cova-
lent bond. In a double bond, four electrons (two electron pairs) are shared 
between the bonding partners. Alkenes, which contain carbon–carbon dou-
ble bonds, are described as unsaturated hydrocarbons. Not all carbon atoms 
are bonded to their full capacity with four other atoms. Because of their dou-
ble bonds, alkenes are more chemically reactive—and therefore better builder 
molecules—than are alkanes.

Not all builder molecules are hydrocarbons. In addition to carbon and 
hydrogen, some also contain one or more other atoms, such as oxygen, nitro-
gen, chlorine, or sulfur. One way to think about many of these substances is 
as carbon-backbone hydrocarbons with other elements substituted for one or 
more hydrogen atoms. Such molecules are sometimes called substituted 
hydrocarbons.

Adding atoms of other elements to hydrocarbon structures significantly 
 

elements can have quite different properties. The molecules that make up  
a permanent-press shirt and permanent antifreeze may each contain the 
same elements—carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen. The dramatic differences in 
their properties and uses result from the arrangements of atoms in these two 
molecules.
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MM    b.7 builder  
molecules

Students work with models to explore 
bonding and characteristics of alkenes, 
alkynes, oxygen-substituted hydrocar-
bons, and alkene-based polymers. The 
molecular model kits for this activity 
must be able to represent double bonds 
(often with springs or longer, flexible 
plastic “bonds”). If they cannot, consider 
substituting gumdrops or clay spheres 
(atoms) and toothpicks or thin straws 
(bonds). 

As students construct alkene mol-
ecules, call attention to the fact that  
the molecule cannot rotate around the 
double bond. When students construct 
polymers, help them to link their models 
to ideas and drawings from Modeling 
Matter B.5. Although several compound 
names are mentioned, do not focus on 
nomenclature in this activity.

Part 1: Alkenes
Electron-dot structures, structural 
formulas, condensed formulas, and 
systematic nomenclature are used to 
describe hydrocarbon molecules with 
multiple bonds.

Answers
1. Students should confirm that each  

C atom shares 8 electrons, and each  
H atom shares 2 electrons.

2. CnH2n

3. a.  The ethene molecule is impossible 
to rotate around the “stiff” double 
bond.

b. No
c. Alkene molecules resist rotation 

about the double bond.

TRM  
 
HANDOUT
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Some of these differences can be explained by intermolecular forces. As 
you know, strength of intermolecular forces is related to molecular structure. 
Compounds in which a hydrogen atom is bonded directly to an atom of oxy-
gen, nitrogen, or fluorine exhibit particularly strong intermolecular forces, 
evidenced by exceptionally high boiling points. Intermolecular forces among 
these molecules are known as hydrogen bonds and are about 10 times stron-
ger than other types of intermolecular forces. Hydrogen bonding can also 
explain much of the unique behavior of water, which you will investigate in 
depth in Unit 4.

 MODELING MATTER
B.7  BUILDER MOLECULES
This activity, in which you will use models to represent various arrange-
ments of atoms, will help you to become more familiar with alkenes and 
builder molecules containing oxygen, and connect your knowledge of poly-
mers to the structure of these molecules. Be prepared to record your observa-
tions and answers to questions in your notebook.

Part 1: Alkenes  
 1. 

C2H4. Confirm that each atom has attained its filled outer shell of 
electrons:

The names of alkenes follow a pattern much like that of the alkanes. The 
first three alkenes are ethene, propene, and butene. The same prefixes that 
you learned for alkanes are used to indicate the number of carbon atoms in 
the molecule’s longest carbon chain. However, each alkene name ends in 
-ene instead of -ane.

 2. Recall that the alkane general formula is CnH2n+2

molecular formulas of ethene (C2H4) and butene (C4H8). What general 
formula for alkenes do these molecular formulas suggest?

 3. Assemble models of an ethene (C2H4) molecule and an ethane (C2H6) 
molecule. See Figure 3.31. Compare the arrangements of atoms in the 
two models. Rotate the two carbon atoms in ethane about the single 
bond. Then try a similar rotation with ethene.

a. What do you observe?

b. Can you build a molecule in which you can complete a rotation 
about a C C double bond? 

c. Write a general rule to summarize your findings.

Figure 3.31  You can use the 
flexible connector pieces to 
model the double bonds in 
molecules such as ethene. 

HH C 

H

C 

H

HH

H

C

H

C CH2CH2 or C2H4

Lewis dot formula        Structural formula          Molecular formula
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 4. a.  Three arrangements are possible, 
as illustrated in Figure 3.30. Other 
possible C4H8 isomers are cyclobu-
tane and methylcyclopropane, 
which are not alkenes.

b. Results will vary, but many 
students will build 1-butene and 
2-butene. Methylpropene is less 
easily recognized as a butene 
isomer.

 5. Each pair alone represents the same 
substance (not isomers). Some 
students may correctly point out, 
however, that the substance repre-
sented by the first pair (1-butene)  
is an isomer of the substance  
represented by the second pair  
(2-methylpropene).

 6. Only one structure is possible for 
propene: 

 7. Isomers; these structures have the 
same formula (C5H10) but different 
arrangements of atoms. The left is 
cyclopentane and the right structure 
is methylcyclobutane.

 8. a.   

b.    

 9. Unsaturated; they do not contain as 
many hydrogen atoms or carbon–
hydrogen bonds as possible.

 10. More reactive, they could potentially 
be bonded to even more atoms than 
could alkenes.

FIGURE 3BUN23

C C CH

H H

H H

H

FIGURE 3BUN24

H C C H

FIGURE 3BUN25

CH
3

CH
3

C C
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 4. Build a model of butene (C4H8). Remember that alkenes must contain 
a double bond. Compare your model to those made by others.  
a.  How many different arrangements of atoms in a C4H8 chain appear 

another example of isomers.

b. Which structural formulas in Figure 3.32 correspond to models 
built by you or your classmates?

As with alkanes, we name alkenes according to the length of their longest 
carbon chain. The carbon atoms are numbered, beginning at the end of the 
chain closest to the double bond. The name of each isomer starts with the 
number assigned to the first double-bonded carbon atom. Look again at the 
butene isomer structures in Figure 3.32 and confirm these naming rules with 
1-butene and 2-butene.

 5. 

a. CH2
 CH  CH2 CH3  or  CH3 CH2 CH  CH2

b.                           and

 6. How many isomers of propene (C3H6) are there? Support your answer 
with the appropriate structures.

 7. 

 8. Assemble a model of a hydrocarbon molecule containing a triple 
covalent bond. Base this on your knowledge of hydrocarbon 
molecules with either single or 
double bonds between carbon 
atoms. Your completed model 
represents a member of the 
hydrocarbon series known  
as alkynes
understanding of the naming of 
alkanes and alkenes, write structural 
formulas for

a.  ethyne, commonly called 
acetylene (Figure 3.33).

b.  2-butyne.

 9. Are alkynes saturated or unsaturated 

 10. Would you expect alkynes to be 
more or less reactive than alkenes? 

Figure 3.33  Ethyne (commonly 
called acetylene) is the primary  
fuel in blowtorches. When burned,  
it generates the high temperatures 
needed to weld and to cut  
through metal.

Figure 3.32  Three  
isomers of butene, C4H8.

H H H

H

H

H

H HCCCC

1-Butene, or simply butene

H H H

H

H

H

H HCCCC

2-Butene

H H

H

H

H HCCC

HCH

Methylpropene

CH2 C

CH3

CH3 CH3 C

CH2

CH3

CH2

CH2

CH2

CH2

CH2

CH3 CH CH2

CH2 CH2
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 12. a.  Two are possible: CH3—CH2—OH 
(ethanol) and CH3—O—CH3  
(dimethyl ether).

b. Yes. They share the same formula, 
but their atoms are arranged 
differently.

 13. Ethanol. The —OH functional group 
results in stronger intermolecular 
forces (hydrogen bonding), increasing 
the boiling point of this substance. 

Part 3: Alkene-Based Polymers
Students simulate the initial steps in 
addition polymer synthesis.

Answers
 14. Students build two identical models, 

H2CCH2.
 15. It is necessary to break the double 

bond in one ethene molecule. The 
resulting model has the structure 
H3C—CH2—CHCH2.

 16.  Students should repeat the process 
from Step 15 with other groups to 
form a polyethylene chain. 

 17. Students should build the structures 
shown. They may have difficulty 
with styrene and may need to make a 
substitution for the benzene ring. 

 18. Step 16: polyethylene. Step 17: 
polyvinyl chloride, polypropylene, 
and polystyrene.

 19. Linear. Branched-chain polymers 
tend to be less flexible than straight-
chain polymers.

 20. a.  Cross-linked models are more rigid.
b. Cross-linked polymers are typically 

more rigid and heat resistant than 
straight-chain polymers. Cross-
linked chains are not softened by 
heat. They simply char if exposed 
to flame. Cross-linked polymers 
usually cannot be remolded once 
they have been shaped.

Part 2: Compounds of Carbon, 
Hydrogen, and Singly Bonded Oxygen
Students should readily construct the 
two isomers of C2H6O. Ethanol has a 
higher boiling point (80 °C) than dim-
ethyl ether (24 °C). This difference is 
explained by the greater degree of 
intermolecular attraction (hydrogen 
bonding) among ethanol molecules (due 
to the —OH functional group).

Answers
 11. No answer, students construct 

models. (Note: If you use commercial 
model kits, the number of holes in 
each atom will limit possible 
arrangements of atoms. For instance, 
H atoms have only one hole, while O 
atoms have two and C atoms have 
four. If you are using gumdrops or 
another type of noncommercial 
model, you may need to remind 
students of these limitations. Also 
emphasize, as the instructions 
indicate, that they should use only 
single bonds.)

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 3044     New Fig.: 3BUN29
First Pass: 2010-10-18
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FIGURE 3BUN26
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C C C C

H H H

C
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FIGURE 3BUN27
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Part 2:  Compounds of Carbon, Hydrogen, and Singly 
Bonded Oxygen  

 11. Assemble as many different molecular models as possible, using all 
nine of these atoms:

 12. On paper, draw a structural formula for each compound you have 
assembled in Step 11, indicating how the nine atoms are connected. 
Compare your structures with those built by other classmates. Be 
sure that you are satisfied that all possible structures have been 
produced, then answer these questions:

a. How many distinct structures did you identify?

 13. 
physical and chemical properties. Which compound should have the 
highest boiling point? Why? 

Part 3: Alkene-Based Polymers   
In this part of the activity, you and your classmates will use models to simu-
late the formation of several addition polymers.

 14. Build models of two ethene molecules.

 15. Using the information on page 306 as a guide, combine your two 
models into a dimer, a two-monomer structure. How did you have to 
modify the monomer structure to accomplish this?

 16. Combine your dimer with that of another lab team. Continue this 
process until your class has created one long-chain structure. 
Although your resulting molecular chain is not yet long enough to be 
regarded as a model of a polymer, you have simulated the processes 
involved in creating a typical addition polymer.

 17. Repeat Steps 14 and 15, first by replacing ethene with vinyl chloride, 
and then by replacing ethene with propene. Then find out whether 
you can follow the same steps for styrene. (See page 306 for 
molecular structures of these substances.)

 18. Assume the structures you built in Steps 16 and 17 became 

 19. Are the chains you built linear or branched? How would this affect 
the properties of the polymer?

 20.  Build a polyethene chain that includes some cross-linking.

a. How does cross-linking change the behavior of the model, if at all?

b. How would the cross-linking change the observed properties of 
the polymer?
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Pconcept check 6
1. (Concepts developed in Section B.5.) 

Car tires must be fairly rigid—you 
don’t want the polymer chains sliding 
by each other. Thus you would want 
to use a cross-linked polymer.

2. (Concepts developed in Sections 
B.4–B.7.) 
a. Alkenes are useful as monomers 

because they can undergo addition 
reactions to form polymers. 

b. Alkynes could also be used as 
monomers. They could also 
undergo addition reactions across 
the triple bond, forming a polymer.

3. (Concepts developed in Unit 2, 
Sections D.7 and D.8, linked to 
upcoming topics in Sections B.9 and 
B.10.) Acids have hydrogen atoms 
that can be released in water. The 
structure shown here contains a 
hydrogen atom. Perhaps, it can also  
be released when placed in water.

b.8 cArbon rings As 
builder molecules
Students are introduced to two classes 
of organic compounds in which carbon 
atoms are joined in rings—cycloalkanes 
and aromatic compounds. Cycloalkanes 
are similar to linear alkanes in terms  
of their relative reactivity. Aromatic 
compounds are more reactive than 
linear alkanes but not as reactive as 
alkenes. Although they are unsaturated, 
aromatic compounds do not have double 
bonds like alkenes. Instead, electrons are 
shared equally among all six carbon 
atoms in the benzene ring, giving each 
bond strength and length intermediate  
to that of single and double bonds. This 
accounts for their moderate reactivity,  
as well as their usefulness as builder 
molecules.

Aromatic compounds tend to undergo 
substitution rather than addition 
reactions. Benzene also has a lower heat 
of combustion than would be expected 
from a comparable alkene. Because of 
their properties, aromatic compounds 
are commercially important builders, 
particularly in the dye, drug, and 
fragrance/flavor industries.

Differentiation
TRM  

 
READING GUIDE

A semantic map reading guide is 
available to help students organize the 
information in Sections B.8 and B.9. 
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B.8  CARBON RINGS AS  
BUILDER MOLECULES

So far, you have examined only a small part of the inventory of builder mol-
ecules available to chemical architects. Now you will explore two classes of 
compounds in which carbon atoms are joined in rings rather than in chain 
structures. Many important naturally occurring compounds are composed of 
carbon atoms in rings. These types of compounds often have unique chemi-
cal and physical properties that make them useful as starting materials for 
other compounds. Like many of the builder molecules you have already 
studied, these carbon-ring compounds are commonly found in—or produced 
from—petroleum.

As a first step to doing this, picture a straight-chain hexane molecule, 
CH3—CH2—CH2—CH2—CH2—CH3. Next, remove one hydrogen atom from 
the carbon atom at each end. Then imagine those two carbon atoms bonding 
to each other. The result is the molecule known as cyclohexane.

     

   CH3CH2CH2CH2CH2CH3

  
 Hexane Cyclohexane

Cyclohexane, obtained by petroleum refining, is a starting material for 
making nylon, a familiar petrochemical polymer. Cyclohexane is representa-
tive of the cycloalkanes, which are saturated hydrocarbons made up of car-
bon atoms joined in rings.

P1.  If you were going to design a new material for a car tire, would 
you want to use a polymer that was or was not cross-linked? 
Explain.

2.  Consider the unsaturated hydrocarbons you have learned about 
and modeled.

 a. Why are alkenes useful as monomers? 
 b. Could an alkyne be used as a monomer? Explain.
3.  Why might an organic compound containing the arrangement  

of atoms shown here behave as an acid?

O

––C–OH

CH2

CH2

CH2

CH2

CH2

CH2
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 Using the Figures
Figure 3.34 Note the array of 
vibrant dye colors. Such dyes are 
composed of aromatic compounds, 
which tend to absorb and reflect  
visible light.

SECTION B  Petroleum: A Building-Material Source 315

Another class of hydrocarbon builder molecules is aromatic compounds. 
Aromatic compounds have chemical properties distinctly different from 
those of the cycloalkanes and their derivatives. The structural formula of 
benzene (C6H6), which is the simplest aromatic compound, is shown in  
the following illustration. In the representation on the right, each “corner”  
of the six-carbon (hexagonal) ring represents a carbon atom with its hydro-
gen atom.

Although chemists who first investigated benzene proposed these struc-
tures, the chemical properties of the compound did not support their model. 
Recall that carbon–carbon double bonds (C C) are usually very reactive. 
But, in terms of its reactivity, benzene behaves as though it does not contain 
any such double bonds. A deeper understanding of chemical bonding was 
needed to explain benzene’s puzzling structure.

Substantial experimental evidence indicates that all carbon–carbon bonds 
in benzene are identical. Thus, its structure is not well represented by alter-
nating single and double bonds. Instead, chemists often represent a benzene 
molecule in the following way:

The inner circle represents the equal sharing of bonding electrons among  
all six carbon atoms. The hexagonal ring represents the bonding of six car-

one carbon atom and one hydrogen atom, thus accounting for benzene’s  
formula, C6H6.

 
Benzene, C6H6

Although only small amounts of aromatic compounds are found in petro-
leum, fractionation and cracking produce large amounts of these aromatic 

octane-number enhancers, but they are used primarily as builder molecules. 

based on the unique chemistry of aromatic compounds (Figure 3.34).

Figure 3.34  Aromatic 
compounds are the  
primary builder molecules 
for dyes such as these.

C
C

C
C

C

CH

H

H

H

H

H
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b.9 builder molecules 
contAining oxygen
This section formally introduces organic 
compounds containing oxygen as well 
as carbon and hydrogen. It describes the 
functional groups that characterize 
alcohols, acids, and esters. The func-
tional group(s) in an organic compound 
determines its physical and chemical 
properties. Remind students that, with 
the exception of combustion, unsubsti-
tuted alkanes are fairly unreactive. 
Molecules that contain the same 
functional group(s) share similar 
properties.

Remind students that they built 
structures incorporating oxygen in 
Modeling Matter B.7. They should be 
able to identify one of those structures 
as an alcohol. The other is an ether, a 
structure in which the H in an alcohol’s 
—OH functional group is replaced by a 
hydrocarbon group. Similarly, a carbox-
ylic acid has a double-bonded oxygen 
and an —OH functional group, while an 
ester replaces the H (in the —OH group) 
with a hydrocarbon group.

Differentiation
TRM  

 
ENRICHMENT 

An informative supplement and extra 
practice problems are available in the 
TRM for accelerated courses or students 
who wish to learn more about functional 
groups.
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B.9  BUILDER MOLECULES 
CONTAINING OXYGEN

Some petroleum-based builder molecules are not components of petroleum 
but are instead synthesized from molecules found in petroleum. For exam-
ple, the builder molecule ethanol can be produced by reacting ethene found 
in petroleum with water, as you saw in Section B.4 (page 306). In assembling 
molecular models with C, H, and O atoms, you probably discovered one of 
the following compounds:

 CH3—OH CH3—CH2—OH

As you can see, each molecule has an —OH group attached to a carbon 
atom. This general structure is characteristic of a class of compounds known 
as alcohols. The —OH group is recognized by chemists as one type of func-
tional group—an atom or group of atoms that imparts characteristic proper-
ties to organic compounds. If the letter R is used to represent all the rest of 
the molecule other than the functional group, then the general formula of an 
alcohol can be written as

 R—OH

 Any alcohol

In this formula, the line indicates a covalent bond linking the oxygen of the 
—OH group with the adjacent carbon atom in the molecule. In methanol 
(CH3OH), the letter R would represent CH3—; in ethanol (CH3CH2OH), R 
would represent CH3CH2—.

The formulas and structures of two common alcohols are shown below. 
What does R represent in each compound?

 CH3CH2CH2OH 

CH2

CH2

CH2

CH2

CH2

CH OH

 1-Propanol   Cyclohexanol

Two other classes of oxygen-containing compounds, carboxylic acids and 
esters, are versatile builder molecules. Both can be synthesized from alcohols. 
The functional group in each of these classes of compounds contains two 
oxygen atoms, as shown in the following structures:

O

CR OR

O

CR OH

Note that both classes of compounds have one oxygen atom double-bonded 
to a carbon atom and a second oxygen atom single-bonded to the same  
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b.10 condensAtion

Students synthesize esters from carbo- 
xylic acids and alcohols. Review the 
synthesis described in the text (methyl 
acetate from methanol and ethanoic 
acid) so students understand relation-
ships among functional groups. This 
investigation produces several esters with 
distinctive odors. While pleasing to 
some, the odors may also be irritating  
to others. Conducting this investigation 
in fume hoods will help contain the 
volatile compounds.

TRM  
 
LAB HANDOUT

a

 Using the Figures
Figure 3.35 Items containing 
carboxylic acids are ants (formic acid, 
COOH) and vinegar (acetic acid, 
CH3COOH). Items containing alco-
hols are antifreeze (ethylene glycol), 
windshield-washing fluid (methanol), 
rubbing alcohol (isopropyl alcohol), 
cough medicine, hair spray, and 
aftershave lotion. Items contain-
ing esters are flowers and bananas. 
Soaps are made from esters and may 
be scented with esters.
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carbon atom. Ethanoic acid (a carboxylic acid that is better known as acetic 
acid) and methyl ethanoate (an ester more commonly called methyl acetate) 
are examples of these two classes of compounds:

O

C

H

H

CH OH

O

C

H

H

CH OCH3

Some familiar examples that include or involve the use of alcohols,  
carboxylic acids, and esters are shown in Figure 3.35. These builder mole-
cules can be modified by adding other functional groups that include nitro-
gen, sulfur, or chlorine atoms. The rich variety of functional groups greatly 
expands the types of molecules that chemists can ultimately build.

 INVESTIGATING MATTER
B.10  CONDENSATION
Preparing to Investigate
In this investigation, you will synthesize esters. As you learned in Section 
B.9, esters are often synthesized from alcohols and carboxylic acids. The 
esters you will produce have familiar, pleasing fragrances. Many perfumes 
and artificial flavorings contain esters. In fact, the characteristic aromas of 
many herbs and fruits arise from esters found naturally in those plants.

Figure 3.35  Examples that include or involve (a) carboxylic acids and (b) esters and alcohols.

(a) Carboxylic acids
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Time 30 min
Materials (for 12 student pairs) 

36 test tubes (15  125 mm)
12 10-mL graduated cylinders
12 100-mL beakers
12 test tube holders
12 test tube brushes
12 hot plates 
dropper bottles to dispense alcohols
50 mL concentrated sulfuric acid  

(18 M H2SO4)
1 reagent bottle for dispensing 18 M 

H2SO4

24 mL methyl alcohol (methanol)
6 g salicylic acid
24 boiling chips
50 mL glacial (concentrated) acetic 

acid
50 mL iso-amyl alcohol (3-methyl- 

1-butanol) or n-pentyl alcohol 
(n-pentanol) 

50 mL octyl alcohol (octanol)

Safety
• Do not use burners. Many reactants are 
flammable. Methanol, particularly, is a 
serious fire hazard, and its flame is 
almost invisible.
• Caution students not to overheat test 
tubes.
• Students should wear goggles, aprons, 
and gloves.
• Caution students not to ingest any 
products, regardless of their familiarity 
with the odor.
• Remind students to avoid direct 
inhalation of any fumes.
• Demonstrate how to smell vapors 
cautiously (see Figure 3.37). 
• Students should treat 18 M sulfuric 
acid with extreme caution. It is caustic 
and corrosive. You may decide to 
dispense concentrated acids rather than 
allowing students to handle them.
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The compounds you will be making are also naturally occurring compounds; 
the chemical structure of these compounds is already known from other inves-
tigations. The three esters you will synthesize are listed in Table 3.7.

One example of the formation of an ester is the production of methyl etha-
noate (methyl acetate) from ethanoic acid (acetic acid) and methanol in the 
presence of sulfuric acid as a catalyst:

Identify the carbon atoms in the ester that came from the carboxylic acid. 
Which carbon atoms originated in the alcohol?

To emphasize the roles of functional groups in the formation of an ester, a 
general equation can be written using R notation.

Note how the functional groups of the acid and alcohol combine to form a 
water molecule, while the remaining atoms join to form an ester molecule.

Identify the alcohol and the carboxylic acid needed to make each ester.  
(Hint: Use Table 3.8 to find the structures of some common alcohols and car-
boxylic acids.) 

Construct a data table that lists each ester to be synthesized, along with the 
alcohol and carboxylic acid you will use in the synthesis reaction. Provide 
space to note observations about the properties of each reactant and product. 
Your teacher will review and approve your data table before you begin.

Table 3.7

H2SO4

O

CR OH

O

C OOH R R R OHH

H2SO4

O

CCH3 OH

O

C OOH CH3 CH3 CH3 OHH

 

Name Structure

Methyl 2-hydroxybenzoate 
(methyl salicylate)   

Pentyl ethanoate (pentyl acetate)   

Octyl ethanoate (octyl acetate)   

Table of Chemical Structures of Three Esters 

 OCH3OH

C
O

H3C –– C –– O –– C5H11

O

C8H17–– O –– C –– CH3

O
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Pre-Lab Discussion
Discuss the general reaction that yields 
esters. Flavor and perfume makers 
depend on chemically synthesized 
esters, either unavailable in nature or 
available only by costly processes. Many 
esters have fruity odors and tastes. 

Lab Tips
• Adding a few water drops to the test 
tube after reaction may help enhance 
the odor.
• This is a condensation reaction; you 
must use glacial acetic acid and concen-
trated sulfuric acid. Diluting the acids 
may prevent the condensation reaction.
• Consider making a “sniff kit” by gluing 
a thin stem Beral pipet into a one-holed 
stopper that will fit the test tube you are 
using (#0 if using 15  125 mm test 
tubes). Use a pin to poke a hole in the 
top of the Beral-pipet and cut off the 
excess stem that extends from the 
bottom of the stopper.  (See drawing 
below.) 

• Boiling chips minimize erratic boiling, 
which may “bump” liquid from test 
tubes. The hot-water bath should not 
boil vigorously; its temperature should 
be just above methanol’s boiling point 
(56 °C).
• Many other reactant combinations are 
possible to synthesize additional esters, 
given reagents and class time (see 
SourceBook, Vol. 3, Organic Chemistry, 
pp. 5–10, ChemSource, Inc., 1994). 

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 3045     New Fig.: 3BUN30
First Pass: 2010-10-18

Pinhole
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Gathering Evidence
You will be using a procedure that has been developed to optimize the ester 
synthesis reaction. When chemists synthesize a compound, they must often 
conduct many investigations to find the best conditions for the reaction. A 
good synthesis not only produces the maximum quantity of the desired 
product, it also minimizes waste and use of hazardous compounds. 

As you synthesize these esters, you will be using very small quantities of 
materials. Why is it important to do synthesis in the classroom with small 
amounts of materials?

Read the procedure that follows to learn what you will need to do. Be sure 
to note safety precautions. 

 1. Before you begin, put on your goggles, and wear them properly 
throughout the investigation.

 2. Prepare a hot-water bath by adding ~50 mL tap water to a 100-mL 
beaker. Place the beaker on a hot plate, and heat the water until it  
is near boiling. Be sure that no flames or sparks are in the area.  
(Note: Use a hot plate, not a Bunsen burner, to heat the water bath.)

 3. Obtain a small, clean test tube. Place 20 drops of the appropriate 
alcohol into the tube. Next add 0.1 g of the carboxylic acid (as 
identified in your table). Then add 2 drops of concentrated sulfuric 
acid to the tube. (Caution: Concentrated sulfuric acid is corrosive 
and will cause burns to skin or fabric. Add the acid slowly and very 
carefully. If any sulfuric acid accidentally spills on you, ask a 
classmate to notify your teacher immediately. Wash the affected area 
immediately with tap water and continue rinsing for several minutes. 

Table 3.8

 

Carboxylic Acids Alcohols

Ethanoic (acetic) acid CH3COOH Methanol CH3OH

Benzoic acid  Ethanol CH3CH2OH

Butanoic (butyric) acid CH3CH2CH2COOH Propanol CH3CH2CH2OH

Methanoic (formic) acid HCOOH Pentanol CH3CH2CH2CH2CH2OH

2-Hydroxybenzoic (salicylic) acid Octanol CH3CH2CH2CH2CH2CH2CH2CH2OH

Some Common Acids and Alcohols Used in Ester Synthesis

OHO

OHO

OH
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Interpreting Evidence
1. Students should describe wintergreen, 

banana, and orange but may describe 
the smells as fruity or minty.

2. CH3OH  C7H6O3 ∫B C8H8O3  H2O 
(Note: Students may need help 
writing these equations, consider 
asking them to write the formulas of 
the esters produced first.)

3. C5H11OH  CH3COOH ∫B  
CH3COOC5H11  H2O

 C8H17OH  CH3COOH ∫B  
CH3COOC8H17  H2O

4. Water
5. a.  In the first reaction we synthesized 

methyl 2-hydroxybenzoate (methyl 
salicylate); in the second: pentyl 
acetate or pentyl ethanoate; and in 
the third: octyl acetate (or octyl 
ethanoate).

b. The observed smells (wintergreen, 
banana, and orange, respectively) 
were consistent with expected 
results based upon published 
information.

Reflecting on the Investigation
6. It acted as a catalyst to maximize the 

amount of ester produced. Small 
amounts are used to minimize the 
potential for accidents and reduce the 
waste produced.

7. Physical constants such as density, 
odor, and boiling point; chemical  
properties such as reactivity; and tests 
such as IR could be used to verify the 
identity of the synthesized substances.

8. Water is one of the products when 
synthesizing an ester.

Post-Lab Discussion
Focus on reactions of organic-acid and 
alcohol functional groups to produce 
esters. Emphasize that small differences 
in molecular structure can make 
significant property differences; note 
contrasting odors of reactants and 
products. 

Distinguish organic acids (RCOOH) 
from common inorganic acids (HCl, 
HNO3). Organic acids are usually weak 
acids originally isolated from plants  
or animals—formic acid (HCOOH,  
methanoic acid) was first obtained by  
destructive distillation of ants; acetic 
acid (CH3COOH, ethanoic acid) was  
obtained by aerobic fermentation of 
cider and honey. Students have probably 
smelled (experienced!) butyric acid 
(CH3CH2CH2COOH, butanoic acid) in 
rancid butter or body odor. Commercial 
organic acids are typically synthesized 
from petroleum or coal tar, as are 
alcohols with which they are combined 
to form esters.

Acid Alcohol Resulting Odor
0.1 g salicylic acid 10 drops methanol wintergreen
20 drops acetic (ethanoic) acid 20 drops pentanol banana
20 drops acetic (ethanoic) acid 20 drops octanol orange

Expected Results

320 Unit 3 Petroleum: Breaking and Making Bonds

Other than water and sulfuric acid, the substances used in this 
investigation are volatile and flammable.) 

 4. As you dispense these compounds, note their odors. (Caution: Do 
not directly sniff any reagent fumes—some may irritate or burn nasal 
passages.) Record any odors you happen to note.

 5. Place the test tube in the hot-water bath you prepared in Step 2, as 
shown in Figure 3.36.

 6. Keep the tube in the hot water, and do not spill the contents. Note 
any color changes. Continue heating for five minutes.

 7. If you have not noticed an odor 
from the test tube after five 
minutes, remove the test tube 
from the water bath, hold the 
test tube away from you with 
the tongs, and wave your hand 
across the top of the test tube to 
waft any vapors toward your 
nose (Figure 3.37). Record your 
observations about the odor of 
the product. Compare your 
observations with those of other 
class members.

 8. Repeat Steps 3 through 7 using 20 
drops of alcohol and 20 drops or 
0.1 g (depending upon physical 
state) of carboxylic acid, along with 2 drops of concentrated sulfuric 
acid for each of the esters in your table. (Caution: Avoid inhaling any 
ethanoic (acetic) acid fumes.)

 9. 

 10. Wash your hands thoroughly before leaving the laboratory. 

Interpreting Evidence
 1. 

activity.

 2. Write a chemical equation for the formation of methyl 
2-hydroxybenzoate (methyl salicylate).

 3. Repeat Question 2 for the second and third esters you produced.

 4. Besides the ester, what other substance or substances are formed in 
each reaction?

 5. Use the Internet or other resources to find information about the 
odors of the esters in Table 3.7 (page 318). Based on this information, 
answer the following questions.

a. What claims can you make about each synthesis reaction you 
conducted?

b. What evidence supports your claims?

Figure 3.36  Proper setup 

for heating substances with 

a water bath.

Figure 3.37  To avoid burning or 

irritating your nasal passages, gently 

“waft” vapors toward your nose with 

your hand.
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b.11 condensAtion 
Polymers
Condensation polymers are formed  
when a series of monomers react to  
form a larger molecule and small “by- 
products.” By contrast, addition poly- 
merization does not produce any 
products other than the polymer.

Some natural and synthetic polymers 
are condensation polymers. To continue 
building a chain, each reacting monomer 
must have at least two functional 
groups. Some useful analogies are 
linking railroad boxcars or linking 
necklace pop-beads.

Condensation-polymer examples 
include polyurethane foam, epoxy glue, 
nylon, Dacron, peptides, and proteins. 
Condensation reactions can yield not 
only large polymers. Remind students 
that Investigating Matter B.10 involved a 
condensation reaction that formed small 
(ester) molecules.

Demonstration Idea
Nylon synthesis (aka “nylon-rope 
trick”): Nylon molecules are synthetic 
polyamides. Nylon made from diamines 
and dibasic acids or diacid chlorides are 
designated by two numbers (for exam-
ple, “nylon-66”). The first indicates the 
diamine’s total carbon atoms, and the 
second indicates total dibasic acid 
carbon atoms. The history of nylon 
development and of its use in World War 
II are interesting library-research topics.

Caution: The diamine, dichloride, and 
sodium hydroxide are all irritating to 
skin, eyes, and the respiratory system; 
use a fume hood. Wear protective gloves 
and goggles. Do not directly touch the 
polymer product until it is washed with 
ethanol or water. 

(Note: Some laboratory suppliers 
provide pre-assembled kits for a similar 
“nylon” demonstration.)

Materials
Solution 1: Open and gradually warm a 
reagent bottle of 1,6-diaminohexane (also 
called hexamethylenediamine, melting 
point  42 ˚C) in a water bath until the 
solid begins to melt. Decant 2.9 g directly 
into a 100-mL beaker and dilute to 50 mL 
with 0.5 M NaOH (2 g NaOH per 100 mL).  

Solution 2: Prepare a 0.25 M diacid 
chloride solution by diluting 2.3 g 
adipoyl dichloride to 50 mL with hexane 
(density  0.66 g/cm3).

(Note: The reaction does not depend 
on exact amounts of reactants, but 
concentrations should be close to those 
indicated for optimal results. The 
aqueous diamine solution may be stored, 
but acid chloride solutions are somewhat 
unstable due to hydrolysis, so prepare 
only as much as you will use that day.)

Procedure
• Use equal volumes of Solutions 1 and 
2 (just 5 mL each is enough). 
• Pour Solution 1 into a small beaker; 
then slowly pour Solution 2 down the 
same beaker’s inside wall, gently 
layering it above Solution 1 (Solution 2 
is less dense than Solution 1). Minimize 
agitation between layers.
• Using forceps or a bent paperclip, hook 
the polymer film formed at the interface 
of the layers, and slowly pull it up from 
the middle of the beaker. Ideally, 
continue pulling nylon “thread” until 
the solutions are depleted. A continuous 
3- to 4-m thread is possible. If it breaks 
(students groan!), hook a new thread. 
Longer threads are possible with greater 
skill. Avoid contacting the beaker walls.
• Add any excess solutions to a solvent-
waste container, or simply stir them. 
Wash the resulting solid and discard it 
in a solid-waste container.
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Reflecting on the Investigation
 6. You used sulfuric acid in each reaction. What is its purpose in the 

synthesis?

 7. In Question 5b, you provided evidence to support claims about your 
synthesis of esters. What other types of evidence might chemists use 
to support claims that they have synthesized a particular substance?

 8. Why do you think that the type of reaction in this synthesis is called 
condensation? (Hint: Look at the products of the reaction.)

B.11 CONDENSATION POLYMERS

alkene-based monomers through addition reactions. Not all polymers are 
formed in this way, however. Natural polymers, such as proteins, starch, cel-
lulose (in wood and paper), and synthetic polymers, including the familiar 
nylon and polyester, are also formed from monomers. However, unlike addi-
tion polymers, these polymers form with the loss of simple molecules when 
monomer units join. You just conducted a similar reaction, called a conden-
sation reaction, in Investigating Matter B.10. As each ester was synthesized 
from the combination of an alcohol and a carboxylic acid, a small molecule 

O

H–– O–– C–– CH2–– CH2–– C –– O–– H

O

H–– O–– CH2–– CH2–– O–– H

How do these reactants differ from the carboxylic acids and alcohols you 
used in Investigating Matter B.10? How would the resulting ester be differ-
ent from the esters that you produced?

Condensation reactions can be used to make a second type of polymer, 
and the resulting product is called a condensation polymer. Monomers for 
condensation polymers typically contain an –OH group. Recall that mono-
mers for addition polymers contained a carbon–carbon double bond. Here is 
a simple representation of this process: 

–R1––O––H   +   H––O––R2–     –R1––O––R2–   +   H––OH
 Monomer 1 Monomer 1 Condensation Water 
   polymer

As you probably noted, starting materials for condensation polymers (as 
opposed to simple esters) have functional groups on each end, so the result 
of each condensation reaction is another (larger) molecule that can now 
undergo additional condensation reactions.

It is often used in bottles for soft drinks and other beverages. It has many 
other applications, including as polyester in clothing and fiberfill and as 

-

C COCH2CH2O

O O

n
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322 Unit 3 Petroleum: Breaking and Making Bonds

additives, such as dyes or other polymers, is either disposed of in a landfill 

This technology decreases the need for new petroleum-based builder mole-

 MAKING DECISIONS
B.12  BUILDER MOLECULES IN 

TRANSPORTATION
You have surveyed how some petroleum components are used as building 
blocks for countless everyday objects. You can easily find examples of prod-
ucts built from petroleum-based materials in your surroundings, products 

Figure 3.38  Some common applications of PET.
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MD   b.12 builder  
molecules in  
trAnsPortAtion

Students consider claims that TLC-p  
will “help conserve petroleum re-
sources.” Working in small groups is 
often effective for this activity.
1. Examples may include: instrument 

panel, grill, interior trim, handles, 
dials, seats, C-V and U joints, exterior 
panels, upholstery, and fuel tanks.

2. a.   One view is that the claim refers 
only to fuel for the TLC-p. Another 
is that the claim addresses both fuel 
and builder molecules. Either 
answer is acceptable.

b. The list of petroleum-based 
components could differ under the 
scenarios listed in Answer 2a. If the 
sole objective is fuel conservation, 
one might list more polymer 
components; they have lower 
density and contribute to fuel 
efficiency. If the goal is also to 
conserve builder molecules, one 
could elect to make components 
from materials other than petro-
leum.

3. & 4. See table below for sample 
answers.

5. Making vehicle components repre-
sents a one-time use of petroleum 
resources. Fuel consumption is an 
ongoing use of petroleum resources. 
Optimizing energy efficiency (includ-
ing using low-mass polymer compo-
nents) decreases long-term, more 
significant uses of petroleum.

Acid
Petroleum-based? 
(yes or no)

Potential  
Replacement  
Material

Disadvantages of  
Replacement Material

Dashboard Yes metal nonrenewable, expensive,  
potentially less safe

Radio/CD player Yes metal nonrenewable and more expensive
Seat covers Yes leather more expensive
Tires Yes natural rubber scarce
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that were unknown even a few decades ago. See  
Figure 3.39. Synthetic polymers have many advan-
tages over traditional materials, including favorable 
strength-to-weight ratios and recyclability. How are 
these advantages of synthetic polymers useful to 
automobile designers when they are trying to improve 
the fuel efficiency of new cars? On the other hand, 
what are some potential downfalls of the use of syn-
thetic polymers in automobile manufacturing?

In the TV ad that opened this unit (see page 266), 
a new automobile was described as helping to con-
serve petroleum resources. Is this possible? Is it 
plausible? In this activity, you will consider this 
claim and evaluate how builder molecules are used 
in automobile construction.

 1. List several automobile components commonly made of polymers.

 2. The TV advertisement claimed that driving the TLC-p will “help 
conserve petroleum resources.” 

in the manufacture of the TLC-p? 

b. Would the components on your list from Question 1 possibly 
differ between a TLC-p and a traditional automobile? Why?

 3. Try to think of a replacement material (not another polymer or 
petrochemical) for each component on your list.

 4. 
replacement material you have suggested. List the two biggest 
disadvantages for each component, or write “none” if the 
replacement material provides similar properties at a comparable 
cost. A table such as the one shown here will help you organize your 
ideas and answers.

 5. Advocates of petroleum conservation typically emphasize increasing 
an automobile’s energy efficiency, rather than replacing auto 
components made from petroleum’s polymer-based builder 
molecules. Why might that be?

Figure 3.39  How many 

petroleum-based components 

do you see?

 

Automobile
Component

Petroleum  
Based?

(yes or no)

Potential 
Replacement

Material

Disadvantages  
of Replacement  

Material

Summary for Question 4
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Reviewing the Concepts
 1. A bond formed by sharing of a pair  

of electrons between two atoms
 2. Because such atoms need not share 

electrons to fill their outer shells; 
there are no energetic advantages to 
sharing electrons.

 3. Electrons are attracted to (tugged by) 
the nuclei of both atoms; they 
“belong” to neither nucleus, but 
share their time (equally or unequal-
ly, depending on the molecule) 
between them.

 4. A valence-shell electron
 5. It is simpler to draw.
 6. a.  The arrangement of atoms within 

the molecule
b. It can only show the molecule in 

two dimensions; molecules are 
three-dimensional and not as rigid 
as a structural formula might 
suggest.

 7. a.  Lewis-dot structure corresponding 
to one of the molecules below.

b. One of the following: 

 8. Only valence electrons are rep- 
resented. Electrons in inner energy 
levels are generally not available for 
bonding. Carbon has two inner-shell 
electrons that are not represented in 
its electron-dot structure.

 9. a. one c. three
b. two d. many

 10. a. 

b. It increases polymer rigidity.

 11. Natural polymers include: starch, 
wool, silk, linen, cellulose, and cotton. 

  Synthetic polymers include: fabrics, 
such as Dacron, polyester, and nylon; 
and plastics, such as polyethylene, 
Teflon, and PET.

 12. The primary feature is the nature of 
the monomer unit. Other features 
include extent of branching and cross-
linking.

 13. Adding molecules that act as internal 
lubricants for polymer chains makes 
the polymer more flexible. Untreated 
polyvinyl chloride (PVC) is used in 
rigid pipes and house siding. With 

added lubricant, polyvinyl chloride 
becomes flexible enough to use in 
raincoats and shoes. Arranging 
polymer chains so that they lie 
generally in the same direction can 
control strength and toughness.  
Then the chains are stretched so  
that they uncoil. Strong films like 
polyethylene (used in plastic bags)  
or polyacrylonitrile (in fabrics) are 
examples.

 14. Because they have fewer than the 
maximum number of hydrogen 
atoms bonded to the carbon atoms 
in their molecular structures.

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 3051     New Fig.: 3BUN36
First Pass: 2010-10-18

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 3052     New Fig.: 3BUN37
First Pass: 2010-10-18
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Reviewing the Concepts

SUMMARYBSECTION

The atoms in hydrocarbons and in other 
molecules are held together by covalent 
bonds.

 1. What is a covalent bond?

 2. Why do atoms with filled outer electron 
shells not form covalent bonds?

 3. It has been suggested that a covalent bond 
linking two atoms is like two dogs tugging at 

describes the way that shared electrons hold 
together atoms in a covalent bond.

Molecules can be represented by Lewis 
dot structures and structural formulas.

 4. What does each dot in a Lewis dot structure 
represent? 

 5. What is the advantage of using a dash 
instead of electron dots to represent a 
covalent bond? 

 6. a.  What information does a structural 
formula convey that a molecular formula 
does not?

b. In what ways is a structural formula an 
inadequate representation of an actual 
molecule?

 7. Choose a branched six-carbon hydrocarbon 
molecule.

its structure.

molecule.

 8. 
Why, then, does the electron dot 
representation of a carbon atom show only 
four dots?

The chemical combination of small, 
repeating molecular units (monomers) 
forms large molecules (polymers). The 
molecular structure of polymers can be 
designed or altered to produce materials 
with desired flexibility, strength, and 
durability.

 9. How many repeating units are found in each 
of these structures?

a. a monomer c. a trimer

b. a dimer d. a polymer

 10. 
without cross-links. 

b. How does cross-linking alter the 
properties of a polymer?

 11. List four examples of natural polymers and 
four examples of synthetic polymers.

 12. What structural features make the properties 
of one polymer different from those of 
another?

 13. List and explain two methods for altering 
the characteristics of a polymer. 

Carbon atoms can be joined by double 
bonds, in alkenes, or triple bonds, in 
alkynes.

 14. Why is the term unsaturated used to 
describe the structures of alkenes and 
alkynes?

 15. Rank the following in order of decreasing 
chemical reactivity: alkyne, alkane, and 

 16. Why is an unsaturated hydrocarbon likely to 
be more reactive than a saturated 
hydrocarbon?
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 15. Alkyne, alkene, alkane: The bonds in 
alkynes and alkenes are much more 
reactive than single bonds in alkanes. 
Triple bonds are more reactive than 
double bonds.

 16. Because they can achieve greater 
stability by bonding with other atoms 
in an addition reaction.

 17. a. C8H18 b. C5H8 c. C10H20

 18. The molecule cannot rotate about 
those bonds.

19. a. 

b.  

c. 

 20. By definition, an alkene has a double 
bond between two carbon atoms.

 21. 

 22. Alkanes are saturated; they do not 
contain reactive double bonds.

 23. The double bond breaks.
 24. Cycloalkanes are saturated hydrocar-

bons, with all single bonds. Aromatic 
compounds have fewer than 2 H 
atoms per C atom and delocalized 
electrons.

 25. 

 26. Several have intense odors. 
 27. Experimental evidence shows that 

bonding electrons in benzene are 
distributed uniformly around the 
ring. Experiments do not support 
alternating double bonds—all bonds 
are equal in length and bonds are 
intermediate in reactivity between 
single and double bonds.

 28. A carbon atom and its associated 
(bonded) hydrogen atom

 29. a. i. Two possible structures: 

 ii.

 iii.

b. Students should circle the OH, 
COOH, and COO in the respective 
formulas.

c. Propanol, propanoic acid, methyl 
ethanoate (or ethanoic acid methyl 
ester)

 30. a. The “rest” of the molecule
b. An alcohol

 31. a. alcohol c. carboxylic acid
b. ester d. carboxylic acid

 32. The COO group
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 17. Predict the molecular formula for a 
compound named 

a. octane.

b. pentyne.

c. decene.

 18. How does the presence of a double or triple 
bond affect the ability of a hydrocarbon 
molecule to rotate about its carbon chain?

 19. 
formula for each of the following molecules:

a. propane.

b. propene.

c. propyne.

 20. Why is it impossible to have methene, a 
one-carbon alkene?

Addition reactions involve the chemical 
combination of molecules. Some polymers 
can be synthesized by combining 
monomers in an addition reaction.

 21. Use structural formulas to illustrate how 
propylene (propene), shown below, can 
polymerize to form polypropylene. 

 22. 
make polymers.

 23. What change occurs in the monomer 
structure during polymerization?

Ring compounds include cycloalkanes  
and aromatic compounds.

 24. In what ways are cycloalkanes different 
from aromatic compounds?

 25. 
molecular formula for cyclopentane.

 26. How did the term aromatic compounds 
originate?

 27. Why is the circle-within-a-hexagon 
representation of a benzene molecule a 
better model than the hexagon with 
alternating double bonds? 

 28. What do the six “corners” in the hexagon-
shaped benzene representation signify?

Functional groups—such as alcohols, 
carboxylic acids, and esters—impart 
characteristic properties to organic 
compounds.

 29. a.  Write the structural formula for a 
molecule containing three carbon atoms 
that represents 

 i. an alcohol. 
 ii. an organic acid. 
 iii. an ester.

b.  Circle the functional group in each 
structural formula.

c. Name each compound.

 30. a. What does the R stand for in ROH? 

b. What type of compound would this be?

 31. Classify each of the following compounds as 
a carboxylic acid, an alcohol, or an ester:

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

 32. What functional group is responsible for the 
pleasing odors of many herbs, fruits, and 
perfumes?

CH3 CH2 CH2 CH2 OH

O

CCH3 CH2O CH3

CH2 CH3CHCH3

OHCH2

O

C

OHCH3

O

C
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 33. 

 34. Water (or condensation) forms in the 
reaction.

 35. Examples include nylon, polyester, 
PET, polyurethane foam, epoxy glue, 
Dacron, peptides, and proteins.

 36. a. ethene—shopping bags
b. styrene—compact disc cases
c. vinyl chloride—clear food  

packaging
 37. LDPE—very flexible plastic
 38. Separation of the different types of 

polymer materials is labor intensive. 
Use of dyes and pigments can make 
purification of the recycled plastic 
difficult.

Why are carbon-based 
molecules so versatile 
as chemical building 
blocks?
Student answers should include:
• Carbon forms four strong covalent 
bonds with itself and a variety of 
other elements including oxygen, 
nitrogen, and halogens. 
• Functional groups with a wide 
range of properties provide mol-
ecules with many potential uses. 
• There are many different ways  
of arranging carbon atoms in com-
pounds, so a large number of 
structural isomers are possible 
resulting in a large range of physical 
and chemical properties for organic 
compounds.

 39. a.   

b. Condensation

Condensation 
Reactants

Acetic acid, 
CH3COOH 
(Ethanoic acid)

Butyric acid,
CH3(CH2)2COOH 
(Butanoic acid)

CH3OH 
(methanol)

Methyl acetate,  
CH3COOCH3

Methyl butyrate, 
C3H7COOCH3

C2H5OH 
(ethanol)

Ethyl acetate, 
CH3COOC2H5

Ethyl butyrate, 
C3H7COOC2H5

C3H7OH 
(propanol)

Propyl acetate, 
CH3COOC3H7

Propyl butyrate, 
C3H7COOC3H7
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Condensation reactions involve the 
chemical combination of two larger 
molecules with the loss of a small 
molecule.

 33. 3COOH, and 
butanoic (butyric) acid, CH3(CH2)2COOH, 
are common reactants in condensation 
reactions. Their structural formulas are 

  

 
and

    

 Predict the products of a condensation 
reaction between each of these two acids 
and each of the alcohols in the list below. 
Provide the name and structural formula  
for the product. For example, the product  
of a condensation reaction between etha-
noic acid and ethanol is ethyl ethanoate.  
(Hint: To organize your response, construct a 
table with two columns—one for each acid—
and three rows—one for each alcohol.)

a. methanol (CH3OH)

b. ethanol (C2H5OH)

c. propanol (C3H7OH)

 34. Why is the word condensation used to 
describe the reaction that forms esters? 

 35. Name three examples of polymers formed 
by condensation reactions.

Many everyday objects are constructed 
from petroleum-based polymers.

 36. For each of the resin codes listed below, 
identify the monomer used and one possible 
use of the polymer.

a.                

b.                

c.               

 37. What type of polymer material would you 
use if you were going to make a bag for 

 38. What are some issues associated with the 
recycling of materials made from polymers?

 39. Nylon is a very important synthetic 
polymer. It is composed of the two 
monomers shown below.

by the reaction of these two monomers.

b. Is this polymer formed by a condensation 
or addition process?

Why are carbon-based 
molecules so versatile as 
chemical building blocks?
In this section, you have learned 
about chemical bonding and its 
application to organic chemistry.  
You have explored the structure  
of hydrocarbons, other “builder” 
molecules from petroleum, and 
polymers. You have also considered 
(and in one case, investigated) two 
important methods of synthesizing 
polymers. Think about what you  
have learned, then answer the 
question in your own words in 
organized paragraphs. Your  
answer should demonstrate your 
understanding of the key ideas in  
this section. 

Be sure to consider the following in 
your response: covalent bonding, 
electron shells, Lewis dot structures, 
builder molecules, functional groups, 
and polymers.

CH2 CH2 OH

O

CCH3

OHCH3

O

C

O

HO–– C–– CH2CH2CH2CH2–C –– OH

O

H

H

H

H
N–– CH2CH2CH2CH2CH2CH2– N
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Connecting the Concepts
 40. a. HBr

b. H2O
c. NaOH

 41. While both are ring compounds, 
cyclohexane has all single bonds and 
benzene shares bonding electrons 
throughout the ring. These differ-
ences in electron distribution lead to 
slight structural differences. Ben-
zene’s carbon atoms are planar while 
cyclohexane’s carbon atoms are 
arranged in a zigzag (angular) 
pattern.

 42. Answers should address the fact that 
properties and uses of an organic 
molecule depend on its structure and 
on functional groups. If students 
approach these questions from the 
standpoint of a synthetic chemist, the 
opposite may also be true. A mol-
ecule can be designed guided by 
desired properties and functionality. 

 43. Examples include polystyrene, TNT 
(trinitrotoluene), nylon, Kevlar, 
Dacron, Mylar, and aspartame.

 44. The double or triple bond constrains 
rotation about the bond. A double or 
triple bond substantially disrupts the 

characteristic zigzag of an alkane 
chain. This has biochemical implica-
tions (addressed in Unit 7).

 45. The saturated form is cyclobutane. 
Unsaturated forms include n-butene 
and methyl propene.

  Saturated C4H8 is cyclobutane:  

  Unsaturated forms include:  

Extending the Concepts
 46. Their molecules have been chemi-

cally altered by humans, and are not 
found in nature in the form in which 
they are used.

 47. Students should cite their sources 
and identify both the drug and the 
substituted functional group.

 48. These functional groups allow 
formation of intermolecular forces, 
such as van der Waals dispersion 
forces and dipoledipole interac-
tions, among the organic molecules.

 49. Answers will vary. Everyday prod-
ucts include plastic bottles, Mylar 
balloons, fiberfill, clothing, carpet, 
upholstery, belts, and hoses.

  Structures include

  See http://www.pslc.ws/macrog/pet 
.htm for further information.

 50. a. 

b. Ethanol would have a higher 
boiling point, because its polarity 
leads to stronger intermolecular 
forces.

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 3068     New Fig.: 3BUN53
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Connecting the Concepts
 40. Identify the missing molecule (represented 

by a question mark) in each of the following 
equations. (Hint: If you are uncertain about 
an answer, start by completing an atom 
inventory. Remember that the final equation 
must be balanced.)

a. 

b. 

c. 

 

 41. Assemble models of benzene and 

the two molecular structures.

 42. Architects have a saying: “Form follows 

chemistry, or is the opposite—“function 

answer.

 43. List five products manufactured from cyclic 
compounds.

 44. How does adding a double or a triple bond 
change the shape of the carbon backbone in 
a hydrocarbon?

 45. 
saturated form of C4H8 and an unsaturated 
form of C4H8.

Extending the Concepts
 46. Considering that petroleum is a natural 

resource, why aren’t all petroleum-based 
polymers classified as natural?

 47. Research and write about one example in 
which substituting a different functional 
group in a drug’s molecular structure has 
had a dramatic affect on its medicinal 
properties. 

 48. Organic molecules that contain alcohol or 
carboxylic acid functional groups are often 
more soluble in water than similarly sized 

 49. Investigate several different polyesters. How 
are they formed? What explains their 

structural formulas for polyesters. List five 
everyday products made of polyester. 

 50. C2H6O is the formula for two isomers: one 
has a boiling point of 78 °C, and the other 
has a boiling point of –22 °C.

isomer.

b. Which of the two isomers has the higher 

?C6H13

C6H13

OHC

O

O Na HOHC
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cHemistry At Work
This profile of Christopher Reddy and 
his conservation work comes after 
students have studied where petroleum 
is found, its characteristics, and some  
of the products made from it. They have 
also learned that most petroleum is used 
to produce energy, a topic they will 
study in Sections C and D. Students are 
already aware of some environmental 
issues, particularly those related to air 
quality, from their investigations in  
Unit 2. This feature introduces another 
environmental problem related to the 
use of petroleum, and it can be used to 
spark discussion of related environmen-
tal concerns.

a Using the Figures
The image of the pelican being 
cleaned tends to grab students’  
attention. They may have heard 
about this cleaning process, but their 
ideas may or may not be accurate. 
Ask students what they know about 
cleaning wildlife after an oil spill  
before explaining the procedure.
 The method generally used 
involves making sure that the bird 
is healthy enough to withstand the 
stress of the cleaning. Then the eyes, 
mouth, and nasal cavities are cleaned 
with a soft cloth. After the bird is 
stable, it is put in a tub of clean, 
lukewarm water containing 1% Dawn 
dishwashing liquid. It often takes sev-
eral washings to remove all the oil. 
The process also removes all of the 
bird’s natural oils and waterproofing.
 Once the bird is clean and rinsed, 
it is moved to a tub of warm water 
where it preens and restores its 
waterproofing oils. After the bird’s 
natural preening is complete, it must 
be acclimated into cool or cold water 
(depending on where it will be re-
leased). Then it is taken to a spot free 
from oil and as close as possible to its 
natural habitat. More information can 
be found at http://bird-rescue.org/.

Q&A
CHEMISTRY AT WORK

Q.  What is environmental chemistry, and 
what do environmental chemists do?

A. Environmental chemistry is the study of how  
elements and compounds behave and interact in  
the environment, as well as their fate over time.  
Most environmental chemists are interested in  
gathering data and using data to weave a story.  
When a chemical spills in a river, what happens  
over an hour, a week, a decade? 

Q.  How did you end up in this career?

A. After I got my chemistry degree in college,  
I wanted to study something with real-world,  
practical value that people can apply right away. 
Eventually, I decided to study marine pollution.  
My research in graduate school set an important 
standard that I still keep in my job at Woods Hole:  
I won’t do research unless I can explain it to my 
Uncle Bob or anyone else I meet. I want to be able 
to say what I’m doing, why it’s important, and how 
it will help people make decisions.

Q.  What does your lab study?

A. Part of what we do is track oil spills that hap-
pened a long time ago. Our big research question is, how long does oil last in the environment, and why? 
When you think of an oil spill, you imagine big black puddles coating sandy beaches and rocks. Some 
people think that when those puddles disappear, the oil is gone. Our studies show that oil from spills can 
stick for decades. Oil spills are a tragedy, but they also give us a tremendous opportunity to understand 
how nature handles unwanted chemical guests. Studying old spills helps people who will be in charge  
of cleaning up after a spill to develop a plan. 

You can do your part to protect Earth by recycling trash, turning 
off lights, or riding your bike instead of driving. But how do you 
save the planet after a major environmental disaster, such as an 
oil spill? Environmental chemists are a pivotal part of teams that 
help evaluate the severity of oil spills and assist decision-makers 
in developing plans to speed recovery. Read on to see what one 
chemist is learning about how the environment behaves after an 
oil spill—even if it took place decades ago.

Christopher Reddy, Associate  
Scientist in the Department of  

Marine Chemistry and Geochemistry at 
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution  

in Woods Hole, Massachusetts
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Implementation 
Whip-Around Protocol 
Ask students to read this Chemistry 
at Work feature and list (on their own 
paper) three facts or ideas that were 
new to them or made them think about 
something in a new way. All students 
then stand up.

Randomly choose a student to share 
one item on his or her list. Other 
students should cross that item off, if it  
is also on their own list. Continue the 
process of sharing one item at a time. 
When students have crossed off all items 
on their list, they may sit down. The 
activity continues until everyone sits.

query: Implementation paragraphs 
have been previously set like using the 
Figure boxes. Is new style okay here?

Q.  Why would oil from a spill linger so long?

A. We know that microbes like to eat oil. Oil is made up of many  
different types of molecules, and each has a different structure that 
affects whether bacteria will devour it quickly or pass it by. You’d  
suspect that something long and straight—like a Popsicle—would be 
easier to eat than something with lots of branches. We found that long, 
straight hydrocarbon molecules called n-alkanes are usually the first to 
get eaten, but branched alkanes and cyclic molecules can stay in the 
environment. If these molecules are tucked away from wind and rain, 
you might still find them long after a spill. 

Q.  Describe one of the spills you have studied. 

A. We recently tested an area on a beach in Cape Cod,  
Massachusetts, where a tanker spilled oil in 1969—more 
than 40 years ago! We grabbed samples from places where oil 
might remain by hammering tubes into the sand and pulling 
out chunks of soil 10 inches deep. We ran extracts from these 
samples through a gas chromatograph, an instrument that 
analyzes what types of molecules were in the samples. Most 
of the oil was gone, but we found compounds left from the 
oil in one spot, a little marsh tucked behind the bay where 
the spill happened. 

Q.  Is this oil still affecting the environment? 

A. Oil spills, even old ones, can devastate marine creatures. 
Our team worked with a student who studied fiddler crabs. 

She gathered crabs from oily areas and 
from places with little or no leftover oil. Back in the lab, we  
compared how they reacted to a pendulum in front of them,  
which is scary for crabs. Crabs from less oily places ran away 
much faster than crabs from heavily oiled places. The slower  
crabs are basically intoxicated from oil—which can make them 
easier for predators to nab.

Q.  How do I become an environmental chemist?

A. Keep in mind that before you become an environmental chemist, you have to become 
a chemist first. You’ll need a strong background in chemistry and math. Get a head start 
by volunteering in your community. If you live near a body of water, volunteer with orga-
nizations that monitor water quality. These organizations give volunteers kits to measure 
water’s oxygen content and to test for pollutants. It’s a great way to get out in the field, get 
your hands dirty, and get data to make decisions about how to protect the environment.

Chemistry at Work 329
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In Section C, students learn about 
petroleum as a source of energy—its 
“burning” role. Energy released from 
burning petroleum is analyzed in terms 
of bond breaking and bond making. 
Students measure the energy released by 
burning hydrocarbons, consider incom-
plete combustion, and analyze some 
consequences of burning petroleum.

Using the Section 
Question
The investigations in this section focus 
on a key benefit of burning hydrocar-
bons—useful energy. Later activities 
consider the emissions released in 
complete and incomplete hydrocarbon 
combustion, with emphasis on carbon 
dioxide. Students should then be able to 
discuss both benefits and consequences 
of burning hydrocarbons.

Goals
Goals in Section C include using 
potential energy diagrams; distinguish-
ing types of energy; and measuring, 
calculating, and writing equations with 
heats of combustion. Students are also 
expected to be able to discuss effects of 
human activity on climate, including 
carbon-cycle changes.

Pconcept check 7
This series of questions is intended to 
focus student attention on the chemical 
changes involved in combustion. 
Students often think that matter disap-
pears in chemical reactions that produce 
gases, particularly if they are not visible. 
However, students have learned about 
properties of gases—with an emphasis 
on gases as a form of matter—in Unit 2, 
so they should draw on this knowledge 
in answering Question 1. Questions 2 
and 3 prompt student thinking about 
energy involved in combustion reac-
tions, which will be explored in more 
detail in Section C. 
1. (Concepts developed in Unit 2.) A 

chemical reaction is occurring, and it 
is likely that gases are being produced 
(which we cannot see). Matter cannot 
be created nor destroyed, so the 
production of invisible gases is the 
most likely result of burning a candle.

2. (Looking ahead; answers will be based 
on students’ prior knowledge.) The 
energy of candle burning results from 
bond-breaking and bond-making in 
the combustion (chemical) reaction. 
The bonds formed in the products of 
the reaction release more energy than 
is needed to break the bonds in the 
reactant molecules. 

  (Note: Expect many students to 
simply say, “It comes from the match.” 
If so, you may want to ask them what 
keeps the reaction going, “Can that 
little bit of energy from the match keep 
the candle burning until there’s no 
more wax? Something else must be 
going on.”)

3. (Looking ahead; answers will be based 
on students’ prior knowledge.) 
Hydrocarbon (wax)  oxygen gas 

  ∫B carbon dioxide gas  water vapor.
At this point, students may simply write 
something like, “Wax ∫B Gases.” They 

may not know that oxygen is involved  
as a reactant and that water and carbon 
dioxide gases are the products. You 
might prompt them by asking questions 
such as:
• “You’ve learned about hydrocarbons. 
Do you think wax is a hydrocarbon? If 
so, can you be a little more specific 
about the chemical formula of wax or,  
at least, what elements are found in 
hydrocarbons?”

SECTIONC

PConsider what occurs when you burn a candle. 
1.  After the candle burns for a while, you notice it getting  

smaller. Where has the mass gone?
2.  You also notice energy is released in the form of heat and  

light. What is the source of that energy?
3.  Candle burning involves a chemical change. Describe the  

reactants and products in this reaction.

PETROLEUM: AN  
ENERGY SOURCE 
What are the benefits and consequences 
of burning hydrocarbons?

For almost 5000 years, humans have used petroleum in small amounts. 
Only in the last 150 years, roughly since the first U.S. oil well was 
drilled in 1859, has society become much more dependent on this non-
renewable resource (Figure 3.40). You just learned how petroleum 
resources are used to make many common products. In this section, 
you will begin to understand just how much everyday life is influenced 
by petroleum’s role as an energy source—not just in powering automo-
biles and other vehicles, but in energizing modern society itself. In 
addition, you will have the opportunity to consider the potential costs 
of widespread hydrocarbon combustion.

GOALS

and the law of conservation of energy. 

total energy involved in bond breaking and bond making using 
words, equations, and potential energy diagrams. 

heats of combustion.

including energy involved.

affect it.

global climate.

Figure 3.40  In 1859, Edwin 
Drake struck oil at the world’s first 
successful oil well, in Titusville, PA. 
Oil was already refined and used 
for many purposes at that time. 
Drake developed an efficient way 
to retrieve petroleum, leading to 
an oil boom in that region.
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• “Do you think there are any other 
reactants? What if we put a jar over the 
candle? Would it continue to burn? 
What gas is found in air that might be 
another reactant in this chemical 
change?”
• So, if the reactants contain carbon, 
hydrogen, and oxygen, what are some 
possible products of this reaction?

TRM  
 
LAB HANDOUT

IM   
c.1 comPAring fuels

Students investigate the effectiveness of 
a variety of combustion reactions in 
heating water. This is a qualitative rather 
than a quantitative study, designed to 
allow students to explore and identify 
variables in combustion reactions. 
Students will learn to do the relevant 
calorimetry calculations in Investigating 
Matter C.4.

Time 50 min
Materials (for 12 student pairs) 

12 12-oz, empty soft-drink cans (with 
pull tabs)

12 ring stands with rings
12 rings
12 thermometers, alcohol, –10 to  

110 °C or temperature probes or 
electronic thermometers

12 stirring rods, glass
12 pencils, wood
12 beaker tongs
12 graduated cylinders, 100-mL
5 lb ice
4 alcohol burners and 500 mL 

alcohol
4 Bunsen burners
4 propane burners or small camp 

stoves and 1 L kerosene or white 
gas or propane, as appropriate

4 tea lights
4 cans Sterno
4 oil lamps with hurricane shades 

removed and 1 L lamp oil
matches

Safety
Students should wear protective goggles 
and aprons. 

Caution students to stir water with a 
stirring rod, not a thermometer, to avoid 
breaking a thermometer.

Caution students not to inhale carbon 
soot. If carbon soot (a possible irritant) 
gets on skin, wash it off immediately.

Pre-Lab Discussion
Discuss the idea of measuring the 
amount of energy released by the fuel 
source indirectly through the change in 
temperature of the water. Remind 
students about the kinetic-molecular 
theory discussed in Unit 2 and ask them 
what they think is happening to the 
water molecules as the temperature 
increases.

Lab Tips
• Before the investigation, ask each 
student to bring in at least one clean, 
empty aluminum soft-drink can with 
pull tab still attached. Flip up the can 
tabs so pencils or stirring rods can pass 
through (see Figure 3.41). Stirring may 
be slightly challenging, but this nearly 

 INVESTIGATING MATTER
C.1  COMPARING FUELS

Asking Questions
You turn on your gas stove to boil some water in a pot. Perhaps you grill burg-
ers on a propane grill. You burn candles, watch an explosive car crash on the 
television, or burn gasoline in your car’s engine to make it go. You encounter 
and harness energy produced by burning petroleum-based fuels every day. 
Have you ever wondered how much energy is given off in these reactions? Is 
one fuel “better” or “more efficient” than others? How would you compare 
fuels? You will begin to explore these ideas in this investigation. 

Preparing to Investigate
Several different sources of energy are available for this investigation. Use 
the steps outlined in Gathering Evidence to guide your investigation of each 
fuel or energy source. Before you begin, read Gathering Evidence to learn 
what you will need to do and note safety precautions. Think about data and 
observations you will need to record and prepare an appropriate data table.

Gathering Evidence
 1. Before you begin, put on your goggles and wear them properly 

throughout the investigation.

 2. Carefully measure ~100 mL of chilled water. 
Record the volume to the nearest milliliter. Pour 
the water into a clean, empty soft-drink can.

 3. Set up the apparatus as shown in Figure 3.41. 

Adjust the can so that the top of the flame or 
energy source will be ~2 cm from the bottom  
of the can.

 4. Measure the water temperature to the nearest  
0.1 °C. Record this value.

 5. Place the energy source under the can of water. 
Ignite or turn on the energy source and begin 
heating. As the water heats, stir it gently. (Caution: Do not stir with 
the thermometer—use a stirring rod.)

 6. After three minutes, discontinue heating and extinguish or turn off 
the energy source.

 7. Continue stirring the water until its temperature stops rising.  
Record the highest temperature reached by the warmed water.

 8. 
fuel or energy source specified by your teacher.

 9. Wash your hands thoroughly before leaving the laboratory.

SECTION C  Petroleum: An Energy Source 331

Figure 3.41  
Apparatus for 
comparing fuels.
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closed soda can minimizes thermal loss. 
Have extra aluminum cans on hand in 
case tabs break off some cans. Some 
students, with your permission, may 
repeat the procedure and will need a 
second (unused) can.
• The energy sources can vary based on 
availability. Biology or physical science 
teachers may have alcohol burners 
available. Camp stoves and oil lamps can 
be purchased at army surplus or sporting 
goods stores. Using several varied sources 
will result in more interesting results and 
allow for deeper discussion.
• Briefly discuss the procedure before 
beginning the investigation. Students 
will use the same apparatus for IM C.4 
and IM D.8 in this unit and IM A.2 in 
Unit 7 (Food). Remind them about the 
importance of controlled variables so 
that results can be compared from one 
fuel to another.
• Make sure that the students use cold 
water with no ice. The energy required 
to melt the ice will not translate into a 
temperature change, leading to inaccu-
rate conclusions.
• Cans may be reused, but instruct 
students to wipe away any soot and 
discard any cans that get really dark  
as soot can skew the results.

Interpreting Evidence
1. Answers will vary based on the fuels 

available as well as students’ control  
of the experimental set-up and condi-
tions. A well-adjusted camp stove and 
Bunsen burner should produce the 
greatest temperature change, followed 
by oil lamps, canned heat (Sterno®), 
alcohol burners and candles.

2. a.   Using “change in temperature”  
as the variable allows comparison 
when the starting water is not at  
the same temperature.

b. Students will generally propose  
a ratio of change in temperature  
for a certain amount of water.  
(Note: Students may need guidance 
to reach this conclusion.)

3. The temperature change should be 
twice as great for half as much water. 
(Note: Some students will predict that 
the temperature change will be half 
because the water is half as much. 
Student groups should be able to 
correct this misconception.)

4. a.  Answers will vary. If students have 
studied physics first they may 
propose the joule but may not be 
able to come up with a way to get to 
it from the data. If they have 
studied biology, they will likely 
propose the calorie and may even 
be able to state its definition. Others 
may propose change in temperature 
per gram of water.

b. It is a way of adjusting values so 
that they can be compared to one 
another in a meaningful way.

5. a.  A well-adjusted camp stove and 
Bunsen burner should produce the 
greatest temperature change 
followed by oil lamps, canned heat 
(Sterno®), alcohol burners, and 
candles. (Note: These rankings  
may vary based upon the particular 
equipment available.)

b. If students standardized their 
values, the answers should not 
differ. If they looked at the change 
in temperature, regardless of 

whether they used the same 
amount of water, their ranking 
process may be different from the 
class process.

c. Class data may include energy 
sources that a student group did  
not use.

Reflecting on the Investigation
6. a.  Time used to heat the water was  

the key controlled variable. Students 
may mention others, such as 
equipment used and the set-up of 
the equipment or distance from fuel.

332 Unit 3 Petroleum: Breaking and Making Bonds

Interpreting Evidence
Use your own group’s data to answer the following questions.

 1. Rank the energy sources from “best” to “worst.” Explain how you 
made these decisions.

 2. When comparing energy sources: 

a. How would you or did you account for different initial water 
temperatures?

b. How would you or did you account for different volumes of 
water? 

 3.  Look at the data for your “best” energy source. If you repeated this 
investigation using half the volume of water, how would the 
temperature change of the water differ? Explain your prediction.

It would be helpful to be able to use compiled class data to compare the dif-
ferent tested energy sources.

 4. As a class, determine a unit that can be used to “standardize” data for 
comparison. 

a. Record and explain that unit.

 5. Once class data have been collected:

a. Rank the energy sources from “best” to “worst” based upon class 
data.

your group’s data?

Reflecting on the Investigation
 6. In this investigation, you varied the energy source and standardized 

for volume and initial temperature of water. Consider other variables 
in this investigation.

a. Which other variable was controlled in this investigation?

your goal was to compare energy sources? Why or why not?

c. What other variables could be controlled or standardized to more 
effectively compare fuels and energy sources?

 7. Think about the units and quantities you observed and used in this 
investigation.

b. What are some units of energy with which you are familiar?

energy involved in heating the water in each of your trials.
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c.2 energy from fossil 
fuels
This section introduces the chemistry  
of energy storage and release from 
petroleum molecules. The chemical 
reactions in these processes are classi-
fied as endothermic or exothermic and 
explained in terms of bond breaking and 
bond formation.

Remind students that energy is  
either kinetic or potential, but that both 
categories include several more forms of 
energy, as shown in the table below. Be 
sure to emphasize that all of these are 
energy, regardless of the name that is 
applied. 

Although the text depicts a reaction 
sequence in which all atoms are sepa-
rated by bond breaking, emphasize that 
the exact sequence of events is often 
quite complex at the atomic/molecular 
level. Reactions proceed through a series 
of steps represented in the reaction 
mechanism. Overall chemical equations 
simply summarize the initial and final 
states of the system. Likewise, only the 
net energy difference between initial and 
final states of the system determines 
whether the overall reaction is endother-
mic or exothermic.

This section uses the combustion  
of methane, which is exothermic, to 
illustrate that the energy needed to break 
bonds is less than the energy released 
when making bonds. If a reaction is 
exothermic, the reverse reaction is 
endothermic. If in one direction the 
bond-making energy exceeds the 
bond-breaking energy (exothermic 
reaction), in the opposite direction—
breaking the bonds that were made  
and making the bonds that were  
broken—bond-breaking energy must 
exceed bond-making energy and the 
reaction will be endothermic.

Encourage students to include the 
energy of reaction on the product or 
reactant side of an equation to represent, 
respectively, any exothermic or endo-
thermic reaction. The SI unit for energy, 
the joule, is discussed briefly and 
defined. Depending upon your students’ 
preparation and prior coursework, you 
may choose to review the SI units from 

c. Answers will vary. The amount of 
water and change in temperature 
must be known to find the energy 
involved. Students may remember 
that the calculation for KE  1⁄2 mv2 
but will likely be unable to link this 
to temperature. 

b. Controlling time is one way to 
allow for comparison among fuels.

c. Mass of fuel used, initial and final 
water temperatures, or other 
possible answers.

7. a.  No. (Note: Students may try to say 
that temperature was measured. 
Remind them that °C is not an 
energy unit. Refer to Unit 2.)

b. Answers will vary depending upon 
students’ previous experiences and 
science courses and may include 
joules, calories, kilowatt-hours,  
or BTUs.

Forms of Kinetic 
Energy

Forms of Potential 
Energy

Mechanical Gravitational
Thermal Chemical
Sound Stored mechanical  

(as in springs)
Radiation Nuclear
Electrical
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C.2 ENERGY FROM FOSSIL FUELS
Each fuel source you tested in Investigating Matter C.1 released energy in the 
form of heat and light as it burned. Why does burning such fuels release 
energy? What is happening at the level of atoms and molecules that can 
account for this?

Fossil-fuel energy is comparable in some ways to the energy stored in a 
wind-up toy race car. The “winding-up” energy tightens a spring in the toy. 
Most of that energy, stored within the coiled spring, is a form of potential 
energy, which is energy of position (or condition). As the spring unwinds, it 
provides energy to the moving parts of the car, which moves the car forward. 
Energy related to motion is called kinetic energy. Thus the movement of the 
car is based on converting potential energy into kinetic energy. Eventually, 
the toy “winds down” to a lower-energy, more-stable state and stops. 

In a similar manner, chemical energy, which is another form of potential 
energy, is stored in chemical compounds. When an energy-releasing chemi-
cal reaction takes place (such as when fuel burns), bonds break and reactant 
atoms reorganize to form new bonds. The process yields products with dif-
ferent and more stable bonding arrangements of their atoms. That is, the 
products have less potential energy (chemical energy) than did the original 
reactants. Some of the energy stored in the reactants has been released in the 
form of heat and light.

The combustion, or burning, of methane (CH4) gas illustrates such an 
energy-releasing reaction. It can be summarized this way:

 CH4  2 O2  CO2  2 H2O  Energy
  Methane   Oxygen  Carbon  Water
 gas  gas   dioxide gas

The reaction releases considerable thermal energy. In fact, laboratory  
burner flames are based primarily on that reaction—conducted, of course, 
under very controlled conditions. To gain a better understanding of the 
energy involved, imagine that the reaction takes place in two simple steps: 
One step involves bond breaking and one step involves bond making.  

 Energy 

2 2HH

H

H

C : : 

: 
:  

 OO : : : 
: 

: 
: 

CO : : : 
: 

O: : : 
: 

HH
O: 

: 

: 
: 
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which the joule is derived (newton and 
meter) or the idea of work. Students will 
need to use joules as they complete 
Developing Skills C.3.

The law of conservation of energy is 
also introduced here. Note that energy 
may go through several conversions 
before we actually use it to do work. 
Energy is not “used up” in any conver-
sion. It is simply changed from one form 
to another. Like matter, the total energy 
is conserved. An exception to both the 
law of conservation of energy and the 
law of conservation of matter occurs 
when matter and energy are intercon-
verted in nuclear processes. You might 
decide to mention this as an exception 
here and inform students that they will 
learn more about it in Unit 6.

Differentiation
TRM  

 
EXTRA PRACTICE 

Some students may need to review 
energy classifications. A helpful web 
resource is NEED, National Energy 
Education Development, which offers 
several short topic papers at http:// 
www.need.org/needpdf/infobook_ 
activities/SecInfo/IntroS.pdf. Another 
excellent site is Energy Quest, http: 
//energyquest.ca.gov/index.html. 

TRM  
 
ENRICHMENT 

An additional activity in which students 
consider the energy transformations 
within an automobile is available in  
the TRM.

Demonstration Ideas
1. The electrolysis of water, producing 

hydrogen and oxygen, demonstrates 
that the decomposition of water is 
endothermic. To demonstrate the 
reverse reaction, collect a small 
quantity of hydrogen gas and oxygen 
gas in a test tube and ignite it with a 
glowing splint. This dramatizes that 
the combination of hydrogen and 
oxygen is exothermic. Point out that  
a small quantity of energy (from the 
glowing splint) is needed to initiate 
the reaction, but much more energy is 
produced once the reaction proceeds 
(the explosion and flame). (See 
Chemical Demonstrations, A Source-
book for Teachers, vol. 1, Summerlin 
and Ealy, 1988, ACS Publications, for 
appropriate procedures and safety 
information.) 

2. An endothermic reaction is used in 
cold packs. Add 100 mL water to a 
large beaker and record the tempera-
ture. Quickly add 1015 g ammo-
nium nitrate (NH4NO3) crystals. 
Monitor the temperature change as 

the solid dissolves. Dissolving 
ammonium nitrate is clearly endo-
thermic. The temperature should 
decrease 6 to 9 ˚C. In this reaction, 
140210 J are absorbed per 100 mL 
water. You may obtain a more accu-
rate reading by using an insulated or 
Styrofoam cup with a lid. 

Equation: Heat  NH4NO3(s)  H2O(l) 
∫B NH4

(aq)  NO3
(aq)

 3. Another exothermic reaction: Add 
100 mL water to a large beaker and 
record the temperature. Quickly add 
10-15 g calcium chloride (CaCl2). 

Monitor the temperature change as 
the solid dissolves. The temperature 
should increase about 12 ˚C. The 
heat of solution for calcium chloride 
is about 490 J per 100 mL water. You 
may obtain a more accurate reading 
by using an insulated or Styrofoam 
cup. Discard the cup after the 
demonstration. 

  Equation: CaCl2(s)  H2O(l) ∫B 
Ca2(aq)  2 Cl(aq)  Heat

4. If the above materials are not avail-
able, demonstrate exothermic and 
endothermic reactions using commer-
cially available hot and cold packs. 

334 Unit 3 Petroleum: Breaking and Making Bonds

The actual reaction is more complicated than this, but simplifying it into 
two steps allows us to more easily analyze the energy involved in the overall 
chemical reaction. 

In the first step, suppose that all the chemical bonds in one CH4 molecule 
and two O2 molecules are broken. The result of this bond-breaking step is 
that separated atoms of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen are produced. All 
such bond-breaking steps are energy-requiring processes, or endothermic 
changes. 

 In an endothermic change, energy must be added to “pull apart” the atoms 
in each molecule. Thus energy appears as a reactant in Step 1, as shown in 
the following chemical equation:

 
To complete the methane-burning reaction, suppose that the separated 

atoms now join to form the new bonds needed to make the product mole-
cules: one CO2 molecule and two H2O molecules. The formation of chemical 
bonds is an energy-releasing process, or an exothermic change. Because 
energy is given off, it appears as a product in Step 2, as shown in the follow-
ing chemical equation:

 

bonds in CO2 2O is greater than the energy 

4

bond in O2. That is why this overall chemical change is exothermic. The 
complete energy “accounting summary” for burning methane is shown in 
Figure 3.42. 

 Energy 

  Energy

44  H C

C

. 

. 

. . . 

4  H 

CO : : 

: 
: 

O: : : 
: 

. . O: 
:  

4 CO2 2 H2OO

Energy   

Energy   

 

 4  H C 2 O2 CH4 4 O

4HH

H

H
C C:: .. .

.:
: 2 OO : : : 

: 

: 
: 

. . O: 
:  

4  H . 
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Activate the hot and cold packs and 
pass them around the room for 
students to observe. Emphasize that  
in the hot pack, energy is flowing from 
the pack into their hands—an exother-
mic reaction—while in a cold pack, 
energy flows from their hands into  
the pack and the sensation of “cold”  
is the consequence—an endothermic 
reaction. 

 Discussion: Many hot packs contain  
a supersaturated solution of sodium 
acetate trihydrate (an ingredient in 
salt-and-vinegar potato chips) and a 

metal disc. A seed crystal is created 
as this disc is flexed, then crystal-
lization proceeds. Crystallization 
is exothermic, so the pack liberates 
thermal energy. Other heat packs rely 
on iron filings, oxygen, and the exo-
thermic “rusting” process for release 
of thermal energy. Many cold packs 
consist of a sealed tube of ammonium 
nitrate inside a packet of liquid water. 
The cold pack is activated by break-
ing open the tube; ammonium nitrate 
dissolves in the water. The dissolving 
process is endothermic, so the pack 
absorbs heat and feels cold.

a

 Using the Figures
Figure 3.42 This energy diagram 
illustrates the energy absorbed and 
released as bonds are broken and 
formed in a reaction. It does not 
depict how the reaction takes place 
(the mechanism). The middle portion 
shows methane and water molecules 
broken into individual atoms to illus-
trate bond-breaking; this is not what 
actually occurs. (In reality, several 
intermediate structures form during 
the reaction.) 
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Whether an overall chemical reaction is exothermic or endothermic 
depends on how much energy is added (endothermic process) in bond break-
ing and how much energy is given off (exothermic process) in bond making. 
If more energy is given off than is added, the overall change is exothermic. 
However, if more energy is added than is given off, the overall change is 
endothermic. For chemical reactions, this energy is generally measured in 
joules (J), the SI unit for energy. A joule is a derived unit that is defined as 
the energy exerted by a force of one newton moving an object through a dis-
tance of one meter; for example, it would require approximately one joule to 
lift a stick of butter one meter into the air. The exothermic combustion of 
methane releases 55 600 J for every gram of CH4 (or 890 kJ for each mole of 
CH4) that is burned.

In general, if a process converts potential energy into kinetic energy, then 
the reverse process converts kinetic energy back to potential energy. For 
example, if you wind the spring of a 
model race car, you are converting your 
energy of motion (winding) into energy 
stored in the spring. A biker or skate-
boarder uses the transformation of 
potential energy into kinetic energy in 
order to complete jumps and tricks 
(Figure 3.43). 

Likewise, if a particular chemical 
reaction is exothermic (releasing ther-
mal energy), then the reverse reaction 
is endothermic (converting thermal 
into potential energy). For example, 
burning hydrogen gas—involving the 
formation of water—is exothermic. The 
energy released by formation of H—O 

Figure 3.42  A potential energy 
diagram for the formation of  
carbon dioxide and water from 
methane and oxygen gases. In  
Step 1, bonds break. This is an  
endothermic process. Step 2,  
bond making, releases energy,  
so it is an exothermic process.  
Because more energy is released 
in Step 2 than is required in Step 1, 
the overall reaction is exothermic.

Figure 3.43  Bicycling is  
an example of continuous  
conversions between  
potential and kinetic energy.

Chemical
potential
energy

Step 1

Step 2

High

Low

C        +           4 H         +           4 O

CH4 + 2 O2

CO2 + 2 H2O
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DS   c.3 energy in 
cHemicAl reActions

This activity is designed to reinforce the 
idea that making bonds releases energy 
and breaking bonds requires energy.
1. a. Magnets are held together by forces.

b. Energy is required to pull the 
magnets apart.

c. The magnets are attracted to each 
other. When atoms are bonded 
together there is an attraction 
between the electrons and the 
nuclei. Pulling the magnets apart 
requires energy to overcome the 
attraction, so pulling the atoms 
apart will also require energy to 
overcome the attractive forces in 
the chemical bond.

d. When the magnets snap together, 
they release energy in the form  
of sound and a small quantity of 
thermal energy. When a chemical 
bond forms (the atoms “snap 
together”), thermal energy is 
released.

2. a. 2 H2O(l) ∫B 2 H2(g)  O2(g)
b. 

c. 

d. The energy of the products is 
higher than the energy of the 
reactants.

3. a. CO2  2 H2O ∫B CH4  2 O2 
b. energy (890 kJ) CO2  2 H2O ∫B 

CH4  2 O2 
 (Note: Students learned in Section 

C.2 that the combustion of 1 g 
methane releases 55 600 J, so the 

 formation of one mole (16 g) 
methane would require 16   
55 600 J or 890 kJ.)

c. When CH4 is burned, energy is 
produced. So when the reaction is 
reversed the energy will be a 
reactant.

d. Endothermic
e.

4. a.  The plants and animals involved 
used an external energy source, the 
sun, to build the molecules that 
eventually became the fossil fuels. 
So you could say the overall 
process is endothermic.

b. The sun
5. a. Endothermic

b. Since the melting of ice is used to 
cool substances in contact with the 
melting ice, the process must be 
absorbing energy from the object 
being cooled.

c. Breaking intermolecular forces

6. a. Released
b. Absorbed by the water
c. The energy released by combustion 

should be equivalent to the energy 
absorbed by the water. 
(Note: In practice, not all of the 
energy released by combustion will 
contribute to heating the water. 
Some thermal energy will heat the 
can or escape to the surroundings.)

2H2O

O2 + 2H2

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 3072     New Fig.: 3CUN02
First Pass: 2010-10-18

High

Energy

Low

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 3073     New Fig.: 3CUN03
First Pass: 2010-10-18

High

Energy

Low

CO2 + 2H2O

CH4 + 2O2

O
. .
. . O

. .
. .O
. .

. .H HH H

FIGURE 3CUN01
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bonds in water molecules is greater than that required to break bonds in H2 
and O2 molecules.

2 H2      O2    2 H2O     Energy

Therefore, the separation of water into its elements—the reverse reac-
tion—must be endothermic, the quantity of energy equal to the quantity 
released when water is formed from gaseous H2 and O2. Electrical energy is 
converted into potential energy that is stored, again, as chemical energy. See 
Figure 3.44.

Energy      2 H2O     2 H2     O2

In these changes, no energy is actually consumed or “used up,” though 
transformations occur among chemical, thermal, mechanical, and electrical 
energy. This concept is summarized by the Law of Conservation of Energy, 
which states that energy is neither created nor destroyed in any mechanical, 
physical, or chemical processes.

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
C.3  ENERGY IN CHEMICAL 

REACTIONS

 1. One way to understand energy involved in breaking chemical bonds 
is to use an analogy, such as the process of pulling apart two magnets.

a. How is pulling apart magnets similar to breaking chemical bonds?

c. How is the energy involved in pulling apart magnets analogous to 
the energy involved in breaking chemical bonds?

d. Think about holding two magnets close to each other. You let go, 
and they snap together. How is this similar to energy involved in 
making chemical bonds?

 2. Consider the chemical reaction in which water is decomposed into 
its elements.

a. Write a chemical equation for this reaction.

 3. Consider the reaction in which CO2 and H2O form CH4 and O2.

a. Write a balanced chemical equation for this reaction.

b. Include the appropriate quantity of energy (in joules) as either a 
reactant or product in the chemical equation. (Hint: See Section 
C.2, page 335.)

c. Explain how you knew whether to consider energy as a reactant  
or product.

Figure 3.44  An electric  
current provides energy  
to decompose water,  
producing hydrogen  
(right test tube) and  
oxygen (left test tube)  
gas. This process is  
referred to as the  
“electrolysis” of water.  
As follows from the  
formula of water (H2O),  
hydrogen and oxygen  
gas are produced in a  
2 to 1 ratio.
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IM   
c.4 combustion

Students explore combustion, including 
balancing equations representing energy 
release. Knowing how to measure the 
energy from different fuels can help 
them choose among fuels.

You may choose to introduce and 
define calorimetry, the measurement of 
thermal energy emitted, required, or 
transferred in a process. Here students 
trap thermal energy from a burning tea 
candle in a soda-can calorimeter, and 
calculate the heat of combustion.

Time 50 min
Materials (for 12 students pairs) 

12 12-oz, empty soft-drink cans  
(with pull tabs)

12 ring stands
12 rings
12 thermometers, alcohol,  

–10 to 110 °C, or temperature 
probes or electronic thermometers

12 stirring rods, glass
12 pencils, wood
12 paraffin (taken as C25H52) tea 

candles
12 graduated cylinders, 100-mL
5 lb ice
Balances
Matches

Safety
Students should wear protective goggles 
and aprons. 

Caution students to stir water with a 
stirring rod, not a thermometer, to avoid 
breaking a thermometer.

Caution students not to inhale carbon 
soot. If carbon soot (a possible irritant) 
gets on skin, wash it off immediately.

TRM  
 
LAB HANDOUT
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d. Is the reaction exothermic or endothermic?

 4. Evidence indicates that fossil fuels originate from biomolecules of 
prehistoric plants and animals. 

overall, the chemical reactions that produced the fossil fuels are 
endothermic? Why or why not?

b. What is the origin of the energy required to make fossil fuel 
molecules?

 5. Think about an ice cube melting in a glass. (Recall Investigating 
Matter B.8 in Unit 2.)

a Is the physical process of melting an ice cube exothermic or 
endothermic?

b. Explain your reasoning.

c. Which is more important in this process: making and breaking 
chemical bonds within the water molecules or making and 
breaking intermolecular forces among the water molecules? 
Explain.

 6. Think about one of the fuel sources you used in Investigating Matter 
C.1.

a. Was energy released or absorbed by the combustion of the fuel?

b. Was energy released or absorbed by the water in the can?

c. How is the quantity of energy released by combustion of the fuel 
related to the energy involved in heating the water?

 INVESTIGATING MATTER
C.4  COMBUSTION

Asking Questions
You strike a match and a hot, yellow flame appears. If you bring the flame 
close to a candlewick, the candle ignites and burns (Figure 3.45). Candle 
burning involves chemical reactions of wax, which is composed of long-
chain alkanes, with oxygen gas at elevated temperatures. Although many 
chemical reactions are involved in combustion, chemists simplify the  
process by usually focusing on the overall changes. For example, the com-
plete burning of one component of candle wax, C25H52, can be summarized 
this way:

C25H52(s)         38 O2(g)      25 CO2(g)          26 H2O(g)          Energy

 Paraffin wax Oxygen gas Carbon Water vapor
 (Alkane)  dioxide gas

You already know that fuels provide thermal energy as they burn. But how 
much energy is released? How can we measure the quantity of released 

bonds in water molecules is greater than that required to break bonds in H2 
and O2 molecules.

2 H2      O2    2 H2O     Energy

Therefore, the separation of water into its elements—the reverse reac-
tion—must be endothermic, the quantity of energy equal to the quantity 
released when water is formed from gaseous H2 and O2. Electrical energy is 
converted into potential energy that is stored, again, as chemical energy. See 
Figure 3.44.

Energy      2 H2O     2 H2     O2

In these changes, no energy is actually consumed or “used up,” though 
transformations occur among chemical, thermal, mechanical, and electrical 
energy. This concept is summarized by the Law of Conservation of Energy, 
which states that energy is neither created nor destroyed in any mechanical, 
physical, or chemical processes.

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
C.3  ENERGY IN CHEMICAL 

REACTIONS

 1. One way to understand energy involved in breaking chemical bonds 
is to use an analogy, such as the process of pulling apart two magnets.

a. How is pulling apart magnets similar to breaking chemical bonds?

c. How is the energy involved in pulling apart magnets analogous to 
the energy involved in breaking chemical bonds?

d. Think about holding two magnets close to each other. You let go, 
and they snap together. How is this similar to energy involved in 
making chemical bonds?

 2. Consider the chemical reaction in which water is decomposed into 
its elements.

a. Write a chemical equation for this reaction.

 3. Consider the reaction in which CO2 and H2O form CH4 and O2.

a. Write a balanced chemical equation for this reaction.

b. Include the appropriate quantity of energy (in joules) as either a 
reactant or product in the chemical equation. (Hint: See Section 
C.2, page 335.)

c. Explain how you knew whether to consider energy as a reactant  
or product.

Figure 3.45  As with all  
combustion reactions, 
thermal energy is released  
when candles burn. What  
other form(s) of energy  
result from this process?
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Lab Tips
• Before the investigation, ask each 
student to bring in at least one clean, 
empty aluminum soft-drink can with 
pull tab still attached. Flip up the can 
tabs so pencils or stirring rods can pass 
through (see Figure 3.41, page 331). 
Stirring may be slightly challenging, but 
this nearly closed soda can minimizes 
thermal loss. Have extra aluminum cans 
on hand in case tabs break off some 
cans. Some students, with your permis-
sion, may repeat the procedure and will 
need a second (unused) can.
• Each class uses chilled water. If tap 
water is not cool enough, add ice until the 
temperature is about 10 °C cooler than 
room temperature. Starting at the same 
number of degrees below room tempera-
ture and ending at the same number of 
degrees above room temperature crudely 
counterbalances two experimental 
errors—heat gain from surroundings  
vs. heat loss to surroundings. 

Students can ignore these offsetting 
effects and assume that all burning- 
candle heat is captured. Tell students  
to remove unmelted ice from the water 
before heating it.
• Give students a place (whiteboard, 
chalkboard, poster board, or overhead 
transparency) to record group values for 
calculated candle-wax heat of combus-
tion in kJ/g and kJ/mol. These data will 
be useful for analysis of pooled class 
results.
• Most student-quality thermometers  
are reliable only to the nearest 0.5 °C. 
Remind students to report all data to 
correct significant figures.
• As time and resources permit, stu-
dents may repeat the procedure. Ideally, 
they need a new aluminum can, (soot 
will accumulate on the first can, intro-
ducing a new source of experimental 
error).

Preparing to Investigate
As a class, students develop a procedure 
that each team will use to set up the 
investigation and gather data. At this 
time, they should also develop a 
standardized data table.
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energy? You began to develop ideas about how to quantify energy released 
during combustion in Investigating Matter C.1. You will follow a very simi-
lar procedure in this investigation, except that you will need to make a few 
additional measurements and record your measurements with more preci-
sion. As a result, you will be able to experimentally determine the heat of 
combustion of a candle (paraffin wax) and compare this quantity with known 
values for other hydrocarbons. 

Write a scientific question that summarizes the goal of this investigation.

Preparing to Investigate
Before you begin, review Gathering Evidence in Investigating Matter C.1. As 
a class, you will design a similar procedure for this investigation. Review 
Reflecting on the Investigation
Matter C.1 as you develop your procedure. Once your class procedure is 
completed, think about the data and observations you will need to record 
and prepare an appropriate data table. Remember that you will need to 
record data both before and after the candle is burned. Be sure to include a 
column that can be used to report the difference between the before and after 
values that you noted.

Gathering Evidence
Before you begin, put on your goggles, and wear them properly throughout 
the investigation. Follow the procedure developed by your class, including 
appropriate safety considerations. Collect data as required. When you are 
finished, clean up your materials as indicated by your teacher and wash 
your hands thoroughly before leaving the laboratory.

Analyzing Evidence
Use your laboratory data to complete calculations that will allow you to 
answer your beginning question. The following diagram and steps will serve 

the water. This is equal to the thermal energy released by the paraffin that 

your beginning question.

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6E
Perm Fig.: 30144     New Fig.: 3CUN04
First Pass: 2010-07-27

Mass
of

water

Step 1 Step 2

Step 3

Step 4 Steps 5 & 6

Temperature
change of

water

Heat absorbed
by water

Specific heat
capacity of water

Heat released
by paraffin=

Mass
of

paraffin

Heat of
combustion of

paraffin
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Analyzing Evidence
1. The calculation is: Water volume (mL) 

 1.00 g/mL  Water mass (g)
2. Final temperature  Initial tempera-

ture  Temperature change
3. Thermal energy  Mass  Specific 

heat capacity of material  Tempera-
ture change

4. Mass burned  (Mass of candle  
before heating)  (Mass of candle  
after heating)

5. Student values may vary widely. 
Example: 

 Total thermal energy  98.6 g water  
(4.2 J/g ˚C)  21.2 °C  8800 J

 Mass candle burned  0.25 g
 Heat of combustion, J/g  8800 J/0.25 

g  35 000 J/g 
 Heat of combustion, kJ/g  35 000 J/g 

 1 kJ/1000 J  35 kJ/g
6. Molar heat of combustion, kJ/mol  

35 kJ/g  352 g/mol  12 000 kJ/mol 

Interpreting Evidence
1. The units of heat capacity should 

allow students to answer that water 
temperature rises as energy is added, 
but the magnitude of the temperature 
change depends upon the amount of 
water. That is, for every 4.2 J of energy 
added, temperature increases by 1 °C 
divided by the number of grams of  
water in the sample.
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 1. Calculate the mass of water heated. (Hint:  The density of liquid 
water is 1.0 g/mL. Thus each milliliter of water has a mass of 1.0 g.)

 2. Calculate the total increase in the temperature of the water.

 3. Using values from the two preceding steps, calculate how much 
thermal energy was used to heat the water sample. (Hint: Use the 
method illustrated in the sample problem.)

 4. Calculate the total mass of paraffin wax burned.

The quantity of thermal energy given off when a certain amount of a sub-
stance burns is called the heat of combustion. See Table 3.9 (page 340). The 
heat of combustion can be expressed as the thermal energy released when 
either one gram or one mole of substance burns.

 5. Calculate the heat of combustion of paraffin, expressed in units of

a. joules per gram (J/g) of paraffin.

b. kJ/g.  
  (Hint: Assume that all the energy released by the burning paraffin wax 

is absorbed by the water.)

If the amount of substance burned is one mole, the quantity of thermal 
energy involved is called the molar heat of combustion.

 6. Calculate the molar heat of combustion of paraffin, expressed in units 
of kJ/mol. (Hint: You just calculated the thermal energy released 
when one gram of paraffin burns. Because one mole of paraffin 
(C25H52) has a mass of 352 g, the molar heat of combustion will be 
352 times greater than the heat of combustion expressed as kJ/g.)

Interpreting Evidence
 1. Quantitatively describe how the temperature of a sample of water 

changes when energy is added. (Hint: Use the value and units of 
water’s specific heat capacity to help prepare your answer.) 

.

.

Sample Problem: Suppose a 10.0-g water sample is heated 
from 25.0 to 30.0 °C, an increase of 5.0 °C. How much thermal 
energy must have been added to the water?

The answer can be reasoned this way. As you learned in Unit 2 
Investigating Matter B.8, the specific heat capacity of a substance 
describes the quantity of energy required to cause a change in  
temperature. The specific heat capacity of water is 4.2 J/g . °C.  
That is, it takes 4.2 J to raise the temperature of 1 g water by 1 °C.

In this example, however, there is 10 times more water and a tem-
perature increase that is 5 times greater. Thus 10.0  5.0, or 50 
times more thermal energy is needed. Therefore, the specific heat 
must be multiplied by 50 to obtain the answer: 50  4.2 J  210 J. It 
takes 210 J to increase the temperature of 10.0 g water by 5.0 °C.
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 2. Paraffin’s heat of combustion is 42.0 
kJ/g. The relatively crude calorimeter 
used here introduces many errors,  
and reported results may vary greatly. 
Despite this flaw, class-averaged 
results are often close to the theoreti-
cal value. In most cases, students’ 
experimental values will be lower 
than theoretical values because of heat 
loss to surrounding air and to the can.

 3. Propane’s heat of combustion (50.0 
kJ/g) is higher than paraffin’s (42.0 kJ/g). 

 4. Paraffin’s molar heat of combustion 
(about 14 800 kJ/mol) is greater than 
propane’s (2200 kJ/mol). Results 
should show similar ordering, even  
if lower due to heat loss.

 5. Burning 1 g propane releases more 
energy than burning 1 g paraffin, but  
1 mol paraffin has a larger mass than  
1 mol propane. Answers to Questions 
3 and 4 are not contradictory. Each 
average wax “molecule” has 24 C—C 
bonds, while a propane molecule  
has two C—C bonds. Burning each 
—CH2— unit produces one molecule 
each of CO2 and H2O and additional 
thermal energy, so burning 1 mol 
paraffin releases more energy than 
burning 1 mol propane.

 6. Gram for gram, propane is slightly 
better, but mole for mole (or molecule 
for molecule), paraffin is better. 

Reflecting on the Investigation
 7. No. Some thermal energy is lost to the 

surroundings from the flame, through 
can walls, and from the water surface. 
This energy is unaccounted for in 
calculations, so heat-of-combustion 
values are lower than the true value. 

 8. The burning wick’s small energy  
contribution to total heat released  
(its heat of combustion is probably 
lower than that of wax) and incom-
plete wax combustion may lower 
measured thermal energy.

 9. a.  The energy stored in paraffin is 
greater than the energy stored in 
the products, CO2 and H2O.

b. 

 10. a.  C25H52  38 O2 ∫B 25 CO2  26 H2O

b.   mass of paraffin  
mole of paraffin
352 g paraffin

 

  
25 moles of CO2

1 mole paraffin
  

4.01 g CO2

1 mole CO2  

 
 mass CO2

 

mass CO2

student  
 # of students 

  mass of CO2 

c. mass CO2 /student  # of students 
 mass of CO2

d. Answers will vary. Students may 
answer yes based on the number of 
students and the mass produced. 

 They may also state that there was 
only a small amount produced 
compared to other sources.

 11. Answers will vary but should match 
the student’s beginning question. 
Examples include: 

  Can the quantity of energy paraffin 
produces when burned be measured? 
Yes, indirectly using the calorimeter. 

  Can we measure the amount of 
paraffin needed to heat water to a 
particular temperature? Yes, by 
calculating the heat of combustion  
in kJ/g. 

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 3074     New Fig.: 3CUN04
First Pass: 2010-10-18

High

Energy

Low

C25H52

CO2 + H2O
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Your teacher will direct the collection of class heat of combustion data, 
expressed in units of kilojoules per gram (kJ/g) of paraffin. Use the collected 
data to make interpretations based upon the investigation.

 2. Use the combined results of your class to determine a best estimate 
for the heat of combustion of paraffin in kJ/g. Use the class  
estimate as you answer the following questions.

 3. How does your experimental heat of combustion (in kJ/g) for paraffin 
wax, C25H52, compare to the accepted heat of combustion for 
propane, C3H8? See Table 3.9.

 4. How do the molar heats of combustion (in kJ/mol) for paraffin and 
propane compare?

 5. Explain the differences in your answers to Questions 3 and 4 for 
paraffin and propane.

 6. In your view, which hydrocarbon—paraffin or propane—is the better 
fuel? Explain your claim, citing evidence from your observations  
and data.

Reflecting on the Investigation
 7. In calculating the heat of combustion of paraffin, you assumed that 

all thermal energy from the burning wax went to heating the water. 
Was this a good assumption? Explain.

 8. What other laboratory conditions or assumptions might cause errors 
in your calculated values?

 9. The combustion of wax is exothermic; that is, a burning candle 
releases energy. 

a. Explain this statement in terms of the energy stored in the reactant 
and product molecules.

Table 3.9

 

Hydrocarbon Formula
Heat of  

Combustion 
Molar Heat  

of Combustion 

Methane CH4 55.6 890

Ethane C2H6 52.0 1560

Propane C3H8 50.0 2200

Butane C4H10 49.3 2859

Pentane C5H12 48.8 3510

Hexane C6H14 48.2 4141

Heptane C7H16 48.2 4817

Octane C8H18 47.8 5450

Nonane C9H20 44.3 5685

Decane C10H22 44.2 6294

Heats of Combustion for Selected Hydrocarbons
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Additional Activities
 1. Ask students to list advantages and 

disadvantages of using propane or 
paraffin to heat their homes. You 
could discuss packaging, transport, 
system design, and cost. This 
connects heat of combustion to a 
real-life scenario and also prepares 
students for upcoming activities.

 2. Seek student suggestions for design-
ing a more accurate calorimeter. Or 
borrow a laboratory or commercial 
calorimeter and demonstrate its 
design and function. Consider using 

http://www.chem.yale.edu/ 
~chem125/125/history99/ 
2Pre1800/Lavoisier/Instruments/
calorimeter.html to generate a design 
discussion. This site describes a 
calorimeter designed by Lavoisier 
that measured the ice melted to find 
heat released by burning oil. 

Differentiation
TRM   EXTRA PRACTICE 

Additional exercises in calculating heats 
of combustion are available in the TRM.

Pconcept check 8
1. (Concepts developed in Sections 

C.2–C.3.) In an exothermic reaction, 
heat is released. Overall, the products 
of the reaction are lower in potential 
energy than the reactants.

2. (Concepts developed in Sections 
C.2–C.4.) The energy required to break 
bonds is lower that the energy 
released by making bonds during fuel 
burning.

3. (Concepts developed in Section C.4.) 
The block of aluminum will reach a 
higher temperature in the same time. 
It takes less energy to raise the 
temperature of 1 gram of aluminum 
by one degree Celsius (0.90 J) than to 
raise the temperature of 1 gram of 
water by one degree Celsius (4.2 J). 

4. (Looking ahead; answers will be based 
on students’ prior knowledge.) Since 
students have just investigated 
burning fuels, this is one likely 
process that students will cite. Other 
possibilities include breathing 
(respiration), decaying matter, and 
growth of plants.

c.5 using HeAts of 
combustion
After calculating the heat of combustion 
of paraffin, students now incorporate 
heat of combustion into equations. It is 
important for students to distinguish 
heat of combustion from molar heat of 
combustion. You may decide to show 
the conversion from heat of combustion 
to molar heat of combustion for one of 
the hydrocarbons listed in Table 3.9. 
Using methane as an example,

molar heat of combustion  
55.6 kJ

g  
 

16.0 g
mol  

 890 
kJ

mol
,
 
where

55.6 kJ/g is the heat of combustion of 
methane and 16.0 g/mol is the molar 
mass of methane.

Emphasize to students that they must 
consider coefficients when using molar 
heats of combustion to determine the 
energy released by a given reaction. For 
instance, the equation for the combus-
tion of hexane is

2 C6H14  19 O2 ∫B 12 CO2   
14 H2O  energy

The molar heat of combustion of hexane 
is 4141 kJ/mol. However, two moles of 
hexane undergo combustion in the 
equation, so this value must be doubled:

4141 kJ
mol  

 2 mol  8282 kJ
 

and the final equation is 2 C6H14  19 O2 
∫B 12 CO2  14 H2O  8282 kJ.
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 10. Consider the complete combustion of paraffin.

a. Write an equation for this reaction.

b. Calculate the mass of CO2 produced by your candle as it burned.

c. Use your data and the number of students enrolled in chemistry at 
your school to estimate the CO2 produced by this investigation  
at your school.

2 
production? Explain your answer.

 11. Restate and answer your beginning question, using evidence to 
support your claims.

C.5 USING HEATS OF COMBUSTION
With abundant oxygen gas and complete combustion, the burning of a hydro-
carbon can be described by the equation

Hydrocarbon  Oxygen gas  Carbon dioxide  Water  Thermal energy

“Thermal energy” is written as a product of the reaction because energy is 
released when a hydrocarbon burns (Figure 3.46). The combustion of a 
hydrocarbon is a highly exothermic reaction.

The equation for burning ethane (C2H6) is

2 C2H6(g) 2(g)  4 CO2(g)  6 H2O(g)  ? kJ thermal energy

To complete this equation, the correct quantity of thermal energy involved 
must be included. Table 3.9 indicates that ethane’s molar heat of combustion 
is 1560 kJ/mol. That is, burning one mole of ethane releases 1560 kilojoules 
of energy. According to the chemical equation above, two moles of ethane  
(2 C2H6) are burned. Of course, the total thermal energy must correspond to 

Figure 3.46  Natural gas 
(often used as a fuel to heat 
homes and for cooking) is 
a mixture of hydrocarbons. 
Its primary component is 
methane, the smallest of 
the hydrocarbon molecules, 
consisting of only one carbon 
and four hydrogen atoms.

P1.  What does it mean to describe a reaction as exothermic?
2.  What claims can you make about the energy required to break 

bonds versus energy released by making bonds during fuel 
burning?

3.  Aluminum has a specific heat capacity of 0.900 J/(g °C). You 
have a 50-g block of aluminum and a glass containing 50 g of 
water, both at room temperature. You heat both at the same rate 
on a hot plate. Which will reach a higher temperature after three 
minutes of heating? Explain.

4.  Identify two processes that affect the global carbon cycle.
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DS   c.6 HeAts of  
combustion

The major use of petroleum is as a fuel. 
Thermal energy produced per gram is a 
main factor in choosing types of hydro-
carbons for burning. Work through the 
sample problem before assigning these 
exercises to students.

Answers
1. a.  C3H8(g)  5 O2(g) ∫B 3 CO2(g)   

4 H2O(g)  2200 kJ
b. 2 C4H10(g)  13 O2(g) ∫B 8 CO2(g)  

10 H2O(g)  5718 kJ
c. 2 C8H18  25 O2 ∫B 16 CO2   

18 H2O  10 900 kJ
d. 2 C10H22  31 O2 ∫B 20 CO2   

22 H2O  13 540 kJ 
2. a.  2 mol C8H18  5450 kJ/mol   

10 900 kJ 

b. 1 gal C8H18  
3.8 L C8H18

1 gal C8H18  


1000 mL C8H18

1 L C8H18  
 

0.70 g C8H18

1 mL C8H18  


47.8 kJ
1 g C8H18  

 1.3  105 kJ

c. 20 gal C8H18  
1.3  105 kJ
1 gal C8H18  



16 useful kJ
100 kJ  

 4.1  105 useful kJ

3. a. C(s)  O2(g) ∫B CO2(g)  394 kJ
b. Burning octane releases 47.8 kJ/g.

  Burning coal releases 

 394 kJ
1 mol C 

 
1 mol C

12.01 g C 
 32.8 kJ/g

   Octane is the better fuel on a mass 
basis.

c. Applications that do not require 
gas-phase fuels, such as charcoal 
briquettes for barbecues

d. An automobile engine, which 
requires fuel to be finely dispersed 
for rapid combustion
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Sample Problem 1: How much thermal energy would be  
produced by burning 12.0 g octane, C8H18?

Burning 12.0 times more octane produces 12.0 times more thermal 
energy, or

12.0 

The calculation can also be written this way: 

12.0 g octane  1 g octane   

Sample Problem 2: How much energy (in kilojoules) is 
released by completely burning 25.0 mol hexane, C6H14?

According to Table 3.9, the molar heat of combustion of hexane is 
4141 kJ. This means that 4141 kJ of energy is released as 1.00 mol 
hexane burns. So, burning 25.0 times more hexane will liberate 
25.0 times more energy.

Burning 25.0 mol hexane would thus release 104 000 kJ of thermal 
energy: 

25 mol C6H14  
4141 kJ

1 mol C6H14   
104 000 kJ

the amounts of all other reactants and products involved. Thus, the total 
thermal energy released will be twice that quantity released when one mole 
of ethane burns. Thus, the complete combustion equation for ethane is:

2 C2H6(g) 2(g)  4 CO2(g)  6 H2O(g)  3120 kJ

As you found in Investigating Matter C.4, and as suggested in Table 3.9  
(page 340), heats of combustion can also be expressed as the energy involved 
when one gram of hydrocarbon burns (kJ/g). That information is useful in find-
ing out how much energy is released when a certain mass of fuel is burned.

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
C.6  HEATS OF COMBUSTION
This activity will help you develop a better understanding of the energy 
involved in burning hydrocarbon fuels. Use Table 3.9 (page 340) to answer 
these questions. 
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MM    c.7 incomPlete  
combustion 

In this activity, students encounter the 
idea of limiting reactants. This concept 
is approached through the phenomenon 
of incomplete combustion of hydrocar-
bons, in which there is not enough 
oxygen to completely transform the fuel 
into CO2 and H2O.

TRM  
 
HANDOUT
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 1. Write a chemical equation, including thermal energy, for the 
complete combustion of each of the following alkanes:

a. propane c. octane

b. butane d. decane

 2. a.  How much thermal energy is produced by burning two moles of 
octane?

b. How much thermal energy is produced by burning one gallon of 
octane? (A gallon of octane occupies a volume of ~3.8 L. The 

c. Suppose a car operates so inefficiently that only 16% of the 
thermal energy from burning fuel is converted to useful “wheel-
turning” (mechanical) energy. How many kilojoules of useful 
energy would be stored in a 20.0-gallon tank of gasoline?  
(Assume that octane burning and gasoline burning produce  
the same results.)

 3. The molar heat of combustion of carbon contained in coal is  
394 kJ/mol.

a. Write a chemical equation for burning the carbon contained in 
coal. Include the thermal energy produced.

b. Gram for gram, which is the better fuel—carbon or octane? 
Explain your answer using calculations.

c. In what applications might coal replace petroleum-based fuel?

for petroleum-based fuel.

 MODELING MATTER
C.7 INCOMPLETE COMBUSTION
You have now seen and written chemical equations representing combus-
tion of several different hydrocarbon fuels. In each case, products were 
shown only as CO2 and H2O. However, this is based on the assumption that 
enough oxygen is available to completely burn the hydrocarbon, converting 
all of the carbon atoms into CO2. You have likely encountered evidence that 
this is not always a valid assumption. 

When not enough oxygen gas is available to convert all of the carbon atoms 
from the hydrocarbon fuel into CO2, other products such as CO or C may be 
formed. You may have a carbon monoxide (CO) detector in your home, or 
you may recall seeing soot (C) in a fireplace. These products form when 
hydrocarbons undergo incomplete combustion. In such a case, oxygen would 
be called the limiting reactant in the combustion process; it limits the 
amount of hydrocarbon that can be completely burned. 

the amounts of all other reactants and products involved. Thus, the total 
thermal energy released will be twice that quantity released when one mole 
of ethane burns. Thus, the complete combustion equation for ethane is:

2 C2H6(g) 2(g)  4 CO2(g)  6 H2O(g)  3120 kJ

As you found in Investigating Matter C.4, and as suggested in Table 3.9  
(page 340), heats of combustion can also be expressed as the energy involved 
when one gram of hydrocarbon burns (kJ/g). That information is useful in find-
ing out how much energy is released when a certain mass of fuel is burned.

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
C.6  HEATS OF COMBUSTION
This activity will help you develop a better understanding of the energy 
involved in burning hydrocarbon fuels. Use Table 3.9 (page 340) to answer 
these questions. 
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Answers
1. CH3–CH2–CH3  5 O2 ∫B 3 CO2   

4 H2O
a. 

b.  

c. 5
2. CH3–CH2–CH2–CH3  4 O2 ∫B ? CO2  

 ? H2O (unbalanced)
a. 

b. Several possible answers, including: 
2 CO2  3 H2O; 4 CO2; 1 CO2  5 H2O

c. No
d. O2

3. C4H10  ? O2 ∫B ? CO2  ? H2O  
(unbalanced)
a. 4 mol CO2

b. 5 mol H2O
c. 7 mol O2

d. 5 mol O2 (C4H10  9/2 O2 ∫B 4 CO 
 5 H2O)

e. With a shortage of available O2

4. a. Soot on the can
b. Answers will vary, but students 

will likely note that paraffin 
produced more soot than natural 
gas or alcohol.

5. Less. Forming CO results in fewer 
C—O bonds than does forming CO2,  
so a smaller quantity of energy is 
released in bond-making.

Additional Information 
and Extensions
• CO is sometimes produced in homes 
with poorly functioning furnaces or by 
fuel-burning heaters and appliances 
operating in confined spaces. Discuss 
why this can happen and how to avoid it.
• CO binds to hemoglobin, a protein in 
red blood cells, and inhibits oxygen 
transport to heart, lungs, brain, and 

tissues. CO cannot be detected by 
human senses. Inexpensive CO detectors 
are available.
• To identify a limiting reactant, the 
appropriate equation must be balanced.
• Analogies to cooking or recipes may 
help students understand the limiting-
reactant idea. For example, decide how 
much food you can prepare based on 
supplies on hand.

Differentiation
TRM  

 
EXTRA PRACTICE 

Additional exercises in calculating  
limiting reactants are available in  
the TRM. 
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This is somewhat analogous to a situation you might encounter if you 
bought one package of hot-dog buns and one package of hot dogs for a pic-
nic. Hot dogs are normally sold in packages of ten, but hot-dog buns are 
eight to a package. Thus, hot-dog buns would become the “limiting reactant” 
if you had just one package of each. They limit the total number of complete 
hot-dog sandwiches that can be assembled—a total of eight sandwiches with 
two “excess” hot dogs.

 1. Consider the combustion of propane, C3H8.

b. Imagine allowing that one propane molecule to react with as 
much oxygen gas (O2) as needed for all the carbon atoms to form 
CO2 and all the hydrogen atoms to form H2 2 
and H2O molecules that can be formed by complete combustion of 
one propane molecule.

c. How many oxygen molecules are needed for complete combustion 
of one molecule of propane?

 2. Now consider the combustion of butane, C4H10.

oxygen gas.

b. Form (and draw) as many molecules of CO2 and H2O as possible 
from the models you drew in Question 2a.

atoms to support the complete combustion of one butane 
molecule?

d. Which is the limiting reactant in this process—butane or oxygen 
gas?

 3. Assume that 1.0 mol C4H10 is completely burned in excess oxygen to 
form carbon dioxide and water.

a. How many moles of CO2 would be produced?

b. How many moles of H2O would be produced?

c. What is the minimum number of moles of oxygen gas required to 
support that reaction?

d. If it were possible to form CO instead of CO2, how many moles of 
oxygen gas would be required?

e. Consider your answers to Questions 3c and 3d. Under what 
conditions would CO formation be favored over CO2 formation? 
Why?

 4. Recall your investigations of fuels in Investigating Matter C.1 and C.4. 
In particular, think about the apparatus you used to heat water.

a What evidence of incomplete combustion did you note?

fuels? Explain.

 5. You learned that complete combustion of two moles of ethane 
releases 3120 kJ of energy. Would you expect incomplete combustion 
of this fuel to release more or less than 3120 kJ of energy? Explain.
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C.8 The Carbon CyCle
Although the total carbon atoms on 
Earth are fixed, carbon is constantly 
being exchanged among various chemi-
cal reservoirs. Remind students that a 
reservoir is a place of storage. Carbon 
reservoirs include atmospheric CO2  
and CO2 dissolved in lakes and oceans, 
limestone (CaCO3), fossil fuels, and 
organic molecules. Any exchange of 
carbon among reservoirs requires or 
releases energy. The increase in the 
percent CO2 in Earth’s atmosphere is 
due, in part, to steady decreases in 
forested areas and an increase in the 
combustion of natural gas, gasoline, 
coal, and other carbon-based fuels. 

Differentiation
Extension
The Periodic Table by Primo Levi 
contains several stories featuring 
chemical elements. Levi brilliantly 
depicts the carbon cycle. You may invite 
interested students to read “Carbon.”

a

 Using the Figures
Figure 3.47 Have students use this 
photo to identify as many steps of 
the carbon cycle as they can. Encour-
age them to look beyond the few 
highlighted processes. For instance, 
glucose (C6H12O6) is included as a 
reactant in respiration and a product 
of photosynthesis. What connec-
tions can students draw (via glucose) 
between those two processes?
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C.8 THE CARBON CYCLE
By now you are very familiar with combustion reactions that convert carbon 
in the form of hydrocarbon fuels (which may be solid, liquid, or gas) into 
gaseous carbon dioxide, along with water and energy. Without the influence 
of human activity, the distribution of carbon within its various forms and 
locations on Earth would remain relatively unchanged over time. However, 

2 levels have 
increased by about 30% since 1800. How do scientists explain this?

The increase in atmospheric CO2 levels is the result of several processes. 
For example, clearing forests removes vegetation that would ordinarily con-
sume CO2 through photosynthesis. As cuttings and scrap timber are burned, 
they release CO2 into the atmosphere. Most significantly, burning fossil fuels 
releases CO2 into the air, as these equations illustrate:

Burning coal:  C(s)    O2(g)  CO2(g)

Burning natural gas: CH4(g)    2 O2(g)  CO2(g)    2 H2O(g)

Burning gasoline: 2 C8H18(g)    25 O2(g)  16 CO2(g)    18 H2O(g) 

More than a century ago, it was suggested that a significant increase in 
burning fossil fuels might release enough carbon dioxide into the atmosphere 
to affect Earth’s surface temperature. This suggestion was based on the idea 
that human activity can affect processes in natural ecosystems, producing 
changes that might not always be beneficial. In particular, burning fossil 
fuels might perturb the natural movement of carbon within Earth’s systems—
the global carbon cycle.

Remember that the Law of Conservation of Matter implies that the total 
atoms of all stable elements on Earth are essentially unchanged. However, 
these atoms are found in many physical states and combined in many differ-
ent compounds. 

 
different forms and compounds in which carbon atoms are found can be 

Figure 3.47  The carbon cycle— 
major pathways within the biosphere.

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6E
Perm Fig.: 30146     New Fig.: 3-47
First Pass: 2010-07-27
Second Pass: 2011-01-11
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DS   c.9 trends in  
AtmosPHeric co2 
levels

Students use trends to predict near-
future situations. They plot known 
atmospheric CO2 concentrations by year 
and extrapolate to predict CO2 concen-
trations in 2050.

Tell students to leave plenty of room 
on the y-axis, since they will extrapolate 
to a doubled CO2 concentration.

Preparing a version of the graph that 
can be projected onto a screen or interac-
tive white board may be useful in helping 
students extrapolate the results. During 
the discussion be sure to emphasize 
limitations of extrapolation and underly-
ing assumptions that support its use. 

Mauna Loa Observatory (on the Big 
Island of Hawai’i) continually monitors 
and collects data relating to atmospheric 
change. The key areas of investigation 
include carbon cycle gases (such as 
CO2), ozone, water vapor, and halocom-
pounds, as well as intensity of solar 
radiation. The observatory also does 
some meteorological work. The Web 
address for their CO2 data is ftp://ftp.
cmdl.noaa.gov/ccg/co2/trends/co2_ 
annmean_mlo.txt, which can be  
accessed from http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/
gmd/ccgg/trends/, and the general Web 
address for the Mauna Loa Observatory 
is http://www.mlo.noaa.gov/. 
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considered chemical reservoirs of carbon atoms. These reservoirs include 
atmospheric CO2 gas, solid calcium carbonate (CaCO3) in limestone, natural 
gas (methane, CH4), and organic molecules, to name a few.

All movements within the carbon cycle—and thus among these reser-
voirs—either require energy or release energy. For instance, plants use CO2 
and energy from the Sun to form carbohydrates by means of photosynthesis. 
The carbohydrates are consumed by other organisms (or by the plant itself), 
and are eventually broken down or oxidized, releasing energy for use by the 
organisms that consumed them.

The carbon atoms used and circulated in photosynthesis represent only a 
tiny portion of available global carbon. Gaseous CO2 continually moves 

(in the form of CO2) are dissolved in its oceans. Another 22% are trapped in 
fossil fuels and in carbonate rocks formed when dissolved CO2 reacted with 

and terrestrial ecosystems (trees, crops, and other plants) each account for 
half of the remaining global carbon-atom inventory.

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
C.9  TRENDS IN ATMOSPHERIC  

CO2 LEVELS
The CO2-level data reported in Table 3.10 summarize average measurements 
of trapped gas bubbles in Antarctic ice or, more recently, of air taken at the 

Figure 3.48  The carbon  
cycle—relationships among  
major carbon reservoirs.

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6E
Perm Fig.: 30147     New Fig.: 3-48
First Pass: 2010-07-27
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Answers
1. Students construct a graph and show 

reasonable trend-line extrapolation 
from the current year to 2050.

2. They increased slowly until about 
1970 and more rapidly and steadily 
into the early 2000s.

3. a. ~375–380 ppm
b. ~420 ppm
c. ~460–500 ppm

4. a. The prediction for next year
b. The rate of CO2 buildup in the 

atmosphere may change from 
previous rates. The further into  
the future we extrapolate, the more 
uncertain our prediction becomes.

5. a. Yes
b. Within the next 50 to 60 years

6. a.  That there will be no drastic change 
in the processes that have produced 
the known data and that the data 
are reliable and consistent.

b. If the data are not reliable or 
consistent, the prediction will be 
unreliable. The extrapolation will 
not be valid if the processes that 
resulted in the original data change.

7. CO2 levels depend on the location, the 
type of industry, and the climate of 
the location. Mauna Loa is on a 
tropical island with low industrial 
development but near volcanic 
activity.

Mauna Loa CO2 Concentrations

C
O

2 
(p

pm
)

600
550
500
450
400
350
300
250

Year
2050200019501900

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 3078     New Fig.: 3CUN08
First Pass: 2010-10-18
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Mauna Loa Observatory in Hawaii. These data are also available on the Inter-
net. If possible, locate the most recent annual data before you start this activ-
ity. Graph the data summarized in Table 3.10. Prepare the x-axis scale to 
include the years 1800 to 2050, and the y-axis to represent CO2 levels from 
280 to 600 ppm. Plot the data and draw a smooth curve to indicate the trend 
among plotted points.

 1. Assuming the trend in your smooth curve 
will continue, extrapolate your curve with 
a dashed line from the last year for which 
you have data to the year 2050. You can 
now make and evaluate some predictions, 
using the graph you have just completed.

 2. What does your graph indicate about the 
general change in CO2 levels since 1800?

 3.  Based on your extrapolation, predict CO2 
levels for

a. next year.

b. the year 2030.

c. the year 2080.

 4. Consider your predictions in Question 3.

a. Which of your predictions from 
Question 3 is likely to be the most 
accurate?

b. Why?

 5. One of the scenarios considered in many 
global warming models is a doubling of 
atmospheric CO2.

the 1900 CO2 level?

b. If yes, in what year will this doubling 
presumably occur?

 6. In the last few questions, you have been 
asked to draw conclusions outside the 
range of collected data.

a. What assumptions must you make 
when extrapolating from known  
data trends?

b. How do these assumptions affect the 
accuracy of your predictions?

 7. Why might CO2 data for air samples 
collected at Mauna Loa Observatory be 
different from data collected at other 
locations around the planet?

considered chemical reservoirs of carbon atoms. These reservoirs include 
atmospheric CO2 gas, solid calcium carbonate (CaCO3) in limestone, natural 
gas (methane, CH4), and organic molecules, to name a few.

All movements within the carbon cycle—and thus among these reser-
voirs—either require energy or release energy. For instance, plants use CO2 
and energy from the Sun to form carbohydrates by means of photosynthesis. 
The carbohydrates are consumed by other organisms (or by the plant itself), 
and are eventually broken down or oxidized, releasing energy for use by the 
organisms that consumed them.

The carbon atoms used and circulated in photosynthesis represent only a 
tiny portion of available global carbon. Gaseous CO2 continually moves 

(in the form of CO2) are dissolved in its oceans. Another 22% are trapped in 
fossil fuels and in carbonate rocks formed when dissolved CO2 reacted with 

and terrestrial ecosystems (trees, crops, and other plants) each account for 
half of the remaining global carbon-atom inventory.

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
C.9  TRENDS IN ATMOSPHERIC  

CO2 LEVELS
The CO2-level data reported in Table 3.10 summarize average measurements 
of trapped gas bubbles in Antarctic ice or, more recently, of air taken at the 

Table 3.10

 

Year
Approximate CO2  

Level (ppm by volume)

1800 283

1820 284

1840 285

1860 286

1880 291

1900 297

1920 303

1940 309

1960 317

1965 320

1970 326

1975 331

1980 339

1985 346

1990 354

1995 361

2000 369

2001 371

2002 373

2003 376

2004 378

2005 380

2006 382

2007 384

2008 386

2009 387

Approximate Carbon Dioxide Levels  
in the Atmosphere, 1800–2009
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c.10 greenHouse gAses 
And globAl climAte 
cHAnge
This material introduces the “spiraling 
up” of CO2 concentrations and tempera-
tures that increasing atmospheric 
greenhouse gas concentrations could 
produce. This is sometimes called a 
runaway greenhouse effect. Processes 
that create and contribute other green-
house gases, including N2O and CH4,  
are mentioned.

According to the U.S. EPA, “If 
greenhouse gases continue to increase, 
climate models predict that the average 
temperature at the Earth’s surface could 
increase from 3.2 to 7.2 °F above 1990 
levels by the end of this century. 
Scientists are certain that human 
activities are changing the composition 
of the atmosphere, and that increasing 
the concentration of greenhouse gases 
will change the planet’s climate. But 
they are not sure by how much it will 
change, at what rate it will change, or 
what the exact effects will be.” See 
http://www.epa.gov/climatechange/
basicinfo.html or http://www.ipcc.ch/
pdf/assessment-report/ar4/wg1/ar4-wg1-
faqs.pdf for more detailed information.

The text lists some possible effects of 
temperature increases, including 
increased flooding, health effects that 
accompany it, and regional climate 
changes that could significantly shift 
agricultural patterns. 

Both the global carbon and water 
cycles are important in understanding 
global change related to greenhouse gas 
buildup. Both cycles operate to keep lev-
els fairly constant within the various 
reservoirs (atmosphere, lithosphere, 
biosphere, hydrosphere), but levels will 
shift in response to stress on the system.

Differentiation
TRM  

 
READING GUIDE 

A reading guide is available to help 
students organize the information in 
Section C.10. 

348 Unit 3 Petroleum: Breaking and Making Bonds

C.10  GREENHOUSE GASES AND 
GLOBAL CLIMATE CHANGE

Now that you have graphed the levels of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere 
and examined some physical and chemical properties of CO2, we turn to its 
importance in Earth’s atmosphere. What roles, both positive and negative, 
does CO2 play, and what evidence exists for the claims made about it?

You learned about the greenhouse effect in Unit 2. Recall that as long as 
concentrations of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases in the atmo-
sphere remain relatively constant, the greenhouse effect will comfortably 
maintain Earth’s average temperature. Both the water cycle and the carbon 
cycle work well to maintain stable concentrations of water and carbon diox-
ide in their respective reservoirs, including the atmosphere. However, as you 
already realize, human activity changes things. Burning fossil fuels, for 
instance, releases more carbon dioxide than Earth’s system may be capable 
of absorbing. 

Spiraling Up
If more CO2 is added to the atmosphere than can be removed by natural  
processes, its concentration will increase. Eventually, if sufficient CO2 were 
added, the atmosphere could retain enough additional infrared radiation 
from the Sun to increase Earth’s average surface temperature. With an 
increased surface temperature, CO2 stored in ice, water, and the frozen floors 
of northern forests could also be released. A spiraling-up effect could occur, 
where warmer temperatures produce more carbon dioxide, which produces 
warmer temperatures, and so on.

The role of water must also be considered, as it is also a greenhouse gas.  
The atmosphere contains about 12 trillion metric tons of water vapor, a quan-
tity so large that it might seem impossible that human activity could signifi-
cantly affect it. However, if global temperatures increase, oceans and other 
bodies of water will also become warmer. The amount of water vapor released 
from Earth’s oceans increases as temperature increases, so more of this 
slightly warmer water will evaporate, increasing the atmospheric concentra-
tion of water vapor. As a greenhouse gas, increased water vapor may cause 
an even greater increase in global temperatures due to absorption and release 
of infrared radiation, which causes another upward spiral. 

This spiraling-up effect is also commonly called a runaway greenhouse 
effect. Increased water vapor concentration would also lead to increased 
cloud cover, which would reflect more solar radiation, thus counteracting 
some of the predicted temperature increase.

Two other naturally occurring greenhouse gases are also produced by 
human activity: nitrous oxide (N2O) and methane (CH4). Many agricultural 
and industrial activities, as well as burning solid waste and fossil fuels, 
increase the concentration of N2O in the atmosphere. CH4 occurs naturally as 
a decomposition product of plant and animal wastes, but also is produced 
from refining fossil fuels and raising livestock. See Figure 3.49. Finally, some 
gases that do not occur naturally can also contribute to the greenhouse effect. 
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 Using the Figures
Figure 3.50 The following questions 
may be helpful in developing an under-
standing of the graph. 

1.  Ask students to look at the y-axis 
title and scale on this graph. Why 
might the graph be designed this 
way? 

2.  By how much has the global an-
nual mean temperature increased 
in the last century? What features 
of the graph make this question 
difficult to answer? 

3. I s the trend represented by this 
graph significant? Explain.

Answers
1.  While students may answer that 

it is easier to interpret the data 
displayed this way, mean surface 
air temperatures are also difficult 
to define and anomalies, such as 
those graphed here, are more 
commonly used. See http://data 
.giss.nasa.gov/gistemp/abs_temp 
.html for more information. 

2.  ~0.6 °C. The fluctuations in this 
graph make a definitive answer 
difficult.

3.  Student answers will vary, but they 
should compare the change to 
historical variation or relate it  
to personal experience in their  
explanation.

a

 Using the Figures
Figure 3.49 These photos show 
sources of methane and nitrous 
oxide, which both act as greenhouse 
gases. Invite students to discuss the 
relative merits of controlling of CO2, 
CH4, or N2O emissions. See Chem-
Matters, Vol. 21, No. 3, October 
2003, “Life in a Greenhouse,” http://
portal.acs.org/portal/PublicWebSite/
education/resources/highschool/ch-
emmatters/CTP_005392, for another 
discussion of greenhouse gases.

SECTION C  Petroleum: An Energy Source 349

Of particular significance are fluorocarbons used in refrigeration and air 
conditioning, several of which are no longer permitted to be sold in many 
countries. Some of these gases are much more effective than CO2 in retaining 
heat at Earth’s surface.

Temperature Increases
What are some implications of increased atmospheric concentrations of 
greenhouse gases? Examine Figure 3.50. The 20th century’s 14 warmest years 
all occurred since 1990, with eight occurring since 1998. Of these, 2005 was 

Figure 3.49  In addition to 
carbon dioxide, atmospheric 
gases such as methane (CH4) 
and nitrous oxide (N2O) act 
as greenhouse gases. Burn-
ing solid waste (left) increases 
nitrous oxide, while termite 
activity (center) and raising 
cattle (right) increase methane 
concentrations.

Figure 3.50  Global annual mean surface air temperature trends since 1880. The 1951–1980 
mean surface air temperature has been used as the zero-point base for comparison.

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6E
Perm Fig.: 30151     New Fig.: 3-50
First Pass: 2010-07-27
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An international panel of climate scientists has predicted that under a 
business-as-usual scenario, in which no steps are taken to control the release 
of human-generated CO2 and other greenhouse gases, the average global sur-
face temperature could rise 0.8 to 2.9 °C (1.4 to 5.8 °F) in the next 50 years 
and 1.4 to 5.8 °C (2.2 to 10 °F) in the next 100 years, with significant regional 
variation. This prediction can be compared to evidence that Earth has 
warmed only 3 to 5 °C since the depths of the last Ice Age, some 20 000 years 
ago. These observed and predicted increases in average global surface tem-
peratures are often referred to as global warming
United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) reported 
that Earth’s average global surface air temperature increased by 0.4 to 0.8 °C 
over the past 100 years. The 2000-page report was prepared by 500 climate 
scientists and reviewed by another 500 climate experts. 

Although most climate specialists agree that Earth’s average temperature 
will increase, there is still some disagreement about causes of this predicted 
warming. New data indicate that the lower atmosphere may not be warming 
at the same rate as Earth’s surface, which suggests that additional factors con-
tribute to the buildup of greenhouse gases and to the warming trend. Among 
these other factors is circulation of ocean water. Ocean currents, such as El 
Niño and La Niña, transport thermal energy within the oceans and can affect 
climates when this energy is transferred to land and to the atmosphere. 

Possible Impact
What are the projected effects of global warming? The IPCC reports a sea 
level rise of 3 mm per year in the decade from 1993 to 2003. This rise is due 
to expansion of ocean water with increasing temperature and melting of gla-
ciers and polar ice caps. There is also a small contribution from the calving 
and melting of the Greenland and Antarctic Ice Sheets. Based upon these 
trends and current models, global average sea levels are expected to rise 0.2 
to 0.6 m by 2099. These increased levels could cause flooding in coastal cit-
ies and islands around the world. 

The first report of projected climate increases was made in 1990 and pre-
dicted a temperature increase of between 0.15 and 0.3 °C per decade. The 
models can now be assessed, and data confirm their accuracy. Current mod-
els predict a global surface temperature rise of 2.4 to 6.4°C during the 21st 
century. Warming would be greater over land, and the models suggest that 
there would be a greater impact in northern latitudes. Possible regional cli-
mate changes, including reduced summer precipitation and soil moisture in 
North America, might be expected. Northern regions might benefit from 
lengthened growing seasons, while growers in southern regions would prob-
ably shift to crops that can benefit from warmer winters. Snow cover would 
contract (see Figure 3.51) and polar ice would continue to shrink.

The predicted changes also increase the likelihood of intense weather 
events. Tropical cyclones would become more intense, with higher wind 
speeds and greater amounts of precipitation. 
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c.11 resPonse to globAl 
climAte cHAnge
This section addresses the steps that 
have been taken to reduce greenhouse 
gas emissions given the current state of 
understanding about climate change. 
The work of the United Nations Inter-
governmental Panel on Climate Change 
(IPCC: http://www.ipcc.ch/index.htm), 
including the Kyoto Protocol (http://
unfccc.int/essential_background/
items/2877.php) is highlighted.

Another topic that ties into this material 
well is green chemistry. Green chemistry 
seeks (among other goals) to eliminate 
pollution at its source by changing 
methods and starting materials. Students 
first encountered green chemistry prin-
ciples in Unit 1. You may decide to revisit 
principles of green chemistry and ask 
students how they might apply those 
principles to the problem of air pollution. 
The use of waste CO2 to produce polysty-
rene described in this section is an 
excellent example of green chemistry 
principles in action. Green chemistry 
information is available at: http://portal 
.acs.org/portal/PublicWebSite/green 
chemistry/index.htm and http://www.epa 
.gov/greenchemistry/index.html.

a

 Using the Figures
Figure 3.51 These photos and 
their potential role as indicators of 
global warming can be good spring-
boards for considering the processes 
of scientific investigation. Are these 
photos direct proof of global warm-
ing? The majority of the scientific 
community agrees that global warm-
ing is a concern, but considerable 
confusion and uncertainty remain. 
Encourage discussion of this issue, 
focusing on how scientists gather 
evidence and use it to clarify and 
support their conclusions.

SECTION C  Petroleum: An Energy Source 351

C.11  RESPONSE TO GLOBAL  
CLIMATE CHANGE

Scientists today understand the influence of CO2 and other greenhouse gases 
on world climate better than they did even a decade ago. Sophisticated com-
puter modeling has enhanced their research efforts. This new understanding 
supports the idea of a surface global warming trend. In 1992, representatives 
of more than 150 nations developed the Framework Convention on Climate 
Change, where they agreed to develop policies and procedures to reduce 

-
ment, held in Kyoto, Japan, resulted in a protocol to address climate change. 
The agreement became effective in 2005, and to date 183 Parties to the Con-
vention have ratified the Protocol. 

The Kyoto Protocol sets ambitious goals for reducing greenhouse gas emis-
sions. The major feature is that it sets binding targets for the reduction of 
greenhouse gas emissions. These amount to an average five percent reduction 

involves developing energy-efficient technologies, relying more heavily on 
renewable energy, and applying alternative processes that do not release green-

Figure 3.51  A pair of northeast-looking photographs, both taken from the same location on the  
west shoreline of Muir Inlet, Glacier Bay National Park and Preserve, Alaska. In the 105 years or so  
between photographs, Muir Glacier has retreated more than 50 kilometers (31 miles) and is  
completely out of the field of view.
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Finally, this section returns to the 
idea of carbon footprints, first consid-
ered in Developing Skills A.4. At this 
point, you may choose to ask students  
to calculate their own carbon footprints. 
Some useful calculators include:

http://www.epa.gov/climatechange/
emissions/ind_calculator.html 

http://www.carbonfootprint.com/
calculator1.html

http://www.nature.org/initiatives/
climatechange/calculator/

http://www.climatecrisis.net/take_ 
action/become_carbon_neutral.php

After students calculate their carbon 
footprints, discuss how they could 
decrease their impact and how these 
ideas relate to the unit challenge.

352 Unit 3 Petroleum: Breaking and Making Bonds

from 180 countries met in Bali, Indonesia, to begin developing new policies 
and negotiating processes to achieve greater reductions in emissions neces-
sary to tackle climate change beyond 2012. This work continued with the 
development of the Copenhagen Accord in late 2009.

One example of an alternative process to reduce CO2 emissions is the pro-
duction of polystyrene foam used to make such items as plastic egg cartons 
and meat trays. This process uses CO2 that would normally be released dur-
ing the production of ammonia. The captured CO2 replaces chlorofluorocar-
bons (CFCs) that had been used, thus reducing greenhouse gases in two 
ways. First, CO2 that would normally be released by another industry is 
instead consumed. Second, CO2 replaces CFCs, which have a much greater 
global-warming potential than CO2 does.

As important as it is for hundreds of countries to work together to fight 
global climate change, there are actions that individuals may take to reduce 
their own carbon footprints. You can think of your carbon footprint as a 
combination of those activities that directly put CO2 into the atmosphere 
(burning fossil fuels through transportation and home energy use) and the 
life cycle of products you buy and use (whose manufacturing and eventual 
breakdown may release CO2 into the atmosphere). See Figure 3.52. 

Numerous Web sites exist that allow you to calculate your own carbon 
footprint by entering data such as the number of miles you drive each day, 
whether you use public transportation, what type of energy is used to heat 
your home, what you eat, how and where you buy clothing, and whether 
you recycle used containers and goods. These Web sites also provide sugges-
tions for decreasing your personal carbon footprint from relatively easy life-
style changes (like turning off lights when not in use) to more drastic and 
higher-impact changes (like trading in your car for a bicycle).

Figure 3.52  A sample analysis of an 
individual’s carbon footprint.

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6E
Perm Fig.: 30153     New Fig.: 3-52
First Pass: 2010-07-27
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MD   c.12 fuel for  
trAnsPortAtion

This activity asks students to evaluate 
several claims made in the unit-opening 
advertisement. Students should save 
their answers to assist in creating their 
own ads.

Answers
1. a.  CO2 is produced by the combustion 

of gasoline when the TLC-p’s engine 
operates. CO2 is produced when fuel 
is burned to generate electricity to 
change the TLC-p’s batteries.

b. CO2 is generated in processing raw 
materials, manufacturing and 
transporting parts, and vehicle 
assembly.

2. a.  Claims include: “petroleum-free,” 
“virtually emission-free,” “as close 
as you can get to carbon-less 
transportation,” “is considered a 
Super Ultra Low Emission Vehicle 
by the EPA,” “any excess energy 
generated by the gasoline engine is 
stored to later power the electric  
motor,” “you’re helping, not hurting, 
the environment,” “decreas(es) your 
carbon footprint,” “uses almost no 

fuel,” “can extract nearly all the 
energy in each drop of gasoline,” 
“averages up to 100 miles per 
gallon,” “as little as two cents per 
mile to operate,” “transform(s) the 
planet,” and “help(s) conserve 
petroleum resources.”

b. Students answers should include 
references to the fuel discussed in 
their claim.

3. Yes. The engine does not run con-
stantly, so it will use less fuel. 
Batteries are recharged using energy 
that would otherwise be released to 
the environment as thermal energy 
(braking). Electrical generating plants 
can provide energy slightly more 
efficiently (for the batteries) than can 
internal combustion engines.

4. This would be possible if batteries 
were recharged by a non-fossil-fuel-
burning source of electricity (hydro-
electric, geothermal, nuclear, solar).

5. a.  Energy conversions in a gasoline-
burning vehicle include: combus-
tion transforms chemical energy 
into thermal and mechanical 
energy; pistons transform up and 
down mechanical energy into 
rotational mechanical energy; 
rotational energy of the crankshaft 
is transformed into rotational 
energy of the wheels.

b. Mechanical energy from braking is 
transformed into chemical energy; 
chemical energy is transformed into 
rotational mechanical energy.

c. Not likely at all, but it does pre-
serve some of the energy that is lost 
by the gasoline-powered vehicle.

6. a.  If the TLC-p replaced a traditional 
gasoline- or diesel-powered vehicle.

b. If the TLC-p was purchased as an 
additional car or for a person who 
previously biked, walked, or used 
public transit.
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 MAKING DECISIONS
C.12 FUEL FOR TRANSPORTATION

Now that you have examined the importance of petroleum as a fuel, particu-
larly for transportation (Figure 3.53), it is time to revisit the television ad for 
the TLC-p that opened this unit. Later, you will have the opportunity to 
design an original advertisement for an alternative-powered vehicle.

Use what you have learned about petroleum to answer the following  
questions:

 1. Consider this claim made in the television ad: Unlike older 
petroleum-fueled vehicles, the TLC-p plug-in hybrid automobile is 
virtually emission free. It’s as close as you can get to “carbon-less 
transportation.”

a. Evaluate this claim in terms of CO2 emissions that may directly 
result from operating the vehicle.

b. Evaluate this claim in terms of CO2 emissions that may be created 
through the manufacturing and transportation of the vehicle to 
your local dealership.

 2. Identify a claim made within the television ad concerning the energy 
source(s) for operating the TLC-p.

a. State the claim.

b. Evaluate this claim based on what you know about the stated 
energy source(s).

 3.  In terms of overall energy use, do you think the TLC-p is an 
improvement over conventional gasoline-powered vehicles? Support 
your claim with evidence.

 4. Can you imagine a scenario for which daily operation of the TLC-p 
would be virtually free of burning fossil fuels? If so, describe the 
scenario. If not, explain why no such scenario exists.

 5. Many energy conversions are required to propel a traditional 
gasoline-powered vehicle.

a. Identify several of these conversions.

b. Identify additional energy conversions involved in operating and 
charging the TLC-p that are not involved in propelling a gasoline-
powered vehicle.

c. With these additional energy conversions, how likely is it that the 
TLC-p can “extract nearly all the energy in each drop of gasoline”?

 6. The television ad claims that the TLC-p will help you to decrease 
your carbon footprint.

 
vehicle would result in a person decreasing her carbon footprint.

would result in a person increasing his carbon footprint.

Figure 3.53  Petroleum,  
precursor to the fuels used by  
these vehicles, is a nonrenewable 
resource. What alternative fuels 
can be devised to power vehicles 
such as these?
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Reviewing the Concepts
 1. Millions of years ago, green plants 

captured energy from the Sun.  
These plants decomposed over  
time, forming petroleum. The energy 
stored in the bonds of hydrocarbons 
in petroleum is the solar energy once 
stored in plants, so the Sun’s energy 
(sunshine) was buried with the 
plants.

 2. a.  Energy of position or condition, as 
in a coiled spring, a ball at the top 
of a hill, or a molecule of fuel

b. Energy of motion, as of a rolling 
ball, a swinging pendulum, a 
moving molecule

 3. Bonds of reactants are broken. Then 
new bonds are formed, creating  
products. Energy is required to break 
bonds and released when bonds are 
formed. The relative quantities of 
energy required and released deter-
mine whether the overall reaction is 
endothermic or exothermic.

 4. Butane, because it has more C—C  
and C—H bonds 

 5. Kinetic: c, e; Potential: a, b, d 
 6. Energy can neither be created nor 

destroyed. The total energy in a 
closed system is constant.

 7. Because covalent bonding electrons 
in one atom are strongly attracted  
to the nucleus of the other bonded 
atom; these strong attractive forces 
must be overcome, and the energy  
of the system increased.

 8. a.  Exothermic; more energy is 
released in making bonds than  
is required to break bonds.

b. Endothermic; more energy is 
required to break bonds than  
is released in bond making.

c. Exothermic; more energy is 
released by formation of products 
than is required to break bonded 
reactant atoms (otherwise food 
would not provide energy).

 9. The total energy required to break 
the bonds in reactants is less than  
the total energy given off by forma-
tion of product bonds. 

 10. 11. a.  C5H12  8 O2 ∫B 5 CO2  6 H2O  
3510 kJ

b. C3H8  5 O2 ∫B 3 CO2  4 H2O  
2200 kJ

c. 2 C6H14  19 O2 ∫B 12 CO2   
14 H2O  8282 kJ

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 3079     New Fig.: 3CUN09
First Pass: 2010-10-18
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Reviewing the Concepts

SUMMARYCSECTION

Chemical energy, a form of potential 
energy, is stored within chemical 
compounds. 

 1. From a chemical viewpoint, why is 
petroleum sometimes considered “buried 
sunshine”?

 2. 

a potential energy.

b. kinetic energy.

 3.  In terms of chemical bonds, what 
happens during a chemical reaction?

 4. Based on its structural formula, which has 
more potential energy, a molecule of 
methane or a molecule of butane? Explain 
your answer.

 5. Classify each as primarily a demonstration 
of kinetic energy or potential energy.

a. a skateboard positioned at the top  
of a hill

b. a charged battery in a flashlight that’s 
turned off

c. a rolling soccer ball

d. gasoline in a parked car

e. water flowing over a waterfall

 6. State the law of conservation of energy.

The energy change in a chemical reaction 
equals the difference between the energy 
required to break reactant bonds and  
the energy released in forming product 
bonds. Reactions are classified as either 
exothermic or endothermic.

 7. Why is energy required to break chemical 
bonds?

 8. For each of the following events, determine 
whether the reaction is exothermic or 
endothermic. Explain your answers in terms 
of bond breaking and bond making.

a. burning wood in a campfire

b. cracking large hydrocarbon molecules 

c. digesting a candy bar

 9. Burning a candle is an exothermic reaction. 
Explain this fact in terms of the quantity of 
energy stored in the reactants compared 
with the quantity of energy stored in the 
products.

 10. Using Figure 3.42 on page 335 as a model, 
draw a potential energy diagram that 
illustrates the energy change when 
hydrogen gas reacts with oxygen gas to 
produce water and thermal energy.

When a hydrocarbon burns completely, 
it reacts with oxygen gas from the air to 
liberate thermal energy and produce 
carbon dioxide gas and water vapor.

 11. Write a balanced chemical equation, 
including the quantity of thermal energy 
(refer to Table 3.9, page 340), for the 
complete combustion of

a. pentane. b. propane. c. hexane.
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  Energy  179.2 g  4.184 J/ g°C  
(46.1°C  11.6 °C)  25 867 J   
25.9 kJ

  One mole heptane  7  12.01   
16  1.008  100.20 g/mol

  Moles heptane burned   
0.585 g/100.20 g/mol  0.00584 mol

  Molar heat of combustion  25.9 kJ/ 
0.00584 mol  4430 kJ/mol

17. a.  Forest fires, plant respiration
b. Oceans, limestone minerals, 

natural gas (CH4), organic  
compounds

c. Burning fossil fuels, clearing 
forests

 18. Answers will vary but should 
mention each of the four “spheres.” 
Example: A C atom could be con-
tained in a molecule of CO2 in the 
atmosphere, then be taken up by a 
tree (part of the biosphere) for 
photosynthesis. After the tree’s 
death, the C atom could become part 
of the soil or a fossil fuel (litho-
sphere), which could be burned to 
emit the C atom back into the 
atmosphere (as CO2). The CO2 could 
then dissolve in the ocean, becoming 
part of the hydrosphere. 

 19. Examples include:
  6 CO2  6 H2O ∫B C6H12O6  6 O2

  C6H12O6  6 O2 ∫B 6 CO2  6 H2O
  C  O2 ∫B CO2

  CH4  2 O2 ∫B CO2  2 H2O
20. a.  Water is a greenhouse gas, so 

increased water vapor in the 
atmosphere would increase the 
quantity of radiation reflected  
back to the surface of the earth.

b. Increased water vapor would cause 
an increase in cloud cover, which 
would decrease the quantity of 
solar radiation reaching the 
surface.

 21. An agreement among governments to 
reduce greenhouse gases emissions.

 22. Develop alternative, non-fossil-fuel-
based energy sources and alternative 
industrial processes that do not 
produce greenhouse gases.

23. a.  Reduces (replacing fossil-fuel  
powered vehicle)

b. Increases (energy involved in 
powering equipment, running  
the concert venue, and getting  
to the concert)

c. Increases (burning fuel for the 
airplane)

d. Reduces (compared to buying  
food shipped over large distances)

e. Reduces (compared to buying a 
backpack made from “virgin” 
materials)

 12. a.  2512 kJ  2 mol C2H2   
1256 kJ/mol C2H2

b. 1256 kJ/mol C2H2  12 mol C2H2  
15 070 kJ

 13. a.  Boiling point and heat of  
combustion

b. Boiling point would identify the 
fuel’s state during the conditions of 
the application and thus the type 
of container and safety precautions 
required. Heat of combustion 
would help us compare the energy 
provided by each fuel.

 14. The atoms that make up wax hydro-
carbons are rearranged and new 

products form. The products of 
hydrocarbon combustion, primarily 
water vapor and carbon dioxide, are 
released into the surroundings as gases.

 15. a.  Methane produces 891 kJ/mol 
when burned, while water gas 
produces 525 kJ/mol. The energy 
(per mole) released by water gas is 
about 60% of the energy (per mole) 
released by methane.

b. 10 mol  525 kJ/mol  5250 kJ
 16. Energy released  mC T, where m  

 mass, C  specific heat capacity  
in J/g°C, and T  difference in 
temperature
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 12. The combustion of acetylene, C2H2 (used in 
a welder’s torch), can be represented as:

2 C2H2  5 O2 4 CO2  2 H2O  2512 kJ

a. What is the molar heat of combustion of 
acetylene in kilojoules per mole?

b. If 12 mol acetylene burns fully, how 
much thermal energy will be produced?

 13. a.  List two factors that would help you 
decide which hydrocarbon fuel to use in 
a particular application.

b. Explain how you would use each factor 
in making your decision.

 14. When candle wax (a mixture of 
hydrocarbons) burns, it seems to disappear. 
What actually happens to the wax?

 15. 2) is 
made by the reaction of coal with steam. 
Because the United States has substantial 
coal reserves, water gas might serve as a 
substitute fuel for natural gas (composed 
mainly of methane, CH4). Water gas burns 
according to this equation:

CO + H2 + O2  CO2 + H2O + 525 kJ

a. How does water gas compare to methane 
in terms of thermal energy produced 
when fully burned?

b. If a water gas mixture containing  
10.0 mol CO and 10.0 mol H2 were  
completely burned in O2, how much  
thermal energy would be produced?

 16. In a laboratory activity, a student team 
measures the heat released by burning 
heptane (C H16). Using the following data, 
calculate the molar heat of combustion of 
heptane in kJ/mol. The specific heat 
capacity of water is 4.18 J/(g °C).

Cycles, such as the carbon and water 
cycles, help explain movement of matter 
on Earth.

 17. Identify two examples of each of the 
following:

a Natural sources of atmospheric CO2.

b Natural reservoirs of CO2.

c. Human activities that lead to a net 
increase in atmospheric CO2 levels.

 18. Explain how, over time, a particular carbon 
atom can be part of the atmosphere, 
biosphere, lithosphere, and hydrosphere.

 19. Write a chemical equation depicting the 
transfer of a carbon atom between any two 
“spheres” listed in Question 18.

 20. With global temperature increase, more 
water vapor would enter the atmosphere. 
How would this

a. further increase global temperature?

b. counteract predicted increases in global 
temperature?

Scientific evidence indicates that Earth’s 
climate is affected by human activities.

 21. What is the Kyoto Protocol?

 22. List two strategies that industrialized 
nations can apply to meet Kyoto Protocol 
requirements.

 23. How does each of the following activities 
impact your personal “carbon footprint”?

a. Using a bicycle instead of a car.

b. Attending a concert.

c. Taking a trip by airplane.

d. Purchasing locally grown food.

e. Buying a new backpack made from 
recycled materials.
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What are the benefits 
and consequences of 
burning hydrocarbons?
Student answers should include:
• Benefits from the combustion of 
hydrocarbons include production  
of energy for manufacturing, 
heating, and transportation. 
• Combustion energy (as quantified 
by the substance’s heat of combus-
tion) results from conversion of 
higher energy reactants to lower 
energy products. 
• Combustion transforms chemical 
potential energy into thermal energy 
and other forms of kinetic energy.
• Consequences of the combustion 
of hydrocarbons include production 
of greenhouse gases and disruption 
of the natural carbon cycle, impact-
ing global climate. 
• Personal contributions to these 
consequences are described by one’s 
carbon footprint.

Connecting the Concepts
 24. a.  Energy released (theoretical)   

moles  heat of combustion 
 Moles  4.2 g/46.0 g/mol   

0.091 mol
 Energy  0.091 moles  1366 kJ/

mol  125 kJ 
b. Energy absorbed  mC T  468 g 

 4.184 J/g°C  (89 °C  21 °C) 
 133 000 J  133 kJ

c. These are unusual results because 
more energy was absorbed by the 
calorimeter than was produced by 
burning ethanol. Usually the 
reverse is true. Extra thermal 
energy must have gone into the 
system from some other source; 
perhaps the room was quite warm. 
Another error could be that 
despite the measurements, the 
water was very cold to start and 
would absorb correspondingly 
more thermal energy from the 
surroundings. Finally, perhaps 
liberated energy from a nearby 
investigation affected this setup.

 25. Answers will vary, but should 
address the need to contain the fuel 
and measuring the quantity of fuel 
used. Students may also mention 
safety considerations. Hint: Ask 
students to think about an alcohol 
burner or a Bunsen/Tirrill burner.

 26. Answers will vary. Examples: 
Petroleum is cheaper than obtaining 
and using solar energy. Petroleum can 
be readily transformed into desired 

forms of energy. Petroleum is immedi-
ately available in a usable form (it 
does not have to be collected first by 
the consumer). Petroleum is a much 
more concentrated and dependable 
source of energy; solar energy is quite 
diffuse and erratic (cloudy days).

 27. a.  Public Transit Claim from http://
www.apta.com/gap/testimony/ 
2008/Pages/testimony080918.aspx.
 i. 2 C8H18  25 O2 ∫B   
  16 CO2  18 H2O

1 gallon  3800 mL

3800 mL  0.70 g/mL   
2660 g C8H18

2660 g C8H18  
1 mol C8H18

114 g C8H18  


16 mol CO2

2 mol C8H18 
 

44 g CO2

1 mol CO2  


8210 g CO2

 ii. 20 miles/day  1 gallon/17  
  miles  1.18 gallon/day
  1.18 gallon/day  (8210 g  
  CO2/1 gallon)  9690 g CO2/day
  iii.  240 days/year  9690 g CO2/

day  2 330 000 g CO2/year  
2330 kg/year

356 Unit 3 Petroleum: Breaking and Making Bonds

Connecting the Concepts
 24. In a laboratory activity, a student completely 

burns 4.2 g ethanol (C2H5OH). The molar 
heat of combustion of ethanol is  
1366 kJ/mol.

a. How much thermal energy is released?

b. The thermal energy from this reaction is 
used to warm a 468-g sample of water in 
a calorimeter. The water temperature 
changes from 21 to 89 °C. How much 
thermal energy is absorbed by the water? 
The specific heat capacity of water is 
4.18 J/(g °C).

c. Compare the quantity of heat released  
by the reaction to the quantity of heat 
absorbed by the calorimeter. What 
accounts for the difference?

 25. What modifications would have to be made 
to the laboratory procedure in Section C.4 if 
a liquid or gaseous fuel were used?

 26. Why is the energy stored in petroleum more 
useful than solar energy for most 
applications? Give at least three reasons in 
your explanation.

 27. Many organizations are touting possible 
methods to avoid greenhouse gas emissions 
and decrease your personal carbon 
footprint. How do you know if their claims 
are reasonable? Let’s consider two cases. 

a. Public transit: Individual commuters 
switching from single occupancy driving 
on a 20-mile round-trip commute to 
public transport can reduce their daily 
CO2 emissions by 20 pounds (9.08 kg). 
For 240 commuting days, this works out 
to 4800 pounds (2180 kg) less CO2 
emitted in a year.

calculated the quantity of thermal 
energy produced by burning one 
gallon of octane. (Recall that a 
gallon of octane occupies a volume 
of ~3.8 L and has a density of  

2 is 
produced by the complete 
combustion of a gallon of octane?

 ii. If the average U.S. worker 
commutes 20 miles round trip per 
day in a vehicle that can travel  

(octane), how much CO2 is 
produced each day by this 
commute?

 iii.  How much CO2 is produced 
annually per worker, if the average 
worker commutes 240 days per 
year? Express your answer in both 
grams and metric tons CO2.

 iv.  Can the claim be supported? 
 v. What assumptions were made in 

the calculations?

What are the benefits and 
consequences of burning 
hydrocarbons?
In this section, you have learned 
about chemical energy in 
hydrocarbon molecules. You  
have considered the origin and 
application of this energy and 
compared hydrocarbon fuels. You 
have also examined the role of 
hydrocarbon combustion in global 
change. Think about what you have 
learned, then answer the question  
in your own words in organized 
paragraphs. Your answer should 
demonstrate your understanding  
of the key ideas in this section. 

Be sure to consider the following in  
your response: kinetic and potential 
energy, conservation of energy, heat 
of combustion, the carbon cycle, 
global climate change, and your 
carbon footprint.
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   2330 kg/year  1 metric 
ton/1000 kg  2.30 metric 
tons/year

 iv.  The claim is supported by  
the calculations. However, the 
assumptions made must be 
made clear. 

 v.  First, we assumed no CO2 
emission from public trans-
portation—while the amount 
of CO2 generated by public 
transportation is smaller per 
person than that generated by 
an automobile, there are still 

some emissions. Second, if a 
person owned an efficient  
car (that achieved more than 
17 miles per gallon) the 
amount of CO2 produced 
by their commute would be 
smaller than assumed and the 
reduction would similarly be 
less significant.

b. Light bulb claim from http:// 
www.climatecrisis.net/take_ 
action/reduce_your_impact_at_
home.php.
  i.  60 W  8 hr/day  365 days/ 

1 year  175 200 Wh/Yr
   175 200 Wh  (1 kWh/1000 Wh) 

 175 kWh
   175 kWh  (0.7 kg CO2/ 

1 kWh)  123 kg CO2

  ii.  14 W  8 hr/day  365 days/
yr  40 880 Wh

  40 880 Wh  (1 kWh/1000 Wh) 
   40.8 kWh
  40.8 kWh  (0.7 kg  
  CO2/1 kWh)  28.6 kg CO2 
    Saved CO2  123 kg  28.6 kg 

 94 kg CO2 saved
  iii.  According to this calculation 

the claim cannot be supported. 

Extending the Concepts
 28. Carbon dioxide and water, with 

added energy, react to form glucose 
and oxygen.

 29. 

 30. Considering overall changes in-
volved, they are opposite reactions. 
In photosynthesis, CO2, water, and 
energy form hydrocarbon fuel 
(glucose) and oxygen, while in 
hydrocarbon combustion, fuel and 
oxygen react to form carbon dioxide 
and water.

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 3080     New Fig.: 3CUN10
First Pass: 2010-10-18
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Energy

Low

6CO2 + 6H2O

C6H12O6 + 6O2
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b. Light bulbs: It is claimed that replacing 
one conventional light bulb with a 
compact fluorescent light bulb can save 
300 lb (136 kg) per year of CO2 emissions.

 i.  The average rate of CO2 produced by 
electrical generation from all sources 

2/kWh. 
How much CO2 is emitted annually 
in powering a 60-W incandescent 
bulb for 8 hours each day?

 ii.  How much CO2 would be saved by 
replacing the incandescent bulb in 
part i with a compact fluorescent 
bulb that requires 14 W?

 iii. Can the claim be supported?

Extending the Concepts
2 8. Write a word equation for photosynthesis. 

Include energy in your equation.

2 9. Using Figure 3.42 on page 335 as a model, 
draw a potential energy diagram for 
photosynthesis.

 30. Compare the equation for burning 
hydrocarbons to the equation for 
photosynthesis. How are these two  
reactions related?
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Section D explores enhancements to  
and substitutes for petroleum and 
petroleum-powered vehicles. The text 
examines renewable and nonrenewable 
energy options, including coal, oil, 
shale, and biodiesel, and considers 
alternative sources of power for com-
mercial and personal vehicles. You may 
choose to discuss the complementary 
roles of conservation and continued 
research in chemical technologies that 
can produce economically and environ-
mentally suitable alternatives to petro-
leum. Insights gained in this section 
lead to the unit’s culminating activity—
designing an advertisement for an 
alternative-fuel vehicle.

If you haven’t already stated your 
expectations for the culminating activity, 
communicate the assignment for the 
alternative-vehicle advertisement at the 
beginning of this section, so that stu-
dents will have time to research, design, 
and produce their advertisement.

Using the Section 
Question
Students investigate biodiesel and  
read about other fuels produced from 
biomass. They consider naturally 
occurring sources of energy used before 
petroleum became widely available and 
those that are not yet economically 
viable (e.g., oil shale). Finally, they  
learn about technological alternatives  
for making products and propelling 
vehicles. Students should then be able 
to discuss alternatives to petroleum as  
well as their benefits and consequences.

Goals
Section D’s goals focus on sources and 
characteristics of fuels; modifications  
to fuels; and alternatives to petroleum 
for heating, transportation, and  
manufacturing.

Pconcept check 9
1. (Concepts mainly developed in 

Section A, but reinforced in Sections 
B and C as well.) Petroleum is a 
mixture of compounds called hydro-
carbons. Hydrocarbons are made of 
carbon and hydrogen and can be 
burned to release energy. The com-
pounds that make up petroleum have 
a range of physical properties and  
can be solids, liquid, and gases.

2. (Concepts developed in Sections A.3 
and C.8.) Petroleum formed millions 
of years ago as the result of pressure, 
heat, and microbes converting 
biomass into petroleum. This process 
is very slow, and even though it is 

likely still occurring, we are using 
petroleum faster than it can be 
replaced through this natural process.

3. (Looking forward; answers will be 
based on students’ prior knowledge.) 
Students should estimate and justify 
their choice. Most students’ intuition 
should tell them that 100% of the 
energy cannot be converted into 
propelling a car. Some energy is lost 
in the process. You might also ask 
students whether all cars have the 
same efficiency when it comes to 
converting energy in gasoline into 

miles driven (getting at the concept  
of fuel economy). 

SECTIOND 

P1.  What is petroleum? Describe it as best you can in your own 
words.

2.  Why is petroleum considered a nonrenewable resource?
3.  About what percent of the energy in gasoline is used to  

propel a car: 100%, 80%, 40%, or 20%? Explain and justify  
your choice.

ALTERNATIVES TO  
PETROLEUM 
What alternatives to petroleum are  
available for burning and building?

Petroleum is a nonrenewable resource; its total available inventory on 
Earth is finite. Thus, other sources of energy and builder molecules 
must eventually be found to meet the needs of modern society. In this 
section, you will explore several alternatives to petroleum as a fuel  
and a raw material. You will also learn about emerging ways to power 
personal and commercial vehicles—information you can use as you 
prepare your own alternative-fuel vehicle advertisement.

GOALS

burning characteristics and identify methods used to increase a 
fuel’s octane rating.

fuels and in green chemistry.

fuel.

builder molecules.
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d.1 energy: PAst And 
Present
This section explores Earth’s key energy 
sources, emphasizing the Sun as the ulti-
mate source of most available energy. 
This is a good time to review energy 
transformations, focusing on conversion 
of solar energy into chemical potential 
energy and of chemical potential energy 
into thermal energy and work. Students 
should be able to explain the connection 
between the Sun and biomolecules after 
studying this section. Another idea for 
group discussion is to compare and 
contrast human and geologic time, and 
relate this to the formation and use of 
petroleum and the concept of renewable 
and nonrenewable resources. Specifi-
cally, petroleum is believed to have 
formed over millions of years, while it 
has been used on a large scale for less 
than 200 years. Thus petroleum is 
considered nonrenewable, even though 
it is replenished “over time.”

SECTION D  Alternatives to Petroleum 359

D.1  ENERGY: PAST AND PRESENT
The Sun is our planet’s primary energy source. As you learned in Section C 
(page 346), the Sun provides power to the global carbon cycle. How can we 
interpret this in terms of chemical bonds and energy conversions? Consider 
photosynthesis, in which green plants use the Sun’s radiant energy to con-
vert carbon dioxide and water into carbohydrates and oxygen gas. In photo-
synthesis, green plants store radiant energy from the Sun as chemical poten-
tial energy by converting molecules of carbon dioxide and water to 
carbohydrates and oxygen (Figure 3.54). Stored chemical energy is later 
transformed and used by plant and animal cells in a complex stepwise pro-
cess called cellular respiration. The energy released by cellular respiration 
is used by organisms to power internal energy-consuming processes, includ-
ing forming other organic molecules. Such organic molecules found in plants 
and animals are called biomolecules. 

Solar energy and energy stored in biomolecules are the key energy sources 
for life on Earth. To understand the magnitude of the quantity of energy com-
ing from the Sun, think about the energy used in one week in the United 
States, approximately 2 × 1018 J. That quantity is equivalent to the energy 
released by a hydrogen-bomb explosion, a severe earthquake, or by burning 
2 × 1010 gallons of gasoline. By contrast, the radiant energy received by Earth 
daily from the Sun is approximately 1 × 1026 J—nearly 100 million times 
more. Since the discovery of fire, human use of stored solar energy held in 

-
ence on civilization’s development. In fact, the forms, availability, and cost 
of energy greatly influence how—and even where—people live.

In the past, abundant supplies of inexpensive energy were available. Until 
about 1850, wood, water, wind, and animal power satisfied the United States’ 
slowly growing energy needs. Wood, then the predominant energy source, 
was readily available to most people to use for heating, cooking, and light-
ing. People used water, wind, 
and animal power, all forms of 
energy whose primary source 
was the Sun, for transporta-
tion and to power machinery 
and industrial processes. With 
industrialization and popula-
tion growth, the demand for 
energy increased and the pri-
mary fuel sources changed. 

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6E
Perm Fig.: 30155, 30156     New Fig.: 3-54ab
First Pass: 2010-07-27
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Figure 3.54  Through  
photosynthesis, solar energy  
is converted into chemical  
energy stored in biomolecules  
of these plants.
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DS   d.2 fuel sources 
over tHe yeArs

In this activity, based on Figure 3.55, 
students trace the growth of energy use 
and trends in types of energy used and 
explore relationships among trends and 
socioeconomic factors. They practice 
and apply graph-reading and interpret-
ing skills.

Answers
1. The use of fuels of all types has been 

increasing rapidly since 1860. The use 
of petroleum has seen the largest 
increase and the use of biomass fuels 
has decreased.

2. a.   Up to about 1910
b. Trains were the main long-distance 

transportation means. Horses were 
used for short distances.

c. The decline in local supplies of 
wood and development of the 
internal-combustion engine. 

d. Coal 
3. Oil burned in lamps 
4. a.  Oil became an important energy 

source in the 1920s. Coal began to 
decline about 1925.

b. The number of automobiles 
increased.

c. Coal, petroleum, and nuclear 
energy 

d. To generate electrical power (coal, 
nuclear energy) and power vehicles 
(petroleum)

5. a.  Petroleum use has continued to 
increase, although the rate of 
increase is less pronounced than 
between 1950 and 1975. Coal use 
has also increased, at a rate that  
has been fairly steady since 1950. 

b. Slower increases in petroleum use 
may be due to conservation efforts, 
including laws aimed at increasing 
fuel efficiency of motor vehicles, 
spurred by the oil embargo of the 
1970s. The increase in coal use 
reflects population increases, but is 
probably offset by the use of other 
energy sources and increases in 
efficiency.

6. a.  The colors make it easy to distin-
guish the types of fuels. The 
horizontal lines make it easy to 
read the y-axis.

b. Graph has several categories 
stacked atop one another.

7. a.  You could still identify the trends 
and answer the questions.

b. It would be more difficult. Seeing 
the numbers in a table format 
would make it difficult to see the 
trends. The trends are easy to  
see in a graph.

8. Data could be represented in a bar 
chart or a line graph.

360 Unit 3 Petroleum: Breaking and Making Bonds

Figure 3.55 illustrates how U.S. energy sources have changed since 1860. 
In the next activity, you will explore how energy supplies and fuel use have 
shifted in the United States during the past 150 years.

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
D.2 FUEL SOURCES OVER THE YEARS
As you can see from Figure 3.55, there have been shifts in the types of fuels  
used in the United States since 1860. Use Figure 3.55 to answer these questions.

 1. According to this graph, what is the primary trend in the use of fuels 
in the U.S. since 1860?

 2. a.  Identify and list the dates of the period during which biomass 
(mainly wood) was used to meet at least half of the United States’ 
total energy needs.

b. What were the chief modes of travel during that period?

c. What factors might explain the declining use of biomass after that 
period?

d. What main energy source did people use to replace biomass?

Figure 3.55  Annual U.S. consumption of energy from various sources  (1860–2010).
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d.3 energy efficiency
Remind students that no device is 100% 
efficient. Every system involves energy 
conversions and no single conversion  
is 100% efficient. Less-efficient conver-
sions and multiple conversions decrease 
overall efficiency of a system.

Emphasize that the automobile is a 
system of a series of interconnected and 
coordinated energy conversion devices. 
During conversion from energy stored  
in fuel to motion (operation of car and 
accessories), about 75% of the energy is 
lost to the environment (wasted), 
generally as heat. 

People have tried to increase the 
efficiency of processes involving energy 
conversions, but technology is still quite 
far from achieving full, 100% efficiency. 
One interesting folly in the history of 
technology involves repeated attempts 
by different experimenters to devise a 
perpetual motion machine. Invention of 
such a machine is impossible because 
no manner of energy transfer from one 
form to another is 100% efficient.

Demonstration Idea
You can make a simple steam engine 
from a 12-oz aluminum beverage can. 
Punch a hole in the middle of the side  
of an unopened carbonated beverage 
can, using a thumbtack. You must do 
this over a sink and continually shake 
the can and use the pressure generated 
by carbonation to force the beverage  
out through the hole. When the can is 
empty, punch a second hole on the side 
opposite the first. Rinse the can with a 
wash bottle, squirting water into one of 
the two holes. Once you have emptied 
and rinsed the can, use the wash bottle 
to add about 10 mL water (or enough so 
you hear it sloshing around inside the 
can). Use the thumbtack to bend each  
of the two holes in the same direction, 
tangential to the can’s surface. Tie a 
string to the can’s unopened pull tab and 
secure the can to a ring stand at a height 
that allows a Bunsen burner or hot plate 
to warm it. When the can is heated, 
water vapor exits both holes, resulting  
in a net force to set the can spinning. 

Discuss energy transformations, from 
chemical energy of the fuel (or the fuel 
that produced the electricity powering 
the hot plate) to kinetic energy of the 
rotating can, to the potential energy of 
twisted string, and so on. You might 
challenge students to explain why the 
can behaves as it does—as long as the 
water is heated gently, the steam is not 
visible as it exits the can—“magically” 
spinning by its own volition, apparently 
violating the law of conservation of 
energy.
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 3. Compared with other energy sources, only a small quantity  
of petroleum was used as fuel before the 1920s. What do you  
think petroleum’s main uses might have been before that time?

 4. Petroleum use increased and coal use began to decline at about  
the same time.

a. When did this occur?

b. What could explain the growing use of petroleum after this date?

c. Which energy sources have been used comparatively more since 
1980?

 5. 

b. What factors could account for these trends?

As you know, data can be represented in multiple ways. Consider the repre-
sentation used in Figure 3.55 as you answer the following questions:

 6. What features of this graph make it

a. easy to interpret?

b. difficult to interpret?

 7. If the data were displayed in a table,

a. Would you be able to identify the trends and answer the questions 
above?

b. Would it be easier or more difficult? Explain.

 8. 

D.3 ENERGY EFFICIENCY  

As you analyzed the trends in fuel use in the United States, you probably 
noted that some fuels are better suited to certain applications than are oth-
ers. For instance, it would be difficult to power automobiles with coal or 
wood, so that significant energy demand is met by refined petroleum. Petro-
leum, however, is neither limitless nor inexpensive. In response to concerns 
about limitations and costs of petroleum, as well as impact on the environ-
ment, scientists and engineers have been asked to develop energy-efficient 
products and processes. Energy efficiency refers to the use of smaller quanti-
ties of energy to achieve the same effect. 

One way to maximize the benefits from available supplies of petroleum-
based fuels is to reduce the total number of energy conversions the fuel 
undergoes. We can also seek ways to increase the efficiency of energy-con-
version devices. Although energy-converting devices definitely have 
increased the usefulness of petroleum and other fuels, some useful energy is 
always “lost” whenever energy is converted from one form to another. That 
is, no energy conversion is totally efficient; some energy, usually liberated as 

Figure 3.55 illustrates how U.S. energy sources have changed since 1860. 
In the next activity, you will explore how energy supplies and fuel use have 
shifted in the United States during the past 150 years.

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
D.2 FUEL SOURCES OVER THE YEARS
As you can see from Figure 3.55, there have been shifts in the types of fuels  
used in the United States since 1860. Use Figure 3.55 to answer these questions.

 1. According to this graph, what is the primary trend in the use of fuels 
in the U.S. since 1860?

 2. a.  Identify and list the dates of the period during which biomass 
(mainly wood) was used to meet at least half of the United States’ 
total energy needs.

b. What were the chief modes of travel during that period?

c. What factors might explain the declining use of biomass after that 
period?

d. What main energy source did people use to replace biomass?
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DS   d.4 energy  
conversion  
efficiency

In this activity, students use realistic 
estimates for automobile use and 
efficiency to calculate the costs of energy 
loss associated with various energy 
conversions. Work through the sample 
problem (and other examples) with 
students. Students may also benefit from 
doing the calculations in groups.

a Using the Figures
Figure 3.56 This drawing illustrates 
the fate of energy from gasoline 
as it is burned in an automobile. 
About one-third of fuel energy is lost 
with exhaust gases, which includes 
thermal energy of the gases and 
chemical energy of both unburned 
fuel and combustion by-products. 
Additional energy is lost when gases 
burn in the cylinders and the gases 
and surrounding cylinders are heated 
incidentally to piston movement. 
This thermal energy is removed by 
engine coolant (cylinder cooling in 
the figure) and (in cold weather) used 
to heat the vehicle’s interior, but is 
not useful for motion or operating 
accessories. Another portion of initial 
energy is used to draw air into the 
cylinders for combustion. (This is 
similar to the energy needed to draw 
a fluid into a syringe.) Friction among 
moving parts in the engine and the 
resulting thermal energy transferred 
to the engine account for additional 
energy loss. The percent of potential 
energy input that is actually con-
verted into mechanical kinetic energy 
is a measure of efficiency. This inter-
nal combustion engine is only about 
25% efficient.

362 Unit 3 Petroleum: Breaking and Making Bonds

heat energy, always becomes unavailable to do useful work. Unfortunately, 
devices that convert chemical energy, such as that stored in fuels, to thermal 
energy and then to mechanical energy are typically less than 50% efficient. 
Solar cells, which convert solar energy to electrical energy, and fuel cells, 
which convert chemical energy to electrical energy, may be able to replace 
petroleum or increase the efficiency of its use. 

In one sense, an automobile—whether powered by electricity, gasoline, or 
even solar energy—can be considered a collection of energy-converting and 
energy-powered devices. Consider an automobile with 100 units of chemical 
energy stored in the mixture of molecules that make up gasoline in its fuel 
tank. See Figure 3.56. Even a well-tuned automobile converts only about 
25% of that chemical energy (potential energy) to useful mechanical energy 
(kinetic energy). The remaining 75% of gasoline’s chemical energy is lost  
to the surroundings as heat (thermal energy). The following activity  
will allow you to realize what this means in terms of gasoline consumption 
and expense.

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
D.4  ENERGY CONVERSION 

EFFICIENCY
You now know that much of the chemical energy in gasoline is not trans-
formed into useful mechanical energy. This activity will help you to evalu-
ate the costs of this inefficiency and the potential benefits of more efficient 
vehicles.

Figure 3.56  Energy use in a moving automobile. Note that only about 25% of the 
potential energy in the gasoline is used to power the vehicle.American Chemical Society

Chemistry in the Community, 5E
Perm Fig.: 3042     New Fig.: 03-29
File Name: CC_03-29
New Draft: 2005-03-23
First Cx.: 2005-06-07
Second Cx.: 2005-06-10
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Answers
1. a.  11 000 mi/yr  1 gal/23.0 mi   

478 gal/yr
b. 478 gal/yr  $3.00/gal  $1434/yr

2. a.  11 000 mi/yr  1 gal/55 mi   
200 gal/yr

b. 200 gal/yr  $3.00/gal  $600/yr
3. a.  478 gal/yr  0.75  359 gal/yr 

wasted 
b. 359 gal/yr  $3.00/gal  $1077/yr 

SECTION D  Alternatives to Petroleum 363

Now answer these questions.

 1. Assume that a conventional automobile averages 23.0 miles per 
gallon of gasoline and travels 11 000 miles annually.

a. How much fuel will be burned in one year?

b. If gasoline costs $3.00 per gallon, how much would be spent in 
one year?

 2. Assume that a hybrid-powered automobile averages 55.0 miles per 
gallon of gasoline and travels 11 000 miles annually.

a. How much gasoline will the hybrid-powered automobile burn in 
one year?

b. If gasoline costs $3.00 per gallon, how much would be spent on 
fuel annually?

 3. Assume the automobile in Question 1 uses only 25.0% of the energy 
released by burning gasoline.

a. How many gallons of gasoline are wasted each year due to energy 
conversion inefficiency?

b. How much does this wasted gasoline cost at $3.00 per gallon?

heat energy, always becomes unavailable to do useful work. Unfortunately, 
devices that convert chemical energy, such as that stored in fuels, to thermal 
energy and then to mechanical energy are typically less than 50% efficient. 
Solar cells, which convert solar energy to electrical energy, and fuel cells, 
which convert chemical energy to electrical energy, may be able to replace 
petroleum or increase the efficiency of its use. 

In one sense, an automobile—whether powered by electricity, gasoline, or 
even solar energy—can be considered a collection of energy-converting and 
energy-powered devices. Consider an automobile with 100 units of chemical 
energy stored in the mixture of molecules that make up gasoline in its fuel 
tank. See Figure 3.56. Even a well-tuned automobile converts only about 
25% of that chemical energy (potential energy) to useful mechanical energy 
(kinetic energy). The remaining 75% of gasoline’s chemical energy is lost  
to the surroundings as heat (thermal energy). The following activity  
will allow you to realize what this means in terms of gasoline consumption 
and expense.

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
D.4  ENERGY CONVERSION 

EFFICIENCY
You now know that much of the chemical energy in gasoline is not trans-
formed into useful mechanical energy. This activity will help you to evalu-
ate the costs of this inefficiency and the potential benefits of more efficient 
vehicles.

Sample Problem: Assume that a family drives 225 miles each 
week in a car that can travel 23.0 miles on one gallon of gasoline. 
How much gasoline does the car use in one year?

Questions such as this can be answered by attaching proper units to 
all values, then multiplying and dividing them as though they were 
arithmetic expressions. 

For example, the relevant information can be expressed as:

225 miles
1 week   

and 
 

23.0 miles
1 gal

or, if needed, as inverted expressions:

1 week
225 miles  and  

1 gal
23.0 miles 

Calculating the desired answer also involves using information you 
already know—there are 52 weeks, for example, in one year. You 
also know that the desired answer must have units of “gallons per 
year” (gal/year). When care is taken to ensure that units are multi-
plied and divided to produce gal/year, the following expression  
is formed:

225 miles
1 week     

1 gal
23.0 miles     

52 weeks
1 year   =  509 gal/year
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4. a.  11 000 mi/yr  1 gal/70 mi   
157 gal/yr

 Gasoline saved: 321 gal compared 
to car 1, 43 gal compared to car 2

b. 157 gal/yr  0.60  94 gal/yr 
wasted ($282 at $3.00/gal)

Differentiation
TRM  

 
EXTRA PRACTICE 

Additional exercises in calculating 
energy conversion efficiency are 
available in the TRM. 

Pconcept check 10
1. (Concepts developed in Sections D.3 

and D.4.) Some of the energy is lost as 
friction, heat, or noise. Some is used 
for other processes that require energy 
such as running the headlights or the 
heater.

2. (Concepts developed in Section D.3.) 
In electric-only vehicles, the electricity 
to charge the batteries still needs  
a source. Electricity could be generated 
through combustion of coal  
(most common), or through nuclear  
or renewable/sustainable energy 
sources such as wind, solar, hydro and 
biomass. Use of electric vehicles could 
increase the use of these fuels, while 
decreasing the use of petroleum.

3. (Concepts developed in Section A.6.)
a. Gasoline is part of the “gasoline 

fraction” of petroleum. Molecules 
in this fraction contain between  
5 and 12 carbon atoms. The 
molecules in kerosene’s fraction  
are considered “light distillates,” 
and molecules contain between  
12 and 16 carbon atoms. 

b. Gasoline is less viscous and is thus 
better used as automobile fuels. 
Kerosene is more viscous and is 
used as heating fuel.

d.5 Altering fuels
Chemists and engineers often alter 
hydrocarbon molecules or mixtures to 
fulfill particular needs. For fuel applica-
tions, examples include cracking large 
hydrocarbons into smaller molecules, 
isomerizing fuel fractions to produce 
branched-chained hydrocarbons, and 
making additives that affect burning 
characteristics of gasoline, such as 
tetraethyl lead, methanol, and  
methyl-t-butyl ether (MTBE).

Helpful web sites about these topics 
include: http://chemcases.com/fuels, 
http://www.epa.gov/aboutepa/history/
topics/perspect/lead.html, http://
science.howstuffworks.com/gasoline 
.htm, and http://science.howstuffworks 
.com/oil-refining5.htm. 

Cracking
The cracking processes developed in 
the early 20th century used heat and 
pressure to break larger hydrocarbon 
molecules into hydrocarbons with  
5 to 12 carbons per molecule, which are 
useful as automobile fuel. By the 1930s, 
catalytic processes were developed that 
lowered the energy required to complete 
cracking. A catalyst allows for formation 
of an intermediate that is not as high in 
energy as the intermediate formed in the 
absence of a catalyst. Isomerization  

also uses catalysts—typically platinum 
dispersed on silica or alumina—to 
improve efficiency.
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 4. Suppose a new car travels 70.0 miles on one gallon of gasoline with a 
40.0% efficient engine.

a. How much fuel is saved annually compared to cars in Questions 1 
and 2?

b. How much is wasted annually due to energy inefficiency?

D.5 ALTERING FUELS
As automobile use grows throughout the world, the demand for gasoline 
continues to increase rapidly. Because the gasoline fraction in a barrel of 
crude oil normally represents only about 18% of the total, researchers have 
been anxious to find a way to increase this yield. One promising method has 
been based on the discovery that it is possible to alter the structures of some 
of petroleum’s hydrocarbon molecules so that 47% of a barrel of crude oil 
can be converted to gasoline. 

Chemists and chemical engineers are adept at modifying or altering avail-
able chemical resources to meet new needs. Such alterations sometimes 
involve converting less-useful materials to more-useful products, or convert-
ing a low-demand material into high-demand materials. Read on to learn 
about several applications of chemical technology to the production of auto-
mobile fuels.

Cracking
By 1913, chemists had devised a process for converting larger molecules in 
kerosene into smaller, gasoline-sized molecules by heating the kerosene to 
600 to 700 °C. The process of converting large hydrocarbon molecules into 
smaller ones through the application of heat and a catalyst is known as 
cracking.

Today, more than a third of all crude oil undergoes cracking. The process 
has been improved by adding catalysts. As you know, a catalyst increases 
the speed of a chemical reaction by participating in it; however, the catalyst 
is not used up. Catalytic cracking is more energy efficient because it occurs 

P1.  Only a small portion of the stored chemical energy in fuels is 
actually converted into motion in an automobile. What  
happens to the rest of the energy? Explain.

2.  How would a transition to electric cars affect fuel use  
distributions over the next 50 years?

3.  Think about the gasoline and kerosene fractions of petroleum 
that you learned about in Section A.
a.  How do the molecules in these fractions differ?
b.   How might these differences affect the uses of gasoline and 

kerosene?
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Octane Rating
Octane numbers depend on characteris-
tics of a complex mixture of hydrocar-
bons and additives. As such, they are 
determined experimentally instead of 
predicted or calculated. Sometimes a 
gasoline pump says that octane ratings 
were obtained by the “(RM)/2 
method.” That means the rating is  
an average of two test values: (1) the 
research octane number (RON) for a test 
engine run under conditions simulating 
city driving and (2) the motor octane 
number (MON) for the engine run under 
highway conditions. If RON  93 and 
MON  91, then the octane rating  92. 
These octane numbers are relative to two 
pure substances: n-heptane, assigned 
octane number 0, and iso-octane, 
assigned octane number 100. Note that 
these substances were chosen for their 
burning characteristics, but were 
assigned values simply to provide a 
convenient scale. 

Higher-octane fuels prevent engine 
knock—premature combustion of the  
air/fuel mixture inside engine cylinders—
particularly in high-performance engines, 
which have high compression ratios 
(volume ratio of the fully expanded 
cylinder to the cylinder just before 
sparking). Low octane rating, high 
compression, or a combination can cause 
the air/fuel mixture to ignite on its own. 
This phenomenon also causes engine 
“dieseling,” where the engine continues 
to run even after the ignition is turned off.

To discuss lead-based gasoline 
additives, ask students why gasoline is 
referred to as unleaded, when “leaded” 
gasoline is not sold. In the 1920s, before 
cracking and isomerization were well 
developed, an additive was sought to 
improve gasoline quality. Tetraethyl lead 
(TEL), though toxic, could be inexpen-
sively produced, and small amounts 
increased octane ratings. Although TEL 
improved burning characteristics, its  
use emitted lead compounds into the 
atmosphere. As a result, in the early 
1970s, the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency banned TEL. The TEL phase-out 
met some opposition, but was completed 
over 20 years ago. One factor influencing 
phase-out of “leaded” gasoline was devel-
opment of the catalytic converter to meet 
new air-quality standards (which 
students learned about in Unit 2). 
Catalytic converters are fouled and 
rendered useless by lead in “leaded” 
gasoline.
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at lower temperature, 500 °C, rather than the 700 °C required for non-cata-
lytic cracking. The catalyst acts to lower the energy requirements of reacting 
molecules, thus allowing the reaction to proceed at lower temperature. 
Through cracking, a 16-carbon molecule, for example, might be changed into 
two 8-carbon molecules:

 C16H34  C8H18  C8H16

In practice, molecules with up to about 14 carbon atoms can be produced 
through cracking. Molecules with 5 to 12 carbon atoms are particularly use-
ful in gasoline, which remains the most important commercial product of 
refining. Some C1, C2, C3, and C4 molecules produced in cracking are imme-
diately burned, keeping the temperature high enough for more cracking  
to occur.

Octane Rating
Gasoline is composed mainly of straight-chain alkanes, such as hexane 
(C6H14), heptane (C7H16), and octane (C8H18). In most automobiles, the gaso-

spark plugs. This compression can be enough to heat the alkanes to the point 
where they burn before the spark plug ignites them. The premature burning 
causes engine “pinging” or “knocking,” as the piston bangs backwards 
against the crankshaft at the wrong time and may contribute to engine prob-
lems. A “pinging” engine is less efficient than an engine with proper com-
bustion, since a smaller portion of the fuel’s energy acts to propel the car. 

Branched-chain alkanes burn more satisfactorily, being less likely to 
undergo combustion due to compression in engine cylinders; they do not 
ping as much. The structural isomer of octane shown here has excellent 
combustion properties in automobile engines. This octane isomer is known 
chemically as 2,2,4-trimethylpentane. Can you see how the name of the mol-
ecule relates to its structure? For convenience, this substance is frequently 
referred to by its common name, isooctane.

As you probably know, gasoline is sold in a variety of grades—and at cor-
responding prices. A common reference standard for gasoline quality is the 
octane scale. On this scale, isooctane, the branched-chain hydrocarbon you 

-
tane (C7H16), a fuel with very poor engine performance, is assigned an octane 

 

CH3 CH3CH2C

CH3 CH3

CH3
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Isooctane, C8H18
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Oxygenated Fuels
Oxygenated fuels (originally developed 
and tested in 1920s) can improve octane 
ratings. The Clean Air Act of 1992 
accelerated use of oxygenates in gasoline 
by requiring 41 populated U.S. metro-
politan areas to use gasoline with 2.7% 
oxygen (by mass) during winter. Newer 
regulations removed this requirement 
but now stipulate that renewable fuels 
must comprise part of U.S. fuel supplies. 
Because methanol and ethanol are 
commonly used to meet this require-
ment, the result is still inclusion of 
oxygenated fuels.

Oxygenated fuels reduce air pollution 
because they tend to burn cleaner than 
standard gasoline. Increased oxygen 
favors production of carbon dioxide 
(complete burning) rather than carbon 
monoxide (incomplete burning). That is 
particularly important in winter, when 
fuel is blended with lower-boiling 
components to provide volatility needed 
for combustion at low temperatures. 
Thus, oxygenated fuels improve gaso-
line’s octane rating while reducing air 
pollutants. Unfortunately, gasoline 
containing oxygen delivers less energy 
per gallon than regular gasoline. How-
ever, EPA studies show this energy 
decrease accounts for only a 23% loss 
in fuel economy (miles per gallon). 

MTBE, one oxygenating additive, 
mixes well with gasoline at all concen-
trations and has desirable octane- 
increasing and emissions-decreasing 
properties. However, most MTBE use has 
been phased out due to an unpleasant 
taste and odor it gives to groundwater, 
even in minute concentrations. Many 
states now employ ethanol as an  
easy-to-blend, oxygenated additive.

Differentiation
TRM  

 
READING GUIDE 

A comparative reading guide is available 
to help students organize the informa-
tion in Section D.5. Information they 
enter into this reading guide may help 
students as they answer questions in 
Making Decisions D.6.
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number of zero. Gasoline samples can be rated in comparison with isooctane 
and heptane.

The octane rating for a particular fuel is determined by testing the fuel’s 
burning efficiency (Figure 3.57). Gasoline with a higher octane number is 
less likely to knock than is gasoline with a lower octane number. High-per-
formance engines are more prone to 
knocking due to the design of their cylin-
ders, and thus may require higher-octane 
fuel. Octane ratings in the high 80s and 
low 90s (87, 89, 92) are quite common, as 
a survey of nearby gasoline pumps, like 
those pictured in Figure 3.58, will reveal.

From the 1920s until the 1970s, the 
octane rating of gasoline was increased at 
low cost by adding a substance such as 
tetraethyl lead, (C2H4)4Pb, to the fuel. 
Unfortunately, lead from the treated gaso-
line was discharged into the atmosphere 
along with other vehicle exhaust prod-
ucts. Lead also causes the catalytic converters used in automobiles since the 
1970s to be ineffective by coating the surface of the catalyst. Both of these 
issues result in harm to the environment; therefore, lead-based gasoline 
additives are no longer used in the United States. 

Other octane-boosting strategies involve altering the structures of hydro-
carbon molecules in petroleum. This works because branched-chain hydro-
carbons burn more satisfactorily than straight-chain hydrocarbons. (Recall 
isooctane’s octane number compared with that of heptane.) Straight-chain 
hydrocarbons are converted to branched-chain hydrocarbons by a process 
called isomerization
with a catalyst:

 C6H14(g) C6H14(g) 
 Straight-chain isomer Branched-chain isomer

The branched-chain alkanes produced by isomerization are blended with 
C5 to C12 molecules obtained from cracking and distillation, producing a 
high-quality gasoline. Although cracked and isomerized molecules improve 
how gasoline burns, they also increase its cost. One reason for this increase 
is the extra fuel needed to produce such gasoline.

Oxygenated Fuels
The phaseout of lead-based gasoline additives in the United States meant 
that alternative octane-boosting supplements were required. This led to the 
blending of a group of additives called oxygenated fuels with gasoline. The 
molecules of these additives contain oxygen in addition to carbon and hydro-

Figure 3.57  Researchers use test 
engines to determine the octane 
rating of fuel.

Figure 3.58  Octane ratings 
posted on gasoline pumps.
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gen. Although oxygenated fuels actually deliver less energy per gallon than 
regular gasoline hydrocarbons do, their economic appeal stems from their 
ability to increase the octane number of gasoline while reducing exhaust-gas 
pollutants. In most conditions, oxygenated fuels encourage more complete 
combustion, producing lower emissions of air pollutants such as carbon 
monoxide (CO). Addition of oxygenated compounds to gasoline was further 
encouraged by Clean Air Act requirements designed to reduce formation of 
ozone in certain areas of the United States. 

Methyl tertiary-butyl ether, MTBE, with an octane rating of 116, was ini-
tially introduced in the late 1970s as an octane-boosting fuel additive. 

In the 1990s, MTBE became the most common oxygenated fuel additive  
in gasoline. The EPA credited MTBE with substantial reductions in  
emissions of air pollutants from gasoline-powered vehicles in the 1990s. By 
the late 1990s, however, evidence began to mount that groundwater and 
drinking water supplies had been contaminated due to MTBE seeping from 
defective underground gasoline storage systems. MTBE dissolves readily  
in water and is difficult to remove in water-treatment processes. The unpleas-
ant taste and odor that MTBE imparts to water, even at concentrations below 
those regarded as a public health concern, triggered consumer complaints. 
In light of these concerns, many states passed legislation restricting or ban-
ning the use of MTBE as an oxygenated fuel. The 
Energy Policy Act of 2005 (EPACT 2005) removed 
the federal requirement for oxygenated fuels in high- 
pollution areas, which resulted in further decreases 
in the use of MTBE.

EPACT 2005 affected the formulation of gasoline 
in another way by setting standards for the inclusion 
of renewable fuels in U.S. fuel supplies. The use of 
fuels such as alcohols and biodiesel, which you will 
synthesize in an upcoming investigation, is encour-
aged by this renewable fuel standard. Alcohols such 
as methanol (methyl alcohol, CH3OH) and ethanol 
(ethyl alcohol, CH3CH2OH) are added to gasoline at 
distribution locations. Methanol boosts octane and 
can be made from natural gas, coal, corn, or wood—a 
contribution toward conserving nonrenewable petroleum resources. Ethanol 
is made primarily from corn in the U.S., but can also be produced from sugar 
cane or switchgrass. 

An advantage of ethanol is that a blend of 10% ethanol and 90% gasoline 
can be used as an oxygenated fuel in nearly all modern automobiles without 

-
cles that have been modified to run on a blend of 85% ethanol and 15% 
gasoline, known as E85.

CH3 C

CH3

O

CH3

CH3
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MD   d.6 oxygenAted  
fuels

This activity leads students to consider 
the implications of adding substances 
containing oxygen to fuels for automo-
biles. Students should review what they 
learned in Unit 2 about ozone formation. 
They may also need to gather some 
information using the Internet.

Answers
1. a.  Most alcohols used in U.S. fuels  

are produced from corn.
b. Corn takes up CO2 while it grows, 

which could offset some emissions 
from its production and burning. 
Corn is grown domestically, so it 
does not require trade agreements. 
Alcohol in fuel may improve octane 
ratings.

c. Alcohols have lower heat of 
combustion—they provide less 
useful energy.

2. a.  The quantity of energy liberated  
by combustion of a hydrocarbon 
fuel is ultimately determined by 
breaking C—C and C—H bonds and 
forming C—O and H—O bonds. 
Because the energy released in 
forming O-containing bonds is 
much greater than the energy 
required for breaking C—H and 
C—C bonds, the overall process is 
highly exothermic. Oxygenated 
fuels already contain some C—O 
and/or H—O bonds. In combustion, 
these bonds must be broken and 
re-formed, for a net energy effect of 
zero. Thus, gram for gram, these 
oxygenated fuels do not deliver as 
much energy as hydrocarbons that 
contain only C—H and C—C bonds.

b. More oxygenated fuel would be 
required to travel the same distance 
compared to hydrocarbon fuel.

c. Oxygenated additives promote 
complete combustion by adding 
oxygen to the combustion mixture.

3. a.  Oxygenates promote complete 
combustion, thus decreasing 
emissions of hydrocarbons and 
carbon monoxide, key precursors 
of ground-level ozone.

b. This would tend to increase ozone 
formation but would be offset by 
decreases in carbon monoxide  
and hydrocarbon emissions.

4. a.  Fuel required to grow, harvest,  
and process corn into ethanol 
(including producing fertilizer and 
pesticides, operating farm and 
process equipment).

b. Include burning, processing, and 
transport for each fuel and subtract 
the CO2 taken up by corn as it 
grows.

5. a.  Benefits: greater fuel economy,  
easy to refuel, vehicles may be  
less expensive

   Drawbacks: more emissions,  
fuel may be more expensive

b. Benefits: fewer emissions, tax 
incentives, fuel may be less 
expensive

   Drawbacks: lower fuel economy, 
fuel may be harder to find, vehicles 
may be more expensive
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 MAKING DECISIONS
D.6 OXYGENATED FUELS
Most areas of the United States that implemented winter oxygenated fuel 
programs in order to meet federal carbon monoxide (CO) requirements have 
since achieved compliance and dropped their oxygenated fuel programs. 
However, newer federal regulations require the use of reformulated gasoline 
to decrease ground-level ozone (O3) formation and set standards for inclu-
sion of renewable fuels in the overall fuel supply. Both of these policies 
result in the inclusion of oxygenated fuels in gasoline. Methanol (CH3OH) 
and ethanol (CH3CH2OH), sometimes produced from corn, are used as gaso-
line additives or substitutes. Think about the choices that you and your fam-
ily make as consumers while you answer the following questions.

 1. Since the phase-out of methyl tertiary-butyl ether (MTBE), the 
primary oxygenates added to gasoline have been methanol and 
ethanol.

a. What are the sources of alcohols used as fuel additives or 
replacements?

b. What are some benefits, other than air-quality improvement, of 
using alcohols in fuel?

c. What are some drawbacks of using alcohols in fuel?

 2. Gram for gram, the heats of combustion of alcohols are considerably 
lower than those of any hydrocarbon fuels considered so far. For 
example, the heats of combustion for methanol and ethanol are  
23 kJ/g and 30 kJ/g, respectively.

a. Explain this fact in terms of bond breaking and bond formation.

b. What does this mean in terms of automobile fuel requirements?

c. What characteristics of alcohol combustion would tend to offset 
the impact of lower heats of combustion? Explain.

 3. Considering what you learned about ground-level ozone formation in 
Unit 2 (page 246):

a. Why are oxygenates useful in preventing ozone formation?

b. Some evidence suggests that oxygenated fuels produce higher 
emissions of NOx than do hydrocarbon-only fuels. How would 
this impact ground-level ozone formation?

 4. Ethanol is viewed by some advocates as a “carbon-neutral” fuel 
because the CO2 emitted as it burns is roughly equivalent to the CO2 
taken in by the plants as they grow.

a. What other CO2 emissions should be considered when evaluating 
ethanol as a fuel?

b. How would you compare ethanol and gasoline in terms of total 
CO2 emissions?
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d.7 AlternAtive fuels And 
energy sources
This material explores options for 
supplementing or replacing petroleum 
as an energy source through extraction 
of petroleum from shale, liquefaction of 
coal, production of hydrocarbons from 
plants, or use of other non-fossil-fuel 
energy sources.

You may choose to divide students 
into groups representing either advan-
tages or disadvantages of a petroleum 
replacement. Allow students time to 
read the text and collect more informa-
tion (particularly if internet access is 
available), and invite each group to 
present a summary. As a class, discuss 
advantages and disadvantages of 
alternatives, future implications,  
and need for conservation.

Additional alternative fuel informa-
tion appears at http://www.eere.energy 
.gov/afdc/ and http://www.eia.doe.gov/
fuelrenewable.html. 

Oil Shale 
Oil shale is a type of sedimentary rock 
containing kerogen, an oil-like substance. 
Retorting—heating at 500 °C in the 
absence of air—converts kerogen in oil 
shale to oil. Of the estimated 1.8 trillion 
barrels of shale oil in Colorado, Wyo-
ming, and Utah, about 600 billion 
barrels are considered recoverable. 
Unfortunately, there are several prob-
lems with extraction of shale oil: (1) A 
great deal of energy is required to extract 
the kerogen; (2) one to four barrels of 
water is needed to produce one barrel  
of oil; and (3) considerable waste is 
generated (1.5 tons of waste shale are 
generated per barrel of oil produced). 
Thus, at present, shale oil is regarded as 
both economically and environmentally 
expensive. See http://www.centerwest.
org/publications/oilshale/0home/index.
php for more information about oil shale 
in the United States.
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 5. One of the decisions you will likely face (if you have not already 
done so) is choosing a personal vehicle. List at least two benefits and 
two drawbacks to choosing each of the following vehicles based upon 
your knowledge of gasoline and oxygenated fuels.

a. A gasoline-only vehicle.

b. A flexible-fuel vehicle that can use either gasoline or E85.

D.7  ALTERNATIVE FUELS AND ENERGY 
SOURCES

Everyday life in the United States requires considerable quantities of energy. 
As you learned, the energy sources used in this country have changed over 
time. As energy demands have accelerated, the nation increasingly has relied 
on nonrenewable fossil fuels—coal, petroleum, and natural gas. What is the 
future for fossil fuels, particularly petroleum?

The United States is a mobile society. Some 70% of petroleum consumed 
in the United States is used for transportation. Although efforts to revitalize 
and improve public transportation systems merit attention, most experts 
predict our nation’s citizens will continue to rely on personal vehicles well 
into the foreseeable future. And remember, even energy-conserving mass 
transit systems must have a fuel source. What options, then, does chemistry 
offer to extend, supplement, or even replace petroleum as an energy source?

Oil Shale and Oil Sands
Petroleum from oil sands and oil shale rock is an option with some promise. 

Mountains, while significant deposits of oil sands are found in Utah and  
in Alberta, Canada. Oil shale contains 
kerogen, which is partially formed oil. 
When the rocks are heated, kerogen 
decomposes into a material quite simi-
lar to crude oil. Oil sands contain bitu-
men, a viscous, heavy crude oil. This 
oil must be separated from the clay, 
sand, and water that surround it and 
then upgraded before it can be refined 
in facilities designed for petroleum.

Unfortunately, vast quantities of 
sand and rock must be processed to 
recover these fuels. Moreover, enor-
mous volumes of water are also needed 
for processing, which poses a problem 
where water is scarce. Finally, present 
extraction methods use the equivalent 

 MAKING DECISIONS
D.6 OXYGENATED FUELS
Most areas of the United States that implemented winter oxygenated fuel 
programs in order to meet federal carbon monoxide (CO) requirements have 
since achieved compliance and dropped their oxygenated fuel programs. 
However, newer federal regulations require the use of reformulated gasoline 
to decrease ground-level ozone (O3) formation and set standards for inclu-
sion of renewable fuels in the overall fuel supply. Both of these policies 
result in the inclusion of oxygenated fuels in gasoline. Methanol (CH3OH) 
and ethanol (CH3CH2OH), sometimes produced from corn, are used as gaso-
line additives or substitutes. Think about the choices that you and your fam-
ily make as consumers while you answer the following questions.

 1. Since the phase-out of methyl tertiary-butyl ether (MTBE), the 
primary oxygenates added to gasoline have been methanol and 
ethanol.

a. What are the sources of alcohols used as fuel additives or 
replacements?

b. What are some benefits, other than air-quality improvement, of 
using alcohols in fuel?

c. What are some drawbacks of using alcohols in fuel?

 2. Gram for gram, the heats of combustion of alcohols are considerably 
lower than those of any hydrocarbon fuels considered so far. For 
example, the heats of combustion for methanol and ethanol are  
23 kJ/g and 30 kJ/g, respectively.

a. Explain this fact in terms of bond breaking and bond formation.

b. What does this mean in terms of automobile fuel requirements?

c. What characteristics of alcohol combustion would tend to offset 
the impact of lower heats of combustion? Explain.

 3. Considering what you learned about ground-level ozone formation in 
Unit 2 (page 246):

a. Why are oxygenates useful in preventing ozone formation?

b. Some evidence suggests that oxygenated fuels produce higher 
emissions of NOx than do hydrocarbon-only fuels. How would 
this impact ground-level ozone formation?

 4. Ethanol is viewed by some advocates as a “carbon-neutral” fuel 
because the CO2 emitted as it burns is roughly equivalent to the CO2 
taken in by the plants as they grow.

a. What other CO2 emissions should be considered when evaluating 
ethanol as a fuel?

b. How would you compare ethanol and gasoline in terms of total 
CO2 emissions?

Figure 3.59  Large-scale  
commercial oil sands surface 
mining activity north of Alberta, 
Canada. The shovel bucket  
holds approximately 100 tons  
of oil sands ore. An oil sands 
processing plant is visible in the 
background. Image from Suncor 
Energy, Inc.
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Coal-Derived Fuels 
(Synfuels)
Ordinary coal is composed primarily of 
carbon, with only about one hydrogen 
atom for every sixteen carbons. Because 
liquid and gaseous hydrocarbon fuels 
contain a much higher percent hydrogen 
(methane, 4 H/1 C; octane, 2.25 H/1 C; 
heavy fuel oil, 1 H/6 C), temperature and 
pressure are used to break down the 
chemical structure of coal to increase  
the hydrogen-to-carbon ratio and  
convert it to liquid fuel.

During World War II, when Germany 
was unable to import oil, the Nazis used 
coal-derived gasoline to fuel aircraft and 
tanks. South Africa’s Sasol I plant has 
been producing oil and pipeline gas 
from coal for over 40 years. Currently, 
the process for coal liquefaction results 
in greater CO2 emissions than processing 
petroleum.

Biofuels
As partially oxidized hydrocarbons, 
alcohols have lower energy content than 
comparable volumes of gasoline. The 
chief advantages of using alcohols are 
that they are produced from renewable 
resources and can be mixed with regular 
gasoline, up to concentrations of 10 to 
15%, without requiring engine redesign. 
Methanol is made from wood and, given 
methanol’s high affinity for water, is 
commonly used as a fuel-drying addi-
tive. Ethanol is made from grain (wheat 
or corn) and is less toxic and corrosive 
than methanol.

Newer fuels made from plants and 
waste biomass are also being developed. 
Biodiesel is an example of a commer-
cially viable biofuel. Drawbacks to 
biofuels include agricultural land use 
conflicts, as well as the energy required 
to grow and process the crops for fuel.

Other Energy Strategies
Alternatives to petroleum as an energy 
source also include several non-fossil-
fuel options, such as hydropower, 
nuclear power, solar power, wind  
power, and geothermal energy. Making 
processes and devices more efficient 
also saves fuel, as do conservation 
measures.

Differentiation
TRM  

 
READING GUIDE 

A reading guide is available to help 
students organize the information in 
Section D.7. 

of one-sixth to one-half a barrel of petroleum to produce every barrel of oil 
from shale or sands. Currently, Canada is the only country that is producing 
oil from oil sands or shale on a large scale.

Coal Liquefaction
Because known coal reserves (see Figure 3.60) in the United States are much 
larger than known reserves of petroleum, another possible alternative  
to petroleum is a liquid fuel produced from coal. The technology to convert 
coal to liquid fuel (and also to convert coal to builder molecules) has  
been available for decades, having been used in Germany since the  
mid-1900s. Current coal-to-liquid-fuel technology is quite well developed 
here in the United States. However, the present cost of mining and converting 
coal to liquid fuel (commonly known as coal liquefaction) is considerably 
greater than that of producing the same quantity of fuel from petroleum. 

In addition, converting coal to liquid fuel releases significantly more CO2 
than processing an equivalent quantity of crude oil. But if petroleum costs 
increase sufficiently, obtaining liquid fuel from coal—itself a nonrenewable 
resource—may become a more attractive option. 

Renewable Petroleum Substitutes
Petroleum replacement candidates are not limited to other fossil fuels; cur-
rently there is rising interest in transitioning to renewable fuel sources. In 
addition to the corn-based alcohols—ethanol and methanol—discussed in 

-
leum substitutes include fuels made from plant-based cellulose and carbo-
hydrates. Although there are challenges associated with breaking down plant 
cellulose or converting plant sugars into liquid transportation fuels, these 
technologies would allow the use of waste plant material. Using waste bio-
mass avoids problems associated with upsetting supplies of food for humans 
and livestock.

Another such petroleum substitute under consideration is biodiesel, a 

of biodiesel is that any source of plant or animal fat can be converted into 

370 Unit 3 Petroleum: Breaking and Making Bonds

Figure 3.60  Trains often 
transport coal, an important 
source of energy.

Figure 3.61  This consumer 
is filling a diesel-powered  
car with biodiesel. Biodiesel  
is clean, renewable, and  
can be easily integrated  
into the current petroleum  
infrastructure.
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IM   d.8 syntHesizing And 
evAluAting biodiesel 
fuel

This investigation was adapted from 
Introduction to Green Chemistry, 
American Chemical Society, 2002. 
Copies are available from the ACS Office 
of Society Services at 1-800-227-5558,  
or https://www.store.acs.org.

Students synthesize biodiesel from 
cooking oil, using methanol and a 
potassium hydroxide catalyst. The 
cooking oil is a triglyceride, consisting  
of a glycerol and three fatty acids, as 
shown below (also see Unit 7, page 708). 
R in the molecules below represents a 
long-chain hydrocarbon.

Biodiesel synthesis breaks the bonds 
between the glycerol and fatty acids and 
adds a methyl group to the end of the 
fatty acid, giving the molecule below.

The other reaction product is glycerol. 
Potassium hydroxide catalyst also 
remains.

Students are expected to develop a 
procedure for testing the heat of combus-
tion of biodiesel. They have seen this 
set-up previously in this unit (Investigat-
ing Matter C.1 and C.4), so they should 
be able to write a reasonable procedure.

TRM  
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biodiesel. Although biodiesel must be refined for use in automobiles, it offers 
a “green” strategy for producing a renewable petroleum substitute. Currently, 
biodiesel is generally sold blended with petroleum-based diesel and is sel-
dom used as a pure fuel on its own. 

synthesize crude biodiesel from common vegetable cooking oil.

Other Energy Strategies
To meet some U.S. energy requirements, it is possible to move away from 
petroleum and petroleum substitutes altogether. Alternative energy sources 
currently in use or under investigation include hydropower (water power), 
nuclear fission and fusion, solar energy, wind energy (Figure 3.62), burning 
biomass, and geothermal energy. Other approaches include constructing 
more energy-efficient buildings, vehicles, and machines, as well as using 
alternative fuels. In addition, reducing energy use—through such actions as 
carpooling, using public transportation, and turning off unneeded appli-
ances—helps to conserve fossil fuels and to reduce energy needs overall. All 
of these steps are intended to further reduce our need to burn petroleum.

 INVESTIGATING MATTER
D.8  SYNTHESIZING AND EVALUATING 

BIODIESEL FUEL
Asking Questions

from any source of plant oil or animal fat. Chemically, biodiesel is a mixture 
of methyl esters of fatty acids. Recall that you have synthesized esters once 
before in Investigating Matter B.10. In this investigation, you will use ordi-
nary vegetable cooking oil to synthesize and then evaluate crude biodiesel. 

Look at this structure of a typical fat found in canola oil. 

Figure 3.62  Wind moves 
these turbines—generating 
electricity without burning 
fossil fuels.
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Time 50 min
Materials (for 12 student pairs) 

12 25-mL graduated cylinders
12 10-mL graduated cylinders
12 500-mL (or smaller) screw-top 

bottle with lid (reused soda or 
water bottles)

12 Beral pipets or dropper bottles to 
dispense KOH

12 empty tea-candles with the wick 
(See notes below.) 

25 mL 9 M potassium hydroxide 
(KOH) (12.5 g KOH in 25 mL 
solution)

300 mL vegetable oil
50 mL methyl alcohol (methanol)
10 g of NaCl
12 12-oz empty soft-drink cans  

(with pull tabs)
12 ring stands
12 rings
12 thermometers, alcohol, 10 to 

110 °C (or temperature probes)
12 stirring rods
12 pencils, wooden
5 lb ice
matches
balance

Safety
• Burners must not be used, since many 
reagents are flammable. Methanol 
particularly poses a serious fire hazard, 
and its flame is almost invisible.
• Students should wear protective 
goggles and aprons throughout the 
investigation. 
• Remind students to exercise extreme 
caution with 9 M KOH. It is caustic and 
corrosive. You may decide to dispense 
the concentrated base rather than 
allowing students to handle it.

Lab Tips
Remove the wick from the wax and 
place in the metal cup. Use the paraffin 
from the candle for another application. 
The wick and cup can be reused 
multiple times and saved from year to 
year. Wicks can also be purchased from 
a craft store.

Caution students about the corrosive 
nature of KOH. To illustrate this, you 
may choose to describe the application 
of 6 M NaOH or KOH in commercial 
potato peeling. The potatoes are soaked 
briefly in the solution and then a 
pressure hose washes the skin off. The 
potatoes are then “neutralized” using 
citric acid.

Students have to shake the sealed 
container vigorously for 10 minutes to 
ensure good results.

Remind students to find the mass of 
the biodiesel sample both before and 
after they burn it.
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The red portion of the structure represents the glycerol backbone of the fat, 
while the long portions are the fatty acids that will serve as the source of 
carboxylic acids in this synthesis. 

Think about the following questions and record your answers in your lab-
oratory notebook before reading further.

think you will add to the cooking oil to produce methyl esters of 
these fatty acids? 

unit, how can you test your biodiesel to evaluate its usefulness as  
a fuel?

Preparing to Investigate
Before you begin, read Gathering Evidence to learn what you will need to do 

combustion of the biodiesel that you synthesize. Ask your teacher to approve 
your procedure before continuing. 

Think about the data and observations you will need to record during 
each part of the investigation and prepare appropriate data tables. Refer back 
to Investigating Matter B.10 and C.4 in your textbook and laboratory note-
book for guidance. Note that Step 13 calls for completing a second trial.

Gathering Evidence
Synthesis

 1. Before you begin, put on your goggles, and wear them properly 
throughout the investigation.

 2. Using a graduated cylinder, measure 25 mL of canola oil and pour it 
into a clean, plastic, screw-top bottle. See Figure 3.63.

 3. Carefully add 4 mL of methanol to the oil in the bottle.  
(Caution: Methanol is flammable and toxic.)

 4. Slowly add 5 to 6 drops of 9 M potassium hydroxide (KOH) to the 
liquid in the bottle. (Caution: Potassium hydroxide is corrosive.)

 5. Tightly cap the bottle. Taking turns with your partner, shake the 
bottle vigorously for 10 minutes. 

 6. Add 0.5 gram pure NaCl, then re-cap and shake vigorously for several 
seconds.

 7. Allow the mixture to sit for 30 minutes or overnight so that it 
separates into two layers. (Note: The bottom layer may be small and 
difficult to see in the plastic bottle.)

Combustion
 8. Set up the apparatus you specified in your procedure.

 9. To prepare the biodiesel for combustion, carefully decant ~5 mL of it 

Figure 3.63   
Ordinary canola oil is used 
for this biodiesel synthesis.
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Analyzing Evidence
1. Answers will vary. A sample 

calculation follows:
 Data:
 Mass of biodiesel burned: 3.4 g 

(difference between fuel, container, 
and wick before and after burning)

 Mass of water: 100 g
 Initial water temperature: 5 °C
 Final water temperature: 67 °C
 E  mCT  100 g  4.18 J/g °C   

62 °C   26 000 J
 Thermal energy produced (per gram) 

 26 kJ/3.4 g  7.6 kJ/g
2. Gram for gram, biodiesel produces 

less energy.
3. a.  Answers will vary. Having students 

post their values of the mass of fuel 
burned and the quantity of thermal 
energy produced on a wiki, blog, or 
Web site will allow students to 
complete the calculations them-
selves and facilitate their access to 
the data to graph.  

b. The slope of a Total thermal energy 
absorbed versus Mass of fuel plot 
will be the heat of combustion  
in kJ/g.

Interpreting Evidence
1. The starting materials are generally 

colorless and odorless, while the biod-
iesel exhibits slight color and odor. 
Students may also note differences in 
volatility or viscosity.

2. a. 

b. H2O or water. It is a condensation 
reaction.

c. Allowing the molecules to have 
more contact with one another

Reflecting on the Investigation
3. KOH was the catalyst. Since it is not 

used up in the reaction only a small 
amount is needed.

4. Answers will vary but may either say 
yes and support it with the renewable 
source of the fuel or no and cite the 
difference in heats of combustion.

5. a.  Students should consider issues 
including the amounts of raw 
materials necessary and the 
requirements for mixing. More 
advanced students should be able 
to discuss the idea that scaling up 
the KOH will not require the same 
proportions.

b. Students should cite difficulties in 
shaking or mixing a large mixture, 
storage, and distribution, as well 
issues in obtaining the raw materials.

Post-Lab Discussion
Discuss biodiesel viability as a replace-
ment fuel, based on students’ laboratory 
experiences. Consider energy produced, 
resources required, the process, starting 
materials, and potential applications. 
This discussion will prepare students  
for the next activity about the practical-
ity of biodiesel as a fuel.
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into a metallic sample cup. Make a “wick system” by removing 
the wick and metal support from the candle and placing it in the 
empty metal cup. See Figure 3.64.

 10. Collect initial data according to your procedure before igniting 
the biodiesel.

 11. Ignite the biodiesel. When it reaches the endpoint you have 
specified, extinguish the flame by placing a watch glass or 
ceramic tile atop the sample cup. 

 12. Allow the cup to cool before collecting final data.

 13. Repeat the combustion procedure a second time.

Analyzing Evidence
 1. Calculate the heat of combustion for your sample of biodiesel.

 2. Petroleum diesel produces 43 kJ/g of thermal energy when burned. 
How does your biodiesel compare to petroleum diesel? 

 3. Compare your heat of combustion with that of other laboratory teams.

a. What is the class mean?  

b. Graph the class data (Total Thermal Energy Absorbed vs. Mass of 
Fuel Burned). What does the slope of the best fit line tell you?

Interpreting Evidence
 1. In synthesizing the biodiesel sample, what changes did you observe 

in the characteristics of the starting materials compared to those of 
the final products?

 2. Look again at the structure of the typical canola oil fat.

acid chains.

b. What else (besides the methyl esters) would be produced in the 
reaction? Explain.

c. What do you think is the purpose of shaking the reaction mixture?

Reflecting on the Investigation
 3. What was the purpose of the 9 M KOH? Why did you only need to 

add a few drops?

 4. Is biodiesel a “better” fuel than petroleum diesel? Support your claim 
with both evidence and reasoning.

 5. Suppose that you wanted to make biodiesel using this method for 
your personal vehicle. 

a. What changes would you need to make to the procedure?

b. What challenges might be encountered in “scaling up” the 
process?

Figure 3.64  Sample 
cup and wick setup for 
burning biodiesel.
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MD   d.9 biodiesel As  
A Petroleum  
substitute

This activity revisits “scaling up,” a 
concern in industrial chemistry. Empha-
size that cited data are approximate but 
adequate for answering general questions. 
Such estimating is widely practiced in 
science, business, and industry. 

Answers
1. a. 200 billion L biodiesel 

  
4.8 kg soybeans

1 L biodiesel
  

  960 billion kg soybeans 

b. 960 billion kg soybeans 

 
1 metric ton soybeans

1000 kg soybeans
  

 

1 hectare
2.65 metric tons soybeans

 

  360 million hectares soybeans 
2. The U.S. could grow enough soybeans 

if about 75% (360 of 475 total hect-
ares) of available agricultural land 
were devoted to producing biodiesel.

3. Yes. Energy is required to plant, 
harvest, and process soybeans.

4. a.  Methanol (CH3OH), potassium 
hydroxide (KOH), and sodium  
chloride (NaCl).

b. Methanol is produced from corn  
(or another grain source); potassium 
hydroxide is produced by electroly-
sis of potassium chloride (which 
occurs in minerals); and sodium 
chloride is produced by evapora-
tion of seawater or mining in the 
form of halite.

c. Yes. Some waste from washing  
and unreacted oil is likely to be  
produced.

5. Soybeans use CO2 from the atmo-
sphere as they grow, offsetting CO2 
produced when biodiesel is burned.

6. Answers will vary, but students may 
indicate that they consider the 
textbook reliable because it has been 
well-checked before publication and 
that they chose government-run or 
other impartial, expert-controlled 
sources of information.

7. Pros could include: “carbon-neutral,” 
domestically produced, can be made 
from waste materials, and relatively 
easy to substitute in applications due 
to its similarity to petroleum diesel. 
 Cons could include: impact on 
agriculture, biodiversity, and land-
use; fuel requirements for production; 
CO2 emissions are still created; other 
materials are required for synthesis; 
waste is produced in synthesis; and 
not suited to use in all diesel  
applications.
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 MAKING DECISIONS
D.9   BIODIESEL AS A PETROLEUM 

SUBSTITUTE
In the United States and worldwide, a variety of raw materials are used to 
produce biodiesel. These include vegetable oil grown for biodiesel produc-
tion, waste vegetable oil, animal fats, and algae. However, soybean oil grown 
specifically for this purpose is by far the most common beginning material.

In 2008, soybean farms in the United States (see Figure 3.65) produced, on 
average, 2.65 metric tons of soybeans per hectare.  About 4.8 kg of soybeans 
must be crushed into oil to produce a liter of biodiesel. There are about  
460 million hectares in use for agriculture in the United States and another 
15 million surplus hectares. Of the active agricultural land, about 70% is 
used for livestock grazing; the remainder is used for crops.

When it is combusted, biodiesel releases 32 960 kJ of energy per liter, while 
combustion of an equivalent volume of petroleum diesel releases 34 790 kJ of 
energy. The production of a liter of biodiesel or petroleum-based fuel from 
raw materials requires about 6 600 kJ. Biodiesel and petroleum diesel have 
similar CO2 emissions when combusted, but studies have shown that biodie-
sel burning produces less CO, fewer unburned hydrocarbons, and more nitro-
gen oxides than the burning of petroleum diesel.

Use the information presented here, as well as reliable Internet sources if 
needed, to answer the following questions.

 1. Given that ~200 billion liters of diesel are used in the United States 
each year:

a. How many kilograms of soybeans would be required to produce 
enough biodiesel to meet this need?

b.  How many hectares would be required to grow the quantity of 
soybeans needed to produce enough biodiesel to meet all U.S. 
diesel needs?

 2. Could the United States expect to grow enough soybeans to replace 
all fossil diesel fuel with soybean-based biodiesel? Explain.

 3. Is petroleum, or a replacement fuel, required to produce biodiesel? 
Explain.

 4. 

a. What other substances would be required for the production of 
biodiesel from soybeans?

b.  What are the possible sources of these substances?

c.  Would byproducts or waste products be produced, as well as 
biodiesel? Explain.

 5. If biodiesel and petroleum diesel produce similar quantities of  
CO2 during combustion, why is biodiesel considered a  
carbon-neutral fuel?

Figure 3.65  Soybeans 
are one possible source of 
biodiesel. What benefits of 
biodiesel can you identify?
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Pconcept check 11
1. (Concepts developed in Section D.5.) 

Cracking can lead to smaller, 
branched alkanes that burn more 
efficiently than straight-chain alkanes. 
Additives increase octane ratings by 
improving the efficiency of burning  
of straight-chain molecules.

2. (Concepts developed in Section D.5.) 
Some additives for oxygenating fuels, 
such as MBTE, have been shown to  
be hazardous when they seep into 
groundwater. Some communities  
have banned such substances.

3. (Looking forward; answers will be 
based on students’ prior knowledge.) 
Answers will vary, but will likely 
include gasoline-electric hybrid 
vehicles, compressed natural gas, and 
all-electric vehicles. Some students 
may list “diesel” as an alternative fuel.

d.10 AlternAtive-fuel 
veHicles
Students now explore types of alterna-
tive-fuel vehicles that are in use or 
under development. 

The information in the text will help 
students prepare their alternative-fuel 
vehicle advertisements. You need not 
limit the choices of alternative-fuel 
vehicles to those presented in the text. 
Some links and additional information 
appear below. Because new information 
on alternative-fuel vehicles is emerging 
constantly, Internet searches may be 
productive. 

Since students will be becoming 
“experts” on one type of alternative-fuel 
vehicle for their advertisements, a 
reading guide is provided in lieu of 
using class time to discuss these 
alternatives. The reading guide incorpo-
rates a chart similar to the one below.

Additional Resources
General Alternative-Fuel  
Vehicle Links

http://www.afdc.energy.gov/afdc/
vehicles/index.html

http://www.consumerenergycenter 
.org/transportation/index.html

http://www.energy.ca.gov/altfuels/
index.html 

http://www1.eere.energy.gov/
vehiclesandfuels/ 

http://www.epa.gov/otaq/hwy.htm
http://www.ftc.gov/bcp/edu/pubs/

consumer/autos/aut01.shtm
http://www.fueleconomy.gov/feg/

current.shtml
http://www.intellichoice.com/

carBuying101/AlternativeGuide.cfm
Also consider automobile and truck 
manufacturers’ Web sites.

Alternative-
Fuel Vehicle Fuel Type Availability

Fuel 
Efficiency Cost

Environmental 
Impact  
(Emissions) Renewability

Ease of  
Refueling

Car Type…
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 6. Think about the sources of information that you used to answer these 
questions. How did you know whether they were reliable?

 7. Create a list of pros and cons of using biodiesel as a petroleum 
replacement.

D.10  ALTERNATIVE-FUEL VEHICLES
As you now know, personal vehicles consume a significant portion—about 
50%—of petroleum burned for fuel in the U.S. Because there is a limited sup-
ply of petroleum as a resource and emissions are produced by petroleum-
burning engines, alternative-fuel vehicles are being developed, tested, and 
used. What are some of these fuels, and how are they used to propel vehicles? 
What are advantages and disadvantages of various alternative fuels? The over-
view that follows will help you prepare your own automobile advertisement. 

Compressed Natural Gas (CNG)
Most passenger vehicles and buses can be converted to dual-fuel vehicles 
that run on either natural gas or gasoline. Natural gas, mainly methane (CH4), 
is produced either from gas wells or during petroleum processing. Com-
pressed and stored in high-pressure tanks, this product is commonly known 
as compressed natural gas (CNG). 

A refillable CNG tank, capable of power-
ing an automobile up to 300 miles, can be 
comfortably installed in a car’s trunk. Many 
CNG-powered vehicles are operating world-
wide, particularly in government and mass 
transit fleets. See Figure 3.66.

 MAKING DECISIONS
D.9   BIODIESEL AS A PETROLEUM 

SUBSTITUTE
In the United States and worldwide, a variety of raw materials are used to 
produce biodiesel. These include vegetable oil grown for biodiesel produc-
tion, waste vegetable oil, animal fats, and algae. However, soybean oil grown 
specifically for this purpose is by far the most common beginning material.

In 2008, soybean farms in the United States (see Figure 3.65) produced, on 
average, 2.65 metric tons of soybeans per hectare.  About 4.8 kg of soybeans 
must be crushed into oil to produce a liter of biodiesel. There are about  
460 million hectares in use for agriculture in the United States and another 
15 million surplus hectares. Of the active agricultural land, about 70% is 
used for livestock grazing; the remainder is used for crops.

When it is combusted, biodiesel releases 32 960 kJ of energy per liter, while 
combustion of an equivalent volume of petroleum diesel releases 34 790 kJ of 
energy. The production of a liter of biodiesel or petroleum-based fuel from 
raw materials requires about 6 600 kJ. Biodiesel and petroleum diesel have 
similar CO2 emissions when combusted, but studies have shown that biodie-
sel burning produces less CO, fewer unburned hydrocarbons, and more nitro-
gen oxides than the burning of petroleum diesel.

Use the information presented here, as well as reliable Internet sources if 
needed, to answer the following questions.

 1. Given that ~200 billion liters of diesel are used in the United States 
each year:

a. How many kilograms of soybeans would be required to produce 
enough biodiesel to meet this need?

b.  How many hectares would be required to grow the quantity of 
soybeans needed to produce enough biodiesel to meet all U.S. 
diesel needs?

 2. Could the United States expect to grow enough soybeans to replace 
all fossil diesel fuel with soybean-based biodiesel? Explain.

 3. Is petroleum, or a replacement fuel, required to produce biodiesel? 
Explain.

 4. 

a. What other substances would be required for the production of 
biodiesel from soybeans?

b.  What are the possible sources of these substances?

c.  Would byproducts or waste products be produced, as well as 
biodiesel? Explain.

 5. If biodiesel and petroleum diesel produce similar quantities of  
CO2 during combustion, why is biodiesel considered a  
carbon-neutral fuel?

P1.  How do cracking and additives improve the octane rating  
of gasoline?

2.  Why are oxygenated fuels controversial in some communities 
and regions?

3.  List types of alternative-fuel vehicles that are familiar to you.

Figure 3.66  About 12–15% of public transit buses 
(left) in the United States are powered by natural 
gas, and some package-delivery companies (right) 
also include CNG vehicles in their fleets.
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CNG/LPG Vehicle Links
http://auto.howstuffworks.com/

fuel-efficiency/alternative-fuels/
ngv.htm

http://www.ngvc.org/
http://www.afdc.energy.gov/afdc/

vehicles/natural_gas.html 
http://eerc.ra.utk.edu/etcfc/docs/

EPAFactSheet-cng.pdf

Biofuels (Flexible Fuel and 
Diesel) Links

http://www.biodiesel.org/
http://auto.howstuffworks.com/

fuel-efficiency/alternative-fuels/ 
biodiesel.htm

http://www.afdc.energy.gov/afdc/
fuels/biodiesel.html

http://www.fueleconomy.gov/feg/
flextech.shtml

http://auto.howstuffworks.com/
fuel-efficiency/alternative-fuels/ 
how-e85-ethanol-flex-fuel-works 
.htm

Fuel-Cell Vehicle Links
http://www.fueleconomy.gov/feg/

fuelcell.shtml
http://science.howstuffworks.com/

fuel-cell.htm
http://www.epa.gov/otaq/fuelcell/
http://www.nrel.gov/vehiclesand 

fuels/hev/

Electric Car Links
http://www.howstuffworks.com/

electric-car.htm
http://inventors.about.com/library/

weekly/aacarselectrica.htm
http://www.fueleconomy.gov/Feg/

evtech.shtml
http://www.hybridcars.com/

electric-car

Hybrid Gasoline-Electric Vehicle 
Links

http://www.afdc.energy.gov/afdc/
vehicles/hybrid_electric.html

http://auto.howstuffworks.com/
hybrid-car.htm

http://www.motortrend.com/
roadtests/alternative/

http://www.nrel.gov/vehiclesand 
fuels/hev/ 

http://www.calcars.org/vehicles.html

Differentiation
TRM  

 
READING GUIDE 

A comparative reading guide is available 
to help students organize the informa-
tion in Sections D.10 and D.11. Com-
pleted reading guides may be used to 
help students answer questions in 
Making Decisions D.12.

376 Unit 3 Petroleum: Breaking and Making Bonds

Among the advantages of CNG are wide availability and an 80% decrease 
(compared to gasoline) in carbon monoxide (CO) and nitrogen oxide (NOx) 
emissions. However, refueling systems require a compressor, which increases 
the vehicle cost by $2000 to $4000. Also, there is a higher fire risk resulting 
from a collision of a CNG-powered vehicle.

Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG)
Another petroleum-based gaseous fuel is propane (C3H8), also known as liq-
uefied petroleum gas (LPG). Very similar to CNG, it is often used in dual-
fuel vehicles. LPG is used mainly in fleet vehicles, such as taxis, delivery 
trucks, and buses. Advantages include longer engine life and lower mainte-
nance costs due to cleaner fuel combustion. Also, since the fuel–air mixture 
is completely gaseous, LPG vehicles tend to start more readily in extremely 
cold conditions than do gasoline-powered vehicles. A newer technology, liq-

still in the liquid state, increasing engine efficiency.
Since LPG is stored as a liquid, compressors are not required for refueling. 

Facilities for production, storage, and bulk distribution of LPG exist through-
out much of the United States; expanded use in personal vehicles would 
require development of distribution sites.

Flexible Fuel and Diesel
-

tured to run on fuels containing up to 85% ethanol (C2H5OH). These vehicles 
are known as flexible-fuel vehicles. Unlike CNG and LPG vehicles, they can 
use a single fuel system for E85, gasoline, and mixtures of the two fuels. Their 
operation is similar regardless of fuel; however, they can travel farther on a 
gallon of gasoline than on a gallon of E85. Ethanol-based automobile fuel is 
distributed in the same manner as gasoline-based fuel, thus the existing distri-
bution network can easily be modified to dispense ethanol. 

Similarly, drivers of vehicles designed to operate using diesel fuel obtain 
their fuel through the established fueling station network. Such vehicles can 

vehicles available. Some newer diesel engines use both a particulate filter 
and a selective catalytic reduction (SCR) system to reduce emissions of air 
pollutants. Exhaust and a reducing agent known as “diesel exhaust fluid” 
react in the catalytic chamber, with the aid of a catalyst, to reduce nitrogen 
oxides (NOx) to nitrogen and water.

Fuel Cell
One developing option for generating electricity to power vehicles is the  
fuel cell. It did not become a practical energy source until the 1960s,  
when fuel cells were used in the U.S. space program. Any fuel containing 
hydrogen (such as methanol or natural gas) can be used in a fuel cell.

As shown in Figure 3.67, one common form of fuel cell converts oxygen 
gas and hydrogen fuel into electrical energy and water, which is its only 
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emission. From a chemical viewpoint, such an operating fuel cell represents 
another way to release and harness the chemical potential energy stored in 
hydrogen and oxygen molecules:

2 H2  O2  2 H2O  Electrical energy  (and some thermal energy)

The fuel cell involves platinum electrodes that catalyze the removal of 
electrons from hydrogen atoms. In one common type of fuel cell called a 
proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cell (see Figure 3.67), electrodes are 
in contact with a polymer that allows hydrogen ions to pass through, but not 
hydrogen molecules. The electrons flow from the fuel cell through an exter-
nal circuit (where they do useful work), returning to the fuel cell at the other 
electrode. See Figure 3.68. That second electrode catalyzes the reaction of 
oxygen gas (the oxidant) with hydrogen ions and electrons to produce water 
molecules, thus completing the electrical circuit. In the PEM hydrogen-oxy-
gen fuel cell, the net products are water molecules and electrical energy.

Figure 3.68  Schematic diagram 
of a proton exchange membrane 
(PEM) fuel cell. Hydrogen ions  
form when electrons are removed 
from H2 at the anode. The electrons 
flow through the circuit to the  
cathode, doing useful work along 
the way (note the electric motor in 
the circuit). The H+ ions (protons)  
flow through the polymer to the 
cathode, where they combine  
with oxygen gas and electrons to 
produce water.

Oxygen inHydrogen in

Electron flow

H2

H2O

O2

e e

Water and
heat out

Anode CathodeElectrolyte
KOH

ALKALINE FUEL CELL
Electrical current

Oxygen in
Excess

hydrogen
fuel out

Hydrogen
fuel in

Water
product outH2(g) H2O(g)

O2(g)H2(g)

Anode CathodeElectrodes

Electrolyte

Proton
flow

THE OPERATION OF A HYDROGEN FUEL CELL

Electron flow

Electric motor

Figure 3.67  The reaction  

2 H2 + O2  2 H2O  +  electrical energy 
takes place inside this fuel cell.
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Fuel cells require no electrical recharging, and eliminate or substantially 
reduce release of air pollutants. They are more efficient than are internal-
combustion engines; they can obtain more useful power from a given quan-
tity of fuel than can be obtained by burning it. 

Fuel cells are currently being used in some specialized applications, includ-
ing in forklifts for material handling. Since forklifts often operate indoors, they 
need a power source that produces no harmful emissions during use. Most 
forklifts make use of lead-acid batteries as power sources. Traditional lead-
acid batteries have some drawbacks in these applications, such as limited 
range and significant recharge time, which fuel cells can overcome.

However, challenges remain in developing fuel handling and processing 
options, and reducing fuel-cell manufacturing costs and operating costs. 
Producing and distributing high-purity hydrogen (H2) for fuel cells repre-

hydrogen from resources including natural gas, water, coal, and biomass. 
Each process has advantages and drawbacks and none is yet competitive 
with gasoline or diesel on a per-mile basis. 

One of the primary barriers is hydrogen transportation. Hydrogen gas can 
be transported by pipeline or tanker trailer in the gaseous state or liquefied 
and transported by cryogenic trailers. Both trailer transportation options use 
significant quantities of energy from petroleum-based fuels, while the hydro-
gen pipeline system is very limited. Alternatives include producing hydro-
gen at local refueling stations, which would add to the cost of production.

Electricity
Another option for powering vehicles with electricity uses an electric motor 
to propel the vehicle. Electrical energy to power the motor must be stored 
onboard in an energy storage device, usually a battery.  Since storage capac-
ity is limited, batteries must be regularly recharged by connecting to a source 
of electrical energy. 

Although interest in electric vehicles surged when gasoline prices rose 
above $3.00 per gallon, there were no electric cars available to consumers 

-
cle options include neighborhood electric vehicles (NEVs), which can often 
travel as far as 30 miles with speeds up to 25 miles per hour, electric scoot-
ers, and electric bicycles. 

Since electric vehicle batteries are usually recharged using electrical 
energy generated by fossil fuel-burning power plants, there are emissions 
associated with their use. However, they do not burn petroleum and meth-
ods of recharging using renewable energy are under development. One of the 

-
ogy. Rechargeable batteries have a limited life span and battery replacement 
may cost more than the value of the vehicle. Batteries also pose life-cycle 
problems of resource use, disposal, reuse, and recycling.
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Hybrid and Plug-In Hybrid
Some car designers believe that a gasoline–electric vehicle will best meet 
consumer needs while reducing emissions and fuel costs. See Figure 3.69. 
Hybrid gasoline–electric vehicles, or hybrid vehicles, like the fictitious origi-
nal TLC featured in this unit, come equipped with a gasoline-burning engine 
as well as a battery-powered electric motor. The batteries are recharged while 
driving, partially through conversion of the car’s kinetic energy into stored 
chemical potential energy whenever the vehicle’s brakes are applied. 

As you already learned, traditional gasoline-powered automobiles are 
unable to convert all the chemical energy stored in gasoline and oxygen into 
useful mechanical energy. Figure 3.56 (page 362) documented that only 25% 
of the original chemical energy is converted into usable horsepower, while 
the other 75% is lost to the surroundings as thermal energy.

A hybrid vehicle, however, is able to store some of the energy that would 
otherwise be “lost” and save it for later use. In essence, chemical potential 
energy—originally stored in gasoline and oxygen—is converted into kin- 
etic energy as the car accelerates. When the car possesses more kinetic energy 
than is required—for example, as it goes downhill or when brakes are 
applied—excess kinetic energy is converted back into chemical potential 
energy stored in the car’s battery. 

By comparison, when brakes are applied in traditional gasoline-powered 
vehicles, the car’s kinetic energy is converted into wasted thermal energy 
through friction as the brake’s pads slow the car. In addition, hybrid cars are 
engineered to switch over from the gasoline engine to the electric motor 
whenever possible, such as when idling at a red light. This increases the 
car’s overall energy efficiency; nearly 40% of the gasoline’s chemical energy 
is converted into useful kinetic energy.

Figure 3.69  Hybrid cars are becoming more common. Some states give tax incentives or carpool 
lane advantages for purchasing and driving hybrid or other alternative-fuel vehicles.
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380 Unit 3 Petroleum: Breaking and Making Bonds

Hybrid vehicles typically achieve over 40 miles per gallon and can  
travel more than 650 miles between fueling stops. Although these vehicles 
produce the same kinds of emissions as fossil-fuel-burning vehicles, the 
quantity produced over a given distance is smaller.

Figure 3.70  Hybrid car.  Hybrid gasoline–electric vehicles represent alternatives to traditional gasoline-powered 
vehicles. Left: As the hybrid car accelerates (green arrows), it draws power from both the gasoline engine and 
electric storage battery. In some models, the electric battery provides all the needed power at low speeds,  
which also lowers gasoline consumption. Right: When brakes are applied (red arrows), some kinetic energy is 
transformed into chemical potential energy stored in the car’s electric battery. This energy is used when the car 
again accelerates. In traditional gasoline-powered vehicles, all of this energy would be lost as heat through friction 
by the brakes.
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d.11 AlternAtives sources 
for builder molecules
This section considers substitutes that 
are available for the small portion of 
petroleum that is used as a source of 
builder molecules. Builder molecules  
for polymers and other products can 
sometimes be produced from biomass. A 
particular challenge in this technology is 
the need to break down plant cell walls. 
You may choose to use this idea to ask 
students what they know about plant 
cells from previous science courses. 

Vegetable oils can also be used instead 
of petroleum to synthesize many builder 
molecules. Based upon their experiences 
synthesizing and analyzing biodiesel, 
students should be able to discuss the 
issues associated with substituting 
crop-based oils for fossil-fuel oil (particu-
larly land-use and competing needs).

Differentiation
TRM  

 
READING GUIDE 

A comparative reading guide is available 
to help students organize the informa-
tion in Sections D.10 and D.11. Com-
pleted reading guides may be used to 
help students answer questions in 
Making Decisions D.12.

SECTION D  Alternatives to Petroleum 381

Plug-in hybrid vehicles (like the TLC-p) add to the versatility of hybrid 
vehicles by allowing the vehicle batteries to be charged by plugging them 
into a source of electrical energy. This adaptation allows plug-in hybrid 
vehicles to run longer on electricity alone, without sacrificing the conve-
nience of a vehicle that can be refueled along the road. Put another way, 
current hybrid vehicles have a gasoline engine assisted by an electric motor, 
while plug-in hybrids have an electric motor assisted by a gasoline engine.

vehicles available to commercial fleets and consumers in the next few years. 
As is the case for electric vehicles, battery technology remains the primary 
challenge for plug-in hybrid vehicle development.

D.11  ALTERNATIVE SOURCES FOR 
BUILDER MOLECULES

using petroleum as a transportation fuel. What about the other uses of petro-
leum? What alternatives exist to petroleum as a source of builder molecules, 
lubricants, and other specialty products? Given that only 13% of petroleum 
is used for non-fuel purposes, do we need to be concerned about these uses? 
Could alternative fuels and conservation make replacements for builders 
unnecessary?

Scientists in the Northwest United States are investigating the use of  
biomass, including wood pulp and wheat straw, to synthesize builder mole-
cules. The process requires breaking down the biomass into starch, cellu-
lose, and glucose. This step is among the most challenging, because it 
requires rupturing tough plant cell walls. The initial products could then be 
transformed into starting materials for polymers and common consumer 
products. Most of these starting materials currently are petroleum products.

Some plant-based polymer builder materials are already being used in 
floor coverings and refrigerators. Castor oil, a vegetable oil, is a promising 
builder material source already used to make the polymer polyurethane for 
use in car seats and mattresses. Both 1,3-propanediol, obtained as a byprod-
uct of biodiesel production, and succinic acid, an organic acid produced by 
bacteria from plant matter, show promise as builder molecule sources. 

Finally, renewable alternatives are also being developed for other appli-
cations of petroleum products, such as lubrication and hydraulics. Vegetable 
oils (from soybeans, corn, sunflowers, and other plants) can replace petro-
leum-based substances in many of these uses. Challenges to the substitution 
of bio-based (vegetable) oils include a tendency to oxidize, which has been 
largely overcome through selective breeding, and poor performance in cold 
conditions. The U.S. federal government sponsors a program called “Bio-
Preferred” that seeks to increase the use of bio-based products and has 
encouraged the development of bio-based lubricants and other products.
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MD d.12 evAluAting 
AlternAte-fuel  
oPtions

In this activity, students apply informa-
tion that they have organized in prepara-
tion for the culminating unit activity. 

Answers
1. While driving, hybrid gasoline-electric 

and flexible-fuel vehicles still use 
petroleum directly but consume less 
petroleum-based fuel than conven-
tional vehicles.

2. All five vehicle options are potentially 
renewable. CNG/LPG could be 
completely renewable if derived from 
biomass. Fuel cells could be renew-
able if the hydrogen is produced from 
electrolysis of water using renewable 
energy. Hybrid gasoline-electric
vehicles could be renewable if they 
used pure ethanol or biodiesel. Electric 
cars and plug-in hybrid would be 
renewable if charged with electricity 
from a non-fossil-fuel-powered 
generating plant. Flexible-fuel 
vehicles would require pure biofuels 
(not mixed with petroleum products) 
that were produced with the use of 
renewable energy and fuels.

3. Hybrid diesels running on biodiesel 
are likely in the immediate future. 
The costly nature of fuel cells, and 
issues associated with hydrogen 
production using renewable means 
and distribution suggest fuel cells are 
unlikely to succeed over the near 
term. Completely renewable sources 
of methane, for CNG vehicles, on a 
commercial scale are also unlikely in 
the immediate future.

4. It uses fuel that is readily and (rela-
tively) inexpensively available. From 
an owner’s perspective, there is little 
operational difference between a 
hybrid and more familiar vehicles. 
Also, as a consequence of increasing 
gas prices, the increased gasoline 
mileage provided by a hybrid 
gasoline–electric vehicle is appealing.

5. Answers should reflect an under-
standing of material developed 
throughout Unit 3. Any option is 
acceptable, provided that students 
support the choice with appropriate 
evidence.

382 Unit 3 Petroleum: Breaking and Making Bonds

 MAKING DECISIONS
D.12  EVALUATING ALTERNATIVE-FUEL 

OPTIONS

table that will easily enable you to compare alternative-fuel options in terms 
of fuel type, availability, efficiency, cost, environmental impact, renewabil-
ity, and ease of refueling. Work as a group to enter appropriate information 
in the table. Refer to the information in your completed table to answer the 
following questions:

1. Under what circumstances does each type of alternative-fuel vehicle
still rely on petroleum as a fuel? Explain.

2. Which of the alternative-fuel vehicle options involve, or could
involve, completely renewable fuel sources? Explain.

3. Which of the options has the greatest potential for a completely
renewable fuel source in the future? For each option you name,
propose an approach that might support the transition from
nonrenewable to renewable fuel.

4. The TLC-p advertised at the start of this unit is a hybrid vehicle. Why
is this type of vehicle currently popular with buyers?

5. Which of the options do you consider the most promising overall for
future use? Be prepared to list and explain the factors upon which
you based your decision.
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Reviewing the Concepts
 1. A substance that occurs naturally in 

living organisms.
 2. a. Biomass (wood)

b. Coal 
c. Petroleum

 3. Answers will vary and may include 
petroleum, wood, coal, and biomass.

 4. It originated in the Sun. Plants 
convert solar energy into carbohy-
drates, which are converted to 
biomolecules by living organisms.

 5. Answers will vary, but may include 
invention of the automobile, mass 
production of automobiles, develop-
ment of trucks for transporting goods, 
and conversion of some home- 
heating systems from coal to oil.

 6. It is lost to the surroundings as heat.
 7. The percent of initial energy input 

converted into useful work.
 8. a. 132 000 kJ  0.75  99 000 kJ

b.  It is released to the surroundings, 
primarily as heat.

 9. Possible answers include: 
a. C17H36 ∫B C9H18  C8H18

b. C18H38 ∫B C9H20  C9H18

 10. Catalysts allow cracking to take place 
at much lower temperatures. Energy 
efficiency is thus improved with a 
catalyst, because less energy is 
required to accomplish the cracking 
task.

 11. The catalyst is not consumed or 
changed, so a small amount of 
catalyst can be used repeatedly in the 
cracking process.

 12. Lead is a toxic heavy metal. The lead 
in tetraethyl lead was emitted into 
the atmosphere, presenting a health 
hazard, particularly to human 
children.

 13. Isooctane is a branched-chain 
hydrocarbon. Octane is a straight-
chain hydrocarbon.

SECTION D  Section Summary 383

 MAKING DECISIONS
D.12  EVALUATING ALTERNATIVE-FUEL 

OPTIONS

table that will easily enable you to compare alternative-fuel options in terms 
of fuel type, availability, efficiency, cost, environmental impact, renewabil-
ity, and ease of refueling. Work as a group to enter appropriate information 
in the table. Refer to the information in your completed table to answer the 
following questions:

 1. Under what circumstances does each type of alternative-fuel vehicle 
still rely on petroleum as a fuel? Explain.

 2. Which of the alternative-fuel vehicle options involve, or could 
involve, completely renewable fuel sources? Explain.

 3. Which of the options has the greatest potential for a completely 
renewable fuel source in the future? For each option you name, 
propose an approach that might support the transition from 
nonrenewable to renewable fuel.

 4. The TLC-p advertised at the start of this unit is a hybrid vehicle. Why 
is this type of vehicle currently popular with buyers?

 5. Which of the options do you consider the most promising overall for 
future use? Be prepared to list and explain the factors upon which 
you based your decision.

Throughout human history, society has 
relied on a variety of biomolecules as 
energy sources.

 1. What is a biomolecule?

 2. Refer to Figure 3.55, page 360. Identify the 
primary source of energy in the United 
States 

a.  in 1900.

b.  in 1940.

c.  since 1985.

 3. List three fuels that contain biomolecules 
used for energy.

 4. What is the source of the energy stored in 
biomolecules?

 5. Although petroleum has been used for 
thousands of years, only in relatively recent 

List three technological factors that help to 
explain this.

Thermal energy can be converted into 
other forms of energy. Although energy 
can neither be created nor destroyed, 
useful energy is lost each time energy is 
converted from one form to another.

 6. In powering an automobile, 25% of the 
energy is said to be useful. What happens to 
the other 75% of the energy?

 7. Explain what energy-conversion efficiency 
means.

 8. One gallon of gasoline produces ~132 000 kJ 
of energy when burned. Assume that an 
automobile is 25% efficient in converting 
this energy into useful work.

a. How much energy (in kJ) is “wasted” 
when a gallon of gasoline burns in an 
automobile?

b. What happens to this wasted energy?

Larger molecules in petroleum’s kerosene 
fraction (C12 to C16) can be converted to 
smaller molecules useful in the gasoline 
fraction (C5 to C12). The speed of the 
process, called cracking, is increased  
by using a catalyst.

 9. Write one possible balanced equation 
showing how each of the following 
molecules could be cracked into molecules 
for the gasoline fraction.

a. C17H36 b. C18H38

 10. In terms of energy efficiency, why are 
catalysts used during the cracking process?

 11. Explain why only small amounts of 
catalysts are needed to crack large amounts 
of petroleum.

The octane rating is an expression of a 
fuel’s burning performance in an engine. 
Additives may enhance gasoline’s burning 
performance.

 12. Why do we no longer use tetraethyl lead as 
a gasoline additive?

 13. 
of octane and isooctane.

Reviewing the Concepts

SUMMARYDSECTION
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 14. They increase a fuel’s octane rating 
because they are less likely than hydro- 
carbons to ignite on compression.

 15. Increase the percent of branched-chain 
alkanes in the fuel or add oxygenated 
fuels, such as methanol or MTBE.

 16. An ester group
 17. KOH serves as a catalyst 
 18. It is readily available, it is made  

from renewable sources, it has lower 
sulfur content than petroleum, and it 
creates no net increase in greenhouse 
gases.

 19. It could in principle. However, 
agricultural land is limited, and 
current production methods are 
incapable of producing enough to 
meet all the demand for diesel fuel. 

 20. a.  Advantage: major deposits in the 
United States; disadvantages: 
requires energy and water to 
process, creates pollution

b. Advantages: large, known U.S. 
reserves; disadvantages: high cost 
to convert to liquid fuel, nonre-
newable

c. Advantages: readily available, 
renewable, lower sulfur content 
than in petroleum, no increase in 
greenhouse gases produced; 
disadvantages: similar pollution/
greenhouse effects as for petroleum, 
cost of processing, need for land

 21. Possible answers: hydropower, 
nuclear, solar, wind, and geothermal

 22. More than 70% 
 23. Biomass conversion and vegetable oil
 24. See table on page Unit 3-xv.
 25. Water
 26. Methane (natural gas)

What alternatives to 
petroleum are available 
for burning and 
building?
Student answers should include:
• Current internal-combustion 
engines are not very efficient— 
significant energy is released as 
thermal energy in conversions. 
Gasoline quality (octane ratings) can 
be improved by several techniques 
including cracking and addition  
of oxygenated fuels. 
• Alternatives to petroleum for 
burning and building include oil 
shale, coal, and biomass. 
• Alternative vehicles currently 
available or under development 
include those powered by electricity, 
flexible-fuels, diesel and biodiesel, 
natural gas, hybrid gasoline-electric 
systems, and fuel cells.

 27. a.  Chemical potential energy in 
storage batteries and gasoline is 
converted to kinetic energy.

b. Kinetic energy of the moving 
vehicle is converted to chemical 
potential energy within the 
vehicle’s storage batteries.

Connecting the Concepts
 28. Catalysts increase the efficiency of  

a chemical process. This minimizes 
the energy input needed for a 
chemical transformation.

 29. a.  It improves air quality, extends 
time that fossil fuels will be 
available, and helps ensure that 
substitutes will be in place when 
petroleum is no longer readily 
available.

b. Hydroelectric, solar, and wind 
power are least likely because they 
cannot be used directly as fuel for 
transportation.

30. a.  Answers will vary, but should be 
supported by evidence and valid 
reasoning. Immediate substitutes 
might include natural gas and 

QUERY: There would still be overset unless we 
started the #27 answers on this page, is that okay?

384 Unit 3 Petroleum: Breaking and Making Bonds

 14. How does the addition of oxygenated 
compounds affect a fuel’s octane rating?

 15. List two ways to increase a fuel’s octane 
rating.

Diesel fuel substitutes can be produced 
from renewable resources.

 16. What is the primary functional group in 
biodiesel molecules?

 17. Why was potassium hydroxide used in 
making biodiesel in Investigating Matter 

 18. What are three advantages of biodiesel over 
petroleum-based diesel fuel?

 19. Could renewable diesel replace all diesel 
use in the United States? Support your 
claim with evidence. 

Since petroleum is a nonrenewable 
resource, it will eventually be necessary to 
develop alternative sources of energy and 
builder molecules.

 20.  List one advantage and one disadvantage 
of using each of the following alternative 
fuel sources:

a.  oil shale

b.  coal

c.  biodiesel

 21.   List three alternative energy sources that 
do not involve biomolecules.

 22. What percent of petroleum consumed in the 
United States is used for transportation?

 23. List and describe two emerging non-
petroleum sources of builder molecules.

Several types of alternative-fuel vehicles 
are being developed, tested, and used.

 24. List an advantage and a disadvantage of 
each of the following alternative power 
sources for vehicles.

a.  compressed natural gas

b.  liquefied petroleum gas

c.  flexible fuel or biodiesel

d.  diesel

e.  hydrogen fuel cell

f.  electric

g.  hybrid gasoline–electric

h.  plug-in hybrid gasoline–electric

2 5. What are the emission products of fuel-cell 
powered vehicles?

2 6. What is the most common source of the 
hydrogen gas used in fuel cells?

What alternatives to 
petroleum are available  
for burning and building?
In this section, you have considered 
several alternatives to petroleum  
for both burning and building 
applications. Think about what  
you have learned, then answer  
the question in your own words  
in organized paragraphs. Your  
answer should demonstrate your 
understanding of the key ideas in  
this section. 

Be sure to consider the following in 
your response: energy efficiency, 
oxygenated fuels, oil shale, coal, 
biomass, biodiesel, fuel cell, and 
hybrid vehicles.
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required, affecting habitats. Nuclear— 
produces radioactive waste, requires 
mining and enrichment of uranium, 
and poses operating risks. Wind—
can cause erosion, kills birds in 
turbine collisions, and requires large 
areas of land.

 33. 

 34. Everyone who uses electricity 
originating from an oil- or coal- 
burning power plant consumes fossil 
fuels. One must generally use fossil 
fuels for heating or public transporta-
tion. Consumer products, including 
food items, require fossil fuels for 
production, packaging, and transpor-
tation to markets. Fossil fuels are 
used in plastics, fabrics, dyes, 
medications, and construction 
materials.

 35. Although CO2 is emitted, it is 
initially taken up by growing plants 
that serve as biodiesel’s source.

 36. Answers should take into account 
fossil fuel use in production of the 
car as well as its operation. 

Extending the Concepts
 37. Decrease losses due to piston cooling 

by improving piston insulation. 
Improve lubrication to decrease 
losses due to friction.

 38 See http://auto.howstuffworks.com/
question347.htm for MTBE facts. 
MTBE promotes complete combus-
tion of hydrocarbons. It is a potential 
human carcinogen. 

 39. Answers should consider advantages 
and disadvantages cited in answer-
ing Question 29.

 40. Students may conclude that these 
factors have slowed support for 
research and development of 
alternative energy resources, because 
they have contributed to a low sense 
of urgency in the government and 
among consumers.

 41. U.S. Drive (http://www.uscar.org/
guest/view_partnership.php? 
partnership_id=1) is one partnership 
between the U.S. DOE and automo-
bile manufacturers. 

 42. Answers will vary.

liquid fuels from coal, since those 
technologies are well developed.

b. Answers will vary, but should be 
supported by evidence and valid 
reasoning. Longer-term substitutes 
might include oil from oil shale 
and tar sands, petroleum from 
plants, and biomass.

 31. Answers may include: Increase the 
fuel efficiency of an automobile by 
keeping its engine tuned up and by 
maintaining proper tire pressure. 
Turn the thermostat to 68 °F (or 
lower) in the winter. Turn off 

unnecessary electric lights. Purchase 
a hybrid or other “greener” automo-
bile. Walk or take public transporta-
tion to school or work. Combine 
errands into a single driving trip.  
Buy goods made from recycled 
(instead of new) plastics.

 32. Oil shale—processing uses substan-
tial energy and water, and often 
destructive mining practices. 
Biomass—processing requires energy 
and produces emissions. Solar—
manufacturing of cells uses toxic 
substances; large areas of land are 

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 3084     New Fig.: 3DUN04
First Pass: 2010-10-18

 New Fig.: 3DUN 3 and 4 combined

(a) 1900

(a) 1900 (b) 2000

Biomass

Hydropower

Coal

Petroleum

Natural gas

Nuclear fission

Biomass

Hydropower

Coal

Petroleum

Natural gas

Nuclear fission
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2 7. Name the energy transformation that occurs 
in a hybrid vehicle when

a. the vehicle is accelerated.

b. the vehicle’s brakes are applied.

Connecting the Concepts
 28. Why is the use of catalysts encouraged by 

green chemistry?

 29. Some energy authorities recommend 
exploring ways to use more renewable 
energy sources such as hydroelectric, solar, 
and wind power as replacements for 
nonrenewable fossil fuels.

a. Why might this be a useful policy?

b. Which of these renewable sources are 
least likely to replace fossil fuels at this 
time? Why?

 30. If there is a dramatic increase in petroleum 
prices on the world market, explain which 
alternative source of energy you would 
expect to serve as the most practical 
substitute

a. immediately.

b. in 10 years.

 31. Suggest three ways individuals could 
reduce their total consumption of petroleum 
products.

 32. We often consider alternative energy 
sources to be pollution-free. Choose two 
alternative energy sources and evaluate 
them in terms of their possible impact on 
the environment. 

 33. Using Figure 3.55 on page 360 as a guide, 
make a pie chart showing the percent of all 
fuel sources used in 

a. 1900. b. 2000.

 34. Some people who do not own a car believe 
that they do not consume any fossil fuel. 
Evaluate their claim.

 35. When biodiesel burns, it emits CO2, like any 
other hydrocarbon-based fuel. Explain why 
it is not considered to be a net contributor 
to atmospheric CO2.

 36. Choose two alternative-fuel vehicles and 
discuss how choosing each one (instead of a 
gasoline-powered car) would affect your 
overall carbon footprint.

Extending the Concepts
 37. Referring to Figure 3.56 (page 362), suggest 

specific engine-design modifications that 
might increase the proportion of energy 
available to propel the car. 

 38. MTBE was once widely used as an oxygen 
source for automobile fuels. Investigate the 
chemical properties of this additive and the 
controversy surrounding its use. Report on 
its current status.

3 9. Predict how your community would 
respond to a proposal for installing wind- or 
solar-power devices on a large scale to 
provide electrical power. Consider both 
advantages and disadvantages that might be 
considered in a ballot proposal or legislative 
action.

 40. Analyze how the relatively low cost and 
abundant availability of petroleum have 
affected the search for and development of 
alternative energy sources.

 41. Identify and evaluate some state or federal 
programs that encourage development or 
use of alternative energy and builder 
molecule sources.

 42. Experts disagree about how long fossil-fuel 
supplies will last. Research and evaluate 
some of their current opinions.
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PUTTING IT ALL 
TOGETHER

getting mobile
This culminating activity engages 
students in designing, presenting, and 
evaluating mock television advertise-
ments for an alternative-fuel vehicle.
Students may need two or more class 
days to design presentations. It will be 
helpful to students to have Internet 
access available during their research 
time. Remind students to use their 
results and research from the unit’s 
Making Decisions activities (B.12, C.12, 
and D.12). Encourage students to use 
technology (computers, video, sound)  
to support their presentations.

Advertisement
Advertisements should reflect what 
students know about petroleum, energy, 
and fuels (both fossil and alternative). 
Students will choose (or be assigned to) 
a power option for their vehicle. You 
may choose to ask students to sign up 
for the various power options to have  
as many technologies as possible 
represented in each class. 

Remind students that their message 
must include accurate scientific claims 
and information about emissions, fuel 
efficiency, and use of petroleum com-
pared to a standard gasoline-based 
vehicle. Also, to be effective, an adver-
tisement must be organized, attention-
getting, and appealing. Encourage 
students to critically view television, 
print, and Internet automobile advertise-
ments as they design their presentations. 
Some style elements run through many 
automobile advertisements that might be 
useful for students as they plan their 
own ads. For example, many automobile 
ads use a catchphrase or slogan to 
distinguish one car from competing 
vehicles.

Advertisements should be designed 
for one minute of “air time.” Students 
will have to plan carefully to promote 
their vehicle within the time allowed. 
You may provide stopwatches or timers 
to help students monitor practice 
presentations. On presentation day, be 
sure to plan for additional time for 
questions and answers after each 
advertisement.

A rubric provided in the TRM may  
be distributed to students to guide their 
work on the project and then used to 
assess performance. You may choose to 
use the rubric as provided or modify it 
to meet your own expectations.

tecHnicAl brief
Students are to create a technical 
summary describing, in detail, how  
their vehicle is powered; the origin and 
energy costs of producing their vehicle’s 
fuel or fuels; fuel efficiency and emis-
sions associated with their vehicle;  
and non-fuel uses of petroleum in the 
production of their vehicle. The techni-
cal brief is particularly useful as an 
individual activity (and assessment) if 
students complete the advertisement in 
groups. The technical summary should 
support any claims made within the 

advertisement and demonstrate stu-
dents’ understanding of their particular 
vehicle, as well as petroleum’s roles in 
transportation, environmental quality 
and climate change, and global  
relationships.

P
IA

T

GETTING MOBILE
If you are an average U.S. high school student, you have already viewed 
about a half-million television commercials, many of them for automobiles. 
As alternative-fuel vehicles become more available, advertisements similar 
to the one that opened this unit will become more common. 

To make informed, intelligent consumer decisions, it is important to analyze 
the information conveyed in such advertisements, much as you did when 
you investigated claims in Unit 2. You can further develop your analytical 
skills by devising and defending your own product claims. 

You will now draft and produce your own automobile advertising message. 
After presenting your commercial message, you will answer questions posed 
by other students. 

Designing and Evaluating Vehicle Ads
Each student team will create and present an advertisement featuring an 
imaginary but plausible vehicle that uses a particular type of fuel. Your teacher 
will indicate which power options you may choose. You will present the com-
mercial message to the class for analysis and comment, based on ideas intro-
duced and discussed in your chemistry class. You will also prepare a techni-
cal brief to explain and support the claims made in your advertisement.

Each advertising message must meet certain specifications. Use these speci-
fications to guide the development of your advertisement and written tech-
nical brief, as well as to evaluate the presentations of your classmates.

386 Unit 3 Petroleum: Breaking and Making Bonds
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looking bAck And 
looking AHeAd
A primary objective of ChemCom is to 
enable students to make wise personal 
and community decisions. This brief 
transitional passage reflects on how 
knowledge of the three types of natural 
resources studied thus far—air, miner-
als, and petroleum—may inform their 
decisions. Each unit topic relates to the 
survival or well-being of humans on 
Earth. So does the next unit, “Water: 
Exploring Solutions.”

In this unit, students were introduced 
to organic chemistry, distillation as a 
separation method, isomers, petrochemi-
cals and polymers, heats of combustion, 
and the carbon cycle. They extended 
their understanding of global climate 
change and explored options for 
replacing some of the petroleum that  
is used to fuel and build the world in 
which we live. 

In the final unit of the “Core Four,” 
students will explore another key 
resource—water. They will be chal-
lenged to find the cause of and assign 
responsibility for a fish kill. Along the 
way they will learn about aqueous 
solutions, solubility, concentration, 
acids and bases, and how humans  
purify and use water.

P
IA

T

Scienti�c Claims

brief. 

feature of your vehicle, you should feature and explain it briefly in 
the advertisement. 

other petroleum products for fuel. 

Presentation

minute of “air time.”

° organized

° visually stimulating

° motivating to a potential buyer 

Technical Brief

° Explain how your vehicle’s power source 
works.

°
vehicle’s fuel and the energy cost involved in 
producing that fuel. 

° Include implications of emissions released by 
your vehicle, fuel efficiency, and how, other 
than in its use as a fuel, petroleum is involved 
in the production or use of your vehicle.

LOOKING BACK AND LOOKING AHEAD
This unit has illustrated once again that chemical knowledge can help inform 
personal and community decisions related to resource use and possible 
replacement options. Thus far in your ChemCom studies, you have focused 
on three types of resources: air, minerals, and petroleum. The next unit 
explores another kind of resource—water—the most abundant substance on 
Earth. As you will learn, use of water and responsibility for providing and 
maintaining clean water are important, and sometimes contentious, issues 
in every community.
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Unit Introduction
This final unit in ChemCom’s sequential 
first four units is organized around a fish 
kill in the fictional town of Riverwood, 
and resulting water-supply and water-
quality issues. In the process of deciding 
the cause of the Snake River fish kill, 
students explore and characterize 
properties of water and aqueous solu-
tions, learn about some of the many 
substances found in natural water, 
consider reactions that take place in 
aqueous solutions, and analyze pro-
cesses for monitoring and purifying 
water. In the context of the Riverwood 
fish-kill story, fundamental chemistry 
concepts and skills, including intermo-
lecular forces, solubility, solution 
concentration, and pH, are introduced, 
developed, or applied.

After the fish-kill mystery is intro-
duced, an initial ChemQuandary (page 
394) opens a discussion of direct and 
indirect uses of water. Students are then 
asked to collect water-use information 
from their own homes (which they later 
analyze) and explore the properties of 
water in a multi-station investigation. As 
in the preceding units, this investigation 
provides context for ideas that are 
developed throughout the unit. Section B 
focuses on the dissolving process, 
solution concentration, and solubility of 
solids and liquids in water. It culminates 
in the consideration of dissolved oxygen 
concentrations—a key factor in many 
real-world fish kills—in the Snake River.

Chemical changes in aqueous solution 
are considered in Section C, including 
precipitation reactions, solubility rules, 
pH, acids and bases, and buffer reac-
tions. At the end of Section C, you will 
provide data to students (from the TRM) 
that will inform their decision making 
about the fish kill. Section D considers 
natural and human-developed methods 
of water purification and treatment and 
includes an investigation that asks 
students to use several processes to 
purify a sample of contaminated water. 
The unit culminates in a town council 
meeting, where students determine the 
cause of the fish kill, based on scientific 
data, and make decisions regarding 
responsibility for the fish kill and 
prevention of future water-quality 
problems.
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WATER: 
EXPLORING 
SOLUTIONS

?
Fish are dying in the Snake River. Why? What are 
the consequences for the Riverwood community? 
How might this situation be related to water  
issues in your own community? 
Turn the page to find out more about this crisis 
and the role of water in modern life.

What makes water  
unique?

SECTION A
Sources, Uses, and Properties  
of Water  (page 393)

How is chemistry applied  
to produce safe drinking 
water?

SECTION D 
Water Purification and  
Treatment  (page 477)

How do we describe  
chemical behavior in  
aqueous solutions?

SECTION C 
Reactions in Solution   
(page 447)

Why do some substances 
readily dissolve while  
others do not?

SECTION B 
Looking at Water and Its  
Contaminants  (page 415)
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Breaking news at RiverwoodNewsLive.com MORNING EDITION

Severe Water  
Rationing in Effect
By Lori Katz
RIVERWOOD NEWS STAFF REPORTER 

Citing possible health hazards, Mayor Edward Cisko 
announced today that Riverwood will stop withdrawing 
water from the Snake River and will temporarily shut 
down the town’s water-treatment plant over water-quality 
concerns provoked by a massive fish kill. Starting at  
6 p.m., river water will not be pumped to the plant for at 
least three days. If the cause of the fish kill has not been 
determined and corrected by that time, the shutdown will 
continue indefinitely.

During the plant shutdown, water engineers and chem-
ists from the county sanitation commission (which oper-
ates Riverwood’s water-treatment plant) and the U.S. Envi-
ronmental Protection Agency (EPA) will investigate the 
cause of the major fish kill discovered yesterday. The fish 
kill extended from the base of the Snake River Dam, located 
upstream from Riverwood, to the town’s water-pumping 
station. The dam is owned and operated by Riverwood 
Power. The reservoir behind the dam provides water stor-
age for the town, as well as a source of cooling water for 
Riverwood Power’s electric-generating station.

The initial alarm was sounded when Jane Abelson, 15, 
and Chad Wong, 16—both students at Riverwood High 
School—found many dead fish floating in a favorite fish-
ing spot. “We thought maybe someone had poured poison 
into the reservoir,” explained Wong.

Mary Steiner, a Riverwood High School biology 
teacher, accompanied the students back to the river. “We 
hiked downstream along the farms and past the old mine 
for almost a mile. Dead fish of all kinds were washed up 
on the banks and caught in the rocks,” Abelson reported.

Ms. Steiner contacted county sanitation commission 
officers, who immediately collected Snake River water 
samples for analysis. Chief sanitation engineer Hal Coo-
per reported at last night’s emergency meeting that the 
water samples appeared clear, colorless, and odorless. 
However, he indicated some concern. “We can’t say for 
certain that the water supply is safe until the cause of the 
fish kill is determined. It’s far better that we take no 
chances until then,” Cooper advised.

See FISHKILL, page 5

RIVERWOOD NEWS  TODAY'S  
WEATHER:

mostly sunny

Fish Kill Triggers Riverwood  
Water Emergency 

Soon after discovering the fish kill, Riverwood High School 
students returned to the river to investigate.
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Connecting to the 
Unit’s Context and 
Challenge
Two newspaper articles introduce 
students to a water-quality problem in 
Riverwood and set the stage for the 
unit’s main storyline. Students follow 
the progress of Riverwood citizens in 
dealing with this water crisis through a 
series of related newspaper articles. You 
may decide to read the opening articles 
as a class to help students become 
engaged in the storyline, which will 
serve as the “need to know” for the 
entire unit. After reading, try to distin-
guish, in small groups or as a class, 
factual statements from opinions in the 
articles. You may also elect to invite 
students to evaluate some quotations  
in the articles or think about scientific 
questions that would help them solve 
the mystery.

If you ask students to read these 
articles on their own, provide focus 
questions or reading goals to direct their 
attention and be certain they compre-
hend important points raised in this 
introduction to the Unit 4 theme. Some 
of the important points include the need 
for safe water, the collection of evidence 
(water samples) to support future 
problem solving and decision making, 
the economic consequences of environ-
mental incidents, and the need to plan 
for essential uses of resources in a crisis. 

The Context Connections table, found 
on page Unit 4-x, provides an overview 
of the content and activities in the unit 
that connect directly with the unit 
challenge. It will help to reinforce the 
“need to know” chemistry content and 
skills if you refer explicitly to each of 
these connections as students encounter 
them in the text. Particularly important 
are the Making Decisions activities near 
the end of each section, in which 
students revisit the fish-kill scenario.  
At the end of the unit, students will 
organize and participate in a special 
town council meeting. Depending upon 
their assigned role, students will repre-
sent stakeholders, experts, or members  
of the town council. The variety of roles 
provides an opportunity for differentia-
tion in this culminating activity.

Several activities contribute to 
students’ assessment of the fish-kill 
situation and preparation for the final 
town council meeting. Section A.7 
identifies sources of water, while 
students analyze their own water use in 
Making Decisions A.8, then apply their 
findings to Riverwood’s water use in 
Making Decisions A.10. In Sections B.8 

and B.12, students analyze factors that 
affect solubility of solids and gases, 
respectively, in water. In Making 
Decisions B.13, they consider how low 
or high levels of dissolved oxygen can 
affect fish populations. Investigating 
Matter C.4 explores the use of precipita-
tion reactions to identify contaminants 
in natural water samples. Section C 
addresses acids, bases, and buffers, then 
culminates in student analysis of 
Riverwood water-quality data in Making 
Decisions C.14. Section D focuses on 
water purification, and students evaluate 

the Riverwood fish-kill crisis in Making 
Decisions D.9 before engaging in the 
Putting it All Together culminating 
activity. 
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 Riverwood News   Page 5

FISHKILL, from page 1

Mayor Cisko canceled the community’s “Riverwood 
Fish-In,” which was scheduled to start next week. No plans 
to reschedule Riverwood’s annual fishing tournament 
were announced. “The decision was made at last night’s 
emergency town council meeting to start investigating the 
situation immediately,” he said.

After five hours of often-heated debate yesterday, the 
Riverwood town council finally reached agreement to 
stop drawing water from the Snake River. Council mem-
ber Henry McLatchen (also a chamber of commerce 
member) commented that the decision was highly emo-
tional and unnecessary. He cited financial losses that 
motels and restaurants will suffer because of the Fish-In 
cancellation, as well as potential loss of future tourism 
dollars due to adverse publicity. However, McLatchen and 
other council members sharing that view were out-voted 
by those holding the position that the fish kill, the only 
one within Riverwood’s recorded history, may indicate a 
public health emergency.

Mayor Cisko assured residents that essential services 
will not be affected by the crisis. For example, he promised 
to maintain fire department access to adequate supplies of 
water to meet firefighting needs.

Arrangements have been made to transport emergency 
drinking water from Mapleton. The first water shipments 
are due to arrive in Riverwood by midmorning tomorrow. 
Distribution points are listed in Section 2 of today’s River-
wood News, along with guidelines on conserving water 
during this emergency. This information is also available 
on the Riverwood News Web site. 

All Riverwood schools will be closed Monday and pos-
sibly through Wednesday. No other closings or cancella-
tions have been announced. Local TV and radio will 
report any schedule changes as they become available.

A public meeting tonight at 8 p.m. at the town hall fea-
tures Dr. Margaret Brooke, a water expert at State Univer-
sity. She will answer questions concerning water safety 

and use. Brooke was invited by the county sanitation com-
mission to help clarify the situation for concerned citizens. 
The meeting will be streamed live on the Riverwood News 
Web site.

Asked how long the water emergency would last, 
Brooke refused to speculate, saying that she first needed to 
talk to other scientists conducting the investigation. EPA 
investigators, in addition to collecting and analyzing water 
samples, will examine the dead fish in an effort to deter-
mine what was responsible for the fish kill. Brooke 
reported that trends or irregularities in water-quality data 
from Snake River monitoring during the past two years 
also will play a part in the investigation.

—Lori Katz can be reached at lkatz@riverwoodnewslive.com

Dead fish washed up along the banks of the Snake River 
yesterday afternoon.

We can’t say for certain 
that the water supply is 

safe until the cause of the 
fish kill is determined . . .”

“
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By Juan Hernandez
RIVERWOOD NEWS STAFF REPORTER 

In a series of on-the-street interviews, Riverwood citizens 
expressed a variety of opinions earlier today about the cri-
sis. “It doesn’t bother me,” said nine-year-old Jimmy Hen-
dricks. “I’m just going to drink bottled water and juice.”

“I knew that eventually they’d pollute the river and kill 
the fish,” complained Harmon Lewis, a lifelong resident of 
Fieldstone Acres, located east of Riverwood. Lewis, who 
traces his ancestry to original county settlers, still gets his 
water from a well and will be unaffected by the water cri-
sis. He said that he plans to pump enough well water to 
supply the children’s ward at Community Hospital if the 
emergency extends more than a few days.

Bob and Ruth Hardy, co-owners of Hardy’s Ice Cream 
Store, expressed annoyance at the inconvenience but were 
reassured by council actions. They were eager to learn the 
reason for the fish kill and its possible effects on water
supplies. Their daughter Toni, who loves to fish, was wor-
ried that late-season fishing would be ruined. Toni and her 
father won first prize in last year’s angling competition.

Riverwood Motel owner Don Harris expressed con-
cern for both the health of town residents and the loss of 
business due to the tournament cancellation. “I always 
earn reasonable income from this event and, without the 
revenue from the Fish-In, I may need a loan to pay bills in 
the next six months.”

The unexpected school vacation was “great,” according 
to 12-year-old David Price. Asked why he thought schools 
would be closed Monday, Price said that all he could think 
of was that “the drinking fountains won’t work.”

—  Juan Hernandez can be reached at jhern@riverwoodnewslive.com

Townspeople React to Fish Kill 
and Riverwood Water Crisis 

David Price was excited that school was canceled.

The fish kill sparked diverse reactions among Riverwood 
residents. Don Harris voiced concerns about health and 
economic impact of the fish kill.

Page 6  Riverwood News   

It doesn't bother me, I'm 
just going to drink bottled 

water and juice. . . . ”
“
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This section focuses on the physical 
properties of water, the sources and 
reservoirs of water on Earth, and human 
use of water resources. Intermolecular 
forces are considered to explain water’s 
properties, and water mixtures are 
explored and modeled. Students 
connect the unit theme to their own 
lives by considering their household’s 
water use, then apply their conclusions 
to the water shut-off in Riverwood. 

To help set the stage, consider 
conducting a brief class discussion on 
what students believe may have caused 
the fish kill and if they think Riverwood 
water is safe to drink. It might be helpful 
to ask a student to generate a summary 
list on a large sheet of paper as you 
conduct this discussion. You can use the 
list later to reevaluate students’ thoughts 
about the fish kill’s cause.

After the discussion, remind students 
that they will need to better under-
stand chemistry—particularly solution 
chemistry—to address these questions.

using the section 
Question
Students study the properties of water 
through the initial investigation and the 
sections that follow. Water is compared 
to other small-molecule compounds, 
water solutions are introduced, and the 
role of water in everyday life is empha-
sized. At the end of this section, students 
should be able to discuss water’s unique
properties and explain how these 
properties are affected by intermolecular 
forces, as well as discuss the key role of 
water in their lives.
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SECTION A  Sources, Uses, and Properties of Water 393

SECTION
SOURCES, USES, AND 
PROPERTIES OF WATER
What makes water unique?

Riverwood confronts at least a three-day water shortage. The water 
emergency has aroused understandable concern among Riverwood citi-
zens, town officials, and business owners. What caused the fish kill? 
Does the fish kill mean that Riverwood’s water supply poses hazards to 
humans? In the following pages, you will monitor the town’s progress 
in answering these questions and develop a hypothesis as to the cause 
of the fish kill. As you follow the unfolding story, you will deepen your 
understanding of matter and investigate water’s properties and uses. 

GOALS

water and its unique properties.

 
and suspensions).

particulate level.

 
direct and indirect uses.

ASECTION

P1. a. How do hydrocarbon molecules stick together?
b. How do water molecules stick together?

2. Consider an oil-and-vinegar-based salad dressing.
a.  Propose an explanation for the observation that

the contents of a bottle of this dressing separate
into two layers.

b.  How does the density of the oil compare with
that of the water? What evidence can you cite to
support your answer?

3. What is a solution?

hydrogen bonding are introduced in 
Section A.11. Section A.4 will more 
fully develop these ideas, especially 
as related to how water molecules 
“stick” together.) 
a. Hydrocarbon molecules stick 

together due to intermolecular 
forces. Hydrocarbon molecules  
are nonpolar, so these attractions 
occur when movement of electrons 
produces an uneven (instantaneous) 
distribution of electrical charge 
within the molecule. The larger the 
hydrocarbon molecules, the greater 
the intermolecular forces.

goals
Section A goals include describing and 
explaining the properties of water; 
distinguishing and modeling mixtures; 
and analyzing personal and community 
water uses. 

Pconcept check 1
1. (Concepts developed in Unit 3, 

Sections A.7, A.10, and A.11. The 
concept of intermolecular forces is 
introduced in Section A.7; students 
use it in A.10; the concepts of instan-
taneous dipoles, polar molecules, and 

b. Water molecules also stick 
together due to intermolecular 
forces. Unlike hydrocarbon 
molecules, water molecules are 
polar. The oxygen end has a 
partial negative charge, and the 
hydrogen end has a partial 
positive charge. Thus, the 
hydrogen end of one water 
molecule is attracted to the 
oxygen end of another water 
molecule. (Some students may 
also mention hydrogen bonding 
as a specific type of intermolecu-
lar force that makes water 
molecules stick together. That 
concept will be more fully 
developed in Unit 4.)

2. (Looking ahead for Question 2a; 
answers will be based on students’ 
prior knowledge. For Question 2b, 
the concept of density was devel-
oped in Unit 0, Section C as well as 
Units 1 and 3 in the context of 
physical properties.) 
a. Expect student explanations to 

vary. One expected response is 
that oil and water don’t mix 
(based on previous knowledge 
and experience, and that this is a 
common phrase). Depending on 
how deep you want students to 
go, you may want to probe 
further with, “Yes, they don’t 
mix, but why? Just saying they 
don’t mix is not an explanation 
of why they don’t mix. Try to 
think about the properties of 
molecules in oil and in water.” A 
more advanced answer would be: 
“The molecules in the top layer 
interact with each other, but not 
with the molecules in the bottom 
layer. The molecules in the 
bottom layer interact with each 
other, but not with the molecules 
in the top layer.”

b. Oil is less dense than water. 
Student evidence may include 
statements such as “Oil floats on 
water” or “Whenever you see oil 
and water together, the oil is 
always on the top layer.”

3. (Looking ahead for Question 3; 
answers will be based on students’ 
prior knowledge.) Expect student 
explanations to vary. One expected 
response is that solutions are 
mixtures (based on the goals that 
were just introduced). Some may 
use the terms solute and solvent  
to define a solution. Very few will 
identify a solution as a homoge-
neous mixture.
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394 Unit 4 Water: Exploring Solutions

A.1  TOWN IN CRISIS
Although Riverwood is imaginary, its problems are not. Residents of many 
communities have faced these and similar problems. In fact, two water-
related challenges confront each of us every day. Can we get enough water to 
supply our needs? Can we get sufficiently pure water? These two questions 
serve as major themes of this unit, and their answers require an understand-
ing of water’s chemistry and uses.

The notion of water purity must be given careful consideration. See  
Figure 4.1. You will soon learn that the cost of producing a supply of water 
that is 100% pure is prohibitively high. Is that level 
of purity needed—or even desirable? Commu-
nities and regulatory agencies are responsi-
ble for ensuring the availability of water 
of sufficiently high quality for its 
intended uses at reasonable cost. How 
do they accomplish this task?

water use presents some fascinating 
puzzles, as the ChemQuandary below 
illustrates.
 During the 20th century, the popu-

and water use increased by a factor of 

to replace fossil fuel use as the most 
pressing global-economic issue in this 
century. In the following activities, you will 
investigate your household’s water use and 

and aqueous solutions. 

place one fried egg on your breakfast 
plate.

two facts by listing the steps involved in 
producing and delivering to your home 
the fruit juice and the egg. Then review 
each step and consider where water use 
would occur.

WATER, WATER EVERYWHERE

Figure 4.1  This water is  
obviously clear, but is it pure? 
What is pure water?

CHEMQUANDARY
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A.1 ToWn in Crisis
Indicate that the problems in Riverwood 
often happen in real life. You may direct 
students to conduct a search (newspaper 
and Internet) to find out if this type  
of problem has recently occurred 
elsewhere—especially in your own 
community. Emphasize that the ques-
tions posed here—Can we get enough 
water to meet our needs? and Can we  
get sufficiently pure water?—are major 
themes of the unit.

Ask students to explain where water 
comes from in their community and if 
having enough water is a concern. After 
the concept of pure water is introduced, 
ask students if the water they can obtain 
from various sources (tap, filter, bottles) 
is “pure” and if they are concerned 
about the purity of the water that they 
use. Ask students to suggest what the 
criteria for “pure water” might be.

You may decide to post current 
articles about water quality and water 
supply on a bulletin board for the 
duration of the unit. These articles may 
be student or teacher selected (or both). 
Current information on water quality 
and water supply will reinforce for 
students that the concerns in the 
fictional town of Riverwood are relevant 
to their own lives.

Differentiation
TRM  READing guiDE 

A reading guide is available to help 
students organize the information in the 
section-opening newspaper articles and 
Section A.1. Information they enter into 
this reading guide may help students as 
they investigate the potential causes and 
consequences of the Riverwood fish kill.

CHEMQUANDARY
WATer, WATer everyWHere
This activity can be completed either as 
a teacher-led discussion or as cooperative- 
group work (3 to 4 students). In either 
case, begin by asking students to identify 
uses of water involved in making eggs or 
plastic bottles of juice available in local 
grocery stores.

In egg production, water is used for 
chickens to drink, to grow chicken feed, 
to grow trees that provide wood to build 
chicken houses, to wash eggs, and to 
produce the cardboard cartons in which 
eggs are packaged. Students may 
identify many other indirect water uses.

In juice production, water is used to 
grow fruit trees; to wash harvested fruit; 
and to process fruit into juice. The 
quantity of water used indirectly to 
produce the juice must also be consid-
ered. The global average of “virtual 
water content”—a quantity that accounts 

for all direct and indirect water use in 
bringing a product to market—of 1 L of 
orange juice is 850 L. Producing a 1-L 
plastic bottle requires 2–3 L of indirect 
water use. Point out that while consum-
ing bottled juice may help to lessen a 
short-term water shortage in Riverwood, 
it does not contribute to long-term water 
conservation. Orange-juice data are 
derived from values available in the 
following report from UNESCO: http://
www.unesco-ihe.org/content/
download/2610/26902/file/ 
Report16_Volume2.pdf.

a Using the Figures
Figure 4.1 Use this photograph 
and caption as a springboard into the 
section. Ask students to think about 
and discuss questions of purity posed 
in the caption. This will help them 
anticipate ideas they will encounter 
in the text.
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SECTION A  Sources, Uses, and Properties of Water 395

 MAKING DECISIONS
A.2 USES OF WATER
Keep a diary of water use in your home for three days. On a data table like 
the one shown here, record how often various water-use activities happen. 
Ask each household member to cooperate and help you.

Check the activities listed on the chart. See Figure 4.2. If family members use 
water in other ways within the three-day period, add those uses to your 

Figure 4.2  Will you 
wash a car in the next 
three days? If so, record 
it in your water-use log.

Per Household Day 1 Day 2 Day 3

Number of persons 

Number of baths

Number of showers

Average duration of a shower (min.)

Number of toilet flushes

Number of hand-washed loads of dishes

Number of machine-washed loads of dishes

Number of washing-machine loads of laundry

Number of lawn or garden waterings

Average duration of a watering (min.)

Number of car washes

Number of cups of water (estimated) for 
cooking and drinking

Number of times water runs in sink

Average duration of water running (min.)

Other uses and frequency

Data Table

MD A.2 Uses of WATer

In this activity, students are asked to 
include all members of their household 
in collecting data about home water  
use. The activity explores and promotes 
awareness of personal water use. It also 
reinforces the idea that gathering 
information is an important first step in 
making decisions. The collected data 
will be analyzed later in Making 
Decisions A.8 Water Use Analysis.

The time needed for data collection  
is three days. If possible, include one 
weekend day. You may decide to extend 
the collection interval to seven days, 
which provides a better estimate of 
average household water use but 
requires longer household cooperation 
and more demanding data management 
for students.

A sample data table is provided in the 
TRM for use with this activity. You may 
choose to provide this data table (or a 
similar one) to students or invite them to 
construct their own. It may be helpful  
to demonstrate methods for recording 
data in the table. You may decide to ask 
students to identify possible household 
water uses before providing this table. 
Some students may choose to create 
index cards to collect data directly at  
the point of water use—for example, to 
record the total minutes of showering.

The data table provides average values 
for water used by various appliances and 
processes. If the students want more 
accurate estimations, they can measure 
the water actually used for some 
household purposes, either directly or 
by observing a water-meter reading. 

TRM  HAnDouT
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396 Unit 4 Water: Exploring Solutions

 INVESTIGATING MATTER
A.3 PROPERTIES OF WATER

Preparing to Investigate
Determining the cause of the Riverwood fish kill will require knowledge of 
water’s properties and the chemistry of water-based solutions, commonly 
called aqueous solutions -
standing of water and the chemistry that occurs in water is vital to under-

some properties of water and aqueous solutions. You will refer back to these 
investigations as you progress through the unit.

Before you begin, read Gathering Evidence to learn what you will need to 
do, and note safety precautions. Gathering Evidence also provides guidance 
about when you should collect and record data.

Making Predictions
After reading Gathering Evidence, prepare an appropriate data table. Predict 

your predictions.

Gathering Evidence
Before you begin, put on your goggles, and wear them properly throughout 
the investigation.

station, you will complete the investigation for that station. The stations can 
be completed in any order. When working at a particular station, though, 
you must complete the investigations at the station in the order indicated. 
Follow these general instructions:

Note:  
your observations. The purpose of these activities is for you to make 
observations. As you progress through the unit, you will develop 

investigation.)

Station A:

Investigation 1
1. Pour water into a Petri dish until it is half-full.

2. Using the tongs provided, gently place a dry paperclip on the surface
of the water. See Figure 4.3

Figure 4.3  Placing a paper 
clip on water in a Petri dish.
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IM A.3 ProPerTies of 
WATer 

pre-lab Discussion
This investigation mirrors the introduc-
tory investigation in other units by 
having students explore and interact 
with water to develop some “rules” for 
the behavior of water. These “rules” will 
then be used to explain the physical and 
chemical properties of water. Students 
are not asked to make predictions for all 
stations as the results in some stations 
may not be easy to predict. Many 
investigations will force students to look 
at common activities more carefully to 
make the necessary claims.

Time 50 minutes

Materials (for 12 student pairs and 
4 sets of each station)

Station A
8 Petri dishes
16 paper clips
4 tongs
distilled water, 200 mL
2-propanol, 200 mL

Station B
paper towels, 4 rolls
4 burets
4 buret holders
4 ring stands
water, 200 mL
4 small plastic combs

Station C
wax paper, 1 roll
4 droppers 
water, 100 mL
corn (or olive) oil, 100 mL
4 100-mL beakers marked A  

(with water)
4 100-mL beakers marked B  

(with ethanol)
ice cubes, 5 lb
4 tongs

Station D
hot water, 200 mL
cold water, 200 mL
sugar cubes or sugar packets, 2 lb
4 10-mL graduated cylinders
8 50-mL beakers
8 stirring rods

Station E
12 funnels 
12 pieces of filter paper
12 ring stands
12 rings
12 250-mL beakers
4 small-point flashlights
milk (colloid): Water with a small 

amount of milk powder added so 
the mixture is slightly cloudy

muddy water (suspension): Muddy 

water or powdered clay mixed 
with water to produce suspension

0.01 M CuSO4 (solution): Mix 0.25 g 
of CuSO45H2O in enough water to 
make 1 L of solution.

Station F
12 100-mL beakers, 4 each labeled A, 

B, and C
4 conductivity testers
4 pH meters
4 spatulas
Salt A: (NaCl or KCl), 5 g
Salt B: (NaHCO3 or Na2CO3), 5 g
Salt C: (AlCl3 or ZnCl2), 5 g

safety
Students should wear goggles and 

aprons. 
2-propanol is flammable. No flames 

should be used.

lab Tips
Investigation 1: 70% 2-propanol (isopro-
pyl alcohol) can be purchased at a drug 
or grocery store. Water and 2-propanol 
should be put in Petri dishes with 
marked lids. Students can remove the 
lid and place the paper clip on the 
surface. After finishing the investigation, 
students will remove the paper clip and 
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SECTION A  Sources, Uses, and Properties of Water 397

3. Record your observations.

4. Repeat Steps 1 and 2 using a clean, dry Petri dish and 2-propanol
instead of water.

5. Record your observations.

6. Remove the paper clips, dispose of the water and 2-propanol as
directed by your teacher, and reset the station.

Station B:

Investigation 2
1. Rub the comb with the paper towel.

2. Open the buret so a stream of water is flowing into the container.

3.
See Figure 4.4.

4. Record your observations.

5. Refill the buret with water.

Station C:

Investigation 3
1.

2. Place the tip of the dropper in the center of the puddle and slowly

3. Record your observations.

4. Using a different dropper, repeat the investigation using olive or
corn oil.

5.

Investigation 4
1. You have two beakers labeled A and B. Using tongs, place an

ice cube in each beaker.

2. Record your observations, then remove the ice cubes from the
beakers.

3. Reset the station according to your teacher’s instructions.

Station D:

Investigation 5
1.

2.

3. Begin adding cubes or packets of sugar to each beaker. After each
addition, stir until dissolved. Keep adding cubes or packets until no
more will dissolve.

4. Record the number of cubes or packets that dissolved in each beaker.

5. Dispose of each solution as directed by your teacher.

INVESTIGATING MATTER
A.3 PROPERTIES OF WATER

Preparing to Investigate
Determining the cause of the Riverwood fish kill will require knowledge of 
water’s properties and the chemistry of water-based solutions, commonly 
called aqueous solutions -
standing of water and the chemistry that occurs in water is vital to under-

some properties of water and aqueous solutions. You will refer back to these 
investigations as you progress through the unit.

Before you begin, read Gathering Evidence to learn what you will need to 
do, and note safety precautions. Gathering Evidence also provides guidance 
about when you should collect and record data.

Making Predictions
After reading Gathering Evidence, prepare an appropriate data table. Predict 

your predictions.

Gathering Evidence
Before you begin, put on your goggles, and wear them properly throughout 
the investigation.

station, you will complete the investigation for that station. The stations can 
be completed in any order. When working at a particular station, though, 
you must complete the investigations at the station in the order indicated. 
Follow these general instructions:

Note:
your observations. The purpose of these activities is for you to make 
observations. As you progress through the unit, you will develop 

investigation.)

Station A:

Investigation 1
1. Pour water into a Petri dish until it is half-full.

2. Using the tongs provided, gently place a dry paperclip on the surface 
of the water. See Figure 4.3

Figure 4.4  Bring the comb 
near the stream of water from 
the buret.

dry, then replace the lids on the Petri 
dishes. Marking top and bottom (on the 
outside of the Petri dish) will avoid 
confusion.

Investigation 2: See Journal of 
Chemical Education, Vol. 77, No. 11, 
November 2000, page 1520, for further 
information about this activity.

In Investigation 4, Beaker A should be 
water and Beaker B should be ethanol. 
Make sure students remove the ice cube 
rapidly to reduce melting in ethanol 
and, therefore, diluting the sample. The 
same ethanol sample should not be used 
all day.

TRM  lAB HAnDouT

397

Investigation 6 can be set up and 
reused. Students could simply pour 
additional material through filter paper 
and use the flashlight to determine the 
Tyndall effect.

It is important in Investigation 7 to 
have three different types of salts to show 
salt hydrolysis. One salt should produce 
a neutral solution. The others should 
produce an acidic and a basic solution. 
Salts formed from a strong acid and weak 
base would produce an acidic solution. 
Salts formed from a weak acid and strong 
base would produce a basic solution.
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398 Unit 4 Water: Exploring Solutions

Station E:

At this station, you will find three solutions and three filtration setups. Your 
teacher has already poured some of each solution through the filter paper.

Investigation 6
 1. Describe the appearance of the three original solutions.

 2. For each solution, A, B, and C, shine a flashlight through the 

 3. Record your observations.

 4. Describe what has been caught by the filter paper for each solution.

Station F:

Investigation 7
 1. Half-fill the three labeled beakers with distilled water.

 2. 
teacher) in each beaker and record your value. 

 3. Add a small amount of Salt A to beaker A and stir until dissolved. 
Add a small amount of Salt B to beaker B and stir. Add a small 
amount of Salt C to beaker C and stir until dissolved.

 4. Retest the pH and conductivity of each solution and record your 
values.

 5. Dispose of your solutions as directed by your teacher.

Interpreting Evidence
 1. For each investigation in which you made predictions, 

a. describe how well your observations agreed with your 
predictions.

predictions and observed results.

 2. 

 3. 
differ?

Figure 4.5  Left: Particles are  
suspended in the sample in the beaker 
on the left. The particles are too small 
to see, but large enough to reflect light 
coming from a beam to the left of the 
beakers. This is called the Tyndall effect. 
Particles in the solution in the beaker  
on the right are too small to reflect  
light. Right: The Tyndall effect is also 
observable in nature.
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Expected Results
Investigation 1: Paper clip should float 
on water but not 2-propanol.
Investigation 2: Stream of water will 
bend toward the statically charged 
comb.
Investigation 3: Water will bead up, but 
oil will not.
Investigation 4: Ice cube will float in 
water (Beaker A) and sink in ethanol 
(Beaker B).
Investigation 5: Sucrose is more soluble 
in hot water than in cold. According to 
CRC handbook values, 17.9 grams will 
dissolve in 10 grams of 0 °C water (just 
over 4 sugar cubes) and 48.7 g dissolve 
in 10 g 100 °C water (approximately  
12 sugar cubes).
Investigation 6: Beaker A (colloid)—the 
light beam would be visible (Tyndall 
effect) but nothing would remain in the 
filter paper. Beaker B (suspension)—the 
light beam would not pass completely 
through the mixture and there would be 
obvious material in the filter paper. 
Beaker C (solution)—the path of the 
light-beam would not be visible in the 
beaker and there would be no residue on 
the filter paper.
Investigation 7: All dissolved salts will 
conduct electricity. NaCl pH  7, 
NaHCO3 pH  9, Na2CO3 pH  13, 
AlCl3 pH  5, ZnCl2 pH  5, KCl pH  7

Interpreting Evidence
1. a.  Students will probably predict 

accurately that the clip will float  
on water (Inv. 1), but should be 
surprised by the bending of water 
toward the comb (Inv. 2), the 
Tyndall effect (Inv. 6), and the 
differences in pH (Inv. 7). 

b. Explanations of differences should 
address intermolecular forces.

2. Investigations 1 and 3 best demon-
strate cohesive forces and student 
answers should include the idea that 
in both investigations water mol-
ecules seemed to maintain some sort 
of shape.

3. Muddy water particles must be larger 
to be “captured” by the filter paper.
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SECTION A  Sources, Uses, and Properties of Water 399

 4. 
of water before and after adding CO2

had an effect similar to that of CO2 on the pH of the water?

Making Claims
 5. In Investigation 4, what claim can you make about the relative 

densities of the two liquids?

 6. Use your observations to either support or refute the claim that water 
has electrical properties. 

 7. Based on your observations, is the following a justifiable claim: 
“More of a solid will always dissolve in hot water than in cold 

Reflecting on the Investigation
 8. 

other liquids. Using your answers to the questions above, write a 
paragraph that sums up what you know about water from this 
investigation. 

 9. Write two questions about water that are still unanswered after  
this investigation.

A.4  PHYSICAL PROPERTIES  
OF WATER

Water is a common substance—so common that we usually take it for granted. 
We drink it, wash with it, swim in it, and sometimes grumble when it falls 
from the sky. But are you aware that water is one of the rarest and most 
unusual substances in the universe? As planetary space probes have gath-

ered data, scientists have learned that the great 

unmatched by any planet or moon in our 

enveloped by water-laden clouds, as 

covered by oceans that have an aver-
age depth of more than three kilome-

Figure 4.6  Earth as seen from space. Our  
planet’s abundant supply of water makes it 
unlike any other in our solar system.

4. AlCl3 (or ZnCl2) created an acidic 
solution, similar to the dissolved CO2 
in Unit 2 Investigating Matter C.8. 

Making Claims
5. (Inv. 4) The liquid in beaker A is 

denser than the liquid in beaker B  
(the ice is denser than the liquid in 
beaker B).

6. Student answers may appear to 
conflict. Investigation 2 demonstrates 
water bending toward a statically 
charged comb, yet Investigation 7 
should demonstrate that distilled 
water does not conduct electricity. 

7. Yes, based on the evidence from this 
lab that is a justifiable claim. 

 (Note: There are a few salts that are 
less soluble in hot water than in cold. 
For example, cerium(IV) sulfate.)

Reflecting on the Investigation
8. Student answers should include some 

of the following ideas: surface tension, 
polar molecules, and density (in 
liquid and solid states).

9. Questions could include: Do all 
materials dissolve in water? How do 
gases dissolve in water? What is 
“pure” water?

A.4 PHysiCAl ProPerTies 
of WATer
This section highlights physical proper-
ties of water including density, physical 
state, surface tension, and boiling and 
freezing points. Water’s properties are 
compared to those of other substances 
with similar molecular mass, and the 
differences are explained in terms of 
intermolecular forces. This is a good 
opportunity to review students’ knowl-
edge (from Unit 3) of intermolecular 
forces and hydrogen bonds and intro-
duce the terms polarity and electronega-
tivity. Emphasize that a hydrogen bond 
is an intermolecular force, not an actual 
chemical bond.

In discussing water’s properties, it 
may be useful to refer back to activities 
that students completed in Investigating 
Matter A.3. For instance, both Investiga-
tions 1 and 3 demonstrate water’s strong 
cohesive forces. In Investigation 4, an 
ice cube floating in water demonstrates 
that ice is less dense than water. 
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400 Unit 4 Water: Exploring Solutions

Water is a form of matter. See Fig-

anything that occupies space and 
has mass. Water has many physical 
properties—properties that can be 
observed and measured without 
changing the chemical makeup of 
the substance. One physical prop-
erty of a sample of matter is its 
density, the mass of material within 
a given volume. The density of 
water as a liquid is easy to remem-

liquid water at room temperature 

3), 

3.
The density -

stances, the density of the solid form of water is less than the density of the 

nonmetallic substances, the solid would sink. Imagine the consequences if 

freeze from the bottom up. This would have a drastic impact on the aquatic 
life in the water!

-
spheric pressure. Table 4.1 shows boiling and melting points of three molec-
ular compounds, including water, with similar molecular masses. What 

Table 4.1? 

and how they influence the properties of a compound. To understand the 

hydrogen in a water molecule. This is a covalent bond, formed by the shar-
ing of an electron pair. However, the electrons in this bond are not shared 
equally. One atom in a covalent bond often has a greater attraction for the 

Figure 4.7  What states of water can be 
observed in this winter scene?

Figure 4.8  One cubic 
centimeter (shown actual 
size). 1 cm3 = 1 mL

Table 4.1

 

Substance Molar Mass Melting Point Boiling Point

H2O 18 g/mol 0 °C 100 °C

NH3 17 g/mol –78 °C –33 °C

CH4 16 g/mol –183 °C –162 °C

Some Properties of Water, Methane, and Ammonia
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You may also choose to supplement 
this section with some of the following 
demonstrations. Ask students to inter-
pret and explain the results of each 
demonstration in terms of water’s 
intermolecular forces and resulting 
physical properties. 

Demonstration ideas
1. Surface tension

a. Show that more water can be added 
to a full glass of water. Fill a glass to 
the rim, then continue to add water 
drop by drop until it bulges well 
above the rim.

b. Fill a glass with water even with 
the rim, then ask students how 
many paper clips they could add  
to the same glass. Many more than 
they expect can be added, due to 
the surface tension of the water 
clinging to the edge of the glass.

c. Drop water onto the surface of a 
penny, counting how many drops 
can be added before water escapes 
the surface. Repeat with hexane or 
alcohol for contrast.

2. Density 
a. Find the mass of 20.0 mL water in a 

100-mL plastic graduated cylinder. 
You may add food coloring to the 
water to make it easy to read the 
volumes before and after freezing. 
Have students calculate the density 
of liquid water. Then place the 
cylinder in a freezer. After freezing, 
find the new volume and have 
students calculate the density of ice. 

b. In a large clear container filled with 
water (such as an aquarium), place 
a can of regular soda and a can of 
diet soda. The regular-soda con-
tainer will sink while the diet-soda 
container floats due to differences 
in their densities. There is much 
more sugar in regular soda than 
artificial sweetener in diet soda, 
resulting in a dramatic difference  
in mass and, subsequently, density. 
For a more quantitative investiga-
tion, find the mass and volume and 
then calculate the density of each 
type of soda

c. Create a density column: Carefully 
place the following materials in a 
large graduated cylinder (to drama-
tize density differences) in this 
order: lead sinker (11.3 g/mL),  
corn syrup (1.36 g/mL), glycerin 
(1.26 g/mL), rubber stopper  
(1.2 g/mL), ethylene glycol  
(1.11 g/mL), water (1.0 g/mL), 
plastic (0.9 g/mL), oil (cooking, 
mineral, or colored lamp, 0.9 g/mL), 
oak (0.9 g/mL), alcohol (either 
ethanol or 2-propanol at 0.79 g/mL), 

and cork (0.2 g/mL). To form 
discrete layers, pour the liquids 
slowly down the side of the tilted 
graduated cylinder, or add each 
liquid layer using a long-stemmed 
funnel. Note that ethylene glycol is 
antifreeze. Consider coloring the 
water with food coloring for effect.

Differentiation
TRM  

 
READing guiDE 

A reading guide is available to help 
students organize the information in 
Section A.4. 
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SECTION A  Sources, Uses, and Properties of Water 401

shared pair of electrons than does the other bonded atom. This tendency for 
an atom to attract the shared pair of electrons in a covalent bond is the atom’s 
electronegativity
stronger pull on the pair of electrons it shares with hydrogen. The result of 
this unequal sharing is a polar bond—the hydrogen atom at one end of the 

a slight negative charge. 
Just as individual bonds in molecules can be polar, a molecule can be polar 

if it has at least one polar bond and an appropriate molecular shape. A polar 
molecule has an uneven distribution of electrical charge, which means that it 
has regions of both partial positive and partial negative charge arranged asym-

V-shape, as illustrated in Figure 4.9, rather than a linear, sticklike shape as in 

–) compared with the two hydrogen 
+). The large difference in 

the water molecule, results in a quite polar molecule. 

In Unit 3, you learned that the forces between and among molecules are 
called intermolecular forces. Because water molecules are very polar, they 
display unusually strong intermolecular forces known as hydrogen bonds. 
Note that these forces are not really bonds—they do not link atoms or ions  
in molecules or ionic substances. Hydrogen bonds are attractive forces 
between molecules. The word bond is simply used to indicate that hydrogen 
bonds are very strong compared to other intermolecular forces. 

The ability of water molecules to form very strong intermolecular attrac-
tions with each other is responsible for many of its unique properties. Because 
of these strong attractions among molecules, a large quantity of energy is 
required to pull the  molecules within the solid apart to form a liquid, result-
ing in a high melting point compared to similar molecular substances. 

Another consequence of the strong intermolecular forces in water is that it 
has very strong cohesive forces, the attractive forces that molecules in a liquid 
have for each other. These strong cohesive forces are responsible for water’s 
high boiling point compared to other substances of similar molar mass. The 
very strong cohesive forces in water are also responsible for some of the obser-
vations you made in Investigating Matter A.3. For instance, you were able to 

Figure 4.9  Polarity of a water 
molecule. The + and – indicate 
partial electrical charges.

O

H H

–

+ +

Partial positive
charge

Partial negative
charge
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402 Unit 4 Water: Exploring Solutions

observe a paperclip floating on the surface of water in Investigation 1. Recall 

this difference? Also, in Investigation 3, water formed a spherical drop on 

strength of the cohesive forces in water compared to oil? Consider these prop-

Hydrogen bonding is also responsible for the low density of ice compared 

results in an increase in the space between water molecules as ice forms, as 
shown in Figure 4.11.

A.5 MIXTURES AND SOLUTIONS
How can you decide if a water sample is clean enough to drink? How can 
substances in water be separated and identified? Answers to these questions 
will be helpful in understanding, and possibly solving, the fish-kill mystery. 

When two or more substances combine yet retain their individual proper-
ties, the result is called a mixture. As you saw in Investigating Matter A.3, 

heterogeneous mixtures. That is, their composition is not 
the same, or uniform, throughout. 

suspension if the solid parti-
cles are large enough to settle out or can be separated by using filtration. Muddy 

If the particles are smaller than those in a suspension, they may not settle 
out and thus may cause the water to appear cloudy. The scattering of the light, 
known as the Tyndall effect

colloid.

4.12), which contains small butterfat particles dispersed in water. These col-

appears homogeneous—uniform throughout. Under high magnification, 
however, individual butterfat globules can be observed suspended in the 
water. Milk no longer appears homogeneous.

Figure 4.11  
Three-dimensional 
structures of ice 
(left) and liquid 
water (right).

Figure 4.10  What 
properties of water  
might account for its 
sheeting action under  
the swimmer’s right arm?

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6E
Perm Fig.: 4019     New Fig.: 4-11
First Pass: 2010-08-18

Ice III structure

Hydrogen Oxygen

Liquid water structure
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A.5 MixTUres And 
solUTions
This section introduces types and 
classification of mixtures, with emphasis 
on water mixtures. You may choose to 
discuss how mixtures can be classified, 
perhaps using the TRM supplement 
described below.

It may be helpful to refer to Investiga-
tion 6 of Investigating Matter A.3. Ask 
students what shining the flashlight 
revealed about each of the mixtures in 
Station E. They should recognize that 
the Tyndall effect (reflected light) is 
observed in colloids and suspensions 
that have not completely settled out. 

You may also choose to connect  
these ideas to the unit project by asking 
students to consider whether most 
natural waters are homogeneous or 
heterogeneous mixtures and to explain 
their reasoning. They should indicate 
that many materials are present in 
natural waters, and the particular 
materials vary from point to point, so 
such mixtures are heterogeneous. This 
idea can also be used to explain why 
one sample from a stream or lake would 
not be adequate to characterize the body 
of water.

Although solubility is discussed in 
more detail in Section B, you may 
choose to introduce the idea of water as 
the “universal solvent” here. Students 
should be able to apply the idea of 
polarity to explain the fact that water 
(including natural water) dissolves a 
great variety of materials.

Demonstration ideas
Many demonstrations illustrate and 
contrast types of mixtures: 
a. Use several drops of whole milk in a 

beaker of water to display a colloidal 
suspension. 

b. The Chemical Sunset demonstration, 
found in Chemical Demonstrations: A 
Sourcebook for Teachers, Volume 1, 
Demonstration 96 on page 163, 
illustrates solutions and colloidal 

suspension mixtures. For large 
groups, illuminate the solution with 
an overhead projector. 

Differentiation
TRM  

 
supplEMEnT

The TRM provide a summary flowchart 
of the various types of mixtures, as well 
as types of substances. This chart can be 
used to help students clarify the con-
cepts introduced in this section.

Food analogies can be helpful in 
illustrating this chart. For instance, 
gelatin is a solution while gelatin with 

fruit is a heterogeneous mixture. Ask 
students to provide other examples of 
mixtures (using food or other analogies 
or others). You may challenge students 
to classify items from a list of common 
materials—such as milk, orange juice,  
mayonnaise, lemonade, copper, sodium 
chloride, and sugar—according to this 
chart.

TRM  
 
READing guiDE 

A reading guide is available to help 
students organize the information in 
Section A.5. 

a Using the Figures
Figure 4.10 Sheeting action refers 
to the tendency of water to roll off a 
surface in large “sheets” rather than 
small separated droplets. This phe-
nomenon is desirable, for example, 
when rinsing a car, dishes, or sun-
glasses—as it reduces spotting during 
drying. Water’s high surface tension 
(and strong intermolecular forces) 
contributes to this phenomenon.
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SECTION A  Sources, Uses, and Properties of Water 403

-
-

solves in the water. That is, the salt crystals separate into particles so small 
that they cannot be seen even at high magnification, nor do the particles 

These particles become uniformly mingled with the particles of water, pro-
solutions

In a salt solution, the salt is the solute
water is the solvent
more solutes and a solvent. See Figure 4.13.

 

lights up) indicates that electrically charged particles are dissolved in  
-

thing is dissolved in a water sample or not. As you will soon learn, many 
molecular substances dissolve in water without producing electrically 
charged particles. 

 MODELING MATTER
A.6 REPRESENTING MIXTURES
Throughout this course, you have represented the macroscopic world with 

 1. Draw a model of a container of a solution composed of a solvent that 

composed of two atoms of element D and one atom of element T.

 2. Draw a model of the solution made when you dissolved sugar in 

a. in cold water.

b.  in hot water. 

c.  Identify differences between the representations in 2a and 2b.

Figure 4.12  Milk (left) is an 
example of a colloid. Small  
butterfat particles are visible 
under magnification (right).

Figure 4.13  Sugar cubes 
dissolve in tea. In this case, 
tea is the solvent and sugar is  
the solute.

TRM  
 
HAnDouT

MM   A.6 rePresenTing 
MixTUres

By now, students have represented a 
variety of chemistry concepts at the 
molecular level. In this Modeling  
Matter activity, students model types  
of mixtures, evaluate models drawn by 
other students, and consider the models’ 
limitations.

Answers
1. There should be many two-atom 

molecules of L and R. There should be 
fewer molecules of the solute consist-
ing of D and T, all of which should be 
identical. The solute particles should 
be uniformly distributed throughout 
the solvent and separated from each 
other.

  LR  

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 4001     New Fig.: 4AUN01
First Pass: 2011-11-15

 

D2T  

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 4003     New Fig.: 4AUN03
First Pass: 2011-11-15

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 4002     New Fig.: 4AUN02
First Pass: 2011-11-15

2. a.  Model should depict a few sugar 
molecules dissolved among lots of 
water molecules. Students may 
simply use a circle to represent  
the entire sugar molecule.

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 4004     New Fig.: 4AUN04
First Pass: 2011-11-15

b. Model should depict more sugar 
molecules (than in 2a) dissolved 
among lots of water molecules. 

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 4005     New Fig.: 4AUN05
First Pass: 2011-11-15

c. More sugar dissolved in the hot 
water than in the cold water, so  
the model in 2b is shown to have 
more sugar molecules in solution 
compared to the model in 2a. In 
both, a homogeneous mixture 
(solution) is represented.
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404 Unit 4 Water: Exploring Solutions

 3.  
in its gaseous state. Draw models that depict and account for this 

atom molecule.

 4. 
happened when you shined the flashlight through the solutions in 

 5. Compare your drawings from Questions 1–4 with a classmate. 

a.  How are your drawings similar?

b.  How are your drawings different?

c. Do the differences in your drawings indicate different ideas or 

 6. Consider some limitations of the representations you have drawn. 

a. What ideas and events are difficult to represent in these drawings?

b. What advantages would there be to using computer animations 
instead of static drawings?

A.7 WATER SUPPLY AND DEMAND
The problems caused by the water shut-off in Riverwood raise a larger ques-
tion. Is the United States in danger of running out of water? The answer  

United States. Only 10% is used by humans. The rest flows back into large 
-

petual water cycle, or  hydrologic cycle
water. So that is the no part of the answer. However, the distribution of rain 

correspond to regions of high water use. Figure 4.14 summarizes how avail-
able water is used in various regions of the country, organized by five major 
water-use categories.

P1.  Suppose that you placed water, olive oil (density = 0.92 g/mL), 
and corn syrup (density = 1.4 g/mL) in a graduated cylinder  
and separate layers formed. Draw a diagram showing which  
layer would be in each position, then explain your reasoning. 

2.  Some people claim that it is easier to “float” in the ocean than  
in a freshwater lake. What does this comparison reveal about  
the densities of seawater and freshwater?

3. How do heterogeneous and homogenous mixtures differ?
4. Identify the source of your drinking water.
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3. In the solid, iodine would appear as 
diatomic molecules (I2) in relatively 
close contact with each other. As a 
gas, the I2 molecules would still be 
diatomic, but spread much farther 
apart.

Solid iodine

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 4006     New Fig.: 4AUN06
First Pass: 2011-11-15

 

Gaseous iodine

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 4006     New Fig.: 4AUN06
First Pass: 2011-11-15

4. One drawing should show a flashlight 
shining directly through a solution—
the dissolved particles are so small 
that they do not scatter the light.

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 4008     New Fig.: 4AUN08
First Pass: 2011-11-15

 One drawing should show the Tyndall 
effect; the colloid contains suspended 
particles large enough to scatter light, 
so you can see the path of the light in 
the “solution.”

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 4009     New Fig.: 4AUN09
First Pass: 2011-11-15

 The third drawing shows mud that 
has settled to the bottom of the 
solution; however, there are still small 
particles suspended that do not settle 
out. Thus, the Tyndall effect is again 
observed.

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 4010     New Fig.: 4AUN10
First Pass: 2011-11-15

5. Answers will vary. It is likely that 
students’ drawings will differ in how 
many molecules are depicted, as well 
as other surface features. If students 

disagree whether their drawing or 
another student’s drawing is “correct,” 
they might be representing different 
ideas, not simply differing on surface 
features. 

6. a.  Student answers will vary. Students 
may note that it is difficult to 
represent the difference between a 
dissolved particle and a suspended 
particle (in Question 4). Also, the 
number of water molecules com-
pared to solute molecules in a 
solution is difficult to accurately 
portray in these representations.

b. Computer animations would show 
how molecules and particles are 
constantly moving and rotating.
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SECTION A  Sources, Uses, and Properties of Water 405

direct 
water use, which can be directly measured. There is also indirect water use, 

a slice of pizza, some potato chips, or an egg, you are “using” water. Why? 
Because water was needed to grow and process the various ingredients of 
each food.

Consider again the ChemQuandary on page 394. At first glance, you prob-
ably thought that the volumes of water mentioned were absurdly large. How 
could so much water be needed to produce one fried egg or one plastic bottle 

water. The chicken that laid the egg needed drinking water. Water was used 
to grow the chicken’s feed. Water was also used for various steps in the pro-

water used for these and other purposes quickly add up when billions of 
eggs are involved!

In the Riverwood newspaper article you read earlier, Jimmy Hendricks 
was quoted as saying that he would drink bottled water and fruit juice until 
the water supply was turned on again. However, drinking fruit juice from a 
container involves the use of much more water than drinking a glass of tap 
water. Why? Because the quantity of liquid in the container is insignificant 
when compared with the quantity of water used to make the container and 

Figure 4.14  Water use 
in the United States. How 
does water use differ  
across the regions?

Domestic
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Thermoelectric-power
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8
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1
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Pconcept check 2
1. (Concepts developed in Section A.4.) 

Students’ diagrams should show corn 
syrup as the bottom layer, water in the 
middle, and olive oil on top. The 
substance with the highest density 
will be found at the bottom.

2. (Concepts developed in Section A.4.) 
The ease of “floating” in the ocean 
compared to a fresh-water lake 
implies that seawater has a greater 
density than freshwater.

3. (Concepts developed in Sections A.5 
and A.6.) Homogeneous mixtures 

have a consistent composition 
throughout the mixture. If you took 
samples from various volumes of the 
mixture, they would have the same 
composition. This is not true of 
heterogeneous mixtures.

4. (Looking ahead; answers will be based 
on students’ prior knowledge.) Expect 
answers, and student prior knowl-
edge, to vary. Students who live in the 
country may cite a home water well. 
In the city, students may cite “city 
water” but may not know whether 
that source comes from ground water 
or surface water.

A.7 WATer sUPPly And 
deMAnd
Students are probably already familiar 
with the water cycle. You can assess 
their prior knowledge by displaying a 
water-cycle model and asking them to 
describe or discuss steps represented. 
Students will learn more about natural 
water purification, including the hydro-
logic cycle (pages 482–484), so there is 
little need for elaboration here. For more 
information about key steps of the 
hydrologic cycle, see the following  
Web sites:

http://ga.water.usgs.gov/edu/ 
watercyclesummary.html 

http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/
Features/Water/page2.php 

http://www.srh.noaa.gov/jetstream/
atmos/hydro.htm 

http://www.nasa.gov/audience/
forstudents/5-8/features/Observatorium_
Feat_5-8.html 

http://nasascience.nasa.gov/earth-
science/oceanography/ocean-earth- 
system/ocean-water-cycle

Like energy, water is an essential 
behind-the-scenes component in nearly 
all human endeavors. U.S. industrial 
production—including electrical energy, 
primary metals, chemical products, 
petroleum refining, pulp and paper 
manufacturing, and food processing—
accounts for about 53% of water use 
(most of which is for producing electrical 
energy). Agriculture accounts for about 
34%, and the municipal sector uses 
12%. The U.S. Geological Survey reports 
that total water withdrawn in the United 
States/person/day is about 1360 gallons 
(5160 L). The average withdrawn per 
person per day for domestic use is about 
99 gallons (375 L), however, and per-
person withdrawal by well users is about 
89 gallons (338 L). See http://water.usgs 
.gov/watuse/ for more recent data.

You may choose to refer back to the 
ChemQuandary on page 394 to empha-
size the distinction between direct and 
indirect water uses.
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406 Unit 4 Water: Exploring Solutions

do you encounter in daily life?
Although we depend on large quantities of water, most people are not aware 

of how much they actually use. This lack of awareness is understandable 
because water normally flows freely when taps are turned on—in Riverwood 
or in your home. Where does all this water come from? Check what you already 
know about the distribution of this seemingly plentiful resource.

 MAKING DECISIONS
A.8 WATER-USE ANALYSIS
Use Table 4.2 and the data you collected for Making Decisions A.2 to answer 
the following questions about your household’s water use, as well as those of 
your classmates. 

 1. 
during the three days. 

 2. 
on average, in one day?

 3. Construct a  histogram showing the average individual water use for 
the households represented by your class. To do so, organize the data 

Count the number of data points in each subdivision. Then use this 
number to represent the height of the appropriate bar on your 

 
 

Hint: The range in values for each histogram bar must be 
equal and should be selected so that there are ~10 total bars.)

Figure 4.15   Making and bottling 
juice (right) requires large quantities  
of water. Fruits and other crops require 
irrigation water, as shown in this aerial 
photo of a center pivot sprinkler (top). 
Water is also used to produce the  
plastic juice container (bottom).
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MD   A.8 WATer-Use 
AnAlysis

In this activity, students analyze 
household water-use data collected 
earlier. Students gain useful experience 
transforming raw data into a form that 
can be compared with national averages. 
Data processing includes finding the 
total volume of water used by the 
household during the survey, calculating 
the total water use per person, and 
determining the average daily water use 
per person. Students then compare their 
results with average water-use data.

The activity can be completed in 25 to 
45 min, depending on the level of detail 
in the data and students’ computational 
abilities. You may decide to ask each 
student to write their average water-use-
per-day value on the board to assist in 
compiling class data. A data sheet for 
reporting the results may be helpful, and 
group work on calculations may help 
some students to complete them success-
fully. Students could also use spread-
sheets to analyze the data, if available. 
This analysis provides a good opportu-
nity to stress keeping track of units 
associated with data and having well-
organized data. Student-calculated 
water-use values will vary according to 
how accurately students recorded water 
use, household water-use habits, climate, 
weather conditions, and other variables.

You may choose to provide sample 
household water-use data for students 
who were unable to complete Making 
Decisions A.2. A handout is available in 
the TRM to help students organize their 
data and calculations.

Plan to provide an overview of 
histograms before students complete 
data analysis. Highlight problems with  
a too-wide subrange (data too clustered) 
versus a too-narrow subrange (no clear 
data pattern). Range, mean, and median 
may also need attention. 

TRM  
 
HAnDouT
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SECTION A  Sources, Uses, and Properties of Water 407

 4. What was the largest average daily use calculated by someone in your 
class? What was the smallest? The difference between the largest and 
smallest values in a data set is the range of those data points. What  
is the range of average daily personal water use within your class?

 5. Compute a mean value for the class data set by adding all values 
together and dividing by the total number of values. The mean is a 

value for a data set.
do you encounter in daily life?

Although we depend on large quantities of water, most people are not aware 
of how much they actually use. This lack of awareness is understandable 
because water normally flows freely when taps are turned on—in Riverwood 
or in your home. Where does all this water come from? Check what you already 
know about the distribution of this seemingly plentiful resource.

 MAKING DECISIONS
A.8 WATER-USE ANALYSIS
Use Table 4.2 and the data you collected for Making Decisions A.2 to answer 
the following questions about your household’s water use, as well as those of 
your classmates. 

 1. 
during the three days. 

 2. 
on average, in one day?

 3. Construct a  histogram showing the average individual water use for 
the households represented by your class. To do so, organize the data 

Count the number of data points in each subdivision. Then use this 
number to represent the height of the appropriate bar on your 

 
 

Hint: The range in values for each histogram bar must be 
equal and should be selected so that there are ~10 total bars.)

 

Activity Water Volume (L)

Bathing (per bath) 130
Showering (per minute)

- Regular showerhead 19

- Water-efficient showerhead 9
Cooking and drinking (per 10 cups of water) 2
Flushing toilet (per flush)

- Conventional toilet 19

- Water-saving toilet 13

- Low-flow toilet 6
Watering lawn (per hour) 1130
Washing clothes (per load) 170
Washing dishes (per load)

- By hand (with water running) 114

- By hand (washing and rinsing in dishpans) 19

- By machine (full cycle) 61

- By machine (short cycle) 26
Washing car (running hose) 680
Running water in sink (per minute)   

- Conventional faucet 19

- Water-saving faucet 9

Water Required for Typical Activities

Figure 4.16  Sample 
histogram of water-use 
data. The height of 
each bar represents the 
number of households 
with average daily  
individual water use  
in that range.

Table 4.2
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American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6E
Perm Fig.: 4028     New Fig.: 4-16
First Pass: 2011-02-17
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Differentiation
Extension
Students could compare their calculated 
water use with that reported on their 
household’s water bill, if available. Most 
public water suppliers do not report 
usage data in liters, so this would also 
provide additional practice in unit 
conversions.

Answers
1. Student answers will vary, but should 

match their data and should be close 
to (# people in household)  (3 days) 
 (370 L/person/day).

2. Answer should be the answer to  
Question 1 divided by (# people in 
household) divided by (3 days).

3. Student histograms within a class 
should show the same data, but with 
varying formats. A histogram might 
look like this: 

4. The range should be consistent with 
the histogram. A typical class range is 
180–1200 L/person/day.

5. Students should report the mean  
class value, which should be close  
to 370 L/person/day.

Sample Water-Use Histogram
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American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 4011     New Fig.: 4AUN11
First Pass: 2011-11-15
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408 Unit 4 Water: Exploring Solutions

 6. median, or middle value. To find 
the median for a set of data, list all values in either ascending or 
descending order. Then find the value in the middle of the list—the 
point where there are as many data points above as below.

                                                     three values lower           three values higher

                                       median

If you have an even number of data points, take the average of the two 
values nearest the middle. Calculate the median value for the class 
data. 

 7. Which do you think is more representative of the data set—the mean 

“average” for these data?

 8. Compare your answer to Question 2 with the estimated average 

your value and the national average value?

 9.  
by each person, your answer to Question 2 or the class mean in 

 
is closer?

Recall that the Riverwood town 
council arranged to truck water from 

of Riverwood residents for drinking 
and cooking. The current population 

 10. Based on water-use data 
collected and analyzed by your 

estimate the total volume of 
water that would need to be 
hauled to Riverwood during 
the three days. 

 11. What additional information would help you improve your estimate 
in Question 10? Why?

 12. What assumptions must you make to complete your estimate?

You are now quite aware of the volume of water you use daily. Suppose 
you had to live with much less. How would you ration your water for sur-

-
wood residents.

Figure 4.17  Emergency workers  
prepare to distribute water
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 6. Students should report the median 
class value, which should be close to 
370 L/person/day. 

 7. Either answer is acceptable as long  
as the student supports their choice, 
perhaps by referring to their  
histogram.

 8. Student answers will vary and might 
include weather conditions, exces-
sive or inadequate showering or 
washing clothes/dishes, household 
members at/away from home during 
the day, or (specific) unusual water 
needs. Some students may include 
the use of water-efficient appliances 
in their homes. 

 9. Students will probably find that  
the class average, rather than their 
household average, is closer to the 
national average. Students should 
realize that this is due to the larger 
quantity of data represented by the 
class average.

 10. To estimate the water volume needed 
for Riverwood emergency use for 
three days, students could look at 
how much water was used for 
drinking and cooking for three days 
in the inventory. This value could be 
divided by the number of household 
members and multiplied by the 
population of Riverwood (19 500) to 
give an estimate of the volume of 
water needed.

 11. Additional information that might be 
useful could include the number of 
households in Riverwood, the current 
Riverwood weather, the availability 
of other (non-drinkable) water, and 
current Riverwood water-use data 
(which might differ from national 
information).

 12. One must assume that Riverwood 
residents use amounts of water for 
drinking and cooking similar to 
amounts used by the household or 
class members, and that the water 
will be used only for these purposes.
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SECTION A  Sources, Uses, and Properties of Water 409

A.9 WHERE IS THE WORLD’S WATER?

place is not so obvious. Do you know what it is? If you said rivers and lakes, 
you and many others agree, but that answer is incorrect. The second-largest 

Figure 4.19 shows how the world’s supply of water is distributed.

As you know, water can be found in three different physical states at ordi-
nary temperatures. Water vapor in the air is in the gaseous state. Water is 
most easily identified in the liquid state—in lakes, rivers, oceans, clouds, 

forms of “solid water” can you identify?
At present, most of the United States is fortunate to have abundant sup-

plies of high-quality water. You turn on the tap, use what you need, and go 
about your daily routine—giving little thought to how that seemingly unlim-
ited water supply manages to reach you.

Figure 4.18  Most of 
Earth’s fresh water is stored 
in glaciers like this one.

Figure 4.19  Distribution of the world’s water supply.

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6E
Perm Fig.: 4031     New Fig.: 4-19
First Pass: 2010-08-18
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A.9 WHere is THe World’s 
WATer?
Students may be surprised that the 
largest water supply after the oceans is 
within glaciers and ice caps—ice that is 
largely unavailable, involving costly 
recovery. Although U.S. total water 
supply profiles are good, regionalized 
problems exist.

Tap water is traced back to its source, 
supporting the idea that we have finite 
(but recyclable) water supplies. Students 
can explore water sources in your 
community. A field trip to a municipal 
pumping station can be informative.

States of matter should already be 
familiar to students, but you may choose 
to discuss, or add to a class word wall, 
terms including surface water, ground-
water, and aquifer.

Demonstration idea
Model Earth’s water supply with a 1-L 
beaker or graduated cylinder of water, 
pouring out various volumes into 
containers (while explaining what each 
represents) to illustrate relative water 
distribution. For example: Start with an 
empty 1-L graduated cylinder, add 970 
mL of water to indicate that 97% of all 
Earth’s water comes from the oceans, 
add 21 mL for glaciers and ice caps,  
6 mL for groundwater, 1 mL (or equiva-
lent, roughly 20 drops) for lakes, a few 
drops for atmospheric moisture, and just 
a drop for rivers. Using water colored 
blue with food coloring makes for a visu-
ally appealing demonstration.

Differentiation
TRM  

 
READing guiDE 

A reading guide is available to help 
students organize the information in 
Section A.9. 

a

 Using the Figures
Figure 4.18 What forms of water are 
depicted? The caption focuses on the 
glacier, but a lake or ocean also ap-
pears. Emphasize the photo’s scale—
how large is this glacier compared to 
the people? Even though much water 
is stored here, is it accessible? Could 
the United States obtain drinking 
water from here? Consider the glacier’s 
location—in Argentina’s Patagonia 
region. Obvious difficulties arise in 
harvesting and transporting ice. 
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410 Unit 4 Water: Exploring Solutions

City Water
If you live in a city or town, the water pipes in your home are linked to 
underground water pipes. These pipes bring water that was previously 
cleaned and purified at a water-treatment plant to all the faucets in the area. 
This water may have been pumped to the treatment plant from a reservoir, 
lake, or river. If your home’s water supply originated in a lake, river, or other 
body of water, you are using surface water. If it originated in a well, you are 
using groundwater. Groundwater must be pumped to the surface.

Rural Water
If you live in a rural area, your home probably has its own water-supply sys-
tem. A well with a pipe driven deep into an aquifer
rock, sand, or gravel) pumps water to the surface. A small pressurized tank 
holds the water before it enters your home’s plumbing system.

Not surprisingly, neither groundwater nor surface-water samples are com-

joins a stream or when it seeps far into the soil to become groundwater, it 
picks up small amounts of dissolved gases, soil, and rock. These dissolved 
materials are rarely removed from water at the treatment plant or from well 
water. In the amounts normally found in water, they are harmless. In fact, 

small quantities to human health, or may actually improve the water’s taste.
When the water supply is shut off, as it was in Riverwood, it is usually 

shut off for a short time. However, suppose a drought lasted several years. 
Suppose there is no end to the shortage, as in some areas of the world. What 
uses of water would you give up first? Clearly, using available water for sur-
vival would have priority. Nonessential uses would probably be eliminated. 

-
erwood residents will face during their water shutoff.

 MAKING DECISIONS
A.10 RIVERWOOD WATER USE
Now that you have learned about water’s properties and some water purifica-
tion techniques, you are ready to return to the problem of Riverwood’s fish 
kill. Recall that one response to the fish kill was to shut off the water. In this 
activity, you will evaluate the impact of this decision on Riverwood residents.

Families in most U.S. cities and towns receive an abundant supply of 

check the water cost in your own area. If you use water from a water supply 
system, your family’s water bill will contain the current water cost. 

It is useless to insist on absolutely pure water. The cost of processing water 
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MD   A.10 riverWood 
WATer Use

This role-playing activity puts students 
in the place of individuals who are 
required to make difficult water-use 
decisions during a water shortage. 
Students may have experienced some 
actual short-term community emer-
gency, such as a water main break, that 
would increase the realism of this 
exercise. Students are challenged to plan 
how to use a limited supply (150 L) of 
water for maximum benefit. This activity 
is appropriate for group work and can be 
completed in about 15 to 20 min.

Answers
1. Examples of water uses one could  

do without (temporarily) include 
bathing/showering, washing hair, 
washing cars, washing windows, 
washing pets, washing clothes,  
and watering plants and lawns.

2. Possible answers include flushing 
toilets and washing hands. 

3. Water use could be reduced for 
washing hands, washing dishes,  
and flushing the toilet. Use could be 
reduced by washing dishes by hand in 
a small amount of water, flushing the 
toilet less often, and using small 
amounts of water for hand washing or 
using a waterless hand cleaner for 
some hand cleaning. 

4. a.  Impure water could be used for 
flushing toilets and watering  
plants and lawns.

b. Prior uses that would produce 
reusable water include washing 
hands, washing and preparing  
food, and washing dishes.

post-Activity Discussion
It has been estimated that 30 to 50%  
of water used in the United States is 
wasted. Lead students to see how 
individual acts of conservation can lead 
to significant savings at the household 
level and even more at the community 
or national level, where the impact is 
multiplied by more than 300 million.

You may also wish to discuss the 
terms potable water (drinking water), 
grey water (used wash water), and black 
water (sewage). Question 4 introduced 
the idea of using grey water in house-
holds. The use of grey water is regulated 
in many areas, which could lead to 
interesting discussions of local water 
use and policy.
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SECTION A  Sources, Uses, and Properties of Water 411

City Water
If you live in a city or town, the water pipes in your home are linked to 
underground water pipes. These pipes bring water that was previously 
cleaned and purified at a water-treatment plant to all the faucets in the area. 
This water may have been pumped to the treatment plant from a reservoir, 
lake, or river. If your home’s water supply originated in a lake, river, or other 
body of water, you are using surface water. If it originated in a well, you are 
using groundwater. Groundwater must be pumped to the surface.

Rural Water
If you live in a rural area, your home probably has its own water-supply sys-
tem. A well with a pipe driven deep into an aquifer
rock, sand, or gravel) pumps water to the surface. A small pressurized tank 
holds the water before it enters your home’s plumbing system.

Not surprisingly, neither groundwater nor surface-water samples are com-

joins a stream or when it seeps far into the soil to become groundwater, it 
picks up small amounts of dissolved gases, soil, and rock. These dissolved 
materials are rarely removed from water at the treatment plant or from well 
water. In the amounts normally found in water, they are harmless. In fact, 

small quantities to human health, or may actually improve the water’s taste.
When the water supply is shut off, as it was in Riverwood, it is usually 

shut off for a short time. However, suppose a drought lasted several years. 
Suppose there is no end to the shortage, as in some areas of the world. What 
uses of water would you give up first? Clearly, using available water for sur-
vival would have priority. Nonessential uses would probably be eliminated. 

-
erwood residents will face during their water shutoff.

 MAKING DECISIONS
A.10 RIVERWOOD WATER USE
Now that you have learned about water’s properties and some water purifica-
tion techniques, you are ready to return to the problem of Riverwood’s fish 
kill. Recall that one response to the fish kill was to shut off the water. In this 
activity, you will evaluate the impact of this decision on Riverwood residents.

Families in most U.S. cities and towns receive an abundant supply of 

check the water cost in your own area. If you use water from a water supply 
system, your family’s water bill will contain the current water cost. 

It is useless to insist on absolutely pure water. The cost of processing water 

Figure 4.20  Although 
distilled water (right) is 
purer than water gushing 
from this discharge pipe 
(left), it still contains  
dissolved gases and thus  
is not 100% pure.

not a problem, it would still be impossible to have absolutely 

2 2), 

2) will always dissolve in the water to 
-

lutants can dissolve in rainwater to produce acid rain. See 
Figure 4.20.

Now, however, Riverwood authorities have severely 
rationed home water supplies for three days while they 
investigate possible fish-kill causes. The County Sanitation 
Commission recommends cleaning and rinsing your bath-
tub, adding a tight stopper, and filling the tub with water. 
That water will be your family’s total water supply for all uses other than 

and cooking will be trucked in from Mapleton.)

questions that follow the list.

 1. 

 2. Identify one activity that you could not do without. 

 3. For which tasks could you reduce your water use? How?

 4.  Impurities added by using water for one particular use may not prevent 

washing water and use it later to bathe your dog.

a. For which activities could you use such impure water?

b. From which prior uses could this water be taken?

Clean water is a valuable resource that must not be taken for granted. 
-

of water contamination.

Figure 4.21  Faced with water 
rationing, how essential do you 
consider these water uses to be? 
Could water from one activity be 
reused for the other?

411

Additional  
CHEMQuAnDARY 
Explain the relevance of the Benjamin 
Franklin quotation (1746), “When the 
well is dry, we learn the worth of water.”

Discussion: It is in the nature of 
economic systems to place a higher 
value on scarce commodities. Even 
though water is a renewable resource, it 
is possible to deplete and pollute it at a 
rate that exceeds natural chemical 
recycling processes.
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412 Unit 4 Water: Exploring Solutions

Strong hydrogen bonds between water 
molecules are responsible for many of  
the unique physical properties of water.

 1. How do physical properties differ from 
chemical properties? 

 2. Identify three physical properties of water 
that are unique for a substance with such a 
small molar mass.

 3. How does the density of solid water 
compare to the density of liquid water? 

 4. If two atoms share electrons, how does 
knowledge of the electronegativity of  
each atom help determine if the bond  
will be polar?

Mixtures are physical combinations  
of two or more substances. Mixtures  
can be classified as homogenous or 
heterogeneous.

 5. 

differences you would see when observing  

 6. When gasoline and water are poured into in 
the same container, they form two distinct 
layers. 

determine which liquid is on top. 

b. How could you determine which liquid 
would be on top without

 7. You notice beams of light passing into a 
darkened room through blinds on a window. 
Does this demonstrate that air in the room is 
a solution, a suspension, or a colloid? 

 8. Identify each of the following materials as a 

your choice.

a. a medicine accompanied by instructions 
to “shake before using”

b. Italian salad dressing

c. mayonnaise

d. a cola soft drink

e. an oil-based paint

f. milk

 9. Sketch a visual model on the molecular 
level, like those you drew in Modeling 

a. a solution b.  a suspension

 10. Suppose you have a clear, red liquid 

time, no particles settle to the bottom of the 

solution, a colloid, or a suspension, and 
provide evidence to justify your choice.

Making informed decisions about water 
use requires consideration of direct and 
indirect uses as well as global distribution 
of water supplies.

 11. Assume that Jimmy Hendricks drank just 
packaged fruit juice during the water 
shortage. Does that mean he did not use any 

 12. 
associated with producing a loaf of bread.

 13. 

Calculate the percent of fresh water found in 

a. glaciers and ice caps. b. lakes.

Reviewing the Concepts

SUMMARYASECTION
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Reviewing the Concepts
 1. A physical property can be observed 

and measured without changing the 
chemical makeup of the substance;  
a chemical property cannot.

 2. High melting point, high boiling 
point, density of solid that is less than 
the density of the liquid.

 3. Solid water is less dense than liquid 
water. Hydrogen bonds in the solid 
cause molecules to form a hexagonal 
structure that results in the molecules 
being farther apart than in the liquid. 

 4. Atoms with different electronegativi-
ties exert uneven pulls on the shared 
pair of electrons. This results in a 
polar bond.

 5. Homogeneous: salt solution, brewed 
tea, soda, window cleaner. Heteroge-
neous: beach sand, orange juice with 
pulp, sea water, salsa. Heterogeneous 
mixtures vary in composition and 
look different in different parts of the 
container. Homogeneous mixtures 
appear uniform throughout.

 6. a.  Carefully add a drop of water to the 
top layer. If there is no noticeable 
effect, the top layer is water. If the 
drop sinks to the next layer, the top 
layer is not water. 

b. Compare their densities.
 7. Suspension. Most dust particles would 

eventually settle to the floor. 
 8. Solution: d; Suspension: a, b, e; 

Colloid: c, f
 9. Sketches should show a solution with 

evenly interspersed particles and a 
suspension with suspended particles 
and some solid particles on the 
bottom.

 10. Colloid: Beam of light indicates a 
colloid or a suspension, and if no 
particles settle out, it is not a  
suspension.

 11. He did not directly use any water. 
Indirect water use is involved in 
preparing packaged juice, so he has 
“used” water indirectly.

 12. Possible answers: to grow grain, in 
harvesting grain, and in making 
machines to grind the grain into  
flour, to mix with flour to produce 
bread (could be considered direct),  
to make bread packaging and transport 
bread.

 13. a. 2.11/2.8  100%  75% 
b. 0.009/2.8  100%  0.3%

 14. Oceans, glaciers, rivers, water vapor
 15. Students might argue that water is 

renewable because it can be reused 
again and again if it is cleaned after 
use. Others might argue that it is 
nonrenewable since there are no new 
sources of water. Arguments should 
support the chosen answer.

What makes water 
unique?
Student answers should include:
• Water’s unique physical properties 
are a result of its ability to form very 
strong intermolecular forces, hydro-
gen bonds, with itself. Hydrogen 
bonds are possible due to water’s bent 
shape and the large difference in 
electronegativity between oxygen and 
hydrogen resulting in a very polar 
bond. 

• Water’s intermolecular forces lead 
to relatively high melting and boiling 
points and lower density in the solid 
state, all of which contribute to 
making life on Earth possible. 
• Water is able to dissolve many 
substances, so many water mixtures 
are possible; however, this means that 
water must be purified after use. 
• Water is essential for human life, 
and in modern society, it is used both 
directly and indirectly to support 
manufacturing and agriculture. 
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 14. Rank the following locations in order of 
greatest to least total water abundance on 

 15. Is water a renewable or nonrenewable 

Connecting the Concepts
 16. 

molecule of water that you drank today was 
once swallowed by a dinosaur.

 17. A carbonated beverage plant has separate 
water supplies for various uses, such as 
cleaning, producing the beverage, and 
employee uses.

a. How do the water purity standards differ 
for the various uses?

b. Why wouldn’t it be more efficient to have 
one water supply for the entire plant?

 18. One source reports that each person in the 

water daily. Other sources, however, report 

apparent discrepancy.

 19. 

a. what steps would you follow to classify it 
as a solution, a suspension, or a colloid?

b. describe how each step would help you 
to distinguish among the three types of 

 20. 
follow the direction “shake before using”  
on the label of a medicine bottle.

 21. Is it possible for water to be 100% “chemical 

Extending the Concepts
2 2. Compare the physical properties of water 

2O) with the physical properties of the 
elements from which it is composed.

2 3. Investigate and report on why “100% pure 
water” would be unsuitable for long-term 
human consumption—even if taste were not 
a consideration.

2 4. Using an encyclopedia or an Internet search 

minimum temperatures naturally found on 

the factors limiting the natural temperature 
range on the planet. Suggest ways that water 

review) what heat of fusion, heat capacity, 
and heat of vaporization mean.

2 5. 
point, heat of fusion, and heat of 

3). If a planet’s 
life forms were made up mostly of ammonia 
rather than water, what special survival 
problems might those life forms face? What 
temperature range would an ammonia-based 
planet need to support those life forms?

What makes water unique?

In this section, you explored the 
physical properties of water and 
learned how these properties are 
influenced by the structure of the 
water molecule. You have also 
considered uses of water and 
properties of water mixtures. Think 
about what you have learned, then 
answer the question in your own 
words in organized paragraphs. Your 
answer should demonstrate your 
understanding of the key ideas in 
this section. 

Be sure to consider the following in 
your response: physical properties, 
electronegativity, intermolecular 
forces, hydrogen bonds, mixtures, 
direct and indirect water uses, and 
water purity.

413

 iii.  pass a light beam through the 
mixture to see if light is visible 
within the mixture.

  b.  i.   Suspensions and colloids tend 
to appear cloudy.

 ii.  Particles that settle at the bot-
tom of the container indicate a 
suspension.

 iii.  Suspensions and colloids show 
the Tyndall effect; the light 
beam is visible within the mix-
ture.

 20. The bottle probably contains a 
suspension, so some ingredients 
settle to the bottom. The bottle  
must be shaken (re-suspending the 
ingredients) to ensure that the 
patient receives a complete mixture 
of ingredients.

 21. No, all water has some gases dis-
solved in it. Water is itself a chemical 
compound. 

Extending the Concepts
 22. At room temperature, water is a clear 

liquid; hydrogen and oxygen are 
colorless gases. Water boils at 100 °C 
and freezes at 0 °C; hydrogen boils at 
–252 °C and freezes at –259 °C; 
oxygen boils at –183 °C and freezes 
at –218 °C. The density of water is  
1 g/mL; of hydrogen, 0.00008 g/mL 
and of oxygen, 0.0013 g/mL. Both 
hydrogen and oxygen are flammable; 
water is not.

 23. Student answers should indicate that 
some substances commonly dissolved 
in water participate in chemical 
reactions in the human body. 

 24. Minimum and maximum tempera-
tures: Earth, –14 and 58 °C; Moon, 
–233 and 123 °C; Venus, –45 and  
500 °C. Heat of fusion is the thermal 
energy needed to melt a certain 
quantity of a substance. Specific heat 
capacity is the quantity of thermal 
energy needed to raise the tempera-
ture of 1 g of a material by 1 °C. Heat 
of vaporization is the thermal energy 
needed to convert a certain quantity 
of substance from liquid to gas at its 
normal boiling point. Water, which 
covers over 70% of Earth, absorbs 
much of the Sun’s radiation because 
of its high specific heat capacity. Its 
high heat of vaporization means 
water does not vaporize readily.

 25. Normal freezing point  –78 °C
  Normal boiling point  –33.5 °C
  Heat of fusion  331.37 J/g
  Heat of vaporization  1371.2 J/g
  Specific heat capacity  4.70 J/g ˚C 
  The required temperature range 

would have to be substantially lower 
than the range on Earth, between  
 –85 °C and –50 °C.
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Connecting the Concepts
 16. The water used by dinosaurs is the 

same water that is now on Earth.  
The hydrologic cycle continuously 
redistributes water around the 
planet. Thus, a water molecule 
swallowed by a dinosaur could have 
been recycled through the hydrologic 
cycle (multiple times) and ended up 
in your glass of water.

 17. a.  Water for beverage production 
must be cleaner than water for 
immediate use by employees. Both 
must be safe for drinking, but the 

beverage production water must 
meet food production standards.

b. It is very expensive to produce 
high-purity water, so it is not 
cost-effective to provide such 
water if it is not needed. 

 18. 370 L represents direct use, while 
4960 L is the indirect per capita use.

 19. a.   i.   examine the mixture to deter-
mine if it is clear throughout, 

 ii.  look for particles that settle to 
the bottom of the container, and 
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Breaking news at RiverwoodNewsLive.com MORNING EDITION

By Carol Simmons
RIVERWOOD NEWS STAFF REPORTER 

More than 300 concerned citizens, many prepared with 
questions, attended a Riverwood Town Hall public meet-
ing last evening to hear from scientists investigating the 
Snake River fish kill.

Dr. Steven Schmidt, a chemist with the U.S. Environ-
mental Protection Agency (EPA), expressed regret that 
the fishing tournament was canceled but strongly sup-
ported the town council’s decision, saying it was the safest 
course in the long run. He reported that his laboratory is 
still conducting tests on the river water.

Dr. Margaret Brooke, a State University water special-
ist, helped interpret information and answered questions. 
Local physician Dr. Jason Martinez and Riverwood High 
School family and consumer sciences teacher Alicia Green 
joined the speakers for a question-and-answer session.

Brooke confirmed that preliminary water-sample anal-
yses showed no obvious cause for the fish kill. She reported 
that EPA scientists have been unable to identify any 
microorganisms in the fish that could have been respon-
sible for their death. Concerning possible fish-kill causes, 
Brooke concluded that “it must have been something dis-
solved or temporarily suspended in the water.” 

Even substances that do not dissolve much in water are 
being investigated, since even low concentrations of heavy 
metal ions or some organic molecules can cause harm to 

fish. In addition, EPA chemists will collect water samples 
hourly today to look for any unusual fluctuations in dis-
solved-oxygen (DO) levels. Fish require an adequate 
amount of oxygen gas dissolved in water for their survival. 
DO levels that are either too low or too high sometimes 
kill fish. 

Brooke expressed confidence that further studies 
would shed more light on possible causes of the problem.

Dr. Martinez reassured citizens that “thus far, no illness 
reported by either physicians or the hospital can be linked 
to drinking water.” Ms. Green offered water-conservation 
tips for housekeeping and cooking to make life easier for 
inconvenienced citizens. The information sheet she dis-
tributed is available on the Riverwood town Web site.

Mayor Cisko confirmed that water supplies will again 
be trucked in from Mapleton today, and he expressed hope 
that the crisis will last no longer than three days. Cisko 
also reported that the town has hired consulting engineers 
to examine Snake River flow data and investigate the 
structure and operations of both the Snake River Dam and 
tailing ponds at the abandoned Aurgent mining site. 

Those attending the meeting appeared to accept the 
emergency situation with good spirits. “I’ll never take tap 
water for granted again,” said Trudy Anderson, a River-
wood resident. “I thought scientists would have the 
answers,” wondered Robert Morgan, head of Morgan 
Enterprises. “They don’t know either! There’s certainly 
more involved in all this than I ever imagined.”

RIVERWOOD NEWS TODAY'S  
WEATHER:

abundant  
sunshine

Meeting Raises Fish-Kill  
Concerns 

I’ll never take tap water 
for granted again . . . ”“

I thought scientists would 
have the answers . . . ”“
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Section B opens with another newspa-
per article about the Riverwood fish kill. 
To understand water-quality issues and 
thus address the fish kill, students need 
to know more about how substances 
interact with and dissolve in water.  
This section considers how ionic and 
molecular substances become dissolved 
in water, the factors that determine how 
much of a substance will dissolve in 
water, and how we describe the quantity 
of solute in a solution.

Meeting Raises Fish-Kill  
Concerns
In this article, chemists and other 
authorities report their progress in the 
investigation of the Snake River fish kill, 
using terms such as dissolved oxygen, 
suspended, and solubility. Also men-
tioned are relative quantities of materi-
als that can dissolve, the effect of 
temperature on solubility, and specific 
materials such as heavy metals and 
organic molecules. These terms and 
ideas set the stage for the concepts and 
skills students will learn in Section B.

Additional Activities
Students can maintain a “Chemistry in 
the News” bulletin board to display 
local, regional, and national newspaper 
or magazine articles, cartoons, and 
editorials related to water chemistry. 
They should pay particular attention to 
actual reported fish kills. You may have 
students post articles on the bulletin 
board or have them present a short 
report to the class. For example, have 
students prepare a summary of the 
article in large print and post their 
summary along with the original article 
on the bulletin board or class web page. 
Post new articles regularly to maintain 
interest.

Such activities underscore that  
stories like the Riverwood fish kill are 
not just made up but happen regularly. 
Chemistry-related issues appear consis-
tently in both national and local news.
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SECTION B  Looking at Water and Its Contaminants 415

SECTIONB LOOKING AT  
WATER AND ITS  
CONTAMINANTS 
Why do some substances readily dissolve 
while others do not?

As this article indicates, water experts attribute the cause of the fish kill 
to something dissolved or suspended in the Snake River. You are already 
familiar with many properties of water, including that it is a polar sub-
stance. What might be dissolved in the Snake River water that could 
cause a fish kill? To narrow down the possibilities, you will have to con-
sider three main questions. First, what types of substances dissolve in 
water? Second, how much of each substance can dissolve in water? 
Finally, at what concentrations (either too high or too low) are these sub-
stances lethal to fish? And, just like scientists and public policy decision 
makers, you will gather and use available evidence to make decisions 
regarding Riverwood’s situation.  

GOALS
Use the concepts of polarity and intermolecular forces to account 
for water’s ability to dissolve many ionic and molecular substances.

process of dissolving ionic and molecular substances in water.

concentration, volume, temperature, mass and moles of solute, 
and solubility.

substances.

SECTION

P  
1.  Use intermolecular forces to explain one of water’s unique and 

important properties.
2. How does a solution differ from a suspension?
3.  You know from experience that both sugar and table salt  

dissolve in water. 
 a.  Describe in a few sentences (or with a drawing) what  

you visualize happening at the molecular level when  
salt dissolves in water.

 b.  Do you have the same mental picture of sugar dissolving in 
water? If not, describe any differences.
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using the section 
Question
Some more focused questions that may 
help students prepare to answer the 
section question include: What dissolves? 
How does dissolving happen? Why do 
different quantities dissolve? How does 
the answer to the section question relate 
to the Riverwood fish kill?

goals
Goals in Section B include using 
polarity and intermolecular forces to 
explain water’s ability to dissolve many 
materials; describing solutions and the 
dissolving process using words, pic-
tures, equations, and variables; and 
using graphs to describe and predict 
solubility behavior of gases and solids.

Pconcept check 3
1. (Concepts developed in Unit 4, 

Section A.4.) One unique property 
that students may choose to explain  
is water’s unexpectedly high boiling 
point. A high boiling point indicates 
strong forces among molecules—it 
takes a lot of energy to break the 
attractions among the molecules. 
Water is polar, and its molecules are 
attracted to one another by hydrogen 
bonding. These strong attractions 
translate into a high boiling point.

2. (Concepts developed in Unit 4, 
Section A.5.) In a solution, particles 
are dissolved within another sub-
stance and are evenly distributed 
throughout. The solution itself 
appears clear. In a suspension, 
particles are not dissolved and are 
large enough to settle out at the 
bottom.

3. (Looking ahead; answers will be  
based on students’ prior knowledge.) 
Students may not know that ionic 
compounds dissolve by breaking up 
into ions while molecular substances 
stay intact as they dissolve. They will 
learn more about these processes in 
Sections B.2–B.4. For now, students 
may note that a solid disappears as 
either table salt or sugar dissolves in 
water. At the molecular level, students 
might simply describe very small 
units of NaCl or sugar breaking off 
from the solid and becoming mixed in 
with the water molecules throughout. 
When students complete Modeling 
Matter B.4, you may want to refer 
students back to their initial ideas  
in this Concept Check to help them 
monitor their own learning about  
this concept.
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416 Unit 4 Water: Exploring Solutions

 INVESTIGATING MATTER
B.1  WHAT SUBSTANCES DISSOLVE  

IN WATER?
The Riverwood News
in the Snake River is one likely cause of the fish kill. She based her judgment 

idea about which contaminating solutes to focus on in the early stages of the 
investigation: those that dissolve easily in water and are harmful to fish at 

other chemists) reduce the number of water tests required in the laboratory.
-

stances that appear not to dissolve in water? What does it mean for a sub-
stance to be soluble versus insoluble insoluble
is likely that at least a few molecules or ions of any substance will dissolve 
in water. Thus, the term insoluble actually refers to substances that dissolve 

 
is considered insoluble, actually dissolves very slightly in water—10–14 g 

 

Such questions are answered by examining toxicity data. (You will examine 
toxicity data later in this unit.)

various molecular and ionic solutes as soluble or insoluble (very, very slightly 

Preparing to Investigate
Part I: What Solutes Dissolve in Water?

molecular substances dissolve in water. (Your teacher will tell you which 
solutes to investigate. Write these in your laboratory notebook.) 

As a class, discuss how you could test whether substances like those listed 
in your laboratory notebook dissolve in room-temperature water. With your 
partner, design a step-by-step procedure to determine whether each solute is 

The following questions will help you design your procedure.

 1. What particular observations will allow you to judge how well each 
solute dissolves in water? That is, how will you decide whether to 
classify a given solute as soluble or insoluble in water?

 2. Which variables will you have to control? Why?

 3. How should the solute and solvent be mixed—all at once or a little at 
a time? Why?

Figure 4.22  Galena is a 
naturally occurring mineral  
that contains lead(II) sulfide. 
Although lead compounds  
are toxic to humans and  
other organisms, lead  
sulfide is insoluble in water.
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IM   B.1 WHAT sUBsTAnCes 
dissolve in WATer?

In this investigation, students explore 
the concept of “like dissolves like” by 
testing the solubility of several sub-
stances in water, ethanol, and lamp oil, 
representing polar, slightly polar, and 
nonpolar solvents. Begin by discussing 
toxic solutes that might have been in the 
Snake River at the time of the fish kill, 
such as pesticides, fertilizers, preserva-
tives, paints, mining wastes, and 
solvents. 

Students test solubility of various 
substances. The materials list is just a 
suggestion. Choose solutes for their 
varied solubility behavior in water, 
ethanol, and lamp oil, as well as their 
safe use in the laboratory. Solutes that 
are potential contaminants in the Snake 
River would be particularly interesting. 
Each solute in the materials list was 
chosen for a particular reason—the 
suggested solutes exhibit a range of 
behavior from ionic to polar to nonpolar.

Students design their own procedures 
for this investigation according to 
guidelines in the text. Offer suggestions 
about reasonable quantities, appropriate 
vessels, mixing procedures, and dis-
posal. Remind students that their 
procedures must control variables and 
generate interpretable data on the 
solubility of each substance. An activity 
sheet provided in the TRM can help 
organize student plans, which you 
should approve before students com-
plete any solubility tests. An acceptable 
plan should include uniform sample 
size (for both solutes and solvents), a 
procedure for mixing, and a method or 
scale for determining/assigning relative 
solubility. Student procedures must 
include only safe laboratory practices.

Caution: Hexane is highly flammable: 
Ensure that there are no open flames in 
the room. Dispense hexane inside an 
operating fume hood. Remind students 
not to touch any solutes or solvents, to 
use a wood splint (or other designed 
spatula/spoon) to transfer solid samples, 
and to discard all wastes in teacher-
designated containers.  

Time 30 minutes
Materials (for a class of 24 working  
in pairs)

24 test tubes (assuming tubes are 
reused), 13  100 mm

12 test-tube racks
12 10-mL graduated cylinders
25 mL hexane, C6H14

600 mL ethanol (denatured alcohol), 
C2H5OH

600 mL lamp oil

1 L distilled water, H2O
Optional solutes: 25 g each of: urea, 

CO(NH2)2; iodine, I2; ammonium 
chloride, NH4Cl; sodium chloride, 
NaCl; glucose, C6H12O6; naphtha-
lene flakes, C10H8; copper(II) 
sulfate, CuSO45H2O; calcium 
carbonate, CaCO3; and lead(II) 
sulfide, PbS.

safety
Students should wear safety goggles and 
aprons throughout the laboratory 
investigation. Avoid direct skin contact 
with iodine and solvents. Hexane, 

ethanol, and naphthalene are flammable. 
No open flames are allowed in the 
laboratory. Due to the volatility and 
toxicity of iodine, you may elect to 
complete its solubility tests as a teacher 
demonstration.

lab Tips
• You may decide to make stirring  
rods available, depending on students’ 
procedures.
• Provide labeled containers for dis-
carded hexane samples. After class,  
the hexane can be evaporated in the 
fume hood.
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SECTION B  Looking at Water and Its Contaminants 417

the investigation. When you and your partner have agreed upon a written 
procedure and an accompanying data table, ask your teacher to check and 
approve your written plans. 

Part II: What Factors Affect Whether a Solute Will Dissolve? 

group to investigate one of the questions listed below, or you may investigate 
a different question. Here are some possible questions:

containing sodium ions, carbonate ions, or chloride ions) exhibit 
similar dissolving behavior in water? 

other solvents in which they will dissolve?

 

Gathering Evidence
Part I: What Solutes Dissolve in Water?

goggles, and wear them properly throughout 
the investigation. Follow your teacher-approved procedure to investigate 
whether each specified solute dissolves in water. Record all data in your 

 INVESTIGATING MATTER
B.1  WHAT SUBSTANCES DISSOLVE  

IN WATER?
The Riverwood News
in the Snake River is one likely cause of the fish kill. She based her judgment 

idea about which contaminating solutes to focus on in the early stages of the 
investigation: those that dissolve easily in water and are harmful to fish at 

other chemists) reduce the number of water tests required in the laboratory.
-

stances that appear not to dissolve in water? What does it mean for a sub-
stance to be soluble versus insoluble insoluble
is likely that at least a few molecules or ions of any substance will dissolve 
in water. Thus, the term insoluble actually refers to substances that dissolve 

 
is considered insoluble, actually dissolves very slightly in water—10–14 g 

 

Such questions are answered by examining toxicity data. (You will examine 
toxicity data later in this unit.)

various molecular and ionic solutes as soluble or insoluble (very, very slightly 

Preparing to Investigate
Part I: What Solutes Dissolve in Water?

molecular substances dissolve in water. (Your teacher will tell you which 
solutes to investigate. Write these in your laboratory notebook.) 

As a class, discuss how you could test whether substances like those listed 
in your laboratory notebook dissolve in room-temperature water. With your 
partner, design a step-by-step procedure to determine whether each solute is 

The following questions will help you design your procedure.

 1. What particular observations will allow you to judge how well each 
solute dissolves in water? That is, how will you decide whether to 
classify a given solute as soluble or insoluble in water?

 2. Which variables will you have to control? Why?

 3. How should the solute and solvent be mixed—all at once or a little at 
a time? Why?

Figure 4.23  Planning a procedure 
for investigating whether various  
solutes dissolve in water.
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Answers
Part I
1. Students should indicate that they 

will observe whether the substances 
mix (miscibility) and the quantity of 
solute that does not dissolve.

2. Controlled variables include tempera-
ture, quantities of solute and solvent, 
and stirring time and method.

3. Always mix solute and solvent 
together slowly, usually while  
stirring, to observe partial solubility.

Part II
Students will design their own investi-
gations. Their topics should be guided 
by the teacher so that all variables 
(temperature, type of solvent, particle 
size, type of substance) are investigated 
within each class. Below is a data table 
for a variety of solutes in different 
solvents.

Expected Results

• Careful teacher supervision is neces-
sary during this laboratory investigation, 
due to the toxicity of iodine and naph-
thalene and the flammability of hexane. 
• If students obtain differing results, 
encourage them to retest the solubility of 
substances in question. (Use this as an 
opportunity to emphasize the value of 
conducting multiple trials.) 

TRM  
 
lAB HAnDouT

Solute Water Ethanol Lamp Oil
Urea, CO(NH2)2 Soluble Soluble Insoluble
Ammonium  
chloride, NH4Cl

Soluble Soluble Insoluble

Naphthalene,  
C10H8

Insoluble Soluble Soluble

Iodine, I2 Insoluble Soluble Soluble
Copper(II)  
sulfate, CuSO4

Soluble Soluble Insoluble

Ethanol,  
C2H5OH

Soluble Soluble Soluble

Sodium 
chloride, NaCl

Soluble Soluble Insoluble

Calcium 
carbonate,  
CaCO3

Insoluble Insoluble Insoluble

Lead(II) sulfide, 
PbS

Insoluble Insoluble Insoluble

Hexane Insoluble Soluble Soluble
Water Soluble Soluble Insoluble
Lamp oil Insoluble Soluble Soluble
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418 Unit 4 Water: Exploring Solutions

Part II: What Factors Affect Whether a Solute Will Dissolve?
Once you know the question you will address in this investigation, design a 
procedure that will allow you to collect the data necessary to answer your ques-

-
struct the data table or tables that you plan to use for this investigation.

Have your written procedure and data table or tables approved by your 

materials as directed by your teacher.
Wash your hands thoroughly before leaving the laboratory.

Interpreting Evidence
 1.  

as either soluble or insoluble in water.

 2.  State in a few sentences how you decided whether each solute in  

 3.  

differences?

Making Claims
 4.  

a. Write two or three sentences that describe your conclusions 
(answering your question).

b. On what evidence are your conclusions based?

c. How confident are you in your conclusions? 

d. What additional tests would you like to perform to be more 
confident in your claims?

Reflecting on the Investigation
 5.  You investigated the dissolving behavior of both ionic and molecular 

substances. Many of the substances you studied in Unit 1 were ionic, 

were molecular.

a. At this point, what is your definition of an ionic compound? 

b. What is your definition of a molecular compound?

or molecular.

 
the claim that all ionic substances are soluble in water? Why  
or why not?
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Interpreting Evidence
1. (See Data Table) Soluble solutes 

include: NH4Cl, CuSO4, C2H5OH, 
NaCl, CO(NH2)2.

2. Student answers will vary but should 
include the presence or absence of 
solid solute in the mixture.

3. Answers should be relatively similar. 
Some students may say that iodine is 
soluble if they use the criteria that 
some solutions changes color when 
the solute dissolves.

Making Claims
4. Student answers will vary but should 

have a testable question.  
Possibilities include:

 Does the temperature of the solute 
affect solubility?

 Are some substances more soluble  
in lamp oil than in water?

 Are all ionic compounds soluble in 
water?
a. Student conclusions should be 

based on their own data tables.
b. Conclusions should cite some 

evidence such as solute remaining 
or solution color.

c. Students should state a relatively 
high level of confidence in their 
claims provided their question  
was answerable with the data they 
collected.

d. Student answers will vary but may 
include tests that would be much 
more quantitative in nature.

Reflecting on the Investigation
5. Answers to “a” and “b” should not be 

copied from the glossary. 
a. An ionic compound is a substance 

composed of cations and anions.
b. A molecular compound is a 

substance held together by covalent 
bonds and is generally composed of 
two nonmetals.

c. Ionic: NaCl, NH4Cl, CuSO4, CaCO3, 
and PbS; Molecular: H2O, urea, 
naphthalene, ethanol, iodine, and 
lamp oil.

d. This answer will vary depending 
on the solutes provided. Given 
those provided in the data table, 
they should not conclude that all 
ionic substances are soluble.

e. Students should answer, “No.”  
The question could be answered by 
saying that there is not enough 
evidence, or that the evidence 
shows that not all molecular 
substances are soluble in water.

6. The solutes that were the least soluble 
include naphthalene, iodine, calcium 
carbonate, lead sulfide, hexane and 
lamp oil. The evidence should 
include observations from the data 
table.
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SECTION B  Looking at Water and Its Contaminants 419

claim that all molecular substances are soluble in water? Why or 
why not?

 6.  According to your data, which solutes tested are least likely to be 

with evidence from your completed investigation.

sections, you will learn more about the process by which ionic and molecu-
lar substances dissolve in water. Applying what you have learned about 
intermolecular forces will help you understand and predict why some ionic 
and molecular substances dissolve in water and why others do not. 

B.2  DISSOLVING IONIC COMPOUNDS 
IN WATER

Your classifications of ionic and covalent compounds as soluble or insoluble 
in the previous investigation were based on macroscopic observations. How 
can your observations be explained at the particulate level? To answer this 
question, first for ionic compounds, we will focus on interactions among 
ions and interactions between ions and water molecules. How do interac-
tions among the ions in the solute and interactions between ions and water 
molecules explain why many ionic compounds dissolve? Can these same 
interactions explain why some ionic compounds dissolve only very slightly 
in water?

First, consider attractive forces within the ionic compound. Recall that 
ionic compounds are composed of positively charged cations (usually metal 
ions) and negatively charged anions. See Figure 4.24. Within the ionic  
crystal, cations are surrounded by anions, with the anions likewise sur-
rounded by cations. Attractive forces between the charged particles are so 
strong that all ionic compounds are solids at room temperature. Think of 
table salt (sodium chloride, NaCl), baking soda (sodium hydrogen carbonate, 
NaHCO ), and chalk (calcium carbonate, CaCO ), which are all common 
ionic compounds.

Figure 4.24  Ionic  
compounds consist of 
positively charged  
cations (represented  
here by small gray 
spheres) and negatively 
charged anions (large 
green spheres) arranged 
in a crystal.
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B.2 dissolving ioniC 
CoMPoUnds in WATer
Emphasize that although we can observe 
the effects of dissolving at the macro-
scopic level, the important processes  
in dissolving happen at the particulate 
level. At the level of atoms and mol-
ecules, dissolving can be thought about 
as requiring two steps—(1) overcoming 
solute–solute (and solvent–solvent) 
attractive forces and (2) strengthening 
solute–solvent interactions. 

Discuss how the polarity of water 
makes it an effective solvent for many 
ionic compounds. The idea of partial 
charges may be new to students. Point 
out that the  symbol does not indicate 
the magnitude of the partial charge. In 
water, the partial negative electrical 
charge on the oxygen atom must  
balance the two partial positive electri-
cal charges on the hydrogen atoms.

The Scientific American illustration 
(Figure 4.25, page 421) is designed to 
help illustrate this explanation of the 
dissolving process.

Differentiation
TRM  

 
READing guiDE 

A reading guide is available to help 
students organize the information in 
Section B.2. 
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420 Unit 4 Water: Exploring Solutions

Next, recall that water is a polar molecule. You learned in Section A that 
water molecules have particularly strong interactions due to intermolecular 
forces called hydrogen bonds. When an ionic compound is placed in water, 
then, what determines whether or not it will dissolve? A third set of interac-
tions must be considered—those between the charged ions and the polar 
water molecules. The substance will dissolve only if its ions are so strongly 
attracted to water molecules that the water molecule can “tug” the ions away 
from the crystal.

Water molecules are attracted to ions located on the surface of an ionic 
solid, as shown by the models in Figure 4.25. The water molecule’s negative 
(oxygen) end is attracted to the crystal’s cations. The positive (hydrogen) 
ends of other water molecules are attracted to the anions of the crystal. When 
the attractive forces between the water molecules and the surface ions are 
strong enough, the bonds between the crystal and its surface ions become 
strained, and the ions may be pulled away from the crystal. Figure 4.25 uses 
models of water molecules and solute ions to illustrate the results of water 
tugging on solute ions. The detached ions become surrounded by water mol-
ecules, producing an ionic solution.

Using the description and illustrations of this process, can you decide 
which factors influence whether an ionic solid will dissolve in water? 

those between solvent and solute particles, between solvent particles them-
selves, and between particles within the solute crystals—properties of both 
solute and solvent determine whether two substances will form a solution. 
Water is highly polar, so it is effective at dissolving many ionic substances. 
However, if positive–negative attractions between cations and anions within 
the crystal are strong enough, a particular ionic compound may be only 
slightly soluble (or insoluble) in water. 

Consider again two common ionic compounds, table salt and chalk. Table 
salt dissolves readily in water, but a piece of chalk does not. Why might the 
positive–negative attractions between cations and anions within chalk be 
stronger than in salt, preventing chalk from dissolving in water? One answer 
lies in examining the charges on the ions in each substance. Sodium chlo-
ride, which makes up table salt, consists of Na+ and Cl– ions—each has a 

charge of two (Ca2+ and CO 2–). Higher charges lead to greater attractive forces 
among the ions, and the attractions between water molecules and ions can-
not overcome them. 

-
tive forces within the ionic crystal. The smaller the ions, and thus closer 
together they are, the greater the attractions. 

These factors help to explain why many ionic compounds that contain 
2+) and mercury (Hg2+) dissolve only very 

slightly in water. However, even at extremely low concentrations, such ions 
can cause damage or death to living organisms and, therefore, must still be 
considered as possible causes of the Riverwood fish kill. 
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SECTION B  Looking at Water and Its Contaminants 421

Figure 4.25  Particulate-level model of sodium chloride (NaCl) dissolving in water (H2O). Sodium chloride 
crystals (common table salt) consist of positively charged sodium ions (Na+, gray spheres) and negatively 
charged chloride ions (Cl–, green spheres). Every water molecule is polar; the oxygen (red) side has partial 
negative electrical charge and the hydrogen (white) side has partial positive electrical charge. As water 
molecules approach the sodium chloride crystal, hydrogen attracts chloride ions and oxygen attracts sodium 
ions. Several water molecules surround each ion and carry it away from the crystal. 
 As you study this 2-D representation, try to visualize it in three dimensions and put the dissolving process 
“in motion.” Think about these ions and molecules interacting at different times, such as right after the crystal 
drops into the water, as the crystal seems to disappear completely, or when the water has fully evaporated.
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 Using the Figures
Figure 4.25 Use this illustration 
to highlight the forces involved in 
the process of dissolving an ionic sub-
stance in water. Guide student discus-
sion using prompts such as these:

What forces hold the ionic crystal 
together? (Opposing ionic 
charges.)

Why do the water molecules inter-
act with ions? (Water’s molecular 
polarity allows it to interact with 
both positive and negative ions.)

What do the dissolved ions have in 
common with each other? (They 
are all solvated—surrounded—
by water molecules.)

How are the dissolved ions differ-
ent? (Direct attention to the ori-
entation of the water molecules. 
The H ends of the molecules 
are oriented toward negative 
chloride ions, while the O ends 
of the molecules are oriented 
toward positive sodium ions.)

On the particulate level, what 
would evaporating water imply 
for this system? (With fewer 
water molecules to overcome 
ion–ion attractive forces, the 
crystal would begin to reform,  
or recrystallize.)

This illustration is a useful way to 
help visualize the dissolving process 
at the particulate level. When you 
discuss the concept of dissolving 
(dissociation), ask students to point 
out ways that this visual model falls 
short of thoroughly representing the 
process. For instance, not all water 
molecules are shown; atoms are not 
hard spheres; individual atoms are 
not colored; and this static particulate 
model does not take into account 
constant motion that actually occurs 
during the dissolving process. Anima-
tions are available in the resource 
materials (see multimedia guide, 
page Unit 4-xiv) to address this final 
limitation. 
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422 Unit 4 Water: Exploring Solutions

B.3  DISSOLVING MOLECULAR  
COMPOUNDS IN WATER

Now that you have a mental image of what happens when ionic compounds 
dissolve (or do not dissolve) in water, consider what might be similar or  
different about dissolving molecular compounds. As you know from  

such as sugar, ethanol, and ammonia dissolve in water. However, they do  
not form ions in solution. Atoms within these molecules are covalently 
bonded to each other, and the molecules themselves remain intact as they 
are dissolved. 

Unlike ionic substances, which are crystalline solids at normal condi-
tions, molecular substances may be found as solids, liquids, or gases at room 
temperature. Some molecular substances, such as oxygen (O2) and carbon 
dioxide (CO2), have little attraction among their molecules and are, thus, 
gases at normal conditions. Molecular substances such as ethanol (ethyl 
alcohol, C2H5OH) and water (H2O) have larger intermolecular attractions, 
which cause these “stickier” molecules to form liquids at normal conditions. 
Other molecular substances with even greater between-molecule attrac-
tions—table sugar (C12H22O11), for example—are solids at normal conditions. 
As you learned earlier, stronger attractive forces hold molecules together 
more tightly, determining in which state the substance will be found under 
normal conditions.

What determines whether a molecular substance will dissolve in water? 
Just as in explaining why only some ionic compounds dissolve, the strength 
of three sets of attractive forces must be considered—the attractive (inter-
molecular) forces among molecules in the solute, the relatively strong  
intermolecular attractions among water molecules, and the interactions 

molecules and water molecules are strong enough to overcome the attractive 
forces within the molecular substance, the substance will dissolve in water. 

electrical charge within the molecules.
Most molecular compounds contain atoms of nonmetallic elements.  

These atoms share electrons and thus form covalent bonds. Atoms of differ-
ent elements do not share electrons equally within the bond. As you learned 

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6E
Perm Fig.: 4039, 4040, 4041, 4042, 4043     New Fig.: 4-BUN01a-e
First Pass: 2010-08-18

Oxygen gas
(O2)

Water
(H2O)
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(C12H22O11)
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Carbon dioxide
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B.3 dissolving MoleCUlAr 
CoMPoUnds in WATer
This section describes common molecu-
lar substances and contrasts them with 
ionic substances, highlighting the fact 
that molecular substances are covalently 
bonded and do not dissociate as they 
dissolve. Electronegativity and the 
resulting polarity of bonds within water 
and molecular substances—as well as 
the role of molecular shape—are 
discussed to establish a structural basis 
for determining why some molecular 
substances dissolve in water. This 
explanation for solubility can be 
summarized with the phrase “like 
dissolves like,” which suggests that 
polar solvents will dissolve polar 
solutes, while nonpolar solvents will 
dissolve nonpolar solutes. Thus, the 
familiar saying, “oil and water don’t 
mix,” has a chemical basis. Animations 
are available in the resource materials 
(see multimedia guide, page Unit 4-xiv) 
to illustrate this concept.

Differentiation
Some students may struggle with the 
ideas that a molecule with no net charge 
can be polar or that a molecule with 
polar bonds (such as carbon tetrachlo-
ride, CCl4) can be nonpolar overall. It 
may be helpful to use drawings or 
simulations to illustrate these ideas.  
The following sites may be useful for 
explanation or extension:

http://www.ausetute.com.au/
molpolar.html

http://www.chem.uwec.edu/
Chem150_S07/elaborations/unit1/
unit1-e-polarity.html 

Demonstration ideas
An effective demonstration is dissolving 
Styrofoam (packing peanuts or cups) in 
a large 1-L beaker partially filled with 
100 mL acetone (nail polish remover). 
Enough of the Styrofoam quickly 
dissolves, reducing the volume of 
packing peanuts or cups, to create a 
dramatic demonstration of solubility. 
Some students may have to see (or be 
reminded) that Styrofoam will not 
dissolve in water. You can emphasize 
rates of dissolving, solubility, and types 
of molecules that would affect the 
dissolution rate.

A useful extension to this demonstra-
tion is dissolving starch-based packing 
peanuts in a large beaker almost filled 
with water. Invite the class to discuss 
differences between these two packing 
materials and the advantages of one type 
of over the other, based on these 
differences.
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SECTION B  Looking at Water and Its Contaminants 423

in Section A, the ability of an element’s atoms to attract shared electrons 
when bonding is known as the element’s electronegativity -
stances, these differences in electron attraction are not large enough to cause 
ions to form, but they can cause electrons to be distributed unevenly among 
the atoms.

You already know that the oxygen region of a water molecule is electri-
cally negative compared with the regions around the hydrogen atoms, which 
are electrically positive. This happens because oxygen is more electronega-
tive than hydrogen. Therefore, electrons are partially pulled away from the 
two hydrogen atoms toward the oxygen atom within each H—O covalent 

negative charge near the oxygen and an overall net positive charge on the 
hydrogen end. The result is a polar molecule
the pull of electrons from hydrogen to oxygen in one direction would cancel 
out the pull from hydrogen to oxygen in the opposite direction and there 
would be no net imbalance of charge. This is the reason, in fact, that carbon 

2, the oxygen atoms are more electro- 
negative than carbon, but each is pulling on the electrons equally and in 

with equal strength playing tug-of-war.) See Figure 4.26. 

Water’s polarity results in strong attractions between water molecules and 
solutes that are polar or ionic, because both have regions (or particles) with 
opposite electrical charges. Water is a common example of a polar solvent. 

water is a good solvent for sugar and ethanol, which are both composed of 
polar molecules. On the other hand, nonpolar liquids are good solvents for 
nonpolar molecules, since both have symmetrical electron distributions.  
For instance, nonpolar cleaning fluids are used to dry-clean clothes because 
they readily dissolve nonpolar body oils found in the fabric of used clothing.

Figure 4.26  Oxygen is much more electronegative than either carbon or  
hydrogen, so electrons in each of the illustrated molecules are pulled toward 
the oxygen atom. In H2O, the bent shape of the molecule results in a net  
imbalance of electrical charge, whereas the linear shape of CO2 results in  
equal pull from both sides and no net imbalance of charge.

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6E
Perm Fig.: 4044     New Fig.: 4-26
First Pass: 2010-08-24
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424 Unit 4 Water: Exploring Solutions

(such as those of oil and gasoline) do 
not dissolve well in polar solvents 
(such as water or ethanol) or vice 
versa. This pattern of dissolving 
behavior—polar substances dissolve 
in polar solvents, while nonpolar 
substances dissolve in nonpolar sol-
vents—is often summed up as “like 
dissolves like.” See Figure 4.27.

Were dissolved molecular sub-
stances present in the Snake River 
water where the fish died? Most 
likely yes, at least in small amounts. 
Were they responsible for the fish 
kill? That depends on which molecu-
lar substances were present and at 
what concentrations. And that, in 
turn, depends in part on how each 
solute interacts with water’s polar 
molecules. 

the dissolving behavior of some typical molecular and ionic substances.

 MODELING MATTER
B.4  THE DISSOLVING PROCESS
So far in this section, you have investigated and learned about the process  
of dissolving both ionic and molecular compounds in water. Figure 4.25 
(page 421) uses a single image to illustrate what happens when salt crystals 
dissolve in water. However, it is hard to capture in one “snapshot” the 

P1.  Based on “like dissolves like,” classify each molecular substance 
from Investigating Matter B.1 as either polar or nonpolar. What  
is your reasoning?

2.   Does “like dissolves like” apply to dissolving ionic compounds  
in water? Why or why not?

3.  Oxygen is not very soluble in water, but fish depend on  
dissolved oxygen to live. Would you classify O2  as polar or  
nonpolar? Explain your reasoning.

Figure 4.27  A painter must use paint 
thinner—a nonpolar solvent—to clean 
oil-based paint (also nonpolar) from this 
paintbrush. Water, a polar solvent, will  
not dissolve the paint. This is an example 
of “like dissolves like.”
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Pconcept check 4
1. (Concepts developed in Section B.3. 

Students should refer back to their 
data from Investigating Matter B.1.) 
Answers depend on which solutes 
were used in Investigating Matter B.1. 
The solutes that did not dissolve in 
water would be classified as nonpolar 
(unlike water) and could include 
lamp oil, iodine, naphthalene, or 
hexane. The solutes that did dissolve 
in water would be considered to be 
polar (like water) and could include 
urea, glucose, or ethanol.

2. (Concepts developed in Sections B.2 
and B.3.) This idea does not seem to 
apply to ionic compounds. As noted 
in Section B.2, some ionic compounds 
dissolve in water and others do not. 
All ionic compounds are “like” water 
in that there is an uneven distribution 
of charge among the particles. 

3. (Concepts developed in Section B.3.) 
Oxygen is a molecular compound. 
Since it does not dissolve much in 
water, it is more “unlike” water and  
is thus nonpolar. This makes sense, 
because oxygen molecules are made 
of two oxygen atoms, and neither 
atom should have any more pull for 
the electrons in the covalent bond 
than the other.

MM   B.4 THe dissolving 
ProCess 

In this activity, students represent the 
dissolving process by constructing 
sequences of pictures that show how 
water molecules interact with ions and 
with polar molecules. You might choose 
to ask students to use technology to 
create animations of these processes.  
A good resource for doing so is the 
ChemSense Animator, found here: 
http://www.chemsense.org/download/
index.html. Supplemental practice 
materials are available in the TRM.

a Using the Figures
Figure 4.27 This figure relates 
chemistry concepts to students’ every-
day lives. Invite students to brainstorm 
other examples of situations where 
the “like dissolves like” principle ap-
plies. Some examples: (a) Vinaigrette 
salad dressings often separate into 
two layers and must be shaken to mix 
(but not dissolve) the oil and water.  
(b) “Dry cleaning” involves using 
nonpolar solvents to remove oily (non-
polar) stains. (c) Shampoo removes oil 
from hair that is not easy to wash away 
with water alone. 

(A) (C) (D) (E)(B)

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 4012     New Fig.: 4BUN01
First Pass: 2011-11-15

(a) (b)

(c) (d) (e)

1. a.  

TRM  
 
HAnDouT
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SECTION B  Looking at Water and Its Contaminants 425

dynamic process of dissolving, so you might visualize a short “movie” of the 

mental movies as a series of drawings illustrating the dissolving process. 
You will also represent this process using chemical language by writing 
chemical equations. 

 1.  Consider magnesium chloride, MgCl2, another soluble ionic compound.

magnesium chloride is placed in water.

b. Write a caption for your sequence, making specific reference to the 
attractive forces involved.

c. Compare your magnesium chloride “dissolving movie” to the 

 2.  

(calcium carbonate) is placed in water. 

b. Write a caption for your sequence, making specific reference to the 
attractive forces involved.

(such as those of oil and gasoline) do 
not dissolve well in polar solvents 
(such as water or ethanol) or vice 
versa. This pattern of dissolving 
behavior—polar substances dissolve 
in polar solvents, while nonpolar 
substances dissolve in nonpolar sol-
vents—is often summed up as “like 
dissolves like.” See Figure 4.27.

Were dissolved molecular sub-
stances present in the Snake River 
water where the fish died? Most 
likely yes, at least in small amounts. 
Were they responsible for the fish 
kill? That depends on which molecu-
lar substances were present and at 
what concentrations. And that, in 
turn, depends in part on how each 
solute interacts with water’s polar 
molecules. 

the dissolving behavior of some typical molecular and ionic substances.

 MODELING MATTER
B.4  THE DISSOLVING PROCESS
So far in this section, you have investigated and learned about the process  
of dissolving both ionic and molecular compounds in water. Figure 4.25 
(page 421) uses a single image to illustrate what happens when salt crystals 
dissolve in water. However, it is hard to capture in one “snapshot” the 

Sample Problem: Refer back to Figure 4.25 (page 421), which 
illustrates the process of dissolving NaCl in one frame. Then, draw  
a five-panel sequence illustrating NaCl dissolving in water.

One way to visualize the sequence is described and illustrated below:

representation of the NaCl crystal (alternating small and large 
circles, with charges drawn in).

crystal at the bottom of the beaker.

ions, pulling the ions away from the surface of the crystal.

water molecules, and the crystal has dissolved.

– + – + – –+

+
+

–

–

–+

+

+

+

–

–

+
+

+–

–

–

+
+

+

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6E
Perm Fig.: 4046, 4047, 4048, 4049, 4050     New Fig.: 4-BUN02a-e
First Pass: 2010-08-18
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Answers
1. a.  See five-panel drawing at the 

bottom of page 424. Note that there 
are two Cl– ions for every Mg2+ ion. 
Student drawings will vary, but 
should provide a key. 

b. A possible caption: The process of 
dissolving magnesium chloride 
(MgCl2) in water. Panel A depicts  
a crystal of MgCl2 and a beaker of 
water. Ions in the crystal are held 
together by ionic bonds. Water 
molecules are attracted to each 
other through hydrogen bonds, a 
type of intermolecular force. When 
the crystal is placed in water  
(Panel B), water molecules begin  
to interact with ions in the solid 
(Panels B–D). Because water is a 
polar molecule, its slightly negative 
oxygen end is attracted to Mg2+ ions 
in the crystal. The slightly positive 
hydrogen ends are attracted to Cl– 
ions. These water–ion interactions 
are strong enough to overcome 
attractions among ions in the 
crystal, and eventually the entire 
crystal dissolves (Panel E).

c. The two “movies” are alike in that 
they involve the complete dissolv-
ing of an ionic compound in water. 
One main difference is that there 
were two chloride ions for every 
one cation in MgCl2, versus a 1:1 
ratio in NaCl.

2. a.  See five-panel sequence below left. 
Here, the drawing is simplified by 
using “2” to represent Ca2+ and 
“2–” to represent the carbonate 
(CO3

2–) ion. Student drawings will 
vary but should provide a key. 
Some students may try to represent 
the carbonate ion by showing one 
carbon and three oxygen atoms. 
This may overly complicate 
drawings, but don’t discourage 
students who want to attempt it.

 b.  A possible caption: Panel A depicts 
a crystal of CaCO3 and a beaker of 
water. Ions in the crystal are held 
together by ionic bonds. Water 
molecules are attracted to each 
other through hydrogen bonds. 
When the crystal is placed in water 
(Panel B), water molecules begin  
to interact with ions in the solid 
(Panels B–D). Water’s slightly 
negative oxygen end is attracted  
to Ca2+ ions. The slightly positive 
hydrogen ends are attracted to 
CO3

2– ions. However, water-to-ion 
attractions are not as strong as 
attractions among ions, so very few 
ions dissolve. Most of the solid 
remains in the bottom of the beaker 
(Panel E). 

(A) (C) (D) (E)(B)
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426 Unit 4 Water: Exploring Solutions

 3.  Another way to represent chemical and physical processes is by 
writing and interpreting chemical equations. For example, the 
following equation represents dissolving table salt in water:   

NaCl(s)    Na+(aq)    Cl–(aq)

a. What do the symbols (s) and (aq) mean?

b. Write a sentence that interprets this chemical equation in words.

c. Water is not shown as a reactant or a product in this equation. 
How do you know, based upon this equation, that water is part of 
the process?

chemical equations for each of the ionic compounds that 
dissolved in water. 

as insoluble. How would you write chemical equations for the 
interaction of these compounds with water? Use chalk (CaCO )  
as an example. Write a chemical equation and write one or two 
sentences describing your reasoning. 

 4.  Now model the dissolving process for molecular compounds. 

compound dissolves in water.

c. Write a caption for your sequence, making specific references to 
intermolecular forces. 

d. Write a chemical equation that describes this process.

 5.  
whether a specific ionic compound will dissolve in water. Suppose 

a. Magnesium cations (Mg2+) are smaller than Na+ ions, and sulfide 
(S2– –

MgS that shows relative sizes and ion charges, compared to the 

b. Would you predict MgS to be more or less soluble in water than 

explain your prediction. 

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6E
Perm Fig.: 4051     New Fig.: 4-BUN03
First Pass: 2010-08-18
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depict it as a liquid. The key 
features of depicting any of these 
molecular substances are that they 
are not charged species and all of 
the molecules look the same.

b. See five-panel sequence on the 
facing page for sugar.

c. A possible caption: The process of 
dissolving sugar (or urea) in water. 
Panel A depicts a crystal of sugar 
and a beaker of water. The mol-
ecules in the crystal are polar and 
are held together by intermolecular 
forces. The water molecules are 
attracted to each other through 

hydrogen bonds, a type of intermo-
lecular force. When the crystal is 
placed in water (Panel B), water 
molecules begin to interact with the 
polar molecules in the solid (Panels 
B–D). Because sugar molecules and 
water molecules are both polar, 
they are attracted to each other. 
Water-to-sugar molecule interac-
tions are strong enough to over-
come the attractions among the 
molecules in the crystal, and 
eventually the entire crystal 
dissolves (Panel E).

3. a.  The symbol “(s)” means “solid,” 
and the symbol “(aq)” means  
“aqueous,” or “dissolved in water.”

b. When solid sodium chloride is 
placed in water, it dissolves into 
sodium ions (Na+) and chloride ions 
(Cl–).

c. The symbol “(aq)” indicates that 
water is present.

d. Answers may vary, depending on 
which solutes were used in this 
Investigation. Examples include:

NH4Cl(s) ∫B NH4
+(aq)  Cl–(aq) 

NaCl(s)   ∫B    Na+(aq)  Cl–(aq)

e. Expect answers to vary. Students 
should justify how they write their 
chemical equation. Some possible 
student answers:

CaCO3(s) ∫B Ca2+(aq)  CO3
2–(aq)

  Students may simply write the 
same type of chemical equation as 
they did for representing soluble 
salts dissolving in water. Ask, “If 
you saw such an equation, would 
you tend to assume that this salt is 
soluble or insoluble?” to clarify 
students’ thinking.

CaCO3(s) BB    Ca2+(aq)  CO3
2–(aq)

  This equation uses double-
headed arrows to represent an 
equilibrium process. This concept 
has not yet been formally intro-
duced. This is how most chemists 
would represent this process. A 
single-headed arrow pointed to the 
right usually conveys the message 
that the process goes to completion. 
A double-headed arrow conveys the 
message that the forward and 
backward reactions are both taking 
place. If students do not propose 
this representation, do not introduce 
it now, you can do so when equilib-
rium is more formally introduced.

Ca(CO3)(s)  ∫B Ca(CO3)(s)   
Ca2+(aq)  CO3

2–(aq)

  Some students may want to 
convey that when you start out  
with a solid, and not much of it 
dissolves, you still have a solid and 
a few ions at the end. This indicates 
that students recognize a difference 
between soluble and “insoluble” 
salts and want to represent them 
differently using chemical equa-
tions. However, chemists don’t 
write the same formula on both the 
reactants and products side.

4. a.  Students may choose ethanol, urea, 
or sugar. If students choose either 
urea or sugar, they should depict a 
solid before addition to water. 
Ethanol is a liquid at room tempera-
ture, so students would need to 
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SECTION B  Looking at Water and Its Contaminants 427

6. Consider the Riverwood fish kill that opened this unit. None of the
newspaper articles have mentioned an oil spill (e.g., from a tanker
truck) as a possible cause of the fish kill.

a. Why is an oil spill an unlikely cause of the Riverwood fish kill?

to illustrate your point.

Your discussion should include intermolecular forces within oil, 
within water, and between oil and water.

You are now familiar with why and how certain substances dissolve  
in water. You also know that solutions can contain different amounts of  
solute—think of putting a pinch of salt into a pot of boiling water versus 
adding a cup. Later in this unit, you will research and report concentrations 
of oxygen dissolved in water that are necessary for fish to survive. To inter-
pret these data, we next explore how to describe and measure concentration.

B.5 SOLUTION CONCENTRATION
Solution concentration refers to how much solute is dissolved in a 
specific quantity of solvent or solution. There are several ways to 
report concentrations, and it is useful to be familiar with them. The 
simplest way to think about concentration is as the mass of a sub-
stance dissolved in a particular mass of water. Thus, if you made a 
solution by dissolving 5 g table salt (NaCl) in 100 g of water, you 
would report that as “5 g per 100 g.” 

Another way to express concentration is with percent values. For 
example, dissolving 5 g table salt in 95 g water produces 100-g solu-
tion with a 5% salt concentration (by mass). Here, the percent means 
parts solute per hundred total parts (solute plus solvent). So, a 5% salt 
solution could also be reported as a five-parts-per-hundred salt solu-
tion (5 pph salt). However, percent is much more commonly used. Similarly, 
solutions made by dissolving liquid molecular compounds are often reported 
using percent by volume. A common example is household rubbing alcohol 
solution, which is 70% isopropyl alcohol by volume. See Figure 4.28.

One of the most common units of concentration, and one you have encoun-
tered in many investigations, is molarity. The symbol for molarity is M, and 

liter of 0.10 M solution of NaCl, you would weigh out 0.10 moles (5.8 g) 
NaCl, dissolve it in a small quantity of water, and add more water until the 

solution, you would dissolve 0.050 moles (2.9 g) NaCl in 0.50 L solution. 
For solutions containing considerably smaller quantities of solute (as are 

found in many environmental water samples, including those from the Snake 
River), concentration units of parts per million (ppm) are sometimes useful. 
As you might expect, for very low concentrations, parts per billion (ppb) is 
often used. For example, the maximum concentration of nitrate allowed in 
drinking water is much too low to be conveniently written as a percent (it is 

Figure 4.28  Some common 
consumer products, including 
those pictured here, include 
percent composition on  
their labels.
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d. Sugar(s) ∫B Sugar(aq) or 
C6H12O6(s) ∫B C6H12O6(aq)

5. a. Ions should be drawn with 2 and 
2– charges, and smaller in size than 
Na+ and Br– ions.

b. Students should predict MgS to be 
less soluble in water than NaBr. In 
MgS, each ion has twice the charge 
of the ions in NaBr. Also, the ions 
in MgS are smaller and thus closer 
together than in NaBr. These two 
effects combine to make the Mg2+

and S2– ions more attracted to each 
other than the Na+ and Br– ions in 
NaBr and less soluble in water.

6. a. If an oil spill had occurred, you 
would expect to see a thin layer of 
oil floating on top of the water in 
the river.

b. Oil molecules are nonpolar. Water 
molecules are polar and have fairly 
strong interactions through hydro-
gen bonding. The attractions among 
oil molecules and the attractions 
among water molecules are stronger 
than attractions between oil and 
water molecules. Thus they do not 
mix, and oil does not dissolve in 
water.

B.5 solUTion 
ConCenTrATion
This section introduces quantitative 
means of describing solution concentra-
tion, including percent concentration 
(parts per hundred, pph), parts per 
million (ppm), and parts per billion 
(ppb). Students may have seen the 
expressions ppm or ppb in news articles 
about environmental pollution. Ensure 
that students remember that the total 
mass of solution also includes the mass 
of solute. You may choose to discuss the 
relevance of solution concentration to 
environmental chemists.  

To demonstrate concentration, you 
can construct a permanent display using 
grains of rice (or small beads) in a jar to 
represent “parts per.”

You might note that ppm and ppb are 
not acceptable SI units (see http://
physics.nist.gov/Pubs/SP811/sec07.
html#7.10.3), because names for num-
bers such as million and billion differ 
among languages.
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(A) (C) (D) (E)(B)

4. b.  
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428 Unit 4 Water: Exploring Solutions

The notion of concentration is part of daily life. For example, preparing 
beverages from premixed concentrate, adding antifreeze to water in an auto-
mobile radiator, and mixing pesticide or fertilizer solutions all require the 
use of solution concentrations. The following activity will help you review 
solution concentration, as well as gain experience with the chemist’s use of 
this concept.

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
B.6  DESCRIBING SOLUTION 

CONCENTRATION

Sample Problem 1: What is the concentration of a 1% salt
solution expressed in ppm?

parts per million. 

Sample Problem 2: A common intravenous saline solution
used in medical practice contains 4.5 g NaCl dissolved in 495.5 g 
sterilized distilled water. What is the concentration of this solution, 
expressed as percent by mass?

percent by mass involves taking the mass of solute and dividing it 

problem, that means dividing 4.5 g by 500.0 g and then multiplying 
by 100 to get 0.90%.

4.5 g
500.0 g  

Another way to look at it is to remember that percent means “per 
hundred.” How many grams of NaCl do you have for each 100-g 

NaCl in 500.0 g solution, there must be 1/5 that much NaCl in 1/5 
of the solution—1/5 of 4.5 g NaCl is 0.90 g NaCl. That means there 
are 0.90 g NaCl per 100 g solution, or that the solution is 0.90% 
NaCl by mass, which is the same answer we arrived at previously.
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DS B.6 desCriBing 
solUTion 
ConCenTrATion

In this activity, students calculate 
solution concentrations in percent by 
mass and ppm. Supplemental practice 
materials are available in the TRM.

TRM  HAnDouT
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SECTION B  Looking at Water and Its Contaminants 429

Now answer the following questions:

1. One teaspoon of table sugar (sucrose, C12H22O11) is dissolved in a cup

a. the solute. b. the solvent.

2. What is the concentration of each of these solutions expressed as
percent sucrose by mass?

3. What is the concentration of each of these solutions expressed as
ppm?

b. 0.25 g calcium ions dissolved in 850.0 g water.

4.

5. At 60 °C, 100.0 g water can dissolve a maximum of 45 g KCl.

a. What is the concentration of this solution, expressed as percent
KCl by mass?

b. What would be the new concentration if 155 g water were added?

6. You make a pitcher of flavored drink (Figure 4.29) using the

powder and 1 cup of sugar into a pitcher and then add water until
you have a total volume of 2 quarts.

a. One cup of sugar (sucrose, C12H22O11) weighs 200 grams. How
many moles of sugar did you use to make your flavored drink
solution?

b. One quart of liquid is equal to 0.95 L. What was the total volume
of your solution in liters?

c. Given your answers above, what is the concentration of sugar in
your flavored drink, in units of mol/L?

The notion of concentration is part of daily life. For example, preparing 
beverages from premixed concentrate, adding antifreeze to water in an auto-
mobile radiator, and mixing pesticide or fertilizer solutions all require the 
use of solution concentrations. The following activity will help you review 
solution concentration, as well as gain experience with the chemist’s use of 
this concept.

DEVELOPING SKILLS
B.6  DESCRIBING SOLUTION 

CONCENTRATION

Figure 4.29  What would 
you need to know in order to 
calculate the concentration  
of sucrose in this pitcher of 
flavored drink?

Sample Problem 3: Suppose that the intravenous saline
solution in Sample Problem 2 was made by dissolving 4.5 g NaCl  
in a total volume of 500 mL. What is the concentration of this  
solution, expressed as molarity (M)? 

Molarity is moles of solute per liter of solution. To find moles of 
NaCl, we divide the mass of NaCl dissolved (4.5 g) by the molar 
mass of NaCl (58.44 g/mol). We then divide that by 0.500 L to find 
concentration:

 
1 mol NaCl

58.44 g NaCl

0.077 mol NaCl
 0.500 L
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Answers
1. a. Sucrose (sugar)

b. Water

2. a. 
17 g

17 g  183 g  100%  8.5%

b. 
30.0 g

30.0 g  300.0 g  
 100%  9.09%

3. a. 
x g iron(III) ions 

1 000 000 g water  


0.0020 g iron(III) ions 
500.0 g water

x  
0.0020 g iron(III) ions 

500.0 g water  

1 000 000 g water  4.0 ppm

b. 
x g calcium ions 

1 000 000 g water 


0.25 g calcium ions 
850.0 g water

x  
0.25 g calcium ions 

850.0 g water  

1 000 000 g water  290 ppm
4. 8.5%  85 000 ppm and 9.09%  

90 900 ppm

5. a.  45 g KCl 
100 g  45 g

 100%  

31% KCl by mass

b. 
45 g KCl 

100 g  45 g  155 g 
 100% 

 15% KCl by mass

6. a. 200 g C12H22O11  

( 1 mol C12H22O11

342 g C12H22O11 )
 0.585 mole C12H22O11

b. 2 quart  ( 0.95 L
1 quart ) 1.90 L

c. ( 0.585 mole
1.90 L )  0.308 mol/L 
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430 Unit 4 Water: Exploring Solutions

7. Your friend states that she prefers her flavored drink to be less sweet.
She pours 200 mL of your flavored drink solution into a glass and
adds another 200 mL of water.

a. How many moles of sugar were in the 200 mL of flavored drink
that your friend took from your original flavored drink solution?

b. How many moles of sugar are in your friend’s beverage after she
adds water?

c. What is the molar concentration of sugar in your friend’s flavored
drink? Support your answer either by showing a calculation or by
explaining your reasoning.

d. Your friend’s beverage will not be as sweet as yours. How will the

 INVESTIGATING MATTER
B.7  MEASURING SOLUTION 

CONCENTRATION

Preparing to Investigate
The Riverwood fish kill may have been caused by something dissolved in 
the water. As you have read, scientists are conducting tests to determine 
what was dissolved in the water. Once dissolved substances have been iden-
tified, the next step often involves measuring the concentrations of those 
substances. How do chemists do this?

concentrations of a substance dissolved in water. This particular technique, 
colorimetry, is useful when the substance of interest is colored. Colorimetry 
is based on the principle that colored solutions absorb light. The higher the 
concentration, the more light that is absorbed by the solution (and less light 
is transmitted through to the other side).

P1.  Consider two sugar solutions. One contains 0.20 moles sugar
dissolved in 500 mL solution. The other contains 0.40 moles
sugar dissolved in 1.5 L solution. Which solution is more
concentrated? Describe your reasoning.

2.  You have 100 mL of a 0.10-M NaCl solution. You need 200 mL
of a 0.025-M NaCl solution. How would you use the first
solution to make what you need? Use words and pictures to
describe your procedure.
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7. a. 0.200 L  ( 0.308 mol C12H22O11

1 L ) 
0.0616 mol C12H22O11

b. 0.0616 mol

c. ( 0.0616 mole
0.400 L )  0.154 mol/L

d. The flavor should be less concen-
trated as well, since there is half as 
much flavor in her sample as in the 
original solution.

Pconcept check 5
1. (Concepts developed in Sections B.5 

and B.6.) Even though the second 
solution has twice as much sugar 
dissolved in it, it is dissolved in three 
times as much solution. Thus, the 
second solution is lower in concentra-
tion. The first solution is more 
concentrated.

2. (Concepts developed in Section B.6, 
and also looks forward to Section 
B.7.) Below is a drawing of what  
100 mL of 0.1 M NaCl might look  
like. Note eight dots, depicting the 
concentration. If you needed 100 mL 
of 0.025 M NaCl, you could take 1⁄4 of 
the volume (25 mL) and dilute it to 
100 mL. However, you need twice the 
volume at this concentration, so take 
50 mL of the original solution and 
dilute it to 200 mL.

IM B.7 MeAsUring 
solUTion 
ConCenTrATions

In this investigation, students explore the 
technique of colorimetry using a spectro-
scope. They perform a series of dilutions 
from a teacher-prepared stock solution, 
take measurements using the spectro-
scope, construct a graph of the data, and 
use this graph to determine the concen-
tration of an unknown sample. This can 
be done using a Spec20/Spec 200 (or 
similar spectroscope) or probeware. 

TRM  lAB HAnDouT

American Chemical Society
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Fig.: 4BUN  05 06 + 07 combined

100 mL 
of 

0.10 M NaCl

50 mL 
of 

0.10 M NaCl

200 mL 
of 

0.025 M NaCl
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SECTION B  Looking at Water and Its Contaminants 431

You already use this principle in your everyday life, with your eyes as the 
 

flavored drink. You can determine the relative concentrations by the dark-
ness of each drink solution. The most concentrated solution will look 
darker—if you shined a flashlight through one side and looked at it on the 
other side, not as much light would pass through to your eye because it is 
absorbed by the many molecules dissolved in the orange drink. As the con-
centration decreases, fewer molecules are present to absorb the light, and the 
drink solution looks lighter. 

When chemists need to determine the concentration of a colored  
substance in a water sample, they first make up several solutions that  
contain the substance in known con-
centrations. They use an instrument to 
pass light through each of those solu-
tions and measure how much of the 
original light is absorbed by the solu-
tion. The resulting measurement is 
called the absorbance of the solution. 
The relationship between concentra-
tion and absorbance is linear. With data 
from several solutions of known con-
centration (standard solutions), chem-
ists construct a graph of concentration 
versus absorbance, as depicted in  

calibration curve. 
Then, the same measurement is made 
using the solution of unknown concen-
tration. The absorbance of the unknown 
solution is located on the graph, and 
the corresponding concentration is 
found using the best fit line.

7.  Your friend states that she prefers her flavored drink to be less sweet. 
She pours 200 mL of your flavored drink solution into a glass and 
adds another 200 mL of water.

a.  How many moles of sugar were in the 200 mL of flavored drink 
that your friend took from your original flavored drink solution?

b.  How many moles of sugar are in your friend’s beverage after she 
adds water?

c.  What is the molar concentration of sugar in your friend’s flavored 
drink? Support your answer either by showing a calculation or by 
explaining your reasoning. 

d.  Your friend’s beverage will not be as sweet as yours. How will the 

INVESTIGATING MATTER
B.7  MEASURING SOLUTION 

CONCENTRATION

Preparing to Investigate
The Riverwood fish kill may have been caused by something dissolved in 
the water. As you have read, scientists are conducting tests to determine 
what was dissolved in the water. Once dissolved substances have been iden-
tified, the next step often involves measuring the concentrations of those 
substances. How do chemists do this?

concentrations of a substance dissolved in water. This particular technique, 
colorimetry, is useful when the substance of interest is colored. Colorimetry 
is based on the principle that colored solutions absorb light. The higher the 
concentration, the more light that is absorbed by the solution (and less light 
is transmitted through to the other side).

A
bs

or
ba

nc
e

Concentration (mol/L)

Beer’s Law

Standard 3

Standard 4

Standard 2

Concentration of
unknown

Standard 1
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Figure 4.30   A calibration curve showing the relationship 
between concentration and absorbance.
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When a flashlight shines through
a glass of orange-flavored drink,
some of the light is absorbed by
the drink solution, and some is
transmitted through the solution.

A dilute orange-�avored drink
solution will absorb less light
compared to the solution above.
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432 Unit 4 Water: Exploring Solutions

You will use this same technique to determine the unknown concentra-

4 
.

 5 H2O) solution, which is
blue in color. The basic steps are as follows:

be made. The stock solution is the most concentrated of the solutions 
that will be investigated. You will use 0.50 M CuSO4 

.
 5 H2O as your

stock solution. 

dilution, the process of making a solution less concentrated by 

familiar in everyday life. For instance, if you wished to make a 
flavored drink solution that was half as concentrated as the original 
drink, you would double the volume of the solution by adding water. 
The sample problem below illustrates how to do dilution 
calculations using a chemistry example

known concentration, measure the absorbance of each solution and 
use your data to make a graph (calibration curve).

tration. Use your calibration curve to determine the concentration of 
the unknown solution. 

Gathering Evidence to learn what you will 
-

centrations of the standard solutions you will make. Construct a data table 
that will allow you to record calculated concentrations and measured absor-
bance (or % transmittance) readings for each of your standard solutions.

Sample Problem: You have 700 mL of a 0.10-M NaCl solution.
Calculate the new concentration when 50.0 mL (0.0500 L) of this 
solution is diluted to a total volume of 275 mL.

To calculate the concentration of the dilute solution in mol/L, we 
need to know how many moles NaCl are in the solution. (We already 
know the volume—275 mL.) All of the NaCl in the dilute solution 
originally come from the 50.0 mL (0.0500 L) of 0.10 M NaCl. Thus: 

 
0.10 mol NaCl
1.0 L solution  0.005 mol NaCl

Then water was added to produce a total volume of 0.275 L. Thus 
the concentration of the dilute solution is:

0.005 mol NaCl
 0.275 L  0.018 M NaCl 
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Time 45 min
Materials (for 24 students working 
in pairs)

0.500 M CuSO4. Dissolve 62.428 g of 
CuSO45 H2O in 400 mL of water 
in a 500-mL volumetric flask. Add 
water to make 500.0 mL of solu-
tion. Grinding the CuSO45 H2O 
with a mortar and pestle will 
speed up the process; it will still 
take time for the solution to fully 
dissolve. This will make sufficient 
quantities for students and for you 
to prepare several unknown 
solutions.

Unknown solutions. Dilute 1 to 9 mL 
portions of stock solution to 10 mL 
to make unknown solutions. Avoid 
using 2-, 4-, 6-, or 8-mL portions of 
stock solution.

12 10-mL graduated cylinders
72 Beral-type pipets
60 test tubes, 13 100 mm (4 for 

each team and 12 for unknown 
solutions)

12 test tube racks
3 spectroscopes (or equivalent)
24 cuvettes for spectroscope

safety
Students should wear safety goggles and 
aprons throughout the laboratory investi-
gation. Avoid direct skin contact with
copper(II) sulfate, which may be harmful 
by ingestion or inhalation. Copper(II) 
sulfate is very toxic to aquatic organisms. 
Dispose of waste appropriately.

pre-lab Discussion
Begin by reviewing some of the solutes 
that may have been present in the Snake 
River at the time of the fish kill. Discuss 
which of those solutes (phosphates and 
some heavy metals to name a few) could 
be detected using colorimetry. In 
addition, stress the importance of 
accuracy in quantitative, analytical tests 
of this nature. Finally, review the 
technique students will be using, 
including the background information 
provided in the student text. An activity 
sheet provided in the TRM will help 
students organize their data and make 
an accurate graph.

lab Tips
• Dissolving copper(II) sulfate may  
take longer than expected, so plan  
accordingly. 
• Provide labeled containers for dis-
carded copper(II) sulfate samples. These 
need to be disposed of according to local 
guidelines.
• Remind students that accuracy and 
precision matter in this quantitative 
activity.
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SECTION B  Looking at Water and Its Contaminants 433

Gathering Evidence
Part I: Preparing the Standard Solutions

 1.  goggles, and wear them properly 
throughout the investigation.

 2.  Label four clean, dry test tubes #1–4 and place them in a test tube 

 3.  

 4.  
water.

 5.  

until the bottom of the meniscus sits exactly at the 10.00-mL mark. 
Mix the solution by drawing the solution into pipet #1 and emptying 

into test tube #1.

 6.  Thoroughly clean and rinse the graduated cylinder. 

 7.  Repeat Steps 5 and 6 for the remaining standard solutions, using  

stock solution for #4.

Part II: Colorimetry Measurements
Follow your teacher’s instructions for measuring the absorbance of each of 
your standard solutions. Specific instructions will depend upon the instru-
ments available for use in your classroom. However, expect to carry out these 
basic steps:

 1.  Obtain a clean, dry cuvette or other sample holder. 

 2.  
wavelength of 600 nm.

 3.  Calibrate the instrument for both “0% transmittance” and “100% 
transmittance” according to your teacher’s instructions.

 4.  Measure and record either % transmittance or absorbance (depending 
upon your instrument) for the least concentrated solution. Rinse the 

Then fill the cuvette or sample holder about ⁄4 full with your sample.

 5.  Make your measurement and record the value.

 6.  Measure the absorbance for each of the remaining standard solutions 
(stock and dilutions), always rinsing the cuvette with the desired 
solution before making the measurement.

 7.  Measure and record the absorbance of a solution of unknown 
concentration.
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Differentiation
Extension
• You may decide to differentiate by 
having more advanced students create 
their own stock solution and less 
advanced students use some previously 
prepared dilutions in addition to fewer 
samples that they made.
• This investigation uses Beer’s law in 
the construction and application of the 
calibration curve, but does not discuss it 
explicitly. You may choose to introduce 
the formal expression of Beer’s law (also 
called the Beer-Lambert law) with more 
advanced students or if your state or 
local standards require it. The law is 
generally written as: A    b  c, 
where A is measured absorbance,  is a 
(wavelength-dependent) molar absorp-
tivity coefficient, b is the path length  
of the light through the spectroscopy 
container, and c is the concentration of 
the species of interest. The following 
sites may be useful for explanation or 
extension:

http://www.files.chem.vt.edu/
chem-ed/spec/beerslaw.html

http://www.chemguide.co.uk/
analysis/uvvisible/beerlambert.html
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434 Unit 4 Water: Exploring Solutions

Analyzing Evidence
 1.  

absorbance and concentration data from your standard solutions. 
Follow these guidelines:

convert those readings to absorbance using this relationship:

y-axis, and concentration on the x-axis. 

 
draw a straight line that goes through the middle of your points. 

 
sense for your line to go through the origin (0 concentration;  
0 absorbance).

 2.  Use your calibration curve to report the concentration of the 
unknown sample. 

Interpreting Evidence
 1.  

the concentration of the unknown sample.

Reflecting on the Investigation
 2.  

However, they can be converted 
into a complex that is colored. 
Once converted, measurements 
similar to those you made are 
carried out to determine phosphate 
concentrations in natural waters. To 
the right are absorbance data from 
samples collected along the 

a.  What patterns do you notice in 
the data?

b.  High phosphate concentrations at the most contaminated site 
along this river can be explained by large industrial waste from a 
local power station and waste containing molasses from a sugar 
factory. Which point along this river corresponds to this location? 

c.  High concentrations of phosphate often lead to lower concentra-

concentrations from point G1 down to point G8 on this river.

Water 
Samples Absorbance

G1 0.122

G2 0.130

G3 0.135

G4 0.141

G5 0.162

G6 0.166

G7 0.169

G8 0.192
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Analyzing Evidence
1. Student graphs will vary but should 

look similar to Figure 4.30 (page 431).
2. Unknown values should be found as 

described by graph above.

Interpreting Evidence
1. First find the point on the graph 

where the absorbance of the unknown 
sample falls, then trace down to the 
concentration axis and read the value.

Reflecting on the Investigation
2. a.  The absorbance increases as the 

sample number increases. Based on 
the investigation just performed, 
then the concentration is also 
increasing.

b. G8 must be the location for the 
power plant and sugar factory, 
since the absorbance value there is 
the highest value.

c. The lowest level of dissolved 
oxygen would occur at the point 
closest to the plant and increase as 
the river flows away from the plant.
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SECTION B  Looking at Water and Its Contaminants 435

B.8  FACTORS THAT AFFECT 
SOLUBILITY OF SOLIDS IN WATER

-
solve in water and how they dissolve. You can also describe and measure 

in water? How do we describe the maximum amount of any substance that 
can dissolve under certain conditions? 

. As you 
stir the water, the solid, white crystals dissolve. The resulting solution 

-
sium nitrate is the solute.

What will happen if you add a second scoopful of potassium nitrate crys-
tals and stir? These crystals also may dissolve. However, if you continue 
adding potassium nitrate without adding more water, eventually some 
potassium nitrate crystals will remain undissolved—as a solid—on the bot-
tom of the container, no matter how long you vigorously stir. At this point, 
the solution is said to be a saturated solution. The maximum quantity of a 
substance that will dissolve in a certain quantity of water (e.g., 100 g) at a 
specified temperature is called its solubility
solubility of potassium nitrate might be expressed as “grams potassium 
nitrate per 100 g water” at a specified temperature.

From everyday experience, you probably know that both the size of the 
solute crystals and the vigor and duration of stirring affect how long it takes 

turns out that the solubility of a substance in water is a characteristic of the 
substance and cannot be changed by any extent of stirring over time.

Temperature and Solubility of Solids 
So what does affect the actual quantity of solute that dissolves in a given 

solid solute that will dissolve in 100 g water varies as the water temperature 
changes from 0 °C to 100 °C. The graphical representation of this relation-
ship is called the solute’s solubility curve.

-
vent contains as much dissolved solute as it normally can at that tempera-
ture. Such a solution is called a saturated solution. Thus, each point along 
the solubility curve indicates the conditions of a saturated solution. Look at 
the curve for potassium nitrate (KNO
intersection of the potassium nitrate curve with the vertical line represent-
ing 40 °C. Follow the horizontal line to the left and read the value. Accord-
ing to the solubility curve, the solubility of potassium nitrate in 40 °C water 
is 60 g KNO  per 100 g water.
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B.8 fACTors THAT AffeCT 
solUBiliTy of solids in 
WATer
In Section A, students were introduced 
to some vocabulary and concepts related 
to solubility, including solute, solvent, 
and solution. The terms saturated, 
unsaturated, and supersaturated are 
introduced here, and the effect of 
temperature on the solubility of solids is 
explained. Solubility curves are intro-
duced and used to help clarify these 
terms and ideas. It may be helpful to 
work through the text’s solubility curve 
examples as a class. You may decide to 
ask students if they know how to 
prepare a supersaturated sugar solution 
(add the sugar to hot water, and then 
cool the solution), or prepare a super-
saturated sugar solution as a demonstra-
tion. You can also connect the idea that 
solubility varies with temperature to the 
sugar investigation that students 
completed in Investigating Matter A.3. 
Point out to students that saturated 
solutions usually include some undis-
solved solute. Also, note that pressure 
has no appreciable effect on the solubil-
ity of solids, while grinding and stirring 
change the rate of dissolving but do not 
affect how much solid will ultimately 
dissolve.

Demonstration idea
You can demonstrate the concept of 
supersaturation by adding 160 g sodium 
acetate trihydrate, NaC2H3O23 H2O, to a 
clean, dry Erlenmeyer flask. As you add 
sodium acetate to the flask, ensure that 
no crystals cling to the flask’s inner 
walls. Add 30 mL distilled water and 
heat the mixture until all solid dissolves. 
Allow the solution to cool to room 
temperature. The cooling process can 
take some time. Add a single crystal of 
sodium acetate to the cooled solution, 
and observe the crystallization. You can 
reuse the solution by reheating to 
dissolve the solid. Be sure to keep the 
container clean and undisturbed to 
prevent premature recrystallization 
(move the solution as little as possible 
before adding the seed crystal). A beaker 
may also be used, but the smaller 
opening in the Erlenmeyer flask helps 
minimize exposure to airborne particles 
that might trigger premature recrystal-
lization. See http://www.stevespangler 
science.com/experiment/00000078 for a 
description and video.
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436 Unit 4 Water: Exploring Solutions

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
B.9  SOLUBILITY AND SOLUBILITY 

CURVES

Sample Problem 1: At 50 °C, how much potassium 
nitrate will dissolve in 100 g water to form a saturated  
solution?

 per 100 g water—
represents the solubility of potassium nitrate in 50 °C water. 

 per 100 g water. (Check 

Sample Problem 2: Consider a solution containing  
80 g potassium nitrate in 100 g water at 60 °C. Locate this 
point on the graph. Locate where this temperature falls in 
relation to the solubility curve. What does this information 
tell you about the level of saturation of the solution?

saturated solution, any point on a graph below a solubility 
curve must represent an unsaturated solution. An 
unsaturated solution is a solution that contains less 
dissolved solute than the amount that the solvent can 
normally hold at that temperature.

Sample Problem 1: At what temperature will the solubility  
of potassium nitrate be 25 g per 100 g water?

y-axis in Figure 

horizontal line at “25 g/100 g” to its intersection with the curve. 
Follow a vertical line down to the x
halfway between 10 and 20 °C, the desired temperature must be 
about 15 °C

Figure 4.31  Relationship 
between solute solubility  
in water and temperature.

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6E
Perm Fig.: 4056     New Fig.: 4-31
First Pass: 2010-08-18
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Reusable hand-warming packets 
contain the same substance and work 
well for demonstrations. They can be 
reused by placing them in boiling water 
to re-dissolve crystallized sodium 
acetate. Hand-warmer packets are 
available from outdoor-equipment or 
sporting-goods stores. (Note: If you 
choose to perform this demonstration, 
reinforce the idea that supersaturated 
solutions are atypical and not all solutes 
can form supersaturated solutions.)

Additional 
Demonstration idea
To demonstrate the energy changes that 
accompany dissolving: 
• dissolve some NH4NO3 in water to 
illustrate an exothermic process. 
• dissolve some CaCl2 in water to 
demonstrate an endothermic process. 
Use a thermometer to measure initial and 
final temperatures in both processes.

Additional Background 
information
The solubility of a solute in a solvent 
(water in the present discussion) depends 
on the relative strengths of solute–solute 
and solute–solvent attractions. When a 
substance dissolves, solute–solute and 
solvent–solvent attractions are inter-
rupted and broken (endothermic change). 
New solute–solvent attractions form 
(exothermic change).

For some solids, the overall process of 
dissolving is endothermic because more 
energy is needed to overcome solute–
solute attractions than is released when 
solute–solvent attractions are formed. In 
this case, adding thermal energy by 
raising the solvent temperature will help 
interrupt solute–solute attractions and 
thus permit more solid to dissolve. For 
other solids, the overall reaction is 
exothermic—more energy is released 
when solvent–solute bonds are formed 
than is required to break solute–solute 
bonds. Adding thermal energy tends not 
to increase the solubility of such sub-
stances significantly. All substances repre-
sented in Figure 4.31 have endothermic 
dissolving processes, but the dissolution 
of KNO3 is much more endothermic than 
that of either KCl or NaCl. 
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SECTION B  Looking at Water and Its Contaminants 437

 1.  What mass (in grams) of potassium nitrate (KNO ) will dissolve in  
100 g water at 60 °C?

 2.  What mass (in grams) of potassium chloride (KCl) will dissolve in  
100 g water at 60 °C?

 3.  
an unsaturated solution. How much more potassium nitrate (in grams) 

 4.  
dissolve 25 g potassium nitrate?

 5.  

a.  Classify the solution as saturated or unsaturated.

b.  Of the 50 g NaCl, about what mass will dissolve?

 6.  
soluble or insoluble in room-temperature water.

 

c. How could you test whether your solution was saturated or 
unsaturated?

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
B.9  SOLUBILITY AND SOLUBILITY 

CURVES

As you have seen, the solubility curve is quite useful when you are working 
with 100 g water. For example, the solubility curve indicated that 60 g potas-

you work with other quantities of water? 

Sample Problem 2: How much potassium nitrate will dissolve 
in 150 g water at 40 °C?

You can reason the answer in the following way. The quantity of 
solvent (water) has increased from 100 to 150 g—1.5 times as much 
solvent. That means that 1.5 times as much solute can be dissolved. 
Thus: 1.5  60 g KNO .

 The answer can also be expressed as a simple proportion, which 
produces the same answer once the proportion is solved:

 
60 g KNO
100 g H2O

 
x g KNO
150 g H2O  

150 g H2O    60 g KNO 2O    x g KNO

x g KNO 2O    
60 g KNO
100 g H2O   
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DS   B.9 solUBiliTy And 
solUBiliTy CUrves

The activity provides students opportu-
nities to practice interpreting solubility 
curves such as those in Figure 4.31. 
Students can use Figure 4.31 or propor-
tional reasoning to answer the questions. 
This activity could be completed in 
small groups and used to enhance a 
class discussion. See the TRM for 
additional skill-building activities. 

Answers
1. 115 g (from graph)
2. 45 g (from graph) 
3. 45 g at saturation – 25 g already 

dissolved  about 20 g more required

4. (25 g KNO3

x g KNO3
)  ( 45 g KNO3

100 g water)
 x  

25 g KNO3 
x g KNO3

  100 g water 

56 g water

5. a. Saturated
b. Solubility of NaCl at 30 degrees is 

~37 g/100 g water, from graph. So 
37 grams will dissolve.

c. You should see undissolved NaCl  
at the bottom of the beaker.

6. a.  Student  answers will vary  
depending on their choice and  
the compounds they investigated.

b. Student reasoning should be sound 
and based on their results from  
Investigating Matter B.1. They 
might note that there was (or was 
not) solid remaining in the well or 
test tube.

c. One could add more solid to the 
solution and observe whether it 
dissolves or not.
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438 Unit 4 Water: Exploring Solutions

B.10  FACTORS THAT AFFECT 
SOLUBILITY OF GASES IN WATER

You have noted that the solubility of ionic and molecular solids in water 
-

nomenon extend to gases dissolved in solution, and why is it important to 
consider dissolved gases in relation to the fish kill? As you may already 
know, fish and other aquatic organisms depend on oxygen dissolved in 
water to live. 

which shows the solubility curve for oxygen gas plotted as milligrams 
oxygen gas dissolved per 1000 g water. What is the solubility of oxygen 

temperature causes the gas to be less soluble! Note also the magnitude of 
the values for oxygen solubility. Compare these values with those for solid 

-

(0.009 g) oxygen gas will dissolve in 10 times more water (1000 g) at this 

than are many ionic solids.

Figure 4.32  Solubility curve for O2 gas 
in water in contact with air.
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B.10 fACTors THAT AffeCT 
solUBiliTy of gAses in 
WATer
Although the terms solute, solvent, and 
saturated also apply to solutions of 
gases in liquids, the solubility behavior 
of gases differs from that of solids. In 
general, the solubility of gases decreases 
as the solution temperature increases 
and gas solubility increases as solution 
temperature decreases. This section 
explores the relationship between  
gas solubility and gas pressure on  
the solution. 

Gas solubility concepts are readily 
illustrated by carbonated soft drinks,  
so you may choose to use them in a 
classroom discussion. Most students 
already know about the “fizz effect” 
(rapid release of CO2) that can occur 
when they open a warm carbonated soft 
drink and that carbonated beverages “go 
flat” after the seal is broken. The first is  
a result of reduced gas solubility in 
warm solvent, and the second results 
from a reduction in the pressure of CO2 
on the solution as it is opened to the 
atmosphere. (Carbonated beverages are 
bottled under CO2 pressures as high as 
10 atm.)

The process of dissolving a gas is 
accompanied by the release of energy 
and is thus exothermic. Energy is not 
required to overcome attractive forces 
between gas “solute molecules,” since 
there are virtually no attractive forces 
among the molecules before dissolving. 
Thus, the only energy exchange is the 
release of energy as intermolecular 
solute–solvent links occur. 

Demonstration idea
Open two bottles of club soda, one very 
cold and one warm. Ask: Which event 
results in the greater release of gas? This 
demonstrates the relationship between 
temperature and gas solubility. As 
solvent temperature increases, gas 
solubility decreases.

Additional  
CHEMQuAnDARY 
One 40-L aquarium is kept at 25 °C, 
while a second, identical aquarium is 
kept at 20 °C. Which aquarium can 
support a larger population of fish? 
Why?

Discussion: Fish require dissolved 
oxygen to survive. The fish tank at the 
lower temperature will contain more 
dissolved oxygen and support a larger 
fish population.

Differentiation
TRM  

 
ExTRA pRACTiCE

An extra practice supplement is avail-
able in the TRM to help students apply 
what they have learned in Sections B.6, 
B.9, and B.10.
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SECTION B  Looking at Water and Its Contaminants 439

 MODELING MATTER
B.11  SOLUBILITY AND 

CONCENTRATION
You have now learned about solubility, solubility curves, and the process of 
dissolving ionic and molecular compounds in water. As part of these discus-
sions, visual models such as those presented in Figure 4.25 (page 421) and for 

combine these models with your knowledge of solubility curves to create new 
models of ions dissolved in water.

 1.  Suppose you dissolved 40 g potassium chloride (KCl) in 100 g water at 
50 °C. You then let the solution cool to room temperature, about 25 °C.

a.  What changes would you see in the beaker as the solution cooled? 

the beaker would look like at the 
 

25 °C. Keep these points in mind: You 
should consider whether the sample 
at each temperature is saturated with 
excess solid present, or unsaturated, 
and draw the model accordingly. The 

particles depicted in Figure 4.25 (page 

draw all the ions and molecules in this 
sample. The ions and molecules you 
draw will represent what happens on  
a larger scale.

 2.  An unsaturated solution will become more concentrated if you add 

as by evaporation) also increases the solution’s concentration. Consider 
a solution made by dissolving 20 g KCl in 100 g water at 40 °C.

b.  Suppose that while the solution was kept at 40 °C, one-fourth of the 
water evaporated.

from your model of the original solution.

 ii. How much water must evaporate at this temperature to create a 
saturated solution?

Figure 4.33  Solubility curve for potassium chloride.
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Answers
1. a.  At 50 °C, 40 g KCl will completely 

dissolve in 100 g water. As the sol- 
ution cools, the solute will remain in 
solution at least down to 40 °C. Below 
that temperature, some solute is likely 
to begin crystallizing out of solution. 
At 25 °C, only 35 g KCl will remain 
dissolved, so about 5 g of solute 
would be expected to precipitate.

 b.  The drawings below should represent 
the solution—unsaturated at 50 °C 
and saturated at 35 °C and 25 °C. At 
any temperature below 40 °C, some 
precipitate would be expected (~2 g 
at 35 °C and ~5 g at 25 °C), so some 
KCl crystals should be shown at the 
bottom of the container, while most 
KCl should be represented as still in 
solution. 

2. a.  The drawings should show the 
solution as unsaturated, like (with 
about half as many ions as) the first 
drawing for Question 1b.

b. i.  The model should show an unsatu-
rated solution. The container size 
should not change, but the amount 
of water should be reduced by 1⁄4. 
Thus, the concentration of the 
solution is higher, but the solution 
is still not saturated. 

 ii.  To cause KCl crystals to form,  
50 g of water would need to 
evaporate at 40 °C:

 40 g KCl
100 g water

  
20 g KCl
x g water

 x  
20 g KCl
40 g KCl   100 g water

  50 g water

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 4019     New Fig.: 4BUN08
First Pass: 2011-11-15

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 4019     New Fig.:  4BUN 8, 9 ,+ 10 combined
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TRM  
 
HAnDouT MM   B.11 solUBiliTy And 

ConCenTrATion
You may wish to demonstrate dissolving  
40 g KCl in 100 g water at 70 °C to prompt 
students’ thinking about this activity. Before 
doing so, ask students to decide if this mass 
of KCl will dissolve in 100 g water at 70 °C. 
This information cannot be determined 
directly from the graph provided in Figure 
4.33, so students will have to infer that  
40 g KCl will dissolve completely at 70 °C, 
based on trends in the data. (Note: Students 
could refer back to Figure 4.31, which shows 
solubility of KCl up to 100 °C.)
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440 Unit 4 Water: Exploring Solutions

 3.  
by adding water.

25 °C.

b.  Suppose you diluted this solution by adding another 100 g water 
with stirring (while keeping the temperature constant at 25 °C). 

differ between the two models.

 4.  
spectrophotometer to measure concentrations of several CuSO4

. 5 H2O 
solutions. Suppose the picture below represents the concentration of 
ions in 10 mL of stock solution: (Note: Cu2+ ions are represented by 
x’s and SO4

2– ions are represented by o’s. Water molecules are not 
shown in this drawing.)

a.  You measured and transferred 1 mL of this stock solution to a 

concentration of ions in this 1-mL sample.

b.  You then diluted the 1-mL sample to a total volume of 10 mL. 

diluted sample.

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6E
Perm Fig.: 4059     New Fig.: 4-BUN05
First Pass: 2010-08-18
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3. a.  Drawings should show an unsatu-
rated, homogeneous solution. At  
25 °C, 10 g KCl would completely 
dissolve in 100 g H2O, since about 
35 g KCl will dissolve in 100 g of  
25 °C water.

b. The new solution will be half as 
concentrated. Student drawings 
should show twice as many water 
molecules as in the answer to 
Question 3a.

c. The ratio of solute to solvent 
particles would be different. The 
second KCl solution is half as 
concentrated as the first solution.

4. a.  The concentration of copper  
and sulfate ions would be the  
same in this 1-mL as in the 
original 10-mL volume. Thus, 
students should draw a picture  
like this:

 b.  This is a 10-fold dilution. The ions 
that were contained in 1 mL are 
now spread throughout 10 mL. The 
new concentration is one-tenth that 
of the original sample.

5. a.  Oxygen does not break up into  
ions. The two oxygen atoms are 
covalently bonded, so molecules 
stay intact when dissolved in  
water. This resembles how other 

   molecular substances, like sugar or 
urea, dissolve in water.

b. 

  Saturated  Saturated 
 KNO3 solution  oxygen solution

 (Note: Water molecules not shown 
in either drawing.)

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 4024     New Fig.: 4BUN13
First Pass: 2011-11-15

25 °C, 10 g KCl in 100 g water
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25 °C, 10 g KCl in 200 g water
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SECTION B  Looking at Water and Its Contaminants 441

 5.  So far, you have represented ionic compounds dissolved in water. 
Now consider how another important substance, oxygen, could be 
represented as it dissolves in water.

a.  When oxygen dissolves in water, does it break up into ions? 

b.  Refer to the solubility curves for potassium nitrate and for 

potassium nitrate (KNO ) in 100 g of water at 0 °C and a saturated 
solution of dissolved oxygen in 100 g of water at 0 °C.

and differences.

B.12  TEMPERATURE, DISSOLVED 
OXYGEN, AND LIFE

may wonder if the temperature of the Snake River had something to do with 
the fish kill. As you just learned, water temperature affects how much oxy-

many fish species, have different requirements for the concentration of dis-

selected fish species.
How, then, does a change in the 

temperature of natural waters affect 
fish internally? Fish are cold-blooded 
animals. Their body temperatures 
rise and fall with the surrounding 

-
perature rises, the body temperatures 
of fish also rise. This increase in 
body temperature, in turn, increases 
fish metabolism, a complex series of 
interrelated chemical reactions that 
keep fish alive. As these internal 
reaction rates speed up, the fish eat 
more, swim more, and require more 
dissolved oxygen. With rising tem-
peratures, the rate of metabolism 
also increases for other aquatic 
organisms, such as aerobic bacteria, 
that compete with fish for dissolved 
oxygen.

Figure 4.34  Dissolved-
oxygen requirements of 
various species of fish.
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c. The solubility curve indicates that 
about 14 g of KNO3 can dissolve in 
100 g of water at 0 °C. Only about  
14 mg of oxygen can dissolve in  
the same mass of water at the  
same temperature. Students’ 
drawings won’t be able to reflect 
this 1000-times difference in 
concentration, but they should 
depict many ions in the KNO3 
solution and only one or a few 
oxygen molecules in the oxygen 
solution.

B.12 TeMPerATUre, 
dissolved oxygen,  
And life
The relationship between solvent 
temperature and dissolved oxygen (DO) 
is important. Emphasize that increasing 
water temperature has many effects on 
fish survival. Less oxygen is able to 
dissolve than at lower temperatures, 
while at the same time fish metabolism 
(and metabolism of other water crea-
tures) increases, causing competition for 
the decreased concentration of DO. The 
minimum concentration of DO required 
for fish survival varies somewhat with 
species, but is sometimes generically 
stated as 4–5 ppm. The table below 
shows DO requirements for some 
common freshwater fish. Some reasons 
for changes in lake or river water 
temperatures can be traced to human 
activity, such as discharge of cooling 
water from manufacturing or electrical 
generating plants. 

The average minimum dissolved 
oxygen level to maintain fish health is: 
• Cold-water species (trout, salmon)— 
7 mg/L
• Warm-water species (bass, bluegill, 
catfish)—5 mg/L

The concept of percent saturation is 
another way to describe quantities of 
DO. Percent saturation is the ratio of  
the amount of DO in a water sample  
to the amount that would be present in  
a saturated solution. Percent saturation 
is sometimes used as a measure of 
stream “health.” Values above 112%  
can be dangerous to fish. This danger  
is related to the cause of “the bends,”  
a condition scuba divers experience if 
they ascend too rapidly. Nitrogen gas, 
which is dissolved along with oxygen, is 
present at supersaturated concentrations 
and when DO percent saturation exceeds 
100%. When conditions change (such as 
increases in temperature or decreases in 
pressure), the nitrogen may come out of 
solution as gas bubbles, which can cause 
gas-bubble trauma. This phenomenon 
involves formation of bubbles within 

Dissolved Oxygen (DO) 
Requirements for Additional  
Fish Species
Fish Species DO Level (mg/L)
Northern pike 4.2
Trout (rainbow, brown, lake) 4.1
Salmon (chinook, coho, sockeye) 3.9
Channel catfish 3.2
Largemouth bass 2.5
Yellow perch 2.2
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442 Unit 4 Water: Exploring Solutions

As you can see, an increase in water temperature affects fish by decreas-
ing the amount of dissolved oxygen in the water and by increasing the oxy-
gen consumption of fish. A long stretch of hot summer days sometimes 
results in large fish kills, where hundreds of fish suffocate because of a lack 

-
tures at which selected fish species can survive.

Sometimes hot summer days are not to blame. Often, high lake or river 
temperatures can be traced to human activity. Many industries, such as  
electric-power generation, depend on natural bodies of water to cool heat-

producing processes. Cool water is drawn from lakes or rivers 
into an industrial or power-generating plant, and devices 
called heat exchangers transfer thermal energy from the pro-
cessing area to the cooling water. The heated water is then 
released back into the lakes or rivers, either immediately or 

There is a lower limit on the amount of dissolved oxygen 

oxygen and nitrogen gas are present in the air at all times. 
When oxygen gas dissolves, so does nitrogen gas. This fact 
turns out to be significant when considering the upper limit 
for dissolved gases. When the total amount of dissolved 
gases—primarily oxygen and nitrogen—reaches between 

110% and 124% of saturation (a state called supersaturation), a condition 
called gas-bubble trauma may develop in fish. 

This situation is dangerous because the supersaturated solution causes 
gas bubbles to form in the blood and tissues of fish. Oxygen-gas  
bubbles can be partially utilized by fish during metabolism, but nitrogen- 
gas bubbles block capillaries within the circulatory system of fish. This 
blockage results in the death of the fish within hours or days. Gas-bubble 
trauma can be diagnosed by noting gas bubbles in the gills of dead fish if 
they are dissected promptly after death. Supersaturation of water with nitro-
gen and oxygen gases can occur at the base of a dam or a hydroelectric proj-
ect, as the released water forms “froth,” trapping large quantities of air, as 

Figure 4.35  Power 
plant cooling water is 
often returned to lakes 
or streams.

 

Maximum Temperature

 °C °F
Trout (brook, brown, rainbow) 24 75

Channel catfish 35 95

Lake herring (cisco) 25 77

Largemouth bass 34 93

Northern pike 30 86

Maximum Water Temperature Tolerance for 
Some Fish Species (24-hour exposure)

Table 4.3
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various biological systems, such as the 
cardiovascular system (leading to a 
disruption of blood flow) and the gills or 
lungs (leading to a disruption of oxygen 
flow in fish) and decompression ill-
ness—“the bends” in humans. For more 
information, see ChemMatters magazine, 
February 2001, “Scuba: The Chemistry 
of an Adventure” and http://www.sdm.
scot.nhs.uk/decompression_illness/
index.htm, or http://www.diversalert 
network.org/medical/articles/article.
asp?articleid=65.

Demonstration idea
You can again demonstrate the effect of 
solvent temperature on gas solubility. 
Chill a bottle of carbonated drink 
(colored beverages show the result 
better) to just above 0 °C. Prepare three 
beakers of water—one at 0 °C (ice-water 
bath), one at room temperature, and the 
third at about 40 °C. Open the chilled 
bottle and pour soda gently to fill three 
test tubes. Close each tube with a 
one-hole stopper and, with your finger 
over the stopper hole, invert the tube 
and immerse it into one of the water 
baths. Do the same with the other two. 
Ask two students to assist you, so that 
all three tubes are inverted and im-
mersed simultaneously. In the water at 
room temperature and 40 °C, carbon 
dioxide is released from the solution as 
bubbles in the test tube. The relative 
quantity of bubbles liberated demon-
strates that the solubility of CO2 is, 
indeed, lower at higher temperatures.
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SECTION B  Looking at Water and Its Contaminants 443

What caused the Riverwood fish kill? You 
know from the newspaper articles that a likely cause is something dissolved 

fish survival? Or in the case of dissolved oxygen, concentrations that are either 

Section C, you will investigate data related to other possible causes. 

 MAKING DECISIONS
B.13  THE RIVERWOOD WATER MYSTERY: 

CONSIDERING DISSOLVED OXYGEN

low or high dissolved oxygen levels and consider how such conditions could 
affect fish in the Snake River.

 1.  
the amount of dissolved oxygen in water.

a.  What is the relationship between water temperature and dissolved 
oxygen concentration?

River water could lead to a fish kill in Riverwood. 

 2.  
lead to dissolved oxygen levels that would be either too high or too low 
for fish survival.

a.  Research and report two scenarios not related to temperature that 
can lead to low dissolved oxygen levels in rivers.

b.  Research and report one scenario not related to temperature that can 
lead to high dissolved oxygen levels in rivers.

 3.  

Figure 4.36  Froth at the base of a dam  
can trap large quantities of air. This can result 
in water that is supersaturated with dissolved 
oxygen and nitrogen gas.
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MD   B.13 THe riverWood 
WATer MysTery: 
Considering THe 
role of dissolved 
oxygen

In this activity, students apply their new 
knowledge of solubility—particularly 
oxygen solubility—to examine the 
conditions for fish survival. This is 
extended to consideration of possible 
dissolved-oxygen-related causes of the 
Riverwood fish kill. 
1. a.  As water temperature increases,  

DO decreases.
b. Students may describe a severe heat 

wave, low summer water condi-
tions, an influx of hot water to the 
river, or some combination of these.

2. a.  Other causes of low DO include 
excessive algae growth due to an 
overload of nutrients (particularly 
nitrogen and phosphorus); decom-
position of underwater plants; 
inflow of ground water or wetland 
water; and chemical oxygen 
demand from pollutants including 
those from acid mine drainage.

b. High DO causes include excessive 
photosynthesis (generally noted in 
late afternoon) and turbulent water 
flow, as over a dam.

3. Fish are much more likely to be killed 
by a low DO scenario.

a

 Using the Figures
Figure 4.36 The unintentional side 
effect of saturating (or supersaturat-
ing) water with dissolved oxygen 
and nitrogen via this dam is also an 
intentional step in the water purifica-
tion process described in Section D 
(page 485). It may be useful to draw 
students’ attention to Figure 4.53 
now, so that you can refer to it later 
when discussing aeration.
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The polarity of water helps explain its 
ability to dissolve many ionic solids.

 1.  What makes a water molecule polar?

 2.  
in liquid water generally arrange themselves 
relative to one another.

 3.  Which region of a polar water molecule 
will be attracted to a

a. K+ ion?         b.  – ion?

 4.  
solution, showing how the water molecules 
are oriented toward the ions.

 5.  

forces involved in the process of 
dissolving.

b.  using a chemical equation.

Whether a molecular substance dissolves 
in water depends on the relative strength 
of solute-water attractive forces, 
compared to competing solute–solute 
and water–water attractive forces.

 6.  
molecules.

 7.  Would you select ethanol, water, or oil to 
dissolve a nonpolar molecular substance? 

 8.  

 9.  
clean greasy dishes with plain water.

In quantitative terms, the concentration  
of a solution expresses the relative  
quantities of solute and solvent in a  
particular solution.

 10.  
115 g water. What is the percent 
concentration of the ethanol, expressed as 
percent ethanol by mass?

 11.  Calculate the masses of water and sugar 
in a 55.0-g sugar solution that is labeled 
20.0% sugar.

 12.  

value as parts per million (ppm).

 13.  How many moles of potassium hydroxide 
(KOH) are dissolved in 250 mL of a  
0.15-M KOH solution?

 14.  
when 22 g CuSO4 

.
 5 H2O is dissolved in  

150 mL of solution. 

The solubility of a substance in water  
can be expressed as the quantity of that 
substance that will dissolve in a certain 
quantity of water at a specified 
temperature. Solubility curves are  
useful tools for determining whether  
a particular solution will be saturated  
or unsaturated.

 15.  
completely dissolve in a serving of hot tea, 
but will not dissolve in an equally sized 
serving of iced tea.

SUMMARY
Reviewing the Concepts

BSECTION
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Reviewing the Concepts
 1. Unequal electrical charge distribu-

tion. The oxygen end is more 
negative; the hydrogen ends are  
more positive.

 2. Student drawings should show 
molecules close to each other, with 
the H end of one molecule adjacent 
to the O end of another.

 3. a. The oxygen region
b. The hydrogen region

 4.  

 5. a.  The positive potassium ions and 
the partially negative oxygen 
atoms in water are attracted to 
each other. The negative bromide 
ions and the partially positive 
hydrogen atoms in water are 
attracted to each other. The 
ion–ion forces in solid KCl are 
disrupted. The hydrogen bonds in 
water are disrupted to make room 
for the solute particles. 

b. KBr(s) ∫B K(aq)  Br–(aq)

 6. Polar molecules have an uneven 
distribution of electrical charge, 
while nonpolar molecules have a 
uniform distribution of electrical 
charge.

 7. Oil would be the best solvent, 
because nonpolar solvents dissolve 
nonpolar solutes—like dissolves like.

 8. Polar solvents tend to dissolve polar 
and ionic solutes, due to the attrac-
tion of charged particles and par-
tially charged molecules. Nonpolar 
solvents and solutes tend to mix in 
the dissolving process. 

 9. Water molecules are polar and are 
unable to dissolve (and thus remove) 
nonpolar oils from greasy dishes.

 10. 
35 g ethanol

115 g water  35 g ethanol
  100 

   23% ethanol by mass volume

11.  
20.0 g sugar

100.0 g solution  
 55.0 solution 

   11.0 g sugar

  55.0 g solution 11.0 g sugar  
  44.0 g water 

 12. 
0.015 mg lead

1 L water  
 

1 L water
1000 g water  

  
 

1 g water
1000 mg water  

  
0.015 mg lead

1 000 000 mg water  


 
 

 
0.015 ppm lead

 13. 250 mL  
1 L

100 mL 
 

  
0.15 mol KOH

1 L  
 0.038 mol KOH

 14.  22 g CuSO45 H2O  

  (1 mol CuSO45 H2O 
249 CuSO45 H2O ) 

   0.088 CuSO45 H2O 

  (0.088 mol CuSO45 H2O 
0.150 L ) 

  0.59 mol/L CuSO45 H2O

 15. The solubility of sugar in water 
increases as the temperature of the 
water increases.

American Chemical Society
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 16.  What is the maximum mass of potassium 
chloride (KCl) that will dissolve in 100.0 g 
water at 70 °C?

 17.  
water is 2.0 g/mL at room temperature, what 
is the maximum amount of sugar that will 
dissolve in

a.  100.0 mL water?

c.  946 mL (1 qt) water?

 18.  

a.  at 20 °C.         b.  at 80 °C. 

 19.  saturated 
and unsaturated.

 20. 
questions about the solubility of potassium 
nitrate, KNO .

a.  What maximum mass of KNO  can 
dissolve in 100 g water if the water 
temperature is 20 °C?

 is dissolved in 100 g 

unsaturated, or supersaturated?

c.  A saturated solution of KNO  is formed 

settles out as the saturated solution cools 
to 40 °C, what mass (in grams) of solid 
KNO  should form?

2 1.  You are given a solution of KNO  of 
unknown concentration. What will happen 
when you add a crystal of KNO , if the 
solution is

a. unsaturated?     b.  saturated?

The solubility of a gaseous substance  
in water depends on the water 
temperature.

2 2.  With increasing water temperature, how 
does the solubility of oxygen change? 

2 3.  How many milligrams of O2 will dissolve 
in 1 000.0 g of water at 25 °C? (Hint: Use 

 

2 4.  Given your knowledge of gas solubility, 
explain why a bottle of warm cola produces 
more “fizz” when opened than does a bottle 
of cold cola.

2 5.  Using the graph on page 441, determine 
how much more dissolved oxygen in water 
is required by yellow perch in the summer 
than in the winter.

Why do some substances 
readily dissolve while 
others do not?
In this section, you explored how 
ionic and molecular substances 
dissolve in water and how the 
quantities that dissolve are 
influenced by the structures of both 
solute and water molecules. You 
have also described and measured 
solution concentrations, used 
solubility curves, and considered the 
role of dissolved oxygen in aquatic 
life. Think about what you have 
learned, then answer the question  
in your own words in organized 
paragraphs. Your answer should 
demonstrate your understanding  
of the key ideas in this section. 

Be sure to consider the following  
in your response: solute, solubility, 
electronegativity, polarity, and 
concentration.
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 16. Referring to Figure 4.31, the  
maximum is ~48 g.

 17. a. 
2.0 g sugar
1 mL water

 
 100.0 mL water

    200 g sugar

b. 
2.0 g sugar
1 mL water

 
 355 mL water

    710 g sugar

c. 
2.0 g sugar
1 mL water

 
 946 mL water

    1900 g sugar

 18. a.  At 20 °C: NaCl, KCl, KNO3   
b. At 80 °C: KNO3, KCl, NaCl

 19. A saturated solution contains the 
maximum quantity of solute that can 
be dissolved in a stable solution at 
that temperature, while an unsatu-
rated solution is any solution that 
contains less than that maximum 
quantity of solute.

 20. a.  About 32 g 
b. At 30 °C, approximately 45 g KNO3 

will normally dissolve in 100 g 
water, so this solution is super-
saturated.

c. At 75 °C, 150 g KNO3 will dissolve. 
At 40 °C, a saturated solution 
contains about 60 g KNO3. The 
difference, 150 g – 60 g  90 g, 
indicates the mass of precipitate 
that will form.

 21. a.  The crystal will dissolve (stirring 
may be required). 

b. The crystal will probably settle to 
the container bottom.

 22. It decreases.
 23. About 8 mg 
 24. The solubility of CO2 in cola de-

creases as the cola temperature 
increases. As a result there is a 
greater release of excess dissolved 
CO2 from warmer cola than from 
colder cola.

 25. About 2.8 mg/L more: 4.2 mg/L  
– 1.4 mg/L  2.8 mg/L

Why do some 
substances readily 
dissolve while others  
do not?
Student answers should include:
• The quantity of an ionic or 
molecular substance that will 
dissolve in a given quantity of water 
depends upon the forces among 
solute molecules, among solvent 
molecules, and between solute and 
solvent molecules. 
• Intermolecular forces are affected 
by the electronegativity of the atoms 
within the substances, and the 
resulting polarity of bonds. 
• Solution concentration can be 
described in terms of relative 
masses, volumes, or numbers of 
particles, or by the amount (moles) 
of solute in a specific amount of 
solvent or solution. 
• Effects of dissolved substances on 
aquatic life vary with concentration; 
this is particularly true of dissolved 
oxygen.
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Connecting the Concepts
2 6.  

water is the solvent and oxygen gas (O2) is 
the solute.

2 7.  Many mechanics prefer to use waterless 
hand cleaners to clean their greasy hands. 

a.  what kind of materials are likely to be 
found in these cleaners.

b.  why using these cleaners is more 
effective than washing with water.

 28.  From each of these pairs, select the water 
source more likely to contain the higher 
concentration of dissolved oxygen. Give a 
reason for each choice.

a.  a river with rapids or a calm lake

b.  a lake in spring or the same lake in 
summer

c.  a lake containing only black crappie or a 
lake containing only black bullhead 

 29.  Fluorine has the highest electronegativity 
of any element. Fluorine and hydrogen form 
a polar bond in hydrogen fluoride (HF). 
Which atom in HF would you expect to 

 30. Suppose there are two identical fish tanks 
with identical conditions except for 
temperature. Tank A is maintained at a 

Which tank could support the greater 

 31.  

a.  determine the solubility of oxygen  
at 20 °C.

b.  express the answer you obtained in ppm. 

 32.  Why does table salt (NaCl) dissolve in 
water but not in cooking oil?

Extending the Concepts
 33.  

temperature could be used to separate two 
solid, water-soluble substances.

 34.  The continued health of an aquarium 
depends on the balance of the solubilities  

balance is maintained in a freshwater 
aquarium.
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Connecting the Concepts
 26.   

 27. a.  They are likely to contain nonpo-
lar materials.

b. Because they can dissolve nonpo-
lar greases and oils.

 28. a.  A river with rapids, because rapids 
promote mixing water with air

b. The lake in spring; it would be 
cooler, thus increasing the solubil-
ity of oxygen.

c. Overall, black crappies require 
more oxygen than black bullheads 
to survive. Therefore, the lake 
containing the black crappies 
probably has more dissolved 
oxygen.

 29. Hydrogen, because the electron 
density would be larger around 
fluorine due to its higher  
electronegativity.

 30. Tank B, because the lower tempera-
ture would allow for a greater 
concentration of dissolved oxygen.

 31. a.  Approximately 9 mg.

b. 
9 mg O2

1000 g water   
1 g water

1000 mg water 


 

9 mg O2

1 000 000 mg water  9 ppm O2

 32. NaCl is an ionic substance, whose 
charged particles are attracted by  
and dissolved in polar solvents, like 
water, but not in nonpolar solvents, 
like cooking oil.

Extending the Concepts
 33. Dissolve the mixture of the two 

substances in a minimum quantity  
of hot water. Reduce the temperature 
until one precipitates. Quickly filter 
the mixture and collect the less 
soluble substance in the filter paper. 
Then further cool the filtrate until 
the second substance crystallizes.

 34. Student answers will vary, but 
should address adjusting pH, 
aeration, and water temperature.

TRM  
 
lAB HAnDouT
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SECTION

SECTION C  Reactions in Solution 447

C REACTIONS IN  
SOLUTION 
How do we describe chemical behavior in 
aqueous solutions?

The challenge facing investigators of the Riverwood fish kill is to decide 
what was present—or absent—in the Snake River water that caused this 
crisis. In this section, you will learn about how dissolved substances in 
water solutions interact with one another. You will investigate the 
sources of some water contaminants and learn how scientists test for 
the presence of others. This background will ensure that you have the 
knowledge and skills to evaluate Snake River water data and, finally, to 
determine the cause of the fish kill.

GOALS

design tests for dissolved ions.

hydroxide ions and pH values in acidic, basic, and neutral 

SECTION

P  
1.  Describe how the process of dissolving 

differs for ionic compounds compared to 
molecular compounds.

2.  Which would you expect to have a greater 
influence on the effect of a solute in natural 
water, concentration or solubility? Explain.

3.  What are some possible observable results  
of reactions between substances in aqueous 
solution?
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their answer by providing evidence 
from past experiences.) Possible 
observable results include production 
of a gas, color change, production of a 
solid, and temperature change. In 
some cases, no change may be 
detectable using only our senses. 

Pconcept check 6
1. (Concepts developed in Sections B.2, 

B.3, and B.4.) When ionic compounds 
dissolve in water, the cations and 
anions separate from the crystal. 
When molecular compounds dissolve, 
individual molecules stay intact.

2. (Concepts developed in Sections 
B.5–B.12.) Students may make a case 
for either variable. However, the 
primary influence on a substance’s 
effect is usually the concentration. 
This is true for substances that are 
only slightly soluble as well as those 

that are very soluble in water. For 
instance, gaseous oxygen is not very 
soluble in water, but slight changes in 
its concentration (either too high or 
too low) can lead to dire consequences 
for aquatic life. For ionic compounds, 
the main concern is usually concen-
trations that are too high.

3. (Looking ahead; answers will be based 
on students’ prior knowledge. By this 
time, students have had a lot of 
experience observing chemical 
reactions. They should bring this 
experience to bear on their response. 
You may even ask students to support 

This section discusses the behavior of 
ionic compounds and acids and bases in 
water. Specific topics include formation 
of precipitates and the application of 
this phenomenon to water testing; the 
use of pH to characterize water solu-
tions; the structure and behavior of 
acids and bases in aqueous solution;  
and the role of buffers in water solu-
tions. At the end of the section, students 
graph and analyze Snake River water-
quality data and begin to make and 
support claims about the cause of the 
Riverwood fish kill.

using the section 
Question
After studying this section, students 
should be able to describe how and  
why precipitates form and predict 
which precipitates will form in particu-
lar situations. They should also be able 
to define acids, bases, and buffers and 
explain how they form and interact in 
aqueous solution. Finally, students 
should begin to understand how the 
substances present in water (and their 
properties) affect the suitability of that 
water for aquatic life.

goals
Section C goals include predicting the 
formation of precipitates from reactions 
of ionic solutes; describing the structure 
and behavior of acids and bases, 
including buffer solutions; and using  
the pH scale to characterize aqueous 
solutions.
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448 Unit 4 Water: Exploring Solutions

 INVESTIGATING MATTER
C.1  COMBINING SOLUTIONS

Preparing to Investigate
In this investigation, you will observe and consider the results of mixing 

3 2 4

2 3

3 2

Before you begin, read Gathering Evidence to learn what you will need to 
do and note safety precautions. Plan for data collection and construct an 
appropriate data grid with blocks that indicate the pair of solutions to be 
mixed and provide room for observations and conclusions. 

Gathering Evidence
 1. Before you begin, put on your goggles, and wear them properly 

throughout the investigation.

 2. 

the pipets to the solutions on the sheet.

 3. Examine each combination. Record your observations and results.

 4. 
teacher.

 5. Wash your hands thoroughly before leaving the laboratory.

Analyzing Evidence
 1. In your data grid, write the formulas of the possible products of each 

combination. Remember to balance positive and negative charges 

Figure 4.37  Micropipets are used to dispense small 
quantities of solution onto the acetate sheet.
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IM   C.1 CoMBining  
solUTions 

In this investigation, students mix 
aqueous solutions of ionic compounds 
and observe results to determine 
whether double displacement reactions 
occur. If your state or local standards 
require it, this is a good time to discuss 
types of reactions. Otherwise, it is not 
necessary to introduce that terminology.

Asking students to write the possible 
products will help them make decisions 
about which product would be the 
precipitate. At the end of the investiga-
tion, students will be able to write some 
rudimentary solubility rules.

The analysis can be handled as a logic 
problem. If there is no reaction in a box, 
both solutions are soluble. If a substance 
is soluble in one of these situations, it 
will be soluble in all of the combina-
tions in this investigation. This is a 
difficult concept for some students to 
grasp. It may help to ask students to 
strike out all formulas in boxes where no 
precipitate formed. These formulas can 
then be crossed out anywhere else they 
occur in the grid.

Time 50–60 min for teacher to prepare 
solutions and fill pipets

20 min for students to collect data

20 min for students to interpret data
Materials (for a class of 24 working  
in pairs)

50 mL 0.1 M HCl (5 mL of 1M HCl 
added to 40 mL H2O and diluted  
to 50 mL)

50 mL 0.1 M AgNO3 (0.85 g AgNO3 
added to distilled water to make  
50 mL solution)

50 mL 0.1 M Na2SO4 (0.71 g Na2SO4 
added to distilled water to make  
50 mL solution)

50 mL 0.1 M CaCl2 (0.74 g  
CaCl22 H2O added to distilled 
water to make 50 mL solution)

50 mL 0.1 M NaHCO3 (0.42 g NaHCO3 
added to distilled water to make  
50 mL solution)

50 mL 0.1 M Ba(NO3)2 (1.31 g 
Ba(NO3)2 added to distilled water 
to make 50 mL solution)

50 mL 0.1 M NaOH (0.20 g NaOH 
added to distilled water to make  
50 mL solution)

84 Beral-type thin-stem pipets
12 cassette-tape holders (optional)
12 acetate sheets
12 hand-lenses (optional)

safety
Students should wear protective goggles 
and aprons throughout the investigation.

TRM  
 
lAB HAnDouT

lab Tips
• The concentration of solutions can be 
approximate. Students will get good 
data as long as all solutions are the same 
concentration. 
• Putting solutions in labeled, thin-stem 
pipettes that are dispensed in cassette-
tape holders will allow them to be stored 
from one year to the next. Preparation 
time will be increased the first time, but 
will be decreased in future years. 
• Photocopy the data table onto (copier-
safe) acetate sheets. The sheets can be 
reused by simply wiping with a moist 
paper towel after each use. 

• Encourage students to use dark and 
light backgrounds to see all changes.

TRM  
 
ExpECTED REsulTs

A completed data grid is included in the 
TRM. Students should see evidence of a 
reaction in boxes: 1C, 1D, 1F, 2B, 2E, 3A, 
3C, 3D, 4B, 4C, and 5A

Analyzing Evidence
1. See TRM for a completed grid with 

possible products.
2. Students should have plus sign in 

boxes 1C, 1D, 1F, 2B, 2E, 3A, 3C, 3D, 
4B, 4C, 5A.
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SECTION C  Reactions in Solution 449

 2. 
that resulted in an observable reaction.

Interpreting Evidence and Making Claims
 1. How did you know whether a reaction occurred when a pair of 

solutions was mixed?

 2. What can you say about the solubility of the solid substances that 
were formed in some combinations? What evidence supports this 
claim?

Reflecting on the Investigation
 3. What tests, besides visual observation, might be useful in deciding 

whether a reaction occurred?

 4. What are some advantages and disadvantages of conducting this 
investigation on an acetate sheet instead of using test tubes or 
beakers?

 5. What would you predict would happen if you mixed solutions of:

3

b.  silver nitrate and sodium chloride?

c.  barium nitrate and sodium chloride?

C.2 PRECIPITATION REACTIONS

the appearance of an insoluble material called a precipitate
You learned earlier in this unit that 
some substances are more soluble in 
water than others. In a process much 
like “dissolving in reverse,” ions that 
make up poorly or moderately solu-
ble compounds are attracted to one 
another in solution, forming groups 
of ions that eventually grow large 
enough to settle out of solution as a 
precipitate.

-

3

-
tions. Both of these ionic substances 
are soluble in water. When you com-

Think about the possible identities 

 INVESTIGATING MATTER
C.1  COMBINING SOLUTIONS

Preparing to Investigate
In this investigation, you will observe and consider the results of mixing 

3 2 4

2 3

3 2

Before you begin, read Gathering Evidence to learn what you will need to 
do and note safety precautions. Plan for data collection and construct an 
appropriate data grid with blocks that indicate the pair of solutions to be 
mixed and provide room for observations and conclusions. 

Gathering Evidence
 1. Before you begin, put on your goggles, and wear them properly 

throughout the investigation.

 2. 

the pipets to the solutions on the sheet.

 3. Examine each combination. Record your observations and results.

 4. 
teacher.

 5. Wash your hands thoroughly before leaving the laboratory.

Analyzing Evidence
 1. In your data grid, write the formulas of the possible products of each 

combination. Remember to balance positive and negative charges 

Figure 4.38  A bright yellow 
precipitate forms when you  
add a solution of potassium  
iodide, KI, to a solution of  
lead(II) nitrate, Pb(NO3)2. The  
precipitate is lead(II) iodide, PbI2 .
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Interpreting Evidence and Making 
Claims
1. The solution changed from clear to 

cloudy. In one case there was bubbling.
2. Some solids formed that are not 

soluble in water at that concentration. 
If the solid products were soluble, 
they would not be visible.

Reflecting on the Investigation
3. Answers will vary but may include 

temperature change, pH change, color 
change, electricity produced.

4. Advantages could include: Smaller 
quantities are used to yield visible 
results. Easy to clean up. Less waste 
produced. Safer.

 Disadvantages could include: Some-
times difficult to tell if a reaction 
occurred. Results are not quantitative.

5. a.  H2CO3 would form creating bubbles 
(from the CO2  H2O).

b. AgCl will form creating a  
precipitate.

c. There would be no visible reaction 
because both NaNO3 and BaCl2 are 
soluble.

C.2 PreCiPiTATion 
reACTions
This section introduces the term 
precipitate and relates it to ideas of 
dissolving and solubility that were 
introduced in Section B. A process for 
“reasoning out” the identity of a precipi-
tate formed by the reaction of two 
aqueous solutions of ionic substances is 
demonstrated. Help students apply this 
reasoning process to the results of 
Investigating Matter C.1 so that they 
identify the precipitates formed before 
solubility rules are introduced.

Both total and net ionic equations  
are introduced here. Although these two 
types of equations appear dissimilar to 
experts, students may need help 
understanding that net means without 
items (chemical species) that appear on 
both sides of the equation (i.e., spectator 
ions). 

This section concludes with the 
introduction of solubility “rules.” 
Emphasize that, unlike rules for behav-
ior, these rules do not specify how a 
substance will behave but rather 
summarize the results of many  
observations and investigations. 

The solubility rules list ions by name 
only. It may be helpful for students to 
rewrite these rules using chemical 
symbols.

a Using the Figures
Figure 4.38 Ask students: What 
color is potassium iodide solution? 
(Colorless) What color is lead(II) 
nitrate solution? (Colorless) What 
color is solid lead(II) iodide? (Yellow) 
Emphasize that color changes are 
useful for detecting the presence of 
particular ions, as well as generally 
detecting chemical changes.
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450 Unit 4 Water: Exploring Solutions

3

3

-

Translating to symbols gives:

3(aq) (aq) (s) 3(aq)

To more accurately reflect the form of the substances in solution, one could 
also write:

+(aq) 3
–(aq) +(aq) –(aq) (s) +(aq) 3

–(aq)

 total ionic equation +
3
– 

not participate in the reaction and are known as spectator ions -
tion can be rewritten without the spectator ions, resulting in a net ionic 
equation, as shown here:

+(aq) –(aq) (s)

In the preceding example, the precipitate was identified by finding the 
solubility of each possible product and comparing these values. Fortunately, 

of trends have been identified within these data that make it easier to iden-
tify a precipitate. These trends are known as solubility rules. Some general 
solubility rules are as follows:

soluble.

ions tend to be insoluble or only slightly soluble unless they are 

reactions. Remember that they are generalizations from solubility data, not abso-
lute rules for memorization. When in doubt, or when faced with ions not 
addressed by these rules, refer to solubility data for individual compounds.

The next activity will provide practice in recognizing precipitates formed 
-

tions, and models.
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SECTION C  Reactions in Solution 451

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
C.3  WRITING NET IONIC EQUATIONS

 1. Predict the identity of the precipitate formed in the reaction between 

and the chemical formula of each precipitate and explain your 
conclusion.

a.  ammonium chloride and silver acetate

b.  sodium carbonate and calcium nitrate

c.  barium chloride and potassium hydroxide

 2. 3 2

a.  What precipitate would form?

b.  How do you know?

 ii. sodium iodide before reaction.

  iii. the result of the reaction.

 3. 
in formation of precipitates. Identify the solutions that were mixed 

 4. 3

2 3 2

“opposite of dissolving,” use a series of drawings to represent the 
reaction in a step-by-step progression.

Sample Problem: Predict the identity of the precipitate formed 
in the reaction between aqueous copper(I) nitrate and potassium 
iodide solutions and write a net ionic equation for the process.

nitrate. Salts of both potassium and nitrate are soluble, so the 

+(aq)  I–(aq)  (s)
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DS   C.3 WriTing neT ioniC 
eqUATions

In this activity, students identify precipi-
tates based upon solubility rules and 
write total and net ionic equations, and 
draw models to represent formation of a 
precipitate. Supplemental practice 
materials are available in the TRM.

 Answers
1. a.  Possible precipitates are ammo-

nium acetate and silver chloride. 
Silver chloride is an insoluble salt. 
[Ag(aq)  Cl–(aq) ∫B AgCl(s)]

Differentiation
TRM  

 
ExTRA pRACTiCE

An extra practice supplement is  
available in the TRM to help students 
practice and apply what they have 
learned in Sections C.1 through C.3.

b. Possible precipitates are sodium 
nitrate and calcium carbonate. 
Calcium carbonate is an insoluble 
salt. [Ca2(aq)  CO3

2– (aq) ∫B 
CaCO3(s)]

c. Possible precipitates are barium 
hydroxide and potassium chloride. 
Barium hydroxide is an insoluble 
salt. [Ba2(aq)  2 OH– (aq) ∫B 
Ba(OH)2(s)]

2. a. Lead(II)iodide, PbI2(s)
b. Lead(II) cations form an insoluble 

salt with iodide anions. All sodium 
and nitrate salts are soluble.

c. Pb(NO3)2(aq)  2 NaI(aq) ∫B  
2 NaNO3(aq)  PbI2(s)

d. Pb2 (aq)  2 I– (aq) ∫B PbI2(s)
e.  

 i.  

 ii.  

 iii.   

3. Possible precipitation reactions are:

Ag(aq)  Cl–(aq) ∫B AgCl(s)

Ca2(aq)  2 HCO3
–(aq) ∫B 

Ca(HCO3)2(s)

Ba2(aq)  2 HCO3
–(aq) ∫B 

Ba(HCO3)2(s)

Ba2(aq)  2 OH–(aq) ∫B Ba(OH)2(s)

Ca2(aq)  2 OH–(aq) ∫B Ca(OH)2(s)

Ca2(aq)  SO4
2–(aq) ∫B CaSO4(s)

Ba2(aq)  SO4
2–(aq) ∫B BaSO4(s)

4.   

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 4032     New Fig.: 4CUN01
First Pass: 2011-11-15

Na+

Pb2+

I–

NO3
–

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 4033     New Fig.: 4CUN02
First Pass: 2011-11-15

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 4034     New Fig.: 4CUN03
First Pass: 2011-11-15

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 4035     New Fig.: 4CUN04
First Pass: 2011-11-15

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 4036     New Fig.: 4CUN05
First Pass: 2011-11-15

Na+

Ca2+

CO3
2–

CI–

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 4037     New Fig.: 4CUN06
First Pass: 2011-11-15
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452 Unit 4 Water: Exploring Solutions

 INVESTIGATING MATTER
C.4  WATER TESTING  

Asking Questions

be helpful in analyzing natural water. How do chemists detect and identify 
certain substances or ions in water solutions? This investigation will allow 
you to use a method that chemists, including those investigating the River-
wood fish kill, use to detect the presence of specific ions in water solutions. 

3+

2+ –
4
2–

These ions are often found in groundwater and tap water. 
Given what you know about solubility and what you observed in Investigat-

ion is known as a confirming test. That is, a positive test—one in which a pre-
cipitate forms or a change in solution color is noted—confirms that the ion in 

things: either the ion is not present, or the ion is present in such low amounts 
that the chemical test involved is unable to produce a confirming result. 

Such confirming tests are qualitative tests, tests that identify the presence 
or absence of a particular substance in a sample. In contrast, quantitative 
tests
amount of a specific substance present in a sample. Both types of tests would 
be used to determine the cause of the Snake River fish kill.

Think about the solutions that you could add to each of the ions listed above 
-

ous solutions, including sodium carbonate, sodium hydroxide, silver nitrate, 
barium nitrate, and calcium chloride. You will also have a 24-well plate and 
pipets to dispense the solutions. With your lab partner, develop a plan to con-

You will need to complete each confirming test on several different sam-
ples, including the following:

blank—known not to contain any ions of interest. 

reference solution—known to contain the sought ion. 

about the presence of one or more of these ions in a water source or sample of 

out the steps you will take to complete each test for each type of sample.
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IM   
C.4 WATer TesTing

In this investigation, students use 
solubility rules and results of Investigat-
ing Matter C.1 Combining Solutions to 
develop protocols to test water samples 
for iron(III), calcium, chloride, and 
sulfate ions. A confirming-test approach 
is used, which provides a positive result 
if the ion is present and no change if the 
ion is not present (or undetectable). Ask 
students to think of examples of com-
mon “confirming tests” (swimming-pool 
test kits, well-water test kits, urine tests, 
pregnancy tests).

Explain that distilled water is used as 
a blank, a system in which the ion of 
interest is known to be absent, so it 
should give a negative result. The 
reference solution, on the other hand, is 
known to contain the ion of interest, so 
it will always provide a positive result. 
Both blanks and reference solutions are 
used for comparing unknown-sample 
test results.

Time 50 min 
Materials (for a class of 24 working  
in pairs)

12 24-well microplates
120 Beral pipets containing test 

solutions and reference ions 
solutions

12 cassette-tape cases (optional)
hard water (see Lab Tips)

Test solutions
50 mL 0.1 M NaOH (sodium hydrox-

ide, 0.2 g/50 mL) [OH– source]
50 mL 0.1 M Na2CO3 (sodium 

carbonate, 0.53 g/50 mL) [CO3
2– 

source]
50 mL 0.1 M AgNO3 (silver nitrate, 

0.85 g/50 mL) [Ag source]
50 mL 0.1 M Ba(NO3)2 (barium 

nitrate, 1.31 g Ba(NO3)2/50 mL) 
[Ba2 source]

Reference-ion solutions
50 mL 0.1 M Fe(NO3)3 (2.02 g 

Fe(NO3)39 H2O/50 mL) [Fe3 
source]

100 mL 0.1 M CaCl2 (1.47 g CaCl2 
2 H2O/100 mL) [Ca2 and Cl– source]

50 mL 0.1 M Na2SO4 (0.71 g 
Na2SO4/50 mL) [SO4

2– source]

safety
Students should wear protective goggles 
and aprons throughout the investigation. 
Caution students that silver nitrate 
solution stains skin and clothing.

lab Tips
• You can minimize student movement 
around the laboratory if you label pipets, 
fill them with solutions, and distribute 
them upside-down in a well plate or 

cassette-tape case. You can use the same 
pipets and solutions for several classes. 
After the investigation, empty, rinse, and 
store the pipets for future use.
• In some areas, tap water does not 
contain any appreciable ions of interest 
in this investigation, or at levels that can 
be detected by methods in this investiga-
tion. To ensure some positive results, 
you may decide to spike water samples 
by adding small amounts of calcium 
nitrate, iron nitrate or sodium sulfate.
• To observe faint precipitates, students 
may need to use both light and dark 
backgrounds.

• Students are often confused about 
using the same solution for both Ca2 
and Cl– ions. Remind them that CaCl2 
dissolves to supply both ions.
• If several classes use the same well 
plates, encourage students to clean their 
well plates and stirring rods thoroughly 
following (or prior to) the investigation. 
Residues in a well plate or on a stirring 
rod may cause false positives in subse-
quent investigations.
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SECTION C  Reactions in Solution 453

Preparing to Investigate

of each natural-water sample. The following suggestions will help guide 
your ion analysis.

 
a smaller amount than in the same volume of reference solution. 

water or natural-water sample will be lower than in the reference 
solution.

the same toothpick or stirring rod in other samples without first 
rinsing it and wiping it dry.

ions may be present that it is hard to tell if the reaction took place. 
Here are two ways to decide whether the expected color is present:

 Place a sheet of white paper behind or under the well plate to 
make any color more visible.

 Place the well plate on a black or dark surface to make a 
precipitate more visible.

Before you begin, read Gathering Evidence to note safety precautions. 

Gathering Evidence
 1. Before you begin, put on your goggles, and wear them properly 

throughout the investigation.

 2. 
to your developed procedure. See Figure 4.39.

 3. 

 4.  
directed by your teacher.

 5. Wash your hands thoroughly before leaving  
the laboratory.

Interpreting Evidence
 1. 

a.  Provide a summary of the ions  
detected and in which samples they  
were detected.

 INVESTIGATING MATTER
C.4  WATER TESTING  

Asking Questions

be helpful in analyzing natural water. How do chemists detect and identify 
certain substances or ions in water solutions? This investigation will allow 
you to use a method that chemists, including those investigating the River-
wood fish kill, use to detect the presence of specific ions in water solutions. 

3+

2+ –
4
2–

These ions are often found in groundwater and tap water. 
Given what you know about solubility and what you observed in Investigat-

ion is known as a confirming test. That is, a positive test—one in which a pre-
cipitate forms or a change in solution color is noted—confirms that the ion in 

things: either the ion is not present, or the ion is present in such low amounts 
that the chemical test involved is unable to produce a confirming result. 

Such confirming tests are qualitative tests, tests that identify the presence 
or absence of a particular substance in a sample. In contrast, quantitative 
tests
amount of a specific substance present in a sample. Both types of tests would 
be used to determine the cause of the Snake River fish kill.

Think about the solutions that you could add to each of the ions listed above 
-

ous solutions, including sodium carbonate, sodium hydroxide, silver nitrate, 
barium nitrate, and calcium chloride. You will also have a 24-well plate and 
pipets to dispense the solutions. With your lab partner, develop a plan to con-

You will need to complete each confirming test on several different sam-
ples, including the following:

blank—known not to contain any ions of interest. 

reference solution—known to contain the sought ion. 

about the presence of one or more of these ions in a water source or sample of 

out the steps you will take to complete each test for each type of sample.

Figure 4.39  
Adding drops to 
a 24-well plate.
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Preparing to Investigate
Student protocols should suggest using 
the rows in the well plate identified as: 
REFERENCE, TEST, and BLANK for 
each ion to be tested. Then they should 
do the same test to all three wells in the 
column.   
• Put 5 drops of the reference solution 
into the first well.
• Put 5 drops of the sample to be tested 
into the second well.
• Put 5 drops of distilled water into the 
third well.
• Compare the test well to the reference 
and blank wells to determine whether 
the ion is present (in a high enough 
concentration to be detected). 
The appropriate confirming test for each 
ion is described below.
• Iron(III) (Fe3)  Fe3 will form an 
orange-brown jelly-like precipitate with 
OH– ions and a similar-colored precipi-
tate with carbonate, so students should 
be able to identify the presence of Fe3 
ions by adding a drop of NaOH to each 
well containing reference, test or blank.
• Calcium (Ca2 )  Ca2 ions will form a 
white precipitate with OH– ions and a 
slight, white precipitate with CO3

2– ions, 
so students should be able to develop a 
confirming test using NaOH or Na2CO3.
• Chloride (Cl–)  Cl– will form a white 
precipitate with Ag that floats on the 
top of the solution but will not precipi-
tate with Ba2 so adding AgNO3 to the 
solutions would be the confirming test.
• Sulfate (SO4

2–)  SO4
2– will precipitate 

with Ba2 ions but not with Ag ions.

Expected Results
Results will vary depending on the 
source of water samples. Municipal tap 
water should test positive for chloride, 
but may not test positive for Ca2, Fe3, 
or SO4

2–. Hard water areas may test 
positive for Ca2. Well water may test 
positive for SO4

2– and Fe3.

Interpreting Evidence
1. a.  Summary should show positive 

results for each reference, negative 
for each blank, and positive or 
negative for each test solution 
depending upon sample source.

b. Result for ions other than Cl– may 
surprise students.

TRM  
 
lAB HAnDouT
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454 Unit 4 Water: Exploring Solutions

Making Claims
 2. 

your answer with evidence.

 3. 
based upon this investigation? Why or why not?

Reflecting on the Investigation
 4. Why were a reference solution and a blank used in each test?

 5. What are some possible problems associated with the use of 

 6. These tests cannot absolutely confirm the absence of an ion. Why?

 7. How might your observations have changed if you had not cleaned 
your wells or stirring rods thoroughly after each test?

C.5  ACIDS AND BASES IN SOLUTION
-

tates, a fact that can be applied to detecting the presence of some dissolved 
ions in solution. However, not all solution combinations in Investigating 

which a gas was produced, as well as some in which it appeared that noth-

(aq) (aq) is an example of a basic solution. The com-
bination of these two solutions could be represented as:

(aq) (aq) (aq) (aq)

(aq), is more commonly known 
as H2 (l)

(aq)  (aq) (aq)  H2 (l)

This is an example of a neutralization -
tion reactions between compounds, this reaction produces water and a salt 

natural waters such as the Snake River.
-

stance that generates hydrogen ions (H+

– -
ous solutions, the hydrogen ion released by the acid is bonded to water. 
Such a combination can be represented as H+(aq), H(H2

+ or, more com-
monly, as H3

+(aq), the hydronium ion:

H+(aq)  H2 (l)  H3
+(aq)
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Making Claims
2. Answers will vary depending on  

the question formulated. Examples 
may be:
• Does school water contain ions 
other than chloride?
• Can confirming tests be used to 
determine the presence of ions in our 
school water?
• Is there a difference between school 
water and my home well-water?

3. Answers will vary (depending upon 
students’ questions), but should note 
that qualitative tests only indicate the 
presence of ions in a sample at 
concentrations at or above a threshold 
level, which limits the ability to 
generalize claims.

Reflecting on the Investigation
4. A reference solution is used so that 

the appearance of a positive result can 
be identified, while a blank shows the 
effect of a negative test. They are both 
used as comparisons for the test 
solutions.

5. The concentration of some ions may 
be too low to detect. The test for one 
ion may interfere with or mask the 
behavior of another ion, giving 
false-positive or false-negative results; 
and the tests cannot determine the 
amount of ion present.

6. There is a concentration level below 
which the test would not be positive, 
even though the ion may be present.

7. Ions could have remained in the wells 
or on the stirring rod and produced 
false-positive results.

C.5 ACids And BAses in 
solUTion
In Unit 2, acids and bases were defined 
in terms of the ions generated when they 
dissolve in water: hydrogen ion (H) for 
acids and hydroxide ion (OH–) for bases. 
This unit returns to the topic of acids 
and bases by treating neutralization— 
the reaction of an aqueous acid and an 
aqueous base to form an ionic com-
pound and water—as a special case of 
the aqueous reactions discussed in the 
first part of Section C. You may choose 
to mention that when the added amount 
of hydrogen ion (from the acid) and 
hydroxide ion (from the base) are 
equivalent, the resulting solution (of 
water and an ionic substance) is neutral.

This discussion is based on the 
Arrhenius definition of acids, bases,  
and neutralization. The hydronium ion 
(H3O) is introduced to highlight the 
idea that an H ion (a “bare” proton) is 
not found by itself in aqueous solution. 
The text does not develop other acid–

base concepts, such as the Lewis and 
BrǾnsted definitions. This explanation 
does not require alternate approaches.  
If your state or local standards include 
other acid–base definitions, this is an 
appropriate point to introduce them.
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SECTION C  Reactions in Solution 455

-
bonic acid, H2 3(aq):

H2 (l) 2(g)  H2 3(aq)

The transfer of a hydrogen ion, H , from the carbonic acid molecule to  

hydronium ion (H3
+

that can be released as H+(aq) in water. The remainder of the original acid 

-
solved acid produces hydronium ion and an anion. 

2 (l)  3(aq)  H3
+(aq) 3

–(aq)

Sulfuric acid:  H2 (l)  H2 4(aq)  H3
+(aq) 4

–(aq)

–. When 
such bases dissolve in water, the cations and hydroxide ions separate and 

–

properties:

(s)   K+(aq) –(aq)

2(s)   Ba2+(aq) –(aq)

3
+(aq) –(aq), while alkaline solu-

–(aq) than H3
+(aq) 3

+(aq) 
–(aq

H3
+(aq) –(aq)  2 H2 (l)

3
+(aq) and 

–(aq), as is true of all neutral substances. 

is a reversible reaction

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 5E
Perm Fig.: 4095     New Fig.: 04-UN03
File Name: CC_04-UN03
New Draft: 2005-04-05
First Cx.: 2005-05-11
Second Cx.: 2005-06-08

H2O(l)
Water

H3O (aq)
Hydronium ion

H2CO3(aq)
Carbonic acid

HCO3–(aq)
Bicarbonate ion

 –
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456 Unit 4 Water: Exploring Solutions

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
C.6  ACIDS AND BASES

 1. 

and reacts with water.

 2. 

for both nitric acid and sulfuric acid:

b.  Write the name of each reactant and product.

Hint: Just 
as in carbonic acid, each hydrogen atom in nitric acid and sulfuric 

 3. Each base in the following list has commercial and industrial uses. 

liberated when the base dissolves in or reacts with water:

2, the active ingredient in milk of magnesia, an antacid.

3, a compound used to bind dyes to fabrics.

3, used as a cleaner and in synthesizing fertilizers and 
pharmaceuticals. (Hint:

 4. 

2 (aq).

(aq) with 

2(aq).

Question 4a.

Sample Problem: Name the base with formula NaOH, a  
compound often found in drain and oven cleaners, and write an 
equation showing the ions that are liberated when it dissolves  
in water.

(s) +(aq) –(aq)
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DS  
 C.6 ACids And BAses

Students practice writing ionization and 
dissociation equations.

Answers
1. a.  HCl(aq)  H2O(l) ∫B H3O(aq)  

 Cl–(aq)
b. hydrochloric acid  water ∫B 

hydronium ion  chloride ion
2. For nitric acid:

a.  HNO3(aq)  H2O(l) ∫B H3O(aq)  
NO3

–(aq) 
b. Nitric acid  water ∫B hydronium 

ion  nitrate ion
c. 

 For sulfuric acid:
a. H2SO4(aq)  H2O(l) ∫B H3O(aq)  

HSO4
–(aq)

b. sulfuric acid  water ∫B hydro-
nium ion  hydrogen sulfate 
(bisulfate) ion 

c.  

3. a. magnesium hydroxide
   Mg(OH)2(s) ∫B Mg2(aq)   

2 OH–(aq)
b. aluminum hydroxide
 Al(OH)3(s) ∫B Al3(aq)  3 OH–(aq)
c. ammonia 

   NH3(aq)  H2O(l) ∫B NH4
(aq)  

 OH–(aq)
4. a.  2 HCl(aq)  Mg(OH)2(aq) ∫B  

2 H2O(l)  MgCl2(aq)
b. Water and magnesium chloride

+ +

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 4039     New Fig.: 4CUN08
First Pass: 2011-11-15

+ +
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SECTION C  Reactions in Solution 457

C.7  SOLUTION CONCENTRATION 
AND pH

Water and its solutions contain both hydronium ions (H3
+

–

neutral solutions, the concentrations of these 

acidic solution, the hydronium-ion concentration is larger  
than the hydroxide-ion concentration. In very acidic solutions the 
hydronium-ion concentration is much 
larger than the hydroxide-ion 
concentration.

basic solution, the hydroxide-ion 
concentration is larger than the 
hydronium-ion concentration. In very 
basic solutions, the hydroxide-ion 
concentration is much larger than the 
hydronium-ion concentration.

Both acidic and basic solutions have effects 
on living organisms—effects that depend on 

-
ous solution is related to its hydronium-ion 
concentration (H3

+ pH 
stands for “power of hydronium ion,” where 
“power” refers to the mathematical power 

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
C.6  ACIDS AND BASES

 1. 

and reacts with water.

 2. 

for both nitric acid and sulfuric acid:

b.  Write the name of each reactant and product.

Hint: Just 
as in carbonic acid, each hydrogen atom in nitric acid and sulfuric 

 3. Each base in the following list has commercial and industrial uses. 

liberated when the base dissolves in or reacts with water:

2, the active ingredient in milk of magnesia, an antacid.

3, a compound used to bind dyes to fabrics.

3, used as a cleaner and in synthesizing fertilizers and 
pharmaceuticals. (Hint:

 4. 

2 (aq).

(aq) with 

2(aq).

Question 4a.

P1.  How can you predict whether a precipitate will form when  
two aqueous solutions of ionic compounds are mixed?

2.  Consider a neutralization reaction:
 a. What are the reactants?
 b. What happens to the properties of the reactants?
 c. What are the products?
3.  Acids are often classified as either a “strong acid” or a  

“weak acid.” What do you think chemists mean by the terms 
“strong acid” and “weak acid”? Why do you think this?

Figure 4.40  Testing 
the pH of an aquarium.
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of that substance) ends up being 
neutral if just the right amounts of 
acid and base are combined.

c. Water and a salt.
3. (Looking ahead; answers will be  

based on students’ prior knowledge. 
Concepts will be more fully developed 
in Sections C.9–C.11.) This question is 
important for students to consider, 
because students’ everyday understand-
ings of words may conflict with the 
scientific meaning. You may want to 
elicit students’ ideas through a whole-
group discussion. Writing a list of 
student ideas now allows you and 
students to reflect on how those ideas  
do or do not fit with scientific meanings 
once students have completed the 
Modeling Matter activity in Section 
C.11. For now, expect many students to 
associate a “strong acid” with having a 
high concentration of H3O and a “weak 
acid” with having a low concentration  
of H3O. When revisiting this discussion, 
emphasize that strength is a property of 
the acidic compound, whereas concen-
tration is a property of the solution.

C.7 solUTion 
ConCenTrATion And pH
This section characterizes acidic and 
basic solutions in terms of their concen-
trations of hydronium and hydroxide 
ions. Molar concentration (molarity), the 
amount of solute (in moles) per liter of 
solution, defined in Section B.5, is 
related here to the pH concept, intro-
duced in Unit 2. Students should 
recognize that the smaller the pH value, 
the more acidic the solution. As pH 
decreases, the concentration of H 
(H3O) increases. As pH increases, the 
concentration of OH– also increases. At 
room temperature, pH  pOH  14.0.

Emphasize that a change of one power 
of ten in the concentration of hydronium 
ion (H3O) is equivalent to a one-unit 
change in pH. The pH scale is an example 
of a logarithmic scale—one unit change 
in pH represents a tenfold change in 
acidity and alkalinity, two units of pH 
change represents a hundredfold change 
in acidity or alkalinity, and so on. 

A solution with pH  0 is very acidic. 
In fact, the solution would have a  
H (H3O) concentration of 1 M: pH  
–log[H]  log(1)  0. It is possible to 
have negative pH values. Solutions with 
H3O concentrations greater than 1.0 M 
will necessarily have pH values of less 
than zero.

For more information on drinking  
water pH, see http://www.uri.edu/ce/ 
wq/ww/Publications/pH&alkalinity.pdf  
or http://www.epa.gov/ogwdw000/
consumer/2ndstandards.html.

Pconcept check 7
1. (Concepts mainly developed in 

Sections C.2 and C.3.) Expect brief 
answers such as, “By using the 
solubility rules.” Push students to go 
beyond that, perhaps by having them 
explain in writing to their friend or 
sibling how to use solubility rules. It 
may be something like, “First, you 
write a chemical equation using the 
given reactants and possible products. 
Then look at the solubility rules for 
each possible product to determine if 
that compound is soluble in water. If 

so, then it will not be a solid, and the 
ions that make up that compound will 
be dissolved in the solution. If not, 
then it will be a solid (precipitate), 
which will be visible at the bottom of 
the container.”

2. (Concepts developed in Sections C.5 
and C.6.) 
a. The reactants of a neutralization 

reaction are an acid and a base.
b. The properties of the reactants do 

not change, but the properties of 
the solution do. What began as 
either an acidic or basic solution 
(with the characteristic properties 
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458 Unit 4 Water: Exploring Solutions

3
+ –3 mol H3

+

per liter has an H3
+ –3  

 
H3

+ – 8 mol H3
+

concentration of H+ (H3
+ –. 

be within the pH range 6.5 to 8.5. However, most fish can tolerate a slightly 

-
opment is impaired, hampering the ability of fish to reproduce. Bodies of 

metal ions in natural waters by leaching metal ions from surrounding soil. 
3+

when present in sufficiently high concentration. High pH (basic contamina-

able to dissolve organic materials, including skin and scales.

have changed abruptly, killing the fish? If so, was acidic or basic contamina-
tion responsible for the Riverwood crisis?

Figure 4.41  The relationships among pH, molar concentration of H3O
+, and molar  

concentration of OH– at 25 °C.

Figure 4.42  The pH values of some common materials.

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 5E
Perm Fig.: 4096     New Fig.: 04-58
File Name: CC_04-58
PUAC: 2005-04-06
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Differentiation
Extension
Although not specifically discussed in 
the text, depending on the mathematical 
background of your students you may 
decide to use the relationship pH  
–log[H] in your quantitative explana-
tion of pH.

pOH is analogous to pH for OH– con-
centrations. Generally, p(X)  –log[X]. 
The relationship between pH and pOH 
at room temperature stems from the 
self-ionization of water: 

H2O  H2O ∫B ∫B  H3O  OH– 

The equilibrium constant for this 
process at room temperature is Kw  1  
10–14. Thus, [H3O] [OH–]  1  10–14. 
Taking the negative logarithm of both 
sides of this equation: 

 –log [H3O]  –log [OH–]  pKw  –(–14) 
or, pH  pOH  14
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SECTION C  Reactions in Solution 459

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
C.8 INTERPRETING THE pH SCALE

 1. 

a.  between pH values and H3
+ (H+

b. between H3
+ – concentrations.

 2. 
acidic, basic, or neutral.

a.  milk, pH = 6.7

 3. acidic, basic,  
or neutral and estimate the hydronium-ion and hydroxide-ion 
concentrations found in each.

 4. How many times more acidic is a cola drink than black coffee?  
(Hint: 

 5. 

the moisture has been in these clouds.

 6. Products used to remove clogs from drains contain bases, such as 

(s) is added to a clogged drain pipe filled with 2.5 L water, 

Hint: 
– 

Sample Problem: Household vinegar (a solution of acetic acid, 
CH3COOH) has a pH of about 3. Classify vinegar as acidic, basic,  
or neutral and estimate the hydronium- and hydroxide-ion  
concentrations in vinegar.

Vinegar with pH = 3 has:
-3 mol/L.

 mol/L.

Figure 4.43  Clouds over  
Clingmans Dome in the Great 
Smoky Mountains National Park.
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DS   C.8 inTerPreTing THe 
pH sCAle

In this activity, students use Figures 4.41 
and 4.42 and their knowledge of pH to 
classify and calculate relative acidities 
of substances.

Answers
1. a.  As concentration of H3O  

decreases, pH increases. 
b. As concentration of H3O  

decreases, OH– concentration 
increases. Students may also 
indicate that the pH value is the 
opposite of the power of 10 and the 
product of the concentrations of H 
and OH– is a constant.

2. a. acidic
b. acidic
c. basic

3.

4. Almost 2 pH units of difference means 
that soda is about 100  more acidic 
than black coffee.

5. The Clingmans Dome clouds were 
3200 (103.5) times more acidic than 
normal. Students should give an 
estimate of between 1000 and 10 000. 
A pH of 2.0 represents a 0.01-M H3O 
concentration and a pH of 5.5 repre-
sents a H3O concentration between 
0.000 000 1 M and 0.000 001 M 
(actually, 0.000 003 2 M). The ratio is 
then ~3200—10–2.0/10–5.5  1/10–3.5  
103.5  3200 (to two significant 
figures).

6. a. 10.0 g NaOH  (1 mole NaOH
40.0 g NaOH ) 

  0.250 mole NaOH

b. 
0.250 mol NaOH

2.5 L solution
  0.10 M NaOH

c. pH  13

Differentiation
TRM  

 
ExTRA pRACTiCE

An extra practice supplement is  
available in the TRM to help students 
practice and apply what they have 
learned in Sections C.5 through C.8.

Classification
Hydronium  
ion (H3O+)

Hydroxide  
ion (OH–)

a acidic 1  10–3 M 1  10–11 M

b neutral 1  10–7 M 1  10–7 M
c basic 1  10–12 M 1  10–2 M
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460 Unit 4 Water: Exploring Solutions

 MAKING DECISIONS
C.9  SOURCES OF ACIDIC AND  

BASIC CONTAMINATION

How do acids and bases get into natural waters such as the Snake River? (See 

sources.

 1. Find information on fish kills caused by acidic conditions.

a.  List at least three different causes of overly acidic conditions 
leading to a fish kill.

help determine whether this cause could have been a factor in the 
Riverwood fish kill.

 2. Find information on fish kills caused by basic conditions. (Hint: The 
terms alkaline or caustic, used to refer to solutions with high pH, may 

a.  List at least one cause of overly basic conditions leading to a fish kill.

help determine whether this cause could have been a factor in the 
Riverwood fish kill.

 3. List at least three effects of abnormally high or low pH on fish.

 4. 
Explain and support your answer with evidence.

C.10  STRENGTHS OF ACIDS AND BASES
In everyday discussions of solutions, strong tends to be associated with  
the idea of “concentrated,” while weak usually means “diluted.” (See Figure 

strong and weak—in relation to acid and base 

strong or weak according to the extent to which they ionize, or form ions in 
 strong acid if it ionizes completely, meaning 

that every dissolved acid molecule or unit reacts to produce a hydronium  
  strong base if every dissolved mol-

ecule or unit produces a hydroxide ion and a cation. The total dissolved  
molecules or ions does not matter. Strong signifies complete ionization, while 
weak implies only partial ionization.

Figure 4.44  This  
Colorado stream had a  
pH of about 3.0 before 
treatment with base.  
What could have caused 
this low pH?

Figure 4.45  What terms 
would you use to express  
the relative concentrations  
of these two tea beverages?
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MD   C.9 soUrCes of 
ACidiC And BAsiC 
ConTAMinATion

In this activity, students investigate how 
the  pH of natural waters can be acciden-
tally altered and consider how such 
changes affect aquatic organisms.

Answers
1. a.  Causes of overly acidic conditions 

could include an acid spill, acid 
precipitation, acid mine drainage, 
or runoff from acid sulfate soils.

b. Questions could include:
Have there been any trucking or 

industrial spills lately?
What is the pH of local precipita-

tion as measured over the last 
month?

Are there any active or abandoned 
mines in the area?

What is the pH of the soil surround-
ing the river?

2. a.  Causes of overly basic conditions 
could include a base spill. Other 
causes are even less likely.

b. Questions could include: Have 
there been any trucking or indus-
trial spills lately?

3. Low pH tends to increase the concen-
trations of toxic metal ions in the 
water, impair egg development, lead 
to ion imbalances, and adversely 
affect gill function. High pH dissolves 
tissue such as skin and scales, results 
in inability to dispose of wastes, and 
increases the toxicity of substances 
such as ammonia.

4. Yes. Acid rain can lower the pH of 
lakes or streams, leading to higher 
levels of toxic aluminum in the water 
and stress on fish populations that can 
lead to death. One source is: http://
www.epa.gov/acidrain/effects/
surface_water.html. Students may also 
provide evidence showing that some 
fish species are more tolerant of lower 
or higher pH.

C.10 sTrengTHs of ACids 
And BAses
The text defines the strength of an acid 
or a base by the extent to which it 
ionizes in aqueous solution. Strong 
acids and bases ionize completely in 
solution to form hydronium or hydrox-
ide ions, whereas weak acids and bases 
ionize only slightly in solution. It is 
common to confuse strong and weak 
with concentrated and dilute. Empha-
size that concentrated and dilute depend 
on how much acid or base is dissolved 
in solution, while strong and weak 
depend on the behavior (ionization) of 
the dissolved acid or base. For example, 

hydrochloric acid is regarded as a strong 
acid. In aqueous solutions, it ionizes 
almost completely to produce H3O and 
Cl– ions. Acetic acid is considered a 
weak acid because only about 1% of its 
molecules usually ionize in solution.

This presents an opportunity to 
introduce the concept of equilibrium. 
Weak acids and bases are equilibrium 
systems—some molecules ionize while 
some ions recombine. When the rates of 
ionization and recombination are equal, 
the system is in dynamic equilibrium. 
The proportion ionized to molecular 
species at any instant is defined by the 

equilibrium constant Ka (for acids) or  
Kb (for bases). Reversible reactions and 
equilibria will be explored in more 
depth in Unit 5.
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SECTION C  Reactions in Solution 461

When a strong acid dissolves in water, none of the original acid molecules 

3 -
plete reaction within a nitric acid solution is represented this way:

H2 (l)  3(aq)  H3
+(aq)  3

–(aq)

3 molecules have reacted with water, forming hydro-
nium ions and nitrate ions.

In a weak acid, by contrast, only a relatively few dissolved acid molecules 
ionize to form hydronium ions and anions. That is, weak acids are only 

2

-
tion is represented this way:

H2 (l)  2(aq)  H3
+(aq)  2

–(aq)

-

number of people returning to their seats after buying their snacks and 
drinks, the system is described as in dynamic equilibrium. That is, two off-

net change is observed. 
The forward and reverse rates—not the amounts of products and  

reactants—are equal  
analogy, it is clear at any particular time that many more people remain 
seated watching the game than are moving to and from the snack counters. 

2 is much larger than the 
concentrations of H3

+
2
– -

In addition to nitrous acid, acid rain may contain other weak acids, com-
monly sulfurous acid (H2 3 2 3

as sulfuric acid (H2 4

-
– – concentration may 

be limited by the solubility of a particular solid base in water, such a base is 

2, a commercial 

3
2– -

–

–

solution:

H2 (l) 3
2–(aq) –(aq) 3

–(aq)

4
3–

3
2–

– ions in water. 

 MAKING DECISIONS
C.9  SOURCES OF ACIDIC AND  

BASIC CONTAMINATION

How do acids and bases get into natural waters such as the Snake River? (See 

sources.

 1. Find information on fish kills caused by acidic conditions.

a.  List at least three different causes of overly acidic conditions 
leading to a fish kill.

help determine whether this cause could have been a factor in the 
Riverwood fish kill.

 2. Find information on fish kills caused by basic conditions. (Hint: The 
terms alkaline or caustic, used to refer to solutions with high pH, may 

a.  List at least one cause of overly basic conditions leading to a fish kill.

help determine whether this cause could have been a factor in the 
Riverwood fish kill.

 3. List at least three effects of abnormally high or low pH on fish.

 4. 
Explain and support your answer with evidence.

C.10  STRENGTHS OF ACIDS AND BASES
In everyday discussions of solutions, strong tends to be associated with  
the idea of “concentrated,” while weak usually means “diluted.” (See Figure 

strong and weak—in relation to acid and base 

strong or weak according to the extent to which they ionize, or form ions in 
 strong acid if it ionizes completely, meaning 

that every dissolved acid molecule or unit reacts to produce a hydronium  
  strong base if every dissolved mol-

ecule or unit produces a hydroxide ion and a cation. The total dissolved  
molecules or ions does not matter. Strong signifies complete ionization, while 
weak implies only partial ionization.
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Demonstration idea
Acid and base solutions are electrolytes. 
You can use a conductivity apparatus to 
compare the conductivity of strong acid 
(or base) and weak acid (or base) 
solutions. This demonstration may help 
clarify the behavior and characteristics 
of strong and weak acids and bases.

Materials
conductivity apparatus
pH meter
beaker, 250 mL
6 beakers, 50 mL
0.1 M acetic acid
0.1 M calcium hydroxide
0.1 M hydrochloric acid
0.1 M citric acid
0.1 M sodium hydroxide
0.1 M potassium hydroxide

safety
Several conductivity devices have been 
designed, for safety reasons, to avoid 
110-V power. An example of a safe 
conductivity apparatus with differenti-
ated responses (a series of illuminated 
lights rather than a simple on/off 
response) is described in: Haworth, 
Daniel T.; Bartelt, Mark R.; Kenney, 
Michael J. Solution Conductivity 
Apparatus J. Chem. Educ. 1999 76 625.

procedure
Using a clean beaker for each solution, 
test each 0.1-M acid and base solution 
with the conductivity apparatus.

If a pH meter is available, show 
students how to use it and how to 
calibrate the instrument with a solution 
of known pH. Ask students to compare 
the pH of strong and weak acids and 
strong and weak bases. Measurements 
should show that despite having 
identical concentrations, the solutions 
have different conductivities and pH 
values. Explain this in terms of differ-
ences in ionization (strength) of the 
tested acids and bases.
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462 Unit 4 Water: Exploring Solutions

 MODELING MATTER
C.11  STRONG VERSUS CONCENTRATED 
In this activity, you will depict concentrated and dilute solutions of two imagi-

In referring to an acidic solution, as you recall, the term strong indicates that 
-

nium ions and anions. By contrast, concentrated indicates that there are a very 
large number of particles—molecules or ions—dissolved in a particular vol-
ume of solution.

Figure 4.46 depicts possible models for strong and weak acids. In this activ-

 1. 
+ to represent hydrogen ions. Each H+ symbol will 

not draw the 

-
priate numbers of hydrogen ions and anions, to illustrate the following 
conditions:

a.  In the first box, depict a concentrated strong acid

b.  In the second box, depict a dilute strong acid

c.  In the third box, depict a concentrated weak acid

d.  In the fourth box, depict a dilute weak acid

 2. Explain the difference between these pairs of words, used to describe a 
solution of an acid or base.

a.  weak, dilute     b. strong, concentrated

 3. 
depicted in each of your four drawings. Recall that each ion you drew 

 4. How would the pH values for the four solutions that you depicted 
compare to one another?

 5. 

 6. How might your model drawings mislead a viewer about what is 
actually present in each solution?

Figure 4.46  Suggested 
models that can represent 
strong and weak acids  
in solution

P1.  In your own words, explain how pH is related to the  
concentration of hydronium ions in an aqueous solution.

2.  What types of particles would you expect to find in a  
concentrated solution of a strong base?

3.  What type of substance might protect lakes and streams  
from the effects of acids, bases, and acidic precipitation?
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MM   C.11 sTrong versUs 
ConCenTrATed

In this activity, students use two generic 
acids—one strong (HSt) and one weak 
(HWe)—to model the behavior of strong 
and weak acids in water solution. 
Remember that students often confuse 
the terms strong and concentrated. 
Concentration refers to the amount of 
solute in a specified amount of solution. 
Strength refers to the proportion of 
molecules that ionize, forming H and 
OH– ions in solution.

TRM  
 
HAnDouT

Tips
Rather than having students draw on 
paper, you may ask them to draw models 
on the board. An alternative is to obtain 
1-ft  1-ft squares of white board (shower 
board, usually available at home-im-
provement stores) and have student 
groups draw on the boards with dry-erase 
markers. Students can then hold up the 
boards to explain models to classmates.

Answers 
1. See sample drawings below.

2. a.  A weak acid or base is one with 
relatively few ionized particles 
compared to the number of union-
ized molecules. A dilute acid or base 
is one with a low concentration—
relatively few solute molecules 
compared to solvent molecules.

b. A strong acid or base is highly 
ionized in water solutions. There 
are many H ions compared to the 
number of unionized acid mol-
ecules in strong acid solutions. 
Strong base solutions have a high 
proportion of OH– ions in solution 
compared to unionized base 
molecules. A concentrated solution 
contains many solute particles, 
which may or may not be ionized.

3. Answers will depend on the number 
of ions drawn. Example: A student 
who drew 2 H ions will calculate 

  

2  0.01 mol H+

1 L solution   0.02 M H+

4. If students have drawn illustrations 
appropriately, the pH of strong 
concentrated acid should be less than 
the pH of weak concentrated acid. 
Similarly, the pH of strong dilute acid 
should be less than the pH of weak 
dilute acid. Also, the pH of strong 
concentrated acid should be less than 
the pH of strong dilute acid:

 pH strong, concentrated < pH strong, 
dilute < pH weak, concentrated < pH 
weak, dilute

 Students may find that their calculated 
pH for weak, concentrated acid is less 
than or equal to that calculated for 
strong, dilute acid. This is possible and 
acceptable for this limited model. In 
fact, for the sample drawings above, the 
pH of the dilute strong acid (1b) would 
be equal to that of the concentrated 
weak acid (1c). This illustrates why the 
pH alone does not tell whether the solu-
tion contains a strong or weak acid.

5. a.  There would be far too many 
particles to draw.

b. 0.01 mol particles is equivalent to  
6  1021 particles.

(a) Concentrated
      strong acid

(b) Dilute strong
      acid

(c) Concentrated
      weak acid

(d) Dilute weak
      acid

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 4040     New Fig.: 4CUN09
First Pass: 2011-11-15
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SECTION C  Reactions in Solution 463

C.12  BUFFERS

such damage was the observation that the pH of some lakes  
and streams seemed unaffected by acidic precipitation. What 
protected these bodies of water from undergoing large changes  
in pH?

The key to solving this mystery came when researchers real-
ized that bodies of water that suffered acidification due to  

 
were downwind from a dense array of power stations, metal- 
processing plants, or large cities, all of which produce nitro-
gen oxides and sulfur oxides. Second, these bodies of water 
were often surrounded by soils that cannot neutralize acid  
carried by the precipitation. If the soil cannot neutralize the 
acidic precipitation, the lake or stream into which the precipi-
tation drains then becomes acidified. 

By contrast, some bodies of water benefit from surrounding 
and underlying rock and soils that can neutralize the acidic 

by acid rain. In particular, the effects of acidic precipitation 

3

acids to produce soluble calcium hydrogen carbonate:

3(s)  H3
+(aq) 2+(aq) 3

–(aq)  H2 (l)

However, calcium carbonate can only prevent the pH from changing due to 
an added acid. If a base is added, there is nothing available to neutralize it, 
and water pH will increase. To keep the pH of a solution relatively steady—
that is, neither increasing nor decreasing appreciably if small amounts of 
base or acid are added—a buffer is needed.

 buffer is a substance or combination of substances that can neutralize 

3
+ –

altering its own pH value. Thus, a buffer must contain two components:  

 
acid and a salt of that acid—or a weak base and a salt of that base. For exam-

 
a buffer combination that is often found in commercial food products.

-

3
– -

duced serves as a buffer capable of neutralizing either added acid or base: 

3
+(aq) 3

–(aq)  2 H2 (l) 2(g) 

–(aq) 3
–(aq)  H2 (l) 3

2–(aq)

and gain a better understanding of how some bodies of water can withstand 
the effects of acid rain.

 MODELING MATTER
C.11  STRONG VERSUS CONCENTRATED 
In this activity, you will depict concentrated and dilute solutions of two imagi-

In referring to an acidic solution, as you recall, the term strong indicates that 
-

nium ions and anions. By contrast, concentrated indicates that there are a very 
large number of particles—molecules or ions—dissolved in a particular vol-
ume of solution.

Figure 4.46 depicts possible models for strong and weak acids. In this activ-

 1. 
+ to represent hydrogen ions. Each H+ symbol will 

not draw the 

-
priate numbers of hydrogen ions and anions, to illustrate the following 
conditions:

a.  In the first box, depict a concentrated strong acid

b.  In the second box, depict a dilute strong acid

c.  In the third box, depict a concentrated weak acid

d.  In the fourth box, depict a dilute weak acid

 2. Explain the difference between these pairs of words, used to describe a 
solution of an acid or base.

a.  weak, dilute     b. strong, concentrated

 3. 
depicted in each of your four drawings. Recall that each ion you drew 

 4. How would the pH values for the four solutions that you depicted 
compare to one another?

 5. 

 6. How might your model drawings mislead a viewer about what is 
actually present in each solution?

Figure 4.47  pH sampling 
of lake water.
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  6. For most dilute acids, only a small 
percent of molecules ionize in 
solution (< 5%). It is hard to represent 
this percent with only a few particles. 
Weak acids are in dynamic equilib-
rium—some molecules ionize as 
others recombine. A static drawing 
cannot show this. Drawings do not 
show solvent molecules, though they 
constitute the vast majority of mol-
ecules in the solutions.

Pconcept check 8
1. (Concepts mainly developed in 

Sections C.3, C.7, C.8, and C.11.) The 
greater the concentration of hydro-
nium ions in solution, the lower the 
pH. The relationship is logarithmic, 
so a 10-fold increase in concentration 
of hydronium ions results in a 
decrease of one pH unit.

2. (Concepts developed in Sections 
C.5–C.10.) One would expect a lot of 
water molecules, plus hydroxide ions 
(OH–) and cations such as Na, K, or 
Ca2 depending on the identity of the 
strong base. You would not expect to 
find ionic crystals that have not 
dissociated.

3. (Looking ahead; answers will be based 
on students’ prior knowledge. 
Concepts will be more fully devel-
oped in Sections C.12 and C.13.) 
Students may answer that a substance 
that can react with acids or bases (or 
both) would be able to protect lakes 
and streams.

C.12 BUffers
A buffer is a system that resists changes 
in pH when relatively small amounts of 
acid or base are added to its solution. A 
buffer must be able to neutralize both 
acids and bases. Buffers help maintain 
the pH of ecosystems (such as lakes) and 
body systems (such as blood). 

A buffer consists of a weak acid and 
its conjugate base or a weak base and its 
conjugate acid. The conjugate is often in 
the form of a salt. For example, the weak 
acid acetic acid has a conjugate base of 
acetate ion, often as sodium acetate. This 
system resists changes in pH as follows:

Added acid:  H3O  CH3CO2
– ∫B 

CH3COOH  H2O

Added base:  OH–  CH3COOH ∫B 
CH3CO2

–  H2O

All buffers are characterized by buffer 
capacity, the amount of acid or base that 
can be added to a given volume of buffer 
solution before its pH changes signifi-
cantly. This depends on the amount of 
buffer present and on the identity of its 
components. Once buffer capacity is 
exceeded, the buffer cannot resist pH 
changes. 
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464 Unit 4 Water: Exploring Solutions

 INVESTIGATING MATTER
C.13  ACIDS, BASES, AND BUFFERS

Preparing to Investigate

measuring its pH in the field using test kits, pH or litmus paper, or a pH 
meter. Sometimes, however, it is important to know the exact concentration 

test, which can determine the amount of a substance that is present. For 
acids and bases, a common test used to analyze the amount of acid or base in 
a sample or solution is a titration. In an acid-base titration, a standard solu-

-

can then be calculated using the known volumes of standard and unknown 
solutions that reacted and the concentration of the standard solution.

In Part I of this investigation, you will perform a titration to determine the 
concentration of a sample of hydrochloric acid. In Part II, you will test a buf-
fer solution, comparing the results of adding acid or base to water to the 
results of adding acid or base to a buffer solution. For Part II, your teacher 
will assign you to an “acid” group or a “base” group.

Before you begin, read Gathering Evidence to learn what you will need to 
do and note safety precautions. Plan for data collection and construct an 
appropriate data table. The table should provide space to record data (such 

-
ple that you will test.

Gathering Evidence
Part I: Titration of Hydrochloric Acid of Unknown Concentration

 1. Before you begin, put on your goggles, and wear them properly 
throughout the investigation.

 2.  
(Caution: Hydrochloric acid is corrosive. If any hydrochloric acid 
accidentally spills on you, ask a classmate to notify your teacher 
immediately. Wash the affected area immediately with tap water and 
continue rinsing for several minutes.) 
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IM   C.13 ACids, BAses, 
And BUffers 

Students will investigate the properties 
of acids, bases, and buffers in this 
two-part investigation. In part I, they 
will determine the concentration of an 
acidic solution (HCl) by titrating it with 
a basic solution (NaOH) of known 
concentration. In the second part of the 
investigation, the class will be split into 
two groups. One group will compare 
effects of adding an acid to water or to a 
buffer solution, while the other group 
will add base to both water and buffer 
solution.

Most students have not used burets 
before this activity. Remind them that 
beginning and ending readings must be 
recorded. To achieve repeatable results, 
it also helps to demonstrate the proper 
technique for titrating.

Time 50 min 
Materials (for 12 student pairs)

24 125-mL Erlenmeyer flasks
24 burets
12 buret clamps
12 ring stands
24 funnels
24 dropper bottles for indicators
12 50-mL graduated cylinders
1 L buffer solution (Mix 26.8 g 

Na2HPO4 · 7 H2O and 13.8 g  
NaH2PO4 · H2O in water to make 1 L)

50 mL universal indicator
50 mL bromothymol blue indicator
500 mL 0.1-M HCl (hydrochloric 

acid, 4.1 mL conc HCl added to  
400 mL H2O and diluted to 500 mL)

500 mL HCl (molarity between  
0.075 M and 0.125 M but NOT  
0.1 M)

1 L 0.1-M NaOH (sodium hydroxide, 
4.00 g/1000 mL). This should be 
approximate and the resulting 
solution must be standardized as 
described below. Provide the 
standardized concentration value 
to students for their calculations.

Standardization of NaOH Solution: 
Sodium hydroxide, NaOH is very 
deliquescent, which means it absorbs 
water from the atmosphere. Even if the 
mass of sodium hydroxide for a standard 
solution is carefully measured, the 
resulting concentration will usually 
differ slightly from what is expected. 
There are two common methods to 
determine the concentration of a 
standard base. Either can be completed 
in ~15–20 minutes.

Method 1—using KHP (potassium 
hydrogen phthalate, KC8H4O4H), a 
weak acid

1. Accurately measure ~0.8 g of dry KHP 
(MW  204.23 g/mol) into an Erlen-
meyer flask and dissolve in 50–75 mL 
of distilled water. Record the mass of 
KHP.

2. Add 4 drops of indicator to the flask. 
3. Fill a buret with the ~0.1 M NaOH 

solution as described in Gathering 
Evidence steps 5 and 6. Record the 
initial buret reading and titrate to the 
point where the bromthymol blue first 
turns green. Near the endpoint, add 
the NaOH dropwise, reading and 
recording the volume when the 
solution turns blue-green.

4. Calculate the concentration of the NaOH:

 
___ g KHP  

1 mol KHP
204.34 g KHP   

 
1 mol NaOH
1 mol KHP

  
1

___ L NaOH used   

 molarity of NaOH
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SECTION C  Reactions in Solution 465

 3. 

with the tip filled. 

 4. 

 5.  
(Caution: Sodium hydroxide is corrosive. If any sodium hydroxide 
accidentally spills on you, ask a classmate to notify your teacher 
immediately. Wash the affected area immediately with tap water and 
continue rinsing for several minutes.) 

 6. 

 7. 

 8. 
Erlenmeyer flask. Record the final buret reading for the acid on your 

 9. 
solution in the Erlenmeyer flask.

 10. 
white paper under the flask.

 11. 

 12. 

stay longer, but will still change to yellow when the flask is swirled. 
The longer the blue color stays, the smaller your next addition of 

until the blue color appears and stays.  

 13. When the blue color appears and stays you have reached the 

 14. 

solution in the Erlenmeyer flask can be poured down the drain. You 

 15. 

 INVESTIGATING MATTER
C.13  ACIDS, BASES, AND BUFFERS

Preparing to Investigate

measuring its pH in the field using test kits, pH or litmus paper, or a pH 
meter. Sometimes, however, it is important to know the exact concentration 

test, which can determine the amount of a substance that is present. For 
acids and bases, a common test used to analyze the amount of acid or base in 
a sample or solution is a titration. In an acid-base titration, a standard solu-

-

can then be calculated using the known volumes of standard and unknown 
solutions that reacted and the concentration of the standard solution.

In Part I of this investigation, you will perform a titration to determine the 
concentration of a sample of hydrochloric acid. In Part II, you will test a buf-
fer solution, comparing the results of adding acid or base to water to the 
results of adding acid or base to a buffer solution. For Part II, your teacher 
will assign you to an “acid” group or a “base” group.

Before you begin, read Gathering Evidence to learn what you will need to 
do and note safety precautions. Plan for data collection and construct an 
appropriate data table. The table should provide space to record data (such 

-
ple that you will test.

Gathering Evidence
Part I: Titration of Hydrochloric Acid of Unknown Concentration

 1. Before you begin, put on your goggles, and wear them properly 
throughout the investigation.

 2.  
(Caution: Hydrochloric acid is corrosive. If any hydrochloric acid 
accidentally spills on you, ask a classmate to notify your teacher 
immediately. Wash the affected area immediately with tap water and 
continue rinsing for several minutes.) 

Figure 4.48  Swirling 
an Erlenmeyer flask 
under a buret.
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safety
Students should wear protective goggles 
and aprons throughout the investigation. 
Add acid to water when diluting 
hydrochloric acid.

lab Tips
• For best results, students should be 
shown the proper technique for titration, 
including swirling and washing the 
sides of the flask.
• Bromothymol blue is used for the 
titration, rather than the typical phenol-
phthalein, because it is easier to see that 
students have added the indicator to the 
acid. Also, the endpoint is easier to 
detect. The endpoint should be a 
greenish color.
• All references to water are to distilled 
(or deionized) water.
• Universal indicator is used for Part II 
so that the pH of the solutions can be 
determined. Universal indicator should 
begin as a green solution. Some manu-
facturers sell universal indicator that 
arrives red (pH of below 4) and has to be 
adjusted by adding base. An easy way is 
to add ammonia solution dropwise, 
stirring until the correct color (greenish 
yellow) is achieved.
• Provide universal indicator color 
charts or tables so students can estimate 
pH values of their solutions. Students 
should not try to match the intensity of 
color, only the color itself.
• Universal indicator color changes 
follow rainbow colors as pH gradually 
changes from 1 to 13. The mnemonic 
ROY G. BIV helps students keep the 
colors straight: Red, Orange, Yellow, 
Green, Blue, Indigo, Violet. pH 7 
produces green.
• Cabbage juice indicator could also be 
used, but a color chart would be needed 
to allow students to record pH.
• If probe ware is available, pH probes 
can measure the extent of pH changes  
(if any). 

TRM  
 
lAB HAnDouT

 Method 2—using a standard 0.1 M HCl 
solution purchased from a scientific 
supply company 

1. Fill a buret with the HCl of known 
concentration as described in in  
Gathering Evidence steps 2 and 3.

2. Fill a second buret with the ~0.1 M 
NaOH solution as described in 
Gathering Evidence steps 5 and 6.

3. Read and record the initial volume on 
each buret. 

4. Dispense ~10 mL of HCl into an 
Erlenmeyer flask. Read and record the 
final volume.

5. Add 4 drops of indicator to the flask.

6. Titrate to the point where the indica-
tor just turns green. Near the end-
point, add the NaOH dropwise, 
reading and recording the volume 
when the solution turns blue-green.

7. Calculate the concentration of the 
NaOH:

 
___ mL HCl  

0.1 mol HCl
1000 mL HCl   

 
1 mol NaOH
1 mol HCl

 
 

1
___ L NaOH used

 
  molarity of NaOH
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466 Unit 4 Water: Exploring Solutions

Part II: Investigation of Buffers

Acid Groups
Water Plus Acid 

 1. 

mark. Record the volume. 

 2. 

contents to the indicator scale. Record the pH.

 3. Place the flask under the buret. Slowly open the buret valve and add 
five drops of acid to the flask. Swirl the flask.  

 4. Record the pH of this unbuffered acidic solution. Retain this flask as 
a color standard for comparison with the buffered solution.

Phosphate Buffer Plus Acid 

 5. 

2 4

2 4

 6. 
solution color and pH.

 7. Record the initial buret volume.

 8. 
Record the color and pH.

 9.  
to those in the color standard flask from the water plus acid 
procedure above. 

 10. Record the final buret volume.

 11. 

 12. 
instructions. 

 13. Wash your hands thoroughly before leaving the laboratory.

Base Groups
Water Plus Base 

 1. 

 2. 

to the indicator scale. Record the pH.
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SECTION C  Reactions in Solution 467

 3. Place the flask under the buret. Slowly open the buret valve and add 
five drops of base to the flask. Swirl the flask. See Figure 4.48.

 4. Record the pH of this unbuffered basic solution. Retain this flask  
as a color standard for comparison with the buffered solution.

Phosphate Buffer Plus Base 

 5. 

2 4

2 4

 6. 
solution color and pH.

 7. Record the initial buret volume.

 8. 
the color and pH.

 9. 
to those in the color standard flask from the water plus acid 
procedure above. 

 10. Record the final buret volume.

 11. 

 12. 
instructions.

 13. Wash your hands thoroughly before leaving the laboratory.

Analyzing Evidence
 1. 

 2. For each titration,

reach the endpoint.

 3. 

Interpreting Evidence
 1.  

any difference.

 2. 

any difference.
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Expected Results
Part I: The concentration of the un-
known should be determined experi-
mentally by the teacher through titration 
with standardized base solution. 
Part II: It takes considerably more acid 
and base to cause appreciable change in 
pH of the buffer solution than to alter 
the pH of water.

Analyzing Evidence
1. HCl(aq)  NaOH(aq) ∫B Na(aq)  

Cl– (aq)  H2O(l) 
2. (Typical answer) 

a. 8.5 mL NaOH  0.097 M   
8.2  10–4 mol NaOH

b. 8.2  10–4 M NaOH  
1 mol HCl

1 mol NaOH
 

  8.2  10–4 mol HCl

c. 
8.2  10–4 mol HCl

0.0095 L HCl
  

 0.087 M HCl

3. (Typical answer) 
(0.087 M  0.093 M)/2  0.90 M HCl

Interpreting Evidence
1. The buffer solution required much 

more base to change its pH than water.
2. The buffer solution required much 

more acid to change its pH than water.
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468 Unit 4 Water: Exploring Solutions

Making Claims
 3. What evidence suggests that the solution you used is actually a 

buffer?

 4. The buffer used in this investigation included hydrogen phosphate 

4
2–

phosphate ions could prevent the pH level of lake or river water from 

3
+

Reflecting on the Investigation
 5. Which one of these four pairs of substances would make the best 

buffer system? Why? 

2H3 2 2H3 2

2

3 3

 6. Why is a buret used in this investigation?

 7. If a lake or river contained excess acid, could it be treated by adding 
base or buffer solution? Which solution would provide better results? 
Explain.

 MAKING DECISIONS
C.14   ANALYZING WATER-QUALITY 

DATA
Snake River watershed data have been collected and monitored since the 

-
ing that time, excellent data have been gathered, particularly in recent years 
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Making Claims
3. A buffer resists change in pH and the 

buffer required many more drops of 
either acid or base to change color 
(change pH).

4. HPO4
2–(aq)  H3O(aq) ∫B H2PO4

–

(aq)  H2O(l)

Reflecting on the Investigation
5. NaC2H3O2 and HC2H3O2 would make 

the best buffer. It is the only pairing 
between a weak acid (or base) and its 
conjugate salt.

6. The volume of a buret can be read 
with more precision than a graduated 
cylinder allowing for more accurate 
results.

7. There have been several proposals to 
neutralize acidic lakes by adding lime 
(CaO or CaCO3). Adding a buffer 
would be less effective because it 
resists changes in pH.

post-lab Discussion
Pool class data so each student benefits 
from all observations. Both acid and 
base groups should report that the buffer 
system, compared to water, strongly 
resists pH change.

MD   C.14 AnAlyzing 
WATer qUAliTy dATA

In this activity, students work coopera-
tively to analyze data relating to the 
Riverwood fish kill. Data can be found 
in the TRM. Assign each group to graph 
a complete set of data regarding one or 
more of the listed water-quality factors. 
Students will then analyze their graphs, 
looking for relationships and/or irregu-
larities. Plan some time for groups to 
share their graphs and interpretations 
with the rest of the class. This will help 
students as they plan for the town 
council meeting. You may also choose to 
designate an area in the classroom to 
post the graphs for reference as students 
prepare for the meeting. If you choose to 
assign roles for the meeting at this point, 
be careful to emphasize that the data 
students are graphing in this activity 
may be unrelated to the evidence that 
their group will present in the town 
council meeting. 

You may want to allow students to 
use computers or calculators to graph 
and analyze the data. Ensure that any 
approach will result in printable graphs 
for future reference.

Five scenarios, with data, are pre-
sented in the TRM. Each scenario 
corresponds to a likely fish-kill cause. 
Specific background information is 
provided for the teacher in the TRM. All 
student groups in one class should 
receive data for the same scenario. You 

may decide to use different data sets for 
different classes. (This prevents students 
who attend class earlier in the day from 
sharing information and conclusions 
with students whose classes meet later 
in the day.) 

Some of the water-quality factors 
graphed in this activity may be unfamil-
iar to students. Use the following 
background information as appropriate. 

Water temperature—affects dissolved 
oxygen and fish metabolism, 
discussed in Section B.12

Dissolved oxygen—discussed in 
Sections B.10–B.13

Rainfall—affects water flow and  
can increase potentially hazardous 
runoff from farms, mines, etc.

Water flow—affects dilution of 
contaminants and can indicate 
recent rainfall or snow melt

Ammonia—used in fertilizer and 
also present in waste as a decom-
position product of urea and 
protein

Nitrate—nitrogen- and oxygen- 
containing compounds used 
mainly as fertilizers
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SECTION C  Reactions in Solution 469

groups have finished their work, they will share their analyses and the whole 
class will discuss factors that might be related to the Riverwood fish kill.

The following guidelines will help you complete the analysis of data 
assigned to you by your teacher.

Data Analysis

approach from the one you used to interpret a solubility curve. Rather than 
seeking a predictable relationship, you will be looking for regularities or pat-

problem related to the contaminant or factor being evaluated. The following 
suggestions will help you prepare and interpret such graphs.

available space on the graph paper.

convenient, constant value. The graph-paper line interval value 

values cluster in a narrow range not near zero.

 
like this: 

                                                       

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6E
Perm Fig.: 4077, 4078, 4079     New Fig.: 4-CUN02a-c
First Pass: 2010-08-18

If you plot more than one set of data on the same graph, distinguish each 
by using a different color or small geometric shape to enclose the points, 
such as:

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6E
Perm Fig.: 4077, 4078, 4079     New Fig.: 4-CUN02a-c
First Pass: 2010-08-18

or 

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6E
Perm Fig.: 4077, 4078, 4079     New Fig.: 4-CUN02a-c
First Pass: 2010-08-18

.

Figure 4.49  Researchers  
monitor water quality by 
measuring dissolved  
oxygen (left) and taking 
water samples both at the 
surface and several meters 
below the surface (right). 
Similar procedures provided  
the Snake River data.
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Total suspended solids—solids in 
water that can be trapped by a 
filter, which can include silt, 
decaying plant and animal matter, 
and industrial wastes. High 
concentrations of suspended solids 
block light from photosynthetic 
plants (resulting in decreased 
dissolved oxygen levels) and 
interfere with reproduction, 
feeding, and breathing in fish.

Total organic carbon—measure of 
organic matter (contaminants such 
as agricultural chemicals and 
natural wastes) in water that 
indicate general suitability for 
aquatic life.

Heavy metals—heavy metals are 
particularly dangerous because 
they accumulate in the body and 
have serious health consequences.
Lead—used in automobile electri-

cal storage batteries, solder, pes-
ticides, and paints. Tetraethyl 
lead, Pb(C2H5)4, was added to 
gasoline (see Unit 3), and lead 
contamination remains in soil 
surrounding heavily traveled 
roads.

Cadmium—used mainly in batter-
ies, pigments, and coatings

Mercury—used in “silent” light 

switches, medical and weather 
thermometers, thermostats, 
mercury-vapor street lamps, 
fluorescent light bulbs, and 
some paints.

Arsenic—used in wood  
preservation.

pH—discussed in Section C.7
Total phosphates—measure of 

phosphate available to algae and 
plants; increased phosphates can 
lead to low dissolved oxygen as a 
result of eutrophication.

MTBE—discussed in Unit 3,  
Sections D.5 and D.6
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470 Unit 4 Water: Exploring Solutions

purpose to readers.

technology to prepare your graphs, ensure that you follow the 

 1. 
the x
months indicated in the data. Label the y
with the water factor measured, accompanied by its units.

 2. Plot each data point and connect the consecutive points with straight 
lines.

 3. 

 4. 
that you detect?

 5. What arguments might someone make to challenge your explanation?

 6. How might fish be harmed by the pattern or patterns that your group 
has identified?

 7. 
the Snake River fish kill? Why? How?

 8. 

significant points raised in the data-analysis discussions.

processed. In particular, guided by the patterns and irregularities found in 
your analysis of Snake River data, your class will seek an explanation that 
accounts for the observed data and for the resulting Riverwood fish kill. 
Good luck!
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Answers
1. Students should prepare appropri-

ately labeled graphs. Completed 
graphs for comparison are provided in 
the TRM.

2. The completed graphs should have 
lines connecting points, not a trend or 
“best fit” line.

3. Some graphs will show daily or 
seasonal patterns.

4. Students should provide reasonable 
explanations of patterns and irregu-
larities that they observe. For in-
stance, water temperature tends to be 
higher in the summer when ambient 
temperatures are higher.

5. Irregularities are likely to have  
several possible explanations. 
Students may mention alternative 
explanations as possible challenges  
to their explanations.

6. Many contaminants are detrimental to 
fish at high concentrations, whereas 
fish need adequate dissolved oxygen 
to survive. Students should use what 
they have learned to describe possible 
effects on fish.

7. Students should indicate if a fish kill 
is a likely result of the pattern they 
observed and use data and explana-
tion to support their contention.

8. A brief synopsis of the data and 
answers to these questions should be 
shared with the class.

Differentiation
Extension
The Riverwood Water Mystery activity, 
found in the TRM, introduces students 
to a particular aspect of a scientific 
approach to solving problems— 
distinguishing facts from opinions. 
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SECTION C  Section Summary 471

SUMMARY

Mixing ionic solutions sometimes results  
in formation of a precipitate; evidence-
based trends allow prediction of these 
reactions. Chemical tests for the presence 
of an ion in a solution can be developed 
based upon formation of a precipitate.

 1. What is a precipitate?

 2. List three ions that form compounds that are 
always soluble in water.

 3. How is a “solubility rule” different from a 
“classroom rule”?

 4. 
result of each of the following combinations 
of ionic solutions.

chloride

b.  Sodium bromide and silver acetate

phosphate

 5. Suppose that you wished to test for the 
presence of following ions in solution. 
Identify an ionic substance that could be 
added to test for each ion.

a.  Pb2+

3
2–

c.  I–

2+

Acids produce hydrogen (or hydronium) 
ions in water, and bases produce 
hydroxide ions. Strong acids and bases 
ionize completely; weak acids and  
bases ionize only partially.

 6. Which of these compounds are acids? 
Which are bases? Which are neutral?

2H3 2

H22

d.  H2 3

 7. 
hydronium ion as these acids are mixed 
with water.

a. Sulfuric acid (H2 4

in automotive batteries.

sometimes used to etch glass.

2H3 2

is the key ingredient in vinegar.

 8. 
reactions that yield hydroxide ions.

a.  ??? 2+(aq) – (aq)

3(g)  H2 (l)  ???  ???

 9. What is the difference between a strong acid 
and a concentrated acid?

 10.  Give a specific example of an acidic 
solution that could be described as both 
strong and dilute.

 11. What is the difference between a hydrogen 
ion and a hydronium ion?

Reviewing the Concepts
CSECTION
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Reviewing the Concepts
 1. An insoluble substance
 2. Na, NH4

, NO3
–

 3. Solubility rules are based on observa-
tions. Classroom rules are agreed 
upon by students and teachers.

 4. a.  Cu2(aq)  CO3
2–(aq) ∫B CuCO3(s)

b. Ag(aq)  Br–(aq) ∫B AgBr(s)
c. 3 Ni2(aq)  2 PO4

3–(aq) ∫B 
Ni3(PO4)2(s)

 5. a.  Cl–(aq)
  b. Ca2(aq) 
  c. Ag(aq)
  d. SO4

2–(aq) 
 6. a. base 
  b. acid  
  c. neutral   
  d. acid
 7. a. H2SO4  H2O ∫B H3O  HSO4

–

b. HF  H2O ∫B ∫B  H3O  F–

c. HC2H3O2  H2O ∫B ∫B 
 C2H3O2

–  H3O  
 8. a. Ca(OH)2

b. NH4
 and OH–

 9. A strong acid is an acid that ionizes 
completely in water to produce H 
(H3O) ions. A concentrated acid is an 
acid with a relatively large number of 
particles (ions, molecules, atoms) 
dissolved in a given volume of 
solution.

 10. One possible example is 0.001 M HCl.
 11. The hydronium ion consists of a 

hydrogen ion bonded to a water 
molecule—that is, a hydrated hydro-
gen ion: H  H2O ∫B H3O
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472 Unit 4 Water: Exploring Solutions

pH is an expression of the molar 
concentration of hydronium ions in  
an aqueous solution. Acidic solutions 
contain a higher concentration of 
hydronium ions than hydroxide ions; basic 
solutions contain a higher concentration 
of hydroxide ions than hydronium ions. 

 12.
ions and hydronium ions in pure water.

 13. What would happen to the concentration of
hydronium ions in a solution of a strong

number of hydroxide ions were added
to the solution?

 14.
–2 mol H3

+

–. Is this solution acidic or basic?
Explain.

 15. Why do chemists often express the acidity
of a solution as a pH value instead of a
hydrogen ion concentration?

 16.

basic is oven cleaner than pure water?

 17.

a. What is its hydronium ion concentration?

b.  What is its hydroxide ion concentration?

 18.

3
+.

3
+.

–.

a. What is the pH of each solution? See
Figure 4.42, page 458.

b. Which is most acidic?

c. Which is most basic?

A buffered solution is capable of 
neutralizing limited amounts of either 
added acid or base, thus resisting 
changes in the solution’s pH.

 19. What are the general components of a buffer?

 20. H2 4
– acts a buffer in cellular systems.

H2 4
– ion with

a. hydronium ion.   b. hydroxide ion.

 21. Is it better to describe a buffered solution as
resisting or preventing all changes in pH?
Explain your answer.

 22. How would a lake surrounded by limestone
(a rock composed largely of calcium

to a lake that was surrounded by rock that
does not react with acid rain?

 23. Someone proposes that the acid-rain
problem could be fixed by dissolving large

How do we describe 
chemical behavior in 
aqueous solutions?
In this section, you have observed  
the possible results of combining 
ionic solution, used solubility rules to 
test for ions in water samples, studied 
the structure and behavior of acids 
and bases, and examined the role  
of buffers in solution. Think about 
what you have learned, then answer 
the question in your own words  
in organized paragraphs. Your  
answer should demonstrate your 
understanding of the key ideas in  
this section. 

Be sure to consider the following  
in your response: precipitation 
reactions, net ionic equation, 
solubility rules, pH, weak acid/base, 
neutralization reactions, and buffers.
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12. The concentrations are equal.
13. The hydronium-ion concentration 

would decrease significantly, because 
most hydroxide and hydronium ions 
would react (neutralize each other) to 
form water. 

14. Acidic; it contains more hydronium 
ions than hydroxide ions.

15. The pH values are simple numbers 
(usually from 1 to 14) and are more 
convenient to use.

16. 1 000 000 times more basic
17. a. 0.001 M  10–3 M

b. 0.000 000 000 01 M  10–11 M
18. a. Lemon juice, 3; stomach fluid, 1; 

drain cleaner, 13
b. Stomach fluid
c. Drain cleaner

19. A buffer system contains compo-
nents that can act as acids and as 
bases and can thus neutralize 
additions of either. The acid in the 
buffer system provides H to neutral-
ize the added base, and the base in 
the buffer system neutralizes the 
added acid.

20. a.  H2PO4
–  H3O ∫B H3PO4  H2O

b. H2PO4
–  OH– ∫B HPO4

2–  H2O
21. Buffers resist change in pH. They are 

limited (by concentration) to their 
buffer capacity.

22. Limestone provides natural buffering 
action, so acid rain would not affect 
the pH of the limestone-surrounded 
lake as quickly as it would the pH  
of the lake without limestone.

23. Answers will vary, but students 
should support their answers with 
scientific principles. In theory, this 
approach could work, but it would 
take a very large amount of basic sub-
stances and would only last until all 
base was neutralized. Students may 
also mention the heat that would be 
produced or other possible side 
effects.

How do we describe 
chemical behavior in 
aqueous solutions?
Student answers should include:
• Ionic substances dissolved in water 
sometimes react to form precipitates 
or to neutralize one another. 
• Ionic reactions can be described by 
total and net ionic equations and 
often predicted by solubility rules.
• Ionic reactions can be used to test 
water quality. 

• pH is an expression that describes 
the relative acidity or alkalinity of an 
aqueous solution and affects the 
quality of the water for life as well as 
the tendency for certain ions to form. 
• Weak acids and bases are not 
completely dissociated in water, but 
may still be concentrated and affect 
natural processes. 
• Buffers function to stabilize the pH 
of aqueous solutions.
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SECTION C  Section Summary 473

Connecting the Concepts
 24. 4

investigation that would allow you to 
decide whether or not methane behaves as 
an acid.

 25. Explain how it might be possible for a
strong-acid solution and weak-acid solution
to have exactly identical pH values.

 26. Why are shampoos and medicines often
buffered?

 27. In terms of their chemical reactions,
compare antacids to buffers.

 28.

a. What range of hydronium ion
concentrations corresponds to this pH
range?

b. By what factor does the hydronium ion
concentration differ between these two
pH values?

c. Explain, in terms of buffers, how it is
possible for different species of fish to
live in such different conditions.

d. Explain how acid rain might affect the
distribution of fish species in an affected
lake.

Extending the Concepts
 29. What characteristics make the hydrogen ion

a sodium or potassium cation with the same 

 30.
diagrams of water and the hydronium ion.

interactions.

 31. Examine the list of ingredients for several
antacid products. Which ingredients are
responsible for neutralizing acids?

 32. Is it possible to have a solution with a pH

solution has no measurable acidity? Explain
your answer.

 33. Sometimes the zone separating warring or
hostile countries is called a “buffer zone.”
How does that particular use of the word
buffer
term?
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c. The physiological systems of fish 
are protected by buffers, so they 
can tolerate a variation in pH. The 
width of this variance depends 
upon the fish species, age, size, and 
other factors in the environment.

d. As acidity increases (pH decreases), 
the diversity of fish species will 
decrease, since some species are 
quite sensitive to changes in pH.

Extending the Concepts
29. Hydrogen cations have a much 

higher charge density than either 
sodium or potassium cations. Also, 
hydrogen cations are simply 1 
protons, while Na and K have their 
1 nuclear charge partially shielded 
by inner electron shells.

30.  

Water is a bent molecule. The 
hydronium ion is trigonal pyramidal, 
with all three hydrogen atoms on the 
same side of the oxygen atom, 
resembling the three legs of a tripod. 
Molecular and ionic shapes can be 
predicted and characterized using 
the Valence Shell Electron Pair 
Repulsion (VSEPR) theory, devel-
oped in the 1950s, which is a simple 
teaching model for molecular 
geometry.

31. Many antacids contain aluminum 
salts, magnesium salts, calcium 
carbonate, or sodium bicarbonate, 
which act as bases to neutralize 
excess stomach acid.

32. Yes. A solution with pH  0 would 
have an H3O concentration of 1 M 
(100 M). A solution with a pH of zero 
would be highly acidic.

33. In chemistry, a buffer maintains a 
solution in a stable state, despite 
limited additions of acids or bases.  
A buffer zone between nations helps 
maintain peace by maintaining a 
stable (neutral) area that separates 
hostile forces.

Connecting the Concepts
24. Answers will vary but should 

describe a procedure that tests 
methane for acidic properties. For 
instance, moisten blue litmus paper 
and place it in a container of meth-
ane gas. If the litmus turns red, 
methane is acidic. (It won’t.)

25. A solution’s pH depends on its 
concentration of hydronium ions. A 
very dilute solution of a strong acid 
may have the same number of 
hydronium ions as a weak acid.

26. Shampoos are buffered to maintain  
a particular pH to trigger a desired 
effect on the hair, such as shine. 
Medicines are usually buffered to 
control the location in the gastro- 
intestinal system where they will 
dissolve or to protect parts of the 
gastrointestinal tract.

27. Antacids are basic substances that 
react with acids in neutralization 
reactions. Buffers can neutralize both 
acids and bases.

28. a. 10–9 M H3O (0.000 000 001 M) to 
10–5 M H3O (0.000 01 M)

b. 104 or 10 000

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 4041     New Fig.: 4CUN10
First Pass: 2011-11-15

+
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H
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H

H
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Q&A
CHEMISTRY AT WORK

You might think water quality is a matter of taste. But for millions 
of people around the globe, clean water is a matter of life and 
death. One of the places most affected by long-term water-quality 
issues is a region that spreads through the South Asian countries 
of India, Bangladesh, and Nepal. The only sources of drinking 
water for many of the residents are wells contaminated with  
arsenic. Over time, drinking this water produces a disease called 
arsenicosis, which causes skin discoloration and organ failure and, eventually, leads to cancer. Read on 
to see how one chemist’s clear idea is making clean water flow for hundreds of thousands of people in 
South Asia.

Q. What is analytical chemistry, and why is it important for clean water?

A.

2 -

to remove them.

Q.  How did you get interested in chemistry, and why did 
you choose to focus your work on water quality?

A.
me to get excited about science. When I was growing up in Bangladesh, 
he would bring home books with simple science experiments, and we 
would all give them a try. I became more and more interested in chemis-

article in the New York Times about how people in Bangladesh and 

brother, a physician who still lives in our hometown, told me that he 
had seen people suffering from arsenicosis. I wanted to do something to 
help solve this problem, so I led a team of scientists to invent a filter 

Q.  Why is there arsenic in drinking water in Bangladesh 
and India, and how serious is this problem?

A. People in this region get most of their drinking water from shallow

every day. 

474 Unit 4 Water: Exploring Solutions

Abul Hussam, Professor in  
the Department of Chemistry and  

Biochemistry at George Mason  
University in Fairfax, Virginia

There is no lack of water in  
Bangladesh, yet many people  
rely on tainted wells for  
drinking water.
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CHeMisTry AT WorK
This Chemistry at Work feature is placed 
after students have completed a titra-
tion, one of the commonly used analyti-
cal chemistry techniques in laboratories. 
They have also plotted data for the 
upcoming town council meeting and 
begun to draw some conclusions or 
make some claims about what the data 
tell them about the cause of the fish kill. 

This feature provides important 
background information to students as 
they begin to learn about water purifica-
tion and treatment. It also gives students 
an idea about how water filters work. 
Asking students to read this feature 
before completing the Foul Water 
investigation (Investigating Matter D.2) 
will help students to plan their water-
purification procedures. Some groups 
(county sanitation, scientists) may want 
to revisit these pages as they prepare for 
the town council meeting.

Students may be interested to know 
why arsenic is a problem in drinking 
water. According to the EPA, arsenic is 
an odorless and tasteless metalloid that 
enters drinking water supplies through 
natural deposits. It has been linked to 
several cancers including those of the 
kidney, bladder, lungs, liver, and 
prostate. It can also cause other health 
problems including stomach pain, 
vomiting, and diarrhea; numbness in  
the hands and feet; partial paralysis and 
blindness; and thickening and discolor-
ation of the skin.

Additional information about the 
project and the health problems associ-
ated with arsenic can be found at Abul 
Hussam’s website at George Mason 
University: http://www.gmu.edu/depts/
chemistry/faculty/hussam/. 
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Q.  How did you use chemistry to develop a  
solution to this problem?

A. In a way, the problem comes from the core of chemistry itself, 
because the chemical properties of arsenic compounds allow them to 

-
lem, since we know that these same arsenic compounds bind to iron 

passes through two buckets. The first bucket has a layer of iron and 
iron hydroxide sandwiched between two layers of sand, and the sec-

through the first layer, the arsenic binds to the iron hydroxide and 
remains there. The same layer also binds soluble iron, manganese, 
many toxic trace metals and some calcium. Sand and charcoal in 
both buckets remove microbes, particulate matter, and some dis-

Q.  How successful is the SONO Filter, and  
what is your next step?

A. -

India. These filters cost about $35, and by our calcula-

small water pitcher, like the ones many people use in the 

since a smaller filter will have to be comprised of materi-
als that are even more efficient. 

Q. How do I become a water quality chemist?

A. The most important thing is to get an understanding of 
basic chemistry. Water may look like a simple molecule, 
but when other compounds dissolve in water, their behav-

college and taking analytical chemistry courses. Look for 
internships that put your 
laboratory knowledge to  
use solving real-life prob-

may work in the lab, but  
 

you apply them to real  
problems. The lab and the  
field are two very different  
things, but lab experience  
helps you to solve real problems. 

Chemistry at Work 475

Use of a tube well, the source of 
the problems caused by arsenic.

Children at a primary school in 
Bangladesh collect filtered water.

Cross-section of the SONO filter.
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implementation
Bangladesh may seem far away to many 
students, but the article can be a back-
drop for a discussion about clean 
drinking water and its availability in 
your area. If you are unfamiliar with the 
source and treatment of local drinking 
water, a quick call to the local water 
provider or a search of their web site 
will provide some information to help 
guide the discussion.

Ask students if they know where the 
drinking water in your area comes from. 
You might also ask if they have some 
sort of water treatment in their home 
(such as a water softener, or a filter on 
the kitchen faucet, refrigerator, or in a 
pitcher). If some students go camping or 
backpacking, you may want to ask how 
they treat water that they use during 
these activities.

a

 Using the Figures
Before inviting students to read the 
full text, ask them to look at the dia-
gram of the SONO filter and identify 
the different layers. Ask them what 
they think the purpose of each layer 
is. Note that CIM* is the acronym for 
the composite iron matrix used to 
precipitate arsenic and heavy metals.
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A special town council meeting Wednesday will address 
four questions: 

(1) What was responsible for the fish kill? 
(2)  Are Riverwood’s current water treatment proce-

dures adequate to ensure the safety of the town’s 
water supply? If not, what immediate steps must 
be taken? 

(3)  How can similar fish kills be prevented in the 
future? 

(4)  Who, if anyone, should be responsible for the 
costs associated with the crisis? 

Answers to these questions have practical and finan-
cial consequences for all Riverwood residents.

Those participating in next week’s public meeting 
include representatives of industry and agriculture, 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) scien-
tists who completed the river-water analyses, repre-
sentatives from the county sanitation commission, and 
consulting engineers who have investigated some 
potential causes of the fish kill. Chamber of Commerce 
members representing Riverwood store owners and 
officials of the Riverwood Taxpayer Association also 
will make presentations at the meeting.

 We urge you to attend and contribute to this meet-
ing. Many questions remain. Was the fish kill an act of 
nature or was it due to human error? If a dissolved or 
suspended substance was responsible for the fish kill, 
what was the source of contamination? Is Riverwood’s 
water supply safe? Should the town’s business commu-
nity be compensated, at least in part, for financial losses 
from the fish kill? If so, how should they be compen-
sated and by whom? Who should pay for the drinking 
water brought to Riverwood?

Was alternative drinking water necessary or was the 
water supply safe for human consumption? Can this 
entire situation be prevented in the future? If so, how, 
and at what expense? Who will pay for it?

The Riverwood News will set aside part of its Letters 
to the Editor column in the  coming days for your com-
ments on these questions and other matters related to 
the recent water crisis. 

Page 12   Breaking news at RiverwoodNewsLive.com 

Attendance Urged at Town Council Meeting

Many questions remain . . . 
Is Riverwood’s water  

supply safe? ”
“

EDITORIAL

RIVERWOOD NEWS
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SECTION D   Water Purification and Treatment 477

SECTION
WATER PURIFICATION 
AND TREATMENT
How is chemistry applied to produce  
safe drinking water?

GOALS

DSECTION

P  
1. a. What is a precipitate? 
 b. How are precipitates useful in water testing?
2. a. Why is the pH of water samples measured? 
 b.  What other substances would be affected by an elevated or 

depressed pH? 
3.  Why do many cities and towns add chlorine in some form to the 

drinking-water supply?
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This section focuses on purification and 
treatment of water for drinking and other 
domestic uses. Natural, municipal, and 
home treatment are considered, along 
with benefits and drawbacks of each.

The section-opening newspaper 
editorial sets the stage for the town 
council meeting regarding the River-
wood fish kill that will be held at the 
end of the unit. In Section C, students 
considered the possible cause or causes 
of the fish kill. Now, after analyzing 
Snake River data, students will decide 
whether the fish kill was an act of nature 
or if human activity was involved. They 
will also consider whether the fish kill 
could have been prevented and how 
future incidents can be prevented; 
whether it was necessary to shut off the 
town’s water supply; the safety of the 
town’s water supply now and in the 
future; and who, if anyone, should bear 
the costs of emergency water and losses 
due to cancellation of the fishing 
tournament.

using the section 
Question
Students should be able to apply what 
they have learned throughout the section 
and unit to identify and evaluate 
chemical processes in each type of water 
treatment that is discussed.

goals
Section D goals include describing and 
analyzing types of water purification and 
disinfection; analyzing drinking water 
samples; and evaluating risks and 
benefits of drinking water treatment.

Pconcept check 9
1. (Concepts developed in Sections 

C.2–C.4.)
a. A precipitate is a solid that forms as 

a result of some chemical reactions. 
A precipitate is usually an insoluble 
or slightly soluble ionic compound.

b. Water testing often involves trying 
to detect whether particular ions are 
present and dissolved in the water. 
By mixing the water with known 
solutions, the formation of a 
precipitate can indicate the pres-

ence of the “ion of interest” in the 
original water sample. 

2. (Concepts developed in Sections 
C.7–C.9 and C.12.) 
a. Living organisms depend on water 

in which they live or which they 
consume to be within a certain pH 
range. Water that is either too 
acidic or too basic leads to conse-
quences such as impairing fish-egg 
development or dissolving organic 
materials such as skin and scales. 

b. Acidic conditions allow heavy 
metal compounds to dissolve. So 

water with depressed pH levels 
may also contain higher concentra-
tions of heavy metal ions than 
water that is closer to pH of 7.

3. (Looking ahead; answers will be 
based on students’ prior knowledge.) 
Students may reply that chlorine 
helps to kill “germs” or harmful 
organisms in the water or to generally 
disinfect the water. Students may 
associate chlorine with bleach used 
for laundry, so they should have a 
sense that it is used for cleaning water 
in some way.
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 MAKING DECISIONS
D.1   CONSIDERING CONTAMINANTS  

IN WATER SUPPLIES

-

 1. 

 2. 

 3.   

 4. 

Table 4.4

 

Substance Maximum Contaminant Level (MCL)

pH 6.5–8.5

Total carbon No total level set

Total lead 0.015 mg/L

Total cadmium 0.005 mg/L

Total mercury 0.002 mg/L

Total arsenic 0.05 mg/L

Nitrate (measured as nitrogen) 10 mg/L

Phosphate (measured as ortho-phosphate) No total level set

Pesticides See specific standards

PCBs 0.0005 mg/L

Drinking Water Standards for Selected Contaminants
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MD   d.1 Considering 
ConTAMinAnTs in 
WATer sUPPlies

In this activity students investigate the 
materials and phenomena that they 
analyzed and graphed in Making 
Decisions C.14. The information that 
they collect and share will help to 
inform their decisions and conclusions 
in the Town Meeting. Some possible 
options for sharing information include: 
cloud storage, class wikis, or other 
interactive media; or posting on a class 
bulletin board for others to read.

Some  good sources include:  
http://bcn.boulder.co.us/basin/ 
watershed/wqterms.html and
http://www.epa.gov/waterscience/
criteria/basic.htm

Expected Answers

 1.  Why measure it? 2.  a. Is it harmful? b. Is it beneficial? 3.  a.  How did it occur/
get into the river?

b.  Is this 
common? 

4.  Could it be removed?

Phenomenon 
or Material

Y/N Level? Y/N Level? Y/N/S Y/N How?

Water 
temperature

Affects dissolved 
oxygen and fish 
metabolism

Y Above ~20 °C Y From 10 to 20 °C NA (characteristic of the 
river itself)

NA N NA

Dissolved 
oxygen

Affects fish metabolism 
and survival

Y Below 3 ppm or 
above 110%  
saturation

Y Essential to life 
(levels between  
3 ppm and 
saturation)

Aeration, photosynthesis Y Y Heat water or 
introduce organisms 
that use O2

see page unit 4-xv for the full answer table.
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SECTION D   Water Purification and Treatment 479

 INVESTIGATING MATTER
D.2 FOUL WATER

Asking Questions

 
(Caution: Do not test any water samples by drinking or tasting them.)

-

-

Preparing to Investigate

Water Purification Techniques

Oil–Water Separation 

 MAKING DECISIONS
D.1   CONSIDERING CONTAMINANTS  

IN WATER SUPPLIES

-

 1. 

 2. 

 3.   

 4. 
Figure 4.50  Which layer in 
this carafe is mostly likely to  
contain oil?
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Time 50–60 min for student work
30 min for distillation demonstration

Materials (for a class of 24 working  
in pairs)

2–3 L foul water (100 mL/pair)  
(See recipe.)

12 100-mL graduated cylinders  
(You may dedicate a class set to 
this lab.)

24 150-mL beakers
12 funnels (73-mm i.d.)
12 ring stands, rings, and clay 

triangles
12 cups (paper or Styrofoam)
paper clips (for making holes in cups)
12 disposable pipets (for removing 

oil layer)
12–36 pieces of filter paper  

(Whatman #1, 11-cm)
12 125-mL Erlenmeyer flasks (for 

mixing charcoal and sample)
150 g decolorizing charcoal
2 kg sand, cleaned
2 kg gravel, cleaned (approx.  

5-mm dia.)
conductivity testers or probes

Foul-Water Recipe
Add to an empty 2-L bottle:
1/2 tbsp salt (NaCl)
1/2 tsp garlic powder
1/2 cup used coffee grounds
1/3 cup (or less) vegetable oil

Nearly fill the bottle with tap water, cap 
it tightly, and shake.  

TRM  
 
lAB HAnDouT

safety
Students should wear protective goggles 
and aprons throughout the investigation. 

lab Tips 
General
• Dispense about 100 mL of foul water 
to each pair. Shake the mixture first (for 
representative sampling) and ensure that 
students do not take more than they 
need. Remind students to record the 
actual volume they receive, and empha-
size the level of precision you expect for 
their measurements. 
• Encourage students to wash or, at 
minimum, rinse their graduated cylin-
ders between steps. Residual coffee 
grounds and/or oil clinging to the 
graduated cylinder walls can contami-
nate their increasingly purified water 
samples.
• If possible, purchase a class set of 
graduated cylinders to dedicate to this 
investigation (plastic is acceptable). The 
mixture is quite difficult to remove 
completely from the graduated cylin-
ders, especially if hot water and soap  
are not readily available.

IM   
d.2 foUl WATer

In this investigation, students design and 
carry out a procedure to purify a “foul 
water” sample so that it may be used to 
wash hands. (Note: Do not raise the lab’s 
goal to purifying water so it is suitable 
for drinking. Laboratory substances 
should never be ingested.)

The text describes three water- 
purification techniques: oil-water 
separation, sand-gravel filtration, and 
charcoal adsorption and filtration. 
Students assess the “foul water” sample, 

then choose which techniques and in 
what order they will proceed. It will 
help students if you demonstrate and 
review the water-purification techniques 
before they develop their procedures. 

Water-purity criteria are revisited in 
the post-lab activities and questions, 
when students’ “pure” water is tested 
for electrical conductivity and the 
Tyndall effect. Distillation of “foul 
water” should also be demonstrated 
during or after the investigation if you 
have suitable equipment. If this is not 
possible, a video clip of distillation is 
available on the TRM.
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-

Sand Filtration
filtration -

filtrate -

Charcoal Adsorption and Filtration
adsorbs -

Figure 4.51  Preparing a disposable cup (left) and layering gravel and sand (right)  
for sand filtration.

Paper clip Bottom
of cup
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coal works well if you remove as much 
oil as possible before adding the acti-
vated charcoal. 
• Caution students that using too much 
charcoal will slow down the filtering 
process significantly. If students use too 
much charcoal, they will have difficulty 
completing the investigation in a timely 
manner. 

Typical procedure and  
Expected Results
A typical procedure will start with 
oil-water separation, followed by 

sand-gravel filtration, then charcoal 
adsorption and filtration. The chart at 
the bottom of page 481 shows expected 
results if these techniques are applied in 
the order described below.

If students choose an alternative order, 
the data table should note the following:
• After oil-water separation, decrease in 
presence of oil, increase in clarity, no 
change in color, loss of 5–15 mL volume.
• After sand-gravel filtration, decrease in 
presence of oil, significant increase in 
clarity, likely change in color, significant 
decrease in presence of solids.

• Some students may decide to repeat 
steps—particularly the charcoal adsorp-
tion and filtration steps. If time permits, 
this will help students to better appreci-
ate the effort required to obtain munici-
pal supplies of clean water. They should 
also find that adding more steps in water 
purification often results in purer water 
but decreased recovery.
• Do not reveal the composition of the 
original foul-water sample or compare 
procedures until all classes and students 
have completed the investigation.
• If students construct and disassemble 
sand-gravel filters, identify used- 
material containers. 
• Emphasize proper disposal of used 
filter paper and charcoal.

Oil-Water Separation
• Removing the oil layer with a dispos-
able pipet is fairly simple and efficient. 
Other methods, such as using a short 
length of tubing with a pinch clamp 
attached to a funnel, are possible, but 
students tend to find that solid particles 
(i.e. coffee grounds) will clog the tubing.
• Some students will choose to com-
plete sand-gravel filtration without first 
removing the oil layer. This will cause 
the sand-gravel filters to need more 
frequent cleaning and/or replacement.

Sand-Gravel Filtration
• Some teachers prefer to use plastic 
cups (instead of the paper or Styrofoam 
cups) so students can see the layers of 
sand and gravel. However, an object 
sharper than the suggested paper clip is 
needed to puncture small holes in 
plastic. A heated paper clip or fork can 
usually puncture rigid clear plastic 
cups. Puncturing the cups from the 
inside helps ensure better liquid flow 
and reduces the likelihood of clogging. 
• To save time and materials, you may 
wish to construct the sand and gravel 
filters before the investigation. The 
filters can then be reused for several 
classes. If the sand-gravel filters start to 
slow noticeably, you can clean them by 
pouring a small amount of alcohol 
through them. (Note: This cleaning 
method is for paper cups only.)

Charcoal Filtration
• Some forms of decolorizing charcoal 
(especially dust) are quite messy and 
can be irritating if inhaled. It helps to 
prepare a thick slurry of the charcoal 
with water beforehand and have 
students use small spoonfuls of the 
mixture. Granular charcoal, used in 
aquariums, is a cheaper alternative to 
powdered charcoal. You may want to 
grind granular charcoal with a mortar 
and pestle before use. Activated char-
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-
Adhesive forces -

Gathering Evidence

-

-

Analyzing Evidence
 1. 

percent recovery

 2. 

 3. 

Making Claims
 1. 

 2. 
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• After charcoal filtration, significant 
change in color (to colorless) increase in 
clarity, decrease in odor, could decrease 
presence of oil or solids if not previ-
ously removed.

Analyzing Evidence
1. Student percent recovery will vary 

but should be between 50–80 percent.
2. Volume lost  Initial volume – Final 

volume
3. Percent lost  100% – percent 

recovered or Volume lost  Initial 
Volume  100

Making Claims
1. No. Evidence may include conductiv-

ity, odor, or appearance.
2. Answers will vary but may suggest 

using appearance, odor, or conductiv-
ity as a way of determining purity. 
Others might suggest pH or precipita-
tion tests. The first three characteris-
tics were used in this investigation. 
The others proposed were used in 
previous investigations.

 
Volume 
(mL) Color Clarity 

Presence of 
Odor or Oil?

Presence 
of Solids?

Before treatment 80–100 Brownish Cloudy Yes Yes
Oil-water separation 75–95 Brownish Cloudy Slight Yes
Sand-gravel filtration 70–90 Yellowish Mostly clear No No
Charcoal filtration 55–85 Colorless Clear No No
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Reflecting on the Investigation
 3. 

 4. 

 5. 

 6. 

 7. 

D.3  NATURAL WATER PURIFICATION

-

-
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Reflecting on the Investigation
3. Answers will vary depending on  

the method used but may suggest a 
different order to the steps, repeating 
steps, or alternative methods for 
removing oil from the sample.

4. a.  With filtering, total time will be 
about 40 minutes.

b. Answers will vary, but students 
should defend their comments. 
Students may note that the proce-
dure might require the same 
amount of time for much larger 
volumes of water.

5. Student answers for both parts of this 
question will vary but should indicate 
that the limitations of their method 
would not be eliminated with  
increased time.

6. a  Cost
b. The water would be pure without 

any dissolved particles or ions.
7. Dissolved ions would not be removed 

with this method. If there were ions 
present that form precipitates (such  
as Pb2), you could add an ion that 
results in a precipitate. Soluble salts, 
like NaCl, would be more difficult to 
remove and would require something 
like a reverse osmosis membrane 
(discussed in Section D.8).

d.3 nATUrAl WATer 
PUrifiCATion
This section focuses on the hydrologic 
cycle and how it naturally purifies 
water. You can think of the hydrologic 
cycle as a global water-purification 
system, powered and kept in constant 
motion by solar energy (and, to a much 
smaller extent, thermal energy from 
within Earth’s crust) and gravitational 
forces. Through this dynamic system, 
water is continuously collected, puri-
fied, and distributed worldwide. In this 
analogy, the oceans are the main water 
source, the atmosphere is the main 
carrier of water, and land is the location 
of major water users. 

The major processes of evaporation 
(and transpiration), condensation, 
precipitation, infiltration, and runoff 
characterize the cycle. Overall, within 
the cycle, water is neither lost nor 
gained. The specific water volume 
available at any particular place or time 
can vary. Students can readily connect 
particular hydrologic-cycle stages to 
laboratory water purification steps they 
just completed (Investigating Matter D.2, 
page 479) or to drinking-water purifica-
tion procedures they study in this 
section. 
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-

-
-

-

Figure 4.52  Hydrologic cycle: Earth’s water-purification 
system. The Sun provides energy for water to evaporate  
(yellow arrows). Evaporation leaves behind minerals and 
other dissolved substances. Water vapor condenses and falls 
as precipitation (red arrows), which runs off the land (blue ar-
rows) to join surface water sources (lakes, streams, and rivers) 

or groundwater sources beneath Earth’s surface. Both surface 
water and groundwater are sources of municipal and agricul-
tural water. Any water—when returned to the surface—can 
evaporate and continue flowing through the hydrologic cycle. 
Throughout the cycle, evaporation, bacterial action, and  
filtration purify water.

Evaporation
from the
land

Evaporation
from the
ocean

Precipitation
over the

ocean

Precipitation
over the

land

Solar energy

Runoff
Runoff

Groundwater flow

Water table

Aquifer

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 5E
Perm Fig.: 1077     New Fig.: 01-DCOa
File Name: CC_COD-01a
New Draft: 2005-02-21
First Cx.: 2005-04-11
Second Cx.: 2005-05-09
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These natural-purification processes 
include steps that resemble: 
• distillation, the evaporation of water, 
leaving behind dissolved ions and 
impurities
• aeration of surface water as it trickles 
over rocks, promoting growth of organ-
isms that consume water contaminants
• sedimentation, the separation of solid 
particles from slow-moving water in 
streams and lakes
• filtration, silt and clay particle removal 
as water infiltrates sandy soil
Other processes at work include crystal-
lization, formation of ice crystals from 
ocean water resulting in relatively pure 
water, and oxidation of complex organic 
matter to simpler, benign molecules. 

You can also model the hydrologic 
cycle as consisting of water simultane-
ously entering and leaving various 
reservoirs (hydrologic compartments), 
where it is stored for short times or for 
decades or centuries. Model a reservoir 
using an open water container with a 
hole in its bottom, continually adding 
water to it (input) as water streams out 
of the hole (output). You may choose to 
introduce the concept of residence time: 
In the atmosphere, on average, water is 
completely replaced once every eight 
days, while water’s residence time in 
glaciers and ice caps ranges from  
20 to 100 years. The reservoirs with the 
lowest water capacity tend to have the 
shortest residence time, because their 
inputs and outputs are relatively large 
compared to their capacity. Average 
residence times in typical reservoirs 
include 1 to 2 months as soil moisture,  
2 to 6 months as seasonal snow cover, 
100 to 200 years as shallow groundwa-
ter, and up to about 10 000 years as deep 
groundwater. You could say that deep 
groundwater, such as the enormous 
Ogallala aquifer in the central and 
western United States, holds “fossil” 
water, mostly deposited during earlier, 
wetter climates.
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D.4  DRINKING-WATER TREATMENT

 drinking-water treatment, -

  Screening.

Pre-chlorination. 

Flocculation.

   Settling.
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d.4 drinKing-WATer 
TreATMenT
The major steps in drinking-water 
treatment (also called municipal water 
purification)—screening, prechlorina-
tion, flocculation, settling, sand filtra-
tion, post-chlorination, and optional 
further treatment—are discussed and 
diagrammed (Figure 4.53).

An example of attempting to enhance 
drinking water to benefit the community 
is highlighted by a common procedure—
adding fluoride ions to treated water. 
Students may have read articles about 
controversies over adding fluoride to 
municipal water. In many communities, 
about 1 ppm of fluoride ion is added to 
the water to reduce tooth decay. Medical 
evidence for side effects is minimal, and 
the benefit to dental health is well 
documented.

Many municipalities add other steps 
to their water treatment processes, such 
as filtration, carbon adsorption, distilla-
tion, and reverse osmosis. Also, biologi-
cal treatment can be employed to reduce 
concentrations of nitrogen and phospho-
rus in water. 

This is an excellent opportunity to 
organize a field trip to a local water 
treatment plant or a waste treatment 
plant, if possible. The processes dis-
cussed and diagrammed in the text are 
found in most local and regional water 
treatment plants. Some plants also offer 
virtual tours online. For more informa-
tion, see http://www.epa.gov/safewater/
index.html or http://www.awwa.org/
Advocacy/learn/info/HistoryofDrinking 
water.cfm.  
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SECTION D   Water Purification and Treatment 485

  Sand Filtration.

   Post-chlorination.

Optional Further Treatment. 

° Aeration.

° pH Adjustment.

° Fluoridation.

Figure 4.53  Drinking-water treatment: A human-made 
water-purification system. Surface water is commonly cleaned 
at a water-treatment plant before being distributed to homes 

and businesses. Various steps in the cleaning process remove 
suspended materials, kill disease-causing organisms, and  may 
remove odors or adjust pH levels.

River, lake,
or reservoir

Prechlorination
Screening

Settling

Flocculation

Sand filtration

Optional further
treatment
a. Aeration
b. pH adjustment
c. Fluoridation

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 5E
Perm Fig.: 1078a     New Fig.: 01-DCOb
File Name: CC_COD-01b
PUAC Draft: 2005-02-21
First Cx.: 2005-04-11

To municipal
water mains
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486 Unit 4 Water: Exploring Solutions

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
D.5 WATER PURIFICATION

 1. 

 2. Riverwood 
News

 3. 

 4. 

Figure 4.54  This system is used 
to monitor corrosion rates and lead 
release in the Washington Aqueduct. 
The Aqueduct provides drinking  
water to Washington, DC, where  
many lead service lines are still  
used to deliver drinking water.

P1.  What substances would be easiest to remove from a  
contaminated sample of water? Explain.

2. What does it mean to disinfect drinking water?
3.  What types of home water treatment are you aware of or  

have you used?
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DS   d.5 WATer 
PUrifiCATion

This activity asks students to compare 
processes of laboratory, natural, and 
drinking water purification. Applica-
tions to specific contaminants are also 
included.

Answers
1. a.  Natural water purification and 

drinking-water treatment both 
include filtration and processes  
that remove or render harmless 
organic materials.  

b. Evaporation is not a common step 
in drinking-water treatment, but it 
is a step in the natural water 
purification process. Bacterial 
action is not part of drinking-water 
treatment but is important in 
natural water purification (and 
municipal sewage treatment). 
Drinking-water treatment adds 
substances, such as chlorine, to 
water, while natural water purifica-
tion primarily removes substances 
from the water.

2. The main problem is that natural 
water purification is much slower 
than drinking-water treatment. While 
natural water purification does 
produce drinkable water, current 
withdrawal rates would result in dry 
wells and depleted reservoirs before 
natural processes could complete 
adequate water purification.

3. (Table shown at bottom.)
4. Lead ion can be removed by a pre- 

cipitation reaction using chloride ion.

Pb2(aq)  2Cl–(aq) ∫B  PbCl2(s)

Pconcept check 10
1. (Concepts developed in Sections 

D.2–D.5.) Answers may vary, but 
students should justify their choices. 
Students are likely to state that solid 
substances are easiest because they 
can be removed through physical 
means (filtration). 

2. (Concepts developed in Section D.4.) 
To disinfect water is to kill disease-
causing organisms. This idea resem-
bles using disinfectant on an open 
wound to prevent a bacterial infection.

3. (Looking ahead; answers will be based 
on students’ prior knowledge and 
experience.) Possible student answers 
include small disposable filtration 
systems (such as pitchers or faucet 
filters), reverse osmosis, water 
softeners, and distillation.

Substance
Foul Water 
Investigation

Natural water 
purification

Drinking-water 
treatment

Hexane, 
C6H14

Oil-water 
separation

Bacterial action Not possible

Coal dust Sand filtration Filtration through 
sand and gravel

Flocculation

Chloride ion Not possible Not possible Not possible

Ds D.5 #3
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D.6  DISINFECTION OF  
DRINKING WATER

-

Chlorination

-

-

-

-

trihalomethanes
carcinogens

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
D.5 WATER PURIFICATION

 1. 

 2. Riverwood 
News

 3. 

 4. 

Figure 4.55  Water 
treatment plant.
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d.6 disinfeCTion of 
drinKing WATer
Use a whole-class discussion to uncover 
students’ personal experiences with 
chlorinated water, which may include 
swimming pools or fish tanks. The 
article describes three methods of 
chlorination. Students may be familiar 
with other methods.

Worldwide, enough rain and snow fall 
each year to cover Earth’s total land area 
to a depth of 83 centimeters. Yet uneven 
distribution and inadequate technology 
make high-quality freshwater a major 
constraint on economic growth, food 
production, and general health in many 
nations. This is especially true of Asian 
and African countries, where periodic 
droughts and famines lead to the deaths 
of millions. Even when water is avail-
able in adequate quantities, it may be of 
poor quality. Estimates are that 80% of 
all of the world’s sickness is caused by 
contaminated water and that persons 
with waterborne diseases occupy half  
of the world’s hospital beds and die at a 
rate of 25 000 per day. Using chlorina-
tion and modern municipal water 
treatment techniques could prevent 
many of these health issues.

For further information see http://
chlorine.americanchemistry.com/
Chlorine-Benefits/Safe-Water, http://
www.waterandhealth.org/drinking 
water/wp.html, or http://www.nesc.wvu 
.edu/ndwc/pdf/OT/TB/TB1_Disinfection 
.pdf.

A potential problem with chlorination 
is unintended production of triha-
lomethanes (THMs), known carcinogens. 
Before students read this, you might 
challenge them to think of ways other 
than chlorination to control waterborne 
disease. Sometimes, technological 
solutions to problems create new 
problems. The formation of THMs, such 
as chloroform (CHCl3) from chlorination, 
is one example.  

Alternative strategies such as using 
ozone and ultraviolet light are intro-
duced as a way to disinfect water. 
Mention that these methods are already 
in use in some public water supplies but 
that they are expensive. Also, these 
modes of disinfection involve on-site 
generation of the ozone or ultraviolet 
light and appropriately equipped 
facilities. You may decide to revisit the 
question (addressed in Investigating 
Matter D.2) of the time and expense 
needed to obtain safe, clean water.
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Alternative Disinfection Methods

-

-

-

-

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
D.7  BENEFITS AND RISKS OF 

DISINFECTION

Figure 4.56  This UV  
disinfection system destroys 
waterborne microorganisms.

Sample Problem: One method for removal of THMs from 
drinking water is to pass the treated water through an activated 
charcoal filter. Activated charcoal can remove most organic 
compounds from water, including THMs. List one advantage  
and one disadvantage of this approach.
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DS   d.7 BenefiTs And 
risKs of disinfeCTion

1. Advantages: The addition of chlorine 
kills disease-producing microorgan-
isms. Post-chlorination protects the 
water after it leaves the treatment 
plant. 

 Disadvantages: The added chlorine 
can promote the formation of THMs. 
The added chlorine can cause an 
unpleasant odor or taste.

2. Advantages: The use of ozone does  
not promote the formation of THMs. 
Ozone can be generated on site. 
Disadvantages: Ozone does not protect 
the water once it leaves the treatment 
plant. Treated water can be infected by 
bacteria—through faulty water pipes, 
for example. Some byproducts are 
generated along with ozone. Further, 
ozone can pose toxic hazards if not 
handled and used properly.

3. Advantages: No possible toxic 
byproducts are produced in this  
UV process. The chloramine treat-
ment protects the water after it  
leaves the plant. 

 Disadvantages: Solids, organic 
compounds, and colored substances 
present in water can absorb UV light 
so these must be removed before 
treatment. Chloramines are a weaker 
disinfectant than chlorine.

4. Advantage: By removing the majority 
of the organic material before adding 
the chlorine, chances of forming high 
levels of THMs are reduced. 

 Disadvantage: The chlorine added in 
post-chlorination can still promote 
formation of THMs, even if to a lesser 
extent than with pre-chlorination. 
Also, a decrease in chlorine concen-
tration may allow bacterial growth in 
the water.

5. Advantage: Using chlorine dioxide 
reduces THM formation. 

 Disadvantage: The process of generat-
ing chlorine dioxide onsite requires a 
high level of expertise and can be 
expensive.
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BOTTLED WATER VERSUS TAP WATER

 1. 

 2. 

 3. 

 4. 

 5. 

CHEMQUANDARY
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CHEMQUANDARY
BoTTled WATer versUs  
TAP WATer 
With a bottle of spring water in hand, 
introduce this activity by asking stu-
dents if they believe this water to be 
pure, clean, and better than ordinary tap 
water. Then ask them to defend their 
answers. Encourage them to provide 
evidence or data to support their 
conclusion. Ask small groups of stu-
dents to brainstorm for a few minutes 
and come up with three ways they could 
test the water to determine if it is better 
and safer to drink than regular tap water. 
Ask students to consider the energy, 
material resources, and wastes involved 
in producing and delivering tap water 
compared to bottled water, too. Re-
sources: http://www.fda.gov/For 
Consumers/ConsumerUpdates/ 
ucm203620.htm, http://www 
.waterandhealth.org/newsletter/ 
new/summer-2002/bottled.html,  
and http://www.nrdc.org/water/ 
drinking/bw/bwinx.asp. 

In addressing the question of whether 
bottled water is better for you, students 
may mention factors of safety, presence 
of bacteria, presence of ions, pH, cost, 
source, and presence of organic sub-
stances. Possible factual information to 
establish whether bottled water is 
“better” may include:

Safety—EPA safety limits and levels 
of various substances within each 
type of water

Presence of bacteria—EPA safety 
limits and detected levels within 
each type of water

Presence of ions—EPA safety limits 
and measured levels within each 
type of water

pH—prescribed limits and measured 
levels within each type of water

Cost—cost of bottled water and 
household tap water

Source—location from which bottled 
water is drawn, whether tap water 
is from ground or surface water, etc.

Presence of organic substances—EPA 
safety limits and measured levels 
within each type of water
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D.8  HOME WATER TREATMENT

-

Water Softening

-

-

-

washing soda

Figure 4.57  Structural 
formula of typical soap 
scum. This substance is 
calcium stearate.
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d.8 HoMe WATer TreATMenT
This material identifies sources of 
hard-water ions and explains common 
problems hard water causes. The section 
also covers common methods used to 
soften hard water, such as sodium 
carbonate, borax, and water softeners 
(ion-exchange resins). Resources:  
http://www.mortonsalt.com/products/
watersoftner/watersoftner-facts.html  
and http://home.howstuffworks.com/
question99.htm. 

Additional Background 
information
The following equation summarizes the 
reaction that occurs in water softeners.  
R represents an ion-binding site in the 
resin:

2 Na   Ca2 ∫B CaR2  2 Na

The resin is prepared by rinsing it 
thoroughly with solutions containing 
sodium ions, which bind to the anion 
sites. When hard water containing 
calcium or magnesium ions is filtered 
through the resin, the more highly 
charged ions have a greater attraction  
to the anion sites, replacing the sodium 
ions, which are then discharged with the 
flow of the liquid through the resin.  
The resin is regenerated by washing it 
with a concentrated sodium ion solution 
(sodium chloride solution). 

The concept of charge balance is 
illustrated in this equation. The total 
electrical charge must remain constant on 
the resin and in the water. Here two Na 
ions are freed for each Ca2 ion bound to 
the resin.
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Additional  
CHEMQuAnDARY 
Ion-exchange water-softening units 
substitute sodium ions for hard-water 
ions such as Ca2. Does this create any 
new problems? 

Discussion: Yes, because the water 
now contains higher concentrations of 
sodium ions. People with high blood 
pressure who need to restrict their 
sodium intake must find alternate 
sources of drinking water. Many houses 
have small reverse-osmosis units or 
other high-performance filtration 
systems, just for drinking water.

a Using the Figures
Figure 4.57 Challenge students 
to apply what they know about polar 
and nonpolar molecules to a class of 
molecules about which they are likely 
to be unfamiliar: emulsifiers. Suggest 
to students that soap’s molecular 
structure is related to its usefulness. 
Ask them to infer how soap’s struc-
ture eases its job (enabling oil from 
our skin and hair to be washed away 
with water). The long hydrocarbon 
tail of a soap molecule is a nonpolar 
region to which oil on our skin is 
attracted, while negatively charged 
oxygen atoms of soap molecules are 
attracted to the partially positive hy-
drogen ends of water molecules. This 
allows soap molecules to “pull off” 
the oil from our skin and, eventually, 
carry it away in water down the drain. 
Emulsifiers are further discussed in 
Unit 7, page 762.
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Figure 4.58  Home water softener.  Hard water that contains excess calcium (Ca2+), magnesium (Mg2+), or 
iron(III) (Fe3+) cations prevents soap from lathering easily and can cause scale to build up inside pipes. Thus, where 
hard water poses a problem, many people install home water softeners. Water softeners contain ion-exchange 
resin, depicted here as orange beads. Left: Initially, sodium ions (Na+, depicted as black dots in the magnified por-
tion) are attached to the resin. As hard water flows into the tank, hard-water cations such as Mg2+ and Ca2+ (yellow 
triangles and red squares) become attached to the resin, releasing Na+ ions into the water. This softened water 
flows through pipes to faucets, water heaters, and washing machines. 

 Right: Eventually, all Na+ ions are replaced by hard-water ions; no further ion exchange can occur. Then, the 
resin is “recharged” with Na+ ions (black dots) by passing concentrated sodium chloride solution through the 
system. This displaces hard-water ions (yellow triangles and red squares) from the resin. They flow from the water 
softener into a drain. Thus, regenerated resin—with Na+ ions again attached—is ready to soften hard water again.
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 Using the Figures
Figure 4.58 Scientific American 
Working Knowledge Illustration  
This illustration shows how a com-
mon home water softener works. The 
drawing on the left shows normal op-
eration, with hard water going in and 
soft water going out. As the hard-wa-
ter ions encounter the ion-exchange 
resin, they displace sodium ions 
due to their greater (2+) electrical 
charge. On the right is the regenera-
tion cycle, with concentrated sodium 
chloride solution entering and hard-
water ion solutions exiting. As the 
sodium ions encounter the ion-ex-
change resin, they displace—through 
higher concentration—hard-water 
ions, which then are discharged down 
the drain. Remind students that solu-
tions are always charge-balanced. 
For example, a hard-water solution 
contains enough anions (typically 
chloride ions) to equal (or electrically 
balance) the positive charge of hard-
water cations. 
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Filtration

Reverse Osmosis

-

-

-

Figure 4.59  Point-of-use  
water treatment systems  
include pitchers with built-in 
filters (shown) and filters in  
refrigerator water dispensers.

Semipermeable
membrane

Fresh
water

Salt
water

Pressure

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6E
Perm Fig.: 4092     New Fig.: 4-60
First Pass: 2010-08-18

Figure 4.60  Reverse osmosis.
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 MAKING DECISIONS
D.9   SEARCHING FOR SOLUTIONS

Part I: Background Information on Your Role 
 1. 

 2. 

 3. 

493
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MD   d.9 seArCHing for 
solUTions

This decision-making activity helps 
students plan for the upcoming town 
council meeting by asking them to inves-
tigate their roles. Students consider the 
information that has been gathered from 
the lens of the constituency they will 
represent in the town meeting. They 
examine data, prepare statements and 
develop possible claims for the likely 
cause of the fish kill based on the 
evidence they have. Completion of this 
activity will take no more than two 
50-min periods of in-class time. This  
can be reduced by assigning some or all 
of this activity as homework.

Answers
Part I: 
1. Groups include:

Agricultural cooperative  
representatives

County sanitation commission 
members

Consulting engineers
EPA scientists
Mining company representatives
Power company officials
Riverwood Chamber of Commerce 

members
Riverwood Taxpayers Association 

members
Riverwood town council members

2. Groups relying on facts:
EPA scientists
County sanitation
Consulting engineers
Agricultural cooperative
Mining company representatives
Power company officials

Groups relying on opinion:
Chamber of Commerce
Taxpayers Association

Group relying on both:
Town council

3. Groups serving as expert consultants 
would present their information first
County sanitation
EPA scientists
Consulting engineers

 Groups defending their companies/
decisions would present after the facts 
have been presented
Agricultural cooperative
Mining company representatives
Power company officials

 Groups presenting estimates of the 
cost of the problem would present last
Chamber of Commerce
Taxpayers Association
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 4. 

Part II: Preparing for the Meeting 
 5. 

 6. 

 7. 

 8. 

 9. 

 10. 
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4. Agricultural cooperative members 
may be responsible for fertilizer and 
pesticide run-off.

  Mining company could be responsible 
for a drop in pH and an elevation of 
heavy metals.
 Power company officials may be 
responsible for elevated dissolved 
oxygen levels or depressed  
dissolved oxygen levels.
 County sanitation may have collected 
much of the historical data.

Part 2: 
 5. The cause of the fish kill depends  

on the data set used, so answers  
will vary. Agricultural cooperative 
members may be responsible for 
fertilizer and pesticide run-off, but  
a homeowner who misused and 
improperly disposed of excess 
material may also be responsible. 
The mining company could be 
responsible for a drop in pH and an 
elevation of heavy metals, but heavy 
metals could also be elevated by 
run-off of excessive rain. Power 
company officials may be responsible 
for elevated dissolved oxygen levels 
if they released a large amount of 
water to prevent flooding (gas bubble 
disease). They also might be respon-
sible for depressed dissolved oxygen 
levels if they released a large amount 
of hot water from the plant.

 6. Heavy metals and some pesticides 
would be removed by precipitation. 
Nitrates are difficult to remove. 
Dissolved oxygen, while important  
to fish, will not affect humans. pH is 
generally regulated by adding 
hydroxides or carbonates to keep 
municipal water at a pH of slightly 
over 8.

 7. The answers here will vary and are 
based on the group presentation.

 8. Again, this is group opinion, but 
students should be able to support 
their claims with evidence.

 9. Results presented at town council 
meeting.

 10. Results presented at town council 
meeting. 
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Mixtures can be separated by physical 
methods.

 1. 

 2. 

 3. 

 4. 

Water purification is required because 
contaminants are continually added to 
water through use, but the amount 
available in Earth’s hydrologic cycle  
is fixed. 

 5. 

 6. 

 7. 

 8. 

 9. 

Water can be purified through the actions 
of the hydrologic cycle, municipal 
treatment, or home treatment.

 10.  

 11. 

 12. 

 13. 

 14. 

 15. 

 16. 

 17. 

SUMMARY
Reviewing the Concepts

D   SECTION

SECTION D  Section Summary 495
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 7. Answers could include: During a 
flood, or after another natural 
disaster, there is plenty of contami-
nated water; a clear mountain stream 
may carry disease-producing micro-
organisms, as might some reservoirs; 
very humid air might be everywhere, 
but atmospheric humidity is unavail-
able for immediate consumption; 
oceans contain vast quantities of 
saltwater, unsuitable for drinking.

 8. Runoff into the oceans and precipita-
tion would cease, once all the 
moisture held by the atmosphere was 
released. Widespread drought would 
probably result.

 9. If it were not in the gaseous state, 
problems like those described in 
Question 8 could result. Key steps  
in the hydrologic cycle would not  
be possible (such as evaporation and 
precipitation). Without such steps, 
concentrations of dissolved sub-
stances in water could increase over 
time. Solid water serves as a reservoir 
for fresh water. Its absence would 
affect water levels throughout the 
cycle. It is impossible to envision the 
hydrologic cycle operating without 
water in its liquid state. Obviously, 
there would be no bodies of water 
such as oceans, rivers, or lakes. 

 10. Evaporation separates water from 
minerals and other dissolved 
substances. Bacterial action converts 
dissolved organic contaminants  
into simple compounds. Filtration 
removes suspended matter.

 11. Aluminum hydroxide forms a 
jellylike material—created by an 
aqueous reaction of aluminum 
sulfate (alum) with calcium hydrox-
ide (slaked lime)—that traps colloi-
dal particles, such as clay, within a 
heavy matrix that slowly drops to  
the bottom of the settling pond.

 12. CaO, a basic substance, is used to 
neutralize water. Acidic water can 
slowly corrode metallic water pipes 
and cause release of heavy-metal ions 
into water supplies.

 13. About 1 ppm, to prevent tooth decay
 14. It causes formation of soap scum, 

results in the formation of scale, and 
interferes with the cleansing action 
of soap.

 15. Ca2, Mg2, Fe3

 16. A well. Well water originally 
percolated through soil and rock, 
dissolving hard-water ions.

 17. The two most common are:
  Water softeners—remove ions in hard 

water—Ca2, Mg2, Fe3 
  Filtration—activated charcoal 

removes organic compounds

Reviewing the Concepts
1. Purifying water means to remove 

undesired chemicals or contaminants 
from the water.

2. Settling/oil-water separation, screen-
ing, filtration, charcoal adsorption, 
distillation, disinfection

3. Oil-water separation removes oil  
and particles less dense than water.

 Sand-gravel filtration removes 
particles larger than the spaces 
between the sand.

 Charcoal adsorption removes organic 
matter.

4. a.  Dissolved ions still remained in 
solution.

b. The sample would either have to be 
distilled or run through a reverse-
osmosis membrane.

5. Student diagrams will vary but 
should show evaporation, precipita-
tion, runoff, streams, and aquifers (see 
page 483).

6. No and no. The amount of water on 
Earth has remained constant for 
billions of years, and usable water has 
remained constant for millions of 
years.
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Water for human consumption is 
disinfected using a variety of methods;  
the most common disinfection method  
is chlorination.

1 8. 

 19. 

 20. 

 21. 

Connecting the Concepts
 22. 

 23. 

 24. 

 25. 

 26. 

 27. 

 28. 

 29. 

 30.  

How is chemistry applied  
to produce safe drinking 
water?
In this section, you compared water 
purification through natural, drinking-
water, and home systems, explored 
ways to clean a contaminated water 
sample, proposed methods to 
remove substances from water using 
knowledge acquired in previous 
sections, and examined different 
ways to disinfect water. Think about 
what you have learned, then answer 
the question in your own words in 
organized paragraphs. Your answer 
should demonstrate your 
understanding of the key ideas  
in this section. 

Be sure to consider the following in 
your response: steps in natural water 
purification, steps in drinking-water 
treatment, risks and benefits of 
disinfection methods, and other  
ways water is treated.
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 18. It does not contain disease-causing 
microorganisms.

 19. Chlorine can react with organic 
compounds in water supplies to  
form carcinogenic THMs.

 20. Even a clear mountain stream may 
contain disease-causing  
microorganisms.

 21. Alternatives include charcoal 
filtration, ozone treatment, and 
treatment with ultraviolet light.

How is chemistry 
applied to produce 
safe drinking water?
Student answers should include:
• Natural and municipal water 
purification include similar  
processes.
• Precipitation reactions can be 
used in water purification.
• Chemical reactions are important 
in disinfecting water, but have 
drawbacks.

Connecting the Concepts
 22. a.  Indirect. Making paper requires 

water for growing wood, making 
pulp, and creating paper sheets.

b. Direct. Water is added to the 
sand-and-gravel apparatus. 

c. Direct. Water is run through the 
apparatus.

 23. Student answers should include 
practical considerations. For exam-
ple, distillation is least practical 
because of the energy required.

 24. The politician’s guarantee is not 
likely to succeed. Even if all drinking 
water were distilled, which would  
be very expensive, it would dissolve 
some air and no longer be 100% 
pure.

 25. Hard water causes buildup of scale 
(deposits) in boiler pipes, reducing 
the flow of water and steam and 
making it more difficult to heat  
the water to its boiling point.

 26. Both methods remove particles from 
the water. Charcoal adsorption traps 
and removes organic molecules and 
makes the water taste better. It can 
also remove THMs and residual 
chlorine. Reverse osmosis removes 
inorganic compounds and microor-
ganisms as well, but is much more 
expensive.

 27. The “before” bead should show 
sodium ions attached to the resin, 
while the “after” bead should show 
hard-water ions attached.

 28. Possible reasons include the need for 
extremely accurate measurement, the 

cost and difficulty associated with 
removing all THMs, the possible 
threat of a small amount of naturally 
occurring THMs, or the relatively 
small health risks linked to 80 ppb 
THMs compared to the very high risks 
associated with water that has not 
been disinfected.

 29. The oil–water separation is similar to 
evaporation; phases are physically 
separated. The sand-gravel filtration is 
identical to natural filtration. Charcoal 
filtration is also similar. Substances 
adsorb to substrate in both cases.

 30. a. 
1 mg F–

1 000 000 mg water 

 

2 L
1 day   

1000 g water
1 L water   

 
1000 mg water

1 g water   1 day  2 mg F–

b. 
2 mg F–

day   7 days  14 mg F–

c. 
2 mg F–

day   365 days  700 mg F–
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Extending the Concepts
 31. 

 32. 

 33. 

 34. 

 35. 

 36. 

 37. 

 38. 

 39. 
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4–5  aquarium volume/hour. So  
25 g of charcoal  ~40 gallons of 
water.

  1 kg  
1000 g

1 kg   
40 gal
25 g   

3.785 L 
gal  

   6056 L of water filtered/kg charcoal.

  19 500 persons  
370 L H2O

person   

  
1 kg C

6056 L H2O
  1200 kg charcoal/day

 34. a.  Advantages to carrying water: 
convenient, no worry about 
supply, inexpensive.
Disadvantages to carrying water: 
heavy and bulky.
Advantages to buying water: no 
weight, no space required.
Disadvantages to buying water: 
must rely on availability including 
market hours and locations, can  
be expensive.
Advantages to filtering water: little 
weight, removes microorganisms.
Disadvantages to filtering water: 
must rely on access to streams  
or lakes, takes time, not all 
substances affecting taste may  
be removed.

b. How much water would be needed 
for drinking, personal hygiene, and 
cooking; the weight of the water; 
and access to streams, lakes, or 
purchased water along the route. 

 35. 1200 mg for 15- to 18-year-olds is  
the Recommended Daily Allowance 
(RDA). 

  1200 mg  
1 L water

300 mg Ca2   4 L water

 36. Hard-water ions are more soluble in 
hot than in cold water, so the 
hot-water faucet delivers water with 
a higher concentration of hard-water 
ions, especially stain-producing Fe3; 
the ions are deposited when they 
contact the colder surface of the sink.

 37. Answers will vary depending on the 
brand. Answers should provide full 
reference data.

 38. Sodium ion-exchange resins increase 
concentrations of sodium ions, 
which may affect the health of some 
people. 

 39. Students should address techniques 
that may include reverse osmosis and 
distillation.

Extending the Concepts
 31. Student answers will vary. A possible 

strategy: Make a filter by placing part 
of the nylon jacket over the top of the 
5-L bottle so that some material acts 
as a funnel in the bottle. Gather the 
water in the plastic bags. Filter it into 
the 5-L bottle. When the bottle is 
about 3⁄4 full, add 1⁄2 cup of bleach. 
Shake the bottle and allow it to stand 
for thirty minutes. Drink the water 
and eat the peanuts.

 32. Large charcoal pieces would be easier 
to remove from the sample, but 

smaller pieces would be more 
efficient at removing organic matter 
because of the increased surface area.

 33. Students will need to check charcoal 
boxes and aquarium instructions for 
recommended quantities of charcoal 
and guidelines indicating how often it 
should be changed. They will also 
need to measure flow rate and 
amount of water that can be purified 
for a given quantity of charcoal. 
Sample calculation assumptions: 
Aquarium filter uses 1⁄4 cup activated 
charcoal (25 g) and aquarium size of 
10 gallons (37.8 L), filter processes 
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Breaking news at RiverwoodNewsLive.com SPECIAL EDITION

TOMORROW'S  
WEATHER:

partly cloudy

Fish Kill Panel  
to Convene
Meeting Tonight
By Orlani O'Brien
RIVERWOOD NEWS STAFF REPORTER 

Mayor Edward Cisko announced at a news conference 
earlier today that an expert panel will convene to discuss 
analyses of the Snake River fish kill at a special town coun-
cil meeting tonight. The experts will present evidence and 
discuss the causes, effects, and implications of the recent 
fish kill crisis. The panel will make recommendations to 
the town council regarding:

  Actions to be taken immediately to ensure the 
safety of the Snake River and Riverwood’s water 
supply.

  Preventive measures necessary to avoid future 
water problems and fish kills.

  Appropriate water testing and treatment for  
Riverwood.

  Management of water-quality crises.
  Responsibility for the Snake River fish kill.

Among the experts on tonight’s panel is Dr. Steven 
Schmidt of the EPA, who accompanied Mayor Cisko at 
the press conference. Dr. Schmidt dissected fish taken 
from the river within a few hours of their death. He also 
directed the team that analyzed accumulated river-water 
data in their effort to determine the cause of the fish kill. 
His team will present the results of their investigation this 
evening.
 Mayor Cisko refused to elaborate on the reasons for 
the incident. However, he invited the public to the special 
council meeting at 8 p.m. tonight at the town hall.

Mayor Cisko announces tonight’s special town council meeting.

RIVERWOOD NEWS  
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fisH Kill—finding THe 
solUTion
The final newspaper clipping announces 
a town council meeting to discuss who 
is responsible for the fish kill and  
who should pay for costs associated 
with the problem.

At this simulated meeting, students 
will present data to support a partic- 
ular point of view. There may be some 
arguments and disagreements about how 
to address these issues. This promotes 
presentation skills, using data to support 
an argument, expressing ideas scientifi-
cally, and citizenship skills.

The purpose of this culminating 
activity is to encourage students to  
use the chemistry they have learned to 
analyze real-world problems like those 
they may encounter as voting adults. 
Most preparation for the town council 
meeting is completed as part of Making 
Decisions D.9. Student groups prepare 
statements, presentations that express the 
viewpoint of groups they represent, and 
questions for other groups. This prepara-
tion should require about two 50-min 
periods of in-class work. (This can be 
reduced by assigning some preparation as 
homework.) The actual meeting should 
require one 50-min class period.

This activity helps students recognize 
that science does not provide absolute 
answers to social problems, yet scientific 
principles help to shape solutions to 
these problems. People can reach 
different conclusions from the same 
facts, based on their own perspectives 
and values. Although scientific knowl-
edge provides information about many 
problems, decisions to take action also 
involve considerations from social, 
economic, political, moral, and related 
perspectives. This activity is intention-
ally open-ended. There is no “right” 
answer, only one that is supported by 
facts and data. Expect students to 
demonstrate an understanding of the 
chemistry concepts studied.

Pre-ACTiviTy PrePArATion 
And disCUssion
Students can be assigned to one of eight 
“special interest” groups that will testify 
at the special meeting of the Riverwood 
town council. Adjust the number of 
groups according to class size. Relevant 
background information for individual 
special-interest groups is given here and 
available as student handouts in the 
TRM. Advise students to regard these 

suggestions as starting points, not as 
their only (or main) source of informa-
tion to support their presentations. 
Encourage students to use scientific 
principles and refer to the Snake River 
data in their presentations.

Assign roles well in advance of the 
meeting. For instance, you could assign 
roles when students analyze Snake River 
data at the close of Section C. Consider 
student personalities when you assign 
town council roles; these students need 
leadership ability.

If you decide to form smaller groups 
or allow for more speakers, you can add 

special-interest groups to the meeting. 
For example, there could be two groups 
of engineers: one as a source of informa-
tion, and the other representing the 
original designers of the dam. The 
Riverwood Corporation, producing a 
fictitious product, could be represented. 
The only limits to this culminating 
activity are time and your imagination.

Encourage students to bring appropri-
ate props, such as hard hats or lab coats, 
to enhance group identities. Each interest 
group can design a logo to wear on a 
badge or name tag. Encourage students to 
apply their skills from other subjects—
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Figure 4.61  A 
town meeting in 
session. Open 
meetings such as 
this encourage 
citizen involvement 
in discussions of 
local issues and in 
related decision-
making challenges.
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• Ask students to identify points in the 
debate where chemistry knowledge was 
crucial.
• With students’ help, identify examples 
of factual, opinion-based, emotional, and 
logical arguments in the debate.
• Highlight benefits and consequences 
of seeking consensus solutions to 
complex issues. Discourage students 
from viewing the debate merely in terms 
of winning or losing.
• Emphasize that each group contributed 
worthwhile viewpoints. The real-life 
resolution to such debates often becomes 
a compromise among different views.

Your evaluation of student perfor-
mance should include both individual 
and group grades. You may base group 
grades on the oral presentation. It helps 
to prepare in advance a list of items to 
evaluate during the meeting. You may 
offer the list to students before the debate 
begins. Items to consider include active 
participation in group work, effective use 
of facts and chemistry concepts, use of 
persuasive arguments, adherence to time 
requirements, and evidence of research 
beyond the text. You may generate your 
own scoring rubric, perhaps with  
student input. A sample evaluation 
guide is available in the TRM. Requiring 
students to write individual letters to  
the Riverwood News editor enables you 
to evaluate individual work. 

Managing student absences is a 
challenge. If you videotape the presenta-
tion, you may require absent students to 
view it and write a statement about the 
decision, citing specific information that 
helped them make their own decision.

ToWn CoUnCil MeeTing
Meeting Rules and Penalties for Rule 
Violations
1. The order of presentations is decided 

by council members and announced 
at the start of the meeting.

2. Each group is allowed a specified time 
for its presentation. Time cards notify 
the speakers of time remaining.

3. If a member of another group inter-
rupts a presentation, the offending 
group is penalized 30 seconds for 
each interruption, to a maximum of 
one minute. If the group has already 
made its presentation, it forfeits all of 
its rebuttal time.

ToWn CoUnCil MeMBers
Your group is responsible for conducting 
an orderly meeting.  Be prepared to:
1. Decide and announce the order of 

presentations. Groups presenting 
factual information should come 
before groups voicing opinions.

art, graphics, computer science, business, 
drama, and journalism—to create an 
authentic atmosphere. If possible, arrange 
classroom tables and chairs to resemble a 
meeting room. A microphone adds 
realism. Videotaping the meeting lends an 
element of theater, and students enjoy 
seeing themselves on tape. Some teachers 
have even used the school auditorium or 
a vacant room in the local city hall to 
evoke the appropriate atmosphere.

After the meeting, you may wish to 
have each group (or each student) write a 
letter to the editor of the Riverwood News 
that addresses questions posed about 

responsibility for the fish kill or adequacy 
of the decisions made by the town council. 
See the TRM for additional resources for 
organizing this activity. 

PosT-ACTiviTy disCUssion
After completion of this activity, discuss it 
as a class. At this point, students should 
abandon assigned roles and analyze the 
decision making. Consider focusing the 
discussion:
• Point out that informed decisions about 
any problem should take into account 
opposing views; don’t jump to conclusions
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2. Decide on the physical arrangement of 
the meeting—where to position town 
council members who oversee the 
meeting, presenters, and groups and 
observers.

3. Explain the meeting rules and 
penalties for violating those rules.

4. Recognize each group at its assigned 
presentation time.

5. Enforce presentation time limits by 
preparing time cards with “one 
minute,” “30 seconds,” and “time is 
up” written on them. Place these 
cards in the speaker’s line of sight  
as warnings.

6. Monitor rebuttal and open-forum 
speeches.

7. Summarize options after the end of 
group testimony.

8. Conduct a vote of all town council 
members.

9. Report the results of the vote and 
future actions it mandates.

PoWer CoMPAny offiCiAls
The power plant includes a dam and 
reservoir that provides an adequate 
supply of cooling water. Your company’s 
engineers control the rate of water 
release from the dam into the Snake 
River.

Normally, only relatively small 
volumes of water are released at any 
particular time. A release of a large, 
controlled quantity of water from the 
dam is a standard way to prevent 
flooding. The last time such a large 
volume of water was released was  
30 years ago. A fish kill was reported 
then, but the cause remained unknown. 
That year, Riverwood and surrounding 
areas had experienced an unusually  
wet summer.

The dam, constructed in the 1930s, 
used the most advanced design of that 
time. Since then, its basic structure has 
not been modified.

AgriCUlTUrAl 
CooPerATive 
rePresenTATives
Cooperative members in the Snake River 
valley include farmers and ranchers 
with a variety of crops and livestock. 
Your agricultural cooperative informs its 
members of current best practices and 
regulations regarding the use of agro-
chemicals and management of wastes 
and runoff from fields and pastures.

Heavy rains pose a problem for 
farmers. Although rain benefits crops, it 
can wash away recently applied fertiliz-
ers and pesticides. This is not only costly, 
but can create problems as some of these 
agrochemicals enter the watershed.

Mining CoMPAny 
rePresenTATives
Riverwood originated as a mining town 
on the Snake River, which was a 
convenient source of water for early 
settlers. Your company intensely mined 
the hills surrounding Riverwood during 
the 1930s and 1940s, particularly for 
zinc and silver. All byproducts of 
mining and metal-ore processing were 
collected in storage ponds built in 
compliance with the specifications and 
regulations in effect during that era.

In seasons of average rainfall, runoff 
from these ponds contains heavy-metal 
ions at levels within values specified by 
your company’s EPA permit. Your 
company monitors effluent values and 
keeps all ponds secured. Your structural 
engineers are responsible for maintain-
ing the storage ponds at abandoned 
mine sites. During heavy rainfall, 
though, people have observed under-
ground settling in the mines and small 
landslides in hilly areas near the river.
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CHAMBer of CoMMerCe 
MeMBers
Canceling the annual fishing tournament 
cost you and other merchants a lot of 
money. Close to 1000 out-of-town 
participants were expected. Many would 
have rented rooms for at least two nights 
and taken their meals at local eateries. In 
anticipation, extra food supplies and 
support services were ordered. Fishing 
and sporting goods stores stocked extra 
supplies. Some businesses have already 
applied for short-term loans to help pay 
for their unsold inventories. Local 
churches and schools also had to cancel 
planned fundraising activities.

People are likely to remember the fish 
kill for many years. Tournament organiz-
ers predict that future fishing competi-
tion revenues in Riverwood will be 
much reduced due to adverse publicity. 

You should discuss how merchants 
and businesses were affected by this 
event and assess the availability of 
support to help resolve the issues.

CoUnTy sAniTATion 
CoMMission MeMBers
You are responsible for the protection 
and safety of the Snake River’s water 
supply. You represent the commission 
that completes routine water testing and 
data gathering for Riverwood drinking 
water. 

You should know the meaning of 
standards specifying the quality of 
drinking water and explain how water 
testing is done. You should report 
maximum contamination levels (MCLs) 
for hazardous contaminants. You should 
also know allowable limits or expected 
ranges for other water data.

riverWood TAxPAyer 
AssoCiATion MeMBers
Your organization is concerned with the 
financial effects of the fish kill on 
citizens. Thus, your presentation should 
include some important questions:
• Who will pay for the water brought 
into Riverwood during the shutoff?
• Will taxes be increased to compensate 
local businesspeople for financial losses? 
• If the organization responsible for  
the fish kill implements measures to 
prevent its recurrence, will its costs be 
passed on to consumers? If so, how?
• Are adequate testing measures in place 
to prevent unsafe levels of contaminants 
into the drinking water?

sCienTisTs
You are responsible for explaining how the 
analyzed data indicate the cause of the fish 
kill. You should be ready to explain what 
the data mean and why data fluctuate 
month to month or year to year. You may 
be asked to explain ideas such as pH, 
solubility of molecular and ionic sub-
stances, units of concentration, water-
purification techniques, the hydrologic 
cycle, and other water-related concepts. 
Help council members and other attendees 
understand how the analyzed data 
document the cause of the fish kill.

ConsUlTing engineers
Your consulting firm was hired to 
conduct a detailed examination of the 
cause of the fish kill. Your assignment 
was to determine whether accident, 
human error, negligence, or an unfore-
seen circumstance was responsible. You 
also were asked to evaluate scenarios or 
suggest improvements to prevent 
recurring fish kills.

Your presentation should include 
proposed solutions, the main costs and 
benefits of each solution, and a detailed 
analysis of the fish-kill cause. 
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Unit Introduction
Industrial chemistry encompasses a 
wide range of manufacturing processes, 
including petroleum refining (addressed 
in Unit 3), extracting metals from their 
ores (addressed in Unit 1), and produc-
ing polymers (see Unit 3) and pharma-
ceuticals. This unit focuses on the 
industrial processes associated with 
producing synthetic inorganic fertilizers 
and manufacturing lithium-ion batteries.

This unit gives students opportunities 
to evaluate operations of EKS, a nitrogen 
products company, and WYE, a battery 
technology corporation. As students 
evaluate EKS and WYE, they revisit and 
expand their previous knowledge of 
atoms, electrons, ions, electronegativity, 
oxidation–reduction reactions, activity 
series, concentration, chemical reac-
tions, and thermochemistry. New 
concepts introduced in this unit include 
the nitrogen cycle, oxidation numbers, 
kinetics, equilibrium, Le Châtelier’s 
principle, and electrochemistry. Topics 
directly related to industrial chemistry 
such as chemical engineering, Green 
Chemistry, and benefit–burden analysis, 
are also incorporated.

The unit culminates in a Riverwood 
Town Council meeting, where students 
decide whether EKS or WYE (or neither) 
will be invited to locate in Riverwood in 
the old Riverwood Corporation building. 
Their decision will be based on their 
understanding of the chemistry and 
risks and benefits involved in operating 
such large-scale plants.

Because it is impossible to demon-
strate industrial processes adequately  
in the classroom, you may choose to use 
some of these strategies.
• Obtain DVDs, videos, or films of 
industrial processes to view with your 
class. The World of Chemistry video-
tapes and TV Ontario’s videotapes are 
good sources.
• Arrange field trips to nearby industrial 
plants involved in such businesses as 
electroplating, jewelry making, electron-
ics, and aluminum processing.
• Arrange for classroom visits by 
knowledgeable individuals such as 
industrial chemists, electroplating and 
electrolysis workers, and silversmiths.
• Invite students to “shadow” a profes-
sional industrial chemist or chemical 
engineer, or assign students to mentors 
for a short time. 
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What role does  
nitrogen chemistry  
play in agriculture?

SECTION A
Providing Nutrients for  
Agriculture  (page 506)

What chemical principles 
can be used in the  
responsible manufacture  
of ammonia?

SECTION B 
Industrial Production of  
Ammonia  (page 527)How is chemical energy 

transformed into electrical 
energy?

SECTION C 
Generating Electrical Energy 
from Chemical Reactions   
(page 548)

What challenges must be 
met to optimize production 
and use of batteries?

SECTION D 
Industrial Production of  
Batteries  (page 562)

Two large companies are interested in developing 
manufacturing facilities—and much-needed job  
opportunities—in Riverwood. What issues should 
citizens consider before inviting either company  
to locate in Riverwood?
Turn the page to learn about some chemical  
industries and the information the community 
needs to make a good decision.

?
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A Riverwood News Commentary
By Greta Lederman RIVERWOOD RESIDENT 

Several weeks ago, the town council 
announced that two industrial firms 
are interested in converting the 
empty Riverwood Corportion build-
ing into a chemical manufacturing 
plant in Riverwood. Because of a lack 
of employment opportunities in Riv-

erwood, many of your friends and neighbors have expressed 
relief at this news from EKS Nitrogen Products Company 
and WYE Battery Technology Corporation.

When the Riverwood Corporation declared bank-
ruptcy last year, many residents lost their jobs. Although 
some have found new jobs, many have not. The unem-
ployment rate in Riverwood has hovered near 15% for 
most of the  past year.

Can anything be done to boost our local economy? 
Yes. We can allow one of these eager companies to build a 
chemical plant in our town. New jobs would be created 
for chemists, chemical techni-
cians, and office personnel. 
Each company claims it would 
need to hire about 200 new 
employees.

We need more job oppor- 
tunities; no one denies that.  
But some people may wonder 
whether a chemical plant is the 
best option for Riverwood. 
Aren’t chemical plants danger-
ous? Should our community 
wait for a different opportunity (whenever and whatever 
that might be)?

I admit I was concerned about the issue of safety; thus 
I started doing my own research. I’ve found that both 
companies have strong safety and environmental records. 
They both advocate green technologies. The fact that 
both companies confirm plans to adapt the former River-

wood Corporation site instead of building an entirely 
new plant illustrates their commitment to sustainability.

EKS and WYE are attracted 
by our well-educated work-
force and by access to abundant 
resources and electrical energy, 
among other factors. Both are 
well suited to our community.

We have a unique opportu-
nity to choose between two 
companies that are competing 
to locate here. Usually it’s the 
reverse—two or more cities 
compete for one company. 

Learn more about each company: Visit the Web site of 
each company and attend the discussions scheduled 
around town.

If you still have doubts, notice how this news has 
affected your friends and neighbors. A new sense of hope 
has emerged over recent weeks. Let’s turn weeks  
of hope into years of Riverwood prosperity. 

More Job Options for Riverwood
Page 14  Riverwood News    

We have a unique  
opportunity to choose 

between two companies 
that are competing to 

locate here. . . . ”
“

Two companies are interested in redeveloping the old 
Riverwood Corporation building and site. Are the benefits  
to Riverwood worth the potential risks?
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Connecting to the 
Unit’s Context and 
Challenge
Two newspaper commentaries set the 
stage for the major storyline of the unit—
companies EKS and WYE are interested 
in opening chemical manufacturing 
plants in the old Riverwood Corporation 
building. In these commentaries, two 
Riverwood residents express differing 
opinions about this possibility. 

You may read these articles as a  
class to help students become engaged 
with the story, which will provide  
the “need-to-know” for the entire unit. 
Based on these two articles, ask students 
(either as a class or in small groups) to 
list advantages and disadvantages of 
allowing either EKS or WYE to have a 
plant near Riverwood. You can revisit 
and reevaluate this list during the unit 
as students become more informed about 
the chemistry and risks and benefits 
associated with EKS and WYE. 

 As in other units, this story lends 
itself to connections with current and 
local events. During the unit, you may 
ask students to find and bring in articles 
that relate to Riverwood’s decision. 
Students can share these articles with 
the class through short presentations  
or by posting them on a bulletin board. 
Current information about industrial 
chemistry and community issues around 
those industries will reinforce in 
students’ minds that concerns in the 
imaginary town of Riverwood are 
relevant in their own lives.
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A Riverwood News Commentary
By Pak Jin-Woo   RIVERWOOD RESIDENT 

Although no one can deny that our 
Riverwood community needs new 
jobs, it’s foolish to invite either EKS 
Nitrogen Products Company or WYE 
Battery Technology Corporation to 
locate here to manufacture, respec-
tively, ammonia or lithium-ion bat-

teries, without first considering all the consequences.
The promise of 200 new jobs is alluring. However, all 

of these jobs would be in only one company. What will 
happen if there’s a decline in the market for ammonia or 
lithium-ion batteries?

Wouldn’t it be more prudent to distribute those  
200 jobs among several different companies? Let’s learn 
from our recent experience with the city’s former main 
employer, the now bankrupt Riverwood Corporation.

Although long-term economic health is important, we 
must question the potential safety and environmental 
risks that each of these two chemical plants would pose to 
our community.

For instance, ammonia manufacturing requires very 
high pressures and temperatures. Although accidents are 
uncommon, the potential consequences of an explosion 
or spill are great. Several illnesses and even deaths of 
workers have been documented at ammonia plants.

Battery production also likely involves risks to its 
workers. Now, most lithium-ion batteries are produced 

outside the United States, and statistics on work-related 
injuries and deaths are difficult to find. However, a few 
large fires have been reported, both in battery production 
plants and battery recycling facilities. Also, do you remem-
ber large recalls of lithium-ion computer batteries in the last 
several years? Laptops were bursting into flames due to the 
batteries shorting out and heating up. Imagine what would 
happen if this caused a fire within the WYE battery plant.

Perhaps the greatest long-term concern is the potential 
for environmental harm. Ammonia-based contamination 
of the Snake River could, for example, cause another fish 
kill crisis. Along the same lines, manufacturing batteries 
comes with its own concerns regarding toxic metal waste. 
We should also consider what happens to batteries once 
their useful life is over. Will they be recycled? Or will they 
simply be left in a landfill somewhere, where their metals 
can leach into that community’s drinking water?

I realize that not all of these scenarios are likely to hap-
pen. However, we must be willing to accept the conse-
quences should something negative happen. With what 
level of risk are you and your friends willing to live?

New Jobs May Be Too Costly

Riverwood could participate 
in an exciting new industry  
if WYE Battery Technology 
Corporation locates here. 
Their proposed facility  
would be used to build 
lithium-ion batteries  
(shown on left) for electric  
and hybrid vehicles.

As you can infer from the newspaper commentaries you just read, two com-
panies want to establish a chemical plant in Riverwood. As both commenta-
tors acknowledge, either company would offer at least 200 new job opportu-
nities to the Riverwood community. However, job creation is far from the 
only factor to consider.

Later in this unit, you will help to decide whether to invite EKS or WYE 
(or neither company) to Riverwood. The chemistry you learn in this unit 
will prepare you to make informed decisions about the risks and benefits of 
operating such plants. Keep in mind the concerns in the two commentaries 
as you learn about the chemistry involved in manufacturing ammonia  
and batteries.
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ASECTION
PROVIDING NUTRIENTS 
FOR AGRICULTURE
What role does nitrogen chemistry play  
in agriculture?

In the first four units, you learned that chemistry is concerned with the 
composition and properties of matter, changes in matter, and the energy 
involved in those changes. In this unit, you will explore how chemical 
industries use chemical knowledge and reactions to produce a wide 
range of useful material goods on a large scale (see Figure 5.1).

In particular, this unit offers you the opportunity to evaluate the 
chemical operations of EKS Nitrogen Products Company and WYE Bat-
tery Technology Corporation. This knowledge will help you later as you 
debate whether or not a new chemical plant should locate in Riverwood, 
and, if so, which one.

GOALS

plant growth.

which nitrogen gas is fixed (converted into nitrogen-containing 
compounds).

negative oxidation states, based on their electronegativity values.

P1.  You studied the carbon cycle in Unit 2 and the water cycle  
in Unit 4. 

 a.   Does the cycling of carbon throughout the environment 
involve mainly chemical changes or physical changes? Explain.

 b.  Does the cycling of water throughout the environment involve 
mainly chemical changes or physical changes? Explain.

2.  Why might you perform a “confirming test” in the laboratory? 
Does a confirming test tell you how much of a substance is in 
your sample? Explain.

3. List three or more nutrients that plants need to live.

Figure 5.1  Agriculture  
and the chemical industry  
are involved in growing,  
preserving, and packaging  
the food products available  
in your local grocery store.

506 Unit 5 Industry: Applying Chemical Reactions 
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The main focus of Section A is to 
investigate nutrients important for plant 
growth. Students learn how to detect 
such nutrients in fertilizer samples, 
compare the nitrogen cycle to carbon and 
water cycles, and analyze oxidation– 
reduction reactions involved in convert-
ing among forms of nitrogen. This 
section also provides an introduction to 
the chemical industry and its products.

Using the Section 
Question
Students consider the necessity of 
nitrogen to plant growth, as well as 
implications of fertilizer manufacturing 
in Sections A and B. The nitrogen  
cycle is introduced to explain nitrogen 
fixation and is compared to other natural 
cycles that students have previously 
studied. By the end of Section A, 
students should be able to explain why 
nitrogen is important to food production 
and how it is obtained, both naturally 
and synthetically, by plants.

Goals
The goals for Section A reflect a com-
bined emphasis on applied and pure 
chemistry. The applied chemistry 
involves understanding the functions 
and production of ammonia-based 
fertilizers. This also requires an under-
standing of the nitrogen cycle. The  
pure chemistry concepts of oxidation– 
reduction and electronegativity help 
students understand the chemistry  
of ammonia and fertilizers. 

2. (Concepts developed in Unit 4, 
Section C.4.) A confirming test is a 
good way to detect if a substance is 
present in a sample. However, a 
negative result may not mean the 
substance is not present. Instead, it 
could mean it is not present in an 
amount that the test can detect. A 
confirming test also does not allow 
you to determine how much of a 
substance is present.

Pconcept check 1
1. [Concepts developed in Unit 3,  

Section C.8 (carbon cycle) and Unit 4, 
Section D.3 (hydrologic cycle).] 
a. Carbon cycles throughout the 

environment mainly through 
chemical changes. Carbon-containing 
substances are converted into other 
carbon-containing substances.

b. Water cycles throughout the  
environment mainly through 
physical changes. Water changes  
its state as it goes through solid, 
liquid, and gas phases.

3. (Looking ahead; answers will be  
based on students’ prior knowledge.) 
Nutrients important to plants include 
nitrogen, potassium, and phosphorus. 
Students’ initial thinking may also 
include other materials and sub-
stances they think of as “nutrients,” 
including soil, air, and water. Expect 
more sophisticated answers from 
students who have already studied 
biology in high school.
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 INVESTIGATING MATTER
A.1 FERTILIZER COMPONENTS
As you saw in the opening commentaries, the EKS Nitrogen Prod-
ucts Company wants to convert the old Riverwood Corporation 
building into a chemical plant. This plant would produce fertil-

specific application, such as on houseplants, lawns, or corn-

EKS, contain the three main elements that growing plants need—
nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium—as well as trace ions and 
filler material.

-
bers on the label indicate the percent values of key ingredients contained in 

2 5

potassium, K (expressed as percent K2

anions. Cations are likely to include potassium (K+), ammonium (NH4
+), and 

iron(II) (Fe2+) or iron(III) (Fe3+
3 ), phosphate 

4 4 ).
In this laboratory investigation, you will use confirming tests to determine 

Figure 5.2  Some common forms  
of household fertilizer.

Figure 5.3  This label indicates that this  
fertilizer contains 4% nitrogen, 5% P2O5,  
2% K2O, and 1% iron.

507

IM   A.1 Fertilizer 
Components

Students use the techniques of qualita-
tive analysis to determine whether six 
nutrient ions (NO3

, PO4
3, SO4

2, NH4
, 

Fe3, K) are present in a fertilizer. In 
Part I, students perform tests on known 
solutions of these ions to become 
familiar with each confirming test. In 
Part II, students will perform the same 
tests to determine if an unknown 
fertilizer solution contains the ions.

Time 50 min
Materials (for 12 student pairs) 

12 100-mL beakers
48 litmus paper strips, red
12 10-cm nichrome or platinum (Pt) 

wire loops, each attached to a cork 
stopper or handle

12 Bunsen burners
12 hot plates
84 18  150 mm test tubes (assum-

ing tubes are washed and reused 
during the investigation)

12 test tube racks
12 test tube holders
24 cassette-tape cases
12 squares of cobalt-blue glass
120 Beral pipets
50 mL 2 M HCl for cleaning 

nichrome wires (8.3 mL conc. 
HCl/50 mL solution)

Reagent solutions
100 mL 6.0 M HCl (50 mL conc. 

HCl/100 mL solution)
50 mL 3.0 M NaOH (6 g NaOH/ 

50 mL solution)
50 mL conc. H2SO4 in dropper 

bottles
50 mL 0.1 M FeSO4 (1.4 g FeSO4 

7 H2O/50 mL solution)
50 mL 0.1 M BaCl2 (1.2 g BaCl2 

2 H2O/50 mL solution)
50 mL 0.2 M KSCN (1.0 g 

KSCN/50 mL solution)
50 mL 6 M H2SO4

Known ion (test) solutions
50 mL 0.1 M NaNO3 (4.3 g 

NaNO3/50 mL solution)
50 mL 0.1 M Na3PO4 (1.9 g 

Na3PO412 H2O/50 mL solution)
50 mL 0.1 M Na2SO4 (1.6 g 

Na2SO410 H2O/50 mL solution)
50 mL 0.1 M NH4NO3 (0.40 g 

NH4NO3/50 mL solution)
50 mL 0.1 M Fe (NO3)3 (2.0 g 

Fe(NO3)39 H2O/50 mL solution)
50 mL 0.1 M KNO3 (0.50 g 

KNO3/50 mL solution)
distilled water, 2.0 L
unknown “fertilizer solutions” in 

Beral pipets, labeled with a code 
number (see Lab Tips, page 508)
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508 Unit 5 Industry: Applying Chemical Reactions 

Preparing to Investigate

three cations). In Part I, you will perform tests on known solutions of those 
ions to become familiar with each confirming test. In Part II, you will decide 

Gathering 
Evidence and prepare a suitable data table to record your observations.

Gathering Evidence
Part I. Ion Tests

 1.  Before you begin, put on your goggles, and wear them properly 
throughout the investigation.

 2.  Prepare a warm-water bath by adding ~30 mL of water to a 100-mL 
beaker. Place the beaker on a hot plate. The water must be warm, but 
it should not boil. Control the hot plate accordingly. You will use this 
bath in Step 7d.

 3.  

3 4 4 ), ammonium (NH4
+), 

iron(III) (Fe3+), and potassium (K+

all six solutions. 

BaCl2 Test
Several of the ions you are studying in this activity can be identified first  
by their reaction with barium cations (Ba2+) and then by their behavior in the 
presence of an acid.

 4.  a.  Add 2 to 3 drops of each test solution to six separate, clean test 
tubes. Add 2 to 3 drops of distilled water to a seventh clean test 
tube as a blank. 

b. Test each solution individually by adding 1 to 2 drops of 0.1 M 
barium chloride (BaCl2) solution (see Figure 5.4). Record your 
observations.

c. Add 3 drops of 6 M hydrochloric acid (HCl) to each of the seven 
test tubes. (Caution: 6 M HCl is corrosive. If any splashes on your 
skin, wash it off thoroughly with water and inform your teacher. 
Do not inhale any HCl fumes.) Record your observations.

tubes. 

Brown-Ring Test
3 ), mixing iron(II) ions (Fe2+) with sulfuric 

acid (H2 4) produces a distinctive result—a brown ring. You can use this 
brown-ring test to detect nitrate ions in a solution.

Figure 5.4  Adding drops  
to a test tube.
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Safety
Students should wear protective goggles 
and aprons throughout the investigation.

Concentrated sulfuric acid is ex-
tremely hazardous. Students should use 
it only under strict supervision. We 
recommend that teachers dispense the 
concentrated sulfuric acid in Step 5c. 
Exercise caution when handling 6 M 
HCl and 3 M NaOH. Both hydrochloric 
acid and sodium hydroxide may damage 
skin. Barium compounds are toxic. 
Students should exercise caution when 
handling the BaCl2 solution.

Lab Tips
• Label Beral pipets and fill them with 
the test solutions (except for concen-
trated sulfuric acid) and the six known 
ions. (If student teams are to use sulfuric 
acid, it should be supplied in dropper 
bottles made specifically for concen-
trated sulfuric acid.) Place the pipets in 
the wellplate (or a cassette tape case) 
with the points up to avoid spilling.
• The FeSO4 should be freshly prepared. 
Otherwise, the brown-ring test does not 
work well. 
• For the unknowns, use any available 
(and safe) solutions that contain the 
appropriate ions. Samples of commer-
cial fertilizers are not recommended for 
the unknowns because some contain 
insoluble matter, time-released sub-
stances, or ions that interfere with the 
simple identifying tests suggested in this 
procedure. Ion concentrations in the 
unknown solutions should be at least 
0.1 M. Examples include (a) a solution 
that contains both 0.1 M NH4NO3 and 
0.1 M Na3PO4 (testing positive for NH4

, 
NO3

, and PO4
3) and (b) a solution of 

0.1 M Fe2(SO4)3 (testing positive for Fe3 
and SO4

2). It is not necessary to prepare 
a different unknown for each student 
team.
• Prepare the unknown solutions and 
place them in coded Beral pipets. Tell 
students to record the code for their 
unknown in their laboratory report.
• If necessary, clean the used flame-test 
wires with a higher concentration of 
HCl, such as 12 M, after student use.
• Students will need to create fairly 
detailed data tables to record their 
observations in this investigation. You 
may decide to ask students to create 
their data tables in advance and present 
them for checking before the investiga-
tion. In the BaCl2 test, ensure that 
students record separate results for the 
addition of BaCl2 and for the subse- 
quent addition of HCl. 
• Encourage students to label the test 
tubes to reduce the chances of mix-ups. 
Stress that students must keep careful 

records of the solutions in each test tube 
to draw conclusions based upon their 
data. Making good observations is also 
crucial in this qualitative investigation—
students should describe initial colors of 
solutions, color changes, and precipitate 
formations in detail.
• Test tubes must be rinsed thoroughly 
with distilled water before using them a 
second time. Remind students to clean 
the test tubes thoroughly as they finish 
their work.
• The burner setting should be adjusted 
to produce a hot, blue flame. A hot 

platinum or nichrome wire will itself 
display color. Students should record 
the color that appears before the wire is 
red hot.
• Remind students that red litmus paper 
turns blue (or slightly violet) in a base.
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SECTION A  Providing Nutrients for Agriculture 509

 5.  3) solution to a small, 
clean test tube. Place eight drops of distilled water in a second 
small, clean test tube, which will serve as a blank.

4) solution to each 
of the two test tubes. Gently swirl to mix the contents of each tube.

2 4) 
for each tube. Your teacher will carefully pour H2 4 along the 
inside of each test tube wall so the acid forms a second layer 
under the undisturbed solution already in the tube (see Figure 5.5).  
(Caution: Concentrated H2SO4 is a very strong, corrosive acid. If 
any touches your skin, immediately wash affected areas with 
abundant running tap water and inform your teacher.)

d. Allow the test tubes to stand, unstirred, for 1 to 2 minutes.

layers. Record your observations.

 6.  
tubes.

NaOH and Litmus Tests
Now you will investigate which of the three cations (NH4

+, Fe3+, K+) you  
can identify by observing their characteristic behavior in the presence of a 
strong base.

 7. a.  Add four drops of NH4
+ cation test solution to a clean test tube. 

Repeat for the other two test solutions. Add four drops of distilled 
water to a fourth clean test tube, which will serve as a blank.

b. Moisten four strips of red litmus paper with distilled water. Place 
them on a watch glass.

solution in one of the four test tubes. (Caution: 3 M NaOH is 
corrosive. If any splashes on your skin, wash it off thoroughly  
with water and inform your 
teacher. Do not allow any NaOH 
solution to contact the test tube lip 
or inner wall.) Immediately stick 
one of the four moistened red 
litmus-paper strips from Step 7b 
across the top of the test tube  
(see Figure 5.6). The strip must 
not contact the solution.

d. Warm the test tube gently in the 
hot water bath for 1 min. Wait 30 s 
and then record your observations.

e. Repeat Steps 7c and 7d for each of 
the other three test tubes.

Figure 5.5  To minimize  
mixing, concentrated sulfuric 
acid is allowed to run down the 
inside surface of the test tube. 
Possessing a larger density than 
water, concentrated sulfuric acid 
forms a layer beneath the water.

Figure 5.6  Place each 
strip of moistened pH paper 
across the top of a test tube.
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510 Unit 5 Industry: Applying Chemical Reactions 

Flame Test
You can identify many metal ions by the characteristic color they emit when 
heated in a burner flame. For example, it is common to use a flame test to 
identify potassium ions.

 8.  
cork stopper.

b. Set up and light a Bunsen burner. Adjust the flame to produce a 
light blue, steady inner cone and a luminous, pale blue outer 
cone.

c. To clean the wire, place ~10 drops of 2 M hydrochloric acid (HCl) 
in a small test tube. (Caution: 2 M HCl is corrosive. If any splashes 
on your skin, wash it off thoroughly with 
water and inform your teacher. Do not 
inhale any HCl fumes.)
the hydrochloric acid and then heat the 
wire tip in the burner flame. Position the 
wire at the intersection of the two parts of 
the flame, not in the center cone. As the 
wire heats bright red, the burner flame 
may become colored, as illustrated in 
Figure 5.7. The characteristic colors are 
due to metallic cations held on the wire’s 
surface. 

d. Continue dipping the wire into the acid 
solution and inserting the wire into the 
flame until there is little or no change in 
flame color as the wire heats to redness.

e. Place 7 drops of the solution containing 

into this solution. Then insert the wire into the flame. Note any 
change in flame color, the intensity of the color, and the estimated 
time (in seconds) that the color was visible.

f. Repeat the potassium-ion flame test, this time observing the 
burner flame through cobalt or didymium glass. Again, note the 
color, intensity, and duration of the color. Your partner can hold 
the wire in the flame while you observe through the colored glass. 
Then exchange roles. Record all observations.

KSCN Test
-

taining iron(III) ions (Fe3+), a deep red color appears due to formation of 
[FeSCN]2+ cations. Appearance of this characteristic color confirms the pres-
ence of iron(III) in a solution.

Figure 5.7  Completing 
a flame test. Metallic ions 
emit characteristic colors 
when heated.
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SECTION A  Providing Nutrients for Agriculture 511

 9. a.  Place three drops of iron(III)-containing solution into a clean test 
tube. Place three drops of water into a second clean test tube.

b. Add 1 drop of 0.1 M potassium thiocyanate (KSCN) solution to 
each test tube. Record your observations.

test tubes.

Part II. Tests on Unknown Fertilizer Solution
 1.  

Record its code number. Your unknown solution contains one of the 

record the color (if any) of the unknown solution.

 2.  
solution to identify the two unknown ions it contains. Record all 
observations and conclusions. Repeat a particular test, if you wish, to 
confirm your initial observations.

 3.  
teacher.

 4.  Wash your hands thoroughly before leaving the laboratory.

Interpreting Evidence
 1.  Consider the test performed using BaCl2 solution.

2 
solution and the solution containing phosphate ions.

 2.  
containing Fe3+

 3.  

4
+.

 4.  
solution containing Fe3+ ions.

Making Claims
 5. 

sample, citing evidence from your investigation.

 6.  3)2

specific evidence from your investigation to support your answer.

 7.  Based on your observations, which of the six ions studied in this 

511

Interpreting Evidence
1. a.  PO4

3 and SO4
2

b. 3 Ba2(aq)  2 PO4
3(aq) ∫B 

Ba3(PO4)2(s)
2. A precipitate of iron(III) hydroxide 

should form.
3. OH(aq)  NH4

(aq) ∫B H2O(l)  
NH3(aq)

4. You would see the formation of a red 
solution.

Making Claims
5. Answers will vary according to 

unknowns that were prepared or 
assigned—see Expected Results table.

6. Soluble. In the investigation, barium 
chloride is added to a solution 
containing nitrate ions. No precipitate 
forms, suggesting that barium nitrate 
is soluble in water. Previous experi-
ence (from Unit 4 IM C.1) also 
provided evidence that nitrate 
compounds are soluble.

7. NH4
 and NO3

 ions are always 
soluble.

Expected Results 

Ion
Test NH4

+ Fe3+ K+ NO3
– PO4

3– SO4
2–

Color NC Brown NC NC NC NC
BaCl2 NC NC NC NC ppt ppt
BaCl2 and HCl NC NC NC NC ppt dissolved ppt remained
Brown ring test X X X brown ring X X
NaOH and litmus blue litmus NC NC X X X
Flame test X X violet X X X
Flame test with cobalt glass X X pink X X X
KSCN test NC red NC NC NC NC

NC: no change   X: Test was not performed   ppt: precipitate
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512 Unit 5 Industry: Applying Chemical Reactions 

Reflecting on the Investigation
 8.  

provide the name and formula for two of the ingredients that contain 

chloride (NaCl) would supply sodium ions (Na+) and chloride ions 
(Cl ) to a solution, while potassium carbonate (K2 3) would furnish 
potassium ions (K+

3 ).

 9.  Using evidence collected in your investigation, describe a test you 

4 ).

 10.  Explain why the kind of data gathered in this investigation about a 

 11.  Consider the following results from an investigation of an unknown 

that was red and jelly-like. When a drop of barium chloride was 
added to the solution, the resulting mixture was cloudy. The brown-
ring test produced no visible brown-ring. The solution turned deep 
red when a drop of KSCN was added. Identify the ions in the 
solution.

A.2  FERTILIZER AND THE  
NITROGEN CYCLE

Every year, EKS manufactures about 3 million tons of ammonia and more 
than 1.5 million tons of nitric acid worldwide. Most is used to manufacture 

carbon dioxide from the atmosphere and water and nutrients from the soil. 
Plant roots absorb water and nutrients such as phosphate, magnesium, potas-
sium, and nitrate ions. You tested for the presence of many of these nutrients 

Phosphate becomes part of the energy-storage molecule ATP (adenosine 

-
sium ions—found in the fluids and cells of most living things—help main-
tain a growing plant’s ability to convert carbohydrates from one form to 

and supply nitrogen atoms that are incorporated into proteins. Figure 5.8 
illustrates how plants use some nutrients.

512
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Reflecting on the Investigation
 8. Answers will depend on unknown 

composition but should list fertilizer 
ingredients containing phosphate, 
potassium, or nitrate ions. Examples 
include ammonium phosphate 
((NH4)3PO4), monopotassium phos-
phate (KH2PO4, “monopotassium,” 
because it has only 1 K; H2PO4

 is 
the anion), and potassium nitrate 
(KNO3). 

 9. A white precipitate in the barium 
chloride test indicates the presence 
of either phosphate or sulfate. If the 
precipitate then dissolves in 6 M 
hydrochloric acid, the phosphate ion 
is present.

 10. These tests provide only qualitative 
information about whether a fertil-
izer contains certain nutrients. They 
do not provide information about the 
quantities of nutrients contained. 
Deciding if a fertilizer is suitable for 
a particular use requires quantitative 
information, since some applications 
require a balanced mix of nutrients, 
and others require a higher concen-
tration of one nutrient compared to 
the others.

 11. Fe3, PO4
3, and SO4

2 ions are 
present.

Post-Lab Discussion
Discuss the use of the data table to 
determine the ions present in the 
unknown sample. You may decide to 
ask students to share their results with 
each other and explain the evidence that 
led to their claims about the identity of 
the unknown. This is also an ideal 
opportunity to challenge students to 
identify and discuss potential sources  
of error in this investigation.

In this procedure, students played the 
role of an analytical chemist, a job that 
would be available at a new Riverwood 
plant. Analytical chemists complete 
qualitative and quantitative tests to find 
out what matter is present in a sample 
and in what quantity. Some analytical 
chemists even create and identify these 
qualitative and quantitative procedures.

The analyses in this investigation 
involved tests based on chemical 
reactions (“wet” chemistry). Modern 
analyses also often involve computer-
ized instrumentation. 

A.2 Fertilizer And tHe 
nitrogen CyCle
The main purpose of any fertilizer is to 
add enough nutrients to soil that plants 
will have an adequate supply. This 
material examines the role each main 
plant nutrient (nitrogen, phosphorus, 

and potassium) in a typical fertilizer 
plays to ensure production of strong, 
healthy plants. Farmers use chemical 
fertilizers to increase the growth and 
yield of crops. Fertilizer use has been a 
key factor in enabling the United States 
to remain a major food producer.

Plants need nitrogen, in the form  
of NH4

 or NO3
, to synthesize both 

proteins (composed of amino acids) and 
nucleic acids. Nitrogen is also a compo-
nent of chlorophyll, a pigment needed 
for photosynthesis. Nitrogen deficiency 
can cause yellowing of leaves (called 

chlorosis) due to the lack of chlorophyll 
and can stunt plant growth. 

Phosphorus, typically in the form of 
PO4

3, is also found in many compounds 
such as nucleic acids and ATP. It 
participates in metabolic pathways 
including photosynthesis and respira-
tion. Phosphorus deficiency stunts plant 
growth and darkens foliage due to 
accumulation of chlorophyll. 

Potassium, in the form of K, helps 
maintain electrical neutrality of cells 
and assists in osmosis between cells. 
Potassium also participates in activation 
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SECTION A  Providing Nutrients for Agriculture 513

Proteins are a major constituent of all living organisms, including plants. 
In plants, proteins usually account for 5 to 20% of the plant’s mass. Nitrogen 
makes up about 16% of the mass of those protein molecules. Although nitro-
gen gas (N2) is abundant in the atmosphere, it is so chemically stable (non-
reactive) that plants cannot use it directly. However, nitrogen gas can be 
fixed—that is, combined with other elements to produce nitrogen-containing 
compounds that plants can use chemically. Some plants called legumes, 

such as clover and alfalfa, have nitrogen-fixing 
bacteria in their roots. Lightning (see Figure 5.9) 
is the other natural method of nitrogen fixation, 
but it accounts for a much smaller fraction of the 
total nitrogen fixed. Combustion can also fix 
atmospheric nitrogen by causing it to combine 
with other elements, especially oxygen. 

Figure 5.9  Energy supplied by lightning facilitates  
reactions between atmospheric nitrogen and oxygen.  
This is one way to fix nitrogen, that is, to incorporate  
it into nitrogen-based compounds.
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Figure 5.8  All plants  
depend on particular nutrients 
participating as reactants in  
vital chemical reactions.
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of enzymes. Potassium deficiency causes 
reduced growth and brown leaf edges 
due to disturbances in water transport 
and enzyme activity.

Magnesium, in the form of Mg2, is  
a component of chlorophyll molecules,  
so it is essential to photosynthesis. 
Magnesium also participates as a 
cofactor in the activity of many plant 
enzymes. Magnesium deficiency results 
in yellowing of leaves due to lack of 
chlorophyll. 

a

 Using the Figures
Figure 5.9 Elemental nitrogen is 
an extremely stable molecule—much 
energy is required to convert it into 
other forms (nitrogen-containing 
compounds). In nature, this energy 
sometimes comes in the form of 
lightning. The challenge to industrial 
chemists has been to find efficient 
processes for converting elemental 
nitrogen into other, usable com-
pounds, where the cost of energy 
invested in the process does not 
exceed the value of final products. 
Revisiting this challenge would be a 
good lead-in to Section A.5, which 
discusses industrial nitrogen-fixing 
processes. 
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Scientists are exploring biological methods for making atmospheric nitro-
gen more available to plants. These methods include engineering some 
microorganisms and plants to contain genes that will direct the production 

 
bacteria associated with legumes do.

When ammonia (NH3) and 
ammonium ions (NH4

+) enter soil 
from decaying matter and from 
other sources (see Figure 5.10), 

nitrate ions. Plants reduce nitrate 

2 ), then 
to ammonia. They then use 

amino acids. Unlike humans or 
other animals, many plants are 

needed amino acids by using 
ammonia or nitrate ions as initial 
nitrogen-containing reactants.

When organic matter decays, 
much of the released nitrogen 
recycles among plants and ani-

mals. Some returns to the atmosphere. Thus, some nitrogen gas removed 
from the atmosphere through nitrogen fixation eventually cycles back to the 
atmosphere. 

The nitrogen cycle

 1.  Nitrogen-fixing bacteria that live in legume root nodules or in soil 
convert atmospheric nitrogen (N2) to ammonia molecules or 
ammonium ions. Also, lightning converts N2 x).

 2.  
ions and then to nitrate ions.

 3.  Plants take in nitrate ions from the soil, and then incorporate 

compounds.

 4.  The nitrogen passes along the food chain to animals that feed on 
these plants and to animals that feed on other animals.

 5.  When those plants and animals die, bacteria and fungi take up and 
use some of the nitrogen from plant/animal protein and other nitrogen-
containing molecules. The remaining nitrogen atoms are released from 
the decaying matter as ammonium ions and ammonia gas.

 6.  
nitrate ions back to nitrogen gas, which returns to the atmosphere.

Figure 5.10  Many U.S. farmers routinely apply liquid ammonia fertilizer to 
their fields. The label anhydrous on the tank means that the fertilizer contains 
no water.
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SECTION A  Providing Nutrients for Agriculture 515

 MAKING DECISIONS
A.3 PLANT NUTRIENTS

 1.  Why do some farmers alternate plantings of legumes and grain  

 2.  Why is it beneficial to return unused parts of harvested crops to  

 3.  How might research on new ways to fix nitrogen help lower  

 4. 

 MODELING MATTER
A.4 THE NITROGEN CYCLE
In Unit 4, you learned how the hydrologic cycle can purify water (page 482). 
You also learned in Unit 3 that carbon-containing molecules change as car-
bon atoms cycle among living and nonliving components of Earth (page 345). 

2 into complex molecules, 

2 in 
the oceans and as carbonate rocks in Earth’s crust (Figure 5.12).

Figure 5.11  A contour strip farm 
in Wisconsin. Legumes (green) and 
grain (gold) are rotated over several 
growing seasons. How might this  
practice be beneficial?

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6E
Perm Fig.: 5016     New Fig.: 5-12
First Pass: 2010-10-15
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Lithosphere carbon store

Coal, oil and gas

Figure 5.12  The carbon cycle. 
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MD   A.3 plAnt nutrients

These questions highlight the value of 
using chemical technologies to work  
with nature.
1. Legumes have nitrogen-fixing bacteria 

in their roots. These bacteria increase 
the amount of usable nitrogen avail-
able to plants in the soil. If such crops 
are alternated with plants (such as 
grain crops) that extract nitrogen 
compounds from the soil, the soil’s 
net store of available nitrogen remains 
relatively constant.

2. Non-harvested plant parts contain 
nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium, and 
other nutrients originally extracted 
from the soil by the growing plant. By 
plowing the plants back into the soil, 
farmers make these nutrients avail-
able for the next season’s crops, 
requiring less fertilizer than would 
otherwise be the case.

3. If scientists developed plants capable  
of fixing nitrogen, energy costs would 
decrease because less fertilizer  
would be needed and less tractor  
fuel would be consumed in applying 
fertilizer to the soil.

a

 Using the Figures
Figure 5.11 If only one type of 
crop, such as grains (nitrogen- 
extracting) or legumes (nitrogen-
fixing), was planted in the same soil 
over several years, an imbalance 
in the natural nitrogen cycle would 
develop. This could have a negative 
impact on the surrounding envi-
ronment and could decrease crop 
growth over time.

4. Overfertilizing can cause overgrowth  
of vegetation or toxicity to vegetation. 
Also, run-off containing nitrates and 
phosphates can pollute nearby bodies 
of water, and excess fertilizer in 
surface water can increase algae 
growth in streams and lakes. When 
the excess algae die, the oxygen level 
in the water decreases. This in turn 
kills fish and other aquatic animals.

MM   A.4 tHe nitrogen 
CyCle

This section begins by comparing the 
nitrogen cycle to the carbon and 
hydrologic cycles. The main idea is that 
the nitrogen cycle is a natural recycling 
system that supplies a useable form of 
nitrogen to plants (nitrogen fixation).

Students construct their own visual 
models of the nitrogen cycle. Before 
they start, you may decide to revisit as a 
class the carbon and hydrologic cycles 
to refamiliarize students with represen-
tations of cyclical processes. Students 
exchange their visual models and 
answer questions. These questions help 
students think critically about clarity, 
detail, and ease of interpretation in any 
good model or diagram. Answers to all 
of the questions will vary based on 
students’ experience. 

After students revise their nitrogen-
cycle models, divide the class into 
groups to discuss and decide which 
visual model best illustrates the cycle. 
Then each group could construct a 
larger “best model” to display in the 
classroom and compare with those of 
other groups.

You may prefer to organize students 
into small groups to complete the 
activity. Give groups large sheets of 
paper, markers, and crayons to construct 
their models. Larger paper makes it easier 
for the entire group to participate in 
construction. Students working in groups 
may prefer to do a rough draft in which 
they collaboratively work out the details 
of their diagram. During the exchange, 
groups exchange these models. 
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516 Unit 5 Industry: Applying Chemical Reactions 

In addition to studying the hydrologic and carbon cycles, you ex- 
amined figures illustrating those processes. Such visual models help you 

connections.
You have just learned that nitrogen atoms also cycle among the atmo-

sphere, soil, and organisms. However, a visual model depicting this nitrogen-
cycle information has not been presented. In this activity, you will create that 
missing diagram.

Look at Figure 5.12 as well as the figures on pages 346 and 483. Notice 
how they depict the carbon and hydrologic cycles. Then review Section A.2 

textbook material if needed) to guide your completion of the following 
steps.

 1.  Construct your own diagram of the nitrogen cycle. 

a.  Use arrows to show the direction of flow as nitrogen atoms cycle 
among the atmosphere, soil, and living organisms.

b.  Include chemical formulas and names for key molecules and ions 
at each cycle stage.

c.  Use pictures and color as needed to clarify details in your model.

d.  Make your model easy to follow. A classmate should be able to 

 2.  Exchange your model with a classmate’s model.

 3.  Select an appropriate starting point on your classmate’s diagram and 
trace nitrogen through its cycle. 

 4.  Repeat Step 3, but use your classmate’s diagram to write a description 
of the key steps in the nitrogen cycle. Your written description should 
be limited to information in your classmate’s diagram, even if some 
features are different from those in your diagram.

 5.  Exchange diagrams and written descriptions with your classmate. 
You should now have the nitrogen-cycle diagram you originally drew 
and your classmate’s written description based on it.

 6.  Compare the difficulty you experienced in completing these two 

a. transforming the book’s description of the nitrogen cycle into a 
diagram

b. transforming your classmate’s diagram of the cycle into a written 
description

 7.  How closely did your classmate’s written description reflect the 

 8.  Compare the description that your classmate wrote about your 
diagram with the description of cycle steps on page 514. 

a. Compared to the textbook description, did your classmate’s 
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SECTION A  Providing Nutrients for Agriculture 517

 9.  Based on your classmate’s description, 

a. how easy and convenient was your diagram to interpret and 

b. how could you modify your diagram to improve its accuracy or 

 10.  Considering your answers to Question 9, make any needed changes to 
your diagram so it more clearly illustrates the nitrogen cycle.

A.5  FIXING NITROGEN BY 
OXIDATION–REDUCTION

Fertilizer Sources
Before modern methods of manufacturing ammonia were developed, nitrogen- 

-
ean guano beds (Figure 5.13). At the turn of the 20th 
century, speculation arose that guano beds would be 
depleted by about 1930, raising fears of an agricultural 
crisis and the specter of world famine. Actually, the 
development of commercial ammonia production 
largely eliminated dependence on natural nitrate 
sources.

huge impact on agriculture and world food supplies. 
World ammonia production has increased dramati-
cally over the last 65 years, as farmers have increased 

populations. The U.S. chemical industry produces 
about 20 billion pounds of ammonia every year. Most 

P1.  Is the nitrogen cycle more similar to the carbon cycle or to  
the water cycle? Why?

2. What does it mean for a substance to be oxidized?
3.  In a nitrate ion, are the electrons that make up the covalent 

bonds between N and O shared equally by the atoms? Explain.

Figure 5.13  Guano (seabird dung) deposits were one  
of the first commercial sources of fertilizer.

517

Pconcept check 2
1. (Concepts developed in Sections A.2 

and A.3.) The nitrogen cycle is more 
similar to the carbon cycle in that it 
mainly involves chemical changes.

2. (Concepts developed in Unit 1, 
Section C.10.) A substance is oxidized 
when it loses electrons.

3. (Looking ahead. Although the concept 
of electronegativity was developed in 
Unit 4, Section A.4, it was only in the 
context of hydrogen–oxygen bonds.) 
Students may have a hunch that two 
different atoms will share electrons 
unequally within a bond.

TRM  
 
READING GUIDE

A.5 Fixing nitrogen by 
oxidAtion–reduCtion
The stability of the triple bond in 
gaseous nitrogen makes this bond 
difficult to break. The Haber–Bosch 
process accomplishes this, and subse-
quently forms ammonia. Due to this 
industrial process, ammonia is among 
the most widely produced substances in 
the United States. Ammonia production 
data can be found at: http://minerals 
.usgs.gov/minerals/pubs/commodity/
nitrogen/mcs-2010-nitro.pdf. The text 
uses the Haber–Bosch process to review 
the concepts of oxidation and reduction.

Reintroduce the concept of electro- 
negativity. Students may need guidance 
to realize that elements with lower 
electronegativity undergo oxidation 
more readily. Elements with higher 
electronegativity undergo reduction 
more readily.

Students may also need help with  
the idea that positive oxidation states 
correspond to a loss of electrons and 
negative oxidation states result from a 
gain of electrons. Remind students that 
electrons are negatively charged and  
that loss of a negative particle results  
in a more positive product. Gain of a 
negative particle results in a more 
negative product. Refer students to the 
mnemonics OIL RIG (Oxidation Is Loss, 
Reduction Is Gain) and LEO says GER 
(Loss of Electrons is Oxidation, Gain of 
Electrons is Reduction).
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518 Unit 5 Industry: Applying Chemical Reactions 

In seeking ways to fix nitrogen gas artificially, scientists in 1780 first com-
bined atmospheric nitrogen and oxygen by exposing them to an electric 
spark. However, the cost of electricity made this too expensive for commer-
cial use. A less-expensive method, the Haber–Bosch process, replaced it. 

ammonia from hydrogen gas and nitrogen gas in Germany in 1909, accord-

N2(g)  3 H2(g)  2 NH3(g)

Oxidation–Reduction

apparently lose their share of electrons are involved in the process called 
oxidation (see page 102). For example, the conversion of metallic sodium 
atoms (Na) into sodium ions (Na+) is oxidation because electrically neutral 

atom. Recall that the opposite process—the apparent gaining of electrons—
is called reduction. The formation of chloride ions (Cl ) from electrically 
neutral chlorine atoms is an example of reduction. Electrons can be trans-
ferred to or from particular atoms, molecules, or ions. The products of such 

You can judge the relative tendency of a covalently bonded atom to attract 
electrons in compounds from that element’s electronegativity (see page 401). 
Nonmetallic elements typically have higher electronegativities than do 
metallic elements. Figure 5.14 shows the electronegativity values for some 
common elements.
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Increasing Electronegativity

Br
2.8

Se
2.4

As
2.0

Ge
1.8

Ga
1.6

Cl
3.0

S
2.5

P
2.1

Si
1.8

Al
1.5

F
4.0

O
3.5

N
3.0

C
2.5

B
2.0

Zn
1.6

Cu
1.9

Ni
1.8

Co
1.8

Fe
1.8

Mn
1.5

H
2.1

Cr
1.6

V
1.6

Ti
1.5

Sc
1.3

Ca
1.0

K
0.8

Mg
1.2

Na
0.9

Be
1.5

Li
1.0

I
2.5

Te
2.1

Sb
1.9

Sn
1.8

In
1.7

Cd
1.7

Ag
1.9

Pd
2.2

Rh
2.2

Ru
2.2

Tc
1.9

Mo
1.8

Nb
1.6

Zr
1.4

Y
1.2

Sr
1.0

Rb
0.8

At
2.2

Po
2.0

Bi
1.9

Pb
1.8

Ti
1.8

Hg
1.9

Au
2.4

Pt
2.2

Ir
2.2

Os
2.2

Re
1.9

W
1.7

Ta
1.5

Hf
1.3

Lu
1.2

Ba
0.9

Cs
0.7

Ra
0.9

Fr
0.7

Figure 5.14  Electronegativity values of selected elements.
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Differentiation
Extension
Invite students to conduct library and 
Internet research on the Haber–Bosch 
process to reinforce the difference 
between industrial- and laboratory-scale 
chemistry.  

a Using the Figures
Figure 5.14 Encourage students  
to closely examine trends in electro- 
negativity values. Ask them to com-
pare values for metals and nonmetals. 
Does it make sense that metals, with 
low electronegativity values, tend to 
lose electrons, forming cations, when 
combined with nonmetals in ionic 
compounds? Ask students to sug-
gest explanations for the trends. For 
instance, in a molecule containing an 
N–O bond, why might the oxygen 
atom have greater pull on shared 
bonding electrons? (Oxygen has 
one more proton in its nucleus than 
nitrogen, which increases attractions 
between the oxygen nucleus and 
shared electrons.) Examine trends 
moving down a group. An increase 
in the number of protons does not 
lead to a higher electronegativity 
value. Why? The main effect here is 
the increase in the atom’s size. Recall 
that electrons are grouped into shells 
(Unit 3, page 300). First-period ele-
ments have valence electrons resid-
ing in the first shell; second-period 
elements have valence electrons in 
the second shell, and so on. As the 
total number of shells increases, so 
does the atom’s size. The nuclei of 
larger atoms, being farther from the 
shared bonding electrons (and also 
shielded by inner electron shells), 
exert a weaker attractive force on 
bonding electrons than the nuclei  
of smaller atoms.
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SECTION A  Providing Nutrients for Agriculture 519

Oxidation States 
A convenient, yet arbitrary, way to express the degree of oxidation or  
reduction of particular atoms is by assigning each atom an oxidation state. 
The higher (more positive) the oxidation state becomes, the more an atom 

 
becomes, the more the atom has become reduced.

In binary compounds (compounds composed of two elements), we assign 
atoms of the element with the lower electronegativity a positive oxidation 
state, corresponding to an apparent loss of electrons. Likewise, we assign 
atoms of the more electronegative element a negative oxidation state, corre-
sponding to an apparent gain of electrons. 

Note that each nitrogen atom in N2 shares six electrons with another  
nitrogen atom, resulting in a triple covalent bond. Both nitrogen atoms exert 

2 has a zero 
oxidation state. (This is true of any atom of an element that is not bonded to 
any other element.) The two nitrogen atoms share their bonding electrons 

-
gresses, each nitrogen atom becomes covalently bonded to three hydrogen 
atoms. Each bonded nitrogen and hydrogen atom shares an electron pair,  

value  3.0) have a greater attraction for these shared electrons than do 
hydrogen atoms (electronegativity value  2.1). Thus, the nitrogen atom in 
each NH3

each hydrogen atom. 

3 is assigned a negative oxidation 
state. Likewise, each hydrogen atom in NH3 has lost some share of bonding 
electrons due to the reaction, so hydrogen is assigned a positive oxidation 
state. Thus, the oxidation state of an atom in a particular substance depends 
on the identity of neighboring atoms to which it is covalently bonded. 

-
gen is chemically combined with another element, it can be readily con-
verted to other nitrogen-containing compounds. For example, under proper 

4 NH3(g) 2(g) 2(g)  6 H2 (g)

3 H  H 2 HN

H

H

N N

N2 3 H2 2 NH3

519

Demonstration Idea
A Traffic Light Reaction
This demonstration vividly illustrates 
oxidation–reduction reactions with 
eye-catching color changes. Gently swirl 
a flask containing a pale yellow solution, 
and the solution turns red. Shake the 
flask, and the solution turns green. 

Wear protective goggles and an apron 
throughout this demonstration.

Solutions
Solution A: 3 g dextrose (glucose) 

and 5 g NaOH in 250 mL water.
Solution B: 1.0% solution indigo 

carmine indicator; dissolve 1 g 
indigo carmine in 100 mL water.

Procedure
a. Place 50 mL solution A in a 250-mL 

flask.
b. Add 5–10 mL solution B. Before 

mixing with solution A, the 
solution should be light yellow.

c. Stopper the flask.
d. Gently swirl the flask to produce 

the red color.
e. Give the flask a vigorous shake to 

produce the green color.

Reactions
The indicator is reduced by alkaline 
dextrose, which produces yellow. When 
the flask is swirled, oxygen gas dis-
solves; the indicator is oxidized and 
forms an intermediate (red color). 
Shaking the flask introduces even more 
oxygen, which further oxidizes the 
indicator to green. Upon standing, the 
dextrose reduces the indicator back to 
its original yellow.

Tips 
• If the red color does not persist, 
increase the number of drops of  
Solution B.
• This “traffic light” system has an 
advantage over similar reactions: It 
doesn’t require using a magnetic stirrer.
• Do not exceed the recommended 
volume of Solution A.

Questions for Students
1. Is this a redox reaction? If so, what  

is oxidized and what is reduced?
2. What role does the indicator play?
3. What happens when the flask is 

swirled? Shaken?
4. Will this reaction eventually stop 

working if the stopper remains in  
the flask?
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520 Unit 5 Industry: Applying Chemical Reactions 

Sample Problem 2: The following equation represents the 
reaction of sulfur with oxygen gas to produce sulfur dioxide gas:

S8(s) 2(g) 2(g)

to a positive value in the product, sulfur dioxide (see Sample Prob-

-
tive oxidation state.

2, the nitrogen 

 3.0), oxygen attracts bonding electrons more strongly 
than nitrogen does. Each oxygen atom is considered to be reduced. Each 
oxygen atom has gained more control of its bonding electrons than it origi-

2.

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
A.6  DETERMINING OXIDATION STATES

Sample Problem 1: Which element in sulfur dioxide (SO2) has 
a positive oxidation state?

Figure 5.14 (page 518) indicates that sulfur’s electronegativity value 

has the weaker electron-attracting ability. Therefore, sulfur is 

2.

520
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DS   A.6 determining 
oxidAtion stAtes

Positive and negative oxidation states 
are related to the concept of electronega-
tivity. The oxidation state refers to a 
hypothetical electrical charge assigned 
to atoms in a chemical species based  
on the assumption that all bonding 
electrons “belong” to the more electro-
negative atom in each bond. The idea is 
not that such electrical charges actually 
form, but that the more electronegative 
atom exerts more attraction for shared 
electrons in each covalent bond.

In this activity, students decide 
whether an element should be assigned 
a positive or negative oxidation state in 
a given compound by comparing electro-
negativity values. Note that students do 
not assign oxidation numbers in this 
activity.

Encourage students to look for trends 
in electronegativity values based on 
arrangements in the periodic table. For 
example, all metals are relatively low  
in electronegativity. Nonmetals have 
relatively greater electronegativities.

TRM  
 
EXTRA PRACTICE
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SECTION A  Providing Nutrients for Agriculture 521

1.   Consider each of the following covalent compounds. Using 
electronegativity values from Figure 5.14, decide which element in 
each compound has (i) a positive oxidation state and which has  

a.  ammonia, NH3

b.  hydrogen chloride, HCl

c.  hydrogen fluoride, HF

2

e.  iodine trifluoride, IF3

f.  phosphorus trifluoride, PF3

 2.  Each of these compounds includes a metallic element and a 
nonmetallic element. Select the element in each compound 
possessing (i) a positive oxidation state and (ii) a negative oxidation 
state. 

a.  sodium iodide, NaI

b.  lead(II) fluoride, PbF2

c.  lead(II) sulfide, PbS

d.  potassium oxide, K2

e.  iron(III) chloride, FeCl3

f.  sodium phosphide, Na3P

g.  sodium chloride, NaCl

 3.  Consider your answers to Questions 1 and 2. What conclusions can 
you draw about the oxidation states of metals and nonmetals in 

 4.   S8  8 NiS.

not, explain why.

 5.  The element iron is part of an essential system of energy transfer 
within human cells. In that system, Fe2+ ions are converted to Fe3+ 

 6.  Within the nitrogen cycle (see page 514), nitrogen gas (N2) undergoes 

reactions in which it is reduced. Identify, by name and formula, a 
nitrogen-cycle product that forms by nitrogen gas being

b.  reduced.

2, the nitrogen 

 3.0), oxygen attracts bonding electrons more strongly 
than nitrogen does. Each oxygen atom is considered to be reduced. Each 
oxygen atom has gained more control of its bonding electrons than it origi-

2.

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
A.6  DETERMINING OXIDATION STATES
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 Answers
1.  Positive Negative

a.  H N
b.  H Cl
c.  H F
d.  O F
e.  I F
f.  P F

2.  Positive Negative
a.  Na I
b.  Pb F
c.  Pb S
d.  K O
e.  Fe Cl
f.  Na P
g.  Na Cl

3. When a metal and a nonmetal form  
a binary compound, the metal has a 
positive oxidation state and the 
nonmetal has a negative oxidation 
state.

4. a. Yes
b. Nickel is oxidized and sulfur is 

reduced.
5. Oxidation. It can be viewed as losing 

electrons; the oxidation state becomes 
more positive.

6. a. For example, nitrite ions (NO2
).

b. For example, ammonia, NH3, and 
ammonium ions, NH4
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A.7  PRODUCTS OF THE CHEMICAL 
INDUSTRY

By now, you know there are very few things that we use regularly that have 
not been modified in some way. This is the chemical industry’s focus—
transforming natural resources into useful products to meet a wide variety  
of needs and purposes. The chemical industry also creates new substances  
and materials as replacements for natural ones. For example, plastics often 
replace wood or metals, and synthetic fibers often replace cotton or wool.

Even though the chemical industry is a worldwide, multibillion-dollar 
enterprise that affects everyone’s life daily through its products and economic 
impact, most people are not aware of what happens when new materials are 

they manufacture new products, and what those products contain.
The modern chemical industry employs well over a million people world-

-

has expanded from a limited range of basic products to more than 70 000 
products. Hundreds of chemical companies form the third-largest manufac-

-

petroleum industries in the chemical-industry category, this represents the 
world’s largest industry.

Most chemical products reach the public indirectly because they are used to 
produce other consumer materials. For instance, the automobile and home- 
construction industries use enormous supplies of industrial chemicals. They 
use paints and plastics for automobile body parts such as bumpers, dash-
board panels, upholstery and carpeting, and synthetic rubber in tires. Home 

insulation, siding, window frames, piping, and appliances. It also involves 
using paints, metals, and air-conditioning coolants. Figure 5.15 shows a 
range of products from various chemical industries.

Figure 5.15  The chemical industry 
produces many materials that have 
useful properties.
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A.7 produCts oF tHe 
CHemiCAl industry
The chemical industry changes natural 
materials into useful products and 
creates new products to replace natural 
materials. Some substances produced by 
the chemical industry reach the public 
directly, but many chemical products 
reach the public indirectly—they are 
used in production of other materials. 
For example, sulfuric acid (one of the 
top-ten most widely produced sub-
stances) is used in producing fertilizers 
and manufacturing lead–acid batteries. 
Chlorine, also widely produced, is used 
to manufacture disinfectants and 
bleaching agents. Figure 5.15 shows 
several products of the chemical 
industry, including paints and plastics, 
used in manufacturing and consumer 
goods.

One segment of the chemical enter-
prise is the food industry. The text 
introduces the role of fertilizers in food 
production and the choice of appropri-
ate fertilizers. The EKS Nitrogen 
Products Company, one of the firms 
vying to open a chemical processing 
plant in Riverwood, is identified as a 
fertilizer manufacturer.

Complete fertilizers contain the three 
main elements that plants need for 
optimal growth—nitrogen, phosphorus, 
and potassium—in the form of anions 
and cations. Fertilizers may also include 
filler material (possibly clay pellets, ash, 
or granular limestone) or additional 
nutrients such as magnesium, sulfur, 
calcium, manganese, zinc, boron, and 
iron.
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SECTION A  Providing Nutrients for Agriculture 523

In Riverwood, the two industrial companies under consideration manu-
facture products involving nitrogen and lithium-ion batteries. Among the 
products manufactured by EKS Nitrogen Products Company are nitric acid 
and ammonia, which are often used in chemical reactions that produce other 
materials. By contrast, the batteries produced by WYE Battery Technology 
Corporation are used in the assembly of electric and hybrid-electric vehicles 
directly in their manufactured form.

Riverwood at reasonable cost, using the best available technologies. The pro-

employs thousands of people worldwide and affects the lives of nearly every-
one, from farmers and gardeners to food producers and consumers. This is 
why some Riverwood residents are eager to invite EKS into their community.

 MAKING DECISIONS
A.8  CHEMICAL PROCESSING  

IN YOUR LIFE
To become more aware of how pervasive the products of chemical 
processing are in everyday life, list five items or materials around you 
that have not been manufactured, processed, or altered from their nat-
ural form. Start by considering everyday items, such as clothes, objects 
in your home, modes of transportation, books, foods, communication 
devices such as phones and computers, and sports and recreation 

-
cuss your answers in class.

 1.  a.  Which items on your list were wrapped, boxed, or shipped 

Explain.

b. Is the packaging or shipping material necessary or simply a 

 2.  In what ways might each item or material on your list be better 
than or inferior to a manufactured, processed, or synthetic 

 3.  If a product is “100% natural,” does that necessarily mean it 
was not involved in any processing or chemical or physical 

 4.  
gardens. Instead, they may use composted materials (food scraps and 
other plant and animal debris that have been decomposed). 

Figure 5.16  Are the materials  
used to package these products  
manufactured? Is this packaging  
necessary? What other packaging  
options exist?
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2. In most cases, synthetic products cost 
less than their natural alternatives 
(examples: nylon vs. silk, synthetic 
vitamins vs. natural). Some synthetic 
materials are more abundant than 
their natural counterparts, resulting  
in a lower price per unit. For the same 
reasons, synthetic/manufactured 
products can be more convenient and 
more available than their natural  
alternatives.

  Quality of manufactured/processed 
materials compared to natural alter- 
natives can vary significantly. Most 
manufacturers aim to provide material 
that is at least of comparable, if not 
superior, quality (example: synthetic 
rubber for natural). Some synthetic 
materials have additional properties 
that allow them to be more useful 
than their natural alternatives (ex-
ample: some butter-like products 
provide cholesterol-lowering benefits; 
plastics used to replace metals in car 
manufacturing decrease vehicle 
weight). Finally, a blend of natural 
and synthetic sometimes provides the 
most desirable combination of cost 
and quality (example: clothing made 
by blending cotton with synthetic 
fibers).

3. “100% natural” does not mean that no 
chemical processing occurred; it only 
indicates that the product has no 
synthetic additives. In fact, almost all 
natural products have undergone 
some chemical processing. Examples 
include 100% natural cereals and 
vitamins and all-cotton or all-wool 
clothing. 

  This question provides an opportu-
nity to emphasize two points: All 
matter is made of chemical sub-
stances, and assuming it is pure, a 
given synthetic compound is identical 
to the natural version of the same 
compound.

4. a.  As waste material is composted, 
bacteria are converting nitrogen 
into a plant-friendly form. Many 
plants are unable to use elemental 
nitrogen so they rely on the 
nitrogen-containing compounds 
they can get from the soil.

b. Answers will vary. If students 
answer yes, they should support 
their answer by discussing how 
large composting plants could be 
constructed and used as nitrogen 
sources. If they answer no, their 
rationale should include the 
difficulty in composting in areas  
of the country that are very arid, 
issues of volume, or costs of 
transporting the compost to 
farmland and tilling it into soil.

MD   A.8 CHemiCAl  
proCessing in  
your liFe

This activity invites students to think 
about the impact of the chemical 
industry on their lives. Be sure to allow 
enough time for class discussion.

Items students may list as being 
“unaltered” include water, milk, fresh 
and organic produce, grains, meat and 
fish; helium (for balloons); firewood; and 
houseplants.

Answers
1. a.  Unless you grow your own food, 

spin your own fibers, or buy items 
from people who do, most pur-
chased items (even those labeled  
as 100% natural) are packaged in 
chemically processed paper, 
cardboard, or plastics.

b. Packaging can maintain product 
quality during shipping and 
storage. Some packaging can be a 
convenience for easier handling of 
goods. An example is packaging 
that allows for easier sale of a group 
of items like a six-pack of tomatoes.
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SUMMARYA SECTION

Reviewing the Concepts

Fertilizers provide nutrients necessary for 
plant growth.

 1.  

 2.  What would the expression 20–10–15 

 3.  Why is potassium content expressed as 
percent K2

 4.  List each test performed in Investigating 
Matter A.1 (page 507), along with the ions 
that the test identified.

 5.  
of the three key ingredients in a typical 

 6.  
available with different compositions, such 

Nitrogen is transformed chemically as it 
cycles through living systems and the 
physical environment.

 7.  

 8.  Given the fact that nitrogen is abundant 
in the atmosphere, why is it included in 

 9.  What does it mean to fix

 10.  List three ways in which atmospheric 
nitrogen can be fixed.

 11.  List two nitrogen-containing ions that are 
useful to plant growth.

 12.  How do plants and animals differ in the 
ways they obtain

 13.  What is one role of denitrifying bacteria 

 14.  
cycle.

The tendency of an atom to attract 
electrons within a covalent chemical bond 
can be expressed by the electronegativity 
of that element.

 15.  Referring to Figure 5.14 (page 518), identify 
the element that is most electronegative. 

a.  List the element’s symbol and name.

 16. Referring to Figure 5.14 (page 518), identify 
the element that is least electronegative.

a.  List the element’s symbol and name.

 17.  
elements change as one moves

a. from left to right across any period of the 
periodic table.

b.  down a group of the periodic table.

 18.  Arrange each of the following sets of 
elements in order of their increasing 

a.  silicon, sodium, and sulfur

b.  nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium

c.  bromine, fluorine, lithium, and 
potassium
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Reviewing the Concepts
 1. N, K, and P
 2. This fertilizer contains 20% nitrogen, 

10% phosphorus (as P2O5), and 15% 
potassium (as K2O) by mass.

 3. During early investigations of plant 
fertilizers, plants were burned to ash 
and the mass of K2O obtained. The 
convention has persisted.

 4. BaCl2 tests, phosphates and sulfates
  The brown-ring test, nitrate ions
  NaOH and litmus, ammonium ions
  Flame tests, potassium ions
  KSCN test, Fe3 ions
 5. Phosphate ions become part of ATP, 

RNA, and DNA. Potassium ions 
activate enzymes and maintain water 
and ion balance. Nitrogen is used to 
synthesize amino acids.

 6. The proportion of each nutrient in 
fertilizer varies according to the 
crop’s needs. Examples: To promote 
continued leafy growth, grass needs 
more nitrogen, but fruits and veg-
etables need larger levels of phos-
phorus to encourage root and fruit 
production. 

 7. To synthesize proteins and nucleic 
acids, and N is a component of 
chlorophyll.

 8. Atmospheric nitrogen gas is highly 
stable and unreactive. Plants cannot 
use it. In fertilizers, nitrogen com-
pounds are usable by plants.

 9. To convert atmospheric nitrogen into 
nitrogen-containing compounds that 
plants are able to use

1 0. By nitrogen-fixing bacteria, combus-
tion, and lightning

 11. Nitrate (NO3
) and ammonium 

(NH4
) ions

12. a.  Plants obtain it directly from 
ammonia or nitrate ions in the 
soil. Animals must obtain it from 
foods.

b. Plants synthesize them from 
nitrogen-containing ions that they 
take up from soil. Animals must 
obtain them from proteins in their 
diets.

 13. To convert ammonia, nitrite, and 
nitrate back to nitrogen gas

 14. a.  Atmospheric N is converted to 
ammonia or nitrogen oxides.

b. Ammonia or ammonium ions are 
oxidized to nitrite and nitrate ions.

c. Plant roots absorb nitrate ions 
from soil.

d. The N passes through the food 
chain to animals.

e. When plants and animals die, 
some N is assimilated by bacteria 
and fungi. The remaining N is 
released as ammonium or ammo-
nia gas.

f. Some N is returned to the  
atmosphere as nitrogen gas. 

15. a.  F; fluorine
b. nonmetal

16. a.  Fr or Cs; francium or cesium
b. metal

 17. From left to right, values increase. 
Down a group, values decrease.

18. a.  sodium, silicon, sulfur
b. potassium, phosphorus, nitrogen
c. potassium, lithium, bromine, 

fluorine
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Assigning oxidation states is a convenient 
way to identify oxidation or reduction of 
atoms in reactions.

 19.  What is the oxidation state of an atom in 
its elemental form (that is, not combined 

 20.  How does the oxidation state of an atom 
change when the atom is

 21.  How is it possible for the same element to 

 22.  What type of element (metal or nonmetal) 
is more often found in negative oxidation 
states when bonded to atoms of other 

 23.  Write the chemical formula for each of 
the following compounds and identify 
which element in each compound has  
a positive oxidation state and which  
has a negative oxidation state.

a.  water c.  carbon dioxide

b.  ammonia d.  magnesium chloride

The chemical industry transforms 
elements and compounds into other 
useful materials.

 24.  List four different ways that the chemical 
industry is involved in the production of a 
box of breakfast cereal.

 25.  Look around wherever you are sitting 
right now and identify four things you see 
that are products of the chemical industry.

 26.  How is most of the ammonia produced in 

 27.  What was the most common source of 

 28.  
represents the main reaction in the  

What role does  
nitrogen chemistry  
play in agriculture?
In this section, you investigated 
nutrients that plants need to grow 
and thrive, constructed a model  
of the nitrogen cycle, and applied 
your understanding of oxidation–
reduction reactions to ways in which 
nitrogen compounds are converted, 
both naturally and industrially, to  
form useful products for agriculture. 
Think about what you have learned, 
then answer the question in your own 
words in organized paragraphs. Your  
answer should demonstrate your 
understanding of the key ideas in  
this section.

Be sure to consider the following  
in your response: role of nitrogen 
compounds in plant growth, forms  
of nitrogen that are most useful to 
plants, and natural and industrial 
methods for converting nitrogen 
compounds.
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 19. Zero
 20. a.  It becomes more positive.

b. It becomes more negative.
 21. An atom of an element could bond 

with a more electronegative element 
in one reaction and with a less 
electronegative element in another 
reaction. If the atom was the more 
electronegative element in a bond, it 
is reduced. If the atom was the less  
electronegative element in another 
bond, it is oxidized. 

 22. Nonmetals 
 23. 

 24. Answers may include in growing 
grains, in processing grains, in 
synthesizing additives, and in 
producing the packaging.

 25. Answers may include paper, pens, 
desks, CDs, cosmetics, food items, 
clothing, and electronics.

 26. Directly or indirectly as fertilizer.
 27. Animal waste
 28. N2(g)  3 H2(g) ∫B ∫B 

 2 NH3(g)

What role does 
nitrogen chemistry 
play in agriculture?
Student answers should include:
• Nitrogen is an important compo-
nent of fertilizers and is vital for 
plant growth. 
• Not all forms of nitrogen are 
useful to plants. Nitrogen is trans-
formed into different compounds 
and fixed through the nitrogen 
cycle.
• The oxidation state of nitrogen 
atoms in compounds can be used  
to monitor chemical changes in 
industrial manufacture of fertilizers.

Compound Positive Negative
H2O H O
NH3 H N
CO2 C O
MgCl2 Mg Cl
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Connecting the Concepts
 29.  

instead of guano or other animal waste to 

 30.  
reported as percent P2 5. 

a. What is the percent phosphorus in P2 5

analysis and the burning produces P2 5. 
In what form is the phosphorus actually 

 31.  
whether a soil sample contains any fixed 
nitrogen.

 32.  
this unit to the ion tests in Unit 4 (page 452). 
In what ways are these tests similar and in 

 33.  

Support your answer with evidence.

 34.  What does the electronegativity of an 
electrically neutral atom indicate about its 

 35.  In general, how do the electronegativities 
of metallic and nonmetallic elements 

 36.  

a. Write the Lewis-dot structure for each 
reactant and product involved.

b.  Using the concept of electronegativity, 
determine which atoms in that reaction 
have a positive oxidation state and which 
have a negative oxidation state.

 37.  How does the concept of a limiting 

Extending the Concepts
 38.  You have considered three major natural 

Compare these cycles with respect to  

a. conservation of mass, 

b.  types of chemical change, and 

c.  participating organisms.

 39.  Why do some vegetarians claim that their 
diets make more economical use of 

 40.  Some historians claim that development 

World War I. Explain.

 41. a.  Magnesium is a key component of 
chlorophyll in green plants. Explain why 
magnesium is generally not included in 

by growing plants that are not included 

 42.  Review the list of ingredients in a 
multipurpose vitamin capsule for humans 
and compare this to the ingredients in a 

reasons for the similarities and differences 
you find.

 43.  

 44.  Research and report on denitrifying 
bacteria. Include their typical habitats  
and any unusual characteristics.
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Connecting the Concepts
 29. Advantages: known composition, can 

compensate for soil deficiencies. 
Disadvantage: expense.

 30. a.  %P  
2  30.97

141.94   43.64%

b. It is found as phosphate, PO4
3.

 31. Use the brown-ring test. In the 
presence of nitrate ions, mixing 
iron(II) ions and sulfuric acid 
produces a brown ring in a test tube. 
To test for ammonium ions, complete 
a test with NaOH and litmus. 

 32. Similarities: All are confirming tests, 
are qualitative, and test for ions.

  Differences: More ions and variety of 
methods in the fertilizer tests.

 33. Disagree: Elements other than oxygen 
can attract electrons. Any atom that 
gives up electrons during a reaction 
undergoes oxidation. Electrons may 
be given up to oxygen or other more 
electronegative elements. 

 34. Atoms of lower electronegativity 
have a lesser tendency to attract 
electrons in a bond. These atoms  
are more likely to lose control of 
electrons and be oxidized. 

 35. Metallic elements tend to have lower 
electronegativities; nonmetallic 
elements tend to have higher ones. 

 36. a.  

b. As reactants, both hydrogen and 
nitrogen have zero oxidation 
states. In NH3, nitrogen has a 
negative oxidation state and 
hydrogen has a positive oxidation 
state.

 37. Fertilizers typically contain a mixture 
of N, P, and K compounds. If they are 
not present in adequate amounts, 
some chemical reactions will be 
limited.

Extending the Concepts
 38. a.  In all cycles, mass is conserved.

b. In the water cycle, all changes are 
physical. In the C cycle, chemical 
change is common during photo-
synthesis, respiration, decomposi-
tion, and combustion. In the N 
cycle, chemical change is common 
during fixation, oxidation, and 
denitrification. 

c. In the water cycle, bacteria in the 
soil convert dissolved organic 
compounds into simpler com-
pounds. In C and N cycles, 
participating organisms include 
animals, plants, and bacteria.

 39. Vegetarians eat plants, which have 
synthesized their own food. Nonveg-

etarians eat animals that have 
consumed plants or other animals. 
Vegetarians’ diets involve fewer prior 
energy conversions, so some claim to 
use food more efficiently.

 40. The Haber–Bosch process was a 
convenient source of ammonia for 
making military munitions, allowing 
Germany to continue fighting after the 
British navy cut its shipping links to 
Chilean nitrate deposits.

 41. a.  There is enough magnesium in soil.
b. Fe, C, Ca, and Mn

 42. The top plant fertilizer ingredients 

are P, K, and N. Human nutrients 
include Ca, Cl, Mg, P, K, Na, and S, 
and a dozen or so vitamins.

 43. Lightning provides energy for the 
reaction of nitrogen with oxygen to 
form nitrogen oxides.

 44. Denitrifying bacteria can grow under 
aerobic conditions; under anaerobic 
conditions, they respire using the 
nitrate ion. Denitrifying organisms 
are often found where O2 is absent 
but there is a rich source of nitrate 
ions and organic material to oxidize. 

American Chemical Society
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P1.  In some chemical equations a double arrow, , is used.  
What does this notation represent? 

2.  According to collision theory, how does an increase in 
temperature affect collisions between gas particles?

3.  Is the following statement an accurate description of a chemical 
system at equilibrium? “At equilibrium, all reactions have 
stopped.” Explain.

What chemical principles can be used in 
the responsible manufacture of ammonia?

As you have learned, many industrial raw materials are extracted from 
Earth’s crust (such as minerals, precious metals, sulfur, and petroleum), 
oceans (e.g., magnesium and bromine), and atmosphere. Nitrogen gas 
and oxygen gas, both obtained by low-temperature distillation from  
liquefied air, are valuable starting materials in the production of ammo-
nia and nitric acid. As you will soon learn, producing ammonia also 
depends on understanding the implications of reversible reactions and 
chemical equilibrium.

GOALS

absence or presence of a catalyst affect reaction rates.

caused by perturbations to a system.

 
of ammonia. 

chemical explosives.

goals and principles of green chemistry.

B INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION 
OF AMMONIA
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This section examines the synthesis of 
ammonia from nitrogen and hydrogen 
gas, an example of a reversible reaction 
used for commercial production of a 
useful product. Students are introduced 
to kinetics, equilibrium, Le Châtelier’s 
principle, and green chemistry.

Using the Section 
Question
In Section B, the concepts of chemical 
kinetics and equilibrium are introduced 
in the context of ammonia manufactur-
ing. By the end of the section, students 
should be able to discuss how kinetics 
and equilibrium are applied to optimize 
production of ammonia and minimize 
energy costs and waste. Students also 
learn about green chemistry and con-
sider how the questions raised by its 
principles apply to the issue of ammonia 
production in Riverwood.

Goals
The chemistry provides background 
knowledge and evidence that students 
can apply as they develop their position 
on the building of an ammonia produc-
tion facility in Riverwood. The chemical 
processes involved in the production of 
ammonia are also used to introduce 
chemical kinetics and equilibrium. 
Students will use these ideas to evaluate 
the impact of the facility on local energy 
needs and determine whether the 
proposed facility would be consistent 
with green chemistry principles.

Pconcept check 3
1. (Concepts developed in Unit 4, 

Section C.10.) The use of double 
arrows indicates that the reaction 
proceeds toward a state of dynamic 
equilibrium. At equilibrium, the rate 
of the forward reaction equals the  
rate of the reverse reaction, and no net 
changes in concentration are observed.

2. [Concepts developed in Unit 2. Useful 
sections include C.5 (collision theory) 
and B.1 (kinetic molecular theory). 
Students will synthesize what they 
learned in Unit 2 to answer this 

question.] As temperature goes up, 
the number of collisions between gas 
particles increases.

3. (Looking ahead; answers will be 
based on students’ prior knowledge.) 
From Unit 4, students should under-
stand that concentrations (macro 
level) remain constant at equilibrium. 
This may lead some students to think 
that the reaction has stopped and thus 
agree with this statement. Students 
who are thinking at the molecular 
level may realize that molecules 
continue to collide and react and thus 
will disagree with this statement.
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B.1  KINETICS AND EQUILIBRIUM
-

lenge. As you learned in Section A, molecular nitrogen (N2) is very stable. 
This means that nitrogen fixation, the chemical combination of nitrogen gas 
with other elements, has a substantial activation-energy barrier. As you 

either that the reactant particles have substantial kinetic energy or that a 
catalyst reduces the energy required to initiate the reaction.

The reaction of nitrogen gas with hydrogen gas is also difficult because 
some ammonia molecules decompose back to nitrogen gas and hydrogen gas 

of reaction—one in which products re-form reactants at the same time that 
reactants form products—is known as a reversible reaction. The double 
arrows used below indicate that both forward and reverse reactions occur 
simultaneously:

N2(g) 2(g)  3(g)

-

Kinetics: Producing More Ammonia in Less Time
Chemical kinetics is the study of how fast chemical reactions occur. The 
reaction rate expresses how fast a particular chemical change occurs. To 
determine a reaction rate requires an experiment in which the amount (often 
measured as concentration) of one reacting substance is measured as a func-
tion of time. For instance, in synthesizing ammonia, if you know how fast 
nitrogen is being used and how long the reaction has been going on, you can 
calculate the amount of ammonia produced.

For chemical reactions to occur, reac-
tant molecules, atoms, or ions must  
collide with one another. According to 
collision theory, the reaction rate 
depends on the collision frequency and 
the energy involved in each collision 

Increasing the concentra-
tions of reactants speeds up reaction 
rates by increasing the number of colli-

reaction rate by providing more reacting 
molecules with sufficient energy to over-

-
lysts, on the other hand, increase the 
reaction rate by lowering the activation- 
energy barrier required for the reaction 

Figure 5.17  For a chemical reaction to 
occur, reactant particles must collide with 
proper orientation and sufficient energy. 
What are the benefits and limitations  
of using billiard balls to model simple 
molecular collisions?
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b.1 KinetiCs And 
equilibrium
Several important concepts that were 
previously introduced in Units 2 and 4 
are further developed here. Students 
learn more about reversible reactions, 
kinetics, equilibrium, and Le Châtelier’s 
principle. The concepts of kinetics and 
chemical equilibrium are used to 
explain how chemists overcame obsta-
cles to producing ammonia.

Kinetics
Kinetics is further developed to help set 
the stage for some difficulties associated 
with ammonia production. Collision 
theory (introduced in Unit 2) explains 
that a reaction’s kinetics depend on 
collision frequency and the energy 
involved in each collision. Although not 
mentioned in the text (except briefly in 
the Figure 5.17 caption), reaction rate 
also depends on the proper orientation 
of reacting molecules. Catalysts act by 
lowering the activation energy. Ask 
students to create analogies that describe 
the factors in collision theory that 
influence the rate of a reaction. Encour-
age students also to identify limitations 
to their analogies. (See Using the 
Figures, Figure 5.17.)

TRM  
 
READING GUIDE

Equilibrium
Some students may struggle with the 
notion of chemical equilibrium. A 
common student misconception is that 
equilibrium only happens if the concen-
trations of reactants and products are 
equal. Reemphasize that equilibrium 
happens when the rate of the forward 
reaction equals the rate of the reverse 
reaction. An indicator of equilibrium is 
no net change in concentrations of 
reactants or products. Some students 
may need visual cues to conceptualize 
equilibrium. You may ask students to 

re-read the concessions stand analogy in 
Unit 4 (page 461). The demonstration on 
page 529 is useful to address misconcep-
tions about equilibrium. 

a Using the Figures
Figure 5.17 Use this figure as an 
example of an analogy for colli-
sion theory. Ask students to identify 
features of the pool-playing analogy 
that correspond to specific aspects of 
collision theory, as well as to critique 
limitations of this analogy. This may 
help them to become more thought-
ful when developing their own analo-
gies for collision theory. 
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SECTION B  Industrial Production of Ammonia 529

Figure 5.19  A system at dynamic equilibrium  
involves two ongoing processes acting in  
opposition to one another.

Although a higher reaction temperature 
increases the average kinetic energies of the 
nitrogen and hydrogen molecules that react 
to form ammonia, ammonia itself becomes 
increasingly unstable at higher temperatures. 
The result is that ammonia decomposes back 
to nitrogen gas and hydrogen gas. If the reac-
tion takes place at lower temperatures, fewer 
nitrogen and hydrogen molecules have 
enough energy to overcome the activation 
energy barrier, thus slowing the net rate of 
ammonia formation even though less ammo-
nia decomposes at that lower temperature. 
So the formation of ammonia, the forward 
reaction, requires high temperatures, but 
high temperatures also increase the rate of 
decomposition of ammonia, the reverse reac-
tion. What can we do to increase the rate of 
the forward reaction or decrease the rate  
of the reverse reaction, thus increasing the 

The major breakthrough that led to profit-
able ammonia production was the discovery 

-
sible to produce ammonia at lower tempera-

-
try commonly employs iron as an ammonia synthesis catalyst.

Equilibrium: Favoring the Forward Reaction
Any reversible reaction appears to stop when the rate at 
which product forms equals the rate at which product 
reverts back to reactants—that is, when reactants and 
products attain dynamic equilibrium. At equilibrium, 
both the forward and the reverse reactions continue, 
but there is no further change in the amounts of reac-
tants or products. At the point of dynamic equilib-
rium, the two opposing chemical changes are in 

Progress of Reaction

Reactants

Uncatalyzed
pathway

Catalyzed
pathway

Activation
energy of
catalyzed
pathway

Products

Po
te

nt
ia

l E
ne

rg
y

Figure 5.18  A catalyst reduces the 
size of the activation energy barrier 
involved in synthesizing ammonia  
from its elements.
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Demonstration Idea
Place two large, equally sized, transpar-
ent tanks at the front of the classroom. 
Fill one with water and leave the other 
empty (or nearly empty). Adding food 
coloring to the water often makes this 
demonstration easier to view. Give two 
student volunteers one cup each. The 
students, in synchronization, scoop 
water from their designated tank and 
transfer that water to the other tank. The 
student assigned the empty tank must 
still go through the motion of scooping 
water and emptying it into the opposite 
tank. The overall objective for each 
student is to empty his or her tank. Over 
time, students note that the water in 
each tank reaches a level from which  
it doesn’t change, despite continued 
scooping and transferring. This demon-
stration illustrates that the rates of 
forward and reverse reactions (that is, 
the volume of water scooped from both 
tanks) are equal at equilibrium. It also 
illustrates the concept of dynamic 
equilibrium.

a

 Using the Figures
Figure 5.19 Students could cri-
tique using escalators as an analogy 
for equilibrium. One criticism may be 
that not all people are familiar with 
escalators!
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If the reverse reaction proceeds at an appreciable rate, then the amount  
of product that can be produced from the chemical reaction is decreased. 

 
that would be produced by a known amount of reactant. When you made 
these calculations, you did not consider the possibility of a reverse reaction. 

Figure 5.20  Dynamic Equilibrium  In the stoppered flask (left), we observe no overall change in the water 
level because its evaporation rate equals its rate of condensation. Water contained in the open flask (right) 
slowly escapes from the flask as water vapor. This happens because the rate of evaporation of water  
molecules is greater than the rate of condensation—this system is not in equilibrium. The closed system  
in the stoppered flask is, by contrast, an example of dynamic equilibrium.
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a Using the Figures
Figure 5.20 This Scientific Ameri-
can illustration depicts dynamic 
equilibrium involving two opposing 
physical processes—evaporation  
and condensation. You can set up a 
similar display of two Erlenmeyer 
flasks in the classroom a few weeks 
(or days, depending on local humid-
ity) before teaching equilibrium. 
Ensure that both flasks are filled to 
the same level with water, and then 
stopper one flask. Direct students’ 
attention to the flasks every few days 
(or more often) to observe any 
changes. Then, when you’re ready to 
introduce the concept of equilibrium, 
invite students to discuss their 
observations and explain what they 
observed in each flask. They will 
probably say that water evaporates 
from the open flask, but that “noth-
ing” happens in the stoppered flask. 
At this point, turn the discussion to 
the model in this figure, or simply 
present this figure as a possible 
model and invite students to inter-
pret and comment on it. Emphasize 
several points: (a) Systems at dynamic 
equilibrium do not appear to change. 
In this physical case, the water level in 
the stoppered flask remains constant; 
for a chemical reaction, the concen-
trations of reactants and products 
remain constant. However, that does 
not mean “nothing” is happening.  
(b) Encourage students to think at the 
particulate level and emphasize that, 
in terms of evaporation and conden-
sation, some water molecules gain 
enough energy to leave the water 
surface, but at the same rate that 
gaseous water molecules return to 
the water surface and condense  
back to liquid. (c) For reactions that 
have attained dynamic equilibrium, 
reactant molecules still move, collide, 
and turn into product molecules, and 
vice versa. 
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For many reactions, this is a valid simplification and it is not necessary to  
consider the reverse reaction. In these cases, the reverse reaction has a  
very slow rate, so we can assume that the forward reaction is the only impor-
tant reaction. 

-
nia, so the net amount of ammonia formed from a given amount of nitrogen 
gas and hydrogen gas at a fixed temperature is limited by the competition 
between the forward and reverse reactions. One way to increase the amount 
of ammonia produced is to cool the ammonia as soon as it forms until it 
turns to a liquid and remove it from the reaction chamber. This prevents 
ammonia from decomposing back into nitrogen gas and hydrogen gas. If 
ammonia is continuously removed, the rate of the reverse reaction (decom-
position of ammonia) is significantly decreased because there is less gas-
eous ammonia available to decompose. This causes the overall reaction (see 

rate of the forward reaction is greater than the rate of the reverse reaction. 

Le Châtelier’s Principle: Shifting the Equilibrium
The example above illustrates that a system at equilibrium can often be dis-
turbed by changing the concentration of either reactants or products or by 
changing the temperature of the system. When one of these disturbances 
occurs, it causes either the forward or reverse reaction rate to become larger 
than the other and thus to be favored over the other. The reaction system 

reactants and products present after equilibrium has been reestablished will 
be different from the amounts present before the disturbance. 

For example, if more reactant was added to a system at equilibrium, the 
extra reactant will cause the forward reaction to increase, using up some of 
the added reactant, and produce more product. After the system returns to 
equilibrium, the concentration of the reactant that was added will be larger 
than the concentration of this reactant before the disturbance. The system has 
responded to the disturbance by undergoing a change that partially counter-
acts the initial effect of the disturbance. Thus, the initial equilibrium position 

Le Châtelier’s principle.
The external disturbance imposed on a system at equilibrium, sometimes 

called a stress, may be a change in the concentration of a particular reactant 
or product, a change in the temperature of the system, or (for a system 
including gases) a change in the total pressure. According to Le Châtelier’s 
principle, the predicted shift in the equilibrium position is always in the 
direction that partially counteracts the imposed change in conditions. In  
the industrial production of ammonia, the removal of ammonia (a change  
in its concentration in the reaction vessel) results in the initial equilibrium 

principle, the removal of ammonia is partially counteracted by the system, 
thus producing more ammonia. 
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Le Châtelier’s Principle 
The text uses Le Châtelier’s principle to 
describe how ammonia manufacture can 
be controlled to produce the maximum 
amount of product at minimum expense. 
Optimal ways for producing ammonia 
include:
1. Maintaining a high concentration of 

reactants (N2 and H2).
2. Removing the product from the 

reaction vessel as it forms. Ammonia 
condenses at a higher temperature 
than either hydrogen or nitrogen, so 
the reaction vessel is cooled to liquefy 
and remove ammonia. 

3. Strict temperature control. Low 
temperatures favor the forward 
reaction (producing ammonia). High 
temperatures favor the reverse 
reaction. Therefore, temperatures 
must be low enough to inhibit product 
decomposition but high enough to 
provide activation energy needed for 
the forward reaction. 

4. Using a catalyst to speed up the 
reaction. The lowered temperature 
(see Point 3) makes it more difficult 
for molecules to obtain activation 
energy. Since catalysts lower the 
needed activation energy, more 
collisions become effective.

5. Controlling pressure. Pressure must be 
high enough to increase total molecu-
lar collisions and therefore encourage 
product formation. However, very high 
pressures are costly and introduce 
safety hazards for workers. 
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Another external disturbance (stress) used to increase ammonia production 
is to add reactant molecules (nitrogen gas and hydrogen gas) continuously at 
high pressure. This higher pressure of reactant gases means the number of 
nitrogen and hydrogen gas molecules per unit volume is increased, thereby 
increasing the concentration of the reactants. The frequency of molecular  
collisions increases, which favors the forward reaction, and thus increases the 
amount of ammonia formed. This change can be viewed as partially counter-
acting the initial increased pressure because the total number of gas molecules 

2 and one mol-
ecule N2 3 gas.)

In many cases, changing the system’s temperature can also cause an equi-
librium system to shift. The direction of that effect can be predicted based on 
whether the forward reaction is exothermic or endothermic. For example, the 
synthesis of ammonia is exothermic:

 N2(g) 2(g) 3(g)  Thermal energy

Thermal energy can be regarded as a product of the forward (left to right) 
reaction. Raising the temperature would tend to favor the reverse (right to 

less ammonia is formed at equilibrium at conditions of higher temperatures. 
Remember, though, that the temperature must be high enough to provide the 
nitrogen and hydrogen molecules with adequate kinetic energy to react. A 
delicate balance is needed. The temperature must be high enough to produce 
significant amounts of ammonia, but not so high that it promotes an exces-
sive rate of ammonia decomposition.

 INVESTIGATING MATTER
B.2  LE CHÂTELIER’S PRINCIPLE

Preparing to Investigate
In this investigation of a system at equilibrium, you will use what you have 

-
centration and temperature on the position of an equilibrium system. The 
chemical system you will investigate is described by the following equilib-
rium equation:

Thermal energy 2O)6]
2+(aq) (aq) 4] (aq) 2O(l)

This system involves two complex ions. A complex ion is a chemical  
species composed of a single central atom or ion, usually a metal ion, to 
which other atoms, molecules, or ions are attached. One of your objectives in 

4]  or 

2O)6]
2+
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IM   b.2 le CHâtelier’s 
prinCiple

Students explore Le Châtelier’s principle 
using an equilibrium system.

Time 30 min
Materials (for 12 student pairs)

12 test tubes (18  150 mm)
12 test tube holders
24 400-mL beakers
12 hot plates
ice (2 lbs)
24 dropper bottles
265 mL 0.1 M AgNO3  

(4.5 g AgNO3/265 mL solution)
5.0 g NaCl
0.1 M CoCl2 tincture components  

(see preparation instructions below)
2.37 g CoCl26 H2O 
40 g CaCl2 anhydrous
100 mL 95% ethanol

Safety
Students should wear protective goggles 
and lab aprons throughout this investi-
gation. They should handle silver nitrate 
with care; it stains clothing and skin.

Advance Preparation
Prepare 0.1 M CoCl2 tincture by dissolv-
ing 2.37 g CoCl26 H2O in 100 mL 95% 
ethanol. Add about 40 g anhydrous 
CaCl2. Swirl until the solution is deep 
blue. Decant solution into dropper 
bottles for student use. Slightly more 
than 40 g solute may be needed if the 
supply of solid CaCl2 is partially 
hydrated.

Set up hot-water baths (on hot plates 
or hot tap water) in advance. The bath 
should be no higher than 60–70 °C, well 
below boiling. Also set up ice-water 
baths in advance.

Demonstration Ideas
To provoke curiosity before starting:
• Add several drops of water to a test 
tube holding CoCl2 tincture; it turns 
pink. Then add several crystals of CaCl2; 
the solution turns blue.
• Show “weather-forecaster” cards or 
figurines coated with cobalt(II) chloride, 
which change from blue to pink on a 
humid day (sold in some novelty stores).

TRM  
 
LAB HANDOUT
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Making Predictions and Gathering Evidence to learn 
what you will need to do and note safety precautions. You will also need to 
create a data table that is appropriate for recording your data.

Making Predictions
-

tion chemistry to answer the following questions. Record the answers on 
your data sheet in a section labeled predictions.

 1.  

4) (aq)

 2.  

(aq) 4) (aq)

 3.  In Gathering Evidence, you are told to add silver nitrate to the 
system. Which substance or substances present in the equilibrium 

Gathering Evidence
 1.  goggles, and wear them properly 

throughout the investigation.

 2.  

 3.  2) solution to a clean, 
dry test tube. Record the color.

 4.  3) solution. (Caution: 
AgNO3 solution can stain skin and clothing. Handle with care.) 

 5.  Gently swirl the tube to ensure good mixing. Record the color.

 6.  

Another external disturbance (stress) used to increase ammonia production 
is to add reactant molecules (nitrogen gas and hydrogen gas) continuously at 
high pressure. This higher pressure of reactant gases means the number of 
nitrogen and hydrogen gas molecules per unit volume is increased, thereby 
increasing the concentration of the reactants. The frequency of molecular  
collisions increases, which favors the forward reaction, and thus increases the 
amount of ammonia formed. This change can be viewed as partially counter-
acting the initial increased pressure because the total number of gas molecules 

2 and one mol-
ecule N2 3 gas.)

In many cases, changing the system’s temperature can also cause an equi-
librium system to shift. The direction of that effect can be predicted based on 
whether the forward reaction is exothermic or endothermic. For example, the 
synthesis of ammonia is exothermic:

 N2(g) 2(g) 3(g)  Thermal energy

Thermal energy can be regarded as a product of the forward (left to right) 
reaction. Raising the temperature would tend to favor the reverse (right to 

less ammonia is formed at equilibrium at conditions of higher temperatures. 
Remember, though, that the temperature must be high enough to provide the 
nitrogen and hydrogen molecules with adequate kinetic energy to react. A 
delicate balance is needed. The temperature must be high enough to produce 
significant amounts of ammonia, but not so high that it promotes an exces-
sive rate of ammonia decomposition.

 INVESTIGATING MATTER
B.2  LE CHÂTELIER’S PRINCIPLE

Preparing to Investigate
In this investigation of a system at equilibrium, you will use what you have 

-
centration and temperature on the position of an equilibrium system. The 
chemical system you will investigate is described by the following equilib-
rium equation:

Thermal energy 2O)6]
2+(aq) (aq) 4] (aq) 2O(l)

This system involves two complex ions. A complex ion is a chemical  
species composed of a single central atom or ion, usually a metal ion, to 
which other atoms, molecules, or ions are attached. One of your objectives in 

4]  or 

2O)6]
2+

Figure 5.21  Which complex 
ion is in this test tube?
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Making Predictions
1. Equilibrium would shift to the left. 

The concentration of [CoCl4]2 would 
decrease.

2. Equilibrium would shift to the right. 
The concentration of Cl would 
decrease and the concentration of 
[CoCl4]2 would increase. 

3. The concentration of Cl would be 
affected by the addition of Ag ion. 
These ions would react to form solid 
silver chloride: 

 Ag(aq)  Cl(aq) ∫B AgCl(s)
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 7.  

 8.   
hot-water bath. Record the color.

 9.  
Record the color.

 10.  Reheat the test tube in the hot-water bath. Record the color.

 11.  

 12.  Wash your hands thoroughly before leaving the laboratory.

Interpreting Evidence
To answer the following questions, refer to your observations and the equi-
librium equation given in Preparing to Investigate.

 1.  What happened when you added AgNO3 solution to the solution in 

 2.  
(Hint:

 3.  Why did adding AgNO3 solution affect the equilibrium, even though 
neither Ag+ ions nor NO3

Write an equation to support your explanation.

 4.  Which way did the equilibrium shift after adding the AgNO3 

 5.  

 6.  4] 2O)6]
2+

 7.  

 8.  

Making Claims
 9.  

each of these steps explaining how your results support or contradict 

Reflecting on the Investigation

 10.  Revisit the predictions you made before doing the experiment. 

equilibrium system.

 11.  What would have been the effect if you had used hydrochloric acid 
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Interpreting Evidence
 1. A white solid should form and the 

solution should turn pink.
 2. AgCl
 3. The Ag ion reacts with a substance 

present in the equilibrium system. 
The concentration of Cl is affected:

Ag(aq)  Cl(aq) ∫B AgCl(s)

 4. Reactants
 5. Products
 6. a.  [Co(H2O)6]2

b. [CoCl4]2 
 7. Equilibrium shifts to the left.
 8. In Step 8 heating, [CoCl4]2 forms. It 

did not change in Step 6 because Ag 
removed most Cl from solution, 
preventing [CoCl4]2 from forming.

Making Claims
 9. Step 5: adding AgNO3 caused the 

solution to turn pink. AgNO3 
removed Cl ions so [CoCl4]2 is 
transformed to [Co(H2O)6]2. The  
shift from blue to pink supports  
Le Châtelier’s principle. 

  Step 8: Adding heat to a blue 
solution will show no change.  
Le Châtelier’s principle may or  
may not be supported.

  Step 9: Placing the blue solution  
into an ice bath caused the solution 
to change from blue to pink. This 
suggests that the change from 
[CoCl4]2 to [Co(H2O)6]2 is an 
exothermic reaction and supports  
Le Châtelier’s principle.

  Step 10: The shift back to the blue 
[CoCl4]2 with the addition of heat 
further confirms that the shift  
from [Co(H2O)6]2 to [CoCl4]2 is 
endothermic.

Reflecting on the Investigation
 10. Answers will vary. Students who  

are able to look at the reaction given 
and interpret the thermodynamics 
correctly will have more accurate 
predictions. Students should be able 
to make similar predictions for 
reactions they have not seen after 
completing this investigation.

 11. HCl should produce the same effect 
as NaCl, because in either case the 
concentration of Cl is increased.
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SECTION B  Industrial Production of Ammonia 535

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
B.3  CHEMICAL SYSTEMS  

AT EQUILIBRIUM

 1.  For each equilibrium system, describe three changes you could make 
to favor the forward reaction.  

a.  2 SO2(g)  O2(g)  2 SO3(g)  Thermal energy

2(g) 2(g) (g)  Thermal energy

 2.  

a.  What generalization can you make about the effect of temperature 

remain valid for temperatures much 

c.  What generalization can you make about 
the effect of total pressure on the yield 

d.  What combination of temperature  
and pressure results in the highest 

 3.  
different changes you could make to favor 
the reverse reaction.

Sample Problem: For the following equilibrium system, 
describe three changes you could make to increase the formation  
of nitric oxide gas, NO(g), at equilibrium. 

Thermal energy  2 NO2(g)  2 NO(g)  O2(g)

We need to identify factors that would cause the equilibrium  
 

 
shift the equilibrium to the right: (i) increasing the temperature  
of the system, (ii) increasing the concentration of NO2, or  
(iii) decreasing the concentration of either O2 or NO.
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Figure 5.22  Ammonia production in the system 
N2(g)  3 H2(g)  2 NH3(g)  Thermal energy. 
The graph depicts the effect of pressure and 
temperature changes on the percent NH3 present 
at equilibrium.
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DS   b.3 CHemiCAl systems 
At equilibrium

Students apply Le Châtelier’s principle 
to chemical equilibrium systems.

Answers
1. a.  Increase the concentration of SO2  

or O2, decrease the concentration of 
SO3 by removing product, or cool 
the system.

b. Increase the concentration of H2 or 
Cl2, decrease the concentration of 
HCl by removing product, or cool 
the system.

2. a.  Lower temperatures increase the 
yield.

b. No. Temperatures need to be high 
enough for molecules to possess 
activation energy for effective 
collisions.

c. Higher pressures result in higher 
yields.

d. Lower temperatures (400 °C) and 
higher pressures (500 atm) 

3. a.  Decrease the concentration of SO2 
or O2 by removing them as they 
form, increase the concentration of 
SO3, or heat the system.

b. Decrease the concentration of H2 or 
Cl2 by removing them as they form, 
increase the concentration of HCl, 
or heat the system.

TRM  
 
EXTRA PRACTICE
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b.4 industriAl syntHesis 
oF AmmoniA
NH3 is synthesized by the Haber–Bosch 
process. N2 from air reacts with H2 at 
elevated temperatures (500 °C) and high 
pressure (150–300 atm) in the presence 
of iron oxides and Al2O3 catalysts. The 
required H2 is produced by reaction of 
steam with methane (CH4); however, the 
CH4-to-steam ratio must be controlled 
carefully to prevent forming other 
compounds. Although this process is 
used in industrial NH3 synthesis, it is 
not very efficient; it produces only 
20–30% NH3.

The Haber–Bosch process requires 
close monitoring by chemists, chemical 
engineers, and technicians. The tem-
perature and pressure must be carefully 
controlled to maximize NH3 produced 
and minimize safety hazards. The 
catalyst surface must also be “clean”  
so optimal amounts of N2 and H2 are 
adsorbed. Adsorbed impurities interfere 
with and lower yield. 

Fritz Haber, a German physical 
chemist, received the 1918 Nobel Prize 
in Chemistry for this method. Carl 
Bosch, an industrial chemist, shared a 
1931 Nobel Prize with Friedrich Bergius 
for their high-pressure studies.

This material may be interesting to 
students planning to study engineering 
later. Chemical engineers develop 
processes and equipment for chemical 
manufacturing and also monitor produc-
tion. They use chemistry, mathematics, 
physics, and engineering to complete 
their projects successfully. Students 
interested in engineering could obtain 
and study a schematic diagram for NH3 
synthesis.

a Using the Figures
Figure 5.23 A technician wears 
protective goggles and a hard hat, 
called PPE (personal protective 
equipment). The tank before him 
is labeled with its contents and a 
National Fire Protection Association 
(NFPA) label. Each NFPA color rep-
resents a hazard factor. The numbers 
indicate the degree of hazard (from  
0 to 4). Yellow  reactivity hazards, 
red  fire hazards, blue  health  
hazards. According to this label, tolu-
ene is stable (low reactivity), readily 
ignitable, and hazardous to health.

536 Unit 5 Industry: Applying Chemical Reactions 

B.4  INDUSTRIAL SYNTHESIS  
OF AMMONIA

-
gen gas and hydrogen gas to react in the presence of a catalyst. First,  
of course, the plant must obtain a continuous supply of the reactants. Nitro-

through a series of steps involving cooling and compression. As you will 
soon learn, hydrogen gas can be obtained chemically from natural gas 

4).
To produce the hydrogen gas, chemical engineers first treat natural gas to 

remove sulfur compounds; then they allow methane to react with steam:

Thermal energy 4(g) 2O(g) 2(g) (g)

In modern ammonia plants, this endothermic reaction takes place at  

to prevent the formation of carbon compounds that would lower the yield of 
hydrogen gas.

above, is converted to carbon dioxide, which is accompanied by the produc-
tion of additional hydrogen gas:

(g) 2O(g) 2(g) 2(g)

All the hydrogen gas produced is then separated from carbon dioxide and 
from any unreacted methane.

 
Ammonia gas is removed by converting it, by means of cooling and added 
pressure, to liquid ammonia, which is then removed from the reaction cham-
ber, thus reducing the rate of ammonia decomposition. Nonreacted nitrogen 
gas and hydrogen gas are recycled, mixed with additional supplies of reac-
tants, and passed through the reaction chamber again.

B.5  NITROGEN’S OTHER FACE

applications. For example, ammonia reacts directly with nitric acid to produce 
ammonium nitrate, a substitute for natural nitrates once used as fertilizers.

3(g) 3(aq) 4NO3(aq)
 Ammonia Nitric acid Ammonium nitrate

The widespread availability of ammonia and nitrates has changed the 
course of warfare as well as agriculture. Ammonia is a reactant in the  
production of explosives, most of which are nitrogen-containing compounds 

provided a convenient source of ammonia for making both fertilizers and 

Figure 5.23  This technician 
checks conditions within  
an industrial chemical  
storage system. What  
evidence suggests that  
safety is a priority?
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b.5 nitrogen’s otHer FACe
This section features the uses of nitrogen 
compounds as explosives, emphasizing 
the work of Alfred Nobel and his family. 
Explosions are rapid, exothermic reac- 
tions in which the volume of hot, gaseous 
products is much greater than the 
volume of the original solid or liquid 
reactants. In explosives containing 
nitrogen, it is released upon explosion 
as stable N2(g) molecules. 

The text discusses air bags. Sodium 
azide is an ionic compound of sodium 
(Na) and azide ions (N3

). Azide anions 
are very unstable and will readily react 
to form the more stable nitrogen gas, N2. 
In an air bag, sensors detect the impact 
of a collision. These sensors turn on an 
electrical circuit which provides the 
spark that ignites the sodium azide. 
Nitrogen gas formed in this process fills 
the bag at a velocity of 150–250 mph. 
This process, from start to finish, must 
be completed within 40 ms (millisec-
onds). When the reaction is complete, 
the nitrogen gas leaves the air bag 
through small vents. The purpose of this 
deflation is to create a softer impact zone 
for the driver or passenger.

a

 Using the Figures
Figure 5.25 In answer to the  
caption question, all but one of 
these structures contain one or more 
nitrogen atoms bonded to carbon 
and several oxygen atoms. All of 
these structures contain nitrogen in 
a less stable environment than that 
of elemental nitrogen (where two 
nitrogen atoms are bonded to each 
other). Each compound is either a 
solid or a liquid. Upon explosion, 
when they quickly convert to more 
stable, gaseous nitrogen molecules, 
the rapid increase in volume contrib-
utes to the destructive force of the 
explosive.

SECTION B  Industrial Production of Ammonia 537

military munitions. This allowed Germany to continue fighting in World 

Nitrogen-based explosives also have non-hostile, and even life-saving, uses. 
Air bags in automobiles are one such modern application. An air bag quickly 
inflates like a big pillow during a collision to reduce injuries to the driver 
and passengers. The uninflated air-bag assembly contains solid sodium azide, 
NaN3. In a collision, sensors initiate a sequence of events that rapidly decom-
pose the sodium azide to form a large volume of nitrogen gas:

3 NaN3(s)  Na3N(s)  4 N2(g)

The forces released by nitrogen-based explosives also blast road-cuts 
through solid rock during highway construction. To cut through the stone 
faces of hills and mountains, road crews drill holes, drop in explosive canis-
ters, and then detonate the explosives.

Figure 5.26  Automobile air 
bags deploy due to nitrogen 
gas released from a nitrogen-
based explosive compound.

Figure 5.25  Structural formulas of some common substances used as explosives.  
What similarities are shared by these chemical structures?

Figure 5.24  Explosive 
substances, such as those 
used here, are used in 
many mining and  
construction operations.
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Explosions in general result from the rapid formation of gaseous products 

azide, dynamite, or nitroglycerin produces gases that occupy more than a 
thousand times the volume of the original solid or liquid.

oxidation state and carbon in a negative oxidation state within the same 
reactant molecule. This creates conditions for the release of vast quantities 
of energy. The energy released in this type of explosive reaction is due in 
part to the formation of N2, a highly stable molecule.

Workers never knew when it was going to explode. The Nobel family built a 
laboratory in Stockholm to explore ways to control this unstable substance 

-
sives, one son, Alfred, was the most persistent experimenter.

Emil. The city of Stockholm finally insisted that Alfred move his experi-

less unpredictable and dangerous, Alfred rented a barge and performed 
experiments in the middle of a lake.

Alfred finally discovered that mixing oily nitroglycerin with a finely 
divided solid (diatomaceous earth) caused nitroglycerin to become stable 

would still explode if a blasting cap activated it. This new, more stable form 
of nitroglycerin carried a new name—dynamite.

Figure 5.27  The production of nitroglycerin, devised by Alfred Nobel, was a dangerous 
process that needed careful monitoring. Note the one-legged stool that ensured that the 
attendant didn’t fall asleep on the job.
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Nitroglycerin and dynamite are also 
mentioned. Nitroglycerin was first 
created by Ascanio Sobrero in 1846 by 
treating glycerol (from animal fat) with a 
mixture of nitric and sulfuric acid. This 
highly exothermic reaction will result in 
an explosion of nitroglycerin, unless the 
mixture is cooled while the reaction is 
taking place. Nitroglycerin is extremely 
unstable and quite sensitive to shock and 
heat. This instability means that nitro-
glycerin explosions can be quite unpre-
dictable. When nitroglycerin explodes, 
the gases carbon dioxide, oxygen, water 
vapor, and nitrogen are produced.

Nitroglycerin was in wide use during 
the second half of the 19th century. It 
was more energetic than gunpowder. 
Nobel was able to establish several 
factories in Europe dedicated to nitro-
glycerin production. The many accidents 
at Nobel’s manufacturing plants evoked 
considerable concern. Several countries 
banned or proposed a ban on nitroglyc-
erin. Nobel worked to try to stabilize 
nitroglycerin to minimize accidents. He 
mixed diatomaceous earth (silicon-rich 
remains of tiny marine animals) with 
nitroglycerin to form a paste having 
significantly higher stability. He named 
this mixture dynamite.

Nitrogen chemistry provides excellent 
examples of the ways that a particular 
chemical technology can be used for 
either constructive or destructive 
purposes. 
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A new era in explosives had begun. At first, dynamite served peaceful 

that his money be dedicated to annual international prizes for advances  
in physics, chemistry, physiology and medicine, literature, and peace. (The 
Swedish parliament later added economics as an award category.) Nobel 

-
-

ents in chemistry, together with their contributions to chemical science.

Table 5.1  Alfred Nobel’s will 
established an annual award for 
those who “shall have made  
the most important chemical  
discovery or improvement.”

 

Year Awardees Contributions

2010

Richard F. Heck, United States, 
University of Delaware; Ei-ichi 
Negishi, Japan, Purdue University; 
Akira Suzuki, Japan, Hokkaido 
University

Development of 
palladium-catalyzed 
cross couplings in 
organic synthesis

2009

Venkatraman Ramakrishnan, India, 
MRC Laboratory of Molecular Biology;

Thomas A. Steitz, United States, Yale 
University, Howard Hughes Medical 
Institute;

Ada E. Yonath, Israel, Weizmann 
Institute of Science

Studies of the structure 
and function of the 
ribosome

2008

Osamu Shimomura, Japan, Marine 
Biological Laboratory, Woods Hole, 
and Boston University Medical School;

Martin Chalfie, United States, 
Columbia University;

Roger Y. Tsien, United States, 
University of California, San Diego, 
Howard Hughes Medical Institute

Discovery and 
development of the 
green fluorescent 
protein, GFP

2007
Gerhard Ertl, Germany, Fritz-Haber-
Institut der Max-Planck-Gesellschaft

Work on chemical 
processes on solid 
surfaces

2006
Roger D. Kornberg, United States, 
Stanford University

Studies of the molecular 
basis of eukaryotic 
transcription

2005

Yves Chauvin, France, Institut Français 
du Pétrole;

Robert H. Grubbs, United States, 
California Institute of Technology;

Richard R. Schrock, United States, 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Development of the 
metathesis method in 
organic chemistry, 
reducing potentially 
hazardous waste 
through green-chemistry 
synthesis methods

Nobel Laureates in Chemistry 2005–2010
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540 Unit 5 Industry: Applying Chemical Reactions 

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
B.6  EXPLOSIVE NITROGEN 

CHEMISTRY

The following equation describes the explosion of nitroglycerin:

3 (NO3)3(l) 2(g)  6 N2(g) 2O(g)  O2(g)    Energy
 Nitroglycerin

 1.  

 2.  One mole of gas at standard temperature and pressure occupies a 

constant.)

 3.  In fact, when nitroglycerin explodes, the temperature increase causes 
the gas volume to increase eight times more than the factor you just 

 4.  

Sample Problem: Another nitrogen-based explosive is 
trinitrotoluene (TNT). The following reaction describes the 
explosion of TNT.

N3O6(s)  6 N2(g) 2O(g) (g) (s)

  (2 mol TNT)  

P1.  What would be the effect of removing a product from a system  
at equilibrium? Explain your answer.

2.  When water is left in a glass it evaporates completely. Is this a 
violation of Le Châtelier’s principle? Why or why not?

3.  One advantage of the Riverwood location for EKS is the 
availability of relatively inexpensive energy. Why is access to 
energy an important consideration for EKS when picking a site 
for ammonia production? What parts of the production of 
ammonia require energy?
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DS   b.6 explosive  
nitrogen CHemistry

In this activity, students analyze the 
stoichiometry of the explosion of 
nitroglycerin.

Answers
1. The reaction begins with 4 mol 

reactant and produces 29 mol gaseous 
products. Therefore, 1 mol nitroglyc-
erin produces approximately 7.25 mol 
gaseous products (3 mol CO2, 1.5 mol 
N2, 2.5 mol H2O, and 0.25 mol O2).

2. 1 mol nitroglycerin produces 7.25 mol 
gaseous products  22.4 L/mol  162 L, 
so the volume increases approxi-
mately 1600 times [(162 L of gaseous 
products)/(0.1 L of liquid reactants)].

3. 8  1600  13 000 times
4. The very large, sudden volume 

increase exerts enormous destructive 
force in the vicinity of the explosion.

TRM  
 
EXTRA PRACTICE

Pconcept check 4
1. (Concepts developed in Sections 

B.1–B.4.) Removing a product would 
lower the concentration of that 
chemical species and would slow 
down the rate of the reverse reaction. 
The rate of formation of product from 
the forward reaction would be greater 
than the rate of consumption of 
product, and the system would no 
longer be at equilibrium.

2. (Concepts developed in Sections 
B.1–B.4. Figure 5.20 on page 530 may 
also be useful.) Student answers will 
vary and will be useful for providing 
insights into their thinking about 
equilibrium. Students may not yet 
have thought about the importance  
of having a closed container for 
systems that involve gases as part of 
the dynamic equilibrium. In an open 
system, the gas will escape, preventing 
those molecules from participating in 
further collisions and reactions.

3. (Looking ahead, although students 
should be able to apply some of what 
they learned in Section B.4 here.) 
Possible responses include making 
steam, compressing gas, and heating 
the system. 
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B.7  FROM RAW MATERIALS TO 
PRODUCTS

Some chemical reactions you have observed in this course are essentially the 
-

ever, chemical reactions in industry must be scaled up to produce very large 
quantities of high quality products at low cost. 

Four considerations become crucial in attempting to scale up chemical 
reactions: engineering, profitability, waste, and safety
face many challenges in designing manufacturing systems for industry. One 
challenge is the management of energy, usually thermal energy. In a classroom 
laboratory, the energy released or taken in by a reaction is relatively small. 
When a reaction is scaled up to industrial quantities, the management of this 
energy transfer becomes crucial. If thermal energy is not removed appropri-
ately, potentially dangerous, costly, and destructive situations can occur. In 
the case of ammonia production, many of the reactions are endothermic, so 
thermal energy must be added to the reaction system. If this energy input is 
not managed correctly, the efficiency of the reaction process will decrease, 
increasing costs and decreasing profitability. You will learn more about the 
energy requirements of ammonia production in the next section.

The chemical industry also faces challenges in dealing with unwanted 
materials that result from chemical processes. When reactions occur on an 
industrial scale, large quantities of waste can accumulate. The definition of 
waste is anything that is not the desired product of the reaction. So waste can 
refer to excess reactants, other substances (byproducts) produced by the reac-
tion, or excess thermal energy. 

Once laws were passed that regulated the handling of waste, many chemi-
cal industries discovered that, with some additional processing, they could 
turn some previously unwanted materials or products into valuable com-
modities. Some “waste” compounds can become intermediates in producing 
useful substances. Such wastes-turned-resources offer new sources of income. 
In the production of ammonia, carbon dioxide is produced as a waste prod-

-
bon dioxide can be used to produce urea, another key agricultural chemical. 
As a result, ammonia production facilities often manufacture urea as well.  

 O
 

3 2 2 2 2O

Additionally, catalysts and modified processes have allowed manufactur-
ers to increase their efficiency and decrease the amounts of starting materials 

have increased the efficiency of the process. This efficiency has come from 
improvements in reactor design, improved use of thermal energy transfer, 
and the development of new catalysts for each step in the process. In the next 
section, you will look at the role of energy in the production of ammonia. 

open an ammonia production facility in Riverwood.

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
B.6  EXPLOSIVE NITROGEN 

CHEMISTRY

The following equation describes the explosion of nitroglycerin:

3 (NO3)3(l) 2(g)  6 N2(g) 2O(g)  O2(g)    Energy
 Nitroglycerin

 1.  

 2.  One mole of gas at standard temperature and pressure occupies a 

constant.)

 3.  In fact, when nitroglycerin explodes, the temperature increase causes 
the gas volume to increase eight times more than the factor you just 

 4.  
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b.7 From rAW mAteriAls 
to produCts
The text notes that four factors (engi-
neering, profitability, waste, and safety) 
are involved in scaling up laboratory 
reactions to industrial-size processes. 
The need to reduce chemical waste in 
manufacturing as mandated by the EPA 
has led to reprocessing waste materials 
and, incidentally, further financial 
benefits for companies.
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B.8  AMMONIA AND ENERGY USE

with improvements in efficiency, the production of ammo-
nia and nitrogen-based fertilizers remains among the most 
energy intensive of common industrial processes. The fer-

pressures are required for the successful reaction of hydro-
gen and nitrogen to form ammonia. In addition to this obvi-
ous use of energy, there are several less visible uses of energy 
in the overall ammonia production process. For instance, 
the preparation of each reactant requires energy before the 
actual reaction can take place. Nitrogen is widely available 
and would seem to be fairly economical to use, since it 

nitrogen must be separated from air and purified before use 

of cooling and compression steps. Each of these steps 
requires energy.

Energy is also required to produce hydrogen. Of the sev-
eral potential sources for hydrogen gas, methane or natural 
gas is most common. The first step in producing hydrogen 
from natural gas is the reaction of methane and steam. 

Note that this is an endothermic reaction, which means that energy must be 

for this process, the methane is made unavailable for use as a fuel. 
Reliance on methane as a source of hydrogen in ammonia production has 

another drawback. The cost associated with ammonia production is directly 
related to the price of natural gas. As natural gas prices have increased in 

and lower prices for, natural gas.
As the price of natural gas continues to increase, interest in alternative 

sources of hydrogen for ammonia production grows. Other sources include 

none of these processes are as efficient as using methane. 
One way to compensate for the increase in materials cost is to make the 

process more efficient. Recall that ammonia production facilities often are 
located with facilities that produce urea. This combination of production 
facilities is an example of how chemical industry can optimize the produc-
tion process to minimize costs and waste generation. In the next section, you 
will learn more about the underlying principles of this type of optimization.  

Figure 5.28  In ammonia 
production plants like the one 
shown here, large quantities 
of energy are required to 
maintain the high tempera-
tures and pressures needed 
to  synthesize ammonia.

Thermal energy 4(g) 2O(g) 2(g) (g)
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b.8 AmmoniA And  
energy use
This section highlights the reliance of 
the chemical industry on power produc-
tion. Considering the efficiency of any 
manufacturing process requires discus-
sion of the energy involved in the actual 
process as well as the acquisition, 
processing, or production of the starting 
materials. In Unit 3, Section D, similar 
points were made about the use of 
petroleum-based compounds as builder 
molecules. The profitability of the 
ammonia produced by the proposed 
plant depends greatly on the price of the 
starting materials, mainly natural gas. 
Students should consider this balance, 
as well as implications for the commu-
nity of the energy requirements of the 
plant, as they begin to evaluate benefit–
burden of the proposed plant. 

On a more global scale, you may ask 
students to think about the contributions 
of fertilizer production to carbon 
dioxide generation and use of fossil 
fuels. If human-generated power does 
not suffice to meet demands (students 
may have experienced this if they live  
in an area where “brownouts” are 
common), how might we decide how 
that power is used? Are there other ways 
to supply nutrients to agriculture that do 
not require as many resources?
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SECTION B  Industrial Production of Ammonia 543

B.9 GREEN CHEMISTRY
Now that you know about the chemistry involved in the production of nitrogen- 
based fertilizers, you have part of the knowledge necessary to evaluate the 

-
tionship of the ammonia plant to the surrounding community. 

An important global initiative, green chemistry, addresses the chemistry 
involved in an industrial process and its effects on humans and the environ-
ment. The goal is to make chemical products and production less hazardous 
to human health and to the environment. This initiative is sometimes termed 
Benign by Design. The word benign might be new to you. In medicine,  
something that is not harmful is called benign. In the context of industrial 
chemistry, benign by design means safety and environmental concerns are 
considered at the beginning of the development and design of an industrial 

-
ful effects of chemical wastes and industrial processes were not as well under-
stood as they are today. In meeting the objectives of green chemistry, compa-
nies also try to make their processes more efficient and profitable.

you have learned about how ammonia is produced and how these principles 

points:
 1. It is better to prevent waste than to treat it or clean it up after it forms.

 2.  Synthetic methods should be designed so that the desired product 
contains as much of the material used in the process as possible.

 3.  Whenever possible, reactants used and waste generated should be 
benign.

 4.  The products produced should be useful for their intended purpose but 
also as benign as possible. 

 5.  Solvents and other potentially hazardous substances should be made 
unnecessary wherever possible and benign where not possible.

 6.  Energy requirements should be recognized for their environmental and 
economic impact and should be minimized wherever possible.

 7.  Raw materials (reactants) should be obtained from renewable resources 
wherever possible.

 8.  The industrial process used to make a product should contain as few 
steps as possible. The more steps involved, the more waste that can be 
generated.

 9.  

 10.  
resulting products are not harmful.

 11.  
process as possible to detect and control the production of hazardous 
substances.

 12.  
chemical accidents, including accidental releases, explosions, and fires.
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b.9 green CHemistry
To make informed decisions concerning 
their community, students should be 
aware of industry’s expected community 
responsibilities. The chemical industry is 
obliged to produce useful products, while 
causing as little environmental damage as 
possible as well as minimal harm to 
public health. On the other hand, citizens 
should understand industry’s require-
ments and the extent of society’s need for 
its products and services. Therefore, 
communities and industries should work 
together to prevent emissions before they 
occur, rather than cleaning them up after 
they occur.

Green chemistry is both an initiative 
and a philosophy that takes an entirely 
new approach to chemical synthesis, 
manufacturing, and processing. In the 
United States, the Presidential Green 
Chemistry Challenge (http://www.epa 
.gov/greenchemistry/pubs/pgcc/presgcc 
.html) recognizes innovations in 
chemical technology that reduce the 
quantities of hazardous materials used 
or produced and can be applied broadly 
at the industrial scale. 

For more information about green 
chemistry, visit: http://www.epa.gov/
greenchemistry/, http://www.acs.org/ 
gci, http://www.greenchemistrynetwork 
.org/, http://www.beyondbenign.org/
greenchemistry/greenchem.html, or 
http://www.dtsc.ca.gov/pollutionpre 
vention/greenchemistryinitiative/index 
.cfm.

Another important global initiative to 
transform chemical industry is Respon-
sible Care. Begun in 1985, its aim is 
improvement in health, safety, and 
environmental performance, as well as 
transparent communication with 
communities and other stakeholders.

More information on the Responsible 
Care Program can be obtained from: 
http://www.icca-chem.org/en/Home/
Responsible-care/, http://responsible 
care.americanchemistry.com/, or http://
www.ccpa.ca/ResponsibleCareHome 
.aspx.
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You have learned how the production of ammonia has changed over the 

-
tion of ammonia and these ideas to identify which green chemistry princi-

 MAKING DECISIONS
B.10  WHAT DOES RIVERWOOD WANT? 
The first of several town meetings to discuss the possibility of a chemical 

and town council members will attend. All interested local citizens are also 
encouraged to attend. 

E.  What are the contingency plans for accidental releases of 

F.  What role will the price of energy have in the sustainability of the 

 1.  
question.

 2. 

 3. It is not likely that one proposal will address all of these questions. 
Which questions (either in the list above or drafted by you or your 
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MD   b.10 WHAt does  
riverWood WAnt?

This activity provides preliminary 
information and strategy for the Town 
Council meeting to be held at the close 
of this unit. Students should start to 
identify relevant arguments for the 
presence (or absence) of EKS or WYE in 
Riverwood. Assign students to work in 
small groups, possibly in groups similar 
to those in Unit 4.

Answers
1. Possible answers include (see page 

543 for a list of the Green Chemistry 
Principles):
a. 1, 2, 3, 8, 11
b. 2, 5, 6, 8, 9
c. 3, 5, 12
d. 3, 5, 7
e. 11, 12
f. 6, 9
g. 12

2. Students may propose questions 
about intended products or byprod-
ucts, sources of raw materials, use of 
solvents, or other topics relevant to 
the 12 principles.

3. Student answers should communicate 
clearly the rationale behind their 
choice of expectations. They should 
give reasons for their classifications of 
those expectations as either manda-
tory or desirable. 

You might choose to ask student groups 
to share results of their work with the 
entire class.
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You have learned how the production of ammonia has changed over the 

-
tion of ammonia and these ideas to identify which green chemistry princi-

 MAKING DECISIONS
B.10  WHAT DOES RIVERWOOD WANT? 
The first of several town meetings to discuss the possibility of a chemical 

and town council members will attend. All interested local citizens are also 
encouraged to attend. 

E.  What are the contingency plans for accidental releases of 

F.  What role will the price of energy have in the sustainability of the 

 1.  
question.

 2. 

 3. It is not likely that one proposal will address all of these questions. 
Which questions (either in the list above or drafted by you or your 

SUMMARYBSECTION

Reviewing the Concepts

The rate of a particular reaction depends 
on temperature, reactant concentration(s), 
and the influence of a catalyst.

 1.  What is meant by the rate

 2.  What does chemical kinetics

 3.  Explain why reactions tend to speed up  

a.  with increased temperature.

b.  with increased concentration.

c.  when a suitable catalyst is added.

When a system is in dynamic equilibrium, 
the rate of the forward reaction equals, 
and is thus balanced by, the rate of the 
reverse reaction.

 4.  

 5.  What is dynamic about dynamic 

 6.  

 7.  What do forward and reverse mean when 

Le Châtelier’s principle can be used to 
predict a shift in the equilibrium position 
of a reversible reaction.

 8.  

 9.  
applied to an equilibrium system.

 10.  
equilibrium: 

 
3(g) 2(g) (g)  Thermal  

                                                       energy 

 What effect (if any) will each of the follow-
ing changes have on the position  

2

b.  lowering the temperature

 as it forms

d.  decreasing the total pressure

 11.  
equilibrium:

  (s) 2O(g) 
Thermal (g) 2(g) energy

  What effect (if any) will each of the 
following changes have on the position  

a.  lowering the temperature

b.  adding steam at constant volume to  
the equilibrium system

c.  adding a catalyst

d.  increasing the total pressure

 12.  What is the effect of removing some 
thermal energy from an exothermic reaction 
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Reviewing the Concepts
 1. How fast a particular chemical 

change occurs
 2. The study of reaction rates
 3. a.  Greater numbers of molecules have 

the necessary activation energy to 
participate in the reaction, and 
there are more collisions.

b. The probability of collisions 
between two reactants with 
adequate activation energy  
increases.

c. A catalyst lowers activation 
energy. More reactants have the 
requisite activation energy to 
participate in the reaction.

 4. At equilibrium, the rate of the 
forward reaction is equal to the rate 
of the reverse reaction. Both forward 
and reverse reactions continue, but 
no further net changes occur in the 
amounts of reactants or products. At 
the point of dynamic equilibrium, 
opposing changes are in balance.

 5. Continuous changes in both direc-
tions (forward and reverse) occur at 
equal rates.

 6. It is symbolized by a double arrow.
 7. Forward refers to the reaction that 

occurs when substances on the left 
side of the equilibrium arrow react to 
form the substances on the right side 
of the arrow. Reverse refers to 
right-side substances reacting to  
form left-side substances.

 8. Le Châtelier’s principle states that 
when a stress is imposed on a system 
at equilibrium, the predicted shift in 
the equilibrium position is in the 
direction that partially counteracts 
the imposed change. 

 9. Pressure, temperature, and  
concentration

 10. a.  It will shift to the right (forward 
reaction favored).

b. It will shift to the right (forward 
reaction favored).

c. It will shift to the right (forward 
reaction favored).

d. It will shift to the left (reverse  
reaction favored).

 11. a.  It will shift to the left (reverse  
reaction favored).

b. It will shift to the right (forward 
reaction favored).

c. No change; the reaction rate will 
increase equally in both directions.

d. It will shift to the left (reverse  
reaction favored).

 12. This favors the forward reaction, 
increasing the amount of product 
formed. 
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Ammonia is commonly produced 
industrially by the Haber–Bosch process.

 13.  What are the sources of the reactants for 

 14.  
effectively under particular conditions. 
What are the optimal conditions for 

 15.  What is the advantage of removing 
ammonia from the reaction mixture as it 

 16.  Why does the yield of ammonia decrease 

Nitrogen compounds are commonly used 
in explosives.

 17.  What are the characteristics of a chemical 

 18.  What two characteristics of nitrogen are 
responsible for the particular effectiveness 

 19.  What were Alfred Nobel’s contributions 

 20.  
reaction that causes an air bag to quickly 
inflate

3 NaN3(s)  Na3N(s)  4 N2(g)

  What volume of nitrogen gas (at standard 
 

3

Modern management practices in the 
chemical industry stress conservation, 
safety, and pollution prevention in 
decisions about manufacturing, storing, 
transporting, and disposing of chemical 
materials.

 21.  “An ounce of prevention is worth a 
pound of cure.” Explain how this relates to 
the green-chemistry initiative.

 22.  
green chemistry principles can help a 
chemical-manufacturing company become 
more profitable.

 

 

What chemical principles 
can be used in the 
responsible manufacture  
of ammonia?
In this section, you learned about 
equilibrium and explored how it is 
affected by changes in a system, 
considered some nonagricultural 
uses of nitrogen, and studied the 
industrial production of ammonia. 
Think about what you have learned, 
then answer the question in your 
own words in organized paragraphs. 
Your answer should demonstrate 
your understanding of the key ideas 
in this section.

Be sure to consider the following in 
your response: kinetics, equilibrium, 
Le Châtelier’s principle, energy use 
and management, scaling up, and 
green chemistry.
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 13. Nitrogen gas is liquefied from air.  
Hydrogen gas must be obtained from 
natural gas, mainly methane, CH4.

 14. a.  High pressures
b. Low temperatures 

 15. It serves as a stress on the equilib-
rium established in the ammonia-
production process. The result is 
production of more ammonia.

 16. Ammonia production is exothermic. 
If temperatures are high, the reverse 
reaction (decomposition of ammonia) 
becomes favored.

 17. Rapid formation of gaseous products 
from liquid or solid reactants. The 
products occupy many times the 
volume of the original solid or 
liquid. This is also accompanied by 
temperature increases.

 18. Nitrogen molecules are very stable, 
with strong triple bonds holding 
nitrogen atoms together. Nitrogen-
based explosives contain nitrogen 
atoms bonded to carbon and oxygen 
atoms. These bonds are relatively 
weak; nitrogen atoms are in a 
non-zero oxidation state. On detona-
tion, the weak bonds within the 
explosive molecules break, and nitro-
gen molecules form, among other 
products. Breaking weak bonds and 
forming strong bonds releases large 
quantities of energy in an explosion. 
Another factor is that nitrogen-based 
explosives are either solids or 
liquids, which occupy small volumes 
compared to explosion products, 
many of which are gases, including 
nitrogen.

 19. He experimented with nitroglycerin 
and increased its stability by combin-
ing it with diatomaceous earth to 
make dynamite. 

 20. 1.0 g NaN3  
1 mol NaN3

65.02 g NaN3
  

  
4 mol N2

3 mol NaN3
  

22.4 L
1 mol N2

  0.46 L

 21. It basically says that, in the long run, 
less money, energy, and time are 
required to prevent waste than to 
clean it up.

 22. Green chemistry focuses on prevent-
ing pollution problems before they 
occur, rather than cleaning them up 
afterward. By using the principles of 
green chemistry, many industrial 
chemists have encouraged develop-
ment of new, more efficient, time- and 
money-saving industrial techniques 
and products.

• Experimental conditions can be 
manipulated to favor a desirable 
reaction. 
• Efficient production requires 
consideration of energy usage and 
disposal of waste products.

What chemical 
principles can be used 
in the responsible 
manufacture of 
ammonia?
Student answers should include:
• The rate of reaction is affected by 
temperature and use of a catalyst.
• Equilibrium position is affected  
by concentrations of reactants and 
products.
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Connecting the Concepts
 23.  

 2 SO2(g) O2(g)  2 SO3(g) 
Thermal  

                                                                 energy  

  Explain how this equilibrium system would 
be affected by:

a.  adding more molecules of oxygen gas at 
constant volume.

b.  increasing the temperature.

c.  increasing the volume of the reaction 
vessel.

d.  increasing the total pressure on the 
system.

 24.  Scaling up a reaction to production levels 
involves many challenges not necessarily 

challenges faced by chemical engineers at 

 25.  Refrigerated food lasts longer than food 
stored at room temperature. Explain.

 26.  
nitrogen atoms in a positive oxidation state 
and carbon atoms in a negative oxidation 
state. What happens to the oxidation states 
of each type of atom if these compounds 

Extending the Concepts
 27.  

petroleum supplies.

 28.  
nitrogen gas, they must remove sulfur-

chemical equations as part of your answer.

 29.  In several situations, an industrial 
by-product has become a valuable 

 30.  
other than chemical reactions, of dynamic 
equilibria. 

 31.  The Toxics Release Inventory (TRI) is 

how much your state or metropolitan area 
has accomplished in reducing emissions 
from manufacturing facilities.

 32.  A pressure cooker reduces the total time 
needed to cook foods. Investigate the design 
of a pressure cooker and explain why it 
speeds up cooking times.

 33.  Select three green-chemistry principles 
and, for each, describe how you could apply 
and follow a comparable principle in your 
daily activities.
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becomes more negative. Carbon 
atoms in a negative oxidation state 
undergo oxidation; their oxidation 
state increases and becomes more 
positive. 

Extending the Concepts
 27. The situations are much alike. In 

each, a resource was only available 
from a foreign source that was 
temporarily terminated or restricted.

 28. The process is often referred to as gas 
sweetening. A common method 
involves treating natural gas with 
amine solutions that dissolve 
sulfur-containing compounds. Sulfur 
can also be removed from natural gas 
by adsorption with granular activated 
charcoal. Removing sulfur is neces-
sary, because sulfur-containing 
compounds form sulfur oxides (SOx) 
when burned in air. These can react 
with water to form sulfurous and 
sulfuric acids, which contribute  
to acid rain. 

SO2(g)  H2O(l) ∫B ∫B 
 H2SO3(aq) and

SO3(g)  H2O(l) ∫B ∫B  H2SO4(aq)

 29. Sample answer: Sulfur is a byproduct 
of petroleum processing and natural 
gas processing. Sulfur is used as a 
vulcanizing agent in manufacturing 
rubber products, in agriculture 
(nutrients, pesticides), and in 
metallurgy.

3 0. Answers will vary. One example 
might be birth rate and death rate 
being equal, keeping total population 
constant. Another would be money 
earned and money spent, while total 
funds in the bank remain constant.

 31. Direct students to http://www.epa 
.gov/tri/. 

 32. A pressure cooker allows water to be 
heated to temperatures higher than 
its normal boiling point, speeding up 
“cooking” reactions.

 33. Possible answers:
• It is better to prevent waste than to 
treat or clean up waste. Use glasses, 
plates, and silverware instead of 
disposable cups, plates, and cutlery.
• Whenever feasible, reactants used 
and waste generated should be as 
benign as possible. Use household 
cleansers that do not harm the 
environment and that minimize 
health hazards.
• Energy requirements should be 
recognized for their environmental 
and economic impact and should  
be minimized wherever possible. 
Minimize use of electricity and 
petroleum-based power sources 
when possible to save money and 
decrease harmful emissions.

Connecting the Concepts
 23. a.  It shifts right (forward reaction 

favored).
b. It shifts left (reverse reaction 

favored).
c. It shifts left (reverse reaction 

favored).
d. It shifts right (forward reaction 

favored).
 24. Challenges might include disposing 

of large volumes of waste; greater 
hazard to technicians, scientists, and 
engineers due to increased quantities 
of reactants and products; greater 

cost due to increased equipment and 
reactant needs; designing suitable 
manufacturing systems for industry; 
and modifying processes to increase 
the yield of product while maintain-
ing profitability.

 25. Decreases in temperature cause rates 
of spoiling reactions to decrease. 
Refrigeration does not prevent 
spoiling from taking place, but slows 
it down instead.

 26. During explosions, nitrogen atoms in 
a positive oxidation state undergo 
reduction, so the oxidation state of 
nitrogen atoms decreases and 
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GENERATING  
ELECTRICAL ENERGY 
FROM CHEMICAL  
REACTIONS
How is chemical energy transformed  
into electrical energy?

You have learned how EKS Nitrogen Products Company produces 
ammonia using the Haber–Bosch process. Such a chemical plant could 
affect Riverwood both positively and negatively. You will now learn 
more about WYE Battery Technology Corporation. Then you will be 
able to determine if EKS or WYE (or neither of the companies) should 
be invited to locate a chemical plant within the old Riverwood Corpo-
ration building.

In producing batteries for electric vehicles, WYE specializes in  
electrochemistry, chemical changes that produce or are caused by elec-
trical energy. The following discussions and laboratory investigation pro-
vide background on electrochemistry principles. This information will 
help you understand how WYE’s proposed new plant would operate.

P1.  What happens to an atom that is oxidized? To an atom that  
is reduced?

2.  How can a metal activity series be used to predict chemical 
reactions?

3.  How can energy produced by a voltaic cell be measured?

GOALS

 
electron flow within a particular voltaic cell.

convert chemical energy to electrical energy.

 
voltaic cells.
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This section presents conceptual 
background to understand electrochem-
istry and prepare to learn about batteries 
in Section D. Students apply the ideas of 
chemical equilibrium and metal activity 
to describe, investigate, and visualize 
changes within voltaic cells. 

Using the Section 
Question
Students consider how metals can be 
connected in a voltaic cell to produce an 
electrical current and then investigate 
several such cells. By the end of the 
section, they should be able to describe 
in detail the changes within a voltaic 
cell that generate electrical energy, as 
well as under what conditions those 
changes will take place.

Goals
In this section, students will investigate 
and develop understanding of electro-
chemical cells. Spontaneous reactions 
are also introduced in the context of 
using chemical reactions as a source for 
electrical energy. These ideas are 
necessary to critically evaluate WYE’s 
proposed Riverwood battery manufac-
turing facility. 

Pconcept check 5
1. (Concepts developed in Unit 1, 

Sections C.10–C.13, and Unit 5, 
Sections A.5 and A.6.) An atom that is 
oxidized loses one or more electrons. 
An atom that is reduced gains one or 
more electrons.

2. (Concepts developed in Unit 1, 
Sections B.12–B.14.) In Unit 1, we 
investigated whether a reaction would 
occur when a metal was placed into  
a solution that contained ions of a 
different metal. The more reactive a 
metal, the more easily it loses elec-
trons to become oxidized. Putting 
metals in order of their activity in 
these tests allows one to predict that  
a metal higher up on the list will react 
with cations of a metal lower on the 
list. Such an activity series can be 
useful when designing a system that 
would rely on such reactions. 

3. (Looking ahead; answers will be  
based on students’ prior knowledge.) 
Students may not know what a 
“voltaic cell” is, but you might 
prompt them to think of other words 
they know that are similar, such as 
“volt” or “voltage.” This may get 
students to start thinking about 
electricity or energy, and they may 
suggest that some sort of “meter” 
could be used to make this measure-
ment. Other students may have used 

voltmeters in previous classes. Try to 
get them to think about the contexts 
in which they used these devices 
(such as measuring the voltage of 
batteries in series or in parallel). 
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C.1  CONVERTING CHEMICAL ENERGY 
INTO ELECTRICITY

WYE Battery Technology Corporation proposes to manufacture batteries  
to be used for hybrid and electric vehicles (see Figure 5.29). To create the  

solution of another metal. Through this investigation, you 

more readily than others; that is, some metals are more 
chemically active than others. The relative tendencies of 
metals to release electrons can be summarized in the activ-

the activity series will give up electrons more readily than a 

than iron atoms.
Figure 5.29  The batteries produced by WYE 
will power electric vehicles much like this one.

Table 5.2  The higher a metal 
is positioned in an activity series 
such as this, the more readily it 
gives up electrons.

Metal Products of Metal Reactivity

Li(s)   Li+(aq)     e–

Na(s)   Na+(aq)    e–

Mg(s)   Mg2+(aq) 2 e–

Al(s)   Al3+(aq) 3 e–

Mn(s)   Mn2+(aq) 2 e–

Zn(s)   Zn2+(aq) 2 e–

Cr(s)   Cr3+(aq) 3 e–

Fe(s)   Fe2+(aq) 2 e–

Ni(s)   Ni2+(aq) 2 e–

Sn(s)   Sn2+(aq) 2 e–

Pb(s)   Pb2+(aq) 2 e–

Cu(s)   Cu2+(aq) 2 e–

Ag(s)   Ag+(aq)    e–

Au(s)   Au3+(aq) + 3 e–

Activity Series of Common Metals 
Table 5.2
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C.1 Converting CHemiCAl 
energy into eleCtriCity
The electrical energy for electrolysis 
comes from hydroelectric or other 
power-generating plants. Another source 
of electricity is voltaic cells. The text 
describes a voltaic cell.

Voltaic cells involve converting 
chemical energy (from a spontaneous 
redox reaction) to electrical energy. The 
activity series, introduced in Unit 1, is 
used as a point of reference to decide on 
the ease of metal oxidation. In Unit 1, 
students learned that metals higher on 
the activity series are more reactive than 
those lower on the activity series. In this 
unit, students make the connection 
between a metal’s activity and the ease 
of its oxidation. 

TRM  
 
READING GUIDE
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Connecting two metals from different positions on the activity series  
creates an electrical potential between the metals. Electrical potential (volts) 
is somewhat like water pressure in a pipe. Just as pressure causes water to 
flow in the pipe, electrical potential “pushes” electrons through the wire 
connecting the two metals. The greater the difference between the chemical 
activities of the two metals, the greater the electrical potential that the cell 
generates.

reduction reaction to generate electrical energy. You can make a simple 
device called a voltaic cell from two half-cells connected in a circuit (see  
Figure 5.30). Each half-cell contains a metal partially immersed in a solu-

metal immersed in a solution of Cu2+

zinc metal immersed in a solution of Zn2+

2+ and Zn readily occurs. 
By separating these reactants into half-cells, the electrons are forced to flow 

connects the two metals, which act as electrodes, and allows electrons to 
flow between them, as shown in Figure 5.30. Such an electron flow consti-
tutes an electric current. To complete the circuit and maintain a balance  
of electrical charges within the system, the two half-cells must be connected 

Figure 5.30  A voltaic cell. Which metal is oxidized? Which metal is reduced? In which  
direction do electrons flow?

Wire

Solution of
zinc sulfate

Solution of
copper(II) sulfate

Copper
electrodeSalt bridge

Zinc
electrode
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a Using the Figures
Figure 5.30 Ask students to 
consider the questions posed in 
the caption. They can draw on their 
experiences from Unit 1 (redox 
reaction between Cu2 and Zn) as 
well as the activity series presented 
in Table 5.2 on the previous page. 
Using these ideas, students should 
reason that one reaction in the cell 
is Cu2(aq)  2 e ∫B Cu(s) and the 
other reaction is Zn(s) ∫B Zn2(aq)  
2 e. Because zinc loses electrons, it 
is oxidized. Copper ions are reduced. 
In the voltaic cell pictured here, the 
electrons must be flowing from the 
zinc electrode (where electrons are 
released) to the copper electrode 
(where electrons combine with  
copper ions to form copper metal).
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SECTION C  Generating Electrical Energy from Chemical Reactions 551

by a salt bridge  
electrical circuit by allowing ions to move freely between the half-cells, pre-
venting build-up of electrical charge near the electrodes. Without the flow 
of ions, a positive electrical charge would build up in one half-cell and a 
negative charge would build up in the other half-cell. That situation would 
prevent any further flow of electrons in the wire.

 INVESTIGATING MATTER
C.2 VOLTAIC CELLS
In this investigation, you will construct several voltaic cells and measure 

factors that may help determine the actual electrical potential a particular 
voltaic cell generates. You will set up the apparatus, formulate one or more 

Preparing to Investigate

 1.  Before you begin, put on your goggles, and wear them properly 
throughout the investigation. 

 2.  

the filter paper in the bottom of a Petri 
dish or other shallow container.

 3. Label each “arm” with the symbol for 
the metal sample that will be placed 
on that arm. 

 4. Saturate the center portion of the filter 
paper with KNO3 solution from the 
dropper bottle. 

 5.  Place 2–3 drops of Cu(NO3)2 on the end of one of the arms. The wet 
portions of the filter paper should meet.

 6.  Clean a copper strip with steel wool and place it on the area where 
the Cu(NO3)2 was dropped.

 7.  Repeat Steps 5 and 6 with the remaining metals and metal nitrates. 
You now have a completed apparatus. 

 8.  Measure the electrical potential of each pair of metals by touching 
one electrode to each of the metal samples and reading the display. 
Record your results.

Figure 5.31  The apparatus 
you will build is similar to the 
one depicted here. Voltaic 
cells result in spontaneous 
flow of electrons from the 
metal of higher activity to 
ions of the less-active metal.
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50 mL 1.0 M silver nitrate (8.494 g 
AgNO3/50 mL solution)

50 mL 1.0 M tin(II) chloride (11.27 g 
Sn(NO3)22 H2O/50 mL solution)

50 mL 1.0 M zinc nitrate (14.88 g 
Zn(NO3)26 H2O/50 mL solution)

12 pieces of aluminum metal cut into 
0.25 cm  0.50 cm strips (Do not 
use aluminum foil. The oxide layer 
prevents consistent results.)

12 pieces of copper metal cut into 
0.25 cm  0.50 cm strips

12 pieces of iron metal cut into  
0.25 cm  0.50 cm strips

12 pieces of magnesium from ribbon 
cut into 1-cm pieces

12 pieces of silver cut from foil into 
0.25 cm  0.50 cm strips

12 pieces of tin foil cut into 0.25 cm  
 0.50 cm strips

12 pieces of zinc metal cut into  
0.25 cm  0.50 cm strips

12 voltmeters
24 small alligator clips with fine  

wire leads
12 pieces of filter paper
12 pairs of scissors
12 Petri dishes
12 cassette-tape cases

Safety
Students should wear protective goggles 
and aprons throughout the investigation. 
Students should wash their hands 
thoroughly before leaving lab.

TRM  
 
LAB HANDOUT

Lab Tips
• Choose the metals you want students  
to use in the investigation. Aluminum, 
copper, iron, magnesium, silver, tin and 
zinc are all easily handled and accessible 
samples. Cutting the metal pieces into 
different shapes will aid in recovery. 
Metal samples can be reused.
• Prepare the associated solutions for the 
metals you choose to use. Label and fill 
Beral pipets with the appropriate solu-
tions. Place them in a well plate (or 
cassette-tape case) with tips up to avoid 
spilling. 
• A physics teacher may lend you volt- 
meters if necessary. If using analog meters, 
remind students to avoid letting the 
voltmeter needle deflect in a negative 
direction for any length of time; this 
damages the meter. Some students may  
be unfamiliar with analog voltmeters and 
what the meter markings indicate. You may 
acquaint students with various features of 
voltmeters before the investigation.
• Remind students that electrical poten- 
tials varying by several hundredths of a 
volt are really the same. This may present 
a prime opportunity to discuss measure-
ments, significant digits, and error.

IM   C.2 voltAiC Cells

In this investigation, students construct 
and test several electrochemical cells. 
This investigation applies oxidation–
reduction concepts to the practical 
generation of electrical energy. Students 
prepare for the investigation and do 
some initial investigating in Preparing to 
Investigate. This is different from most 
other investigations in the text, but 
necessary for students to know enough 
about the system to develop questions 
for further investigation. 

Time 50 min
Materials (for 12 student pairs)

72 Beral pipets
50 mL 1.0 M sodium nitrate (4.25 g 

NaNO3/50 mL solution)
50 mL 1.0 M aluminum nitrate 

(18.76 g Al(NO3)39 H2O/50 mL 
solution)

50 mL 1.0 M copper(II) nitrate (12.08 g 
Cu(NO3)23 H2O/50 mL solution)

50 mL 1.0 M iron(III) nitrate (20.20 g 
Fe(NO3)39 H2O/50 mL solution)

50 mL 1.0 M magnesium nitrate 
(12.82 g Mg(NO3)26 H2O/50 mL 
solution)
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552 Unit 5 Industry: Applying Chemical Reactions 

Asking Questions

Think about what you learned about cell potential and electrodes in  

classmates as directed by your teacher.

Gathering Evidence
-

that each investigation changes only one variable at a time. What variables 
will be controlled in all situations? Once the procedure has been approved by 
your teacher, carry out your investigations.

Interpreting Evidence
 1. What changes in the apparatus provided the largest voltage? The 

smallest voltage?

 2. List the cells (metal pairs) in order of lowest to highest potential.

 3. How does the size of the electrode change the electrical potential of 
the cell?

Making Claims
 4. Compare your results to the activity series in Table 5.2 (page 549).  

 5.  Would the electrical potential generated by cells composed of each of 
the following pairs of metals be larger or smaller than that of the 
Zn–Cu cell? Refer to Table 5.2 (page 549).

a.  Zn and Cr

c.  Sn and Cu

 6.  How did changing the size of the zinc and copper electrodes affect 

supporting your answer.

 7.   
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• Remind students to turn off voltmeters 
if using multimeters or probe ware. 
Students should clean and dry their 
metal samples and return them to the 
designated containers. The filter paper 
can be discarded in the trash. The Petri 
dishes should be cleaned, dried, and 
returned to the appropriate place. 
• The filter paper has to be damp but  
not so saturated that students can see 
standing water. Electrons should flow 
through the filter paper, not through 
puddles of water in the Petri dish.

Asking Questions
Questions students might ask include: 
A. Does temperature change electrode 

potential? (Heating/cooling solutions 
or conducting the entire experiment  
on a hot plate or in an ice bath would 
facilitate answering this question.)

B. Will the concentration of the solution 
change the electrode potential? 
(Having students dilute the solution  
to 1⁄2 the concentration and 1⁄10 the 
original concentration should let  
them generate enough data to  
investigate this question.)

C. What effect does electrode size have  
on the cell potential? (Having samples 
of (at least one) metal available in 
several sizes would allow students to 
answer this question.)

Interpreting Evidence
1. The choice of metals for the electrodes 

will lead to variations in voltage. 
Students should report the pair of 
metals that resulted in the largest 
measured voltage and the pair that 
resulted in the smallest measured 
voltage.

2. Fe || Sn; Zn|| Fe; Cu|| Ag; Sn|| Cu;  
Zn|| Sn; Mg|| Al; Fe|| Cu; Al|| Zn;  
Sn|| Ag; Zn|| Cu; Al|| Fe; Fe|| Ag;  
Al|| Sn; Zn|| Ag; Mg|| Zn; Mg|| Fe;  
Al|| Cu; Mg|| Sn; Al|| Ag; Mg|| Cu;  
Mg|| Ag 

3. The size has no effect on the cell 
potential. (This is a question students 
might investigate in the second part of 
the investigation.)

Making Claims
4. Results should agree with activity 

series. If results vary widely, check 
students’ execution of the procedures.

5. a. Smaller  b. Larger   c. Smaller
6. Size change has no observable effect. 

Students should refer to their volt- 
meter readings as evidence.

7. No. There is not much difference in the 
tendencies of silver and gold to lose 
electrons. The battery would also be 
very expensive.

Expected Results

See page Unit 5-xiv for the full table of results.

Metal
Negative  
Electrode

Positive  
Electrode

Measured  
Potential

Calculated  
Potential

(With Zn) (Anode) (Cathode) (V) (V)
Aluminum Al Zn 0.80 0.90
Copper Zn Cu 1.05 1.10
Iron Zn Fe 0.36 0.32
Magnesium Mg Zn 1.40 1.60
Silver Zn Ag 1.36 1.56
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SECTION C  Generating Electrical Energy from Chemical Reactions 553

C.3  VOLTAIC CELLS AND  
HALF-REACTIONS

In the voltaic cells you constructed in the previous investigation, each  
metal sitting on filter paper soaked in a solution of its ions represented a  

(lose electrons) than copper. Thus, in the zinc–copper cell you investigated, 

immersed in zinc nitrate solution. Reduction (electron gain) took place in the 
half-cell consisting of copper metal in copper(II) nitrate solution. The half-
reactions (individual electron-transfer steps) for that cell are:

(s)  Zn2 (aq)  2 e–

 Reduction half-reaction: Cu2 (aq)  2 e–  Cu(s)

anode. Reduction occurs 
at the cathode. (See Figure 5.32.)

The overall reaction in the zinc–copper voltaic cell is the sum of the two 
half-reactions, added so that the electrical charges balance—the total electrons 
lost and gained are the same—resulting in a net electrical charge of zero.

             Zn(s)  Zn2 (aq)  2 e– 
    Cu2 (aq)  2 e–  Cu(s)
Zn(s)  Cu2 (aq)  Zn2 (aq)  Cu(s)

Because a barrier separates the two reactants (Zn and Cu2+) in the cell, the 
electrons released by zinc must travel through the wire to reach (and reduce) 
the copper ions.

The greater the difference in reactivity of the two metals in a voltaic cell, the 
greater the tendency for electron transfer to occur, and the greater the electrical 

a larger electrical potential than a zinc–copper cell. (See Table 5.2, page 549, to 
compare the placement of these metals in the activity series.)

Figure 5.32  REDuction 
always occurs at the CAThode.

They are used to power cars, buses, and businesses. 
How do fuel cells differ from voltaic cells?

ENERGY CELLS: ARE THEY  
ALL CREATED EQUAL?

CHEMQUANDARY
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Post-Lab Discussion
Ask students to formulate a conclusion 
from their data about factors affecting 
electrical potential. Although groups’ 
results may differ slightly, the rank 
orders should be the same for all. The 
activity series places elements in order 
of decreasing tendency to lose electrons, 
so results reported are consistent with 
the elements’ arrangement in the activity 
series. Mg loses electrons more readily 
than does Zn, which, in turn, loses 
electrons more readily than Fe. At the 
end of the discussion, ensure that 

students understand that in a voltaic cell, 
electrons flow spontaneously from one 
metal to another. The greater the electri-
cal potential (potential difference), the 
more volts generated by the cell. 

C.3 voltAiC Cells And 
HAlF-reACtions
A voltaic cell allows the chemical energy 
of a spontaneous oxidation–reduction 
reaction to do electrical work. Voltaic 
cells are made from various combinations 
of metals and ions. The metals and ions 
used in specific voltaic cells, in part, are 

selected based on differences in their 
relative tendencies to lose electrons.  
The greater the difference between the 
reactivity (or relative ease of oxidation)  
of the two metals, the greater the ten-
dency for electrons to move between 
them, and the greater the electrical 
potential generated. Use this opportunity 
to encourage students to reflect on the 
activity series and their results from 
Investigating Matter C.2. They should be 
able to see the relationship between volts 
generated and the relative proximity of 
participating metals on the activity series.

Volts and voltaic cells are named for 
the Italian scientist Alessandro Volta 
(1745–1827). He was one of the first to 
construct cells of this type. The term 
galvanic cell is often used interchange-
ably with voltaic cells. Galvanic cells are 
named for Luigi Galvani (1737–1798), 
another Italian scientist who completed 
some of the earliest research on  
electricity. 

CHEMQUANDARY
energy Cells: Are tHey 
All CreAted equAl?
Use a teacher-led discussion or divide 
students into cooperative groups of four, 
in which two summarize the voltaic cell 
and two the fuel cell; then the group 
lists similarities and differences. In 
either case, students should first identify 
how energy is generated in each type of 
cell. A Venn diagram is a useful tool to 
organize this information.

Voltaic cells have two electrodes and 
produce electricity through oxidation 
and reduction reactions of two metals. 
One metal electrode is oxidized, produc-
ing soluble metal ions and releasing 
electrons. Ions of another metal are 
reduced by the electrons and plated  
onto the metal electrode. The energy 
produced changes as the concentration 
of the metal ions changes and the 
oxidized electrode is eventually used up.

By contrast, a fuel cell consists of an 
anode, where a hydrogen-containing fuel 
is supplied, and a cathode, where 
oxygen is supplied. These electrodes are 
separated by a porous membrane. 
Hydrogen is ionized and forced through 
the membrane and combines with 
oxygen to produce water. The released 
electrons travel a different path as an 
electrical current. The fuel cell will 
produce energy as long as fuel and 
oxygen are available. 

Additional information can be found 
at: http://www.fuelcells.org/ or http://
electrochem.cwru.edu/encycl/art-f03-
fuel-cells.htm.
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554 Unit 5 Industry: Applying Chemical Reactions 

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
C.4  GETTING CHARGED BY 

ELECTROCHEMISTRY

 1.  Predict the direction of electron flow in a voltaic cell made from each 
specified pair of metals partially immersed in solutions of their ions. 

b. Pb and Mg

c. Cu and Fe

Sample Problem: Consider a voltaic cell containing lead metal 
(Pb) immersed in lead(II) nitrate solution, Pb(NO3)2, and a half-cell 
containing silver metal (Ag) in silver nitrate solution, AgNO3.

a. Predict the direction of electron flow in the wire connecting 
the two metals.

reaction.

c. Which metal is the anode and which is the cathode?

The answers are as follows:

a. Table 5.2 (page 549) shows that lead is a more active metal 

will flow from lead to silver.

b. One half-reaction involves forming Pb2+ from Pb, as shown in 
+, 

and doubling it so electrons lost and gained are the same:

                                           Pb(s)  Pb2+(aq)  2 e– 
+(aq)  2 e– (s)

Pb(s) +(aq)  Pb2+(aq) (s)

c. In the cell reaction, each Pb atom loses two electrons. Pb is 
+ ion gains one 

electron, which is a reduction reaction. Because reduction 
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DS   C.4 getting CHArged 
by eleCtroCHemistry

In this activity, students apply their 
understanding of redox reactions to 
electrochemical cells. Help students to 
see that electrochemical cells involve 
redox reactions without becoming 
overwhelmed by details. Remind them 
to refer to Table 5.2 (page 549) to 
determine which metal is more active 
(and therefore easier to oxidize).

Answers
1. a.  From Al to Sn

b. From Mg to Pb
c. From Fe to Cu

2. a.  Sn2(aq)  2 e ∫B Sn(s)  
(reduction)

    Cd(s) ∫B Cd2(aq)  2 e  
 (oxidation)
b. Cd loses electrons more readily.

3. Drawings should resemble Figure 5.30 
(page 550), but with Ni—Ni(NO3)2 and 
Cu—Cu(NO3)2.

4. a.  Anode  Zn, cathode  Cu 
b. Anode  Al, cathode  Zn
c. Anode  Mg, cathode  Mn
d. Anode  Ni, cathode  Au

TRM  
 
EXTRA PRACTICE
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SECTION C  Generating Electrical Energy from Chemical Reactions 555

 2.  

Sn2+(aq)   Cd(s) Cd2+(aq)  Sn(s)

b.  Which metal, Sn or Cd, loses electrons more readily?

 3.  Sketch a voltaic cell composed of a Ni–Ni(NO3)2 half-cell linked to a 
Cu–Cu(NO3)2 half-cell.

 4.  For each voltaic cell designated below, identify the anode and the 

solutions. 

a.  Cu–Zn cell

c.  Mg–Mn cell

P1.  Why won’t a voltaic cell operate if the salt bridge is missing?
2.  What factors affect a cell’s electrical potential?
3.  Consider the discussion of equilibrium in Section B. Write a 

statement about the relationship between equilibrium and  
a voltaic cell.

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
C.4  GETTING CHARGED BY 

ELECTROCHEMISTRY

C.5  EQUILIBRIUM IN 
ELECTROCHEMICAL SYSTEMS

reduction reactions and allowing both ions and electrons to move between 
the half-cells. When you built voltaic cells as part of Investigating Matter C.2, 
you compared the measured potential with the metal activity series. These 
reactions occurred without any input of additional information or stimuli. In 
chemical terms, the reactions were spontaneous. The direction that electrons 
flow is generally shown with an arrow. If the cell operates spontaneously, the 
arrow will be moving from anode toward the cathode. That means that the 
atoms of the anode will give up electrons, forming ions that enter the electro-
lyte solution. The concentration of ions will thus increase in this half-cell. 

What would happen simultaneously to the electrolyte solution in the  
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Pconcept check 6
1. (Concepts developed in Section C.1.) 

The salt bridge allows ions to flow 
from one half-cell to the other, which 
balances out the electrical charge near 
each electrode. The salt bridge 
completes the circuit.

2. (Concepts developed in Investigating 
Matter C.2; student answers may 
depend on the questions they asked in 
this investigation.) Factors that affect 
a cell’s electrical potential include 
metals used at each electrode and 
concentration of the solutions 
containing metal cations.

3. (Concepts developed in Sections B 
and C. However, this is a “looking 
ahead” opportunity for students to 
draw connections between these 
concepts. Expect student answers to 
vary.) Possible responses include: 
a. In equilibrium, the forward and 

reverse reactions are taking place. 
It seems as though in voltaic cells 
the reaction is going in only one 
direction so that it is not at  
equilibrium. 

b. Reactions at equilibrium can be 
shifted toward producing more 
products or reactants by changing 
temperature or concentrations. 
Perhaps the same is true for 
reactions in voltaic cells.

c. As a voltaic cell runs, the concen-
trations of ions in each half-cell 
keep changing. If the cell reaches 
equilibrium, concentrations would 
no longer be changing. This would 
mean that no more electrical energy 
would be produced.

C.5 equilibrium in 
eleCtroCHemiCAl systems
The idea of a spontaneous reaction is 
introduced here and applied in the 
context of electrochemical reactions. 
You may choose to begin discussion  
by asking students what has happened 
when a battery is dead. When a battery 
is dead, the electrochemical reaction 
within that cell has reached equilibrium. 
From a thermodynamic standpoint, 
there is no longer a driving force push- 
ing the reaction forward. As the text 
explains, the reaction can be pushed 
backward by adding energy. This 
process is known as electrolysis. In an 
automobile battery, this process occurs 
when the alternator takes some energy 
produced by the vehicle’s engine and 
converts it to electrical energy, which is 
then stored in the battery. This resem-
bles the process that happens when 
rechargeable batteries are recharged. 
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556 Unit 5 Industry: Applying Chemical Reactions 

same rate. For a voltaic cell to generate electricity, electrons must flow in only 

The system can be reversed, but only if the electrons are forced to flow in a 

-
ous. The energy to force the electrons to flow in reverse came from an outside 
source, in that case a 9-V battery. The electrons combined with metal ions to 
form elemental metal atoms, separating an ionic compound into the elemental 
components. This type of reaction transforms electrical energy into chemical 
energy and is called electrolysis. 

ores by passing an electrical current through a molten mineral solution (an 
electrolyte), causing a chemical reaction. In this case, the flow of electrons 
reduces Li+ ions in the electrolyte to lithium, Li(s). This method of reducing 

energy, so the cost of electricity is a factor in its use.
-

ticulate level to each component in a voltaic cell.

 MODELING MATTER
C.6  VISUALIZING CHANGES WITHIN 

VOLTAIC CELLS

In Investigating Matter C.2 and sections following, you were asked to create 
and then draw voltaic cells. You identified the anode, cathode, electrolytic 
solutions, salt bridge, and direction of electron flow. In this activity, you will 
focus on the changes in each half-cell, including the flow of electrons and 
changes from atoms to ions and back.

 1.  Sketch a voltaic cell composed of a Zn–Zn(NO3)2 half-cell linked to a 
Cu–Cu(NO3)2 half-cell with a NaNO3 salt bridge.

 2.  Consider the composition of each half-cell. 

a.  What ions would be present in each of the electrolyte solutions? 

b.  What ions are present in the salt bridge?

c.  Which way do electrons flow?

 3.  Consider the reaction at the cathode. 

a. Write the reaction that takes place at the cathode.

b. What would happen to the cathode as the voltaic cell operates? 
Sketch three drawings of the cathode to represent 

  i. Time 0: before the reaction begins

  iii. Time 2: at the point where the cell stops running
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(Students will learn more about these 
processes in Sections D.4 and D.5.) 
Encourage students to think about what 
is happening at the particulate level as a 
battery is used. They will further explore 
these particulate-level changes in 
Modeling Matter C.6.

MM   C.6 visuAlizing 
CHAnges WitHin 
voltAiC Cells 

In this modeling activity, students 
explore the connections between voltaic 
cells and equilibrium. Encourage them 
to refer to earlier sections as they 
construct their answers.

Answers
1. Student drawings should look much 

like Figure 5.30 on page 550. (Stu-
dents may draw the zinc half-cell on 
the right side, but that is fine.) The 
zinc half-cell is the anode; the copper 
half-cell is the cathode. Instead of 
sulfate solutions, students’ drawings 
should indicate zinc nitrate in the 
anode, copper nitrate in the cathode, 
and sodium nitrate in the salt bridge. 

2. a.  Ions in zinc half-cell: Zn2 and 
NO3

. Ions in copper half-cell:  
Cu2 and NO3

.
b. Initially, Na and NO3

 ions are in 
the salt bridge.

c. Electrons flow through the wire, 
from the zinc electrode to the 
copper electrode. (You might ask 
students to label this on their 
diagram in Question 1.)

3. At the cathode:
a. Cu2(aq)  2 e ∫B Cu(s)
b. The progression of student sketches 

should show more copper being 
formed onto the original electrode.
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 4. Now consider the reaction at the anode. 

a. Write the reaction that takes place at the anode.

b. What would happen to the anode while the voltaic cell operates? 
Sketch three drawings of the anode to represent 

  i. Time 0: before the reaction begins

  iii. Time 2: at the point where the cell stops running

 5. What other term would describe the voltaic cell at Time 2, when the cell 
stops running?

 6. You know that reduction occurs at the cathode. If the metal ions form 
metal atoms, how is charge conserved? In other words, what substances 
move into the cell? From where do these substances come?

 7. What ions would be present in the cathode half-cell electrolyte solution at 

a. Time 0: before the reaction begins?

c. Time 2: at the point where the cell stops running?

 8. 

 9. What would limit the length of time that the voltaic cell would operate? 
In other words, what is the limiting reactant or reactants?

 10. 
the limiting reactant.

 11. Now that you have visualized what is happening at the atomic level in  
a voltaic cell, what do you think would happen to the electrodes if 
electricity were put into the system rather than taken out? 

 MAKING DECISIONS
C.7   WHAT DO WE NEED TO KNOW 

ABOUT WYE?
Green chemistry principles were listed and described in Section B.9 (page 543). 
Consider what you have just learned about voltaic cells, then answer the following 

 1. 
when considering manufacturing and use of voltaic cells?

 2. Citizens of Riverwood must decide whether a new chemical plant will 

for making this decision?

 3. What precautions must the Town Council implement to keep citizens  
of Riverwood safe if WYE is allowed to manufacture batteries in 
Riverwood?

same rate. For a voltaic cell to generate electricity, electrons must flow in only 

The system can be reversed, but only if the electrons are forced to flow in a 

-
ous. The energy to force the electrons to flow in reverse came from an outside 
source, in that case a 9-V battery. The electrons combined with metal ions to 
form elemental metal atoms, separating an ionic compound into the elemental 
components. This type of reaction transforms electrical energy into chemical 
energy and is called electrolysis. 

ores by passing an electrical current through a molten mineral solution (an 
electrolyte), causing a chemical reaction. In this case, the flow of electrons 
reduces Li+ ions in the electrolyte to lithium, Li(s). This method of reducing 

energy, so the cost of electricity is a factor in its use.
-

ticulate level to each component in a voltaic cell.

 MODELING MATTER
C.6  VISUALIZING CHANGES WITHIN 

VOLTAIC CELLS

In Investigating Matter C.2 and sections following, you were asked to create 
and then draw voltaic cells. You identified the anode, cathode, electrolytic 
solutions, salt bridge, and direction of electron flow. In this activity, you will 
focus on the changes in each half-cell, including the flow of electrons and 
changes from atoms to ions and back.

 1.  Sketch a voltaic cell composed of a Zn–Zn(NO3)2 half-cell linked to a 
Cu–Cu(NO3)2 half-cell with a NaNO3 salt bridge.

 2.  Consider the composition of each half-cell. 

a.  What ions would be present in each of the electrolyte solutions? 

b.  What ions are present in the salt bridge?

c.  Which way do electrons flow?

 3.  Consider the reaction at the cathode. 

a. Write the reaction that takes place at the cathode.

b. What would happen to the cathode as the voltaic cell operates? 
Sketch three drawings of the cathode to represent 

  i. Time 0: before the reaction begins

  iii. Time 2: at the point where the cell stops running
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 4. At the anode:
a. Zn(s) ∫B Zn2(aq)  2 e 
b. The progression of student sketches 

should show some of the zinc 
electrode disappearing, since  
zinc metal is being converted  
into zinc ions (and thus becoming 
part of the solution in the anode).

 5. When the cell stops running, it is at 
equilibrium.

 6. As Cu2 ions come out of solution 
(plating out as copper metal on the 
electrode), they are replaced by Na 
ions from the salt bridge.

 7. Ions in the cathode
a. at Time 0: only Cu2 and NO3

  
are present.

b. at Time 1: Cu2, NO3
, and Na  

are present.
c. at Time 2: Cu2, NO3

, and Na  
are present. (By this time, some 
Zn2 may have also migrated 
through the salt bridge, but don’t 
expect most students to think 
about this.)

 8. Ions in the anode
a. at Time 0: only Zn2 and NO3

  
are present.

b. at Time 1: Zn2, NO3
 are present.

c. at Time 2: Zn2, NO3
 are present. 

 9. The overall chemical reaction of this 
voltaic cell is: Zn(s)  Cu2(aq) ∫B 
Zn2(aq)  Cu(s). Most likely, the 
copper ions would run out before the 
metal contained in the zinc elec-
trode. However, the reaction would 
stop once the concentrations of 
copper and zinc ions reach equilib-
rium (before either concentration  
is zero).

 10. If there were a way to either increase 
the copper ion concentration in the 
cathode or decrease the zinc ion 
concentration in the anode, this 
would affect the equilibrium  
(Le Châtelier’s principle) to make  
the cell run again.

 11. If electricity were put into the 
system, you might be able to make 
the reaction go in reverse. The 
copper electrode would decrease in 
size, and the zinc electrode would 
increase in size.

MD   C.7 WHAt do We need 
to KnoW About Wye?

In this activity, students apply green 
chemistry principles (page 543) to the 
issue of manufacturing batteries in 
Riverwood. Remind students to keep 
their answers for later use in preparing 
for the town council meeting.

Answers
1. Students are likely to mention 

principles 3, 6, 7, 8, and 12, but any of 
the principles (see page 543) would be 
an appropriate answer.

2. Student answers will vary, but they 
may refer to principle 12 (reducing 
the chance for accidents), principle 11 
(pollution detection), or principle 3 
(benign reactants and waste).

3. Students should mention monitoring 
of emissions or wastes as well as 
accident prevention in their responses.
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558 Unit 5 Industry: Applying Chemical Reactions 

SUMMARYCSECTION

Reviewing the Concepts

Electrochemistry involves chemical 
changes that produce or are caused by 
electrical energy.

 1. What is electrolysis?

 2. What is a voltaic cell?

 3. What is a half-cell?

 4. 

a. What is a salt bridge?

b. Why is a salt bridge necessary for the 
operation of a voltaic cell?

 5. 
electrodes, solutions, and salt bridge.

 6. Considering your results in Investigating 

potential produced by a voltaic cell depend 
on the

The activity series of metals can be used 
to predict the direction of electron flow 
within a particular voltaic cell.

 7. In a voltaic cell, what process takes place  
at the 

a.  anode?

b.  cathode?

 8. Sketch a voltaic cell made from Ni and Zn 
in solutions of their ions. Label anode and 
cathode (identifying each metal) and show 
the direction of electron flow. See Table 5.2 
(page 549).

 9. Predict the direction of electron flow in a 
voltaic cell made from each of these metal 
pairs in solutions of their ions. See Table 5.2 
(page 549).

c. Cu and Pb

Redox reactions can be used to convert 
chemical energy to electrical energy by 
harnessing the flow of electrons. 

 10. 
reaction and the two half-reactions for a 
voltaic cell made from each of these metal 
pairs in solutions of their ions. 

c.  Cu and Pb

 11. Sketch a voltaic cell made from Sn and Zn 
in solutions of their ions. Label anode and 
cathode (identifying each metal) and write a 
half-reaction for the process that occurs at 

sketch, how electricity is generated by this 
system. See Table 5.2 (page 549).
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Reviewing the Concepts
1. The process in which an electrical 

current is passed through a solution of 
ions, causing a nonspontaneous redox 
reaction

2. A cell in which electrical energy is 
generated through a spontaneous 
chemical reaction

3. One portion of the electrochemical cell 
in which oxidation or reduction occurs

4. a.  An ion-containing structure that 
electrically connects the two sep- 
arated solution compartments of a 
voltaic cell

b. Because it completes the circuit and 
maintains a balance of electrical 
charges within the system. Without 
the flow of ions from the salt bridge, 
a positive electrical charge would 
build up in one half-cell and a 
negative electrical charge would 
build up in the other half-cell. This 
would impede further flow of 
electrons through the external wire. 

c. Saturating filter paper in a solution 
of an ionic compound (such as 
KNO3) that does not react with any 
component of the voltaic cell 

5.

6. a.  No. As the electrode size increases  
or decreases, the electrical potential 
produced does not vary. The size of 
the electrodes does affect the current, 
or the total electrons flowing. 

b. Yes. Electrical potential is directly 
related to the relative differences in 
tendencies of the two metals to lose 
electrons (become oxidized). If that 
difference is high, the electrical 
potential is high; if that difference is 
low, the electrical potential is low.

7. a.  Oxidation   b. Reduction
8. 

 9. a.  From Sn to Ag
b. From Cr to Ag
c. From Pb to Cu

 10. a.  Sn(s)  2 Ag(aq) ∫B Sn2(aq)   
2 Ag(s)

 Sn(s) ∫B Sn2(aq)  2 e

 Ag(aq)  1 e ∫B Ag(s)
b. Cr(s)  3 Ag(aq) ∫B Cr3(aq)   

3 Ag(s)
 Cr(s) ∫B Cr3(aq)  3 e

 Ag(aq)  1 e ∫B Ag(s)
c. Pb(s)  Cu2(aq) ∫B Pb2(aq)  Cu(s)
 Pb(s) ∫B Pb2(aq)  2 e

 Cu2(aq)  2 e ∫B Cu(s)

 11.

  Anode half-reaction: 
  Zn(s) ∫B Zn2(aq)  2 e

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 4004     New Fig.: 5CUN03
First Pass: 2011-12-08

Anode:
Zn electrode

Solution containing
Zn2+ ions

Cathode:
Sn electrode

Electron flow

Salt Bridge

Solution containing
Sn2+ ions

Electron flow
Anode:
Zn electrode

Cathode:
Sn electrode

Solution containing
Zn2+ ions

Solution containing
Sn2+ ions

Salt bridge

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 5E
Perm Fig.: 0000     New Fig.: 05-02
File Name: CC_TE_05_02
New Draft: 2006-04-03

Cu electrode

Solution containing
Cu2+ ions (for instance,
copper (II) sulfate, CuSO4)

Solution containing
Ag+ ions (for instance,
silver nitrate, AgNO3)

Ag electrode

Salt bridge

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 5E
Perm Fig.: 0000     New Fig.: 05-03
File Name: CC_TE_05_03
New Draft: 2006-04-03

Electron flow
Cathode:
Ni electrode

Anode:
Zn electrode

Solution containing
Ni2+ ions (for instance,
nickel (II) nitrate, Ni(NO3)2)

Solution containing
Zn2+ ions (for instance,
zinc nitrate, Zn(NO3)2)

Salt bridge
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Section Summary 559

Voltaic cells operate spontaneously, 
leading to constant changes within the 
system.

 12. Consider the anode and cathode in a voltaic 
cell. 

a.  How does the anode change during 
operation?

b.  How does the cathode change during 
operation?

 13. What changes occur in the solution on the 
anode side of a voltaic cell?

 14. How does the concentration of the cathode 
cell solution change?

 15. 
properly, when will it stop working?

Connecting the Concepts
 16. 

(page 549). What is included in Table 5.2 

information more important in the current 
unit?

 17. Consider the discussion of Le Châtelier’s 

electrical energy produced without 
changing the identity of the electrodes? 

 18. 
transformations lead to some loss of energy. 
Where might some energy be lost in the 
transformation of chemical energy to 
electrical energy within a voltaic cell?

 19. In everyday life, decisions made on an 
impulse may be referred to as spontaneous. 
How is this use of the word spontaneous 
similar to and different from how it is used 
to describe chemical reactions?

Extending the Concepts
 20. Investigate the concept of entropy and 

discuss some of the challenges entropy 
presents in voltaic cells.

 21. Recently, fuel cells have become available 
as an alternative to electrical energy 
generated in power plants and transmitted 
through wires. Investigate these cells and 
consider whether you would want them to 
be located in your neighborhood. Consider, 

alternative for electrical energy and what 

produce.

How is chemical energy 
transformed into electrical 
energy?

In this section, you have constructed, 
diagrammed, and studied voltaic 
cells and their particulate level 
changes, written half-reactions, 
learned about equilibrium and voltaic 
cells, and related metal reactivity to 
voltaic cell operation. Think about 
what you have learned, then answer  
the question in your own words  
in organized paragraphs. Your  
answer should demonstrate your 
understanding of the key ideas  
in this section. 

Be sure to consider the following  
in your response: anode, cathode, 
salt bridge, voltaic cell, electrolysis, 
half-reactions, equilibrium, and 
spontaneous reactions.
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12. a.  The anode will lose mass during 
the process.

b. The cathode will gain mass during 
the process.

 13. The concentration of the dissolved 
ion will increase during the process.

 14. The concentration of the dissolved 
ion will decrease during the process.

 15. The cell will stop when the reaction 
is at equilibrium.

Connecting the Concepts
 16. Table 5.2 includes the half-reactions 

showing the electrons. In the current 
context, the electrons are important 
because electron motion results in 
electrical energy. 

 17. You could change the concentration 
of one of the reactants, which would 
change the quantity of energy 
produced.

 18. Some energy could be lost as thermal 
energy as the cell warms up.

 19. Answers can vary, but the key point 
is that the everyday usage implies 
that the process happens immedi-
ately. In chemical systems, spontane-
ous means the reaction proceeds on 
its own, but the term implies nothing 
about the rate of reaction.

Extending the Concepts
 20. Entropy is a measure of disorder and 

a limiting factor in the efficiency of 
any process. During any energy trans-
formation, some energy is lost to the 
surroundings in an unusable form 
(an increase in entropy). In a voltaic 
cell, solutions and electrodes change 
at the molecular level to more 
disordered states (another increase in 
entropy). Increasing entropy leads to 
a decrease in usable (free) energy, so 
no real voltaic cell will generate as 
much usable energy as the table  
of standard potentials implies.

 21. Answers will vary—but some aspects 
of fuel cells that could be investi-
gated include the energy needed to 
generate the hydrogen and oxygen 
gases required, the types of materials 
used in the construction of the cell, 
and the production of water vapor as 
the fuel cell operates.

How is chemical 
energy transformed 
into electrical energy?
Student answers should include:
• The activity series of metals is 
useful in determining if an electro-
chemical reaction is spontaneous 
(and capable of producing energy). 
• The function of each part of a 
voltaic cell and how they work 
together to produce electrical 
current. 
• A voltaic cell at equilibrium no 
longer produces electrical energy  
(it is a dead battery).

  Cathode half-reaction: 
  Sn2(aq)  2 e ∫B Sn(s)
  Electricity is generated when 

electrons resulting from oxidation at 
the Zn electrode flow through the 
wire to the Sn electrode.
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Q&A 

Q.  What is materials science, and why do you 
need it to develop new types of batteries? 

A. Materials science is the study of matter and new  
ways to use matter to meet our needs. It’s a field  
made up of many other fields, including physics and  
engineering, but it’s mostly chemistry. To create new 
kinds of batteries, we have to invent new types of materi-
als. We use materials science to try to understand every-
thing about these materials: their structures, physical 
properties, electrochemical properties, and the impact 
that all these factors have on what we would like these 
materials to do, such as store energy.

Q.  Why did you choose to go into materials science,  
and why did you focus on batteries?

A. When I was growing up in Morocco, I was always good at math  
and chemistry. I had to choose between these two fields before I left  
to go to college in France. Chemistry was much more interesting to  
me because there are so many different fields of chemistry to study.  
I earned a master’s degree in chemistry and a doctoral degree in  
materials science, since it has such a heavy chemistry focus. I used  

energy use is an important issue. The country has no oil, gas, or coal 
reserves, so it has to import almost all of its energy sources from over-
seas. Eventually, I started working on developing new types of batter-
ies to fill this energy need. Now, I focus my own energy on the same 

The small energy storehouses known as batteries have made it 
possible to power up electronic machines anyplace, not just near 
an electrical outlet. But as useful as batteries are, they’re far from 
perfect. Take the battery in a car. Even though a car battery can 
charge up a vehicle’s lights and start the engine, it doesn’t pro-
vide enough energy to move the car very far—that’s why cars still 
need gasoline. As Americans’ interest in electric and hybrid gas–
electric cars has grown, the need for better batteries has increased. Read on to see how 
one chemist’s work is fueling the next generation of high-tech batteries for these cars.

560 Unit 5 Industry: Applying Chemical Reactions  

CHEMISTRY AT WORK

Khalil Amine, Materials Scientist and 
Group Leader at Argonne National 

Laboratory in Argonne, Illinois

The typical lead-acid battery in a  
gasoline-powered car weighs more  
than thirty pounds.

An electric car developed recently in Norway.
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CHemistry At WorK 
This Chemistry at Work feature is placed 
after students have investigated voltaic 
cells but before they study batteries. 
They have learned about industrial 
chemistry and environmental consider-
ations and begun to apply these ideas to 
battery manufacturing. 

In this feature, Khalil Amine describes 
the field of material science and some 
promising directions of battery research. 
Dr. Amine discusses how new materials 
can change both the electrical potential 
and the quantity of energy stored in a 
battery. Students should be able to  
relate this to the changes they noted in 
Investigating Matter C.2 when they used 
different metals. This feature also 
describes some challenges in current 
battery technology and prepares stu-
dents for their study of batteries and 
battery life cycles in Section D.

Additional information about lithium-
air batteries at Argonne lab can be found 
at http://www.anl.gov/Media_Center/
News/2009/batteries090915.html. More 
information about lithium air batteries  
is also available at http://www 
.sciencedaily.com/releases/2009/05/ 
090517152557.htm and http://www 
.sciencedaily.com/releases/2009/12/ 
091230024401.htm.

Implementation
Consider using a KWL strategy. (See 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/KWL_table 
or http://www.readingquest.org/strat/
kwl.html for templates and more 
information.)

Ask students:
1. What do you know? 
 Before reading the feature students 

list what they already know about 
how batteries work. You could 
prompt them by asking what differ-
ences exist among batteries in a TV 
remote, a cell phone, and a car. You 
could also ask what they think a 
material scientist does. Another 
prompt would involve showing 
several batteries, such as AAA, AA,  
C, and D cell batteries, and asking 
students why they are all 1.5 V 
batteries but very different sizes. This 
is an attempt to get them to think 
about energy density of the battery. 
The greater energy density of Li-ion 
batteries compared to lead-acid bat- 
teries is discussed in the feature.

2. What do you want to know?
 Based on the responses to the “What 

do you know?” prompt, ask students 
to decide on a few questions to 
answer that will focus their reading.

3. What did you learn? 
 Prompt students to write down some 

key things they learned from the 
reading. Then ask them to share the 
answers to their “what do you want to 
know” questions or other ideas they 
learned from the reading. 
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Q. What’s wrong with the batteries we already have in cars?

A. The batteries in gasoline-powered cars are lead-acid  
batteries. This type of technology is almost 90 years old, and  
these batteries are trustworthy, durable, and cheap. There’s 
nothing wrong with using them the way we do now, to start 
our cars and power our headlights and radios. But cars 
that run only on electricity will need a battery that powers 
everything, including motion. Lead-acid batteries can’t 

 
50 lead-acid batteries to run on electricity!

Q.  What types of batteries will replace lead-acid batteries in electric cars?

A. The best current candidate to replace lead-acid batteries is the lithium-ion battery. These bat-
teries are the kind that we use in cell phones and computers now. The most common lithium-ion 

of lithium ions in between allows current to pass from one end to the other. These batteries are 
small and light, so they are a good choice for cars.

Q.  So, will we use cell-phone batteries for our cars in the future?

A. We won’t use the same batteries because 
they still have a few kinks we’d like to work 
out. The electrolyte solution currently in use is 
flammable, so my colleagues and I are working 

-
menting with new materials for the anode. 
These new materials change the types of chemi-
cal reactions that happen in batteries, which 

alloys, such as nickel, manganese, and cobalt 
compounds, are all possibilities. We’re espe-
cially interested in another kind of battery in 
development called a lithium-air battery. These 
batteries have a cathode made of porous carbon, 

reactions that allow lithium-air batteries to 
-

lar lithium-ion batteries can! These batteries 
might be powering our cars in a few decades.

Q.  What advice do you have for 
students interested in battery technology?

A. Being innovative and having a broad knowledge base is really important for this field.  
You should take classes in chemistry, electrochemistry, and materials science in college, along  
with other fields of science too—you never know what might spur an idea that will lead to a new 
or better battery. Right now, battery technology has electric potential for students with 
the right spark. 

Chemistry at Work 561

The lithium-air battery has a cathode  
of porous carbon (at right). The anode  
(at left) is usually nonporous lithium foil.

A lithium-ion cell-phone battery would not 
provide nearly enough energy to power a car.
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 Using the Figures
Ask students to examine the diagram 
of the Li–air battery. They should be 
able to recognize that the reduction 
reaction is occurring at the cathode 
and the oxidation reaction is taking 
place at the anode. 

The oxidation reaction is the oxida-
tion of lithium:

Li(s) ∫B Li(electrolyte)  e

The reaction at the cathode is the 
reduction of oxygen in air. There are 
two possible reductions:

O2(g)  4 e ∫B 2 O2(electrolyte)  
(the product is the oxide anion) 

or
O2(g)  e ∫B O2(electrolyte) 

(the product is the superoxide anion)

So the overall reaction is either:

4 Li(s)  O2(g) ∫B 2 Li2O(s) E°  3.1 V
or

2 Li(s)  O2(g) ∫B Li2O2(s) E°  2.9 V. 

Some experimental evidence sug-
gests the second reaction is the more 
common one.

Some things to note about this cell: 
the electrolyte solution is non-aque-
ous, so you won’t find the reduc-
tion reaction potentials in a table of 
standard reduction potentials. This 
solution is typically a polymer of 
some type. The limiting factor in how 
long this cell will last is the amount 
of lithium, because the supply of 
oxygen is unlimited. The product of 
the reaction is stored in the porous 
cathode. Current research is being 
conducted on doping (adding a small 
quantity of impurity) the cathode 
with substances that will catalyze the 
reverse reaction to increase the ef-
ficiency of the recharging process.
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INDUSTRIAL  
PRODUCTION OF  
BATTERIES 
What challenges must be met to optimize 
production and use of batteries?

You have learned how voltaic cells produce electrical energy from 
chemical reactions. In this section, you will learn more about the bat-
teries that WYE Battery Technology Corporation proposes to manufac-
ture in Riverwood. Could these advanced vehicle batteries contribute to 
the economy of Riverwood and the United States? What risks are posed 
by manufacturing these batteries? Would EKS or WYE best suit the 
needs and capabilities of the Riverwood community? Read on to gather 
more evidence to support your decision.

GOALS

secondary batteries.

 
or battery.

chemical technologies.

P   
1. How does a voltaic cell produce electrical energy?
2.  In Investigating Matter C.2, you considered the effect of 

electrode size on a voltaic cell. 
 a.  Does the size of the electrode affect the electrical potential  

of a voltaic cell? Explain. 
 b.  What characteristics of the cell might be affected by the size  

of the electrode?
3.  What type of substance would you expect to find in an  

alkaline battery?

SECTIOND
562 Unit 5 Industry: Applying Chemical Reactions 

562

Section D applies the concepts of 
electrochemistry presented in Section C 
to the design and production of batter-
ies. Students build a voltaic pile and 
calculate the overall cell potential from 
reduction potentials. The construction, 
manufacturing, and operation of both 
primary and secondary batteries are 
considered and the concept of life cycle 
is revisited in this context. Students 
then assess the benefits and burdens of 
allowing either EKS or WYE to locate 
their facilities in Riverwood.

Using the Section 
Question
The need for careful selection of metals 
in battery applications is addressed 
through investigation and calculations. 
Students also learn about several dif- 
ferent types of batteries and issues 
related to their manufacture, disposal, 
and recycling. By the end of the section, 
students should be able to discuss key 
life cycle issues and technological 
limitations in battery manufacturing  
and applications. 

Goals
In this section, students calculate 
electrochemical cell potentials in the 
context of designing a battery and use a 
table of standard reduction potentials to 
determine the overall cell potential of a 
battery. Students also learn about 
different types of batteries, both primary 
and secondary, and begin to analyze the 
life-cycle of a battery. At the end of this 
section, students use their knowledge to 
evaluate the proposal to build a battery 
manufacturing or ammonia production 
facility in Riverwood.

Pconcept check 
1. (Concepts developed in Section C.) A 

voltaic cell produces electrical energy 
by taking advantage of a spontaneous 
redox reaction. Instead of putting all 
the reactants together in one vessel, 
however, they are separated in space 
and rely on a wire and salt bridge to 
complete a circuit. As electrons are 
released in the anode, they travel 
through the wire to the cathode, thus 
producing useful electrical energy.

2. (Concepts developed in Investigating 
Matter C.2.)
a. The size of the electrode does not 

affect the electrical potential of a 
voltaic cell. The potential is 
determined by the particular redox 
half-reactions involved.

b. The size of the electrode might 
affect the rate at which electrons 
are transferred from the anode to 
the cathode. A larger surface area  
of an electrode allows for more 

contact with the ions in solution, 
which allows for more collisions 
per unit time.

3. (Looking ahead; student responses 
will depend on prior knowledge.) 
Students may know that “alkaline” is 
often used in the context of materials 
that have properties of bases. Thus, 
expect many students to say, “basic,” 
or “hydroxide-containing” substance.
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SECTION D  Industrial Production of Batteries 563

 INVESTIGATING MATTER
D.1 BUILDING A VOLTAIC PILE

Preparing to Investigate
voltaic pile

and copper plates, each pair separated by cloth or cardboard that had been 
soaked in a solution of salt or sulfuric acid. Since concentrated sulfuric acid 
is corrosive, you will use a more benign electrolyte, copper(II) sulfate, in 
this investigation.

Gathering Evidence
Part I: Volta’s Pile

 1.  Before you begin, put on your goggles, and wear them properly 
throughout the investigation.

 2.  

 3.  Prepare pieces of filter paper soaked in copper(II) sulfate as directed 
by your teacher.

 4.  Build a stack or pile of these pairs of discs as shown in Figure 5.33, 
with a piece of electrolyte soaked filter paper separating each pair 
from its neighbors. The sequence of the components is as follows:  

Note: Be careful that the 
electrolyte solution does not drip down the side of the stack as this 
can cause a short circuit between the elements of the pile.) 

 5.  When the device is arranged as specified, measure the voltage 

Record your data.

Figure 5.33  Each pair  
of zinc and copper pieces is 
separated from the adjacent 
pair by a piece of filter paper 
soaked in electrolyte.
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simple electrochemical explanation 
above is known as a faradaic process, in 
which a charge transfers across an 
interface. At the contact of the two 
metals, a non-faradaic process also 
occurs, one in which no charge transfers 
at an interface. The non-faradaic process 
is like the function of a capacitor. The 
explanation of how Volta’s original pile 
of zinc and silver electrodes worked was 
debated for many years. Volta thought 
that the electrical “force” came about 
because of the contact of the two 
different metals. Galvani had a different 
explanation. 

These sources offer more information 
about Volta, Galvani, and the cells that 
they developed:

http://electrochem.cwru.edu/encycl/
art-v01-volta.htm 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Galvani_potential

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Electromotive_force

http://ppp.unipv.it/PagesIT/Nuova 
VoltFrame.htm (Nuova Voltiana: 
Studies on Volta and His Times)

http://ppp.unipv.it/Collana/Pages/
Libri/Saggi/Nuova%20Voltiana3_
PDF/cap5/5new.pdf (Willem 
Hackmann, The Enigma of Volta’s 
“Contact Tension” and the Devel-
opment of the “Dry Pile,” in Nuova 
Voltiana, vol. 3 pp. 103–119 
[Bevilacqua and Frenonese (eds.)]) 
(Milan: Ulrico Hoepli, 2000.)

http://ppp.unipv.it/Collana/Pages/
Libri/Saggi/NuovaVoltiana_PDF/
sei.pdf (Helge Kragh, Confusion 
and Controversy: Nineteenth- 
century theories of the voltaic  
pile, in Nuova Voltiana, vol 1. 
pp.133–157 [Bevilacqua and 
Frenonese (eds.)]) (Milan: Ulrico 
Hoepli, 2000.) 

Time 50 min
Materials (for 12 student pairs)

72 pieces of zinc cut into ~1-cm  
1-cm squares

72 pieces of copper cut into ~1-cm  
1-cm squares

72 pieces of filter paper (or thicker 
blotter paper) cut into ~1-cm  
1-cm squares

50 mL 1-M copper(II) sulfate [12.49 g 
CuSO45 H2O/50 ml solution]

12 small (6V) motors or LED devices 
to test the voltaic pile 

24 small alligator clips with fine wire 
leads

12 voltmeters

TRM  
 
LAB HANDOUT

IM   d.1 building A 
voltAiC pile

Students create and explore a primitive 
battery to investigate the properties of 
voltaic cells working in series. Students 
have already investigated the potential 
of a copper–zinc cell in Investigating 
Matter C.2. 

The electrochemical reactions for a 
single set of plates separated by paper: 
Cu|Zn, with the | representing filter 
paper soaked in copper(II) sulfate 
solution are:

At the zinc anode:  
Zn(s) ∫B Zn2(aq)  2 e

At the copper cathode:  
Cu2(aq)  2 e ∫B Cu(s)

What makes this reaction different from 
the standard Cu|Zn voltaic cell is that 
the copper(II) ions are in the salt bridge 
(soaked filter paper) instead of in a 
copper solution. Instead of using a wire 
to connect two conventional half-cells, 
in this cell they touch.

There is more to the history of the 
original Volta pile than described in the 
pre-lab discussion in the text. The 
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564 Unit 5 Industry: Applying Chemical Reactions 

Part II: Constructing to Specifications 
 6.  Based upon your results in Part I, build a pile that will produce an 

electrical potential of ~6.6 volts.

 7.  

 8.  

Interpreting Evidence
 1.  What was the measured potential of the pile in Part I?

 2.  What was the measured potential of your pile in Part II?

 3.  Were you able to power an electronic device in Part II? Explain.

Making Claims
 4.  What factors in the design of the pile would affect the potential 

generated? Explain.

Reflecting on the Investigation
 5.  How did you decide how to construct the pile in Part II?

 6.  How is the pile similar to commercial voltaic cells, i.e., batteries?

D.2  CELL POTENTIAL

“units” in the pile. You learned earlier that connecting two metals in a vol-
taic cell creates an electrical potential between the metals. In the voltaic 
pile, several cells are placed in series, so the total electrical potential is the 
sum of the individual cell potentials. 

potential produced by different piles was by evaluating the shock he received 
when he completed the circuit. Fortunately for us, we can now accurately 

The potential of a cell reflects its tendency to move electrons through the 
-

Cell potentials for many electrochemical cells have been measured  
at standard conditions. Standard conditions refer to pure gases at 1 atm pres-
sure, pure metals, and electrolyte solutions with concentrations of 1.0 mol/L. 
To make comparisons easier, these standard cell potentials are often split 
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Safety
Students should wear protective goggles 
and aprons throughout the investigation. 
Students should wash their hands 
thoroughly before leaving the lab.

Lab Tips
• Metal pieces must be cut as uniformly 
as possible. Pieces must also be flat and 
not curled at the edges so that contact 
between layers is universal. 
• The electrolytic solution should be 
prepared and placed in Beral pipets or 
dropper bottles. 
• Saturated KCl or KNO3 will work for 
the electrolyte and will forestall having 
to thoroughly clean the metal pieces 
between classes.
• A physics teacher may lend you 
voltmeters if necessary.
• Remind students that electrical 
potentials varying by several hundredths 
of a volt are really the same. This may 
present a prime opportunity to discuss 
measurements, significant digits, and 
error.
• Remind students to turn off voltmeters. 
• Students should clean and dry their 
metal pieces and return them to desig-
nated containers. Filter paper can be 
placed in the trash. 
• If you have access to Canadian nickels, 
those minted between 1963 and 1981 are 
99.9% nickel. Along with pre-1982 U.S. 
pennies, they can make good Ni|Cu 
voltaic piles, but the generated voltage 
will be about 1⁄2 that of the Cu|Zn cells.

Expected Results
The value of one cell should be about 
1.00 V. The voltage should increase by 
that factor for each set of metal-filter 
paper-metal that are added. Six sets 
should yield 6 V.

Interpreting Evidence
1. The potential is calculated to be  

1.10 V. The observed value seems to 
be ~1.00 V.

2. Students should measure a potential 
between 6.0 and 6.6 V if they use  
6 sets of Cu-filter paper-Zn. 

3. Students may have to use 7 sets to 
power the device. The potentials are 
additive. More cells/sets result in 
greater electrical potential.

Making Claims
4. The metals used, the connection 

between the metals, the wetness of  
the filter paper, and the number of 
sets would all affect the potential.

Reflecting on the Investigation
5. Student answers may vary but should 

describe the concept of adding cells 
when they are connected in series.

6. Students may have little idea about 
this but may talk about batteries being 
hooked in series or the idea of layers 
within batteries. The second concept 
may be more common to students 
who have worked with older car 
batteries (that are not sealed).
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SECTION D  Industrial Production of Batteries 565

into contributions from each of their electrodes. These electrode potentials 
are known as standard potentials and denoted E°. Since it is not possible to 
measure the potential of an electrode in isolation, electrodes are compared 
against the standard hydrogen electrode (2 H+(aq)  2 e   H2(g)), which 

-
tion potentials. Given such a table, the standard potential of any cell can be 
calculated by first determining which metal will be reduced. The reduction 

reversed, and the sign of its potential is switched. The half-reaction equa-
tions and their potentials are added together to determine the overall stan-
dard cell potential. One or both of the half-reaction equations may need to be 
multiplied to ensure that the number of electrons lost and gained is equiva-
lent, but this multiplication does not affect the standard potentials.

In the next activity, you will apply these ideas to some voltaic cells that 

use Table 5.3, think about the metals listed and their everyday applications. 

potential? Why?

Species Half-reaction 
Standard Reduction 
Potential, E° (volts)

Au+/Au Au+(aq)  e–   Au(s) +1.61

Ag+/Ag Ag+(aq)  e–  Ag(s) +0.80

Cu2+/Cu Cu2+(aq)  2 e–  Cu(s) +0.34

H+/H2 2 H+(aq)  2 e–  H2(g)    0 (by definition)

Pb2+/Pb Pb2+(aq)  2 e–  Pb(s) –0.13

Sn2+/Sn Sn2+(aq)  2 e–  Sn(s) –0.14

Ni2+/Ni Ni2+(aq)  2 e–  Ni(s) –0.23

Cd2+/Cd Cd2+(aq)  2 e–  Cd(s) –0.40

Fe2+/Fe Fe2+(aq)  2 e–  Fe(s) –0.44

Zn2+/Zn Zn2+(aq)  2 e–  Zn(s) –0.76

Al3+/Al Al3+(aq)  3 e–  Al(s) –1.66

Mg2+/Mg Mg2+(aq)  2 e–  Mg(s) –2.36

Li+/Li Li+(aq)  e–  Li(s) –3.05

Table 5.3
Standard Reduction Potentials
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d.2 Cell potentiAl
Students often struggle with the idea  
of “breaking” a chemical reaction into 
half-reactions. Emphasize that this is a 
way to more simply represent electro-
chemical reactions and calculate cell 
potentials but that half-reactions always 
occur together. Another potential point  
of confusion is that the coefficients in a 
half-reaction are multiplied to be able to 
cancel electrons when adding half-reac-
tions, but cell potential is not multiplied. 
The reason is that cell potential is an 
intensive property. That is, it does not 
vary with the amount of substance, so 
having two moles of ions instead of one 
(in solution or in an equation) does not 
alter the cell potential. Finally, you may 
mention that the standard hydrogen ion 
reduction potential is a mutually agreed 
upon standard chosen specifically to 
provide a point of comparison for 
half-cell potentials.

The following web sites have useful 
discussions of electrochemistry: http://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrochemistry, 
http://chemwiki.ucdavis.edu/ 
Analytical_Chemistry/Electrochemistry.

a

 Using the Figures
Table 5.3 Ask students to  
compare this table to Table 5.2 on 
page 549. They should see that the 
activity series in Table 5.2 is written 
in order of “potential for metals to 
be oxidized,” which is the reverse 
of reduction potential presented in 
this table. Choose a half-reaction 
from Table 5.3 and ask students to 
speculate what the “standard oxida-
tion potential” would be for those 
species, if those values were listed in 
Table 5.2. The magnitude would be 
the same, but the sign would be  
opposite for the reverse reaction. 
Thus, the “oxidation potential” for 
Ag(s) ∫B Ag(aq)  e in Table 5.2 
would be 0.80 V.
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566 Unit 5 Industry: Applying Chemical Reactions 

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
D.3  DETERMINING POTENTIAL  

IN ELECTROCHEMICAL CELLS

 1.  How can the electrical potentials you measured in Investigating  

 2.  

a.  Which metal will be the cathode?

b.  Write the cathode half-reaction, including the standard potential.

c.  Write the anode half-reaction, including the standard potential.

d.  Write the overall reaction equations for this cell, including the 
standard potential.

 3.  
identified the anode and cathode in several voltaic cells. Now use 
Table 5.3 to calculate the expected electrical potential and identify  
the anode and cathode for each of the following voltaic cells.  

2

Sample Problem: Consider a voltaic cell containing lead metal 
(Pb) immersed in lead(II) nitrate solution, Pb(NO3)2, and a half-cell 
containing silver metal (Ag) in silver nitrate solution, AgNO3.

be reduced.

b.  Write equations for the two half-reactions, including standard 
potentials.

c.  Write the equation for the overall reaction, including the 
standard potential.

The answers are as follows:

a.  Table 5.3 (page 565) shows that silver has a positive reduction 
potential (lies higher in the table). Therefore, silver will be 

b.  One half-reaction involves forming Pb2+ from Pb, which can be 
written by reversing the equation in Table 5.3. The other half-

+, as shown in Table 5.3, which 
must be doubled so that electrons lost and gained are the same. 
Standard potentials are not affected by this multiplication but 
do change signs when the equation is reversed.

 Pb(s)  Pb2+(aq)  2 e  E°   0.13
+(aq)  2 e  (s) E°   0.80

c. Pb(s) +(aq)  Pb2+(aq) (s) E°   0.93
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DS   d.3 determining 
potentiAl in 
eleCtroCHemiCAl 
Cells

In this activity, students extend what 
they did in Developing Skills C.4 to 
include calculating expected cell 
potential. Remind students to refer  
to Table 5.3 on page 565.

Answers
1. The electrical potentials measured 

represent the addition of the appropri-
ate cell potentials from Table 5.3.

2. a. zinc
b. Zn2(aq)  2 e ∫B Zn(s)  0.76 V
c. Mg(s) ∫B Mg2(aq)  2 e 2.36 V
d. Mg(s)  Zn2(aq) ∫B Mg2(aq)  

Zn(s)  1.6 V
3. a. E  0.78 V anode: Fe cathode: Cu

b. E  0.17 V anode: Cd cathode: Ni 
c. E  0.13 V anode: Pb cathode: H2

d. E  2.29 V anode: Li cathode: Zn 
e. E  1.52 V anode: Al cathode: Sn

4. Answers may vary. A possible answer 
is: AgZn cell E°  1.56 V 

TRM  
 
EXTRA PRACTICE
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SECTION D  Industrial Production of Batteries 567

 4.  Suppose you wanted to make a voltaic cell with a potential of at least 

D.4 PRIMARY BATTERIES

energy. Such cells can fit in small, portable containers. Commercial voltaic 
cells, called batteries, can be constructed from various combinations of  

(MnO2 -

that the electrolyte is in paste form, rather than liquid, accounts for other 
name of this type of battery—the dry cell. 

2 electrodes, but the electrolyte is an alkaline aqueous 

also considered dry cells, as are most modern consumer batteries.  
carbon and alkaline batteries are primary batteries, that is, they are designed 
for a single use and cannot be recharged.

changes involved.

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
D.3  DETERMINING POTENTIAL  

IN ELECTROCHEMICAL CELLS

Figure 5.34  An alkaline battery. What 
substances are contained in this fresh  
alkaline battery? How will those sub-
stances change as the battery is used?

2 MnO2 + H2O + 2 e− Mn2O3 + 2 OH−

Zn + 2 OH− Zn(OH)2 + 2 e−

Brass nail

Cathode

Zn powder (anode)

Granulated, compacted mixture 
of MnO

2
, graphite, and KOH 

Paper separator soaked in electrolyte

Steel can

+

−

e−

e−

e−

e−
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d.4 primAry bAtteries
The text discusses dry cells and alkaline 
batteries. You can create a display of 
dissected batteries for students. 
Caution: Do not let students touch 
caustic and corrosive materials in the 
batteries.

Remind students that the voltaic cells 
constructed in Investigating Matter C.2 
(page 551) and D.1 (page 563) were cells 
that generated electricity. This electric-
ity, measured by voltmeters, could do 
useful work, such as lighting a small 
bulb or light-emitting diode. If students 
did not do so in Investigating Matter D.2, 
you may demonstrate by inserting a 
small light bulb into the circuit of a 
voltaic cell or voltaic pile. Then point 
out that batteries are portable voltaic 
cells that produce electricity used in 
cars, radios, telephones, and cordless 
devices. 

TRM  
 
READING GUIDE

a

 Using the Figures
Figure 5.34 This cross section of an 
alkaline battery, along with the half-
reactions, should help students visualize 
how batteries work and what happens 
when batteries “die.” As the battery is 
used, solid films of Mn2O3 and Zn(OH)2 
form at the cathode and anode, respec-
tively. Eventually, the amount of reactant 
(for each half-reaction) will diminish, and 
the reactions shown will no longer be 
possible. The flow of electrons ceases.
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568 Unit 5 Industry: Applying Chemical Reactions 

Zinc–Carbon Battery

(s) 2+(aq)  2 e  

Reduction: 2 MnO2(s)  2 NH +(aq)  2 e   2 MnO(OH)(s)  2 NH3(g)

(s)  2 MnO2(s)  2 NH +(aq) 2+(aq)  2 MnO(OH)(s)  2 NH3(g)

 Alkaline Battery

(s)     2  OH  (aq) 2(s)  2 e  

Reduction: 2 MnO2(s)  H2O(l)  2 e   Mn2O3(s)     2  OH (aq)

    Overall: n(s)  2 MnO2(s)  H2O(l) 2(s)  Mn2O3(s)

there are several other types of primary dry cells in use. Lithium cells have 
an anode made of lithium foil and a cathode constructed from a metal oxide, 

the electrolyte.

electrolyte (KOH) as alkaline batteries, but use either air and carbon or silver 

hearing aids but suffer from a high self-discharge rate. Self-discharge is the 
natural loss of energy within stored batteries from chemical reactions within 

are more expensive.

Primary batteries generate electrical potential only as long as all starting 
materials (reactants) remain. When the reactants reach equilibrium or the 

the end of their useful life and cannot be recharged.

Each battery in the photo generates the same electrical 

larger than the smallest one? Wouldn’t it save space, weight, 
and perhaps even resources to restrict consumer use to the 
smallest batteries?

BATTERY SIZES

CHEMQUANDARY
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CHEMQUANDARY
bAttery sizes
Different applications require batteries 
of various sizes. Powering a hearing aid 
or calculator differs from powering a 
smoke detector or large flashlight. Also, 
some applications may require greater 
total capacity (battery hours times load 
current), which a larger battery can 
provide.
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SECTION D  Industrial Production of Batteries 569

D.5 SECONDARY BATTERIES
Nickel-Based Batteries
Unlike primary batteries, secondary batteries are rechargeable. We can return 

(NiCd) cells and lead-acid automobile batteries are common examples of 
such rechargeable batteries. The NiCd rechargeable battery is based on a 

NiCd battery anode is cadmium, and the cathode is nickel oxide. These elec-
trodes have a rolled design (Figure 5.35) that increases surface area and, 
thus, increases the generated current (electron flow).

When this battery operates, Cd and NiO2 are converted to Cd(OH)2(s) and 
Ni(OH)2(s). These solid products cling to the electrodes, allowing them to 
convert back to reactants when the used battery is connected in a recharging 
circuit. In recharging, an external electrical potential causes electrons to flow 

recharge NiCd batteries many times, some of the same processes that prevent 
recharging of primary batteries can take their toll and eventually reduce the 
efficiency of recharging. 

NiCd batteries, improving both their performance and their environmental 

cells for energy storage. 

Figure 5.35  Cross-section of a NiCd battery.
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d.5 seCondAry bAtteries
This section discusses several types of 
secondary, or rechargeable, batteries, 
including nickel-based, lead-acid 
(automobile) and lithium-ion batteries. 
Lithium-ion batteries are used in 
laptops, cellular telephones, radios, and 
other portable devices. These batteries 
can provide more electrical potential 
than a NiCd battery of the same size. The 
anode is often graphite-based and the 
cathode is constructed from a lithium-
oxygen-metal compound. The electrolyte 
contains lithium ions, usually in an 
organic solvent. Like NiCd batteries, 
they are rechargeable. Technology for 
this type of battery continues to evolve. 

Lead-acid batteries are described to 
enable comparing old and new automo-
tive battery technology. As students will 
soon learn, these batteries are among the 
most commonly recycled types, due to 
the value of the materials and the 
toxicity of lead and its compounds.

TRM  
 
READING GUIDE
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570 Unit 5 Industry: Applying Chemical Reactions 

Lead-Acid Batteries
One everyday example of a rechargeable wet cell (a battery with a liquid  

lead-acid battery. This 
battery, often used for starting, lighting, and ignition in a motor vehicle,  

2). The electrodes are immersed 
in a dilute solution of sulfuric acid, H2SO , the electrolyte in this system. 

When the vehicle’s ignition is turned on, the electrical circuit is completed. 

2+. 

Figure 5.36  Rechargeable batteries  When a nickel–metal hydride (NiMH) battery is recharged, the charging 
circuit removes electrons (red) from the positive electrode (green) composed of nickel(II) hydroxide. This process 
oxidizes the Ni2+ to Ni3+. Electrons are supplied to the negative electrode (blue). This causes a hydrogen-absorbing 
metal alloy to become reduced. When this battery is discharged during use, electron flow is reversed. The nickel(II)  
hydroxide gains electrons, while the metal hydride loses electrons.
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a Using the Figures
Figure 5.36 With the students, 
follow the red electron-flow arrows 
in each illustration (charging and dis-
charging). These equations describe 
the half-reactions and overall reac-
tions involved in discharging a NiMH 
battery:

NiOOH  H2O  e ∫B Ni(OH)2  OH 
MH  OH ∫B M  H2O  e 
MH  NiOOH ∫B M  Ni(OH)2  
(Overall E  1.35 V) 
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SECTION D  Industrial Production of Batteries 571

reducing Pb  in PbO2 to Pb2+. Lead ions (Pb2+) produced at both electrodes 
then form PbSO  by reacting with the electrolyte, as shown in the following 
equations.  

                                      Oxidation:  Pb(s)  SO  (aq)  PbSO (s)  2 e   
  Reduction:  PbO2(s)  SO  (aq) +(aq)  2 e   PbSO (s)  2 H2O(l)

Overall:  PbO2(s)  Pb(s) +(aq)  2 SO  (aq)  2 PbSO (s)  2 H2O(l) 

If an automobile battery is used too long without being recharged, it runs 
down; that is, the redox reaction stops. Lead(II) sulfate eventually coats the 
electrodes, which reduces their ability to react and produce a current and 
electrical potential. In an automobile, recharging is accomplished by an alter-
nator or generator, which converts some mechanical energy from the vehicle’s 
engine into electrical energy that forces electrons to move in the opposite 
direction through the battery. This reverses the direction of the battery’s chem-

Lead-acid batteries can pose dangers if rapidly charged by an outside 
source of electrical energy. Hydrogen gas, formed by the reduction of H+ in 

ignite the hydrogen gas, causing an explosion. This is one reason you must 
be careful to avoid sparks when using jumper cables to start a vehicle with a 
dead battery.

Figure 5.37  Discharging and recharging an automobile battery. What furnishes  
the energy to recharge this battery?

 

  

DISCHARGING

PbO2(s) + SO4
2−(aq) + 4 H+(aq) + 2 e−

PbO2 (cathode):

PbSO4(s) + 2 H2O(I)

Pb(s) + SO4
2−(aq)

Pb (anode):
PbSO4(s) + 2 e−

CHARGING

PbO2(s) + SO4
2−(aq) + 4 H+(aq) + 2 e−

PbO2 (anode):
PbSO4(s) + 2 H2O(l)

Pb(s) + SO4
2−(aq)

Pb (cathode):
PbSO4(s) + 2 e−
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a

 Using the Figures
Figure 5.37 Students should be 
familiar with the concept of energy 
conversions from Unit 3. In a car, the 
original source of energy to recharge 
the battery is combustion of gasoline. 
This energy is converted to me-
chanical energy within the engine. 
Some of the mechanical energy is 
then converted to electrical energy, 
which causes electrons to flow back 
through the battery, regenerating Pb 
and PbO2. The product of the half-
reactions at both the anode and the 
cathode of this battery is PbSO4. At 
the anode, elemental lead is oxidized 
in the production of PbSO4. At the 
cathode, PbO2 is reduced to form 
PbSO4. Because it can exist in mul-
tiple oxidation states, lead is involved 
in both half-reactions.
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572 Unit 5 Industry: Applying Chemical Reactions 

Lithium-Ion Batteries
Lithium-ion batteries are a type of rechargeable batteries now commonly 
used in products such as laptops, cell phones, and MP3 players. They are 
also increasingly used in gasoline-electric vehicles and electric vehicles—
the intended application for WYE’s batteries. Unlike lithium (primary)  
batteries, which are not rechargeable, lithium-ion batteries use a carbon 
anode and a cathode constructed of a compound of lithium with oxygen and 
another metal. These lithium compounds include lithium cobalt oxide 
(LiCoO2), lithium iron phosphate (LiFePO ), and lithium manganese oxide 
(LiMn2O ). The electrolyte is usually an organic solvent and a lithium salt. 
Lithium ions move from the cathode, through the electrolyte, and attach to 

a polymer gel instead of the liquid electrolyte. Lithium-ion batteries are eas-
 

discharge and lighter than most other secondary batteries. However, these 
cells lose up to 20% of their capacity each year due to deposits that form in 
the electrolyte during use and charging. They are also subject to overheating 
and must contain safety features that increase production costs.

D.6  MANUFACTURING AND 
RECYCLING BATTERIES

Battery Manufacturing
The manufacture of commercial batteries varies depending upon the type of 
battery, but all have several common features, including anode, cathode, 
electrolyte, and container. The composition of several types of batteries is 

Primary batteries are often constructed within a metallic (usually nickel-
plated steel) can. For an alkaline battery, this can functions as part of the 

P1.  Distinguish between primary and secondary batteries.
2.  How do lithium and lithium-ion cells differ?
3.   What types of batteries are commonly recycled? Why do you 

think that these batteries (and not other types) are recycled?
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Pconcept check 8
1. (Concepts developed in Sections D.4 

and D.5.) Secondary batteries can be 
recharged and thus can be reused over 
time. Primary batteries cannot be 
recharged. When their components 
are used up, they are “dead” and no 
longer produce electrical energy.

2. (Concepts developed in Sections D.4 
and D.5.) Lithium cells use lithium 
metal as the anode material. They  
are primary batteries that cannot be 
recharged. Lithium-ion cells use 
carbon as the anode material and are 
rechargeable (secondary) batteries.

3. (Looking ahead; student responses 
will depend on prior knowledge and 
experience.) Students may know that 
car batteries often are recycled. They 
may also have seen bins in grocery 
stores or other places for recycling 
rechargeable batteries. They may 
speculate on reasons, including that 
the materials in these batteries are 
harmful for the environment (and 
should not be disposed of in a 
landfill) or that the materials are 
scarce and thus valuable.

d.6 mAnuFACturing And 
reCyCling bAtteries
This section provides background 
information necessary for the upcoming 
Modeling Matter and Unit Challenge,  
as well as for making decisions about 
powering vehicles and consumer 
products. Point out the similarities to 
the discussion in Unit 3, Section D 
about alternatives to petroleum. Most 
real-world technological advances have 
both benefits and drawbacks. Some 
indirect effects, such as disposal or 
mining, are seldom considered by the 
consumer, but particularly important  
in life-cycle analysis, as shown in 
Modeling Matter D.7. 
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SECTION D  Industrial Production of Batteries 573

materials, including manganese oxide and graphite, into small particles, 
then compacting this material into a hollow cylinder and inserting it into 

brass nail for current collection and a seal to contain the ingredients and 
extend battery life.

Lead-acid car batteries, by contrast, have containers made from polymers, 
often polypropene (polypropylene). These containers are divided into six 
sections, each of which will contain one cell. The electrodes are prepared 
on grids made from lead or a lead alloy, which are coated with pastes.  
The cathode paste contains lead oxide, sulfuric acid, and water, whereas the 

material is used to separate the positive and negative plates. One element or 
cell (anode, cathode, and separator) is placed into each section of the con-
tainer. The cells are connected with conductors, the container is filled with a 
mixture of sulfuric acid and water (battery acid), and the battery is sealed.

 

 Principal Components

Type Anode Electrolyte Cathode

PRIMARY Zinc–carbon Zn (sheet) NH4Cl or ZnCl2 MnO2/C 

 Alkaline Zn (powder) KOH MnO2/C

 Lithium Li (foil) Organic solvent  
and Li salt Metal oxide

 Zinc–air Zn (powder) KOH Air/C

Zinc–silver oxide Zn (powder) KOH Ag2O/C

SECONDARY NiCd Cd KOH NiO2

NiMH Metal-metal 
compound KOH NiO2

Lead-acid Pb H2SO4 PbO2

Lithium ion C Organic solvent  
and Li salt

Li/metal/oxygen 
compound

Li–poly or LiPo C Polymer gel  
and Li salt

Li/metal/oxygen 
compound

Composition of Common Primary and Secondary Batteries

Table 5.4
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Lithium-ion batteries, like those WYE Battery Technology Corporation 
produces, are also constructed in individual cells. Each cell contains a 
graphite (carbon) anode and a manganese-based cathode, as well as a sepa-
rator designed to allow for ion flow. The electrodes are made by creating  
a slurry (a suspension containing fine particles of an insoluble material) 
from a solvent and particles of active electrode materials and binders. The 
slurry is then applied to a surface to form electrodes, much like paste is 
applied to plates in the lead-acid battery construction process. The elec-
trodes and separator are then assembled into a cell, an electrolyte consisting 
of an organic solvent and a lithium salt is added, and the cell is encased in 
a polymer-coated aluminum cover. Several cells are needed to construct an 
electric-vehicle battery.

Battery Recycling

battery types is far less widespread in the United States. Recycling of lead-
acid batteries makes sense both economically and ecologically. The lead can 
be reprocessed and reused, but it cannot be safely discarded. The situation 
is less clear cut for other batteries, particularly common primary alkaline 

other heavy metals, they are fairly safe for disposal. In addition, their recy-
cling requires energy and time and results only in the recovery of common 

The outlook is better for recycling of secondary batteries. Many of these 

and iron and may have sources located in areas of political unrest. While 
lithium supplies are also limited, the economic need to recover lithium does 
not yet play a large role in secondary battery recycling. The process of recy-
cling any battery is energy-intensive. The combustible parts of the battery 
are burned off, then the remainder is cut up and thermal energy is added to 
liquefy the metals, which can then be separated.

Recycling is likely to be more practical for larger rechargeable batteries, 
-

ies can be designed with the intention of recycling. 

 MODELING MATTER
D.7 LIFE CYCLE OF A BATTERY

diagram. Throughout this course, you have explored natural cycles, includ-
ing the carbon and nitrogen cycles, as well as life cycles of human-made 
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MM   d.7 liFe CyCle oF A 
bAttery

This section challenges students to 
apply what they have learned about 
natural and product life cycles to the 
topic of lithium-ion batteries. As 
students consider the life cycle of the 
battery, it is important to think about  
all materials, not just metals, that are 
present (see Section D.6 for details). The 
following web sites have useful informa-
tion about battery life cycles: http://
batteryuniversity.com/, http://auto 
.howstuffworks.com/fuel-efficiency/
vehicles/electric-car-battery4.htm, and 
http://www.transportation.anl.gov/
batteries/us_china_conference/docs/
roundtable1/life_cycle_analysis_gaines 
.pdf.

TRM  
 
MM HANDOUT
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SECTION D  Industrial Production of Batteries 575

products. In many ways, because of the nature of atoms and conservation, 
these cycles are similar. In this activity, you will consider the life cycle of 
the product manufactured by WYE Battery Technology Corporation—the 
lithium-ion battery.

  1.  List the main components of a lithium-ion battery. Consider the 
electrodes, electrolyte, and casing or container materials.

 2.  What are the most common sources of the materials listed in 
Question 1?

 3.   as a model, create a diagram 
representing the life cycle of a lithium-ion battery for an electric or 
hybrid-electric vehicle. Be sure to include at least one image for each 
of the following: materials acquisition, manufacturing, use and 
maintenance, and recycling or waste management.

 4.  Which steps in the life cycle of lithium-ion batteries consume 
energy? For each, explain the particular energy needs.

 5.  Which steps generate wastes or emissions? Explain.

 6.  What will happen to the materials when the batteries are depleted or 
the vehicle is removed from service?

Lithium-ion batteries, like those WYE Battery Technology Corporation 
produces, are also constructed in individual cells. Each cell contains a 
graphite (carbon) anode and a manganese-based cathode, as well as a sepa-
rator designed to allow for ion flow. The electrodes are made by creating  
a slurry (a suspension containing fine particles of an insoluble material) 
from a solvent and particles of active electrode materials and binders. The 
slurry is then applied to a surface to form electrodes, much like paste is 
applied to plates in the lead-acid battery construction process. The elec-
trodes and separator are then assembled into a cell, an electrolyte consisting 
of an organic solvent and a lithium salt is added, and the cell is encased in 
a polymer-coated aluminum cover. Several cells are needed to construct an 
electric-vehicle battery.

Battery Recycling

battery types is far less widespread in the United States. Recycling of lead-
acid batteries makes sense both economically and ecologically. The lead can 
be reprocessed and reused, but it cannot be safely discarded. The situation 
is less clear cut for other batteries, particularly common primary alkaline 

other heavy metals, they are fairly safe for disposal. In addition, their recy-
cling requires energy and time and results only in the recovery of common 

The outlook is better for recycling of secondary batteries. Many of these 

and iron and may have sources located in areas of political unrest. While 
lithium supplies are also limited, the economic need to recover lithium does 
not yet play a large role in secondary battery recycling. The process of recy-
cling any battery is energy-intensive. The combustible parts of the battery 
are burned off, then the remainder is cut up and thermal energy is added to 
liquefy the metals, which can then be separated.

Recycling is likely to be more practical for larger rechargeable batteries, 
-

ies can be designed with the intention of recycling. 

 MODELING MATTER
D.7 LIFE CYCLE OF A BATTERY

diagram. Throughout this course, you have explored natural cycles, includ-
ing the carbon and nitrogen cycles, as well as life cycles of human-made 

depend on its source or producer. Its price is a function of supply 
and demand, often set by global factors. On the other hand, a 
specialty product may have different characteristics depending 
upon its producer, or it may be available only from one or a few 
producers or sources. The price of a specialty product depends 
upon the desirability and availability of its features. The ammo-
nia produced by EKS Nitrogen Products is an example of a com-
modity. Would the vehicle batteries produced by WYE Battery 
Technology Corporation be considered a specialty product or a 
commodity? Why? How, if at all, does this classification of prod-

COMMODITY OR SPECIALTY

CHEMQUANDARY
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Answers
1. Main components of a lithium-ion 

battery include carbon (anode 
material); lithium/metal oxide 
(cathode material) such as LiCoO2, 
LiFePO4, or LiMn2O4; electrolyte 
material made of an organic solvent 
and lithium salt; plastic container.

2. Carbon electrodes: Various sources of 
graphite, which can be mined or 
synthesized from carbon-containing 
compounds. Lithium: largest sources 
come from salt lake deposits in Chile 
and Bolivia. (See http://www.energy 
bulletin.net/print/51641 and http://
pubs.usgs.gov/sir/2008/5141/ for more 
information.) Metals such as cobalt, 
iron, and manganese are mined from 
ores. Organic solvents originate from 
petroleum. Plastics are polymers,  
also derived from petroleum sources.

3. Student diagrams will vary, but 
should include at least 4 relevant 
images.

4. Nearly every step in the life cycle of 
lithium-ion batteries consumes 
energy. One exception would be while 
they are in use in the vehicle and are 
recharged using regenerative braking 
or coasting. Also, once the lithium-
containing brine is pumped to the 
surface in ponds, it is concentrated 
using solar energy. Otherwise, it 
requires human-generated energy to 
mine, refine, and transport raw 
materials. Transporting finished 
batteries to the vehicle production 
facility and transporting used batteries 
to recycling centers also requires 
energy.

5. Nearly every step generates some sort 
of waste or emission. For instance, 
producing the cathode material 
generates sulfuric acid, ammonia, and 
other products that must be separated 
from the waste stream. 

6. The best scenario is that the batteries 
are returned for recycling and that the 
main components can be separated 
and reprocessed for other uses. 
Manufacturing batteries from recycled 
components requires less energy and 
materials than the original mining and 
processing of raw materials.

CHEMQUANDARY
Commodity or speCiAlty
Once students have read the definitions 
of commodity and specialty products, 
ask them to identify other commodity 
and specialty products. You may also 
discuss how manufacturing processes 
can add value to a commodity. Different 
processes may add different values. How 
does this affect the final product?

One interesting example is gasoline. 
Many consumers consider this a 
commodity—they pay little or no 

attention to the brand. Consumers often 
treat all brands of gasoline as equal in 
value and seek the lowest price per 
volume. Gasoline producers, however, 
would prefer that consumers think of 
gasoline as a specialty product. Each 
company tries to differentiate their 
particular brand from others with 
additives or special claims. Students 
may conclude that these definitions are 
not absolute and vary depending upon 
perspective.
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D.8  MOVING TOWARD GREENER 
METHODS AND PRODUCTS

that chemical products are manufactured with maximum benefit and mini-

chemical-processing, printing, and dry cleaning industries conduct business.
The chemical industry has developed new synthesis methods, based on 

using safe starting materials to replace toxic or environmentally unsafe sub-
stances. Green chemistry focuses on preventing environmental pollution 
directly at the point of manufacturing. In this approach, the chemical indus-
try works as a social partner to sustain development and international trade 
without damaging the environment.

New green chemistry-based processes use more environmentally benign 
reactants than do traditional processes and create waste products that are 
less damaging to the air and water. For example, chemical processes can now 

chemists can substitute nontoxic food dyes for catalysts composed of toxic 
metals such as lead, chromium, and cadmium.

Isocyanates are substances used to make polyurethanes, which in turn are 
used to produce seat cushions, insulation, and contact lenses. Carbon diox-
ide can replace phosgene, a toxic gas, in manufacturing isocyanates. Green 

water as a solvent instead of toxic alternatives, whenever possible, and for 
employing materials that can be recycled and reused, thus significantly 
reducing waste-disposal problems. 

The chemical industry has the responsibility to make products in ways 

with the public to ensure that people clearly understand risks and benefits of 
chemical operations. Chemistry companies also must assure consumers that 
their products are safe when used as intended.

Chemical industries must comply with relevant laws and regulations,  
as well as with voluntary standards set by many manufacturers themselves. 

 
 

compliance.
No initiatives of the chemical industry or the government can eliminate all 

risks involved in manufacturing chemical substances, any more than we can 
completely eliminate the risks of automobile travel. However, knowing the 
risks, continuing to explore the sources of and alternatives to those risks, and 
making prudent decisions all remain essential.
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d.8 moving toWArd 
greener metHods And 
produCts
The chemical industry is obliged to 
produce useful products or services 
while causing as little damage as 
possible to the environment and to 
public health. One program mentioned 
in this section is EPA’s Design for the 
Environment (http://www.epa.gov/dfe/), 
which helps consumers and businesses 
identify “greener” products that are 
effective and competitively priced. 

Also discussed are independent 
outside organizations that monitor 
compliance with industry standards.  
A set of environmental-management 
standards being implemented world-
wide as ISO 14000 is available to help 
organizations
• identify and control environmental 
impact, 
• improve environmental performance, 
and
• systematically set and achieve envi-
ronmental objectives.
(See http://www.iso.org/iso/home.htm.)

As responsible citizens, students 
should know the risks and benefits 
associated with the chemical industry 
and be able to weigh those risks and 
benefits to make wise decisions.
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SECTION D  Industrial Production of Batteries 577

responsibilities. Having studied some basic concepts about the manufactur-
ing of chemical products, you can now turn to using such knowledge to 
weigh the risks and benefits of particular decisions—to you, the community, 
and the environment.

 MAKING DECISIONS
D.9 ASSET OR LIABILITY?

town invite a chemical plant to locate in Riverwood? Which one? On what 
basis should such a decision be made?

To clarify this challenge, it is helpful to consider and evaluate both benefits 
and burdens—positive and negative factors—associated with any choice. 
Then you will be ready to address key questions that confront Riverwood 

Positive Factors

employ about 200 residents. This would add about $8 million to 

indirectly provide jobs for another four people in local businesses. 
This is very desirable because 15% of Riverwood’s labor force of  
21 000 is currently unemployed.

farmers thus stand to save about $10 000 each year in transportation 
costs.

batteries, small companies interested in developing and producing 
products that use these batteries may decide to locate in Riverwood. 

of producing electric delivery trucks and cargo vans that would be 
able to drive 100 miles on one charge (see Figure 5.38). The lithium 
iron phosphate batteries that they want to use could be produced 
within a special division at WYE. Such an expansion in battery 
production and creation of a new company that builds electric 

$600 000 per year to the local economy. Yet another possibility is 
the development of a lithium battery recycling plant in Riverwood. 

Figure 5.38  A local source  
of lithium-ion batteries might  
entice other manufacturers,  
such as makers of solar-electric 
trucks like this one, to build  
facilities in Riverwood.
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MD   
d.9 Asset or liAbility?

This activity encourages students to 
consider issues affecting decisions about 
chemical plants in Riverwood and to 
consider possible outcomes of those 
decisions. The text provides extensive 
information on several issues. Encourage 
students to think of others and to offer 
explanations. 

One way to organize this activity is  
on a 2  2 matrix labeled “high priority” 
and “low priority” vertically and 
“unlikely occurrence” and “likely 
occurrence” horizontally. Students can 
plot each factor on this matrix. This 
activity can be done individually, 
followed by sharing in class. Another 
option is to complete the entire activity 
in small groups or through a whole-class 
discussion.
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quantities of ice. Ready access to ammonia supplies could support a 
commercial ice-making plant in Riverwood. Such a company might 
employ 25 to 35 individuals, mainly drivers and some plant workers, 
which could add $500 000 each year to Riverwood’s economy.

the town’s tax base. This will provide a large increase in revenues for 
the community.

Negative Factors

ordinary temperature and pressure, ammonia gas is extremely toxic at 
high concentrations. Large amounts of ammonia released due to an 
accident on the road or at the plant could injure or kill workers and 
other community members within the vicinity. Several cases of work-

reported in battery production plants, a few large fires have occurred. 
Such fires are difficult to fight, and they may add contaminants to the 
local air and water.

government incentives and new technologies have increased public 
awareness and demand for electric and hybrid-electric vehicles, this may 
be short-lived. Electric/hybrid-electric vehicle demand may decrease, 
subsidies may end, or new technology may replace lithium-ion batteries. 
Hybrid-electric vehicle battery technology is still new—replacement or 
recycling issues may render these vehicles not competitive.

or wastes from battery production leaked into the Snake River, the 
resulting water contaminants could threaten aquatic life.

have large natural deposits of lithium minerals and currently relies on 

decide it is more advantageous to use their lithium supplies to produce 
lithium-based batteries for export rather than export the raw materials 
to other countries.

controversy. In some cases, crop yields have declined despite use of 

 
be certified as “organic,” see Figure 5.39), so ammonia demand may 
decline in coming years. 

Figure 5.39  An increase in organic 
farming could lead to decreased 
demand for synthetic fertilizers.
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SECTION D  Industrial Production of Batteries 579

Considering Burdens and Benefits
The poet William Wordsworth used the phrase, “Weighing the mischief with 
the promised gain . . .” in judging technological advancements (railroads, 

 
the burdens of new technologies to gain technology’s benefits. Fire, one of 

themselves, and forge tools from metals. Yet fire out of control can destroy 
property and life. Every technology offers its benefits at a price.

One way to identify an acceptable new technology or venture is to evalu-
ate it, finding an option that has a relatively low probability of producing 
harm—that is, delivers benefits that far outweigh the burdens. Unfortunately, 

against “promised gain”—is not an exact science. 
For instance, some technologies may present high burdens immediately, 

while others may be associated with chronic, low-level risks for years or 
even decades. Many burdens are impossible to predict or assess with cer-
tainty. Individuals can control some potential burdens, but others must be 
addressed and controlled at regional or national levels. In short, it is quite 

these activities:

1. Based on what you have learned in this unit, work in groups to create

2.
factors completely unacceptable? If so, the plant associated with that
risk or burden is probably not a viable option for Riverwood.

3. Within each list, mark the most valuable benefits with a plus symbol
and the most serious burdens with a minus symbol.

4.

might merit more consideration than a burden that is more serious
but extremely unlikely. Using a scale from 1 (highly unlikely) to 5
(extremely likely), rate each item on your lists in terms of its
likelihood of occurrence.

5. Reread the opening commentaries.

a. Identify the most convincing argument for a particular benefit or
burden. Why do you find this argument convincing?

b.  Identify the least convincing argument for a particular benefit or
burden. Why do you find this argument less convincing?

6.
position on the question of locating a chemical plant near Riverwood.

7.
to the community. Be sure that the concerns of students who do not
share the opinion of the majority are also heard and considered.
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SUMMARYDSECTION

Reviewing the Concepts

Batteries, which consist of one or more 
voltaic cells, provide convenient, portable 
ways to energize many common electrical 
devices.

1.  What is the source of electrical energy in
a battery?

2.  Two types of voltaic cells are dry cells
and alkaline batteries.

a. List three similarities of these two
cell types.

b. How do these cells differ?

3.  Write half-reaction equations for each of
these oxidation-reduction processes. For

(ii) what is reduced.

a. Pb(s)  Cu2+(aq) Pb2+(aq)  Cu(s)

b. Cr(s) +(aq) Cr3+(aq) (s)

4.  Consider the following equation,

 PbO2(s)  Pb(s) +(aq)  2 SO  (aq)
  2 PbSO (s)  2 H2O(l) 

a. In what type of battery does this reaction
occur?

or discharging of the battery?

d.  Identify the substance that you might
observe as a white coating on battery
electrodes.

e. Under what conditions could this battery
produce hydrogen gas?

The electrical potential of a voltaic pile or 
battery depends upon the identity of its 
electrodes and can be calculated from 
standard reduction potentials.

5.  Use Table 5.3 (page 565) to identify the
anode and cathode and calculate the
expected electrical potential for each of the

voltaic cell uses appropriate ionic solutions.)

  g 2 c  

6.  Use Table 5.3 (page 565) to propose a
voltaic cell that would generate each of the
following potentials:

Life cycle analysis of products such as 
batteries allows designers and users to 
make informed choices about starting 
materials, manufacturing, use, and disposal.

7.  Think about alkaline batteries.

a. What are some common starting materials
in the manufacture of these batteries?

is required for manufacturing? Explain.

8.  Consider primary and secondary batteries

a. How do the life cycles of these batteries
differ?

b.  How might this affect which battery you
choose? Explain.

9.  Why shouldn’t batteries be disposed of in
landfills?

 10.  What are some challenges in recycling
household batteries?

580 Unit 5 Industry: Applying Chemical Reactions 
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Reviewing the Concepts
1. It originates from chemical energy 

generated by the spontaneous  
chemical reaction that serves as 
the basis of the battery’s design. 

2. a. Both types generate an electrical 
potential of 1.54 V, have zinc 
anodes, and have graphite–MnO2

cathodes.
b. The electrolyte in dry cells is an 

aqueous paste of ammonium 
chloride and zinc chloride. In 
alkaline batteries, the electrolyte  
is an aqueous, alkaline paste of 
potassium hydroxide.

3. a. Pb(s) ∫B Pb2(aq)  2 e Oxidation
Cu2(aq)  2 e ∫B Cu(s) Reduction

b. Cr(s) ∫B Cr3(aq)  3 e Oxidation
3 Ag(aq)  3 e ∫B 3 Ag(s)
Reduction

4. a. An operating leadacid battery
b. The lead in the lead dioxide  

(spongy lead) is being reduced 
(gaining electrons); metallic  
lead is being oxidized (losing 
electrons).

c. Discharging
d. Lead sulfate, PbSO4(s)
e. When it is being charged by an 

outside source, hydrogen ions 
H(aq) may be reduced to hydrogen 
gas, H2(g) at the lead dioxide 
electrode.

5. a. E  0.74 V anode: Cd cathode: Cu
b. E  0.62 V anode: Zn cathode: Sn 
c. E  2.36 V anode: Mg cathode: H2

d. E  0.27 V anode: Cd cathode: Pb 
e. E  4.66 V anode: Li cathode: Au

6. a. Cu–Pb cell
b. Mg–Zn cell
c. Mg–Au cell
d. Zn–Fe cell

7. a. zinc, manganese, and graphite
b. No. All of these must be processed 

from their naturally occurring form 
before being used in manufacturing.

8. a. The potential for recycling second-
ary batteries is greater. The metals 
in them are more valuable. Both 
recycling processes are energy 
intensive, but the materials in 
secondary batteries have a poten-
tially longer life cycle through 
recycling.

b. Answers will vary but should 
include a discussion of the overall 
costs and environmental impact  
of the battery from production to 
disposal.

9. All batteries contain metals that may 
cause health problems if they contami-
nate water supplies.

10. Recycling alkaline batteries requires  
a lot of energy and time, which is not 
recovered in the value of the metals 
present. Secondary batteries are more 

cost effective for recycling since the 
metals in these batteries are scarcer 
and more expensive.

11. a. Two positive aspects include lower 
farming costs due to easier access 
to ammonia-based fertilizer and 
establishment of a commercial 
ice-making plant (with local 
ammonia as a refrigerant). Nega-
tive factors relate to ammonia 
production. Potentially dangerous 
high pressures and temperatures 
are needed, and ammonia-bearing 
wastewater may taint local 
waterways.

b. Producing batteries could make 
it easier to set up small vehicle 
companies near these plants.  
Also, battery manufacturing and 
recycling may produce many jobs. 
Two negative aspects are uncertain 
demand for lithium-ion batteries 
and potential for hard-to-contain 
fires in the manufacturing plant.

12. One change is using D-glucose 
instead of benzene, a carcinogen, in 
synthesizing medicines and nylon.
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Burden–benefit analysis is useful in 
weighing both positive and negative 
consequences when making decisions.

11.  List two positive and two negative aspects of 
the technologies involved in producing 

a.  ammonia. b.  batteries.

 12.  
chemical industry has implemented in 
response to the principles of green chemistry.

Connecting the Concepts
 13.  Why do batteries eventually stop 

operating? Explain in terms of limiting 
reactants.

 14.  Why are some batteries rechargeable and 
some not?

 15.  Choose one of the three natural cycles that 
you have explored (carbon, nitrogen, and 
water) and compare it to the life cycle of  
a battery.

 16.  Identify one benefit and one burden or 
risk associated with each of the following:

a.  playing high-school basketball

b.  driving a car

c.  jogging

d.  receiving a dental X-ray

f.  drinking bottled water

Extending the Concepts
 17.  Consider voltaic cells and electrolytic 

cells (cells where electrolysis occurs).

a.  How are they similar?

b. How do they differ?

c.  Sketch a diagram of each type of cell and 
highlight the differences. 

 18.  Explain how you can test the condition of 
a lead storage battery with a hydrometer, a 
device that measures liquid density.  
(Hint: Sulfuric acid solutions are more  
dense than liquid water.)

 19.  Identify several technologies in your 
community. Use the risk-assessment table 
below to assign an appropriate letter to each 

your rankings with those made by others.

SECTION D  Section Summary 581

What challenges must be 
met to optimize production 
and use of batteries? 
In this section, you have constructed 
a voltaic pile, used half-reactions to 
determine the electrical potential of 
batteries, examined the composition 
of batteries, compared primary  
and secondary batteries, and  
used life-cycle analysis to study 
environmental challenges in the 
manufacturing and disposal of 
batteries. Think about what you 
learned, then answer the question  
in your own words in organized 
paragraphs. Your answer should 
demonstrate your understanding  
of the key ideas in this section.

Be sure to consider the following  
in your response: electrode 
potentials, primary and secondary 
batteries, life-cycle, and green 
chemistry principles.
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the opposite direction, recharging  
the battery.

 15. Student answers will vary depending 
upon the cycle chosen. They should 
note that substances occur in many 
forms throughout the cycle, that 
materials and energy flow in and  
out of the cycle, and that (unlike 
natural cycles) there may be pro-
cesses in the battery life cycle that 
are not reversible. 

 16.  Benefit Burden/Risk
a. Exercise,  Injury 

teamwork
b. Getting you Cost, accidents 

where you want 
to go

c. Exercise,   Injury 
weight control 

d. Locate Exposure to  
cavities radiation

e. Improves Energy costs, 
yield damage to  
 environment

f. Convenience,  Energy and 
portable cost of making  
 bottle, energy  
 use in  
 transportation

Extending the Concepts
 17. a.  Both involve movement of 

electrons in a redox reaction.
b. Voltaic cells are spontaneous and 

involve flow of electrons from 
more active reactants to less active 
reactants. Electrolytic cells involve 
flow of electrons from less active 
reactants to more active reactants; 
these are nonspontaneous changes.

c. Key differences: (1) Electrolytic 
cells require a power supply to 
force electrons to flow from anode 
to the cathode. Voltaic cells do not. 
(2) The anode and cathode must  
be separated in voltaic cells. In an 
electrolytic cell, the anode and 
cathode reside in one container 
and are in contact with the same 
solution.

d. They are opposite in that voltaic 
cells convert chemical energy to 
electrical energy; electrolytic cells 
use electrical energy to complete a 
chemical change.

 18. Over time, there is less sulfuric acid 
in the battery due to its reaction with 
lead ions at both electrodes. When 
fully charged, the density of the 
battery’s electrolyte solution will  
be closer to that of sulfuric acid. 
Discharged batteries have densities 
closer to that of water.

 19. Answers will depend on the commu-
nity involved and on student 
judgment of risks. 

Connecting the Concepts
 13. A battery will stop operating when 

one of the reactants is fully con-
sumed (the limiting reactant).

 14. Primary batteries (alkaline and  
dry cells) work only as long as the 
reactants have not been used up. 
They do not use reversible reactions. 
A rechargeable battery produces 
solid products that cling to the 
electrodes. The process can be 
reversed by connecting the battery  
to an external electrical potential, 
which causes electrons to move in 

What challenges must 
be met to optimize 
production and use  
of batteries?
Student answers should include:
• Materials must be chosen based 
upon their availability, cost, and 
suitability to the application.
• Life-cycle issues must be consid-
ered in selection of both materials 
and manufacturing processes.
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Breaking news at RiverwoodNewsLive.com MORNING EDITION

TODAY'S  
WEATHER:

mostly sunny

A Chemical Plant for Riverwood
Decision Nears: Is a Chemical Plant  
in Riverwood’s Future?
By Gary Franzen
RIVERWOOD NEWS STAFF REPORTER 

After months of study and discussion, the Riverwood 
Town Council is prepared to act on separate proposals 
from EKS Nitrogen Products Company and WYE Battery 
Technology Corporation to locate a plant near Riverwood 
in the old Riverwood Corporation building. At tonight’s 
special meeting, the council will decide which, if either, 
plant to approve. The meeting starts at 7:30 p.m. in town 
hall.
 Mayor Cisko remarked, “I’m very pleased with the turn-
out we’ve had for the town meetings held on this issue. 
Tonight’s council meeting is open to the public. I encourage 
all community members to attend and express their views 
about a chemical plant in Riverwood.”
 At the request of the Riverwood Town Council, both 
companies have prepared comprehensive summaries to 
inform citizens of their plans for a Riverwood plant. These 
summaries were circulated at previous town meetings and 
have been widely distributed in the community through 
newspapers, pamphlets, and on the town’s Web site. Addi-
tional summaries can be obtained from the mayor’s office.

RIVERWOOD NEWS 

582 Unit 5 Industry: Applying Chemical Reactions  

Riverwood Corporation building
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PUTTING IT ALL 
TOGETHER 

A CHemiCAl plAnt For 
riverWood?
toWn CounCil meeting
Because this is the second town-meeting 
activity, students should complete it 
with less teacher direction. Several 
options are available for structuring this 
culminating activity. One option is to 
assign each student to a group—Town 
Council, EKS, WYE, Riverwood Indus-
trial Development Authority, Riverwood 
Environmental League, Riverwood 
Taxpayer Association—and allow each 
group to prepare a presentation. Based 
on arguments presented by each group, 
the Town Council discusses and votes 
on whether either chemical plant will be 
invited to Riverwood. Alternatively, you 
could also allow students to make their 
own choices about the issue and create 
groups (based on these choices) that 
would argue for each possible decision.
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TOWN COUNCIL MEETING

conduct the town council meeting. Make sure that your format provides 
-

efits and burdens of each company’s proposal and express their support for 
or opposition to each proposal. The meeting should conclude with a deci-
sion about whether a chemical plant will be allowed to operate in River-
wood, and, if so, which company will be invited to locate in Riverwood.

LOOKING BACK
Whether or not you decided to allow a chemical plant to locate in 
Riverwood, you have learned some valuable chemistry in the process of 
making that decision. You learned how key substances, such as ammonia, 
are produced and used, and how nitrogen cycles among the air, soil, and 
living organisms. 

You also learned how chemists use electrochemical principles to harness 
chemical energy from spontaneous chemical reactions and also to provide 
energy enabling other reactions to occur. In addition, your acquired chemi-

deal more effectively with future decision-making challenges.

583
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tips
• Allow some class time for students to 
organize and assign roles within each 
group.
• Monitor the discussion so that one 
person or group does not dominate. 
Thirty-five to 45 minutes should be 
enough time to bring out all important 
points from the groups.

looKing bACK
Invite students to look back and com-
pare the knowledge they now have 
gained with the background they 
initially brought to this course. Besides 
learning about chemistry skills and 
concepts, they should now have a better 
idea of the importance of chemistry and 
technology in their world. Students 
should now be more capable of weigh-
ing risks and benefits to deal more 
effectively, as responsible citizens,  
with future challenges.
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ATOMS: 
NUCLEAR 
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Unit Introduction
This unit confronts one of the most 
highly charged issues in modern society, 
the use of nuclear energy and technol-
ogy. This unit traces the history and 
development of nuclear energy and 
technology, from discovery of radioac-
tivity to modern-day reactors and fusion, 
with emphasis on exploring risks and 
benefits of nuclear technologies. The 
facts and principles explored in this unit 
will, without question, remain appli-
cable to students beyond this course. 
Call students’ attention to the fact that as 
adults, they may have to make informed 
decisions about the introduction or use 
of nuclear technology in their communi-
ties. Remind students of the general 
ChemCom theme, that scientific under-
standing alone will not provide answers 
to complex societal problems and tech- 
nological issues even if it can provide a 
rational basis for public debate and 
action.

A major goal of this unit is to provide 
insight into the nature of atoms by 
developing facts and principles related 
to nuclear science and technology. 
Atomic structure, isotopes, and radiation 
are revisited and explored in greater 
detail. The unit introduces radioactivity, 
radioisotopes, half-life, nuclear transfor-
mation, the impact of radiation on 
human health, and medical applications 
of nuclear technology. Students use facts 
and principles explored during the unit 
to weigh potential benefits of nuclear 
technology against potential harm it 
poses to individuals, society, and the 
environment. Students will also confront 
and evaluate commonly held misconcep-
tions about nuclear technology.

The Putting It All Together activity 
challenges students to prepare and 
present information about nuclear 
science and technology to a senior-citizen 
group. The purpose of this presentation 
is to enable senior citizens to make 
informed decisions about nuclear  
energy and, more directly, to encourage 
students to consolidate and review  
their learning.

As a check of students’ prior knowl-
edge, you may ask students to classify 
the statements on the CANE flyer (page 
586) as true or false. This is a very useful 
way to identify student misconceptions 
at the start of the unit. You may then ask 
students to reevaluate their responses at 
the close of the unit and reflect on what 
they have learned. 
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Why and how are  
radioactive isotopes  
useful?

SECTION C 
Using Radioactivity  (page 638)

What evidence led to a 
modern understanding of 
the composition of atoms?

SECTION A
The Nature of Atoms  (page 588)

How do we detect and 
describe the products of 
nuclear decay?

SECTION B 
Nuclear Radiation  (page 609)

What burdens and  
benefits accompany  
uses of nuclear energy?

SECTION D 
Nuclear Energy: Benefits and 
Burdens  (page 658)

?
A citizens group wants to ban all nuclear radiation 
from Riverwood and its surrounding area. 
Turn the page to learn what you might  
contribute to the community’s discussions  
of this proposal.
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invite you to attend an informative seminar  
on banning the use of all nuclear energy  

and materials in the Riverwood area. 

SEE YOU ON FRIDAY, 7:00 P.M.,  
RIVERWOOD TOWN HALL

DO YOU KNOW   
whether each statement below is true or false?   

If not, you could be in danger of serious nuclear exposure!

 1.  Home smoke detectors contain 
radioactive materials.

 2. Radioactive materials and radiation 
are unnatural—they did not exist 
on Earth until created by scientists. 

 3.  All radiation causes cancer.

 4. Human senses can detect 
radioactivity.

 5. Individuals vary widely concerning 
how they are affected by exposure 
to radiation.

 6.  Small amounts of matter change  
to immense quantities of energy 
released by nuclear weapons.

 7.  Physicians can distinguish cancer 
caused by radiation exposure from 
cancer resulting from other 
causes.

 8.  Medical X-rays are dangerous.

 9.  Nuclear power plants create 
serious hazards to public health 
and to the environment.

 10.  An improperly operated nuclear 
power plant can explode like a 
nuclear weapon.

 11. Some nuclear wastes must be 
stored for centuries to prevent 
dangerous radioactivity from 
escaping.

 12.  New, dangerous elements are 
being invented every day. 

 13.  Nuclear power plants produce  
material that could be converted 
into nuclear weapons.

 14.  All nuclear medical techniques  
are highly dangerous.

C NE
CITIZENS AGAINST NUCLEAR EXPOSURE

XXX 586 
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A local Riverwood organization, Citizens Against Nuclear Exposure 
(CANE), has organized to prevent all uses of nuclear power, the disposal 
of nuclear waste, food irradiation, and nuclear medicine in the Riverwood 
area. The flyer reproduced on the opposite page is a sample of the organi-
zation’s effort to communicate with Riverwood residents.

Some Riverwood citizens are wary of the restrictions CANE proposes 
because they fear that such restrictions would hinder access to some 
options in medical diagnosis and treatment. The grandmother of Ms. Lynn 
Paulson, a Riverwood High School chemistry teacher, is among these citi-
zens. She asked Ms. Paulson whether any high-school chemistry students 
could provide background about nuclear science and technology to the 
senior citizens in the community. Several senior citizens plan to attend 
the announced CANE meeting, but they would like to acquire some back-
ground information to be ready to question CANE representatives about 
their proposal. Ms. Paulson has agreed to help. In this unit, you and your 
classmates will assume the role of Riverwood High School chemistry stu-
dents preparing a community presentation.

The chemistry you have learned thus far involves chemical changes 
due to sharing or transferring outer-shell electrons among atoms. You will 
encounter much different changes in this unit—changes associated with 
nuclei (rather than electrons) of atoms. This unit examines nuclear radia-
tion, radioactivity, and nuclear energy, plus implications of their use and 
development.

As you progress through this unit, record the ideas and applications 
you decide to share in your presentation. In particular, focus on the asser-
tions contained in the CANE flyer. You may also want to investigate issues 
that will be of interest to your audience.

587

Connecting to the 
Unit’s Context and 
Challenge
Unit 6 opens with a flyer from the 
Citizens Against Nuclear Exposure 
(CANE). This group, whose goal is to 
ban all uses of nuclear energy and 
nuclear materials in the Riverwood area, 
is planning an “informative” meeting to 
discuss their proposal. 

Students assume the role of River-
wood High School chemistry students 
and prepare a presentation that provides 
background information about nuclear 
science and technology for senior 
citizens in the community. These senior 
citizens plan to attend the CANE 
meeting. They want enough information 
to be able to question CANE members 
about their proposals. During the unit, 
students will learn facts and principles 
about nuclear change and nuclear 
technology that enable them to prepare 
an accurate presentation for these senior 
community members.

The CANE flyer presents statements 
about nuclear technology that vary in 
validity. As students progress through 
this unit, they will evaluate the accuracy 
and clarity of these statements. This 
information will also be useful as 
students plan their presentation.

Several activities contribute to 
students’ successful completion of the 
culminating activity. In Making Deci-
sions A.10 (page 605), students first 
attempt to classify CANE flyer assertions 
as either factual or fictitious based on 
their study of radioactive nuclei and 
ionizing and nonionizing radiation. In 
Making Decisions B.10 (page 632), 
students again consider the CANE flyer 
statements and evaluate the appropriate-
ness of several government proposals 
designed to protect the public from 
radiation hazards. In Making Decisions 
C.9 (page 654), students respond to 
several erroneous statements about 
nuclear technology. Finally, Making 
Decisions D.8 (page 676) asks students 
to discuss nuclear power production 
with a member of their own community. 
You may decide to ask students to 
complete these Making Decisions 
activities in the same groups in which 
they will complete the final project. This 
will help cultivate group collaboration 
and ownership.
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THE NATURE OF ATOMS
What evidence led to a modern  
understanding of the composition  
of atoms?

In this section, you will discover how both well-planned experiments 
and chance observations led to the current model of the atom’s struc-
ture and to the discovery of radioactivity. Determining and describing 
the structure of atoms rank among the greatest scientific accomplish-
ments of the past centuries. The stories of these great discoveries will 
help you understand atomic and nuclear chemistry and how research-
ers have used methods of science in their investigations.

GOALS

results led to a new model of the atom.

neutrons.

molar masses and abundance data.

P1.  Draw a representation of an atom of sodium. Label the  
components.

2. Are all atoms of sodium identical? Explain.
3. What are some sources of ionizing radiation?

ASECTION

588 Unit 6 Atoms: Nuclear Interactions 
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Section A introduces changes within 
atomic nuclei that result in emission of 
nuclear radiation and nuclear energy. 
Students also explore atomic structure, 
isotopes, and isotopic abundance.

Through stories about Roentgen, 
Rutherford, Becquerel, and others, 
students learn that some scientific 
discoveries are accidental and that, in 
searching for answers to one question, 
scientists often stumble on other 
questions that are more interesting. 
Students also gain appreciation for the 
use of scientific processes in these 
investigations.

Using the section 
Question
By the end of this section, students 
should be able to explain the composi-
tion of atoms using what they have 
learned about the experiments of 
Roentgen, Rutherford, Becquerel, and 
the Curies. They should be able to 
describe how evidence from these 
investigations led to changes in scien-
tific understanding.

Goals
Goals in this section include defining 
several terms that will be important 
throughout the unit, such as radioactiv-
ity, isotope, and ionizing radiation. 
Students should also be able to describe 
the experiments that led to the current 
atomic model, interpret isotopic nota-
tion, and calculate isotopic abundance.

Pconcept check 1
1. (Concepts developed in Unit 1, 

Sections B.3–B.5, and in Unit 3, 
Section B.2.). Student responses 
should be connected to their under-
standing of atoms. Student representa-
tions should include a nucleus that 
contains 11 protons. The number of 
neutrons depicted within the nucleus 
may vary. Outside of the nucleus, 
students should depict 11 electrons. 
Students may draw an electron cloud, 
as depicted in Figure 1.20 (page 55), 
and some students may depict 

electrons in energy levels, as shown 
in Figure 3.26 (page 300).

2. (Concepts developed in Unit 1, 
Sections B.4 and B.5.) Student 
responses should reflect their under-
standing of atoms, and isotopes in 
particular. All atoms of a particular 
element, such as sodium, have the 
same number of protons. The number 
of neutrons, however, can differ from 
atom to atom of an element.

3. (Looking ahead; answers will be based 
on students’ prior knowledge.) 
Student responses may connect to 
their understanding of radiation, 

which was first introduced in Unit 2, 
Section C. Possible responses include 
ultraviolet radiation, X-rays, and 
gamma rays. This question is meant to 
activate student thinking before 
exploring this concept in Investigating 
Matter A.1.
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SECTION A  The Nature of Atoms 589

 INVESTIGATING MATTER
A.1  EXPLORING IONIZING  

RADIATION
You are being constantly bombarded by radiation. Whether you are at school, 
in an airplane, at a park, or inside your house, you are always exposed to 
multiple forms of radiation. In this investigation, you will examine a variety 
of everyday (and less common) objects using an instrument designed to 
detect ionizing forms of radiation.

Preparing to Investigate
Before you begin, read Gathering Evidence to learn what you will need to do 
and note safety precautions. Create a plan for data collection that will allow 
you to make some claims about materials that emit ionizing radiation.

Gathering Evidence
Part I: Background Radiation

 1. Before you begin, put on your goggles and gloves, and wear them 
properly throughout the investigation.

 2. Turn on your detector. Let the detector warm up for ~2 minutes. You 
will notice that your detector will indicate the presence of ionizing 
radiation even though it is not near a sample or pointed toward a 
source. This radiation is called background radiation. It is always 
present, and results from a variety of sources, some of which are 
natural and others that result from human activity. 

 3.  Move to several places within the classroom or laboratory and  
take readings.

 4.  If your teacher approves and your detector is portable, take readings 
outside of the classroom.

 5.  Record the readings collected in your data table.

Part II: Measuring Ionizing Radiation from Samples
You will be provided with several objects and materials. Handle all samples 
with forceps. Use your detector to measure ionizing radiation emitted by 
each sample (see Figure 6.1). Record all readings in your data table.  

Part III: Pinpointing Sources of Ionizing Radiation
Choose one or two samples that emit ionizing radiation. Handle all samples 
with forceps. Use your detector to identify the source of the radiation (an 
area or areas where the radiation seems to be concentrated). Record your 
findings in your data table.

Figure 6.1  Some common 
objects emit ionizing radiation.
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IM   A.1 Exploring 
ionizing rAdiAtion

This introductory investigation provides 
an opportunity for students to measure 
ionizing radiation in their everyday 
environment, practice using radiation 
detectors, and observe that some 
common objects emit ionizing radiation.

Time 50 min
materials (for 12 student pairs)

Radiation detector (radiation probe, 
Geiger-Muller radiation counter,  
or equivalent) 

Radioactive sources such as salt 
substitute (KCl), smoke detector, 
plant food (with potassium), gas 
lantern mantle, red-orange Fiesta 
ware (antique), old (pre-1950) 
luminous watches, uraninite 
(mineral), other rock or mineral 
samples.

safety
Students should wear goggles and 
gloves. Students should not handle the 
radioactive sources with their hands.

Lab Tips
• Demonstrate the proper way to use 
detectors. Consistency in their use is 
critical to getting meaningful results that 
can be compared from group to group.
• Gathering materials for students to 
examine will take some time. Local 
colleges may have some samples 
available to lend.
• Lantern mantles containing thorium 
may have to be purchased from a science 
supply store. Newer mantles generally 
do not include thorium.

TRM  
 
LAB HANDoUT
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590 Unit 6 Atoms: Nuclear Interactions 

Interpreting Evidence
 1.  Did background radiation vary from place to place? Explain.

 2.  Identify any locations inside or outside the classroom that had 
background radiation readings that were

a.  unusually high.

b.  unusually low.

 3.  Which samples emitted ionizing radiation?

 4.  Were the radiation levels emitted by the various samples similar or 
different? Support your answer with data.

 5.  Compare your results with those of your classmates. 

a.  Did areas within and outside the classroom give consistent 
readings for background radiation from group to group?

b.  Did the same samples emit radiation? 

c.  How do you explain any differences between your results and 
those of your classmates?

Making Claims
 6.  What statement can you make about the level of background 

radiation in and around your classroom?

 7.  Consider Part III of the investigation.

a.  Did all parts of the samples you examined emit ionizing radiation? 

b.  If not, could you identify a purpose for the source of the ionizing 
radiation? Explain.

Reflecting on the Investigation
 8.  What safety precautions did you take? Would someone using this 

object every day use precautions?

 9.  Do you think you could predict, just by looking at it, whether a 
sample will emit ionizing radiation? Explain.

A.2  THE GREAT DISCOVERY
The history of modern scientific investigation of the atom began with the 
study of radiation. Scientists have long been interested in light—because 
life would not exist without it—and other types of radiation. By the end of 
the 19th century, scientists had already studied many types of radiation 
from a variety of sources. 

In 1895, a series of observations significantly broadened scientific under-
standing of radiation. The German physicist W. K. Roentgen was studying 
fluorescence, a phenomenon in which certain materials emit light when 
struck by radiant energy, such as ultraviolet rays (Figures 6.2 and 6.3). 

590
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Expected Results 
Potassium sources (salt substitute and 
plant food) emit beta particles.

Fiesta ware, uraninite, gas lantern 
mantles, home smoke detectors, and 
luminous watches emit alpha particles.

Students should be able to find “hot” 
spots and distinguish radioactive sources 
from basic background radiation.

Uraninite will produce alpha, beta, 
and sometimes gamma radiation.

Interpreting Evidence
1. Answers will depend on the locations 

students tested. Students should refer 
to specific locations when determin-
ing whether the background radiation 
varied.

2. a.  Areas that are unusually high may 
include near the samples being 
tested or in a closed basement area 
(especially in regions where radon 
levels are high).

b. Areas that are unusually low may 
include areas surrounded by thick 
concrete.

3. Answers will vary based on samples 
available and tested (see expected 
results section).

4. Radiation levels will vary for the 
samples. Students should use data 
and reasoning to support their claim.

5. a.  Areas tested should give consistent 
results as long as students use the 
detector properly.

b. Samples should give consistent 
results.

c. Differences could be explained by 
the way students use the detector or 
how they positioned it with respect 
to the samples.

Making Claims
6. Depending upon location of school 

and classroom, the background 
radiation may vary a great deal, 
slightly, or not at all. Students should 
use data to support their claim.

7. a.  The smoke detector emits radiation 
from a specific point (the radioac-
tive source). Most other samples 
emit radiation from all areas and 
surfaces.

b. Students may be able to explain the 
way the smoke detector works by 
finding the source of the ionizing 
radiation.

Reflecting on the Investigation
8. Gloves and goggles were worn. Smoke 

detectors are in everyone’s home, yet 
we don’t wear safety equipment. 
People ate from Fiesta plates and wore 
luminous-dial watches for many years.

9. No, there is no way to predict if 
something is radioactive. Nuclear 
radiation cannot be seen with the 
naked eye.

A.2 tHE grEAt discovEry
This material provides historical 
background on the discovery of radioac-
tivity, including the fascinating revela-
tion that Becquerel’s crucial experiment, 
the exposure of photographic film by 
uranium, was somewhat of an accident. 
However, Becquerel’s knowledge and 
curiosity led him to investigate the 
cause of the accident and thus make a 
discovery.

The discovery of radioactivity 
demonstrates how scientific investiga-
tions are often interrelated. In this case, 

Roentgen’s X-rays prompted Becquerel 
to seek X-rays emitted by fluorescent 
materials, such as uranium. Becquerel’s 
photographic plates were exposed by the 
uranium salts he was investigating. The 
photographic plates were composed of 
silver halides (AgCl, AgBr, or AgI), 
compounds sensitive to radiant energy. 
Any radiation more energetic than 
infrared radiation causes a photochemi-
cal reaction, resulting in the reduction 
of silver ions to silver atoms during 
subsequent photographic development. 
In Bequerel’s experiment, this reduc-
tion darkened the photographic plate. 
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SECTION A  The Nature of Atoms 591

Roentgen found that certain materials fluoresced when exposed to beams of 
cathode rays emitted from the cathode when electricity passed through an 
evacuated glass tube (see Figure 6.4). A few years after Roentgen’s work, 
cathode rays were identified as beams of electrons. 

Roentgen was working with a cathode-ray tube covered by black card-
board. He observed an unexpected glow of light on a piece of paper across 
the room. The paper was coated with a fluorescent material, and Roentgen 
expected it to glow when exposed to radiation. However, visible radiation 
could not pass through the black cardboard covering the cathode-ray tube, 
and the fluorescent paper was not in the path of electrons from the tube. 
Roentgen hypothesized that some other radiation passing through the black 
cardboard had been emitted by the cathode-ray tube. He named the mysteri-
ous radiation X-rays, where X represented the unknown radiation. Scientists 
now know that X-rays are a form of high-energy electromagnetic radiation.  

Figure 6.3  Ultraviolet light shining on particular objects, such 
as certain fabrics, produces fluorescence—visible light emitted by 
material exposed to such electromagnetic radiation.

Figure 6.4  A beam of electrons moves 
from the cathode (left) to the anode  
(right). The visible light emitted results from  
collisions of electrons with the fluorescent 
screen inside the tube. The deflection of  
the beam by a magnet indicates that the 
beam particles have a negative electrical 
charge. Collision of the electron beam with  
the glass or anode produces X-rays.

Figure 6.2  French physicist Henri Becquerel’s 
investigations of fluorescence led to the  
discovery of radioactivity.

591

Thus, the uranium salts must have 
emitted some type of radiant energy,  
as Becquerel hypothesized.

Becquerel concluded that the concept 
of fluorescence could not explain his 
findings. The photographic plates were 
exposed in the presence of the uranium 
salts, even in the absence of sunlight. A 
discussion of Becquerel’s discoveries 
should highlight the difference between 
fluorescence (which stops as soon as the 
source of radiation is removed) and 
radioactivity (which involves spontane-
ous emission of particles). Becquerel 
shared the Nobel Prize for Physics in 
1903. The 1903 Nobel Prize for Physics 
was also given to Pierre and Marie Curie 
for their study of Becquerel’s radiation.  

TRM  
 
READING GUIDE

a

 Using the Figures
Figure 6.3 Phosphorescent objects 
that glow under black lights contain 
compounds that are first excited by 
ultraviolet and high-energy visible 
light and then re-emit the absorbed 
energy as lower-energy forms of 
visible light. Electrons within the 
compounds absorb incoming UV 
radiation and are promoted to higher 
energy levels. Rather than relaxing 
back to their initial state and re- 
emitting energy equal to the original 
UV radiation absorbed, these 
electrons relax to an energy level 
between the initial and excited 
states. After reaching the intermedi-
ate energy level, the electrons do 
eventually relax to their initial energy 
state—emitting light lower in energy 
than the originally absorbed UV light. 
In the case of this figure, laundry 
additives that get clothes “whiter 
than white” absorb UV light and emit 
light of a different energy. Thus, a 
white shirt washed in such detergents 
“glows” when exposed to UV light. 
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a Using the Figures
Figure 6.4 Cathode-ray tubes (CRTs) were once commonly used in computer 
displays, video monitors, televisions, and oscilloscopes. Within a CRT-based device, 
electrons are carefully directed into a beam. This beam is deflected to scan the 
surface at the viewing end (anode), which is lined with phosphorescent material  
(it emits light when exposed to electrons). The beam in such tube-type TVs is 
steered by electromagnets. (For more information on CRTs, refer to http://en 
.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cathode_ray_tube.)
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Further experiments revealed that these X-rays could penetrate many 
materials, but could not easily pass through dense materials such as lead 
and bone. Scientists soon realized how useful X-rays could be in medicine. 
In fact, one early X-ray image Roentgen obtained was of his wife’s hand. 
Figures 6.5 and 6.6 show some modern X-ray images.

Roentgen’s discovery intrigued other scientists, including the French 
physicist Henri Becquerel. Because X-rays could produce fluorescence,  
Becquerel wondered if fluorescent minerals might give off X-rays as they  
fluoresce. In 1896, Becquerel placed in sunlight some crystals of a fluores-
cent mineral that contained uranium. He then wrapped an unexposed photo-
graphic plate in black paper and placed the mineral crystals on top of  
the wrapped plate. If the mineral did emit X-rays, they would penetrate the 
black paper and the exposed film would darken, even though it was shielded 
from light.

Cloudy weather prevented Becquerel from completing his experiments. 
He stored the wrapped photographic plates in a drawer with the uranium-
containing mineral. After several days, he decided to develop some of the 
stored plates, thinking that perhaps some fluorescence might have persisted, 
causing some fogging of the photographic plates. When Becquerel developed 
the plates, he was astounded. Instead of faint fogging, the plates had been 
strongly exposed. Figure 6.7 illustrates the chain of events in Becquerel’s 
investigation.

Fluorescence stops as soon as the external source of radiation (in this case, 
the Sun) is removed from the object. Thus, a fluorescent mineral in a dark 
drawer should not cause such an intense exposure. Scientists at that time 
could not offer a satisfactory explanation for Becquerel’s observations.  
Becquerel suspected that the rays that exposed the photographic plates in the 

Figure 6.6  An X-ray 
image of a human jaw. 
Such images help dentists 
detect cavities and other 
dental problems.

Figure 6.5  These X-ray images  
reveal a pair of normal human legs 
(left) and a pair of broken legs (right). 
Development of this useful medical 
diagnostic tool emerged from the  
study of fluorescence.
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Figures 6.5 and 6.6 When X-rays 
(a type of ionizing radiation) interact 
with materials in the human body, 
electrons are ejected from those 
materials and ions are formed. The 
newly formed, charged entities can 
then promote damaging reactions 
within our cells, which can result in 
various diseases or even birth defects 
in offspring. Health professionals 
have determined that humans can 
recover from minor damage from 
brief, limited exposure to X-rays. 
However, individuals who may be 
exposed to repeated or long-term 
doses of X-rays should take precau-
tions, such as using protective 
lead-based vests or shields.

Ask students how many have 
experienced an X-ray. Ask them to 
share what they observed about the 
procedures during this process. In 
particular, what steps did technicians 
take to protect the patient and 
themselves? As part of this discus-
sion, have students weigh the relative 
risks versus the information gained 
from this medical technique. 

Medical applications of ionizing 
radiation are further explored in  
Section C.
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SECTION A  The Nature of Atoms 593

drawer were more energetic and had much greater penetrating ability than 
X-rays. Thus, he interrupted his study of X-rays to investigate the mysterious 
radiation apparently given off by the uranium-containing mineral. Although 
he could not explain it, Becquerel had discovered radioactivity, which is 
now known to involve the spontaneous emission of particles and energy from 
atomic nuclei. This phenomenon is distinctly different from X-ray produc-
tion or fluorescence (Figure 6.8).

Becquerel suggested that Marie Curie (Figure 6.9), a graduate student work-
ing with him, attempt to isolate the radioactive component of pitchblende, a 
uranium ore, for her research for her doctoral dissertation. Her preliminary 
work was successful. Her physicist husband, Pierre Curie, changed his 
research focus to join her on the pitch-
blende project. Working together, 
Marie and Pierre Curie discovered 
that the level of radioactivity in pitch-
blende was four to five times greater 
than expected from its known ura-
nium content. The Curies suspected 
the presence of another radioactive 
element. After processing more than  
a thousand kilograms of pitchblende, 
they isolated tiny quantities (mea-
sured in milligrams) of two previously 
unknown radioactive elements. These 
elements later became known as  
polonium (Po) and radium (Ra).

Figure 6.8  Many minerals 
exhibit fluorescence when 
exposed to ultraviolet light.

Figure 6.9  Marie Curie  
discovered two highly  
radioactive elements— 
radium (named for the  
radiation it emitted)  
and polonium (named  
for her native Poland).  
Her work earned her  
two Nobel Prizes.

Figure 6.7  Becquerel’s 
investigation. Becquerel 
placed a fluorescent mineral 
in direct sunlight (a), then 
put it on an unexposed, 
wrapped photographic 
plate (b). Radiation exposed 
the plate (c). On a cloudy 
day (d), the wrapped plate 
was placed in a drawer  
with the mineral and kept 
from light (e); however, the 
mineral sample still exposed 
the photographic plate (f).

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 5E
Perm Fig.: 6008c     New Fig.: 06-06c
File Name: CC_06-06c
PUAC: 2005-08-05
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American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 5E
Perm Fig.: 6008f     New Fig.: 06-06f
File Name: CC_06-06f
PUAC: 2005-08-05
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A.3 NUCLEAR RADIATION
Many people respond with alarm and even panic when they hear the word 
nuclear. In addition, the general term radiation, which is sometimes used  
to refer particularly to nuclear radiation, can also cause anxiety. In reality, 
radiation falls into two general types: ionizing radiation and non-ionizing 
radiation. 

Electromagnetic radiation in the visible and lower-energy regions of the 
spectrum (see Figure 6.10) is non-ionizing (long-wavelength) radiation. Non-
ionizing radiation transfers its energy to matter, causing atoms or molecules 
to vibrate (infrared radiation), move their electrons to higher energy levels 
(visible radiation), or heat up (such as in microwave ovens). Although this 
radiation is generally considered safe, excessive exposure can be harmful. 
Sunburn, for example, results from an overexposure to non-ionizing radia-
tion from the Sun (Figure 6.11). In fact, intense microwave and infrared  
radiation can cause lethal burns. 

What do the following events have in common with Becquerel’s  
discovery of radioactivity?

1. As Charles Goodyear experimented with natural rubber  
(a sticky material that melts when heated and cracks when 
cold), a mixture of rubber and sulfur came in contact with a 
hot stovetop. He noted that the rubber-and-sulfur mixture did 
not melt. Vulcanization, a process that makes rubber more 
durable, resulted from this observation. 

2. Roy Plunkett, a research chemist, used gaseous 
tetrafluoroethene (F2C CF2) from a storage cylinder,  
but the gas flow stopped long before the cylinder should  
have completely emptied. He cut open the cylinder and 
discovered a new, white solid that is now known as 
polytetrafluoroethene, Teflon.

3. James Schlatter, a research chemist trying to produce an  
antiulcer drug, accidentally got some of the substance on his 
fingers. When he later licked his fingers to pick up a piece of 
paper, his fingers tasted very sweet, and he correctly linked the 
sweetness to the antiulcer drug. Instead of finding an antiulcer 
drug, he discovered aspartame, an artificial sweetener.

SCIENTIFIC DISCOVERIES

CHEMQUANDARY
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CHEMQUANDARY
sciEntific discovEriEs
Each discovery resembles Becquerel’s 
uranium work in that something 
unexpected happened. In all cases, 
observed events were discrepant with 
current scientific explanations. Bec-
querel did not expect the plates to be 
exposed, nor did Goodyear expect sulfur 
to harden rubber. Plunkett did not 
expect to find a polymer of tetrafluoro-
ethane, nor did Schlatter expect to find 
artificial sweetener when he licked his 
fingers. Make the point that careful 
observation helps uncover deeper 
scientific principles from seemingly 
ordinary events or mistakes. Pasteur’s 
statement, “Chance favors the prepared 
mind,” and Fleming’s statement, “One 
sometimes finds what one is not looking 
for” are useful advice for all scientists. 

Other chance discoveries include the 
following: Louis Pasteur and vaccina-
tion, Alexander Fleming and penicillin, 
and Luigi Galvani and electrical current. 
These cases and others may be used as 
topics for additional student research.

A.3 nuclEAr rAdiAtion
Students first encountered the electro-
magnetic spectrum and radiation in  
Unit 2 when they investigated how  
solar energy interacts with Earth’s 
atmosphere. In this unit, students refer 
to the electromagnetic spectrum as they 
focus on the energies of types of ionizing 
and nonionizing radiation. Make sure 
that students are familiar with the 
differences between ionizing and 
nonionizing radiation before discussing 
specific types of nuclear radiation.

Three types of nuclear radiation  
are introduced—alpha particles, beta 
particles, and gamma rays. Ernest 
Rutherford, the scientist who developed 
the modern model of the nuclear atom, 
discovered both alpha and beta particles 
through his study of radioactivity in 
uranium compounds. The differences 
among these three types of nuclear 
radiation are explored later in Section B. 
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SECTION A  The Nature of Atoms 595

Ionizing radiation, which includes high-energy electromagnetic radiation 
(short-wavelength ultraviolet radiation, X-rays, and gamma rays) and all 
nuclear radiation, carries more energy and potential for harm than non- 
ionizing radiation. Energy from ionizing radiation can eject electrons from 
atoms and molecules, forming molecular fragments and ions. These frag-
ments and ions can be highly reactive. If formed within a living system, they 
can disrupt normal cellular chemistry, causing serious cell damage.

Nuclear radiation is a form of ionizing radiation that is caused by changes 
in the nuclei of atoms. In chemical reactions, the atomic number (number  
of protons) does not change. An atom of aluminum (13 protons) always 
remains an aluminum atom, and an iron atom (26 protons) always remains 
an iron atom. However, atoms with unstable nuclei—radioactive atoms—can 
spontaneously change their identities. A radioactive atom changes sponta-
neously through disintegration of its nucleus, which results in emission of 
high-speed particles and energy. When this happens, the identity of the 
radioactive atom often changes. An atom of a different element forms. This 
process is radioactive decay. The emitted particles and energy make up 
nuclear radiation. 

Ernest Rutherford showed in 1899 that nuclear radiation included at least 
two different types of emissions, which he named alpha rays and beta rays. 
Shortly afterward, scientists discovered a third kind of nuclear radiation: 
gamma rays. 

Figure 6.10  The electromagnetic spectrum. Microwaves, infrared radiation (from heat 
lamps), and X-rays are all examples of electromagnetic radiation.

Figure 6.11  Sunburn often 
results from overexposure of 
skin to ultraviolet radiation.
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 Using the Figures
Figure 6.11 Students may have 
already heard or read about issues 
related to ultraviolet radiation, sun- 
burns, and sunscreen. Ask them to 
share what they know about UV-A, 
UV-B, and UV-C rays. UV-C rays have 
wavelengths between 100 and 290 nm. 
These are the highest in energy of the 
three types, have the highest poten-
tial to inflict damage on living tissue, 
and are absorbed by the ozone layer 
before reaching Earth’s surface. 
Historically, UV-B radiation (290 to  
320 nm) has been associated with  
sunburns. Sunscreens have protected 
against this window of the electro-
magnetic spectrum. Recent studies 
have indicated that both UV-B and 
UV-A rays are linked to skin cancer. 
Therefore, health professionals 
strongly recommend using sunscreens 
that shield against both UV-A (320 to 
400 nm) and UV-B rays.
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Researchers allowed the three types of nuclear radiation to pass through 
magnetic fields to investigate their electrical properties. Scientists already 
knew that when electrically charged particles move through a magnetic field, 
the magnetic force deflects them. See Figure 6.12. Scientists also knew that 
positively charged particles are deflected in one direction, while negatively 
charged particles are deflected in the opposite direction, and electrically neu-
tral particles and electromagnetic radiation are not deflected. Further experi-
ments revealed that alpha emissions were composed of positively charged 
particles, and that beta emissions were composed of negatively charged parti-
cles. Thus these two types of emissions are referred to as  alpha particles and 
beta particles (not rays, as originally named). Gamma rays, not deflected by a 
magnetic field, have no electric charge; they are high-energy electromagnetic 
radiation similar to X-rays. 

By describing the nature of radioactivity, scientists toppled an old theory 
(a common event in scientific progress—new knowledge replaces an old 
body of knowledge). Once scientists knew about alpha particles, beta particles, 
and gamma rays, they became convinced that atoms, which were originally 
thought to be the smallest, most fundamental units of matter, must be com-
posed of even smaller particles. 

From the results of another experiment, the gold-foil investigation, Ruther-
ford proposed a fundamental model of the atom that is still useful today. To 
do so, he developed an ingenious, indirect way to “look” at the structure  
of atoms.  

Figure 6.12  Behavior of alpha ( ) particles, beta ( ) particles, and gamma ( )  
rays passing through a magnetic field.

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 5E
Perm Fig.: 6014     New Fig.: 06-11
File Name: CC_06-11
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SECTION A  The Nature of Atoms 597

A.4  THE GOLD-FOIL EXPERIMENT
Before Rutherford’s research, scientists had tried to explain the arrangement 
of electrons and positively charged particles within atoms in several ways. 
In the most widely accepted model, an atom was viewed as a volume of 
positive electrical charge, with the negatively charged electrons embedded 
within, like peanuts in a candy bar. In the late 1800s this was known as the 
“plum pudding” model, because it resembled the distribution of raisins 
within that traditional English dessert.

About 1910, Rutherford decided to test the plum pudding model. Working 
in Rutherford’s laboratory in Manchester, England, Hans Geiger and Ernest 
Marsden focused a beam of alpha particles—the most massive of the three 
types of nuclear radiation—at a thin sheet of gold foil only 0.000 04 cm 
(about 2000 atoms) thick (see Figure 6.13). Geiger and Marsden used a zinc 
sulfide-coated screen to detect the 
alpha particles after they passed 
through the gold foil (Figure 6.14). 
The screen emitted a flash of light 
where each alpha particle struck 
it. By observing the tiny light 
flashes at different positions with 
respect to the gold foil, Geiger and 
Marsden deduced the paths of the 
alpha particles as they interacted 
with the gold foil.

Figure 6.14  The alpha-particle scattering experiment led Rutherford to conclude 
that the atom is largely empty space with an incredibly dense, positively charged 
nucleus at its center.

Figure 6.13  A  
sheet of gold leaf is  
prepared for trimming. 
This very thin material  
was produced with  
machines in Germany,  
but gold foil or leaf  
was traditionally  
prepared by beating 
gold into sheets.

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 5E
Perm Fig.: 6016     New Fig.: 06-13
File Name: CC_06-13
PUAC: 2005-08-05
First Cx.: 2005-09-07
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A.4 tHE gold-foil 
ExpErimEnt
This material elucidates (through 
example) the idea that experimental 
observations are sometimes unexpected 
if they rely on a current model. Discov-
ering the nucleus was not the purpose of 
the gold-foil experiment. Rutherford was 
investigating how alpha particles behave 
with metals. He expected that most of 
the alpha particles would travel through 
the gold foil without deflection and that 
a small percent of alpha particles would 
scatter slightly. He based this expecta-
tion on prevailing thought that positive 
and negative species were distributed 
equally throughout the atom and that 
these electrical charges would only exert 
very weak influence on moving alpha 
particles. The unusual deflections 
prompted Rutherford to propose the 
existence of a very massive and very 
small positively charged region—the 
nucleus. 

To help students visualize the 
physical arrangement of the investiga-
tion, focus on Figures 6.14 and 6.15. 
Rutherford used his experimental results 
to develop the modern nuclear model of 
the atom. The Bohr model of the atom, 
developed by Niels Bohr, a student of 
Rutherford, includes the speculation 
that electrons travel around the nucleus 
much as planets orbit the Sun. The Bohr 
model also advanced the concept of 
definite electronic energy levels within 
atoms. While adequately describing the 
structure of the atom on a basic level, 
the Bohr model did have shortcomings 
and raised many unanswered questions. 
Further experimentation led to the 
current model of the atom, the quantum 
mechanical model. This model treats 
electrons as waves and depicts electrons 
by means of probability distributions  
in which charge density reflects the 
likelihood of finding an electron. The 
Web site http://science.howstuffworks 
.com/atom.htm is a useful source of 
historical information on discoveries  
in physics and chemistry that led to 
modern understanding of the atom.
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Rutherford expected alpha particles to be scattered slightly as they were 
deflected by the gold atoms in the foil, producing a pattern similar to water 
being sprayed from a nozzle. However, he was in for quite a surprise. First, 
most of the alpha particles passed straight through the gold foil as if nothing 
were there (see Figure 6.15). This implied that most of the volume occupied 
by the gold atoms was empty space. But Rutherford was even more sur-
prised that a few alpha particles, about 1 in every 20 000, bounced back 
toward the source. He described his astonishment this way: “It was almost 
as incredible as if you fired a 15-inch [artillery] shell at a piece of tissue 
paper and it came back and hit you.”

Whatever repelled these deflected alpha particles must have been 
extremely small because most of the alpha particles went straight through 
the foil. Rutherford concluded, “On consideration, I realized that this  
scattering backward must be the result of a single collision, and when I 
made calculations I saw that it was impossible to get anything of that order 
of magnitude unless you took a system in which the greater part of the mass 
of the atom was concentrated in a minute nucleus. It was then that I had the 
idea of an atom with a minute massive centre, carrying a charge.”

From these results, Rutherford developed the modern model of the 
nuclear atom. He named the tiny, dense, positively charged region at  
the center of the atom the nucleus. He envisioned that electrons orbited  
the nucleus, somewhat as planets orbit the Sun. Figure 6.15 illustrates  
how the nuclear model explains the results of the gold-foil experiment.

Figure 6.15  Results of the alpha-particle scattering experiment. Most alpha 
particles passed through the foil but a few were deflected, some at very large 
angles (left). Proposed model (middle) to account for the results. Nuclear model 
of the atom (right).American Chemical Society

Chemistry in the Community, 5E
Perm Fig.: 6017a     New Fig.: 06-14a
File Name: CC_06-14a
New Draft: 2005-08-08
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SECTION A  The Nature of Atoms 599

A.5  ARCHITECTURE OF ATOMS
Since Rutherford’s time, scientific understanding of atomic structure has 
expanded and changed somewhat. Rutherford’s model of a central, dense 
nucleus surrounded mostly by empty space is still valid. Later research has 
shown that the idea of orbiting electrons is incorrect. The general regions in 
which electrons are most likely to be found can be described, but particular 
movements or locations of electrons cannot be described.

Further research revealed that the nucleus is composed of two types  
of particles: neutrons, which are electrically neutral, and protons, which 
possess a positive charge. These particles, as well as electrons, are called  
subatomic particles. Protons and neutrons have about the same mass,  
1.7  10–24 g. Although this mass is incredibly small, it is much greater than 
the electron’s mass, which is 9.1  10–28 g. As shown in Table 6.1, one mole 
of electrons (6.02  1023 electrons) has a mass of only 0.0005 g. The same 
number of protons or neutrons would have a mass of about 1 g. In other words, 
a proton or a neutron is about 2000 times more massive than an electron. 
Thus, protons and neutrons account for nearly all the mass of every atom and 
also for nearly all of the total mass of every object that you encounter.

The diameter of a typical atom is about 10–10 m, but an average nuclear 
diameter is 10–14 m, which is only one ten-thousandth (10–14/10–10) of the 
entire atom’s diameter. Looking at this another way, the nucleus occupies 
only about one trillionth (10–12) of an atom’s total volume. Imagine that a bil-
liard ball represents the diameter of an atom’s nucleus. On that scale, elec-
trons surrounding this billiard-ball nucleus would extend out in space more 
than one-half kilometer (about a third of a mile) away in all directions. This 
is consistent with the observation that most alpha particles, each the size of 
a helium nucleus, passed right through Rutherford’s sheet of gold foil.

As you learned in Unit 1 (page 54), each atom of an element has the same 
number of protons in its nucleus, and each element has a unique number of 
protons. This number, called the atomic number, identifies the element. For 
example, each carbon atom nucleus contains six protons, Therefore, the atomic 
number of carbon is 6. 

 

Particle Location Charge Molar Mass (g/mol)

Proton Nucleus +1 1

Neutron Nucleus   0 1

Electron Outside of 
nucleus –1 0.0005

Three Components of Atoms

Table 6.1
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A.5 ArcHitEcturE of 
Atoms
This section identifies components of 
the nucleus and explains isotopes using 
mass numbers. Nuclear notation can be 
used to help identify the number of 
neutrons in a given isotope. Analogies 
can help students gain a sense of atomic 
scale. Emphasize several points: 
• Atoms are very small. If people were 
the size of atoms, the entire population 
of the world (approximately 7 billion) 
would fit on the head of a pin.
• Most of the volume occupied by an 
atom is empty space. If the nucleus were 
the size of a billiard ball, the average 
electron would be located about 0.5 km 
(about 1⁄3 mile) away.
• Protons and neutrons account for most 
of the mass of all atoms (and therefore of 
all matter). The mass of each is approxi-
mately 2000 times greater than that of an 
electron.

Encourage students to devise other 
appropriate analogies. A brief review of 
the structure of atoms versus ions may 
be beneficial at this point.

Additional Activity:  
The Black Box
This activity simulates how scientists 
use indirect evidence to infer properties 
that our senses cannot directly perceive. 
The focus of this activity is to encourage 
students to use evidence-based reason-
ing to solve a problem.

Time 30–45 min
materials (for 12 student pairs)

Twenty-four sealed, coded boxes 
(cigar or shoe boxes), each contain-
ing one, two, or three objects such 
as small scissors, a small rubber 
ball, a small fork, a plastic comb,  
a large paper clip, cotton balls,  
or a small key. You might also use 
common laboratory materials such 
as test tube holders, flame spread-
ers, and rubber stoppers. The 
objects’ movement within the box 
should not be constrained in any 
way other than by the dimensions 
of the box and the presence of 
other objects. Commercially 
available black boxes could also  
be used.

Procedure
1. Before the activity begins, discuss 

how studying atomic structure is like 
dealing with a black box.

2. Challenge students to propose what  
(if anything) is inside their black 
boxes without opening them. Encour-
age students to first make direct 
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Yet all atoms of a given element do not necessarily have the same number 
of neutrons in their individual nuclei. Recall that atoms of the same element 
with different numbers of neutrons are called isotopes of that element. Natu-
rally occurring carbon atoms, each containing six protons, may have six, 
seven, or even eight neutrons. The composition of these three carbon iso-
topes is summarized in Table 6.2. Figure 6.16 shows their nuclei. 

Isotopes are distinguished by their different mass numbers. The mass 
number, as you learned in Unit 1 (page 54), represents the total number of 
protons and neutrons in an atom. The three carbon isotopes in Table 6.2 have 
mass numbers of 12, 13, and 14, respectively. To specify a particular isotope, 
the atomic number and the mass number are written in front of the element’s 
symbol in a particular way.  For example, an isotope of carbon (C) with an 
atomic number 6 and a mass number 12 is written this way:

12
6 
C

An atom of strontium with an atomic number 38 and mass number 90 
would be symbolized as follows:   

90
38 

Sr 

Another way to identify a particular isotope is to write the name or symbol 
of the element followed by a hyphen and its mass number. For example, an 
isotope for carbon may be called carbon-12, C-12, or 12C. The symbols, names, 
and nuclear composition of some isotopes are summarized in Table 6.3.

Table 6.3

 

Symbol Name
Total Protons 

(Atomic Number) 
Total  

Neutrons
Mass  

Number
Total  

Electrons

Li Lithium-7 3 4 7 3

O Oxygen-16 8 8 16 8

Ne Neon-20 10 10 20 10

Ga Gallium-67 31 36 67 31

Ba Barium-138 56 82 138 56

Pt Platinum-195 78 117 195 78

Tl Thallium-201 81 120 201 81

Pb Lead-208 82 126 208 82

Some Common Isotopes

Figure 6.16  Nuclei of 
three carbon isotopes, 
containing, respectively, 
6, 7, and 8 neutrons (gray) 
and 6 protons (blue).

Table 6.2

 

Name
Total Protons  

(Atomic Number)
Total  

Neutrons 
Mass  

Number
Total  

Electrons

Carbon-12 6 6 12 6

Carbon-13 6 7 13 6

Carbon-14 6 8 14 6

Three Carbon Isotopes

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 5E
Perm Fig.: 6019     New Fig.: 06-16
File Name: CC_06-16
New Draft: 2005-08-08

Carbon-12

Carbon-13

Carbon-14
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observations (what they hear, feel,  
and so on, as they carefully shake or 
manipulate the boxes, for example). 
Allow students to investigate their 
black boxes in any way they can 
without opening them (for instance, 
students could run a magnet along 
one side) and to suggest other tests 
they could perform if they had the 
proper equipment (such as taking an 
X-ray). After they generate a list of 
observations, prompt students to 
make inferences about what is in their 
boxes. They should specify the 
general size and composition of each 
object. Each inference should be 
supported by evidence (observations) 
from students’ manipulation of the 
black boxes. Help students distin-
guish between observation and 
inference. 

Post-Activity Discussion
Focus on how the activity simulated the 
work of atomic scientists rather than on 
students who believe that they suc-
ceeded in their task. Ask students to 
explain how they arrived at their 
answers. Do not disclose the actual 
contents of the sealed boxes! Scientists 
are unable to check the “correctness” of 
their work—all they have to go on is 
indirect observations and inferences.

Questions
1. Which senses did you use to gather 

most observational data?
2. How does this activity resemble the 

efforts of scientists in exploring 
atomic and molecular structures?

3. Name some theories about the nature 
of the world that are based mainly on 
indirect evidence.

Answers
1. Hearing, touch (feeling the impact of 

moving objects on the container 
walls).

2. The structure of the atom is like a 
black box that scientists cannot open 
to examine its contents. (And no one 
is available to tell them if they’re 
correct or not!)

3. Indirect evidence is used to formulate 
explanations (theories) about the 
natural world whenever events occur 
beyond the range of our perceptions. 
The time it takes for events to occur 
may be too short (kinetic molecular 
theory) or too long (plate tectonics),  
or the objects of interest may be too 
small (atomic theory) or too large (the 
universe).

Demonstration Idea
A useful variation on the black box 
activity involves suspending a dispos-
able object (key, paper clip, fork, comb, 
scissors, rubber ball) inside a sealed 
shoebox. Cut rigid construction paper 
strips (white) 50–55 cm long by 7 cm 
wide to fit through slits in the back of 
the box, serving as an imaging screen. 
Spray paint (alpha particles) through a 

hole in the front of the box to create a 
“shadow image” of the concealed object. 
This demonstration reinforces the 
notions of a source and a target, and 
illustrates the process of shooting 
something into the atomic “black box” 
to acquire information about its struc-
ture and contents.
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SECTION A  The Nature of Atoms 601

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
A.6  INTERPRETING  

ISOTOPIC NOTATION

 1.   Prepare a summary chart like Table 6.3 (previous page) for the 
following six isotopes. (Consult the periodic table for any needed 
information.)  

a. 12
? 

C  d. 24
12 

?

b. 14
7 

? e. 202
? 

Hg

c. 16
? 

O f. 238
92 

?

 2.  Using Table 6.3 as a source of information, what general relationship 
do you note between the total number of protons and total number of 
neutrons for atoms of

a. lighter elements with atomic numbers less than 20?

b. heavier elements with atomic numbers greater than 50?

 MODELING MATTER
A.7 ISOTOPIC PENNIES
You learned earlier (Unit 1, page 34) that pre-1982 and post-1982 
pennies have different compositions. As you might expect, these pen-
nies also have different masses. In this activity, a mixture of pre- and 
post-1982 pennies will model or represent atoms of a naturally occur-
ring mixture of two isotopes of the imaginary element coinium. Using 
the pennies, you will simulate one way scientists determine the rela-
tive amounts of different isotopes in a sample of an element.

You will receive a sealed container of 10 pennies that contains  
a mixture of pre-1982 and post-1982 pennies (Figure 6.17). Your  
container might hold any particular atomic mixture of these two  
isotopes. Your task is to determine the isotopic composition of coinium 
—without opening the container.

Figure 6.17  How many  
pre- and post-1982 pennies 
are in your 10-coin sample  
of coinium?

Sample Problem: Suppose you know that one product  
of a nuclear reaction is an isotope containing 85 protons and  
120 neutrons. The atom therefore has a mass number of 205  
(85 p + 120 n). What is the symbol of this element?

205
85  

?

Consulting the periodic table, you find atomic number 85 
represents the element astatine (At).

205
85 

At

601

DS   A.6 intErprEting 
isotopE notAtion

This activity gives students practice 
using isotopic notation and illustrates 
that higher-atomic-number atoms have 
larger neutron/proton ratios than atoms 
of elements with lower atomic numbers. 

Answers
1. See table below.
2. a. Roughly a 1:1 ratio.

b. More neutrons than protons.

TRM  
 
EXTRA PRACTICE

MM   A.7 isotopic pEnniEs
This activity simulates finding the 
isotopic composition of an element. 
Students find the proportion of pre-1982 
pennies in a sealed 10-penny container.

materials (for 12 student pairs)
12 sealed opaque containers (coded) 

with different 10-coin mixtures of 
pre-1982 and post-1982 pennies 
(35-mm film canisters are ideal)

72 pre-1982 pennies
72 post-1982 pennies
Balance, accurate to 0.1 g

Advance Preparation
Weigh each container empty and 
provide its mass for students to use in 
calculations. Fill containers in advance, 
using various combinations of pre-1982 
and post-1982 pennies. Use coding to 
identify the containers. 

Avoid 1982 pennies, since some have 
pre-1982 composition; others are similar 
to post-1982 pennies. To allow for mass 
variance of individual pennies, students 
can weigh 10 pre-1982 pennies and 10 
post-82 pennies and use an average mass 
of each in calculations.

Some students may devise a non-math 
“brute-force” approach to this task—they 
weigh all combinations (1 new, 9 old;  
8 new, 2 old; etc.), then compare their 
mass with this table of known masses. 
You may choose to allow this approach.

TRM  
 
HANDoUT

Symbol Name Total Protons Total Neutrons Mass Number Total Electrons
a. 12

6 C Carbon-12 6 6 12 6
b. 14

7 N Nitrogen-14 7 7 14 7
c. 16

8 O Oxygen-16 8 8 16 8
d.   

24
12 Mg Magnesium-24 12 12 24 12

e.   
202
80 Hg Mercury-202 80 122 202 80

f. 238
92 U Uranium-238 92 146 238 92

1.  

a.
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602 Unit 6 Atoms: Nuclear Interactions 

and a sealed container with a mixture of 10 pre- and post-1982 
pennies, and will tell you the mass of the empty container. Record 
this information and the code number of your sealed container.

coinium. That  
is, find the percent pre-1982 and percent post-1982 pennies in your 
container. There is more than one way to find these answers.

Now answer these questions:

 1.  Describe the procedure that you followed to find the percent 
composition of coinium.

 2.  What property of the element coinium is different in its pre- and 
post-1982 forms?

 3.  Name at least one other familiar item that could serve as a model  
for isotopes.

 4.  You have examined and created models throughout the year. What 
are the limitations of this model in explaining isotopes?

A.8 ISOTOPES IN NATURE
Most elements in nature are mixtures of isotopes. Some isotopes of an  
element may be radioactive, whereas others are not. All isotopes of an ele-
ment behave almost exactly the same way chemically, because they have the 
same electron distribution and differ only slightly in mass. If you consider 
chemical changes only, knowledge of isotopes is not particularly helpful. 
The average atomic mass of an element, as shown on the periodic table, is 
based on the relative natural abundances of isotopes of that element (see 
Figure 6.18 for lithium).

Marie Curie originally thought that only heavy elements were radioactive. 
It is true that naturally occurring radioisotopes (i.e., radioactive isotopes)   
are more common among the heavy elements. In fact, all naturally occurring 
isotopes of elements with atomic numbers greater than 83 (bismuth) are radio-

P1.  Why was it necessary for Rutherford to know something about 
radiation before he could make a claim regarding atomic nuclei?

2.  Describe the isotope symbolized 210
82

 Pb. 

3.  There are two naturally occurring isotopes of copper 63
26

 Cu and 
65
26

 Cu. If the average atomic mass of copper is 63.55 g/mol, 
which isotope occurs more frequently in nature? Explain.

Figure 6.18  Lithium’s  
average atomic mass is a 
weighted average of the  
molar masses of its two  
isotopes, Li-6 and Li-7. Most 
lithium atoms (92.41%) are 
Li-7. Thus, lithium’s average 
atomic mass is closer to 7 
than to 6.

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 5E
Perm Fig.: 6021     New Fig.: 06-18
File Name: CC_06-18
New Draft: 2005-08-08

7.59% 92.41%

3
Lithium

Li
6.94
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Answers
1. One approach: Total mass pennies   

(total pre-1982 pennies)  (mass of 
one pre-1982 penny)  (total post-
1982 pennies)  (mass of one post-
1982 penny). 

 Explanation: There are 10 pennies  
per container. If (p) represents total 
pre-1982 pennies, then (10 – p) 
represents total post-1982 pennies. 
Total mass of all pre-1982 pennies  
total pre-1982 pennies (p)  (mass of 
one pre-1982 penny). Likewise, total 
mass of post-1982 pennies  the 
number of post-1982 pennies (10 – p) 
 (mass of one post-1982 penny). 
Thus, total mass of all pennies (pre- 
and post-1982)  (p)  (mass of 
pre-1982 penny)  (10 – p)  (mass  
of post-1982 penny). Solve for p, total 
pre-1982 pennies, and then find  
10 – p, total post-1982 pennies.

 Students may also elect a non-math 
approach (see page 601) to find total 
pre-1982 and post-1982 pennies.

2. Mass
3. Auto tires, soft-drink containers, 

paper clips, buttons, or any class of 
related objects with different masses, 
but similar appearance and identical 
functions

4. The different pennies are composed  
of different substances, while isotopes 
are the same substance. Properties 
other than mass vary in this example, 
while mass is the only property that 
differs among isotopes of the same 
element.

Pconcept check 2
1. (Concept introduced in Unit 1, 

Section C.12 and developed through-
out text). Rutherford used his knowl-
edge of radiation, specifically the fact 
that alpha particles are positively 
charged, to make the claim that most 
of the atom was empty space and that 
the mass of the atom was concen-
trated in a very small, positively 
charged area that he named the 
nucleus. 

2. (Concept introduced in Section A.5). 
The symbol represents lead with an 
atomic number 82 and a mass number 
210. This means that the lead isotope 
symbolized has 82 protons and 128 
neutrons.  

3. (Looking ahead; answers will be  
based on students’ prior knowledge.) 
Students may reason that copper-63 
occurs more often in nature because 
the average atomic mass (63.55 g/mol) 
is closer to the mass number of 
copper-63 than to the mass number  
of copper-65. 

A.8 isotopEs in nAturE
Most elements are mixtures of isotopes. 
Although isotopes of an element have 
identical chemical properties, their 
masses differ due to different numbers 
of neutrons. Some isotopes are radioac-
tive (radioisotopes); others are not. 
Typically, radioactivity is linked to 
particular neutron/proton ratios and 
forces holding nuclei together.

Atomic (or molar) masses represent  
a weighted average of isotopes of an 
element. Depending on grading scales in 
your school, students may be familiar 

with the idea of a weighted average.  
The contribution of an isotope to an 
element’s atomic mass is related to  
its percent abundance. For example, 
carbon’s most common isotope is C-12; 
the average atomic mass of carbon is 
12.01. This value is slightly larger  
than 12, suggesting that there are small 
amounts of isotopes more massive than 
C-12. 
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SECTION A  The Nature of Atoms 603

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
A.9  MOLAR MASS AND ISOTOPIC  

ABUNDANCE

active. However, many natural 
radioisotopes are also found 
among lighter elements. Modern 
technology has made it possible 
to create a radioisotope of any ele-
ment. Table 6.4 lists some natu-
rally occurring radioisotopes and 
their isotopic abundances. 

What is the relationship bet-
ween an element’s molar mass 
and the percent abundance of the 
element’s istopes? To calculate the 
molar mass of an element, it is 
helpful to use the concept of a 
weighted average, as illustrated in 
Developing Skills A.9. 

 

Isotope Abundance (%)

Hydrogen-3  0.00013

Carbon-14 Trace

Potassium-40  0.0012

Rubidium-87  27.8

Indium-115  95.8

Lanthanum-138  0.089

Neodymium-144  23.9

Samarium-147  15.1

Lutetium-176  2.60

Rhenium-187  62.9

Platinum-190  0.012

Thorium-232  100

Some Natural Radioisotopes

Table 6.4

Sample Problem 1: Consider an isotopic mixture of copper. Naturally occurring  
copper (Cu) consists of 69.1% copper-63 atoms and 30.9% copper-65 atoms. The molar  
masses of these two isotopes are:

Copper-63  62.93 g/mol 
Copper-65  64.93 g/mol

What is the average molar mass of naturally occurring copper?

The equation for finding average molar masses is as follows:

Molar mass  
(Fractional  
abundance 

of isotope 1)
 

(Molar mass 
of isotope 1)

  

(Fractional  
abundance 

of isotope 2)

(Molar mass 
of isotope 2)

 
 … (for each isotope 

                                                                                                                                       involved)

Since there are two naturally occurring copper isotopes, the average molar mass of copper can 
be calculated as follows:

Molar mass of Cu =  (0.691)(62.93 g/mol) + (0.309)(64.93 g/mol)  =  63.5 g/mol
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DS   A.9 molAr mAss And 
isotopic AbundAncE

This activity provides practice in 
calculating the average molar mass of an 
element from isotopic molar masses, and 
in determining the percent abundance of 
isotopes from an element’s molar mass 
and isotopic molar masses. Depending 
on students’ abilities and comfort with 
mathematical problem solving, you may 
choose to work through one or both of 
the sample problems to model this type 
of calculation.

TRM  
 
EXTRA PRACTICE
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604 Unit 6 Atoms: Nuclear Interactions 

  1.  Calculate the average mass of a penny in your coinium mixture.

 2.  Calculate the average mass of a penny in your mixture another way: 
Divide the total mass of your entire penny sample by 10.

 3.  Compare the average masses that you calculated in Questions 1 and 
2. These results should convince you that either calculation leads to 
the same result. If not, consult your teacher.

 4.  Naturally occurring boron (B) is a mixture of two isotopes. (Refer to 
the table below.)

a.  Do you expect the molar mass of naturally occurring boron to be 
closer to 10 or to 11? Why?

b.  Calculate the molar mass of naturally occurring boron.

 5.  Naturally occurring uranium (U) is a mixture of three isotopes.  
(Refer to the table below.)

a.  Do you expect the molar mass of naturally occurring uranium  
will be closest to 238, 235, or 234? Why?

b.  Calculate the molar mass of naturally occurring  
uranium. 

 

Isotope
Molar Mass 

(g/mol)
% Natural 
Abundance 

Boron-10  10.0  19.90%

Boron-11  11.0  80.10%

Uranium-234  234.0  0.0054%

Uranium-235  235.0  0.71%

Uranium-238  238.1  99.28%

Isotope Molar Mass and Abundance

Sample Problem 2: For the coinium example, suppose that you  
found that the composition of the mixture was 0.4 (40%) pre-1982  
pennies and 0.6 (60%) post-1982 pennies.  

What is the average mass of a penny? 

The equation setup is shown below, using the 40/60 coin mixture:

Average 
penny mass

 
= (0.4)  

(Mass of  
pre-1982 penny)

 
 (0.6)  

(Mass of  
post-1982 penny)
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Answers
1. Student data. Students should use the 

formula in the text.
2. Student data
3. Answers 1 and 2 should be the same.
4. a.  It should be closer to 11, since more 

than 80% of boron atoms are 
boron-11 isotopes. 

b. Molar mass  (0.1990)(10.0 g/mol) 
 (0.8010)(11.0 g/mol)   
10.80 g/mol.

5. a.  It should be closest to 238. The 
molar mass should be closest to the 
mass of the most abundant isotope.

b. Molar mass  (0.9928)(238.1 g/mol) 
 (0.0071)(235.0 g/mol)  
(0.000054)(234.0 g/mol)   
238.1 g/mol
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SECTION A  The Nature of Atoms 605

 MAKING DECISIONS
A.10 FACT OR FICTION?
Look again at the statements at the start of this unit (page 586). Answer  
the following questions about the CANE flyer. This will help you start pre-
paring your presentation for Riverwood senior citizens (see Figure 6.19).

 1. Identify the specific statements on the flyer that you can now 
conclusively identify as either true or false? For each statement:

a.  list two pieces of evidence that helped you make your decision.

b.  list two public concerns about the statement that you plan to 
address in your presentation.

 2.  Choose one statement from the leaflet that you understand more 
completely now, but are still unable to confirm or deny. What else  
do you have to know before you can make a decision about that 
statement?

 3.  How helpful do you think it will be to discuss the history of some 
discoveries that you studied in this section when you talk to the 
Riverwood senior citizens? Explain your answer.

 4.  Think about the new terms that were introduced in this section.

a.  Which terms will you explain as part of your presentation?

b.  Select two terms from your answer to Question 4a. Prepare an 
explanation of each term that your audience will understand. 
Describe examples or real-world applications that you may use  
in your explanation.

The history of science is full of discoveries that build on earlier discover-
ies. The discovery of radioactivity was such an event. The investigations of 
Roentgen, Becquerel, the Curies, and Rutherford led to new knowledge and 
a better understanding of atomic structure. As you start to consider some 
current applications of nuclear radiation, think about the evidence and rea-
soning that supported these scientific advancements.

Figure 6.19  What does 
your research lead you to 
conclude about the accuracy 
of statements made in the 
flyer? (See page 586.)
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MD  
 A.10 fAct or fiction?

This activity will help students prepare 
their presentations for Riverwood senior 
citizens. Encourage students to keep a 
folder dedicated to Making Decisions 
activities throughout the unit. Having 
access to their previous work and 
thoughts on the CANE statements will 
be beneficial when students begin to 
work on the culminating activity. 
Students may complete this task 
individually or in small groups. Also, 
consider assigning students to the same 
groups in which they will complete the 
final project to encourage productive, 
collaborative work.

Answers
1. a.  Answers will vary, but the follow-

ing statements can be classified as 
fully false based on information 
contained in Section A:

   “Radioactive materials and radia-
tion are unnatural—they did not 
exist on Earth until created by 
scientists.” Radioactive materials 
exist in nature. The first nuclear 
scientists extracted radioactive 
material from tons of pitchblende.

   “All radiation causes cancer.” 
Radiation only leads to cancer 
when it is sufficiently energetic and 
exposure limits are exceeded. All 
living matter is exposed to natural 
background radiation all the time.

   “Human senses can detect radioac-
tivity.” Human senses cannot detect 
alpha and beta particles or gamma 
waves. We need special instruments 
to detect and measure radiation.

b. Students may refer to the CANE 
flyer, may express concerns of their 
own, or may raise concerns they 
have heard in other venues. Public 
concerns may touch on issues of 
health, safety, the environment,  
and economics. 

2–4.  Help students clarify their ideas 
about the topic and make plans for 
their presentation.
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Reviewing the Concepts

SUMMARY

Radioactive nuclei are unstable and 
undergo spontaneous changes in  
their structure.

 1.  Describe the sequence of events that led 
to Becquerel’s discovery of radioactivity.

 2.  What three radioactive elements did the 
Curies find in pitchblende?

 3.  Define radioactivity. 

 4.  List three types of nuclear radiation.

 5.  How did scientists determine that alpha 
particles have a positive electrical charge?

 6.  In what ways is gamma radiation 
different from alpha and beta radiation?

 7.  How did the idea that the atom is the 
smallest particle of matter change after the 
discovery of radioactivity?

Radiation can be classified as either  
ionizing or non-ionizing, depending  
on the type of energy it transmits.

 8.  Define and give an example of

a. ionizing radiation.

b. non-ionizing radiation.

 9.  Why is ionizing radiation regarded as 
more dangerous than non-ionizing 
radiation?

 10.  Classify each of the following as ionizing 
or non-ionizing radiation.

a.  visible light c.  gamma rays

b.  X-rays d.  radio waves

 11.  How does ionizing radiation damage 
living cells?

Rutherford’s gold-foil experiment results 
led to a new model of the atom.

 12.  Describe Rutherford’s gold-foil 
experiment. 

 13. a.  What happened to most of the alpha 
particles observed in the gold-foil 
experiment?

b. What did Rutherford conclude from this 
observation?

 14. a.  What happened to about 1 in every  
20 000 alpha particles in the gold-foil 
experiment?

b. What did Rutherford conclude from this 
observation?

 15.  What was the general structure of the 
atom that Rutherford proposed?

 16.  Sketch models to show the concept of an 
atom before and after Rutherford’s gold-foil 
experiment.

 17.  What characteristic of alpha particles 
made them desirable as the beam in 
Rutherford’s gold-foil experiment?

606 Unit 6 Atoms: Nuclear Interactions
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Reviewing the Concepts
 1. Becquerel wrapped a photographic 

plate in black paper and put it next 
to a fluorescent mineral. He stored 
the covered photographic plate and 
mineral in a drawer. Because the 
skies were cloudy for several days, 
he left the film in the drawer with 
the mineral. Unexpectedly, the  
film showed faint fogging when 
developed.

 2. Radium, polonium, and uranium 
 3. The spontaneous emission of 

particles and energy from atomic 
nuclei

 4. Nuclear radiation includes three 
types of emissions: alpha particles, 
beta particles, and gamma rays.

 5. They were deflected in a magnetic 
field as if they were positively 
charged.

 6. Gamma radiation is not deflected by 
a magnetic field, has no electrical 
charge, and is much like X-rays.

 7. Knowledge about alpha particles and 
beta particles convinced scientists 
that atoms, originally envisioned as 
the smallest and most fundamental 
particles, must be composed of even 
smaller particles.

 8. a.  Ionizing radiation can eject 
electrons from atoms and mol-
ecules and leads to formation of 
molecular fragments and ions. 
Examples include UV radiation, 
X-rays, and gamma rays.

b. Nonionizing radiation transfers its 
energy to matter and causes atoms 
or molecules to vibrate, rotate, 
translate, or move electrons to 
higher energy levels; the matter 
often increases in temperature. 
Examples include visible radia-
tion, microwave radiation, and 
infrared radiation.

 9. Because fragments formed on 
absorption of ionizing radiation are 
highly reactive and can damage 
living systems.

 10. Non-ionizing: a, d; ionizing: b, c
 11. The reactive particles it creates 

disrupt normal cell chemistry. 
Example: DNA molecules can be 
damaged by ionizing radiation, 
leading to cell death, diseases, or to 
birth defects in future generations.

 12. A beam of alpha particles was focused 
at a thin sheet of gold foil. A zinc-
sulfide screen surrounded the gold 
foil and fluoresced where each alpha 
particle struck it. The paths of the 
alpha particles could be deduced from 
locations of these flashes of light.

 13. a.  They passed through the gold foil.
b. Most of the volume occupied by 

gold atoms is empty space.

14. a.  They bounced back toward the 
source.

b. There must be a dense, positively 
charged structure within the atom.

 15. He proposed that atoms consist of a 
small, positively charged nucleus 
surrounded by negatively charged 
particles. 

 16. Drawings for before the gold-foil 
experiment should show electrons 
and protons evenly distributed 
through the atom. Drawings for after 
the experiment should show a small, 
dense nucleus and electrons sur-

rounding the nucleus, but most of 
the atom’s volume as empty space.

 17. They have high velocities, are 
relatively massive, possess an 
electrical charge, and can be readily 
detected.
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SECTION A  Section Summary 607

Most elements in nature are a mixture of 
isotopes. Some isotopes are radioactive. 

 18.  Give the correct isotopic notation for 
copper-65.

 19.  Calculate the total neutrons in an atom of 
sulfur-34.  

 20.  Copy the following table and find the 
value of each coded letter, a through p: 

 21.  How do the nuclei of carbon-12, 
carbon-13, and carbon-14 differ?

 22.  Consider the symbol190
78 

Pt.

a. What does the superscript 190 indicate?

b. What does the subscript 78 indicate?

c. How many neutrons are in a Pt-190 
nucleus?

 23.  Neon (Ne) is composed of three isotopes 
with the following molar masses and 
relative abundances: Ne-20 (19.99 g/mol), 
90.51%; Ne-21 (20.99 g/mol), 0.27%; and 
Ne-22 (21.99 g/mol), 9.22%.

a.  Based on these data, should neon’s 
average atomic mass be closest to 20, 21, 
or 22? Why?

b.  Calculate the actual average atomic mass 
of neon. Show your calculations.

What evidence led to a 
modern understanding of 
the composition of atoms?
In this section, you have investigated 
ionizing radiation, read about the 
discoveries that led to Rutherford’s 
model of the atom, and learned 
about isotope symbols, naturally 
occurring isotopes, and percent 
abundance.  Think about what  
you have learned, then answer  
the question in your own words 
in organized paragraphs. Your  
answer should demonstrate your 
understanding of the key ideas in 
this section. 

Be sure to consider the following in 
your response: key discoveries that 
led to the modern view of the atom 
(including the gold-foil experiment 
and the discovery of radioactivity), 
isotopes, and the structure of the 
atom.

 
Symbol

Total 
protons 

Total 
neutrons

Mass 
number

2
1 
H a 1 b

 

37
c 
Cl d e f

g
h 
Tc 43 56 i

137
j 
Cs k l m

n
o 
Ag 47 60 p
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 18. 65
29Cu

 19. 18 neutrons (34 16  18)
 20.  

 21. In the numbers of neutrons
 22.a.  Mass number (total protons and 

neutrons in the nucleus)
b. Atomic number (total protons in 

the nucleus).
c. 112 

 23. a.  20, because the most abundant 
isotope is Ne-20 (90.51% of Ne 
atoms found in nature.)

b. (19.99 g/mol)  (0.9051)  (20.99 
g/mol)  (0.0027)  (21.99 g/mol) 
 (0.0922)  18.09  0.057  2.03 
 20.18 g/mol

What evidence led to  
a modern understand- 
ing of the composition 
of atoms?
Student answers should include: 
• The discovery of X-rays and 
radioactivity caused scientists to 
realize that the atom was made up  
of smaller particles.
• Rutherford’s gold-foil experiment 
led to the conclusion that a small, 
dense, positively charged nucleus 
existed. 
• Scientific models change as a 
result of evidence gathered from 
new experiments.

Symbol
Total 

protons
Total

neutrons
Mass

number
a  1 b  2

c  17 d  17 e  20 f  37
g  99, h  43 i  99
j  55 k  55 l  82 m  137
n  107, o  47 p  107
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608 Unit 6 Atoms: Nuclear Interactions 

Connecting the Concepts
 24.  A local politician proposes to ban all 

radiation in your community. Explain why 
this proposal has little chance of success.

 25.  Why is it possible to receive a suntan 
from ultraviolet radiation but not from radio 
waves?

 26.  How does the gold-foil experiment 
demonstrate the importance of evidence 
regarding events that cannot directly be seen? 

 27.  Describe how the development of atomic 
theory illustrates the way scientific 
discoveries build on previous scientific 
knowledge and experiments.

 28.  In what way is fluorescence different 
from radioactivity?

 29.  In what way is a cathode-ray tube similar 
to a

a. modern X-ray device?

b. plasma lamp?

Extending the Concepts
 30.  Investigate the properties of gold and 

discuss why Rutherford probably selected 
that metal as an alpha-particle target.

 31.  Imagine that Rutherford proposed using 
beta particles rather than alpha particles in 
the gold-foil experiment. What result would 
you predict?

 32.  The neutron was discovered decades after 
the proton and electron were discovered. 
What made the discovering the neutron 
such a challenge?

 33.  Compare earlier models of the atom with 

a. Rutherford’s model.

b. the currently accepted model of the atom.
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Connecting the Concepts
 24. “All radiation” includes the entire 

electromagnetic spectrum. This 
would mean banning radio transmis-
sions, microwave ovens, visible light, 
and infrared heat lamps as well as 
sunlight.

 25. Radio waves are non-ionizing, while 
UV rays can be ionizing. Skin “tans” 
when many skin cells release 
increased quantities of the pigment 
melanin after exposure to UV 
radiation.

 26. Using the gold-foil experiment, 
Rutherford and coworkers concluded 
that the atom has a small, positively 
charged nucleus and that most of the 
volume of an atom is empty space, 
based on indirect evidence about the 
structure of atoms. 

 27. Becquerel’s observations led to 
questions about the nature of atomic 
structure, which led to further 
research by Rutherford and others. 

 28. In fluorescence, particular materials 
emit light when they are struck by 
radiant energy. These materials cease 
to emit light when radiant energy is 
removed. In radioactivity, atomic 
nuclei spontaneously emit particles 
and energy.

 29. a.   Both use a beam of electrons to 
excite some substances.

b. Both use a beam of electrons to 
excite some substances.

Extending the Concepts
 30. Gold is very dense but not a very 

active metal. It is extremely mal-
leable and can be hammered into a 
thin sheet only a few atoms thick.

 31. The kind of scattering Rutherford 
observed would not have occurred 
with beta particles. Beta particles are 
negatively charged (electrons) and 
would not have been repelled by the 
positively charged nucleus. 

 32. The neutron has no electrical charge; 
we cannot observe it interacting with 
electrically charged objects.

33. a.  In Thomson’s “plum pudding” 
model, negatively charged par-
ticles are embedded in a uniformly 
positively charged sphere.

b. The quantum mechanical model 
includes the dense, positively 
charged nucleus of Rutherford  
and depicts electron probability 
clouds. 
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SECTION B  Nuclear Radiation 609

SECTIONB NUCLEAR RADIATION
How do we detect and describe the  
products of nuclear decay?

Of nearly 2000 known isotopes, there are more radioactive (unstable) 
isotopes than nonradioactive (stable) isotopes. Actually, most isotopes 
you encounter are not radioactive. However, naturally occurring radio-
isotopes expose everyone to low levels of radiation. This radiation is 
from radioisotopes in building materials (such as brick and stone) in 
schools and homes (see Figure 6.20); in air, land, and sea; in foods you 
eat; and even within your own body. Because the human senses cannot 
detect nuclear radiation, various devices to detect and measure its 
intensity have been developed.

GOALS

identify factors that determine the extent of damage.

rays and describe the effects of their emission on the 
composition of the nucleus. 

radiation.

Figure 6.20  Bricks  are a 
common source of background 
ionizing radiation.

P1.  In a collection of 500 lithium atoms, would all atoms be  
identical in terms of electrons, neutrons, and protons? If not, 
describe what would be the same and what would be different.

2. a. What is your current definition of background radiation? 
 b.  Do you think it is possible to reduce your exposure to  

background radiation? Why or why not?
3.  As you know, scientists use units to convey quantitative  

 information such as distance (m), volume (L), concentration (mol/L), 
and density (g/mL). If you wanted to quantify the effects of  
ionizing radiation, what units might be useful? Propose one  
or two units of measurement and explain your reasoning.
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Pconcept check 3
1. (Concepts developed in Unit 1, 

Sections B.4 and B.5, and Unit 6, 
Sections A.5–A.9). All atoms within 
the collection of 500 lithium atoms 
have the same number of protons and 
electrons. The number of neutrons 
may vary from atom to atom.

2. (Concept introduced in Section A.1). 
a. The term background radiation is 

defined on page 589. Check to see 
that students are using their own 
words to describe their personal 

understanding here. Students may 
conceptualize it as “baseline” or 
“normal” levels of radiation that are 
present in a given location.

b. Student responses will vary. Some 
students may reason that it is not 
possible to reduce exposure to 
background radiation, as it is 
always present. Other students may 
choose to identify ways to control 
their environment and food sources 
so that exposure to background 
radiation might be minimized.

3. (Looking ahead; answers will be  
based on students’ prior knowledge.) 
Students may propose a unit that 
measures the amount of radiation 
absorbed over a given time and/or 
distance. Students may suggest using 
a derivative unit that combines a unit 
for energy (such as the joule) and a 
unit for time (second) or distance (km).

This section introduces students to the 
nature and properties of three common 
types of nuclear radiation—alpha 
particles, beta particles, and gamma 
rays. It discusses the level of radiation 
considered safe for humans in terms  
of background radiation and exposure 
standards. The text presents some 
consequences of exposure to radiation, 
leading to a discussion of devices that 
detect and measure radiation intensity. 
Laboratory activities provide opportuni-
ties for students to use these devices.

Using the section 
Question
Students investigate types (and proper-
ties) of nuclear radiation and consider 
their personal exposure to ionizing 
radiation in this section. They learn 
about effects of radiation and the process 
of nuclear decay. In the course of their 
investigations, they are introduced to 
several methods of radiation detection. 
By the end of the section, students 
should be able to describe the types of 
nuclear radiation, their effects, and how 
they are detected.

Goals
Goals include identifying sources and 
effects of ionizing radiation and describ-
ing how it is detected and measured; 
understanding the differences among 
types of nuclear radiation; and balancing 
nuclear equations.
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610 Unit 6 Atoms: Nuclear Interactions 

B.1  EXPOSURE TO IONIZING 
RADIATION

gamma radiation. The type and intensity of radiation emitted helps to deter-
mine possible medical and industrial applications of particular radioiso-

health.
Recall that a relatively constant level of radioactivity, called background 

radiation, is always present around and within you. Everyone receives back-
ground radiation at low levels from natural sources and from sources related 
to human activity. You will always experience at least some exposure to ion-

they decay.

products, including polonium (Po-210).

such as potassium-40 and carbon-14.

Advances in science and technology have created additional sources of back-

testing. (Most aboveground testing ended after the signing of the 

(see Figure 6.21).

Figure 6.21  Air travel increases  
human exposure to ionizing radiation.
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b.1 ExposurE to ionizing 
rAdiAtion
Humans are exposed regularly to 
low-level natural background radiation 
due to spontaneous decay of radioactive 
elements from natural sources in the 
environment. Additional exposure 
results from radiation generated from 
human activities, such as medical X-rays 
or industry. The text compares the SI 
units used to measure radiation expo-
sure (gray and sievert) to radiation 
absorbed dose (rad) and its effect on 
living organisms (rem). Although the 
level of background radiation from 
natural and human sources is well 
below the limits set by the U.S. govern-
ment as reasonably safe, it is prudent to 
avoid unnecessary exposure to ionizing 
radiation.

The units to use for measuring 
radiation depend on the quantity or 
effect being measured. The gray, sievert, 
rem, and rad are all mentioned in the 
student text. Both the gray (Gy) and the 
rad (radiation absorbed dose) are 
measures of the quantity of energy 
absorbed per kilogram of tissue. One 
gray equals one joule per kilogram of 
tissue. The gray is named after Louis 
Harold Gray, a student of Ernest Ruther-
ford, who did research on the biological 
effect of neutrons. With colleagues, he 
discovered that damage done by 
neutrons to human systems was a 
function of both dose and dose rate. One 
rad is equal to one-hundredth of a gray.

Both the sievert (Sv) and rem are units 
expressing the extent of tissue damage 
radiation causes. The sievert is named 
for Rolf Sievert, a medical radiation 
physicist who developed a chamber for 
measuring radiation dose. Like Gray, he 
was interested in the biological effects of 
radiation and application of radiation 
therapies in cancer treatment. The rem 
stands for the roentgen equivalent 
man—a nod to another early pioneer in 
nuclear chemistry, Wilhelm Conrad 
Roentgen.

Other units commonly used for 
measuring radiation include the bec-
querel (Bq) and the curie (Ci). The 
becquerel is the SI unit expressing the 
number of decay events per second. The 
curie also expresses the number of decay 
events per second and is more useful 
because it is a larger unit. One curie 
equals 3.7  1010 Bq.
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SECTION B  Nuclear Radiation 611

and nuclear power generation as well as other nuclear technologies.

mining and in making cement, concrete, and drywall.

-
dose. The gray

sample, typically human tissue. An absorbed dose of one gray is defined as 
one joule of energy absorbed per kilogram of body tissue.

living organisms. For example, alpha radiation will cause more harm inter-

The sievert -

to radiation that produces the same detrimental effects as one gray of gamma 
rays represents one sievert
express exposure in sieverts; this unit eases direct comparison across differ-

rad and the 
rem rad (like the gray) expresses the absorbed dose of 
radiation, and the rem
organisms. Both the rad and the rem are one-hundredth of their correspond-

Even though a rem is only one-hundredth as large as a sievert, it is still 
much larger than typical exposures. Normal human exposures are so small 
that doses are expressed in units of millirem (mrem), where 1 mrem = 0.001 
rem. One millirem of any type of radiation produces the same biological 
effects, whether the radiation is composed of alpha particles, beta particles, 
or gamma rays.

Table 6.5

 

Unit Absorbed Dose Ionizing Effects Definition

sievert (Sv) X 1 Sv = radiation exposure that causes  
same effects as 1 Gy of gamma rays

rem X 1 rem = 10–2 Sv

millirem (mrem) X 1 mrem = 10-3 rem = 10–5 Sv

gray (Gy) X 1 Gy = one joule of energy delivered  
to one kilogram of body tissue

rad X 1 rad = 10–2 Gy

Units of Radiation Dosage
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612 Unit 6 Atoms: Nuclear Interactions 

-

Figure 6.22  All living things 
contain some radioactive 
isotopes, including these that 
are located in particular parts 
of the human body.

Figure 6.23 Sources of ionizing radiation in the United States.
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CHEMQUANDARY
rAdiAtion ExposurE 
stAndArds
Individuals who have more rapidly 
dividing cells, such as children and 
pregnant women, are more at risk from a 
given dose of radiation than the general 
population. On the other hand, for 
people needing benefits of radiation 
treatment, higher doses may be worth 
the risks. Also, for practical (including 
economic) reasons, occupationally 
exposed individuals such as medical 
X-ray technicians and scientists han-
dling radioactive pharmaceuticals, 
defense program workers, and civilian 
workers in nuclear power plants are 
allowed to receive higher, though 
apparently still safe, doses.

a Using the Figures
Figure 6.23 As an introduction to 
Making Decisions B.2 (pages 
613–614), invite students to think of 
possible sources of background 
radiation they encounter in their lives
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SECTION B  Nuclear Radiation 613

 MAKING DECISIONS
B.2   YOUR YEARLY IONIZING 

RADIATION DOSE

Could you make decisions that would 

paper, list the numbers and letters of each 
category in the following table. Then fill in 
the blanks on your sheet with appropriate 

-

 

Common Sources of Radiation Your Yearly Dose (mrem)
1. Where You Live

 a. Cosmic Radiation (from outer space)

  Your exposure depends on elevation. These are annual doses.

  sea level 26 mrem 4000–5000 ft 47 mrem

  0–1000 ft 28 mrem 5000–6000 ft 55 mrem

  1000–2000 ft 31 mrem 6000–7000 ft 66 mrem

  2000–3000 ft 35 mrem 7000–8000 ft 79 mrem

  3000–4000 ft 41 mrem 8000–9000 ft 96 mrem  mrem

 b. Terrestrial Radiation (from the ground)

  If you live in a state bordering Gulf or Atlantic coasts 23 mrem

  If you live in AZ, CO, NM, or UT 63 mrem

  If you live anywhere else in continental United States 46 mrem  mrem

 c. House Construction

  If you live in a stone, adobe, brick, or concrete building 7 mrem  mrem

 d. Power Plants

  If you live within 50 miles of a nuclear power plant 0.009 mrem

  If you live within 50 miles of a coal-fired power plant 0.03 mrem  mrem

2. Food, Water, Air

 Internal Radiation (based on average values)

 a. from food (C-14, K-40) and water 

  (radon dissolved in water) 40 mrem

 b. from air (radon) 200 mrem

 40 mrem

 200 mrem

Your Yearly Ionizing Radiation Dose

(Continued on next page)
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MD   b.2 your yEArly 
ionizing rAdiAtion 
dosE

The purpose of this activity is to raise 
student awareness of the sources and 
quantities of radiation in the everyday 
environment. The activity reinforces the 
fact that human senses cannot detect 
ionizing radiation, although emissions 
are constantly present. Using the table 
provided, students estimate their yearly 
radiation dose in mrem, analyze the 
sources, and then consider ways to 
reduce the quantity of their exposure. 
Students also compare their results to 
the U.S. ionizing-radiation limit. 

Encourage students to share this  
table with friends and family members. 
Interesting discussions may follow from 
the realization that exposure to ionizing 
radiation is quite customary and, in fact, 
inevitable. 

A reproducible worksheet is provided 
in the TRM for this activity. You may 
also instruct students to use a separate 
sheet of paper, but in either case remind 
them not to write in their books.

TRM  
 
HANDoUT
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614 Unit 6 Atoms: Nuclear Interactions 

 1.  

 2.  

 3.   

 4.  

 5. a.  

 

Common Sources of Radiation Your Yearly Dose (mrem)

3. How You Live

 Smoking cigarettes (1 pack / day)+ 15 mrem 

 Weapons test fallout* 1 mrem

 Travel by jet aircraft (per hour of flight) 0.5 mrem

 If you have porcelain crowns or false teeth 0.07 mrem

 If you wear a luminous (LCD) wristwatch  0.06 mrem

 If you go through airport security (each time)  0.002 mrem

 If you watch TV*  1 mrem

 If you use a video display (computer screen)* 1 mrem

 If you live in a dwelling with a smoke detector 0.008 mrem

 If you use a gas camping lantern with an old mantle 0.2 mrem

 If you wear a plutonium-powered pacemaker 100 mrem

 mrem

 mrem

 mrem

 mrem

 mrem

 mrem

 mrem

 mrem

 mrem

 mrem

 mrem

4. Medical Uses (radiation dose per procedure)

 X-rays: Extremity (arm, hand, foot, or leg) 1 mrem

  Dental 9 mrem

  Chest 6 mrem

  Pelvis/hip 65 mrem

  Skull/neck 20 mrem

 Barium enema 405 mrem

 Upper GI 245 mrem

 CT scan (head and body) 110 mrem

 Nuclear medicine (e.g., thyroid scan) 14 mrem

 mrem

 mrem

 mrem

 mrem

 mrem

 mrem

 mrem

 mrem

 mrem

  Your Estimated Yearly Radiation Dose  mrem

Your Yearly Ionizing Radiation Dose
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Answers
1. Answers will vary. Students living in 

Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, or 
Utah may wonder what accounts for 
the 63 mrem they have to add to their 
yearly dose. 

2. a.  Answers will vary. Most should be 
below the U.S. limit of 500 mrem 
yearly.

b. Individual answers are expected 
here, comparing values with the 
standard 360 mrem/y.

3. This is an effective way to monitor 
one’s yearly exposure to radiation. 
(You may choose to discuss with 
students the advisability of asking 
about the necessity of each medical 
and dental X-ray and ensuring that 
technicians use shielding for body 
parts not being X-rayed.)

4. Students should note whether their 
geographic location tends to increase 
or decrease their annual ionizing-
radiation dose compared to living 
somewhere else. Students living along 
the Gulf or Atlantic coasts should 
note their decreased yearly dose (com-
pared to most places in the U.S.), and 
students living at high altitude or in 
Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, or 
Utah should note their increased 
yearly dose. 

5. a.  Answers may include flying less 
often, moving to lower elevations, 
switching to a wood-constructed 
home, or refraining from watching 
TV or using a computer.

b. Answers will vary. In many cases, 
students would not make these 
changes because the activity may be 
necessary or the changes will alter 
their lifestyles. Students may also 
indicate they would not make 
changes because they will not 
necessarily result in a substantially 
lower annual radiation dose.
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SECTION B  Nuclear Radiation 615

B.3  IONIZING RADIATION—HOW 
MUCH IS SAFE?

-

can repair the damage. As the dose received increases, the total number of 
molecules affected by the radiation also increases. Generally, the damage to 
proteins and nucleic acids is of greatest concern because of their role in 
body structures and functions. Proteins form much of the body’s soft tissue 

within a small region, too few functioning molecules may remain to enable 
the body to heal itself in a reasonable time (see Figure 6.24).

 
damage causes mutations -
tions may result in the production of altered proteins and often kill the cell 

birth defects in offspring. Some mutations can lead to cancer, a disease in 

to replace the damaged ones, and the organism or person dies. 

Figure 6.24  Mutations are caused by damage to DNA, which can result from exposure to 
radiation. Compare the normal blood cells (left) to blood cells that are deformed (right) as 
a result of a mutation.
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b.3 ionizing rAdiAtion—
HoW mucH is sAfE?
The damage ionizing radiation does to 
human tissue depends on the quantity  
of radiation received and the energy 
associated with that radiation. The 
biological effects of large doses of 
ionizing radiation include changes to 
DNA, which may result in birth defects, 
cancer, and other diseases. One problem 
associated with assessing radiation 
damage is that low-level radiation does 
not produce unique effects that are easy 
to distinguish from the results of other 
injuries or illnesses. Also, it often takes 
years for symptoms to appear.

TRM  
 
READING GUIDE
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616 Unit 6 Atoms: Nuclear Interactions 

Table 6.6 lists factors determining the extent of biological damage from 
 

they are reported in rems, not millirems.

-
clusive evidence that such doses produce increased cancer rates has been 
gathered from uranium miners and nuclear-accident victims. Some of the 

 

Factor Effect

Dose Most scientists assume that an increase in radiation 
dose produces a proportional increase in risk.

Exposure 
time

The more a given dose is spread out over time, the less 
harm it does.

Area 
exposed

The larger the body area exposed to a given radiation 
dose, the greater the damage.

Tissue  
type

Rapidly dividing cells, such as blood cells and sex cells, 
are more susceptible to radiation damage than are 
slowly dividing or non-dividing cells, such as nerve 
cells. Fetuses and children are more susceptible to 
radiation damage than are adults.

Biological Damage from Radiation

Table 6.6  These four factors determine the actual effects of particular  
ionizing-radiation exposure.

Dose (rem) Effect

0–25 No immediate observable effects.

25–50 Small decreases in white blood cell count, 
causing lowered resistance to infections.

50–100 Marked decrease in white blood cell count. 
Development of lesions.

100–200 Radiation sickness—nausea, vomiting, hair loss. 
Blood cells die.

200–300 Hemorrhaging, ulcers, death.

300–500 Acute radiation sickness. 50% of those exposed 
die within a few weeks.

>700 100% die.

Ionizing-Radiation Effects

Table 6.7  You can see how the consequences of radiation exposure change 
as dose increases.
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SECTION B  Nuclear Radiation 617

among workers who used radium compounds to paint numbers 

workers used their tongues to smooth the tips of their paint-
brushes, and unknowingly swallowed small amounts of radio-
active compounds. Later, these workers began to lose hair and 

Leukemia, a rapidly developing cancer of white blood cells, is 

radiation. Exposure also promotes other forms of cancer, anemia, 

Considerable controversy continues regarding whether very 
-

ground sources, can cause cancer. Most of the data on cancer 
incidence have been based on human exposure to high doses of 
radiation. These data are extrapolated to much lower doses. Few 
studies have directly linked low radiation doses with cancer 
development. Most scientists agree that typical background lev-

-
ties argue that any increase above normal background levels 
increases the probability of developing cancer.

 INVESTIGATING MATTER
B.4  ALPHA, BETA, AND GAMMA 

RADIATION
Preparing to Investigate

-
 

origin and effects on people. This investigation will allow you to learn more 

and gamma radiation.

measured).

the same devices used to measure background radiation.

particles are positively charged, beta particles are negatively 
charged, and gamma rays have no electrical charge. 

Figure 6.25  These women, working in  
a factory in Orange, New Jersey, in the  
mid-1920s, painted radioactive radium  
onto watch dials so the watches could be 
read in the dark. Their exposure to ionizing 
radiation from radium often resulted in  
illness. Modern glow-in-the-dark watches  
do not contain radium.
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IM   b.4 AlpHA, bEtA, And 
gAmmA rAdiAtion

This investigation acquaints students 
with characteristics of three types of 
emissions from radioactive materials. In 
Part 1, students compare the penetrating 
abilities of alpha, beta, and gamma 
radiation. In Part 2, they determine the 
effect of distance on radiation intensity, 
and in Part 3 they compare the radiation- 
shielding effects of lead and glass. As they 
account for background radiation in their 
observations, remind students of a fact 
introduced in Making Decisions B.2— 
their everyday environments contain 
natural radiation.

Time 50–90 min
materials (for 12 student pairs)

12 Geiger-Müller counters (or 
equivalent)

12 alpha, beta, gamma radiation 
source sets

12 meter sticks
12 lead plates (5 cm  5 cm  0.1 cm)
24 glass plates (5 cm  5 cm  0.3 cm)
12 pieces of cardboard (5 cm  5 cm  

 0.1 cm)
vernier calipers (optional) for 

measuring the exact thickness of 
plates

12 sheets of graph paper
12 forceps or crucible tongs (for 

handling isotopes)
24 pairs disposable safety gloves

TRM  
 
LAB HANDoUT

a

 Using the Figures
Figure 6.25 Ask students if they 
know of comparable situations in 
which health issues are now linked to 
activities once thought to be safe. 
Some examples involve cigarettes, 
lead-based paints, leaded gasoline, 
asbestos insulation, and thalidomide. 
Encourage students to discuss how 
such situations may be prevented in 
the future and what factors make 
them difficult to prevent. Emphasize 
the task of a science-literate citizenry 
to monitor and participate in 
situations where science and public 
health intersect. 
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618 Unit 6 Atoms: Nuclear Interactions 

will cause more harm internally to living organisms than will the same  
. . . penetrate deeply into human 

can penetrate skin or cause internal harm. After reading about doses and effects, 
perhaps you wonder how distance from a radiation source affects the dose you 

that with proper handling, the radioactive materials in this investigation pose no 
danger to you. Nuclear materials are strictly regulated by state and federal laws. 

radiation counter to come in direct contact with the radioactive material. Check 
your hands with a radiation monitor before you leave the laboratory.

Asking Questions
Read through Gathering Evidence

Gathering Evidence
Part I: Comparing the Penetrating Ability of Ionizing Radiation

 1.  Before you begin, put on your goggles, and wear them properly 
throughout the investigation.

 2.  Set up the apparatus shown in 
Figure 6.26. There should be 
space between the source and 
the detector for several sheets 
of glass or metal.

 3.  Turn on the counter. Allow it 

background radiation by 
counting the clicks for 1 min 
without any radioactive 
sources present. Record this 
background radiation value in 
counts per minute (cpm) in your data table.

 4.  
the ruler at a point where it produces a nearly full-scale reading. 
Record the distance between the source and the detector. 

Figure 6.26  You will need to determine 
the level of radiation detected in the  
absence of shielding.

Radiation 
counter     

Sealed source
at point where 
meter reading is 
almost full scale

Detector 
tube
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safety
Students should always wear protective 
goggles, aprons, and gloves when 
handling radioactive materials through-
out this investigation. 

Be sure that students use tongs to 
handle radioactive materials.

Students should not bring food into 
the lab while working with radioactive 
materials (or at any other time). Food 
can be easily contaminated during 
handling and result in accidental 
ingestion of radioactive materials.

Collect all materials used in the 
investigation in an appropriate storage 
container and check for radiation before 
disposal.

Check students’ hands with a radia-
tion monitor before students leave the 
laboratory. If the monitor reading is 
high, students should carefully wash 
their hands again.

Lab Tips
• Only a few detectors are sensitive to 
all three types of ionizing radiation. 
Alpha radiation is commonly the 
hardest to detect. Thus, depending on 
available equipment, you may have  
difficulty demonstrating alpha-particle 
detection. If equipment is in short 
supply, you may demonstrate this 
procedure. This activity addresses 
several important concepts, so students 
should at least observe a demonstration.
(Note: The American Nuclear Society 
conducts a special program to distribute 
working Geiger-Müller counters to 
schools. Visit http://www.ans.org/pi/
edu/teachers/workshops/ for more 
information. Your school’s physics 
department or local college or university 
physics department may also have 
Geiger counters available to lend.)
• Check the background radiation level 
before students begin the investigation.
• Adjust laboratory procedures to the 
apparatus. Not all detectors will mea-
sure all forms of radiation. 
• Since the radioactive sources used 
will probably be weak, the total time 
needed may have to be extended from 
30 seconds to a few minutes. 
• Cover lab tables with butcher paper  
for these nuclear investigations.
• Radioactive sources sealed in plastic 
discs are available from most commer-
cial school-science suppliers.
• The use of gloves in this investigation 
is not only to shield students from 
radiation but also to protect the sample 
from contamination. With sealed 
commercial sources, there is little risk  
of this type of contamination.
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SECTION B  Nuclear Radiation 619

 5.  
number of counts per minute detected over 
this period. Record this approximate value. 
Subtract the background reading from that 
value and record the corrected results.

 6.   
a piece of cardboard (or an index card) 
between the detector and the source, as 

 7.   
typical reading. Then correct the reading  
for background radiation and record the 
corrected result in your data table. 

 8.   
cardboard with a glass or plastic sheet.

 9.  

 10.  Repeat Steps 4 through 9, using a beta-particle source.

 11.  Repeat Steps 4 through 9, using an alpha-particle source.

Part II: Effect of Distance on Intensity

You will design your own procedure to investigate this relationship.

 12.  
and intensity. For instance, do you expect doubling the distance to 

 13.  
different distances you should test and what data you will need to 

approval before proceeding.

 14.  Carry out your investigation. Be sure to record all relevant data.

Part III: Further Investigations
 15.  

an additional investigation of your own design. 

 16.  Note the materials available to conduct this investigation.

 17.  

that you will investigate.

 18.  Propose and write down a detailed procedure for your investigation. 

 19.  
then conduct your investigation. Be sure to record all relevant data.

Sealed source
at point where 
meter reading is 
almost full scale

Detector 
tube

Shield

Figure 6.27  What materials are penetrated by gamma rays, 
beta particles, and  alpha particles?

619

• If possible, it is better to count clicks 
rather than just recording an average 
meter reading. 
• If students’ readings vary greatly, 
instruct them to take additional readings.
• Take great care to ensure that the 
radioactive materials you and your 
students handle present no dangers.
• Be sure that no extraneous radioactive 
materials come in contact with your 
radiation counter. The counter can 
become contaminated with radiation 
and record higher-than-normal back-
ground readings.
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620 Unit 6 Atoms: Nuclear Interactions 

Analyzing Evidence 
 1.   

the y-axis and distances from the source to the detector (in cm)  
on the x-axis.

Interpreting Evidence 
 1.  

 2.  

a.  By what factor did the intensity of radiation (measured in counts 

Explain.

c.  State the mathematical relationship between distance and 
intensity.

 3.  

a.  Based on your investigations, which type of radiation is more 
likely to penetrate internal organs if the source of radiation is 

damage to internal organs. 

Making Claims 
 4.  Of the shielding materials tested, which do you conclude is the 

 5.  Based on your observations, what properties of a material appear to 

 6.  
illustrate the relationship between distance from a radiation source 
and its intensity.

interpret this diagram.

 7.  

investigation.
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Analyzing Evidence
1. Student graphs should be similar to 

the graph below and show an inverse 
square relationship (as discussed in 
Interpreting Evidence Question 2). 

Interpreting Evidence
1. alpha < beta < gamma. Students 

should cite data supporting their 
conclusions.

2. a.  Intensity decreased by a factor of 
four.

b. Yes. At four times the original 
distance, intensity is approximately 
one-sixteenth of the original 
intensity, or one-fourth of the 
doubled-distance intensity.

c. The intensity varies inversely with 
the square of the distance (I  k/d2).

3. a.  Gamma radiation is most likely to 
penetrate. Alpha is blocked by 
paper, and beta by thick plastic, 
which would imply that body 
tissue would stop alpha and beta. 

b. The alpha particles would have to 
be in direct contact with living 
tissue to damage the organ.

Making Claims
4. a.  Lead is most effective. It reduced 

the levels of all three types of 
radiation.

b. Cardboard is least effective. It can 
only reduce alpha (the least 
penetrating) radiation.

5. Density and thickness
6. a.  Students should note that their data 

are consistent with the figure.
b. The intensity of radiation decreases 

by the inverse square law. As the 
distance doubles, the intensity 
decreases by 1⁄4.

c. The area of the green box would be 
64 cm2.

7. a.  Questions vary but should be 
testable and match the variables 
students investigated.

b. Students should identify the 
variable they changed (indepen-
dent), the variable they measured 
(dependent), and how they con-
trolled the remaining variables.

c. The claims or conclusions should 
match student results and be 
supported by cited observations  
or data.

Reflecting on the Investigation
8. a.  Lead 

b. Lead is very dense and can stop 
high-energy radiation such as 
gamma rays and X-rays.

9. Answers will vary widely. An 
example might be: “How does the 
distance between the source and the 
shield change the amount of radiation 
that penetrates the shield?”

Post-Lab Discussion
Ask students to share the conclusions 
based upon their collected data for each 
part of the investigation. Focus class 
discussion on trends in the data and 
inferred characteristics of each type of 
ionizing radiation.

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 6001     New Fig.: 6BUN01
First Pass: 2012-01-04
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SECTION B  Nuclear Radiation 621

c. State your conclusions or claims. Support these conclusions or 
claims using data or observations from your investigation.

Reflecting on the Investigation
 8.   

(Figure 6.29).

 9.  

You have found, through this investigation, that the three kinds of nuclear 
radiation differ greatly in their penetrating ability. You may wonder whether 
penetrating ability has any relationship to the structure of these nuclear emis-

beta, and gamma radiation. 

B.5  NATURAL RADIOACTIVE DECAY

composition to the nucleus of a helium-4 atom. Since alpha particles have no 
electrons, they have a double-positive electrical charge and are often symbol-

4
2 

He2+. Alpha radiation (also called 
alpha emission) is released by many radioisotopes of elements with atomic 

alpha particles are easy to stop when they are outside the body. Once inside 
the body, however, the electrical charge and energy of alpha particles can 
cause great damage to tissues. This damage occurs over very short distances 

Figure 6.28  

Figure 6.29  What type of 
body shielding is used as this 
dental X-ray is obtained?
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b.5 nAturAl rAdioActivE 
dEcAy
The text further explains characteristics 
of alpha, beta, and gamma decay. 
Remind students that radioactive  
decay occurs because the nuclei of  
some isotopes are unstable. These nuclei 
attain stability by undergoing radioac-
tive decay. Radioactive decay—in which 
one element is converted into another—
is also called nuclear transmutation. 
Students may need help remembering 
the events associated with each type  
of decay. Encourage students to use 
Table 6.8 (page 623) when they have to 
predict the results of a particular nuclear 
disintegration reaction.

The text introduces the concept of 
balanced nuclear equations. In Unit 1, 
students learned that mass is conserved 
in chemical reactions. Emphasize that 
both atomic and mass numbers are 
conserved in nuclear reactions, but the 
identity of elements may change. After 
working through examples of nuclear 
equations, draw attention to Figure 6.33 
(page 624), which summarizes the 
uranium-238 radioactive decay series.
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622 Unit 6 Atoms: Nuclear Interactions 

Because alpha particles are very powerful tissue-damaging agents once 
inside the body, alpha emitters in air, food, or water are particularly danger-
ous to human life. Fortunately, outside the body, alpha particles are easy to 

within a few centimeters by air.

-

its mass number drops by 4. The net result is the formation of radon-222. The 

 
226

 
Ra  4

2 
He  222

 
Rn

 Radium-226 Alpha particle Radon-222

atoms are not necessarily conserved in nuclear 
reactions, as they are in chemical reactions. Atoms 
of different elements can appear on both sides of a 

numbers, however, are

-
ucts (226 = 4  222). Also, the atomic number of 

all nuclear reactions.
Beta particles are fast-moving electrons emitted 

from a nucleus. Because they are so much lighter 
than alpha particles and travel at very high veloci-
ties, beta particles have much greater penetrating 
ability than do alpha particles. On the other hand, 
beta particles are not as damaging to living tissue.

beta decay, a neutron in a nucleus decays 
to a proton and an electron. The proton remains in 
the nucleus, but the electron is ejected. The electron 
emitted from the nucleus is a beta particle. The  

1
0 

n        1
1 

p        0
–1 

e

 Neutron Proton Beta particle  
   (electron)

 
 

of –1. The net nuclear change due to beta emission is that a neutron is  
converted to a proton.

β

Figure 6.30  Alpha-particle 
emission by radium-226. 
After emission, its mass  
number decreases by four  
(2 p + 2 n) and its atomic 
number decreases by  
two (2 p).

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 5E
Perm Fig.: 6041     New Fig.: 06-33
File Name: CC_06-33
PUAC: 2005-08-23

4He2

226Ra  88

222Rn  86

Figure 6.31  Radium’s 
name comes from the fact 
that small amounts of  
radium compounds, such as 
that on this antique watch 
face, emit enough radiation 
to glow in the dark. (See 
Figure 6.25, page 617.)
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Students may be curious about other 
types of radioactive decay. Proton 
emission decreases the mass and atomic 
numbers by one and is accompanied by 
transmutation of an element. This type 
of decay is rare and typically only 
occurs in neutron-deficient nuclei. 
Neutron emissions, also rare, occur 
when an atom contains excess neutrons 
and a neutron is ejected from the 
nucleus. This type of emission decreases 
the mass number of each atom by one 
and does not result in a transmutation. 
The result is a new isotope of the 
element.

Make sure students understand that 
while gamma rays are the most pene- 
trating, the relatively massive alpha 
particles have impact over a greater area.

Given that radioactive decay is a 
dynamic process imperceptible to the 
human eye, computer and film simula-
tions can enhance student understand-
ing. For instance, see the animations at 
http://www.eas.asu.edu/~holbert/
eee460/eee460.html and http://isotopes.
lbl.gov/education/glossary/glossaryf.
htm.
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SECTION B  Nuclear Radiation 623

The nucleus loses one neutron and gains one proton. The mass number 

210

 
Pb        210

 
Bi        0

–1 
e

 Lead-210 Bismuth-210 Beta particle 
   (electron)

Once again, the sum of all mass numbers remains the same in this nuclear 
reaction (210 on each side), and the sum of atomic numbers (the nuclear 

Alpha and beta decay often leave nuclei in an energetically excited state. 
This type of excited state is described as metastable and is designated by the 
symbol m. For example, the symbol 99mTc represents a technetium isotope in 
a metastable or excited state. Energy from isotopes in such excited states is 

nor charge, their release does not change the mass balance or charge balance 

natural radioactive decay.

New isotopes produced by radioactive decay may also be radioactive, and 
therefore undergo further nuclear decay. Such a succession of decays 
is called a decay series
and thorium (Th) are parents (reactants) in three nat-

formation of a stable isotope of lead (Pb). The 

Table 6.8  
Summary of the 
results of alpha, 
beta, and gamma 
radioactive decay.

Figure 6.32  Uranium ore contains U-238 and U-235  
isotopes, each of which participates in a decay series,  
producing several generations of radioactive decay products.

 

Decay Type Symbol
Change in  

Atomic Number
Change in  

Total Neutrons
Change in Mass 

Number

Alpha 4
2He, Decreased by 2 Decreased by 2 Decreased by 4

Beta 0
–1e, Increased by 1 Decreased by 1 No change

Gamma No change No change No change

Changes Resulting from Nuclear Decay
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624 Unit 6 Atoms: Nuclear Interactions 

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
B.6  NUCLEAR BALANCING ACT

 
 

Figure 6.33  The uranium-238 decay 
series. Diagonal arrows show alpha decay. 
Horizontal arrows show beta decay. Here 
is how to interpret this chart: Locate  
radon-222 (Rn-222). The arrow pointing 
left shows that this isotope decays to  
polonium-218 by alpha ( ) emission.  
This nuclear equation applies:
222

86Rn  218
84Po  4

2He

Sample Problem: Cobalt-60 is one source of ionizing radiation 
for medical therapy. Complete this equation for the beta decay of 
cobalt-60:

60

 
Co    0

–1 
e    ?

Beta emission causes no change in mass number. Therefore, the 
new isotope will also have a mass number of 60. Thus, the 
unknown product can be written as 60?. Because the atomic number 
increases by one during beta emission, the new isotope will have 

60

 
Co    0

–1 
e    60

 
Ni
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DS   b.6 nuclEAr 
bAlAncing Act

This activity gives students practice in 
balancing nuclear equations. Explain that 
during beta decay, a neutron is trans-
formed into a proton and an electron. 
Because the new proton remains in the 
nucleus, the atomic number increases by 
one, even as the mass number remains 
the same. The mass number remains 
constant because the number of neutrons 
decreases by one and the number of 
protons increases by one. The conse-
quence is formation of a different 
element. You may choose to work 
through several sample problems  
to model the process of balancing  
nuclear equations and ensure students’ 
understanding.

TRM  
 
EXTRA PRACTICE
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SECTION B  Nuclear Radiation 625

 1. 
each reaction.

a. The following decay process illustrates how archaeologists date 
the remains of ancient biological materials. Living organisms take 
in carbon-14 and maintain a relatively constant amount of it over 
their lifetimes. After death, no more carbon-14 is taken in, so the 

14
6 
C    14

 
N  

b. The following decay process takes place in some types of 

241

 
Am    

 
Np  

  2.  
responsible for much of the thermal energy generated inside Earth. 

A, B, C, D, and E. Each code letter 
represents a particular isotope or a type of radioactive emission. For 

radiation to form A A

a. 90 
Th  4

2 
He  A

b. 
 
Ra  0

–1 
e  B

c. 
 
Ac  C  90 

Th

d. D  4
2 
He  224

 
Ra

e. 224

 
Ra  E  220

 
Rn

  

P1.  Is it likely that a gamma ray—and nothing else—would be  
emitted from a nucleus? Explain.

2.  How is writing nuclear equations different from writing chemical 
equations?

3.  Radon is a noble gas, which means it is chemically unreactive. 
However, there is great concern over high levels of radon in 
homes. Why?

625
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Pconcept check 4
1. (Concepts developed in Sections A.3, 

B.5, and B.6.) It is unlikely that a 
gamma ray—and nothing else—would 
be emitted from a nucleus. Gamma 
rays are emitted from an atom in an 
excited state. Excited-state atoms are 
typically the result of alpha and beta 
decay.

2. (Concept developed in Sections B.5 
and B.6). In writing nuclear equations, 
atoms are not necessarily conserved 
as they are in chemical equations. 
Atoms of different elements can 
appear on both sides of a nuclear 
equation. Total mass numbers and 
atomic numbers are conserved in 
nuclear equations.

3. (Looking ahead; answers will be based 
on students’ prior knowledge.) 
Students may reason that while radon 
may be chemically unreactive, it may 
be radioactive and undergo nuclear 
decay. This question is meant to 
activate student thinking before 
exploring this concept in Section B.7.

Answers
1. a. 0

1e 
b. 4

2He or 4
2

2. a. 228
88Ra

b. 228
89Ac

c. 0
1e 

d. 228
90Th

e. 4
2He or 4

2
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626 Unit 6 Atoms: Nuclear Interactions 

B.7  RADON
The gaseous element radon, which is the most massive of the noble gases, 

-

building materials. (You can locate this radioactive decay product as Rn-222 
-

out the environment in many ways. Some radon produced in soil dissolves 
 

can dilute the radon gas. However, to conserve energy, newer houses are built 

concentrations may reach higher levels in newer homes. Remedies for high 
radon levels in houses include increasing ventilation and sealing cracks in 

The most serious danger of radon gas results from reactions that occur 
after it is inhaled. Radon decays to produce, in succession, radioactive  

inhaled, it enters the body and is transformed, through radioactive decay, 

Figure 6.34  Radon gas is naturally released from some soils containing radioisotopes. 
Radon gas (red arrows) can enter a house by many paths.

Figure 6.35  Radon’s 
high density and the fact 
that it enters a residence 
through foundation cracks 
means this radioactive  
gas can be removed by 
installing a venting system 
that withdraws air from  
the basement.
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b.7 rAdon
Radon has been classified by many 
national and international health 
organizations as a human carcinogen. 
The radon issue is worth exploring with 
students for these reasons: 
• It is a present-day problem.
• It is a case where nature is the source 
of the pollution, not humans.
• It illustrates how solving one problem 
(high home-energy bills) can sometimes 
create a new one.
• It provides a useful context for 
discussing risk-benefit analysis and the 
concept of comparative risks.

There are two types of radon-sampling 
techniques. Passive radon-testing de- 
vices do not need electricity to function. 
In most passive devices, the testing 
occurs over a finite period and the 
device (or a part of it) must be sent to a 
laboratory for analysis and calculation  
of radon levels. The most common types  
of passive radon-testing devices include 
charcoal canisters, charcoal liquid 
scintillation devices, and alpha-track 
detectors. In the charcoal-based devices, 
the radon and its decay products are 
adsorbed onto the charcoal surface. In 
the laboratory, technicians determine 
the quantity of radioactive material 
adsorbed onto the charcoal surface and 
use it to calculate radon levels. In 
alpha-track detectors, a plastic film is 
marked by alpha particles that strike it. 
The number of sites where contact is 
made is counted in the laboratory and 
indicates the level of radioactive 
material.

a Using the Figures
Figures 6.34 and 6.35 Depend-
ing on your geographical region, 
radon may be a common concern—
particularly in home buying. Ask 
students to share any experiences 
they have had in dealing with radon. 
Encourage them to ask their parents 
if their basement was ever checked 
for radon. If radon is detected, 
homeowners can install a mitigation 
system in which strategically placed 
pipes and fans vent radon from the 
basement out through the roof.
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SECTION B  Nuclear Radiation 627

into these toxic heavy-metal ions, which cannot be exhaled as gases. These 
radioactive heavy-metal ions also emit potentially damaging alpha particles 
within the body.

-

indoor radon gas. These figures, although sobering, should be kept in per-

to cigarette smoking.

Figure 6.36  Map highlighting U.S. areas by county that have experienced radon problems.

Zone 1 Predicted average indoor radon screening
level > 4 pCi/L (picocuries per liter)(red zone)

Zone 2 Predicted average indoor radon screening
level 2-4 pCi/L (orange zone)

Zone 3 Predicted average indoor radon screening
level < 2 pCi/L (yellow zone)

EPA Map of Radon Zones

Legend

Guam

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6E
Perm Fig.: 6055     New Fig.: 6-36
First Pass: 2010-09-23
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Active radon sampling devices require 
power to function. They can continu-
ously detect and immediately record 
radon and the products of its radioactive 
decay. This type of device  
is more expensive.

Several Web sites offer information 
about radon, its chemistry, associated 
health risks, and how these risks can be 
reduced. These include: www.epa.gov/
radon, www.radon.com, http://www 
.cancer.gov/cancertopics/factsheet/Risk/
radon.
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628 Unit 6 Atoms: Nuclear Interactions 

B.8  NUCLEAR RADIATION DETECTORS
The only way to detect radioactive decay is to observe the results of nuclear 

visible and/or electronically detectable changes in matter enable a technician 
to determine when such radiation is present. 

Geiger–Müller Tubes and Counters
An early device for detecting radioactivity still used today is the Geiger–

-

counters register these signals as both audible clicks and meter readings. 
The intensity of the radiation is indicated by the number of electronic sig-
nals or counts detected per minute (cpm). 

Film Badges
You learned earlier in this unit that emissions from radioactive materials 

badges or other detection devices to monitor their exposure. Film badges are 

Figure 6.38  As ionizing radiation passes 
into a Geiger–Müller detector tube, ions  
form in the gas inside. Positive ions are  
attracted to the tube’s negatively charged  
outer wall, while negative ions are attracted 
to the positively charged center. These  
electrically charged particle movements  
constitute a pulse of electrical current.  
Each pulse is detected and counted.

Figure 6.37  Using a 
Geiger–Müller counter to 
measure radiation dose.

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 5E
Perm Fig.: 6036     New Fig.: 06-28
File Name: CC_06-28
PUAC: 2005-08-23

Path of
ionizing
radiation
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b.8 nuclEAr rAdiAtion 
dEtEctors
The text describes ionization, scintilla-
tion, and solid-state radiation detectors. 
A Geiger-Müller counter is an ionization 
counter that can detect alpha, beta, and 
gamma radiation. Scintillation counters 
emit light when radiation strikes them, 
and a photomultiplier tube counts these 
flashes of light. Solid-state detectors 
monitor changes in movement of 
electrons when they are exposed to 
ionizing radiation and then count them 
electronically. In both cloud and bubble 
chambers, ionizing radiation makes 
visible paths. In a cloud chamber, the 
passing of ionizing radiation results in  
a trail of condensed vapor, while in a 
bubble chamber, the ionizing radiation 
delivers just enough energy to boil a 
cooled liquid. 
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SECTION B  Nuclear Radiation 629

Scintillation Counters
Another detection approach involves devices called scintillation counters 
that contain solid substances whose atoms emit light when they are excited 

are detected electronically. The scintillation counter probe pictured in Fig-

radiation strikes it.

Solid-State Detectors
solid-state detectors monitor changes in the movement 

of electrons through silicon-based semiconductors as they are exposed to 

Cloud Chambers

about this detection method in the following investigation.

Figure 6.39  A scintillation counter probe (left). Ionizing radiation causes flashes of light 
(scintillations) in the detector (NaI crystal). Each light flash is converted to an electron pulse 
that is increased many times as it moves through the photomultiplier tube (see close-up  
on right).

Intensified
electron beam

Electron path

Photocathode

Light flashes

Window

Photomultiplier
tube

Phosphor (Nal)
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630 Unit 6 Atoms: Nuclear Interactions 

 INVESTIGATING MATTER
B.9  CLOUD CHAMBERS

Preparing to Investigate
A cloud chamber is a container filled with air saturated with water or another 

-
tive source is placed near a cloud chamber filled with supersaturated air, the 

along each passing radioactive emission, thus revealing the path of the par-
ticle or ray. Figure 6.40 is an image of particle tracks under such conditions. 

The cloud chamber you will use consists of a small plastic container and 
a felt band moistened with 2-propanol (isopropyl alcohol). The alcohol 
evaporates faster than water, so it saturates the enclosed air more readily. 
You will chill the cloud chamber with dry ice to promote supersaturation 
and cloud formation (Figure 6.41).

Figure 6.40  A cloud chamber, showing many particle trails created by  
ionizing radiation. The radioactive source is located on the left side.
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IM   
b.9 cloud cHAmbErs

In this investigation, students construct 
a simple device for indirectly observing 
ionizing radiation. The objective is to 
use a simple chamber supersaturated 
with 2-propanol (isopropyl alcohol) 
vapor and observe condensation trails 
left by ionizing radiation emitted by  
the source. 

Time 45 min
materials (for 12 student pairs)

12 cloud-chamber kits (see Advance 
Preparation)

100 mL 2-propanol
1 lb dry ice (thin slabs)
6–12 high-intensity light sources  

(20 W or greater)
12 dispenser (squeeze) bottles for 

2-propanol
24 pairs disposable safety gloves
12 forceps

safety
Students should wear protective goggles, 
gloves, and aprons throughout the 
investigation. Students should wash 
their hands thoroughly before leaving 
the lab. Dry ice can cause severe burns. 
Never handle with bare hands (or thin 
gloves). Students should not handle dry 
ice. Use forceps to handle radioactive 
source.

Advance Preparation
You will need to obtain cloud chambers 
and dry ice. Cloud-chamber kits, 
including the radiation source, may  
be purchased from science supply 
companies. Dry ice can sometimes be 
purchased from ice cream stores or 
supermarkets. Check the Yellow Pages  
to find a local source. 

Place the radioactive source in the 
cloud chamber with forceps. Use thick 
gloves and/or tongs to handle dry ice 
and do not allow students to handle  
dry ice.

Lab Tips
• Students need only to dampen the  
felt band and base disk with alcohol, 
avoiding direct contact with the radia-
tion source. Place the lid on the chamber 
and warm it with your hands before 
placing it on dry ice. 
• Students may have to adjust the height 
of the radioactive source inside the 
chamber to obtain a good result. If 
available, a small piece of old lantern 
mantle (newer ones do not work) can be 
used as a radioactive source. 
• The dry ice should be crushed unless 
you have a smooth block. Obtain good 
contact between the dry ice and the 
bottom of the cloud chamber. 

• The light source should be directed 
obliquely rather than straight down.
• Practice is necessary to ensure success 
with this investigation. Rubbing the 
outside of the chamber with a silk cloth 
to promote a charged atmosphere may 
help.
• See the TRM for a video sequence of a 
cloud chamber in action.

TRM  
 
LAB HANDoUT
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INVESTIGATING MATTER
B.9  CLOUD CHAMBERS

Preparing to Investigate
A cloud chamber is a container filled with air saturated with water or another 

-
tive source is placed near a cloud chamber filled with supersaturated air, the 

along each passing radioactive emission, thus revealing the path of the par-
ticle or ray. Figure 6.40 is an image of particle tracks under such conditions. 

Gathering Evidence
1. Before you begin, put on your goggles, and wear them properly

throughout the investigation.

2. Fully moisten the felt band inside the cloud chamber with
2-propanol. Also place dark paper on the chamber bottom and

3.
the chamber.

4. To cool the chamber, place it on a flat surface of dry ice, ensuring that
the chamber remains level.

5.

6. Your teacher will adjust the room lighting. Focus a light source at an

light through the side of the chamber.

7. Observe the air inside the chamber near the radioactive source.
Record your observations.

Interpreting Evidence 
1. How would you describe your observations to someone who had

2.

3.

Reflecting on the Investigation 
4.

5.
Explain.

Figure 6.41  
Cloud-chamber 
setup. Note the 
positions of the  
radiation source, 
dry ice, and  
flashlight.
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Interpreting Evidence
1. The trails look like jet contrails. Some 

of the paths are short, fat, and fade 
quickly, while others are thin and 
twisty.

2. The length, direction, and intensity 
will differ. Some random paths do not 
seem to come from the radioactive 
source.

3. Alpha particles, owing to their large 
mass and size and relatively slow 
speed.

Reflecting on the Investigation
4. It reduces the temperature of the  

gases inside the closed chamber. This 
allows vaporized alcohol to super-
saturate the air. The supersaturated 
gaseous mixture will condense to a 
liquid with the slightest disturbance, 
such as ions speeding through the 
chamber.

5. No, only ionizing radiation has 
enough energy to create ions.

Post-Lab Discussion
Discuss conditions that support the 
direct observation of ion vapor trails 
(supersaturation) and the historical use 
of cloud chambers. See http://www- 
outreach.phy.cam.ac.uk/camphy/
cloudchamber/cloudchamber_index.htm 
or http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cloud_
chamber for more information. 
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 MAKING DECISIONS
B.10   ENSURING PUBLIC SAFETY

group of classmates, discuss the appropriateness of each of the following 
-

posal, identify statements in the CANE flyer that might encourage public 
groups to make such a proposal.

 1.  Because all radiation is bad, government regulators should ban 
exposure to all forms of radiation.

 2.  
(alpha, beta, and gamma), government standards for protecting the 
public against possible dangers should treat all radiation exposures 
identically.

 3.  Because nuclear radiation can be harmful, doctors should be 

involves nuclear radiation. Patients can then reject the treatment if 
they have concerns about radiation exposure (Figure 6.42).

 4.  The government should provide a waste-disposal site for 
permanently storing all wastes that have ever been identified as 

-

radiation in the next section.

Figure 6.42   
Nuclear technology  
is widely used in  
medicine.

Figure 6.42  Nuclear technology  
is widely used in medicine.

Figure 6.43  Should the government  
be responsible for permanently storing  
all wastes that have ever been identified 
as radioactive?
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MD   b.10 Ensuring public 
sAfEty

In this activity, students discuss a series 
of proposals for protecting the public 
from radiation. You may assign students 
to small groups for this exercise (per-
haps the same groups in which they will 
give their final presentation). Encourage 
students to draw on knowledge gained 
in Sections A and B to address the 
appropriateness of each proposal. This 
activity will help students think critically 
about nuclear technology and prepare for 
their end-of-unit presentation.

Answers
1. All radiation is not bad, and even if it 

were, it is impossible to “ban” it with 
legislation. Radiation is all around us, 
some natural and some a consequence 
of human activity. Radiation comes  
in many forms and intensities. 
Depending on the nature of the 
radiation, its properties range from 
harmless to deadly. Statements 2  
and 3, although false, might prompt  
a public group such as CANE to make 
such a proposal.

2. All radiation is not the same, and it 
would be wasteful to regard all 
radiation as if it were. Some has little 
penetrating ability, so it would be 
wasteful to use abundant shielding to 
block it. Other sources have extremely 
short half-lives. The radiation may be 
expended by the time protection is in 
place. Statements 2 and 3, although 
false, might prompt a public group 
such as CANE to make such a proposal.

3. Patients must always weigh risks and 
benefits. Nearly all medical treatment 
involves some risk, from adverse drug 
reactions to surgical complications. 
Statements 3, 5, and 14 might prompt 
a public group such as CANE to make 
such a proposal.

4. Just because something is radioactive 
does not mean it should be placed in 
a specialized waste site. If that were 
true, many of our homes and house-
hold fixtures would end up in such  
a site. Statement 11 might prompt a 
public group such as CANE to make 
such a proposal.

The flyer contains some half-truths and 
generalizations that can prompt inappro-
priate calls for action.
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 MAKING DECISIONS
B.10   ENSURING PUBLIC SAFETY

group of classmates, discuss the appropriateness of each of the following 
-

posal, identify statements in the CANE flyer that might encourage public 
groups to make such a proposal.

 1.  Because all radiation is bad, government regulators should ban 
exposure to all forms of radiation.

 2.  
(alpha, beta, and gamma), government standards for protecting the 
public against possible dangers should treat all radiation exposures 
identically.

 3.  Because nuclear radiation can be harmful, doctors should be 

involves nuclear radiation. Patients can then reject the treatment if 
they have concerns about radiation exposure (Figure 6.42).

 4.  The government should provide a waste-disposal site for 
permanently storing all wastes that have ever been identified as 

-

radiation in the next section.

Reviewing the Concepts

SUMMARY

A relatively constant level of radioactivity, 
called background radiation, is always 
present and contributes to an individual’s 
ionizing-radiation dose.

 1.  List five sources of background radiation.

 2.  

 3.  

 4.  
radiation limit for the general public 
expressed in

 5.  

 6.  

 
(40 km) from a coal-fired power plant  

 7.  

 8.  

Ionizing radiation has sufficient energy to 
break chemical bonds.

 9.  

 10.  mutation

 11.  

 12.  List four factors that determine the extent 
of biological damage from radiation.

 13.  

 14.  At what radiation dosage level would a 
person begin to experience nausea and hair 

a. rem. b. mrem.

Alpha, beta, and gamma radiation have 
different properties that determine their 
effects on living tissues.

 15.  

c. penetrate a thin sheet of plastic but not  

 16.  Explain why materials that emit alpha 
radiation are more dangerous inside the 
body than outside the body.

 17.  
intensity and distance from the radiation 

 18.  Suppose a beta source gives a corrected 
radiation reading of 640 cpm at a distance  

distance of 

a. 6 cm.          b. 12 cm.

BSECTION
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Reviewing the Concepts
 1. Sources include building materials, 

air, land, food, and the human body.
 2. Altitude, soil type, mineral deposits, 

and other natural factors vary. 
Regional fallout and contamination 
may play a role in some areas.

 3. It is not possible. Background radiat- 
ion is everywhere—in soil, water, air, 
food, cosmic rays, and so on.

 4. a. 500 mrem
b. 0.0005 Sv

 5. Sieverts
 6. a. 2.5 mrem

b. 116 mrem
c. 7.03 mrem

 7. Through cracks in foundations and 
basements

 8. Energy efficient homes are air-tight. 
As a result, radon gas cannot be 
diluted through mixture with out- 
door air and cannot escape from the 
house.

 9. If a large number of protein and DNA 
molecules are destroyed within a 
small region, the body may not be 
able to heal itself. Damaged DNA 
may lead to cancer.

 10. An alteration in the structure of 
DNA. 

 11. Ionizing radiation may cause damage 
to DNA, resulting in mutations.

 12. Dose, exposure time, area exposed, 
and tissue type.

 13. Rapidly dividing cells, such as blood 
cells and sex cells, are most suscep-
tible. Cells in fetuses and children 
are more susceptible to radiation 
damage because they divide rapidly 
due to growth.

 14. a. between 100 and 200 rem 
b. between 100 000 and 200 000 mrem

 15. a. Alpha and beta radiation 
b. Beta and gamma radiation 
c. Beta radiation 

 16. Alpha particles have little penetrat-
ing ability. If the source is outside of 
the body, skin blocks their entry. 
However, if the source is internal, 
alpha particles can travel short 
distances and damage tissue.

 17. Radiation intensity is related to the 
inverse square of distance.

 18. a. 160 cpm
b. 40 cpm
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The emission of nuclear radiation changes 
the composition of the nucleus. 

19. a. 

b. List two symbols used to represent an 
alpha particle.

 20. 

b. List two symbols used to represent a beta 
particle.

 21. 

 22. 
particle create an atom of a different 

 23. 

 24.  Copy and complete the following nuclear 

a. 6

 
Li  1

0 
n  4

2 
He  ___

b. 42
19 

  0
–1 

e  ___

c. 92 
 ___  90  

Th

d. 1
0 
n  ___  142

 
Ba  91

 
  1

0 
n

Ionizing radiation may be detected by  
its interaction with matter using a variety 
of methods. 

 25.  

a.  Geiger–Müller tube and counter

b.  scintillation counter

c.  solid-state detector

d.  cloud chamber

e.  film badge

 26.  
gamma radiation to produce the same kinds 

answer.

634 Unit 6 Atoms: Nuclear Interactions 

How do we detect and 
describe the products  
of nuclear decay?
In this section, you investigated 
properties of alpha, beta, and 
gamma radiation, learned about 
sources of exposure to ionizing 
radiation and its possible health 
effects, considered nuclear decay, 
and explored how ionizing radiation 
can be detected. Think about what 
you have learned, then answer  
the question in your own words  
in organized paragraphs. Your  
answer should demonstrate your 
understanding of the key ideas in 
this section. 

Be sure to consider the following  
in your response: background 
radiation; alpha, beta, and  
gamma radiation; penetrating 
power; dose; radioactive decay;  
and radiation detection methods.
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 19. a.  Two neutrons and two protons
b. 4

2He and 
20. a.  A beta particle is a fast-moving 

electron emitted from a nucleus.
b. 0

–1e and 
 21. A neutron is converted to a proton  

by emitting a beta particle.
 22. Emission of an alpha particle is 

accompanied by the loss of two 
protons, which changes the identity 
of the element. Emission of a beta 
particle is accompanied by the gain 
of a proton, also changing the 
identity of the element.

 23. A form of high-energy electromag-
netic radiation released from an atom 
in a metastable or excited state

 24. a. 3
1H 

b. 42
20Ca

c. 4
2He

d. 235
92 U

 25. a.  Gas is ionized by radiation enter- 
ing the tube, which produces an 
electrical signal as the radiation 
passes through the probe.

b. The counter detects light emitted 
by excited atoms of the detector.

c. The detector detects movement of 
electrons through a semiconductor.

d. Ionizing radiation ionizes air as it 
passes through a chamber. The 
vapor condenses on the ions, 
leaving a “trail.” 

e. The radiation strikes silver salts, 
causing a chemical reaction and 
color change in the photographic 
film.

 26. Alpha particles will produce more 
visible tracks due to their larger mass 
and size, and relatively slow speed. 
Gamma rays lack mass and do not 
form a track.

How do we detect and 
describe the products 
of nuclear decay?
Student answers should include:
• Products of nuclear decay include 
alpha and beta particles and gamma 
rays. 
• Background radiation is present  
at all times in all places.
• Sources of nuclear radiation in- 
clude natural and man-made sources 
(some of which should be listed).
• Common radiation detectors 
include Geiger-Müller counters,  
film badges, scintillation counters, 
solid-state detectors, and cloud 
chambers. (At least two should  
be mentioned.)
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Connecting the Concepts
 27.  High-level radioactive wastes are 

generally stored deep underground. Suggest 
two ways in which this method serves to 
keep people safe from excessive exposure to 

 28.  

store device was called a fluoroscope.)

 29.  Are the effects of shielding and distance 

 30.  Radon is an inert noble gas that is fairly 
harmless to living things. Explain why its 
presence in homes constitutes a health 

 31.  
between nuclear and chemical reactions.

 32.  A student sets up a cloud chamber and 

 33.  Two students live next door to each other. 
One receives three times more yearly 
radiation than the other. Explain how this 
could be possible.

 34.  
counts even though no apparent source of 

 35.  A heavy apron is provided for a patient 

 

 

Extending the Concepts
 36.  

 37.  

Rank them according to the average level of 

of similar houses receive.

 38.  
beta particles can be distinguished from 
electrons.

 39.  
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Connecting the Concepts
 27. Storing radioactive materials deep 

underground isolates them for 
thousands of years from human and 
natural intrusions and provides 
natural (rock) shielding materials 
that block beta and gamma radiation 
and withstand thermal, mechanical, 
and chemical stress.

 28. X-rays are high-energy electromag-
netic radiation (ionizing). People 
wished to avoid unnecessary 
exposure. 

 29. In general, yes. Both vary inversely 
with the square of the distance. They 
are stopped by various thicknesses of 
shielding, but non-ionizing radiation 
has lower energy and can be stopped 
with less shielding.

 30. Radon is radioactive. It undergoes 
natural decay by alpha emission. The 
main health risk is cancer. The risk 
of developing cancer increases as the 
level of radon concentration and the 
length of exposure increase. The 
products of radon decay (polonium, 
bismuth, and lead) are solid particles 

that can become trapped in lungs, 
where they may do damage even 
after the original source of radon is 
removed. 

 31. Nuclear reactions involve decay of 
atomic nuclei to form another 
element. Atomic number and mass 
number are conserved, but the 
identity of atoms involved typically 
changes. In a chemical reaction, 
atoms change arrangement but not 
identity. In some chemical reactions, 
electrons may change locations, but 
the number of protons never changes. 
At the beginning and end of a 
chemical reaction, the same atoms 
are present in exactly the same 
quantities.

 32. The temperature is not low enough 
to condense vapor. The air is not 
supersaturated. The source is 
inactive. The light is not at the 
correct angle (oblique).

 33. Factors may include materials from 
which each house is built, design of 
the house (slab, basement, insula-
tion), and differences in lifestyles  
(air travel, TV and video-game use, 
medical and dental treatments).

 34. Because of background radiation in 
the environment

 35. a.  Lead
b. To shield against harmful radiation
c. To avoid being exposed or becom-

ing overexposed to ionizing 
radiation

Extending the Concepts
 36. Suntan is the body’s defense against 

damaging UV radiation. Both are 
associated with UV radiation, which 
is energetic enough to disrupt some 
molecular bonds within skin cells. If 
DNA molecules are disrupted and 
mutations occur, skin cancer may 
result. Sunscreens effectively block 
harmful UV radiation.

 37. Resources for answering this  
question are at http://2010.census 
.gov/2010census/data/. 

 38. Beta particles are high-speed  
electrons. Beta particles originate  
in the nucleus and electrons are 
outside the nucleus. 

 39. Low levels of ionizing radiation 
break few bonds. As radiation 
scatters, only some energy is ab-
sorbed by chemical bonds. Bonds 
only break if radiation delivers 
enough energy to overcome the 
attractive forces between nuclei  
and electrons.
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Q.  What is nuclear chemistry, and why is it  
important for synthesizing new elements?

A. Nuclear chemistry is the study of radioactivity and nuclear 
reactions, including fission and fusion. Nuclear chemistry is 
central to creating new elements because we use fusion to syn-
thesize these elements and radioactive signatures from their 
decay to detect their existence.

Q. How did you get into nuclear chemistry?

A. When I was in junior high, my parents got me a chemistry set. 
It sounds like a cliché, but it’s true! I played with it all the time. 
Unfortunately, my high school didn’t have much equipment, so we 
couldn’t do many chemistry experiments there. But when I got to 
college, having access to a lab full of interesting tools made me  
realize that chemistry was what I wanted to do. One of my introduc-
tory chemistry professors was a nuclear chemist, and he spent a few 
weeks teaching us the basics of nuclear chemistry. I had never heard 
of nuclear chemistry, and I thought it was the coolest thing ever. 
When I finally got to take a nuclear chemistry class in college, I  
was hooked.

Q.  Why did you end up working at Lawrence  
Livermore National Laboratory?

A. There are lots of places that chemists can work. But if you want  
to work in nuclear chemistry, one of the U.S. Department of Energy’s National Laboratories is the place 
to be. National labs do basic research with the specific goal of helping the country, and each one has a 
different focus. At Lawrence Livermore, one of our areas of focus is national security, which involves 
protecting the United States from nuclear weapons and disposing of radioactive waste safely. We also  
do basic nuclear chemistry research, such as discovering new elements. Scientists from Lawrence Liver-
more, including me, have played a part in discovering all the elements from 113 to 118.  

With only a few exceptions, elements in the periodic table after 
polonium (Po, atomic number 84) are radioactive. Unlike polo-
nium, radium, and a few other naturally occurring radioactive 
elements, almost all radioactive elements are synthesized, or cre-
ated in a lab, including the “superheavy” elements—the ones with 
the largest atomic numbers. For many years, nuclear chemists at 
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory have been leaders in 
synthesizing new superheavy elements. Read on to see how one 
chemist is focusing her efforts on extending the periodic table.  

636 Unit 6 Atoms: Nuclear Interactions 

How element 118 was made. (top) Artist’s 
conception of calcium ions traveling down 
the accelerator at a high velocity toward 
the rotating californium target. (bottom) 
The new element 118 travels through the 
accelerator to the detector.

Q&A
CHEMISTRY AT WORK

Dawn Shaughnessy, Nuclear Chemist  
at Lawrence Livermore National  

Laboratory in Livermore, California
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cHEmistry At WorK
In Section A, students learned about the 
history of radioactivity and development 
of the modern understanding of atomic 
structure. Both were based on experi-
ments using nuclear particles. Students 
learned more about these particles, 
nuclear radiation, and nuclear reactions 
in Section B. This profile of Dawn 
Shaughnessy describes how nuclear 
reactions are used in the synthesis of 
new elements. This sets the stage for 
Section C’s discussions of radioactive 
tracers in medicine and transmutation  
of elements, since many tracers and all 
new elements are currently produced in 
particle accelerators.

Further information about the 
discovery of element 118 discussed in 
the feature can be found at the Lawrence 
Livermore National Laboratory web 
page: https://www-pls.llnl.gov/?url 
=science_and_technology-chemistry 
element_118_str. Other articles from 
LLNL that relate to this feature include 
an article that describes the discovery of 
element 114 and the “island of stability” 
(http://newscenter.lbl.gov/press-
releases/2009/09/24/114-confirmed/) 
and a discussion of the search for 
“heavy” elements (http://www.lbl.gov/
abc/wallchart/chapters/08/0.html).

a Using the Figures
Point out the artist’s rendering of 
calcium ions colliding with califor-
nium atoms. Ask students about the 
representations of calcium ions:  
what do the red and yellow spheres 
represent? What are the limitations  
of this image?
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Q.  How do you go about discovering a new element?

A. We start by looking for two elements in the periodic table that have the right combination of 
protons and neutrons to add together to make the new element’s atomic number. For example, if 
you want to make element 118 (also called ununoctium), you first need to find two elements 
with atomic numbers that add up to 118. You might try krypton (Kr) and lead (Pb), with atomic 
numbers 36 and 82. You then accelerate atoms of one of these elements to a very high velocity 
and slam them into atoms of the other element. In this process, the two elements fuse and a new 
element is created. This whole process happens inside a device called a particle accelerator.

Q.  Lawrence Livermore doesn’t have 
its own particle accelerator. How do 
you discover new elements without 
this device? 

A. We have many partnerships, or collaborations,  
with nuclear chemists who work at particle accel 
erators around the world. We supply them with  
one of the starter elements. They supply the other  
starter element and conduct the reaction in their  
accelerator. We both get to bring something to the  
table. One of the labs we collaborate with most  
often is Dubna, a particle accelerator facility in  
Russia we’ve been working with since the 1980s.  
I fly to Russia to work there at least once a year. 

Q.  Superheavy elements can have very 
short half-lives. Why is it important 
for us to learn about them?

A. We don’t know much about the bottom of the 
periodic table, including where it ends. Trying to 
create new elements will tell us if element 118 is 
truly the last element in the periodic table or if we 
can extend it even further. We also know very little 
about how these superheavy elements behave. 
Right now, we have them placed in groups based 
on their atomic number. But does element 116 
really behave like other group 16 elements, such  
as oxygen? Creating these elements and trying to 
measure their properties is the only way to tell.

Q.  What advice do you have for students interested in nuclear chemistry?

A. Take as many chemistry, physics, and math classes in high school as you can. When you get 
to college, think about doing a summer internship at a national lab like Lawrence Livermore. An 
internship is a great way to get hands-on experience in a wide variety of sciences, including 
nuclear chemistry—it can really help accelerate your career. 

Chemistry at Work 637

Experimenting with “atomic energy” at home is not 
safe, which is why modern chemistry sets do not claim 
to—unlike this vintage set. Yet a chemistry set is a good 
way to start  investigating activity at the atomic level.

The Joint Institute for Nuclear Research is in Dubna,  
near Moscow. This photo shows its synchrocyclotron.
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Implementation
Before students read the feature, ask 
them to write down what they think  
is meant by the expression nuclear 
chemistry. This may be the first time 
students have put these two words 
together, but by this point in the course, 
they should have a good definitions for 
both chemistry and nuclear. As an alter- 
native, ask students to respond to the 
prompt: “Is the phrase nuclear chemistry 
redundant?”

After reading the feature, ask students 
to revise their definition and list three 
things they learned about nuclear 
chemistry as well as one question that 
they still have about nuclear chemistry.
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SECTIONC USING RADIOACTIVITY
Why and how are radioactive  
isotopes useful?

Each radioisotope decays and emits ionizing radiation at its own  
special rate. Scientists have devised convenient ways to measure, ana-
lyze, and report how rapidly (or slowly) particular radioisotopes decay.  
In this section, you will learn about radioactive decay rates, a charac-
teristic that helps determine how useful or hazardous a radioisotope  
may be. 

GOALS

that remains undecayed after a specified time.

medicine.

C.1  HALF-LIFE: A RADIOACTIVE 
CLOCK

How long does it take for a sample of radioactive material to decay? 
There is no simple answer to this question. However, by understanding 
how radioactive materials decay, scientists can predict how long a 
radioisotope used in a medical diagnostic test, for example, will remain 
active within the body; plan the long-term storage of hazardous nuclear 
wastes; and estimate the ages of old organisms, civilizations, or rocks.

The concept of half-life has several interpretations. The most com-
mon interpretation is that a half-life is the time it takes for one-half of 

P1. What does it mean to describe radiation as ionizing radiation?
2.  What is balanced in a nuclear equation? How does this compare 

to a chemical equation?
3. What does half-life mean?

638 Unit 6 Atoms: Nuclear Interactions 
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In this section, students examine varied 
applications of radioactivity. The half-life 
of a radioactive sample influences how 
useful or harmful an isotope may be. This 
section addresses radioactive half-life 
conceptually and in terms of useful 
estimates and calculations. Applications 
of radioisotopes, including carbon-14 
dating and medical uses of radioactive 
tracers, are discussed. The section 
concludes by exploring transmutation  
of elements and artificial radioactivity.

Using the section 
Question
Students learn about radioactive dating 
and medical applications of radioiso-
topes in this section. They consider the 
characteristics that make these processes 
effective, especially half-life and radioac-
tive decay mechanisms. Transmutation is 
also introduced to explain how novel 
radioisotopes can be produced. After 
studying these topics, students should be 
able to coherently explain the important 
uses of radioisotopes.

Goals
Goals in this section include under-
standing and applying the idea of 
half-life, describing medical uses of 
radioisotopes, explaining nuclear 
transmutation processes, and manip- 
ulating transmutation equations.

Pconcept check 5
1. (Concept introduced in Section A.3 

and developed in Section B.) Al-
though a definition is provided in 
Section A.3, encourage students to 
put their ideas into their own words. 
They should address that ionizing 
radiation is high enough in energy 
that it can eject electrons from atoms 
or molecules. When those atoms or 
molecules lose electrons, they  
become charged (ionized) and are 
highly reactive. If students struggle  
to describe the verb “ionizing,” ask 
them to think about what an ion is, 
and then what would have to happen 
to form an ion (either removing or 
adding an electron).

2. (Concept developed in Sections B.5 
and B.6.) In a nuclear equation, total 
mass numbers and atomic numbers 
(protons) on each side of the equation 
are balanced. In a chemical equation, 
the number and types of atoms on 
each side of the equation are balanced.

3. (Looking ahead; answers will be  
based on students’ prior knowledge.) 
Students may reason that half-life is 
the time it takes for half of the atoms 
in a sample to undergo radioactive 
decay. This concept will be further 
developed in Section C.1.
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SECTION C  Using Radioactivity 639

the total radioactive atoms originally present in a sample to decay. Under 
normal conditions, the half-life for a particular radioisotope remains con-
stant. This interpretation of half-life is useful when dealing with a sample 
that contains a large number of radioactive atoms. Because one gram of any 
element contains well over 1021 atoms, the typical sample size involves very 
large numbers of atoms and this definition of half-life is particularly useful.

Another interpretation, proposed by Ernest Rutherford in 1904, applies to 
an individual atom in a sample. In this view, half-life expresses the time within 
which a radioactive atom has a 50–50 chance to undergo radioactive decay. 
Table 6.9 lists the half-lives and decay reactions of several radioisotopes.

Although it is not possible to predict when a particular radioactive atom 
will decay, each way of thinking about half-life is equally valid when work-
ing with the large numbers of atoms in typical chemical samples. The decay 
of carbon-14 is represented by this equation:

14
6 
C  14

7 
N  0

–1 
e

All living matter contains carbon and, therefore, a small amount of radioac-
tive C-14. Thus, all living organisms emit a small but constant level of radio-
activity. In living matter, decaying C-14 atoms are constantly replaced by 
new carbon atoms. After death, no new carbon atoms are taken in. The 
radioactive C-14 atoms continue to decay, so the longer an organism has 
been dead, the fewer C-14 atoms it contains. 

Table 6.9 indicates that C-14’s half-life is 5730 years. If an organism  
contains 50.0 billion atoms of carbon-14 at the time of death, half of those 
atoms will have decayed after 5730 years pass, leaving 25.0 billion atoms  
of carbon-14. During the next 5730 years, another one-half of the atoms will 
decay, leaving 12.5 billion atoms of carbon-14. Therefore, if a sample from  
a previously living organism contains only one-fourth the number of  
C-14 atoms expected in a living organism, we can estimate that the sample 
is about 11 460 years old—that is, two half-lives must have passed since the 
organism died. 

Table 6.9

 

Radioisotope Symbol Half-Life

Hydrogen-3 3
1H  3

2He  0
–1e 12.3 y

Carbon-14 14
6C  14

7N  0
–1e 5.73  103 y

Phosphorus-32 32
15P  32

16S  0
–1e 14.3 d

Potassium-40 40
19K  40

20Ca  0
–1e 1.28  109 y

Radon-222 222
86Rn  218

84Po  4
2He 3.82 d

Decay Equations and Half-Lives for Five Radioactive Isotopes
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c.1 HAlf-lifE: A 
rAdioActivE clocK
Half-life is the time required for one-half 
of original atoms to decay. Students  
may have heard of half-life but may not 
thoroughly understand it. Allow time for 
a brief discussion to correct misconcep-
tions, such as that (a) one half of the 
material changes in one half-life and the 
other half during the next half-life and 
(b) atoms disappear rather than being 
changed into a decay product. Keep the 
calculations simple to avoid obscuring 
the concept. The goal in this segment is 
for students to understand the process 
by which radioactive material decays. 
They will then use this knowledge to 
assess the potential hazards or useful-
ness of a particular radioisotope.

Half-life and the rate of radioactive 
decay are different concepts. The rate  
of radioactive decay is an extensive 
property (like mass) that depends on  
the quantity of material. It expresses the 
total atoms decaying over a specified 
time in units such as counts per minute 
(cpm). In other words, one metric ton of 
U-238 has a decay rate one million times 
greater than that of one gram of U-238, 
because the larger sample has a million 
times more atoms.

Half-life is an intensive property  
(like density). It does not depend on the 
quantity of material. Both a metric ton  
of U-238 and one gram of U-238 have 
the same half-life. To prevent student 
confusion, avoid associating half-life 
values with decay rates. Instead, clearly 
explain half-life and refer to that idea 
consistently.
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640 Unit 6 Atoms: Nuclear Interactions 

Every radioisotope has a specific half-life that is constant under normal 
circumstances. Half-lives of radioisotopes can be as short as a fraction of a 
second or as long as several billion years. For example, the half-life of  
polonium-212 is 3  10–7 seconds, while that of uranium-238 is 4.5 billion 
years. Thus, in one year, all atoms in a small sample of polonium-212 will 
probably have decayed, while well over 99% of the original uranium-238 
atoms will still be present. 

After 10 half-lives, only about 1/1000th or 0.1% of the original radioiso-
tope atoms are still left to decay. (You can verify that statement with your 
own calculations.) That means that the rate of radioactive decay of the  
isotope has dropped to 0.1% of its initial level. This reduced level is often 
considered safe because it roughly approaches the level of normal back-
ground radiation.

Because there is no way to change the radioactive decay rate significantly 
for a particular isotope, radioactive waste disposal (or storage) can pose  
challenging problems, especially for radioisotopes with very long half-lives. 
You will examine that issue later in this unit.

In the following activity, you will model and explore the concept of half-
life with heads-up and heads-down coins. 

 MODELING MATTER
C.2  UNDERSTANDING HALF-LIFE
In this activity you will receive 80 pennies and a box. Place all pennies heads 
up to represent the starting sample of headsium. Assume each heads-up 
penny represents an atom of the radioactive headsium. Its decay produces a 
tails-up penny—tailsium. Each shake of the closed box containing pennies 
represents one half-life. During this time a certain number of headsium 
nuclei will decay—flip over—to produce tailsium. You will investigate the 
relationship between the passage of time and the quantity of radioactive 
nuclei (heads-up pennies) that decay.

The following steps will lead you through this activity:

 1.  Prepare a data table for recording the undecayed headsium and 
decayed tailsium atoms after each of four half-lives. Include initial 
values for passage of 0 half-lives.

 2.  Place the 80 pennies heads up in the box.

 3.  Close the box and shake it vigorously.
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MM   c.2 undErstAnding 
HAlf-lifE

This activity models the exponential 
decay curve of radioactive samples 
through several half-lives. The “decay-
ing atoms” are pennies; a decay event 
occurs every time a coin flips from 
heads to tails. This simulation makes the 
point that atomic decay is a statistical 
phenomenon. We can never be certain 
which atom will survive and which will 
decay at any time.

The activity will take about 30 min. 
Each student group will need 80 pennies 
and a plastic container with lid or a 
cardboard box. M&M candies can serve 
as an alternative to pennies. If you use 
M&M’s, the printed side and non-
printed side of each candy piece is its 
distinguishing trait. Students should be 
careful not to shake M&M’s too aggres-
sively—the candy may disintegrate.

Part of this activity involves distin-
guishing between the usefulness of 
individual data and aggregated class 
data. Create a place in the classroom  
(on the board, easel pad, or document 
camera) where groups can post their 
data to share with the class. When all 
group data are posted, instruct students 
to average the pooled data for each 
half-life. Then have them use this 
information to create a graph with two 
plotted lines, one line representing the 
group’s own data and the other repre-
senting pooled class data.

Student graphs represent a radioactive 
decay curve. Ensure that students 
understand the random nature of 
radioactive decay. One cannot know 
when a given atom will decay but can 
predict the decay behavior for a large 
aggregate of atoms. The greater the total 
number of atoms, the better one can 
predict the decay behavior.

You can also use various computer 
and video simulations. If computers are 
available, consider asking students to 
use technology to generate their graphs.
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 4.  Open the box. Remove all atoms that decayed into tailsium. Record 
the number of undecayed (headsium) and decayed (tailsium) atoms 
after this first half-life.

 5.  Repeat Steps 3 and 4 three more times. You will now have  
simulated the passage of four half-lives. Record your results for  
each half-life.

 6.  Follow your teacher’s instructions to obtain pooled class data  
for total undecayed headsium atoms remaining after each  
half-life.

 7.  Using your own data and class-pooled data, prepare a graph by 
plotting the number of half-lives on the x-axis and the number of 
undecayed atoms remaining after each half-life on the y-axis. Plot 
and label two graph lines—one representing your own data and the 
other representing pooled class data.

Now answer these questions, based on your data:

 1. a.  Describe the appearance of your two graph lines. Are they  
straight or curved?

b. Which set of data—yours or the pooled class data— 
provides a more convincing demonstration of half-life?  
Why?

 2.  About how many headsium nuclei would remain after three  
half-lives, if the initial sample had 600 headsium atoms?

 3.  If 190 headsium nuclei remain from an original sample of  
3000 headsium nuclei, about how many half-lives must  
have passed?

 4.  Describe one similarity and one difference between your model  
based on pennies and actual radioactive decay. (Hint: Why did you 
pool the class data?)

 5.  How could you modify this model to demonstrate that different 
isotopes have different half-lives?

 6. a.  How many half-lives would be needed for one mole of a 
radioisotope to decay to 6.25% of the original number of atoms?

b. Is it likely that any of the original radioactive atoms would still 
remain after

 i. 10 half-lives? Explain your answer.

  ii. 100 half-lives? Explain your answer.

 7. a.  In this simulation, can you predict when a particular headsium 
nucleus will “decay”?

b. If you could follow the fate of an individual atom in a sample  
of radioactive material, could you predict when it would decay? 
Why or why not?

 8.  What other ideas could model the concept of half-life?

Every radioisotope has a specific half-life that is constant under normal 
circumstances. Half-lives of radioisotopes can be as short as a fraction of a 
second or as long as several billion years. For example, the half-life of  
polonium-212 is 3  10–7 seconds, while that of uranium-238 is 4.5 billion 
years. Thus, in one year, all atoms in a small sample of polonium-212 will 
probably have decayed, while well over 99% of the original uranium-238 
atoms will still be present. 

After 10 half-lives, only about 1/1000th or 0.1% of the original radioiso-
tope atoms are still left to decay. (You can verify that statement with your 
own calculations.) That means that the rate of radioactive decay of the  
isotope has dropped to 0.1% of its initial level. This reduced level is often 
considered safe because it roughly approaches the level of normal back-
ground radiation.

Because there is no way to change the radioactive decay rate significantly 
for a particular isotope, radioactive waste disposal (or storage) can pose  
challenging problems, especially for radioisotopes with very long half-lives. 
You will examine that issue later in this unit.

In the following activity, you will model and explore the concept of half-
life with heads-up and heads-down coins. 

 MODELING MATTER
C.2  UNDERSTANDING HALF-LIFE
In this activity you will receive 80 pennies and a box. Place all pennies heads 
up to represent the starting sample of headsium. Assume each heads-up 
penny represents an atom of the radioactive headsium. Its decay produces a 
tails-up penny—tailsium. Each shake of the closed box containing pennies 
represents one half-life. During this time a certain number of headsium 
nuclei will decay—flip over—to produce tailsium. You will investigate the 
relationship between the passage of time and the quantity of radioactive 
nuclei (heads-up pennies) that decay.

The following steps will lead you through this activity:

 1.  Prepare a data table for recording the undecayed headsium and 
decayed tailsium atoms after each of four half-lives. Include initial 
values for passage of 0 half-lives.

 2.  Place the 80 pennies heads up in the box.

 3.  Close the box and shake it vigorously.

SECTION C  Using Radioactivity 641
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Answers
1. a. They curve downward.

b. The pooled class data should 
produce a smoother curve with data 
points that better approximate half 
of the particles undergoing decay 
during each half-life, as a conse-
quence of including a larger 
number of atoms.

2.  Number of  Headsium nuclei 
 half-lives remaining

  0 600
  1 about 300
  2 about 150
  3 about 75
3.  Number of  Headsium nuclei 

 half-lives remaining
  0 3000
  1 about 1500
  2 about 750
  3 about 375
  4  about 187
 About four half-lives must have 

passed.
4. Similarities: The simulation is like 

actual radioactive decay in that during 
any half-life there is a 50–50 chance 
that a particular atom will decay. 
Nuclear decay is a chance occurrence. 
Differences: This simulation involves 
only 80 pennies; the half-life of any 
radioisotope is based on a much larger 
number of nuclei. Using pooled data 
in the simulation helps adjust for this. 
Also, identification and separation of 
radioactive atoms are not as simple as 
in this simulation. 

5. Use an object with more than two 
sides, such as dice or sugar cubes with 
one side marked. Following each shake 
students would notice that the number 
of “decayed” nuclei would be much 
less than the half observed when using 
pennies. In fact a “half life” for 
multiple-sided objects might involve 
two, three, or four shake cycles. 

6. a.  Four. (100% ∫B 50.0% ∫B 25.0% 
∫B 12.5% ∫B 6.25%)

b.   i.  Yes. Only about 0.1% of the 
original sample would remain, 
but even a small sample of 
material contains a sizable 
number of atoms.

 ii.  No. (To have one radioactive 
nucleus left after 100 half-lives, 
about 1.3  1030 nuclei would 
be required in the original 
sample.)

7. a. No
b. No. A half-life value only projects 

how long it will take for half of a 
sample of atoms to decay, not which 
atoms will decay.

8. If you have 1000 automobiles and  
half break down every 10 years, the 
half-life of the automobile is 10 years. 
Students will suggest other ways. 
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642 Unit 6 Atoms: Nuclear Interactions 

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
C.3  APPLICATIONS OF HALF-LIVES
Use what you learned about half-life to answer the following questions.  
Figure 6.44 may help. 

Figure 6.44  This graph depicts 
the quantity of radioactive material 
remaining versus total half-lives that 
have passed. What proportion of  
material would remain after four  
half-lives?

Sample Problem: The half-life of O-15 is 2.0 min. Its radioactive 
decay produces N-15. How much O-15 will remain undecayed after 
5.0 min, if the original sample contained 14.0 g O-15?

First, determine the total half-lives that 5.0 min represents:

5.0 min  
1 half-life
2.0 min   2.5 half-lives

Because the total number of half-lives is not an integer, use Figure 6.44 
to estimate the proportion of  O-15 remaining.  Locate 2.5 half-lives on 
the x-axis. From that point, move directly upward on the graph until 
you touch the curved line. Then move left until you intersect the 
y-axis. Read this point from the graph: about 0.18. This means that 
18% of the original O-15 sample remains: 

 (14.0 g O-15)  (0.18)   2.5 g O-15 remain

You can check to see if an answer of 2.5 g makes sense: After one  
half-life, 7.00 g O-15 would remain in the sample (the remaining mass 
represents N-15). After two half-lives, 3.50 g remain, and after three 
half-lives 1.75 g O-15 would remain undecayed. The answer we found, 
2.5 g, is between 3.50 g and 1.75 g, which is what we would expect.

11
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DS   c.3 ApplicAtions of 
HAlf-livEs

In this activity, students practice cal- 
culating half-lives. You may decide to 
complete several sample calculations to 
model the procedures.

TRM  
 
EXTRA PRACTICE
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SECTION C  Using Radioactivity 643

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
C.3  APPLICATIONS OF HALF-LIVES
Use what you learned about half-life to answer the following questions.  
Figure 6.44 may help. 

 1  Suppose you received $1000 (see Figure 6.45) and could spend  
one-half in the first year, one-half of the balance in the second year, 
and so on. (Note: One year corresponds to one half-life in  
this analogy.)

a.  If you spent the maximum allowed annually,  
at the end of which year would you  
have $31.25 left?

b.  How much money would be left after  
10 half-lives?

 2.  Potassium is a necessary nutrient for  
all living things and is the seventh  
most abundant element on Earth’s surface, 
composing about 1.5% of its crust. About 
0.01% of natural potassium atoms are the 
radioisotope potassium-40. K-40 has a half-life  
of nearly 1.3 billion (1.3  109) years.

a.  Assuming Earth is ~4.5 billion years old,  
how much of the K-40 at Earth’s formation 
remained after one half-life?

b.  Roughly how many times more K-40 was present when Earth 
formed than is present now? 

 3.  Strontium-90 is one of many radioisotopes generated by nuclear-
weapon explosions. This isotope is especially dangerous if it enters 
our food supply. Strontium behaves chemically like calcium, because 
these elements are members of the same chemical family. Rather than 
passing through the body, radioactive strontium-90 is incorporated 
into calcium-based material, such as bone. A nuclear test-ban treaty 
in 1963 ended most aboveground weapons testing. But some Sr-90 
released in previous testing is still present in the environment.

a.  Sr-90 has a half-life of 28.8 years. Track the decay of Sr-90 atoms 
that were present in the atmosphere in 1963 as follows:

  i.  Using 1963 as year zero, when 100% of released Sr-90 was 
present, identify the years that represent completion of one, 
two, three, four, and five half-lives.

 ii.  Calculate the percent of the original 1963 Sr-90 radioisotope 
present at the end of each half-life.

b.  Plot the percent of the original 1963 Sr-90 radioactivity level on 
the y-axis and the years 1963 to 2110 on the x-axis. Draw a smooth 
curve through the data points.

  i.  What percent of Sr-90 formed in 1963 is present now?

  ii.  What percent will remain in 2100?

c.  Compare your graph to that shown in Figure 6.44. 

  i.  How do the two graphs differ? 

  ii.  In what ways are the graphs similar?

Figure 6.45  If you initially 
had $1000 and spent half the 
money each year, how many 
years would it take until you 
had only $125?
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Answers
1. a.  Fifth year ($500 ∫B $250 ∫B $125 
∫B $62.50 ∫B $31.25)

b. $0.98
2. a.  One-half of natural K-40 atoms

b. 4.5 billion years represents 3.46 
half-lives. Using Figure 6.44, about 
9% of the original K-40 atoms 
would still be present, so 
(100%/9%)  11 times as many 
K-40 atoms existed when Earth 
formed.

3. a.  i.   Zero—1963
    One—1992
    Two—2021
    Three—2050
    Four—2079
    Five—2107

  ii.  1963—100.0%
    1992—50.0%
    2021—25%
    2050—12.5%
    2079—6.25%
    2107—3.13%

b.  i.   Students can read values from 
the graph. The value for 2012 
was approximately 30%.

  ii. Approximately 3%
c.  i.   The graph in Figure 6.44 uses 

half-lives rather than years on 
the x-axis.

 ii. They have similar shapes.

a

 Using the Figures
Figure 6.45 With a “half-life”  
of one year, it takes three years of 
spending before $1000 would be 
reduced to $125. After one year (one 
half-life), $500 would remain. This is 
reduced to $250 after the second 
year; and $125 would remain after  
the third year.
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644 Unit 6 Atoms: Nuclear Interactions 

C.4  RADIOISOTOPES IN MEDICINE
During the late 19th and early 20th centuries, the rapid advancements in 
science fascinated the general public. This excitement about the “wonders 
of science” made people very susceptible to exaggerated claims about the 
healing powers of radiation. Many products were marketed as medicine 
with remarkable powers to cure. Some of these medicines advertised that 
they contained radium, claiming supposed benefits of that substance. 
Unfortunately, some actually contained radioactive materials and were 

quite hazardous. Radioactive medicines 
were sold in the United States as late as  
the 1930s.

The careful use of ionizing radiation  
and radioisotopes can be quite effective  
in medical diagnosis and treatment (see  
Figures 6.46 and 6.47). Such uses can  
be classified as either diagnostic or  
therapeutic. Diagnostic use helps doctors 
understand what is happening inside the 
body (see Figure 6.48), while therapeutic 
use involves treating a medical condition.

Figure 6.46  Injection of 
radioactive tracer molecules 
allows noninvasive study 
of the metabolic function  
of internal organs.

Figure 6.47  Radioisotopes are prepared and used 
with knowledge of their half-lives, thus ensuring  
appropriate levels of activity as tracers. In this image, 
a lead-lined enclosure is used for protection as an 
injection of radioactive substance is prepared.

CHEMQUANDARY

It is not possible to determine the age of 
every artifact using carbon-14 dating. 
What kinds of materials might be good 
candidates for cabon-14 dating? What 
are some materials you could not date 
using carbon-14? Why does carbon-14 
dating have a practical limit of about  
50 000 years?

CARBON-14 DATING

A conservator cuts a sample of a 
document for carbon-14 dating.
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CHEMQUANDARY
cArbon-14 dAting
Carbon-14 dating can be used to deter-
mine the age of once-living organic 
(carbon-containing) materials. Metals 
cannot be dated using carbon-14 dating, 
as they contain no carbon. 

After 50 000 years, C-14 would have 
gone through 8.7 half-lives, and the 
quantity of C-14 remaining is too small 
to yield accurate results. 

Carbon-14 dating is dependable 
because the decay rate of C-14 is 
exceptionally consistent. It is not 
affected by heat, pressure, concentra-
tion, or any other external factor.

c.4 rAdioisotopEs in 
mEdicinE
The expanding use of radioisotopes in 
medicine is beneficial. They serve as 
diagnostic tools and a therapeutic 
treatment of cancer. 

Radioisotope tracers are diagnostic 
tools that usually have short half-lives 
so they decay quickly when imaging has 
been completed. The gamma rays 
emitted must be intense enough to be 
measurable. The text notes that the most 
widely used radioisotope is technetium-
99m; over 80% of nuclear-medicine 
diagnostic tests involve Tc-99m. This 
radioisotope has a short (six-hour) 
half-life and emits primarily easily 
detectable gamma rays. It has a versatile 
chemistry that allows it to serve a 
variety of diagnostic functions.

Technetium-99m is an artificially 
produced radioisotope formed by 
commercially available molybdenum/
technetium generators kept onsite at 
medical facilities. It can be produced as 
needed in single doses. Refer students to 
the other medical radioisotopes used as 
tracers in Table 6.10 (page 646).

Therapeutic radioisotopes use the 
energy associated with decay to destroy 
malignant cells. These radioisotopes 
differ from tracers. Therapeutic radioiso-
topes must produce sufficient energy to 
destroy diseased cells. The text de-
scribes external treatment with radioiso-
topes: Gamma beams from Co-60 can be 
used to irradiate an area of malignant 
cells. Internal treatment with radioiso-
topes often involves planting a radiation 
source in the target area. The energy 
emitted through decay kills cells within 
the immediate vicinity of the implant.

a Using the Figures
Figures 6.46, 6.47, and 6.48  
Students may already have some 
knowledge of one or more of these 
medical applications of radioactive 
isotopes—through their own or a 
friend or relative’s experiences. Invite 
students to share such experiences. 
However, be sensitive to emotional 
responses to the health problems 
associated with these medical 
practices.
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SECTION C  Using Radioactivity 645

A common diagnostic application uses 
radioisotope-tracer studies, based on detecting 
a radioisotope in particular parts of the body. 
Physicians know that certain elements collect 
in specific parts of the body (e.g., calcium in 
bones and teeth). They can investigate a given 
part of the body by using an appropriate radio-
isotope as a tracer. In a radioisotope-tracer 
study, the physician places radioisotopes with 
short half-lives in a patient’s body. Such stud-
ies can identify cellular abnormalities and help 
physicians select appropriate therapy.

Tracers have properties that make them ide-
ally suited to this task. First, radioisotopes have 
the same chemical properties as stable (non-
radioactive) isotopes of the element. Research-
ers can apply a solution of an appropriate tracer 
isotope to the body, or they can feed or inject 
the patient with a biologically active compound 
containing the radioactive tracer element. A 
detection system, as shown in Figure 6.46, then 
allows a medical technician to track the tracer’s 
location throughout the body.

For example, iodine-123 is used to diagnose 
problems of the thyroid gland, which is located 
in the neck. A patient drinks a tracer solution 
containing sodium iodide (NaI), in which some 
of the iodide ions are the radioactive isotope 
I-123. The physician, using a radiation detection system, monitors the rate at 
which this tracer is taken up by the thyroid. A healthy thyroid will incorpo-
rate a known amount of iodine. An overactive or underactive thyroid will 
take up, respectively, more or less iodine. The physician compares the mea-
sured rate of I-123 uptake by the patient to the normal rate for an individual 
of the same age, gender, and weight, then takes appropriate therapeutic action. 

Technetium-99m (Tc-99m), a synthetic radioisotope, is the most widely 
used diagnostic radioisotope in medicine. It has replaced exploratory sur-
gery as a way to locate tumors in the brain, thyroid, and kidneys. Tumors are 
areas of runaway cell growth; technetium concentrates where cell growth is 
fastest. A bank of radiation detectors around the patient’s body can pinpoint 
the Tc-99m at the tumor’s precise location.

Physicians use therapeutic radioisotopes because they emit radiation that 
carries enough energy to destroy living tissue. In some cancer treatments, 
doctors kill cancerous cells with ionizing radiation. For thyroid cancer, a 
patient takes a liquid or a pill that contains radioiodine. The radioiodine col-
lects in and destroys the cancerous portion of the thyroid gland. In other 
cancer treatments, physicians may direct an external beam of ionizing radia-
tion (from cobalt-60) at the cancerous spot. Physicians must administer treat-
ments with great care. High radiation doses also kill normal cells. 

Figure 6.48  Nuclear-medicine  
scan of bones of the entire 
human body.
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The use of radioisotopes in medicine 
dates back to the early 1900s, when 
radium was used as therapy for skin 
lesions caused by tuberculosis. The Web 
site http://www.cancer.gov/cancertopics/
factsheet/Therapy/radiation is a good 
source for radiotherapy information. 
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646 Unit 6 Atoms: Nuclear Interactions 

Other medical applications include the use of radiosodium (Na-24) to 
detect circulatory system abnormalities and radioxenon (Xe-133) to help 
locate lung embolisms (blood clots) and abnormalities. Table 6.10 summa-
rizes medical uses for several radioisotopes.  

CHEMQUANDARY

One source of ionizing radiation is cobalt-60, which kills rapidly  
dividing cells. Consider two equally sized Co-60 samples shipped to 
two hospitals at the same time. At one hospital, the Co-60 is used  
to treat dozens of individuals, while at the other hospital it is used only 
once or twice. Why would both hospitals dispose of their Co-60  
samples after five years?

USING RADIOISOTOPES IN MEDICINE

Table 6.10

 

Radioisotope Half-Life Use

Used as Tracers

Technetium-99m  6.01 h
Measure cardiac output; locate strokes and 
brain and bone tumors.

Gallium-67  78.3 h Diagnosis of Hodgkin’s disease

Iron-59  44.5 d
Determine rate of red blood cell formation 
(these contain iron); anemia assessment

Chromium-51  27.7 d Determine blood volume and lifespan of red 
blood cells

Hydrogen-3 
(tritium)  12.3 y Determine volume of the body’s water;  

assess vitamin D use in body

Thallium-201  72.9 h Assess coronary artery disease

Iodine-123  13.3 h Diagnose diseases of the thyroid gland

Used for Radiation Therapy

Cesium-137  30.1 y Treat shallow tumors (external source)

Phosphorus-32  14.3 d Treat leukemia, a bone cancer affecting white 
blood cells (internal source)

Iodine-131  8.0 d Treat thyroid cancer (external source)

Cobalt-60  5.3 y Treat shallow tumors (external source)

Yttrium-90  64.1 h Treat pituitary gland cancer (internal source)

Selected Medical Radioisotopes
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CHEMQUANDARY
using rAdioisotopEs  
in mEdicinE
The rate of decay of any radioactive 
isotope is fixed. Using the radiation 
emitted does not “use up” more radia-
tion from the sample, just as an increase 
in the total people warming themselves 
from a campfire does not “use up” 
firewood fuel any faster.
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SECTION C  Using Radioactivity 647

You have learned that ionizing radiation, like that observed in a cloud 
chamber (page 630), is emitted by an unstable radioactive isotope as it 
decays, eventually to a stable nonradioactive isotope. Do you think it would 
be possible to reverse that process, converting a stable isotope into an unsta-
ble, radioactive isotope? Think about it. This question will be addressed 
later in this section.

C.5  NUCLEAR MEDICINE  
TECHNOLOGIES 

Computers touch nearly all aspects of modern life. For example, health and 
medical science now employ two nuclear medicine technologies that rely 
heavily on computers to make sense of the large quantities of data obtained. 
These technologies are positron emission tomography (see Figure 6.49,  
page 648), which involves radioisotopes, and magnetic resonance imaging.

Positron emission tomography (PET) scans are based on a very unusual 
form of radioactive decay involving a few particular radioisotopes. Although 
most radioisotopes emit alpha, beta, or gamma radiation, a few radioiso-
topes emit radiation in the form of positrons. Positrons originate in the 
nucleus and have the same mass as beta particles (electrons). However, pos-
itrons differ from electrons in fundamental ways. Positrons have a positive 
electrical charge, while electrons are negatively charged. 

Positrons are composed of antimatter. When a positron encounters an 
electron, both particles are annihilated (destroyed) and produce two gamma 
rays that are emitted in opposite directions. PET detects these gamma-ray 
pairs and, with the help of computers, determines where they originated. By 
observing a large number of such events, a computer-generated image grad-
ually emerges.

The radioisotope tracer that emits positrons in PET scans is attached to a 
sugar molecule. Physicians can accurately determine the movement of each 
tagged sugar molecule as it progresses through the body. Because cancers 
grow faster than normal tissues, cancerous tissue metabolizes more sugar in 
a given time than does normal tissue. The radioisotope trace (sugar tag) 
eventually becomes more concentrated in regions of the body containing 
cancerous tissue. PET technology can thus detect and display metabolic 
activity. Doctors can use this information to investigate brain functioning 
without invasive surgery.

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) does not employ ionizing radiation. 
This technique relies on the properties of the protons in the nuclei of hydro-
gen atoms in large biomolecules. Because of its reliance on the properties of 
nuclear particles, this technique is classified as a nuclear medicine tech-
nique. MRI is an application of a laboratory process known as nuclear mag-
netic resonance (NMR), which was developed in the mid-20th century. NMR 
is a noninvasive technique that can identify atoms within a sample without 
altering and affecting the sample itself. 
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c.5 nuclEAr mEdicinE 
tEcHnologiEs
PET scans have been used in many 
major areas of medical research includ-
ing addiction, eating disorders, attention 
deficit hyperactivity disorder, aging, and 
neurodegenerative disorders such as 
Alzheimer’s disease. The radioisotope 
most commonly used is fluorine-18. Its 
half-life is 110 min. 

Emphasize that MRI does not depend 
on ionizing radiation but on radio waves 
of very low frequencies, produced when 
a strong magnetic field interacts with 
atomic nuclei. Plan a field trip to an MRI 
lab or have a technician visit the class to 
talk about MRI and/or PET scans. The 
web site http://electronics.howstuffworks 
.com/mri.htm has an excellent descrip-
tion of the science involved in MRI 
procedures.
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Figure 6.49 Positron emission tomography (PET). Cancerous tissue can be detected  
using PET scans. In this illustration, a brain tumor is identified by detecting gamma  
radiation emitted when positrons collide with electrons. As depicted in the particulate- 
level representation (bottom image), sugar molecules are tagged with a radioisotope  
tracer that emits positrons (yellow spheres). When a positron collides with an electron  
(blue spheres) in the immediate vicinity, both particles are destroyed and produce two  
gamma rays (depicted as yellow waves). The gamma-ray pair is then detected.
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a Using the Figures
Figure 6.49 While positrons are  
an exotic form of matter, they find 
routine use in PET scans. The 
radioisotope (fluorine-18) used is 
incorporated into a glucose mol-
ecule. Because active cells consume 
more glucose than inactive ones, PET 
scans can provide information about 
where active cells (often tumors) are 
concentrated. Have students critique 
this image regarding scales of 
representation. Glucose molecules 
are depicted for visual placement but 
are much too large relative to the 
cells. Positrons and electrons are also 
much larger than actual size. The 
electron being annihilated is de-
picted without the atom or molecule 
with which it was associated. 

An Internet image search for “PET 
scan” will provide a large array of 
interesting applications of PET scans.
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MRI imagery can produce useful images of soft tissues. A major benefit of 
MRI is that it does not rely on ionizing radiation. Unlike most other nuclear-
medicine technologies, MRI uses radio waves of very low energies and 
involves no known health risks. Some patients were hesitant to undergo the 
procedure when it was called by its original name, nuclear magnetic reso-
nance, due to fear evoked by the term nuclear. This unfounded fear prompted 
the name change to magnetic resonance imaging.

C.6  ARTIFICIAL RADIOACTIVITY
In 1919, Ernest Rutherford enclosed nitrogen gas in a glass tube and bom-
barded the sample with alpha particles. After analyzing the gas remaining in 
the tube, he found that some nitrogen atoms had been converted to an iso-
tope of oxygen, according to the following equation:

Rutherford had produced the first synthetic or artificial  transmutation of 
an element, the first documented conversion of one element to another. He 
continued this work but was limited by the moderate energies of alpha par-
ticles then available. By 1930, scientists had developed particle accelerators 
that could produce highly energetic particles for bombardment reactions. 
Using these higher-energy particles, scientists created many other synthetic 
atoms, some of which were radioactive.

The first synthetic radioisotope (one not occurring in nature) was pro-
duced in 1934 by French physicists Irène and Frédéric Joliot-Curie (the 
daughter and son-in-law of Marie and Pierre Curie; see Figure 6.50). They 
bombarded aluminum atoms with alpha particles, producing radioactive 
phosphorus-30 and neutrons:

27
13Al      4

2He    30
15P      1

0n

Figure 6.50  Irène and  
Frédéric Joliot-Curie  
produced the first synthetic 
radioisotope in 1934.

P1.  Would carbon-14 dating be useful for dating artifacts if  
the half-life of carbon-14 was not constant? Explain.

2.  What specific characteristics of radioisotopes make them  
useful in
a. medical diagnosis?
b. treatment of cancer?

3.  You are familiar with the synthesis of compounds. What  
does it mean to synthesize an element?

14
7 N

Helium-4
(alpha particle)

Nitrogen-14 Oxygen-17 Hydrogen-1

17
8O

1
1H4

2 He
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Pconcept check 6
1. (Concept developed in Sections 

C.1–C.3.) Carbon-14 dating would  
not be useful if the half-life of the 
carbon-14 isotope was not constant. 
Because carbon-14 has a constant 
half-life, we can use it to make fairly 
accurate determinations of the age of 
certain artifacts.

2. (Concepts developed in Sections C.4 
and C.5.)
a. Radioisotopes are useful in diagnosis 

because they have the same chemical 
properties as non-radioactive 
isotopes of the element (and there-
fore behave the same way in the 
body). Radioisotopes, via the 
radiation they emit, can also be 
tracked to identify abnormalities in 
certain parts of the body. 

b. Radioisotopes are useful in the 
treatment of cancer because they 
emit radiation that carries enough 
energy to destroy cancerous growths.

3. (Looking ahead; answers will be based 
on students’ prior knowledge.) Based 
upon their understanding of the 
synthesis of compounds, students may 
reason that synthesizing an element 
involves making a new element or 
converting one element into another. 
This concept will be further developed 
in Sections C.6 and C.7.

c.6 ArtificiAl 
rAdioActivity
The text gives a brief history of the devel- 
opment of nuclear chemistry, beginning 
with Rutherford’s investigations with 
alpha particles and transmutation, which 
had been some alchemists’ historic quest. 

High potential-energy barriers make 
synthesis of elements difficult. Two 
methods can overcome these barriers, 
using high temperatures in millions of 
kelvins (approximating temperatures of 
stars) and using high speeds. High speeds 
have been easier to achieve. High speeds 
overcome repulsions that occur on 
bombardment of a nucleus with posi-
tively charged particles. In particle 
accelerators, charged particles achieve  
the necessary speeds. Neutrons are also 
commonly used to bombard nuclei in 
transmutation reactions, as they eliminate 
the problem of repulsion. Several U.S. 
government laboratories conduct research 
related to particle accelerators and 
neutron bombardment, including Oak 
Ridge National Laboratory, Fermi Na-
tional Accelerator Laboratory, and 
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. 
Each laboratory has a Web site with more 
information: www.ornl.gov, www.fnal 
.gov, and www.llnl.gov.

a Using the Figures
Figure 6.50 You may choose to discuss further the work of the Joliot-Curies. For 
example, the phosphorus-30 they produced has a half-life of 3.5 min. The Joliot-
Curies earned the 1935 Nobel Prize in chemistry for this and related work. Irène 
Joliot-Curie, like her mother,  died of leukemia associated with her work. See http://
nobelprize.org/chemistry/laureates/1935/joliot-curie-bio.html, http://www.chem 
heritage.org/classroom/chemach/atomic/joliot.html, and http://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Irene_Joliot-Curie. 
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650 Unit 6 Atoms: Nuclear Interactions 

 Since then, researchers have accomplished many transformations of one 
element to another and have synthesized new radioactive isotopes of vari-
ous elements. Many of the diagnostic radioisotopes noted in Table 6.10 (page 
646) are synthetic. Technetium-99m, for example, is both a synthetic ele-
ment and a radioisotope.

Most synthetic radioisotopes are produced by bombarding elements with 
neutrons, which are captured by target nuclei. This process requires less 
energy than many other bombardment reactions, because neutrons have no 
electrical charge and are not repelled by the positive charge of the nucleus. 
Such reactions produce radioactive nuclei that tend to emit beta particles, 
thus changing the atomic number and producing a different element.

The following examples show the formation of two synthetic radioiso-
topes often used as medical tracers, calcium-45 and iron-59.

44
20Ca      1

0n    45
20Ca

58
26Fe      1

0n    59
26Fe

Nuclear-bombardment reactions generally involve four particles:

Target nucleus: the stable isotope that is bombarded.

Projectile particle (bullet): the particle fired at the target nucleus.

Product nucleus: the isotope produced in the reaction.

Ejected particle: the lighter nucleus or particle emitted from the 
reaction. 

For example, consider how the Joliot-Curies produced the first synthetic 
radioactive isotope, phosphorus-30. The four types of particles involved are 
identified as follows:

27
13Al           4

2He          30
15P           1

0n

 Aluminum-27 Alpha particle Phosphorus-30 Neutron
 target projectile product ejected
 nucleus particle nucleus particle

Alchemists searched in vain for ways to transform (transmute) 
lead or iron into gold. Has such transmutation now become a 
reality? From what you know about nuclear reactions, do you 
think that lead, iron, or mercury atoms could be changed to gold? 
If so, try to write equations for the possible reactions.

TRANSMUTATION OF ELEMENTS

CHEMQUANDARY
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CHEMQUANDARY
trAnsmutAtion of 
ElEmEnts
People could change lead and iron 
atoms into gold, but the method would 
be far too expensive to be profitable due 
to huge equipment and energy costs. 
Reactions of the type used to produce 
elements 109–114 could conceivably be 
employed. In one hypothetical reaction, 
n  Pb ∫B Au  Li  4 n.
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SECTION C  Using Radioactivity 651

Sample Problem: Nobelium (No) can be produced by  
bombarding curium (Cm) atoms with nuclei of a low-mass element. 
What element serves as the projectile particle in this reaction?

246
96Cm    ?    254

102No    4 10n

Because the sum of product atomic numbers is 102, the projectile 
must have the atomic number 6, to make the sum of reactant  
atomic numbers also 102. Therefore, the projectile must be  
carbon (atomic number = 6). The total mass numbers of products  
is 258 (254  4), indicating that the projectile must have been 
carbon-12 (258 – 246 = 12). 

The completed equation is as follows:

246
96Cm    12

6C    254
102No    4 10 n

 target projectile product ejected
 nucleus particle nucleus particle

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
C.7  NUCLEAR-BOMBARDMENT 

REACTIONS

Complete the following equations by supplying the missing numbers or sym-
bols. Name each particle. Then identify the target nucleus, projectile particle, 
product nucleus, and ejected particle. 

 1.  59
27?  ?

?n  60
?? (Scientists produce most medically useful isotopes 

by bombarding stable isotopes with neutrons. This process converts the 
original nuclei to radioactive forms of the same element.)

 2.  96
42?  ?

?H  97
43?  1

0? (Until it was synthesized in 1937, 
technetium was only an unfilled gap in the periodic table. All of its 
isotopes are radioactive. Any technetium originally on Earth has 
decayed. Technetium, the first element artificially produced, is now 
used in industry and medicine.)

 3.  58
??  209

?Bi  ?
109Mt  1

0? (In 1992, a research group in Darmstadt, 
Germany, created element 109 by bombarding bismuth-209 nuclei. The 
name meitnerium (Mt) honors Lise Meitner, the Austrian physicist who 
first proposed the idea of nuclear fission. (See page 659.)

Not only does the ability to transform one element into another provide new and 
powerful technological capabilities, it also has changed our view of elements.
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Answers

DS   c.7 nuclEAr-
bombArdmEnt 
rEActions

Students write equations for bombard-
ment reactions using the four types of 
particles involved in those reactions.

TRM  
 
EXTRA PRACTICE

Target 
nucleus

Projectile 
particle

Product 
nucleus

Ejected  
particle

1. 59
27 Co  1

0 n ∫B 60
27 Co

2. 96
42 Mo  2

1 H ∫B 97
43 Tc  1

0 n
3. 58

26 Fe  209
83 Bi ∫B 266

109 Mt  1
0 n
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C.8  EXTENDING THE PERIODIC TABLE
Since 1940, nearly 20 transuranium elements—with atomic numbers greater 
than the atomic number of uranium (92)—have been added to the periodic 
table. These elements have been synthesized in nuclear reactions, usually 
conducted in accelerators known as cyclotrons (see Figure 6.51). From 1940 
to 1961, Glenn Seaborg and coworkers at the University of California–Berkeley 
synthesized and identified 10 new elements with atomic numbers 94 to 103, 
a prodigious feat. 

None of those 10 elements occurs naturally. All were made by high-energy 
bombardment of heavy nuclei with various particles. For example, alpha-
particle bombardment of plutonium-239 produced curium-242:

239
94Pu  4

2He  242
96Cm  1

0n

Bombarding Pu-239 with neutrons yielded americium-241, a radioisotope 
now used in home smoke detectors:

239
94Pu  2 10n  241

95Am  0
–1 

e

Seaborg was awarded the 1951 Nobel prize in chemistry for his work. Albert 
Ghiorso, a colleague of Seaborg, led the way in producing several new ele-
ments beyond lawrencium (element 103). One is element 106, produced by 

Figure 6.51  Cyclotrons, pioneered by Ernest O. Lawrence, allow scientists to investigate 
high-energy bombardment of heavy nuclei with various particles. The images here illustrate 
the development of the cyclotron over several decades: (top left) an 11-inch chamber from 
1932, (bottom left) the Berkeley Radiation Laboratory’s 60-inch cyclotron, which was used by 
Glenn Seaborg, Albert Ghiorso, and their coworkers to discover several new elements, and 
(right) the world’s largest cyclotron (~18 m in diameter) at Canada’s National Laboratory for 
Particle and Nuclear Physics.
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c.8 ExtEnding tHE 
pEriodic tAblE
People have made the transuranic ele- 
ments by bombarding heavy nuclei with 
such particles as helium nuclei. Other 
methods of producing these elements 
include successive neutron capture, 
which results from continuous 
bombardment of a heavy nucleus  
with low-energy neutrons. Scientists 
have produced still other transuranic 
elements in nuclear explosions, where  
a heavy nucleus such as uranium is 
bombarded with neutrons emitted from 
the explosion. Some transuranium 
elements are quite unstable and readily 
decay. People have produced only a few 
atoms of some of these elements, so little 
is known about them.

People have used transuranium 
elements and their isotopes in a variety 
of applications. For example, they have 
used plutonium-239 as a fuel to generate 
nuclear power and americium-241 to 
diagnose thyroid disorders and to make 
smoke detectors. 

With expansion of the periodic table, 
conflict has frequently emerged over 
naming the new elements. Some 
scientists would argue that discovering 
or creating transuranic elements is the 
culmination of research efforts and 
findings, rather than the work of one 
group or one individual. This is due to 
continual communication and exchange 
of ideas among individuals within the 
scientific community (via research 
journals and scientific meetings), 
creating an environment where new 
ideas or discoveries are founded on 
accumulated information and knowledge 
from many sources. Many scientists 
enjoy and endorse this free exchange  
of ideas and mutual collaboration. 
However, it is interesting to consider 
how other factors (such as politics,  
ego, and national pride) can creep  
into scientific activity when recognition 
for a specific discovery is at stake.

If students have not already read the 
Chemistry at Work feature on pages 
636–637, it provides a personal perspec-
tive from a scientist who has synthe-
sized transuranic elements that would 
fit well with this material.
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bombarding a californium-249 target 
with a beam of oxygen-18 nuclei, pro-
ducing an isotope of element 106. To 
honor Seaborg’s pioneering work, ele-
ment 106 was named seaborgium (Sg). 
Glenn Seaborg, shown in Figure 6.52, 
has been called the father of the mod-
ern periodic table.

 Traditionally, the discoverer of an 
element selects its name. For example, 
when Marie Curie first discovered ele-
ment number 84 she named it polo-
nium (Po) in honor of Poland, her 
home country. 

Several scientific laboratories have-
claimed to have synthesized elements 
with atomic numbers greater than 92. 
For example, laboratories in both the 
former Soviet Union and the United 
States claimed the discovery of ele-
ments 104 and 105. Soviet scientists 
proposed naming them kurchatovium 
(Ku) and dubnium (Db), while U.S. sci-
entists proposed the names rutherfor-
dium (Ru) and hahnium (Ha). The 

International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) examined the 
claims for element discovery before recommending the official names. In 
1997, the IUPAC approved the element names rutherfordium and dubnium. 

At present, the IUPAC recognizes official names and symbols for the first 
112 elements. Although claims for the discovery of other elements, 113 to 
118, have been reported, the IUPAC has not yet recognized these discoveries 
or their official names. Scientists temporarily identify such unnamed ele-
ments by Latin prefixes indicating their atomic numbers. For example, ele-
ment 113 is temporarily named ununtrium (un = 1, un = 1, tri = 3), which is 
symbolized as Uut until IUPAC officially recognizes the original discovery of 
that new element.

The name proposed by discoverers of element 111—roentgenium (Rg)—
was approved by IUPAC in 2004. It honors W. K. Roentgen, who discovered 
X-rays. Roentgen was the first scientist you learned about in this unit. The 
process of confirmation and naming of new elements is very thorough and 
rigorous and takes a great deal of time. Evidence for element 112 was first 
reported in 1996. In 2010, the IUPAC officially recognized the discovery of 
and the name copernicium (Cn) for element 112.

The production of transuranium elements has enriched our understanding 
of the atomic nucleus. With the synthesis and identification of elements 
beyond atomic number 92, the periodic table has expanded to fill the actinide 
series as well as nearly all of Period 7.

Figure 6.52  Glenn Seaborg and  
coworkers at the University of California–
Berkeley synthesized and identified ten  
new elements beyond uranium. Can you 
identify any transuranium elements that  
they may have created?
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a

 Using the Figures
Figure 6.52 Glenn Seaborg was a 
professor at the University of Califor-
nia at Berkeley and cofounder and 
chairman of the Lawrence Hall of 
Science (among many achieve-
ments—in fact, he has appeared in 
the Guiness Book of World Records 
for having the longest entry in Who’s 
Who in America). The transuranium 
elements Seaborg and his group 
created include americium, curium, 
berkelium, californium, einsteinium, 
fermium, mendelevium, nobelium, 
and seaborgium. When seaborgium 
was officially accepted as the name 
for element 106 in 1997, it was the 
first time an element had been 
named for a living person. Seaborg 
called it his greatest honor. He died 
(at age 86) in 1999. Additional 
information about Seaborg and his 
Nobel-prize winning research can be 
found at http://www.nobelprize.org/
nobel_prizes/chemistry/laureates/ 
1951/seaborg-bio.html.
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 MAKING DECISIONS
C.9  OPINIONS ABOUT 

RADIOACTIVITY
Some older people tend to associate nuclear technologies with the use 
of atomic weapons at the close of World War II and with the atomic-
weapon threats of the Cold War in the 1950s through the 1980s. Some of 
these people are likely to be in the audience when you speak to the Riv-
erwood senior citizens. 

The following opinions might be expressed by such community mem-
bers. Decide how you would respond to each opinion, using knowledge 
you have gained in this unit (see Figure 6.53).

 1. “I’m against having any isotopes in Riverwood. They’re too 
dangerous.”

 2.  “I don’t want to live near anything that is radioactive.”

 3.  “I don’t know why scientists keep trying to make new elements. 
All the new ones are radioactive.”

 4.  “I don’t understand how cancer can be treated with radiation.  
I thought radiation caused cancer.”

 5.  “We must outlaw radioactive material to eliminate the possibility 
of a nation using radioactive material to harm others.”

Join with a classmate and share your responses to each opinion.  
How are your responses similar? How are they different?

Figure 6.53  How can each of these images suggest ways to respond to the concerns 
of Riverwood’s citizens?
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MD   c.9 opinions About 
rAdioActivity

This activity will help students to 
prepare for this unit’s culminating 
activity. By now, students should be able 
to evaluate the community-member 
opinions, particularly with respect to 
relevant science concepts. Ask students 
to compare their responses with those of 
other classmates. Possible answers 
follow.

Answers
1. Isotopes are all around us; they occur 

naturally. Some are radioactive, while 
others are not. Sources of radioiso-
topes include groundwater, air, rocks, 
sand, and stars. Our own bodies 
contain radioisotopes.

2. Radioactive isotopes are a part of 
building materials, medical and 
dental X-rays, television sets, and air 
travel. It is impossible to completely 
avoid radioactive materials.

3. The production of new elements has 
expanded our understanding of the 
atomic nucleus.

4. Radioisotopes can kill cancerous 
cells. Physicians carefully select these 
radioisotopes based on the area of the 
body to be treated and administer 
them with care to avoid exposing 
healthy cells to ionizing radiation.

5. Radioactive material is all around us 
and would be impossible to outlaw. 
Furthermore, outlawing radioactive 
material would prohibit access to 
many medical technologies.
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SECTION C  Section Summary 655

 MAKING DECISIONS
C.9  OPINIONS ABOUT 

RADIOACTIVITY
Some older people tend to associate nuclear technologies with the use 
of atomic weapons at the close of World War II and with the atomic-
weapon threats of the Cold War in the 1950s through the 1980s. Some of 
these people are likely to be in the audience when you speak to the Riv-
erwood senior citizens. 

The following opinions might be expressed by such community mem-
bers. Decide how you would respond to each opinion, using knowledge 
you have gained in this unit (see Figure 6.53).

 1. “I’m against having any isotopes in Riverwood. They’re too 
dangerous.”

 2.  “I don’t want to live near anything that is radioactive.”

 3.  “I don’t know why scientists keep trying to make new elements. 
All the new ones are radioactive.”

 4.  “I don’t understand how cancer can be treated with radiation.  
I thought radiation caused cancer.”

 5.  “We must outlaw radioactive material to eliminate the possibility 
of a nation using radioactive material to harm others.”

Join with a classmate and share your responses to each opinion.  
How are your responses similar? How are they different?

Half-life can be defined as the time 
required for half of the radioactive atoms 
in a sample to decay.

 1.  How can the concept of half-life be used 
to determine a material’s age?

 2.  The half-life of carbon-14 is 5730 years. 
Provide a rough estimate of the percent of 
C-14 radioisotope that would be left after

a.  24 hours.

b.  100 years.

 3.  The half-life of astatine-209 is 5.4 h. 
Estimate the percent of At-209 that would 
be left after

a.  24 hours.

b.  100 years.

 4.  Phosphorus-32 has a half-life of 14.3 d. 
How long would it take for 1/8 of a sample 
of P-32 to remain unchanged?

 5.  Given a sample of 4.5 mol radon-222 (see 
Table 6.9, page 639), how many moles of 
Rn-222 would remain undecayed after

a. 3.82 d?

b. 15.3 d?

c. 28.0 d?

Radioisotopes have properties that make 
them useful as tracers for diagnostic 
purposes.

 6.  How is metastable Tc-99m useful in 
medical diagnosis? 

 7.  How is iron-59 used for diagnostic 
purposes?

 8.  Why do doctors use a radioisotope of 
iodine to detect thyroid problems?

 9.  Radioactive sodium chloride is 
appropriate for diagnosing circulatory 
problems, while radioactive xenon is 
helpful in searching for lung problems. 
Explain why each is used for its specific 
applications.

 10.  Medical personnel are selecting a 
radioisotope for diagnostic use. Why is each 
of the following considerations important in 
selecting the most suitable radioisotope?

a.  half-life

b.  mode of decay

c.  chemical properties of the element

Ionizing radiation emitted by some 
radioisotopes can be used for medical 
treatment.

 11.  How are cancer cells different from 
normal cells?

 12.  How do physicians use ionizing radiation 
to treat cancer?

 13.  What could happen if the source of 
ionizing radiation used to treat cancerous 
growth were

a. too weak?

b. too strong?

 14.  Name three radioisotopes that radiologists 
can use externally to treat cancer.

Reviewing the Concepts

SUMMARYC SECTION
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Reviewing the Concepts
 1. C-14 decays naturally, with a  

half-life of 5730 y. As long as a plant 
or animal is alive, the amount of  
C-14 in the organism is the same  
as C-14 in the atmosphere. Because 
the organism does not exchange 
carbon with the atmosphere after  
it dies, the C-14 it loses through 
radioactive decay is not replaced. 
Therefore, we can use the fraction  
of C-14 remaining to determine the 
age of the dead organism.

 2. a. 100% 
b. About 99% 

 3. a. About 4% 
b. Virtually none 

 4. 42.9 days 
 5. Rn-222 has a half-life of 3.82 days 

(Table 6.9, page 639).
a. 2.3 mol  
b. 0.28 mol 
c. Less than 0.035 mol 

 6. This radioisotope concentrates  
where cell growth is fastest, helping 
to pinpoint tumors in the brain, 
thyroid, and kidney. 

 7. Fe-59 is used to monitor the rate  
of red blood cell formation (it is a 
component of hemoglobin, a protein 
in red blood cells) and to diagnose 
anemia.

 8. A healthy thyroid incorporates some 
iodine. When a patient receives a 
solution containing a radioactive 
iodine tracer (I-123), doctors can 
compare the actual rate of tracer 
uptake to the rate in a healthy 
thyroid.

 9. Sodium ions are normally found 
dissolved in blood. Xenon, a noble 
gas, would not damage sensitive 
tissue.

10. a.  The isotope must have short 
half-life, decay rapidly, and leave 
the patient’s body quickly.

b. Since alpha particles can cause 
extensive damage inside the body, 
the tracer should not decay by 
alpha emission.

c. Chemical properties must be the 
same as those of chemically stable 
isotopes of the element.

 11. Cancer cells divide faster. 
 12. Ionizing radiation kills the  

cancer cells. (It can also damage 
normal cells.)

 13. a.  It would not kill all of the cancer 
cells.

b. It would damage normal cells.
 14. Cobalt-60, iodine-131, and  

phosphorus-32
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656 Unit 6 Atoms: Nuclear Interactions

The conversion (transmutation) of one 
element to another can be accomplished 
by the high-energy bombardment of 
atomic nuclei with subatomic particles  
or other nuclei.

 15.  Define transmutation.

 16.  Why was Rutherford’s ability to complete 
transmutations limited compared to the 
Curies’ transmutation abilities?

 17.  Why are neutrons frequently used as 
projectiles in transmutation reactions?

 18.  Copy and complete each of the following 
transmutation equations: 

a.  4
2He  259

104Rf

b. 238
92U   234

90Th

c. 210
83Bi 0

−1e   

d. 95
40Zr  95

41Nb

e.  4
2He  214

80Hg

Connecting the Concepts
 19.  A student wrote this statement in a 

homework assignment: “After one half- 
life, half of the mass of a material has 
disappeared.” Do you agree or disagree? 
Explain.

 20.  Would carbon dating help scientists 
determine the age of dinosaur remains? 
Explain.

 21.  Explain why an externally applied alpha 
emitter is an ineffective treatment for 
tumors deep within the body.

 22.  Graph the data in the following table and 
determine the

a. half-life of thorium-234.

b.  minimum number of days required for 
thorium-234 to decay to 20% of its 
original activity.

 23.  Scientists using carbon-14 dating 
generally do not use it to go back further 
than seven half-lives.

a.  Explain why.

b.  What is the maximum number of years a 
substance can be dated using carbon-14 
dating?

Why and how are radio-
active isotopes useful?
In this section, you explored the 
concept of half-life, learned about 
applications of radioisotopes in 
medicine, and considered 
transmutation and how it relates to 
the extension of the periodic table. 
Think about what you have learned, 
then answer the question in your 
own words in organized paragraphs. 
Your answer should demonstrate 
your understanding of the key ideas 
in this section. 

Be sure to consider the following  
in your response: half-life, carbon 
dating, diagnostic and therapeutic 
uses of nuclear medicine, 
bombardment, and transmutation.

Elapsed time 
(days) 

% thorium-234 activity 
remaining

0 100

7 82

16 60

28 45

42 30

62 17

94 7
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 15. The process by which one element  
is converted into another element

 16. Rutherford had access only to 
low-energy alpha particles. The 
Curies were able to use higher-energy 
particles to complete transmutations 
due to development of particle 
accelerators.

 17. They are electrically neutral and are 
not repelled by positively charged 
nuclei.

 18. a. 263
106 Sg

b. 4
2 He

c. 210
84 Po

d. 0
–1 e

e. 210
82 Pb

Connecting the Concepts
 19. Disagree. After one half-life, half the 

atoms have decayed. Most of the 
original mass is still present in decay 
products.

 20. No. Dinosaurs lived too long ago, 
beyond the range of C-14 dating 
accuracy.

 21. The skin blocks transmission of 
alpha particles.

22.

a. About 25 days
b. 50–52 days 

 23. a.  After seven half-lives, the amount 
of the original sample remaining to 
analyze will be less than 1%.

b. 7  5730 y  40 110 y

Why and how are 
radioactive isotopes 
useful?
Student answers should include:
• Carbon-dating allows scientists to 
determine the age of artifacts given 
the half-life of carbon.
• Radioactive isotopes are useful in 
medicine to kill cancerous cells and 
as tracers that help locate disorders.
• Useful isotopes may be either 
naturally occurring or produced by 
transmutation using bombardment.
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SECTION C  Section Summary 657

 24.  A radiologist injects a patient’s 
bloodstream with a radioisotope tracer 
sample registering 10 000 cpm (counts per 
minute) of radioactivity. Soon after, a 
technician draws 6.0 mL of blood, and the 
sample shows an activity of 10 cpm. What is 
the patient’s total blood volume, assuming 
essentially no decrease in the activity of the 
radioisotope occurred during this clinical 
procedure?

Extending the Concepts
 25.  Compare PET and MRI in terms of

a.  their method of operation.

b.  data they provide for diagnosis.

c.  radiation exposure for a patient. 

 26.  Scientists originally were uncertain 
whether the oxygen gas produced during 
photosynthesis came from CO2, H2O, or 
both. How could radioisotope tracers be 
used to help settle that uncertainty?

 27.  A newly discovered element with an 
extremely short half-life is detected by 
analyzing its decay products. Explain how 
scientists can “work backward” to identify 
the original element.

 28.  Many gemstones are irradiated. Research 
and report on the reasons for this process.

 29.  Gold and other precious metals can be 
created from other metals by nuclear 
transformations.

a.  So why don’t commercial firms do  
this as a source of profit?

b.  Is the synthetic precious metal 
distinguishable from the naturally 
occurring metal? Explain.

 30.  Research how the proton–neutron ratio is 
related to the stability of an atomic nucleus. 
Describe how you could use this ratio to 
predict the type of radioactive decay a 
particular atomic nucleus undergoes.

 31.  List foods that are currently irradiated 
with nuclear radiation before they are 
marketed for human consumption. Describe 
the process and evaluate its risks and 
benefits.
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 24. The radioactivity of the 6.0 mL blood 
is 1000 times less than that of the 
original material injected. Assuming 
the injected sample became evenly 
distributed throughout the patient’s 
blood supply—and assuming the 
radioisotopes did not decay signifi-
cantly during the short time before 
the blood was drawn—the patient’s 
total blood volume would be 1000  
 6 mL (or 6 L).

Extending the Concepts
 25. a.  PET uses radioisotope tracers that 

emit positrons. The positrons 
encounter electrons and produce 
gamma-ray pairs. A computer will 
detect where these gamma-ray 
pairs form and produce an image. 
MRI uses low-energy radio waves 
to produce images of body tissues.

b. PET can provide information 
about brain functioning and tumor 
growth. MRI can provide data 
based on differences in how 
normal and abnormal tissues in 

the area of investigation respond 
to alternations in the magnetic 
field. 

c. In MRI, there is no exposure to 
ionizing radiation. In PET, patients 
are exposed to a radioisotope with 
a short half-life. 

 26. Radioisotopes of oxygen could be 
introduced into CO2 or H2O made 
available to the growing plant. Then 
one could use a radiation-detection 
system to trace radioactive oxygen 
atoms as they move through the 
living plant and out again.

 27. Based on knowledge of decay 
products and the type of emissions, 
scientists complete equations 
involving the decay products to 
identify the original element.

 28. This treatment brings out color and 
removes imperfections. Changing the 
color of gemstones is legal, but the 
stones must then be stored long 
enough for radioactivity to decrease. 
Gamma radiation produced by the 
decay of Co-60 is often used to 
irradiate gems.

 29. a.  The process is too expensive.
b. No 

 30. The lightest nuclides that exhibit 
stability have almost equal numbers 
of protons and neutrons. Heavier 
nuclides require up to 50% more 
neutrons than protons for stability. 
Alpha radiation mostly comes from 
nuclei that have too many protons  
or too few neutrons. Neutron-rich 
nuclei tend to decay by beta emission.

 31. Irradiated foods include fruits, 
vegetables, and spices. Poultry and 
red meat are also FDA-approved for 
irradiation. During irradiation, 
radiant energy kills harmful bacteria 
such as E. coli, Campylobacter, and 
Salmonella. The process also can 
control insects and parasites, reduce 
spoilage, and inhibit ripening and 
sprouting. Irradiation can reduce 
levels of thiamine but not enough  
for concerns about vitamin defi-
ciency. Living cells are damaged or 
killed in the process, which affects 
the viability of seeds, such as those 
in alfalfa sprouts. 
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SECTIOND

P1.  List at least three beneficial uses of nuclear technology or  
nuclear energy.

2. Describe how synthetic elements are created.
3. What is nuclear fission?

NUCLEAR ENERGY:  
BENEFITS AND  
BURDENS
What burdens and benefits accompany 
uses of nuclear energy?

In the 1930s, a bombardment reaction involving uranium unlocked  
a new energy source and led to development of both nuclear power  
and nuclear weapons. This event marked the start of the nuclear age. 
How did scientists first unleash the enormous energy of the atom, and 
how have nuclear engineers harnessed atomic energy for both useful 
and destructive purposes?

GOALS

nuclear power plant.

sources.  

wastes, including burdens and benefits of each.

658 Unit 6 Atoms: Nuclear Interactions 
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Students learn of the immense quantity 
of energy locked inside atomic nuclei 
and how that energy is released via 
chain reactions in nuclear power plants, 
in nuclear weapons, and within the Sun 
and other stars. They examine major 
components of a nuclear power plant 
and explore the risks and benefits of 
nuclear reactions, including problems 
associated with disposal of high- and 
low-level radioactive waste.

After the close of this section,  
students create a presentation in the 
culminating activity to help Riverwood 
residents draw conclusions about the 
nuclear concerns raised by CANE. One 
to two class periods should be adequate 
for students to create their presentations. 
Research and response to the CANE 
statements was initiated during Making 
Decisions activities (pages 605, 632, 654, 
and 676) within the unit.

Using the section 
Question
Students learn about nuclear fission and 
fusion in this section, as well as their 
constructive and destructive applica-
tions. After studying nuclear energy, 
they should be able to discuss and 
evaluate the risks and rewards of its use.

Goals
Goals include describing nuclear fission 
and fusion and balancing equations for 
each, discussing how nuclear energy is 
used to generate electricity, and evaluat-
ing options for disposal of radioactive 
wastes.

Pconcept check 7
1. (Concepts developed in Section C.) 

Student responses may include 
artifact dating, diagnosis of disease 
via radioisotope tracers, treatment  
of disease, PET scans, MRIs, and 
generating electricity.

2. (Concepts developed in Sections 
C.6–C.8.) Synthetic elements are 
produced by bombarding heavy 
nuclei with small nuclei or subatomic 
particles. Facilities such as cyclotrons 
are needed to accelerate the particles.

3. (Looking ahead; answers will be based 
on students’ prior knowledge.) Based 
upon their understanding of cellular 
fission—the division of a cell into one 
or more parts—students may suggest 
that nuclear fission is the division or 
splitting of an atom. 
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SECTION D  Nuclear Energy: Benefits and Burdens 659

D.1  UNLEASHING NUCLEAR FORCES

Strassmann bombarded uranium with neutrons in the hope of creating a 
more massive nucleus and, thus, a new element. Much to their surprise, they 
found that one reaction product was atoms of barium, with only about half 
the atomic mass of the original target uranium atoms. 

The first to understand what had happened was the Austrian physicist 

with Strassmann and Hahn. 
that neutron bombardment had split the uranium atom into two parts of 

Hahn and Strassmann had actually triggered an array of related reactions. 

 
1
0 n  92 

U   
 
Ba  93

 
Kr  3 1

0 n  Energy

Splitting an atom into two smaller atoms is called nuclear fission. Scientists 

1
0 n    92 

U   
 
Xe    90

38 
Sr    3 1

0 n    Energy

-

more than the energy of any chemical reaction. This is what makes nuclear 

reaction? Recall what you know about chemical reactions, such as burning 
petroleum. Chemical reactions involve breaking chemical bonds in reactants 

products than in reactants, energy is released, often as thermal energy. Thus, 
chemical energy is converted into thermal energy. There is no overall energy 
loss or gain. Similarly, mass is conserved in a chemical reaction. The nucleus 
of each atom, and thus its identity, remains intact in all chemical reactions. 
As a result, the number of atoms of each element remains unchanged. The 

this conservation of atoms and mass.

Figure 6.54  Lise Meitner 
was first to suggest that 
nuclei might split due to 
neutron bombardment.

++ + Energy +
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d.1 unlEAsHing nuclEAr 
forcEs
This section introduces students to the 
strong force, which holds protons and 
neutrons together in the nucleus. This 
force can be unleashed by bombarding a 
fissionable nucleus, causing the nucleus 
to split into two new nuclei. This event  
is accompanied by release of a large 
quantity of energy. The text compares the 
energy changes in nuclear reactions to 
those of conventional chemical reactions. 
You may emphasize that a small quantity 
of mass, if converted into energy, yields 
an enormous quantity of energy, accord-
ing to the equation E  mc2. (See the 
margin note on page 660 for a sample 
calculation.) This accounts for the large 
quantity of energy that accompanies 
fission or fusion.

Elicit students’ impressions of nuclear 
power, nuclear weapons, and any 
popular uses of the terms critical mass 
and chain reaction. Then use Figure 6.56 
(page 661) and the text material to clarify 
these concepts and the relationships 
among them.

Note that sustaining nuclear fission in 
chain reactions (by providing a sufficient 
quantity of fissionable isotope or critical 
mass, page 661) is the means by which 
both nuclear reactors and nuclear 
weapons operate. The key difference is 
that nuclear reactors are based on 
carefully controlled chain reactions, 
while nuclear weapons are based on 
initiation of uncontrolled chain reactions.

A quantity in excess of the critical 
mass is termed supercritical mass. In 
this situation, chain reactions can 
accelerate due to the large quantity of 
fissionable material and the large 
number of neutrons available to strike 
additional nuclei. In nuclear weapons, 
supercritical masses form as multiple 
subcritical masses of fissionable material 
quickly come together in the presence of 
a neutron-emitting source.

TRM  
 
READING GUIDE
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Nuclear reactions are also based on conserving energy and mass. How-

The origin of nuclear energy lies in the force that holds protons and neu-
trons together in the nucleus. This force, called the strong force, is funda-
mentally different from the electrical forces that hold atoms and ions together 
in chemical bonds. It is also a thousand times stronger than the forces that 
result in chemical bonds. The strong force operates over very short distances, 

The forces holding nuclear particles together in the two atomic nuclei 

uranium atom that was split. A small loss of mass results from forming two 

How much mass and energy are involved? The mass loss is very small, 

vast power of nuclear reactions. 
E = mc2. This 

E m -
c2

produced by burning 700 000 gallons of high-octane gasoline! 
Such nuclear energy release has been harnessed by engineers to generate 

-
sion of one nucleus does not produce enough energy for practical use. How 

Figure 6.55  The core of a fission reactor, based on a nuclear chain reaction, emits visible 
light due to ionizing radiation released.
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a Using the Figures
Figure 6.55 The blue reactor core 
glow effect is known as Cerenkov 
radiation, named after the Russian 
scientist who developed the theory 
explaining the phenomena. Nuclear 
fission releases a tremendous amount 
of energy due to differences in bind- 
ing energy between reactant and 
product nuclei. Some of this energy is 
in excited fission products, which de- 
cay producing beta particles. These 
beta particles can be emitted with 
kinetic energies at velocities that 
exceed the speed of light in water. 
This results in the emission of blue 
light and the characteristic blue 
reactor core glow. (See http://reactor 
.mst.edu/cerenkov.html or http://
profmattstrassler.com/articles-and- 
posts/particle-physics-basics/
cerenkov-radiation/ for more 
information.)
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SECTION D  Nuclear Energy: Benefits and Burdens 661

is the release of neutrons. These emitted neutrons can sustain the fission 
reaction by serving as reactants to split additional fissionable nuclei, which 
produce additional neutrons, which can split additional fissionable nuclei, 
and so on. The result is a chain reaction

Recall, however, that most of an atom is empty space. The probability that 
a neutron from a fission reaction will hit and split another fissionable nucleus 
depends on how much fissionable material is available. Unless a certain 
critical mass -
trons are not likely to encounter enough fissionable nuclei to sustain the 
reaction. However, if a critical mass of fissionable material is present, a chain 

the war.

Figure 6.56  A nuclear chain reaction. A neutron colliding with a uranium-235 nucleus  
initiates the reaction (left). The reaction continues and grows, as emitted neutrons  
encounter and split the nuclei of other fissionable atoms.
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 Using the Figures
Figure 6.56 Use this figure to 
ensure that students understand how 
a chain reaction works and to prepare 
them for Modeling Matter D.2. Point 
out that each fission event produces 
high-energy neutrons that can initiate 
another fission event. Discuss poten- 
tial fates of these neutrons (energy 
loss, absorption by nonfissionable 
nuclei) and link these fates to the 
requirement for a critical mass of 
fissionable material.
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More recently, nuclear engineers have used the energy produced by 
nuclear fission chain reactions to generate electricity. They carefully moni-
tor and control the rate of fission for such uses. Nuclear power plants har-
ness the enormous energy produced by nuclear fission reactions, while also 

more about those design features.

 MODELING MATTER
D.2  CHAIN REACTIONS
Chain reactions sustain nuclear fission reactions in applications such as 
electrical power generation and atomic weapons. In this activity, dominoes 
will model some aspects of a chain reaction. 

Each domino that falls represents a nucleus that has been split during fis-

making one domino fall causes all other dominoes also to fall. Because you 
will model a specific fission reaction, your models will not match the one 

1
0 n    92 

U    137

 
Te    97

 
Zr    2 1

0 n    Energy

 1.  
neutrons.

a.  Set up all the dominoes you receive from your teacher so that 
each falling domino will make two more erect dominoes fall.

b.  Sketch your setup.

c.  Push over the first domino and record what happens.

behavior of your domino setup?

 2.  
a chain reaction.

a.  Set up the dominoes as in Step 1a.

fissionable.

c.  Remove all dominoes from your setup that do not have  
seven dots.

d.  Sketch your new setup.

e.  Push over the first domino and record what happens.

Figure 6.57  Domino 
behavior can model 
key characteristics of a 
chain reaction.
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MM  
 d.2 cHAin rEActions

This activity demonstrates the concept 
of expanding versus limited chain 
reactions. Give each student group a 
standard set of 28 dominoes. You may 
need two or three sets of dominoes for 
an adequate class demonstration.

Answers
1. a. No answer required.

b. Student drawings
c. Each domino that fell caused  

two additional dominoes to fall.
d. Each neutron produced two 

additional neutrons, which can 
then bombard two additional U-235 
nuclei and emit four more neutrons. 
This produces an expanding 
(out-of-control) chain reaction;  
the number of falling dominoes 
increases with each row.

e. The model does not represent new 
nuclei formed during the chain 
reaction. This model is two- 
dimensional; nuclear fission 
extends three-dimensionally. Little 
energy is released by the falling 
dominoes.

2. a.–c. No answer required
d. Student drawings
e. A few dominoes may fall, but the 

“reaction” stops quickly when a 
domino is missing.

f. If there are not enough fissionable 
atoms nearby, neutrons will not 
bombard a fissionable target. The 
chain reaction stops.

g. This would require “enriching”  
the domino sample so a greater 
proportion of total dominoes 
contain seven dots.

TRM  
 
HANDoUT
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SECTION D  Nuclear Energy: Benefits and Burdens 663

f.  In what way does this model help clarify the idea of critical mass?

g.  How can you ensure that you have a critical mass of “fissionable” 
dominoes in a particular setup?

 3.  Suppose you need to control the total neutrons emitted so that fission 

a.  Set up the dominoes as in Step 1a.

dominoes that are already set up.

d.  Try your plan and record what happens.

f.  Use a domino model to describe how to control fission chain 
reactions.

 4.  Compare the domino arrangements in Question 1 and 3.

 5.  Propose another way to model a nuclear chain reaction.

reaction.

D.3  NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
 

Since then, commercial companies have built many nuclear reactors to gen-  
erate electricity, such as the nuclear 

In 2010, slightly more than 100 
commercial nuclear reactors were 
generating electricity in the United 

where these reactors are located. 

reactors in 29 nations produce about 

Figure 6.58  A nuclear power plant.  
Notice the reactor containment building 
with its domed roof.
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3. a.  No answer required
b. Each falling domino can strike only 

one other domino. Students can do 
this by placing a barrier between it 
and the second domino it would 
strike, analogous to a control rod.

c. Answers will vary. 
d. Half the dominoes fall.
e. A falling domino strikes one 

domino but not the second domino 
from the Question 1 setup.

f. Control rods absorb some neutrons 
to prevent them from striking other 
uranium nuclei.

4. a.  The arrangement in Question 1 
models the explosion of a nuclear 
weapon, in which a tremendous 
amount of energy is released in a 
very short time.

b. The arrangement in Question 3 
models a nuclear power plant. In 
this case the energy is released over 
a longer period of time and is kept 
under control.

5. One model might be to spread news 
via a phone tree (where each person 
calls, for example, two others) versus 
one-way calling. If one person is not 
at home, the chain reaction stops for 
that branch. Other ideas include 
loaded mousetraps with ping-pong 
balls within a closed container.
a. This simulation is like a nuclear 

chain reaction in that the action 
proceeds spontaneously at ever-
increasing rates.

b. The simulation is limited in that it 
does not produce new substances 
or release appreciable quantities of 
energy.

d.3 nuclEAr poWEr plAnts
The text explains the essential compo-
nents and operation of nuclear power 
plants. Make sure students understand 
that the primary difference between a 
nuclear power plant and a fossil-fuel 
based power plant is the source of 
thermal energy used to boil water and 
produce steam. You can find useful 
animations of operating nuclear power 
plants at http://www.nrc.gov/reactors/
power.html and http://science.howstuff 
works.com/nuclear-power3.htm. 

a Using the Figures
Figure 6.58 Ask students to compare this photograph with Figure 6.53 at the 
bottom of page 654. Which photo best fits their mental picture of a nuclear power 
plant? Many people mistake the water cooling tower (not pictured here, but pictured 
in Figure 6.53, with steam coming out) with the location where nuclear fission occurs. 
The photograph on this page focuses on the more conventional-looking building 
that houses the nuclear fuel and accompanying reactions.
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664 Unit 6 Atoms: Nuclear Interactions 

Most conventional power plants generate electricity by burning fossil 
fuels to boil water and produce steam. A nuclear power plant operates in 
much the same way. However, instead of using fossil-fuel combustion to boil 
water, nuclear power plants use the thermal energy released from nuclear-
fission reactions to heat water and produce steam. The steam spins turbines 
of giant generators, producing electricity.

include the fuel rods, control rods, moderator, generator, and cooling system.

Fuel Rods
Coal-fired power plants burn thousands of tons of coal daily. By contrast, 
nuclear reactor fuel occupies a fraction of the volume needed for coal and is 
replenished only about once a year. Nuclear reactor fuel is small uranium 

2

These pellets are arranged inside long, narrow steel cylinders—the fuel rods. 

Figure 6.59  Locations (dots) of all licensed U.S. nuclear power plants in 2010.

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6E
Perm Fig.: 6088     New Fig.: 6-59
First Pass: 2010-09-23

Source: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
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The just over 100 fully licensed U.S. 
nuclear power reactors are of two types: 
pressurized water reactors (PWRs) and 
boiling water reactors (BWRs). Most are 
PWRs. Coolant water under pressure is 
heated via fission within the PWRs; this 
water circulates through a heat ex-
changer where it boils water contained 
in a second cooling loop. The steam 
produced powers the turbines. In this 
design, water from the reactor never 
interacts with the turbines. In BWRs, 
coolant water in the reactor core is 
heated; the steam that results spins the 
turbines directly.

People have tried to create other types 
of nuclear power reactors, but no new 
designs have been approved for com-
mercial use. Two high-profile nuclear 
reactor designs are high-temperature 
gas-cooled reactors (HTGRs) and breeder 
reactors. High-temperature gas-cooled 
reactors use a gas such as helium to cool 
the reactor, and, in some cases, to power 
the turbines. Higher temperatures within 
the reactor make it a potential industrial 
heat source as well as a means of 
producing electricity. Breeder reactors 
produce energy by fission reactions and 
use neutrons produced in the fission 
process to make new fuel, notably, 
plutonium-239. The use of this type of 
reactor has provoked serious debate in 
the United States, in part due to fears of 
terrorist theft of the weapons-grade 
Pu-239.

a Using the Figures
Figure 6.59 Ask students to locate 
the nearest nuclear power facility and 
to examine the placement of nuclear 
power plants across the United 
States. Students may note that the 
general location of nuclear power 
plants coincides with areas of larger 
population and thus higher energy 
demands. Some states appear to be 
more “accepting” of nuclear energy 
than others. 
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SECTION D  Nuclear Energy: Benefits and Burdens 665

-

 
sufficient to sustain a chain reaction, but far less than enough to cause a 

Control Rods
The nuclei of some elements, such as boron  
or cadmium, can absorb neutrons very  
efficiently. Such materials are placed in 
control rods, which regulate the number  
of neutrons available for causing fission. 

the rate of the nuclear chain reaction. The 
reaction can be completely stopped by 
dropping the control rods all the way down 
between the fuel rods and absorbing nearly 

Figure 6.60  Components of a nuclear power plant. Note the water flowing between the  
reactor and steam generator (red) and between the steam generator and outside body of  
water (blue). This water flow is important in controlling the power-plant operating temperature.

Figure 6.61  A nuclear reactor core.
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666 Unit 6 Atoms: Nuclear Interactions 

Moderator
In addition to fuel rods and control rods, the core of a nuclear reactor con-
tains a moderator, which slows down high-speed neutrons. This allows the 
fuel rods to more efficiently absorb neutrons, enhancing the probability of 

2

light water by nuclear 
-

tor materials.

Generator
In commercial nuclear reactors, the fuel rods and control rods are usually 
surrounded by a system of circulating water. In simpler reactors, the heat 
released by the fuel rods boils this water, and the resulting steam spins the 
turbines of the electrical generator. In another type of reactor, this water is 
superheated under pressure and does not boil. Instead, it circulates through 

Cooling System
Steam moves past the turbines and travels through pipes where it is cooled 
by water drawn from a nearby ocean, lake, or river. The cooled steam con-

energy is generated that some steam must also be released into the air. The 
largest and most prominent features of most nuclear power plants are tall, 

thermal energy is released. Some observers mistakenly assume that the cool-
ing tower is the nuclear reactor. 

A nuclear reactor is designed to prevent the full escape of radioactive 
material if a malfunction causes the release of radioactive material, includ-
ing cooling water, within the reactor itself. The core of a nuclear reactor is 

is provided by enclosing the reactor in a building with thick walls of steel-
-

high internal pressure.

were withdrawn from the reactor and were not replaced fast enough. There 
was little control of the fission process, resulting in the buildup of much 

of high-temperature steam and to the chemical reactions that it triggered. 
Unfortunately, the plant had been built without a surrounding concrete 
containment building, unlike currently operating U.S. reactors. A large 

the environment. 
Nuclear fission is not the only way to liberate nuclear energy. Soon you 

-
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SECTION D  Nuclear Energy: Benefits and Burdens 667

D.4  NUCLEAR FUSION 

nuclei. Nuclear fusion involves forcing two relatively small nuclei to com-
bine into a new, more massive nucleus. As with fission, the energy released 
by nuclear fusion can be enormous, again due to the conversion of mass into 

Figure 6.62  Nuclear �ssion and fusion. Fusion (top) occurs when smaller nuclei (protons in blue, neutrons 
in gray) combine to form larger nuclei. Fission (bottom) occurs when a neutron of appropriate energy  
collides with particular large nuclei, creating two smaller nuclei. Both processes can release large quantities 
of energy, according to Einstein’s famous equation, E = mc2, where m is the mass converted into energy (E) 
and c is the speed of light. However, the total energy released decreases as the nuclei involved approach 
iron-56, the most stable nucleus.
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d.4 nuclEAr fusion
This material explores nuclear fusion  
as an energy source. It describes the 
tremendous promise of fusion plants, as 
well as difficulties associated with their 
use. The appeal of generating electricity 
via nuclear fusion is that fusion reactors 
would produce neither the troublesome 
air pollutants of fossil-fuel plants nor the 
long-lived radioactive waste created by 
fission reactors. Mid-1970s forecasts of 
having full-scale fusion power plants by 
the year 2020 are now seen as overly 
optimistic by most experts. Promising 
announcements of “cold fusion” in the 
1990s also proved baseless.

ITER, which means “the way” in 
Latin, a joint project of the People’s 
Republic of China, the European Union 
and Switzerland, India, Japan, the 
Republic of Korea, the Russian Federa-
tion, and the United States, is an effort to 
conduct fusion research. The project was 
organized under the auspices of the 
International Atomic Energy Agency 
(IAEA). Design work has been conducted 
in Germany and Japan. The actual device 
will be built in Cadarache, France. ITER 
is an intermediate step between our 
current research in plasma physics and 
fully operational fusion-based power 
plants of the future. For more informa-
tion, visit http://www.iter.org.

a

 Using the Figures
Figure 6.62 Invite students to 
compare the processes of fusion and 
fission. Ask them to describe the 
reactants and products. Discuss the 
neutrons produced in fission and the 
role they play in initiating fission of 
other nuclei. Note that while fusion 
does not depend on neutrons, it must 
overcome repulsive forces between 
nuclei being fused. The consequence  
is that controlled, sustained fusion, to 
date, has not been conducted on Earth.
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668 Unit 6 Atoms: Nuclear Interactions 

hydrogen, condensed under the force of gravity. As the volume of gas 

atoms began fusing into helium. The nuclei that fused together were  
all positively charged and tended to repel one another. The high temperature 
gave each nucleus considerable kinetic energy, which helped overcome  
the repulsions. 

into radiant energy. Scientists estimate that the Sun, believed to be about  

The nuclear-fusion reactions occurring in the Sun are rather complicated, 
but the result is the conversion of hydrogen nuclei into helium nuclei. The 

1
1 
H    2 

He    2 0
+1 

e    Energy

How much energy does such a nuclear fusion reaction produce? Compar-
ing the total mass of reactants to the total mass of products reveals that  

E = mc2, the energy 
 

 108

 
gallons of gasoline or 20 tons of coal.

Powerful military weapons incorporate nuclear fusion. The hydrogen 
bomb, also known as a thermonuclear device, is based on a fusion reaction 

bomb to initiate fusion.
Can the energy of nuclear fusion be harnessed for beneficial purposes, 

such as producing electricity? This remains to be seen. Scientists have spent 
more than five decades pursuing this possibility. They have tried many 

-
taining the high temperatures needed for fusion while also containing the 

temperatures sufficient to initiate fusion, the total energy consumed by the 

achieve energy gain from nuclear fusion in a laboratory setting.
If scientists finally succeed in controlling nuclear fusion in the laboratory, 

there is still no guarantee that fusion reactions will become a practical source 

although the fusion reaction itself produces less radioactive waste than 

Figure 6.63  The Sun’s  
energy is produced by  
continuous nuclear-fusion 
reactions.
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a Using the Figures
Figure 6.63 It is fascinating to 
consider fusion processes that take 
place on the Sun—where 600 million 
tons of hydrogen are converted into 
596 million tons of helium every 
second. The “lost” 4 million tons  
are mass converted into energy. (To 
calculate how much, multiply the 
mass deficit in grams by the speed  
of light [in m/s] squared, based on 
Einstein’s equation.) The energy 
released is so great that 40 000 W of 
light is emitted by each square inch 
of the Sun’s surface. The Sun has 
steadily emitted this light for the last 
4.5 billion years, and—as far as 
scientists know—will continue to do 
so for several billion years longer. 
NASA provides extensive information 
about the Sun, including the follow-
ing web sites: http://sohowww 
.nascom.nasa.gov/ and http://
solarsystem.nasa.gov/planets/profile 
.cfm?Object=Sun.
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SECTION D  Nuclear Energy: Benefits and Burdens 669

nuclear fission, capturing the positrons and shielding the heat of the reac-
tion could generate nearly as much radioactive waste as that produced now 
by fission-based power plants.

In splitting and fusing atoms, the nuclear energy that fuels the universe has 
been unleashed. Much good has arisen from it, but so have scientific, social, 

 
-

P1. Consider the nuclear processes you have just studied.
 a. What is fission?
 b. What is fusion?
 c. How are they different?
 d. How are they similar?
2. What are some drawbacks to the use of nuclear energy?

Figure 6.64  Scientists at the National Ignition Facility 
(NIF) aim to initiate nuclear fusion in the laboratory.  
This artist's rendering (right) shows a NIF target pellet  
(the white ball) inside a hollow capsule. Laser beams enter 
through openings on each end and compress and heat  
the target to conditions necessary for nuclear fusion. The 
target must be precisely centered inside the chamber  
before each experiment. A NIF technician (above) checks  
the target positioner, which serves as a reference to align 
the laser beams.
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Pconcept check 8
1. (Concepts developed in Unit 6, 

Sections D.1–D.4.)
a. Fission is splitting an atom into  

two smaller atoms.
b. Fusion is forcing two small nuclei 

to combine to form a new, more 
massive nucleus.

c. They differ in that fusion can 
generate much more energy than 
fission. Also, fusion starts from 
smaller nuclei combining. Fission 
begins when an energetic neutron 
collides with a large nucleus. 

d. Both processes generate large 
quantities of energy. Applications 
of both processes bring up social 
and ethical issues.

2. (Concepts developed throughout  
Unit 6). Student responses may 
include management and disposal of 
radioactive waste, possible develop-
ment of nuclear weapons, and safe 
confinement of nuclear reactions.
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670 Unit 6 Atoms: Nuclear Interactions 

 MAKING DECISIONS
D.5   THE SAFEST JOURNEY

your safest means of transportation. Insurance companies publish reliable 

 1.  Assume there is a direct relationship between distance traveled  

 

increases by 0.000 001 for each 10 miles. Therefore, the  
bike-riding risk factor in visiting your friend would be

 
 0.000 001 risk factor
10 miles  

 

 2.  The risk of accidental death is not the only factor to consider when 
choosing a mode of travel.

c.  In your view, do benefits of riskier ways to travel outweigh their 

d.  Identify some situations in which assumptions made in Question 
1 would be invalid.

Table 6.11

 

Mode  
of Travel

Distance (Miles) Traveled at  
Which One Person in a Million  
Will Suffer Accidental Death

Bicycle 10

Automobile 100

Train 120

Bus 500

Scheduled Airline 1900

Risk of Travel
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MD   d.5 tHE sAfEst 
JournEy

This activity points out that risks and 
benefits enter every aspect of our lives. 
How we deal with risks may be related 
to information from news media and 
other sources that shape our percep-
tions. For example, even though 
traveling by air is much safer than 
traveling an equivalent distance by 
automobile, most people still consider 
air travel more dangerous.

Answers
1. a.  Bicycle: (in text) 

  Auto: (500 mi)  (0.000 001 risk 
factor)/(100 mi)  0.000 005 risk 
factor 

  Train: (500 mi)  (0.000 001 risk 
factor)/120 mi)  0.000 004 2 risk 
factor 

  Bus: (500 mi)  (0.000 001 risk 
factor)/(500 mi)  0.000 001 risk 
factor 

  Airline: (500 mi)  (0.000 001 risk 
factor)/(1900 mi)  0.00 000 026 
risk factor 

b. Scheduled airline travel 
c. Bicycling 
d. Answers will vary.

2. a.  Traveling by bicycle is cheapest. 
Cars, trains, and buses are faster 
than bicycles. Transportation by 
scheduled airlines is the fastest and 
most worry-free—in terms of 
personal responsibility for 
“driving”—but can be expensive.

b. Bicycle travel is most risky, due to 
collisions with cars or road haz-
ards. Cyclists are relatively unpro-
tected, especially without helmets. 
Car crashes are common. Risk of 
injury increases if no seat belts are 
worn, the driver is intoxicated, or 
in bad weather conditions. Plane 
crashes are rare but most passen-
gers die when they happen.

c. Student answers will vary, depend-
ing on personal preferences. Some 
benefits of the riskier (e.g., automo-
bile) ways to travel include per-
sonal mobility, flexibility in 
schedule, and ample luggage 
capacity.

d. Some roads are much more danger-
ous than others. Some airlines  
have poor safety records. Weather 
conditions can increase the risk of 
travel.
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 3.  

 4.  
in a risk–benefit analysis before you decided how to travel?

 5.  Now use your results and reasoning to draw conclusions.

D.6  RADIOACTIVE WASTE
Imagine that you live in a home that was once clean and comfortable, but 

city forbids garbage removal because it has not decided what to do with  
-

pacted, wrapped, and saved the garbage as efficiently as 
possible, but you are running out of room. Some bun-

The U.S. nuclear power industry, the nuclear weap-
ons industry, and medical and research facilities have  

-
active waste products have been accumulating for 

-
als are still highly radioactive, while other materials—
even initially—have low levels of radioactivity. It is 
uncertain where these materials, regardless of radioac-
tivity levels, will be permanently stored or how soon.

 MAKING DECISIONS
D.5   THE SAFEST JOURNEY

your safest means of transportation. Insurance companies publish reliable 

 1.  Assume there is a direct relationship between distance traveled  

 

increases by 0.000 001 for each 10 miles. Therefore, the  
bike-riding risk factor in visiting your friend would be

 
 

 

 2.  The risk of accidental death is not the only factor to consider when 
choosing a mode of travel.

c.  In your view, do benefits of riskier ways to travel outweigh their 

d.  Identify some situations in which assumptions made in Question 
1 would be invalid.

CHEMQUANDARY

Is there any way to travel to visit your friends or 
relatives that would be completely risk-free? 

RISK-FREE TRAVEL?

Figure 6.65  Low-level radioactive waste does not require the 
same disposal methods as spent fuel rods from nuclear reactors 
do. Yet improper disposal of such wastes poses serious hazards.
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3. Probably not, given increasing pop- 
ulation and increased automobile 
transportation and air travel. On the 
other hand, new technologies, such as 
proposed “smart highways” that guide 
vehicles electronically, might make 
transportation safer or provide new 
options.

4. Possible answers are cost (including 
meals and overnight expenses), time, 
responsibility for vehicle, space, 
payload (luggage, load), freedom to 
stop or detour, exercise, pleasure, lack 
of worry regarding mechanical 
breakdown.

5. a.  Answers will vary.
b. No, because each person places 

different priorities and values on 
each mode of transportation. 
Sometimes, the perceived impor-
tance of a trip is worth accepting 
increased risks.

CHEMQUANDARY
risK-frEE trAvEl?
There is no risk-free way to visit a 
friend. Even deciding not to visit  
a friend may pose risks. A conscious 
decision not to take a risk may lead to 
greater risk because of unknown events. 
For example, if you decide to stay home, 
a tree might fall on your house. Further, 
not visiting friends could negatively 
affect your quality of life, which also 
should be weighed against travel risks. 
The idea here is to minimize total risk 
by taking a more knowledgeable ap-
proach toward known risks.

Students may be surprised to learn 
that traffic fatalities per passenger mile 
were approximately 30 times higher in 
the pre-automobile days than today  
(30 deaths per 108 passenger miles on 
horses), or roughly equivalent to the 
fatality rate for motorcycles. There is  
no such thing as a risk-free ride.

Disabuse students of the misconcep-
tion of “gamblers’ logic.” Just because 
the risk of accident may be one per 
thousand miles, it does not mean that 
after traveling a thousand miles you are 
“due” for an accident. The risk is the 
same for each mile.

d.6 rAdioActivE WAstE
The text introduces students to a highly 
controversial and pressing issue— 
radioactive waste disposal. Even if  
all processes resulting in high-level 
radioactive waste were to end tomorrow, 
previously generated waste is still an 
issue requiring continued attention. 
Encourage students to watch for news-
paper articles about this topic. Given the 
nature of radioactive decay (particularly 
long half-lives), the problem will not go 
away in the foreseeable future.
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Radioactive Wastes
Two broad categories of radioactive waste are high-level and low-level. 
High-level radioactive wastes

 
plutonium-239 is a transuranic material. Low-level radioactive wastes have 
much lower levels of radioactivity. These wastes include used nuclear labo-
ratory protective clothing, diagnostic radioisotopes, and air filters from 

wastes in the United States.

level when considering radioactive wastes. High volume does not necessar-

-

Current Disposal Methods
Because high-level and low-level radioactive wastes have different charater-

sealed containers and bury the containers in lined trenches 20 feet deep. 

Figure 6.66  Volume and radioactivity of U.S. radioactive wastes.

U.S. Radioactive Wastes: Volumes and Radioactivities

Volumes 

Commercial DOE/Defense

High-level 
commercial waste 0.05%

Low-level 
commercial waste 28%

High-level 
defense waste 7%

Spent fuel* 0.3%

Transuranics 4%

Low-level defense 
waste 61% 

Radioactivity

  *Including spacing between fuel assembly rods.
**DOE/Defense program to reprocess spent fuel is not shown

High-level commercial waste 0.1%

High-level defense waste 4%

Spent fuel** 96%

Transuranic  0.02%

Low-level commercial waste 0.02%

Low-level defense waste 0.05%
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The U.S. Department of Energy 
sponsors projects for studying radioac-
tive waste disposal. For example, the 
National Spent Nuclear Fuel Program 
studies four areas: packaging and 
transport, interim and long-term storage, 
accurate waste characterization, and 
compliance with safety and regulatory 
requirements. The program’s Web site is 
http://nsnfp.inel.gov/. 

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commis-
sion also provides general information 
on radioactive waste at http://www.nrc 
.gov/waste.html.

A Blue Ribbon Commission on Ameri-
ca’s Nuclear Future has been established 
to make recommendations about radio- 
active waste generation, transportation, 
storage, and disposal in the absence of a 
long-term disposal solution. The 
commission’s Web site is http://brc.gov/.

Information about Yucca Mountain is 
available at http://www.yuccamountain 
.org (sponsored by the Yucca Mountain 
Information Office of Eureka County, 
Nevada). An Internet search will yield 
many other articles about the political 
and scientific aspects of Yucca Mountain.

The Hanford Vitrification Plant is 
described at http://www.hanfordvitplant 
.com/ and http://www.hanford.gov/
page.cfm/WTP. Two relevant Web sites 
about the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant 
near Carlsbad, New Mexico, are http://
www.wipp.energy.gov/, a Department  
of Energy site, and http://www.emnrd 
.state.nm.us/wipp/, a State of New 
Mexico–sponsored site about nuclear 
waste transportation. Maxey Flats 
Nuclear Disposal Site operated from 
1963 to 1977. It is now one of the largest 
federal Superfund cleanup sites in the 
country. For a sample of how the 
Environmental Protection Agency 
reports on these sites, visit http://www 
.epa.gov/region4/waste/npl/nplky/
maxfltky.htm. 
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-
 

is responsible for disposal of its own commercial low-level radioactive 

all members use a disposal site in one state for low-level wastes from all com-
pact members.

Spent nuclear fuel presents the greatest challenge. A commercial nuclear 
-

ally. That means that the commercial nuclear power plants now operating 
-

of course, the components of nuclear power-plant reactors will also become 
radioactive waste.

The U.S. nuclear weapons program contributed over 300 million liters 
of additional stored waste. The volume of military radioactive waste is 
much greater than the volume of commercial radioactive waste. This waste 

-

become hot enough to boil. This makes military waste containment a con-
tinual challenge.

as fissions occur and because accumulated fission products interfere with 
the fission process. The spent fuel rods are highly radioactive, with some 

half-lives of three radioisotopes produced by nuclear fission. All of these and 
many more are contained in spent fuel rods.

By federal law, nuclear reactor waste must be stored on-site, usually in 
waste storage tanks, until a permanent repository is created. Available stor-
age space on-site is limited, however. The fed-
eral government is responsible for the final stor-
age of high-level radioactive waste, but it has 
not yet opened permanent long-term disposal 

-
tain, Nevada, was selected for this purpose and 
some construction to prepare for storage of high-

and regulatory debate has made the future of the 

Figure 6.67  Yucca Mountain, Nevada, was approved 
by the U.S. Congress as the site of a national reposi-
tory for spent nuclear fuel and high-level radioactive 
waste. Ongoing controversy makes the future of this 
repository uncertain.

 

Isotope Half-Life

Plutonium-239 24 110 y

Strontium-90 28.8 y

Barium-140 12.8 y

Some  
Radioisotopes  
Found in Spent  

Fuel Rods

Table 6.12
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674 Unit 6 Atoms: Nuclear Interactions 

Investigating Long-Term Disposal Methods
The method of long-term radioactive waste disposal favored by the U.S. gov-

-

and at least one kilometer from any water table in vaults that would presum-
ably remain undisturbed.

To prepare radioactive waste for burial, spent fuel rods would first be 

many of the radioisotopes would decay, lowering the radioactivity level to a 
point where the materials could be transferred to storage containers. These 
containers are currently stored on-site at many nuclear reactor facilities for 
transportation to a long-term disposal site when it becomes available.

Another option is to transform cooled radioactive wastes into glassy solids 
by application of heat, a process known as vitrification
Although the encased material would still be highly radioactive, the waste 
would be much less likely to leak or leach into the environment because of the 
glasslike envelope encasing it. Technicians could seal the vitrified radioactive 
wastes in containers made of glass, stainless steel, or concrete. The Savannah 

Nowhere in the world, however, has radioactive waste been permanently 
buried. The challenge is to find technically, politically, and socially accept-
able sites. The Japanese government has even considered deep-ocean burial.

Some geologic sites formerly assumed to be stable enough for radioactive 

to resolve our long-term 
radioactive waste dis-
posal problems? By U.S. 
law, Congress selected 
two sites for permanent 
radioactive waste dis-
posal from options pro-

sites, located in regions 
of presumed geologic sta-

-
nic ridge 100 miles north-

Figure 6.68  One strategy to 
prevent radioactive waste from 
entering water supplies is to 
vitrify the waste—that is,  
convert it into a glassy solid.

Figure 6.69  Storing radioactive waste requires an  
underground site that will minimize contact with local  
water resources and remain geologically stable over many 
centuries. Siting poses great challenges. The waste will 
remain dangerously radioactive for thousands of years.
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SECTION D  Nuclear Energy: Benefits and Burdens 675

Both proposals generated considerable debate and controversy about site 
locations and the means of transporting radioactive wastes to them. Although 

longer being funded as of 2011, leaving future disposal options for U.S. radioac-
tive waste uncertain. 

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
D.7  DISPOSING OF HIGH- AND  

LOW-LEVEL WASTES

 1.  

a.  low-level waste?

 2.  
radioactive waste?

 3.  
waste?

 4.  Should high-level or low-level radioactive wastes receive greater 

 5.  

a.  on-site storage

c.  mined geologic disposal

Figure 6.70  A nuclear  
technician at La Hague, France, 
checks vitrified radioactive  
waste storage containers for  
radiation emissions.
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DS   d.7 disposing of 
HigH- And loW-lEvEl 
WAstEs

In this activity, students analyze the 
characteristics of U.S. radioactive wastes 
(using Figure 6.66 on page 672) and 
evaluate priorities for dealing with 
different types of nuclear waste.

Answers
1. a.  By volume: 61%  28%   89%

b. By volume: 7%  4%  0.05%  
 11%

2. Defense waste 
3. Commercial and defense waste
4. Evaluate student answers according to 

how well they defend their answers 
with evidence. High-level wastes 
constitute a small fraction of the total 
volume but the greater portion of 
radioactivity. It would make sense to 
deal with it first. On the other hand, 
the greater volume of low-level waste 
is costly to store and requires atten-
tion, even though the radioactive 
levels are lower.

5. a.  Benefit: transportation not required. 
Risks: security, storage space, 
exposure for workers.

b. Benefit: easy to contain. Risks: still 
radioactive, must be transported, 
processing required.

c. Benefit: single site, easier to 
maintain security and safety. Risks: 
must be transported, difficult to 
find a politically and geologically 
appropriate site.
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676 Unit 6 Atoms: Nuclear Interactions 

 MAKING DECISIONS
D.8   DISCUSSING NUCLEAR ENERGY

-

 1.  Identify the five statements on the flyer that are most closely 

 2.  Choose one of these statements that you now know to be false.  
 

fellow student who has not studied chemistry.

 3.  
parent, grandparent, or other adult who is willing to discuss this 

knowledge. 

whether a nuclear power plant should be located in your 

 4.  

676
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MD   d.8 discussing 
nuclEAr EnErgy

The final Making Decisions activity in 
this unit again helps students to prepare 
for the culminating project. In this 
activity, students evaluate statements 
from the CANE flyer that are related to 
nuclear power plants and nuclear 
weapons. They are also asked to 
interview an adult from their commu-
nity to gain insight into others’ opinions 
about nuclear energy.

Answers
1. Statements 6, 9, 10, 11, and 13.
2. Statement 9: Properly operated 

nuclear power plants release no 
emissions (other than thermal energy) 
and pose minimal risk to communi-
ties and the environment. (Students 
could take and defend another 
perspective, but this answer assumes 
that they have decided that this 
statement is false.)

 Statement 10: The fuel in a nuclear 
power plant contains only about 3% 
U-235, which is not enough to cause  
a nuclear explosion. 

 Statement 13: While some nuclear 
reactors produce plutonium, most 
spent nuclear fuel contains only 
depleted uranium, which could not be 
easily converted into nuclear weapons.

3. Student answers will vary but should 
reflect the opinions of the person 
whom they interviewed.

4. Student answers will vary but should 
reflect the opinions of the person 
whom they interviewed.
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SECTION D  Section Summary 677

 MAKING DECISIONS
D.8   DISCUSSING NUCLEAR ENERGY

-

 1.  Identify the five statements on the flyer that are most closely 

 2.  Choose one of these statements that you now know to be false.  
 

fellow student who has not studied chemistry.

 3.  
parent, grandparent, or other adult who is willing to discuss this 

knowledge. 

whether a nuclear power plant should be located in your 

 4.  

Some large nuclei, when bombarded by 
neutrons, undergo nuclear fission.

 1.  

 2.  Name three isotopes that can undergo 
nuclear fission.

 3.  

neutrons.

 4.  
energy than a chemical reaction?

 5.  

 6.  Name the force that holds nuclear 
particles together and describe its 
characteristics.

 7.  
chain reaction.

 8.  
material needed to sustain a nuclear chain 
reaction?

The electricity produced by nuclear power 
plants originates from the energy released 
by fission in controlled chain reactions.

 9.  

 10.  
petroleum needed to produce the same total 
energy contained in one nuclear fuel pellet.

 11.  
plants?

 12.  How does each of the following affect 
neutrons in a nuclear power plant?

a.  control rods

b.  moderator

 13.  
nuclear power plant to cause a nuclear 

 14.  
in nuclear power plants.

 15.  The core of a nuclear reactor is 
 

at least three reasons for these walls.

 16.  
plumes often seen rising from nuclear 
power-plant towers?

Reviewing the Concepts

SUMMARYDSECTION
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Reviewing the Concepts
1. The process of splitting an atomic 

nucleus into two smaller nuclei
2. Uranium-235, plutonium-239, 

uranium-233, californium-252
3. a. 235

92U  1
0n ∫B 87

35Br  146
57La  3 1

0n

b. 235
92U  1

0n ∫B 144
56Ba  90

36Kr  2 1
0n

4. Because it overcomes the strong force 
holding neutrons and protons in the 
nucleus, which is much stronger than 
the electrical force that holds atoms 
and ions together in chemical bonds.

5. E  mc2, where E  energy, m  
mass, and c  speed of light

6. The strong force is much stronger 
than the electrical force that holds 
atoms and ions together in chemical 
bonds, and it operates over very short 
(nuclear) distances.

7. A chain reaction is a self-propagating 
reaction in which the products of one 
reaction initiate the next. When 
fissionable material such as U-235 is 
bombarded with neutrons, its nuclei 
split into lighter isotopes, accompa-
nied by more neutrons. These 
neutrons split other U-235 nuclei, 
setting off a chain reaction.

 8. A chain reaction will occur when  
the fissionable nuclear mass is near 
enough or large enough to capture 
neutrons, creating the chain reaction. 

 9. They burn fossil fuels to boil water 
and produce steam. The steam spins 
the turbines of giant generators, pro- 
ducing electricity. 

 10. The energy in one nuclear fuel pellet 
is equivalent to the energy in one ton 
coal or 126 gal gasoline.

 11. U-235 is an abundant naturally 
occurring radioisotope that can 
undergo fission.

 12. a.  Control rods regulate the number 
of neutrons available for fission by 
absorbing some neutrons. Placing 
control rods fully among the fuel 
rods absorbs nearly all neutrons 
and stops the chain reaction.

b. The moderator slows down high- 
speed neutrons and enhances the 
likelihood of nuclear fission.

 13. Nuclear-reactor fuel pellets are only 
3% U-235. Weapons-grade uranium 
is enriched to 90% U-235, enough  
to initiate an uncontrolled chain 
reaction and, consequently, a nuclear 
explosion. The uranium used in 
nuclear power plants is just enough 
to sustain the chain reaction but  
not enough to provoke a nuclear 
explosion.

 14. Heavy water, regular water, and 
graphite

 15. The walls (a) prevent escape of 
radioactive material in the case of 
malfunction, (b) withstand a chemi-
cal explosion (extreme overpressure) 
and (c) withstand natural disasters 
such as earthquakes and hurricanes. 
Students may also list protection 
from sabotage.

 16. The plumes are steam from heated 
cooling water.
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678 Unit 6 Atoms: Nuclear Interactions

Nuclear fusion is the combination of two 
relatively small nuclei into a new, more 
massive nucleus. 

 17.  
needed to initiate fusion reactions?

 18.  How much more energy can nuclear 
fusion produce than nuclear fission?

 19.  
practical for generating electricity in power 
plants? 

 20.  
gasoline needed to produce the energy 
released by the fusion of one gram of 
hydrogen-1.

 21.  

 22. 

a.  Nuclear fusion has not been used as an 
energy source on Earth.

source.

The permanent disposal of radioactive 
waste poses challenging problems and 
issues. 

 23.  Radioactive waste is grouped into two 

two categories?

 24.  In the United States, what are the two 
largest sources of radioactive waste? Refer to 

 25.  
makes up what percent of total U.S. 
radioactive wastes  

a.  by volume?

b.  by radioactivity?

 26.  
replace nuclear fuel pellets even if the 
pellets are still radioactive?

 27.  Compare current methods for disposing 
of high and low-level radioactive wastes. 

 28.  
for handling and storing radioactive wastes?

 29. 
permanent radioactive waste disposal?

What burdens and benefits 
accompany uses of nuclear 
energy?
In this section, you have considered 
the processes of nuclear �ssion and 
fusion and the energy released in 
these processes, learned how �ssion 
energy is harnessed in nuclear  
power plants, weighed risks of your 
personal decisions, and evaluated 
some options for disposal of 
radioactive waste. Think about what 
you have learned, then answer  
the question in your own words in 
organized paragraphs. Your answer 
should demonstrate your 
understanding of the key ideas  
in this section. 

Be sure to consider the following  
in your response: nuclear �ssion, 
nuclear fusion, nuclear power plants, 
risk, and radioactive waste.
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 17. The nuclei that fuse are all positively 
charged and repel one another. High 
pressure brings the nuclei close 
enough to fuse. High temperature 
gives each nucleus enough kinetic 
energy to overcome repulsions. 

 18. Three to ten times as much
 19. Currently, in research fusion reac-

tors, the quantity of energy put into 
the process is greater than the total 
energy released.

 20. 5000 gal gasoline or 20 tons coal 
 21. A weapon based on a fusion reaction 

initiated by the energy released when 
a small atomic (fission) bomb 
explodes.

 22. a.  Nuclear fusion is not yet available 
as an economically feasible source 
of energy.

b. Because energy from the Sun 
drives most physical and chemical 
processes on Earth, and because 
this energy is derived from solar 
nuclear fusion reactions, nuclear 
fusion is already the main energy 
source on Earth.

 23. a.  High-level nuclear wastes are 
transuranic isotopes or products of 
nuclear fission. Low-level nuclear 
wastes include, for example, used 
nuclear laboratory protective 
clothing, diagnostic radioisotopes, 
and air filters from nuclear power 
plants.

b. The major difference between 
high-level and low-level nuclear 
wastes is their radioactivity or 
quantity of ionizing radiation they 
release.

 24. Defense and commercial activities
 25. a. 0.3%

b. 96%
 26. Because fuel is depleted as fission 

occurs and accumulated fission 
products interfere with fission.

 27. High-level waste must cool, then be 
stored on site until a permanent 
repository is prepared. Low-level 
waste is sealed in containers and 
buried in lined trenches. 

 28. This treatment makes it unlikely that 
wastes will leak or leach into the 
environment.

 29. a.  Yucca Mountain, NV, and the 
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant near 
Carlsbad, NM 

b. They are remote and geologically 
stable. 

What burdens and 
benefits accompany 
uses of nuclear energy?
Student answers should include:
• Nuclear fission and nuclear fusion 
are both potential sources of nuclear 
power, but only fission is currently 
viable.

• Nuclear power plants utilize 
controlled nuclear reactions but still 
pose a risk of potential accidents.
• Producing nuclear energy results  
in radioactive waste, which must be 
safely disposed.
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Connecting the Concepts
 30. 

fission and nuclear fusion.

 31. Sometimes burning is a good way to dispose 

plan for destroying radioactive waste?

 32. 
waste is a challenging issue in many 
nations. Use the concepts of radioactive 
decay, half-life, and radiation shielding in 
your answer.

 33. How does nuclear fusion compare to a 
chemical reaction in which two hydrogen 
atoms combine to form a hydrogen 
molecule, H2?

 34. Construct a diagram showing the energy 
transformations involved in producing 
electricity in a nuclear power plant. How 
would your diagram differ for a coal-fired 
power plant?

 35. 
long-term storage of radioactive waste might 
seem to be speeding up all radioactive decay 

 36. 
cleanup of abandoned or improperly stored 
radioactive waste?

Extending the Concepts
 37. Research how other countries dispose of 

their high-level radioactive waste and 
evaluate their methods in terms of risks and 
benefits.

 38. 
high-level radioactive waste disposal, 
students sometimes propose loading the 
waste in a rocket and shooting it into the 

that plan?

 39. 
lighter elements can take place in the core 
of an ordinary star. However, elements with 
higher atomic numbers generally result from 

difference.

 40. 
fusion over nuclear fission for producing 
electricity?

 41. Investigate conditions needed to sustain a 
critical-mass chain reaction in 

a. a nuclear reactor.

b. a nuclear weapon.
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Connecting the Concepts
 30. Fission means splitting radioiso-

topes, by neutron bombardment, into 
lighter isotopes. Fusion means 
combining lighter isotopes to form 
heavier isotopes. 

 31. Burning does not destroy atoms 
(they’re conserved); the material 
would still be radioactive.

 32. The waste continues to decay. 
Half-life can vary from a few hours to 
a few minutes, which can affect 
disposal options and shielding 
requirements.

 33. In nuclear fusion, two hydrogen 
nuclei join under high temperature 
and pressure, producing a helium 
atom.

 34. Diagrams should show nuclear 
energy converted to thermal energy 
in radioactivity decay, thermal 
energy (used to produce steam) 
converted into mechanical energy (as 
steam spins turbines), and mechani-
cal energy converted into electrical 
energy as rotating turbines produce 
electricity.

  In a coal-fired power plant, chemical 
energy (in chemical bonds among 
carbon atoms) is converted to 
thermal energy as coal burns. The 
remaining steps—thermal energy  
into mechanical, mechanical into 
electrical—are the same.

 35. There is no way to change the rate of 
radioactive decay.

 36. Continuous decay of radioactive 
waste and contamination of ground-
water 

Extending the Concepts
 37. France, Belgium, and England use 

vitrification. Australia invented 
SynRoc (a ceramic that incorporates 
radioactive waste into its crystal 
structure). Risks and benefits are 
alike for both. The waste is still 
radioactive, so protective measures 
must be taken. Possible benefits are 
that both methods make it unlikely 
that nuclear wastes will leak or leach 
into the environment. Many coun-
tries are still seeking (and planning 
for) permanent repositories for their 
high-level nuclear waste.

 38. Risks include high cost and the 
possibility of a launch accident that 
would spread radioactive  waste. 
Benefits include not having the  
waste on Earth.

 39. Energies even greater than those in 
normal stars are required to fuse 
nuclei to produce elements with 
atomic numbers greater than that of 
iron. This difference is related to the 
binding energy curve. For more infor-
mation, see http://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Binding_energy or http://
hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/
HBASE/nucene/nucbin.html#c2.

 40. With fusion, we would not run out of 
fuel. Fusion produces a stable, non- 
radioactive, and nonreactive product 
(He), which would eliminate con-
cerns about pollution and waste.

 41. a.  Necessary conditions include a 
moderator such as water to slow 
neutrons down, since fast neutrons 
are less likely to be absorbed and 
can lead to termination of the 
chain; adequate, high-purity, 
appropriately-shaped fission fuel; 
and minimization of non-fission 
capture.

b. All the factors in Answer 41a, plus 
rapid conversion of subcritical 
masses of fissionable material into 
supercritical masses to promote an 
uncontrolled (explosive) chain 
reaction.
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SUMMARY
Reviewing the Concepts

COMMUNICATING SCIENTIFIC AND  
TECHNOLOGICAL INFORMATION
Throughout your chemistry studies up to this point, you have used scientific 
ideas to evaluate and draw your own conclusions regarding published claims 

you have learned to help some Riverwood residents draw their own conclu-
sions about nuclear concerns.

community center. They are concerned that regulations proposed by CANE 
will affect their ability to receive a full range of medical care. They are also 
alarmed by some CANE claims about radioactive waste disposal.

of statements made in the flyer from CANE so that they can evaluate the 

INFORMING OTHERS ABOUT NUCLEAR  
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

Responding to the CANE Flyer
Each student group will be responsible for responding to one or more CANE 
statements. In preparing your presentation, coordinate with other groups 
working on statements that involve similar ideas.

 1.  

 2.  

 3.  Prepare a replacement statement, if necessary, that more accurately 
and evenhandedly addresses the same topic/issue.

680 Unit 6 Atoms: Nuclear Interactions
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PUTTING IT ALL  
ToGETHER

communicAting 
sciEntific And 
tEcHnologicAl 
informAtion
One goal of ChemCom is to help 
students apply their science knowledge 
and skills to their everyday lives. This 
culminating activity is a good example 
of this process. Ideally, students will 
create a presentation that both reflects 
their knowledge and informs their 
audience. 

You may provide students with one or 
two class sessions to create a presenta-
tion around their given statement(s). 
Encourage students to use results of 
Making Decisions activities earlier in  
the unit (pages 605, 632, 654, and 676) 
as resources. Be sure they assess the 
accuracy of the CANE statement, explain 
the technology related to the statement, 
and devise a more satisfactory replace-
ment statement. Students may request 
materials to support their presentations. 
Consider providing a scoring rubric for 
presentations in advance so that they 
become aware of project expectations 
and plan to consider and address those 
expectations.

Consider arranging to take your class 
to an actual senior-citizen center and 
inviting students to make their presenta-
tions. Plan to distribute copies of the 
CANE flyer (page 586) to the audience 
and ask them to decide, before the 
presentations, whether the statements 
are true, false, or partially true. Alterna-
tively, consider arranging for students to 
make their presentations to another class 
(such as a science or social science 
“modern problems” course).
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Targeting the Audience

school education that most likely was completed many years ago. Review 
the concerns that were mentioned in the unit introduction and address these 
concerns whenever they are relevant to your topic.

Supporting the Presentation

Also devise a way to evaluate the effect of your presentation. Try to assess 
whether or not the audience, after your presentation, is better able to make 
informed decisions about nuclear policies for Riverwood.

681
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FOOD: MATTER 
AND ENERGY 
FOR LIFE

FOOD: MATTER 
AND ENERGY 
FOR LIFE
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Unit Introduction
The main focus of Unit 7 is the chemis-
try of foods. Students investigate the 
chemistry of fats, carbohydrates, 
proteins, minerals, and vitamins as they 
review and analyze a three-day diet 
inventory. You may decide to provide 
three-day diet inventories for student 
analyses or direct students to analyze 
their own diets. Sample inventories are 
provided in the TRM. 

Students also explore how food they 
eat provides energy for life and growth. 
As they progress through this unit, 
students draw upon and apply topics 
introduced and explored in previous 
units, including organic chemistry, 
bonding, polymers, thermochemistry, 
stoichiometry, and catalysis.

In Section A, students explore food as 
an energy source and use calorimetry to 
determine energy content of popular 
snack-food items. In Section B, they 
investigate how chemical energy is 
stored and used in both carbohydrate 
and fat molecules. Students investigate 
the role of proteins in maintaining life 
and growth in Section C. In Section D, 
they explore the chemistry of other 
substances, such as vitamins, minerals, 
and additives, in foods.

The organizing issue for this unit 
centers on food vending machines. A 
Vending Machine Policy Planning 
Committee for Riverwood High School 
will establish new policies on foods in 
school vending machines. As members 
of this committee, students prepare an 
overview of a typical high school 
student’s diet and recommend vending-
machine foods.
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FOOD: MATTER 
AND ENERGY 
FOR LIFE

FOOD: MATTER 
AND ENERGY 
FOR LIFE

How is food energy  
stored, transferred,  
and released?

SECTION A
Food as Energy  (page 686)

Why are protein  
molecules essential  
to living organisms?

SECTION C 
Proteins  (page 728)

What role does molecular 
structure play in metabolism 
of carbohydrates and fats?

SECTION B 
Carbohydrates and Fats   
(page 704)

What roles do vitamins, 
minerals, and additives  
play in foods we eat?

SECTION D 
Vitamins, Minerals, and  
Additives  (page 748)

The Parent-Teacher-Student Association (PTSA)  
at Riverwood High School requests your help in  
establishing new policies regarding use of the 
school’s food and beverage vending machines. 
Turn the page to learn more about nutrition and 
the role it should play in school vending policies.?
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Ervin Kostecky, a parent member of the Riverwood High 
School Parent-Teacher-Student Association (PTSA), 
recently read a report about the quality of food sold in 
U.S. middle school and high school vending machines. 
Mr. Kostecky is concerned that Riverwood High School’s 
food and beverage vending machines do not meet energy 
and nutritional needs of students who use them. He has 
requested that a committee be appointed to recommend 
school policies regarding these vending machines. 
 In this unit, you will learn about the chemistry of 
foods. You will learn how energy contained in food is 
stored and released and how substances in food  
promote growth and repair in the body. You will also 
investigate the chemistry and the nutritional roles of 
fats, carbohydrates, proteins, vitamins, and minerals. 

This information will help you make sound policy recommendations to be 
implemented next year for the school’s vending machines.
 As a member of the Vending Machine Policy Planning Committee, you 
receive an inventory that documents a typical Riverwood High student’s diet 
over three days. Together with other committee members (your classmates), 
you will conduct several analyses of this three-day food inventory. By the end 
of the unit, your results will provide insight into items that would complement 
a typical Riverwood High student’s diet. You will then write a report summa-
rizing your results and proposing recommended guidelines for selecting new 
items for the vending machines. This report will be used in the committee’s 
discussions and, ultimately, in selecting future food and beverage items for 
school vending machines. 

684 
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Connecting to the 
Unit’s Context and 
Challenge
In this unit’s culminating project, stu- 
dents serve as members of the River-
wood High School Vending Machine 
Policy Planning Committee. The 
Planning Committee is involved with  
a timely issue. Many schools and school 
districts are currently addressing this 
topic. 

To make sound recommendations and 
write a comprehensive report, students 
review and analyze a three-day food 
inventory throughout this unit. In each 
section, students analyze the inventory 
in terms of such characteristics as 
energy, carbohydrate, fat, protein, 
mineral, and vitamin content. Each 
student should also refer to the com-
bined results of student analyses as he 
or she prepares to advise Planning 
Committee members. 

Help students maintain good organi-
zation as they progress through the unit. 
Students may need particular assistance 
as they gather information for the unit’s 
culminating activity. You might give 
students labeled folders for organizing 
components of their food inventory 
analysis. 
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685

 To aid your investigation, the PTSA has highlighted characteristics of a 
healthful diet found in the Dietary Guidelines for Americans 2010, issued by 
the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services.
 Keep the following dietary advice as well as chemistry principles you have 
learned in this course in mind throughout this unit:
 Characteristics of a healthful diet: 

among the basic food groups.

ingested with calories expended in physical activity.

and alcohol.

while staying within energy needs.

Is this the vending machine of the future?

685
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FOOD AS ENERGY 
How is food energy stored, transferred, 
and released?

Where does the energy required for walking, running, playing sports, 
and even sleeping and studying come from? The answer is obvious: It 
comes from the food you eat. As you begin to analyze the three-day 
food inventory, you will learn the chemistry that will allow you to 
understand where that energy originates, how food energy is stored and 
used, and how decisions about eating can affect well being.

GOALS

food.

 
forward to its uses and dispositions.

expenditure affects body mass and health.
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ASECTION

P1.  How can the amount of energy produced during a chemical 
reaction be determined?

2. What is a Calorie?
3. What are some components necessary for a healthful diet?
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In this section, students find the energy 
in a snack food with calorimetry. They 
also explore energy flow from the Sun to 
food and then to us, and learn about 
relationships between glucose con-
sumed and ATP that provide energy for 
activity. Energy intake and use are also 
related to diet and exercise.

Using the Section 
Question
After studying the energy contained  
in food and the sources of that energy, 
students should be able to explain how 
biomolecules in food store and later 
release energy for use by organisms. 
They should also be able to discuss 
the links among energy intake, energy 
expenditure, and stored food energy in 
the body.

Goals
Goals in Unit 7 Section A include using 
calorimetry, tracing energy flow in food, 
and exploring the connections among 
food intake, energy expenditure, body 
mass, and health.

Pconcept check 1
1. (Concepts developed in Unit 2, 

Sections B.7 and B.8 and in Unit 3, 
Sections C.1–C.5.) The quantity of 
energy produced during a chemical 
reaction can be experimentally 
determined by measuring the tem-
perature change of a known mass of 
water that absorbs the energy from the 
chemical reaction. Using the mass of 
water, its temperature change, and  
the specific heat capacity of water, 
one can calculate the quantity of heat 
absorbed by the water, which is equal 
to the heat released by the chemical 
reaction of interest. Students should 
recall their experiences with Investi-
gating Matter C.1 and C.4 (Unit 3) in 
which they quantify energy released 
during combustion.

2. (Looking ahead; answers will be based 
on students’ prior knowledge.) Many 
students will likely be familiar with 
Calories from reading labels or 
discussions about diet in health or 
biology classes. Some students may 
suggest that a Calorie is a unit of 
energy for food.

3. (Looking ahead; answers will be based 
on students’ prior knowledge.) Stu- 
dent responses will vary and may 
include food groups (fruits, vegeta-
bles, meat, dairy, grains), main energy 
and building block components in 
food (fats, carbohydrates, and pro-
tein), or other nutrients such as 
vitamins and minerals. 
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SECTION A  Food as Energy 687

A.1  FOOD GROUPS
When considering foods, people often focus on particular categories, or food 
groups. A healthful diet includes foods from a variety of groups, such as 
those shown in Figure 7.1. Why? Figure 7.2 high-
lights the groups. What do you already know 
about the nutrient and energy contents of foods 
in each group?

Although it is healthful to consume foods from 
a variety of groups, the Dietary Guidelines for 
Americans 2010 advise that people should 
increase their daily intake of fruits and vegeta-
bles, whole grains, and nonfat or low-fat milk and 
milk products. In addition, the Dietary Guide-
lines call for decreasing intake of foods rich in 
fats and sugars.

Some foods listed in the three-day inventory 
may be represented by categories in Figure 7.2, 
but others are not. Where should you classify 
foods not included in Figure 7.2? What range of 
food groups is represented in the diet you are 
analyzing? Find out in the next activity.

Figure 7.2  The U.S. Department of Agriculture's food pyramid shows relative 
quantities of foods that should be consumed from each group, according to the 
Dietary Guidelines for Americans 2010. The small yellow "slice" represents fats, 
sugars, and salt, which should be limited in a healthful diet. See MyPyramid.gov 
for detailed individual recommendations.

Figure 7.1  An assortment of healthful foods.

687

A.1 Food Groups
Dietary Guidelines for Americans urges 
increased intake of fruits, vegetables, 
and whole grains and substitution of 
lower-fat milk and protein choices for 
higher-fat meat and milk products. Also 
emphasized is decreased intake of solid 
fats, sodium, and high-sugar foods, 
moderate calorie intake, and increased 
physical activity. The new MyPlate, 
which replaced the food pyramid, is 
based on age, gender, and activity level. 
The Web site http://www.choosemy 
plate.gov/ permits entry of age, gender, 
and activity level to yield a personalized 
plan. After generating this plan, a 
printable pdf version, meal tracking 
worksheet, and diet and activity tracker 
are available. 

a

 Using the Figures
Figure 7.2 Ask students to summa-
rize the message of MyPyramid. They 
should focus on relative widths of 
rainbow-colored pyramid segments, 
not widths of labels below. Ask them 
to write an extended caption for this 
figure or a phone-conversation script 
in which they describe the message 
of the figure to a friend who hasn’t 
seen it. (For example, “We should eat 
a lot of bread and grains, vegetables, 
and milk products. Fruit should also 
make up a large portion of what we 
eat, followed by meat, beans, and 
eggs. Foods that contain fats, oils, 
and sweets should only be a small 
portion. Exercise is also important; 
the figure shows a person walking  
up stairs.”)

Ask students to compare MyPyra-
mid to the newer MyPlate (http://
www.choosemyplate.gov/). What 
changes do you notice? Why do you 
think that these changes were made? 
Which representation would help you 
to make more healthy food choices? 
Why?
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688 Unit 7 Food: Matter and Energy for Life   

 MAKING DECISIONS
A.2   DIET AND FOOD GROUPS
Your three-day food inventory analysis begins with the “big picture.” That is, 
before analyzing the foods in terms of their characteristics—such as energy, 
fat, carbohydrate, protein, mineral, or vitamin content, you will verify what 
proportions of each food group the food inventory includes.

In particular, you will investigate whether a variety of food groups is repre-
sented within the inventory, or if one or two food groups constitute most of the 
food. When you analyze a food inventory, either your own, one that you devise, 
or one provided by your teacher, these suggestions will help you:

consumed during each of the three days.

servings, mass, or volume of the food or beverage. When possible, use 
food labels on each item to guide your quantity estimates.

For each item in the three-day inventory, indicate the food group to which it 
belongs. Also indicate if there are any items that cannot be classified in any listed 
category (such as snacks or soft drinks). You may need to investigate food items 
about which you are unsure. Then complete the following steps: 

 1. Construct a data table so that the total number of servings within each 
food group can be easily recorded. Include four columns, one for  
each day, and one for the daily average over the three days.

688
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MD   A.2 diet And Food 
Groups

Students study a three-day inventory of 
food consumption, and analyze the pro- 
portion of each food group it represents. 
You have three classroom options:
• Ask students to track their own diets. 
Even students with all dietary advan-
tages may make poor choices. However, 
some students may not wish to disclose 
what they eat, possibly due to embarrass-
ment about lower household income, 
culturally diverse food selections, 
overeating, or other eating disorders. 
The TRM includes sample food diaries.
• Ask students to create a typical or 
“ideal” teen diet.
• Give students a sample inventory 
representing a typical diet (contained in 
the TRM).

Students will work with this three-
day food inventory throughout the unit. 
Do not ask students to share personal 
food-intake details with others. Wait 
until they analyze their diets before 
collecting class data or individual results. 
You may decide to give students a blank 
data table that lists report requirements. 

Students often have difficulty estimat-
ing serving sizes. Fill a large beaker to 
the brim with water; place it in a 
shallow pan. Then have each student 
make a fist and put it into the beaker. 
Water will overflow into the pan. The 
volume of overflowed water equals  
fist volume. It is useful to measure 
volume in cups, a typical (non-metric) 
serving unit used in nutrition tables.

Some foods may “belong to” several 
groups. A pepperoni pizza has bread, 
dairy, vegetables, and meat. Students 
should analyze such “combination” 
foods carefully. Encourage them to make 
the best match possible when analyzing 
their foods. It is not always possible to 
find a precise description of foods they 
have eaten.
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SECTION A  Food as Energy 689

 2. Record the quantity consumed within each food group for each day. 
Then calculate and enter the average number of daily servings for 
each group over the three days.

 3. Using your data from Step 2, which food group or groups

a. represent most of the foods within the diet?

b. are minimally represented in the diet or not at all?

 4. Overall, is there a reasonable balance of food groups in the 
inventory? If not, what dietary substitutions would lead to greater 
variety among food groups?

 5. Complete the following steps for food items that were difficult to 
assign to a particular food group: 

b. Explain why it was difficult to assign this food item to a food 
group.

c. Explain how you decided to which group to assign the item.

 6. Is it better to analyze food consumed over three consecutive days or 
for only one day? Explain.

 7. Under what circumstances would basing your food analysis on a 
particular three-day average be misleading?

 INVESTIGATING MATTER
A.3  ENERGY CONTAINED IN A SNACK

Preparing to Investigate
Figure 7.3 shows part of a food label from a common snack food. Note the num-
ber of grams per serving. The label also shows the number of Calories (150). 
This is the quantity of food energy contained in one serving. In this investi-
gation you will determine the energy contained in a sample of a snack food. 

The quantity of energy contained in a particular food can be determined 
by carefully burning a known mass of the item under controlled conditions 
and measuring how much thermal energy is released. You completed simi-
lar investigations in Unit 3 when you determined the energy released  
during the combustion of several types of fuel, as well as a candle’s heat  
of combustion (see Figure 3.41, page 331). This procedure is known as  
calorimetry and the measuring device is called a calorimeter.

Use the fuel-burning procedure (page 331) to guide you as you  
design a procedure to determine the energy contained in this particular 
snack sample. (Caution: Do not use any nut-based snack food for this inves-
tigation; some students may be allergic to such items.) 

 MAKING DECISIONS
A.2   DIET AND FOOD GROUPS
Your three-day food inventory analysis begins with the “big picture.” That is, 
before analyzing the foods in terms of their characteristics—such as energy, 
fat, carbohydrate, protein, mineral, or vitamin content, you will verify what 
proportions of each food group the food inventory includes.

In particular, you will investigate whether a variety of food groups is repre-
sented within the inventory, or if one or two food groups constitute most of the 
food. When you analyze a food inventory, either your own, one that you devise, 
or one provided by your teacher, these suggestions will help you:

consumed during each of the three days.

servings, mass, or volume of the food or beverage. When possible, use 
food labels on each item to guide your quantity estimates.

For each item in the three-day inventory, indicate the food group to which it 
belongs. Also indicate if there are any items that cannot be classified in any listed 
category (such as snacks or soft drinks). You may need to investigate food items 
about which you are unsure. Then complete the following steps: 

 1. Construct a data table so that the total number of servings within each 
food group can be easily recorded. Include four columns, one for  
each day, and one for the daily average over the three days.

Figure 7.3  Part of the 
label from a popular snack 
food. Note the mass and 
total Calories contained in 
one serving.
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TRM  
 
HANDOUT

Answers
1. Student data tables
2–4. Data and answers will vary.
5. a.   Students may include items such as 

pizza (combination of food groups) 
or diet soft drinks (which don’t fit 
any food group).

b. Students may say that combination 
foods, like pizza, are difficult to 
place in a single food group. For 
food items like diet soft drinks, 
students may realize that they don’t 
fit any group. Suggest that those 
items, such as regular soft drinks, 
with significant sugar or fructose 
corn syrup, be placed in the Fats, 
Oils, and Sweets group.

c. Student explanations should sup- 
port their food-group assignments.

6. Analyzing food eaten over three days 
yields averages that reflect food choices 
and energy consumption in a normal 
diet.

7. Students may not eat foods represen-
tative of a regular diet due to changes 
in eating schedules, travel, or illness.

IM   A.3 enerGy 
ContAined in  
A snACk

Students use calorimetry to find the 
energy content of a popular snack food. 
They completed two calorimetry inves- 
tigations in Unit 3—heat of combustion 
of paraffin (page 337) and heat of 
combustion of biodiesel (page 371). 
Suggest that they use procedures from 
previous investigations as guides for 
devising procedures here. Many snacks 
can be tested for food-energy content. 
Effective snack items are high in sugar/
fat/oil and burn readily. Caution: Some 
people have severe allergic reactions to 
nuts; burning nuts can be hazardous to 
those individuals.

Time 50 min
Materials (for 12 student pairs)

(Materials are based on Unit 3 
procedures)

12 12-oz empty soft drink cans  
(with pull tabs)

12 ring stands and rings
12 thermometers
balances
5 lbs ice
matches
12 paper clips
12 corks, size 20
12 pencils, wood
12 glass stirring rods
12 100-mL graduated cylinders
snack foods (see Lab Tips)
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690 Unit 7 Food: Matter and Energy for Life 

Before starting the investigation, complete the following steps:

the assigned snack food.

observations for two separate trials.

Gathering Evidence
Before you begin, put on your  goggles and wear them properly through-  

out the investigation. After your teacher approves your procedure, you 
may start the investigation. Conduct at least two trials.

Analyzing Evidence
If you know the mass of water and its temperature change, you can calculate 
the quantity of thermal energy that caused the temperature change. In this 
laboratory investigation, we assume that

Energy to heat water  Energy released by burning snack item

This assumes, of course, that no thermal energy is lost during the process.
Recall from Unit 3 that the specific heat capacity of liquid water is about 

4.2 J/(g . °C). Thus, it takes about 4.2 J to raise the temperature of 1 g of water 
by 1 °C. If you know the mass of water heated and its temperature change, 
you can calculate the thermal energy absorbed by the water. If necessary, 
refer to page 338 to remind yourself how to complete this calculation.

Use data collected in this investigation to complete the following  
calculations: 

 1. Determine the mass (in grams) of the heated water.

 2. Calculate the water’s overall temperature change.

 3. Calculate the total energy (in joules) required to heat the water.

 4. The food Calorie, or Cal (written with an uppercase C), listed on food 
labels, is a much larger energy unit than the joule. One Calorie equals 
4184 J, which can be conveniently rounded to 1 Cal = 4200 J. 

a. Calculate the total Calories used to heat the water.

b. How many Calories were released by burning the item?

 5. a.  Calculate the energy released, expressed as Calories per gram 
(Cal/g) of the snack item burned, for each trial.

b. Calculate the average Calories per gram for the snack item. 

c. Use reported values from the package label to calculate the 
declared Calories per gram for the snack item.

d. Calculate the percent difference between the declared value found 
on the label and your average experimental value: 

 % Difference    100%
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Safety
Students should wear protective goggles 
and aprons in this investigation. They 
should handle thermometers carefully 
and avoid using them to stir. They 
should also be careful as they burn the 
snack food. Large flames are possible. 
Tie back long hair and roll up sleeves. 

Lab Tips
• Try potato chips, corn chips, or small 
marshmallows. Large chips or marsh-
mallows are not recommended. Two or 
more groups can test the same item and 
compare results. 
• Encourage students to devise a stable 
holder for their snack-food sample, 
using paper clips and corks provided. 
The sample should be positioned as far 
as possible from the cork so that the cork 
will not ignite. 
• If tap water is warmer than about  
10 °C below room temperature, prepare 
a large volume of chilled water. Remind 
students not to transfer ice into the 
soft-drink can. Ask students to bring in 
one or two clean, empty soft-drink cans 
with intact pull-tabs.

Sample Data and Calculations
Mass of snack burned 0.52 g
Volume of water in can 97.90 mL
Initial water temp.  2.0 °C
Final water temp.  25.0 °C

The snack-food package label is used  
to find Cal/serving and the percent  
difference.

Analyzing Evidence 
(using Sample Data, student results will 
vary)
1. 97.90 mL heated water  1.000 g/mL 

 97.90 g heated water 
2. 25.0 – 2.0 °C  23.0 °C
3. (97.90 g)  (23.0 °C)  4.18 J/(g°C)  

 9400 J
4. a.  (9400 J)  (1 Cal/4184 J)  2.25 Cal

b. At least 2.25 Cal. Some thermal 
energy released by the burning 
snack was lost to the surroundings.

5. a.  Using the sample data: 4.3 Cal/g
b. Answers will vary (look for a 

similar calculation for each trial).
c. Answers depend on the food item 

used.
d. Answers will vary; 20 to 50% is 

typical.

Making Claims
1. Student answers should match the 

evidence provided. Energy-dense 
snacks release more energy per gram 
than do low-calorie foods. 

2. a.  Results will differ depending on the 
snack foods tested. The foods with 
the largest surface area create the 
largest difference in results.

b. Student answers should include 
differences in burning time, surface 
area, and the distance between the 
can and fuel.

Reflecting on the Investigation
3. Students should include variables  

that were difficult to control, such as 
distance to the can, size of sample, 
and loss of heat to surroundings.

4. Students should suggest ways to 
control variables.

5. The apparatus used to hold the potato 
chip would have to be modified to 
keep the burning sample at a constant 
distance from the can.

Post-Lab Discussions 
The calculations may pose difficulties for 
students due to the differing energy units 
used. It may help if you model the step-
wise calculations described in the student 
text. Since students are already familiar 
with using specific heat capacity in units 
of J/(g °C), they are first asked to find 
energy content in joules (see Unit 3, page 
338). However, food energy is reported in 
the U.S. in Calories (with a capital C). This 
quantity is much larger than a joule: 1 
Calorie  4180 J  1000 cal. No more than 
two significant figures should be reported 
in the calculated results. 
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SECTION A  Food as Energy 691

Making Claims
 1. Would you describe the snack food that you tested as 

energy-dense? Why or why not?

 2. Compare your results with those of your classmates.  

a. Which snack food had the greatest variance among 
groups in calculated Cal/g? 

b. What do you think caused these differences?

Reflecting on the Investigation
 3. Which aspects of your laboratory setup and procedure  

might account for any difference between your Cal/g  
value and the corresponding label value?

 4. How could your laboratory setup and procedure be 
improved to increase the accuracy of your results?

 5. Consider the snack item shown in Figure 7.4. What 
changes in setup or procedure would be necessary to  
find the Calories per gram in the snack item shown?

A.4  ENERGY FLOW—FROM  
THE SUN TO YOU

The snack item you burned released enough energy to raise the temperature of a 
sample of water by several degrees Celsius. Where did that energy come from?

The ultimate answer is easy: All food energy originates from sunlight. 
Through photosynthesis, green plants capture and use solar energy to make 
large molecules from smaller, simpler ones (see Figure 7.5). Recall from Unit 3 
(page 345) that green plants, through photosynthesis, use solar energy to con-
vert water and carbon dioxide into carbohydrates and oxygen gas. Although a 
variety of carbohydrates are produced, an equation for photosynthesis usu-
ally depicts the production of glucose: 

Photosynthesis: 6 CO2  6 H2O  Solar energy  C6H12O6  6 O2

 Carbon Water  Glucose Oxygen 
 dioxide    gas

P1.  How was the measurement of energy released in the  
Combustion investigation (Unit 3, page 337) similar to  
and different from the measurement of energy in  
snack foods?

2. Where does the energy in food originate?
3. How does your body convert food into usable energy?

Figure 7.5  Energy from the 
Sun was used to convert water 
and carbon dioxide into the  
molecules that constitute these 
onions. What type of energy 
conversion may happen next?

Figure 7.4  Describe how you 
would determine the quantity 
of energy contained in these 
potato chips.
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Pconcept check 2
1. (Concepts developed in Unit 3, 

Section C.4.) The measurement of 
energy was similar in that the energy 
released by the burning item (paraffin 
or snack food) was determined based 
on the energy absorbed by a specific 
mass of water. Students may identify 
aspects of their laboratory set-up as 
potential areas of difference between 
the food analysis and combustion 
investigations.

Differentiation
Extension
Some students may be interested in the 
thermal energy absorbed by the can. They 
should find the can mass before adding 
water. The thermal energy released by 
burning food equals the thermal energy 
absorbed by the water and can (and, 
technically, by surrounding air). The 
specific heat capacity of  
Al  0.902 J/(g  °C).

2. (Looking ahead; answers will be  
based on students’ prior knowledge.) 
Student responses may refer to stored 
chemical energy or sunlight. Students 
may relate this to Unit 3 discussions 
of the origin of energy contained in 
fossil fuels. In particular, Sections A.3 
and D.1 in Unit 3 address the role of 
sunlight in cellular respiration and 
production of biomolecules.

3. (Looking ahead; answers will be based 
on students’ prior knowledge.) 
Student responses may include 
processes such as digestion and 
metabolism. Students may also recall 
the more specific process of cellular 
respiration from biology classes.

A.4 enerGy FloW: From 
tHe sun to you
Sunlight is the source of food energy 
originally captured by photosynthesis. 
The overall process of photosynthesis is 
endothermic; it requires more energy to 
break bonds in carbon dioxide and water 
molecules than is released when glucose 
and oxygen molecules form. The 
original quantity of energy captured 
from solar radiation decreases as this 
energy transfers from one organism to 
another through the food chain. 

a

 Using the Figures
Figure 7.5 The most likely answer 
to the caption question is that the 
carbohydrates in these onions will be 
converted into CO2 and H2O when 
consumed, and that in conjunction 
with this transformation, there are 
many “next steps” for the energy in-
volved, including energizing biologi-
cal processes, conversion to thermal 
energy, or storage in fat molecules. 
Biodiesel fuel is also commonly 
made from corn and other crops 
that might be considered similar to 
onions.
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692 Unit 7 Food: Matter and Energy for Life 

For this reaction to occur, bonds between carbon and oxygen atoms in 
carbon dioxide molecules and between oxygen and hydrogen atoms in water 
molecules must be broken. The atoms must then recombine in a different 
arrangement to form glucose and oxygen molecules. Recall from Unit 3 that 
breaking bonds always requires energy, whereas bond formation releases 
energy. In photosynthesis, the bonds in carbon dioxide and water molecules 
require more energy to break than is released when chemical bonds in glu-
cose and oxygen molecules form. The energy needed to drive this endother-
mic reaction, as the photosynthesis equation indicates, comes from the Sun. 
The potential energy diagram in Figure 7.6 shows the energy relationships 
in this process. 

The Sun’s radiant energy is converted to chemical energy stored within 

energy when they consume and metabolize carbohydrate molecules, con-
verting them into lower-energy CO2 and H2O molecules. This chemical 
energy can be measured via calorimetry, as you just observed in Investigat-
ing Matter A.3. 

Figure 7.6  Photosynthesis. Breaking bonds within carbon dioxide and water molecules 
requires energy. Energy is released when atoms combine to form glucose and oxygen  
molecules. The first step (bond breaking) requires more energy than the second step  
(bond forming) releases, so the overall process of photosynthesis is endothermic.American Chemical Society

Chemistry in the Community, 5E
Perm Fig.: 7008     New Fig.: 07-07
File Name: CC_07-07
New Draft: 2005-08-11
First Cx.: 2005-09-09
2nd Cx: 2005-12-02
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a Using the Figures
Figure 7.6 A brief review of endo-
thermic and exothermic reactions 
(see Unit 3, pages 333–336) may be 
beneficial at this point. This review 
should include the idea that the 
energy involved in chemical reactions 
depends on the relative strengths of 
bonds in reactants versus bonds in 
products.

TRM  
 
READING GUIDE
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SECTION A  Food as Energy 693

Energy originally delivered as sunlight continues to flow through ecosys-
tems as carnivores (meat-eating animals) consume plant-eating animals. Even-
tually, plants and animals die and decay; organisms that aid in decomposition 
use remaining stored-up energy. Thus, energy flows from the Sun to photosyn-
thetic plants to herbivores and then to carnivores and decomposers.

The Sun’s captured energy is dispersed and becomes less available as it is 
transferred from organism to organism. For example, as energy flows from 
one organism to another, some energy is dispersed into the environment as 
thermal energy. You may be surprised to learn that only a small fraction 
(about 10–15%) of food energy consumed by organisms is used for growth—
for converting smaller chemical molecules to larger molecules that become 
part of an animal’s structure. Over half the energy contained in consumed 
food is used to digest food molecules. The supply of useful energy declines 
as energy continues to transfer away from its original source—the Sun.  
Figure 7.7 depicts this decline in available energy. 

Figure 7.7  The energy used by this caterpillar originated as solar energy. However,  
not all incident solar radiation is converted into usable energy. First, only a portion of the 
Sun’s energy is actually stored as chemical energy in molecules within this plant. Next,  
only a fraction of that stored chemical energy is actually used by the caterpillar.

From a chemical viewpoint, consider this 
question: As garden plants grow, what is the 
source of the material that causes their mass  
to increase?

HOW DOES YOUR 
GARDEN GROW?

CHEMQUANDARY

693

Additional  
CHEMQUANDARY
How does energy flow through ecosys-
tems? As an example, ask students how the 
number of tiger lilies in the world com-
pares to the number of tigers in the world.

Discussion: There are millions of tiger 
lilies, but few tigers. This is because larger 
organisms require more energy, which 
means they consume large quantities of 
plants or prey. As the population of plant 
or prey is often limited, the number of 
larger organisms is also limited to smaller 
populations.

CHEMQUANDARY
HoW does your GArden 
GroW?
As plants grow, they store solar energy 
as chemical energy in molecules. A 
common student misconception is that 
most of the materials plants use for 
growth comes from soil, instead of CO2 
in air. Review the classic investigation of 
Jan Baptist van Helmont (1580–1644). 
He weighed 200 pounds of soil, planted 
a small willow tree in the soil, and 
allowed it to grow for five years until it 
weighed 169 pounds. He re-weighed the 
soil; its mass was unchanged. 

a

 Using the Figures
Figure 7.7 Challenge students to 
trace energy use in a caterpillar. It 
may be easiest to start at the bottom 
to think about how energy is used 
for growth (the result of building 
larger structures, such as tissue, from 
molecules ingested). It is somewhat 
surprising that of all the energy 
consumed by this organism, only 15% 
will be available to the next organism 
that consumes it. Next, ask students 
to consider what it means for energy 
to be used for cellular respiration 
(additional information is coming 
up in A.5). This is energy used at the 
cellular level to complete tasks such 
as transporting molecules, disposing 
waste, and synthesizing new mol-
ecules (like those that end up as part 
of the caterpillar’s structure, result-
ing in its growth). Half of the energy 
consumed leaves the caterpillar as 
waste—expelled thermal energy or 
undigested food.
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694 Unit 7 Food: Matter and Energy for Life 

A.5  ENERGY RELEASE AND STORAGE
Some energy in the food you eat is used soon 
after you digest it (Figure 7.8). The rest of the 
energy may be stored for later needs. These 
available reserves of bodily energy are mainly 
in fats and, to a much smaller extent, in carbo-
hydrates. Figure 7.9 shows some foods rich in 
carbohydrates and fats.

Whether your body uses energy from food 
recently ingested or from stored fat, the release 
of energy from these molecules depends on a 
series of chemical reactions inside your cells. 
In cellular respiration, plants and animals use 
oxygen to break down complex organic mole-
cules into carbon dioxide and water molecules. 
The energy required to break bonds in the reac-
tant molecules is less than the energy released 
when the bonds in carbon dioxide and water 
form. Thus energy is released in cellular respi-
ration. You can think of that exothermic pro-
cess as the reverse of the process shown in Figure 7.6 (page 692). 

Organic compounds  Oxygen  Carbon dioxide  Water  Energy

Specialized structures within each cell use the energy released to carry 
out a variety of tasks such as energizing reactions, transporting molecules, 
disposing waste, storing genetic material, and synthesizing new molecules. 
That energy ultimately allows you to walk, talk, run, work, and think; it also 
provides energy to power your heart, lungs, brain, and other organs.

Carbohydrates, fats, and proteins can all be processed as fuel for your 
body. We will now examine cellular respiration through the oxidation of 
glucose, a carbohydrate. The overall equation, based on the oxidation of one 
mole of glucose, is as follows:

C6H12O6(aq)  6 O2(g)  6 CO2(g)  6 H2O(l)  686 Calories

Figure 7.8  A portion of the  
energy in food is expended  
soon after eating, particularly  
when engaging in energy- 
demanding activities such as  
bicycling. The remaining energy  
is then stored for later activity.

Figure 7.9  Breads, grains, bagels, and 
pasta (left) contain significant portions of 
carbohydrates, whereas cooking oil, nuts, 
and avocado (right) are rich in fats.
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A.5 enerGy releAse And 
storAGe
Cellular respiration includes the concept 
of energy change, especially in various 
types of food molecules. The discussion 
of ATP and ADP should tie together 
students’ previous biology knowledge.  
If students have not studied biology,  
you may have to introduce cellular 
respiration.

A fraction of the energy released 
during cellular respiration is stored in 
adenosine triphosphate (ATP). Hydroly-
sis of ATP to form adenosine diphos-
phate (ADP) releases that stored energy 
to drive various protein-mediated 
processes, including muscle contraction, 
maintaining osmotic pressures across 
cell membranes, and biomolecular 
syntheses. The rest of the energy 
obtained from cellular respiration is 
released as thermal energy.
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SECTION A  Food as Energy 695

This equation actually summarizes a sequence of more than 20 integrated 
chemical reactions catalyzed by more than 20 different enzymes. Glucose 
(see Figure 7.10) is oxidized within cells throughout your body.

The energy needed to perform individual cellular functions is much less 
than the energy released by “burning” glucose molecules. Between its release 
from these energy-rich molecules and its later use in cells, energy is stored in 
biomolecules of ATP (adenosine triphosphate), shown in Figure 7.11. 

As indicated by the following equation, more energy is required to break 
chemical bonds in adenosine diphosphate (ADP) and HPO4

2–  than is released 
when water and ATP form. The difference in those bond energies equals  
7.3 Cal, which suggests that an ATP molecule can be regarded as an energy-
storage site because energy is released when the reaction proceeds in the 
opposite direction.

7.3 Cal  ADP(aq)  HPO4
2–(aq)  H2O(l)  ATP(aq)

 Hydrogen  
 phosphate ion

Figure 7.10  The icing and 
decorations on these cupcakes 
likely contain glucose, which is 
burned to provide energy or 
stored as fat in the body.

Figure 7.11  The ionic forms of ATP and ADP. The colored 
atoms on ATP’s left side are removed when ADP forms.
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696 Unit 7 Food: Matter and Energy for Life 

When this reaction is reversed, each mole of ATP releases 7.3 Cal. This 
conveniently small quantity of energy, compared to the 686 Calories pro-
duced as one mole of glucose is oxidized, is used to energize particular  
cellular reactions. Some of these reactions require less energy than that sup-
plied by a single ATP molecule, whereas other steps require the total energy 
released by several ATP molecules.

Oxidation of one mole of glucose produces enough energy to add 38 mol of 
ATP to short-term cellular energy storage. Each day, your body stores and later 
releases energy from at least 6.02  1025 molecules of ATP (100 mol ATP).

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
A.6  ENERGY IN ACTION
Table 7.1 summarizes the average energy expended during various activities. 
Use the information provided to answer questions appearing on the follow-
ing page.

Table 7.1

 

Energy Expended (in Calories per Minute)  
for Individuals of Different Body Mass

Activity 46 kg 
(100 lb)

55 kg 
(120 lb)

68 kg 
(150 lb)

82 kg 
(180 lb)

Sleeping 1 1 1 1

Sitting 1 1 1 2

Playing volleyball 2 3 4 4

Weight lifting 2 3 4 4

Walking (17 min/mile) 3 4 5 6

Skateboarding 4 5 6 7

Swimming 5 6 7 9

Wrestling 5 6 7 9

Bicycling (moderate) 6 7 8 10

Playing soccer 6 7 8 10

Doing step aerobics 6 7 8 10

Playing tennis 6 7 8 10

Playing basketball 6 8 10 12

Playing football 6 8 10 12

Playing ice hockey 6 8 10 12

Doing martial arts 8 10 12 14

Running (8 min/mile) 10 12 15 18

Energy Expended in Various Activities 
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DS   A.6 enerGy in ACtion
Students use Table 7.1 to calculate the 
amount of energy expended during 
various activities. The calculations 
continue to move students away from 
using formulas and toward quantitative 
reasoning. Some students may find these 
types of calculations difficult. Model the 
first problem for students before asking 
them to solve the remaining problems. It 
may help some students to work through 
the problems in groups of two or three 
students. 

TRM  
 
EXTRA PRACTICE
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SECTION A  Food as Energy 697

When this reaction is reversed, each mole of ATP releases 7.3 Cal. This 
conveniently small quantity of energy, compared to the 686 Calories pro-
duced as one mole of glucose is oxidized, is used to energize particular  
cellular reactions. Some of these reactions require less energy than that sup-
plied by a single ATP molecule, whereas other steps require the total energy 
released by several ATP molecules.

Oxidation of one mole of glucose produces enough energy to add 38 mol of 
ATP to short-term cellular energy storage. Each day, your body stores and later 
releases energy from at least 6.02  1025 molecules of ATP (100 mol ATP).

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
A.6  ENERGY IN ACTION
Table 7.1 summarizes the average energy expended during various activities. 
Use the information provided to answer questions appearing on the follow-
ing page.

Now answer the following questions: 

 1.  Assume your body produces approximately 100 mol ATP daily.

a. How many moles of glucose are needed to produce that amount  
of ATP?

b. What mass of glucose does your answer to Question 1a  
represent?

 2. One minute of muscle activity requires about 0.0010 mol ATP for 
each gram of muscle mass. How many moles of glucose must be 
oxidized to energize 454 g (1 lb) of muscle to dribble a basketball  
for one minute?

 3. a.  How many hours do you typically sleep each night?

b. How many Calories do you use during one night of sleep?  
Refer to Table 7.1.

c. How many moles of ATP does this require?

d. What kinds of activity require energy while you are sleeping?

Sample Problem: Table 7.1 indicates that a 55-kg (120-lb) 
person burns 5 Cal/min while skateboarding (Figure 7.12). 

a. This energy is supplied by ATP. If the oxidation of each mole 
of glucose (C6H12O6) produces 38 mol ATP, how many moles 
of glucose would be needed to provide the energy for that 
one hour of skateboarding?

b. What mass of glucose does your answer to Part a represent? 
The mass of one mole of glucose is 180 g.

To begin, find moles of ATP needed for one hour of skateboarding:

5 Cal
1 min

  
60 min

1 h
  300 Cal/h

300 Cal
1 h

  
1 mol ATP

7.3 Cal
  41 mol ATP/h

Because 38 mol ATP can be obtained from each mole of glucose, the 
skateboarder’s need for 41 mol ATP can be met by slightly more than 
one mole of glucose:

41 mol ATP  
1 mol glucose
38 mol ATP

  1.1 mol glucose

What mass of glucose does that represent? Because the skateboarder 
needs more than one mole of glucose, that mass must be greater than 
180 g:

1.1 mol glucose  
180 g glucose
1 mol glucose

  200 g glucose

Figure 7.12  How much  
energy is expended in one 
hour of skateboarding?

697

Answers
1. a.  Because one mole of glucose 

produces 38 mol ATP, 2.6 mol 
glucose are needed to produce  
100 mol ATP.

  100 mol ATP  
1 mol glucose
38 mole ATP

  

  2.6 mol glucose

b. 2.6 mol glucose  
180 g glucose
1 mol glucose

 

 468 g glucose, approximately  
470 g glucose  

2. 454 g muscle mass  
0.0010 mol ATP
1 g muscle mass

 
 

1 mol glucose
38 mol ATP

  0.012 mol glucose

3. a.  Individual answers; 6–10 h  
typically

b. Answers will vary; sample calcula-
tion assumes 8 h sleep for a 120 lb 
individual: 

  
8 h  

60 min
1 h

 
 

1 Cal
1 min  

 480 Cal

c. 480 Cal
 


 

1 mol ATP
7.3 Cal  

 66 mol ATP

d. Breathing, movement, metabolism
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698 Unit 7 Food: Matter and Energy for Life 

A.7  ENERGY IN—ENERGY OUT
People follow various diets for different reasons. Some people may want to 
lose weight. Others may want to gain weight. Still others put little thought 
into what they eat. Instead, they merely eat for convenience or pleasure.

Some foods are needed to deliver important molecules to the body, regard-
less of their energy value. By contrast, other foods provide only energy. This 
latter category, which includes sugar-sweetened soft drinks, is sometimes 
described as furnishing “empty Calories.”

The Physical Activity Guidelines for Americans encourages citizens of all 
ages to become more active. The report, issued in 2008 by the U.S. Depart-
ment of Health and Human Services, cites research findings on the benefits 
of physical activity, including: 

These benefits increase as you age. Research also shows that the total amount 
of physical activity is more important than its intensity, duration, or  
frequency. The guidelines measure physical activity in a unit called meta-
bolic equivalent (MET). By contrast, the activities in this unit use Calories,  
so that you can compare energy con-
sumed in your food to energy burned 
through your activities.

If you want to lose weight, you 
must consume less energy than you 
expend. If your goal is to gain weight, 
you must do just the opposite. If los-
ing weight or gaining muscle mass is 
desired, then regular physical activ-
ity, such as that shown in Figure 7.13, 
is needed in addition to the particular 
diet you follow. Now you will explore 
the interplay between personal activ-
ity and diet.

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
A.8 GAIN SOME, LOSE SOME

on the duration of a given activity and the person’s body mass. For example, 
during one hour of soccer playing, a 55-kg (120-lb) person expends 420 Cal, 
whereas a 68-kg (150-lb) person would expend 480 Cal in that same activity.

Figure 7.13  Technology is available for 
monitoring total energy expenditure.
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A.7 enerGy in— 
enerGy out
Students are introduced to the idea that 
energy consumed is roughly balanced by 
energy expended during various activi-
ties. When students compare total 
energy consumed with total energy 
expended during physical activity,  
they find one of three resulting effects: 
maintenance of body weight, weight 
gain, or weight loss. Students should 
realize that a minimum quantity of 
energy is required for normal, resting-
state body processes. 

Students may be familiar with several 
commercial diet plans. It may be useful 
to compare some of these diets for their 
meal regimen and physical activity 
requirements (if any). 

Additional  
CHEMQUANDARY
In general, why is a weight-loss plan 
based only on exercise (without control-
ling food-energy intake) not likely to be 
adequate for someone who is consider-
ably overweight?

Discussion: Physical activity typically 
accounts for only about 30% of the 
body’s energy output. The other 70% is 
to maintain basal metabolism. Even the 
most vigorous physical activity burns off 
only about 1000 Cal/h, and 1 lb of body 
fat is equivalent to about 3500 Cal. Thus, 
if you wanted to lose 1–2 lb/wk (the 
maximum recommended without 
medical supervision) using exercise 
alone, you would need to set aside 4–6 
h/wk for vigorous physical exercise. 
Such a plan would probably be un-
healthful or even impossible for a very 
overweight person. A balanced combina-
tion of a low-calorie diet and exercise 
would be safer and more effective in 
both short and long term.
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SECTION A  Food as Energy 699

 1. Consider eating an ice-cream sundae (Figure 7.14). Assume that two  
scoops of your favorite ice cream contain 250 Cal; the topping adds  
125 Cal more. 

a. Assume that your regular diet (without that ice-cream sundae)  
just maintains your current body weight. If you eat the ice-cream  
sundae and wish to “burn off” those extra Calories, 

  i. for how many hours would you need to lift weights?

  ii. how far would you need to walk at 17 min/mile?

  iii. for how many hours would you need to swim?

b. One pound of weight gain is equivalent to 3500 Cal. If you choose  
not to exercise, how much weight will you gain from eating the  
sundae?

c. Now assume that you consumed a similar sundae once per week  
for 16 weeks. If you do not exercise to burn off the added Calories,  
how much weight will you gain?

 2. Question 1 implies that eating an ice-cream sundae will cause weight  
gain unless you complete additional exercise. 

a. Can you think of a plan that would allow you to consume the  
sundae, do no additional exercise, and still not gain weight?

b. Explain your answer.

c. What concerns would you have about this plan?

 3. Suppose you drank six glasses (250 g each) of ice water (0 °C) on a hot, 
summer day.

a. Assume your body temperature is 37 °C. How many joules of thermal 
energy would your body use in heating that ice water to body temperature? 
Recall that the specific heat capacity of liquid water is about 4.2 J/(g . °C).

b. How many Calories is this? Recall that 1 Calorie equals about 4200 J.

c. A serving of french fries contains 240 Cal. How many glasses of ice  
water would you need to drink to “burn off” the Calories in one serving 
of french fries?

d. Given your answer to Question 3c, does drinking large quantities of ice 
water seem like a reasonable strategy to lose weight? Explain.

 4. Identify your favorite activity from Table 7.1 (page 696). How many minutes 
would you need to engage in that activity to burn off the Calories in one 
serving of french fries (see Question 3c)?

A.7  ENERGY IN—ENERGY OUT
People follow various diets for different reasons. Some people may want to 
lose weight. Others may want to gain weight. Still others put little thought 
into what they eat. Instead, they merely eat for convenience or pleasure.

Some foods are needed to deliver important molecules to the body, regard-
less of their energy value. By contrast, other foods provide only energy. This 
latter category, which includes sugar-sweetened soft drinks, is sometimes 
described as furnishing “empty Calories.”

The Physical Activity Guidelines for Americans encourages citizens of all 
ages to become more active. The report, issued in 2008 by the U.S. Depart-
ment of Health and Human Services, cites research findings on the benefits 
of physical activity, including: 

These benefits increase as you age. Research also shows that the total amount 
of physical activity is more important than its intensity, duration, or  
frequency. The guidelines measure physical activity in a unit called meta-
bolic equivalent (MET). By contrast, the activities in this unit use Calories,  
so that you can compare energy con-
sumed in your food to energy burned 
through your activities.

If you want to lose weight, you 
must consume less energy than you 
expend. If your goal is to gain weight, 
you must do just the opposite. If los-
ing weight or gaining muscle mass is 
desired, then regular physical activ-
ity, such as that shown in Figure 7.13, 
is needed in addition to the particular 
diet you follow. Now you will explore 
the interplay between personal activ-
ity and diet.

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
A.8 GAIN SOME, LOSE SOME

on the duration of a given activity and the person’s body mass. For example, 
during one hour of soccer playing, a 55-kg (120-lb) person expends 420 Cal, 
whereas a 68-kg (150-lb) person would expend 480 Cal in that same activity.

Use information in Table 7.1 (page 696) to answer the following questions.

Figure 7.14  How does an extra 
helping of ice cream affect your 
daily balance between energy 
intake and expenditure?

Sample Problem: A 46-kg female usually takes 10.0 min to  
bike home from school. Would she burn more Calories by running 
home instead (at 8 min/mile for 15.0 minutes)? 

Bicycling requires: Running requires: 
6 Cal/min  10.0 min  60 Cal 10 Cal/min  15.0 min  150 Cal

Thus, running home burns more energy by 90 Cal per trip.
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DS   A.8 GAin some,  
lose some 

Students explore the relationship 
between energy expenditure during 
physical activity and energy intake 
during eating. Students also complete 
calculations that reinforce the value of 
assessing both duration of activity and 
an individual’s weight in this context.

Answers
1. Total calories  250 Cal  125 Cal  

375 Cal 
a. Assuming a 150-pound person:

 i. 375 Cal  
1 min
4 Cal

  
1 h

60 min
 

   1.6 h 

 ii. 375 Cal  
1 min
5 Cal

  
1 mi

17 min
 

   4.4 mi

 iii. 375 Cal  
1 min
7 Cal

  
1 h

60 min
 

   0.89 h 

b. 375 Cal  
1 lb

3500 Cal
  0.11 lb

c. 16 weeks  
0.11 lb
week

  1.7 lbs

2. a.  Lower intake of some other high-
energy foods in the regular diet.

b. This would compensate for the 
energy in the ice cream.

c. Some students may suggest mal-
adaptive methods, such as skipping 
meals, drinking abundant water, or 
regurgitating food, which can 
damage health. Also, foods skipped 
in such a plan might have greater 
nutritional value than the sundae.

3. a.  6 glasses  250 mL  
1.0 g
1 mL

  

  1500 g water 

   Energy used to heat water  1500 g 
 (37 °C  0 °C)  4.2 J/(g  °C)  
230 000 J

b. 230 000 J  
1 cal

4200 J  
 55 Cal

c. 240 Cal  
6 glasses
55 Cal

  26 glasses 

d. No. One would need to consume 
very large quantities of water. Nutri-
tionists recommend drinking eight 
glasses of water daily. However, 
drinking very large quantities of 
water can be dangerous as it can 
lead to a condition called hypona-
tremia (literally, “low sodium,” 
which disrupts proper functioning 
of the nervous system). 

4. Answers will vary.
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700 Unit 7 Food: Matter and Energy for Life 

 MAKING DECISIONS
A.9  ENERGY INTAKE AND 

EXPENDITURE
Based on the chemical knowledge you have gained, you can find the total 
energy consumed in the three-day food inventory and estimate the energy 
expended based on typical activity levels. Using appropriate resources sug-
gested by your teacher, calculate and record the food energy (Calories) con-
tained in each item in the three-day inventory.

 1. Calculate the total Calories consumed each day. 

 2. Calculate the average Calories consumed per day.

 3. Using results from Making Decisions A.2 (pages 688–689), how many 
Calories per day (on average) are supplied by each Food Group?

 4. Using Table 7.1 (page 696) and other resources provided by your 
teacher, develop a list of typical daily activities for a high school 
student and record how much energy is expended during each 
activity listed.

 5. Based on the list you prepared in Question 4, calculate the total 
Calories expended over an average day. Calories are not only 
expended during the activities listed, but also by normal, resting-
state body processes. Be sure to include this expenditure in your 
calculation.

 6. a.  Based only on Calories consumed and expended, decide whether 
the three-day inventory you are evaluating would be appropriate 
for weight maintenance (see Figure 7.15). Explain your answer.

b. Identify and describe any limitations in your analysis that may 
affect your decision in Question 6a.

 7. Based on your analysis thus far, what types of items would you 
recommend for the Riverwood High School vending machines in 
terms of the energy they provide?

Figure 7.15  The balance  
between energy intake and  
expenditure affects one’s  
body mass.
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MD   A.9 enerGy intAke 
And expenditure

Students evaluate their three-day food 
inventory for energy content by:
• calculating average and total daily 
Calorie intake
• calculating total Calories supplied by 
each food group
• determining whether weight would be 
gained or lost
Provide students with a nutrition guide 
such as Nutritive Values of Foods, U.S. 
Department of Agriculture. You can 
download this publication from http://
www.nal.usda.gov/fnic/foodcomp/Data/
HG72/hg72_2002.pdf. Many cookbooks 
have guides, or you can buy inexpensive 
guides at many grocery stores.

Several Web sites also have diet 
analysis tools. The USDA Center for 
Nutrition Policy and Promotion pro-
vides Dietary Guidelines for Americans, 
2005, 6th edition, and also offers My 
Pyramid Tracker, a useful tool for 
analyzing diets at http://www.mypyra 
midtracker.gov/default.htm. At this site, 
students can create a username and 
password and save their data over an 
extended time. This site will also allow 
students to monitor physical activity 
over days, weeks, or months. A related 
site hosts the USDA Food Composition 
Database. This database can be searched 
online at http://www.nal.usda.gov/fnic/
foodcomp/search/. 

During this activity, encourage 
students to take complete notes and 
answer the questions thoroughly. This 
energy analysis will become a resource 
as students complete their written 
reports for the Riverwood High School 
Vending Machine Committee in the 
unit’s culminating activity.

Answers
1. Answers should match the data in 

students’ food diaries.
2. Average Calories per day  Total  

Calories for three days divided by 3.
3. Students should calculate the total 

Calories per day from each food 
group. These values should sum to 
the answer given to Question 2.

4. Activities should total to 24 hours and 
should include a majority of sleeping 
and sitting.

5. Calories should match the activities 
listed in the answer to Question 4.

6. a.  The inventory would be appropri-
ate for weight maintenance if 
Calories consumed roughly equal 
Calories expended.

b. Answers will vary. Students may 
say that the activities or foods 
consumed are not representative or 
that portion sizes or intensity of 
activity may vary.

7. Because energy provided is the only 
concern at this point, students may 
mention any possible vending 
machine food or drink, including 
sodas or candy as well as more 
healthful items.
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 MAKING DECISIONS
A.9  ENERGY INTAKE AND 

EXPENDITURE
Based on the chemical knowledge you have gained, you can find the total 
energy consumed in the three-day food inventory and estimate the energy 
expended based on typical activity levels. Using appropriate resources sug-
gested by your teacher, calculate and record the food energy (Calories) con-
tained in each item in the three-day inventory.

 1. Calculate the total Calories consumed each day. 

 2. Calculate the average Calories consumed per day.

 3. Using results from Making Decisions A.2 (pages 688–689), how many 
Calories per day (on average) are supplied by each Food Group?

 4. Using Table 7.1 (page 696) and other resources provided by your 
teacher, develop a list of typical daily activities for a high school 
student and record how much energy is expended during each 
activity listed.

 5. Based on the list you prepared in Question 4, calculate the total 
Calories expended over an average day. Calories are not only 
expended during the activities listed, but also by normal, resting-
state body processes. Be sure to include this expenditure in your 
calculation.

 6. a.  Based only on Calories consumed and expended, decide whether 
the three-day inventory you are evaluating would be appropriate 
for weight maintenance (see Figure 7.15). Explain your answer.

b. Identify and describe any limitations in your analysis that may 
affect your decision in Question 6a.

 7. Based on your analysis thus far, what types of items would you 
recommend for the Riverwood High School vending machines in 
terms of the energy they provide?

SUMMARYASECTION

Reviewing the Concepts

Calorimetry can be used to determine  
the quantity of energy contained in a 
particular food sample.

 1.  
the energy content of food.

 2. Sketch a simple calorimeter and label the 
purpose of each component.

 3. Why is it important to know accurately  
the mass of water used in a calorimeter?

 4. What is the mathematical relationship 
between a Calorie and a calorie?

 5. Convert these energy quantities: 

a. 4375 cal to Cal

b.  76 932 J to Cal

c.  289 Cal to J

d.  12 226 000 cal to kJ

 6. a.  How much thermal energy, in joules, is 
required to increase the temperature of  
a 115-g water sample by 10.0 °C?

b. Suppose that a 2.0-g food sample was 
burned in a calorimeter to provide the 
thermal energy involved in Question 6a. 
Assume all thermal energy released was 
used to heat the water. 

  i. How many calories per gram were 
present in the food sample?

  ii. How many Calories per gram were 
present in the food sample?

All food energy originates from sunlight 
and is stored and released through a 
series of chemical reactions.

 7. What process captures sunlight and 
transforms it into chemical energy? 

 8. Write a chemical equation for the 
production of glucose through 
photosynthesis.

 9. Is photosynthesis an endothermic or 
exothermic chemical change? Explain.

 10. Keeping in mind the law of conservation of 
energy, describe what happens to the food 
energy consumed by living creatures.

 11. What is meant by an “energy rich” 
molecule?

 12. What is the relationship between 
photosynthesis and cellular respiration? 
Write chemical equations that support your 
answer.

 13. What is the difference, in terms of 
molecular composition and stored energy, 
between ADP and ATP?

 14. How do ADP and ATP permit the controlled 
use of energy from glucose?
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Reviewing the Concepts
 1. Calories, calories, joules 
 2. Student sketches should resemble 

the soft drink can setup used in 
Investigating Matter A.3. They 
should label, at minimum, a ther-
mometer to monitor temperature 
change and water to absorb thermal 
energy.

 3. The quantity of energy calculation 
depends on water’s temperature 
change, mass, and specific heat 
capacity.

 4. One (1) Calorie equals 1000 calories, 
or one (1) kilocalorie.

 5. a.  4.375 Cal
b. 18.405 Cal
c. 1 210 000 J
d. 51 154 kJ

 6. a. 115 g  10.0 °C  4.18 
J

g  °C 

    4810 J 

b.   i.    4810 J  
1 cal
4.18 J

  1150 cal;

  
1150 Cal

2.0 g
  580 cal/g 

ii. 580 
cal
g  

 
1 Cal

1000 cal
  0.58 Cal/g  

 7. Photosynthesis
 8. 6 CO2  6 H2O  solar energy ∫B 

C6H12O6  6 O2

 9. Endothermic. It requires the addition 
of energy.

 10. Food energy is either stored in new 
molecules or released as thermal 
energy.

 11. A molecule that stores a relatively 
large quantity of energy. Fats and 
carbohydrates, for example, are 
energy-rich molecules.

 12. Photosynthesis and respiration are 
reverse processes. 

In photosynthesis: 6 CO2  6 H2O  
energy ∫B C6H12O6  6 O2

In respiration: C6H12O6  6 O2 ∫B  
6 CO2  6 H2O  energy

 13. ATP has an additional phosphate 
group. ATP also has more stored 
energy. Some of this energy is 
released in converting ATP to ADP.

 14. The energy needed by a cell is much 
less than the energy released by 
oxidation of a glucose molecule. The 
energy released during the oxidation 
of a glucose molecule is stored in 
ATP molecules until the cell needs it. 
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The energy required for a physical activity 
depends on the particular activity, the 
total time involved, and the mass of the 
person engaged in the activity.

 15. How much total energy (in Calories) is 
expended by a 68-kg (150-lb) person 
swimming for 35 minutes?

 16. How much total energy (in joules) is 
expended by a 46-kg (100-lb) person 
walking for 56 minutes?

 17. People expend energy even when they sit 
perfectly still. Why?

 18. How many moles of ATP are required to 
provide energy for an 82-kg (180-lb) student 
to sit in class for 45 min?

 19. Explain why two people performing exactly 
the same physical exercise may not burn the 
same total Calories.

 20. Suppose a 55-kg (120-lb) man, whose 
regular diet and exercise just maintains his 
body weight, adds one chocolate candy bar 
containing 354 Cal to his diet each day for 
30 days without increasing his level of 
exercise. Predict how much weight the 
person will gain in 30 days.

How is food energy  
stored, transferred,  
and released?
In this section, you began to analyze 
a three-day food and activity log 
in terms of quantity of Calories 
consumed and expended. You 
applied ideas that you learned in 
Unit 3 to food and food energy. 
Think about what you have learned 
in this unit and in previous units,  
and how these ideas are related, 
then answer the question in your 
own words in organized paragraphs. 
Your answer should demonstrate 
your understanding of the key ideas 
in this section.

Be sure to consider the following in 
your response: Calories, calorimetry, 
diet and exercise, ATP, ADP, and 
energy sources and pathways.
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 15. 35 min  
7 Cal
min

  250 Calories 

 16. 56 min  
3 Cal
min

  
1484 J
1 Cal

  250 000 J

 17. Energy is required to carry on body 
functions such as breathing, eating, 
digesting food, synthesizing new 
molecules, and disposing of waste 
materials.

 18. 45 min  
2 Cal
min

  
1 mol ATP

7.3 Cal
  

   12 mol ATP 

 19. The Calories expended depend on 
the duration of the activity, the mass 
of the person exercising, and the 
technique used in performing the 
exercise.

 20. 
354 Cal

day
  30 days  

  10 620 Cal  
1 lb

3500 Cal
  3.03 lbs 

How is food energy 
stored, transferred, 
and released?
Student answers should include:
• Food energy is stored in biomol-
ecules (which serve as energy 
sources for organisms) and released 
in the conversion of ATP to ADP.
• A person’s diet determines how 
much food energy is taken in, and a 
person’s activity level determines 
how much food energy is used.
• Calories are used to measure the 
energy in foods. Calorimetry is a 
technique to determine a food’s 
caloric content.
• Pathways involved in food energy 
processes include photosynthesis 
and respiration.
Take care that students avoid the 
misconception that breaking bonds 
releases energy. 

Connecting the Concepts
 21. The two are alike in that hydrocar-

bons and oxygen react to yield CO2, 
H2O, and energy. Cellular respiration 
occurs at much lower temperatures 
and in a series of separate reactions 
under controlled conditions within 
the cell.

 22. It indirectly measures the quantity  
of thermal energy by assuming that 
the thermal energy gained by the 
calorimeter is equal to the thermal 
energy actually released by the food 
or fuel.
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Connecting the Concepts
 21. Compare the process of cellular respiration 

to combustion.

 22. Does calorimetry directly measure the 
quantity of thermal energy liberated by a 
food or fuel? Explain.

 23. Describe problems that could arise in 
calorimetry by using a food sample that is: 

a. very small.

b.  very large.

 24. A student argues that eating a certain mass 
of chocolate or eating the same mass of 
apples results in the same gain in body 
weight. Explain why this is incorrect.

 25. Figure 7.6 (page 692) shows an energy 
diagram for photosynthesis.

a. Construct a similar energy diagram for 
cellular respiration.

b. Compare the energy diagrams for 
photosynthesis and cellular respiration.

 26. The term respiration is sometimes used to 
mean breathing. What is the relationship,  
if any, between cellular respiration and 
breathing?

 27. In reference to a local seafood restaurant, 
someone remarked, “When you eat a pound 
of fish, you’re eating ten pounds of flies.” 
Aside from its questionable value as a meal-
promoting strategy, how accurate is this 
message? Why?

 28. Explain why low-Calorie food is sometimes 
described as lite or light, even though 
Calories are not a unit of mass.

 29. You used similar calorimetry procedures in 
Unit 3 and in this unit to find the energy 
content of candles and food products, 
respectively. Does that imply that anything 
that can be burned to heat water can be used 
to fuel your body’s metabolism? Explain.

Extending the Concepts
 30. a.  In what sense does the problem of world 

hunger involve an “energy crisis”?

b. In what sense is it a “resource crisis”?

 31. Research and report on the difference 
between undernourishment and 
malnourishment. Could either term ever 
apply to an overweight person?

 32. From an energy standpoint, are there 
advantages to eating low on the food chain? 
For example, is it energetically more 
favorable to use 100 lbs of grain or 100 lbs 
of beef as a food source?

 33. Why is it not possible just to consume only 
pure ATP and thus eliminate some steps in 
metabolism?

 34. Investigate the characteristics of a 
professionally-designed calorimeter. Make a 
sketch of its essential parts and explain its 
operation.

 35. For hibernating animals, the storage of fat is 
critical for survival. Investigate a particular 
animal species to find out how it stores 
optimum quantities of fat for hibernation.

 36. A student decides to lose some weight by 
not wearing a coat in cold winter weather. 
What knowledge of food energy might have 
inspired this idea? Does this plan have 
merit? Explain.
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 23. a.  The quantity of energy transferred 
to the calorimeter could be 
imperceptible.

b. The thermal capacity of liquid 
water would be exceeded—it may 
start to boil.

 24. Apples and chocolate are different 
types of food. Gram for gram they 
will be converted into a different 
total Calories, contributing to 
differing weight gain.

25. a.  The diagram would be alike, but 
everything would be reversed.

b. The same substances are involved, 
but respiration is the reverse of 

photosynthesis. Respiration  
is exothermic. Photosynthesis is 
endothermic.

 26. Breathing is part of cellular respira-
tion; it supplies O2 and removes CO2. 
Other than that, the processes are 
distinct.

 27. Only 10–15% of the energy an 
organism consumes is used for 
growth. A fish must eat 10 pounds  
of flies to make 1 pound of fish.

 28. Low-Calorie food contains less 
energy than comparable food pro- 
ducts, which may lead to weight loss. 
Connecting Calories to weight loss 

reinforces misconceptions about the 
differences between mass and energy.

 29. No. Our bodies can digest only some 
types of substances. Others are 
indigestible and do not provide us 
with energy. For example, we can 
burn paper to heat water, but we 
cannot metabolize cellulose, the 
main component of paper. 

Extending the Concepts
 30. a.  Providing “fuel” to power humans 

is like providing fuel to power 
vehicles or to heat homes.

b. Most experts agree that world 
hunger is a maldistribution of 
resources caused by political and 
economic factors, rather than the 
result of inadequate food supplies.

 31. In undernourishment, individuals 
receive less than the minimum 
quantity of food essential for sound 
health and normal growth. Malnour-
ishment is a lack of healthful foods 
or excessive intake of unhealthful 
foods. Overweight individuals could 
be undernourished if they lack essen- 
tial foods. They could be malnour-
ished if their diets lack healthful 
foods or if they consume too many 
unhealthful foods.

 32. Eating low on the food chain is more 
efficient because each intermediate in 
a food chain means more primary 
sources of energy are involved in 
producing that food resource. Produc-
ing 100 lb beef requires growing 
nearly 10 times that mass of grain.

 33. ATP cannot be stored. 
 34. Commercial calorimeters are insu-

lated to effectively capture thermal 
energy from the food sample. They 
also are designed to completely burn 
food that doesn’t burn well on its 
own and to precisely measure 
temperature changes.

 35. Students will find many animals 
have sufficiently low metabolism and 
high fat stores that allow them to 
hibernate for long periods of time. 
Students should be able to find the 
quantity of fat some animals need to 
support a full hibernation interval 
and calculate the quantity of energy  
involved.

 36. The body must liberate calories to 
keep warm. To lose weight, individu-
als must burn more calories than 
they take in. The potential weight 
lost this way would be quite small 
relative to the discomfort endured.  
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CARBOHYDRATES  
AND FATS 
What role does molecular structure play in 
metabolism of carbohydrates and fats?

You are now ready to explore how the chemical energy contained in 
foods, studied in Section A, is stored and consumed. Keep in mind the 
three-day inventory you are evaluating, and think about how this new 
knowledge may apply to its analysis.

GOALS

molecule.

molecules account for their different properties and energy 
content.

conditions.

704 Unit 7 Food: Matter and Energy for Life 

BSECTION

P1.  How is the process of cellular respiration similar to the process  
of combustion?

2.  What is the source of the thermal energy released in an 
exothermic reaction?

3.  What is the difference between unsaturated and saturated fat 
molecules? 
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In this section, students examine the 
composition of carbohydrates, and their 
function in the body. Monosaccharides, 
disaccharides, and polysaccharides are 
defined and distinguished. Students also 
explore the composition and structure  
of fats and their function in the body.  
The text discusses differences between 
saturated and unsaturated fats and  
the concept of cis-trans isomerism. It 
introduces the concept of limiting 
reactants as applied to living systems. 
Finally, students revisit their three-day 
food inventories and analyze their diets 
for fats and carbohydrates.

Using the Section 
Question
Section B focuses on two of the three 
main macronutrients in the human 
diet—carbohydrates and fats. Similari-
ties in their structures (carbon backbone 
with hydrogen and oxygen-based 
functional groups) and functions (to 
provide energy) are highlighted. Stu-
dents explore differences in their 
metabolism by the body and the quan-
tity of energy provided, so students 
should be able to differentiate between 
them and address the link between form 
and function by the end of the section. 

Goals
Goals include describing and distin-
guishing between carbohydrates and fats 
in structure and function, explaining 
how fats are formed, understanding 
cis-trans isomers in the context of fatty 
acids, and solving limiting reactant 
problems in chemical and non-chemical 
systems.

Pconcept check 3
1. (Concepts developed in Unit 3, 

Sections C.2–C.8 and in Unit 7 
Section A.5.) Cellular respiration 
resembles combustion in that it 
involves the use of oxygen to break 
down organic molecules into carbon 
dioxide and water molecules. Both 
processes result in an overall release 
of energy as well.

2. (Concepts developed in Unit 3, 
Section C.2.) When energy released by 
making chemical bonds within the 
product molecules is greater than the 

energy required to break chemical 
bonds within the reactant molecules, 
the overall reaction will release 
energy and be exothermic. 

3. (Concept introduced in Unit 3, 
Section B.6 and looking ahead). Based 
upon their understanding of saturated 
and unsaturated hydrocarbons from 
Unit 3, students may suggest that 
saturated fat molecules have only 
single covalent bonds between carbon 
atoms and unsaturated fat molecules 
have one or more double or triple 
covalent bonds between carbon 
atoms. Other students may approach 

this as a health question and identify 
saturated fat molecules as being less 
healthy and unsaturated fat molecules 
as being healthier. Since students 
studied solution concentrations in 
Unit 4, some students may try to draw 
on that concept. If so, help students to 
key into “molecules” as what is being 
described as either saturated or 
unsaturated—not solutions.
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SECTION B  Carbohydrates and Fats 705

B.1  CARBOHYDRATES: ONE WAY TO 
COMBINE C, H, AND O ATOMS

All carbohydrate molecules are composed of carbon, hydrogen, and oxy-
gen.  Glucose, which is the key energy-releasing carbohydrate in biological 
systems, has the molecular formula C6H12O6. When such formulas were first 
established, chemists noted a 2:1 ratio of hydrogen atoms to oxygen atoms 
in carbohydrates, the same as in water. They were tempted to write the glu-
cose formula as C(H2O)6, implying a chemical combination of carbon with 
six water molecules. Chemists even invented the term “carbohydrates” 
(water-containing carbon substances) for glucose and related 
compounds, although chemists later determined that carbohy-
drates contain no water molecules. However, like water, carbo- 
hydrate molecules do contain O—H bonds in their structures.

Carbohydrate molecules may be either simple sugars, such as 
glucose or fructose (see Figures 7.16 and 7.17), or chemical com-
binations of two or more simple 
sugar molecules. Simple sugars, 
called monosaccharides, are 
molecules containing five or six 
carbon atoms. Glucose (like 
most other monosaccharides) 
exists principally in a ring form: 
however, glucose can also exist 
in a chain form, as shown in 

the same molecular formula?

Figure 7.17  Structural formulas for glucose. This carbohydrate, like most simple sugar and disaccharide 
molecules, is found primarily in ring form. How do ring and chain structures compare with one another?

Figure 7.16  Many fruits 
and vegetables contain 
simple sugars such as 
glucose and fructose.
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READING GUIDE

B.1 CArBoHydrAtes:  
one WAy to ComBine  
C, H, And o Atoms
Carbohydrate structure brings students 
back to photosynthesis as the energy-
storing process in foods. The section 
presents different types of saccharides, 
including polysaccharides, and gives 
nutritional advice. 

Simple sugars can exist in a linear 
chain, or the chain can link to make a 
ring form, which is more stable. The two 
forms have the same molecular formula. 
These simple sugars serve as monomers 
in the formation of disaccharides and in 
the formation of polysaccharides, often 
referred to as complex carbohydrates. 
Common disaccharides include sucrose 
(table sugar) composed of a glucose 
molecule and a fructose molecule and 
lactose (milk sugar) composed of glucose 
and galactose. When these disaccharides 
are digested in the body, the linkages 
between the two simple sugars are the 
first to be cleaved. Individuals who suffer 
from lactose intolerance do not produce 
adequate amounts of the enzyme that 
helps break this linkage in lactose, 
which results in gastrointestinal discom-
fort. Products containing this enzyme 
are commercially available, so lactose-
intolerant individuals may still enjoy 
foods that contain lactose, such  
as milk, ice cream, and cheese.

The simple sugar subunits can bond 
together in two different ways in disac- 
charides and polysaccharides. The 
difference between linkages in starch 
and cellulose molecules is small but 
critical. In digestible starch, both rings 
are attached to the connecting oxygen 
(similar to an ether functional group)  
so that the oxygen is below both rings 
(this is called the alpha linkage). In 
cellulose, the oxygen is above one ring 
and below the other (the beta linkage). 
See Figure 7.19 (page 706). Human 
enzymes can cleave the linkages in 
starch molecules, but not in cellulose 
molecules. Ruminant animals, such as 
sheep, cows, and horses, can digest 
cellulose. 
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Sugar molecules composed of two monosaccharide units bonded together 
are called disaccharides. They are formed by a condensation reaction 
between two monosaccharides. Sucrose (table sugar, C12H22O11) is a disac-
charide composed of the ring forms of glucose and fructose, as illustrated in 
Figure 7.18.

The reaction that forms disaccharides—a condensation reaction—can 
also cause monosaccharides to form polymers. Such polymers, not surpris-
ingly, are called polysaccharides (see Figure 7.19). Starch, which is a major 
component of grains and many vegetables, is a polysaccharide composed of 
glucose units. Cellulose, which is the fibrous or woody material of plants 
and trees, is another polysaccharide formed from glucose.  

The major types of carbohydrates are summarized in Table 7.2. Compare 

starch is easily digested by the body (see Figure 7.20), whereas cellulose is 
indigestible by humans. Such indigestible types of carbohydrates are com-
monly called fiber.  

Figure 7.18  The formation of sucrose. Note that particular —OH groups react (shown in 
red), resulting in elimination of one H2O molecule.

Figure 7.19  Structural formulas for starch and cellulose, two polysaccharide molecules.
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a Using the Figures
Figures 7.18 and 7.19 Stu-
dents first learned of condensation 
polymers in Unit 3 (page 321). Use 
Figure 7.18 to remind students how 
monosaccharides react to form disac-
charides and polysaccharides via 
elimination of water molecules. Then 
note that Figure 7.19 shows only 
three repeating glucose units (the 
monomer for both starch and cellu-
lose). For both natural polymers, the 
structures extend in both directions 
(shown here as bonds extending from 
the oxygen ends). Also highlight how 
a seemingly small difference in struc-
ture (orientation around the ether 
linkage) leads to vast differences in 
properties. Humans can digest starch 
but not cellulose. 
 Some students may initially ques-
tion whether these are, in fact, the 
same structure. Because structures 
can rotate around single bonds, it 
may first appear that rotation about 
the oxygen linkages in starch would 
lead to the same structure as cel-
lulose. Ask students to try this idea, 
either through mental rotation or by 
building models and rotating around 
the oxygen linkage. They should find 
that the —OH groups represented at 
the bottoms of the ring structures in 
starch are now on top, resulting  
in a structure that is different from 
cellulose. 
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SECTION B  Carbohydrates and Fats 707

Carbohydrates and fats are the primary high-energy substances in the 
human diet. One gram of a carbohydrate provides 4 Calories of food energy. 
Nutritionists recommend that about 45–65% of dietary Calories come from 
high-fiber carbohydrates. Worldwide, most people obtain carbohydrates by 
eating grains, such as rice, corn bread, wheat tortillas, bread, pasta, and 
beans. Other sources of carbohydrates include fruits, milk, and yogurt. Meats 

glycogen, the carbohydrate by which animals 
store glucose.

Figure 7.20  Breads and other foods contain starch, which is a digestible polysaccharide. Cellulose (found in wood, 
paper, and cotton) is a polysaccharide that humans cannot digest. What is a structural difference between digestible 
polysaccharides (such as starch) and cellulose? Which of these images show cellulose and which show starch?

 

Classification  
and Examples Composition Formula Common Name  

or Source

Monosaccharides  C6H12O6  

Glucose —  Blood sugar

Fructose —  Fruit sugar

Galactose — —

Disaccharides C12H22O11  

Sucrose Fructose + glucose Cane sugar

Lactose Galactose + glucose Milk sugar

Maltose Glucose + glucose Germinating seeds

Polysaccharides Glucose polymers (C6H10O5)n  

Starch Plants

Glycogen Animals

Cellulose Plant fibers

The Composition of Common Carbohydrates
Table 7.2
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People in the United States tend to obtain more of their carbohydrates, on 
average, from wheat-based breads, potatoes, sugar-laden snacks, and desserts 
than is common in many other parts of the world. Currently, an average U.S. 
citizen consumes more than 82 kg (181 lb) of sugar annually, mainly from 
candy, desserts, and soft drinks.

B.2  FATS: ANOTHER WAY TO 
COMBINE C, H, AND O ATOMS

Unlike the terms carbohydrate and protein, fat
(and somewhat negative) meaning. From a chemical viewpoint, however, 
fats are just another major category of biomolecules with special characteris-
tics and functions.

A significant part of a normal human diet, fats are present in meat, fish, 
poultry, oils, dairy products, nuts, and grains. When more food is consumed 

meet the body’s energy needs, then that stored fat is “burned” to release 
energy to make up the difference.

Fats are composed of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen—the same three  
elements that compose carbohydrates. Fat molecules, however, contain fewer 
oxygen atoms and more carbon and hydrogen atoms. Thus, fats have a greater 
number of carbon–hydrogen bonds and fewer carbon–oxygen (and oxygen–
hydrogen) bonds than do carbohydrate molecules. You can confirm this by 
comparing the structure of glyceryl tripalmitate, which is a typical fat mole-
cule, shown in Figure 7.21, to that of glucose or starch molecules (Figure 7.17 
on page 705 and Figure 7.19 on page 706, respectively).

Generally, fat molecules are nonpolar and only sparingly soluble in water. 
As you can see from Figure 7.21, fats have long hydrocarbon portions that 
prevent them from dissolving in polar solvents such as water. Their low 
water solubility and high energy-storing capacity give fat molecules, unlike 
carbohydrates, chemical properties similar to those of hydrocarbons.

Figure 7.21  The structural formula of glyceryl tripalmitate, a typical fat.
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B.2 FAts: AnotHer WAy  
to ComBine C, H, And  
o Atoms
Students explore the distinction be-
tween the meanings of fat in common 
language and as used by scientists. Both 
fats and carbohydrates are composed of 
C, H, and O. The atoms within them, 
however, are arranged differently. Ask 
students to identify the functional 
groups in fats. Encourage them to revisit 
Unit 3, Section B.9 (pages 316–317) 
regarding functional groups.

Fat molecules, also known as triglyc-
erides, can differ tremendously based on 
the fatty acids present and the bonding 
within those fatty acids. The fatty-acid 
characteristics directly influence the 
properties of the triglyceride. 

Like carbohydrates, fats serve as an 
energy source. However, fats provide 
more than twice the energy per gram of 
carbohydrates, due to relatively fewer 
carbon–oxygen bonds and more carbon–
hydrogen bonds in fats. Fat molecules 
are necessary for proper functioning of 
the body. Fats provide essential fatty 
acids, which function in growth and 
development, so they are especially 
important to infants and toddlers. Fat 
also helps in absorption of fat-soluble 
vitamins. Fat serves as an efficient way 
to store excess food energy. Avoid 
getting involved at this time in discuss-
ing how good or bad fats are, as this is 
developed in upcoming material.
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SECTION B  Carbohydrates and Fats 709

The chemical properties of a fat molecule are due, in part, to the fatty acid 
groups in the molecule. Fatty acids are a class of organic compounds com-
posed of long hydrocarbon chains with a carboxylic acid group (—COOH) at 
one end. Two fatty acids are shown in Figure 7.22.

The typical fat molecule, a triglyceride, is a combination of a three-carbon 
molecule called glycerol and three fatty acid molecules.

 1 Glycerol  3 Fatty acid  1 Triglyceride  3 Water
 molecule molecules (fat) molecule molecules

-
ecule forms an ester linkage, as it reacts with an —OH group of glycerol. 
This produces one water molecule per ester linkage. The main product of 
this condensation reaction is a triglyceride composed of three ester groups. 
Although the three fatty acids depicted in Figure 7.23 are identical, fats can 
contain two or three different fatty acids. 

Figure 7.23  Formation of a typical fat molecule, a triglyceride. The colored atoms  
interact to form the fat molecule plus water.

Figure 7.22  Typical fatty acids.
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710 Unit 7 Food: Matter and Energy for Life 

Because they have more carbon–hydrogen bonds than carbon–oxygen 

fact, one gram of fat contains over twice the energy stored in one gram of carbo-

-
cise twice as long to “work off” a given mass of fat as you must to “work off” 
the same mass of carbohydrate. For example, a glazed doughnut contains 
11.6 g fat. Thus, the glazed doughnut has 11.6 g fat  9 Cal/g fat  104 Cal 

store excess food energy efficiently.

B.3  SATURATED AND  
UNSATURATED FATS

Recall from Unit 3 that hydrocarbons can be saturated (containing only  
single carbon–carbon bonds) or unsaturated (containing double or triple  
carbon–carbon bonds). Likewise, hydrocarbon chains in fatty acids are 
either saturated or unsaturated. Look again at the fatty acids in Figure 7.22 
(page 709). Can you identify each as either saturated or unsaturated? 

Fats containing saturated fatty acids are called saturated fats; those  
containing some unsaturated fatty acids are known as unsaturated fats. A 
monounsaturated fat contains just one carbon–carbon double bond in its 
fatty acid components. A polyunsaturated fat contains two or more C C 
double bonds in the fatty acid portion of a triglyceride molecule. Based on 

these definitions, is the fat 
depicted in Figure 7.21 (page 708) 
saturated, monounsaturated, or 
polyunsaturated? 

Triglycerides in animal fats are 
nearly all saturated and are sol-
ids at room temperature. How-
ever, fats from plant sources  
commonly are polyunsaturated 

higher levels of unsaturation are 
associated with oils having lower 
melting points. At room tempera-
ture these polyunsaturated fats 

C double 
bonds, unsaturated fats undergo 
addition reactions; saturated fats 
cannot undergo addition reac-
tions. Thus, these two types of 

Figure 7.24  The percent of poly- 
unsaturated fat in fats from selected  
plant and animal sources.

Dietary oil/fat

Canola oil

Safflower oil

Sunflower oil

Corn oil

Olive oil

Soybean oil

Peanut oil

Cottonseed oil

Lard

Palm oil

Beef tallow

Butterfat

Coconut oil

Key : Saturated fat Polyunsaturated fat Monounsaturated fat

36% 58%

9% 78% 13%

11% 69% 20%

13% 62% 25%

14% 9% 77%

15% 61% 24%

18% 34% 48%

27% 54% 19%

41% 12% 47%

51% 10% 39%

52% 4% 44%

66% 4% 30%

92% 2% 6%

Source : Food Technology, April 1989.

6%
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B.3 sAturAted And 
unsAturAted FAts
While all fat molecules contain a 
glycerol backbone, fatty acids may differ 
significantly among fat molecules. Fatty 
acids can be of different lengths and 
may have varying degrees of saturation. 
Saturated fats contain saturated fatty 
acids in which there are no carbon–
carbon double (or triple) bonds, maxi-
mizing total hydrogen atoms within the 
structure. Unsaturated fats contain some 
unsaturated fatty acids with at least one 
carbon–carbon double or triple bond. 
Both types of fats occur naturally. 

Saturated fats are found in animal 
products such as whole milk, cheese, 
butter, and meats and in some plant-
based products (such as coconut and 
palm oil). Saturated fats raise the level 
of LDL cholesterol, a waxy substance 
that may form deposits in arteries and 
cause blockages leading to coronary 
disease. You may discuss the popularity 
of fast foods, which can be high in 
saturated fats.

Research suggests that unsaturated 
fats, found mainly in plant products, 
may contribute to cardiovascular health 
when used in place of saturated fats. 
Consumption of all fats should be 
monitored, however, because they 
deliver over twice as much food energy 
per gram as carbohydrates. 

a Using the Figures
Figure 7.24 The proportion of 
saturated fat affects physical proper-
ties of fats. Saturated-fat molecules 
have a more linear shape and can 
pack together more readily, enhanc-
ing attractions (intermolecular forces) 
among fat molecules. Sources of 
fats with a high percent of saturated 
fats tend to be solids at room tem-
perature. Unsaturated-fat molecules 
contain at least one CC double 
bond, which puts a “kink” in molecu-
lar shape. These molecules cannot 
pack together as closely as more 
linear saturated fats, so they experi-
ence fewer attractions (intermolecular 
forces) and tend to be liquids at 
room temperature. Fats near the top 
of Figure 7.24, containing a higher 
percent unsaturated fats, are liquids. 
Fats listed lower (containing a higher 
percent saturated fats) are solids at 
room temperature. Use this as an 
example of how molecular structure 
affects physical properties.
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SECTION B  Carbohydrates and Fats 711

fats participate differently in body chemistry. Unsaturated fat molecules are 

fats may contribute more to health problems than some unsaturated fats. Satu-
rated fats are associated with formation of arterial plaque, which consists of 
fatty material that builds up in blood vessel walls (see Figure 7.25).The result is 
a condition commonly known as “hardening of the arteries,” or atherosclerosis, 
which is a particular threat to coronary (heart) arteries and arteries leading to 
the brain. 

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
B.4  CALORIES FROM FAT
A sample of butter (Figure 7.26) provides the following nutritional values for 
one serving, which is defined as 1 tablespoon (tbsp) or 14 g: 

 Total fat 10.9 g Polyunsaturated fat 0.4 g
 Saturated fat 7.2 g Calories 100  

 1. Calculate the percent saturated fat in the total fat in butter.

 2. The saturated and polyunsaturated fat percent values don’t total 100%. 

a. What does the “missing” percent value represent?

b. How many grams of fat does this represent?

 3. Calculate the total percent fat in one serving of butter.

 4. The Dietary Guidelines for Americans 2010 suggest that from 20–35% 
of total Calories in human diets should come from fats. A way to 
evaluate this guideline for an individual food is to compare the  
total Calories from fat to the total Calories delivered in one serving  
of that food:

b. Calculate the percent of total Calories obtained from butter fat.

 5. One serving (14 g) of margarine contains 10 g fat and 90 Cal. 

a. Find the percent of Calories obtained from margarine fat.

b. Compare the percent of total Calories from margarine fat to  
the value from butter fat.

Figure 7.26  What type of fat 
is primarily found in butter?Sample Problem: Calculate the percent of polyunsaturated 

fats contained in butterfat.

To find the answer, divide the mass of polyunsaturated fat by the 
mass of total fat and convert to a percent value:

0.4 g
10.9 g

  100%  4%

Thus, approximately 4% of butter’s total fat is polyunsaturated.

Figure 7.25 An artery cross 
section, showing plaque (gray) 
on walls.
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DS  
 B.4 CAlories From FAt

The calculations in this activity high-
light the fact that nearly all Calories in 
butter and margarine are from fat.

Answers 

1. 
7.2 g

10.9 g
  100%  66% saturated fat  

2. a.  There must be some monounsatu-
rated fat in butter.

b. 10.9 g – (0.4 g  7.2 g)  3.3 g

3. 
10.9 g
14 g

  100%  78% fat  

4. a.  10.9 g  9 
Cal
g

  98.1 Cal

b. 
98.1 Cal
100 Cal  

 98.1%

5. a. 10 g  9 
Cal
g

  90 Cal;

  
90 Cal
90 Cal

  100%
 
 100%

b. The percent total Calories in each is 
about the same. Fat in margarine  
is generally more unsaturated, so it 
may be somewhat more healthful, 
but some margarine contains higher 
amounts of trans-fatty acids that 
have been linked to higher risks of 
coronary disease. Nutritionists 
continue to debate whether marga-
rine or butter is the better dietary 
option. 

TRM  
 
EXTRA PRACTICE
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712 Unit 7 Food: Matter and Energy for Life 

B.5 HYDROGENATION
Partial hydrogenation adds hydrogen atoms to some C C bonds in vegetable 
oil triglyceride molecules. The reaction with hydrogen converts a C C dou-
ble bond to a C—C single bond. Because this decreases the total unsaturated 
(C C) sites, the partially hydrogenated product becomes more saturated, 

manufacturers to control the consistency and softness of their food products. 
Such partially hydrogenated fats are used in margarine, vegetable shortening, 
deep-fried foods, and snack foods.

The reaction between hydrogen and C C double bonds in a polyunsatu-
rated fat is typical of how C C bonds in most alkenes react. Generally, C C 
bonds in alkenes can be converted to C—C single bonds when they react with 
a variety of substances, including hydrogen.

You learned in Unit 3 (page 311) that a double bond in an alkene prevents 
adjacent carbon atoms in the double bond from rotating around the bond 
axis. The double-bonded carbon atoms align as shown in Figure 7.27. This 
inflexible arrangement between carbon atoms creates the possibility of cis-
trans isomerism.  

cis-trans isomerism, two identical functional groups can be in one of 
two different molecular positions. Both groups can be on the same side  
of the double bond (the cis isomer), or they can be across the double bond 
from the other (the trans isomer), as illustrated in Figure 7.28. 

Figure 7.27  The structural formula for ethene.

Figure 7.28  A comparison of cis-2-pentene and trans-2-pentene. 
Note the positions of the functional groups.
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B.5 HydroGenAtion
Hydrogenation is the process by which 
hydrogen atoms are added to CC 
bonds in unsaturated fat molecules. The 
process exposes plant oils to hydrogen 
at high temperatures in the presence of a 
catalyst (typically nickel). Some CC 
double bonds are thus converted to 
single bonds. 

Full hydrogenation is seldom com-
pleted, as it leads to very brittle, hard 
products. Partial hydrogenation is most 
common. The hydrogenated molecules 
lose some kinks and bends and can pack 
more closely. A liquid fat undergoes 
conversion to a more solid product.  
This conversion affects the texture and 
consistency of many popular food items 
and allows food producers to replace 
animal fats with vegetable oils, which 
are very abundant. 

The process also extends shelf life of 
many vegetable oils. The double bonds 
in unsaturated fats make these mol-
ecules prone to oxidation and subse-
quent spoilage. Hydrogenation creates 
margarine from liquid vegetable oils. 
Partially hydrogenated fats are in many 
processed foods.

Non-hydrogenated unsaturated fats 
typically are found as cis isomers. During 
hydrogenation, some cis double bonds 
break and reform in a trans configuration. 
Research suggests that trans fat, much 
like saturated fat, can increase the level 
of LDL cholesterol in the bloodstream 
and increase risks of coronary heart 
disease. Many food companies have 
removed trans fats from their products. 
Students may have seen packages of 
popular snack-food items declaring 
“Trans-Free” or “No Trans Fats.” 

To reduce or eliminate trans fats, 
some manufacturers have combined 
fully hydrogenated vegetable oils with 
liquid vegetable oils to create semisolid 
products. These approximate the 
consistency and usefulness of partially 
hydrogenated fats. Starting in 2006,  
the FDA required that all food labels 
include the amount of trans fat per 
serving, just below the listing for 
saturated fat. 
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SECTION B  Carbohydrates and Fats 713

-
pound, even though the compounds have identical molecular formulas 
(C5H10 cis-2-pentene, the molecule has the two hydrogen atoms on the 

trans-2-pentene, 
the two hydrogen atoms are positioned on opposite sides (trans) of the double- 
bond plane.

Cis-trans isomerism, which was just described for an alkene, is also pos-
sible in unsaturated fats because fatty acid chains often contain C C bonds. 
Unsaturated fatty acids in foods that have not been hydrogenated typically 
have their double bonds arranged in the cis arrangement, as shown in  

safety of trans-fatty acids, studies addressing these concerns have not yet 
produced conclusive answers. However, the Dietary Guidelines advise that 
people should “keep trans-fatty acid consumption as low as possible.” 

Currently, most U.S. citizens obtain about 33% of their total food Calories 
from fats, within the upper limit of 35% recommended by Dietary Guide-
lines. Additionally, the Guidelines suggest that less than 7% of total food 
Calories should come from saturated fats. 

High fat consumption is a factor in several modern health problems, 
including obesity and atherosclerosis. Most dietary fat consumed in the 
United States comes from processed meat, poultry, fish, and dairy products. 
Fast foods and deep-fried foods—such as hamburgers, french fries, fried 

your intake of food energy is higher than what you expend in physical activ-
ity, your body converts excess proteins and carbohydrates into fat for storage.

Figure 7.29  Cis- and trans-fatty acids.
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a

 Using the Figures
Figures 7.28 and 7.29 Provide 
model kits and invite students to  
construct molecules depicted in 
these figures to help them better 
visualize the three-dimensional  
molecular geometry associated with 
cis and trans CC double bonds. 
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714 Unit 7 Food: Matter and Energy for Life 

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
B.6  FATS IN THE DIET
Your favorite ice-cream flavor just became available as frozen yogurt. The 
advertisement promotes frozen yogurt as a “reduced-fat alternative” to ice 
cream. Here are the nutritional data:  

  Serving Calories Saturated Fat Unsaturated Fat

 Frozen Yogurt 112 g 200 2.5 g 3.5 g

 1. Calculate and compare the total percent fat (by mass) contained in 
each dessert.

 2.  Another way to compare these desserts is to examine the percent of 
Calories from fat in each. 

or less Calories from fat?

saturated fat?

Sample Problem: Calculate the percent saturated fat by mass 
in a serving of ice cream.

To find the answer, divide the mass of saturated fat in a serving by 
the total mass of a serving and convert to a percent value:

11 g
115 g

  100%  9.6%

Thus, ~10% of a serving of ice cream is saturated fat.

You just compared ice cream to frozen yogurt in terms of 
their fat content. You might consider fat-free ice cream as 
another frozen dessert. Consider this ice cream label 

you know? What will happen to the food energy provided 
by fat-free ice cream if it is not immediately used by the 

free foods? Why or why not?

FAT-FREE FOOD?

CHEMQUANDARY
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DS   B.6 FAts in tHe diet
In this activity, students compare the fat 
content of ice cream and frozen yogurt.

Answers 

1. Ice cream: 
19 g
115 g

  100%  17% fat 

 Frozen yogurt: 
6.0 g
112 g

  100%  

 5.4% fat 

2. a.  Yogurt meets the guideline and ice 
cream does not.

 Ice cream: 19 g  9 
Cal
g  171 Cal;

 
171 Cal
310 Cal

  100%  55% 

 Yogurt: 6 g  9 
Cal
g

 

 54 Cal; 

 
54 Cal
200 Cal

  100%  27% 

b. No, neither meets the guideline.

 Ice cream: 11 g  9 
Cal
g   99 Cal;

  
99 Cal

310 Cal
  100%  32% 

 Yogurt:  2.5 g  9 
Cal
g   22 Cal;

  
22 Cal
200 Cal

  100%  11%

TRM  
 
EXTRA PRACTICE

CHEMQUANDARY
FAt-Free Food?
According to the International Ice Cream 
Association, classic ice cream must 
contain at least 10% milk fat by mass. 
Low-fat ice cream must contain no more 
than 4.2% fat, and nonfat ice cream 
must be less than 1% fat. Most nonfat 
ice creams declare “no fat content.”

If food energy is not immediately used 
by the body, it passes through as waste 
or is stored as fat. Just because a food is 
labeled fat-free does not mean it lacks 
carbohydrates or proteins. Any unused 
Calories may be stored as fat.
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SECTION B  Carbohydrates and Fats 715

B.7 LIMITING REACTANTS
Biochemical reactions in your body convert the fats, carbohydrates, and—
under extreme conditions—proteins in foods you eat into energy. These bio-

complete set of reactants to produce the desired product. Furthermore, the 
amount of product produced by a chemical reaction depends upon the 
amounts of reactants present.

Think about baking a cake and consider the following recipe: 

 2 cups flour 1 tablespoon baking powder
 2 eggs 1 cup water
 1 cup sugar 1/3 cup oil

produce one cake. What if you have 14 cups flour, 4 eggs, 9 cups sugar,  
10 tablespoons baking powder, 10 cups water, and 3 1/3 cups oil. How many 
complete cakes can you bake? 

Well, 14 cups flour is enough for 7 cakes (2 cups flour per cake). And there 
is enough sugar for 9 cakes (1 cup sugar per cake). The supplies of baking 
powder, water, and oil are sufficient for 10 cakes (confirm this with the rec-
ipe). However, it is not possible to make 10, 9, or even 7 cakes with available 
ingredients.

Why? Because only 4 eggs are available, which is enough for 2 cakes. The 

other ingredients (flour, sugar, baking powder, water, and oil) remain unused. 

the limiting reactant (also called the limiting reagent). The limiting reactant 
is the starting material (reactant) that is used up entirely when a particular 
chemical reaction occurs. This starting material limits how much product 
can be formed.

shortage of a key nutrient or reactant can severely affect the growth or health 

one substance is completely consumed (the limiting reactant), all reactions 
that follow it will also stop.

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
B.6  FATS IN THE DIET
Your favorite ice-cream flavor just became available as frozen yogurt. The 
advertisement promotes frozen yogurt as a “reduced-fat alternative” to ice 
cream. Here are the nutritional data:  

  Serving Calories Saturated Fat Unsaturated Fat

 Frozen Yogurt 112 g 200 2.5 g 3.5 g

 1. Calculate and compare the total percent fat (by mass) contained in 
each dessert.

 2.  Another way to compare these desserts is to examine the percent of 
Calories from fat in each. 

or less Calories from fat?

saturated fat?

P1.  Describe structural similarities and differences between  
carbohydrate and fat molecules.

2. Explain why there are no cis or trans saturated fats.
3.  Do all chemical reactions proceed until there are no reactants 

left? Explain.
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Pconcept check 4
1. (Concepts introduced in Sections B.1 

and B.2.) Similarities may include 
that both carbohydrates and fats have 
a carbon backbone and contain 
carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen. 
Differences may include that carbohy-
drates can exist in both ring and chain 
form; fats contain the —COOH 
functional group whereas carbohy-
drates contain the —OH and CO 
groups; fats have fewer oxygen atoms 
and more carbon and hydrogen atoms; 
fats have more carbon–hydrogen 
bonds than carbon–oxygen bonds.

2. (Concept introduced in Section B.5.) 
Cis-trans isomerism requires the 
presence of a double bond, which 
creates an inflexible arrangement 
between carbon atoms. Saturated fats 
do not contain double bonds, which 
means that free rotation can occur 
around the bond axis making cis-trans 
isomerism impossible.

3. (Concepts introduced in Unit 3, 
Section C.7 and Unit 4, Section C.10.) 
Students may answer this question 
either based on their previous encoun-
ters with the concept of limiting 
reactants (Unit 3) or dynamic equilib-
rium (Unit 4). If based upon their 
previous understanding of limiting 
reactants, students may reason that 
having less of one reactant at the onset 
of a chemical reaction will lead to the 
reaction proceeding until that specific 
reactant “runs out.” There will be 
excess of any other reactant remain-
ing. If based on their previous 
understanding of dynamic equilib-
rium, students may reason that as long 
as both the forward and reverse 
reactions are occurring, reactant 
molecules will always be present.

B.7 limitinG reACtAnts
The concept of limiting reactants (first 
introduced in Unit 3—see page 343) is 
presented in the form of a recipe. This 
non-science analogy will help some 
students grasp the idea of a limiting 
reactant. The text applies the concept to 
chemical equations and then to nutrients 
and living systems. 
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716 Unit 7 Food: Matter and Energy for Life 

the body’s glucose supply is depleted, for example, glucose metabolism can-
not occur. One backup system oxidizes stored body fat in place of glucose. 
More drastically, under starvation conditions, structural proteins are broken 
down and used for energy. Producing glucose from protein is much less 
energy efficient than producing glucose from carbohydrates; if dietary glu-
cose becomes available later, glucose metabolism reactions start up again. 

-
ing reactant in biochemical processes and affect personal health.

 MODELING MATTER
B.8  LIMITING-REACTANT ANALOGIES

analogy for the kinetic molecular behavior of gases (see page 184). Another 
analogy, a cake recipe, introduced you to the idea of limiting reactants. Think 
about this and other limiting-reactant analogies (See Figure 7.30) as you 

 1.  Consider the cake-making analogy (page 715). Assume that you  

specified 

a.  Which ingredient now limits the total cakes that you can make? 

b.  How many total cakes can you make under the conditions 
specified?

c.  When the limiting reactant is fully consumed, how much of each 
other ingredient will be left over?

 2.   
of 1 sandwich, 3 cookies, 2 paper napkins, 1 milk carton, and  
1 container. The current inventory is 60 sandwiches, 102 cookies,  
38 napkins, 41 milk cartons, and 66 cardboard containers. 

a.  As carryout lunch boxes are prepared, which item will be used  
up first?

b.  Which item is the limiting reactant?

c.  How many complete carryout lunch boxes can be assembled from 
this inventory?

 3. Now consider the cellular respiration of glucose:

C6H12O6  6 O2  6 CO2  6 H2O  thermal energy 

a.  Suppose that 2 glucose molecules are available for this reaction. 
How many oxygen molecules would be needed to completely 
react with these 2 glucose molecules?
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MM   B.8 limitinG-reACtAnt 
AnAloGies 

In this activity, students practice 
predicting the quantities of products 
obtained, based on the limiting reactant. 
Students consider two non-chemical 
systems before extending their under-
standing to cellular respiration of 
glucose. All models contain limitations; 
students are again challenged to con-
sider those limitations. 

Answers
1. a. Flour 

b. 7
c. 12 eggs, 2 cups sugar, 3 tablespoons 

baking soda, 3 cups water, 1 cup oil
2. a. Napkins 

b. Napkins
c. 19 

3. a. 12 
b. 15 CO2 and 15 H2O 

4. a.  Student pictures for cake making 
should show 2 cups flour  2 eggs 
 1 cup sugar  1 tbsp baking 
powder  1 cup water  1⁄3 cup oil 
yields 1 cake. Pictures for the lunch 
box should show 1 sandwich   
3 cookies  2 napkins  1 milk 
carton  1 cardboard container 
yielding 1 carryout lunch box.

b. Answers will vary, but students 
may suggest that using familiar 
items helps them relate to things 
they cannot see (molecules). 

5. a.  Yes, a lunch box can still be 
prepared.

b. You may still be able to produce an 
edible cake.

c. No, you cannot produce any 
product if you completely use up a 
reactant.

d. Particular ingredients or items in 
the non-chemical analogies may not 
be required to make a product. You 
could make substitutions or sell a 
reduced product if you run out of 
one component. In chemical 
reactions, making a substitution 
would completely change the 
product, if you could make a substi-
tution at all. Running out of one 
substance completely halts the 
chemical reaction.

6. Answers will vary. A simple machine, 
birdhouse, or first-aid kit would work 
well. You could ask students to 
exchange and solve another student’s 
limiting-reactant problem. 

TRM  
 
HANDOUT
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SECTION B  Carbohydrates and Fats 717

b.  Assume that 15 oxygen molecules are available to react. How 
many carbon dioxide and water molecules can be made from that 
amount of oxygen and unlimited glucose?  
(Hint:

 4.  Consider the cake-making and carryout lunch box analogies as they 
relate to chemical reactions.

each of these analogies. (Note: Your pictures should convey 

the notion of limiting reactants as applied to chemical reactions.

 5.  As you know, useful analogies also have limitations.

can you use the other items to prepare carryout lunches that 

can you still use the other ingredients to make an edible cake? 

molecule but only three oxygen molecules), could any product be 

d.  Considering your answers to Questions 5a through 5c, write a 
statement that summarizes a major limitation of both cake-making 
and lunch box analogies as they relate to actual chemical 
reactions.

 6.  Now it is your turn to devise a limiting-reactant analogy. Think about 
a limiting-reactant problem that you may encounter in everyday life. 

b.  List all the reactants you will need. 

left over when the reaction is completed.

the body’s glucose supply is depleted, for example, glucose metabolism can-
not occur. One backup system oxidizes stored body fat in place of glucose. 
More drastically, under starvation conditions, structural proteins are broken 
down and used for energy. Producing glucose from protein is much less 
energy efficient than producing glucose from carbohydrates; if dietary glu-
cose becomes available later, glucose metabolism reactions start up again. 

-
ing reactant in biochemical processes and affect personal health.

 MODELING MATTER
B.8  LIMITING-REACTANT ANALOGIES

analogy for the kinetic molecular behavior of gases (see page 184). Another 
analogy, a cake recipe, introduced you to the idea of limiting reactants. Think 
about this and other limiting-reactant analogies (See Figure 7.30) as you 

 1.  Consider the cake-making analogy (page 715). Assume that you  

specified 

a.  Which ingredient now limits the total cakes that you can make? 

b.  How many total cakes can you make under the conditions 
specified?

c.  When the limiting reactant is fully consumed, how much of each 
other ingredient will be left over?

 2.   
of 1 sandwich, 3 cookies, 2 paper napkins, 1 milk carton, and  
1 container. The current inventory is 60 sandwiches, 102 cookies,  
38 napkins, 41 milk cartons, and 66 cardboard containers. 

a.  As carryout lunch boxes are prepared, which item will be used  
up first?

b.  Which item is the limiting reactant?

c.  How many complete carryout lunch boxes can be assembled from 
this inventory?

 3. Now consider the cellular respiration of glucose:

C6H12O6  6 O2  6 CO2  6 H2O  thermal energy 

a.  Suppose that 2 glucose molecules are available for this reaction. 
How many oxygen molecules would be needed to completely 
react with these 2 glucose molecules?

Figure 7.30  What key ingredients are 
needed to make this triple-stacker s’more? 
How could the “limiting reactant” concept 
apply here?
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Demonstration
This demonstration provides a chemical 
example of the limiting reactant con-
cept, involving readily observed 
chemical changes. Use a protective 
shield during this demonstration. 
Ensure that no flames are in use when 
the balloons are emptied.

Materials
8 culture tubes
8 round balloons inflated to 4-in 

diameter
50 mL 3 M hydrochloric acid  

(12.5 mL conc. HCl/50 mL  
solution)

55 cm magnesium ribbon

Procedure
Practice this demonstration before doing 
it for students. The steps are not diffi-
cult, just slightly awkward. Fill culture 
tubes with the volumes of hydrochloric 
acid listed below, clearly label them  
by number, and place them in test-tube 
racks. Fold each specified strip of Mg 
ribbon so it fits inside an uninflated 
balloon. Take care to avoid piercing  
the balloon with sharp edges of the  
Mg ribbon.

Part A: Constant Amount HCl, 
Variable Amount Mg

Tube 1: 5 mL 3 M HCl  2.5 cm Mg 
ribbon

Tube 2: 5 mL 3 M HCl  5.0 cm Mg 
ribbon

Tube 3: 5 mL 3 M HCl  10.0 cm Mg 
ribbon

Tube 4: 5 mL 3 M HCl  15.0 cm Mg 
ribbon

Part B: Constant Amount Mg, 
Variable Amount HCl

Tube 5: 2 mL 3 M HCl  5.0 cm Mg 
ribbon

Tube 6: 4 mL 3 M HCl  5.0 cm Mg 
ribbon

Tube 7: 6 mL 3 M HCl  5.0 cm Mg 
ribbon

Tube 8: 10 mL 3 M HCl  5.0 cm Mg 
ribbon

Complete the following manipulation 
one tube at a time: Allow the balloon to 
hang down so the Mg ribbon doesn’t 
prematurely fall into the test tube. 
Carefully stretch the neck of the balloon 
containing the Mg ribbon over the lip  
of the culture tube. Try to keep air  
out of the balloon as you attach it. Then 
manipulate the balloon to allow the Mg 
ribbon to fall into the acid. Note the 
relative volume of hydrogen gas gener-
ated (as indicated by the balloon 
volume) and how much of the original 
Mg ribbon is consumed in each case. 
Repeat for each tube in the set.

Finally, display and compare all the 
tube-balloon systems. Invite students  
to interpret the results in terms of the 
limiting-reactant concept. Ask students 
(after they have carefully observed all 
tubes) which reactant apparently limited 
the production of hydrogen in Part-A 
tubes (1–4). Then invite them to analyze 
Part-B tubes (5–8) similarly. Also, help 
students understand how this demonstra-
tion helps clarify the limiting-nutrient 
ideas developed in the textbook.
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718 Unit 7 Food: Matter and Energy for Life 

B.9  LIMITING REACTANTS IN 
CHEMICAL REACTIONS

ratios are referred to as the stoichiometry of the reaction. The ratios are indi-

C6H12O6    6 O2    6 CO2    6 H2O    thermal energy

 1 Glucose 6 Oxygen 6 Carbon 6 Water 
 molecule molecules dioxide molecules 
   molecules

Suppose you have 5 glucose molecules available to react with 60 oxygen 
molecules. Which substance will become the limiting reactant in this reac-

 
 

30 oxygen molecules to react completely. On the other hand, to use up all  

reactant—oxygen or glucose—will be used up completely in this reaction?
Because 60 oxygen molecules are available, all the glucose can react, with 

some oxygen left unreacted. Alternatively, to react completely, the 60 oxy-

molecules are available to the reaction. Thus, glucose is the limiting reac-
tant. Because the reaction stops after the 5 glucose molecules react with 30 
oxygen molecules, 30 oxygen molecules will remain unreacted (“excess”) at 
the end of the reaction. 

but also in terms of moles and grams. For example, the oxidation reaction 
for glucose can be interpreted in terms of moles of reactants and products:

C6H12O6    6 O2    6 CO2    6 H2O    thermal energy

 1 mol Glucose 6 mol Oxygen 6 mol Carbon 6 mol Water 
 molecules molecules dioxide molecules 
   molecules

Molar masses can be used to convert those molar amounts to grams:

C6H12O6    6 O2    6 CO2    6 H2O    thermal energy

 1 mol 6 mol 6 mol 6 mol
 (1  180 g) (6  32 g) (6  44 g) (6  18 g)
 180 g 192 g 264 g 108 g

-
ships among the molecules that remain the same regardless of the reacting 

-
dized (half the mass above), only 96.0 g (3.00 mol) O2 is needed. 
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B.9 limitinG reACtAnts in 
CHemiCAl reACtions 
This section extends the idea of limiting 
reactants to the quantitative analysis of 
chemical reactions (stoichiometry). 
Connect the ideas that students devel-
oped about non-chemical systems in 
Section B.7 to the chemical equations 
used here. Remind students that they 
must determine how much of each 
substance will react in terms of moles 
first and only then convert that amount 
of substance to grams.
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SECTION B  Carbohydrates and Fats 719

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
B.10  USING CHEMICAL EQUATIONS 

TO FIND LIMITING REACTANTS

help you identify the limiting reactant.

Sample Problem 1: How much CO2 can be produced if 100.0 g 
glucose reacts as completely as possible with 100.0 g O2? Which is the 
limiting reactant—oxygen or glucose?

C6H12O6  6 O2  6 CO2  6 H2O  thermal energy

Next, calculate how much CO2 could be produced if each reactant were 
fully consumed. The total amount of product formed depends on the 
amount of reactant that is used up first (the limiting reactant). When the 
limiting reactant is totally consumed, no more product can be produced. 
Calculating the amount of product that theoretically could be produced 
from each individual reactant makes it easy to identify the limiting reac-
tant. That is, by comparing the results of these calculations, the least 
amount of product formed identifies the limiting reactant.

Consider how much CO2 could be produced if glucose fully reacts 
(assume that sufficient oxygen is available):  

100.0 g glucose  
1 mol glucose

180.0 g glucose
  

6 mol CO2

1 mol glucose
  3.33 mol CO2

2 could be produced if the O2 fully reacts 
(assume that sufficient glucose is available): 

100.0 g O2  
1 mol O2

32.0 g O2
  

6 mol CO2

6 mol O2
  3.12 mol CO2

We find that 100.0 g O2 produces less CO2 than 100.0 g glucose would 
produce. That suggests that when 100.0 g O2 combines with 100 g glu-
cose, O2 is the reactant that is used up first. When all the O2 has reacted, 
the reaction stops, with some excess glucose still present.
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DS   B.10 usinG CHemiCAl 
equAtions to Find 
limitinG reACtAnts

This extension of Modeling Matter B.8 
applies the concept of a limiting reactant 
to moles and molecules. If students 
experience difficulty, suggest that they 
calculate how much product is possible 
for each reactant and compare their 
results. You may decide to work through 
the sample problem with students to 
model the reasoning they should use to 
solve limiting-reactant problems.

TRM  
 
EXTRA PRACTICE
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Now it is your turn to check your understanding of this concept. 

 1. 
human body, the enzyme lactase (see Figure 7.31) helps hydrolyze a 
lactose molecule into one molecule each of two different 
monosaccharides, glucose and galactose:

 lactase

C12H22O11  H2O  C6H12O6  C6H12O6

 Lactose Water Glucose Galactose 
 342 g/mol 18 g/mol 180 g/mol 180 g/mol

  
you combine 1.5 g lactose and 10.0 g water with a lactase enzyme.

b.  How many moles of glucose will this reaction produce?

c.  How many grams of glucose will be produced?

d.  After the reaction stops, which reactant will be left over; that is, 
which reactant was in excess?

e.  How many moles of that substance will be left unreacted?

 2.  

reacts with three molecules of water to form three molecules of fatty 
acid and one molecule of glycerol:

C51H98O6    3 H2O    3 C16H32O2    C3H8O3

 Glyceryl tripalmitate  Water Palmitic acid Glycerol  
 806 g/mol  18 g/mol 256 g/mol 92 g/mol

   
1.0 g water. 

b. How many moles of palmitic acid will this reaction produce?

720 Unit 7 Food: Matter and Energy for Life 

Figure 7.31  Some dairy products 
contain added lactase, an enzyme 
that promotes digestion of lactose, 
for “lactose-intolerant” individuals.

Sample Problem 2: How much glucose remains unreacted when the 
reaction just described finally stops?

Here is one way to determine this. First find out how much glucose reacts  
with O2: 

100.0 g O2  
1 mol O2

32.0 g O2
  

1 mol glucose
6 mol O2

  
180 g glucose
1 mol glucose

 93.7 g glucose

Then, find how much glucose remains unreacted:

(100 g glucose initially) – (93.7 g glucose reacted)  6.3 g glucose left over.
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Answers 

1. a. 1.5 g lactose  
1 mol lactose

342 g
  

  
1 mol glucose
1 mol lactose

  
180 g glucose
1 mol glucose

 

   0.79 g glucose 

  10.0 g water  
1 mol water

18.0 g
  

  
1 mol glucose
1 mol water

  
180 g glucose
1 mol glucose

 

   100 g glucose

  Lactose is the limiting reactant.

b. 0.0044 mol
c. 0.79 g
d. Water

e. 1.5 g lactose  
1 mol lactose

342 g
 

  
1 mol water

1 mol lactose
  0.0044 mol water

  reacts 

  10.0 g water  
1 mol  

18.0 mol water

  
 0.556 mol water initially present

   Only 0.0044 mol water reacts, 
which means that 0.556 mol  
0.0044 mol  0.552 mol water  
will remain.

2. a. 4.0 g glycerol tripalmitate  

  
1 mol glycerol tripalmitate
806 g glycerol tripalmitate

  

  

3 mol palmitic acid
1 mol glycerol tripalmitate

  

  

256 g palmitic acid
1 mol palmitic acid

  

  3.8 g palmitic acid

  1.0 g water  
1 mol water
18.0 g water

 

  

3 mol palmitic acid
3 mol water

  

  

256 g palmitic acid
1 mol palmitic acid

  

  14 g palmitic acid

   Glycerol tripalmitate is the  
limiting reactant. 

b. 4.0 g glycerol tripalmitate  

  
1 mol glycerol tripalmitate
806 g glycerol tripalmitate

  

  

3 mol palmitic acid
1 mol glycerol tripalmitate

  

 0.015 mol palmitic acid
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SECTION B  Carbohydrates and Fats 721

c. What mass (in grams) of palmitic acid will be produced?

d. After the reaction stops, which reactant will be left over; that is, 
which reactant was initially in excess?

e. How many moles of that substance will remain unreacted?

 MAKING DECISIONS
B.11   ANALYZING FATS AND 

CARBOHYDRATES

information in provided in this section, you can now identify the main 
sources of this energy. 

 1.  Using appropriate resources, determine the mass of carbohydrates 
(in grams) contained in each item on the three-day food inventory. 
Then, calculate the percent of total Calories provided by 
carbohydrates. (Note: You calculated average Calories per day on 
page 700.) Report both sets of data in a suitable summary table. 

 2.  
Record these data.

 3.  Using appropriate resources, determine the mass of fat (in grams) in 

saturated and unsaturated fat in each item. Record these data.

 4.  Calculate the average mass of fat supplied daily by the three-day diet 
described in the food inventory.

 5.  a. Calculate the average daily energy (in Calories) supplied by fat.

b. Based on the value calculated in Question 5a, is food energy from 
fat less than 30% of the total food energy supplied?

 6.  
inventory you are analyzing.

 7.  Now think of two possible Riverwood High School vending machine 
items that are not on your inventory. 

possible, also report the total mass (in grams) of fiber in each 
item, as well. Record these data.

report the total mass of saturated and unsaturated fat in each 
item. Record these data. 

supplied by each item?
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c. 3.8 g 
d. Water 
e. 4.0 g glycerol tripalmitate 

 

1 mol glycerol tripalmitate
806 g glycerol tripalmitate

  

  

3 mol water
1 mol glycerol tripalmitate

  

  0.015 mol water is needed

  1.0 g water  
1 mol water

18.0 mol water
  

  0.556 mol water initially present

   There is 0.056 mol water at the 
reaction’s start but only 0.015 mol 
is needed, so 0.041 mol of water 
remains unreacted.

MD   B.11 AnAlyzinG FAts 
And CArBoHydrAtes

Students analyze main energy sources 
found in their diet inventory from 
Section A. They will
• determine mass of carbohydrate and 
percent Calories from carbohydrate.
• determine total mass of fats (saturated 
and unsaturated).
• calculate average mass of fats.
• calculate average daily energy sup-
plied by fat.
• identify ways to reduce fats in the diet.

Use reference materials identified 
earlier to help students with these calc- 
ulations. Student calculations can be 
verified using the online diet-analysis 
tools listed for Section A.9, page 700.

Answers
1–5. Answers will depend upon  

students’ diet data.
6. Students may suggest reducing total 

food consumption, using less oil and 
butter for cooking, or eating fewer 
fried foods, meats, full-fat dairy 
products, nut products, or baked 
goods. 

7. Answers will vary depending upon 
the vending items chosen. Items 
should not be on the student’s food 
inventory.
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722 Unit 7 Food: Matter and Energy for Life 

SUMMARYBSECTION

Reviewing the Concepts

Carbohydrates, composed of carbon, 
hydrogen, and oxygen, include sugars, 
starches, and cellulose. 

 1. What is the origin of the term carbohydrate?

 2. Using a shaded oval to represent a single 
monosaccharide molecule, sketch a model 
of a  

a. monosaccharide.

b. disaccharide.

c. polysaccharide.

 3.  Name two common monosaccharides and 
two common disaccharides.

 4.  All sugars are carbohydrates, but not all 

 5.  What kind of chemical reaction causes 
monosaccharides to link and produce more 
complex carbohydrates?

 6.  Why is starch classified as a 
polysaccharide?

 7.  How many Calories would be provided 
by 25 g carbohydrate?

Fats and carbohydrates are both 
composed of carbon, hydrogen, and 
oxygen atoms, but they differ in structure 
and function.

 8.  What are fatty acids?

 9.  Consider the reaction that forms a typical 
fat molecule.  

a.  List the substances that are combined in 
this reaction.

b.  How would you classify this reaction?

c.  Name the new functional group formed 
in this reaction.

 10.  Fats are examples of triglycerides. Why 
does that name provide an appropriate 
description of a fat molecule?

 11.  How many Calories would be provided 
by 10.6 g of olive oil? Olive oil is 100% fat.

 12.  What aspect of their structure makes fats 
sparingly soluble in water?

Fats may be saturated or unsaturated. 
Unsaturated fats can be made more 
highly saturated through hydrogenation.

 13.  
bonds, the terms saturated fat and 
unsaturated fat.

 14.  
and polyunsaturated fats.

 15.  With what is a saturated fat actually 
saturated?

 16.  How does the degree of saturation affect a 
fat molecule’s properties?

 17.  The ingredient labels on some brands of 
margarine state that the oil is partially 
hydrogenated. 

a.  What property does the product possess 
as a result of partial hydrogenation?

b.  Why do you think a manufacturer might 
decide against completely hydrogenating 
margarine?

 18.  What is the difference between cis and 
trans isomers?

 19.  Why do cis and trans isomers occur with 
a C C double bond and not with a C—C 
single bond?

 20.  What are some natural sources of

a.  saturated fats?

b.  unsaturated fats?
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Reviewing the Concepts
 1. It refers to molecules containing 

atoms of carbon along with hydrogen 
and oxygen in the same 2:1 propor-
tion as water.

 2. a.  Single oval
b. Two ovals joined together
c. Many ovals joined together, 

perhaps with brackets to suggest 
that they can be many units long

 3. Monosaccharides: glucose, fructose, 
galactose; disaccharides: sucrose, 
lactose, maltose

 4. All sugars are monosaccharides or 
disaccharides, which are simple 
carbohydrates. More complex 
carbohydrates, such as cellulose and 
starch, are polymers of glucose, but 
are not classified as sugars.

 5. A condensation reaction or dehydra-
tion synthesis

 6. Because it is composed of many 
repeating units of glucose (disaccha-
ride) molecules. 

 7. 25 g carbohydrate  4 Cal/g  100 Cal
 8. Long-chain hydrocarbons with a 

carboxylic acid (— COOH) at one 
end.

 9. a.  Glycerol and fatty acids 
b. Condensation reaction
c. Ester group

 10. Glycerol plus three fatty acids make 
up a triglyceride.

 11. 10.6 g olive oil  9 Cal/g  95 Cal 
 12. Fats are composed of long, nonpolar 

hydrocarbon chains that do not 
appreciably interact with polar water 
molecules.

 13. Saturated fats contain only single 
C—C bonds. Unsaturated fats 
contain at least one double or triple 
carbon–carbon bond.

 14. Monounsaturated fats contain just 
one CC bond in their fatty acid 
component. Polyunsaturated fats 
contain two or more CC double 
bonds in their fatty acid component.

 15. Hydrogen atoms
 16. The greater the degree of saturation, 

the higher the molecule’s melting 
point. Saturated fats are generally 
solid at room temperature.

 17. a.  It is more solid than the original 
oil.

b. Completely saturated margarine 
would be more solid and difficult 
to spread.

 18. Cis isomers have functional groups 
on the same side of the double bond. 
Trans isomers have functional groups 
on opposite sides of the double bond. 

1 9. The double bond prevents functional 
groups on adjacent carbon atoms 
from rotating relative to one another. 
These same functional groups would 
freely rotate around single bonds.

 20. a.  Butter, animal fats
b. Plant and fish oils

 21. Cis drawings should show a four-
carbon chain with methyl groups on 
the same side relative to the double 
bond. In trans drawings, the methyl 
groups are diagonally oriented on 
opposite sides of the double bond. 
See pages 712–713.
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SECTION B  Section Summary 723

 21.  
isomers of 2-butene, CH3—CH CH—CH3.

 22.  
containing both cis- and trans-fatty acids.

Differences in structure between fat and 
carbohydrate molecules account for their 
different properties and energy content.

 23.  How are functional groups in fat  
different from functional groups in 
carbohydrates? Use structural formulas to 
clarify your explanations.

 24.  From a chemical standpoint, explain why 
fat molecules contain more food energy per 
gram than do carbohydrate molecules.

 25.  List two chemical characteristics shared 
by all

a.  fats.             b. carbohydrates.

 26.  What property of fats makes them good 
energy-storage molecules?

A chemical reaction involves substances 
interacting in specific, stoichiometric 
relationships. The limiting reactant 
determines how much product can  
be produced.

 27.  all reactants 

 28.  How can a limiting reactant be identified?

 29.  Suppose you want to make a batch of 

s’more is as follows:

2 graham crackers  1 marshmallow 
 3 chocolate pieces  1 s’more

  
marshmallows, and 12 chocolate pieces:

a.  How many s’mores can you make?

b.  Which is the limiting “reactant”?

c.  How much of each excess reactant will  
be left over?

 30.  Consider the reaction of hydrogen gas and 
oxygen gas to produce water:

2 H2(g)  O2(g)  2 H2O(l)

with 4.0 mol oxygen gas and the reaction 
described occurs, how many moles of 
water could be produced?

b.  What is the limiting reactant in this 
reaction?

c.  How much of the excess reactant will  
be left over?

 31.  One step in an early soap-making method 
was to allow fireplace wood ashes 
(containing potash, K2O) to react with water, 
producing a highly basic potassium 

as follows: 

K2O(s)  H2O(l)  2 KOH(aq)

  Assume that a 5.4-g sample of K2O reacts as 
completely as possible with 9.0 g water.

a.  What will be the limiting reactant?

b.  What mass (in grams) of potassium 
hydroxide will be produced?

molecules
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 22. 

 23. The functional group in fat mol-
ecules is most typically an ester 
group. The functional group in carbo-
hydrates is an alcohol group or a 
carbonyl group (as in ketones and 
aldehydes).

 24. Fat molecules contain fewer C—O or 
O—H bonds than carbohydrates. 
During cellular respiration involving 
fats, there are more new CO and 
O—H bonds formed in CO2 and H2O 
than are formed when carbohydrates 
are used as fuel. When carbohydrates 
are used as fuel, several C—O and 
O—H bonds already exist, meaning 
there are fewer new C—O and O—H 
bonds formed, which leads to less 
energy generated during cellular 
respiration.

 25. a.   Nonpolar; long-chain hydrocarbons 
with a carboxyl group at one end.

b. Polar; contain multiple —OH 
functional groups.

 26. There are more C—H bonds (and 
fewer C—O bonds) in fats, which 
means that there are more opportuni-
ties to release stored energy through 
oxidation.

 27. It is theoretically possible, although 
difficult, to start with exactly the 
correct number of molecules of each 
reactant so that nothing is left over.

 28. It is consumed entirely in a chemical 
reaction. 

29. a.  4 s’mores
b. Chocolate
c. 4 graham crackers and 21  

marshmallows 
 30. a. 4 mol 

b. H2 
c. 2 mol O2 

 31. a.  This quantity requires 1.0 g H2O  
to react completely. 

   5.4 g K2O  
1 mol K2O
94.2 g K2O

 

   
1 mol H2O
1 mol K2O

  
18.0 g H2O
1 mol H2O

 

    1.0 g H2O

    More H2O is available, so K2O is 
the limiting reactant. 

b. 5.4 g K2O  
1 mol K2O
94.2 g K2O

  

 
2 mol KOH
1 mol K2O

  
56.1 g KOH
1 mol KOH

 

  6.4 g KOH

CH2

American Chemical Society
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Connecting the Concepts
 32.  Why would it be unhelpful to label a 

container “sugar” in a chemical storeroom?

 33.  
subunits (fatty acids and monosaccharides) 
can create so many different kinds of fats 
and carbohydrates.

 34. How do cis-trans isomers compare to the 
structural isomers you have learned about? 
(Recall that isomers were discussed in  
Unit 3, page 290.)

 35.  Polysaccharides are examples of naturally 
occurring polymers.

a.  How are they similar to synthetic 
polymers?

b.  How are they different from synthetic 
polymers?

 36.  Compare the chemical properties of fats 
to the chemical properties of alkanes.

 37.  Why is the term “burning fat” sometimes 
used to describe exercising, even though no 
actual burning is involved?

 38.  
recipes used for cooking? How are they 
different? 

 39.   
HCl  NaOH  NaCl  H2O, one 
student concluded that 1.0 g HCl should 

why this reasoning is incorrect.

 40.  Consider the reaction described in 
Question 30. Specify a pair of starting 
masses (in grams) for hydrogen gas and 
oxygen gas so that both reactants would 
completely react in the chemical change.

What role does  
molecular structure  
play in metabolism of 
carbohydrates and fats?
In this section, you have learned 
about the chemistry of nutrition  
and how your body uses the food 
you consume to sustain life. You 
have explored the chemical 
structures and properties of 
carbohydrate and fat molecules  
and the difference in energy 
available from the metabolism of 
these molecules. Think about what 
you have learned, then answer the 
question in your own words in 
organized paragraphs. Your  
answer should demonstrate your 
understanding of the key ideas  
in this section. 

Be sure to consider the following  
in your response: structures of 
simple and complex carbohydrates; 
chemical composition and structures 
of fat molecules; the nutritional value 
of carbohydrates and fats; nutritional 
guidelines; and limiting reactants.
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What role does 
molecular structure 
play in metabolism  
of carbohydrates  
and fats?
Student answers should include:
• The chemical structures of fats 
contain fewer C—O or O—H bonds 
than carbohydrates, leading to more 
energy formation during metabolism 
and cellular respiration.
• Fats provide more energy (Calo-
ries) per gram than do carbohydrates.
• Complex carbohydrates break 
down more slowly than do simple 
carbohydrates. Some carbohydrates 
cannot be digested by humans.
• The idea of limiting reactants 
applies to biological as well as 
chemical processes.

Connecting the Concepts
 32. Sugar is a general term that describes 

a variety of monosaccharides and 
disaccharides. This label would not 
identify a specific sugar.

 33. Different combinations create many 
different molecules, as letters of the 
alphabet combine to form thousands 
of words.

 34. They have the same molecular for- 
mula but different three-dimensional 
arrangements. Cis-trans isomers are 
specifically related to the position of 
functional groups around a carbon–
carbon double bond.

 35. a.  They are made of repeating 
subunits. 

b. They are made in nature and the 
types of subunits differ.

 36. The carboxyl group allows fats to 
undergo unique reactions. Alkanes 
are nonpolar and consist of only C 
and H atoms; fats contain long C—H 
chains that are also nonpolar.

 37. The term refers to the energy given 
off by metabolized fats during 
exercise. The reaction resembles 
burning but occurs at a much more 
controlled (slower) rate.

 38. Both show the proportions of 
ingredients, but chemical reactions 
only involve whole-number ratios. 
Also, when following a recipe, it is 
possible to omit ingredients and 
often still create a viable form of the 
intended product. This is not 
possible in chemical reactions.

 39. 1 mol HCl  36 g HCl. 1 mol NaOH 
 40 g NaOH. Therefore, 1.0 g HCl 
will react with 1.1 g NaOH. The 

equation coefficients refer to the total 
molecules or moles of substance that 
react, not total grams of substance 
involved.

 40. 4.0 g H2 and 32.0 g O2, or other 
masses having a 1:8 mass ratio.
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SECTION B  Section Summary 725

Extending the Concepts
 41.  Research three different triglycerides and 

list the fatty acids in each.

 42.  

names of any specific carbohydrates or fats 
that you recognize.

 43.  Human consumption of trans-fatty acids 
may be associated with health risks. 

regarding this nutritional concern.

 44.  Fat-like products such as Olestra were 
designed and marketed as fat replacements 

these fat substitutes and relate that 
information to health risks and benefits.

 45.  Assume that you currently consume 3000 
Cal of food energy daily and want to lose  
30 lb of body fat within two months  
(60 days).

 
by reducing your intake of food energy 
(with no extra exercise), how many food 
Calories, on average, would you need to 
remove from your daily diet?

b.  How many food Calories could you still 
consume daily?

c.  Would the scheme described in 
Questions 45a and 45b, if followed, be a 
sensible way to lose weight? Why?

 46. Some well-publicized diet programs use 
terms such as net carbs, counting carbs, and 
glycemic index. Research the meanings of 
these terms and analyze their dietary 
usefulness based on the chemistry that you 
have learned.
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Extending the Concepts
 41. Answers will vary. 
 42. Answers will vary. Carbohydrate 

names tend to end in -ose.
 43. According to the FDA, trans fats 

behave much like saturated fats; they 
increase the amounts of LDL choles-
terol in the blood, which increases 
the risk of heart disease. 

 44. These products are designed so that 
the body cannot metabolize them. 
Advertised benefits have included 
lower fat intake, lower cholesterol, 
and weight loss. Risks have included 
gastrointestinal problems and 
reduced absorption of vitamins and 
minerals. Encourage students to use 
several resources (both online and 
print) as they investigate this topic  
to ensure balanced perspectives.

 45. a. 30 lb  
3500 Cal

1 lb  
 105 000 Cal 

   removed from the diet 

    
105 000 Cal

60 d  
 1750 Cal daily

b. 3000 Cal (currently consumed) 
– 1750 Cal (to be eliminated)  
1250 Cal daily

c. No, not without physician supervi-
sion. A more gradual scheme of 
weight loss is less risky.

 46. Net carbs refers to the total carbohy-
drates minus portions of similar 
components such as fiber, glycerin, 
and sugar alcohols. Since these 
components have differing effects on 
blood glucose, monitoring net carbs 
can be useful for diabetic individu-
als, but it can also be misleading if 
these components are subtracted 
completely. Counting carbs is a 
meal-planning tool used by individ- 
uals with diabetes. They track the 
quantity of carbohydrates they 
consume in meals and snacks to help 
manage their blood sugar. Many 
popular weight-loss programs also 
require individuals to count carbohy-
drates they consume. The glycemic 
index ranks carbohydrates based on 
their immediate effect on blood 
glucose (blood sugar) level. This is 
used both by individuals who are 
monitoring their weight and by 
individuals with diabetes, though  
it is still a controversial topic among 
nutritionists. 
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Q. What is �avor chemistry?

A. At a basic and practical level, flavor chemistry is about 
understanding why food in its natural state tastes so good. If 
you take a tomato or grilled steak or wine or butter—or any  
natural food that people have been consuming for hundreds  
of years—the flavor chemistry industry tries to replicate this 
natural food experience. We try to figure out how nature makes 
food taste and how we can mimic the natural taste in a product.

Q. How did you become a �avor chemist? 

A. When I was a high school student, I learned what I was good at 
and interested in so I wouldn’t have to struggle in school. I’m lucky that chemistry  

happened to be one of those things. I majored in chemistry in college and went on  
to get a doctorate in synthetic organic chemistry. By the time I graduated, I had  

several options for careers, including pharmaceuticals, agricultural chemistry, and 
food and flavor chemistry. The last one was particularly fascinating—I found it  
compelling that you can do science to re-create food or improve taste.

Q.  What are �avors, and where do they come from? 

A. What the flavor industry and consumers call flavor is a combination of  
smell and taste. One aspect is aroma, which is kind of like an edible fragrance. 
We usually think of taste as one of the five basic tastes: bitter, salty, sour, sweet, 
and umami (or savory). We re-create a lot of flavors from natural sources, such 
as essential oils, extracts, and fermentation or enzymatic products from real 
food. We don’t need all the flavor compounds in a food to re-create its flavor. 
For example, coffee has more than 500 flavor compounds, but we can re-create 
good coffee flavor from just a few of these. Some flavor compounds are made 
completely in the lab—the artificial flavors you might have seen on food  
packaging. Most ingredients in a flavor do come from natural sources, although 
if one ingredient is synthetic, the whole flavor is called artificial. 

Imagine a juicy steak or a ripe peach. These foods are much more 
than vehicles for calories and nutrients to get into our bodies. 
They’re also tasty foods that make eating enjoyable. It’s the job of 
flavor chemists to make sure that the foods we eat—even those 
that are changed from their original form, such as beef soup or 
peach yogurt—are delicious and taste like what we’d expect. Part 
of flavor chemistry is developing the flavors that we perceive in 
foods and making these flavors blend with the other ingredients in a food, whether it’s yogurt, a soda, 
or chewing gum. Read on to see how one chemist makes what we eat a tasty way to get what we need.

Umami comes from 
a Japanese word for 
flavorful. The taste of 
mushrooms is umami—
not quite salty, sour, 
sweet, or bitter.

Q&A
CHEMISTRY AT WORK

Mark Dewis, Flavor Chemist at 
International Flavors and Fragrances 

in Union Beach, New Jersey
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CHemistry At Work
In Sections A and B, students learned 
how humans use energy from food and 
the roles carbohydrates and fats play in 
human nutrition. In Sections C and D, 
students will examine how proteins and 
additives fit into the human diet. While 
all of this knowledge is critical to 
making healthy food choices, the roles 
of taste and aesthetics in food choice 
cannot be forgotten. If people are to eat 
healthful food, it must taste good, so the 
flavor chemist can play an important 
part in encouraging people to choose 
healthier alternatives. 

This interview with Mark Dewis 
introduces students to flavor chemistry. 
Because flavorings are added to enhance 
many food products, the compounds 
isolated, synthesized, and studied by 
flavor chemists are found on the 
ingredient lists of common foods.

Additional information about flavor 
chemistry can be found at the Web site 
for the Society of Flavor Chemists, 
http://www.flavorchemist.org/. The  
Web site for International Flavors and 
Fragrances, http://www.iff.com/, 
explains how their products are used in 
food and personal care products. The 
molecular basis for flavors is discussed 
at http://antoine.frostburg.edu/chem/
senese/101/features/capsaicin.shtml. 
Structures of aroma compounds (a key 
component of flavor, as discussed in the 
feature) are included at http://en 
.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aroma_compound.
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A woman in Madagascar pollinates vanilla flowers by hand.  
The pods will be harvested and turned into a common flavor  
essence—vanilla extract. 

Q.  What considerations go into making a new �avor?

A. First, you have to know what 
your target is because the same  
flavor may not work in different 
kinds of food and drinks. For 
example, the lemon-lime flavor 
that works in candy might not work 
in soda. A lemon-lime candy might 
be flavored with lemon and lime 
oils, which you isolate by pricking 
the fruits’ skins. These are 90 per-
cent limonene. Consumers are 
expecting a lemon-lime soda to be 
clear, so you can’t use limonene 
because it’s not soluble. To make a 
flavor realistic, you have to mix and 
match different flavor chemicals to 
give the product the flavor you 
want. For a strawberry flavor,  
is it a fresh strawberry or a candy 
strawberry? Different chemical com-
binations will give a different result. 

Q.  What advice do you have for students  
interested in �avor chemistry? 

A. Take lots of chemistry classes, especially organic chemistry, because most flavor compounds 
tend to be organic compounds. It’s important to take biology classes, too, including microbiology, 
biochemistry, and enzymology. You can 
get some good hands-on experience by 
getting internships in product-develop-
ment labs at big food companies that 
make many different products. It gives 
you some insight into how flavors work 
in real life—for example, the different 
compounds that go into making apple-
cinnamon flavors for cereal versus apple 
pie. You can also get some valuable  
experience right now. Flavor chemists 
taste each component that goes into a  
flavor to learn the set of ingredients they 
work with, and you can learn quite a bit 
by tasting different products that are sup-
posed to have the same flavor. For exam-
ple, chicken soup and cooked chicken,  
or chocolate and a chocolate milkshake. 
Once you start paying attention, you’ll  
be surprised how different the “same”  
flavors taste. 

American Chemical Society

Chemistry in the Community, 6E

Perm Fig.:                            New Fig.: U7_CW_UN05

First Pass: 2011-02-15
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The limonene molecule gives oranges, lemons, and limes their 
fragrance. Limonene is a kind of hydrocarbon called a terpene.
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Implementation
After reading the feature, ask students  
to find the chemical formulas of some 
common flavorings. Examples could 
include almond, vanillin, and various 
fruity esters. One resource is http://en 
.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flavor. You can use 
this opportunity to review some organic 
functional groups the students encoun-
tered in Unit 3.

If students are keeping a food journal 
during this unit, ask them to find flavor- 
ings listed on labels of foods they have 
consumed. 

After reading the feature, ask students 
to respond to this statement: “Some 
people try to avoid food products that 
contain artificial flavors. Using what you 
have learned about chemistry, in general, 
and food, specifically, present an 
argument for or against this behavior.”

a

 Using the Figures
Students may not be familiar with 
this representation of the limonene 
molecule. This is a Dreiding model. 
Ask students to determine the chemi-
cal formula of limonene from the 
structure. You can also ask students 
how this representation of an organic 
molecule differs from the representa-
tions that they used in Unit 3. What 
are some advantages of this style 
of representation? What are some 
disadvantages?
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PROTEINS 
Why are protein molecules essential to  
living organisms?

So far in this unit you have explored how carbohydrates and fats that 
you eat deliver energy that helps to keep you alive. The chemical bonds 
that store energy are broken, and energy is released in forming new, 
more strongly bonded molecules. In this section, you will investigate 
roles that proteins play in maintaining your well-being. For instance, 
proteins control the release of energy stored in foods and provide struc-
ture and support to maintain your cells and organs; in short, helping 
sustain life itself.

GOALS

to form proteins within the body.

catalysts.

essential part of the human diet.

728 Unit 7 Food: Matter and Energy for Life 

CSECTION

P1.  Fats and carbohydrates are both made of carbon, hydrogen,  
and oxygen atoms. Why are the properties of fats and 
carbohydrates so different?

2  According to the collision theory for chemical reaction rates, 
what must happen for a chemical reaction to occur?

3. Could proteins be considered polymers? Explain.
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This section focuses on proteins as 
builder molecules and as enzymes 
controlling rates of biochemical reac-
tions in living organisms. The formation 
and structure of proteins, with focus on 
amino acids as protein building blocks, 
are also addressed. Students analyze 
protein content of their three-day food 
inventories.

Using the Section 
Question
After studying Section C, students 
should be able to explain why it is 
necessary for living organisms to 
consume and synthesize protein 
molecules. Their explanations should 
include both the structure of proteins 
and their many roles (enzymes, signal-
ing, transport, structure) within cells 
and organisms.

Goals
Goals focus on the structure of and 
linkages within proteins, as well as their 
role in the human diet.

Pconcept check 5
1. (Concepts developed in Sections 

B.1–B.5.)  The properties of fats and 
carbohydrates differ because of 
structural differences between the 
two. These differences include: 
carbohydrates can exist in both ring 
and chain form; fats contain the 
—COOH functional group whereas 
carbohydrates contain the —OH and  
CO groups; fats have fewer oxygen 
atoms and more carbon and hydro- 
gen atoms; fats have more carbon–
hydrogen bonds than carbon–oxygen 
bonds. Fats also have long hydrocar-
bon chains, which can be saturated or 
unsaturated. 

2. (Concept introduced in Unit 2, 
Section C.5). Collision theory states 
that reactions can only occur if 
molecules collide with sufficient 
energy and with suitable orientation 
to disrupt chemical bonds. (Students 
may provide more detail if they 
studied Unit 5. The concepts of 
kinetics and equilibrium are further 
developed in Section B.1 of that unit.)

3. (Looking ahead; answers will be  
based on students’ prior knowledge.) 
In Unit 3, students were introduced to 
polymers as large molecules composed 
of repeating units of simpler mol-
ecules. From previous coursework in 
biology, students may understand that 
proteins are composed of smaller units 
called amino acids. Students may 
reason that proteins can be considered 
polymers of amino acids. 
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SECTION C  Proteins 729

C.1  PROTEINS—FUNCTION AND 
STRUCTURE

Whenever you look at a living creature, most of what you see is protein—
skin, hair, feathers (Figure 7.32), eyeballs, fingernails, and claws. Protein also 
is a major structural component of human tissue. Inside your body, muscles, 
cartilage, tendons, and ligaments are composed of protein.

At the cellular level, proteins help make it possible to transport materials 
into and out of cells. Your immune system depends on the ability of protein 
molecules to identify foreign substances. The rates of many chemical reac-
tions that your cells require would be too slow were it not for special proteins 
called enzymes
biochemical reactions. Many proteins act as enzymes in the body. Your body 
contains tens of thousands of different proteins. Table 7.3 lists some major 
roles that proteins play in the human body. Table 7.3

Figure 7.32  This 
hummingbird feather 
is composed of many 
different proteins.

 

Type Function Examples

Structural proteins   

 Muscle Contraction, movement Myosin

 Connective tissue Support, protection Collagen, keratin

 Chromosomal proteins Part of chromosome structure Histones

 Membranes Control influx and outflow, communication Pore proteins, receptors

Transport proteins Carrying of needed substances (such as O2) Hemoglobin

Regulatory proteins   

 Fluid balance Maintain pH, water, and salt content of body fluid Serum albumin

 Enzymes Control metabolism Proteases

 Hormones Regulate body functions Insulin

Protective proteins Attack foreign bodies Antibodies (gamma globulin)

Major Groups of Proteins in the Human Body
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C.1 proteins: FunCtion 
And struCture
Proteins serve many purposes: They 
function as catalysts, act as antibodies, 
and have transport, regulatory, and 
structural roles. Protein functions are 
related to their structures. A fundamen-
tal feature in a protein’s structure is its 
amino acid sequence. Some 20 amino 
acids serve as building blocks for 
proteins in the human body. Because 
these 20 amino acids can be combined 
in many ways, there is high diversity 
among proteins in foods and in our 
bodies. In fact, there are billions of 
possible proteins.

Although amino acids share a common 
structure, their side groups distinguish 
them. Some amino acids have polar side 
groups; others have nonpolar side groups. 
Amino acids are linked through conden-
sation reactions that produce peptide 
bonds. Students should be familiar with 
condensation reactions from Unit 3 (page 
321), where they studied condensation 
reactions forming esters. 

Be sure students understand the 
structures of amino acids and their 
linkage into polypeptides. You can 
illustrate formation of peptide bonds 
with molecular models. In living 
systems, peptide bond formation is 
catalyzed by enzymes. While the 
mechanism is beyond the scope of this 
course, you can use models to demon-
strate one amine combining with a 
carboxyl group to form an amide (or 
peptide) bond and a molecule of water. 
Also use models to demonstrate that the 
product still has an amino group and a 
carboxyl group free to react, and that 
there are two unique sequences in which 
they could be connected, AB or BA. 
Such apparently small differences in 
sequence can create functional differ-
ences in living systems. Using models 
this way will assist students with 
Modeling Matter C.2.

TRM  
 
READING GUIDE
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Proteins are polymers built from smaller molecules called amino acids. As 
Figure 7.33 shows, amino acid molecules contain carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, 
and nitrogen; a few, like cysteine, also contain sulfur. Just as monosaccharide 
molecules serve as building blocks for more complex carbohydrates, 20 dif-
ferent amino acids serve as the structural units of all proteins.

All amino acids have several structural features in common, but each 
amino acid is a unique molecule; four amino acids are shown in Figure 7.33. 

–NH2) and the 
carboxylic acid group (–COOH).

Like starch, nylon, and polyester, proteins are condensation polymers (see 
pages 321–322). The combination of two amino acid molecules with loss of 
one water molecule, as illustrated in Figure 7.34, is a typical condensation 
reaction. The bonds linking amino acid units together are peptide bonds. 
Proteins are chains of amino acids that vary in length, from ten to several 
thousand amino acids. Just as the 26 letters of the alphabet combine in differ-
ent ways to form hundreds of thousands of words, the 20 amino acids can 
combine in a nearly infinite number of ways to form different proteins that 
meet many needs of living organisms.

730 Unit 7 Food: Matter and Energy for Life 

Figure 7.33  Structural formulas of glycine, alanine, aspartic acid, and cysteine. The amino 
groups are highlighted in blue; carboxylic acid groups are in red; and green highlights 
unique side groups that distinguish amino acids from each other.

Figure 7.34  Formation of a dipeptide from two amino acids (Ala and Cys).
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Differentiation
Extension  
For students in more advanced or 
biology-focused courses, you may discuss 
structure of proteins in more detail, 
including some of the following ideas.

Proteins are complex macromolecules. 
The sequence of amino acids in a protein 
is its primary structure. Sections of these 
chains of amino acids can coil as helices 
and/or line up to form flat sheets. These 
conformations within the protein chain 
are the secondary structure of the 
protein. The secondary structure is the 
result of interactions between amide 
hydrogens and the carbonyl oxygens of 
various amino acids. Two common 
secondary structures are the a-helix and 
the -pleated sheet. Common proteins 
that contain the a-helical secondary 
structure are keratins that make up hair. 
Silk fibers contain the -pleated sheet 
secondary structure. 

Tertiary structure refers to the overall 
shape of an entire amino acid chain. 
Interactions among side groups of 
different amino acids are largely respon-
sible for protein’s tertiary structure. Polar 
side groups interact with other polar side 
groups or water from the surrounding 
environment. Nonpolar side groups 
interact with other nonpolar side groups. 
The result is a compact structure, 
generally globular.

Any interruption or change in the 
sequence of amino acids in a protein  
(its primary structure) can significantly 
affect its secondary and tertiary struc-
tures. The absence or substitution of an 
amino acid can disrupt and even destroy 
a protein’s function and manifest itself 
as a disease. An example of this is 
sickle-cell anemia. When valine replaces 
glutamic acid in hemoglobin, the overall 
geometry of the protein changes and, on 
the macroscopic level, red blood cells 
display a different shape.

Finally, the quaternary structure is the 
result of aggregation of multiple peptide 
subunits, each having its own primary, 
secondary, and tertiary structures. 
Hemoglobin, present in red blood cells, 
is an ideal example of this type of 
structure. Hemoglobin is composed of 
four separate subunits. Proteins that are 
only composed of one unit will not 
display this level of structure. 
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SECTION C  Proteins 731

 MODELING MATTER
C.2  MOLECULAR STRUCTURE OF 

PROTEINS
Protein molecules differ from one another in the number and types of amino 
acids they contain and in the sequence in which the amino acids are bonded 
(see Figure 7.35). However, the way in which amino acids bond to one 
another to form these long polymers is the same for every protein molecule. 
You will now investigate how amino acids bond and how the sequence of 
amino acids affects a protein’s structure. 

 1.  Draw structural formulas for glycine and alanine on a sheet of paper. 
Refer to Figure 7.33.

a.  Circle and identify the functional groups in each molecule.

b.  How are the two molecules alike?

c.  How do the two molecules differ?

Figure 7.35  Computer-generated space-filling model depicting a polymer of the protein 
actin. For clarity, each monomer (the repeated polymer unit) is shown in a different color.
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MM   C.2 moleCulAr 
struCture oF 
proteins

Students examine and practice writing 
structural formulas for amino acids and 
polypeptides. Considering how many 
formulas can be devised from only a few 
amino acids helps students realize how 
a limited number of amino acids can 
form staggering numbers of different 
protein structures.

If you have molecular model kits, you 
may wish to use them during this 
exercise. Also, an animation (Construct-
ing a Protein) of peptide-bond formation 
is available in the ChemCom media. 

Answers
1.  

a. Students should circle the H2N 
(amine) group and the COOH (car-
boxyl) group.

b. Functional groups: both molecules 
contain the amino group (NH2) and 
the carboxyl group (COOH).

c. Alanine has a methyl (CH3) group  
in place of the hydrogen atom on 
glycine.

a

 Using the Figures
Figure 7.35 This computer- 
generated model of actin shows 
tertiary and quaternary protein struc-
ture. Each globular unit represents 
tertiary structure; the aggregation  
of these units leads to the quaternary 
structure.

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 7002    New Fig.: 7CUN01
First Pass: 2012-01-18
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732 Unit 7 Food: Matter and Energy for Life  

 2.  
Figures 7.34 (page 730) and Figure 7.36 to see how two amino acids 
join. Notice that the amino group on one amino acid is bonded to the 
carboxylic acid group on another. This linkage, a peptide bond, is 
shown here:

When two amino acid units are linked by a peptide bond, the product is called 
a dipeptide. Because an amino acid contains at least one amino group and one 
carboxylic acid group, amino acids can form a peptide bond at either end.

 3.  Using structural formulas, write the equation for the reaction between 
two glycine molecules to form a dipeptide. Circle the peptide bond in 
the dipeptide.

 4.  Using structural formulas, write equations for possible reactions 
between a glycine molecule and an alanine molecule.

 5.  
Question 4. Note that each dipeptide still contains a reactive amino 
group and a reactive carboxylic acid group. These dipeptides can then 
react with other amino acids, forming even more peptide linkages.

 6.  Remembering that the carboxylic acid group of the first amino acid 
forms a peptide bond with the amino group of the second amino acid, 
explain why the amino acid sequence A-B-C is different from C-B-A. 

 7.  Assuming that you have supplies of three different amino acid 
molecules—A, B, and C—and that each type of amino acid can be used 
only once, how many different tripeptides (three amino acids linked 
together) can be formed? Write all possible combinations. 

 8.  Writing the sequence of amino acids by using their chemical names  
is a time-consuming and tedious process for most protein molecules. 
Consequently, chemists have devised three-letter (and even one-letter) 
abbreviations for each amino acid in proteins. For example, a 
tripeptide with a sequence of glycine–aspartic acid–cysteine is 
abbreviated Gly-Asp-Cys. Using three-letter abbreviations, write  
down all other possible sequences for these three amino acids.

 9.  How many tetrapeptides (four amino acids bonded together)  
could be formed from the four amino acids shown in Figure 7.33  
(page 730)? Write the possible combinations by using their three-letter 
abbreviations.

Figure 7.36  A carboxyl group combing with an amino group.
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2. No answer required.
3. 

4. (See below)
5. No answer required.
6. If each amino acid is oriented so that 

the amine group is on the left and the 
carboxyl group is on the right (the 
convention thus far), then in the 
A-B-C sequence, the A subunit bonds 
to the B subunit via its carboxyl end. 
In C-B-A, A would bond to B via the 
amine end. Atoms are arranged 
differently in these two sequences, 
which implies that they represent 
different molecules.

7. ABC, BAC, CAB, ACB, BCA, CBA—
six combinations.

8. Cys-Asp-Gly, Cys-Gly-Asp,
 Asp-Gly-Cys, Gly-Cys-Asp,
 Asp-Cys-Gly
9. 24 tetrapeptides: 
 GlyAlaAspCys AlaGlyAspCys
 GlyAlaCysAsp AlaGlyCysAsp
 GlyAspAlaCys AlaAspGlyCys
 GlyAspCysAla AlaAspCysGly
 GlyCysAlaAsp AlaCysGlyAsp
 GlyCysAspAla AlaCysAspGly

 AspGlyAlaCys CysGlyAlaAsp
 AspGlyCysAla CysGlyAspAla
 AspAlaGlyCys CysAlaGlyAsp
 AspAlaCysGly CysAlaAspGly
 AspCysGlyAla CysAspGlyAla
 AspCysAlaGly CysAspAlaGly

American Chemical Society
Chemistry in the Community, 6 ATE
Perm Fig.: 7003    New Fig.: 7CUN02
First Pass: 2012-01-18
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SECTION C  Proteins 733

 10.  The cells in your body build proteins from 20 different amino acids. 
If each protein can be as long as 10 000 amino acid units, would you 
estimate that the theoretical total of the different proteins that your 
cells could produce to be in the hundreds, thousands, or millions? 

 11.  How would a living organism benefit from its ability to synthesize so 
many different proteins? What potential problems do you envision?

C.3 PROTEIN IN YOUR DIET
What foods are the main protein sources in your diet? To which food groups 
shown in Figure 7.2 (page 687) do the protein-containing foods in Figure 
7.37 belong?

When foods containing proteins reach your stomach and small intestine, 
peptide bonds break. The separated amino acid units then travel through 
the intestinal walls to the bloodstream, the liver, and then to the rest of the 
body. Individual cells can use these amino acids as building blocks for new 
proteins.

If you eat more protein than your body requires, or 
if your body needs to use protein because carbohy-
drates and fats are in short supply, amino acids are 
metabolized in the liver. Nitrogen atoms are removed 
and converted in the liver to urea 
(Figure 7.38), which is excreted 
through the kidneys in urine. 
The remaining portions of the 
amino acid molecules are either 
converted to glucose and oxi-
dized, releasing 4 Cal of energy 
per gram, or stored as fat.

The human body can normally 
synthesize adequate supplies of 
11 of the 20 required amino acids. 
The other nine, called essential amino acids, 
must be obtained from the diet. See Table 7.4 on 
pages 734–735.  

Figure 7.38  The structural formula for urea.

Figure 7.37  Foods, including  
plant sources, rich in protein.

O

NH2H2N
C

Urea
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 10. Millions. Consider a 500-unit protein 
made up entirely of one amino-acid 
monomer. Changing it by simply 
replacing the last amino acid with 
one of the other 19 amino acids 
yields 20 different possible struc-
tures. Then, changing the second- 
to-last amino acid yields another  
20 possible structures, and so on, 
resulting in 20  500  10 000 
different structures simply by 
changing the amino acid in one 
location. Of course, not all proteins 
are 500 units long and some combi-
nations don’t make sense (such as all 
units consisting of the same amino 
acid). Still, there will be far more 
than millions of possible sequences 
(on the order of 20500 or 1  10650).

 11. Many arrangements make unique 
“genetic codings” possible at the 
molecular level, allowing a wide array 
of building materials and enzymes. 
One problem is that any error in the 
amino acid sequence can completely 
change protein characteristics.

C.3 protein in your diet
Because the body cannot store excess 
protein, individuals must consume a 
continuous supply. When protein- 
containing foods are ingested, prote-
olytic enzymes (proteases) cleave 
peptide bonds and break long protein 
chains into amino acids. A very common 
protease found in the human stomach is 
pepsin. Other proteolytic enzymes 
include trypsin, chymotrypsin, and 
elastase. These digestive enzymes cleave 
peptide bonds at different locations. 
Freed amino acids are absorbed through 
the intestinal walls and used to synthe-
size new proteins.

Some well-known diets are based on 
consuming foods high in protein and 
low in carbohydrates. Some people 
suggest that these diets work because 
they force the body into starvation 
mode, since the brain typically functions 
on glucose, a simple carbohydrate. 
When the body runs low on blood 
glucose, it is forced to use stored glucose 
in the liver and muscles as glycogen. As 
the body continues to function without 
carbohydrates, fat stores will be used for 
fuel. This process is called ketosis—
ketones are a side product of this 
metabolism. The extent of weight loss 
depends on the quantity of fat originally 
stored. Much controversy surrounds 
these diets and if they are good for the 
body in the long term. Some critics have 
suggested, for example, that this type of 
diet may stress the kidneys.
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734 Unit 7 Food: Matter and Energy for Life 

Table 7.4 

Amino  
Acid

3-Letter  
Code Structure

Amino  
Acid

3-Letter  
Code Structure

Alanine Ala Glutamic acid Glu

Arginine Arg Glutamine Gin

Asparagine Asn Glycine Gly

Aspartic  
acid Asp Histidine His

Cysteine Cys Isoleucine Ile
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Amino  
Acid

3-Letter  
Code Structure

Amino  
Acid

3-Letter  
Code Structure

Leucine Leu Serine Ser

Lysine Lys Threonine Thr

Methionine Met Tryptophan Trp

Phenylalanine Phe Tyrosine Tyr

Proline Pro Valine Val
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736 Unit 7 Food: Matter and Energy for Life 

If an essential amino acid is in short supply in the diet, that amino acid 
can become a limiting reactant in building any protein containing that amino 
acid. When this happens, the only way the body can make that protein on its 
own is by breaking down one of its proteins containing that essential amino 
acid.

Any dietary source of protein that contains adequate amounts of all essen-
tial amino acids represents a source of complete protein. Most sources of 
animal protein contain all nine essential amino acids in quantities sufficient 
to meet dietary requirements. Plant protein and some sources of animal pro-
tein are incomplete, that is, they do not contain adequate amounts of all nine 
essential amino acids. 

No single plant can provide adequate amounts of all essential amino acids, 
but certain combinations of plants can. These combinations of foods, which 
are said to contain complementary proteins, are part of many diets around 
the world (see Figure 7.39). 

Because the body cannot store amino acids, you must consume some 
every day. The recommended level of protein intake according to the Dietary 

Guideline for Americans 2010 is 10–35% of total 
daily Calories consumed. The consumption of 
too much protein carries potential health risks. 

that metabolize amino acids: the liver and the 

of calcium ions (Ca2+) that function in nerve 
transmission and help build bones and teeth. A 
diet with too much protein can even cause dehy-
dration because more fluids are needed for the 
urinary excretion of urea. This problem is par-
ticularly relevant to athletes. Finally, consuming 
excess protein may lead to inadequate intake of 
other nutrients.

In 1997, the Food and Nutrition Board of the 
National Academy of Sciences created Dietary 
Reference Intakes (DRIs). The DRIs are quantita-
tive estimates of nutrient intakes for planning 

and assessing the diets for healthy people. The DRIs for protein shown in 
Table 7.5, as well as for other nutrients not shown in 
the table, depend on a person’s age and gender. DRIs 
are based on median heights and weights for a U.S. 
population of designated age and gender. 

Food labels list nutritional information, as shown in  
Figure 7.40. Daily values are based on a daily intake of 
2000 Calories and must be adjusted for an individual’s 
body size, age, level of physical activity, and energy 
demands related to such exercise.

Figure 7.40  A nutrition label specifying protein content.

Figure 7.39  Complementary 
proteins provide adequate 
amounts of all essential  
amino acids when consumed 
together in a single day.
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a Using the Figures
Figure 7.39 Ask students to iden-
tify foods that “complement” each 
other in terms of protein content in 
each photograph (tofu and rice in 
the top photo, peanut butter and 
bread in the bottom photo). Other 
examples with which students may be 
familiar include beans and rice, tor-
tillas and refried beans, wheat pasta 
and nuts, or rice and peas. Dieticians 
encourage vegetarians and vegans 
to consume complementary protein 
combinations, since most complete 
protein sources are animal-based.

Dietary Reference Intakes (DRIs) for 
protein are summarized in Table 7.5  
(on page 737). Point out that DRIs for 
protein, much like those for carbohy-
drates, fats, and Calories, depend on 
body weight, gender, and activity levels.
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SECTION C  Proteins 737

 Recommended Dietary Allowances (RDAs) are in bold type, Adequate 
Intakes (AIs) in ordinary type followed by an asterisk (*). RDAs and AIs may both 
be used as goals for individual intake. RDAs are set to meet the needs of almost 
all (97 to 98 percent) individuals in a group. 

* Based on 1.5 g/kg/day for infants, 1.1 g/kg/day for 1–3 y, 0.95 g/kg/day for 
4–13 y, 0.85 g/kg/day for 14–18 y, 0.8 g /kg/day for adults, and 1.1 g/kg/day 
for pregnant (using pre-pregnancy weight) and lactating women. 

 Dietary Reference Intakes for Energy, Carbohydrate. Fiber, Fat, Fatty 
Acids, Cholesterol, Protein, and Amino Acids (2002/2005). This report may be 
accessed via www.nap.edu.

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
C.4  DAILY PROTEIN REQUIREMENTS

Use information from Table 7.5 to answer the following questions:

 1.  What mass of protein should a person of your age and gender 
consume each day, on average?

 2.  For each kilogram of body mass, infants require more protein than 
adults do. Why should protein values per kilogram of body mass be 
highest for infants and become lower as a person ages (Figure 7.41)?

 3.  a.  What food do infants consume that meets most of their relatively 
high protein needs?

Sample Problem: What mass of protein should a woman over 
70 consume each day, on average?

From Table 7.5, females > 70 years should consume an average of 
46 g/d of protein.

Figure 7.41  Why do  
an individual’s age and  
developmental stage influence  
his or her protein needs?

Life Stage Group RDA/AI* g/d

Infants

 0–6 months      9.1*

 7–12 months    11.0

Children

 1–3 years 13

 4–8 years 19

Males

 9–13 years 34

 14–18 years 52

 19–70 years 56

 > 70 years 56

Females

 9–13 years 34

 14–70 years 46

 > 70 years 46

 Pregnant or Nursing 71

Dietary Reference Intakes  
(DRIs) for Protein 

Table 7.5
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DS   C.4 dAily protein 
requirements

In this activity, students apply and 
interpret DRIs for protein as given in 
Table 7.5.

Answers
1. Answers depend on age and gender: 

46 g for 14- to 70-year-old females;  
52 g for 14- to 18-year-old males.

2. Infants are more rapidly building new 
tissues so need relatively more 
protein. 

3 a. Mother’s milk
b. Nursing (lactating) women require 

high supplies of protein to produce 
breast milk.

a

 Using the Figures
Figure 7.41 One’s body requires 
more protein at various stages of 
life than at others. During growth 
spurts or other periods of rapid tissue 
development, needs for amino acid 
building blocks increase. Pregnant or 
lactating women, infants, and rapidly 
growing children or teenagers may 
require a higher proportion of protein 
in their diets than average adults 
require.
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 INVESTIGATING MATTER
C.5 ENZYMES
Preparing to Investigate
Think of a time you had to respond quickly, such as catching an object that 
fell unexpectedly or getting ready for school when you were late. How do 
your cells get the energy they need to respond quickly? You have already 
learned that food is “burned” to meet the body’s continuous energy needs. 
The rate of “burning” can be adjusted from low to high, literally within a 
heartbeat.

What is the secret behind this impressive performance? It lies with biologi-
cal catalysts called enzymes
without undergoing any lasting change themselves. In this investigation, you 
will monitor the rate of an enzyme-catalyzed reaction. In particular, you will 
investigate how the enzyme catalase affects the rate of decomposition of 
hydrogen peroxide (H2O2):

 catalase 
2 H2O2(aq)  2 H2O(l)  O2(g)

You will be assigned a particular food—apple, potato, or liver—to test for 
the presence of catalase. You will test a fresh piece of the food and one that 
has been boiled to investigate whether either material catalyzes the decom-
position of hydrogen peroxide.

Making Predictions
 1.  What evidence will indicate that a gas is produced in the reactions? 

 2.  Predict whether one or both pieces of the food, fresh or boiled, will 
contain catalase.

P1.  Amino acids have both an amino group and a carboxylic  
acid group. Why are both necessary for the formation of 
polypeptides?

2.  Why does your body need a steady supply of amino acids  
from the protein in your diet?

3.  Do catalysts exist within biological systems? What are they  
called and what is their function?
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Pconcept check 6
1. (Concepts developed in Sections C.1 

and C.2.) Polypeptides are formed 
through condensation reactions, 
which require elimination of a small 
stable molecule such as water.  In the 
case of amino acids, the —OH from a 
carboxyl group of one amino acid and 
the —H from an amino group of a 
second amino acid are eliminated as  
a water molecule, leaving a peptide 
bond. 

2. (Concept developed in Sections C.3 
and C.4.) Our bodies cannot store 
amino acids. They must be consumed 
every day.

3. (Concept introduced in Section C.1.) 
Catalysts exist within biological 
systems to make biological processes 
happen quicker. Enzymes are biologi-
cal catalysts that speed up the rate of 
chemical reactions. This question is 
meant to activate student thinking 
before exploring this concept in 
Investigating Matter C.5.

IM  
 C.5 enzymes

Without a catalyst or sunlight, H2O2 
decomposition proceeds slowly at room 
temperature. However, the enzyme 
catalase increases the rate of decomposi-
tion. Raw liver, apple, and potato are 
sources of catalase in this investigation. 
As the sources are boiled, the catalase 
denatures and becomes inactive. At high 
temperatures, intermolecular attractions 
responsible for catalase’s tertiary 
structure are disrupted. The enzyme no 
longer has the shape needed to facilitate 
H2O2 decomposition. Students compare 
rates of catalyzed and uncatalyzed H2O2 
decomposition. The decomposition reac- 
tion is 2 H2O2 (aq) ∫B 2 H2O(l)  O2(g). 
The rate of gas bubble (O2) formation 
conveniently indicates the rate of H2O2 
decomposition. 

Time 30 min
Materials (for 12 student pairs)

120 mL of 3% hydrogen peroxide 
(H2O2) in brown bottle

24 test tubes (16  125 mm)
12 test-tube racks
rubber stopper, 1-hole, to fit test tube 
glass tubing with 90˚angle, inserted 

into rubber stopper
12 100-mL beakers
6 small pieces fresh raw liver
6 small pieces boiled liver
6 small pieces fresh apple
6 small pieces boiled apple
6 small pieces fresh potato
6 small pieces boiled potato
Yeast, 1 package

Safety
Students should wear protective goggles 
and aprons throughout this investigation.

Advance Preparation
Use the yeast to demonstrate the 
decomposition of hydrogen peroxide 
with a substance that students will not 
investigate. Cut pieces of fresh samples 
of potato, apple, and liver. Each piece 
must fit inside a 16  125 mm test tube. 
Boil a potato, an apple, and a piece of 
liver. Cool and cut into pieces. Provide 
containers for disposal of raw and 
cooked samples.

TRM  
 
HANDOUT

Making Predictions
1. There will be bubbling in the water if 

gas is being produced by the reaction.
2. Students commonly predict that both 

liver samples will contain catalase, 
but the apple and potato samples will 
not. They may also (correctly) predict 
that only fresh samples will contain 
catalase.
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Gathering Evidence  
 1. Before you begin, put on your goggles and wear them properly 

throughout the investigation.

 2.  Obtain two pieces of your assigned food sample: one fresh and one 
boiled. (Caution: Never taste or eat anything in the laboratory.)

 3.  Label two 16  125-mm test tubes: one “fresh,” the other “boiled.”

 4.  Add 5 mL 3% hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) solution to each test  
tube. Do you see evidence that a reaction has taken place? Record  
your observations.

 5.  Add a portion of the fresh food sample to the appropriate test tube.  
Insert a stopper containing a segment of glass tubing into the mouth 
of the test tube, and arrange tubing as shown in Figure 7.42. Be sure 
the end of the glass tubing is submerged in the beaker of water.

 6. Record the estimated number of bubbles formed per minute in the 
test tube for a total of 2 min.

 7.  Repeat Steps 5 and 6 with a sample of boiled food and the second  
test tube of hydrogen peroxide solution.

 8.  Discard and dispose of the samples and solutions as directed by  
your teacher.

 9.  Wash your hands thoroughly before you leave the laboratory.

Interpreting Evidence
 1.  Compare your experimental data with those of other class members 

who used

a.  the same material.       b. a different material.

 2.  What evidence for the presence of catalase do you see in your results?

Making Claims
 3.  What can you conclude about the enzyme’s activity when comparing 

observations of the test with fresh material and boiled material? Cite 
evidence for your conclusion.

Reflecting on the Investigation
 4.  Why does commercial hydrogen peroxide contain preservatives?

 5.  Someone tells you that when hydrogen peroxide is put on a skin cut, 

actual chemical reason for this foaming.

If the same amount of original hydrogen peroxide solution were left undis-
turbed without adding any catalase-containing material, it would take days 
for the same extent of hydrogen peroxide decomposition to occur. How do 
enzymes work so well at catalyzing reactions? Read on.

 INVESTIGATING MATTER
C.5 ENZYMES
Preparing to Investigate
Think of a time you had to respond quickly, such as catching an object that 
fell unexpectedly or getting ready for school when you were late. How do 
your cells get the energy they need to respond quickly? You have already 
learned that food is “burned” to meet the body’s continuous energy needs. 
The rate of “burning” can be adjusted from low to high, literally within a 
heartbeat.

What is the secret behind this impressive performance? It lies with biologi-
cal catalysts called enzymes
without undergoing any lasting change themselves. In this investigation, you 
will monitor the rate of an enzyme-catalyzed reaction. In particular, you will 
investigate how the enzyme catalase affects the rate of decomposition of 
hydrogen peroxide (H2O2):

 catalase 
2 H2O2(aq)  2 H2O(l)  O2(g)

You will be assigned a particular food—apple, potato, or liver—to test for 
the presence of catalase. You will test a fresh piece of the food and one that 
has been boiled to investigate whether either material catalyzes the decom-
position of hydrogen peroxide.

Making Predictions
 1.  What evidence will indicate that a gas is produced in the reactions? 

 2.  Predict whether one or both pieces of the food, fresh or boiled, will 
contain catalase.

Figure 7.42  Setup for enzyme 
catalysis investigation.
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Interpreting Evidence
1. a.  Answers should be the same. Better 

answers refer to specific data— 
bubbles per minute.

b. All fresh tested materials catalyze 
H2O2 decomposition. Generally, 
liver is most effective, while apple 
and potato have similar activities  
to one another.

2. Production of gas indicates that 
catalase is speeding the reaction of 
hydrogen peroxide to form water and 
oxygen.

Making Claims
3. The boiled materials do not con- 

tain active enzymes. The reaction 
proceeds much more quickly with 
fresh materials, indicating the 
presence of a catalyst. Student 
answers should refer to the total gas 
bubbles (O2) per minute for raw versus 
boiled material.

Reflecting on the Investigation
4. If it did not, it would decompose 

before it could be transported and 
sold.

5. Enzymes in the blood catalyze H2O2 
decomposition. The foaming is O2 
produced during this decomposition. 

Post-Lab Discussion
H2O2, a strong oxidizing agent, kills 
cells. Catalase, an enzyme, decomposes 
H2O2 before it can do damage. Bacteria 
and other simple single-celled organisms 
lack this enzyme. That is why H2O2 
treats infections well. It kills “bad” cells, 
whereas “good” cells contain catalase 
and are unharmed. Some white blood 
cells can produce H2O2 to kill bacteria.

Students should note that boiled food 
samples did not significantly catalyze 
H2O2 decomposition. Although high 
temperatures tend to increase the rate of 
uncatalyzed reactions, enzyme-catalyzed 
reactions typically occur over a fairly 
narrow temperature range. High tem-
peratures cause enzymes to denature; 
they lose biologically active shapes and 
thus their activity. Some bacteria and 
algae (hyperthermophiles) can survive  
at high temperatures— to almost 100 °C. 
Scientists study their enzymes to iden- 
tify amino-acid sequences in protein 
structures that function at higher 
temperatures before they become 
denatured.
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C.6 HOW ENZYMES WORK
The speed of an enzyme-catalyzed reaction is hard to comprehend. In a sin-
gle second, one molecule of the enzyme amylase helps to release 18 000 
energy-rich glucose molecules from starch. 

 amylase

-glucose-glucose-glucose-  H2O  -glucose-glucose-  glucose

  (portion of starch molecule) (remaining portion  
  of starch molecule)

How do enzymes (or catalysts in general) work? According to the collision 
theory of reaction rates, chemical reactions can occur only when two reac-
tant atoms or molecules collide with proper energy and orientation. When 
reactant molecules are large, the appropriate groups on the molecules that 
react must come together in the correct orientation. If molecules collide ran-
domly, this is not likely to happen; thus the reaction rate will be very slow.

Catalysts cause reactions to occur more quickly by properly orienting reac-
tant molecules. Reactions in living cells often involve very large molecules 
reacting at only one site, so catalysts are essential. Without enzymes or  
catalysts, many reactions would not occur at all (or at least not at reasonable 
rates at normal temperatures). Living systems manufacture a large variety of 
enzymes, each tailored to assist a particular cellular reaction (Figure 7.43).

In general, enzymes function as follows: 

substrate—and the enzyme come 
together. The substrate molecule fits into the enzyme at an active 
site, where the substrate molecule’s key functional groups are 
properly positioned. (Figure 7.44). 

acids in the protein polymer arrange themselves and interact—forms 
an active site. The shape of this site determines which substrate 
molecules can bind to the active site and what kind of reaction the 
enzyme is able to catalyze. The active site is not completely rigid and 
can change shape to accommodate different substrate molecules. 
Some enzymes have active sites that are fairly flexible and can 
accommodate a wide range of substrates. Other enzymes have rigid 
active sites, so only a few substrates can fit. This description of 
enzyme activity is known as the “induced-fit” model.

and making the reaction more energetically favorable.

bonds break and stronger ones form. One or more products then 
depart from the enzyme surface, freeing the enzyme to interact with 

numerous reactions without any permanent change to its structure. 
Because of this regenerating (recycling), enzymes are needed in much 
smaller amounts than reactants.

Figure 7.43  Without enzymes, 
this germinating avocado seed 
would be unable  to develop 
into a mature plant. As the plant 
grows, it secretes enzymes that 
catalyze digestions of nutrients 
stored in the seed. The resulting 
smaller molecules are absorbed, 
thus promoting plant growth.
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C.6 HoW enzymes Work
Students explore interactions of an 
enzyme and its substrate. The text 
explains how enzymes are selective, 
catalyzing only certain reactions. 
Enzymes are typically classified accord-
ing to the type of reaction in which they 
are involved. Examples include hydro-
lases that catalyze hydrolysis reactions 
important in digestive processes, ligases 
that catalyze condensation reactions, 
and isomerases that catalyze isomeriza-
tion processes.

Enzymes properly orient reactant mol-
ecules at the active site. This provides 
an alternate pathway that has lower 
activation energy, making the enzyme-
catalyzed process more efficient and 
faster than the uncatalyzed reaction. The 
text describes the lock and key model of 
enzyme activity, but X-ray diffraction 
evidence suggests that there is some 
flexibility at active sites. Consequently, 
the induced-fit model, patterned after the 
lock and key model, describes the active 
site as less rigid and able to mold itself, 
to a limited extent, around the substrate.

When the substrate has entered the 
enzyme’s active site, the enzyme 
weakens substrate bonds, which leads  
to formation of the transition state. The 
transition state is highly unstable and 
changes to attain a state of greater 
stability—the product. The product does 
not fit into the active site very well and 
is then released. The enzyme can now 
accept another substrate molecule.

The rate of enzyme-catalyzed reac-
tions is determined by how fast the 
enzyme converts the reactant to product 
and by the availability of the enzyme. 
Temperature and pH can affect enzyme 
activity. Substances called inhibitors 
interfere with the activity of enzymes by 
occupying the enzyme’s active site, thus 
blocking substrate access. For example, 
ACE inhibitors are medicines that slow 
(inhibit) the activity of the enzyme 
responsible for initiating blood-vessel 
contraction. Individuals with high blood 
pressure may have ACE inhibitors 
prescribed; this medication causes blood 
vessels to enlarge, making it is easier for 
the heart to pump blood through the 
body and reducing blood pressure.

TRM  
 
READING GUIDE
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SECTION C  Proteins 741

Figure 7.44  An enzyme is a molecule produced by a living organism that catalyzes a specific chemical reaction. 
An active site within each enzyme accommodates (fits) only certain molecules, called substrates, depicted here 
in green. As the substrate binds to the enzyme’s active site (upper left), the enzyme lowers the energy needed to 
break chemical bonds in the substrate and facilitates new bond formation. After a substrate is chemically altered, 
it detaches from the enzyme (lower right) and the enzyme is available to catalyze the transformation of more 
substrate molecules. Some enzymes can transform over 100 000 substrate molecules per second. The enzyme's 
entire three-dimensional structure maintains the shape and specificity of its active site. Thus, an enzyme’s effec-
tiveness depends upon careful control of surrounding factors that can alter its shape, such as pH and temperature. 
The shapes of most enzymes are significantly altered (denatured) under extreme conditions. In some cases, the 
enzyme becomes permanently denatured and is consequently unable to catalyze its specific reaction even if sur-
rounding conditions later return to normal. While enzymes are not altered as they catalyze reactions, they are 
subject to degradation by certain reactions. Thus, they must be continually synthesized by cells that depend upon 
their role as biochemical catalysts.
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 Using the Figures
Figure 7.44 Remind students that 
proteins are polymers of amino acids. 
To review the levels of structure (pri-
mary, secondary, tertiary) responsible 
for protein shapes, ask students to 
consider how the protein depicted 
maintains its shape. The schematic 
representation here does not provide 
the detail necessary to visualize the 
levels of structure; its purpose is 
to highlight the active site. Review 
the general steps of the catalytic 
cycle—(a) the substrate binds to the 
active site; (b) the enzyme facilitates 
breaking old bonds and forming 
new bonds; (c) the products move 
from the active site. Also note that 
enzymes are remarkably sensitive to 
the stereochemistry of substrates on 
which they act. Like a hand fitting a 
glove, only the proper positioning of 
atoms in a substrate molecule will be 
“recognized” by a particular enzyme.
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742 Unit 7 Food: Matter and Energy for Life 

even though substrates for many other reactions are also available. How does 
an enzyme “know” what to do? For example, why does amylase help to break 
starch molecules into thousands of glucose molecules instead of decompos-
ing hydrogen peroxide molecules into water and oxygen gas?

The answers to these questions are the same: The active site of a given 
enzyme has a three-dimensional shape that only allows certain properly shaped 
molecules or functional groups to occupy it. Some enzymes are much more 

of reaction. Because of the interaction of an enzyme’s active site with its sub-
strate or substrates, cells can precisely control which reactions take place.

Your body’s enzymes help convert large molecules into many smaller mol-

energy that is released by your cells through other enzyme-catalyzed reactions. 
In the next investigation, you will explore the performance of an enzyme 
involved in this process. 

 INVESTIGATING MATTER
C.7 AMYLASE TESTS
Preparing to Investigate
In this investigation, you will explore how temperature and pH affect the 
performance of the enzyme amylase. Amylase contained in saliva helps to 
break down starch molecules into individual glucose molecules. 

Glucose reacts with Benedict’s reagent to produce a yellow-to-orange pre-
cipitate. The color and amount of precipitate formed is a direct indication of 
the glucose concentration generated by the enzyme-catalyzed reaction.

Your laboratory team will explore the performance of amylase either at 
room temperature or at a lower temperature. Before you begin, read Gather-
ing Evidence and prepare a data table with appropriately labeled columns 
specifying data to be collected by each group member.

Chew an unsalted cracker for a minute or two before swallowing. 
How would you describe the taste when you first begin to chew? 
How would you describe the taste a minute or two later? If you 
noted a change, what causes the cracker flavor to change over 
time? What’s happening at the particulate level? 

A PROBLEM TO CHEW ON

CHEMQUANDARY
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CHEMQUANDARY
A proBlem to CHeW on
The cracker tastes sweeter after extended 
chewing. Amylase, an enzyme in saliva, 
decomposes starch to glucose, which is 
sweeter than starch. Some students may 
report that this activity doesn’t involve 
any observable change in taste. About 
25% of students (and the population at 
large) lack sufficient salivary amylase to 
make the intended conversion of starch 
to glucose.

IM   
C.7 AmylAse tests

Students evaluate how temperature and 
pH affect amylase activity. Amylase 
breaks down starch into glucose. Stu- 
dents observe the color of precipitates 
formed when glucose and Benedict’s 
reagent react and use these results to 
evaluate the activity of amylase under 
differing conditions.

Time 
Day 1: 30 min
Day 2: 45 min

Materials (for 12 student pairs)
60 test tubes (16  125 mm)
60 stoppers for test tubes
12 10-mL graduated cylinders
12 hot plates
12 250-mL beakers
boiling chips
12 test tube holders
12 test tube tongs
150 mL 0.1% starch suspension (see 

Advance Preparation; refrigerate)
300 mL Benedict’s reagent (see 

Advance Preparation)
150 mL 0.5% amylase solution  

(2.3 g amylase in 150 mL solution)
buffer solutions, 60 mL each, pH 2, 

pH 4, pH 7, pH 8, pH 10 (see 
Advance Preparation)

refrigerator

Safety
Students should wear goggles and 
aprons. Care should be taken in handling 
buffers—they are acidic and alkaline. 
Tell students never to add boiling chips 
to boiling or very hot water—the 
solution may “bump” as a burst of hot 
vapor, carrying scalding water with it.

Advance Preparation
You can buy pre-measured powder for 
buffer solutions. Otherwise, use these 
reagents:

Solution A: Dissolve 12.4 g anhy-
drous boric acid (H3BO3) and 10.5 g 
citric acid hydrate (C6H8O7H2O) in 
water to make 1.00 L solution.

Solution B: Dissolve 38.0 g trisodium 
phosphate dodecahydrate 
(Na3PO412 H2O) in water to make 
1.00 L solution.

To prepare 200 mL of each buffer, mix 
solutions as shown below.

You can buy prepared Benedict’s reagent 
or use this method: 
• Dissolve 100 g sodium carbonate 
monohydrate (Na2CO3H2O) and 173 g 
sodium citrate dihydrate (Na3C6H5O7 
2 H2O) in 800 mL water. Warm slightly 
to hasten dissolving.
• Dissolve 17.3 g copper(II) sulfate 
pentahydrate (CuSO45 H2O) in 100 mL 
water. Slowly add this solution to the 
first solution; stir constantly. Cool; add 
enough water to make 1.00 L solution.

Buffer Solutions
pH mL sol’n A mL sol’n B
2.0 195 5
4.0 155 45
7.0 99 101
8.0 85 115

10.0 54 146
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Making Predictions 
 1.  Predict how temperature will affect the rate of the enzyme-catalyzed 

reaction.

 2.  Predict how pH will affect the rate of the enzyme-catalyzed reaction.

Gathering Evidence
Day 1. Preparing the Samples 

 1.  Before you begin, put on your goggles, and wear them properly 
throughout the investigation.

 2.  Label five test tubes near the top with the temperature your group is 
assigned to investigate and with pH values of 2, 4, 7, 8, and 10. Also 
mark each label so that your test tubes can be distinguished from 
those of other groups (see Figure 7.45).

 3.  Using the pH solutions provided by your teacher, add 5 mL of pH 2, 
4, 7, 8, and 10 solutions to the appropriate test tubes.

 4.  Add 2.5 mL of starch suspension to each tube.

 5.  Add 2.5 mL of 0.5% amylase solution to each tube.

 6.  Insert a stopper into each tube. Hold the stopper in place with your 
thumb or finger and shake each tube well for several seconds.

 7.  Leave the room-temperature test tubes in the laboratory overnight as 
directed by your teacher.

 8.  Give your teacher the test tubes that are to be refrigerated.

 9.  Wash your hands thoroughly before leaving the laboratory.

Day 2: Evaluating the Results   

 10.  Before you begin, put on your goggles, and wear them properly 
throughout the investigation.

 11.  Prepare a hot-water bath by adding about 100 mL of tap water to a 
250-mL beaker. Add a boiling chip. Warm the beaker on a hotplate. 
(Heat just to below boiling—hot, but not boiling.)

 12.  Add 5 mL of Benedict’s reagent to each tube. Replace each stopper, 
being careful not to mix the stoppers. Hold the stopper in place with 
a thumb or finger and shake each tube well for several seconds.

 13.  
stoppers and place the test tubes into the hot-water bath.

 14.  Heat the test tubes in the hot-water bath until the solution in at least 
one tube has turned yellow or orange. Then continue heating for two 
to three more minutes.

 15.  Use tongs to remove the test tubes from the hot-water bath. Arrange 
them in a test-tube rack in order of increasing pH.

 16.  Observe and record the color of the contents of each tube.

 17.  Share your data with your classmates as directed by your teacher.

 18.  Wash your hands thoroughly before leaving the laboratory.

even though substrates for many other reactions are also available. How does 
an enzyme “know” what to do? For example, why does amylase help to break 
starch molecules into thousands of glucose molecules instead of decompos-
ing hydrogen peroxide molecules into water and oxygen gas?

The answers to these questions are the same: The active site of a given 
enzyme has a three-dimensional shape that only allows certain properly shaped 
molecules or functional groups to occupy it. Some enzymes are much more 

of reaction. Because of the interaction of an enzyme’s active site with its sub-
strate or substrates, cells can precisely control which reactions take place.

Your body’s enzymes help convert large molecules into many smaller mol-

energy that is released by your cells through other enzyme-catalyzed reactions. 
In the next investigation, you will explore the performance of an enzyme 
involved in this process. 

 INVESTIGATING MATTER
C.7 AMYLASE TESTS
Preparing to Investigate
In this investigation, you will explore how temperature and pH affect the 
performance of the enzyme amylase. Amylase contained in saliva helps to 
break down starch molecules into individual glucose molecules. 

Glucose reacts with Benedict’s reagent to produce a yellow-to-orange pre-
cipitate. The color and amount of precipitate formed is a direct indication of 
the glucose concentration generated by the enzyme-catalyzed reaction.

Your laboratory team will explore the performance of amylase either at 
room temperature or at a lower temperature. Before you begin, read Gather-
ing Evidence and prepare a data table with appropriately labeled columns 
specifying data to be collected by each group member.

Figure 7.45  Remember to 
label all test tubes, so that 
you can identify them later in 
the investigation.
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To prepare 0.1% starch suspension, mix 
0.15 g powdered starch in a small 
volume of cold water, producing a 
slurry. Then slowly add this to the rest 
of 150 mL water, heated to near boiling. 
Remove from heat before adding slurry. 
Cool before use.

Lab Tips
• Ask students to prepare labeled data 
tables and approve the data tables before 
they begin the investigation.
• If storing a large number of test tubes 
is a problem, assign students to work in 
groups of four instead of two. 

• Remind students to label test tubes 
clearly on Day 1. 
• Refrigerate freshly prepared starch 
suspension to retard spoilage.

TRM  
 
HANDOUT

Expected Results
In the presence of simple sugars, 
Benedict’s reagent forms a yellow, 
orange, or reddish Cu2O precipitate 
when heated. Here are equations for the 
reactions:

Amylase breaks glucose linkages within 
starch, yielding glucose molecules:

Starch  amylase  glucose (C6H12O6)

The aldehyde group within glucose is 
oxidized; Cu2 is reduced. This creates 
Cu2O, a reddish-orange precipitate.

C6H12O6  2 Cu2(blue)  2 OH– ∫B 
C6H12O7  Cu2O(reddish-orange)

The color intensity is related to the 
amount of sugar present. When Bene-
dict’s reagent is added and heated, room-
temperature samples of pH 2, 4, and 10 
usually form blue solutions, while pH 7 
and 8 samples form orange solutions.

Making Predictions
1. Students will often predict that a 

higher temperature leads to a faster 
reaction.

2. Student predictions will vary. If  
they have had a biology course, they 
will often predict that the enzyme-
catalyzed reaction closest to a pH of 7 
will be the most efficient. 

∫∫B
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Interpreting Evidence
 1.  For each temperature, record the color of the solution in each test 

tube.

 2.  You know that Benedict’s solution will react with glucose to form a 
yellow-orange precipitate. Based on your observations, rank the test 
tubes in order of least glucose present to most glucose present.

 3.  Using your ranking from Question 2, decide at which pH the amylase 
was the most effective.  At which pH values (if any) was the amylase 
ineffective? Share your data with the class.

Making Claims
 4.  Make a scientific claim about how pH and temperature affect the 

ability of amylase to catalyze the decomposition of starch.

Reflecting on the Investigation
 5.  Many cells in the body only function properly within a certain pH 

range. For example, your blood is buffered to maintain a constant  
pH of about 7.4. Certain medical conditions can cause the pH of the 
blood to increase or decrease. Why do you think this is potentially 
dangerous?

 6.  What would be the effect on an individual if body temperature  
were to 

a.  decrease significantly (as in hypothermia)?

b.  increase drastically (as with a severe fever)?

 7.  Do you think an enzyme that functions in the bloodstream would 

Your cells synthesize many enzymes and other kinds of proteins to keep 
you alive. The amino acids used to synthesize these proteins are best obtained 
through a diet that provides appropriate amounts of protein. You will now 
decide whether a particular diet meets those protein needs.
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Interpreting Evidence
1. See the Typical Results table below.
2. Test tubes 1, 5, 6, and 10 have no 

glucose; #2 and #7 < #4 < #3 < #9 < #8
3. Amylase is most effective at pH of 7 

and 8. It is ineffective at pH 4 and 
below or 10 and above.

Making Claims
4. The effectiveness of amylase changes 

with temperature and with pH. The 
pH range at which amylase is most 
effective is ~7. Amylase is more 
effective at room temperature than at 
colder temperatures.

Reflecting on the Investigation
5. Enzymes in the body are most 

effective at specific conditions. Even 
small changes can decrease their 
effectiveness, causing serious prob-
lems with homeostasis.

6. a.  The overall processes would slow 
down and possibly stop, depending 
on the enzymes and reactions 
involved.

b. Reactions (such as metabolism) 
would initially speed up, but at a 
certain point, enzymes would no 
longer be functioning. (Investigat-
ing Matter C.5 showed that an 
enzyme can be completely broken 
down at high temperatures.)

7. An enzyme that functions in the 
bloodstream would function best at a 
pH of 7.4. The stomach pH is much 
lower, so the same enzyme would not 
be as effective (if it would work at all).

Post-Lab Discussion
Pool student results. Amylase in saliva 
is close to neutral pH. Digestion starts as 
saliva works on starch. However, starch 
digestion stops when starch reaches the 
stomach and resumes as enzymes in 
intestines act on starch molecules. 
Chewing food thoroughly helps mix 
amylase with starch, starting digestion. 
Other enzymes work optimally at 
non-neutral pHs. Pepsin, for stomach 
protein digestion, works best at pH 2. 
Trypsin, which digests proteins in the 
small intestine, works best at pH 8.

Test tube # Temperature (°C) pH Color
1 Chilled (5 °C) 2 Blue
2 Chilled (5 °C) 4 Blue
3 Chilled (5 °C) 7 Bluish-brown
4 Chilled (5 °C) 8 Blue
5 Chilled (5 °C) 10 Blue
6 Room temp (20 °C) 2 Blue
7 Room temp (20 °C) 4 Blue
8 Room temp (20 °C) 7 Orange with precipitate
9 Room temp (20 °C) 8 Orange with precipitate

10 Room temp (20 °C) 10 Blue

Typical Results
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 MAKING DECISIONS
C.8   PROTEIN CONTENT
You have analyzed your three-day food inventory in terms of energy the diet 
provides and fat and carbohydrate molecules it delivers. Now consider 
whether the food provided supplies the recommended amounts of a key 
building block of living material—protein.

Use the food inventory to answer the following questions. Refer to Table 7.5 
(page 737), if necessary. 

 1.  What is the average total mass of protein (in grams) consumed daily?

 2.  What other information would you need to know regarding the person 
who follows this food-intake pattern to evaluate the appropriateness 
of protein supplied by these foods? 

 3.  a.  Does the person consume a good balance of essential amino acids? 

b.  What types of snack foods are high in protein (especially types that 
might be included in the vending machines at Riverwood High 
School)?    
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MD  
 C.8 protein Content

Students will analyze their three-day 
inventories for proteins. Give students 
reference materials listed for Making 
Decisions A.9, page 700.

Answers
1. Answers will vary based upon 

students’ food inventories.
2. You would need to know the age and 

gender of the individual.
3. a.  Answers will vary based upon 

students’ food inventories. Students 
should indicate whether complete 
or complementary proteins are 
consumed.

b. Answers may include peanuts or 
other nuts, beef jerky, protein bars, 
and peanut-butter crackers.
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SUMMARYCSECTION

Reviewing the Concepts

Proteins, major structural components of 
living creatures, fulfill many cellular roles. 

 1.  Name three types of tissue in your body 
for which protein is the main structural 
component.

 2.  The name protein comes from a Greek 
word that means “of prime importance.” 
Why is this name appropriate?

 3.  List five cellular functions where proteins 
are particularly important.

 4.  Name three food items composed 
primarily of protein.

 5.  Why are proteins considered polymers?

 6.  What chemical elements do proteins 
contain?

 7.  How many Calories would be provided 
by the metabolism of 3.6 g protein? (Recall 
that 1 g protein = 4 Cal.)

 8.  What is the chemical composition of an 
enzyme?

Amino acids are the chemical subunits 
that make up proteins.

 9.  How does the relatively small number of 
different amino acids account for the vast 
variety of proteins found in nature?

 10.  What is a peptide bond? Use structural 
formulas to illustrate your answer.

 11.  How does the total number of amino 
acids vary within protein molecules? 

 12.  What is the protein DRI value for 

a.  a 4-month-old infant?

b.  a 36-year-old male of median height  
and weight?

 13.  Write structural formulas for the 
following molecules:

a.  A dipeptide of glycine and cysteine.

b.  A tripeptide abbreviated Asp-Ala-Cys.

 14.  
terms:

a.  complete protein

b.  essential amino acid

c.  complementary proteins

 15.  On which two functional groups is the 
name “amino acid” based?

Some protein molecules function as 
enzymes, that is, biological catalysts that 
speed up cellular reactions.

 16. a. How are enzymes like other catalysts?

b. How are enzymes different from other 
catalysts?

 17.  What would be the effect if all enzyme 
activity in the human body suddenly 

 18.  Describe how high temperatures affect 
the ability of most enzymes to function. 

 19.  
certain chemical reactions.

 20. a. 
and a substrate in terms of an induced-fit 
model.

b. Describe at least one limitation to the 
induced-fit model for enzyme activity.
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Reviewing the Concepts
 1. Skin, hair, nails, muscles
 2. Proteins build the body and regulate 

and facilitate chemical reactions.
 3. Transport, muscle contraction, 

support, catalysis, and control of 
metabolism

 4. Meats, fish, beans, nuts, egg whites, 
gelatin

 5. They are large molecules made of 
repeating units of amino acids.

 6. C, O, N, and H; some proteins may 
contain small amounts of S.

 7. 3.6 g protein  4 Cal/g  14.4 Cal ≈ 
14 Cal 

 8. Enzymes are proteins. They contain 
C, O, N, and H and may contain 
small amounts of S.

 9. Proteins may have different numbers 
of amino-acid monomers and can 
differ from each other in the type and 
sequencing of specific amino acids. 

 10. A peptide bond, between a carboxyl 
group and an amino group, links 
amino acids together. 

 11. The number ranges from a few to 
more than 10 000 units.

 12. a.  9.1 g/day
b. 56 g/day

 13. a.   Either of these structures is 
possible (Gly-Cys or Cys-Gly): 

b. 

14. a.  Contains adequate amounts of all 
essential amino acids

b. Cannot be synthesized by the 
body, but must be obtained from 
proteins in the diet

c. A combination of foods that 
provide all essential amino acids

 15. A carboxylic acid (carboxyl group) at 
one end of the molecule and an 
amine (NH2) group at the other

 16. a.  They speed up a chemical reaction 
without being consumed in the 
reaction.

b. A specific enzyme can catalyze 
only one type or class of reaction. 
Its function depends on tempera-
ture and pH.

 17. The rates of all enzyme-catalyzed 
reactions would slow to the point 
that life would not be possible.

 18. Excessively high temperatures can 
denature enzymes, rendering them 
inactive.

 19. The three-dimensional shape of an 
enzyme determines its function. 
Only certain substrate molecules fit 
into the binding site of a particular 
enzyme. 

 20. a.  Only a substrate with the approxi-
mate shape of the active site can fit 
into the active site.

b. The model doesn’t explain why 
some enzymes are much more 
specific than others. 
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Connecting the Concepts
 21. a.  In what ways are proteins similar to 

carbohydrates and fats?

b. In what ways are proteins different?

 22.  If a steak is left on a barbecue grill too 
long, it turns black. What does that 
observation suggest about the chemical 
composition of protein in the meat?

 23.  Although many plants contain high levels 
of protein, vegetarians must be more 
concerned than non-vegetarians about 
including adequate protein in their diets. 

a.  How can vegetarians ensure that they 
obtain all chemical building blocks 
needed to build required proteins?

 24.  Using simple diagrams, including 
structural formulas, sketch how an enzyme 
might help form a peptide bond between 
two amino acids.

 25.  If a person followed a daily diet of 55 g 
fat, 75 g protein, and 85 g carbohydrate, 
how much energy would be provided 
through the metabolism of each? Show  
your calculations.

 26.  In Unit 4, you learned that fish species 
need a water pH range within which they 
can live. Given what you know about 
enzymes from the amylase tests in this 
section, explain why this is so.

 27.  
eat—whether from beef, turkey, beans, nuts, 
or tofu—is transformed into human-body 
proteins.

Extending the Concepts 
 28.  The genetic code in DNA carries 

blueprints for making proteins in the body. 

body’s physical development and 
functioning.

 29.  The phrase “form follows function” is 

how form and function are closely related 
for enzyme molecules.

 30.  Obtain information on the condition 
known as ketosis. What are its causes and 
effects? How can a high-protein diet lead to 
ketosis?

 31.  
effective antiseptic. How does your answer 
relate to enzyme action?

 32.  Research and report on chemical and 
physical properties of one or more amino 
acids used by the human body in building 
protein molecules.

 33.  What is a zwitterion? Under what 
conditions do amino acids become 
zwitterions?

Why are protein  
molecules essential  
to living organisms?
In this section you have learned about 
the structure and function of proteins 
and the important role that proteins 
play in biochemical processes. Think 
about what you have learned and 
how these ideas are related, then 
answer the question in your own 
words in organized paragraphs. Your 
answer should demonstrate your 
understanding of the key ideas in  
this section. 

Be sure to consider the following 
in your response: the structure of 
amino acids, peptide bonds, the role 
of proteins in the diet, and enzyme 
function.
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Connecting the Concepts
 21. a.  All contain C, H, and O.

b. Proteins have functions other than 
providing energy and contain N and 
sometimes S.

 22. It contains carbon.
 23. a.  Consume foods that “complement” 

each other’s amino acid deficiencies.
b. Of the 20 different amino acids 

needed by the human body, 9 must 
come from the diet. Most animal 
sources of protein contain all 9 
essential amino acids. Plant protein 
sources are incomplete. A variety 

Why are protein 
molecules essential  
to living organisms?
Student answers should include:
• Amino acids contain both a 
carboxylic acid and an amine 
functional group, which allows only 
20 amino acids to form a large 
number of different combinations.
• Amino acids are linked by peptide 
bonds to form proteins.
• Organisms obtain some amino 
acids from proteins and synthesize 
others. 
• Proteins function as enzymes, 
molecule carriers, and structural 
materials.
• Enzymes act as catalysts for 
biological reactions.

must be consumed to ensure that 
all 9 essential amino acids are 
available.

 24. See answer on page Unit 7-xiv.
 25. 55 g fat  9 Cal/g  495 Cal, or, 

rounded, 500 Cal
  75 g protein  4 Cal/g  300 Cal
  85 g carbohydrate  4 Cal/g  340 

Cal
 26. Enzymes in the fish optimally 

function within a narrow range of pH.
 27. It is broken into its constituent 

amino acids by enzymes in the 
stomach and small intestine. Amino 

acids are absorbed through the 
intestinal wall and move through the 
bloodstream, liver, and entire body. 
Cells use the amino acids for protein 
syntheses.

Extending the Concepts
 28. By coding for structural proteins,  

it determines the body’s physical 
appearance and properties. By 
specifying enzymes, it controls 
which chemical reactions occur.

 29. As the induced-fit model illustrates, 
an enzyme’s shape controls how it 
interacts with substrate molecules.

 30. Ketosis is a metabolic state in which 
the liver has been depleted of its 
glycogen stores, so the body uses fat 
stores as fuel. Fatty acids are con-
verted to glucose. Ketones are also 
produced and burned. During 
ketosis, individuals are apt to lose 
weight, since fat stores are being 
depleted. A high-protein, low-carbo-
hydrate diet can lead to ketosis as 
blood glucose and glycogen stores are 
depleted, and the body is forced to 
use its fat stores for energy.

 31. Hydrogen peroxide is sufficiently 
reactive to destroy many types of 
bacteria. The human body has the 
enzyme catalase, which decomposes 
hydrogen peroxide, preventing it 
from causing harm.

 32. Answers will vary depending on the 
amino acid selected. 

 33. Zwitterions are dipolar ions. In the 
case of amino acids, the amino group 
is protonated (—NH3

) and the 
carboxyl group is not protonated 
(—COO–). Amino acids typically 
become zwitterions at neutral pH.
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VITAMINS, MINERALS, 
AND ADDITIVES 
What roles do vitamins, minerals, and 
additives play in foods we eat?

The focus of this unit so far has been on macronutrients in foods:  
proteins, carbohydrates, and fats. However, there are other substances 
in food, often in trace amounts: vitamins, minerals, and sometimes 
additives. Dietary guidelines imply that vitamins and minerals play 
vital roles within your body. These micronutrients occur naturally in 
many foods, and may also be added to foods, such as cereal or bread, to 
improve their quality as sources of various micronutrients. Food manu-
facturers use food additives for different reasons, as you will soon learn. 
What do vitamins and minerals do in your body? What purposes do 
food additives serve?

GOALS

the function and solubility properties of the vitamins as well as 
characteristics (such as age and gender) of individuals.

analyze food products. 

748 Unit 7 Food: Matter and Energy for Life 

DSECTION

P1.  What are the primary roles of each of the following nutrients  
in a person’s diet? 
a. carbohydrates
b. fats
c. proteins

2.  a.  Describe in your own words what an enzyme is and what  
it does. 

b. Then, speculate what a “co-enzyme” might be.
3.  How does the mass of vitamins and minerals you need to 

consume each day compare to the mass of proteins, fats,  
and carbohydrates in your daily diet? 
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Students explore chemical composition, 
properties, and functions of vitamins, 
minerals, and food additives. They 
investigate the classification of vitamins 
as water-soluble or fat-soluble and 
consider the implications of this 
property difference. Students compare 
the amounts of vitamin C in popular 
beverages through titration. Minerals are 
discussed briefly in terms of their roles 
in the body and recommended daily 
doses. This section describes the variety 
of additives in processed foods; students 
investigate food-color additives using 
chromatography and briefly examine the 
benefits and risks of some common 
additives. Finally, they analyze the 
vitamin and mineral content of their 
three-day food inventories. 

At the close of the unit, students write 
their report for the Riverwood PTSA. 
Encourage students to begin thinking 
about recommendations for the Vending 
Machine Policy Planning Committee. To 
start, they should review their com-
pleted analyses of the carbohydrate, 
protein, fat, and energy content of their 
three-day food inventories.

Using the Section 
Question
By the end of this section, students will 
be able to distinguish among vitamins, 
minerals, and additives, and list exam-
ples from each category. They should 
also be able to explain how each impacts 
human health or enhances food quali-
ties. Finally, students should be able to 
describe the health risks of consuming—
or not consuming—micronutrients and 
additives.

Goals
Goals cluster around three categories of 
food components: vitamins, minerals, 
and additives. Students should recog-
nize examples from each category, 
explain their role in the human diet, and 
describe how they are detected or 
measured in foods.

Pconcept check 7
1. (Concepts developed in Sections 

B.1–B.6 and Section C.) 
a. Carbohydrates provide energy.
b. Fats provide energy.
c. Proteins serve structural, transport, 

regulatory, and protective functions.
2. (Concepts developed in Sections C.1 

and C.5–C.7.)
a. Enzymes are biological catalysts or 

special proteins that speed up the 
rate of chemical reactions. The 
enzyme’s structure produces an 
active site that facilitates specific 
reactions.

b. (Looking ahead.) Students may 
reason that co-enzymes help 
enzymes to carry out their func-
tions. 

3. (Looking ahead; answers will be  
based on students’ prior knowledge.)  
Based on students’ eating and vitamin- 
consumption habits, they may reason 
that the mass of vitamins and miner-
als should be much less than the mass 
of proteins, fats, and carbohydrates 
consumed daily. They might justify 
this by citing the small vitamin tablet 
they take versus much larger portions 
of food they consume.
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SECTION D  Vitamins, Minerals, and Additives 749

D.1 VITAMINS

Figure 7.47  Many foods 
such as leafy greens, liver, 
milk, eggs, and whole 
grains are rich in vitamins.

Table 7.6

Figure 7.46  Vitamin supplements are useful 
whenever sufficient vitamins are not provided 
in one’s diet.

Vitamins are biomolecules nec-
essary for growth, reproduction, 

required in only a tiny amount. 
The total quantity of all vita-
mins required daily by an adult 
is only about 0.2 g; “a little goes 
a long way” with vitamins (see 
Figures 7.46 and 7.47). 
   How much is “enough”? That 
depends on age and gender, as 
is suggested by Table 7.6. 

 

Age or  
Condition

Vit A 
( g/d)

Vit D 
( g/d)

Vit E 
(mg/d)

Vit K 
( g/d)

Vit C 
(mg/d)

Vit B1 
(mg/d)

Vit B2 
(mg/d)

Vit B3 
(mg/d)

Vit B6 
(mg/d)

Vit B9 
( g/d)

Vit B12 
( g/d)

Males

   9–13 yrs 600 5* 11 60* 45 0.9 0.9 12 1.0 300 1.8

 14–18 yrs 900 5* 15 75* 75 1.2 1.3 16 1.3 400 2.4

 19–30 yrs 900 5* 15 120* 90 1.2 1.3 16 1.3 400 2.4

 31–50 yrs 900 5* 15 120* 90 1.2 1.3 16 1.3 400 2.4

 51–70 yrs 900 10* 15 120* 90 1.2 1.3 16 1.7 400 2.4

 > 70 yrs 900 15* 15 120* 90 1.2 1.3 16 1.7 400 2.4

Females

   9–13 yrs 600 5* 11 60* 45 0.9 0.9 12 1.0 300 1.8

 14–18 yrs 700 5* 15 75* 65 1.0 1.0 14 1.2 400 2.4

 19–30 yrs 700 5* 15 90* 75 1.1 1.1 14 1.3 400 2.4

 31–50 yrs 700 5* 15 90* 75 1.1 1.1 14 1.3 400 2.4

 51–70 yrs 700 10* 15 90* 75 1.1 1.1 14 1.5 400 2.4

 > 70 yrs 700 15* 15 90* 75 1.1 1.1 14 1.5 400 2.4

 Pregnant 770 5* 15 90* 85 1.4 1.4 18 1.9 600 2.6

 Nursing 1300 5* 19 90* 120 1.6 1.6 17 2.0 500 2.8

Dietary Reference Intakes (DRIs) for Selected Vitamins
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d.1 VitAmins
Vitamins are required in much smaller 
daily quantities than fats, carbohydrates, 
and protein. Some vitamins are pro-
duced in our bodies, such as vitamin K, 
which comes from bacteria within our 
intestines, and vitamin D, which is 
produced in skin with help from 
ultraviolet radiation. Most animals 
produce their own vitamin C, but 
humans, primates, and guinea pigs 
cannot. The text examines daily recom-
mended intakes for selected vitamins 
and health effects of consuming too 
much or too little. 

One health effect of vitamin defi-
ciency is scurvy, a condition once 
common among sailors due to lack of 
vitamin C. Although they were unaware 
of its underlying cause, sailors learned 
to prevent scurvy by eating citrus fruit 
on long voyages. Another important food 
for seafarers was sauerkraut. It is high in 
vitamin C, and because it is fermented, 
it can be stored for a long time. Sauer-
kraut presented a distinct advantage 
over citrus fruits.

TRM  
 
READING GUIDE
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750 Unit 7 Food: Matter and Energy for Life 

calcium ions from your intestines into the bloodstream. Without vitamin D, 
your body would not use much of the calcium you ingest. Some vitamins func-
tion as coenzymes, which are organic molecules that interact with enzymes and 

-
ing energy from food molecules. Figure 7.48 illustrates 
how a coenzyme functions. 

vitamin was introduced early 
in the last century, people had discovered that small 
quantities of certain substances were necessary to 

is scurvy, once common among sailors; this condition 
is characterized by swollen joints, bleeding gums, and 

commonly loaded citrus fruit on board, which they 

by vitamin C deficiency. Vitamin C is supplied by citrus fruit. In addition to 
vitamin C, about a dozen different vitamins have been identified over the past 
century, each critical to reactions occurring within the human body. Table 7.7 
documents how some of those vitamins support human life.

Vitamins are classified as fat-soluble or water-soluble (see Table 7.7 and 
Figure 7.49). Water-soluble vitamins with polar functional groups pass directly 
into the bloodstream. They are not stored in the body; they must be ingested 

Your body absorbs fat-soluble vitamins into the blood from the intestine 

of fat-soluble vitamins allow them to be stored in body fat, it is not necessary 
to consume fat-soluble vitamins daily. In fact, because fat-soluble vitamins 

-
sively large quantities (megadoses).

Figure 7.48  A vitamin 
serving as a coenzyme.

Figure 7.49  Structures of two water-soluble and two fat-soluble vitamins. 
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a Using the Figures
Figure 7.48 Ask students to dis-
tinguish enzymes from coenzymes. 
As part of this exercise, suggest that 
they compare Figure 7.44 (page 741) 
with this figure.
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SECTION D  Vitamins, Minerals, and Additives 751

Table 7.7

 

Vitamin (Name) Main Sources Deficiency Condition

Water-soluble   

 B1 (thiamine) Liver, milk, pasta, bread,  
wheat germ, lima beans, nuts

Beriberi: nausea, severe 
exhaustion, paralysis

 B2 (riboflavin)
Red meat, milk, eggs, pasta,  
bread, beans, dark green 
vegetables, peas, mushrooms

Severe skin problems

 B3 (niacin) Red meat, poultry, enriched or 
whole grains, beans, peas

Pellagra: weak muscles, no 
appetite, diarrhea, skin blotches

 B5 (pantothenic acid)
Liver, kidneys, yeast, egg yolk, 
broccoli, whole grains, yogurt, 
legumes, avocados, sweet potatoes

Anemia

 B6 (pyridoxine) Muscle meats, liver, poultry, fish, 
whole grains Depression, nausea, vomiting

 B7 (biotin) Kidneys, liver, egg yolk, yeast, nuts Dermatitis

 B9 (folic acid)
Kidneys, liver, leafy green 
vegetables, wheat germ, peas, 
beans

Anemia

 B12 (cobalamin) Red meat, liver, kidneys, fish,  
eggs, milk Pernicious anemia, exhaustion

 C (ascorbic acid) Citrus fruits, melon, tomatoes, 
green peppers, strawberries

Scurvy: tender skin; weak, 
bleeding gums; swollen joints

Fat-soluble  

 A (retinol) Liver, eggs, butter, cheese, dark 
green and deep orange vegetables

Inflamed eye membranes, night 
blindness, scaling of skin, faulty 
teeth and bones

 D (calciferol) Fish-liver oils, fortified milk Rickets: soft bones

 E (tocopherol)
Liver, wheat germ, whole-grain 
cereals, margarine, vegetable oil, 
leafy green vegetables

Breakage of red blood cells in 
premature infants, oxidation of 
membranes

  K (menaquinone) Liver, cabbage, potatoes, peas,  
leafy green vegetables Hemorrhage in newborns; anemia

Vitamins by Category, Showing Sources and Deficiency Conditions
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a

 Using the Figures
Table 7.7 Invite students to investi-
gate (using the Internet) the molecu-
lar structures of vitamins in this table. 
Assign one water-soluble or fat- 
soluble vitamin to each student or 
group of students. Then ask stu-
dents to identify common structural 
features they can observe in water-
soluble vitamins and compare them 
to common structural features of 
fat-soluble vitamins. Water-soluble 
vitamins tend to have polar groups, 
such as —OH, that let them interact 
with and dissolve in water. (See the 
structure of vitamin C (ascorbic acid) 
in Figure 7.52, page 754.) Fat-soluble 
vitamins tend to have long carbon 
chains—much like fat molecules—
that make them largely nonpolar.
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752 Unit 7 Food: Matter and Energy for Life 

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
D.2  VITAMINS IN THE DIET

 1. Carefully planned vegetarian diets are nutritionally balanced. 
Individuals who follow a vegan diet do not consume any animal 

limitations, vegans must ensure that they obtain the recommended 
daily allowances of two particular vitamins. 

briefly describe the effect of their absence in the diet.

b.  How might individuals following a vegan diet avoid this problem?

 2.  Complete the following table about yourself, using data from Tables 7.6 
(page 749) and 7.8.

a.  Would any of your entries change if you were of the opposite 
gender? If so, which entry or entries?

essential in a person’s diet?

c.  Why might vitamin deficiencies pose problems even if people 
receive adequate supplies of food Calories?

 3.  Nutritionists recommend eating fresh fruit rather than canned fruit, 
and raw or steamed vegetables instead of canned or boiled vegetables 

a.  What does food freshness have to do with vitamins?

b.  To what types of vitamins might nutritionists be referring?

Sample Problem: Use Table 7.7 (page 751) to identify three 
water-soluble vitamins and one fat-soluble vitamin that are helpful 
in preventing anemia. 

5 9 , and 
fat-soluble vitamin K have deficiency conditions that include forms 
of anemia. 

Vegetable  
(one-cup serving) Your RDA

Total Serving to  
Supply Your RDA

 B1 C B1 C
Green peas    
Broccoli   

Figure 7.50  How does 
the vitamin content of raw 
broccoli compare to that 
of steamed broccoli? 

Figure 7.51  Why do dietary guidelines usually favor raw fruit over canned fruit?
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DS   d.2 VitAmins in  
tHe diet

In this activity, students practice inter- 
preting data from tables and applying it 
to their own diets or requirements.

Answers
1. a.  B12 (cobalamin) deficiency causes 

pernicious anemia and exhaustion. 
D (calciferol) deficiency results in 
rickets.

b. Take a vitamin supplement.
2. 

a. Vitamin B1 entries 
b. No single food contains adequate 

quantities of all vitamins. Dietary 
variety ensures consumption of 
proper kinds and quantities of 
vitamins.

c. Vitamin deficiencies come from 
lack of food variety.

3. a.  Vitamins can decompose as food 
ages (due to oxidation) or during 
processing. 

b. Water-soluble vitamins, which are 
more readily removed in canning 
and boiling processes.

c. Yes. Fresh fruits and raw or lightly 
steamed vegetables retain maxi-
mum vitamin concentrations.

Your RDA Total Servings
Vegetable B1 C B1 C
Green peas

Male 14–18 1.2 75 3.1 1.3
Female 14–18 1.0 65 2.6 1.1

Broccoli
Male 14–18 1.2 75 21 0.91
Female 14–18 1.0 65 17 0.79
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SECTION D  Vitamins, Minerals, and Additives 753

 4.  
and two fat-soluble vitamins in Figure 7.49 (page 750). 

a.  You investigated solubility characteristics in Unit 4 in  

Identify particular features in the structures of the water-soluble 
 

in water.

how a water-soluble vitamin dissolves in water but does not 
dissolve well in fat?

 5.   

green leafy vegetables, among other sources. Deficiency of this 
vitamin in a person’s diet can result in anemia.

description of this vitamin’s sources and deficiency conditions.

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
D.2  VITAMINS IN THE DIET

 1. Carefully planned vegetarian diets are nutritionally balanced. 
Individuals who follow a vegan diet do not consume any animal 

limitations, vegans must ensure that they obtain the recommended 
daily allowances of two particular vitamins. 

briefly describe the effect of their absence in the diet.

b.  How might individuals following a vegan diet avoid this problem?

 2.  Complete the following table about yourself, using data from Tables 7.6 
(page 749) and 7.8.

a.  Would any of your entries change if you were of the opposite 
gender? If so, which entry or entries?

essential in a person’s diet?

c.  Why might vitamin deficiencies pose problems even if people 
receive adequate supplies of food Calories?

 3.  Nutritionists recommend eating fresh fruit rather than canned fruit, 
and raw or steamed vegetables instead of canned or boiled vegetables 

a.  What does food freshness have to do with vitamins?

b.  To what types of vitamins might nutritionists be referring?

Table 7.8

 

Vitamin (in mg)

Vegetable  
(one-cup serving) B1 (thiamine) C (ascorbic acid)

Green peas  0.387  58.4

Lima beans  0.238  17

Broccoli  0.058  82

Potatoes  0.15  30

Vitamin B1 and C Content of Some Vegetables

H3C

H3C
O

OCH3CH3CH3CH3
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4. a.  The water-soluble vitamins all 
contain a large number of O—H 
functional groups.

b. The fat-soluble vitamins have few 
O—H groups and are mostly non- 
polar hydrocarbons.

c. The water-soluble vitamins cannot 
form a favorable intermolecular 
interaction with the fat-soluble 
vitamins. When the water-soluble 
vitamins are mixed with water, the 
presence of the O—H groups can 
form a strong hydrogen bond with 
the water molecules.

5. a. B5, B9, or K
b. There are no O—H functional groups, 

so this is probably fat-soluble.
c. K
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754 Unit 7 Food: Matter and Energy for Life 

 INVESTIGATING MATTER
D.3  VITAMIN C

Preparing to Investigate
Vitamin C, also called ascorbic acid, is a water-soluble vitamin. It is also 

will find out how much vitamin C is contained in some popular beverages, 

This investigation is based on a chemical reaction of ascorbic acid (vita-
min C) with iodine (I2 2

acid, forming the colorless products dehydroascorbic acid, hydrogen ions, 
and iodide ions: 

I2    C6H8O6    C6H6O6    2 H+    2 I–

 
  (vitamin C) acid ion ion

Figure 7.52 shows the structures of ascorbic acid and dehydroascorbic acid.

You will conduct a titration (Figure 7.53), a common laboratory procedure 
to determine concentrations of substances in solution. This investigation 

24-well plate until just enough has been added for a complete reaction. The 
completion of the reaction, the endpoint, is signaled by a color change. 
Knowing the chemical equation for this reaction, you can then calculate the 

volume and concentration of the iodine-solution titrant. 
The titration endpoint in the beverage-containing well of the well plate is 

starch. First, you add a starch indicator suspension to the beverage sample to 

The chemical equation shows that as long as ascorbic acid is present, the 
 

Figure 7.53  Materials needed 
for fruit-juice titration.

Figure 7.52  Molecular structures of ascorbic acid and dehydroascorbic acid. 

OH

CH2OH

H

C O

O O

O

Dehydroascorbic acid
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IM   d.3 VitAmin C

Students employ microscale laboratory 
techniques and calculations to deter-
mine how much vitamin C is contained 
in several beverage samples. Beral pipets 
and well plates enable student teams to 
analyze several different samples in a 
short time.

Students probably have heard of 
vitamin C as a component of various 
juices and some soft drinks. Ask them to 
name some foods that are high in 
vitamin C. Students may be surprised to 
find that broccoli and green and red 
peppers contain appreciable quantities 
of vitamin C. (See ChemMatters, April 
1995.)

Time 50 min
Materials (for 12 student pairs) 

12 24-well plates
12 10-mL graduated cylinders
12 Beral pipets
12 Beral pipets containing iodine 

solution
12 Beral pipets containing 1% starch 

suspension
vitamin C solution, 0.100 g/100 mL 

water
Beral pipets containing beverage 

samples
cassette tape cases for storing pipets
toothpicks for stirring

Safety
Students should wear protective goggles 
and aprons throughout the investigation.

Advance Preparation
Iodine solution: Dissolve 1.0 g potas-
sium iodide and 0.053 g potassium 
iodate in 25 mL water. Add 6 mL 3 M 
sulfuric acid. Then add water to make 
the total volume 100 mL. Fill 12 pipets 
shortly before class time, and provide a 
capped bottle for refills. The iodine 
pipets cannot be cleaned, so use the 
same pipets for every class. The reaction 
in the iodine solution is: 

IO3 
  5 I  6 H ∫B 3 I2  3 H2O

Starch suspension: Mix 1 teaspoon of 
liquid laundry starch with 100 mL hot 
(not boiling) water. Fill 12 pipets and 
provide a capped bottle for refills.

Vitamin C solution: Crush a 100-mg 
vitamin-C tablet and dissolve in water. 
Dilute to 100 mL. This is much more 
than you need, but it is difficult to work 
with smaller quantities of the tablet. 
Vitamin C in solution is prone to 
oxidation, so use it the same day you 
prepare it.

TRM  
 
HANDOUT
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SECTION D  Vitamins, Minerals, and Additives 755

the endpoint. 

vitamin C concentration. Once you have data from this titration, you can 
determine the mass of ascorbic acid that reacts with one drop of iodine solu-
tion. You can then calculate the mass (in milligrams) of vitamin C present in 

the tested beverages in terms of the mass of vitamin C that each beverage 
contains.

room in the data table to record the total drops of vitamin C solution  
-

point (Step 5). Provide a horizontal row for each beverage that you will  
investigate.

Gathering Evidence
Part I. Standardizing the Iodine Solution 

 1.  
throughout the investigation.

 2.  
many drops of vitamin C solution delivered by that pipet represents 

Note: The volume per drop may depend on the 
angle at which you hold the pipet. Keep the angle at which you hold 
your pipet consistent throughout the investigation.)

 3.  

 4.  

per milliliter of solution.

 5.  

 6.  Place a sheet of white paper underneath the well plate; it will help 
you detect the appearance of color. 

 7.   

 8.  

If the color fades before 20 seconds have elapsed, add another drop 
of iodine solution. 

 9.  Record the total drops of iodine solution needed to reach  
the endpoint (the appearance of the first “permanent” bluish  

 10.  Repeat Steps 3–9 two times and record your data.

 INVESTIGATING MATTER
D.3  VITAMIN C

Preparing to Investigate
Vitamin C, also called ascorbic acid, is a water-soluble vitamin. It is also 

will find out how much vitamin C is contained in some popular beverages, 

This investigation is based on a chemical reaction of ascorbic acid (vita-
min C) with iodine (I2 2

acid, forming the colorless products dehydroascorbic acid, hydrogen ions, 
and iodide ions: 

I2    C6H8O6    C6H6O6    2 H+    2 I–

 
  (vitamin C) acid ion ion

Figure 7.52 shows the structures of ascorbic acid and dehydroascorbic acid.

You will conduct a titration (Figure 7.53), a common laboratory procedure 
to determine concentrations of substances in solution. This investigation 

24-well plate until just enough has been added for a complete reaction. The 
completion of the reaction, the endpoint, is signaled by a color change. 
Knowing the chemical equation for this reaction, you can then calculate the 

volume and concentration of the iodine-solution titrant. 
The titration endpoint in the beverage-containing well of the well plate is 

starch. First, you add a starch indicator suspension to the beverage sample to 

The chemical equation shows that as long as ascorbic acid is present, the 
 

Figure 7.54  Proper technique 
for a well plate titration.
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Lab Tips
• Beverage samples:

 ° Choose five or more beverages to 
test. Beverages vary considerably in 
vitamin C content. 
 ° Use beverages that are not fortified 
with vitamin C. 
 ° The color of dark juices and sodas 
obscures the titration endpoint, so try 
to avoid them. 
 ° If you use colored juices, suggest 
that students use five samples of the 
same color. 
 ° Remove any pulp from juices by 
filtering through cheesecloth before 
placing in pipets. 
 ° The relative vitamin C content of 
some typical beverages is listed below.

• Demonstrate correct use of Beral 
pipets and well plates in titration. While 
titrating with a Beral pipet, the angle at 
which the pipet is held should stay the 
same (as close to vertical as possible) so 
that drop size remains constant. Doing 
otherwise will greatly affect laboratory 
results. 

Vitamin C  
content Beverage

Very high Pineapple juice,  
orange juice

High White grape juice, 
grapefruit juice, Hi-C

Medium V-8 juice
Low Apple juice, milk, Tang
Very low, or none Gatorade, Sprite, 7-Up
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756 Unit 7 Food: Matter and Energy for Life 

Part II. Determining the Quantity of Vitamin C in Beverages

considering these points: 

 
appear purple.

each beverage analyzed. Construct an appropriate data table prior to 
beginning Part II.

Wash your hands thoroughly with soap and water before leaving the 
laboratory.

Analyzing Evidence 
 1.  

iodine solution. Use your data from Part I to perform the following 
calculations. The Sample Problem below illustrates how to set up 
the final calculation. 

a.  What volume of standardized vitamin C solution did you use for 
each trial in Part I?

b.  How many milligrams of vitamin C did that volume of solution 
contain? The concentration of vitamin C solution used in Part I is 

c.  Determine the average number of drops of iodine used to react 
with the vitamin C in your three trials.

iodine solution. See the Sample Problem below.

  2.  Determine the mass of vitamin C (in mg) contained in 25 drops of 
each beverage you analyzed in Part II.

Sample Problem: Suppose you found that there were 30 drops of vitamin C 
solution in 1.0 mL and that it took 22 drops of iodine solution to reach the endpoint.  

iodine solution.

25 drops vitamin C  30 drops vitamin C
    

22 drops I2
 

      = 0.038 mg vitamin C per drop I2 solution
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Analyzing Evidence
1. a. 25 drops

b. 25 drops of VitC  
1 mL VitC

40 drops VitC
 

  
1 mg VitC
1 mL VitC  

 0.625 mg VitC

c. The answer will vary and should be 
checked by the instructor before 
students continue the investigation. 
The IKI solution may need to be 
diluted so that students use 
between 15–25 drops per trial. 

d. Students should take the answer 
from b divided by answer from c  
to get their answer. (Sample shown 
here.) 

  
0.625 mg VitC

25 drops I2  
 0.025 mg VitC

drop I2 
2. Answers will vary depending on the 

juices tested but student work should 
match the sample and results should 
correspond with the table.
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SECTION D  Vitamins, Minerals, and Additives 757

Interpreting Evidence 
 1.  

contains, from the highest quantity to the lowest.

 2.  
levels 

 3.  Imagine that you added too many drops of iodine solution during the 
titration and missed the true endpoint. Will this procedural error 
increase or decrease your calculated milligrams of vitamin C in the 

Reflecting on the Investigation
 4.  Describe how the concept of limiting reactants applies to titration as 

an analytical technique. In the titrations you performed, what was 
the limiting reactant?

 5.  Supposed you heated the beverages, let them cool, and then 
performed the titrations in Part II. 

2 solution required to 
titrate each beverage to be higher or lower than the data you 
recorded?

D.4  MINERALS: ESSENTIAL WITHIN 
ALL DIETS

-
port human life. In nutrional terms, minerals refer to these elements (includ-
ing calcium, sodium, chlorine, selenium, and zinc) in their ionic forms. For 
convenience, essential minerals are divided into major minerals (also called 
macrominerals), and trace minerals (also called microminerals). Some are 

research-laboratory shelves.  
Minerals have several functions in the body. Some minerals become part 

of the body’s structural material, such as bones and teeth. Others help 
enzymes do their jobs. Still others help maintain the health of the heart and 

-
tity of iodine (only millionths of a gram daily) to produce the vital hormone 

minerals function within living systems.

Figure 7.55  The thyroid gland does not function properly without proper levels of iodine 
in one’s body. Iodine deficiency causes goiter (depicted here).
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Interpreting Evidence
1. Answers will vary depending on 

juices used, but should match the 
table.

2. a.  Students are generally surprised by 
sports drinks and unfortified apple 
juice, which show no and very little 
vitamin C, respectively.

b. Pineapple juice (especially fresh) 
usually has as much, if not more, 
vitamin C than the standard vit- 
amin C solution.

3. Increase. The calculated amount of 
vitamin C would be higher than the 
actual amount.

Reflecting on the Investigation
4. Vitamin C was the limiting reactant. 

As long as vitamin C would reduce I2 
to I–, the starch would remain un-
changed. When the vitamin C was 
used up, the I2 would remain and 
react with the starch producing the 
blue-black complex.

5. a.  The number of drops of I2 solution 
would be lower. 

b. The vitamin C would decompose 
when heated.

Differentiation
Extension 
If time permits, some teams can investi-
gate the quantity of vitamin C in other 
foods. Use a blender to extract the juice. 
Another interesting investigation is to 
explore the effect on vitamin C content 
of heating or microwaving a sample. 
Students can also compare milligrams of 
Vitamin C obtained experimentally to 
the milligrams of Vitamin C on beverage 
labels.

d.4 minerAls: essentiAl 
WitHin All diets
Minerals are essential to health as 
cofactors in biochemical catalysis and as 
structural components. Some minerals 
help maintain the health of various 
organs. Minerals are classified as either 
macrominerals or trace minerals. 
Although people need only small 
quantities of trace minerals, they still 
can act as limiting reagents. Health 
problems arise with either too much or 
too little of any mineral.
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Table 7.9

 

Mineral Typical Food Sources Deficiency Condition

Macrominerals   

 Calcium (Ca) Milk, dairy products, canned fish Rickets in children; osteomalacia and 
osteoporosis in adults

 Chlorine (Cl) Table salt, meat, salt-processed 
foods —

 Magnesium (Mg) Seafood, cereal grains, nuts, dark 
green vegetables, cocoa Heart spasms, anxiety, disorientation

 Phosphorus (P) Meat, dairy products, nuts, seeds, 
beans

Blood cell disorders, gastrointestinal 
tract and renal dysfunction

 Potassium (K) Orange juice, bananas, dried  
fruits, potatoes

Poor nerve function, irregular 
heartbeat, sudden death during fasting

 Sodium (Na) Table salt, meat, salt-processed 
food

Headache, weakness, thirst, poor 
memory, appetite loss

 Sulfur (S) Protein (e.g., meat, eggs, legumes) Conditions related to deficiencies in 
sulfur-containing essential amino acids

Trace minerals

 Chromium (Cr) Animal and plant tissue, liver Loss of insulin efficiency with age

 Cobalt (Co) Animal protein, liver Conditions related to deficiencies in 
cobalt-containing vitamin B12

 Copper (Cu) Egg yolk, whole grains, liver, 
kidney Anemia in malnourished children

 Fluorine (F) Seafood, fluoridated water Dental decay

 Iodine (I) Seafood, iodized salt Goiter

 Iron (Fe) Meat, green leafy vegetables, 
whole grains, liver Anemia; tiredness and apathy

 Manganese (Mn) Whole grains, legumes, nuts, tea, 
leafy vegetables, liver —

 Molybdenum (Mo) Whole grains, legumes, leafy 
vegetables, liver, kidney

Weight loss, dermatitis, headache, 
nausea, disorientation

 Selenium (Se) Meat, liver, organ meats, grains, 
vegetables

Muscle weakness, Keshan disease 
(heart-muscle disease)

 Zinc (Zn) Shellfish, meat, wheat germ, 
legumes, liver Anemia, growth retardation

Dietary Minerals 
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Additional information about some 
key minerals:

Calcium: Necessary for blood 
clotting, muscle contraction, 
enzyme-catalyzed reactions, 
cellular communication, and skin 
differentiation. Gives bones and 
teeth strength. Vitamin D regulates 
absorption of calcium in the body.

Phosphorus: Present in the body as 
inorganic phosphate or phosphate 
esters. On the cellular level, energy 
is stored as adenosine triphosphate 
(ATP, see pages 694–696). Phos-
phorus is present in nucleic acids 
and as a structural component of 
bones and teeth. Regulation of the 
narrow pH range within the body 
depends on the phosphate-based 
buffer system. 

Magnesium: Works in conjunction 
with many enzymes involved in 
energy metabolism, protein 
synthesis, and nucleic-acid 
synthesis. 

Sodium: Maintains the normal 
hydration of bodily fluids; affects 
movement of water into and out of 
cells. Plays a role in neuromuscu-
lar conduction.

Potassium: Essential to energy 
metabolism and to glycogen and 
protein synthesis. Plays a role in 
neuromuscular conduction.
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SECTION D  Vitamins, Minerals, and Additives 759

an average adult. However, trace minerals are just as essential in a human 

trace mineral, can become a limiting reactant if it is not present in sufficient 
quantity.

The essential minerals and their dietary sources and deficiency condi-

-
mals. These minerals and perhaps other trace minerals may be essential to 

arsenic might be an essential mineral. In fact, many substances beneficial in 
-

mended daily doses for several macrominerals and trace minerals.

Table 7.10

 

Age or Condition Calcium 
(mg/d) 

Phosphorus 
(mg/d)

Magnesium 
(mg/d)

Iron  
(mg/d)

Zinc 
(mg/d)

Iodine 
( g/d)

Males      

   9–13 yrs 1300* 1250 240 8 8 120

 14–18 yrs 1300* 1250 410 11 11 150

 19–30 yrs 1000*  700 400 8 11 150

 31–50 yrs 1000*  700 420 8 11 150

 51–70 yrs 1200* 700 420 8 11 150

 > 70 yrs 1200* 700 420 8 11 150

Females       

   9–13 yrs 1300* 1250 240 8 8 120

 14–18 yrs 1300* 1250 360 15 9 150

 19–30 yrs 1000* 700 310 18 8 150

 31–50 yrs 1000* 700 320 18 8 150

 51–70 yrs 1200* 700 320 8 8 150

 > 70 yrs 1200* 700 320   8 8 150

 Pregnant 1000* 700 350 27 11 220

 Nursing 1000* 700 310   9 12 290

Dietary Reference Intakes (DRIs) for Selected Minerals 
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760 Unit 7 Food: Matter and Energy for Life 

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
D.5  MINERALS IN THE DIET

 1. One slice of whole wheat bread contains 0.8 mg iron.  

a.  How many slices of whole-wheat bread would supply your daily iron 

b.  Predict health consequences of consuming an inadequate quantity  
of iron.

 2.  

 3.  
0.4 mg iron.

 
or for iron?

 4.  The following questions focus on calcium and phosphorous.

a.  What total mass of each of these minerals do you need to consume 
daily? 

i.  calcium. ii. phosphorus.

b. Why are the values in the answer to Question 4a higher than DRI 
values for other listed essential minerals? (Hint: Consider how 
calcium and phosphorus are used in the body.)

i.  calcium. ii. phosphorus.

d. Predict the health consequences of a deficiency of

i.  calcium. ii. phosphorus.

e. Would a particular age group or gender be  
especially affected by the consequences you  
listed in 4d? If so, which and why? 

 5.  Most table salt, sodium chloride (NaCl), includes  
a small amount of added potassium iodide (KI). 

b.  If you decide not to use iodized salt, what other  

Figure 7.56  Which foods 
are good sources of minerals 
such as calcium?

Sample Problem: How many cups of broccoli would a 16-year-old female 
need to eat each day to reach her daily iron allowance? (1 cup broccoli =  
1.1 mg iron) Assume that broccoli is her only dietary source of iron.
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DS   d.5 minerAls in tHe 
diet

In this activity, students use DRIs and 
RDAs and examine the variety of ways 
to obtain the required minerals.

Answers
1. a.  Female: 1 slice bread/0.8 mg iron  

15 mg iron  19 slices;  
Male: 1 slice bread/0.8 mg iron   
11 mg iron  14 slices

b. Anemia, tiredness, apathy
2. Female and male: 1 cup/288 mg Ca  

1300 mg Ca  4.5 cups
3. a. Iron

b. The pancake provides 2.1% of the 
Ca RDA, and 3.6% of Fe for males 
and 2.67% for females. 

 Calculations:
 27 mg/1300 mg  100%  2.1% of 

Ca RDA
 0.4 mg/11 mg  100%  3.6% of 

Fe RDA (males)
 0.4 mg/15mg  100%  2.7% of Fe 

RDA (females)

4. a.   i. Ca: 1300 mg/d; 
 ii. P: 1250 mg/d 

b. Bones and teeth incorporate large 
quantities of Ca and P.

c.   i. Ca: milk, dairy products;
 ii. P: animal protein, beans, nuts.

d.   i.  Ca: rickets, osteomalacia, and 
osteoporosis

 ii.   P: blood cell disorders, GI tract 
and renal dysfunction.

e.   i. Yes
 ii.  Infants require Ca for proper 

bone growth and women are 
susceptible to osteoporosis 
resulting from Ca deficiency.

5. a. To prevent goiter
b. Seafood

a Using the Figures
Figure 7.56 Dairy products are all 
high in Ca. Non-dairy Ca-rich foods 
include almonds, blackstrap molas-
ses, rhubarb, salmon, and tofu (if 
prepared with Ca).
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SECTION D  Vitamins, Minerals, and Additives 761

D.6 FOOD ADDITIVES
Small amounts of vitamins and minerals occur naturally in food. Some 

also contain small amounts of food additives. Manufacturers add those sub-
stances during processing to increase the nutritive value of foods or to 
enhance their storage life, visual appeal (see Figure 7.57), flavor, or ease of 

This list shows quite a collection of ingredients! You probably recognize 

some additives such as vitamins (niacin, thiamine, and riboflavin) and min-
erals (iron and monocalcium phosphate). However, you probably do not rec-

-

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
D.5  MINERALS IN THE DIET

 1. One slice of whole wheat bread contains 0.8 mg iron.  

a.  How many slices of whole-wheat bread would supply your daily iron 

b.  Predict health consequences of consuming an inadequate quantity  
of iron.

 2.  

 3.  
0.4 mg iron.

 
or for iron?

 4.  The following questions focus on calcium and phosphorous.

a.  What total mass of each of these minerals do you need to consume 
daily? 

i.  calcium. ii. phosphorus.

b. Why are the values in the answer to Question 4a higher than DRI 
values for other listed essential minerals? (Hint: Consider how 
calcium and phosphorus are used in the body.)

i.  calcium. ii. phosphorus.

d. Predict the health consequences of a deficiency of

i.  calcium. ii. phosphorus.

e. Would a particular age group or gender be  
especially affected by the consequences you  
listed in 4d? If so, which and why? 

 5.  Most table salt, sodium chloride (NaCl), includes  
a small amount of added potassium iodide (KI). 

b.  If you decide not to use iodized salt, what other  

P1.  Consider minerals and vitamins as nutrients. 
a. Which of these nutrients is usually found in ionic form?
b. Which of these nutrients is usually found in covalent form?
c.  How else would you describe similarities or differences 

between vitamins and minerals to a friend?
2.   Vitamins and minerals occur naturally in foods. Why then are 

some foods labeled as “enriched” with particular vitamins  
or minerals?

3.  Beyond minerals and vitamins, identify one food additive with 
which you are familiar. Why might that additive be included in  
a food product?

Figure 7.57  Food-coloring 
additives are often used to 
make food items more  
attractive and appealing. 

Sugar, bleached �our (enriched with niacin, iron, 

thiamine, and ribo�avin), semisweet chocolate, 

animal and/or vegetable shortening, dextrose, 

wheat starch, monocalcium phosphate, baking 

soda, egg white, modi�ed corn starch, salt,  

nonfat milk, cellulose gum, soy lecithin, xanthan 

gum, mono- and diglycerides, BHA, BHT.
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TRM  
 
READING GUIDE

Pconcept check 8
1. (Concepts developed in Sections 

D.1–D.5.)
a. Minerals are usually found in ionic 

form.
b. Vitamins are usually found in 

covalent form.
c. Student responses will vary and 

may include that vitamins are 
organic compounds and can be 
either polar or nonpolar; vitamins 
can function as coenzymes; miner-
als exist as inorganic compounds.

2. (Looking ahead; answers will be based 
on students’ prior knowledge.) 
Student responses will vary. They 
may reason (correctly) that “enriched” 
means that additional vitamins or 
minerals have been added beyond 
what occur naturally in the food.

3. (Looking ahead; answers will be based 
on students’ prior knowledge.) 
Student responses will vary and may 
include sugar, artificial sweeteners, 
salt, natural flavors, artificial flavors, 
and preservatives. Additives may be 
added to enhance the shelf life, eye 
appeal, taste, or nutritional value of a 
food product. 

d.6 Food AdditiVes
Students briefly survey benefits (and 
some associated risks) involved in 
contemporary use of food additives.

Demonstration
Prepare 100 mL of approximately 0.2 M 
sodium sulfite (2.5 g Na2SO3/100 mL). 
Dip a fresh slice of apple into the sulfite 
bath for one minute. Remove it and 
place it on a towel near an untreated 
“control” apple slice. Continue with 
your lesson, and view the slices later in 
the class period.

The treated slice will continue to look 
fresh long after the control slice begins 
to darken. Ask students which apple 
slice they would more likely choose at a 
salad bar (assuming they were unaware 
of the sulfite treatment). Ask students if 
they think using this additive is justi-
fied. Point out that some individuals (a 
small fraction of the population) suffer 
serious health consequences if exposed 
to sulfites.
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762 Unit 7 Food: Matter and Energy for Life 

Figure 7.58  Emulsifier action.  These illustrations depict how lecithin, a molecule contained in egg yolk,  
emulsifies (mixes together) an oil–water system. In the top view, oil is layered over water. The particulate-level  
enlargement reveals that oil molecules are long, nonpolar carbon chains quite different in structure and polarity 
from the small, polar, water molecules, also shown. Water–water intermolecular forces are much stronger than  
are oil–water intermolecular forces. Hence these two liquids do not mix. Each lecithin molecule, the emulsifying 
agent (middle view), has a long, nonpolar carbon chain and a smaller, polar region involving phosphorous, oxygen,  
nitrogen, and hydrogen atoms. Lecithin molecules orient themselves so that they simultaneously interact with both 
oil and water molecules. Once an egg is cracked open and added and the entire mixture is whisked, micelles  
form (bottom view). Each micelle is a spherical arrangement of oil molecules surrounded by and attracted to  
the nonpolar region of lecithin molecules. The polar regions of lecithin molecules align at the outside of a micelle, 
causing the entire sphere to intermingle among polar water molecules. This stable arrangement permits oil  
molecules to remain evenly dispersed through water. Emulsification is used to make numerous food products, 
including mayonnaise and ice cream. 
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a Using the Figures
Figure 7.58 Molecules having 
similar dual polarity are also found in 
shampoos, soaps, and detergents as 
well as in many biological systems, 
including cell membranes. Once your 
students have studied the emulsify-
ing properties of lecithin in Figure 
7.58, ask them to discuss foods that 
involve mixing oil and water and 
whether an emulsifying agent like 
egg yolk is used. You might also 
bring to class ingredient labels for 
cakes, cookies, or ice cream and look 
for emulsifying agents.
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SECTION D  Vitamins, Minerals, and Additives 763

been used for centuries to preserve foods, and spices helped disguise the fla-

to distribute and store, most manufacturers, especially those of processed 

categories of food additives. The structural formulas of two common addi-
tives are shown in Figure 7.59.  

Color and taste additives often enhance the commercial appeal of food 
products. In the following investigation, you will analyze several commonly 
used food-coloring agents (dyes).

Figure 7.59  The molecular structures of MSG and BHT.

CHO

O

C

H

H H

C

NH2

C

H

H

O– Na+

Monosodium glutamate (MSG)

C

O

OH

C(CH3)3
(CH3)3C

CH3

H

Butylated hydroxytoluene (BHT)

H

Table 7.11

 

Additive Type Purpose Examples

Anticaking agents Keep foods free-flowing Sodium ferrocyanide

Antioxidants Prevent fat rancidity BHA and BHT

Bleaches Whiten foods (flour, cheese); 
hasten cheese maturing Sulfur dioxide, SO2

Coloring agents Increase visual appeal Carotene (natural yellow color); 
synthetic dyes

Emulsifiers Improve texture, smoothness; 
stabilize oil-water mixtures Cellulose gums, dextrins

Flavoring agents Add or enhance flavor Salt, monosodium glutamate (MSG), 
spices

Humectants Retain moisture Glycerin

Leavening agents Give foods light texture Baking powder, baking soda

Nutrients Improve nutritive value Vitamins, minerals

Preservatives and antimycotic 
agents (growth inhibitors)

Prevent spoilage, microbial 
growth

Propionic acid, sorbic acid,  
benzoic acid, salt

Sweeteners Impart sweet taste Sugar (sucrose), dextrin, fructose, 
aspartame, sorbitol, mannitol

Food Additive Types, Purposes, and Examples
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a
 Using the Figures

Table 7.11 Students analyze food 
labels for additives in Developing 
Skills D.10 (page 770). You may, how-
ever, begin this analysis as students 
first encounter information in this 
table. Ask each student to bring 
in one ingredient list from a food 
package label. Make a list of additive 
types. Then ask students to identify 
specific additives they find on their 
package label and identify the variety 
of processed foods that contain that 
particular additive. You may invite 
students to investigate additives in 
their lists that they cannot classify us-
ing information in this table. Another 
approach is to examine ingredient 
lists from different products within 
the same food category (such as 
different cookies, different brands or 
kinds of peanut butter, and different 
fruit juices), where some products 
claim to be “all-natural” or “organic.” 
What does that mean in terms of ad-
ditives? How might the presence or 
absence of additives affect character-
istics such as flavor, color, consistency, 
and shelf life? 
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 INVESTIGATING MATTER
D.7  ANALYZING FOOD-COLORING 

ADDITIVES
Preparing to Investigate
Many candies contain artificial coloring agents to increase their visual appeal. 
Colorless candies would be quite dull! In this investigation, you will analyze 
the food dyes in two commercial candies and compare them with dyes in 
food-coloring products.

You will separate and identify the food dyes using paper chromatography. 
This technique uses a solvent (called the mobile phase) and paper (the station- 
ary phase). Paper chromatography is based on relative differences in attrac-
tion between (a) dye molecules and solvent and (b) dye molecules and paper. 

more strongly attracted to paper will more readily leave the solvent and sepa-
rate out onto the paper, leaving a colored spot on the paper. Dye molecules 
less attracted to paper (and more attracted to solvent) will separate out onto 
the paper later. Thus, characteristic areas representing different dye mole-
cules will appear on the paper.

To analyze the results of this chromatography investigation, you will cal-
culate the Rf value for each spot. The Rf value, as illustrated in Figure 7.60, is 
a ratio involving the distance traveled by each dye compared to the distance 
the solvent has moved up the paper. The actual distance that the dye and sol-
vent travel might vary from trial to trial, but the Rf value will remain constant 
for a particular dye. Thus chemists use the Rf value, not the actual distance 
traveled, to identify the molecules.

Figure 7.60  Paper chromatograph 
and calculation of Rf values.
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IM   d.7 AnAlyzinG Food-
ColorinG AdditiVes

Students use paper chromatography to 
separate dyes in commercial candies 
and compare them to dyes in food 
coloring. They use the data from the 
chromatography investigation to 
calculate Rf values.

Time 50 min
Materials (for 12 student pairs) 

12 100-mL graduated cylinders
12 rubber stoppers to fit graduated 

cylinders
12 24-well plates
12 dropper bottles or Beral pipets  

for water
12 strips chromatography paper, 

1-in.-wide strips, 15 cm long
toothpicks
1 package M&M’s candy
1 package Skittles candy
red food coloring
blue food coloring
yellow food coloring
green food coloring

Safety
Students should wear protective goggles 
and aprons throughout the investigation.

Pre-Lab Discussion
A food product may contain a number of 
synthetic dyes solely to enhance appear- 
ance. Generally, chromatography is used 
to separate components of a mixture. In 
this investigation, paper chromatogra-
phy is used to separate common food 
coloring into its component dyes. The 
various dyes in a mixture respond 
differently based on their relative attrac- 
tions for paper and solvent. Some dyes 
are more attracted to paper than to the 
solvent and travel up the paper (station-
ary phase) only slightly. Some dyes are 
more attracted to the solvent (mobile 
phase) and will travel up the paper 
farther. It is difficult to compare results 
unless all conditions are carefully 
controlled. Therefore, a standard 
(known) solution is generally run with 
an unknown, and then investigators 
compare Rf values. Other chromato-
graphic methods employ different types 
of stationary and mobile phases.

Lab Tips
• The most common error in this 
investigation is allowing spots to be 
submerged in the solvent. If this hap-
pens, the dye dissolves in the solvent, 
and those spots will not appear on the 
chromatography paper. 
• As an extension, you may invite 
students to investigate the separation 
effectiveness of other solvents such as 
dilute ammonia and dilute vinegar.

TRM  
 
HANDOUT
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Read through Gathering Evidence and prepare an appropriate data table 
for this investigation.

Gathering Evidence 
 1.  

throughout the investigation.

 2.  Obtain one piece each of two different commercial candies from your 
teacher, as well as a food-coloring sample. The food coloring and 
candies should all be the same color.

 3.  Put each candy into a separate well of a well plate. Note which candy 

food coloring sample to a third well. Observe and record the initial 
colors of each sample.

 4.  Obtain a strip of chromatography paper, handling it only by its edges. 
With a pencil (do not use a pen), draw a horizontal line  
2 cm from the bottom of the paper strip and another horizontal line 3 
cm from the top. 

 5.  
not be large. Place a drop of the first candy’s colored solution with a 

 6.  
spreading out on the paper. Then apply a second drop of the same 
sample on top of the spot. 

 7.  Obtain a graduated cylinder to be used as a chromatography chamber. 

 8.  
chromatography chamber until the edge rests evenly in the 

solvent surface. Cover the chromatography chamber. See 
Figure 7.62. 

 9.  Repeat this procedure (Steps 4–8) for the second candy’s 
colored solution and also for the food-coloring sample. 

 10.  
until solvent reaches the top penciled line (3 cm from the 
top). Then remove the paper from the chambers and, using 

 
the paper to air-dry overnight.

 11.   
the dye sample and candy solutions.

 12.  Measure the distance (in cm) from the initial pencil line 
where you placed the spots to the center of each dye spot. 
Record these distances in your data table.

 13.  Measure and record the distance (in cm) that the  
solvent moved.

 INVESTIGATING MATTER
D.7  ANALYZING FOOD-COLORING 

ADDITIVES
Preparing to Investigate
Many candies contain artificial coloring agents to increase their visual appeal. 
Colorless candies would be quite dull! In this investigation, you will analyze 
the food dyes in two commercial candies and compare them with dyes in 
food-coloring products.

You will separate and identify the food dyes using paper chromatography. 
This technique uses a solvent (called the mobile phase) and paper (the station- 
ary phase). Paper chromatography is based on relative differences in attrac-
tion between (a) dye molecules and solvent and (b) dye molecules and paper. 

more strongly attracted to paper will more readily leave the solvent and sepa-
rate out onto the paper, leaving a colored spot on the paper. Dye molecules 
less attracted to paper (and more attracted to solvent) will separate out onto 
the paper later. Thus, characteristic areas representing different dye mole-
cules will appear on the paper.

To analyze the results of this chromatography investigation, you will cal-
culate the Rf value for each spot. The Rf value, as illustrated in Figure 7.60, is 
a ratio involving the distance traveled by each dye compared to the distance 
the solvent has moved up the paper. The actual distance that the dye and sol-
vent travel might vary from trial to trial, but the Rf value will remain constant 
for a particular dye. Thus chemists use the Rf value, not the actual distance 
traveled, to identify the molecules.

Figure 7.62  Prepared chromatography  
paper in a graduated cylinder chromatography 
chamber. Note that the sample spot is above 
the solvent level.

Figure 7.61  Spotting a 
sample on chromatography 
paper. 
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766 Unit 7 Food: Matter and Energy for Life 

Analyzing Evidence 
 1.  Calculate the Rf  value of each dye spot you investigated. 

 2.  Which sample solution, if any, created a single spot rather than 
several spots?

Making Claims 
 1.  Which dye in the sample solutions had the greatest attraction for the 

paper? Use evidence to support your claim.

 2.  Which dye in the sample solutions had the greatest attraction for the 
solvent? Use evidence to support your claim.

 3.  
dyes? Use evidence to support your claims.

Reflecting on the Investigation
 4.  

a.  What similarities did you find?

b.  What differences did you find?

c.  If you found differences, what are some possible reasons  
for them?

 5.  
on the chromatography paper in Step 3?

D.8 REGULATING ADDITIVES

not deliberately added, such as pesticides, mold, antibiotics used to treat 

food purchased in grocery stores and restaurants is safe to eat. In most cases, 
that is true. Nonetheless, in the past, some food additives and contaminants 
were identified as or suspected of posing hazards to human health.

Safe food in the United States is required by law—the Federal Food, Drug 
-

has been amended to address concerns about pesticide residues; artificial 
colors and food dyes; potential cancer-causing agents (carcinogens); and 
mutagens

-
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Expected Results
Rf values are summarized below for red 
candy and food coloring. Student values 
may be slightly different. The spots will 
be in the same order, but actual dis-
tances may differ. Many factors affect 
these results: laboratory temperature, 
small changes in solvent concentration, 
and even the type of paper employed. 

Analyzing Evidence
1. See the Expected Results table below 

for typical calculated results.
2. Red, blue, and yellow M&M’s produce 

one color spot, as do blue Skittles.

Making Claims
1. The dye with the smallest Rf value 
2. The dye with the largest Rf value 
3. Answers will vary. If different 

samples contain the same dye, the 
number of spots and respective Rf 
values will be the same in each 
sample. 

Reflecting on the Investigation
4. a.  Each candy contains the same red 

dye.
b. The blues, yellows, and greens 

differ in number and type of dyes 
contained.

c. The colors of the candies and food 
coloring are not exactly the same 
(although some students will not 
have the visual acuity to see the 
difference) because they use dif- 
ferent dyes or combinations of 
dyes. 

5. The dyes in pen ink would be 
separated by paper chromatography.

Post-Lab Discussion
Focus on two topics: use of dyes as food 
additives and the technique of paper 
chromatography. You can use the 
answers to questions as prompts in 
discussing paper-chromatography 
technique. Solicit student opinions on 
the appropriateness of using dyes to 
improve food appearance. Examining 
labels will reveal a somewhat surprising 
collection of foods that contain dyes.

Candy Dye Color
Distance Dye 
Spot Moved

Distance Solvent 
Front Moved Rf  Value

 M&M’s red component 30 mm 68 mm 0.44
Skittles red component 25 mm 68 mm 0.37

yellow component 37 mm 68 mm 0.54
Food Coloring pink component 22 mm 68 mm 0.33

red component 45 mm 68 mm 0.66
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SECTION D  Vitamins, Minerals, and Additives 767

-

-
flavin), and some minerals.

-
mals (usually mice). The Delaney Clause specifies that “no additive shall be 
deemed to be safe if it is found to induce cancer when it is ingested by man 
or animal.” Thus, approval of a proposed additive is denied if it causes can-
cer in the test animals.

Improvements in chemical-analysis techniques permit scientists to detect 
even smaller amounts of potentially harmful substances. Consequently, sci-
entists can now detect and study food contaminants that have always been 
present but previously were undetected.

This new information has resulted in greater understanding of potential 

now recognize that amounts of additives comparable to those causing cancer 
in test animals are often vastly greater than would ever be encountered in a 
human diet. In light of this, Congress passed the Food Quality and Protection 

Many concerns about food additives remain. Sodium nitrite (NaNO2), for 
instance, is a color stabilizer and spoilage inhibitor used in many cured 
meats, such as hot dogs and lunch meats. Nitrites are particularly effective 
in inhibiting growth of the bacterium Clostridium botulinum, which pro-

-
ease. Sodium nitrite, however, may be a carcinogen. In the stomach, nitrites 
are converted to nitrous acid:  

NaNO2(aq)    HCl(aq)    HNO2(aq)    NaCl(aq)

 Sodium Hydrochloric Nitrous Sodium 
 nitrite acid acid chloride

Nitrous acid can then react with compounds formed during protein diges-

of this reaction is shown below. The concentration of carcinogenic com- Figure 7.63  Nitrites are used  
to prevent spoilage and preserve 
flavor in some meat products.

HNO2 NR H

R

NR N

R

H2OO 
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d.8 reGulAtinG AdditiVes
Students explore various federal 
regulations associated with using food 
additives. Discussion of the Delaney 
Clause (page 767), which requires 
prospective food additives to be tested 
on laboratory animals, leads to the 
ChemQuandary (page 768) on weighing 
risks and benefits of using nitrites to 
preserve meats. 

In 1996, the part of the Delaney 
Clause relating to pesticide residues was 
repealed. It was replaced with a new 
standard of a “reasonable certainty” of 
no harm. 

The section also discusses the 
artificial sweetener aspartame and its 
relationship to phenylketonuria. It may 
be useful to discuss the fat substitute 
Olestra (see http://chemcases.com/
olestra/index.htm, http://www.olean 
.com/, or http://www.cspinet.org/
olestra/) or the sugar substitute Stevia 
(http://www.stevia.com/ or http://www 
.cspinet.org/nah/4_00/stevia.html) at 
this time. Encourage students to share 
what they already know about the 
purposes, benefits, and risks of Olestra 
or Stevia.

It also may be beneficial to emphasize 
differences between NaNO3 (sodium 
nitrate) and NaNO2 (sodium nitrite). 
Consider discussing the true story 
Eleven Blue Men, a tale of unintentional 
poisoning in a boarding house. Sodium 
nitrite was inadvertently substituted for 
sodium chloride. The boarders devel-
oped methemoglobinemia, resulting in 
reduced oxygen transport in the blood. 
The story appears in The Medical 
Detectives by B. Roueché, (New York: 
Plume/Truman Talley, 1991).
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D.9 ARTIFICIAL SWEETENERS

their diets, many use low-Calorie sweeteners. Saccharin (found in Sweet ’N’ 

There has been some controversy over saccharin use because early investi-
gations conducted with rats suggested that massive amounts of saccharin 

-

saccharin is safe for human consumption. Today, saccharin is used in many 

-

(Figure 7.64) is a chemical combination of two natural amino acids, aspartic 
acid and phenylalanine, neither of which, by itself, tastes sweet. One gram of 
aspartame contains roughly the same food energy as one gram of table sugar 

smaller quantities of aspartame to sweeten a product, it as a “low-Calorie” 

thousands of tons of aspartame are used in the United States to sweeten diet 

Splenda, an artificial sweetener based on sucralose (a chlorinated carbohy-

nitrites to preserve meats?

NITRITE ADDITIVES

CHEMQUANDARY

Using Nitrites Eliminating Nitrites

Benefit Decreases risk of formation  
of botulin toxin

Decreases risk of formation  
of possible carcinogens

Risk Increases risk of formation  
of possible carcinogens

Increases risk of formation  
of botulin toxin
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CHEMQUANDARY
nitrite AdditiVes
This ChemQuandary probes benefits 
and risks of using nitrites as food 
additives. Some students may think that 
benefits of nitrites outweigh their risks. 
Other students may disagree. Encourage 
students to explain the rationale behind 
their personal decisions.

Here are some questions students 
might pose:
• How conclusive is evidence that 
nitrosamines cause cancer in laboratory 
animals and in humans?
• How deadly is botulin toxin? Are there 
antidotes for it?
• How often does botulism occur and 
how often does nitrite cause cancer?
• What are some possible substitutes for 
sodium nitrite as a preservative?
• What is the frequency of Clostridium 
botulinum growth without the use of 
nitrites?

d.9 ArtiFiCiAl sWeeteners
Sugar substitutes have gained popularity 
in many foods and beverages. This 
material addresses concerns that these 
additives may also pose health risks.

Demonstration
Add unopened cans of regular and diet 
soda to an aquarium or other large, 
transparent container filled with water. 
The regular soda cans sink and the diet 
soda cans float. Why? It’s not due to 
fewer calories or the fact that diet 
beverages are sometimes called “lite.” 
Artificial sweeteners are compounds 
that elicit the same (or a similar) “sweet” 
flavor we obtain from sugars. In fact, 
many artificial sweeteners are consider-
ably sweeter than sugar (gram for gram). 
Therefore, much less sweetener is added 
to diet sodas than sugar to regular soda. 
This is why diet sodas have much lower 
densities than their sugar-sweetened 
counterparts.
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SECTION D  Vitamins, Minerals, and Additives 769

aspartame has been issued for the general pop-
ulation, aspartame does pose a health hazard 

required warning, Phenylketonurics: Contains 
Phenylalanine, on the label of foods with 

Figure 7.65).
Individuals with specific medical conditions 

may need to avoid certain foods and food addi-
tives. For instance, people with diabetes (see 

-
hydrates, including sugars. People with high 
blood pressure (hypertension) must 

have food allergies. If such restric-
tions apply to you, you must always 
read food labels. Sometimes a new 
ingredient will be used in a food 
product that you have used safely in 
the past; this new ingredient may put 

Figure 7.65  The warning  
to phenylketonurics found  
on a can of diet drink  
containing aspartame.

Figure 7.66   
A diabetic individual 
checks her blood  
glucose level.

Figure 7.64  Molecular structures of aspartame and sucralose.

HO
HO

HO

OH

OHCl

CH2Cl

CH2ClO

Sucralose

O

O
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 Using the Figures
Figure 7.64 “Made from sugar 
so it tastes like sugar.” That slogan 
was used when Splenda (sucralose) 
was first advertised. Ask students to 
evaluate the quality of that claim. 
Starch and cellulose are also made 
from sugar, but they don’t taste like 
sugar. Then ask students to compare 
the molecular structure of sucralose 
(in this figure) with that of sucrose in 
Figure 7.18, page 706.
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770 Unit 7 Food: Matter and Energy for Life 

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
D.10 FOOD ADDITIVE SURVEY

will investigate food labels and consider additives.  

 1.  

of labels to class.

 2.  From the ingredient listings on the labels, select three additives.

 3.  Complete a summary table with this format:  

 4.  
additives. Then answer the following question for each food additive 

in this food?

 5.  What alternatives to food additives can you propose to prevent food 
spoilage?

 MAKING DECISIONS
D.11   ANALYZING VITAMINS AND 

MINERALS
So far, you have analyzed the three-day food inventory in terms of fats,  
carbohydrates, and proteins. Now you will decide whether the inventoried 
foods provide adequate quantities of vitamins and minerals.  

  1.  Your teacher will specify two vitamins and two minerals for you to 
analyze.

  2.  Using references provided by your teacher, analyze each food item  
in your three-day inventory for the presence of those two vitamins 
and two minerals. Record these values. 
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DS   d.10 Food AdditiVe 
surVey

The purpose of this activity is to 
increase student awareness of food 
additives in products they consume 
daily. Students survey five or six 
packaged foods and select six additives 
to describe and investigate.

This activity will require about 30 min 
to complete. As an alternative, ask each 
student to investigate only one or two 
food additives. Then, invite students to 
share and discuss their findings with the 
class.

You may find that this activity runs 
more smoothly if students complete 
their summary tables at home rather 
than bring labels to school.

Answers
1–4. Answers will vary depending upon 

food labels collected and additives 
chosen.

5. Answers may include refrigeration, 
minimizing time between harvest/
processing and consumption, smok-
ing, vacuum packaging, dehydration, 
freezing, or canning.

MD   d.11 AnAlyzinG 
VitAmins And 
minerAls

Students analyze the three-day diets to 
decide whether food selections provide 
adequate quantities of vitamins and 
minerals. Limiting the analysis to two 
vitamins (vitamins A and C recom-
mended) and two minerals (Ca and Fe 
recommended) will help make the 
assignment manageable.

Answers
1. Students should record the vitamins 

and minerals they are analyzing.
2. Food inventory analysis
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SECTION D  Vitamins, Minerals, and Additives 771

  3.   
minerals over the three days covered in the three-day inventory. 
Record these data.

  4.  a. Does your analyzed food inventory provide enough of each  
     specified vitamin and mineral? 

these vitamins and minerals? Identify the food groups to which 
these food types belong.

  5.  Some people believe that eating a well-balanced diet provides all the 
vitamins a person needs to remain healthy. Others suggest that 
vitamin supplements can enhance personal health. Proponents of 
both opinions have engaged in considerable advertising to promote 
their viewpoints. 

support?

about this issue?

 DEVELOPING SKILLS
D.10 FOOD ADDITIVE SURVEY

will investigate food labels and consider additives.  

 1.  

of labels to class.

 2.  From the ingredient listings on the labels, select three additives.

 3.  Complete a summary table with this format:  

 4.  
additives. Then answer the following question for each food additive 

in this food?

 5.  What alternatives to food additives can you propose to prevent food 
spoilage?

 MAKING DECISIONS
D.11   ANALYZING VITAMINS AND 

MINERALS
So far, you have analyzed the three-day food inventory in terms of fats,  
carbohydrates, and proteins. Now you will decide whether the inventoried 
foods provide adequate quantities of vitamins and minerals.  

  1.  Your teacher will specify two vitamins and two minerals for you to 
analyze.

  2.  Using references provided by your teacher, analyze each food item  
in your three-day inventory for the presence of those two vitamins 
and two minerals. Record these values. 
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3. Food inventory analysis
4. a.  Students should answer yes or no.

b. Students should list foods contain-
ing the vitamins or minerals that 
are lacking in their inventory.

5. a.  Students should choose to support 
a well-balanced diet or use of 
vitamin supplements as the best 
strategy for enhancing health. The 
chosen viewpoint should be 
supported with evidence and 
explanation.

b. Students may suggest public service 
announcements, courses in school, 
TV or web advertisements, or other 
ideas for disseminating dietary 
information.
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SUMMARYD SECTION

Reviewing the Concepts

Vitamins are organic molecules necessary 
for basic life functions. 

 1.  Vitamins are not considered foods, yet 

 2.  What is a coenzyme?

 3.  
vitamin.

 4.  
deficiency of 

.

c.  vitamin D.

The required daily intake of a vitamin 
depends on properties of the vitamin as 
well as characteristics of individuals.

 5.  Vitamins are micronutrients. What does 
this mean about the quantity of vitamins 
required daily?

 6.  What molecular properties determine 
whether a vitamin is fat-soluble or water-
soluble?

 7.  
vitamins more regularly than fat-soluble 
ones?

 8.  
vitamins and minerals vary for individuals, 
based on age and gender.

Minerals are elements that are essential 
for human life.

 9.  Name three essential minerals.

 10.   
many are believed essential for human life?

11.  What is the difference between a 
macromineral and a trace mineral?

 12.  What roles do minerals play in the body?

 13.  
and describe the deficiency condition for 
each.

 14.  What are some dietary sources of

a.  magnesium? c.  iron?

b.  potassium? d.  molybdenum?

 15. Regarding minerals in the diet, some people 
believe that “if a little is good,  

particularly considering such minerals as 

how
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Reviewing the Concepts
 1. Vitamins are needed for growth, 

reproduction, health, and life. They 
are components of foods, rather than 
actual foods.

 2. An organic molecule that interacts 
with enzymes to enhance their 
activity.

 3. Some maintain skin and gum health 
(other answers are possible).

 4. a.  Anemia, exhaustion
b. Night blindness, scaling skin
c. Soft bones, rickets

 5. Only a small quantity is required 
daily, compared to the large required 
quantity of macronutrients such as 
fats, carbohydrates, and proteins.

 6. Solubility depends on polarity of its 
molecules. Polar molecules are water 
soluble; nonpolar molecules are fat 
soluble.

 7. Water-soluble vitamins cannot be 
stored in the body.

 8. Students should use Tables 7.6 and 
7.10 to find examples.

 9. Possible answers include Ca, Cl, Mg, 
K, Na, S, and P.

 10. 32 
 11. Macrominerals are needed in 

relatively large quantities. Trace 
minerals can act as limiting reactants 
in biochemical reactions.

 12. Roles include controlling heart 
functions and maintaining healthy 
bones and teeth. 

 13. Students should use Table 7.9 to find 
examples.

 14. a.  Seafoods, grains
b. Orange juice, bananas
c. Liver, meats
d. Liver, whole grains

 15. The total quantity of minerals 
needed daily is small. The body 
cannot store excess minerals, so if 
one consumes more minerals than 
needed daily, they pass from the 
body as waste. Excessive mineral 
consumption can be toxic and—at an 
extreme—possibly fatal.
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Food additives are used to increase the 
nutritive value, storage life, visual appeal, 
taste, or ease of producing foods.

 16.  What determines whether a substance is 
considered an additive or a basic 
component of a food?

 17.  
functions.

 18.  

a.  increase nutritive value.

b.  improve storage life.

c.  enhance visual appeal.

d.  ease production.

19. a. What is a carcinogen?

b. What is a mutagen?

 20.  How does the Food Quality and 

Clause?

 21.  

aspartame useful as a low-Calorie artificial 
sweetener?

 22.  

Titration is a common laboratory 
procedure used to determine the amount 
of solute in a particular solution. Paper 
chromatography is a technique for 
separating and identifying the 
components of a solution.

 23.  

allows you to determine the concentration 
of vitamin C in a beverage.

 24.  What is meant by a titration's endpoint?

 25.  What reactions allowed you to detect the 
presence of vitamin C (usually colorless) in 
solution in Investigating Matter D.3?

 26.  Suppose you complete a vitamin-C 
titration and determine that 0.035 mg 

solution. How much vitamin C is in a 

after adding

 27.  For what juices would the vitamin-C 
titration endpoint be difficult to observe? 

 28.   a. How is an Rf value determined?

b.  What does its Rf value indicate about a 
particular solute?

 29.  In a paper-chromatography investigation, 
the solvent moves 5.8 cm, and a food-dye 
component moves 3.9 cm. What is the Rf 
value for the food-dye? Show calculations  
to support your answer.

 30.  What properties allow chromatography to 
separate components of a solution?

 31.  

the solvent moves 6.2 cm, while the dye 
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 16. Basic components are natural 
substances, such as vitamins and 
minerals. Additives are added during 
processing.

 17. BHA and BHT are preservatives; 
carotene is used to improve eye 
appeal; salt serves as a preservative. 
Other answers are possible.

 18. a.  Vitamins, minerals
b. Benzoic acid, salt
c. Carotene
d. Sodium ferrocyanide

 19. a. A cancer-causing agent
b. An agent that causes mutations

 20. The Food Quality and Protection 
Act, which replaced the Delaney 
Clause, stipulates that manufacturers 
may use food additives that present a 
“negligible risk.” The Delaney Clause 
states that “no additive may be 
deemed safe if it is found to induce 
cancer when ingested by man or 
animal.”

 21. Gram for gram, it is much sweeter 
than sugar, so less is needed to 
achieve the same degree of sweetness.

 22. It decomposes at cooking  
temperatures. 

 23. Steps are (a) add known amount of 
one reactant to a second reactant 
until the reaction reaches an equiva-
lence point (as detected by an 
indicator); (b) from the titration data, 
calculate the concentration of 
unknown reactant based on the 
concentration of the known reactant.

 24. The reaction is complete.
 25. The iodine reacted with vitamin C 

(ascorbic acid) until all the ascorbic 
acid became oxidized to dehydro- 
ascorbic acid. When no further 
vitamin C was available, iodine 
reacted with starch (blue color).

 26. a. 
0.035 mg vitamin C
1 drop I2 solution  


 
1 drop I2 

   solution  0.035 mg vitamin C

b. 
0.035 mg vitamin C
1 drop I2 solution  


 
12 drops I2 

  0.42 mg vitamin C 

 27. The endpoint would be difficult to 
observe for grape juice due to its dark 
color. 

 28. a.  The Rf value is the ratio of the 
distances (a) from the starting line 
to the spot left by a particular 
colored substance to (b) from the 
starting line to the farthest point  
of travel by the solvent.

b. The Rf value indicates the relative 
attraction of the solute for the 
solvent versus the stationary 
phase.

 29. Rf  3.9 cm/5.8 cm  0.67
 30. Differences between attraction of the 

dye to the paper and the dye to the 
solvent. The more attracted the dye 
is to the paper, the less it will travel; 
the more strongly the dye is attracted 
to the solvent, the longer it will 
travel up the paper.

 31. No. Sample A and Sample B are not 
the same dye due to the significant 
difference in their Rf values.  
Sample A: Rf  4.1 cm/6.2 cm  0.66 
Sample B: Rf  4.1 cm/5.3 cm  0.77
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Connecting the Concepts
 32.  

some vitamins in foods, they rarely affect 

 33.  Why do food standards use the term 

guaranteed safe” with certain food 
additives?

 34.  Would paper chromatography provide 
any useful information if one or more 
sample components were colorless? 

 35.  How could you modify Investigating 
Matter D.3 to find out how much vitamin C 

 36.  

provide a greater percent of your DRI for 
calcium or for iron? Show calculations to 
support your answer.

 37.  Suppose a government banned all food 

would produce positive or negative results? 

What roles do vitamins, 
minerals, and additives  
play in the foods we eat?
In this section you have studied the 
structure, sources, and functions of 
vitamins and minerals, considered 
reasons for adding substances 
to foods, and used quantitative 
techniques to investigate the 
presence of vitamins and additives 
in food products. Think about what 
you have learned, then answer 
the question in your own words in 
organized paragraphs. Your answer 
should demonstrate (and perhaps 
clarify!) your understanding of the  
key ideas in this section. 

Be sure to consider the following in 
your response: vitamins, minerals, 
food additives, and methods 
for detecting and quantifying 
components of food products.
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What roles do vitamins, 
minerals, and additives 
play in the foods we 
eat?
Student answers should include:
• Vitamins and minerals play 
important roles in biological 
processes.
• Coenzymes assist in enzyme 
function.
• Food additives serve a variety  
of purposes (preservation, nutri-
tional enhancement, appearance)  
in foods, but their use is sometimes 
controversial.
• Vitamins, minerals, and additives 
in food are detected through many 
methods including titration and 
chromatography.

Connecting the Concepts
 32. Minerals are inorganic substances 

largely unaffected by heat. Vitamins 
are organic molecules with covalent 
bonds that can be broken by exces-
sive thermal energy.

 33. GRAS implies that although a sub- 
stance may be safe for nearly all 
people under almost all circum-
stances, there may still be some small 
risk for a very small fraction of the 
population.

 34. No. It would be impossible to see 
where the components separated on 
the chromatography paper.

 35. Complete the same analysis on the 
cooking liquid in the pan after the 
vegetables have been removed.

 36. Female 14–18: Ca  51/1300  
100%  3.9%; Fe  1.7/15  100% 
 11%

  Male 14–18: Ca  51/1300  100% 
 3.9%: Fe  1.7/11 100%  15%

  Spinach provides a greater propor-
tion of the DRI for Fe.

 37. Probably negative. Foods without 
additives would look and taste 
unfamiliar and have shorter shelf 
lives than those to which we are 
accustomed.
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SECTION D  Section Summary 775

 38.  Suppose one component in a 
chromatography sample was quite volatile, 
tending to evaporate when placed on paper. 
What effect might this property have on the 

 39.  
consist of atoms, molecules, or ions. With 

describe food additives as “chemicals,” but 
do not describe carbohydrates and fats also 
as chemicals?

 40.  In a paper chromatography investigation, 
a sample failed to move up the paper when 
water is used as a solvent. How could the 
investigation be modified to address this 
problem?

Extending the Concepts
 41.  Investigate some additional types of 

chromatography, such as gas chroma-
tography and column chromatography. 

 42.  Modern food additives are generally safe 
and healthful. That was not always the case 
in the past. Research the history of food 

some early additives on human health.

 43. When administered in large doses, a 
prospective food additive is found to cause 
cancer in laboratory rats. Should that 
evidence be used to withhold the approval 

answer.

 44.  Research some food-preparation methods 
that tend to preserve vitamin content. 
Discuss the chemical concepts that can 
account for the effectiveness of such 
methods.

 45.  

physiology.

 46.  Research goiter. When and where has it 
been most prevalent? Why? What specific 

 47.  Some historians claim that the most 
significant contribution to the success of  

connection.

775
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 38. There would be no record of compo-
nent separation on the paper. If one 
component evaporated, it would not 
be detected.

 39. All foods are composed of chemical 
substances (all matter is composed  
of “chemicals”). However, if a sub- 
stance is a natural component of 
food, people do not commonly 
consider it a “chemical.” This is a 
quirk of everyday language and 
social convention.

 40. By a change in the solvent or the type 
of paper.

Extending the Concepts
 41. Check student understanding of what 

all chromatography methods have in 
common: They separate substances 
as they pass through a separation 
medium. All chromatography 
techniques rely on a mobile phase 
and a stationary phase; separation is 
achieved when each component 
spends a different amount of time 
within each phase, depending on its 
relative attractions to each phase.

 42. One hundred fifty years ago, it was 
common to use heavy-metal com-
pounds of mercury, lead, and 
chromium to add color to food and 
food containers. Such additives 
could compromise human health.

 43. If the benefit were deemed high, the 
risk judged low, and no better 
substitute were available, the wisest 
course would be to continue using 
the additive. Nearly all substances, 
when consumed in excessive 
quantities, may produce adverse side 
effects.

 44. Cook at low temperatures, avoid 
boiling, and eat food fresh and 
uncooked, if possible. Vitamin 
solubility in cooking water and rate 
of decomposition both increase with 
increases in temperature.

 45. Among its many functions, the liver 
stores vitamins and minerals. 

 46. Goiter is an enlargement of the 
thyroid gland. It has been most 
prevalent in areas where soil is 
deficient in iodine. Goiter became 
rare in the United States after the 
1920s, when iodized salt was 
introduced in the marketplace.

 47. Sauerkraut has very high vitamin C 
content and, because it is prepared 
by fermentation at room temperature, 
is ideal for long sea voyages.
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GUIDING THE PTSA’S DECISIONS
Now that you have completed a series of analyses of the three-day food and 
activity inventory list, it is time to meet with other members of the Vending 

School food vending machine policies and to convey recommendations to 

 
(page 685) to decide on the content and presentation of your report.

the types or classes of foods that should be supplied in Riverwood High 
School food vending machines. Focus on generalized recommendations, 
such as: “The vending machines should offer food options high in calcium.” 
In your discussion, be sure to support proposed recommendations with evi-

Once your team has prepared its list of recommendations, each team mem-
-

ing your report:

Thinking About Your Audience 

may decide to include some technical terminology in your report. If you do, 

your findings and recommendations. Many of them have studied chemistry 

are unfamiliar with food chemistry.

Writing
Your written report should include these sections: 

 1. Introduction—a brief summary highlighting features of the three-day 
food inventory. In one or two paragraphs, provide readers with an 
overview of what you found in your food-inventory analysis. In 
addition, list your top three vending machine policy 
recommendations. Hold the details of your study and detailed 

 2. Background Information  
to understand your report. Here are some questions you may need to 
answer for readers: 

776 Unit 7 Food: Matter and Energy for Life 

776

P
IA

T

PUTTING IT ALL 
TOGETHER

GuidinG tHe ptsA’s 
deCisions
Students serve as members of River-
wood High School’s Vending Machine 
Policy Planning Committee. The 
committee submits its recommendations 
to the PTSA in a written report. Stu-
dents use results of their three-day food 
inventory analyses completed through-
out the unit as a basis for their recom-
mendations. At this point, students have 
analyzed their food inventories in terms 
of energy, carbohydrates, fats, proteins, 
vitamins, and minerals in Making 
Decisions activities at the close of each 
section. Students prepare a report that 
summarizes their analyses and offers 
recommendations based upon these 
results.

mAteriAls
Students will rely on their three-day 
food inventories and the analyses they 
completed through the unit. They also 
should have access to reference materi-
als from the library and Internet. Provide 
a bibliographic style for students to use 
as they report on their research, as well 
as your specifications for the required 
format of the final report. 

WritinG
Encourage students to follow the report 
sequence described in the text. Each 
report should have an introduction, 
background information, data analysis, 
and conclusions. Encourage students to 
include technical terminology in their 
reports to accurately describe their 
findings. Students may have to define 
technical terms, because they should 
assume that PTSA members lack 
food-chemistry expertise. 
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information about each substance’s molecular structure, energy 
content, and function in the human body.

diets?

in any visuals.

 3. Data Analysis—the body of your report. In this section, you bring 
together detailed data you gathered concerning energy, fats, 
carbohydrates, protein, and vitamins and minerals. Organize and 

graphs and tables as appropriate. You may wish to address questions 
such as these:

value? Does the average accurately represent each day in the 

 

recommendations?

 4. Conclusions—here you will provide further details regarding 
recommendations you highlighted at the start of your report.  
Discuss each recommendation in light of your findings and the 
guidelines for a healthful diet summarized at the start of this unit. 

 
or more of your proposed recommendations, and (b) do not meet 

particular items. Keep in mind that nutrition is not the only 
consideration—taste, appearance, and whether students would 
actually eat the items are also considerations.

LOOKING BACK
-

provides energy for daily living and structural components for growth. You 
can attach deeper chemical meaning to terms such as carbohydrate, and can 
better evaluate consequences associated with deciding to consume or not 

the true meaning of their words!

777

777

P
IA

T

Emphasize the conclusion section of 
this report (point #4 on page 777). 
Students may research nutritional 
information for representative foods and 
beverages that should or should not be 
included in the school’s vending 
machines. Also, encourage students to 
clearly explain why they chose to 
include or exclude certain items. 
Students should also consider the 
likelihood of other students actually 
deciding to eat or drink a food item that 
they selected for inclusion in the 
vending machine.

You may give students a scoring 
rubric to consult as they prepare their 
reports, so that they clearly understand 
expectations for this culminating task.
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Element Symbol Atomic 
Number

Average 
Atomic 
Mass

Element Symbol Atomic 
Number

Average 
Atomic 
Mass

Actinium Ac 89 [227] Erbium Er 68 167.26

Aluminum Al 13 26.98 Europium Eu 63 151.96

Americium Am 95 [243] Fermium Fm 100 [257]

Antimony Sb 51 121.76 Fluorine F 9 19.00

Argon Ar 18 39.95 Francium Fr 87 [223]

Arsenic As 33 74.92 Gadolinium Gd 64 157.25

Astatine At 85 [210] Gallium Ga 31 69.72

Barium Ba 56 137.33 Germanium Ge 32 72.64

Berkelium Bk 97 [247] Gold Au 79 196.97

Beryllium Be 4 9.01 Hafnium Hf 72 178.49

Bismuth Bi 83 208.98 Hassium Hs 108  [277]

Bohrium Bh 107 [272] Helium He 2 4.003

Boron B 5 10.81 Holmium Ho 67 164.93

Bromine Br 35 79.90 Hydrogen H 1 1.008

Cadmium Cd 48 112.41 Indium In 49 114.82

Calcium Ca 20 40.08 Iodine I 53 126.90

Californium Cf 98 [251] Iridium Ir 77 192.22

Carbon C 6 12.01 Iron Fe 26 55.85

Cerium Ce 58 140.12 Krypton Kr 36 83.80

Cesium Cs 55 132.91 Lanthanum La 57 138.91

Chlorine Cl 17 35.45 Lawrencium Lr 103 [262]

Chromium Cr 24 52.00 Lead Pb 82 207.2

Cobalt Co 27 58.93 Lithium Li 3 6.94

Copernicium Cn 112 [285] Lutetium Lu 71 174.97

Copper Cu 29 63.55 Magnesium Mg 12 24.31

Curium Cm 96 [247] Manganese Mn 25 54.94

Darmstadtium Ds 110 [281] Meitnerium Mt 109 [276]

Dubnium Db 105 [268] Mendelevium Md 101 [258]

Dysprosium Dy 66 162.50 Mercury Hg 80 200.59

Einsteinium Es 99 [252] Molybdenum Mo 42 95.96

Chart of the Elements 
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Element Symbol Atomic 
Number

Average 
Atomic 
Mass

Element Symbol Atomic 
Number

Average 
Atomic 
Mass

Neodymium Nd 60 144.24 Silicon Si 14 28.09

Neon Ne 10 20.18 Silver Ag 47 107.87

Neptunium Np 93 [237] Sodium Na 11 22.99

Nickel Ni 28 58.69 Strontium Sr 38 87.62

Niobium Nb 41 92.91 Sulfur S 16 32.07

Nitrogen N 7 14.01 Tantalum Ta 73 180.95

Nobelium No 102 [259] Technetium Tc 43 [98]

Osmium Os 76 190.23 Tellurium Te 52 127.60

Oxygen O 8 16.00 Terbium Tb 65 158.93

Palladium Pd 46 106.42 Thallium Tl 81 204.38

Phosphorus P 15 30.97 Thorium Th 90 232.04

Platinum Pt 78 195.08 Thulium Tm 69 168.93

Plutonium Pu 94 [244] Tin Sn 50 118.71

Polonium Po 84 [209] Titanium Ti 22 47.87

Potassium K 19 39.10 Tungsten W 74 183.84

Praseodymium Pr 59 140.91 Ununhexium Uuh 116 [293]

Promethium Pm 61 [145] Ununoctium Uuo 118 [294]

Protactinium Pa 91 231.04 Ununpentium Uup 115 [288]

Radium Ra 88 [226] Ununquadium Uuq 114 [289]

Radon Rn 86 [222] Ununtrium Uut 113 [284]

Rhenium Re 75 186.21 Uranium U 92 238.03

Rhodium Rh 45 102.91 Vanadium V 23 50.94

Roentgenium Rg 111 [280] Xenon Xe 54 131.29

Rubidium Rb 37 85.47 Ytterbium Yb 70 173.05

Ruthenium Ru 44 101.07 Yttrium Y 39 88.91

Rutherfordium Rf 104 [265] Zinc Zn 30 65.38

Samarium Sm 62 150.36 Zirconium Zr 40 91.22

Scandium Sc 21 44.96

Seaborgium Sg 106 [271]

Selenium Se 34 78.96

Chart of the Elements
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The Scientific Method versus 
Scientific Methods 
Scientists deepen their knowledge and understanding of the natural world by observ-
ing and manipulating their environment. The inquiry approach used by scientists to 
solve problems and seek knowledge has led to vast increases in understanding how 
nature works. Many efforts have been made to formalize and list the steps that scien-
tists use to generate and test new knowledge. You may have been asked to learn the 
“steps” of the Scientific Method, such as Make Observations, Define the Problem, 
and so on. But no one comes to an understanding of how scientific inquiry works by 
simply learning a list of steps or definitions of words.

Although you may not go on to become a research scientist, it is important that all 
students acquire the ability to conduct scientific inquiry. Why? Everyone is con-
fronted daily with endless streams of facts and claims. What should be accepted as 
true? What should be discarded? Having well-developed ways to evaluate and test 
claims is essential in deciding between valid and deceptive information.

What abilities are needed to conduct scientific inquiry? According to the National 
Science Education Standards (NSES), they include the abilities to

•	 identify questions and concepts that guide scientific investigations.

•	 design and conduct scientific investigations.

•	 use technology and mathematics to improve investigations and 
communications.

•	 formulate and revise scientific explanations and models using logic and 
evidence.

•	 recognize and analyze alternative explanations and models.

•	 communicate and defend a scientific argument.

APPENDIXA A-1
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A-2 APPENDIX A
These skills are necessary for both doing and learning science. They are also 

important skills to evaluate information in daily living. You can only acquire these 
skills through practice—by doing exercises and investigations such as those con-
tained in this textbook.

Even with all the abilities listed above, doing science is a complex behavior. The 
NSES outlines the ideas that all students should know and understand about the 
practices of science:

•	 Scientists usually inquire about how physical, living, or designed systems 
function.

•	 Scientists conduct investigations for a wide variety of reasons.

•	 Scientists rely on technology to enhance the gathering and manipulation of 
data.

•	 Mathematics is essential in scientific inquiry.

•	 Scientific explanations must adhere to criteria such as: a proposed 
explanation must be logically consistent; it must abide by the rules of 
evidence; it must be open to questions and possible modification; and it 
must be based on historical and current scientific knowledge.

•	 Results of scientific inquiry—new knowledge and methods—emerge from 
different types of investigations and public communication among scientists.

The last statement above acknowledges that—despite generalizations that can be 
listed—there are many paths to gaining new scientific knowledge. That is what 
makes studying scientific processes so important. Learning how to acquire the abili-
ties to do and understand scientific inquiry may be the most important and useful 
thing you learn in this course.
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Numbers in Chemistry
Chemistry is a quantitative science. Most chemistry investigations involve not only 
measuring but also a search for the meaning among the measurements. Chemists 
learn how to interpret as well as perform calculations using these measurements.

Scientific Notation
Chemists often deal with very small and very large numbers. Instead of using many 
zeros to express very large or very small numbers, they often use scien tific notation. 
In scientific notation, a number can be rewritten as the product of a number between 
1 and 10 and an exponential term—10n, where n is a whole number. The exponential 
term is the number of times 10 would have to be multiplied or divided by itself to 
yield the appropriate number of digits in the number. For instance, 103 is 10  10  
10, or 1000; 3.5  103  3500.

It is easier to assess magnitude and to perform operations with numbers written in 
scientific notation than with numbers fully written out. As you will see, it is also 
easier to communicate the precision of the measurements involved.

Rules for adding and subtracting using scientific notation:
Step 1.  Convert the numbers to the same power of 10.

Step 2.  Add (subtract) the non-exponential portion of the numbers.  
The power of ten remains the same.

Sample Problem 1: Express the distance between New York City 
and San Francisco, 4 741 000 meters, using scientific notation.

4 741 000 m  (4.741  1 000 000) m or 4.741  106 m

Sample Problem 2: Express the amount of ranitidine hydrochloride 
in a Zantac tablet, 0.000 479 mol, using scientific notation.

0.000 479 mol  4.79  0.0001 mol or 4.79  10–4 mol

Sample Problem 3: Add (1.00  104)  (2.30  105).
Step 1.  A good rule to follow is to express all numbers in  

the problem to the highest power of ten. Convert  
1.00  104 to 0.100  105.

Step 2.  (0.100  105)  (2.30  105)  2.40  105
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Rules for multiplying using scientific notation:
Step 1.  Multiply the nonexponential numbers.

Step 2.  Add the exponents.

Step 3.  Convert the answer to scientific notation.

Rules for dividing using scientific notation:
Step 1.  Divide the nonexponential numbers.

Step 2.  Subtract the denominator exponent from the numerator exponent.

Step 3.  Express the answer in scientific notation.

Practice Problems*

 1.  Convert the following numbers to scientific notation.

a.  0.000 036 9

b.  0.0452

c. 4 520 000

d. 365 000

 2.  Carry out the following operations:

a.  (1.62  103)  (3.4  102)

b.  (1.75  10–1)  (4.6  10–2)

c. 6.02  1023

12.0  

d. 
(6.63  10–34 Js)  (3.00  108 m s–1)

4.6  10–9 m

Sample Problem 4: Multiply (4.24  102) by (5.78  104).

Steps 1 and 2.   (4.24  5.78)  (1024)  24.5  106

Step 3.   Convert to scientific notation  2.45  107

Sample Problem 5: Divide (3.78  105) by (6.2  108).

Steps 1 and 2.    
3.78
6.2   (1058)  0.61  103

Step 3.    Convert to scientific notation  6.1  104

*Answers to odd-numbered problems can be found on page ANS-1.

B
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Dimensional Analysis
Dimensional analysis, also called the factor-label method, is used by scientists to 
keep track of units in calculations and to help guide their work in solving problems.
The method is helpful in setting up problems and also in checking work.
 Dimensional analysis consists of three basic steps:

Step 1.  Identify equivalence relationships in order to create suitable con-
version factors.

Step 2.  Identify the given unit(s) and the new unit(s) desired.

Step 3.  Arrange each conversion factor so that each unit to be converted 
can be divided by itself (and thus cancelled).

Sample Problem 1: In an exercise to determine the volume of a 
rectangular object, your laboratory partner measured the object’s length 
as 12.2 in (inches). However, measurements of the object’s width and 
height were recorded in centimeters. In order to calculate the object’s 
volume, convert the object’s measured length to centimeters.

Step 1.  Find the equivalence relating centimeters and inches.
 2.54 cm  1 in

Step 2.  Identify the given unit and the new unit.
 Given unit  in        new unit  cm

Step 3.  Create a fraction so that the “given” unit (in) can be 
divided and thus cancelled.

 12.2 in  
2.54 cm

1 in  
 31.0 cm

Sample Problem 2: How many seconds are in 24 hours?

Step 1.  Identify the equivalence:
 1 hr  60 min 1 min  60 s

Step 2.  Given unit: hr new unit: s

Step 3.  Arrange for the given unit to cancel and progress to the 
desired unit:

                       24 hr  
60 min

1 hr   
60 s

1 min  86 400 s

B
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Practice Problems*

 3.  The distance between two European cities is 4 741 000 m. That may sound 
impressive, but to put all those digits on a car odometer is slightly 
inconvenient. Kilometers are a better choice for measuring distance in this 
case. Convert the distance to kilometers.

 4.  The density of aluminum is 2.70 g/cm3. What is the mass of  
234 cm3 of aluminum?

Significant Figures
Significant figures are all the digits in a measured or calculated value that are known 
with certainty plus the first uncertain digit. Numerical measurements have some 
inherent uncertainty. This uncertainty comes from the measurement device as well 
as from the human making the measurement. No measurement is exact. When you 
use a measuring device in the laboratory, read and record each measurement to one 
digit beyond the smallest marking interval on the scale.

Guidelines for Determining Significant Figures
Step 1.  All digits recorded from a laboratory measurement are called sig-

nificant figures.

The measurement of 4.75 cm has three significant figures.

Note: If you use a measuring device that has a digital readout, such as a balance, you 
should record the measurement just as it appears on the display.

Step 2.  All non-zero digits are considered significant.

*Answers to odd-numbered problems can be found on page ANS-1.

B

Measurement Number of Significant Figures

123 g 3

46.54 mL 4

0.33 cm 2

3 300 000 nm 2

0.033 g 2
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*Answers to odd-numbered problems can be found on page ANS-1.

B-5 B
Step 3.  There are special rules for zeros. Zeros in a measurement or calcu-

lation fall into three types: middle zeros, leading zeros, and trailing 
zeros.

 Middle zeros are always significant.
 303 mm  a middle zero—always significant. This  

measurement has three significant figures.

  A leading zero is never significant. It is only a placeholder, not a 
part of the actual measurement.

 0.0123 kg  two leading zeros—never significant. This measure-
ment has three significant figures.

  A trailing zero is significant when it is to the right of a decimal point. 
This is not a placeholder. It is a part of the actual measurement.

 23.20 mL  a trailing zero—significant to the right of a decimal 
point. This measurement has four significant figures.

The most common errors concerning significant figures are (1) reporting all digits 
found on a calculator readout, (2) failing to include significant trailing zeros (14.150 g), 
and (3) considering leading zeros to be significant—0.002 g has only one significant 
figure, not three.

Practice Problem*
 5.  How many significant figures are in each of the following?

 a.  451 000 m 
 b.  4056 V
 c.  6.626  1034 Js
d. 0.0065 g
e. 0.0540 mL
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Using Significant Figures in Calculations
Addition and subtraction: The number of decimal places in the answer should be 
the same as in the measured quantity with the smallest number of decimal places. 

Multiplication and division: The number of significant figures in the answer should 
be the same as in the measured quantity with the smallest number of significant 
figures.

Practice Problem
 6.  Report the answer to each of these using the correct number of significant 

figures.

 a.  16.27 g  0.463 g  32.1 g

 b.  42.04 mL – 3.5 mL

c. 15.1 km  0.032 km

d. 
13.36 cm3

0.0468 cm3 

Note: Only measurements resulting from scale readings or digital readouts carry a 
limited number of significant figures. However, values arising from direct counting 
(such as 25 students in a classroom) or from definitions (such as 100 cm  1 m, or 
1 dozen  12 things) carry unlimited significant figures. Such “counted” or “defined” 
values are regarded as exact. 

Sample Problem 2: Divide the following measured values and 
express the answer to the correct number of significant figures.

13.356 g
10.42 mL  1.2817658 g/mL  1.282 g/mL

Sample Problem 1: Add the following measured values and express 
the answer to the correct number of significant figures.

1259.1 g
   2.365 g
 15.34 g
1276.805 g    1276.8 g

B
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Interpreting Graphs
Graphs are of four basic types: pie charts, bar graphs, line graphs, and x-y plots.  
The type chosen depends on the characteristics of the data displayed.
 Pie charts show the relationship of the parts to the whole. This pre sentation 
helps a reader visualize the magnitude of difference among various parts. They are 
made by taking a 360° circle and dividing it into wedges according to the percent of 
the whole represented by each part.
 Bar graphs and line graphs compare values within a category or among categories. 
The horizontal axis (x-axis) is used for the quantity that can be controlled or adjusted. 
This quantity is the independent variable. The vertical axis (y-axis) is used for the 
quantity that is influenced by the changes in the quantity on the x-axis. This quantity 
is the dependent variable. For example, a bar graph could present a visual comparison 
of the fat content (dependent variable on the y-axis) of types of cheese (independent 
variable on the x-axis). Such a graph would make it easy to choose a cheese snack with 
a low-fat content. Bar graphs can also be useful in studying trends over time.
 Graphs involving x-y plots are commonly used in scientific work. Sometimes it 
is difficult to decide if a graph is a line graph or an x-y plot. In an x-y plot, it is pos-
sible to determine a mathematical relationship between the variables. Sometimes the 
relationship is the equation for a straight line (y  mx  b), but other times it is more 
complex and may require transformation of the data to produce a simpler graphical 
relationship. The first example below refers to a straight-line or direct relationship.

        

Sample Problem 1:  A group of entrepreneurs was considering 
investing in a mine that was said to contain gold. To verify this claim, 
they gave several small, irregular mined particles to a chemist, who  
was told to use nondestructive methods to analyze the samples. 

The chemist decided to determine the density of the small samples. The 
chemist found the volume of each particle and determined its mass. The 
data collected are shown in the table below.

Particle Volume (mL) Mass (g)

1 0.006 0.116
2 0.012 0.251
3 0.015 0.290
4 0.018 0.347
5 0.021 0.386
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Use the x-y plot of these data to evaluate whether the particles are gold.

Gold Particle Data

Since the x-y plot is linear, the sample materials are likely the same. If 
point (0, 0) is included (a sample of zero volume has zero mass), the slope 
is about 19 g/mL, close to gold’s density (19.3 g/mL), so these are likely 
gold particles.

Sample Problem 2: The graph below is a plot of data gathered at 
constant temperature involving the volume of 2.00 mol of ammonia (NH3) 
gas measured at various pressures. Determine whether the measurements 
are related by a simple mathematical relationship. 

Volume of 2.00 mol NH3 at Different Pressures

When the best smooth graph line is not a straight line (or direct relationship), 
the data can be manipulated to see if any other simple mathematical relation-
ship is possible. Several of the most common types of mathematical rela- 
tionships are inverse, exponential, and logarithmic. Each relationship has 
unique characteristics that can often be identified from the graphical presen-
tation. Knowing the mathematical relationship allows scientists to interpret 
the data. In this case, it appears that as the pressure increases the volume 
decreases, which is a characteristic of an inverse relationship. In testing this 
theory, the value of 1/V (the inverse of the volume) can be calculated, record-
ed in another column of the table, and plotted versus the pressure.

C

Figure 16
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1

Volume of 2.00 mol NH3 at Different Pressures

This graph exhibits a straight line showing that pressure is directly 
related to the inverse of the volume. This leads to the mathematical 
result that pressure and volume are inversely related. If this mathemati-
cal manipulation had not resulted in a straight line, some other reason-
able relationships might have been considered and tested.
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Equations, Moles, and 
Stoichiometry 
Moles and Molar Mass
The mole is regarded as a counting number–a number used to specify a certain num-
ber of objects. Pair and dozen are other examples of counting numbers. A mole 
equals 6.02  1023 objects. Most often, things that are counted in units of moles are 
very small—atoms, molecules, or electrons.
 The modern definition of a mole specifies that one mole is equal to the number 
of atoms contained in exactly 12 g of the carbon-12 isotope. This number is named 
after Amedeo Avogadro, who proposed the idea, but never determined the number. 
At least four different types of experiments have accurately determined the value of 
Avogadro’s number—the number of units in one mole. Avogadro’s number is known 
to eight significant figures, but three will be enough for most of your calcula-
tions—6.02  1023.
 The modern atomic weight scale is also based on C-12. Compared to C-12 atoms 
with a defined atomic mass of exactly 12, hydrogen atoms have a relative mass of 
1.008. Therefore, one mole of hydrogen atoms has a mass of 1.008 g. One mole of 
oxygen atoms equals 15.9994 g—also called the molar mass of oxygen. The total 
mass of one mole of a compound is found by adding the atomic weights of all of the 
atoms in the formula and expressing the sum in units of grams.

Practice Problems*
Find the molar mass (in units of g/mol) for each of the following:
 1.  Acetic acid, CH3COOH

 2.  Formaldehyde, HCHO

 3.  Glucose, C6H12O6

 4.  2-Dodecanol, CH3(CH2)9CH(OH)CH3

*Answers to odd-numbered problems can be found on page ANS-1.

D-1 D

Sample Problem: Calculate the mass of one mole of water. 

2 mol H  
1.008 g H
 1 mol H   2.016 g H

1 mol O  
16.00 g H
1 mol O   16.00 g O

molar mass of water  2.016 g  16.00 g  18.02 g
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*Answers to odd-numbered problems can be found on page ANS-1.

D-2 APPENDIX

Sample Problem 1: What mass (in grams) of water contains 0.25 mol H2O?

   The mass of one mole of water (18.02 g) is found as illustrated  
earlier. Two factors can be written, based on that relationship:

1 mol H2O
18.02 g H2O

  and  
18.02 g H2O
1 mol H2O

   The second conversion factor is chosen so that each unit to be con-
verted is divided by itself and thus cancelled. Units for the answer  
are g H2O, as expected.

0.25 mol H2O  
18.02 g H2O
1 mol H2O

  4.5 g H2O

Sample Problem 1: Calculate the molar mass of sucrose, C12H22O11

12 mol C (12.01 g/mol)   144.1 g
22 mol H (1.008 g/mol)   22.18 g
11 mol O (16.00 g/mol)   176.0 g
Molar mass of C12H22O11   342.3 g

Sample Problem 2: How many moles of water molecules are present 
in a 1.00-kg sample of water? 

1.00 kg H2O  
1000 g H2O
1 kg H2O

  
1 mol H2O

18.02 g H2O
  55.5 mol H2O

Gram–Mole Conversions
Conversions between grams and moles can be readily accomplished by using the 
technique of dimensional analysis (see Appendix B).

Practice Problems*
 5.  Acetic acid, CH3COOH, and salicylic acid, C7H6O3, can be chemically  

combined to form aspirin. If a chemist uses 5.00 g salicylic acid and 10.53 g  
acetic acid, how many moles of each compound are involved?

 6.  Calcium chloride hexahydrate, CaCl2  6 H2O, can be sprinkled on sidewalks 
to melt ice and snow. How many moles of that compound are in a 5.0-kg 
sack of that substance?

A Quantitative Understanding of Chemical Formulas

Calculating percent composition from a formula
The percent by mass of each component found in a sample of material is called its 
percent composition. To find the percent of an element in a particular compound, 
first calculate the molar mass of the compound. Then find the total mass of the ele-
ment contained in one mole of the compound. Then divide the mass of the element 
by the molar mass of the compound and multiply the result by 100%.

D
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*Answers to odd-numbered problems can be found on page ANS-1.

Sample Problem 2: Find the mass percent of each element in 
sucrose (rounded to significant figures). 

% C  
mass C

mass C12H22O11
  100%  

141.1 g C
342.3 g C12H22O11

  100%  42.10% C 

% H  
mass H

mass C12H22O11
  100%  

22.18 g H
342.3 g C12H22O11

  100%  6.48% H

% O  
mass O

mass C12H22O11
  100%  

176.0 g O
342.3 g C12H22O11

  100%  51.42% O

Sample Problem 1: A hydrocarbon consists of 85.7% carbon and 
14.3% hydrogen by mass. What is its empirical formula?

Step 1.  Assume 100 g of compound—thus 85.7 g are carbon and 
14.3 g are hydrogen.

Step 2.  Use dimensional analysis to find the total moles of each 
element in the compound.

85.7 g C  
1 mol C

12.01 g C  7.14 mol C

14.3 g H  
1 mol H

1.008 g H  14.2 mol H

Step 3.  Determine the smallest whole-number ratio of moles of  
elements by dividing all mole values by the smallest value.

7.14 mol C
7.14   1 mol C

 
14.2 mol H

7.14   1.99 mol H

  The ratio of moles C to moles H  1:2, so the empirical 
formula for the compound must be CH2.

Practice Problems*
 7.  Barium sulfate, BaSO4, is commonly used to detect gastrointestinal tract 

abnormalities; it is administered as a water suspension by mouth prior to 
X-ray imaging. Find the mass percent of each element in barium sulfate.

 8.  Sodium acetate is a common component in commercial thermal packs.  
Find the mass percent of each element in sodium acetate, NaCH3COO.

Deriving formulas from percent composition data
An empirical formula gives the relative numbers of each element in a substance, using 
the smallest whole numbers for subscripts. The empirical formula of a compound can 
be calculated from percent composition data. A formula requires the relative numbers 
of moles of each element, so percent values must be converted to grams and grams to 
moles. It is easiest to assume 100 g of compound. Then each percent value is equal to 
the total grams of that element.

D APPENDIX D-3 
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*Answers to odd-numbered problems can be found on page ANS-1.

Sample Problem 2: The percent composition of one of the oxides of 
nitrogen is 74.07% oxygen and 25.93% nitrogen. What is the empirical 
formula of that compound?

Step 1.  100 g of compound consists of 74.07 g oxygen and 25.93 g 
nitrogen.

Step 2.  25.93 g N  
1 mol N

14.01 g N  1.851 mol N

 74.07 g O  
1 mol O

16.00 g O  4.629 mol O

Step 3.  
1.851 mol N

1.851   1 mol N

 
 
4.629 mol O

1.851   2.50 mol O

Step 4.  This ratio (1:2.5) does not consist entirely of whole num-
bers. Thus all the numbers in the ratio must be multiplied 
by a number that converts the decimal to a whole number. 
In this case the number is 2, and the empirical formula 
becomes N2O5.

Practice Problems*
 9.  The percent composition by mass of an industrially important substance is 

2.04% H, 32.72% S, and 65.24% O. What is the formula of this compound?

 10.  Determine the empirical formula of a compound that contains (by mass) 
38.71% C, 9.71% H, and 51.58% O.

Mass Relationships in Chemical Reactions
Since the total number of atoms is conserved in a chemical reaction, their masses 
must also be conserved, as expected from the law of conservation of mass. In  
the equation for the formation of water from the elements hydrogen and oxygen,  
2H2(g)  O2(g) ∫B 2H2O(l), 2 molecules of hydrogen gas and 1 molecule of  
oxygen gas combine to form 2 molecules of water. One could also interpret the equation 
this way: 2 mol hydrogen gas react with 1 mol oxygen gas to form 2 mol water. Using 
the molar mass of each substance, the mass relationships in the table below can be 
determined. The ratio of moles of hydrogen gas to moles of oxygen gas in forming water 
will be 2:1. If 10 mol hydrogen gas are available, 5 mol oxygen gas are required.

2 H2(g)  O2(g) ∫B 2 H2O(l)

2 molecules 1 molecule 2 molecules
2 mol 1 mol 2 mol
2 mol  (2.02 g/mol) 1 mol  (32.00 g/mol) 2 mol  (18.02 g/mol)
4.04 g 32.00 g 36.04 g

Solving problems involving the masses of products and/or reactants is conveniently 
accomplished by dimensional analysis. And remember, all numerical problems 
involving chemical reactions involve a correctly balanced equation.

D-4 APPENDIX D
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Sample Problem: Find the mass of water formed when 10.0 g 
hydrogen gas completely reacts with oxygen gas.

2 H2(g)  O2(g) ∫B 2 H2O(l)

Step 1.  Find the moles of hydrogen gas represented by 10.0 g, 
using the molar mass of H2.

10.0 g H2  
1 mol H2

2.02 g H2
  4.95 mol H2

Step 2.  Find the total moles of H2O produced by 4.95 mol H2. 
From the balanced equation, you know that for every  
2 mol H2, 2 mol H2O are produced.

4.95 mol H2  
2 mol H2O
2 mol H2

  4.95 mol H2O

Step 3.  Find the mass of H2O that contains 4.95 mol H2O by 
using the molar mass of water.

4.95 mol H2O  
18.02 g H2O
1 mol H2O

  89.2 g H2O

Most chemistry students find it is more convenient to set up all three 
steps in one extended calculation. Assure yourself that all units divide 
and cancel except for grams of water (g H2O)—an appropriate way to 
express the answer sought in the problem.

10.0 g H2  
1 mol H2

2.02 g H2
  

2 mol H2O
2 mol H2

  
18.02 g H2O
1 mol H2O

  89.2 g H2O

 Molar mass Coefficients Molar mass 
 of H2 in equation of H2O

Practice Problems*
 11.  Find the mass of copper(II) oxide formed if 2.0 g copper metal completely 

reacts with oxygen gas.

2 Cu(s)  O2(g) ∫B 2 CuO(s)

 12.  What mass of water is produced when 25.0 g methane gas reacts completely 
with oxygen gas?

CH4(g)  2 O2(g) ∫B 2 H2O(g)  CO2(g)

D-5 APPENDIX

*Answers to odd-numbered problems can be found on page ANS-1.
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Answers to Practice Problems

Appendix B

 1. a. 3.69  105

   b. 4.52  102

   c. 4.52  106

   d. 3.65  105

 2. a. 2.0  103

   b. 1.3  101

   c. 5.02  1022

   d. 4.3  1017

 3. 4741 km

 4. 632 g

 5. a. 3
  b. 4
  c. 4
  d. 2
  e. 3

 6. a. 48.8 g
  b. 38.5 mL
  c. 0.48 km2

  d. 285

Appendix D

 1. 60.05 g/mol

 2. 30.03 g/mol

 3. 180.16 g/mol

 4. 186.33 g/mol

 5. 0.1754 mol acetic acid, 0.0362 mol salicylic acid

 6. 23 mol CaCl2  6 H2O

 7. 58.54% Ba, 13.74% S, 27.42% O

 8. 28.02% Na, 29.28% C, 3.686% H, 39.01% O

 9. H2SO4

 10. CH3O

 11. 2.5 g CuO

 12. 56.2 g H2O

The black, odd answers appear in the Student Edition text.

The blue even answers appear only in the Teacher’s Edition text.

ANSWERSANS-1 
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GLOSSARY G-1 

A
absolute zero
the lowest temperature theoretically obtainable, which 
is –273 °C or 0 K (zero kelvin)

absorbance
a measure of the amount of light that is absorbed by a 
particular substance/solution

accuracy
extent to which a measurement represents its 
corresponding actual values

acid precipitation
see acid rain

acid rain
fog, sleet, snow, or rain with a pH lower than about 5.6 
due to dissolved gases such as SO2, SO3, and NO2

acidic solution
an aqueous solution with a pH less than 7; it turns 
litmus from blue to red

acid
ion or compound that produces hydrogen ions, H+ (or 
hydronium ions, H3O

+), when dissolved in water

activation energy
the minimum energy required for the successful 
collision of reactant particles in a chemical reaction

active site
the location on an enzyme where a substrate molecule 
becomes positioned for a reaction

activity series
the ranking of elements in order of chemical reactivity

addition polymer
a polymer formed by repeated addition reactions at 
double or triple bonds within monomer units

addition reaction
a reaction at the double or triple bond within an organic 
molecule

adhesive force
force that causes molecules of different substances to be 
attracted to one another

adsorb
to take up or hold molecules or particles to the surface 
of a material

alcohol
a nonaromatic organic compound containing one or 
more —OH groups

alkali metal family 
the group of elements consisting of lithium, sodium, 
potassium, rubidium, cesium, and francium

alkaline
a basic solution containing an excess of hydroxide ions 
(OH–)

alkane
a hydrocarbon containing only single covalent bonds

alkene
a hydrocarbon containing one or more double covalent 
bonds

alkyne
a hydrocarbon containing one or more triple covalent 
bonds

alloy
a solid solution consisting of atoms of two or more metals

alpha particle ()
high-speed, positively charged particle emitted during 
the decay of some radioactive elements; consists of a 
helium nucleus, 4

2He2+

amino acid
an organic molecule containing a carboxylic acid group 
and an amine group; serves as a protein building block

anion
a negatively charged ion

anode
an electrode in an electrochemical cell at which 
oxidation occurs

aqueous solution
a solution in which water is the solvent

aquifer
a structure of porous rock, sand, or gravel that holds 
water beneath Earth’s surface

area
the total space that makes up the surface of an object

aromatic compound
a ring-like compound, such as benzene, that can be 
represented as having alternating double and single 
bonds between carbon atoms

arterial plaque
build-up in blood vessel walls that results from fatty 
material

atherosclerosis
condition commonly known as “hardening of the arteries”

Glossary
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G-2 GLOSSARY

atmosphere
(a) a unit of gas pressure (atm); (b) the gaseous envelope 
surrounding Earth and composed of four layers: 
troposphere, stratosphere, mesosphere, and 
thermosphere

atom
the smallest particle possessing the properties of an 
element

atomic number
the number of protons in an atom; this value 
distinguishes atoms of different elements

Avogadro’s law
equal volumes of all gases, measured at the same 
temperature and pressure, contain the same number of 
gas molecules

B
background radiation
the relatively constant level of natural radioactivity that 
is always present

balanced
in a chemical equation, when the total number of each 
type of atom is the same for both the reactants and 
products

balanced chemical equation
see chemical equation

ball-and-stick model
molecular model where each ball represents an atom, 
and each stick represents a pair of shared electrons  
(a single covalent bond) connecting two atoms

base
ion or compound that produces OH– ions when 
dissolved in water

base unit
an SI unit that expresses a fundamental physical 
quantity (such as temperature, length, or mass)

basic solution
an aqueous solution with a pH greater than 7; it turns 
litmus from red to blue

battery
a device composed of one or more connected voltaic 
cells that supplies electrical current

beta decay
the radioactive decay of a nucleus accompanied by the 
emission of a beta particle

beta particle ()
negatively charged particle emitted during the decay  
of some radioactive elements; high-speed electron

bias
a tendency to a particular belief or perspective 

biodiesel
an alternative fuel or fuel additive for diesel engines 
made from various materials such as new or recycled 
vegetable oils and animal fats

biomolecule
large organic molecule found in living systems

blank
a solution or substance known not to contain any ions or 
molecules of interest

bottoms
components from petroleum found in the lower trays of 
a fractionating tower after distillation

Boyle’s law
the pressure and volume of a gas sample at constant 
temperature are inversely proportional; PV  k

branched-chain alkane
an alkane in which at least one carbon atom is bonded to 
three or four other carbon atoms

branched polymer
a polymer formed by reactions that create numerous side 
chains rather than linear chains

brittle
a property of a material that causes it to shatter under 
pressure

buffer
a substance or combination of dissolved substances 
capable of resisting changes in pH when limited 
quantities of either acid or base are added

C
calibration curve
a graph constructed from data collected on solutions of 
known concentration

Calorie (Cal)
a unit of energy; thermal energy required to raise the 
temperature of one kilogram of water by one degree 
Celsius; commonly used to express quantity of food 
energy; informally called food calorie; 1 Cal  1 000 cal; 
1 kJ  4.184 Cal

calorimeter
measuring device to determine energy released from the 
burning of a substance or other chemical reactions

calorimetry
procedure to determine the energy released during the 
combustion of several types of fuel or from other 
chemical reactions

carbohydrate
substance such as sugar or starch that is composed of 
carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen atoms; a main source of 
energy in foods
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GLOSSARY G-3 

carbon chain
carbon atoms chemically linked to one another, forming 
a chainlike molecular structure

carbon cycle
the movement of carbon atoms within Earth’s 
ecosystems, from carbon storage as plant and animal 
matter, through release as carbon dioxide due to cellular 
respiration, combustion, and decay, to reacquisition by 
plants

carbon footprint
the quantity of greenhouse gases emitted based upon 
individual activities; measured in kilograms of carbon 
dioxide (CO2)

carboxylic acid
an organic compound containing the —COOH group

carcinogen
substance known to cause cancer

catalyst
a substance that speeds up a chemical reaction but is 
itself unchanged

catalytic convertor
the reaction chamber in an auto exhaust system 
designed to accelerate the conversion of potentially 
harmful exhaust gases to nitrogen gas, carbon dioxide, 
and water vapor

cathode
an electrode in an electrochemical cell at which 
reduction occurs

cathode ray
a beam of electrons emitted from a cathode when 
electricity is passed through an evacuated tube

cation
a positively charged ion

cellular respiration
the process that is used by organisms to convert 
complex organic molecules into carbon dioxide and 
water molecules, with an overall release of energy   

chain reaction
in nuclear fission, a reaction that is sustained because it 
produces enough neutrons to collide with and split 
additional fissionable nuclei

Charles’ law
the volume of a gas sample at constant pressure is 
directly proportional to its kelvin temperature; V  kT

chemical bond
the attractive force that holds atoms or ions together; see 
also covalent bonds; ionic bonds

chemical change
an interaction of matter that results in the formation of 
one or more new substances

chemical energy
a form of potential energy stored in chemical 
compounds

chemical equation
a symbolic expression summarizing a chemical 
reaction, such as 2 H2(g)  O2(g) ∫B 2 H2O(g)

chemical formula
a symbolic expression representing the elements 
contained in a substance, together with subscripts that 
indicate the relative numbers of atoms of each element, 
such as H2O

chemical kinetics
study of the rate of chemical reactions 

chemical properties
properties only observed or measured by changing the 
chemical identity of a sample of matter

chemical reaction
the process of forming new substances from reactants 
that involves the breaking and forming of chemical 
bonds

chemical symbol
an abbreviation of an element’s name, such as N for 
nitrogen or Fe for iron

cis-trans isomerism
isomers based on arrangement about a double bond in  
a molecule

claim
one- or two-sentence statement summarizing an 
important result of an investigation

climate
the average or prevailing weather conditions in a region

cloud chamber
a container filled with supersaturated air that, when 
cooled and exposed to ionizing radiation, produces 
visible trails of condensation, tracing paths taken by 
radioactive emissions

coefficient
a number in a chemical equation that indicates the 
relative number of units of a reactant or product 
involved in the reaction

coenzyme 
an organic molecule that interacts with an enzyme to 
facilitate or enhance its activity

cohesive force
attractive force between molecules in a substance,  
especially in a liquid

collision theory
for a reaction to occur, reactant molecules must collide 
in proper orientation with sufficient kinetic energy
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G-4 GLOSSARY

colloid
a mixture containing solid particles small enough to 
remain suspended and not settle out

colorimetry
a chemical analysis method that uses color intensity to 
determine solution concentration

combustion
a chemical reaction with oxygen gas that produces heat 
and light; burning

complementary proteins
multiple protein sources that provide adequate amounts 
of all essential amino acids when consumed together

complete protein
a protein source for humans containing adequate 
amounts of all essential amino acids

complex ion
a single central atom or ion, usually a metal ion, to 
which other atoms, molecules, or ions are attached

compound
a substance composed of two or more elements bonded 
together in fixed proportions; a compound cannot be 
broken down into simpler substances by physical means

compressed natural gas (CNG)
natural gas condensed under high pressure (160–240 atm) 
and stored in metal cylinders; CNG can serve as a 
substitute for gasoline or diesel fuel

concentration
see solution concentration

condensation
converting a substance from a gaseous state to a liquid 
state

condensation polymer
a polymer formed by repeated condensation reactions of 
one or more monomers

condensation reaction
the chemical combination of two organic molecules, 
accompanied by the loss of water or other small molecules

condensed formula
a chemical formula that provides additional information 
about bonding; for example, the condensed formula for 
propane, C3H8, is CH3—CH2—CH3 or CH3CH2CH3

conductor
a material that allows electricity (or thermal energy) to 
flow through it

confirming test
a laboratory test giving a positive result if a particular 
chemical species is present

control
in an experiment, a trial that duplicates all conditions 
except for the variable under investigation

covalent bond
a linkage between two atoms involving the sharing of 
one pair (single bond), two pairs (double bond), or three 
pairs (triple bond) of electrons

cracking
the process in which hydrocarbon molecules from 
petroleum are converted to smaller molecules, using 
thermal energy and a catalyst

criteria pollutant
an Environmental Protection Agency classification for a 
pollutant commonly found throughout the United States 
and detrimental to human health or the environment, 
such as carbon monoxide (CO), sulfur oxides (SOx), 
nitrogen oxides (NOx), ozone (O3), lead (Pb), and 
particulate matter (PM)

critical mass
the minimum mass of fissionable material needed to 
sustain a nuclear chain reaction

cross-linking
polymer chains interconnected by chemical bonds; 
causes polymer rigidity

crude oil
unrefined liquid petroleum as it is pumped from the 
ground by oil wells

crystal
A solid 3-D network with a regular arrangement of 
anions and cations 

currency
circulating money, includes both coins and bills 
(banknotes) 

cycloalkane
a saturated hydrocarbon containing carbon atoms joined 
in a ring

cyclotron
accelerator used by scientists to conduct nuclear 
reactions, particularly bombardment reactions to 
produce new elements

D
data
objective pieces of information, such as information 
gathered in a laboratory investigation

decay series
the decay of a particular radioisotope, which yields a 
different radioisotope that, in turn, decays; this 
sequential decay process may continue through several 
more radioisotopes until a stable nucleus is produced

density
the mass per unit volume of a given material that is 
often expressed as g/cm3
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GLOSSARY G-5 

dependent variable
measured or observed variable in an experiment that is 
used to draw conclusions about effects of changes to the 
independent variable

deposit
naturally occurring collection of ores in the lithosphere 

derived unit
an SI unit formed by mathematically combining two or 
more base units

diagnostic
a test that helps doctors understand what is happening 
inside the body

diatomic molecule
a molecule made up of two atoms, such as chlorine gas, 
Cl2, or carbon monoxide, CO

dilution
process of making a solution less concentrated by adding 
solvent

dimer
a molecule composed of two monomers

dipeptide
a molecule consisting of two amino acids bonded 
together

direct water use
water consumed by an end user

disaccharide
a sugar molecule (such as sucrose) composed of two 
monosaccharide units bonded through a condensation 
reaction

distillate
the condensed products of distillation

distillation
a process that separates liquid substances based on 
differences in their boiling points; see also fractional 
distillation

dose
quantity of ionizing radiation that people are exposed to 
over time

dot structure
see electron-dot structure

double covalent bond
a bond in which four electrons are shared between two 
adjacent atoms

drinking-water treatment
pre-use purification of water that occurs at a filtration 
and treatment plant

dry cell
battery in which the electrolyte is in paste form, rather 
than liquid

ductile (ductility)
a property of a material that permits it to be stretched 
into a wire without breaking

dynamic equilibrium
see equilibrium

E
elastic collision
molecular collision in which there is no gain or loss in 
total kinetic energy

electric current
the flow of electrons, as through a wire connecting 
electrodes in a voltaic cell

electrical potential
the tendency for electrical charge to move through an 
electrochemical cell (based on an element’s relative 
tendency to lose electrons when in contact with a 
solution of its ions); it is measured in volts (V)

electrochemistry
the study of chemical changes that produce or are 
caused by electrical energy

electrode
a strip of metal or other conductor serving as a contact 
between an ionic solution and the external circuit in an 
electrochemical cell

electrolysis
the process in which a chemical reaction is caused by 
passing an electrical current through an ionic solution

electromagnetic radiation
radiation ranging from low-energy radio waves to high-
energy X-rays and gamma rays; includes visible light

electromagnetic spectrum
comprising the full range of electromagnetic radiation 
frequencies; see also electromagnetic radiation

electron
a particle possessing a negative electrical charge; 
electrons surround the nuclei of atoms

electron-dot formula
see Lewis dot structure

electron-dot structure
a structure of a substance or ion in which dots represent 
the valence electrons in each atom

electronegativity
an expression of the tendency of an atom to attract 
shared electrons within a chemical bond

electroplating
the deposition of a thin layer of metal on a surface by an 
electrical process involving oxidation–reduction 
reactions
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G-6 GLOSSARY

elements
the fundamental chemical substances from which all 
other substances are made

endothermic
a process that requires the addition of energy

endpoint
point where a titration is stopped, usually because an 
appropriate indicator just changes color

energy efficiency
the use of smaller quantities of energy to achieve the 
same effect

enzyme
biological catalyst

equilibrium
the point in a reversible reaction where the rate of 
products forming from reactants is equal to the rate of 
reactants forming from products; also called dynamic 
equilibrium

essential amino acid
amino acid not synthesized in adequate quantities by 
the human body and that must be obtained from protein 
in the diet

ester
an organic compound containing the —COOR group, 
where R represents any stable arrangement of bonded 
carbon and hydrogen atoms

evidence
qualitative observations or quantitative data; 
experimental support for claims; should be used to 
answer the questions, “How do I know what I know?” 
and “Why am I making this claim?”; it should be used in 
presentable format along with an explanation

exothermic
a process that involves the release of energy

experimental design
relying on making measurements on one variable while 
changing another variable for investigations

extrapolation
the process of estimating a value beyond a known range 
of data points

F
family (periodic table)
see group

fat
energy-storage molecule composed of carbon, hydrogen, 
and oxygen 

fatty acid
organic compound made up of long hydrocarbon chains 
with carboxylic acid groups at one end

filtrate
the liquid collected after filtration

filtration
the process of separating solid particles from a liquid  
by passing the mixture through a material that retains 
the solid particles

fixed
the process in which nitrogen is combined with other 
elements to produce nitrogen-containing compounds 
that plants can use chemically

fluorescence
the emission of visible light when exposed to radiant 
energy (usually ultraviolet radiation)

food additive
a substance added during food processing that is 
intended to increase nutritive value or enhance storage 
life, visual appeal, or ease of production

food group
one of several categories for foods that humans eat, 
typically grains, vegetables, fruits, milk, meats,  
and beans

force
a push or pull exerted on an object; expressed by the 
newton (N), an SI unit

formula unit
a group of atoms or ions represented by a compound’s 
chemical formula; simplest unit of an ionic compound

fossil fuel
a fuel (such as coal, petroleum, or natural gas) believed 
to be formed from plant or animal remains that were 
buried under Earth’s surface for millions of years

fraction
(a) a mixture of petroleum-based substances with 
similar boiling points and other properties; (b) one of 
the substances collected during distillation

fractional distillation
a process of separating a mixture into its components  
by boiling and condensing the components; see also 
distillation

frequency ()
the number of waves that pass a given point each 
second; in other words, the rate of oscillation; for 
electromagnetic radiation, the product of frequency  
and wavelength equals the speed of light
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GLOSSARY G-7 

fuel cell
a device for directly converting chemical energy into 
electrical energy by chemically combining a fuel (such 
as hydrogen gas) with oxygen gas; does not involve 
combustion

functional group
an atom or a group of atoms that imparts characteristic 
properties to an organic compound

G
gamma ray ( )
high-energy electromagnetic radiation emitted during 
the decay of some radioactive elements

global warming
the observed and predicted increases in average global 
surface temperatures

glycogen
the carbohydrate by which animals store glucose

gray (Gy)
the unit expressing the quantity of ionizing radiation 
delivered to tissue; it equals one joule absorbed per 
kilogram of body tissue

Green Chemistry
the design of chemical products and processes that 
require fewer resources and less energy and that reduces 
or eliminates reliance on and generation of hazardous 
substances

greenhouse effect
the trapping and returning of infrared radiation to 
Earth’s surface by atmospheric substances such as water 
and carbon dioxide

greenhouse gas
atmospheric substance that absorbs infrared radiation, 
such as CO2, N2O, and CH4

groundwater
water from an aquifer or other underground source

group (periodic table)
a vertical column of elements in the periodic table; also 
called a family; group members share similar properties

H
Haber–Bosch process
the industrial synthesis of ammonia from hydrogen and 
nitrogen gases, which involves high pressure and 
temperature accompanied by a suitable catalyst

half-cell
a metal (or other electrode material) in contact with a 
solution of ions to form one half of a voltaic cell

half-life
the time for a radioactive substance to lose half of its 
radioactivity from decay; at the end of one half-life, 50% 
of the original radioisotope remains

half-reaction
a chemical equation explicitly showing either a loss of 
electrons (oxidation) or a gain of electrons (reduction); any 
oxidation–reduction reaction can be expressed as the sum 
of two half-reactions

halogen
see halogen family

halogen family
the group of elements consisting of fluorine, chlorine, 
bromine, iodine, and astatine

hazardous air pollutant
substance in air that is known or suspected to cause 
cancer or other serious health effects or adverse 
environmental effects; air toxic

heat
see thermal energy

heat of combustion
the quantity of thermal energy released when a specific 
quantity of a material burns

heterogeneous mixture
a mixture that is not uniform throughout

high-level radioactive waste
(a) products of nuclear fission, such as those generated 
in a nuclear reactor; (b) transuranics, products formed 
when the original uranium-235 fuel absorbs neutrons

histogram
a graph indicating the frequency or number of instances 
of particular values (or value ranges) within a set of 
related data

homogeneous mixture
a mixture that is uniform throughout; a solution is a 
homogeneous mixture

hybrid vehicle
a vehicle that combines two or more power sources; the 
combination of gasoline and electric power is the most 
common design

hydrocarbon
a molecular compound composed only of carbon and 
hydrogen atoms

hydrogen bond
strong intermolecular force in compounds in which a 
hydrogen atom is bonded directly to an atom of oxygen, 
nitrogen, or fluorine
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G-8 GLOSSARY

hydrogenation
a chemical reaction that adds hydrogen atoms to an 
organic molecule

hydrologic cycle
see water cycle

hydronium ion
in aqueous solutions, the ion formed when the hydrogen 
ion released by the acid is bonded to water, commonly 
represented as H3O

+(aq)

hydrosphere
all parts of Earth where water is found, including 
oceans, clouds, ice caps, glaciers, lakes, rivers, and 
underground water supplies

I
ideal gas
a gas that behaves under all conditions as described by 
the kinetic molecular theory or by the ideal gas law

ideal gas law
a mathematical relationship that describes the 
behavior of an ideal gas sample, PV  nRT, where  
P  gas pressure; V  gas volume; n  moles of gas;  
R  gas constant, 0.0821 L • atm/(mol • K); and  
T  kelvin temperature

independent variable
variable that is manipulated by the investigator during 
an experiment

indirect water use
water consumed in the preparation, production, or 
delivery of goods and services

inference
a conclusion based on analysis of data and observations 

infrared (IR)
electromagnetic radiation just beyond the red (low-
energy) end of the visible spectrum

intermolecular force
force of attraction among molecules

International System of Units (SI)
the modernized metric system

ion
electrically charged atom or group of atoms; negative 
ions are called anions, and positive ions are called 
cations

ionic compound
a substance composed of positive and negative ions

ionize
to convert to ions

ionizing radiation
nuclear radiation and high-energy electromagnetic 
radiation with sufficient energy to produce ions by 
ejecting electrons from atoms and molecules

isomer
a molecule that has the same formula as another 
molecule and differs from it only by the arrangement of 
atoms or bonds

isomerization
a chemical change involving the rearrangement of atoms 
or bonds within a molecule without changing its 
molecular formula

isotope
atom of the same element with differing numbers of 
neutrons

K
kelvin temperature scale (K)
the absolute temperature scale, where zero kelvins (0 K) 
represents the theoretical lowest possible temperature;  
0 °C  273 K

kinetic energy
energy associated with the motion of an object

kinetic molecular theory (KMT)
observed gas behavior and gas laws explained by rapidly 
moving particles (gas molecules) that are relatively far 
apart and change direction only through collisions with 
each other or the container walls

kinetics
see chemical kinetics

L
law of conservation of energy
energy can change form but cannot be created or 
destroyed in any chemical reaction or physical change

law of conservation of matter
matter is neither created nor destroyed in any chemical 
reaction or physical change

Le Châtelier’s principle
the predicted shift in the equilibrium position that 
partially counteracts the imposed change in conditions

Lewis dot structure
the representation of atoms, ions, and molecules where 
valence-electron dots surround each atom’s symbol; it is 
useful for indicating covalent bonding; also called 
electron-dot structure

Lewis structure
see Lewis dot structure
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life cycle
the sequence of steps that a material or product 
undergoes from raw materials to product to final 
disposal 

limiting reactant
a starting substance that is used up first in a chemical 
reaction; sometimes called the limiting reagent

liquefied petroleum gas (LPG)
petroleum-based gaseous substance fuel, propane (C3H8)

lithosphere
the solid outer layer of Earth, which also includes land 
areas under oceans and other bodies of water

low-level radioactive waste
nuclear laboratory protective clothing, diagnostic 
radioisotopes, and air filters from nuclear power plants

luster
the reflection of light from the surface of a material

M
macromineral
mineral essential to human life and occurring in 
relatively large quantities (at least 5 g) in the body; also 
called a major mineral

macroscopic
large enough to be seen by an unaided eye

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
a non-invasive computerized method of imaging soft 
human tissues by use of a powerful magnet and radio 
wave

major mineral
see macromineral

malleable
a property of a material that permits it to be flattened 
without shattering

mass number
the sum of the number of protons and neutrons in the 
nucleus of an atom of a particular isotope

material’s life cycle
several distinct stages, which include aquisition, 
manufacturing, use/reuse/maintenance, and recycle/
waste management

matter
anything that has mass and occupies space

mean
an expression of central tendency obtained by dividing 
the sum of a set of values by the number of values in the 
set; also known as the average value

median
within an ascending or descending set of values, the 
number that represents the middle value with an equal 
number of values above and below it

metabolism
complex series of interrelated chemical reactions that 
keep organisms alive

metal
a material possessing properties such as luster, ductility, 
conductivity, and malleability

metalloid
a material with properties intermediate between those 
of metals and nonmetals

metastable
nuclei in an energetically excited state; designated by 
the symbol m

meter (m)
the SI base unit of length

micromineral
mineral essential to human life and occurring in 
relatively small quantities (less than 5 g) in the body; 
also called a trace mineral

mineral
(a) a naturally occurring solid substance commonly 
removed from ores to obtain a particular element of 
interest or value; (b) an inorganic substance needed  
by the body to maintain good health

mixture
a combination of materials in which each material 
retains its separate identity

model
tool to understand and interpret natural phenomena that 
can be physical, mathematical, or conceptual and 
represent, explain, or predict observed behavior; models 
are particularly helpful in chemistry to account for 
molecular-level interactions

molar concentration (M)
see molarity

molar heat of combustion
the quantity of thermal energy released from burning 
one mole of a substance

molar mass
the mass (usually in grams) of one mole of a substance

molar volume
the volume occupied by one mole of a substance;  
at 0 °C and 1 atm, the molar volume of any gas  
is 22.4 L
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G-10 GLOSSARY

molarity (M)
the concentration determined by dividing the total 
moles of solute by the solution volume (expressed in 
liters); also known as molar concentration

mole (mol)
the SI unit for amount of a substance, equal to  
6.02  1023 units, where the unit may be any specified 
entity; it is the chemist’s “counting” unit

molecular formula
a chemical expression indicating the total atoms of each 
element contained in one molecule of a particular 
substance

molecule
the smallest particle of a substance retaining all the 
properties of that substance

monatomic ion
ion composed of only one atom, such as chloride (Cl–) 

monomer
a compound whose molecules can react to form the 
repeating units of a polymer

monosaccharide
a simple sugar (such as glucose or fructose) that cannot 
be hydrolyzed to produce other sugars

monounsaturated fat
a fat molecule containing one carbon–carbon double 
bond

mutagen
a material that causes mutations in DNA

mutation
changes in the structure of DNA that may result in 
production of altered protein material

N
negative oxidation state
the negative number assigned to an atom in a compound 
when that atom has greater control of bonding electrons 
than the control exerted by one or more atoms to which 
it is bonded

net ionic equation
equation written without the spectator ions, such as 
Ag+(aq) + Cl–(aq) ∫B AgCl(s)

neutral solution
a water solution in which  H+ (H3O

+) and OH– 
concentrations are equal (pH  7)

neutralization
combining an acid and a base in amounts that result in 
the elimination of all excess acid or base

neutron
a particle without electrical charge; found in the 
nucleus of an atom

newton (N)
the SI unit of force that is roughly equal to the force 
exerted by a mass of 100 g at Earth’s surface

nitrogen cycle
the movement of atmospheric nitrogen atoms through 
Earth’s ecosystems via collection by bacteria, conversion 
into ammonia or ammonium ions, conversion into 
nitrate ions, uptake by plants, passage through the food 
chain, release as ammonia or ammonium ions, and 
conversion back into atmospheric nitrogen

noble gas family
an unreactive element belonging to the last (right-most) 
group on the periodic table

nonconductor
a material that does not allow electrical current (or 
thermal energy) to flow through it

nonionizing radiation
electromagnetic radiation in the visible and lower-
energy regions of the electromagnetic spectrum with 
insufficient energy to form ions when it transfers energy 
to matter

nonmetal
a material possessing properties such as brittleness, lack 
of luster, and nonconductivity; nonmetals are often 
insulators

nonpolar molecule
a molecule that has an even distribution of electrical 
charge with no regions of partial positive and negative 
charge

nonrenewable resource
a resource in limited supply that cannot be replenished 
by natural processes over the time frame of human 
experience

nuclear fission
splitting an atom into two smaller nuclei

nuclear fusion
the combination of two nuclei to form a new, more 
massive nucleus
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nuclear power plant
a facility where thermal energy generated by the 
controlled fission of nuclear fuel drives a steam turbine, 
producing electrical power; in other words, a facility 
that converts nuclear energy into electricity

nuclear radiation
a form of ionizing radiation that results from changes in 
the nuclei of atoms

nucleus, atomic
the dense, positively charged central region of an atom 
that contains protons and neutrons

O
observation
data/information that you can collect with your senses; 
what you see, hear, feel, or smell

octane rating
a measure of the combustion quality of gasoline 
compared to the combustion quality of isooctane; the 
higher the number, the higher the octane rating; also 
called octane number

oil sands
source of petroleum that contains bitumen, a viscous, 
heavy crude oil

oil shale
sedimentary rock containing a material (kerogen) that 
can be converted to crude oil

ore
a rock or other solid material from which it is profitable 
to recover a mineral containing a metal or other useful 
substances

organic chemistry
a branch of chemistry dealing with hydrocarbons and 
their derivatives

oxidation
any process in which one or more electrons can be 
considered as lost by a chemical species

oxidation state
the apparent state of oxidation of an atom; also called 
oxidation number

oxidation–reduction (redox) reaction
a chemical reaction in which oxidation and reduction 
simultaneously occur

oxidized
see oxidation

oxidizing agent
a species that causes another atom, molecule, or ion to 
become oxidized; the oxidizing agent becomes reduced 
in this process

oxygenated fuel
a fuel with oxygen-containing additives, such as 
methanol, that increase the octane rating and reduce 
harmful emissions

P
paper chromatography
a method for separating substances that relies on 
solution components having different attractions to the 
solvent (mobile phase) and paper (stationary phase)

particulate level
the realm of unseen atoms, molecules, and ions in 
contrast to the observable macroscopic entities

particulate pollutant
microscopic particle that enters the air from either 
human activities or natural processes

pascal (Pa)
the SI pressure unit; equal to one newton of force 
applied per square meter, 1 Pa  1 N/m2

peptide bond
the chemical bond that links amino acids together in 
peptides and proteins

percent composition
the percent by mass of each component in a material; or, 
specifically, the percent by mass of each element within 
a compound

percent recovery
the proportion of sought material recovered in a process

period (periodic table)
a horizontal row of elements in the periodic table

periodic properties
chemical or physical properties that vary among 
elements according to trends that repeat as atomic 
number increases

periodic relationship
regular patterns among chemical and physical 
properties of elements arrayed on a periodic table

periodic table of the elements
an arrangement of elements in order of increasing atomic 
number, such that elements with similar properties are 
located in the same vertical column (group)
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petrochemical
any organic compound produced from petroleum or 
natural gas

pH scale
method used as a convenient way to measure and report 
acidic, basic, or chemically neutral character of a 
solution; pH is based on a solution’s hydrogen ion  
(H+ or H3O

+) molar concentration

photochemical smog
a potentially hazardous mixture of secondary pollutants 
formed by solar irradiation of certain primary pollutants 
in the presence of oxygen

photon
an energy bundle of electromagnetic radiation that 
travels at the speed of light

photosynthesis
the process by which green plants and some 
microorganisms use solar energy to convert water and 
carbon dioxide to carbohydrates (stored chemical 
energy)

physical change
a change in matter in which the identity of the material 
involved does not change

physical property
a property that can be observed or measured without 
changing the identity of the sample of matter

polar molecule
a molecule with regions of partial positive and negative 
charge resulting from the uneven distribution of 
electrical charge

pollutant
an undesirable contaminant that adversely affects the 
chemical, physical, or biological characteristics of the 
environment

polyatomic ion
an ion composed of two or more atoms, such as the 
ammonium cation, NH4

+, or acetate anion, C2H3O2
–

polymer
a molecule composed of very large numbers of identical 
repeating units

polysaccharide
a polymer composed of many monosaccharide units

polyunsaturated fat
a fat molecule containing two or more carbon–carbon 
double bonds

positive oxidation state
the positive number assigned to an atom in a compound 
when that atom has less control of its electrons than it 
has as a free element

positron
a positively charged subatomic particle with the same 
mass as an electron; the antimatter counterpart to the 
electron

positron emission tomography (PET)
a technique for examining metabolic activity in tissues 
(particularly in the brain) by measuring blood flow 
containing tracers that emit positrons

postulate
an accepted statement used as the basis for developing 
an argument or explanation; also called an axiom

potential energy
energy associated with position

precipitate
an insoluble solid substance that has separated from a 
solution

precision
describes how closely repeated measurements cluster 
around the same value

pressure
force applied per unit area; in SI, pressure is expressed 
in pascals (Pa)

primary air pollutant
a contaminant that directly enters the atmosphere; it is 
not initially formed by reactions of airborne substances

primary battery
battery designed for a single use and that cannot be 
recharged

product
a substance formed in a chemical reaction

protein
a major structural component of living tissue made from 
many linked amino acids

proton
a particle possessing a positive electrical charge that is 
found in the nuclei of all atoms; the total protons in an 
element’s atom equals its atomic number

Q
qualitative test
a chemical test indicating the presence or absence of an 
element, ion, or compound in a sample
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quantitative test
a chemical test indicating the amount or concentration 
of an element, ion, or compound in a sample

R
rad
a unit that expresses the quantity of ionizing radiation 
absorbed by tissue; 1 rad  0.01 Gy (Gray)

radiation
energy emitted in the form of electromagnetic waves or 
high-speed particles; refers to both ionizing radiation 
and nonionizing radiation

radioactive decay
a change in an atom’s nucleus due to the spontaneous 
emission of alpha, beta, or gamma radiation

radioactivity
the spontaneous emission of nuclear radiation

radioisotope
radioactive isotope 

range
the difference between the highest and lowest values in 
a data set

reactant
a starting material in a chemical reaction

reaction rate
an expression of how fast a particular chemical change 
occurs

redox reaction
see oxidation–reduction reaction

reduced
see reduction

reducing agent
a species that causes another atom, molecule, or ion to 
become reduced; the reducing agent, in turn, becomes 
oxidized in this process

reduction
any process in which one or more electrons can be 
considered as gained by a chemical species

reference solution
a solution of known composition used as a comparison 
in chemical tests

refined
removal of impurities from a desired material 

rem
a unit that expresses the ability of radiation to cause 
ionization in human tissue; 1 rem  0.01 Sv (sievert)

renewable resource
a resource that can be replenished by natural processes 
over the time frame of human experience

reversible reaction
a chemical reaction in which products form reactants at 
the same time that reactants form products

S
salt bridge
a connection that allows a voltaic cell’s two half-cells to 
be in electrical contact without mixing; specifically, a 
tube containing an electrolyte (such as potassium 
chloride solution) that completes the internal circuit of a 
voltaic cell

saturated fat
a fat molecule containing only single carbon–carbon 
bonds within its fatty acid components

saturated hydrocarbon
a hydrocarbon consisting of molecules in which each 
carbon atom is bonded to four other atoms

saturated solution
a solution in which the solvent has dissolved as much 
solute as it can retain stably at a specified temperature

scientific model 
a representation of either a part of the natural world or 
of a scientific theory

scientific question
question that provides a framework for gathering and 
analyzing data that will ultimately result in being able 
to describe, explain, or predict natural phenomena

scientific theory
a coherent set of ideas that explains many related 
observations or events in the natural world  and offer 
“how”-type explanations of phenomena in the natural 
world

scintillation counter
a detector of ionizing radiation that measures light 
emitted by atoms that have been excited by ionizing 
radiation

secondary air pollutant
a contaminant generated in the atmosphere by chemical 
reactions between primary air pollutants and natural 
components of air

shell (electron)
energy level surrounding an atom’s nucleus within 
which one or more electrons reside; outer-shell electrons 
are commonly called valence electrons
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sievert (Sv)
an SI unit that expresses the dose equivalent of absorbed 
radiation that causes the same biological effects as one 
gray of gamma rays

single covalent bond
a bond in which two electrons are shared by the two 
bonded atoms

smog
the potentially hazardous combination of smoke and 
fog; see also photochemical smog

solid-state detector
a device used to monitor changes in the movement of 
electrons through semiconductors as they are exposed 
to ionizing radiation

solubility
the quantity of a substance that will dissolve in a given 
quantity of solvent to form a saturated solution at a 
particular temperature

solubility curve
a graph indicating the solubility of a particular solute at 
different temperatures

solubility rules
trends that have been identified within known data that 
make it easier to identify a precipitate 

solute
the dissolved species in a solution; the solute is usually 
the smaller component of a solution

solution
a homogeneous mixture of two or more substances

solution concentration
the quantity of solute dissolved in a specific quantity of 
solvent or solution

solvent
the dissolving agent in a solution; the solvent is usually 
the larger component in a solution

space-filling model
model that depicts atoms in contact with each other

species 
a general name used in chemistry for atoms, molecules, 
ions, free radicals, or other well-defined entities

specific heat capacity
the quantity of thermal energy needed to raise the 
temperature of 1 g of a material by 1 °C; the expression 
commonly has units of J/(g °C)

spectator ion
ion that does not participate in the reaction

spontaneous
reactions occurring without any input of additional 
stimuli; the overall energy of products is lower than the 
overall energy of reactants

standard solution
a solution of known concentration

standard temperature and pressure (STP)
conditions of 0 °C and 1 atm

stoichiometry
the relationships by which quantities of substances 
involved in a chemical reaction are linked and 
calculated

straight-chain alkane
an alkane consisting of molecules in which each carbon 
atom is linked to no more than two other carbon atoms

strong acid
an acid that fully ionizes in solution to liberate H+ 
(H3O

+); no molecular form of the acid remains

strong base
a base that fully liberates OH– in solution

strong force
the force that holds protons and neutrons together in an 
atom’s nucleus

structural formula
a chemical formula showing the arrangement of atoms 
and covalent bonds in a molecule, in which each 
electron pair in a covalent bond is represented by  
a line between the symbols of two atoms

structural isomers
substances involving rearrangement of atoms or bonds 
within a molecule but sharing a common molecular 
formula

subatomic particle
particle smaller than an atom; commonly regarded as 
electrons, protons, neutrons

subscript
the number printed below the line of type indicating  
the total atoms of a given element in a chemical formula; 
in H2O, for example, the subscript 2 specifies the total  
H atoms

substance
an element or a compound; that is, a material with a 
uniform, definite composition and distinct properties

substituted hydrocarbon
carbon-backbone hydrocarbon with other elements 
substituted for one or more hydrogen atoms

substrate
a molecule that interacts with an enzyme and undergoes 
a reaction

superconductivity
the ability of a material to conduct an electrical current 
with zero electrical resistance; with present technology, 
operating superconductors must be extremely cold
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surface water
water found on Earth’s surface, such as oceans, rivers, 
and lakes

suspension
a mixture containing large, dispersed solid particles 
that can settle out or be separated by filtration

sustainability
present-day activities that preserve the ability of future 
generations to thrive and meet their resource needs on a 
habitable Earth

synergistic interaction
an interaction where the combined effect of several 
factors is greater than the sum of their separate effects

T
temperature inversion
an atmospheric condition where a cool air mass is 
trapped beneath a less dense warm air mass; it most 
frequently occurs in a valley or over a city

tetrahedron
a regular triangular pyramid; the four bonds of each 
carbon atom in an alkane point to the corners of a 
tetrahedron

therapeutic
treating a medical condition

thermal energy
the energy a material possesses due to its temperature; 
also known as heat

titrant
in a titration, the solution of known concentration that 
is added until an endpoint is reached

titration
a laboratory procedure for determining the 
concentrations of dissolved substances

total ionic equation
equation that accurately reflects the form of all 
substances in solution, such as Ag+(aq) + NO3

–(aq) + 
Na+(aq) + Cl–(aq) ∫B AgCl(s) + Na+(aq) + NO3

–(aq)

trace mineral
see micromineral

tracer
a readily-identifiable material, such as a radioisotope, 
used to diagnose disease or to determine how the body 
is responding to treatment

transmutation
the conversion of one element to another either naturally 
or artificially

transuranium
any element with an atomic number greater than 92 
(uranium)

triglyceride
a fat molecule composed of a simple three-carbon 
alcohol (glycerol) and three fatty acid molecules

trihalomethane (THM)
substance that in sufficiently high concentrations can be 
harmful to human health; a methane molecule with 3 
hydrogen atoms substituted with halogen atoms

troposphere
the layer of the atmosphere closest to Earth’s surface 
where most clouds and weather are located

Tyndall effect
the scattering of a beam of light caused by reflection 
from suspended particles

U
unsaturated fat
a fat molecule containing one or more carbon–carbon 
double bonds; it is monounsaturated if each fat molecule 
has a single double bond and polyunsaturated if it has 
two or more double bonds

unsaturated hydrocarbon
a hydrocarbon molecule containing one or more double 
or triple bonds

unsaturated solution
a solution containing a lower concentration of solute 
than a saturated solution contains at a specified 
temperature

V
valence electron
electron in the outermost shell of an atom; these 
relatively loosely held electrons often participate in 
bonding with other atoms or molecules

vaporization
the phase change that occurs when a substance changes 
from a liquid state to a gaseous state

viscosity
resistance to flow

vitamin
a biomolecule necessary for growth, reproduction, 
health, and life

vitrification
the conversion of material into a glassy solid by the 
application of high temperatures

volatile organic compound (VOC)
reactive carbon-containing substance that readily 
evaporates into air, such as components of gasoline  
and organic solvents
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voltaic cell
an electrochemical cell in which a spontaneous 
chemical reaction produces electricity

W
water cycle
repetitive processes of rainfall (or other precipitation), 
run-off, evaporation, and condensation that circulate 
water within Earth’s crust and atmosphere; also called 
the hydrologic cycle

wavelength ()
the distance between corresponding points of two 
consecutive waves; for electromagnetic radiation, the 
product of frequency and wavelength equals the speed 
of light

weak acid
an acid that does not fully ionize in solution to liberate 
H+ (H3O

+) but remains primarily in molecular form

X
X-ray
high-energy electromagnetic radiation that cannot 
penetrate dense materials such as bone or lead but can 
penetrate less dense materials

Z
zero oxidation state
the value of the oxidation state of an element’s atoms 
when not chemically combined with any other element

GLOSSARYG-16 
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A
Absolute zero, defined, 169
Absorbance, defined, 431
Accidental death, risk of

based on travel distance, 670
mode of transportation, 670

Accuracy, defined, 243
Acetic acid

as builder molecule, 316 
condensation and, 318–319
described, 40, 249–250

Acetone, boiling point of, 277
Acetylene, 312
Acid precipitation, 248, 251, 258
Acid rain

addressing, 256
defined, 248
discussion on, 201, 251–252, 259
effects of, 252–254
industrial sources of, 256
in Maine, 257
making, 252–254
pH of, 248

Acidic solutions 
defined, 457
hydronium-ion concentration 

in, 454–455, 472
pH scale, 457–458

Acids
acidity of, 456
bases and, 456–457
buffers and, 463–468
characteristic properties of, 

249
chemical reactions of, 249
common, 249–250
contamination sources of, 460
defined, 249
formulas for, 250
hydrogen atoms in, 249
ionization of, 460–461
metal reactions with, 44–45, 

125, 126
pH of, 249
in solution, 454–455
strengths of, 460–461
strong vs. concentrated, 462, 

471
Actinides, periodic table 

location of, 60, 653
Activated charcoal filters, 492
Activation energy, 211–212, 528

defined, 212
Active sampling, air pollution 

measuring, 241
Active site

defined, 740
in enzyme-catalyzed 

reactions, 740–742
Activities, physical, energy 

expenditure during, 
696, 699–700, 702

Activity series of metal 
defined, 74 
reactivity, 74, 75–76, 549, 558

Addition
significant figures in, B-6
using scientific notation, B-1

Addition polymer, defined, 306

Addition reaction, 325
defined, 306

Additives, in foods
food-coloring, 761–766
natural sources of, 305
regulating, 766–767
survey on, 770
types of, 763

Adenosine diphosphate (ADP), 
695, 701

Adenosine triphosphate (ATP), 
512, 695–696, 701

Adhesive forces, defined, 480
Adhesives, synthetic polymers 

in, 305
ADP (Adenosine diphosphate), 

695, 701
Adsorbs, defined, 480
Advertisements, designing and 

evaluating, 386–387
Aeration, 485
Aerobic bacteria, dissolved-

oxygen requirements 
of, 441

Agriculture
air pollution from, 244
fertilizer-intensive methods 

of, 578. See also 
Fertilizers

transportation costs, 577
Air. See also Atmosphere

cool vs. warm, in temperature 
inversion, 246, 258

gas mixture in, 206–207
pollution of, 234–263
radiation through, 221–227

Air bags, automobile, 537–538
Air cleaners, ozone smell after, 247
Aircraft, monitoring air quality, 

242
Air pollution/pollutants

acid rain. See Acid rain
air quality conclusions, 243–

245
catalytic converters for, 212–

213, 740
control of, 211–213, 248
detecting, 238–240
from energy technologies, 236, 

237, 248
fuel combustion, 243, 244, 256
harm caused by, 236
health hazards of, 236, 247
identifying, 241–243
identifying major air 

contaminants, 237
industrial sources of, 237, 244, 

245, 248, 256
measuring methods, 241
monitoring, 241–243
smog, 245–247
sources of, 235–237, 244
temperature inversion and, 

246, 258
U.S. statistics on, 244
vehicle contributions to, 212–

213, 243, 244, 247–248
weather reports on, 235, 247

Air pressure
barometric, 157
units of, 157–158, 177

Air quality
human impact on, 234–263, 

355. See also Global 
change

improving, 257
investigating claims, 261–263
U.S. statistics of, 244

Air-Quality Action Days, 248
Air quality index (AQI), 247
Air-quality investigation using 

KMT, 195
Air quality ratings, 247
Air toxics, 237
Air travel

ionizing radiation from, 589, 
610

risks of, 670
Alanine

defined, 734
structural formula for, 730

Alcohols, 316–319
defined, 316

Alkali metal family, defined, 61
Alkaline, defined, 460
Alkaline batteries, 

electrochemistry of, 
567–568, 572–573

Alkaline fuel cell, 377
Alkaline solutions, 249
Alkanes

boiling point trends, 286– 
288

defined, 284
formula for, 295
members of, 286
models of, 283–286
straight-chain vs. branched- 

chain, 289–290
Alkenes

as builder molecules, 311–
314

defined, 310, 324
substituted, 310

Alkynes, 312, 324
Alloys

in coin design, 132–134
common compositions and 

uses of, 135
defined, 134, 141
superconductivity of, 136

Alpha emission, 621, 622. 
Alpha particles/rays, in nuclear 

radiation
defined, 596 
exposure to, 617–621, 633
in gold-foil experiment, 597–

598, 606
natural decay of, 621–624
symbol for, 625

Alternative energy sources
biodiesel, synthesizing and 
evaluating, 371–373
biodiesel as petroleum 

substitute, 374–375
for builder molecules, 381
conceptual applications of, 

383–387
energy, past and present, 359–

360
energy conversion efficiency, 

362–364

energy efficiency, 361–362
energy sources and, 369–371
fuels for, 364–367
fuel sources over the years, 

360–361
options for, evaluating, 382
oxygenated fuels, 368–369
petroleum vs., 358–387
vehicles using, 375–381

Altitude, high, air-quality 
monitoring, 242

Aluminum (Al)
acid rain and, 254
discovery of, 74
as element, 38
industrial production of 

worldwide, 85
recycling of, 137, 138
symbol for, 40–41
synthetic radioisotopes from, 

649
Aluminum bronze, 135
Aluminum cookware, 126
Aluminum hydroxide, 456, 484
Aluminum ions, toxic level of 

for fish, 458
Aluminum ore, mining of, 137
Aluminum sulfate

uses, 69
in water pretreatment, 484

Alunite, molar mass of, 98
Ambient air, 241, 258
Americium-241, 652
Amine, Khalil, 560–561
Amino acids

defined, 730
dietary, 733
dipeptide bonds of, 730, 732
essential, 733–736, 745
in human body, structural 

formulas for, 734
in plants, 514
tetrapeptides, 732
tripeptides, 732

Ammonia (NH3)
in air, 207
boiling point of, 400
chemical formula for, 36
as commercial refrigerant, 

578
in explosives, 536–537
in fertilizers, 536, 578

liquid form of, 512, 514, 
517–518

in Haber–Bosch reaction, 518, 
519, 536, 542, 546

melting point of, 400
molar mass of, 400
production of

activation-energy barrier 
 in, 528

catalyst for, 529
by catalyzed reaction, 215
dynamic equilibrium in, 

529–531
energy used for, 542
kinetics of, 528–529
large-scale industrial, 536
in soil, reaction with 

oxygen gas, 131
Ammonium cation, 68
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Ammonium nitrate
as explosive, 536
model for, 69
structural formula for, 537

Ampere, as SI base unit, 158
Amylase, enzyme-catalyzed 

reaction of, 740, 742–744
Analogies, for kinetic molecular 

theory, 184–185
Analytical chemistry, 474–475
Anesthetic gases, 173
Anhydrous, defined, 514
Anions

common, 70
defined, 66
electrical nature of, 66, 114
in fertilizers, 507
testing water for, 452

Anode
in batteries, 553
in cathode rays, 591
defined, 109
in electroplating process, 108, 

109
Anticaking agents, as food 

additives, 763
Antimatter, as positrons, 647
Antimycotic agents, as food 

additives, 763
Antioxidants, as food additives, 

763
Antiseptic, hydrogen peroxide 

as, 747
Antiulcer drug, 594
AQI (Air quality index), 247
Aquariums, charcoal filter for, 481
Aquatic organisms, dissolved-

oxygen requirements 
of, 441

Aqueous solutions (aq)
defined, 396
detection of substances in, 

449–450
hydronium-ion concentration 

in, 454–455, 472
pH scale of, 249–251, 258
testing references for, 452
water purification and. See 

Water purification
Aquifer, defined, 410
Area

in pressure, defined, 156
SI derived unit, 157–158

Arginine, 734
Argon (Ar)

in air, 207
boiling point of, 62

Aromatic compounds 
as builder molecules, 315, 325
defined, 315

Arrhenius, Svante, 454
Arsenic (As), as dietary mineral, 

759, 772
Arsenicosis, 474
Arterial plaque, defined, 711
Atherosclerosis, defined, 711
Artificial flavors, 726
Artificial sweeteners, 594, 768–

769
Ascorbic acid

beverage analysis for, 755–756
deficiency of, health impact 

of, 751
in diet, 754

Dietary Reference Intakes for, 
751

food sources of, 751
molecular structure of, 754

Asparagine, 734
Aspartame

discovery of, 594
as food additive, 763, 768– 

769
warning for phenylketonurics, 

769
Aspartic acid

in artificial sweeteners, 768
code and structure for, 734
structural formula for, 730

Astatine (At), 63
Astatine-209, 655
Asthma, air pollution 

exacerbation of, 236, 
247

Atherosclerosis, 711
Atmosphere

acids in. See Atmospheric 
acids

bases in. See Atmospheric 
bases

carbon dioxide levels, 346–347
chemical composition of, 86, 

112
defined, 86, 203
of Earth

air pollution and, 234–263
air-quality monitoring, 242
chemistry of, 203–204
gases in, 203–204. See also 

Atmospheric gases
graphing data on, 204–206
solar energy and, 231
structure of, 206–207

extraterrestrial air-quality 
monitoring, 242–243

of Mercury, 227
pressure unit (atm), 157, 160–

161, 177
radioisotopes in, 610
of Venus, 227

Atmospheric acids
acidity of, 454–455
acid rain, 461
bases and, 454–455
buffers and, 463–468
pH scale of, 459
strengths of, 460–461
strong vs. concentrated, 462, 

471
Atmospheric bases

buffers and, 463–468
strengths of, 460–461

Atmospheric gases
atoms and molecules in, 181–

183
composition of, 216
conceptual applications of, 

172–173
graphing data on, 204–206
ideal gases

law of, 186–189
molar volume and, 183, 188

kinetic molecular theory of, 
182, 184–185

mixing of, 208–210
motion of molecules, 181–183
non-ideal behavior, 191–192
presence in water, 483

pressure–volume behavior of, 
161–164, 177, 178

properties of, 152–155
structure of, 206–207
temperature–pressure 

behavior, 174
temperature–volume 

relationship, 168–170
in water, 441–442, 482

Atmospheric moisture
global percent of, 409
humidity and, 206
from hydrocarbon burning, 

272
Atomic mass

molar mass and, 94–95, 112
periodic table and, 52, 54

Atomic number
defined, 54
of elements, 54, 595 
of transuranium elements, 

652–653
Atomic structure

of helium, 300
of neon, 300

Atomic weapons
nuclear waste from, 673
testing of

half-life applications in, 
643

ionizing radiation from,  
610

Atomic weight of elements
isotopes and, 602–603
molar mass and, 602

Atoms
architecture of, 599–600
in chemical reactions

accounting for, 124–126, 140
keeping track of, 121–123

defined, 35, 77
mass number of, 54, 600
in motion, 181–183
nuclear interactions

exposure to, 586–587
fact vs. fiction about, 586–

587, 605
gold-foil experiment, 597–

598, 606
as great discovery, 590–593
isotopes in nature and, 602–

603, 607
isotopic notation in, 601
molar mass and isotopic 

abundance, 603–604
radiation from, 594–596. 

See also Nuclear 
radiation

radioactivity with, 592– 
593, 595, 606. See also 
Radioactivity

nucleus, modern model of, 598
unstable nuclei of, in 

electromagnetic 
radiation, 594–595

ATP (Adenosine triphosphate), 
512, 695–696, 701

Automatic monitoring, air 
pollution measuring,  
241

Automobile emissions
air pollution from, 237, 243
carbon monoxide in, 212–213
control strategies for, 212–213

Automobiles. See also Motor 
vehicles

air bags in, 537–538
alternate-fuel, 375–384
batteries in

discharging, 571
lead-acid, 570–571
new development for, 560–

561
rechargeable, 569
recharging, 571

catalytic converters for, 212–
213, 215, 740

efficiency of, 362
electrical, 378
energy conversion in, 362–364
hybrid

gasoline-electric power, 
379–381

plug-in, 381
TLC-p plug-in, 266–267, 353

industrial chemicals used in 
production, 522

travel risks with, 670
Avogadro, Amedeo, 187
Avogadro’s law, of gas volumes, 

187–188, 213–214, D-2, 
defined, 187

Avogadro’s number, 161
Axioms, 182
Azurite, 101, 121

B
B20 diesel fuel, 370
Background radiation, 589, 610, 

633
defined, 589

Bacteria
in hydrologic cycle, 482, 484
nitrogen cycle, role of, 513–514

Bacterial decomposition of oil, 
329

Baking, limiting reactant 
analogies, 715–717

Baking soda (NaHCO3)
chemical formula for, 36
investigation of, 29, 31
as ionic compound, 419

Balanced, defined, 37
Balanced chemical equations

coal example, 122
coefficients in, 123, 127, 141, 230
copper example, 122–123
defined, 122
gaseous water example, 126–

128
heat source examples, 124–

125
propane fuel example, 124–

125
subscripts in, 127, 141
writing, 117–118, 128–131

Ball-and-stick models, defined, 
284

Balloons
for gas investigations, 153
helium, 172–173, 183
for monitoring air quality, 242

Bar graph
of chemical property trends, 58
described, C-1
of physical property trends, 

58–59
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INDEX I-3

Barium (Ba)
isotopes of, 600
in uranium fission, 659

Barium-140, nuclear waste as, 
673

Barium chloride test, for 
fertilizers, 508

Barium hydroxide, 455
Barium nitrate, solubility of, 511
Barometer, mercury, 160–161
Barometric air pressure, 157
Bases

acids and, 456–457
buffers and, 463–468
characteristic properties of, 

250, 251
defined, 250
as ionic substances, 460–461
pH of, 249
in solution, 454–455
strengths of, 460–461

Base units, defined, 157
Basic solutions

defined, 457
hydronium-ion concentration 

in, 472
pH scale, 457–458

Basketball, energy expenditure 
while playing, 696

Baths/bathing, water use for, 
395, 407

Batteries. See also Voltaic cells
alkaline, 567–568, 572–573
defined, 567
electrochemistry of, 567–572
lead-acid, 570–571, 573
life cycle of, 574–579, 580
lithium-ion, 561, 572, 574
manufacturing, 572–574
materials scientists and, 560–

561
nickel-based, 569
primary, 567–568
primary vs. secondary, 573
recycling of, 574
sizes of, 568
uses of, 580

Becquerel, Henri, 591, 592, 616
Benedict’s reagent, 743
Benefit–burden analysis, 579, 581
Benign by Design, 543
Benzene

D-glucose substitute for, 576
formula for, 315

Bert Bolle Barometer, 161
Beryllium-7, 640
Beta decay, defined, 622
Beta particles/rays, in nuclear 

radiation
defined, 596
exposure to, 617–621, 633
symbol for, 622

BHA (Butylated 
hydroxyanisole), 761

BHT (Butylated 
hydroxytoluene), 761

Bias, defined, 112
Bicycling

energy changes in, 335
energy expended during, 696, 

699
risks of, 670

Binary compounds, 61, 119
Biochemical reactions

in carbohydrate metabolism, 
706

in fat metabolism, 708–710
limiting reactants in

analogies for, 716–717
dietary applications of, 715–

716
stoichiometry of, 715, 718

Biodiesel
defined, 370
overview, 370–371
as petroleum substitute, 374–

375
synthesizing and evaluating, 

371–373
Bioinorganic chemistry, 757
Biological catalysts, enzymes as, 

729, 738, 740, 741, 746
Biological damage, from 

ionizing radiation, 
615–617

Biological sources, of ionizing 
radiation, 611, 612, 616

Biomass fuels
defined, 360
shifts in use of, 359–360, 371, 

381
Biomolecules

carbohydrates as, 705
conceptual applications of, 

383
defined, 359
energy stored in, 359–360, 695
fats as, 708
proteins as, 729–730
vitamins as, 749

Biotin, 751
Bismuth (Bi), radioactive decay 

of, 626
Bismuth-209, 651
Bitumen, 369
Black water, 411
Blanks, defined, 452
Bleaches, as food additives, 763
Blue crystals, investigation of, 

27–28, 32
Boiling point (K)

of acetone, 277
of alkanes, 286–287
of argon, 62
of bromine, 61
of cyclohexane, 277
of hydrocarbons, 282–283
intermolecular forces and, 

291, 313
of krypton, 61, 62
physical property graph, 58–59
of rubbing alcohol, 277
of selenium, 61
of water, 277
of xenon, 62

Bond breaking, 333–334, 354
Bond making, 284, 333–334, 354
Bonds/bonding

breaking of, energy from, 333–
334

in carbohydrates, 705–706
compounds and, 208
covalent, 284, 295, 301–303, 

324, 400–401, 422
electron shells in, 300–301
in fats, 708–710
hydrogen, 311, 401–402, 412
ionic, 65–67, 301

model representation of, 208–
210

in plants, 359
Bone, X-rays of, 592
Bornite, in copper ore, 99
Boron (B), molar mass of, 

isotopes and, 604
Bosch, Karl, 518
Bottled water, tap water vs., 489
Bottles, for gas investigations, 

154
Bottoms, defined, 281
Botulin toxin, 767–768
Botulism, 767
Boyle, Robert, 163
Boyle’s law, of gas pressure-

volume behavior, 163–
164, 186

defined, 163
BP Deep Horizon oil rig, 274
Branched-chain alkanes, 289–

290, 366
defined, 289

Branched polymers, defined, 
308

Brass, as alloy, 134, 135
Bread

carbohydrates in, 707–708
mineral content of, 750, 760

Breathing, cellular respiration 
vs., 703

Bricks, ionizing radiation from, 
609

Brittle material, defined, 44
Broccoli

mineral content of, 760
vitamin content of, 753

Bromine (Br)
boiling point of, 61
as element, 38
in halogen group, 63

Bronze, as alloy, 135
Brown-ring test, for nitrate ions, 

508
Buffer, 

of acids and bases, 463–468, 
472

defined, 463
Builder molecules

alkene-based polymers as, 313
as alkenes, 311–312, 324
alternative sources for, 381, 384
aromatic compounds as, 315, 

325
carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen  

in, 313
carbon rings as, 314–315
chain structures of, 311–313
cycloalkanes, 314, 325
oxygen-containing, 316–317
in substances, 305
in transportation, 322–323

Burden–benefit analysis, 579, 581
Burial, of nuclear waste

deep-ocean, 674
geologic, 673–674

Burning
candle, 337–341
coal. See Coal-burning
of fat, 724
of glucose, 694–695, 716
oil, 149
of organic substances, 708
paper, 27, 33

paper or wood, equation for, 126
wood, 32

Burns, from ultraviolet light 
overexposure, 594, 595

Buses
alternate-fuel, 375
risks of, 670

Butadiene, 316
Butane

as alkane, 285, 286
boiling point of, 283
as builder molecule, 312
combustion of, 340, 344

Butter, fats in, 711
Butylated hydroxyanisole 

(BHA), 761, 763
Butylated hydroxytoluene 

(BHT), 761, 763

C
Cadmium (Cd)

in batteries, 569
as dietary mineral, 759, 772
as water contaminant, 485

Caffeine
molar mass of, 98
reuse of, 541

Cake baking, limiting reactant 
analogy, 715–717

Calciferol, 751
Calcium (Ca)

daily intake of, 759
discovery of, 74
as element, 38
as essential in diet, 757–758
in hard water, 490–491
loss of, with excess protein 

intake, 736
Calcium carbonate

as acid neutralizer, 463
acid rain and, 201, 254
in carbon cycle, 346
model for, 69, 120
water softening and, 490

Calcium cations, testing water 
for, 452

Calcium hydroxide, 250, 484
Calcium hydroxyapatite, molar 

mass of, 98
Calcium hypochlorite, for water 

purification, 487
Calcium oxide, for water 

neutralization, 485
Calendar

monthly, 51
periodicity of, 51

Calgon, for hard water softening, 
490

Calibration curve, defined, 451 
Californium-249, 653
Calories (Cal)

adenosine triphosphate 
release of, 686

in carbohydrates, 707, 721
conceptual applications of, 701
defined, 690
empty, 698
energy balance and, 698–700
in fat, 711, 721
joule vs., 690, 699
in proteins, 733
from snack foods, 689–691
in weight gain/loss, 698
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Calorimeter, 689, 703
defined, 689

Calorimetry, 689, 703
defined, 689

Cancer
ionizing radiation and, 616–

617, 627, 654, 655
radioisotopes for destroying, 

645
radioisotope tracers for, 645, 

647, 648
Candela, as SI base unit, 158
Candle burning, energy from, 

337–341
Candle wax, molar heat of 

combustion of, 339–340
Candy

carbohydrates in, 708
food-coloring in, 765

CANE. See Citizens Against 
Nuclear Exposure

Cape Cod, Massachusetts, oil 
spill, 329

Capillary tubes, for gas 
investigations, 168–169

Carbohydrates
analyzing, 721
calories in gram of, 707, 721
combining, 705–708
conceptual applications of, 

722–723
defined, 705
disaccharides in, 706–707
energy from, 694–695
food sources of, 705–708
formulas of, 705–706
indigestible, 706
metabolism of, proteins vs., 

747
monosaccharides in, 705
polysaccharides in, 706–707

Carbon (C)
in amino acids, 730
in carbohydrates, 705–706
as element, 38, 42
in fats, 708–710
in gasoline, 121, 131
isotopes of, 600, 607
molar mass of, 94–95
mole of, 94
nuclear radiation from, 610
radioisotopes of, 603

decay vs. half-life of, 639–
640

Carbon-14 dating, 639, 644, 656
Carbonate anion, 461
Carbon chain, 299, 324

defined, 299
Carbon compounds, as builder 

molecules, 313
Carbon cycle 

defined, 545
global burning of fossil fuels, 

345
movement of matter and, 355
plants role in, 346

Carbon dioxide (CO2)
from ammonia production, 536
atmospheric

in air, 207
in carbon cycle, 345–346
global change dynamics, 

348–351
atmospheric levels of, 346–347

carbon footprint and, 276, 352
in cellular respiration, 694
from coal-burning, 122
compressed natural gas 

decrease of, 376
as element, 39
from gasoline, 121
generating and analyzing, 

216–220
greenhouse effectiveness of, 

348–349
from hydrocarbon burning, 272
molar mass of, 98
as phosgene substitute, 576
in photosynthesis, 692
radiant energy absorption by, 

224, 226, 231
solid, 221
syringe demonstration of, 

161–163
trends in, 346–347

Carbon footprint, 276–277, 352
defined, 276

Carbon monoxide (CO)
in air, 206
as air pollutant, 246
from ammonia production, 536
catalytic converters for, 212–

213, 215, 740
from gasoline, 121
molecular-level model of, 40
in photochemical smog, 246
toxic hazards of, 536

Carbon reservoirs, 346
Carbonic acid, 250, 455
Carboxyl groups, in proteins, 

732
Carboxylic acids

in amino acids, 730, 732
as builder molecules, 316
condensation and, 318
defined, 316
in fatty acids, 709

Carcinogens, 487, 766–767
defined, 487

Carlsbad, New Mexico, nuclear 
waste disposal near, 674

Carnivores, food chain and, 693
Cars. See Automobiles
Cartilage, proteins in, 729
Castor oil, 381
Catalysts

for ammonia production, 529
biological, enzymes as, 729, 

738, 740–741 746
in chemical reactions, 211–

212, 364
defined, 211

Catalytic converters, for 
automobiles, 212–213, 
215, 740

defined, 212
Catalytic cracking, 364, 383
Caterpillars, energy used by, 693
Cathode

in batteries, 553
defined, 553
in electroplating process, 108, 

109
in fuel-cells, 377
as source of cathode rays, 591

Cathode rays, 
defined, 591
fluorescence and, 591

Cathode ray tubes, 591
Cations

common, 70
defined, 66
electrical nature of, 66, 114
in fertilizers, 507
testing water for, 452–454

Caustic, term usage, 460
Cell potential, 564–565
Cellular respiration

breathing vs., 703
combustion vs., 703
defined, 359
energy from, 694
of glucose, 716

Celluloid, 305
Cellulose

as carbohydrate, 706
equation for burning, 126
structural formula for, 706

Celsius temperature vs. kelvin, 
59, 169

Centimeter, cubic, 158, 400
Cesium (Cs), melting point of, 

63
Cesium-37, as medical 

radioisotope, 646
CFCs (Chlorofluorocarbons)

Kyoto Protocol on, 352
radiant energy absorption by, 

226
Chain reaction, 

defined 661
in nuclear fission, 661, 662–

663, 665, 677
Chain structures, in builder 

molecules, 311–313
Chalcocite, in copper ore, 

99–100, 101
Chalcopyrite (CuFeS2)

in copper ore, 93, 99, 101
molar mass of, 98

Chalk (CaCO3), 36, 120, 419
Charcoal absorption and 

filtration
for water clean up, 480–481
in water purification, 488–

489
Charles, Jacques, 170
Charles’ law, 

defined, 171
of gas temperature–volume 

behavior, 171–172
Chemical bonds, 36

breaking of, energy from, 333–
334

compounds and, 208
covalent, 284, 295, 301–303, 

324, 400–401, 422
defined, 36
discussion on, 299–303
electron shells in, 300–301
ionic, 65–67, 301
model representation of, 208–

210
in plants, 359
predicting and representing, 

303–305
Chemical change

defined, 31
of metals, in refining, 101–105

Chemical compounds
molar mass of, 98
prediction of, 61

Chemical energy
conceptual applications of, 354
conversion of, 336
conversion of, in plants, 359
converting into electricity, 

549–551
defined, 333 
efficiency of, 361–362
potential, in hybrid vehicles, 

379
as potential energy, 354

Chemical equations. See also 
Oxidation–reduction 
reactions

as balanced
coal example, 122
coefficients in, 123, 127, 141, 

230
copper example, 122–123
defined, 122
subscripts in, 127, 141
writing, 117–118

defined, 37, 140
gaseous water example, 126–128
heat source examples, 124–125
mass and, 718
molar relationship and, 

limiting reactants in, 
718, 723

moles and, 718
propane fuel example, 124–125
writing, 128–131

Chemical expressions, 127
Chemical feedstock, 576
Chemical formulas

calculated from percent 
composition, D-3

for compounds
percent composition 

calculated from, D-3
quantitative understanding 

of,  D-3
defined, 36
prediction of, 61

Chemical industry
ammonia production in, 527–

547
daily life product examples, 

522–523, 525
nitrogen in. See Nitrogen  

(N, N2)
occupational safety, 578
pollution prevention by, 541, 

543–544
responsibilities of, 576–577
Riverwood plant prospects. 

See Riverwood, 
chemical plant 
prospects

worldwide impact of, 522
Chemical kinetics

in ammonia production, 528–
529

defined, 528
Chemical properties

defined, 31, 47
physical properties vs., 32–33
predicting, 61
trends in identifying, 58, 78

Chemical reactions
accounting for matter in, 124–

126, 140
activation-energy diagram for,  

211–212
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addition, 306
biochemical

limiting reactants in, 343, 
715–716, 719–721, 723

stoichiometry of, 715, 718
in burning, 337. See also 

Combustion
catalyst for, 211–212, 364
collision theory of, 740
defined, 37
energy change in, 354
energy involved in, 273, 333, 659
of hydrogen gas, 125, 301
mass relationship in, D-5
particles in, 123
pennies, appearance change 

in, 89–91
petrochemicals from, 305–307
reversable, 528

Chemical symbols
defined, 36
developing skills for, 38
subscripts in, 37

Chemiluminescent detection of 
forensic evidence, 221

ChemQuandary, defined, 7
Chernobyl power plant, 666
Chin, Carol, 200
Chloramines, 488
Chloride anions, testing water 

for, 452
Chlorination

as disinfection method, 496
options for, 488
post-treatment, 485
pre-treatment, 484

Chlorine (Cl)
atomic mass of, 54
as element, 38, 51
in halogen family, 61
in halogen group, 63
on periodic chart, 60
in public water supplies, 487

Chlorine dioxide, 488
Chlorine gas

reaction of, 129–130
for water purification, 487

Chlorine ions, as essential in 
diet, 758

Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs)
Kyoto Protocol on, 352
radiant energy absorption by, 

226
Chloroform

equation for producing, 129–
130

in public water supplies, 487
Chlorophyll, magnesium in, 512
Chromatography

column, 775
gas, 775
paper, for food-coloring 

additive, 764–766, 773–
774

Chrome plating, 109
Chromium (Cr), as essential in 

diet, 758
Chromium-51, as medical 

radioisotope, 646
Chromium-platinum allow, 136
Cis-2-pentene, 712
Cis-fatty acids, 712–713
Cis-trans isomerism

defined, 712

Citizens Against Nuclear 
Exposure (CANE)

communicating information 
to, 680

discussion on, 676
opinions about, 654
questions regarding, 605
radioactivity options of, 654
responding to flyer, 632, 680–

691
town hall meeting, 586–587

City water, supply sources of, 
410. See also Municipal 
water-treatment

Claims, 228–229, 231
Clean Air Act (1970), 212, 367

1990 Amendments of, 256
Clean up

environmental, 328–329
of foul water, 479–482. See 

also Foul water; Water 
purification

Climate
defined, 227
fuels and, 292
greenhouse gases in, 226– 

227
radiation and

carbon cycle in, 348–349
Earth’s energy balance in, 

225–227
global change dynamics, 

348–351
incomplete combustion in, 

343–344
weather vs., 227

Clostridium botulinum, 767
Clothes washing. See Laundry
Cloud chambers, defined, 630
CNG (Compressed natural gas), 

375–376
Coal

heat of combustion for, 343
liquefaction of, 370

Coal-burning
EPA regulations on, 256
equation for, 122, 345
in power plants, 664

Cobalamin, 751
Cobalt (Co)

beta decay of, nuclear 
equation for, 624

as element, 38
as essential in diet, 758

Cobalt-60, as medical 
radioisotope, 646

Coefficients
in balanced chemical 

equations, 123, 127,  
141, 230

defined, 123
Coenzymes, 750, 772

defined, 750
Cohesive forces, defined, 401
Coinage bronze, 135
Coin designs

competition about, 143–144
engineered materials, 89–91, 

107
pennies, 34–35
proposal components for, 143–

144
Coinium, 601–602, 604
Cold-blooded animals, 441

Collision theory
of chemical reactions, 211–

213, 230, 528
defined, 211
of enzyme-catalyzed reaction,  

740
Colloid

defined, 402
milk as, 403
as mixture, 402–403

Colorimetry
defined, 430
in substance concentrations, 

430, 433–434
Coloring agents, as food 

additives, 763
Colors, in sky, 224
Color spectrum, 223
Column chromatography, 775
Combining capacity of elements, 

52
Combustion

cellular respiration vs., 703
chemical reactions involved 

in, 32–33
defined, 32
energy from, 333, 337
energy from, candle burning 

and, 337–341
of fuels. See Fuel combustion
heat of, 338–342
incomplete, 343–344
molar heat of, 339
nitrogen fixation by, 513
thermal energy from, 124–125, 

341–342, 354
of wood, 32

Combustion reactions  
defined, 32
of propane and oxygen, 124–125

Commodity products, 575
Community, discussion on, 7
Community conservation

material life cycle and, 141
personal decisions for, 137
resources, conserving, 137
resources, depletion, 136–137

Complementary proteins, 
defined, 736

Complete proteins, defined, 736
Complex ion, defined, 532
Compounds

binary, 61, 119
defined, 36
insoluble, 490
ionic. See Ionic compounds
molecular, hexane, 64, 65, 67
organic, 487
simple, 483
water and, 488

Compressed natural gas (CNG), 
defined, 375–376

Computers
electromagnetic radiation 

and, 221, 647–649
metals used in, 42

Concentrated strong acid, 462
Concentrated weak acid, 462
Concentration, of solutions, 

427–430
Condensation, defined, 192
Condensation polymer, 321–322, 

730
defined, 321

Condensation reactions
in carbohydrates, 706
defined, 321
in fats, 709
in polymers, 321–322, 326

Condensed formulas, defined, 
285

Conductivity, electrical, testing 
material for, 43

Conductor, defined, 43
Confirming tests, defined, 452
Conkling, John, 80–81
Connective tissue, proteins 

function in, 729
Conservation

in communities
material life cycle and, 137, 

141
personal decisions for, 137
resources, conserving, 137
resources, depletion, 136–

137
of energy, 336, 355, 371
material life cycle and, 137
of matter

accounting for atoms, 124–
126

balanced chemical 
equations in, 121–123

in the community, 136–139
law of, 122, 126
material life cycle and, 137, 

141
Constant (R), in ideal gas law, 

188
Construction

explosives for, 537, 539
ionizing radiation from, 609, 

613
Consumer products, ionizing 

radiation from, 589, 609
Contaminants in water supplies, 

478, 495
Control, defined, 132
Control rods, in nuclear power 

plants, 665
Cooking, water use for, 407
Cooking oil, biodiesel from, 

371–373, 381
Cooling system, in nuclear 

power plants, 665, 666, 
674

Cooling towers, in nuclear power 
plants, 666

Copenhagen Accord (2009), 352
Copernicium (Cn), 653
Copper (Cu)

alloy of, 134, 135
discovery of, 74
ductility of, 88
as element, 38, 42
as essential in diet, 758
isotopes of, 603
life cycle of, 88
molar mass of, 94–95, 603
mole of, 94
in penny designs, 34–35
physical and chemical 

changes of, 31
properties of, 88
reactivity of

described, 73
equation for, 122–123
equations for, 131
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Copper (Cu) (cont.) 
recycling of, 88
in redox reactions, 102–103
uses of, 88
in voltaic cells, 550
in voltaic pile experiment, 

563–564
as water contaminant, 485
worldwide production of, 85

Copper chloride, elements, 
reactivity with, 44

Copper(II) ion, reduction to 
metal, 102

Copper(II) oxide, producing, 123
Copper metal, oxidation to ions, 

104
Copper nitrate, reaction 

producing, 131
Copper ore

minerals in, 99–100
mining of, 87–88
molar relationship in, 94–95
refining of, 99–100, 131

Copper oxide, 71
Copper plating, 107–108
Copper-plating solution, 108
Core, of Earth’s lithosphere, 86
Corn, gasoline from, 367
Corrosion, preventing, surface 

modification, 108–109
Cosmetics, from petrochemicals, 

305
Cosmic radiation, 613, 639
Counting unit, mole as, 93–94
Covalent bonds

defined, 301
discussion on, 284, 295, 301–

303, 324, 400–401, 422
double, 305, 324
in hydrogen molecule, 302
oxidation states and, 519, 524
single, 301
triple, 312, 324

Cracking
of aromatic compounds, 316
defined, 364
of fuels, 364–365, 383

Criteria pollutants, 237, 242
defined, 237

Critical mass, in nuclear fission, 
defined, 661

Crop rotation, 515
Cross-linking, defined, 309
Crude oil

defined, 271
fractional distillation of, 280–

281, 294, 364, 383
gasoline from, 364
petroleum and, 271, 294
reserves of, 274–275
used in lamps, 271

Crust, of Earth’s lithosphere
discussion on, 86
mining of, 87–88

Crystal, defined, 66
Cubic centimeter (cm3), 158, 400
Cuprite, 95
Curie, Marie, 593, 602, 653
Curie, Pierre, 593
Curium (Cm), nobelium 

production from, 651
Curium, 242, 652
Currency

characteristics of, 76

coins vs. paper, 22–24
defined, 23
pennies, designing, 34–35

Current, electric, 550
Cyclic molecules, 329
Cycloalkanes, 

as builder molecules, 314, 325
defined, 314

Cyclohexane, 277, 314
Cyclones, tropical, 350
Cyclotrons, 

defined, 652
element synthesis with, 652

Cylinders, gas, temperature-
pressure relationship 
in, 174

Cysteine, 734
Cysteine, structural formula for, 

730

D
Daily values, in food labels, 736
Dairy products

carbohydrates in, 707
fats in, 708, 713

Data
collection, 112
defined, 26
quantitive, 26

Data analysis
for environmental data, 469–

470
for school food vending 

machines, 777
for water use, 410–411

Decane
as alkane, 286
boiling point of, 283
heat of combustion for, 340

Decay series, defined, 623
Degrees celsius (°C), 59
Dehydration, with excess 

protein intake, 736
Dehydroascorbic acid, 

molecular structure of, 
754

Delaney Clause (1950), of 
Federal Food, Drug,  
and Cosmetic Act, 767

Density
defined, 30
of solids and liquids, 11–14
of water, 400

Dental X-rays, 592, 621
Denver, Colorado, air pollution 

in, 235
Department of Energy

National Laboratories, 636
nuclear waste from, 673, 674

Department of Health and 
Human Services, 675, 
698

Dependent variables, 167, 239
defined, C-1

Derived units, defined, 157
Designer molecules, 297, 298
Design for the Environment 

program, EPA, 576
Detector devices, for nuclear 

radiation, 618–619, 
628–629, 634

Deuterium, in nuclear power 
plants, 666

Dewis, Mark, 716–717
D-glucose, benzene substitute, 

576
Diabetes, artificial sweeteners 

use with, 769
Diagnostic, defined, 644
Diatomic molecules, 65, 117, 126

defined, 117
Diesel-burning vehicles, air 

pollution from, 237, 
376, 384

Diesel exhaust fluid, 376
Diesel fuel, 384
Diet, described, 286. See also 

Foods
Dietary Guidelines for Americans 

2010 (USDHHS), 684, 
711, 713

Dietary Reference Intakes (DRIs)
for minerals, 759
for protein, 736, 737
for vitamins, 749

Dilute strong acid, 462
Dilute weak acid, 462
Dilution, defined, 432
Dimensional analysis, B-3
Dimer, defined, 313
Dipeptides, 730, 732

defined, 732
Direct water use, defined, 405 
Disaccharides, defined, 706
Dishwashing, water use in, 395, 

407
Disinfection, of drinking water, 

487–488, 496
Dissolved-oxygen (DO)

in fish kill analysis, 414
fish requirements for, 441
inappropriate levels,  

supersaturation as, 442
temperature and, 441–443

Dissolving process, 424–427
Distance

nuclear radiation intensity 
based on, 620–621

travel, accidental death rate 
based on, 670

Distillate, defined, 277
Distillation

boiling point in, 277, 286–288, 
294

defined, 277
fractional, 280
fractional, of petroleum, 280–

281, 294, 364, 383
procedure for, 278–279
for water purification, 493

Distillation apparatus, 277–278
Distillation process, hydrologic 

cycle as, 483
Distilled water, 411
Distilled-water blank, 452
Division

significant figures in, B-6
using scientific notation, B-1

DNA
ionizing radiation damage to, 

615
proteins and, 747

Domino effect, in nuclear 
fission, 662–663

Donora, Pennsylvania, deadly 
air pollution incident, 
245

Dose, definied, 611
Dot formula, 303
Dot structure, defined, 105
Double covalent bonds, 305, 310

defined, 305
Double-replacement reactions, 450
Drain cleaners, 456, 459
Drake, Edwin, 330
Drinking water

chlorinated, 487
contaminants in, 478, 495
disinfection of, 487–488, 496
household use of

analysis of, 406–408
diary for, 395

nitrates maximum limit for, 427
pH range for, 458

Drinking water treatment, 
defined, 484–485

DRIs. See Dietary Reference 
Intakes

Drug manufacturing. See 
Pharmaceuticals

Dry cells, defined, 567
Dry-cleaning fluids, 423
Dry ice, 221
Dubnium (Db), 653
Ductile, defined, 33
Ductility

of copper, 88
of polymers, 309

Dust, as air pollutant, 237
Dyes

aromatic compounds and, 316
as food additive, 576, 764
regulation of, 766–767

Dynamic equilibrium
in acid and base ionization, 

461
in ammonia production, 529–

531
defined, 461
discussion on, 545

Dynamite, 126, 538

E
E  mc2, 126, 667, 668
E10, gasoline blend, 367
E-85, gasoline blend, 367, 376
Earth

atmosphere
acids in. See Atmospheric 

acids
air pollution and, 234–263
air-quality monitoring, 242
chemical composition of, 

86, 112
defined, 206
pressure, 160
in radiation and climate 

relationship, 221–227
solar energy and, 231

chemical composition of, 86
gases in. See also Atmospheric  

gases
graphing data on, 204–206
metal production on, 

worldwide, 85
ozone layer of, 248. See also 

Ozone
radiant energy received by, 

359–360
structure of, 206–207

I-6 INDEX
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I-7INDEX

surface air temperature of, 
mean trends since 1880, 
349

water-purification system of, 
482–484, 495

Economics, of water purification 
at Snake River fish kill, 
390–392

Ecosystems
acid rain impact on, 255
food chain and, 693

Edison, Thomas, 569
Eggs

emulsifier action of lecithin 
in, 762

water use to produce, 394, 405
Einstein, Albert, 660, 667, 668
Ejected particle, in nuclear-

bombardment 
reactions, 650

Ekasilicon, 62, 63
EKS Nitrogen Products 

Company
ammonia and nitric acid, use 

of, 512
final choice on, 582–583
negative factors, 578
positive factors, 577–578
Riverwood plant interest of, 

504–505, 507, 543
Elasticity, of molecular 

collisions, 182, 184
defined, 182

Electrical cars, 560–561
Electrical conductivity

of copper, 88
testing material for, 43

Electrical current, defined, 550
Electrical energy

conservation of, 355
conversion of, 336
from fuel-cells, 376–378
from wind turbines, 371

Electrical generator, in nuclear 
power plant, 663–664, 
666

Electrical potential, in voltaic 
cells

battery sizes and, 568
defined, 550
measurements of, 564–565

Electrical properties
of ions and ionic compounds, 

65
of matter, 53–54
of molecular substances, 423–

424
of polar molecules, 288, 419–

421, 423
Electricity

chemical energy conversion 
and, 549–551

nuclear, 663–666
Electric power, in hybrid 

vehicles, 379–381
Electrochemical cells, potential 

of, 566–567
Electrochemistry

as asset or liability, 577–579, 
582–583

batteries and, 567–572
defined, 548
equilibrium and, 555–556
greener methods for, 576–577

half-reaction in, 553–554
Electrodes

defined, 550
in fuel-cells, 377
in voltaic cells, 550, 565

Electrolysis
defined, 556
voltaic cells and, 556
of water, 336

Electrolytes, 556, 568, 570, 572
Electromagnetic radiation, 221–

223, 231, 590
defined, 221

Electromagnetic spectrum of 
radiation

defined, 222, 594–595
solar energy and

infrared radiation and, 224, 
231

solar radiation and, 221–223
ultraviolet radiation and, 

224–225, 231
visible radiation and, 224, 231

Electrometallurgy, 104, 114
Electron-dot formulas, defined, 

303
Electron-dot structures, defined, 

105, 
Electronegativity

defined, 401
of elements, 401, 423, 518, 524
oxidation state relationship to, 

519–520
Electrons

in atoms, 599–600
in builder molecules, 305
in cathode rays, 591
in chemical bonding, 300–301
defined, 53
in fuel-cells, 377
in gold-foil experiment, 597–

598, 606
in lithium, 55
redox reactions and, 102–103
as subatomic particles, 53
valence, 301

Electron shells, in chemical 
bonding, 300–301

Electroplating
copper, 107–108
defined, 108
oxidation–reduction process 

in, 109
as surface modification, 108–109

Elemental chlorine (Cl2), 40
Elements 

atomic mass, molar mass and, 
94–95

atomic number of, 54, 595
chart of, 38, 96–97
classification of, 48
combining capacity, 52
defined, 35
diatomic molecules as, 65, 95, 

117
electronegativity of, 401, 423, 

518, 524
gases as, 51
grouping of, 51, 78
in matter, 41–42
metal vs. nonmetal, 42–45, 51
in nature, 602–603, 607
periodic table of, 51, 60–61. 

See also Periodic table

properties of, 78
reactivity with copper(II) 

chloride, 44–45
reactivity with hydrochloric 

acid, 44–45
solids as, 51
superheavy, 636–637
transmutation of, 649, 650, 

656
transuranium, 652–653

Emissions
automobile. See Automobile 

emissions
nuclear radiation, 595, 621, 

622, 634
Emulsifiers, as food additives, 

762
Endothermic reactions, 334–336, 

337, 354, 542, 692, 701
defined, 334

Endpoint, defined, 754
Energy  

activation, 211–212
air polluting technologies, 

236, 237, 248
alternative sources of, 358–387
annual U.S. consumption of, 

359, 360–361
chemical

defined, 273, 333
nuclear reactions vs., 659
potential, in hybrid 

vehicles, 379
climate and, 292
from combustion, 333
conceptual applications of, 

354–357
conservation of, 336, 355, 362–

364, 371, 383
defined, 273
electrical

from fuel-cells, 376–378
Law of conservation and, 

336
from wind turbines, 371

from food. See Foods
fossil fuels and, 273, 333–336
kinetic, 333, 335, 379
matter conversion into, 126
mechanical, 336
from nuclear reactions, 126, 

659, 660–661
petroleum as

alternative to, 358–387
conceptual applications of, 

354–357
source of, 272, 330–357

of position, 333
potential, 211, 333–336, 354
radiant, 359
solar, 359, 691–693
stored, 211
thermal. See Thermal energy

Energy balance, Calories and, 
698–700

Energy diagram, for metabolism, 
692

Energy-efficient
     construction, 371
     products, 371
Energy efficiency, defined, 361
Energy expenditure

ammonia production, 542
food inventory for, 700

nitrogen-based fertilizers, 542
total, monitoring, 698
during various activities, 696, 

700, 702
Energy intake, food inventory 

for, 700
Energy Policy Act (2005), 367
Energy release and storage, 694–

696
Engineered materials

alloys, 134–136
coin designs, 89–91, 107
copper plating and, 107–108
as surface modification, 108–

109
Engineering, of chemical 

products, 541
Engines

altering fuels for, 364–367
automobile, 365–366

Environmental chemists, 328–
329

Environmental impact, of acid 
rain, 255

Environmental programs, Green. 
See Green Chemistry

Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA)

on air quality, 149, 237, 247
chemical-waste cleanup, role  

in, 541
Design for the Environment 

program, 576
drinking water

pH range standards, 458
standards for selected 

contaminants, 478
investigation of Snake River 

fish kill, 390, 414
radon zones, map of, 627
THM limit, 487

Enzyme-catalyzed reactions
active sites in, 740
collision theory of, 740
investigation of, 738–739
pH effect on, 741
rate of, 740
temperature effect on, 741, 742

Enzymes
amylase as, 742–744
as biological catalysts, 729, 

738
conceptual applications of, 746
defined, 729
introduction to, 738–739
ionizing radiation damage to, 

615
reaction mechanisms of, 740–

742
regulatory proteins for, 729

EPA. See Environmental 
Protection Agency

EPACT 2005, 367
Equations

chemical. See Chemical 
equation tion, 694–695

for glucose oxidation, 694–695
for matter, 36–37
nuclear, 624–625, 651
for photosynthesis, 692

Equilibrium
dynamic

in acid and base ionization, 
461
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INDEXI-8 

Equilibrium (cont.) 
in ammonia production, 

529–531
defined, 461, 529
discussion on, 545

in electrochemical systems, 
555–556

Le Châtelier’s principle, 531–
534, 545

Essential amino acids, 733–736, 
745

defined, 733
Essential minerals, within all 

diets, 757–759
Esters

condensation and, 317–321
defined,316 
as oxygen-containing 

compound, 316
in triglycerides, 709

Ethane
as alkane, 286
boiling point of, 283
burning of, 341
heat of combustion for, 340

Ethanoic acid, 316, 317, 318
Ethanol

blended with gasoline, 367–
368

as molecular substance, 316
Ethene/ethylene

as builder molecule, 305, 311, 
313

in hydrogenation, 712–713
Lewis-dot formula, 311
naming system and, 305

Ethyl acetate, 316
Ethyl alcohol. See Ethanol
Ethyne, 312
Evaporation, in hydrologic 

cycle, 483–484
Evidence

claims and, 228–229, 231
defined, 166
gathering and analyzing, 

26–31, 166–167, 175–176
Exothermic reactions

cellular respiration and, 694
defined, 334
in chemical industry, 536, 538
in chemical reactions, 334, 

337, 354
Experimental design, defined, 

166
Explosions

hydrogen and oxygen, 127
as oxidation–reduction 

reactions, 538
Explosives, nitrogen-based, 536–

539, 546
Exposure. See Nuclear 

exposure; Radiation 
exposure

Extrapolation, defined, 287
Extraterrestrial air-quality 

monitoring, 242–243

F
Fabrics, synthetic polymers in, 

305
Factor, defined, 620
Factor-label method, B-3

Fahrenheit, Daniel Gabriel, 191
Family, in periodic table, 

defined, 61
Farming. See Agriculture
Fast-foods, fats in, 713
Fat-free food, 714
Fat replacement products, 725
Fats

calories in, 710, 711, 721
combining, 708–710
defined, 708
in diet, 714
dietary guidelines on, 711, 713
energy from, 694, 708
food sources of, 708, 710, 711, 

714
hibernating animals storage 

of, 703
hydrogenation of, partial, 

712–713
monounsaturated, 710
polyunsaturated, 710
saturated, 710 
structural formula for, 708–709
triglycerides as, 709
unsaturated, 710–711, 722

Fat-soluble vitamins, 750–751, 772
Fatty acids, defined, 709
FDA (Food and Drug 

Administration), 766, 769
Fertilizers

ammonia in, 512, 514, 517–
518, 536, 578

components of, 507–512, 524
cost-effectiveness of, 577
energy cost of, 542
ion tests for, 508–511
mixtures, 69
nitrogen cycle, 512–514
nitrogen in, 507, 517
synthetic, 578
unknown solution test for, 

511–512
Fiber, dietary, 706
Fibers, 305
Film badges, for radiation 

detection, 628–629
Filtering, mechanical, 492
Filtrate, defined, 480
Filtration

defined, 480
in hydrologic cycle, 483–484
sand for. See Sand filtration
for water softening, 492

Fireworks, 80–81, 149
Fish

dissolved-oxygen 
requirements for, 441

fats in, 708, 711
maximum water temperature 

tolerance for, 442
Fishing competition, Snake 

River fish kill impact 
on, 391

Fish kill, in Snake River. See 
Riverwood water 
emergency

Fission, nuclear. See Nuclear 
fission

Fission reactor, 660
defined, 513

Fixed, defined, 513
Flame test, for fertilizers, 510

Flavor agents, as food additives, 
763

Flavor chemistry, 726–727
Flavor-enhancers, as food 

additives, 763
Flexible fuel and diesel, 376
Flocculation, 484
Fluid balance, regulatory 

proteins for, 729
Fluorescence

caused by ultraviolet light, 
590, 592–593

defined, 590
in X-ray technology, 591–592

Fluoridation, 485
Fluorine (F)

as element, 51
as essential in diet, 758
in halogen family, 61
in halogen group, 63
on periodic chart, 60

Foams, synthetic polymers in, 305
Folic acid, 751
Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act 

(1938), 766–767
Delaney Clause of, 767

Food additives
defined, 761
food-coloring, 761–766
GRAS list of, 767, 774
health impact of, 775
historical use of, 305
regulating, 766–767
survey on, 770
types of, 763

Food and Drug Administration 
(FDA), 766, 769

Food chain
eating from low side of, 703
ecosystems and, 693
solar energy in, 693

Food-coloring additives
analyzing, 764–766
dyes as, 576, 764
regulation of, 766–767

Food groups
defined, 687
dietary guidelines, 687
diet inventory of, 688–689

Food inventory
for energy intake and 

expenditure, 700
of food groups, 688–689
for protein intake, 745

Food labels
daily values, 736
for food additives

cautions indicated, 769
survey on, 770

for snacks, 689
Food pyramid, 677
Food Quality and Protection Act 

(1996), 767
Foods

activity expenditure of, 696–
697

additives in
food-coloring, 761–766
regulating, 766–767
survey on, 770
types of, 763

artificial sweeteners, 768–769
Calorie balance of, 698–700

carbohydrates in, 705–708
conceptual applications of, 

701–703
energy flow in, 691–693
as energy source

Calorie balance of, 698–700
limiting reactants and, 715–

716
photosynthesis and, 691–693
weight control and, 698

fat-free, 714
fats in, 708
food groups, defined, 687
food groups and diet in, 688–

689
intake and expenditure of, 

700
irradiation of, 657
minerals in, 748, 757–759, 

770–771
quality of, in school vending 

machines, 700, 745
release and storage, 694–696
safety precautions for, 766–767
shipping and supplying of, 523
snacks, energy contained in, 

689–690
storage and use of, 694, 700
vitamins in, 749–753, 770–771
weight control and, 698

Food spoilage, preservatives for 
prevention of, 761, 763

Food toxins, 767
Football, energy expenditure 

when playing, 696
Forces

cohesive, 401
defined, 156, 177
as derived SI unit, 157–158
intermolecular. See 

Intermolecular forces
Forensic evidence, 

chemiluminescent 
detection of, 221

Formulas
chemical. See Chemical 

formulas
condensed, 285
for ionic compounds, 67–68
for matter, 36–38
molecular, 285
for polyatomic ions, 68

Formula unit, defined, 66
Fossil fuels

burning of, carbon cycle in, 
345–346

defined, 273
energy and, 273, 333–336
origin of, 273
radioisotopes released from, 

611
shift toward use of, 360–361

Foul water, clean up of
charcoal absorption and 

filtration, 480–481
data analysis for, 481
defined, 273
introduction to, 479
oil–water separation in, 479–

480
procedure for, 479
questions regarding, 481–482
sand filtration in, 480, 485
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14-carat gold, as alloy, 135
Fractional distillation, of 

petroleum, 280–281, 
294, 364, 383

defined, 280
Fractionation, involving aromatic 

compounds, 315
Fractions, petroleum, defined, 

280
Framework Convention on 

Climate Change, 351
French fries, calories from, 699
Frequency, in electromagnetic 

radiation, defined, 222
Fresh water, global percent of, 

409
Fried foods, fats in, 712, 713
Frisch, Otto, 659
Fructose, as carbohydrate, 705
Fruit juice, water for production 

of, 394, 406
Fruits

carbohydrates in, 705, 707
vitamin content of, 751

Fuel cells
alkaline, 377
defined, 376
hydrogen, 377
power, 376–377 
solar cells and, 362

Fuel combustion, EPA 
regulations on, 256

Fuel rods, in nuclear power 
plants, 664–665, 674

Fuels
altering, 364–367
alternative sources of. See 

Alternative energy 
sources

biomass, 359–360, 371, 381
climate and, 292
coal liquefaction for, 370
comparing, 330
cracking of, 364–365, 383
fossil. See Fossil fuels
for nuclear power plants, 664–

665
octane rating of, 365–366, 383
oil shale as, 369–370
oxygenated, 366–369
petroleum as, 272, 361–362
renewable petroleum 

replacements, 370–371, 
384

for transportation, 353
Functional group, defined, 316
Fusion, nuclear. See Nuclear 

fusion

G 
Galactose, as carbohydrate, 707, 

720
Galena, 416
Gallium (Ga), isotopes of, 600
Gallium-67, as medical 

radioisotope, 646
Gamma rays, in nuclear 

radiation
defined, 596
discovery of, 595–596
as electromagnetic radiation, 

231

exposure to, 615, 617–621, 633
natural decay of, 623
positrons and, 647

Garbage incinerators, 6
Gardening water use, 395
Gas behavior

ideal, 183, 186–189, 196
kinetic molecular theory of, 

183
non-ideal behavior, 191–192
pressure–volume behavior, 

161–164. See also 
Pressure–volume 
behavior

temperature–pressure, 174
temperature–volume, 170–

172.  See also 
Temperature–volume 
relationships of gases

Gas-bubble trauma, in fish, 442
Gas chromatography, 329, 775
Gas cylinders, temperature–

pressure relationship 
in, 174

Gaseous state, of water, 126–128, 
409–410

Gases
anesthetic, 173
atmospheric. See Atmospheric 

gases
dissolved in water, 410, 441–

442
elements as, 51
in glacial ice, 206–207
greenhouse, 226–227
natural. See Natural gas
noble family of, 52, 61, 300–

301
particulate-model of, 183
reactions of, 213–214
solids vs., 181
symbol for, 67

Gas laws
Avogadro’s law of, 187–188, 

213–214, D-2
Boyle’s, 163–164, 186
Charles’ law, 171–172
ideal, 183, 186–189
kinetic molecular theory of, 

182, 184–185
non-ideal behavior, 191–192
pressure–volume behavior, 

161–165, 177, 178
temperature–pressure 

behavior, 174
temperature–volume behavior, 

170–173
Gasohol, 367
Gasoline

for automobiles, 353
in barrel of crude oil, 364
equations for, 345
ethanol blended with, 367–368
molecules of, 121, 131
octane rating for, 365–366, 383
ozone impact and, 368

Gay-Lussac, Joseph, 170
Geiger, Hans, 597
Geiger–Mueller counter, for 

radioactive detection, 
628

Geiger–Mueller tube, 628
Gemstones, irradiation of, 657

Gender
mineral intake guidelines 

based on, 759
protein intake guidelines 

based on, 736, 737
vitamin intake guidelines 

based on, 749
Generally recognized as safe 

(GRAS) list of food 
additives, 767

Generators, in nuclear power 
plants, 665, 666

Geochemist, 200
Geological Survey, U.S., 248
Geologic disposal, of nuclear 

waste, 673–675 
Geothermal energy, 371
Germanium (Ge), 42, 62
Ghiorso, Albert, 652
Glaciers

gases trapped in, 206–207
global percent of, 409
melting of, 350–351

Global change. See also Carbon 
dioxide (CO2)

effectiveness of, 348–349
Kyoto Protocol, 351
possible impact, 350–351
spiraling up, 348–349
temperature increases and, 

349–350
Global nuclear power plants, 663
Global warming, defined, 350
Glucose

amylase catalyzed reaction of,  
740

as carbohydrate, 705
cellular respiration of, 716, 

718
energy from, 694–695
structural formula for, 705

Glutamic acid, 734
Glutamine, 734
Glycerol, 709, 720
Glyceryl tripalmitate, 708. 720
Glycine, 730, 734
Glycogen, 707
Goiter, 757
Gold (Au)

14-carat gold, as alloy, 135
discovery of, 74
as element, 38
reactivity of, 74
transmutation production of, 

650, 657
white, as alloy, 135

Gold-foil experiment, 597–598, 
606

Goodyear, Charles, 594
Grains

carbohydrates in, 707
crops of, 515
mineral content of, 758

Gram–mole conversions, D-3
Graphite

in batteries, 567
for nuclear power plants,  

666
Graphs/graphing

for data analysis, 78
interpreting, C-1
of substance property trends,  

57–61

GRAS (Generally recognized as 
safe) list of food 
additives, 767, 774

Gravel filtration, in hydrologic 
cycle, 484

Gray (Gy), unit of radiation 
dosage, defined, 611

Green chemistry
applications of, 137, 361, 365, 

546
in chemical industry, 576– 

577
defined, 137, 543 
as industrial initiative, 543–

544
Greenhouse effect, defined, 226
Greenhouse gases. See also 

Carbon dioxide (CO2)
carbon footprint and, 276
defined, 226
discussion on, 226–227
effectiveness of, 348–349
Kyoto Protocol, 351
possible impact of, 350–351
spiraling up, 348–349
temperature increases and, 

349–350
Green plants. See 

Photosynthesis
Grey water, 411
Groundwater

defined, 410
global percent of, 409
in hydrologic cycle, 483–484
ions found in, 452
radioisotopes in, 610
sources of, 410
U.S. percent of, 410

Group, in periodic table, 
defined, 61

Group 17, 63
Group VIIA, 63
Growth inhibitors, as food 

additives, 763
Guano, as fertilizer, 517

H
Haber, Fritz, 518, 529
Haber–Bosch process

in ammonia production, 542, 
546

chemical changes in, 519
defined, 518
for nitrogen gas fixation, 518, 

519, 536
Hahn, Otto, 659
Hahnium (Ha), 653
Half-cell, in voltaic cells, 550, 

553, 555
defined, 550

Half-life, of radioactive 
material

applications of, 642–643,  
655–656

defined, 655
discussion on, 638–640
understanding, 640–641

Half-reactions
defined, 109
in plating process, 109
voltaic cells and, 553–554

Halide, 63
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Halogenated hydrocarbons, 
radiant energy 
absorption by, 226

Halogen atoms, 302
Halogen family/group, defined, 

61, 63
Hanford Vitrification Plant, 

Washington, 674
Hang gliders, 227
Hardening of the arteries, 711
Hardware bronze, 135
Hard water, softening of, 490–492
Hazardous air pollutants (HAP), 

defined, 237, 242
Headsium, half-life of, 640–641
Health impact

of artificial sweeteners, 768–
769

of fats, saturated vs. 
unsaturated, 711

of food additive, 766–767
of mineral deficiencies, 758, 760
of Snake River fish kill, 390–

391
of vitamin deficiencies, 751

Heat
defined, 192
in equilibrium dynamics, 532
pennies appearance change 

with, 132–133
temperature vs., 191–192, 197

Heat capacity. See Specific heat 
capacity

Heat energy. See Thermal energy
Heat exchangers, 442
Heat lamps, infrared, 224
Heat of combustion

defined, 339
molar, 339–340
using, 341–342

Heavy water, for nuclear power 
plants, 666

Helium (He)
in air, 207
atomic structure of, 300
electron shells of, 300–301
natural radioactive decay 

producing, 621
pressure–volume applications 

of, 165
Helium balloons, 172–173, 183
Hematite, 101, 126
Heptane

as alkane, 286
boiling point of, 283
heat of combustion for, 340

Heterogeneous mixtures, 208, 
402, 412

defined, 402
Hexahydro-1,3,5-trinitro-1,3,5- 

triazine (RDX), as 
explosive, 537

Hexane
as alkane, 286
boiling point of, 283
heat of combustion for, 340, 

342–343
as molecular compound, 64, 

65, 67
High-level radioactive waste, 

672–673, 675
defined, 672

High-protein diet, 736
Histidine, 734
Histogram, defined, 406–407
Historic preservation, 200–201
Homes/housing

construction of, industrial 
chemicals used in, 522

radon gas in, 626–627
Homogeneous mixtures, 208–

210, 402, 412
Hormones, regulatory proteins 

for, 729
Hot-air balloons, 171–172, 183
House appliances, 

electromagnetic 
radiation and, 221

Household cleaners, 
pH of, 456
products, pH of, 249–250

Households
water filtration systems, 492
water rationing strategies for, 

411
water use by, in U.S., 406–408
water use diary for, 395

Human tissue
ionizing radiation damage 

mechanisms in, 615–
617

protein components of, 729
radioisotopes for destroying, 

645
Humectants, as food additives, 

763
Humidity, 206, 409
Hussam, Abdul, 474–475
Hybrid vehicles

defined, 379
gasoline-electric power, 379–

381
plug-in, 381
TLC-Plug-In, 266–267, 353

Hydrobromic acid, reaction 
involving, 125

Hydrocarbons
as air pollutant, 246
bacterial decomposition of, 

329
boiling point of, 283
burning, results of, 272, 341, 

354
catalytic converters for, 212
conceptual applications of, 

356
defined, 271
formulas for selected, 340
halogenated, radiant energy 

absorption by, 226
heats of combustion for, 340
models of, 283–286
in petroleum, 271, 294
in photochemical smog, 246
saturated, 310
structures of, 295
unsaturated, 310

Hydrochloric acid (HCl)
in flame test, 510
formulas and usage for, 250
neutralization with base, 454
reactivity with aluminum, 126
reactivity with elements, 

44–45

reactivity with magnesium 
metal, 121

titration of, 464–465
Hydroelectric power, 

supersaturation of 
water at, 442–443

Hydrogen (H)
in acids, 249
in amino acids, 730
in carbohydrates, 705–706
as element, 38
in fats, 708–709, 712–713
in gasoline, 121, 131
radioisotopes of, 603, 639
subatomic particles in, 56

Hydrogen-2, for nuclear power 
plants, 666

Hydrogen-3, as medical 
radioisotope, 646

Hydrogen bonds, 311, 401–402, 
412

defined, 311
Hydrogen chloride (HCl), 40
Hydrogen chloride gas, reaction 

producing, 129–130
Hydrogen compounds, as 

builder molecules, 313
Hydrogen fuel cell, 128
Hydrogen gas (H2)

in air, 206
ammonia production from, 

528–529, 532, 536
covalent bonding in, 302
fuel-cell reaction involving, 

376–378
gaseous water from, 126–128
in Haber–Bosch reaction, 518, 

519, 536
reaction involving, 125, 301

Hydrogen peroxide
as antiseptic, 747
in enzyme-catalyzed reaction, 

738–739
Hydrogen phosphate ion, 

cellular respiration 
and, 695

Hydrogen sulfide, reaction 
involving, 126

Hydrogenation, 
defined, 712
of fats, partial, 712–713

Hydrologic cycle
defined, 404
plants role in, 515–516
solar energy for, 225, 348
water purification through, 

482–484, 495
Hydrolysis, of nutrients, 720
Hydrometallurgy, 104–105, 114
Hydronium ion

acids and bases as, 454
defined, 454
solution concentrations, 457–

458
strong vs. concentrated, 462
weak vs. strong, 460–461, 471

Hydropower, 371
Hydrosphere, defined, 86
Hydroxide anion, in ionic 

compounds, 316
Hygiene, personal, water use for, 

395, 407

Hypertension, food additives 
and, 769

Hypochlorous acid, in water 
purification, 487

I
Ice

commercial production of, 578
melting point of, 400
three-dimensional structure 

of, 402
Ice caps, global percent water in, 

409
Ice cream, fats in, 714
Ice-cream sundae, as empty 

calories, 699
Ice hockey, energy expended 

while playing, 696
Ice water, calories used to heat, 

699
Ideal gases

defined, 183
stoichiometry and, 214–215

Ideal gas law, 183, 186–189, 196
defined, 183

Immune system, proteins 
function in, 729

Inches, of mercury, 157, 160
Incinerators, 6
Incomplete combustion, 343– 

344
Incomplete proteins, 736
Independent variables, 166, 239, 

279
defined, C-1

Indirect water use, defined, 405
Indium (In), radioisotopes of, 

602
Industry

acid rain produced by, 256
air pollution from, 236, 237, 

245, 248
chemical. See Chemical 

industry
explosives production, 536–

539, 546
Green Chemistry for, 137
nitrogen in

ammonia synthesis, 528–
531, 536

equilibrium dynamics, 
529–531

Le Châtelier’s principle, 
531–534, 545

pollution prevention by, 
541, 543–544

nuclear waste from, 671–672
pollution prevention by, 541, 

543–544
taxation and, 578

Infants, protein intake 
guidelines for, 737

Inference, defined, 26
Information gathering, 112
Infrared (IR) radiation, 224, 231, 

594
defined, 224

Injuries, work-related, in 
chemical industry, 578

Inquiry, scientific, 8
Insoluble compounds, 490
Insoluble substances, example 

of, 416, 423
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Insulating material, synthetic 
polymers in, 305

Intensity, nuclear radiation 
distance effect on, 620–
621

Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC), 
United Nation, 350

Intermolecular forces, 
boiling point and, 291, 313
defined, 282, 401
discussion on, 288–289
hydrogen bonds and, 311
within liquids, 181

Internal radiation, 613
International Organization for 

Standardization (ISO), 
576

International System of Units 
(SI), defined, 157

for nuclear radiation, 611
for selected physical 

quantities, 157–158
International Union of Pure and 

Applied Chemistry 
(IUPAC), 653

Intravenous saline solution, 
concentrations of, 428–
430

Inverse proportion, 156, 163– 
164

Investigating, matter, 42–45
Investigations, scientific, of 

Snake River fish kill, 
390–391, 414

Iodine (I)
deficiency, treatment of, 118
as element, 38
as essential in diet, 757, 758
in halogen group, 63
solid, relative solubility of, 

279
vitamins C reaction with, 

754–755
Iodine-123, as medical 

radioisotope, 646
Iodine-131, as medical 

radioisotope, 646
Iodine ions, as radioisotope 

tracers, 645
Ion-exchange, for hard water 

softening, 491
Ionic compounds

defined, 65
discussion on, 65–71, 78
dissolving

process for, 425
sodium chloride illustration, 

421, 428–430
in water, 419–421

particulate level of, 419
sodium halide, 65
solubility of, 419–420

Ionic equations
net ionic equation, 450
total ionic equation, 450
writing, 451

Ionization of acids and bases, 
complete vs. partial, 
460

Ionizing radiation
discussion on, 594–595, 606

energy in, 633
exposure to

annual dose calculations,  
613–614

discussion on, 589–590
dose factor, 615–617
radiation density factor, 

615–617
safe level of, 615–617
in U.S., 612

medicine applications of, 644, 
655

safety of, 615–617
sources of

biological, 611, 612, 616
natural, 589

Ions 
complex, 532
defined, 65
in fertilizers, 507, 508–511
monatomic, 68
polyatomic, 68
Roman numerals in names of, 

450
spector, 450

IR (Infrared) radiation, 224, 231, 
594

Iron (Fe)
discovery of, 74
as element, 38, 42
as essential in diet, 758
extraction from hematite, 126
transmutation into gold, 650

Iron-56, 667
Iron-59, as medical radioisotope, 

646, 650, 655
Iron(III) ions, in hard water, 452, 

490
Iron ore

blast furnace reactions for, 131
minerals found in, 99
worldwide production of, 85

ISO (International Organization 
for Standardization), 
576

Isocyanates, 576
Isoleucine, 734
Isomerization, defined, 366
Isomers

alkane, boiling point of, 290, 
291–292

defined, 295
structural, 290

Isooctane, 365
Isotopes

of carbon, 600
common, 600
defined, 54, 77, 600
molar mass relationship with, 

603–604
in nature, 602–603, 607
notation for, 601
pennies as models for, 601– 

602
IUPAC (International Union of 

Pure and Applied 
Chemistry), 653

J
Joliot-Curie, Frédéric, 649
Joliot-Curie, Irène, 649

Joules (J)
calories vs., 690, 699
defined, 335

K
Kelvin temperature

Celsius vs., 59
defined, 169
gas pressure and, 172–173
greenhouse gases and, 226
kinetic energy and, 196
as SI base unit, 158

Kelvin temperature scale, 169
Kerogen, 369
Kerosene, 364, 383
Ketosis, 747
Kilo (k), 399
Kilocalorie (kcal), 690
Kilogram, as SI base unit, 158
Kilojoules, of molar heat of 

combustion, 339, 342
Kilopascal (kPa), 158, 177
Kinetic energy

defined, 182, 333
gas molecules and, 182, 196
in vehicles, 379

Kinetic molecular theory (KMT)
air-quality investigation and, 

195
defined, 183, 196
of ideal gases, 182, 184–185
non-ideal behavior, 191–192
pressure–volume behavior, 183

Kinetics, chemical, defined, 
528–529

Krypton (Kr)
in air, 207
boiling point of, 62
compound formation of, 61
from uranium fission, 659

KSCN test, for iron(III) ions, 
510–511

Kurchatovium (Ku), 653
Kyoto Protocol, 352–353

L
Laboratory

conduct rules, 9–10
safety considerations in, 

10–11
Lactase, 720
Lactose

as carbohydrate, 707
hydrolysis of, 720

Lakes
acid rain impact on, buffers 

and, 463
global percent of, 409
pH of, 458
as power plant cooling water 

source, 442
Lanthanum (La), radioisotopes 

of, 603
Latin-number names, for new 

elements, 653
Laundry

dry-cleaning fluids, 423
water use for, 395, 407

Lawn mowers, air pollution 
from, 236

Lawn watering, 395, 407
Law of conservation

of energy, 336, 354, 701
defined, 336

of matter, 122, 126
defined, 122

Lawrence Livermore National 
Laboratory, 636–637, 
668

Lawrencium (Lr), 652
Laws vs. models and theories, 

186, 197
Leaching, 105
Lead (II) sulfide, solubility of, 

416
Lead (Pb)

beta decay in, 623
as element, 38
isotopes of, 600
radioactive decay of, 626
transmutation into gold, 650
in voltaic cells, 554, 566–567
worldwide production of, 85

Lead-acid batteries, 
electrochemistry of, 
570–571, 573

Lead azide, 537
Lead ions

in drinking water, 486
uses of, 571

Leavening agents, as food 
additives, 763

Le Châtelier, Henry Louis, 531
Le Châtelier’s principle, 531–

534, 545
defined, 531

Lecithin, as emulsifier, 762
Legumes

nitrogen-fixing bacteria in, 
513–514

Length, as SI base unit, 157
Leucine, 735
Leukemia, from ionizing 

radiation, 617
Lewis, G. N., 303
Lewis-dot formula, 303, 311, 

324
Lewis structures, 303, 324

defined, 303
Life cycle

of batteries, 574–579, 580
of a coin, 111
defined, 82
of materials, 110–111

Ligaments, proteins function in, 
729

Light
as electromagnetic radiation, 

594–595
in photochemical reaction, 

246
speed of, 221

Light bulbs
compact fluorescent, 357
UV radiation, 225

Light energy, 354
Lightning, nitrogen fixation 

with, 513
Lightning storms, ozone smell 

after, 247
Light water, for nuclear power 

plants, 666
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Like dissolves like, rule, 424
Limestone

acid rain impact on, 201, 463
carbonate anion, 461
makeup of, 69
uses of, 120

Limiting reactants
biochemical reactions

analogies for, 716–717
defined, 346
dietary applications of, 715–

716
stoichiometry of, 718

defined, 343
Limiting reagent. See Limiting 

reactants
Limonene, 726
Line graphs, C-1
Linolenic acid, structural 

formula of, 709
Li-poly/LiPo batteries, 572
Liquefied petroleum gas (LPG), 

defined, 376
Liquid chloroform, equation 

forming, 129
Liquids 

density of, 12–13
matter as, 400
motion of atoms and 

molecules in, 181
nonpolar, 423
symbol for, 67
water solutions, 400

Liquid state
of fats, 710
of water, 400, 410

Lithium (Li)
atomic model of, 55
isotopes of, 600
radioisotopes of, 603
supply of, 578

Lithium-air batteries, 561
Lithium-ion batteries, 561, 572, 

574
Lithosphere,

chemical composition of, 86
defined, 86
mining of, 87–88
resources for human 

activities, 112
Litmus, 249
Litmus test, for fertilizers, 509
Living matter, fossil fuels from, 

273
London, England, deadly air 

pollution incident,  
245

Los Angeles, air pollution in, 
245–246

Low-level radioactive waste, 
671–673, 675

defined, 672
LPG (Liquified petroleum gas), 

376
Lunch-box analogy, of limiting 

reactants, 716–717
Lung cancer, radon associated 

with, 627
Luster, of defined, 33
Lutetium (Lu), radioisotopes of, 

603
Lysine, 735

M
Macrominerals, defined,  757
Macroscopic, defined, 38
Macroscopic phenomenon, 419
Magnesium (Mg)

in chlorophyll, 512
in electrochemical cells, 566
as element, 38
as essential in diet, 758
in hard water, 490
melting point of, 63
reactivity of, 73, 121
in redox reactions, 105

Magnesium bromide, chemical 
reaction producing, 125

Magnesium carbonate, in hard 
water, 490

Magnesium hydroxide, 69, 250, 
461

Magnesium phosphate, molar 
mass of, 98

Magnetic field, effect on nuclear 
radiation, 596

Magnetic resonance imaging 
(MRI), 647, 649

defined, 647
Magnetite, 101
Magnets, analogous to breaking 

chemical bonds, 336
Maine, acid rain in, 257
Major minerals, defined, 757
Malachite

in copper ores, 88, 99
molar mass of, 95

Malleable, defined, 44
Maltose, as carbohydrate, 707
Manganese (Mn)

as essential in diet, 758
percent composition of, 100

Manganese oxide, in batteries, 
567

Mantle, of Earth’s lithosphere, 
86

Manufactured substances
chemical processing of

daily life product examples 
of,  522–523

raw material considerations, 
541

energy-efficient, 371
from petroleum, 272–273, 294,  

323, 326
Marble, 69, 461

acid rain and, 201
Marine chemistry, 200
Marsden, Ernest, 597
Martial arts, energy expended 

during, 696
Mass

conversion to energy, 126
loss of, in nuclear fission, 

659–660
molar, discussion on, 94–95
in nuclear radiation, 595–596
relationship of, in chemical 

reactions, D-5
Mass, SI base unit of, 157
Mass number, 

of atoms, 600
defined, 54

Material science, 560–561

Materials
brittle, 44
conductor, 43
conversion of, 137, 141
copper plating and, 107–108
engineered

alloys, 134–136
coin designs, 89–91, 107

percent composition and, 
99–100, 113

as surface modification, 108–
109

viscosity of, 269
Materials life cycle, 110–111, 

137, 141
defined, 110

Matter
conservation of

accounting for atoms, 124–
126

balanced chemical 
equations  in, 121–123

in the community, 136–139
law of, 122, 126

conversion to energy, 126
defined, 35
electrical nature of, 53–54
elements of, 41–42
investigating, 42–45
material life cycle and, 137, 141
modeling. See Modeling
mole concept in, 93–97
particulate view of, 35–36
properties of, 25–35
states of, 400
symbols, formulas, equations 

for, 36–38
Mean 

of data, 279
defined, 407

Measurement, SI units for, 157–
158

Meat
carbohydrates in, 707
fats in, 708, 710–711
hydrogenated fats in, 712–713
protein intake with, 747

Mechanical energy, conversion 
of, 336, 362

Mechanical filtering, 492
Median, defined, 408
Medicine See Pharmaceuticals

nuclear
radiation exposure from, 

610,  614
technologies for, 647–649

radioisotopes in, 644–647
X-ray applications in, 592, 621

Megadoses, of vitamins, 750
Meitner, Lise, 651, 659
Meitnerium (Mt), 651
Melting point

of ammonia, 400
of cesium (Cs), 63
of ice, 400
of magnesium, 63
of methane, 400
of oils, 710
of potassium (K), 63
of rhenium, 63
of rubidium (Rb), 63
of sodium, 63

Menaquinone, 751
Mendeleev, Dimitri, 51–53, 62–63
Mercury (Mg)

in batteries, 574
as element, 38
in gas pressure, 157, 160, 177
millimeters of (mmHg), 157, 

177, 205
properties of, 181
transmutation into gold, 650

Mercury (planet)
atmosphere of, 227
greenhouse effect on, 227

Mercury amalgams, as alloy, 135
Mercury barometer, 160–161
Mercury thermometers, 191
Metabolic equivalent (MET), 

unit of measure, 698
Metabolism

defined, 441
of fish, 441
high-protein diet impact on, 

736
of proteins, 747

Metal ions, characteristic colors 
in flame, 510

Metal reactivity
activity series of, 74, 75, 549, 

558
of copper, 73
explanation of, 73–75, 79
of gold, 74
of magnesium, 73
relative, 71–73
trends in, 75–76

Metals
acid reaction with, 44–45, 

125
alkali family of, 61
cations, 114
in chemical products, 522
classifying matter as, 51
defined, 42
discovery of, 74
ductility of, 33
electron release and, 549
as elements, 42–45
investigation of, 29–30
luster of, 33
processing of, half-reaction in,  

553–554
resources, and production of, 

83–85
sources of, 86–88
uses of, copper example, 

83–88
in voltaic cells, 564–567
worldwide production of, 85

Metal strips, investigating 
reactivity of, 71–72

Metalloids
classifying matter as, 42–45
defined, 42
as elements, 42

Metallurgy
defined, 42
processes of, 104–105, 114
refining and, 101

Metastable, defined, 623
Meter, 

defined, 156
as SI base unit, 158
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Methane
as alkane, 286
boiling point of, 283, 400
in carbon cycle, 346
covalent bonds in, 303
greenhouse effectiveness of, 

348, 349
heat of combustion for, 340
as hydrogen source in 

ammonia production, 
542

melting point of, 400
molar mass of, 400
radiant energy absorption by, 

226, 231
Methane gas (CH4)

as air pollutant, 236
burning of

accounting summary for, 
334–335

energy from, 333–334
molecular-level model of, 40
reaction of, 125, 129–130

Methanol, 318, 367–368
Methionine, 735
Methyl acetate, 317, 318
Methyl ethanoate, 317
Methyl salicylate, condensation 

reaction, 318
Methyl tertiary-butyl ether 

(MTBE), 367
Microminerals, defined, 757
Microorganisms

chlorine for killing, 487
nitrogen fixation role, 514
UV disinfection for 

destroying, 488
Micropipets, 448
Microwaves, as electromagnetic 

radiation, 222, 224, 231, 
594, 595

Milk
carbohydrates in, 707
as colloid, 403
fat content, 92
mineral content of, 760

Milk of magnesia, 69, 456
Millimeters, of mercury, 157, 

177, 205
Millirem (mrem), unit of 

radiation dosage, 611
Mined geologic disposal, of 

nuclear waste, 674
Mineral deficiencies, health 

impact of, 758, 759
Minerals

defined, 86, 757
Dietary Reference Intakes, 759
in food

analyzing, 770–771
code and structure for, 758
essential, 757–759
sources of, 758

as food additive, 767
Recommended Dietary 

Allowances, 759
sources of, 86–88
worldwide production of, 85

Mining
from Earth’s lithosphere, 

87–88
explosives for, 537, 539

feasibility of, 112
minimal metal content and, 

137
refining and, 101–105
worldwide production 

comparisons, 85
Mixtures

colloid, 402–403
defined, 134, 208, 402, 412
of gases, 208–210
heterogeneous, 208, 402, 412
homogeneous, 208–210, 402, 

412
model representation of, 403–

404
separation of, 495
solutions and, 402–403
suspension, 402

Mobile phase, in paper 
chromatography, 764

Mode, of data, 279
Modeling

matter
ionic compounds, 67–71
kinetic molecular theory, 

184–185
theory of, 38–41

particulate level, 119–120
Models

atomic, 55
defined, 39
particulate-level of gases, 183
scientific, 185–186
use of, 39, 48, 78

Moderator, in nuclear power 
plants, 666

Moisture, atmospheric
global percent of, 409
humidity and, 206
from hydrocarbon, 272

Molar concentrations, 427, 429
Molar heat of combustion, 

defined, 339
Molarity (M), 427, 429
Molar mass

of ammonia, 400
calculation of, 112
defined, 94–95
isotopic abundance and, 602–

604
of methane, 400
of selected substances, 98
of water, 400

Molar volume, defined, 188
Molding, synthetic polymers in, 

305
Mole (mol)

concept of, 93–97
defined, 93
discussion on, 93–94, D-2
in equations, 718
gram-mole conversions, D-3
in heat of combustion, 339, 

342–343
in ideal gas law, 186–189
percent composition and, 

99–100
practice problems for, D-2
as SI base unit, 158
size of, 93–94, 112

Molecular architect (chemist), 
297

Molecular compounds
dissolving in water, 422–424
hexane, 64, 65, 67

Molecular formulas, defined, 
285

Molecular structure of proteins, 
731–732

Molecular substances, states of, 
422

Molecules
builder

alkene-based polymers as, 
313

alkenes as, 311–312, 324
aromatic compounds as, 

315, 325
carbon, hydrogen, and 

oxygen in, 313
chain structures of, 311–312
cycloalkanes, 314, 325
oxygen-containing, 316–

317
rings structures of, 314–315
in substances, 305
in transportation, 322–323

collision theory of, 211–213, 
528

cyclic, 329
defined, 36
designer, 297
designing new petrochemicals, 

305–307
diatomic, 65, 117, 126
in enzyme-catalyzed reaction, 

740–742
in motion, 181–183
of petroleum, 282
polar, 288, 419–420, 423
of same elements with 

different properties, 
310

Molybdenum (Mo), as essential 
in diet, 758

Monatomic ions, defined, 68
Monochloramine, 488
Monomers, 306–307

defined, 298
Monosaccharides, 705–707

defined, 705
Monosodium glutamate (MSG), 

763
Monounsaturated fats, defined, 

710
Monthly calendar, periodicity 

of, 51
Monuments, acid rain impact 

on, 200–201
Motion

energy of, 182–183. See also 
Kinetic energy

of particles
in gases, 182–183
in solids and liquids, 181

Motorcycle emissions, 149
Motor vehicles

air pollution from, 237, 248
alternate-fuel, 375–384
electroplating of, 108–109
fuels for, 353
hybrid

gasoline-electric power, 
379–381

plug-in, 381
TLC-p plug-in, 266–267, 353

washing of, water use for, 395,  
407

MRI (magnetic resonance 
imaging), 647, 649, 657

MSG (monosodium glutamate), 
763

MTBE (methyl tertiary-butyl 
ether), 367

Multiplication
significant figures in, B-6
using scientific notation, B-2

Municipal services, Snake River 
fish kill impact on, 
390–391

Municipal water-treatment
chlorine in, 487
pre-use purification, 484–485
water supply for, 410

Munitions, nitrogen-based, 537
Muscle, proteins function in, 729
Mutagens, defined, 766
Mutations, from ionizing 

radiation, 615–617
defined, 615

N
National Air Monitoring 

Stations, 242
National Center for Preservation 

Technology and 
Training (NCPTT), 201

National Science Education 
Standards (NSES), A-1

Natural gas
for ammonia plants, 542
compressed, as fuel, 375–376
equations for, 345
for home heating and cooking, 

341
for hydrogen production, 542
odoriferous substance added 

to, 236
Natural water, ions found in, 

452
Natural water-purification 

system, 482–484
Nature, isotopes in, 602–603, 607
Negative oxidation state, 

defined, 519
Neighborhood electric vehicles 

(NEVs), 378
Neodymium (Nd), radioisotopes 

of, 603
Neon (Ne)

in air, 207
atomic structure of, 300
isotopes of, 600, 607

Net ionic equation, 450, 451
defined, 450

Neutralization, defined, 454
Neutralizing filters, 492
Neutral solutions

defined, 457
pH of, 251

Neutrons
in atoms, 300
atoms and, 77
in bombardment reactions, 649, 

656, 659–662, 666, 677
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Neutrons (cont.) 
defined, 54
described, 599–600
in lithium, 55
as subatomic particles, 54
symbol for, 622
synthetic radioisotopes and, 

649, 656
NEVs (Neighborhood electric 

vehicles), 378
Newton (N), defined, 157
Niacin, 751
Nickel (Ni)

alloy of, 134, 136
in batteries, 569
as element, 38
plating of, 109
radioactive decay and, 624
worldwide production of, 85

Nickel-metal hydride batteries, 
569

Nickel steel, 135
Nitrate anion, EPA maximum 

limit for, 427
Nitrate ions

in fertilizers, 508–509, 512
reduction by plants, 514

Nitric acid
ammonia reaction with, 536
code and structure for, 250
in water, 455

Nitric oxide, in human body, 214
Nitrite ions, plants synthesis of, 

514
Nitrites, as food additives, 767–

768
Nitrogen (N, N2)

in air, 207
in amino acids, 730
ammonia production from, 

528–529, 532, 536
chemical formula for, 39
as element, 38
in explosives, 536–539, 546
fertilizers and

components of, 508–511
energy used for, 542
nitrogen cycle in, 512–514

fixation of, 513–514, 517–520
in industry

ammonia synthesis, 528–531
equilibrium dynamics, 

529–531
explosives production, 538–

539
kinetics of, 528–529
Le Châtelier’s principle, 

531–534, 545
pollution prevention by, 

541, 543–544
molar mass, N vs. N2, 98
oxidation–reduction of, 517–

520
in plant mass, 513
plant nutrients and, 515
in plants, 513
processing in daily life, 522–523
products from, 522–523
in proteins, excretion of, 733
Rutherford’s experiments 

with, 649–650
supersaturation of water with, 

442

Nitrogen cycle
defined, 514
fertilizers and, 512–514, 524
model of, 516–517
steps of, 514

Nitrogen oxide gas, dynamic 
equilibrium of, 532

Nitrogen oxides (NO and NO2)
acid rain and, 256, 259
in air, 206, 237
as air pollutant, 246
air quality and, 247
catalytic converters for, 212–

213
compressed natural gas 

decrease of, 376
in photochemical smog, 246

Nitroglycerin
as explosive, 537, 538–539, 540
reaction of, 126

Nitrosoamines, as food 
contaminant, 767

Nitrous acid, 767
Nitrous oxide

greenhouse effectiveness of, 
348, 349

radiant energy absorption by, 
226

NMR (Nuclear magnetic 
resonance), 647, 649

n-alkanes, 329
n-hexadecanes, 329
Nobel, Alfred, 538, 539
Nobelium (No), production from 

curium, 651
Nobel Peace Prize, man-made 

climate change and, 
350

Nobel Prize, chemistry 
recipients of, 539, 593, 
652

Noble gas family
defined, 61
electron shells of, 300–301
elements table and, 52, 61
in nuclear-bombardment 

reactions, 651
Nonane

as alkane, 286
boiling point of, 283
heat of combustion for, 340

Nonconductor, defined, 43
Non-ideal gas, behavior of, 191–

192
Nonionizing radiation, defined, 

594
Nonmetals

classifying matter as, 51
as element, 42–45

Nonrenewable resources, 136, 
272, 294

defined, 136
NSES (National Science 

Education Standards), 
A-1

Nuclear accidents, 666
Nuclear atom, model of, 598
Nuclear-bombardment reactions

particles involved in, 649–
650, 659, 677

periodic table extensions 
with, 652–653

sample problem, 651

Nuclear chemists, 636–637
Nuclear energy

discussion on, 658–679
disposal of, 675
forces in

chain reactions, 661, 662–
663, 677

unleashing through 
discovery  of, 659–662

nuclear fusion, 667–669
origin of, 659
power plants for, 663–666
waste from, 671–675

Nuclear equations, balancing of, 
624–625, 651

Nuclear exposure
accidental, 666
annual dose calculations, 

613–614
discussion on, 589–590
fact vs. fiction about, 586–587, 

605
safe levels of, 615–617

Nuclear fission
defined, 659
energy generated by, 371, 659
fusion vs., 667, 679
high-level nuclear waste from, 

672
Nuclear fusion

confinement experiments, 
668–669

defined, 221, 667
energy generated by, 371, 667–

669
fission vs., 667, 679
mass loss accompanying, 

659–660
Sun powered by, 668

Nuclear interactions, of atoms
exposure to, 586–587
fact vs. fiction about, 586–587, 

605
gold-foil experiment, 597–598, 

606
as great discovery, 590–593
isotopes in nature and, 602–

603, 607
isotopic notation in, 601
molar mass and isotopic 

abundance, 603–604
radiation from, 594–595. See  

also Nuclear radiation
radioactivity of, 592–593, 595, 

606. See also 
Radioactivity

Nuclear magnetic resonance 
(NMR), 647, 649

Nuclear medicine
radiation exposure from, 610, 

614
radioisotopes in, 644–647
technologies for, 647–649

Nuclear power plants
control rods in, 665
cooling system in, 665, 666
defined, 664
essential components of, 664–

666
fuel rods in, 664–665
generators in, 665, 666
global use of, 663
moderator in, 666

nuclear waste from, 671
U.S. locations of, 664

Nuclear radiation
accidental exposure to, 666
alpha, beta, and gamma 

investigations, 617–621
atomic source of, 594–595
balancing equations for, 622–

623, 624–625
cloud chambers of, 630–631
defined, 595
detectors of, 618–619, 628–

629, 634
emissions, 595, 621, 622, 634
exposure to ionizing

annual dose estimates, 613–
614

discussion on, 589–590, 
610–612

fact vs. fiction about, 586–
587,  605

safe level of, 615–617
standards, 612
in U.S., 612

of foods, 657
of gemstones, 657
intensity of, distance effect 

on, 620–621
ionizing radiation, safety of,  

615–617
natural decay of, 621–624
penetration ability of, 619–

620
public safety for, 632
radon and, 612, 626–627
rays emitted in, 595, 621–622
shielding of, 620–621

Nuclear reactions, energy from, 
126, 659, 660–661

Nuclear reactor
cooling process for wastes, 674
core of, 666
generators for, 665, 666
in nuclear power plant, 664–

665
radioactive material safety 

and, 666
Nuclear test-ban treaty, 610, 

643
Nuclear testing, of weapons

half-life applications in, 65
ionizing radiation from, 610
nuclear waste from, 672–673

Nuclear waste. See Radioactive 
waste

Nuclear weapons
description of, 668
nuclear waste from, 672–673
testing of
half-life applications in, 643
ionizing radiation from, 610
nuclear waste from, 672–673

Nucleus/nuclei 
of carbon isotopes, 600
combining of, 667–669. See 

also Nuclear fusion
defined, 54, 300, 598
in nuclear-bombardment 

reactions, 650, 651, 659, 
677

radioactive
stability factors, 657
as unstable, 595, 606
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splitting of, 659. See also 
Nuclear fission

synthetic radioisotopes and, 
650

Nutrients, as food additives, 763
Nuts, fats in, 708, 711
Nylon, 314

O
Observations, defined, 26
Occupational safety in chemical 

industry, 578
Ocean currents, global warming 

and, 350
Ocean water, global percent of, 

409
Octane

as alkane, 286
boiling point of, 283
chemical formula for, 36
heat of combustion for, 340
heat of combustion of, 342–

343
Octane isomers, boiling point of, 

291
Octane rating, 365–366

defined, 383
Odor, of air pollution, 236, 247
Offshore oil drilling, 274
Oil

biomass, 364–365, 381
crude. See Crude oil
discovery of, 330
refining of, 364–365

Oil-based paintbrush cleaner, 
424

Oil rig explosion, 149
Oil sand, 369
Oil shale, 369–370
Oil spills, 329
Oils (dietary)

liquid fats as, 710
melting points of, 710

Oil–water separation, for water 
clean up, 479–480

Oil wells, pumping from, 273–
274

On-site storage, of nuclear waste, 
674

Ore, 86
Organic acids, condensation 

and, 317
Organic chemistry, defined, 

299
Organic compounds

cellular respiration and, 694
chlorine and, 487
defined, 299
fatty acids as, 709
in photochemical smog, 246

Organic farming, 578
Organic light emitting diode 

(OLED), 297
Organic substances, energy 

from, 708
Osmosis, for water purification, 

492–493
Oven cleaners, 456
Oxidation

defined, 102, 113, 518
of glucose, 694–695, 718
half-reactions in, 553–554

Oxidation–reduction reactions
batteries and, 549, 558
copper example of, 102–103
defined, 102, 113
electrical changes in, 102
electrons and, 105–107
in electroplating, 109
explosions as, 538
half-reactions in plating 

process and, 109
for nitrogen gas fixation, 517–

520
using to obtain pure metals, 

104–105
Oxidation states, 519–521, 525

defined, 519
Oxidizing agent, defined, 106
Oxidizing filters, 492
Oxygen (O, O2)

in air, 206–207
in amino acids, 730
atoms, 303
builder molecules containing, 

316–317
in carbohydrates, 705–706
in cellular respiration, 694, 

718
chemical properties of, 58
dissolved, 414
as element, 38, 42
in fats, 708–709
isotopes of, 600, 649, 653
in photosynthesis, 692

Oxygen-15, half-life of, 642
Oxygen compounds, singly 

bonded, as builder 
molecules, 313

Oxygen gas (O2)
in air, 206
ammonia reaction with, in 

soil, 131
chemical properties of, 336
in coal-burning equation, 123, 

345
combustion reaction with 

propane, 124–125, 344
fuel-cell conversion of, 376–

378
from hydrocarbon, 272
in incomplete combustion, 344
metal reactivity with, 73–74, 

122–123
from ozone, 131
radiant energy absorption by, 

224
reaction with hydrogen, 126–

128
solubility of in water, 438

Oxygen-gas bubbles, fish trauma 
from, 442

Oxygen–oxygen bond, 334
Oxygenated fuels, defined, 366–

369
Ozone (O3)

in air, 206
air pollution and, 246
decomposition reaction of, 131
detecting, 238–239
as Earth’s shield, 248
formulated gasoline and, 368
greenhouse effectiveness of, 

348–349
in photochemical smog, 246

in water purification, 488
Ozone depletion, chemical 

reactions in, 131

P
Paints

in chemical products, 522
synthetic polymers in, 305

Paint thinner, 424
Palmitic acid, structural 

formula of, 709
Pantothenic acid, 751
Paper

burning of, 27, 33
recycling of, 110
Schoenbein, 241
tearing of, 26, 31

Paper burning, equation for,  
126

Paper chromatography, defined, 
764

Paraffin, molar heat of 
combustion of, 339

Parent–Teacher–Student 
Association (PTSA), on 
food vending machine 
quality, 684, 776–777

Partial charges, positive/
negative, 401

Partial hydrogenation, of fats, 
712–713

Particle accelerators, 637, 649
Particles

in chemical reactions, 123
in nuclear radiation, 596
subatomic, 599
suspended, pre-use removal 

of, 484
Particulate level

defined, 35
of ionic compounds, 419
of matter, 35
modeling of, 119–120, 421

Particulate matter
as air pollutant, 237
detecting, 239–240

Particulate pollutants, defined, 
237

Particulate view, of matter, 
35–36

Parts per billion (ppb), 427
Parts per million (ppm), 247, 

427, 428
Pascal (Pa), defined, 158
Passive sampling, air pollution 

measuring, 241
PEM (Proton exchange 

membrane), in fuel-
cells, 377

Penetration, nuclear radiation 
ability, 619–620

Pennies
appearance change 

investigation, 89–91, 
132–133

brass layer formed on, 134
half-life of, 640–641
isotopic, 601–602
zinc-copper design of, 34–35, 91

Pentane
as alkane, 286
boiling point of, 283

heat of combustion for, 340
isomers, boiling point of, 290

Peptide bonds, defined, 730
Percent composition

applications of, 92–93
calculated from chemical 

formulas, D-3
defined, 14, 91
deriving chemical formulas 

from, D-4
of materials, 99–100, 113
sample problem, 100–101
solution concentration, 427–

428
of substance, 113

Percent recovery, defined, 481
Perfumes, 317
Period 7, periodic table 

extension and, 653
Periodic properties, defined, 62
Periodic relationship, defined, 61
Periodic Table of the Elements

defined, 51
grouping of, 51, 78
organization of, 60–61
origin of, 52, 54

extension, with transuranium 
elements, 652–653

trends and variations in, 57–61
Periodic trends

currency characteristics, 76
electrical nature of matter, 

52–53
elements, grouping of, 51
investigating, 63–65
ions and ionic compounds, 

65–71
metal reactivity

explanation of, 73–75
investigating, 71–73
trends in, 75–76

periodic tables, 52, 54, 61
properties

predicting, 62–63
variation in, 57–61

subatomic particles, 56–57
Periodic variation in properties, 

57–61
Periodicity, phenomena 

exhibiting, 51
Periods, in periodic table, 

defined, 61
Personal hygiene, water use for, 

395, 407
Pesticides, petrochemicals in, 

305
PET (Polyethylene 

terephthalate), 321–322
PET (Positron emission 

tomography), 647–648, 
657

Petrochemicals, defined, 305–
307

Petroleum
alkanes

isomers, 289–292
modeling, 283–286
trends in, 286–288

carbon footprint and, 276–277, 
352

chemical bonding in 
hydrocarbons in, 283–
286
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Petroleum (cont.) 
conceptual applications of, 

383–384
as crude oil, 271, 294
distillation of, 277–279, 294
as energy source

alternative to, 358–387
conceptual applications of, 

354–357
discussion on, 271–272, 294

fractional distillation of, 280–
281, 294, 364, 383

hydrocarbons in, 271, 282–
283, 294

intermolecular forces, 288–289
molecules of, 282
origin and distribution of, 

273–275
properties of, 269–271
refining of, 280–281
renewable replacements for, 

370–371, 384
worldwide, distribution of, 

274–275, 292–293
Pewter, as alloy, 135
pH

amylase test, 742–744
buffer control of, 463–468
of common acids and bases, 

249–251, 458
defined, 457, 472
in enzyme-catalyzed reaction, 

743
interpreting, 459
of rainwater, 254, 258
of solutions, 249–251, 457–458
of water, 457–458

pH scale, defined, 249
Pharmaceuticals

aromatic compounds and, 316
petrochemicals as, 305

Phase changes, 191–195, 197
Phenylalanine

in artificial sweeteners, 768
code and structure for, 735
phenylketonurics warning, 769

Phenylketonurics, artificial sweet-
ener warning for, 769

Phosgene, 576
Phosphate ions, 511, 512
Phosphoric acid, 250
Phosphorus (P)

as element, 38
as essential in diet, 758
in fertilizers, 507
in nitrogen cycle, 513
radioisotopes of, decay vs. 

half-life of, 639
Phosphorus-30, as synthetic 

radioisotope, 649–650
Phosphorus-32

half-life of, 655
as medical radioisotope, 646

Photochemical reaction, 246
Photochemical-smog cycle, 245, 

246–247, 258
defined, 246

Photographic film, 69
Photographic plate, in radiation 

investigation, 592–593
Photon, in electromagnetic 

radiation, 221–222, 224
defined, 221

Photosynthesis
defined, 691
energy from, 273, 359
equations for, 692
food energy and, 691–693, 

701
magnesium ions and, 512

Physical activities, energy 
expenditure during, 
696–697, 700

Physical Activity Guidelines for 
Americans (USDHHS), 
698

Physical change, defined, 31, 47
Physical properties

chemical properties vs., 
32–33

defined, 31, 47
predicting, 62–63
trends in identifying, 58, 78
of water, 399–402, 410

Pie charts, C-1
Pitchblende, 593
Plants

air quality and, 149
digestion of, 359
green. See Photosynthesis
growth of, enzyme-catalyzed 

reactions for, 740
nutrients for, 512–514
as renewable petroleum 

replacement, 370
Plaque, arterial, 711
Plastics, as chemical products, 

522–523
Platings

copper, 107–108
as surface modification, 108–

109
Platinum (Pt)

isotopes of, 600
radioisotopes of, 603

Plug-in hybrid vehicles, 381. See 
also TLC-p plug-in 
hybrid vehicle

Plum pudding model of atoms, 
597

Plunkett, Roy, 594
Plutonium (Pu), in pacemakers, 

614
Plutonium-239, 652, 672
Polar ice caps, melting of, 350
Polar molecules, 288, 419–420, 423

defined, 288
Pollen, as air pollutant, 237
Pollutants

acids and bases as, 248
in air. See Air pollution/

pollutants
from coal liquefaction, 370
compressed natural gas 

decrease of, 376
criteria, 237, 242
defined, 235
hazardous air, 237, 242
industrial, EPA regulation of, 

541
particulate, 237
primary vs. secondary, 236, 

258
Pollution, prevention of, by 

chemical industry, 541, 
543–544, 546

Polonium (Po)
discovery of, 593, 653
radioactive decay and, 610
radioactive decay of, 626

Polyatomic ions, defined, 68
Polyethene/polyethylene, 306, 

310
Polyethylene terephthalate 

(PET), 321–322
Polymers

addition, 306
alteration of, 308, 324
branched, 308
carbohydrates as, 706
condensation, 321–322, 730
cross-linking of, 309
defined, 298
flexibility of, 308–309
live cycle of, 298–299
plant-based, 381
proteins as, 730, 746
rigidity of, 308
structure and properties of, 

307–310
Polypropylene, 307, 310
Polysaccharides, defined, 706
Polystyrene, 306, 307, 352
Polytetrafluroroethene (Teflon), 

594
Polyunsaturated fats, defined, 

710
Polyurethanes, 576
Polyvinyl chloride (PVC), 306
Population and carbon dioxide 

emissions, 276
Positive oxidation state, defined, 

519
Positron emission tomography 

(PET), 647–648, 657
defined, 647

Positrons
antimatter as, 647
defined, 647
in nuclear fusion, 668
origin of, 647

Post-chlorination, 485
Postulates, defined, 182–183
Potable water, 411
Potassium (K)

as element, 38
as essential in diet, 758
in fertilizers, 507, 513
in flame test, 510
half-life of, 643
melting point of, 63
nuclear radiation from, 610
in plants, 513
radioisotopes of, 603
radioisotopes of, decay vs. 

half-life, 639
Potassium carbonate, in 

fertilizers, 512
Potassium chloride, 68–69,  

439
Potassium hydroxide, 250, 372, 

455, 461, 567
Potassium iodide, 760
Potassium nitrate, solubility 

curve for, 435–437
Potassium thiocyanate, in 

iron(III) ion test, 510–
511

Potato chips, energy from, 691

Potential energy, 211, 333–336, 
354, 359, 362

defined, 333
Pounds per square inch (psi), 157
Power plants

cooling water for, 442
EPA regulations on, 256
ionizing radiation from, 610, 

611, 613
nuclear, 663–666, 677

Ppm (parts per million), 247
Pre-chlorination, 484, 488
Precipitate, defined, 449
Precipitation, pH of, 254, 258
Precision, defined, 243
Predictions, making, 25
Preservatives, as food additives, 

763, 770
Pressure

applications of, 159
atmospheric, 160–161
defined, 156, 177
dynamics of, 156–158
in ideal gas behavior, 188. See 

also Pressure–volume 
behavior of gases; 
Temperature–pressure 
behavior

in kinetic molecular theory, 
184–185

molar volume related to, 188
in non-ideal gas behavior, 

191–192
as SI derived unit, 157–158

Pressure–volume behavior of 
gases

Boyle’s law of, 163–164, 186
kinetic molecular theory 

(KMT), 183
predicting, 164–165, 177, 178
syringe demonstration of, 

152–153, 161–163
Pre-use purification in 

municipal water 
supplies, 484–485

Primary air pollutants, defined, 
236

Primary batteries
defined, 567
electrochemistry of, 567–568
secondary vs., 573

Product nucleus, in nuclear-
bombardment 
reactions, 650

Products
chemical, 522–523
commodity vs. specialty, 575
defined, 37
energy-efficient, 371
from nitrogen, 522–523

Profitability, of chemical 
products, 541

Projectile particle, in nuclear-
bombardment 
reactions, 650, 656

Proline, 735
Propane

as alkane, 285, 286
boiling point of, 283
as builder molecule, 312
combustion reaction, 124–125, 

344
as element, 38
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heat of combustion for, 340
Properties

of acids, 249
of atmospheric gases, 152–155
of bases, 250, 251
chemical. See Chemical 

properties
of copper, 88
electrical. See Electrical 

properties
of elements, 78
of matter, 25–35
of mercury, 181
of molecular, 310
of oxygen, 58
of oxygen gas, 336
periodic variation in, 57–61
of petroleum, 269–271
physical. See Physical 

properties
of polymers, 307–310
predicting, 62–63
thermal, of materials, 227
variation in, 57–61
of water, 399–402, 410
of zinc, 34

Protective proteins, in human 
body, 729

Proteins
complementary, 736
complete, 736
conceptual applications of, 

746–747
content, 745
defined, 729
dietary guidelines on, 736
energy from, 694
foods rich in, 733, 736, 747
function of, 729–730
groups of in human body, 729
in human diet

daily requirements for, 737
discussion on, 733–737
food inventory for, 745

incomplete, 736
ionizing radiation damage, 615
meaning of, 729, 746
metabolism of, carbohydrates 

vs., 747
molecular structure of, 731–

733
in plant mass, 513
protective, 729
regulatory, 729
structural, 729
structure of, 729–730
transport, 729

Proton exchange membrane 
(PEM), in fuel-cells,  
377

Protons
atoms and, 77
in chemical bonding, 300–301
in lithium, 55
defined, 53
in nucleus, 599–600
as subatomic particles, 53
symbol for, 622

Psi (Pounds per square inch), 157
PTSA (Parent–Teacher–Student 

Association), on food 
vending machine 
quality, 674, 776–777

Public safety, nuclear radiation 
and, 666

Public water supplies. See 
Municipal water-
treatment

Purification. See Water 
purification

Purity. See Water purity
PVC (Polyvinyl chloride), 306
Pyridoxine, 751
Pyrometallurgy, 104, 114
Pyrotechnic chemists, 80

Q
Qualitative tests, defined, 452 
Quantitative data, 26 
Quantitative tests, defined, 452

R
Rad, unit of radiation dosage, 

defined, 611
Radiant energy, 221, 359
Radiation

background, 589, 610, 633
climate and

carbon cycle in, 348–349
Earth’s atmosphere and, 

221
Earth’s energy balance in, 

225–227
electromagnetic, 221–223
incomplete combustion in, 

343–344
infrared, 224
introduction to, 220–221
solar, 221
ultraviolet, 224–225
visible, 224

common sources of, 613–614
cosmic, 613
diagnostic applications of, 

644–647
discovery of, 590–593
electromagnetic

defined, 221, 231
exposure

annual dose estimates, 613–
614

discussion on, 589–590
safe level of, 615–617
in U.S., 612
in workplace, 616–617, 628–

629
greenhouse gases in, 226–227, 

348
infrared, 224, 594
internal, 613
ionizing, 594–595, 606. See 

also Ionizing radiation
nonionizing, 594, 606
from nuclear interactions of, 

594–595. See also 
Nuclear radiation

spectrum, 222–223. See also 
Electromagnetic 
spectrum of radiation

terrestrial, 613
therapeutic applications of, 

645
weather conditions, 227
for nuclear reactor, 665, 679

shields, for exposure 
prevention, 620–621

x-rays, 591–592
Radioactive decay

defined, 595
half-life vs., 638–640
natural, 621–624

Radioactive material, nuclear 
reactor safety and, 632, 
666

Radioactive waste
categories of, 672
discussion on, 671–675
disposal methods, 672–673
disposal of

challenges of, 632, 640
current methods for, 672–

673
investigating long-term 

storage for, 674–675, 
678

high-level, 672–673, 675
low-level, 671–673, 675
sources of, 671
vitrification of, 674, 675
volume vs. radioactivity, 672

Radioactivity
artificial, 649–650
constant background level of, 

589, 610, 633
defined, 593
detection devices for, 618–619,  

628–629
discovery of, 592–593, 596, 606
half-life of

applications of, 642–643, 
655

radioactive decay vs., 639–
640

understanding, 640–641
medicine and

discussion on, 644–647
nuclear, 647–649
nuclear radiation exposure 

from, 610, 614
nuclear-bombardment

reactions and, 651
transuranium elements from, 

652–653
of nuclear waste, 671–675
opinions about, 654
particles involved in, 649–650
using, 638–657

Radioisotopes
defined, 602
decay vs. half-life of, 639–640
in medicine, 644–647
natural, 602
in nuclear radiation, 611
synthetic, 649

Radioisotope-tracer studies, 645
Radiosodium, medical 

applications of, 646
Radio telescopes, 221
Radio waves, 231, 595, 608, 649
Radioxenon, medical 

applications of, 646
Radium (Ra)

discovery of, 593
periodic chart and, 52
radiation exposure from, 617, 

622
Radon (Rn)

natural radioactive decay and, 
622, 626–627

radioisotopes of, decay vs. 
half-life, 639

Radon-222
half-life of, 639, 655
radioisotopes and, 610

Radon gas, dangers of, 627
Radon test kits, 626
Rainwater

acids in. See Acid rain
in hydrologic cycle, 483–484
pH of, 254, 258

Range, of data, defined, 407
Rationing of water, 410–411
Raw materials

chemical products from, 541
petrochemicals as, 305

Rays. See also Alpha particles/
rays; Beta particles/
rays; Gamma rays

cathode, fluorescence and, 591
in nuclear radiation, 595–596
X-rays, 591–592

RDAs (Recommended Dietary 
Allowances)

for minerals, 759
for protein, 737
for vitamins, 749

RDX (Hexahydro-1,3,5- 
trinitro-1,3,5- triazine), 
as explosive, 537

Reactants, 37, 123, 343–344
Reaction rate, defined, 528. See 

also Kinetics
Reactions

addition, 306, 325
chemical. See Chemical 

reactions
combustion of propane, 124–

125
condensation in 

polymerization, 321–
322, 326

endothermic, 334–336, 337,  
354, 542

exothermic. See Exothermic 
reactions

of gases, 213–214
half-reactions in

plating process and, 109
voltaic cells and, 553–554

nuclear, energy from, 126
nuclear-bombardment

discovery of, 659
particles involved in, 649–

650
periodic table extensions 

with, 652–653
oxidation–reduction. See 

Oxidation–reduction 
reactions

photochemical, 246
redox. See Oxidation– 

reduction reactions
reversible, 461, 528–529
spontaneous, 555

Reactivities of metals
activity series of, 74, 75, 549, 

558
of copper, 73
explanation of, 73–75, 79
of gold, 74
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Reactivities of metals (cont.) 
of magnesium, 73
relative, 71–73
trends in, 75–76

Reactor containment building, 
in nuclear power plant, 
663, 666

Rechargeable batteries, 
electrochemistry of, 
568, 570, 571

Recommended Dietary 
Allowances (RDAs)

for minerals, 759
for protein, 737
for vitamins, 749

Recycling
of aluminum, 137, 138
of batteries, 569, 574
of coins, 22
of copper, 88
of materials, 110
of paper, 110
for resource conservation, 137, 

138, 141
Reddy, Christopher, 328–329
Redox reactions, defined, 102. 

See also Oxidation–
reduction reactions

Reduced, defined, 102
Reducing, for resource 

conservation, 137
Reducing agent, defined, 103
Reduction

defined, 102, 518
oxidation and. See Oxidation– 

reduction reactions
standard potential, 565, 580

Reference solution, testing, 
defined, 452

Refined, defined, 101
Refining

of copper ore
final step in, 131
mineral percent 

composition and, 
99–100

molar relationship in, 
94–95

defined, 101
of iron ore, 131
of metals, 101–105

Reflectivity
of Earth’s surface, 226
of materials, 227

Regulating of food additives, 
766–767

Regulatory proteins, in human 
body, 729–730

Rem, unit of radiation dosage, 
defined , 611

Remote open path monitoring, 
air pollution 
measuring, 241

Renewable resources, 383–387
defined, 136

Repulsions, intermolecular, 288
Resin identification codes, 298
Resource conservation, in 

communities
depletion trends, 136–137
rethinking for, 137, 141

Resources
nonrenewable, 136, 141, 272, 294

renewable, 136, 141, 384
Rethinking, for resource 

conservation in 
communities, 137

Retinol, 751
Reuse/reusing

for resource conservation, 137,  
141

of water, 411
Reverse osmosis, for water 

purification, 492–493
Reversible reactions, 455, 461, 

528–529
defined, 455

Rf value, in paper 
chromatography, 764–
766

Rhenium (Re)
melting point of, 63
radioisotopes of, 603

Rhodium, 109
Rhodochrosite, 100, 120
Riboflavin, defined, 751
Ring structures, in builder 

molecules, 314–315, 325
Risk-benefit analysis, for travel 

modes, 670–671
Rivers

global percent of, 409
as power plant cooling water 

source, 442
Riverwood

burdens vs. benefits of, 579
chemical plant prospects
Citizens Against Nuclear 

Exposure. See Citizens 
Against Nuclear  
Exposure

EPA investigation of, 390, 414, 
500

fish kill, 390–392
final choice on, 582–583
High School, foods sold in, 

674, 700, 721, 745, 776–
777

interest in, 504–505, 507, 543, 
544

molecular substance 
possibilities in, 424

negative factors of, 578
oxygen level possibilities in, 

441–443
pH as possible cause, 458
positive factors of, 577–578
scientific investigation of, 

390–391, 414
town council meeting for

mock, 498–501
special, 476

townspeople opinions on, 392, 
414

water purification for, 484
water use and

rationing for, 410–411
relief supply for, 411, 414

Rockets, 127, 242
Rocks, radioisotopes in, 610
Roentgen, W. K., 590–591, 653
Roentgenium (Rg), 653
Rubber

natural, 594
synthetic polymers in, 305, 

316

Rubbing alcohol, boiling point 
of, 277

Rubidium (Rb)
melting point of, 63
radioisotopes of, 603

Running, energy expended 
during, 696, 699

Running water, in sink, use of, 
395, 407

Rural water, supply sources of, 410
Rutherford, Ernest, 595, 597–

598, 639, 649–650
Rutherfordium (Rf), 653

S
Saccharin, 768
Safety

of chemical products, 541, 546
of food supply, 766–767
in investigations, 8–10
in laboratory, 10–11
with nuclear radiation, 666
occupational, for chemical 

industry, 578
Salicylic acid, 319
Saline solutions, intravenous, 

concentrations of, 428–
430

Saliva, amylase in, 742
Salt (NaCl). See also Sodium 

chloride; Table salt
chemical formula for, 36
as food additive, 767

Salt bridge, defined, 551
Samarium (Sm), radioisotopes 

of, 603
Sand filtration

in hydrologic cycle, 484
for water clean up, 480, 485

Satellite data collection, 221
Satellites, monitoring air 

quality, 242
Saturated fats, defined, 710
Saturated hydrocarbons, 

defined, 310
Saturated solutions, defined, 

435, 439
Savannah River vitrification 

plant, 674
Scandium (Sc), 56–57
Schlatter, James, 594
Schoenbein paper, 241
Schools, quality of food sold in, 

684, 745
Scientific information, 

communicating to 
citizens, 680

Scientific inquiry, 8
Scientific investigations

abilities needed for, A-1
designing, 165–167, 178
discussion on, 48, 178
of Riverwood water 

emergency, 390–391
safety considerations, 8–10
SI units for, 157–158
of Snake River fish kill, 414
Scientific method vs. 

scientific methods, A-1
Scientific models, 185–186, 197

defined, 185
Scientific notation, B-1

Scientific questions, defined, 
166

Scientific theories, 181, 185–186, 
197

defined, 185
Scintillation counters, for 

radioactivity detection, 
defined, 629

SCR (Selective catalytic 
reduction) systems, 
376

Scuba diving, gas cylinders for, 
174

Scurvy, 750, 751
Seaborg, Glenn, 652–653
Seaborgium (Sg), 653
Second, as SI base unit, 158
Secondary air pollutants, 

defined, 236–237
Secondary batteries

primary vs., 573
recycling of, 574
types of, 569–572

Selective catalytic reduction 
(SCR) systems, 376

Selenium (Se)
boiling point of, 61
as essential in diet, 757, 758

Self-discharge rate of batteries, 
568

Semi-permeable membrane, for 
osmosis and reverse 
osmosis, 492

Serine, 735
Shape, of solids vs. gases, 181
Shaughnessy, Dawn, 636–637
Sheeting action, of water, 402
Shellac, 305
Shells, electron, defined, 300–

301
Shields/shielding

for nuclear reactors, 665, 679
ozone, of Earth, 248
radiation, for exposure 

prevention, 620–621
Shingles

recycled-content, 139
recycling, 139

Showers/showering, water use 
for, 395, 407

SI (International System of 
Units)

for nuclear radiation, 611
for selected physical 

quantities, 157–158
Side chains, of polymers, 309
Sievert (Sv), defined,  611
Significant figures

determination of, B-4
using in calculations, B-6

Silicon (Si), 42, 61
Silicon tetrachloride (SiCl4), 63
Silver (Ag)

discovery of, 74
as element, 38
in redox reactions, 102–103, 

106
worldwide production of, 85

Silver nitrate, 69, 533–534
solution, 131

Silver sulfide, reaction 
producing, 126

Simple compounds, 483
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Simple sugars, as carbohydrate, 
705

Single covalent bond, defined, 301
Sitting, energy expended 

during, 696
Skateboarding, energy expended 

during, 354, 696–697
Sky, colors in, 224
Sleeping, energy expended 

during, 696
Slurry, in battery production, 

574
Smog. See also Air pollution/

pollutants
concerns about, 149
defined, 245
discussion on, 235, 245
health hazards of, 247
photochemical, 245, 246–247, 

258
Smoke detectors, radioisotope 

in, 625, 652
Snack foods

carbohydrates in, 708
energy from, 689–691
fats in, 712

Snake River, fish kill in. See 
Riverwood water 
emergency

Soaps, 490
Soccer, energy expended while 

playing, 696, 698
Society of the Plastics Industry, 

298
Sodium (Na)

as alkali metal, 61
as element, 38
as essential in diet, 757, 758
melting point of, 63

Sodium-22, 640
Sodium azide, as explosive, 

537–538
Sodium bromide, model 

representation of, 119
Sodium carbonate, in water 

softening, 490
Sodium chloride

crystals, structure of, 421
in equilibrium investigation, 

534
molar mass of, 98
one mole of, 94
for radiosodium 

administration, 646
saline solution concentrations 

of, 428–430
as table salt, 760

Sodium halide, 65
Sodium hydroxide

as base, 461
formula and uses of, 250
in ionic compounds, 316
in litmus tests, 509
neutralization of, 454, 456

Sodium hypochlorite, for water 
purification, 487

Sodium iodide
as iodine deficiency 

treatment, 118
model representation of, 119
as radioisotope tracer, 645

Sodium nitrite, as food additive, 
767

Soft drinks
carbohydrates in, 708
as empty calories, 698
warning for phenylketonurics, 

769
Soil, radioisotopes in, 610
Solar cells, energy from, 362
Solar energy

as alternative energy source, 
371

and biomolecules, 359–360
photosynthesis and, 691–693
radiant, 221, 359 

Solar radiation
discussion on, 227–228
Earth’s energy balance in, 

225–227
electromagnetic spectrum 

and, 220–225
infrared radiation and, 224
ultraviolet, 224–225
visible, 224

Solar spectrum, 223
Solids

crystal/crystallization, 66
density of, 12–13
elements as, 44, 51
ionic, 419–420, 444
matter as, 400
motion of atoms and 

molecules in, 181–183
shape of, gases vs., 181
solubility of

temperature and, 435–436
in water, 435

symbol for, 67
in water treatment, 484

Solid state, of water, 410
Solid-state detectors, defined, 629
Solubility

defined, 435
of fats, 708
of gaseous substances, 445
of ionic compounds, 419–420
in water, 414, 435–436, 444

Solubility curve
defined, 435
discussion on, 444
for oxygen gas in water, 438
for potassium chloride, 439
for potassium nitrate, 435–437

Solubility rules, defined, 450
Solute

concentration of, 427
defined, 403
dissolubility of, 435
water as, 416–419, 444

Solution, concentration of, 427
Solutions. See also specific 

solution
absorbance of, 431
acidic, 457
basic, 457
classification of matter, 403
colorimetry of, 430, 433–434
combining, 448–449
defined, 403, 427

describing samples of, 428–
430

discussion on, 427–428, 444
measuring, 430–434
percent value, 427
pH and, 457–458

dilution of, 432
as homogenous mixtures, 

402–403
investigation of, 27
molarity, 427, 429
pH scale of, 249–251, 258
saturated, 435, 439
standard, 431, 433, 464
supersaturated. See 

Supersaturated 
solutions

unsaturated, 436, 439
water. See Aqueous solutions 

(aq)
Solvents

concentration of, 427–428
defined, 403
in paper chromatography, 

764–765
polar, fats low solubility in, 

708
SONO Filters, 474–475
Soviet Union, transuranium 

elements discovered by, 
653

Soybeans, biodiesel from, 374
Spacecraft, monitoring air 

quality, 242
Space-filling models, defined, 

284
Specialty products, 575, 578
Specific heat, 338
Specific heat capacity

defined, 194
of materials, 227
of water, 339, 680

Spectator ions, defined, 450
Speed, kinetic energy and, 182
Speed of light, 221
Spiraling up, of greenhouse 

gases, 348–349
Spontaneous, reactions, defined, 

555
Sports fishing, Snake River fish 

kill impact on, 391
Square inch, pounds per  (psi), 

157
Square meter, as SI base unit, 

158
Stainless steel, as alloy, 135
Standard conditions, 

electrochemical cell 
potential, 564–565

Standard reduction potentials, 
565, 580

Standard solution, 431, 433, 464
defined, 431

Standard temperature and 
pressure (STP), defined, 
188

Starch
amylase decomposition of, 742
as carbohydrate, 705, 707
structural formula for, 706

Static electricity, 53
Stationary phase, in paper 

chromatography, 764
Statues, acid rain impact on, 

200–201
Steam generator, in nuclear 

power plant, 665, 666
Steam production, in nuclear 

power plant, 665, 666

Steel
as alloy, 135
corrosion of, surface 

prevention of, 109
Steel pennies, 34
Step aerobics, energy expended 

during, 696
Sterilizing materials, 224, 227
Stoichiometry

defined, 214
involving limiting reactants, 

715, 718
in reactions of gases, 214–215

Storage, of nuclear waste
long-term, 674–675
on-site, 674

Stored energy, 211
Straight-chain alkanes, defined, 

289–290
Strassman, Fritz, 659
Streams

acid rain impact on, 463
pH of, 458
as power plant cooling water 

source, 442
Stress, in equilibrium dynamics, 

531–532
Strong acid

defined, 460
dilute vs. concentrated, 462, 471

Strong base, 460, 471
defined, 460

Strong force, in nuclear energy, 
defined, 660

Strontium (Sr), 600
Strontium-90

half-life of, 643
nuclear waste from, 673
from uranium fission, 659

Structural formula, defined, 303
Structural isomers, defined, 290
Structural materials, synthetic 

polymers in, 305
Structural proteins, in human 

body, 729
Styrene, 306
Subatomic particles, 54, 56–57, 

599
defined, 599

Subscripts
in chemical equations, 127, 141
in chemical symbols, 37
defined, 37

Substances
defined, 36
elements. See Elements
mass of, 94–95
in matter, 403–404
molar mass of, 98
molecular, 422–424
percent composition and, 113
properties, predicting, 62–63
in water testing, 452

Substituted hydrocarbons, 
defined, 310

Substrate, defined, 740
Subtraction

significant figures in, B-6
using scientific notation, B-1

Sucralose, as food additive, 769
Sucrose. See also Sugars

as carbohydrate, 706
structural formula for, 706
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Sugar (C12H22O11)
chemical formula for, 36
as disaccharide, 706
as empty calories, 698
as food additive, 767
molar mass of, 98
simple, as carbohydrate, 705

Sulfate anions, testing water for, 
452

Sulfur (S)
as element, 38
as essential in diet, 758
in rubber vulcanization, 594

Sulfur dioxide (SO2)
in air, 149, 206
as air pollutant, 236
in combustion emissions, 256
in forming acid rain, 251–252, 

256
oxidation state of, 520

Sulfuric acid
in batteries, 570
as Brown-ring reactant, 509
as condensation catalyst, 318
formula and common name 

for, 250
reacting with water, 455

Sulfur trioxide (SO3), as air 
pollutant, 237

Sun
nuclear fusion power in, 221
radiant energy from, 221, 359,  

691–693. See also Solar 
radiation

thermal energy from, see 
Thermal energy

Sunburn
nuclear fusion power in, 668
radiation and, 224
from ultraviolet overexposure,  

594, 595
Sunlight, in photochemical 

smog, 246
Superconductivity, defined, 136
Superheavy elements, 636–637
Supersaturated solutions, 442
Surface air temperature, mean 

trends since 1880, 349
Surface modification

chrome plating, 109
copper plating, 107
electroplating, 108–109

Surface water
defined, 410
municipal pre-use treatment 

of, 484–485
defined, 410

Suspensions, 
defined, 402
as mixtures, 403

Sustainability, defined, 136
Sweeteners

artificial, 594, 768–769
as food additive, 763

Swimming, energy expended 
during, 696

Symbols, for matter, 36–38 
Synergistic interactions, 

defined, 245
Synthetic fertilizers, 578
Synthetic fibers, in chemical 

products, 522
Synthetic radioisotopes, 649

Synthetic substances, in 
chemical products,  
522

Syringes, for gas investigations, 
152–153, 161–163, 216–
220

T
Table salt (NaCl). See also Salt; 

Sodium chloride
as compound, 36, 66
as ionic compound, 419
molar mass of, 98
one mole of, 94
as source of dietary minerals, 

760
Tailsium, half-life of, 640–641
Tap water

bottled water vs., 489
ions found in, 452

Target nucleus, in nuclear-
bombardment 
reactions, 650

Tar sands, 369
Tax base, industry contribution 

to, 578
Technetium (Tc), natural vs. 

synthetic, 651
Technetium-99m, as medical 

radioisotope, 645, 646, 
650, 655

Technological information, 
communicating to 
citizens, 680

Technology, burdens vs. benefits 
of, 579, 581

Teeth, X-rays of, 592, 621
Teflon, 594
Telescopes, radio, 221
Tellurium-137, as uranium 

fission product, 662
Temperature

amylase test, 742–744
celsius, 59
enzyme-catalyzed reactions 

and, 741, 746
heat vs., 191–192, 197
in ideal gas behavior, 188. See 

also Temperature–
pressure behavior

increases in, 349–350
kelvins, 59
kinetic energy and, 182
in kinetic molecular theory, 

184–185
molar volume related to, 188
in non-ideal gas behavior, 

191–192
Temperature inversion, defined,  

246
Temperature–pressure behavior

in gas cylinders, 174
of gases, 174

Temperature–volume 
relationships of gases

Charles’ law of, 171–172
exploring, 168–170
investigations of, 167–168
predicting, 172–173

Tennis, energy expended while 
playing, 696

Terrestrial radiation, 613

Testable questions, 166, 178
Tetraethyl lead, 366
Tetrahedron, defined, 284
Tetrapeptides, 732
Thallium (Tl), isotopes of, 600
Thallium-201, as medical 

radioisotope, 646
Therapuetic, defined, 644
Thermal energy

chemical energy conversion, 
defined, 361–362

from combustion, 124–125, 
341–342, 354

conversion of, 336, 383, 659
defined, 192
discussion on, 333–334
Earth’s energy balance in, 

225–227
equilibrium dynamics and, 

532
in food energy calculation, 

689, 699
in hydrologic cycle, 482–483
nuclear power plant use of, 664
petroleum and, 294

Thermal properties, of 
materials, 227

Thermometers
for gas investigations, 168–169
mercury, 191

Thermonuclear device, 668
Thermoplastics, 308
Thiamin, 751, 753

THMs (Trihalomethanes), in 
public water supplies, 
487–488

Thorium (Th)
decay series of, 623–624, 625
half-life of, 656
radioisotopes of, 603, 610

Thorium-234, half-life of, 656
Three-day food inventory 

intake, 684, 686–689 
700, 745, 770

Threonine, 735
Thyroid cancer

radioisotopes for destroying, 
645

radioisotope tracers for, 645, 
655

Thyroid function, iodine as 
essential for, 757

Thyroxine, 757
Time, SI base unit of, 158
Tin (Sn)

density of, 61
as dietary mineral, 759
as element, 38, 42
worldwide production of, 85

Titrant, defined, 754
Titration,  754–757

defined, 464
TLC-p plug-in hybrid vehicle, 

266–267, 323, 353, 379, 
381, 382

TNT (2,4,6-trinitrotoluene), as 
explosive, 537, 540

Tocopherol, 751
Tomography, position emission 

(PET), 647–648, 657
Total energy expenditure, 698
Total ionic equation, defined, 450
Toxins, in food, 767–768

Trace minerals
defined, 757
macrominerals vs., 772
sources of, 775

Tracers, defined, 645
Trains

for coal transport, 370
travel risks, 670

Trans-2-pentene, 712–713
Trans-fatty acids, 713
Transmutation of elements, 649, 

650, 656
defined, 649

Transportation
air pollution dynamics, 244, 

248, 256
costs of, in agriculture, 577
fuels used for, 353
risks involving, 670–671

Transport proteins, in human 
body, 729

Transuranium elements, 652–
653, 672

defined, 652
Travel distance, accidental 

death rate based on, 670
Trees, VOCs emitted from, 236–

237
Triglycerides, 709, 710, 712

defined, 709
Trihalomethanes (THMs), 

defined, 487–488
Tripeptides, 732
Triple bonds, 312
Tritium, as medical 

radioisotope, 646
Troposphere

defined, 206
gases present in, 206–207

Tryptophan, 735
Tumors

radioisotope for destroying, 655
radioisotope tracers for, 645

Tungsten, in X-ray technology, 
591

Turbines, wind, 371
2,4,6-trinitrotoluene (TNT), as 

explosive, 537, 540
2-Pentene, in fat hydrogenation, 

712–713
Tyndall, John, 224
Tyndall effect, defined, 398, 402
Tyrosine, 735

U
Ukraine, nuclear power plant 

accident in, 666
Ultra-low sulfur petroleum-

based diesel (ULSD), 
376

Ultraviolet (UV) light/radiation
discussion on, 224–225
fluorescence caused by, 591, 

592–593
sunburn from overexposure 

to, 594, 595
in water purification, 488
radiation, 231

United Nations 
Intergovernmental 
Panel on Climate 
Change (IPCC), 350
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United States
annual energy consumption 

in, 360
Department of Energy, National 

Laboratories, 636
dietary guidelines in, 677
EPA. See Environmental 

Protection Agency
Geological Survey, 248
ionizing radiation exposure 

in, 612
Kyoto Protocol and, 351
Mint, coin-design, 22, 143–144
nuclear power plants, 664
nuclear waste sources, 671
population trends, 359
radon level zones in, 627
transuranium elements 

discovered by, 653
water use
analysis of, 395, 406–408
categories of, 405
by region, 405

Unsaturated fats, 710–713, 721
defined, 710

Unsaturated hydrocarbons, 
defined, 310

Unsaturated solutions,defined,  
436, 439

Ununoctium, (Uuo) 637
Ununtrium (Uut), 653
Uranium (U)

decay series of, 623–624, 625, 
640

molar mass of, isotopes and, 
604

in radiation technology, 593
Uranium-235

discussion on, 659–661
natural sources of, 610
in nuclear reactor fuel, 665, 

673
Uranium-238

natural sources of, 610
in nuclear reactor fuel, 665

Uranium dioxide pellets, as 
nuclear reactor fuel, 
664

Urea
protein intake and, 733
structural formula for, 733

UV radiation. See Ultraviolet 
radiation 

types, 224–225

V
Valence electrons, defined, 301
Valine, 735
Vaporization, defined, 192
Vegan diet, 752
Vegetable oil, 371–373, 381

fats in, 710, 712
Vegetables

carbohydrates in, 705
mineral content of, 758
vitamin content of, 751

Vegetarian diet, 747, 752
Vehicles. See Automobiles; 

Motor vehicles
Velocity

kinetic energy and, 182
of light, 221

Vending machines, food, in 
school, 700, 721, 745, 
776–777

Venus
atmosphere of, 227
greenhouse effect on, 227

Vinegar, 249, 767
Vinyl chloride, 313
Viscosity, defined, 269
Visible radiation, 224, 231
Vitamin A, 749, 751
Vitamin B

as coenzyme, 750
diet content of, 753
food sources of, 751
B vitamins, 739, 741

Vitamin C
beverage analysis for, 754–755
deficiency of, health impact 

of, 751
Dietary Reference Intakes for, 

749
diet content of, 753
food sources of, 751
iodine reaction with, 755
molecular structure of, 754
titration of, 754–755

Vitamin D, 225, 749, 750, 751
Vitamin deficiencies, health 

impacts of, 751
Vitamin E, 749, 751
Vitamin K, 749, 751
Vitamins

analyzing, 770–771
defined, 749
Dietary Reference Intakes 

(DRIs), 749
fat-soluble, 750
in food

functions of, 749–750
sources of, 749, 751

as food additive, 767
megadoses, 750
water-soluble, 750, 754

Vitrification, of nuclear waste, 
defined, 674

Volatile organic compounds 
(VOCs), defined, 236–237

Volleyball, energy expended 
while playing, 696

Volta, Alessandro, 563
Voltage, cell potential and, 564
Voltaic cells. See also Batteries

changes in, 556–557, 559
constructing, 550–552
defined, 550
electrical potential from, 550, 

564–565
electrochemical cells 

potential, 566–567
electrodes in, 550, 565
half-reaction and, 550, 553–

554, 565
Voltaic pile, building, 563–564
Volts, in voltaic cells, measurement 

of, 564–565
Volume

as derived SI unit, 157–158
in ideal gas behavior, 188. See 

also Pressure–volume 
behavior of gases; 
Temperature–volume 

relationships of gases

in kinetic molecular theory, 
184–185, 196

Vulcanization, 594

W
Walking, energy expended 

during, 696
Warfare. See Weapons
Waste

from chemical products, 541
incineration of, 6
nuclear. See Radioactive waste

Waste Isolation Pilot Plant 
(Carlsbad, New 
Mexico), 674

Wastewater
before and after treatment of, 

484–485
historical treatment of, 482

Water (H2O)
black, 411
boiling point of, 277, 400
from burning gasoline, 121, 

131
in cellular respiration, 694, 718
chemical formula for, 36, 40
cost of pure vs. unpure, 410–

411
decomposed into elements, 

336
dissolvable substances in, 

416–419
distilled, 411
dynamic equilibrium in, 530
electrolysis of, 336
in ethanol, 306
foul, clean up of, 479–482. See 

also Foul water
for fruit juice production, 394, 

406
gaseous reaction forming, 

126–128
grey, 411
hard, 490–492
heat capacity of, 680
hydrologic cycle process of, 

404
ionic compounds dissolving 

in, 419–421
ions found dissolved in, 452–

454
melting of, 400
molar mass of, 400
as molecular substance, 66
nuclear power plant use of, 

665, 666
one mole of, 94
pH of, 457–458
in photosynthesis, defined, 

692
physical properties of, 399–

402, 410
polarity of, 401
as polar molecule, 419–420
potable, 411
radiant energy absorption by, 

89–91, 226, 231
reuse of, 411
as solvent, 416–419
specific heat capacity of, 339
three-dimensional structure 

of, 402

uniqueness of in solar system, 
399

Water contamination, causing 
fish kill, 390–392

Water cycle, 348, 355
defined, 404

Water demand. See Water use
Water flow, in nuclear power 

plant, 665–666
Water gas, 355
Water pipes, acidic water 

corroding of, 485
Water power, 371
Water purification

aluminum sulfate and, 69
charcoal absorption and 

filtration, 480–481
distillation, 493
Earth’s system for, 482–484
economics of, 390–392
hydrologic cycle process of, 483
municipal systems for, 484–

485
natural, 482–484
oil-water separation in, 479–

480
requirement for, 495
sand filtration in, 480, 485
techniques, 479–481
techniques for, 495

Water purity
in bottle vs. tap water, 489
cost of desired purity, 394
electrical conductivity related 

to, 403
physical characteristics of, 400

Water-quality, data analysis of, 
468–470

Water rationing, daily basis for, 
410–411

Water samples, of Snake River, 
390. See also Water 
testing

Water shortage, in Riverwood, 
390–392

Water softening
Calgon for, 490
ion-exchange for, 492

Water-soluble vitamins, 750, 
752–754

Water solutions. See Aqueous 
solutions

Water supply
discussion on, 404–406
global distribution of, 409
municipal, 410
rural, 410
U.S. use vs., 406–410

Water temperature
density based on, 400
maximum tolerance for fish, 

442
oxygen solubility and, 441–

443
Water testing, 452–454
Water treatment

before and after treatment of,  
484–485

chemical reactions in, 129–130
evolution of, 482

Water-treatment plants
chemical reactions in, 129–130
municipal, 410, 484–485
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Water use
diary of, 395
direct vs. indirect, 405, 412
in U.S.

analysis of, 395, 406–408
categories of, 405
by region, 405

Water vapor
in air, 206, 409
greenhouse effectiveness of, 348
from hydrocarbon, 272
in photochemical smog, 246

Waves/wavelengths
defined, 222
in electromagnetic radiation, 

222–223, 231
frequency and, 222
parts of, 222–223

Weak acid
defined, 461
dilute vs. concentrated, 462, 471

Weapons
atomic. See Atomic weapons
nitrogen-based explosives as, 

537
nuclear. See Nuclear weapons

Weather
air pollution reports 

accompanying, 235
solar radiation and, 227

Weighing, of substances, 93–94
Weight control, energy balance 

and, 698–699

Weighted average of data, 602
Weight gain, energy intake and, 

698–699
Weight lifting, energy expended 

during, 696
Weight loss, energy intake and, 

698–699
Wet cell batteries, 570
White blood cells, ionizing 

radiation effect on, 617
White gold, as alloy, 135
Wind energy, 371
Wood
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Wahlberg, Tammy Weatherly, Lee Weaver, Joyce Willis, 
Belinda Wolfe
Field Test Schools: California: Chula Vista High, Chula Vista; 
Gompers Secondary School, San Diego; Montgomery High, 
San Diego; Point Loma High, San Diego; Serra Junior-Senior 
High, San Diego; Southwest High, San Diego. Colorado: Bear 
Creek Senior High, Lakewood; Evergreen Senior High, 
Evergreen; Green Mountain Senior High, Lakewood; Golden 
Senior High, Golden; Lakewood Senior High, Lakewood; 
Wheat Ridge Senior High, Wheat Ridge. Hawaii: University 
of Hawaii Laboratory School, Honolulu. Illinois: Project 
Individual Education High, Oak Lawn. Iowa: Linn-Mar High, 
Marion. Louisiana: Booker T. Washington High, Shreveport; 
Byrd High, Shreveport; Caddo Magnet High, Shreveport; 
Captain Shreve High, Shreveport; Fair Park High, Shreveport; 
Green Oaks High, Shreveport; Huntington High, Shreveport; 
North Caddo High, Vivian; Northwood High, Shreveport. 
Maryland: Charles Smith Jewish Day School, Rockville; 
Owings Mills Junior-Senior High, Owings Mills; Parkville 
High, Baltimore; Sparrows Point Middle-Senior High, 
Baltimore; Woodlawn High, Baltimore. New Jersey: School 
No. 10, Patterson. New York: New Dorp High, Staten Island. 
Texas: Clements High, Sugar Land; Cy-Fair High, Houston. 

ChemCom Project Credits
ChemCom is the product of teamwork involving individuals from all over the United States over more than twenty-five 
years. The American Chemical Society is pleased to recognize all who contributed to ChemCom. The team responsible for 
the sixth edition of ChemCom is listed on the copyright page. Individuals who contributed to the initial development of 
ChemCom—for the first edition in 1988, the second and third editions in 1993 and 1998, respectively, the fourth edition in 
2002, and the fifth edition in 2006—are listed below.
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Virginia: Armstrong High, Richmond; Freeman High, 
Richmond; Henrico High, Richmond; Highland Springs High, 
Highland Springs; Marymount School, Richmond; 
Midlothian High, Midlothian; St. Gertrude’s High, Richmond; 
Thomas Dale High, Chester; Thomas Jefferson High, 
Richmond; Tucker High, Richmond; Varina High, Richmond. 
Wisconsin: James Madison High, Madison; Thomas More 
High, Milwaukee. Washington: Bethel High, Spanaway; Chief 
Sealth High, Seattle; Clover Park High, Tacoma; Foss Senior 
High, Tacoma; Hazen High, Renton; Lakes High, Tacoma; 
Peninsula High, Gig Harbor; Rogers High, Puyallup; Sumner 
Senior High, Sumner; Washington High, Tacoma; Wilson 
High, Tacoma

Safety Consultant: Stanley Pine & William H. Breazeale, Jr.

Social Science Consultants: Ross Eshelman, Judith Gillespie

Art: Rabina Fisher, Pat Hoetmer, Alan Kahan (dir.), Kelley 
Richard, Sharon Wolfgang

Copy Editor: Martha Polkey

Production Consultant: Marcia Vogel

Administrative Assistant: Carolyn Avery

ACS Staff: Rebecca Mason Simmons, Martha K. Turckes
Student Aides: Paul Drago, Stephanie French, Patricia Teleska

Second Edition Revision Team
Project Manager: Keith Michael Shea & Ted Dresie
Chief Editor: Henry Heikkinen
Assistant to Chief Editor: Wilbur Bergquist
Editor of Teacher’s Guide: Jon Malmin
Second Edition Editorial Advisory Board: Diane Bunce, 
Henry Heikkinen (ex officio), S. Allen Heininger, Donald 
Jones (chair), Jon Malmin, Paul Mazzocchi, Bradley Moore, 
Carolyn Morse, Keith Michael Shea (ex officio), Sylvia Ware 
(ex officio)
Teacher Reviewers of First Edition: Vincent Bono, New Dorp 
High School, New York; Charles Butterfield, Brattle Union 
High School, Vermont; Regis Goode, Spring Valley High 
School, South Carolina; George Gross, Union High School, 
New Jersey; C. Leonard Himes, Edgewater High School, 
Florida; Gary Hurst, Standley Lake High School, Colorado; 
Jon Malmin, Peninsula High School, Washington; Maureen 
Murphy, Essex Junction Educational Center, Vermont; Keith 
Michael Shea, Hinsdale Central High School, Illinois; Betsy 
Ross Uhing, Grand Island Senior High School, Nebraska; Jane 
Voth-Palisi, Concord High School, New Hampshire; Terri 
Wahlberg, Golden High School, Colorado.
Teacher Reviewers of Second Edition: Michael Clemente, 
Carlson High School, Gibraltar, MI; Steven Long, Rogers High 
School, Rogers, AR; William Penker, Neillsville High School, 
Neillsville, WI; Audrey Mandel, Connetquot High School, 
Bohemia, NY; Barbara Sitzman, Chatsworth High School, 
Chatsworth, CA; Kathleen Voorhees, Shore Regional High 
School, West Long Branch, NJ; Debra Compton, Cy-Fair High 
School, Houston, TX; Christ Forte, York Community High 
School, Elmhurst, IL; Gwyneth D. Sharp, Cape Henlopen 
High School, Lewes, DE; Louis Dittami, Dover-Sherborn High 
School, Dover, MA; Sandra Mueller, John Burroughs School, 
St. Louis, MO; Kirk Soule, Sunset High School, Beaverton, 
OR; Sigrid Wiolkinson, Athens Area High School, Athens, 

PA; Millie McDowell, Clayton High School, Clayton, MO; 
Leslie A. Roughley, Steward School, Richmond, VA; Robert 
Houle, Bacon Academy, Colchester, CT; Robert Storch, 
Bishop Ireton High School, Alexandria, VA; Michael 
Smolarek, Neenah High School, Neenah, WI; Fred Nozawa, 
Timpview High School, Provo, UT; Michael Sixtus, Mar Vista 
High School, Imperial Beach, CA
Safety Consultant: Stanley Pine
Editorial: The Stone Cottage
Design: Bonnie Baumann & P.C. & F., Inc.
Art: Additional art for this edition by Seda Sookias Maurer
ACS also offers thanks to the National Science Foundation 
for its support of the initial development of ChemCom, and 
to NSF project officers Mary Ann Ryan and John Thorpe for 
their comments, suggestions, and unfailing support.

Fourth Edition Credits
Chief Editor: Henry Heikkinen
Revision Team: Laurie Langdon, Robert Milne, Angela 
Powers, Christine Gaudinski, Courtney Willis
Revision Assistants: Cassie McClure, Seth Willis
Teacher Edition: Lear Willis, Joseph Zisk
Ancillary Materials: Regis Goode, Mike Clemente, Ruth 
Leonard
Fourth Edition Editorial Advisory Board: Conrad L. Stanitski 
(Chair), Boris Berenfeld, Jack Collette, Robert Dayton, Ruth 
Leonard, Nina I. McClelland, George Miller, Adele Mouakad, 
Carlo Parravano, Kirk Soulé, Maria Walsh, Sylvia A. Ware (ex 
officio), Henry Heikkinen (ex officio)
ACS: Sylvia Ware, Janet Boese, Michael Tinnesand, Guy 
Belleman, Patti Galvan, Helen Herlocker, Beverly DeAngelo
ACS Safety Committee: Henry Clayton Ramsey (Chair), 
Wayne Wolsey, Kevin Joseph Edgar, Herbert Bryce
Technical Reviewers: Steve Cawthron, Kenneth Hughes, 
Susan C. Karr, Mary Kirchhoff, David Miller, Charles 
Poukish, Mary Ann Ryan, Tracy Williamson
Teacher Edition Reviewers: Drew Lanthrum, Karen Morris
Safety Consultants: Stanley Pine, Herbert Bryce 

Fifth Edition Credits
Chief Editor: Henry Heikkinen
Project Manager: Angela Powers
Revision Team: Laurie Langdon, Robert Milne, Wendy 
Naughton

ACS: Sylvia Ware, Michael Tinnesand, Terri Taylor, Helen 
Herlocker, Jodi Wesemann
ACS Project Editor: Rebecca Strehlow
Technical Reviewer: Conrad Stanitski
Technical Contributors: Janet Cohen, Susan Heikkinen, Jack 
A. Ladson, COLOR Science Consultancy
Fourth Edition Reviewers: Kirsten Almo, Mark Boehlor, 
Susan Berrend, Martin Besant, Regis Goode, Gary Jackson, 
Jane Meadows, Walt Shacklett, Terri Taylor
Teacher Contributors: Pat Chriswell, Robert Dayton, Regis 
Goode, Drew Lanthrum, Joelle Lastica, Steve Long, Cece 
Schwennsen, Barbara Sitzman, Terri Taylor
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